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في البدء كان الكلمة
والكلمة صار جسادا وحل بيننا

From the Gospel of Saint John, 1.1, 1.14.
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ABSTRACT

On October 22, 1989, the still living deputies of the 1972 Lebanese Parliament approved, in

the Saudi city of Ta’if, the document that would put an end to the fifteen year-long Civil War that

had  been  ravaging  their  country.  The  Ta’if  Agreement,  as  it  became  known,  confirmed  the

fundamental pillars that had characterized the Lebanese polity ever since its formal constitution in

its present form, in 1920, and even before: power-sharing, arbitral leaderships and the legitimacy of

traditional bonds of a para-political nature, thus revealing how the much maligned Nizam Lubnani

had  become  embedded  in  the  day-to-day  political  practice  of  the  Bilad  al-Arz,  despite  the

misgivings of political theorists on both sides of the ideological divide.

This thesis does not aim, however, to analyze the inner workings of the Treaty of Ta’if, but

to study the construction, evolution and consolidation of the National Pact (al-Mithaq al-Watani) as

the founding bloc of a specifically Lebanese approach to political modernity during Lebanon’s First

Republic (1943-1975). In this context, it will be argued that, beyond the historiographical myths

portraying it as the consequence of the generosity and political acumen of two patriotic and gifted

men: Bishara al-Khuri and Riyad al-Sulh, or as a mere device for power-sharing, the National Pact

is but the concrete embodiment of the traditional political practices of the Lebanese people, the

specific  understanding given to the Lebanese  Unwritten Constitution – in  the sense defined by

Hegel, Savigny or Jovellanos – in the historical period when Lebanon stood out as the only true

democracy in the Middle East, in the era when Lebanon remained the solitary tower of Smithian

Liberalism amid a backdrop of interventionism, both in the Levant and the Western world.

In order to do so, our attention has been focused on the Maronite community, which held, in
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the  period  herein  under  consideration,  what  was  doubtless  the  most  important  position  in  the

political equation: the Presidency of the Republic. Neglected by the Academia, when not portrayed

in openly orientalistic terms, the historical experience of the Maronites, from being a small and

persecuted  group  of  heterodox  Christians  living  off  the  meager  fields  of  their  mountainous

homeland  –  a  community  of  goatheards  and  peasants,  in  Ahn  Nga  Longva’s  expression  –  to

becoming the protagonists of a revolutionary movement analogous to the bourgeois revolutions of

nineteenth-century Europe as well as the torchbearers of a nationalist movement that contributed to

shape the current borders of the Middle East, deserves a closer analysis that, going beyond the

generalizations and rough depictions that still predominate in both the specialist and journalistic

discourses, portrays them not as a power-hungry and hegemonic group, but as a community among

others,  participating  in  the  delicate  give-and-take  mechanisms  defining  Lebanese  politics  both

historically and in the present.

With  the  support  of  the  relevant  primary  and  secondary  literature,  this  thesis  aims  at

dispelling  myths  and  at  defining  a  new understanding of  the  Lebanese  system that  rejects  the

exceptionalism so often attributed thereto. By putting the Lebanese political framework within a

comparative perspective, it will be argued that the Bilad al-Arz, while certainly defining a peculiar

approach to political modernity, did reach solutions not so dissimilar from those adopted by other

pluralist polities, whether in Europe, Africa or the Middle East. In so doing, it will be, moreover,

proven how the Lebanese recipe offers  a  ray of  hope for  the preservation  of  the demographic

heterogeneity that had allowed Xavier de Planhol to call the wider Middle East region a mosaic. 
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RESUMEN

(SPANISH TRANSLATION)

El 22 de octubre de 1989, los  diputados supervivientes del  Parlamento libanés  de 1972

aprobaron, en la ciudad saudí de Ta’if, el documento que pondría fin a la guerra civil de quince años

de duración que había azotado su país. El Acuerdo de Ta’if,  como se le conoció,  confirmó los

pilares fundamentales que habían venido caracterizando al sujeto político libanés desde el momento

de su constitución, en su forma actual, en 1920, e incluso antes:  la colegialidad, los liderazgos

arbitrales y la legitimidad de los lazos trazos de naturaleza para-política, en lo que vino a demostrar

el enraizamiento del tan criticado Nizam Lubnani en la vida política cotidiana del  Bilad al-Arz, a

pesar de los recelos que éste suscitaba entre los teóricos de la política situados a ambos lados de la

cesura ideológica.

No es, sin embargo, objetivo de esta tesis el análisis del funcionamiento interno del Tratado

de Ta’if, sino que se estudiará la construcción, evolución y consolidación del Pacto Nacional (al-

Mithaq al-Watani) como la piedra angular del enfoque específicamente libanés de la modernidad

política dominante durante la Primera República Libanesa (1943-1975). En este contexto, se argüirá

que, más allá de los mitos historiográficos que lo presentan como la consecuencia de la generosidad

y visión de dos hombres patriotas y políticamente dotados: Bishara al-Khuri y Riyad al-Sulh, o

como un mero instrumento para la distribución del poder político, el Pacto Nacional no es sino la

concreta  manifestación  de  las  prácticas  políticas  tradicionales  del  pueblo  libanés,  la  concreta

interpretación dada a la  Constitución no escrita del Líbano – en el sentido definido por Hegel,

Savigny o Jovellanos – a lo largo del periodo histórico en el que el Líbano destacó como la única

democracia auténtica de Oriente Medio, en la era en la que el Líbano resistió como la torre solitaria
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del liberalismo smithiano sobre un telón de fondo dominado por el intervencionismo, tanto en el

Levante como en el mundo occidental.

Para alcanzar estos objetivos, nuestra atención se ha centrado en la comunidad maronita que

ostentó, durante el periodo aquí estudiado, la que, sin duda, era la más importante magistratura en la

ecuación  política:  la  Presidencia  de  la  República.  Abandonada  por  la  Academia,  cuando  no

presentada en términos abiertamente orientalistas, la experiencia histórica de los maronitas, de ser

un pequeño y perseguido grupo de cristianos heterodoxos que vivían de los magros rendimientos de

sus montañosos campos – una comunidad de cabreros y campesinos, en las palabras de Ahn Nga

Longva  –  a  convertirse  en  los  protagonistas  de  un  movimiento  revolucionario  análogo  a  las

revoluciones burguesas de la Europa decimonónica y en los portaestandartes de un movimiento

nacionalista que contribuyó a definir las presentes fronteras del Oriente Medio, merece un análisis

en profundidad que, yendo más allá de las generalizaciones y representaciones de trazo grueso que

aún predominan tanto en el discurso académico como en el periodístico, los presente no como un

grupo hegemónico y sediento de poder, sino como una comunidad entre otras, participando en los

delicados mecanismos colegiales que han definido la política libanesa, tanto históricamente como

en el presente.

Con apoyo en la literatura primaria y secundaria más relevante, esta tesis pretende disipar

mitos  y  contribuir  a  definir  un  nuevo  entendimiento  del  sistema  libanés  que  rechace  el

excepcionalismo que, con tanta frecuencia, se atribuye a éste. Al colocar el marco político libanés

en una perspectiva comparada, se afirmará que el Bilad al-Arz, al tiempo que, ciertamente, definía

su propia y peculiar comprensión de la modernidad política, no alcanzó soluciones tan diferentes de

las que adoptaron otros Estados demográficamente plurales, ya sea en Europa, África o el Oriente

Medio. Al así hacerlo se probará, asimismo, que la receta libanesa ofrece un rayo de esperanza para
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la  conservación  de  la  heterogeneidad  demográfica  que  había  llevado  a  que  Xavier  de  Planhol

definiera al Oriente Medio como un mosaico.
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NOTE ON ORTOGRAPHY

This dissertation follows the conventions of American orthography. For the sake of easing
both the writing and reading processes, the word liberal is to be understood as a translation of the
French  libéral,  in the European sense of the term, rather than as a synonym of  progressive,  as
usually employed in standard US English.

Throughout the process of writing this thesis up, both the  Merriam-Webster  dictionary of
American  English  (www.merriam-webster.com) and the  polyglot  (English,  French,  German and
Spanish) Oxford SuperLex dictionary, have been used. 

NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION

In its display of personal names, this thesis conforms generally to a simplified version of the
International Journal of Middle Eastern Studies transliteration rules, whereby special signs (dots
below letters and long vowel marks) are dropped to facilitate reading.  In the case of those names
which have  been traditionally spelled in  French,  and in  order  to  avoid  cumbersome depictions
thereof, the Gallicized version will be preferred (hence Chéhab instead of Shihab, Chamoun instead
of Shamcun, and Chiha instead of Shiha). The names of authors possessing publications in European
languages have been quoted according to the spelling used in their books (hence, Joumblatt instead
of Junblat and Fouad Boutros instead of Fu’ad Butrus).

All translations from non-English sources are mine unless otherwise stated. Direct citations,
when inserted within the main text appear in translation, whereas longer quotations – especially
from French sources, appear in their original rendering. All Arabic and Spanish quotations have
been fully translated in order to guarantee the proper understanding of the text.

The Spanish versions of the Introduction and Conclusion have been inserted as a special
appendix (Appendix XII). Footnotes in these translated chapters have been depicted as letters of the
Greek alphabet.

ABBREVIATIONS

Beyond the usual abbreviations for the different periodical publications which have been
employed in the elaboration of this dissertation, which can be consulted under the bibliography
heading, this essay makes widespread use of the following ones:

– AC: Armenian Catholic
– AO: Armenian Orthodox
– D: Druze
– GC: Greek Catholic (Melkite)
– GO: Greek Orthodox.
– L: Latin (Member of the Roman rite of the Catholic Church)
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– M: Maronite.
– Min: Christian Minorities.
– P: Protestant
– S: Sunni.

– Sh: Shici.
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INTRODUCTION

Bella gerant alii, tu felix Austria nube

Let others make war, while you, happy Austria, get married

It  was  Ernest  Gellner  who  once  famously  stated  that  “despite  everything,  the  decades

between 1945 and the oil crisis will in retrospect be seen as a new belle époque”1 and, indeed, it

seems that the stateless philosopher – one of the many cosmopolitan thinkers (a true European in

the sense defined by Stefan Zweig) that developed their careers at the London School of Economics

– was right. When compared with the eras that took place immediately before and afterwards, the

post-war era  seems a  blissful  period  of  affluence,  liberty and social  tranquility:  thirty years  of

economic  growth  (les  treinte  glorieuses)  and  political  security  that  ended  up  abruptly  by  the

irruption of mass society, in the sense so prophetically announced by Ortega y Gasset2 fourty years

earlier, and generalized economic disarray.

Nowhere is such a statement as correct as in the case of Lebanon. The horrors of the fifteen-

year-long civil war and the disheveled path followed by its Second Republic (1990-...) have made

the three  interbellum decades a cherished memory for most Lebanese: an era wherein Lebanon

proudly stood as the last bastion of Levantinism. A country that “produced very little of anything

but  douceur de vivre”3, an island of freedom in the broadest sense of the expression: freedom of

1 GELLNER, 1987, 111.
2 ORTEGA Y GASSET, [1930] 2014, 63 ff.
3 CHAITANI, 2007, xiii.
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trade and industry, freedom of speech and freedom of religion, in an area of the world that had,

from the Nile to the Euphrates passing across the Jordan, rapidly sunk into the dreary abyss of

authoritarian rule and identitarian coercion4. 

Despite Hourani’s fierce criticism of the new Republic’s spirit in his early works5, the dean

of  European  Orientalism  was  forced  to  back  out  and,  by  1963,  when  he  participated  in  the

symposium which eventually delivered the classic  Politics in Lebanon, he had come to share the

generalized belief that pre-war Lebanon was “a happy phenomenon, unique in the Third World”, as

his  colleague  Edward  Shils  rather  dithyrambically  expressed  it6.  In  fact,  Hourani’s  theoretical

formulations on Lebanese history and politics (emphasizing historical continuity, secularism and an

impure approach to modernity) remain, as will be explained below, the most systematic attempt at

explaining Lebanese reality to this day.

The Lebanon that existed as a “mere pretext to make a fiscal paradise out of the country” as

Philippe Simonot derisively described it7, the Republic that “live[d] in a state of enjoyable chaos”8

stands, however,  in rather an advantageous position when compared to its post-Ta’if  successor:

while the latter has become synonymous with over-inflation, over-indebtment, economic stagnation

and a stringent political paralysis, the former – despite its being characterized as a non-State by

some  observers9 –  managed  to  guarantee  its  citizens  significantly  more  than  a  modicum  of

economic dynamism and an institutional normality that, with its ups and downs, contrasts abruptly

4 HARRIS, 2012, 193; JOUMBLATT, 1982, 54. 
5 Pointing, without explicitly mentioning it, to Lebanon in his famous Syria and Lebanon. A Political Essay (1946, 

71-72), Hourani defined ‘the Levantine’ as follows:
To be a Levantine is to live in two worlds or more at once, without belonging to either; to be able to
go through the  external  forms which indicate the possession of  a  certain nationality,  religion or
culture, without actually possessing it. It is no longer to have a standard of values of one’s own, not to
be able to create but only able to imitate; and so not even to imitate correctly, since that also needs a
certain originality. It is to belong to no community and to possess nothing of one’s own. It reveals
itself in lostness, pretentiousness, cynicism and despair.

6 SHILS, 1966, 1.
7 In NAAMAN, 2016, non-paginated.
8 ATTIÉ, 2004, 40.
9 NAAMAN, 2016, non-paginated; LABÉVIÈRE, 2009, 10.
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with the two-year long lack of a President recently overcome by the country. The fact that wide

segments of the Lebanese population did not fully participate in the phenomenal prosperity enjoyed

by the Bilad al-Arz between 1943 and 1975 does not detract from the overall positive assessment

deserved by the First Republic and its leadership, especially when the data put forward by Farid el-

Khazen and Boutros Labaki are taken into account10.

It is precisely one of the goals of this dissertation to analyze the workings of the political

structure of the First Lebanese Republic in order to prove how the survival of traditional ties (the

bleak  actualities of  blood,  race,  and faith)  did  not  impede  the  modernization  of  the  Lebanese

system.  Shying  away  from  the  Habermasian  framework  of  reference,  with  its  insistence  on

secularism, individualism and a highly technified future – not too dissimilar from that presented in

the  shiny  colors  of  popular  culture,  we  will  follow  Shmuel  Eisenstadt’s  path  in  arguing  that

modernity and westernization are not equivalent concepts, as the Lebanese experience of modernity,

based  on adaptation  and assimilation  rather  than  on  the  swift  transformations  so  cherished  by

political radicals around the globe, seems to prove. Moreover, we will also try to contradict the

widely held belief (both in public and academic perceptions) that pre-war Lebanese politics were

dominated by sectarianism and, more specifically, by inter-communal conflict. On the contrary, as

will  be  proven  below,  the  Dawlat  al-Mithaq  al-Watani fostered,  through  various  institutional

devices, inter-communal cooperation both within its formal political structures and without11.

In order to answer the questions that have just been sketched our attention will be focused

on the Maronite Community.  Why the Maronites? A few years ago this question could have been

easily answered by making reference to the particularities of the Maronite historical experience12:

10 KHAZEN, 2000, 57-72; LABAKI, 1988, 166-179.
11 As underlined, inter alii, by Iliya HARIK (1972, 316-318; 1980, 30-34), Jacob C. HUREWITZ (1963, 490), Richard

H. DEKMEJIAN (1978, 254), Oren BARAK (2008, 626, 630-631, 632-633) or Laila M.T. MEO (1965, 74)
12 We did it ourselves in 2015 (GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 63-96).
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their  being  the  only Levantine  compact  minority professing  the  Christian  faith  (the  other  two,

Druzes  and  cAlawis,  being Muslim heterodox sects),  their  position as  an extremely  sui  generis

religious  community  within  Christendom,  or  their  having  experienced  a  unique  process  of

revolutionary modernization within the wider framework of the Ottoman Near East in the early-to-

mid-nineteenth century. However, the present situation of Christians in Syria and Iraq, who risk

outright disappearance from the land that saw the birth and early development of Christianity13, or

even  the  precarious  status  of  Lebanese  Christians  themselves  in  the  post-Ta’if  era14 make  it

fundamental  to  study  of  the  contemporary  evolution  of  such  communities,  in  order  both  to

determine the causes of present conflicts and to vindicate them as living and worthy elements in the

demographic patchwork of a Near East that borders a post-Christian situation, despite the optimism

displayed by certain authors15.

Going beyond the scripturalistic and even archaeological penchant so ubiquitous in Oriental

Christian  Studies,  this  dissertation’s  focus  on  the  present  will  try  to  dispel  the  dominant

historiographical  account  that  portrays  the  Maronite  community  as  the  hegemon  in  pre-war

Lebanon16 to underline, on the contrary, how the community participated, on an equal footing with

the other major Lebanese  tawa’if, in the game of “corporate federalism”17, in the consociational

arrangement  that  characterized  what  Michel  Chiha  defined  as  the  country  of  “associated

confessional  minorities”18.  In  fact,  it  will  be  argued  that  the  bitter  internal  rivalries  plaguing

Maronite leadership, in both clerical and lay circles, throughout our study period19 – and beyond, as

witnessed  by the  only recently  overcome conflict  between  General  cAun and  Samir  Geagea  –

13 Christians were firstly given such a name in Antioch (Acts, 11:26), currently the Turkish city of Antakya in the
former Sanjaq of Alexandretta

14 GOENAGA & SÁNCHEZ, 2009, 313-316, 317-318, 319-321; ZAMIR, 1999, 111, 124-126.
15 AWAD, 2016, 31-76.
16 i.a. MAKDISI, 1996, 25; HELMICK, 1988, 309; GENDZIER 2006 [1997], 50, 59, 188-190; PETRAN, 1987, 31-

32; LABAKI, 2008, 106; AULAS, 1985, 14; TRABOULSI, 2007, 110.
17 MESSARRA, 1994, 61-63 et ff.
18 CHIHA, 1964, 54.
19 BAROUDI, 2006, 6; ZISSER, 42; JOUMBLATT, 1982, 87; KHALAF, 1976, 55-56; KIWAN, 1988, 124-148.
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prevented the community from taking full  advantage of the constitutional prerogatives formally

attributed to its main representative in the political game, the President of the Republic20. Forced to

compromise,  the Maronite community participated, as will be explained below, in the development

of  an  unwritten  constitutional  tradition21 that,  breaking  away  from  the  rigid  legal  positivism

enshrined  by Kelsen  and  his  followers22,  consecrated  a  power-sharing  decision-making  system

which,  under  the  catchy name of  National  Pact,  severely curtailed  presidential  authority23 and

established a double-veto arrangement24 at the helm of the State. 

In  pursuance  of  the  aforementioned  goals,  this  dissertation  is  divided  in  three  clearly

differentiated parts. Its first part analyzes the Status Quæstionis presenting a summarized review of

the primary and secondary sources employed for this work and analyzing the changing position in

the literature regarding Lebanon: from the pre-war optimism that predominated among most authors

– and curiously enough, among  most Lebanese authors – to the pessimism of the war years and

further to the historiographical revisionism that has predominated in the Ta’if era. 

The  second  part,  which  constitutes  the  core  of  this  endeavor,  dwells  into  the  historical

evolution of the Maronite community in the Lebanese polity throughout our period of study on a

President-by-President  basis  (the  different  cuhud  as  Edmond  Rabbath  called  them25).  A brief

historical introduction will provide the necessary basis to understand the formation of the distinctive

Maronite Weltanschauung that characterized the community up until the end of the Civil War.

The  third  and  last  part  of  this  project  tests  the  hypotheses  of  our  thesis  by  analyzing

20 RABBATH, 1982, 153-170, 293-353, 413-427, 435-438, 481-487; RABBATH, 1968, 21-22, 24, RIZK, 1966, 129-
137, 138-144, 146-147.

21 RABBATH, 1968, 55; KHALAF, 1968, 260; RONDOT, 1958, 26
22 CONTRERAS, 2016, 307-327.
23 SALEM, 1973,144; HOURANI, 1981, 139; RABBATH, 1982, 331, 340.
24 TSEBELIS, 2001, passim.
25 RABBATH, 1982, 294-297.
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separately the dominance of non-confessionalism in the Lebanese Republic of our period, as well as

the role played by the President of the Republic as an arbiter between the different interest groups in

the country. We will argue that the National Pact, instead of being a concrete formula for power-

sharing, was in fact a pragmatic tool for constitutional adaptation, a sort of unwritten or historical

constitution in the Hegelian sense of the term26, that allowed the survival of a democratic system at

the  pinnacle  of  the  Middle  Eastern  authoritarian  era  through  a  permanent  effort  at  adaptation,

moderation and flexibility.

26 For Hegel, a constitution “n’est l’œuvre de personne, mais c’est l’esprit même d’un peuple [...]. Les Constitutions
inventées par l’intelligence ont fort peu de chance d’être pratiquées. Une Constitution est tirée de la coutume ou
revient à la Coutume”. In ALAIN, 1952, 61.
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PRIMA PARS

STATVS QVÆSTIONIS

تشبع أشجار الرب أرز لبنان الذي غرسه

هناك تعشش العصافير وبيت للقلق في رؤوسها

الجبال الشامخة للوعول والصخور معتصم للوبار

The trees of the Lord are watered abundantly,

[the Cedars of Lebanon, which He planted.

In them the birds build their nests; the stork has her

[home in the fir trees.

The high mountains are for the wild goats;

[the rocks are a refuge for the badgers

(Psalm 104, 16-18)

- Vers quel autre Liban ?

Charles Hélou, 10/15/1961.

Lebanon’s peculiar demographic structure, as well as the – equally singular – characteristics

of its historical evolution have made it a subject of interest for a wide array of authors, ranging from

the most arid approaches deployed by formal academics to the, often populistic, analyses provided
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for by journalists and even by popular literature whose ventures into the Lebanese Question – with

some firsthand accounts directed at the public at large (e.g.: Nicolas de Bustros’ Je me souviens or

Najib Abumalham’s  Remembranzas  del  Líbano)  as  prime examples  – can be considered of  no

particular relevance for the political historian while, nonetheless, presenting a good deal of juicy –

somewhat gossipy – details that help the scholar to understand the, eminently playful and slightly

cozy, way in which politics were made in Lebanon during the period herein under study.

This  thesis  has  involved  a  conscientious  bibliographical  effort.  Within  the  comparative

framework that it adopts as the basis for its analysis, it has been tried to use both older works and

some of  the  most  recent  publications  relevant  to  the  issue  under  consideration.  In  consciously

examining the pre-war bibliography, it has been attempted to escape the fixation with the Civil War

and its causes that characterizes most wartime and post-war literature and its concomitant trend to

portray Lebanon’s history as an inescapable descent toward violence. 

Such  view  of  Lebanon’s  historical  formation  under  fatalistic  undertones,  only  dimly

dissimulating  an  approach  to  Middle  Eastern  history  within  the  deterministic  paradigm  so

characteristic of classical Orientalism that still permeates most contemporary scholarship, can be

considered as dominant in current Western literature and has only started to be refuted, in relatively

recent times,  by a minority of authors.  This dissertation,  in presenting Lebanon’s contemporary

history and the role played by the Maronite community therein under the light of comparative

history and politics aims to contribute to the myth-boosting task pioneered by Farid el-Khazen and

his  followers  and  companions  ever  since  the  end  of  the  war  and,  very  particularly,  since  the

beginning of this century. In so doing, Lebanon will be deprived of the exotic features traditionally

associated thereto and presented as a country possessing affinities with many other States whose

solutions to demographic pluralism are not that dissimilar from those adopted in the Bilad al-Arz.
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Thus, the Lebanon and the Maronites described hereinbelow are no longer mysterious, oriental and

shadowy realities  stranded  in  the  enchanting  clout  of  Oriental  mystique,  but  dynamic  human

realities able to adapt and transform within the context of their regional environment and under the

influence of global transformations and trends. Less romantic indeed, but certainly more viable.

Confessionalism, that is, the organization of religious communities as semi-public bodies

holding a reserved presence on the political sphere and the Public Administration, has traditionally

been, by far, Lebanon’s most studied feature. The reasons for such a massive interest on the part of

Western academics go beyond the scope of this essay, but is perhaps related to their partaking in the

framework of the demographically homogeneous Nation-State dominant in the Western Europe of

the 19th and 20th centuries, as well as to the still prevalent Orientalist undertones of contemporary

scholarship. As Ussama Makdisi did not fail to point out:

“Sectarianism” [...] is a neologism born in the age of nationalism to signify the antithesis of the nation; its

meaning is predicated on and constructed against a territorially-bounded liberal nation-state.27

A point of view shared, albeit in a candider fashion, by Stuart E. Colie thirty years earlier,

when he said:

An American in Lebanon tends to react to its politics with very much the same confusion and irritation

felt by a European in America – or, for that matter, in Lebanon.28

For those authors, largely educated under the mold of democratic absolutism, the Lebanese

case appeared as a curious,  at best,  or aberrant,  at worst,  scenario deserving close scrutiny and

enlightened guidance to make it conform to the orthodox guidelines of Western democratic practice.

27 MAKDISI, 1996, 24.
28 COLIE, 1966, 96.
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Their lack of confidence on the capabilities of the Lebanese system to adapt and effect modernity

on  its  own terms  allow us  to  label  them,  following  Michael  Hudson’s  classical  example29,  as

members of a Pessimist School of Lebanese politics.

Michael Hudson was perhaps the most articulate representative of this outwardly critical

perspective  toward  the  Lebanese  system  in  the  pre-war  era,  with  his  book,  The  Precarious

Republic. Modernization in Lebanon, originally published in 1968, contradicting the then prevalent

optimist vision of the country which had been embodied, especially, by Leonard Binder’s edited

volume  Politics in Lebanon  (1966). For Hudson, the Lebanon of the late 1960’s was “politically

underdeveloped”30 and possessed a “system [...] so defective [that] its apparent success over two

decades  is  puzzling”31,  a  country  so  unstable  that  it  appeared,  in  his  opinion,  as  particularly

incompetent to address the vast developmental challenges it would have to face in the near future in

order  to  address  the  demands  of  its  growing  population32.  This  inability  would  be  the  most

determinant cause explaining the outbreak of the country’s civil war, as the author himself would

write, two years into the conflagration, when he pointed out at how the system’s “innate structural

weaknesses”33 in  a  context  of  a  rapid  –  and  often  disruptive  –  modernization,  made  the

“confessional solution [...] no longer adequate to the loads and demands of the present situation”34.

By then, the only way to restore the integrity of the Lebanese political edifice passed necessarily

through an Arab-mediated effort  towards “build[ing] modern structures and begin[ing] to  erode

some of the more atavistic characteristics of communal identification”, by “force, if necessary” he

added35 or, what is the same, change toward a political system assimilable to theoretical formality,

including such proposals as “gradually eliminating institutionalized confessionalism [and] curbing

29 HUDSON, 1977, 2-3.
30 HUDSON, 1968 [1985], 3.
31 HUDSON, 1968 [1985], 4.
32 HUDSON, 1968 [1985], 9-12.
33 HUDSON, 1977, 20.
34 HUDSON, 1977, 14.
35 HUDSON, 1977, 26.
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the socio-economic power of traditional elites”36,  had to be implemented whether the Lebanese

themselves agreed thereupon or not. Implementing what Hudson labeled as a “politically secular,

liberal, pluralist, and democratic state”37 held, at least if his words are taken verbatim, priority over

the will of the people.

On Michael Hudson’s footsteps it is easy to find a wide array of scholars who partake in his

dislike of the confessional power-sharing solution as well as in his eminently pessimistic view of

the  viability of  the  Lebanese  system.  A particularly poignant  example  is  furnished by Camille

Habib, for whom the “confessional political system breeds nothing but crises”38 and does not fulfill

the  elemental  requirements  of  democracy,  “for  democracy can  only  develop  and  flourish  in  a

secular state”39 and consociational arrangements, whatever their nature, “contradict[...] the rules of

Western democracy” and represent “a traditional form that defies the modern spirit of individual

endeavour  and social  change”40.  In  a  surprising  statement  contradicting  the  entire  literature  on

consociationalism41,  which  has  consistently  proven  how  such  institutionalized  power-sharing

agreements breed what Arend Lijphart labeled as “kindler, gentler” democracies scoring better in

Dahl’s index of democratic quality than their non-consociational counterparts42, Professor Habib

reaffirms his statement by arguing that consociationalism as practiced in Lebanon has hindered the

way “towards building a modern state”43 since, in allowing a polycentric power structure where

authority is distributed among different players holding veto power, “social integration”44 has been

prevented and the prospects of building “a strong state” have been “hindered”45.

36 HUDSON, 1977, 26.
37 HUDSON, 1977, 30.
38 HABIB, 2009, 64.
39Ibid. 
40 HABIB, 2009, 65.
41 Vid. DAHL, 2006, 63-89; LIJPHART, 2004, 96-109; DAHL, 1998, 192-195; McRAE, 1997, 279-295; SMOOHA &

HANF,  1992,  32-33  (and,  specifically  for  the  Lebanese  case,  39-41,  44-46);  LEHMBRUCH,  1975,  377-391;
LIJPHART, 1969, 207-225.

42 LIJPHART, 1999, 280.
43 HABIB, 2009, 66.
44 HABIB, 2009, 66.
45 HABIB, 2009, 67.
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Fawwaz Traboulsi is, perhaps, one of the most relevant critics of the Lebanese system, with

his 2007 book A History of Modern Lebanon constituting one of the staple materials for the analysis

of Lebanon’s history from a Marxist point of view. Traboulsi partakes, however, in some of the

conclusions of the Optimist School so that, for him, Lebanon – at least pre-1920 Lubnan al-saghir –

is not merely a colonial contraption, but a historical reality beginning with the Emirate of Mount

Lebanon which emerged “in the late sixteenth century as an autonomous region inside the Ottoman

Empire”46. Figures like Fakhr al-Din al-Macan or Bashir II appear, in his narrative, as precursors to a

certain  sense  of  Lebanese  statehood47,  even  if  he  does  not  uphold  the  nationalist  mystique

surrounding both characters in the writing of some members of the Optimist School. In true Marxist

fashion,  Traboulsi  underlines  the  effect  of  social  forces  in  the  development  of  history:  the

contradictions between the persistence of the feudal structures and the rise of a new class of –

mainly Christian – merchants and smallholders, the new role demanded by the reformed Maronite

Church and the intervention of foreign capital in the silk economy of the Mountain all allied to

doom the Imarah and its institutions for good, after a series of revolts that Traboulsi examines in

detail48. Professor Traboulsi does, indeed, join his fellow members of the Pessimist School when he

denounces the creation of Greater Lebanon as a colonial ploy,  “imposed against the will of the

majority of its population”49, for the sake of France’s self-serving interests and to the satisfaction of

its local clients, namely the Maronite Church50.

In presenting the Mandate period as a sort  of training period, prefiguring the social  and

economic  characteristics  of  independent  Lebanon,  Traboulsi  is,  admittedly,  hardly original.  He,

moreover, underlines, in common with such authors as Albert Hourani or even Meir Zamir, how the

46 TRABOULSI, 2007, 3.
47 TRABOULSI, 2007, 5-13.
48 TRABOULSI, 2007, 10-11, 29-38.
49 TRABOULSI, 2007, 75.
50 TRABOULSI, 2007, 76-80, 81-87.
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financial interests of the Beiruti oligarchy, with its vision of Lebanon as an  entrepôt open to all

kinds of foreign influences, largely determined the direction of Mandate policies to the point of

overshadowing the role of the traditional French clients in the Mountain51. Independence and the

National  Pact  thus  appear,  in  Traboulsi’s  assessment,  as  a  function of  the  interests  of  the  new

oligarchy  combining  Beirut’s  Consortium with  the  traditional  and  quasi-feudal  landowners  of

Lebanon’s  periphery,  joined  together  in  defense  of  their  financial  interests  within  the  new

Republic52.  The  dialectical  relationship  between the  formal  Constitution  and the  National  Pact,

Traboulsi argues, would articulate most of Lebanon’s pre-war history.

It  is,  precisely,  in  his  critical  position  toward the  National  Pact  and the preservation of

traditional ties thereby guaranteed that Traboulsi fully joins the Pessimist School. Inasmuch as he

acknowledges that the National Pact aimed at enhancing the participation of all social segments in

the management of public affairs, Traboulsi cannot conceal his abhorrence at a  do ut des kind of

agreement which “institutionalizes [the citizens’] judicial and political inequality as subjects (ahlin)

belonging to religious communities with unequal access to political  power and public office”53,

which led him to affirm:

[...]  sectarian  pluralism barely  concealed  Maronite  political  primacy,  represented  by  the  exceptional

powers  that  the  Constitution  bestowed  on  the  president  of  the  republic,  now firmly  established  by

tradition as a Maronite.54

In  this  context,  Traboulsi  portrays  the  Lebanese  system as  seriously  hampered  to  take

measures in the social sphere, where he underlines the tensions accruing from a rapidly growing

population undergoing an accelerated rate of rural migration, an excessively tertiarized economy

51 TRABOULSI, 2007, 85-86, 91-95.
52 TRABOULSI, 2007, 103, 104-108, 115-123.
53 TRABOULSI, 2007, 109.
54 TRABOULSI, 2007, 109.
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and the  dominance  of  a  laissez-tout-faire doctrine  preventing  even a  moderate  degree  of  State

intervention to address the imbalances55. In his opinion, a sclerotic political structure preventing the

attempts at a revolution from above to succeed56 and encouraging the emergence of radicals on both

sides of the confessional divide57, together with an increasingly complex international environment,

doomed the State of 1943.

Similar opinions are voiced by Ziad Hafez, who affirms, mimicking Michael Hudson’s point

of view, that the power-sharing agreement embodied by the National Pact has not only been, “a

source of reciprocal misunderstandings and suspicions”58, but also, and perhaps more importantly, a

handicap to  socio-economic development  in the country59,  since he finds  a  direct  link between

“factionalism and corruption”60. Coinciding with Professor Habib, Mr. Hafez states that Lebanon,

which he labels as “a confederation of religious communities and tribes”61, does not conform to the

basic guidelines of democracy, given that its confessional system is “antinomic to democracy” and

even “totalitarian,  preventing  the  development  of  a  community of  citizens  and suffocating  any

desire of independence” as well as “fundamentally racist [sic]”62.

An equally critical position is voiced by Jihad Nammour who, while acknowledging, in open

contradiction  with  Ussama Makdisi63,  as  will  be  seen  below,  that  confessionalism is  rooted  in

deeply-entrenched identity markers whose origins he traces back to the Arab conquest, given that

the “religious marker was the organizing principle of Middle Eastern societies”64, does not fail to

equate the identity pluralism of the Lebanese state with a “hesitant, sometimes embarrassed and

55 TRABOULSI, 2007, 145-152, 156-170.
56 TRABOULSI, 2007, 138-145, 170-174.
57 TRABOULSI, 2007, 181-183
58 HAFEZ, 2009, 90.
59 HAFEZ, 2009, 90.
60 HAFEZ, 2009, 97.
61 HAFEZ, 2009, 98.
62 HAFEZ, 2009, 100.
63 MAKDISI, 1996, 24-25.
64 NAMMOUR, 2007, 51.
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most  frequently  anxious  –  in  a  word,  perplexed”65 national  identity,  particularly  among  the

Christians, whose overcoming could only take place, as he prescribes, when they “stop publicly

questioning the country’s identity”66 to embrace the Arab identity prescribed by the Constitution67.

Yet another opponent of political sectarianism – and a most important one – can be found in

the person of Ussama Makdisi, for whom “sectarianism [...] undermines the secular national ideal

and creates subversive religious loyalties”68 contributing, moreover, to entrench the domination of

the confessional  élites  who,  by framing the National  Pact,  “essentially legitimated a  system of

patronage and a division of spoils among [them]”69. In this context, Makdisi’s contribution stays

well within the Hudsonian school of thought. However, the core of Makdisi’s analysis goes  beyond

the critique against confessionalism to the analysis of its origins that he portrays as an essentially

modern phenomenon:

This book is a history of sectarianism. And as such it is a history of the modern world, for, as I hope to

show, sectarianism is an expression of modernity70

Thus begins the introduction to a book whose author portrays the origin of confessionalism

as the consequence of the colonial encounter between a rapidly industrializing West, a struggling

Ottoman Empire and the local population of Mount Lebanon in the context of modernization in all

three socio-geographical spaces71.  Openly indebted to Post-Colonial  Theory,  Makdisi  points out

how religion “became the site of the colonial encounter in the Ottoman Empire”72, since it was,

precisely, through the scattered Christian minorities living under Sultanic sovereignty that European

65 NAMMOUR, 2007, 58.
66 NAMMOUR, 2007, 57-58.
67 NAMMOUR, 2007, 56.
68 MAKDISI, 1996, 25.
69 MAKDISI, 1996, 25.
70 MAKDISI, 2000, xi.
71 MAKDISI, 2000, 2-8
72 MAKDISI, 2000, 10.
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intervention was articulated and effected. 

Makdisi’s book can also be read in parallel to Anderson, Gellner or Hobsbawm’s studies on

the modern origin of nations73. Certainly, as Makdisi posits, sectarianism as currently understood is,

just  like  the  Nation,  an  essentially  modern  device  and,  even  more  truthfully  so,  pre-Modern

Lebanon was ruled, as will be explained in chapter 1, by an inter-sectarian nobility whose right to

rule was based on their specific position within a well-defined aristocratic hierarchy rather than on

their  concrete  religious  belonging74.  However,  as  will  be  seen  below,  the  historical  origins  of

sectarianism hark back to the very origins not just of Middle Eastern societies, but of Mediterranean

societies at  large just like the Nation dwells  on an inherited core of traditions and practices to

uphold its validity – and the legitimacy of the State – before the common  folk,  as Anthony D.

Smith75 did not fail to asses in his book The Ethnic Origins of Nations. Moreover, Makdisi seems to

obviate how Maronite identity was built  on a dialogic fashion between a Western agent (Rome

and/or France) and the Eastern tradition bequeathed by the Antiochian School, in a protracted and

conflicting process that, extending itself throughout three centuries – from the zenith of Ottoman

power to its nadir, led the way to the formation of a sui generis, modern and cohesive identity set in

a frontal clash course with the pre-modern structures still dominant in 19th century Bilad al-Sham76.

For the Maronites  at  large,  faced by a  double  capitis  diminutio,  as  members  of a  non-Muslim

community within an Ottoman Empire conceived as the State of Islam and as the essential element

of the peasantry in a feudal Mount Lebanon, shattering the traditional structures and affirming their

73 GELLNER, 1994, 20-28, 34-46, 81-91; ANDERSON, 1991,  passim; HOBSBAWM, 1990, 10-12, 14-45, 80-100;
GELLNER, 1987, 6-28; GELLNER, 1983, passim.

74 MAKDISI, 2000, Chapter 3.
75 SMITH, 1988, passim.
76 An example thereof can be found on p. 62, where Makdisi affirms that the Church, in the 19th century, remained

well within the pre-modern structures still dominant in the Mountain, with the Patriarch belonging to “one of the
great families of Mount Lebanon” and with many bishops being “members of the Karam and Khazin families”.
While such an assertion could be easily deemed true of the 18th century Maronite Church, in chapter 1 it has been
proven how, by the mid 19th century, not only most of the bishops, but even the Patriarch himself (with Mgr. Mascad
as  the  best  example  thereof),  belonged to families  of  clear  peasant  stock and  were directly linked  and openly
supportive of the demands voiced by both the peasantry and the emerging urban bourgeoisie, promoting an assertive
self-understanding of the community itself and of Mount Lebanon as the locus for the construction of a Maronite
imarah.
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communal identity appeared clearly as a function of their own self-interests rather than a question

of colonial and imperial policies, notwithstanding their undeniable influence in the development of

facts on the ground, and the shrewd manipulation of their foreign friendships developed by certain

agents within the community.

The views defended by Makdisi, though hardly original as will be seen below, have become

increasingly dominant  in  contemporary studies  of  the sectarian phenomenon in Lebanon.  Thus,

Akram Fouad Khater’s essay on the construction of gender and the middle class in pre-mandatory

Lebanon, while openly acknowledging that confessional identities pre-dated the colonial encounter,

does not fail to identify their growing importance during the nineteenth century to the “confluence

of  Ottoman  reforms,  European  colonial  expansionism,  and  the  political  interests  of  the  local

élites”77. Forthrightly quoting Makdisi, Professor Khater affirms, in what amounts to a self-evident

statement, that “Maronite thinkers who were intent on distancing themselves [...] from the other

religious communities”78 “manipulated [sic]” the different narratives put forward by the local and

foreign actors intervening in the Middle Eastern scenario of the mid-19th century, thus describing

but a step common to all nation-building processes, in Europe and elsewhere, as widely proven by

the relevant literature79. As a contemporary to all these events, Ernest Renan, had already affirmed:

L’oubli, et je dirai même l’erreur historique, sont un facteur essentiel de la création d’une nation, et c’est

ainsi que le progrès des études historiques est souvent pour la nationalité un danger.80

[...] l’essence d’une nation est que tous les individus aient beaucoup de choses en commun, et aussi que

tous aient oublié bien de choses [...] ; tout citoyen français doit avoir oublié la Saint-Barthélemy, les

massacres du Midi au XIIIe siècle.81

77 KHATER, 2001, 193-194, fn. 21.
78 KHATER, 2001, 194, fn. 21.
79 Vid. fn. 72 above.
80 RENAN, 2010 [1882] , 37.
81 RENAN, 2010 [1882], 38.
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Or, what  is  the same, the nation – or whatever other human community of a  minimum

complexity, like the confessional group – is built upon a shared corpus of traditions conveniently re-

framed and re-interpreted by cultural entrepreneurs who, particularly when joined to the expansion

of what Anderson has conveniently called print capitalism82, led to the birth and massive diffusion

of identities hitherto restricted to educated and affluent minorities. That the Maronite community in

the 19th century, with a burgeoning middle class, a blooming print culture (the first printing press in

the Ottoman Empire had been installed in  the monastery of  Mar Antuniyus  Quzhaya,  Zgharta,

already by 1584), and a considerable degree of popular alphabetization, developed a self-referential,

para-national, identity is, therefore, hardly a surprising historical fact.

At  the  same time  that  Makdisi  and Khater’s  books were  published,  yet  another  author,

Elizabeth Thompson, while trying to offer another perspective on French colonial policies in the

Levant by shifting, in a trend common to the entire post-colonial theory wherein her book is clearly

inserted, the focus from the political élites to “the populist movements” that appeared during the

period object of her study83, remained well within the orthodox trend defined by her colleagues in

defining modern sectarianism as, essentially, a consequence of Western colonial encroachment on

the Levant. In this context, Professor Thompson does not fail to underline how the development of

the colonial welfare State served, by entrusting public services to private agents, to consolidate the

presence of confessional actors in the public sphere (particularly in the realm of education) 84 as the

author herself declared: “Under the French, the autonomous power of landowners, religious, and

tribal  patriarchs  was  given  a  new lease  on  life”85,  a  state  of  affairs  that  would  see  its  further

consolidation under the new Republic born in 194386.

82 ANDERSON, 1991, passim.
83 As she herself declares in the introduction (THOMPSON, 2000, 12).
84 THOMPSON, 2000, 60-61, 67-68, 78-80, 168.
85 THOMPSON, 2000, 67
86 THOMPSON, 2000, 252-261.
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More than ten years before Makdisi and his followers first advanced their post-colonial-

inspired theories, the characterization of sectarianism as an essentially modern phenomenon derived

of  Western  penetration  in  the  Near  East  had  already been advanced by Samih  K.  Farsoun.  In

Farsoun’s contention, the confessional system “antedates the Ottoman Empire [and is] anchored in

the Arab-Islamic concept of local Christians as  dhimmi,  protected communities”87,  but does not

achieve its contemporary configuration until the colonial encounter for, he affirms,

Western penetration [...] was the root cause of the process of uneven sectarian differentiation and the

manner in which the differences became organized, stratified and politicized. In other words, modern

sectarianism  [...]  is  the  product  of  uneven  economic  development  and  not  the  consequence  of  the

attitudinal survival of archaic primordial ties.88

Conflating sect and class89, Farsoun underlines how Western capitalism, French colonialism

and Lebanese  laissez-tout-faire90 “increased the fusion of class with sect, solidified the sect-class

structure,  and  deepened  its  contradictions”91,  thus  giving  way to  a  vertically  stratified  society,

pillarized92 – in the Dutch sense of concurrent communities living alongside each other in the same

State  without  intensive  intermingling  –  and  lacking  cross-cutting  loyalties93 and  “secular

alternatives”94. Farsoun’s article, in establishing a parallelism between confessional belonging and

social  class  seems  to  obviate,  however,  both  the  enormous  socio-economic  diversity  of  most

87 FARSOUN, 1988, 115.
88 FARSOUN, 1988, 115.
89 FARSOUN, 1988, 116-125.
90 FARSOUN, 1988, 126.
91 FARSOUN, 1988, 119.
92 FARSOUN, 1988, 106-109.
93 FARSOUN, 1998, 111-113.
94 FARSOUN, 1998, 110.
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Lebanese  communities95 and  the  existence  of  multi-sectarian  interest  groups96 who,  beyond the

religious divide, joined together in defense of their common interests, the most conspicuous thereof

being the élite clique of urban aristocrats, nouveaux riches and rural zucama’ that brought about the

National  Pact  and independence.  Farsoun forgets,  moreover,  to signal  how Barakat’s  survey of

university students, which he quotes repeatedly, while acknowledging the resilience of confessional

divergences  in  the  political  arena,  also  revealed  a  pattern  of  growing  confluence  between  the

different  sects97,  particularly  among  the  demographic  segments  with  university  education,  in  a

process toward the upsurge of a Lebanese national (wataniyyah) consensus suddenly interrupted by

factors not only endogenous but exogenous to the Lebanese scenario as will been proven hereunder.

Another publication, appearing in the aftermath to the first phase of the Civil War (1976),

Essays on the Crisis in Lebanon, edited by Roger Owen, had already explored the influence of

capitalist  penetration  in  the  formation  of  Lebanon’s  social  structure.  In  the  context  of  this

publication, Paul Saba98 studied how the economic expansion of the nineteenth century, with its

concomitant  development  of  urban  centers  (mainly  Zahlah  and  Dayr  al-Qamar)  and  the

development of a moneyed class linked to foreign interests contributed directly to undermine the

traditional system of legitimacies and gave way to a clash between capital and feudalism whereof

the Maronite community, with its cohort of “merchants, moneylenders, and better-to-do villagers

95 Perhaps  the  Maronite  community,  with  its  abundance  of  smallholders  and  petit  bourgeois,  offered  the  most
homogeneous social landscape of all Lebanese tawa’if as has been repeated throughout this dissertation. However,
in most communities, from the Sunnis to the Greek Orthodox, a small and extremely affluent élite, with strong inter-
sectarian contacts and interests, hovered over a mass of sharecroppers, day laborers and urban proletarians. The
thirty  odd years  of  the  Second Lebanese  Republic  witnessed,  moreover,  a  process,  unmentioned  by Professor
Farsoun, of social convergence among the different sects, both in educational and economic levels, that reduced the
levels of inequality both from an intra- and inter-sectarian perspective. Even the Shici community, traditionally the
most backward and poorest of all Lebanese sects (in spite of the wealth of their traditional feudal class) saw a
process of embourgeoisement, largely engendered by the return of émigré money from West Africa.

96 The Consortium being but one of the best examples, with its joining both Christians (mostly non-Maronites) and
non-Christians in what amounted to an extremely powerful  mercantile  cartel  holding  de facto veto power over
Lebanon’s economy. Their opponents in the industrialists’ lobby included the Ghandur family, Sunni by belief, who
were Lebanon’s largest industrial employers.

97 For Barakat’s survey, vid. fn. 3293 below. 
98 SABA, 1976, 1-22.
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and peasant landowners”99 emerged as the sole coherent institution in the Mountain, being thus able

to re-interpret herself in distinct para-national terms. 

Roger Owen’s contribution to his edited volume exposed, in a much more direct way than

his colleague, the vision of confessionalism as a consequence of the colonial encounter and, more

specifically, closely linked to the institutions of the French Mandate. In his own words:

[...]  by deliberately  creating  a  state  which  was  seen  as  a  place  of  secure  refuge  for  their  Christian

protégés, the French did much to determine the sectarian or confessional character of any new political

arrangements. A system of administration and representation on the basis of religious community was

institutionalised in the Constitution of 1926 [...]. Once it was decided to reward the leaders of some of the

religious communities with access to high office, and to attempt to incorporate others into the system on

the same basis, the French helped to create a powerful pressure group committed to the defence of the

existing status quo [...].100

Though  Professor  Owen  seems  oblivious  to  the  fact  that  political  representation  on  a

confessional basis had been institutionalized, almost eighty years earlier, ever since the times of the

Double  Qa’imaqamiyyah,  his  essay  underlines,  in  a  line  of  thought  that  would  eventually  be

paralleled by Elizabeth Thompson, the importance of French imperialism in the consolidation of

political sectarianism by the minimum infrastructure developed by the colonial establishment, thus

leaving free passage to the reinforcement of social services provided on a communal basis by the

different communities101.  Such system, he continues,  was further consolidated during the era of

Lebanese independence, since it favored the “small class of men, both Christian and Muslim, whose

position as landowners, merchants or bankers was reinforced by the leadership of their respective

99 SABA, 1976, 12.
100OWEN, 1976, 24.
101OWEN, 1976, 24-25.
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religious  communities”102.  In  Owen’s  opinion,  it  was  precisely  the  system’s  imperviousness  to

change, as exemplified by the failure of the Chéhabist experiment103, what provoked its breakdown

under the pressure of social demands it was singularly unfit to accommodate.

Even Kamal Salibi  participated in this  theory on the colonial  origins of confessionalism

when, in publishing his 1988 ground-breaking essay A House of Many Mansions. The History of

Lebanon  Reconsidered,  he  broke  off  with  his  previous  work  and,  after  being  the  bard  of  the

National Pact in the pre-war era, offered a much maligned account of the origins of the Lebanese

state. Thus, Professor Salibi affirmed:

[...] five countries formed out of Arab territory which had formerly been Ottoman [...] all five of these

countries  were  artificial  creations  established  and given  their  initial  organization  by foreign  imperial

powers. Of the five, however, common Arab opinion singled out Lebanon as being an artificial creation of

foreign imperialism in a special way.104

Salibi went on to single out the Maronites as specially guilty for the lack of consolidation of

a  wataniyyah  nationalism in Lebanon, a process which had already taken place elsewhere in the

Arab Middle East by the early 1970’s as advanced by his 1976 essay Crossroads to Civil War105, by

portraying them as accomplices to foreign imperialism – and even hinted as traitorous to their own

Arab  ethnicity106 –  who,  by  their  own insistence  on  establishing  a  specific  nationality  for  the

Lebanese State, ended up provoking its very downfall:

By willing not only a separate country but also a separate Lebanese nationality into existence, against the

wishes  of  their  neighbours  and without  the consent  of  the people who were  forced to  become their

102OWEN, 1976, 26.
103OWEN, 1976, 29-31.
104SALIBI, 2011 [1988], 31. An idea whereon he dwells even further in pp. 39-56, 68-71
105SALIBI, 1976, 96-97, 159-162.
106SALIBI, 2011 [1988], 46, 53-54.
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compatriots,  the  Maronites  and  their  overwhelmingly  Christian  supporters,  had  broken  the  Arab

consensus – more particularly the Syrian Arab concensus [sic] – and they had to pay the price. The price

was to be significantly heavier as the Maronites had actively solicited the help of France to achieve their

ends; even more so, because they had knowingly exhibited a marked insensitivity to Arab frustrations

around them.107

Questioning Mount Lebanon’s singularity within the Ottoman context108, a trend followed,

later on, by Ussama Makdisi, Salibi provided as well a lengthy critique of the foundational myths of

Maronite identity109. Lacking a comparative perspective in his analysis, his study of the Maronite

historical narrative may appear, to the untrained reader, as a succession of lies and manipulations

put forward by power-hungry communal leaders in order to advance certain sectarian goals and

interests.  However,  as  has  been  repeatedly  stated  throughout  this  chapter,  all  complex  human

groups,  from the tribe to  the Nation,  are  based on a  shared deposit  of memories,  conveniently

manipulated to ensure group cohesion and reinforce the communal identity or, as Renan would put

it, the nation is formed upon a collective willingness to forget. Hence, when Salibi affirms:

Since the 1920s, Lebanese schoolchildren have been taught to speak of Fakhr al-Din Maan as an emir of

Lebanon, and to regard him as the historical founder of the Lebanese State. [...] Fakhr al-Din, however,

was never emir of Lebanon, and he did not found a Lebanese state. [...] he emerges [in history] as a

Syrian  strongman  who  was  given  leeway  by  the  Ottomans  to  subdue  and  destroy  other  provincial

leaderships in Syria on their behalf, and who was himself destroyed in the end, to make way for a firmer

control by the Ottoman state over the Syrian eyalets.110

he describes a historical fact, as will be sufficiently explained in chapter 1, but he fails to

point  out  how such re-interpretations  of  prestigious  and distant  historical  figures  constitute  the

107SALIBI, 2011 [1988], 32.
108SALIBI, 2011 [1988], 65-68, Chapter 8.
109SALIBI, 2011 [1988], chapters 4, 5, 6, 7 and 9.
110SALIBI, 2011 [1988], 126-127.
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founding bricks of the communal identities sustaining the modern nation111, not just in Lebanon or

in the case of the Maronite community, but everywhere.

In parallel to the publication of Salibi’s works of the late 1980s, the Anglo-Iraqi thinker Elie

Kedourie  paid attention to  the Lebanese State  formation in  the context  of a  short  monography

consecrated to the study of the difficulties encountered by representative democracy to take root in

the Middle East, aptly titled Democracy and Arab Political Culture. For Kedourie, holding a rigid

approach to modernity which he makes dependent on “the idea of the secularity of the state”112, the

notions upholding representative democracy in the West are absent in an Arab world whose political

traditions have been bequeathed by Islam, whereunder “the bond between its members is not legal

[...] but religious” in a system which he compares to the “respublica christiana” of early modern

Europe. In Kedourie’s own words:

there is nothing in the political traditions of the Arab world – which are the political traditions of Islam –

which might make familiar [...] the organizing ideas of constitutional and representative government. The

notion of a state as a specific territorial entity which is endowed with sovereignty, the notion of popular

sovereignty as the foundation of  governmental legitimacy, the idea of representation, of elections,  of

popular suffrage [...], the ideas of the secularity of the state, of society being composed of a multitude of

self-activating,  autonomous  groups  and  associations  –  all  these  are  profoundly  alien  to  the  Muslim

political tradition.113

The  essentialism of  Kedourie’s  perspective,  as  well  as  his  openly conservative  political

111By the same token, neither Pelagius nor Charlemagne or Otto ever dreamed of the eventual establishment of such
States as Spain, France or Germany, but that has not impeded their being represented by traditional historiography
(herself a tool of the modern State towards its self-legitimization and self-perpetuation) as the founding fathers of
their  respective  countries.  Moreover,  and  despite  the  criticism  and  deconstruction  brought  about  against  the
fundamenta of national Histories in the last forty years, they remain as powerful symbols in public consciousness. A
good example thereof can be offered by the current re-evaluation of Isabella of Castille (with several dozens of
books published and even a TV-series on her life being broadcast in the last ten years) as the foundress of a Spanish
national  State  harking  back  five  hundred  years  in  time,  “Europe’s  oldest  nation”  in  PM Rajoy’s  preposterous
statement (“La nación más antigua de Europa”, La Gaceta, 03/14/2017).

112KEDOURIE, 1992, 5.
113KEDOURIE, 1992, 5-6.
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outlook, sets him apart from the rest of the Pessimist School, though it can be argued that his narrow

view of modernity and democracy mirrors those of progressive authors like Michael Hudson, albeit

distinctively expressed. Also manifestly distinct from his pessimist partners is his view of Lebanon

within the traditional  paradigms set  forth by the  Optimist  School  as will  be seen below. Thus,

Kedourie defended the ideas of Mount Lebanon’s long history of autonomy within the Ottoman

Empire as well as its depiction as a haven for the persecuted and heterodox groups all through the

Levant114 while  considering  the  Mutasarrifiyyah  Jabal  Lubnan as  an  eminently  successful

experiment where the basis of Lebanon’s constitutional formation had been developed by a wise

combination of formalized and informal institutions115 which led him to argue that “the autonomous

province of Mount Lebanon was the only area of the Middle East in which, for a few decades, there

existed a regime recognizably constitutional and representative”116. Moreover, and once again in

common with the optimists, Kedourie held a positive view of the constitutional structures of Greater

Lebanon  whose  1926  Constitution  “showed  an  essential  continuity  in  outlook  with  [...]  the

constitution  of  1861  [the  Règlement]”117,  in  that  it  recognized  the  legitimacy  of  para-political

allegiances and fostered, through devices such as the electoral system, moderation and amity within

the different communities118.

For Kedourie, however, the system thus created was doomed since, in crafting an extremely

heterogeneous  Greater  Lebanon,  new  communities,  depositary  of  “entirely  different  political

traditions”119, had been brought into a single State formation which had only been able to remain

together through the efforts deployed by a foreign prop: the French Mandate, acting as “an authority

of last resort which took action, if necessary, to redress the system from the outside”120. As soon as

114KEDOURIE, 1992, 47-49.
115KEDOURIE, 1992, 49.
116KEDOURIE, 1992, 50.
117KEDOURIE, 1992, 51.
118KEDOURIE, 1992, 51-52.
119KEDOURIE, 1992, 50.
120KEDOURIE, 1992, 52.
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this pillar was taken out of the equation, Kedourie argues, the Lebanese State was bound to crumble

under  the combined pressure of external  meddling and internal  disloyalty,  which prevented the

Lebanese government, the National Pact – which he portrays as the best possible arrangement in the

circumstances of the early 1940s – notwithstanding, from taking effective action in defense of its

sovereign interests where other Arab countries did121. Under these twin pressures, whereto Kedourie

adds  the  belated  explosion  of  a  powerful  Shici  identity  in  the  late  1960s  and  early  1970s122,

democracy, and Lebanon itself, were damned. The error had a name and, in Kedourie’s opinion, it

was “Greater Lebanon”123.

Meir Zamir can be considered as yet another pessimist even if he upholds, in his extensive

literary production, largely consecrated to the study of Lebanon, the traditional explanations that

had become a staple of the  Optimist School.  Thus, he argued for the antiquity of the Lebanese

entity,  whose  origins  he  locates  neither  in  1920  nor  in  the  1861  Règlement establishing  the

Mutasarrifiyya but  “as  far  back as the Mameluke [sic]  period”,  with “a truly Lebanese entity”

finally taking root during Fakhr al-Din’s reign124. “In fact”, he added, “it is doubtful whether any

other  country in  the  Middle  East  [...]  can  claim such a  long,  continuous  history as  a  political

entity”125. Moreover, Zamir also shared the criticism voiced by the  optimists vis-à-vis the almost

obsessive fixation with confessionalism so ingrained in the scholarship on Lebanon:

While the original premise of most historians has been that sectarianism [...] was the major factor in

Lebanese  politics,  the  picture  that  emerges  is  far  more  complex.  Power  struggles  among  political,

religious  and  economic  elites  [...]  were  no  less  significant  in  moulding  Lebanese  society.  Indeed,

sectarianism was exploited by those elites to assure access to the new political institutions and wealth of

121KEDOURIE, 1992, 54-57.
122KEDOURIE, 1992, 60-61.
123KEDOURIE, 1992, 61.
124ZAMIR, 1985, 4.
125ZAMIR, 1985, 4. Cf. 2000, 8.
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the state. Factionalism and intra-sectarian rivalries often overrode inter-sectarian division.126

The creation of Greater Lebanon thus responded, in Zamir’s assessment, not only to the

pressures exerted by the different nationalist streams courting French support before WWI or to the

influence deployed by the Maronite Church but, very particularly, to the interests of the Beiruti

oligarchy127, in a pattern that would repeat itself throughout Lebanon’s history as an independent

State. In Professor Zamir’s view, it was Beirut’s commercial oligarchy, embodied by Michel Chiha,

who was able to find a synthesis between the intransigence of the Maronites and the irredentism of

the Sunnis whereby the new Lebanon created in 1920 was to be constructed as “a bridge between

East and West and between Islam and Christianity”128. This “pluralist and non-sectarian”129 concept

of Lebanon found its political expression through the Constitution of 1926 which, according to

Zamir, allowed the infiltration of confessionalism into “the new, Western, parliamentary system and

administration”  thereby created,  thus  preventing,  in  his  opinion,  “a  deeply divided Lebanon to

evolve  into  a  truly civil  society”130.  Zamir’s  criticism towards  the  Lebanese  Charta  Magna is,

however,  nuanced  by  his  acknowledging  that  the  new  Fundamental  Law  allowed  for  the

development of a new, specifically Lebanese political culture based on inter-sectarian cooperation

and compromise131.

Focusing on the Mandate allows Zamir to find the roots of the power-sharing agreement

underpinning the Lebanese system in the patterns of inter-sectarian cooperation developed under the

protective  clout  of  the  High  Commissioners132,  thus  voicing  arguments  analogous  to  those  of

Kedourie, for whom the stability of the Lebanese formula relied essentially on the presence of a

126ZAMIR, 2000, x.
127ZAMIR, 2000, 26-27, 42-43; ZAMIR, 1985, Chapter 2.
128ZAMIR, 1985, 125. Cf. 2000, 36-40.
129ZAMIR, 1985, 125.
130ZAMIR, 2000, 31.
131ZAMIR, 2000, passim.
132ZAMIR, 2000, 83, 108-113, 216-218.
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foreign arbiter capable of fairly adjudicating the competing claims of the different communities and

social  forces.  Zamir,  therefore,  argues  that  the  long-term political  goals  of  both the Sunni  and

Maronite communities were largely incompatible133 and pronounces himself, albeit not explicitly, in

favor of a return to  Petit Liban which, with its far more homogeneous demography, would have

been  “more  viable  than  a  Greater  Lebanon  with  half  of  its  population  [...]  refusing  to  be

Lebanese”134. Greater Lebanon, Zamir concludes, buried the Maronite dream of a Christian State

under the perpetual protection of Christian Europe to substitute it  by the vision of a  Merchant

Republic,  a  republic  of  communities  and  beys,  promoted  by the  Beiruti  oligarchy.  For  Zamir,

however, the new Republic appeared as doomed by the weight of its own internal contradictions. In

his own words:

Paradoxically, [and] while Lebanon appeared to be the most westernized country in the Arab Middle East,

it retained more features of Ottoman society and politics than any other state in the Fertile Crescent135.

Defending,  then,  an orthodox view of modernity akin to that of Kedourie  and the post-

colonial members of the Pessimist School, Zamir views the survival of traditional bonds under the

formalized super-structure provided by the 1926 Constitution as an anomaly established upon the,

also  anomalous,  demographic  framework  provided  by  the  extreme  heterogeneity  of  the  State

construction created in  1926.  For  Zamir,  the error  has the same name than for Kedourie.  It  is

“Greater Lebanon”.

Close  to  Kedourie’s  argumentation  is  Irene  Gendzier’s  2006  Notes  from the  Minefield:

133ZAMIR, 2000, 115.
134ZAMIR, 2000, 115. This is one of the mainstays of Zamir’s production on Lebanon. Already by 1978 he wrote a

short essay consecrated to Émile Eddé where he devotes considerable efforts to irrefutably prove how the nationalist
leader had toyed with the idea of a territorial reduction of Greater Lebanon that would have detached such Muslim-
majority regions as Tripoli, cAkkar, the northern Biqac, including Bacalbak, and even Southern Lebanon in order to
render the remaining territories more demographically homogeneous, with a solid Christian majority approaching
“80% of the total population”. Vid. ZAMIR, 1978, 232-235.

135ZAMIR, 2000, 244.
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United States Intervention in Lebanon and the Middle East, 1945-1958, where she underlines the

destabilizing  effect  held  by  foreign  factors  over  Lebanon’s  internal  scene,  whose  players  are

portrayed as eminently passive figures holding close to no influence over the development of facts

on the ground, as became evident, according to her, in the collaboration between Egypt and the

United States in selecting a successor to Chamoun acceptable to both sides136. In studying US policy

toward  Lebanon,  Gendzier  argues,  moreover,  the  primacy  of  oil  interests  over  any  other

consideration in defining American attitudes toward the polities of the wider Near Eastern area137:

“U.S. Policies in Lebanon”, she writes, “cannot be interpreted as favoring Lebanese Christians or

approving the confessional system [...], save insofar as these preserved the ruling class and system

on which U.S. Policy rested”138.

While portraying Lebanon as a secondary pawn in the American feud with the Soviet Union

and its regional satellites, Gendzier, who also defines the country as a prototypical “weak state”139,

portrays  it  as a polity possessing “the characteristics later attributed to modernization”140 where

political life was organized upon the National Pact which she portrays, as Kedourie had before her,

as an agreement not between two confessions or between the different sectors of the oligarchy, but

as the coming together  of the two political  cultures embodied by “the mountain of refuge and

Lebanon the meeting place”141. The system thus conceived, she argues, gravitated around the head

of State, whose power was “paramount”, but was given “definitive shape by the mercantile and

financial bourgeoisie” who, together with the “feudal landlords”142, constituted an elite alliance (the

Consortium143)  permanently  involved  in  a  complex  game  of  Grosse  Koalition-reconfiguring144.

136GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 229-242, 338-348.
137GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], passim.
138GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 9. Cf. pp. 177-179.
139GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 43.
140GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 44.
141GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 50.
142GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 55.
143GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 84-89.
144GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 56, 204.
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Whatever the concrete interests keeping this oligarchic coalition together, Gendzier underlines the

shaky foundations of the Lebanese State, trapped within what she presents, in clearly essentialist

terms, as a never-ending clash of civilizations paradigm145, only too readily taken advantage of by

its neighbors for their own political gain: “The explosive potential of the Lebanese minefield”, she

concludes, “was not dismantled in the arrangements negotiated in the Fall of 1958”146.

By the time when the distinctively post-colonial approaches exhibited by Makdisi, Khater

and  Thompson  and  their  predecessors  became  consolidated  as  the  academic  orthodoxy  on

Lebanon’s confessional political  structure,  a rich literature on confessionalism had already been

flourishing for almost half  a century.  Large sections thereof,  while  more or less embracing the

foundational  myths  of  Lebanese  statehood,  displayed  variable  amounts  of  venom  vis-à-vis a

confessional system portrayed as the cause of all of Lebanon’s problems. A good example of this

trend can be furnished by the Lebanese lawyer Charles Rizk, whose 1966 book Le Régime Politique

Libanais, prefaced by the eminent political scientist Maurice Duverger and published within the

prestigious collection Bibliothèque Constitutionnelle et de Science Politique, with its characteristic

red cardboard covers, underlined the need to secularize the Lebanese system in order to adapt it to

the  policy  of  harmonious  development pursued  by  President  Chéhab  and  “demanded”  by  the

country’s social and demographic evolution which “confessional parliamentarism” was singularly

unprepared to address147. In Doctor Rizk’s own words:

[...] à quoi sert l’État quand le citoyen y est second par rapport à des sectes médiévales, et que vaut

l’indépendance quand elle perpétue l’obscurantisme ? Une Nation est une âme. Comment retrouver la

nôtre si nous ne résolvons pas les contradictions de notre société en adoptant à leur égard une approche

moderne,  et  où,  si  ce  n’est  dans  une  laïcisation  libératrice,  serait  notre  « mission »,  notre  « principe

145GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 361-363.
146GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 368.
147RIZK, 1966, 165.
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spirituel » ? L’heure est venue de passer de la trêve inter-confessionnelle à la paix supra-confessionnelle,

au  rassemblement  autour  d’un  programme libanais  et  arabe  nouveau  qui  transcende  les  divergences

héritées d’un passé révolu.148

This short paragraph could properly appear as a summary of the entire book, consecrated to

the expression of the Chéhabist political program rather than to the exposition of the fundamental

elements of the Lebanese political system, as its title might suggest. The consecration of almost a

third of the entire publication to the social and economic perspectives betrays rather evidently the

book’s  character  as  an  apology  of  the  General’s  new  bureaucratic-developmental  approach  to

politics, which certainly makes Doctor Rizk’s endeavor an important witness to the aspirations of

the Chéhabist technocratic élite but detracts from the validity of his conclusions, shrouded under the

clout of ideology.

Contemporary with Charles Rizk is Leila M.T. Meo’s Lebanon. Improbable Nation, a 1965

book which  was  to  become one of  the  authoritative  sources  on  Lebanon’s  early history as  an

independent republic and, particularly so, on the crisis of 1958. Embracing the traditional approach

to the origins of confessionalism as a consequence of Mount Lebanon’s feudal past, with particular

emphasis on the complex succession of revolts and massacres that took place in the nineteenth

century149, Meo emphasizes how the establishment of the French Mandate over Syria and Lebanon

exacerbated  sectarian  sentiments  due to  France’s  self-serving emphasis,  in  the  purest  divide  et

impera tradition, on “regional and religious distinctness”150. In her opinion, the 1926 Constitution

and  the  multi-sectarian  electoral  constituencies  that  were  subsequently  adopted  fostered

moderation151 but  somehow  falsified  the  vote  by  preventing  the  election  of  “[c]andidates

representing  special  interests”152.  The  system  thus  conceived,  perhaps  not  the  most  accurate

148RIZK, 1966, 168.
149Chapters 1 and 2 (MEO, 1965).
150MEO, 1965, 49.
151MEO, 1965, 54, 65-67
152MEO, 1965, 54.
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representation of the electorate’s preferences from Meo’s point of view, did help, nonetheless, to

generate trans-confessional alliances giving way to a “refined” tradition at slate building that would

be carried over into the era of independence153. Independence was, precisely, the fruit of a process of

inter-confessional rapprochement whose remote origins can be found, according to her analysis, in

Mgr. cArida’s opposition to French monopolist designs in the mid-1930s, ending up in the National

Pact which she depicts, in an exhibition of nationalist rhetoric, as “truly [a] national effort”, as the

political reflection of the verbal agreement between two outstanding leaders154. 

The gist of Meo’s book is centered on trying to explain the deep causes behind the 1958

crisis, which she finds in the interplay of external and internal factors, including the generalized

downfall of the interbellum liberal order in the Middle East and the concomitant rise of a younger,

more radical and lower middle class élite of military leaders with Nasser as the torchbearer of a new

Pan-Arabism decided to resist the encroachment of the Western powers in the region155, as well as

Chamoun’s own willingness to consolidate his power at the expense of the other players in the

political arena156. In thus explaining the causes of the 1958 conflict, Meo finds a causal link between

the deficiencies of the Lebanese system and its inability to withstand external shocks. Therefore,

she  argues,  Lebanon  is  bound,  “because  of  the  inescapable  realities  of  its  geography  and

topography”157,  to suffer the consequences of instability in the Near East and, therefore, should

always “observe closely the spirit  and the terms of the National  Pact  of  1943”, particularly in

regards  to  its  neutrality  in  inter-Arab  quarrels158.  Moderation  and compromise,  therefore,  must

always remain at the forefront of the Lebanese political vocabulary, even if Meo remains, critical of

a system which legitimizes pre-modern bonds:

153MEO, 1965, 67, 74.
154MEO, 1965, 82.
155MEO, 1965, 94-120.
156MEO, 1965, 123-164.
157MEO, 1965, 205.
158MEO, 1965, 217.
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[...]  by  creating  sectarian  harmony  within  the  governing  institutions  through  the  proportional

representation of the sects, confessionalism was at the same time consecrating the feudal and regional

rivalries inherited from the past.159

As if prefiguring Oren Barak’s future critique toward the inability of the confessional system

to manage intra-sectarian tensions, Meo affirms that it has contributed to exacerbate the competition

for office as well as to enshrine the position of “the clergy and the feudal lords” within the political

system. She is, moreover, critical toward the presidential office which, in her opinion, represents an

“undemocratic”  facet  of  the  Lebanese  constitutional  structure160,  inherited  from the  strongman

tradition  arisen  during  the  Imarah161.  Following  Hourani,  Meo  argues,  furthermore,  that  only

through a consuetudinary limitation of presidential powers can another fallout as the one happened

in 1958 be avoided162.

Yet another example of this critical position towards political confessionalism, in particular,

and  the  Lebanese  political  system,  in  general,  though  scarcely  profitable  from  an  eminently

scientific point of view, is furnished by Kamal Joumblatt’s I speak for Lebanon. In the book widely

considered as his political testament, the Druze leader, while upholding the foundational myths of

Lebanese  statehood  (Mountain  autonomy,  aristocratic  proto-parliamentarism,  religious  freedom

etc.)163 which, after all, sustained his own family’s claims to political relevance, offered an early

interpretation of sectarianism as a direct consequence of colonialism by arguing that the French had

transformed  “the  Druse  [sic]  political  concept  of  a  multi-confessional  Lebanon”  into  a

“confessionalist  – religious based – rather than secular” system, thus opening the way “for the

unjustified dominance of the Maronites”164. Throughout the following pages, the lord of Mukhtara,

159MEO, 1965, 140.
160MEO, 1965, 208-212.
161MEO, 1965, 212.
162MEO, 1965, 214-215.
163JOUMBLATT, 1982, 26-32, 
164JOUMBLATT, 1982, 28.
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militarily and politically defeated after the Syrian intervention of 1976, took the opportunity to

settle accounts with his Maronite enemies, in a trope constantly repeating itself in most chapters165

which gives at least some credence to Hafiz al-Assad’s accusations that his actions during the war

were bent on avenging the events of 1860 rather than on achieving a rational political goal. Both

ideas, anti-imperialist and anti-Maronite, fuse throughout the book in a rather surprising conspiracy

theory:

[...]  Maronite  nationalism  [...]  was  one  day  or  another  bound  to  come  into  conflict  with  an  Arab

nationalism legitimized  by  the  history  of  the  country,  a  nationalism which  is  a  blend  of  Lebanese

patriotism and Arabism. During the Mandate,  the isolationists entrenched themselves in sectarianism:

they were the spoilt children of the colonizers. For them, France was ‘our beloved mother’; naturally

enough, since it was the institutions of the Mandate which enabled them to exercise that spirit of political

segregationism which characterizes them to this day.166

And, further on:

For a while, the Maronites were able to adapt themselves to Arabism. They showed themselves to be

particularly  enterprising  [...].  They contributed  considerably to  the  development  of  administration  in

several Arab countries, and helped promote culture, journalism and the liberal professions. They are good

seconds but poor leaders [...]. They have no conception of either the nation or the state [...]. For most

Christians, there is a gulf between concept and action, between intention and will. Their whole approach

is redolent of Phariseeism and decadent Hebraism.167

The  paragraphs  quoted  hereinabove  give  a  general  overview of  the  trend  prevailing  in

Joumblatt’s book but, despite offering the reader with a valuable glimpse of the author’s complex

psychology, do not provide with any valuable contribution to the study of confession, in particular,

165JOUMBLATT, 1982, 29-30, 36, 39, 40-63, 74, 81-82, 85-87, 116.
166JOUMBLATT, 1982, 41.
167JOUMBLATT, 1982, 44. For Joumblatt’s ‘conspiracy theory’, vid. also pp. 59-62, 71-75, 85-89.
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or to that of Lebanese politics, in general.

In parallel to Kamal Joumblatt’s war memoir, it is inevitable to quote Tabitha Petran’s 1987

publication The Struggle over Lebanon. An unambiguously partisan book, its tenets become evident

as  soon  as  the  cover  is  opened:  hence,  Petran  argues,  that  confessionalism  not  only  blocks

“progressive evolution”168 but also that the “tyranny and avarice [of the communal leaders] and the

degeneration of their  communal institutions [...]  offered the colonial  powers an avenue through

which to extend their influence in the Ottoman Empire”169. For Petran, confessionalism together

with  a  “parasitic  economy”  prevented  the  development  of  an  integrated  society  and  proved

instrumental  in  inviting  foreign  intervention  over  Lebanon’s  internal  affairs  on  the  part  of  its

“ambitious  neighbors”,  only  too  keen  to  “employ divide-and-rule  strategies  to  gain  hegemony

there”170.  The author is, moreover, unable to stifle her deep anti-Maronite bias, which reappears

constantly, in unsourced affirmations171, throughout the four hundred pages of her endeavor172.

Extremely critical of the French Mandate, which served, in her view, to entrench the “rule of

the political  and religious leaders of the sectarian communities”173,  as well as to solidly ground

“Maronite privileges”174, her judgment of independent Lebanon is not much better, the persistence

of traditional bonds, exemplified by the patron-client system175, as well as the dominance of services

in  the  economy –  which  she  qualifies  as  “parasitic  capitalism”,  “crony  capitalism”  or  as  the

168PETRAN, 1987, 13.
169PETRAN, 1987, 14.
170KHALIDI, 1987, 12.
171As an example thereof it is possible to mention that, in page 44, Petran affirms that Maronite nationalism was built

upon “disdain for Muslim and Druse [sic] co-nationals, condescension towards non-Catholic Christian co-nationals
and  intense  anti-Arabism”.  In  the  same  page,  she  does  not  hesitate  to  argue  that  “rightist  Maronite  leaders
unabashedly evoke a Christian-dominated Lebanon as “the bastion of civilization” against the “backward hordes of
Islam””. Neither of the hereinabove quoted paragraphs from her book is substantiated by an appropriate reference to
a discourse, a book or an interview which would lend at least an apparency of veracity to such statements.

172Examples thereof can be found in pp. 25-28, 30-31, 41-49, 63, 68, 72-74, 146-147, 153.
173PETRAN, 1987, 30.
174PETRAN, 1987, 31.
175PETRAN, 1987, 35-37.
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“primitive capitalism of a mercantile society”176 – leading her to affirm that Lebanon did not fulfill

any of the requirements of modernity, in what amounts to a blind following of Western paradigms

of  modernization,  leaving  thus  no  space  for  cultural  or  regional  adaptations.  The  failure  of

Lebanon’s system became apparent,  in Petran’s assessment,  with Chéhab’s “lack of radicalism”

which only served to reinforce the National Pact and sectarianism177 without addressing the real

demands of the masses. The breakdown of the Lebanese system in 1975 is, therefore, presented as a

social outbreak, “a legitimate struggle for social justice enjoying the support of large and influential

sectors of the population”178, after a long period of social mobilization whose origins hark back, in

Petran’s vision, at least to 1967, as well as a function of the inability of the Lebanese system to

properly modernize, integrating the demands for a more orthodox democracy and a more outwardly

Arab identity and foreign policy, largely held back due to the isolationist policies pursued by “the

predominantly Catholic banking and mercantile bourgeoisie”179.

Among the pre-war and wartime critics of the Lebanese political formation it is inevitable to

mention, as well, Walid Khalidi whose book Conflict and Violence in Lebanon: Confrontation in

the Middle East offers, in sharp contrast with Joumblatt or Petran’s ardently partisan accounts, a

rather nuanced analysis of the causes of the conflict and a balanced account of its evolution up to

the later 1970s. For Khalidi, Lebanon, just like its neighboring Arab States of historic Syria, was

merely  a  by-product  of  imperialism180,  whose  creation  meant  the  incorporation  of  two,  rather

distinct,  political  cultures into a single State:  that of the Maronites, who, according to Khalidi,

“considered themselves from, but not of, the Near East”181, and that of the Sunni cities of the coast,

whose élites were, by French fiat, “turned [...] overnight from a millenium-old ruling majority into a

176PETRAN, 1987, 36-37. On Petran’s severe judgment over Lebanon’s economy, vid. pp. 57-58, 59-64, 68-71, 126-
130, 150-151.

177PETRAN, 1987, 56-57.
178PETRAN, 1987, 382.
179PETRAN, 1987, 147.
180KHALIDI, 1983, 33-34.
181KHALIDI, 1983, 34.
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“minority””182.  Both  cultures  were  temporarily  reconciled,  in  Khalidi’s  assessment,  through the

National  Pact,  which  helped  them both  to  overcome  their  respective  metropolitan  and  enosis

complexes183. Throughout the following years the Pact managed to defuse inter-sectarian tensions,

Khalidi concedes, but it was unable to manage the structural pressure derived from the growing

involvement of Lebanon in the Palestinian question184. In his opinion, the gist of the conflict laid on

the different meaning that each side attributed to the National Pact, thus, and while the Maronites,

“cast in the role of villains, irrespective of their motivations”185, had a vested interest in preserving

the status quo and perceived as treachery “the manner in which the traditional Moslem [sic] élite

and masses were seen to be “siding” with the Palestinians against their own country”186. Such Sunni

élites, interested as they were in the preservation of the system, had no choice but ride the wave of

Arab opinion in order to keep control over their  highly-ideological urban constituencies187.  The

clash between both perspectives, alongside the interplay between the system’s internal inability to

enforce serious  political  or social  reform and the influence of  “Pan-doctrine[s]”  imported from

abroad can explain the downfall of a system that, only a few years earlier, had been showcased as

an example of “modernization without revolution”188. In Khalidi’s own words, which mimic those

of Lijphart189:

[...] when a deeply divided society (like Lebanon) belongs to a regional system characterized by the level

of turbulence prevailing in the Arab world, and when the Pan-doctrine is actively espoused within this

system, the centrifugal tendencies within this member society are likely to be maximized.190

For Khalidi, writing in 1983, the only possible outcome to the war then raging was through a

182KHALIDI, 1983, 35.
183KHALIDI, 1983, 36.
184KHALIDI, 1983, 40-45.
185KHALIDI, 1983, 94.
186KHALIDI, 1983, 69.
187KHALIDI, 1983, 97.
188KHALIDI, 1983, 100.
189LIJPHART, 2008, 75-76; LIJPHART, 1977, 147-150, 153-157. Cf. LEHMBRUCH, 1975, 387-388.
190KHALIDI, 1983, 101.
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rekindling of the National Pact alongside the lines of the Constitutional Document as approved by

Frangié in February 1976. No part could, he argued, enforce its maximum program, and therefore

they  should  “settle  for  the  provisions  of  the  Constitutional  Document  [...]  –  themselves  a

compromise – or [...] renegotiate a new compromise on the issue”191. It goes to Khalidi’s credit that

the final understanding putting an end to the war – the Ta’if Agreement – was, in itself, a rekindling

of  the  1976 Constitutional  Document,  in  further  proof  of  Lebanon’s  need for  –  formalized  or

informal – power-sharing agreements among the different segments composing its society for its

political system to properly function.

Harder to classify is the work of the jurist and professor Edmond Rabbath, a renowned Arab

nationalist and an opponent of confessionalism192 who, nonetheless, acknowledged the “markedly

particular  physiognomy”  of  Lebanon193 as  well  as  the  historical  origin  of  its  confessional

communities, anchored in the traditions of autonomy and liberty bequeathed by the feudal-emiral

system:

Sous le couvert de la suzeraineté lointaine exercé par les émirs [...] c’était le régime communautaire qui

s’instaurait [...] au Mont-Liban [...]. Ces communautés [...] jouissaient de leurs libertés propres, liberté de

croyance et du culte, liberté de vivre en conformité de leurs institutions et législations respectives, sous

l’autorité de leurs chefs communautaires [...]. Il s’agissait donc de libertés qui, par essence, ne pouvaient

être que de nature collective [...]. Le système n’en avait eu pas moins pour résultat de créer parmi les

montagnards un climat réel de liberté [...] mais de coexistence pacifique, érigée en coutume immémoriale,

ayant force de loi.194

These traditions,  whose farther  origins he found in the  Dhimma system applied to  non-

191KHALIDI, 1983, 150.
192RABBATH, 1982, 135-138.
193RABBATH, 1968, 9.
194RABBATH, 1982, 87.
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Muslims  living  under  Islamic  rule195,  were  not  only  included  in  the  formal  Constitution,  as

promulgated in 1926 and subsequently amended, but essentially constituted the gist of an Unwritten

Constitution – which he qualifies as a convention in the Anglo-Saxon legal sense196 –  whereby the

power-sharing traditions of the Mountain acquired the force of Law, with the 1943 National Pact

becoming the concrete formula of this Unwritten Constitution which allowed for the independence

of Lebanon during WWII197.  The system thus created had, through the implementation of such

devices as multi-sectarian constituencies198, the representation of minorities199, or the duality within

the  Executive  (which  he  qualifies  as  more  theoretical  than  real)200,  beneficial  effects  for  the

coexistence  among  the  different  ethno-religious  segments  of  Lebanon’s  society  by  fostering

moderation and compromise as the keystone elements of the entire political system. His somehow

positive regard toward the positive consequences of the constitutional edifice consecrated, both in

writing  and customarily,  after  1926,  could  not  prevent,  however,  Rabbath’s  eminently negative

verdict  on the “pathological”  presence of confessionalism in the political  arena – enshrined by

article 95 of the Constitution – which he identifies as a “metastasis  having invaded minds and

institutions”201.  His  harsh  remarks  toward  the  phenomenon  did  not  prevent  him  from

acknowledging, barely four years after his qualifying confessionalism as a cancer, the sway held by

sectarian identities on the people’s spirit:

[L’]État libanais [...] est [...] de par son essence même une société pluraliste, où tout mouvement vers une

intégration accrue se heurte indéfiniment à des seuils de récurrence, constamment ravivés, inhérents à la

force tensionnelle de ses communautés composantes [...]. Tel apparaît [...] le Liban réel [...] depuis le jour

où il s’est déployé en la forme d’un état souverain. Le peuple libanais se réduit, en dernière analyse, à un

assemblage de communautés que sous-tend un consensus général [...] pour lui servir de support. [...] dans

195RABBATH, 1982, 98.
196RABBATH, 1968, 55.
197RABBATH, 1982, 214-223; RABBATH, 1968, 57-59.
198RABBATH, 1982, 180-182.
199RABBATH, 1982, 204.
200RABBATH, 1982, 297-298, 331, 340, 353-363, 380-383.
201RABBATH, 1982, 517.
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ces conditions, tout sentiment de solidarité nationale ne se manifeste qu’à travers ces corps intermédiaires

[...]. Ce[la] leur interdit [...] de constituer une nation, en son acception sociologique et occidentale.202

Rabbath remained, therefore, attached to the formal patterns of democracy born in and of

Western  tradition  and  attributed  close  to  no  validity  to  a  system  consecrating  pre-modern

legitimacies  on  the  political  arena,  despite  his  acknowledging  the  profound  sociological  and

historical  roots  of  such  traditional  bonds.  In  his  opinion,  only  two  choices  remained  open  to

Lebanon in the early 1980s: either complete deconfessionalization or a formalized acknowledgment

of  communal  pluralism,  but  “collective  life  cannot  rest  indefinitely on  the  state  of  misleading

fluidity that has characterized [...] the country ever since the foundation of Greater Lebanon”203.

Much  opener  to  the  understanding  of  the  confessional  model  in  positive  terms  is  the

outstanding work carried out by Albert Hourani throughout half a century of dedication to the field

of Middle Eastern studies. From his early works, like Minorities in the Arab world, still very much

of an ideological essay, where he expresses his willingness to see the overcoming of sectarianism

“by the development of a sense of Lebanese unity and a consciousness of the place of Lebanon as

part of the Arab world”204, to his later essays205, undoubtedly true classics of the field, Professor

Hourani offered some of the best analyses on Lebanon’s past and present. 

For Professor Hourani, the Lebanese communities do not exist as a mere consequence of

Western penetration, but are the result of a long process of historical formation in a territory, Mount

Lebanon, that largely escaped the authority of the successive overlords that controlled the Near East

between the  end of  Antiquity and the  dawn of  modernity206.  In  a  theory that  would  become a

202RABBATH, 1986
203RABBATH, 1982, 524.
204HOURANI, 1947, 117.
205For the sake of comfort, this bibliographical analysis will mention Hourani’s essays as they appear in his anthology

The Emergence of the Modern Middle East. 
206HOURANI, 1981, 126.
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mainstay of his entire production, Hourani argued that the pre-modern State was, by its own techno-

political configuration, singularly unapt at controlling the territory it claimed as its own, beyond the

network of cities connected by roads207. Mount Lebanon being, precisely, one of such acephalous

regions, it favored both the development of a certain “secular principle” whereby “the holder of

authority [...] should stand in a sense above his own community, should protect the religious men

and  laity  of  faiths  other  than  his  own”208,  and  the  autonomous  development  of  confessional

identities. In this context, he locates the development of Maronite consciousness in the slow and

complex process of Church reform beginning in the sixteenth century209, as explained in chapter 1

of this dissertation, and finds the true cleavage affecting the Lebanese State in the tension between

Mountain  and  City210,  with  their  opposing  political  cultures,  rather  than  in  the  confessional

opposition underlined by other authors quoted above. It was the City, with its risk of dissolving

traditional ties within “[t]he great, growing, rootless community of the Levantine city”211, which

stood at risk of undermining the carefully woven thread of the customary equilibria upholding the

Lebanese agreement. In a statement to be mimicked by many other authors after him, Professor

Hourani stated:

What happened was not simply that the population flowed into Beirut from the villages of the mountain,

but that influences of many kinds radiated out from Beirut over the countryside, subtly transforming its

customs and its opinions. In the mountains, men lived in their closed religious communities, while the

new middle class of Beirut found itself involved in a commercial or professional life outside the family

and the household and cutting across the frontiers of sects [...]; in the mountain the unit of politics was the

village, while in Beirut there emerged for the first time in Lebanese history the urban mob [...] as an

instrument of political action. The most important event in Lebanese history [...] was the transformation

of an agrarian republic into an extended city-state, a metropolis with its hinterland [...].212

207HOURANI, 2010 [1991], 180-190; 19
208HOURANI, 1981, 127. Cf. pp. 142, 145-146.
209HOURANI, 1981, 128-135.
210HOURANI, 1981, 136, 147-148, 173-175.
211HOURANI, 1981, 141.
212HOURANI, 1981, 148.
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Even if the outbreak of the war disillusioned Hourani vis-à-vis the institutional strength of

the  Lebanese  arrangement,  he  remained  adamant  at  defending,  as  proven  by  his  1976  article

“Lebanon: Ideologies of the Mountain and the City”, the dominance of the Mountain-City cleavage

as the central feature of the Lebanese political life. It was, precisely, in the tensions derived from the

country’s rapid modernization and urbanization processes that he found the deeper causes of the

1975 outbreak. By then, the élite alliance that had brought about the National Pact had become, as

he admits, unable to continue exerting its control over the urban masses, with “the new immigrants

[...] seem[ing] to be more conscious of sectarian differences than those living in the countryside”213.

While Hourani remains a neutral, yet sympathetic, observer of Lebanese pluralism, the work

of Philip K. Hitti can be properly understood as a towering example of the pre-war Optimist School

of Lebanese politics, which found, in the preservation of pre-modern bonds in the Republic created

in  1943,  the  marks  of  a  distinctively  Lebanese  approach  to  modernity,  critical  of  the  all-out

imposition of Western models on the segmented Lebanese mosaic and defender of the legitimacy of

such traditional links. Hitti’s books Lebanon in History and its abridged edition, A Short History of

Lebanon,  constitute  true  classics  of  the  field  and  some of  the  most  evident  exponents  of  this

Optimist School. 

A partisan of the traditional approach to Lebanese History, Hitti, just like many other authors

of  his  generation,  identifies  Lebanon  as  the  result  of  a  geographic  imperative:  the  Mountains,

contrasting with the plains of Inner Syria, offered the heterodox and persecuted, like the Maronite

or the Druze,  a safe haven to hide and thrive214 and it  was,  precisely,  in the interplay between

different communities meeting in the Mountain where he sets the remote origins of the Lebanese

213HOURANI, 1981, 177.
214HITTI, 1965, 1-14, 89-103.
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body politic. For Professor Hitti, the Lebanon-refuge that he conceives deviated from the “Moslem

[sic] norm” on several aspects,  including the predominance of territorial  feudalism,  the lack of

serfdom, or the comparative freedom enjoyed by its inhabitants, which would, in his opinion, justify

the  early  rise  of  an  idiosyncratic  identity,  with  the  Macanid  and  Shihabi  emirates,  which  he

examines in detail, serving him as further proof of the peculiar character of the Lebanese Mountain

under Ottoman rule. 

Creating what amounts to a nationalist and somewhat essentialist narration of Lebanon’s

early history, Hitti pays homage to the ingenuity of the Lebanese in defying fate and overcoming

poverty,  “Constantinople  notwithstanding”215,  and  argues  for  an  early  transition  to  modernity,

mobility and the middle class, anchored on geography – proximity to the sea, foreign influences –

political,  cultural  and  economic  impact  of  the  West,  and  demography –  preponderance  of  the

Christian element216. The establishment of an enlarged Lebanese State in 1920, while apparently

making up for the disasters of WWI, was, in Hitti’s assessment, the cause for a disruption of the

idealized society of the Mountain that he depicts, since it supposed the doubling of its population

with “predominantly Shiites and other Moslems [sic] on a culturally lower level”217, which was to

severely disrupt life in the newly created State. In Hitti’s view, Lebanon was a small Republic,

threatened, since its very beginning, not only by the ambitions of its power-hungry neighbors, but

also by the weight of its own internal contradictions

with one element in the population gravitating Arab-ward and seeking ultimate union with its Moslem

[sic] neighbors and another element Western-oriented and fearful of losing its identity and modernity in

an Arab-Moslem milieu.218

215HITTI, 1965, 203.
216HITTI, 1965, 210-215.
217HITTI, 1965, 220.
218HITTI, 1965, 224.
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The only possible solution to the Lebanese conundrum was the National Covenant which, in

Hitti’s  opinion,  amounted  to  “demanding  undivided  loyalty  to  Lebanon,  collaborating

wholeheartedly  with  other  Arabs  and  maintaining  normal  relations  with  the  West”219.  Thus

conceived,  the  National  Pact  gave  way to  a  progressive  and liberal  government,  committed  to

freedom of trade and laissez-faire with the powerful civil society institutions substituting the State

wherever it was unable to reach220. Presenting a felicitous account of Lebanon’s economy, which he

finds as displaying a modern structure221, Hitti warns of the risk of complications brought forth by

the interference of the other Arab States in Lebanon’s internal affairs which reflect, in his idea, a

“deeper  cultural  divergence”  between  both  actors222.  Nonetheless,  his  conclusions,  which,  in

common  with  many  of  his  contemporaries  in  the  optimistic  school underline  the  democratic

exceptionalism of the Lebanese Republic  within the Middle East,  are  eminently optimistic  and

allow him to set Lebanon as an example to be followed by other countries:

The  Republic  has  been  one,  in  name  and  in  fact.  It  has  maintained  democracy  in  an  inhospitable

environment and upheld constitutional rule, while military and authoritarian regimes became fashionable.

The Lebanese community has evolved [...] to [a] mobile and dynamic [State] based on trade and services.

[...] Its religious elements have worked out techniques for Christian-Moslem co-operation in politics and

in other phases of life, [...] which could be used on a wider scale in other countries of the Arab world, and

perhaps in solving the international problem of reconciling Near Eastern and Western European ways of

life, including co-existence between modern Islam and Christianity.223

Among the precursors of the Optimist School it is impossible not to mention, alongside the

already studied Professor Hitti, Pierre Rondot too. A member of the French Armed Forces with an

academic career spanning well over forty years, Rondot’s 1955 book Les Chrétiens d’Orient offered

219HITTI, 1965, 225.
220HITTI, 1965, 225.
221HITTI, 1965, 228-231, 232-233.
222HITTI, 1965, 235.
223HITTI, 1965, 236.
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one of the most articulate interpretations of Lebanon’s history within the parameters of traditional

historiography. Therefore, Rondot located the origins of the  Lebanese Nation  in the early Middle

Ages when its “inaccessible mountains” became a refuge for “all the rebels, all the dissidents, all

the persecuted” in the Levant224. Working on themes that he had already explored elsewhere, Rondot

underlined how Lebanon’s communities developed as the organic divisions of society long before

the demise of feudalism or the beginning of imperialist intervention in the  Bilad al-Sham225, the

Règlement  of 1861 being merely reflective of sociological reality. Therefore, the  Mutasarrifiyyah

appears, in Rondot’s assessment, as the true founding period of Lebanese statehood, since the basic

elements of its political system were already discernible. The  Règlement, particularly in its 1912

reform:

renforce l’unité du pays par l’accroissement des pouvoirs du gouverneur et fonde la représentation des

communautés  non seulement au Conseil,  mais  dans l’administration  et  la  magistrature,  sur  une base

proportionnelle à leur effectif. Cette dernière disposition, gage de la concorde, marquera l’esprit public

et les institutions libanaises d’une empreinte étonnamment vivace, comme on le constate de nos jours

encore.226

The creation of Greater Lebanon altered the framework bequeathed by the Mutasarrifiyyah,

since it supposed the incorporation of important demographic groups who had not participated in

the power-sharing traditions of the Mountain.  The National Pact,  which he defined as an  “état

d’esprit”227, crafted during the fight for independence,  appears, in Rondot’s view, as an explicit

reproduction of the modus vivendi suggested by Khayr al-Din al-Ahdab already in 1934228, which

epitomized the superseding of juridical positivism through the incorporation of the Sunni urban and

224RONDOT, 1955, 241. Cf. RONDOT, 1958, 24-26.
225RONDOT, 1954, 80-81, 85-88; RONDOT, 1955, 242-245.
226RONDOT, 1955, 246. My emphasis.
227RONDOT, 1963, 20. My italics. Cf. RONDOT, 1958, 34.
228RONDOT, 1958, 33-34; 1955, 256.
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formalized political tradition within the informal and consuetudinary ways of Mountain politics229.

In full agreement with authors like Albert Hourani or Malcolm H. Kerr, Rondot argued that, beyond

the confessional super-structure, the Lebanese system allowed for the survival of other traditional

allegiances which, like  zacim and clan loyalties, even “prevailed over religious considerations”230.

Repeating the arguments that would become a staple of the Optimist School, Rondot argued that the

system thus conceived fostered moderation and inter-confessional amity through such devices as the

single electoral college231, the characterization of Parliament – in the purest Chihaist terms – as an

agora guaranteeing the representation of all minorities232, the arbitral role attributed to the President

by  the  customary  constitution  despite  the  prescriptions  of  the  written  one233,  as  well  as  the

characterization of the Cabinet as the forum for a permanent Grosse Koalition234, giving way to the

development  of  a  specifically  Lebanese  approach  to  modernization235 which,  all  its  defects

notwithstanding, allowed for the development of a Renanian nation in the Bilad al-Arz:

[...] le Liban constitue bien, au delà de ces éléments qui en font partie intégrante, un ensemble national

vigoureux et  cohérent,  de structures certes  originale  et  même complexe,  mais  équilibré,  et  fortement

charpenté par une multiséculaire volonté de vivre en commun.236

The same year that Hitti’s A Short History was published, Leonard Binder edited Politics in

Lebanon, a collective volume collecting the contributions made by several prominent scholars at the

229RONDOT, 1963, 17; 1958, 26.
230RONDOT, 1954, 89.
231RONDOT, 1958, 27-28; 1954, 93-94,
232RONDOT, 1963, 18; 1958, 29; 1954, 96-99.
233RONDOT, 1963, 18; 1954, 99. In his 1958 essay (RONDOT, 1958, 31-36), written in the midst of the Constitutional

crisis in France that would bring General de Gaulle back to the Presidency after the generalized instability that
characterized  the  post-war  IV  Republic  (1945-1958),  Rondot  argues,  as  will  be  done  further  below  in  this
dissertation, that the President of the Lebanese Republic was attributed powers extending far beyond those attributed
to the French Head of State during the III and IV Republics (1870-1940, 1945-1958) and bearing close resemblance
to  the  authority  vested  on  le  Général by  the  Constitution  of  the  5th  Republic.  Thus,  Lebanon’s  formal
parliamentarism appeared, at least from the point of view of written Law, as a prefiguration of semi-presidentialism
and,  perhaps,  it  could  even  be  considered  as  an  inkling of  the  generalized  presidential  Caesarism that  was to
characterize the post-war era.

234RONDOT, 1954, 101-102.
235RONDOT, 1954, 102.
236RONDOT, 1954, 103.
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1962  conference  on  Lebanese  Democracy  held  at  the  University  of  Chicago.  For  the  authors

assembled in the publication, all bond by what Albert Hourani once defined as a mood of hesitant

optimism toward Lebanon’s future237, the country appeared “to be a happy phenomenon, unique in

the third world, a prosperous liberal country”238. The petit bourgeois republic, with its large middle

class239, upheld the values of liberty and private initiative which stood directly behind the resilience

of  its  democratic  institutions.  Democracy  in  Lebanon,  Charles  Issawi  said,  “was  not  just  an

accident”240,  the  survival  of  pre-modern  bonds,  as  dynamic  forces  embarking  on  a  permanent

redefining  exercise  as  portrayed  by  Arnold  Hottinger241,  serving  as  the  bridge  between  the

dominance of wasta and clan relations in the Mountain and the formalized, rational politics of State

practice242, in what amounted to a specifically Lebanese approach to modernity243. A Constitution

““fitted” to  the Lebanese situation”244,  in  Pierre  Rondot’s  words,  and the National  Pact,  as “an

integral, albeit unwritten,  part  of the [...]  Constitution” provided for the institutional element in

Lebanon’s mixed, transactional State formation245. The  devices of Lebanese institutionality were to

be  completed,  as  he  had  already  explained  in  his  earlier  publications  quoted  above,  by  such

arrangements as the single electoral college,  the  permanent  grosse Koalition,  and the executive

bicephaly between the Prime Minister and an arbitral,  impartial President of the Republic, with

functions closer to judicial adjudication than to political execution246. The efficiency of the system,

despite its undeniable shortcomings, was praised by Ralph E. Crow who, in common to many other

members of the  optimist school, criticized the reductionist tendency to identify all of Lebanon’s

problems with confessionalism:

237
238SHILS, 1965, 1.
239HAKIM, 1965, 57-68; ISSAWI, 1965, 69-83.
240ISSAWI, 1965, 69.
241HOTTINGER, 1965, 85-105.
242AYOUB, 1965, 107-126
243KERR, 1965, 188; RONDOT, 1965, 127.
244RONDOT, 1965, 129.
245RONDOT, 1965, 128.
246KERR, 1965, 190, 203-209; RONDOT, 1965, 131-139; SAAB, 1965, 278-280.
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It  is  customary  to  attribute  evils  to  the  confessional  system,  frequently  overlooking  its  positive

contributions. Equally important is the fact that many administrative and political problems are largely a

result  of  other  features  of  society.  Departure  from  the  ideals  of  representative  government  and

administrative  efficiency  may  be  the  result  of  social  structure,  personal  rivalries  [...],  individual

incompetence and dishonesty [...]. These problems would not disappear entirely if confessionalism were

removed [...], If the religious factor were removed, it is possible that others [...] would assume greater

importance.247

Crow’s view is openly shared by Malcolm H. Kerr, for whom “sectarian sentiments [...] are

not the foremost obstacle to planning and carrying out programs of national policy”248. For Kerr,

Lebanon  is  not  merely  divided  in  half  by an  unmovable  religious  border  conceived  in  quasi-

Huntingtonian terms, but by a multiplicity of criss-crossing, overlapping and dynamic cleavages

that condition political and social life, requiring a careful balancing exercise in order to form a

viable governing coalition249. Analogous arguments are put forward by Hassan Saab, who argues in

favor of a rational school of Lebanese politics going beyond the bipolar confrontation and finding

its  raison  d’être in  moderation  and  compromise,  as  exemplified  by the  National  Pact,  utmost

example of such middle-of-the-road approach to politics250.

In Leonard Binder’s recapitulatory essay,  the Lebanese system is  defined as a full-scale

working democracy251 driven by balance, consensus and compromise which gives way to a realistic,

human-scale approach to politics, going beyond the constraints enforced by imported patterns. In

his own words:

Only the pluralistic democracies which openly recognize the legitimacy of balancing group interests over

247CROW, 1965, 171.
248KERR, 1965, 191.
249KERR, 1965, 192-203.
250SAAB, 1965, 271-282.
251BINDER, 1965, 286.
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against the common interest can encourage self-conscious communities to make concessions to an ever-

widening common interest.252

And below:

The meaning of democracy gets blurred when it is discussed by Lebanese. The institutionalization of the

diffusion of power is not called liberty, but anarchy; the National Charter of 1943 is not regarded as

solemn compact but an expedient deal among a few politicians. The enormous challenge of creating a

polity out of a half dozen peoples [...] is seen as a persistence of retrograde traditions [...]. The delicate

institutional structure which was constructed by the Lebanese, Ottomans, and the French [...] is seen and

criticized  because  it  is  “irrational”,  but  the  meaning  of  political  rationality  is  derived  from

abstractions of man and not the real historical men of this country. [...] these institutions are not

merely a facade covering over the ugliness of tradition or the political opportunism of a few influential

clans.253

Thus, and despite his admitting the problems of Lebanese democracy254, Binder understood

that suddenly abolishing the para-constitutional devices governing Lebanese pluralism would have

the,  probably deleterious,  effect  of  redirecting  conflict  from the intra-communal255 to  the  inter-

communal arena thus breaking the pattern of “interconfessional coalitions and friendships” existing

at  all  levels  of  Lebanese  society256.  For  Binder,  maintaining  the  complex  –  and  evidently

cumbersome – structure of the Lebanese system is necessary if democracy is to survive in the Bilad

al-Arz  since  removing  the  “fundamental  props  of  the  Lebanese  system”  would  lead  not  to  a

perfected  democratic  system  but  to  “increased  oligarchy  and  decreased  mass  participation  in

252BINDER, 1965, 286-287.
253BINDER, 1965, 319. My emphasis.
254“Lebanese democracy is neither stable nor well regulated”. (BINDER, 1965, 289).
255Binder (1965, 305) speaks of the principle of countervalence, whereby almost all social groups, be they confessions,

villages or institutions, are divided unto themselves “into two rival factions under two rival candidates for leadership
and investiture by the ruling authority”

256BINDER, 1965, 295.
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politics”257.

It was also in 1965 that Kamal Salibi published his watershed pre-war book  The Modern

History of Lebanon which, together with all of his abundant antebellum production, contrasts with

his post-war  volte-face in that it upholds the main tenets of the optimist school of Lebanese politics.

Pre-war Salibi upheld the traditional account of Lebanon’s history as a sui generis territory, whose

rugged geography had allowed it  to largely escape the authority of the successive empires that

dominated the Near East ever since the Islamic conquest, while offering a safe refuge to the rebels

and heterodox of the entire Bilad al-Sham:

[...] seldom do a state’s location and configuration mean so much. In a part of the world where great

religions have been born and have been practiced with sanguinary fervor, the mountainous reaches of the

Lebanon once provided respite and seclusion for hard-pressed small religious groups.258

In this context, he portrayed confessionalism not as a result of colonial penetration, but as

the consequence of the politicization of allegiances – of an almost national kind, at least in his

approach to the Maronites259 – going back hundreds of years back in time. Therefore, and even if he

conceded that “the history of modern Lebanon may be said to have begun in 1918 with the French

occupation”260, he attributed the origins of the Lebanese entity to the progressive accumulation of

persecuted  religious  communities  in  the  Lebanese  Mountain  as  well  as  to  the  consuetudinary

systems that evolved to manage such social segmentation261. For the State born in 1920 and given a

formal Constitution in 1926, Salibi underlined, in Chiha-esque terms, how law in books should be

accompanied  by  law in  action,  which  amounted  to  the  constitutionalization  of  the  “traditional

257BINDER, 1965, 323.
258SALIBI & GRASSMUCK, 1957, 1. Cf. SALIBI, 1967, 145.
259SALIBI, 1968, 63-86; 1967, 144-146, 151-152, 156-166; 1957, 288-303. He goes as far as to hint that the Maronites

were not Arabs,  since the division between  Qays  and  Yemen was not traditional  among them, some exceptions
notwithstanding (SALIBI, 1967, 152 fn. 1)

260SALIBI, 1965, 162.
261SALIBI & GRASSMUCK, 1957, 2.
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process of give-and-take” within a framework of pragmatism and openness which validated and

legitimated  the  survival  of  traditional  bonds  and  loyalties262.  Such  a  system had  the  effect  of

translating conflict from the inter-sectarian to the intra-sectarian sphere, with the struggle between

Émile  Eddé  and  Bishara  al-Khuri  as  the  foremost  example  thereof263,  promoting  as  well  the

development of inter-sectarian alliances in what amounted to an early development of the Lebanese

formula, definitely consecrated by the National Pact, which he identified as a consequence of a,

long in the making,  rapprochement between the Sunni and Maronite élites to achieve “complete

independence” for a Lebanon conceived as “an integral part of the Arab nation”264.

Independent Lebanon had managed to become, in Salibi’s assessment, “a haven of freedom

and  security  and  a  last  bastion  of  liberalism  in  the  Arabic-speaking  world”265 as  well  as  an

economically prosperous State, the remaining rampart of  laissez faire in a world where stringent

“currency and trade controls” were the norm rather than the other way around266, the main risk to

the system coming, in his opinion, from the influence of foreign factors, as proven by the 1958

crisis267. 

Analogous arguments were developed in his 1976 work Crossroads to Civil War, where he

attributed the causes of the war largely to the almost constant intervention of Lebanon’s neighboring

countries in the domestic politics of the Bilad al-Arz268 as well as to the internal repercussions of the

Palestinian question269. In Salibi’s opinion, the Palestinian armed presence on Lebanese soil had

contributed to the radicalization of positions on both sides of the confessional  divide,  with the

262SALIBI, 1965, 167; SALIBI & GRASSMUCK, 1957, 5-6.
263SALIBI, 1965, 171-190.
264SALIBI, 1965, 187.
265SALIBI, 1965, 197.
266SALIBI, 1965, 197.
267SALIBI, 1965, 198-203.
268SALIBI, 1976, passim.
269SALIBI, 1976, passim.
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Christians  perceiving  it  as  a  “Trojan  Horse”  while  the  Muslims  gave  “it  their  enthusiastic

backing”270. In Salibi’s own words:

To the ordinary Muslim in Lebanon, who saw the Christian political ascendancy in the country as a sort of

domination, the presence of the Palestinian commando movement [...] appeared as a security. To let down

the Palestininans, to him, was tantamount to letting down the Muslim Lebanese cause. [...] The Muslim

Lebanese establishment [...], politically caged by the masses on whose support it counted [had become]

the prisoner [...] of the commando movement to which the [...] masses gave their prime allegiance.271

Thus  was  interrupted,  in  Salibi’s  assessment  –  coincidental  with  the  mainstream of  the

optimist school –  the process toward national convergence initiated ever since independence and

ethno-political considerations began to take over, as witnessed by the harsh criticism voiced by the

National Movement against the power-sharing traditions embodied by the National Pact272 as well

as by the withdrawal of al-Kata’ib back to the protectionist and vigilante traditions of its origins273

or  by  the  occasional  calls  for  community  reply  onto  the  Mountain  redoubt  of  the  former

Mutasarrifiyya voiced, every now and then, by obscure speakers of Christian Lebanon274. For Salibi

ca. 1976, the war was not the consequence of some inherent defects of the Lebanese system but,

essentially a  war  of  the  others  on Lebanese  soil  representing the “last  stand”  of  Arabism in a

country, Lebanon, which had long been perceived as “the “capital” of the Arab world”275.

For his part, the work of Iliya F. Harik, together with Albert Hourani and Philip K. Hitti,

remains one of the most prominent visions within the Optimist Pre-war School of Lebanese politics.

270SALIBI, 1976, 35. Cf. SALIBI, 1976, 44-45
271SALIBI, 1976, 54.
272SALIBI, 1976, 82-83.
273SALIBI,  1976,  83-84.  Further  down  (1976,  90),  Salibi  acknowledged:  “Christian  Lebanese  hostility  to  the

Palestinian movement was already so strong, at the popular level as well as in the ranks of the establishment, that no
genuine reconciliation between the two sides seemed in any way possible”.

274SALIBI, 1976, 117-118.
275SALIBI, 1976, 161.
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From his watershed 1968 book Politics and Change in a Traditional Society. Lebanon, 1711-1845,

which can be properly defined as one of the best attempts thus far at understanding the exponential

changes suffered by the society of Mount Lebanon at the turn of the nineteenth century, to his later

publications, Professor Harik has consistently underlined how the institutionalization of the social

cleavages present in Lebanese society has contributed to the “survival of democracy in Lebanon”276,

through such devices as the quota system or the inter-confessional multi-seat constituencies, which

deflected  conflict  from  the  inter-confessional  to  the  intra-confessional  level277 while  fostering

moderation  and  a  growing  degree  of  national  integration278,  as  observed  by  many  of  his

contemporary authors. Just like Hourani or Salem, Iliya F. Harik emphasized, moreover, how the

survival of traditional ties and practices had given way to a soft process of constitutional adaptation

allowing  Lebanon’s  political  system to  progressively adjust  to  changing  circumstances  without

undergoing radical  and disruptive transformations279,  with the President’s office standing,  in his

opinion, as the foremost representative of such adaptive capacities of the system. Thus, he argues,

and  despite  being  granted  substantial  powers  by  the  Constitution,  “in  all  the  thirty  years  of

independence, the presidency has suffered a net loss of power [...] in response to actual shifts in the

power balance of competing communities”280, the Head of State’s authority becoming considerably

curtailed by the veto power held by the remaining players in the political game281. 

In Harik’s view, it  was the revolutionary process experienced by Mount Lebanon in the

276HARIK, 1980, 31.
277HARIK, 1975, 216: HARIK, 1980, 32-35.
278HARIK, 1980, 35.
279In this context, Harik did not miss the opportunity to charge against those critical of Lebanon’s specific approach to

modernity by arguing that their views were blurred by “ideological rather than realistic assessment of Lebanese
politics”  (HARIK,  1972,  319).  Specifically mentioning Leila  Meo’s  Lebanon:  Improbable  Nation and  Michael
Hudson’s The Precarious Republic, which he identifies as particularly poignant examples of this “ideological bias”
(HARIK, 1972, 319),  Harik considered that  their  views,  while  “not  necessarily wrong or  malicious” and even
“mak[ing] a lot of sense” from a theoretical perspective, lacked knowledge of Lebanon’s day-to-day life and “would
lead,  if  practiced,  to  a  disintegration  of  the  system”  (HARIK,  1972,  320).  “Politics”,  he  went  on,  “is  not  an
independent sphere of activity impervious to social reality. [Elsewhere in the world, the] refusal to recognize the
legitimacy of ethnic reality has led to oppression, political instability, and dictatorship”. (HARIK, 1972, 320).

280HARIK, 1980, 31.
281HARIK, 1975, 217-219.
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nineteenth century which set out the workings of the pre-war Lebanese system. For him, “[t]he

revolutionary changes which the country went through [...] prepared the way for the transition to

modern democratic life”282, with such changes being, contrary to the point of view defended by the

post-colonial  school,  not “predominantly the result  of external modernizing influences”283 but a

result of the internal dynamics of the iqtac system which “had its culture and institutions, [and] also

contained  its  own  principle  of  motion”284.  Mountaineer  autonomy,  Church  reform  and  the

widespread diffusion of a school-and-print culture opened the way to a Lebanese exceptionalism

based upon a democratic reinterpretation of traditional principles285. Thus

Lebanon today stands out among her Arab neighbors in  one important  respect:  she enjoys a distinct

system  of  government  which  is  basically  democratic.  [...]  she  has  succeeded  in  maintaining  her

democratic  form of  government,  [...]  which  has  remained  unchanged amidst  a  political  environment

plagued with successive military coups and revolutions. Since her independence [...], Lebanon has felt the

shocks of both regional and world crises [...]. Her democratic institutions, nevertheless, have endured.286

Another influential exponent of the Optimist School is Samir Khalaf who, already by 1968,

criticized the academic obsession with underlining the “evils of confessionalism” without taking

into account “the functional consequences of religious and confessional loyalties”287. For Professor

Khalaf, traditional ties – not only confessionalism, but also, and even with more intensity288, the

dominance of family, feudal and zacim allegiances – needed not be an obstacle for the consolidation

of  “political  modernization”289,  acting,  on  the  contrary,  and  in  the  absence  of  of  “rational

instruments of political change”, as tools for national integration290. Going beyond the exigencies of

282HARIK, 1968, 3.
283HARIK, 1968, 4.
284HARIK, 1968, 7.
285HARIK, 1968, 278-279.
286HARIK, 1968, 3.
287KHALAF, 1968, 259.
288KHALAF, 1968, 246.
289KHALAF, 1968, 245.
290KHALAF, 1968, 246.
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Habermasian modernity, Khalaf sketches, in parallel to the work of Elie Salem and Iliya Harik, a

vision of  political  development  contrary to  what  he  labeled the  “unjustifiable  implication”  that

“political change should involve a transfer of loyalties from primordial allegiances to secular and

ideological commitments”291. “[...] traditional links”, he argued

are not ‘shattered beyond repair’. They have a way of reappearing again and again; overtly if possible, in

disguise when necessary. Not only are the traditional loyalties still rooted in the culture, some have long

been legitimized by the political system. Hence the success of a party system or any other attribute of the

nation-state depends not on diluting or overriding these traditional elements but on the extent to which

they can be incorporated into the emerging body politic.292

It is the survival of these primordial ties, “both inevitable and functional” as Khalaf sees

them293, which accounts for the integrative qualities of the Lebanese system given, moreover, that

legitimacy cannot be created merely “by constitutional arrangements and a representative electoral

system alone”294. Managed through the National Pact, which he conceives as a modus operandi for

the management of the multi-layered segmentation of Lebanese society295, the persistence of those

traditional bonds – and specifically of confessionalism – helped to guarantee “equity and amity”296

between the different segments of the Lebanese mosaic, as well as to ensure a modicum of freedom

and  prosperity297.  In  Salem’s  opinion  –  paralleling  Harik’s  views,  it  is  this  preservation  of

democratic freedoms within a largely authoritarian Middle East which constitutes the true measure

of Lebanon’s exceptionalism:

[...]  the  political  system  in  Lebanon  stands  out  as  a  curious  but  happy  phenomenon.  A pluralistic

291KHALAF, 1968, 263.
292KHALAF, 1968, 263.
293KHALAF, 1968, 267.
294KHALAF, 1968, 264.
295KHALAF, 1968, 260.
296KHALAF, 1968, 262.
297KHALAF, 1968, 265.
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confessional society, it enjoys a parliamentary system of government with a freely elected Chamber of

Deputies.  [...]  yet  Lebanon  hardly  possesses  any  of  the  political  instruments  of  a  civil  polity.  [...]

Precarious  as  this  may  seem,  the  political  system  has  maintained  a  balance  of  power  among  its

heterogeneous [...] groups. [...] this mosaic-like structure with its multiple allegiances and loyalties has

been  relatively  stable  and  viable  [and]  has  demonstrated  a  remarkable  resilience  in  resisting  the

ideological and political turmoil that has overwhelmed its sister Arab states.298

1968  also  witnessed  the  publication  of  the  short  opusculum  Le  Peuple  Libanais.  Essai

d’anthropologie, whose author, Jean Salem, offered a strongly ideological approach to the problems

studied by the  Optimist  School.  Firmly vindicating the geographical imperative theories that an

entire generation of Lebanese authors had received from Father Lammens and other Francophone

professors lecturing at  the  Université Saint-Joseph,  Salem contends that “few nations [...]  have

suffered in their history the weight of geographical imperatives as Lebanon has”299. For him, it is

geography which justifies Lebanon’s bi-cultural reality, for Lebanon is, following his reasoning, but

the result of juxtaposing the two elements of a dialectic relationship (the Mountain and the Sea,

Christian-Mediterranean Europe and the Arab-Muslim world) which, moreover, prevented the “total

assimilation” of the country by its surrounding “Arab-Muslim civilization”300. In this context, the

Mountain, sheltered from outside influences, became a refuge for the heterodox of the Mashriq301.

Following on this idea, Salem purports the not entirely Semitic character of Lebanon’s population

and  hints  elements  of  the  Mardaite  theory  when  speaking  about  the  origins  of  the  Maronite

community302. 

As a logical consequence of his general outlook exposed above, Professor Salem not only

298KHALAF, 2002, 243-244.
299SALEM, 1968, 13.
300SALEM, 1968, 15.
301SALEM, 1968, 29.
302While  affirming that  the  early Maronites  were  Aramaic  by origin,  Salem contends (1968,  27)  that  they were,

however,  unable to preserve their “ethnic purity” and fused with the coastal peoples and also avec some Indo-
European groups already settled in the Mountain (Mardaites) or progressively infiltrating its slopes (Armenians,
Franks, etc.). 
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contradicts the theories on the modernity and artificiality of confessionalism exposed by the post-

colonial students of Lebanon, but argues that confessionalism is but the “socio-juridical expression”

of the country’s ethno-confessional diversity, “having always constituted one of the fundamental

components of Lebanon’s human structure”303 as well as “the natural expression of Lebanon’s moral

and cultural physiognomy”304. The stability of the confessional structure, as understood by Salem,

gives way to the existence of an authentic “dividing line” between “two cultures and two distinct

psychologies”305,  which allows him to state that,  beyond Beirut,  “Lebanon’s cultural  geography

remains  far  more  indebted  to  religious  belonging  than  to  the  social,  professional  or  regional

framework”306. For Salem, the “bi-confessional and bi-cultural” Lebanon that he identifies, has been

able to create a unique synthesis between the Christian-Mediterranean model and the “extremely

strong” Arabism of the Muslims307 by developing an associational – rather than integrational – State

model akin to that of Switzerland308, with the Chamber serving, in the purest Chiha-esque fashion,

as the “meeting point” where all Lebanese could gather together in the elaboration of a common

future309.

In his recapitulatory remarks, Salem develops yet another cherished concept of the Optimist

School: that of a specifically Lebanese approach to modernity. It is “impossible”, he argued, to “cast

[...] in the mold of a unitary “national consciousness”” all the Lebanese spiritual families310, the

survival of such traditional bonds and legitimacies as those provided by the confession serving, on

the contrary, to present Lebanon as a model to be followed rather than as an aberrant case to be

solved by forcibly imposing,  in Salem’s  words,  the “miscarried fussionism” peculiar to  foreign

303SALEM, 1968, 49.
304SALEM, 1968, 117.
305SALEM, 1968, 74.
306SALEM, 1968, 75.
307SALEM, 1968, 81.
308SALEM, 1968, 110.
309SALEM, 1968, 116.
310SALEM, 1968, 131.
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ideologies311.

Following closely on Professor Hourani’s approach to the confessional phenomenon, albeit

from a sociological rather than historical perspective, are Fuad I. Khuri’s studies of the ideological

formation  among  rural  migrants  in  the  periphery  of  Beirut.  Just  like  for  Albert  Hourani,  for

Professor Khuri, it is the advance of modernity, with its concomitant phenomena and, especially, the

massive rural exodus that affected Lebanon at least since the early 1960s, which is to blame for the

rise of confessional identities in the final years of the First Republic, given that sectarian identities

offered the uprooted peasants entering suburbial life with a readily understandable set of signifiers

in  the  non-family-based  reality  of  Beirut’s  outskirts312.  The  shift  between  the  largely  mono-

confessional313 setting of rural Lebanon, where interaction was based on family and clan relations

and  conflict  largely managed  within  the  confines  of  well-known traditions314,  and  the  extreme

ethno-religious heterogeneity of the Beiruti metropolis, with its concomitant rise in sectarian self-

identification, need not take place “at the expense of harmony between confessional groups as much

as at the expense of family allegiance within the same groups”315. Such rise of the confession could,

moreover, contribute, in Khuri’s assessment, to a higher degree of national integration within the

boundaries of the State:

Instead of opposing the authority of the State  or  being incompatible  with it,  the growth of religious

identities  ought  to  be  understood  as  a  means  by  which  various  confessional  groups  may  be  better

incorporated into the State organization.316

311SALEM, 1968, 135.
312KHURI, 1972, 202-209.
313As witnessed by Étienne de Vaumas in 1955, and therefore just before the beginning of the massive rural exodus

that  would  characterize  the  entire  Chéhabist  era  and  beyond,  in  his  painstakingly detailed  study of  Lebanon’s
confessions. (DE VAUMAS, 1955, 511-603).

314KHURI, 1972, 198-202
315KHURI, 1972, 210.
316KHURI, 1972, 210.
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Analogous arguments were put forward by David R. and Audrey C. Smock in yet another

classic of Lebanese studies: The Politics of Pluralism. A Comparative Study of Lebanon and Ghana.

In their  book, the Smocks,  while upholding the traditional account of the origins of Lebanon’s

pluralism (Mount Lebanon as an Ottoman region “enjoy[ing]  a unique degree of autonomy”317,

confession  as  the  central  feature  of  identity  and  confessional  communities  as  the  fundamental

elements of political life318), confirm most of the propositions voiced by Hourani and Khuri. Thus,

they state that “[u]rbanization [...] does not generally level sectarian differences and may accentuate

rather than reduce sectarian identity”, the confession assuming, for the uprooted villagers landing at

Beirut’s periphery, “many of the social functions that village ties formerly fulfilled for them in the

rural  areas”319,  while  portraying  the  political  system  as  a  power-sharing  alliance  between  the

members of an inter-confessional élite in a permanently shifting grosse Koalition under the arbitral

eyesight of a President of the Republic, whom they conceive under the arbitral model formulated by

Hourani320.  Their  book  ratifies,  moreover,  the  statistical  data  put  forward  by Halim Barakat321

regarding the growing inter-confessional  convergence  toward a  common,  overarching Lebanese

identity322, which allows them to hold an eminently optimistic view of the Lebanese formula:

Although the Lebanese political system may not have aggressively promoted national integration, it has

provided a context in which national consciousness has emerged, intercommunity contact and cooperation

have increased, and political values have begun to converge.323

The value of their book lies, however, not on this conclusion but on their comparing the

heterodox Lebanese system with the Ghanaian orthodox model of national integration, where the

forcible promotion of a unified national identity from the top (Nkrumah’s party disliked “local,

317SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 27.
318SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 28-40.
319SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 93.
320SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 109-116.
321Vid. fn.. 3293 below.
322SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 157-165.
323SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 165.
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minority or ‘tribal’ interests”324), oblivious of local identities had the contrary effect of reinforcing

not the traditional units of pre-colonial tribal power, but new language-based identities displaying a

high degree of “ethnocentricity and intolerance”325. The paradoxes of integration revealed by such a

comparative exercise led the Smocks to  argue that,  in the face of the resilience – or even the

strengthening – of communal identities in modernizing societies, a political system cognizant of

these differences and incorporating their constitutent groups with its institutional framework “has a

far better opportunity to effect moderation and conciliation than one that refuses to come to terms

with communal political actors”326. “This acceptance of the legitimacy of communal attachments”,

they argue, “constitutes the first step toward the achievement of national accommodation”327.

Written shortly before the publication of David and Audrey Smock’s extensive study, the

short essay Modernization without Revolution. Lebanon’s Experience, by Elie A. Salem affirms the

same  basic  principles  that  were  to  be  underlined  in  the  works  of  his  coevals.  Sharing  in  the

generalized  optimism  vis-à-vis Lebanon typical  of  pre-war works,  Dr.  Salem sets  out  how the

subsistence  of  traditional  ties  contributed  to  the  modernization  of  the  country328,  rather  than

hindering its development as has been suggested by some of the authors examined above. Starting

from  a  traditional  approach  to  Lebanon’s  history  and  to  the  origins  of  its  confessional

communities329, the author emphasizes how the plurality of interests – confessional, educational,

commercial, feudal or otherwise – present in the country330 contributed to foster a sense of healthy

competition among the different social segments331 thus leading the way to a specifically Lebanese

approach  to  modernity:  “Lebanon”,  he  said,  “seems  to  have  found  a  formula  whereby  it  can

324SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 233.
325SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 223.
326SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 332.
327SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 332.
328SALEM, 1973, 1
329SALEM, 1973, 18-27.
330Salem (1973, 62-69) speaks of “clubs”, which he defines as “cliques or groups that share common interests and

apply pressure on the systems to ensure the continuance of such interests” (1973, 62). He identifies six such clubs:
the zacim, military, ecclesiastic, embassy, business and intellectual clubs.

331SALEM, 1973, 139-
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perpetuate  itself  peacefully  and  entertain  modernization  ideals  in  a  unique  manner”332.  The

Lebanese way so defined is based upon flexibility333, the dominance of private initiative334, and the

integration  of  traditional  elements  within  the  formal  parliamentary  structure  defined  by  the

Constitution and set under the watchful eye of the President, construed, in common with most of

these  pre-war  authors,  as  an  arbiter  constantly  upholding  the  mechanisms  of  consultation  and

consensus underlying the permanent Grand Coalition335 guaranteeing the stability of the system. In

Salem’s own words:

The  Constitution  gives  the  president  substantial  powers  and  a  major  role  in  national  consolidation

assigned to him by tradition. In a society as heterogeneous, polyarchic, and multipoled as Lebanon, the

president  serves as  a  catalyst,  standing  above petty  conflicts.  He attends both Christian and Muslim

religious ceremonies; is expected to speak of “Arabism” to broaden the political outlook of the Christians,

and of “Lebanism” to strengthen the concept of a sovereign state among the Muslims; and to extol the

brotherhood  of  all  communities,  a  spirit  of  tolerance,  and  the  need  to  strengthen  democracy  and

modernization.336

Belonging as well, like the aforementioned authors, to what has been hereinabove identified

as the Pre-war Optimist School of Lebanese politics, Richard H. Dekmejian’s comparative study of

political  élites  in  Lebanon,  Egypt  and  Israel  possesses  close  similarities  with  the  work  of  his

contemporaries.  Like  them,  he  contends  that  the  subsistence  of  traditional  bonds  need  not  be

incompatible with political modernization, underlining, on the contrary, how the system fostered

intra-sectarian competition while guaranteeing inter-sectarian peace by confining electoral bickering

within the limits of each confession337. In yet another coincidence, Dekmejian also explains the role

332SALEM, 1973, 137.
333SALEM, 1973, 108-109, 144.
334SALEM, 1973, 111, 126-132, 137, 139, 141.
335A theme which constitutes one of Salem’s classics. Vid. SALEM, 1967, 488-502, where he analyzes in depth the

complex  balancing  exercise  of  building  a  Cabinet  where  all  confessional,  regional  and  political  positions  are
represented.

336SALEM, 1973, 58-59.
337DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 89-91. Cf. DEKMEJIAN, 1978, 254.
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of the head of State within the arbitral model prefigured by Albert Hourani in the 1960s, as the

pointer of the unstable permanent coalition of interests at the forefront of Lebanese politics338:

Despite his importance [...], the President cannot rule alone. In a strictly balanced pluralistic democracy

such as Lebanon, the president needs to retain the confidence of the main religious sects, the various

landed and urban zucama’, and the major economic interest groups in order to rule effectively.339

In so playing what he comically refers to as a game of magical chairs, Dekmejian points out

how the  President  enforced a  high  degree  of  élite  circulation340,  thus  allowing all  of  the  most

representative members of the political élite to successively hold ministerial responsibilities, with

their concomitant benefits in terms of prestige and patronage. Moreover, the Lebanese system, he

went  on,  while  sustained  by  a  capitalist  oligarchy341,  conceived  of  political  leadership  as  a

consequence of a democratic process involving free elections342 with limited military or religious

intervention343 in  the  appointment  of  government  officials344.  It  is,  precisely,  this  resilience  of

Lebanon’s democracy in its Middle Eastern context which stands out, in Dekmejian’s opinion –

mirroring Samir Khalaf and Iliya Harik, as the country’s most distinctive feature:

[...]  the  free-wheeling,  thoroughly capitalistic,  heterogeneous,  and  pluralistic  culture  of  Lebanon [...]

stands in stark contrast to the more disciplined and centralized societies of Egypt and Israel. The latter

two cultures remain substantially ideological, while the Lebanese tends to manifest a more materialistic

Weltanschauung that suggest an “end of ideology” milieu.345

338DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 34.
339DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 29.
340DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 88-89.
341DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 241-242.
342DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 239-240.
343Despite the omnipresence of religion in analysis of Lebanese politics, truth is that, throughout the First Republic

period, clerics played close to no role at all in day-to-day politics and, whenever they did so, they were easily
sidelined by the political  class.  We have to wait  until  the war,  that  is,  until  a  time of crisis where community
existence itself was in jeopardy, to see a renewed prominence of the religious establishment.

344DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 225-229.
345DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 5.
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Further examples of the  Optimist School can be found in the work of Antoine A. Khair,

Michel Chebli, Toufic Touma, and Fr. Joseph Mouwanes, all of whom, in examining the traditional

institutions of the Mountain since the seventeenth century until the eve of World War I, tried to

prove how the  power-sharing  arrangement  organizing  Lebanese  politics  predated  the  advent  of

modernity and how deep the roots of the  fundamenta of Lebanon’s  unwritten  Constitution were:

popular  representation,  strong  yet  arbitral  executives  and  the  predominance  of  consuetudinary

arrangements over formal Law are presented, by all these authors, as principles of Lebanese Public

Law sanctioned by time. 

However, as Albert Hourani openly admitted in 1976346, none of the members of the optimist

school was able to predict the outbreak of the Civil War that ravished Lebanon for fifteen years. All

of them were,  nonetheless,  coincidental  in  their  attributing the main risk factors  for  Lebanon’s

stability to the influence of Lebanon’s volatile regional environment347. While some, like Richard

Dekmejian348, David and Audrey Smock349, or Albert Hourani – as stated above – conceded that the

tensions arising from Lebanon’s rapid modernization process had played a part in disrupting the

workings of the 1943 system, they insisted, though, that the country’s “turbulent environment and

the related Palestinian issue”350 was the most disruptive element in the internal scene of the Bilad

al-Arz. In the words of Professor Hourani himself:

[...] it was clear from the time of the National Pact, or at least from that of the civil war of 1958, that

Lebanon could not easily follow a policy opposed to that of its Arab neighbours, in regard to the problem

of Israel, or in its relations with the great powers, but it was not so clear that the surrounding states would

have an interest in making use of any kind of inner fragmentation for their own purposes.351

346HOURANI, 1982, 170-171.
347HARIK, 1980, 42, 44-47; SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 146-147; 156-158, 311-312; SALEM, 1973, 141-142, 145;

HARIK, 1972, 322
348DEKMEJIAN, 1978, 259-261.
349SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 313-317.
350DEKMEJIAN, 1978, 261.
351HOURANI, 1982, 171.
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Or, in Harik’s more abrasive rhetorics:

[...]  the  conflict  of  1975-6  was  in  no  way  due  to  a  failure  of  the  political  mechanisms  created  to

accommodate pluralism. Changing the balance of power could have occurred without such a war as in the

past, had it not been for the extraordinary load placed on the system by the Palestinian-Israeli conflict. For

those who see in the communal civil war a proof that the formula was deficient, we may ask how many

systems in the world could take as much external strain as the Lebanese system has taken since 1967,

without being shaken up or broken down.352

The war’s outbreak can be largely considered as the point of demise for the Optimist School.

Even if most members thereof kept on writing and, for the most part, defending their  antebellum

arguments, their publications were rapidly deemed as anachronistic and substituted by the growing

tide of the Pessimist School, who understood the war as a confirmation of the deficiencies of the

Lebanese system which they had been trying to prove ever since its setup thirty years earlier. By the

final years of the conflagration, however, a number of academics and public figures were starting to

defy what had become the dominant paradigm in the field, in a process amounting to a reappraisal

of the pre-war optimist views. Such a trend, which I dare identify as the Post-war Optimist School,

was towered by the works of Farid el-Khazen.

Barely a year after the formal end of the war, Professor Khazen had already published his

detailed study of the National Pact, The Communal Pact of National Identities, where he identified

the Mithaq as a pragmatic agreement between the leaders of the Maronite and Sunni communities

based on a  do ut des philosophy whereby both sides renounced their maximum aspirations353 in

order to achieve a common goal, namely independence. While “the National Pact was the ‘best

352HARIK, 1980, 47.
353KHAZEN, 1991, 16-17.
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offer’ that the Lebanese leaders were able to get”354 taking into account the circumstances of the

time,  the compromises  embodied by such an agreement  did not  reach beyond the limited élite

circles of Beirut and left aside the bulk of the population355, in what amounts to a reformulation of

Hourani’s  classical  Mountain/City  dichotomy.  For  Khazen,  fully  within  the  classical  pre-war

assessment  thereof,  the  Pact,  despite  what  he  identifies  as  its  bad  press356,  had  been  “the  last

remnant of the liberal age”357 and the marker of the true Lebanese exceptionalism – democracy – in

the Middle East:  “The Pact”,  he says,  “helped promote and maintain a  tradition alien  to  most

Middle  Eastern  societies:  that  of  pluralism and  tolerance  of  political,  cultural,  ideological  and

religious diversity”.358

Speaking of the Pact’s demise, Khazen argues that the uneasy partnership embodied by the

National Pact could have withstood the tensions of a rapidly modernizing society had it not been for

the “destabilising [...] events stemming from regional developments over which Lebanon had no

control”359. In his opinion, Nasser’s rise “provoked tremors among both the elite and the masses”

and, his popularity rising “after his ‘victory’ against ‘Western imperialism’ in the 1956 Suez war”360,

lead the way to a growing disconnection between the “Muslim ‘street’ [who] was bound to rise in

full support of Nasser’s policies”361 and the traditional élites, who were forced, against their own

class  interests,  to  kowtow  to  Cairo’s  line362.  The  deleterious  influence  of  foreign  factors  on

Lebanon’s internal politics became particularly evident with the rise of the Palestinian organizations

in the aftermath of the War of 1968. For Professor Khazen, the growing visibility of the Palestinian

resistance in the Lebanese arena363, compounded by the unequal treaties between the State and the

354KHAZEN, 1991, 38.
355KHAZEN, 1991, 39-40.
356KHAZEN, 1991, 67.
357KHAZEN, 1991, 68.
358KHAZEN, 1991, 66.
359KHAZEN, 1991, 45.
360KHAZEN, 1991, 46.
361KHAZEN, 1991, 46.
362KHAZEN, 1991, 46 fn. 118, 48-51. 
363KHAZEN, 1991, 51-52.
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PLO which the former was forced to agree upon in order to pacify the Muslim Street (Cairo and

Melkart  agreements)  as  well  as  the “unconditional  support  for  the PLO” offered by the Sunni

élite364,  “exhausted Christian tolerance of Palestinian excesses”365 and halted the process toward

national convergence over an Arabized Lebanese identity discernible by the early 1970’s366.  By

1975,  Khazen  argues,  the  increasing  Palestinian  encroachment  on  Lebanon  and  the  perceived

betrayal  of  the  Sunni  élite,  had  led  “most  Christians,  particularly  the  Maronites”,  adamant  at

“relinquish[ing] what they perceived as their last remaining ‘guarantees’ in a country held hostage

to regional conflicts”367,  to reject the agreement reached in 1943. The fact that the concessions

operated in 1976 (Constitutional Document of February 14, 1976) did not manage to put an end to

the war serves Professor Khazen to conclude that, by then, there was little that Lebanon, by itself,

could do to put an end to the conflagration368. 

Beyond his 1991 paper, Farid el-Khazen’s role as the rebuilder of the  Optimist School of

Lebanese politics is largely due to his encyclopedic book The breakdown of the State in Lebanon.

Published in 2000, it constitutes one of the better documented efforts at understanding the causes of

Lebanon’s downfall into the morass of civil war and can be properly considered as a myth-boosting

publication.  For  starters,  Khazen defies  the  deeply-seated  argument  that  Lebanon  is  a  colonial

creation whose origins do not go back beyond 1920 and argues that “of all modern States in the

Middle  East,  Lebanon  is  the  most  rooted  in  History  both  in  its  communal  and  regional

dimensions”369. For him, the origins of Lebanese statehood can be found in the historical pattern of

dialectic  relations  established  in  and  around  Mount  Lebanon  by  the  different  communities

inhabiting  the  area370,  the  National  Pact  being  but  the  symbol  of  the  inclusion  of  the  Sunnis,

364KHAZEN, 1991, 53-54.
365KHAZEN, 1991, 52.
366KHAZEN, 1991, 53.
367KHAZEN, 1991, 63.
368KHAZEN, 1991, 65.
369KHAZEN, 2000, 21. Cf. 100-102.
370KHAZEN, 2000, 33-45.
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historically  outside  the  framework  of  Mountain  politics,  within  the  structure  defined  by  the

Unwritten Constitution of the Mountain371.

Criticizing  harshly  the  work  of  the  pessimist  school and  particularly  that  of  Michael

Hudson372, whom he accuses of lacking a context in his study while forcing rigid – and western –

modernization models on non-Western realities, Khazen places himself  well within the  optimist

consensus when, quoting Samir Khalaf373, he advocates a specific Lebanese approach to modernity

and defends the integrating capabilities of the  Dawlat al-Mithaq al-Watani as  witnessed by the

process  toward  economic,  professional  and identitary convergence  observed in  the  thirty  years

predating  the  outbreak of  the  war374.  In  his  opinion,  the  pre-war  Lebanese  Republic  compared

positively with its Arab neighbors not only in terms of relative welfare and economic prosperity but

also as a State under the rule of Law375 where society reigned supreme over the State and not the

other way round, “an exception”, in Khazen’s words, “to the norm in the region”:

As Arab regimes became more exclusive and Arab societies more closed, Lebanon became plural and

increasingly open. As Arab regimes drifted towards radicalism, Lebanon drifted towards moderation. As

Arab regimes opted for ideological politics, Lebanon opted for pragmatism. As Arab countries were the

scene of rapid revolutionary change, Lebanon underwent gradual, non-violent change. And as other Arab

states  sought to lead the struggle for  the liberation of Palestine, Lebanon confined its role to  giving

political support and was content to stand in the sidelines.376

The  divergent  socio-political  evolution  between  Lebanon  and  its  neighboring  countries,

371KHAZEN, 2000, 38-39.
372KHAZEN, 2000, 13, 16-18, 22-23.
373“[...] we cannot begin to understand what is involved in the process of modernization in Lebanon unless we abandon

the tendency of viewing change and development on an inevitable, unidirectional and unilinear movement from one
polar end of the scheme to the other [...] we must consider [...] what mixture, or rather blend, of traditional and
modern patterns is most effective for an adaptive and conciliatory form of modernisation”. KHALAF, 1987, 15-21.
Cit. in KHAZEN, 2000, 23.

374KHAZEN, 2000, 57-72, 241-266.
375KHAZEN, 2000, 101, 118.
376KHAZEN, 2000, 103.
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while not directly “conductive to the breakdown of the state, let alone to the outbreak of war”377,

would eventually subject the Bilad al-Arz to an externally-induced stress derived from the almost

permanent  regional  state  of  crisis.  In  this  context,  Lebanon,  deprived  from  the  benefits  of

authoritarianism for State security378 and possessing an abstentionist, liberal State lacking the tools

to exercise an effective control  over  the population379 – despite  Chéhab’s  attempts to  do so380–

became the convenient arena for venting off the tensions of the Arab-Israeli conflict. Reaffirming

what he had already written ten years earlier,  Professor Khazen underlines how the Palestinian

armed presence on Lebanese soil became, after 1967, the single most divisive question separating

the Lebanese among them381 and the direct cause behind the outbreak of 1975:

Ultimately, neither Chéhabism nor any other reformst drive could have reversed the disintegration process

in the 1970s. [...] Had reforms been implemented by Chéhab or by others, would this have translated into

national  consensus in  favour of  the use of force to curtail  the PLO? Would such reforms have been

sufficient to make Muslim leaders, Jumblatt and the Left [...] refrain from supporting the PLO? [...] For

them, Chéhabism amounted to a shy identification with Arab causes, which fell short of their aspirations

for Arab unity and revolutionary change.

Political reforms would not have stopped the slide to anarchy. What was needed to contain turmoil [...]

was perhaps a measure of ‘healthy authoritarianism’”.382

The feeling of lawlessness and arbitrariness brought about by Palestinian encroachment on

Lebanon’s  internal  affairs  as  well  as  the  generalized  feeling  of  anarchy  in  the  country383 had

radicalized positions on both sides of the confessional divide and halted the process toward national

377KHAZEN, 2000, 103.
378KHAZEN, 2000, 125, 127.
379KHAZEN, 2000, 114-117.
380KHAZEN, 2000, 115, 176-180.
381KHAZEN, 2000, 131-183, 240.
382KHAZEN, 2000, 181-182.
383KHAZEN, 2000, 187-234.
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integration (it “radicalised Maronite opinion and united Maronite ranks”384), but accommodation by

peaceful  means  was  still  possible  as  witnessed  by the  reforms undertaken by Rashid  al-Sulh’s

executive in 1974 so that, Khazen points out, “in early 1975, a civil war between two (or more)

Lebanese groups over strictly domestic issues was not possible”385. In common with the outspoken

Iliya Harik, whom he quotes literally386, Farid el-Khazen argues that neither economic grievances

nor  a  political  system tendentiously portrayed by the  academia as  congenitally defective could

justify, by 1975, the utter destruction of the Lebanese polity which, in his opinion, can only be

explained  by  referring  to  the  distinguishing  factor  affecting antebellum  Lebanon:  the  armed

Palestinian presence on its soil. Thus, the author emphasizes how the PLO’s presence on Lebanese

soil  undermined  the  power-sharing  agreement  between  the  Maronite  and  Sunni  élites  that  had

configured Lebanese politics since the era of independence387, while severely disrupting the process

toward national convergence by 

creat[ing] a pattern of rising expectations of change, a ‘revolutionary situation’ (hala thawriyya) which

made some Lebanese believe, particularly in Leftist circles, that war would lead to a drastic change. Thus

by ‘revolutionising’ (tathwir)  society,  the confessional  system would crumble because of  its  inherent

internal contradictions.388

By the same token, the advance of the psychology of revolution among wide sectors of the

intelligentsia and the urban proletariat led to a reinforcement of ranks among those most opposed to

a radical change in Lebanon’s political system, namely the Maronite community, thus stiffening the

384KHAZEN, 2000, 363.
385KHAZEN, 2000, 238.
386[...] if economic and welfare conditions were a factor in political turmoil, civil war would have occurred in other

countries of the region or the Third World. Lebanon enjoyed impressive economic growth rates, secure financial
conditions  in  the  international  monetary  system,  a  low  inflation  rate  for  most  of  the  period,  a  very  low
unemployment rate, good services in terms of electricity, telecommunications, water and roads, a high consumption
level of food and manufactured goods, a comparatively small number of poor families and advanced educational
services. The findings are so striking that one would almost conclude there is no relation between socio-economic
conditions and political turmoil, at least in this case. HARIK, 1985, 428. Cit. in KHAZEN, 2000, 251.

387KHAZEN, 2000, 364-367.
388KHAZEN, 2000, 369-370.
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positions on both sides of the confessional divide. “Irrespective of the identity of the ruler and of the

ideology and political orientation of the State”, he argues, the impossible coexistence between the

imperatives of State sovereignty and armed revolution doomed Lebanon to strife389.  “The war”,

Khazen concludes, “occurred in 1975, but could have been sparked off before or after that date”.390

Farid el-Khazen’s early works were soon accompanied by Engin Deniz Akarli’s  The Long

Peace which, in exploring the development of the Mutasarrifiyyah Jabal Lubnan from the historical

and political point of view, criticized the Western bias in scholarship, whereby “Western influence,

action, and interests” were presented as the main “agents of historical development” in the Near

East391. In Akarli’s assessment, the events that led to the formation of a distinctive State culture in

Mount Lebanon were related to the challenges posed by the accelerated, and often contradictory,

process of modernization lived by the region in the last decades of the nineteenth century392, without

denying,  nonetheless,  the “crucial  role” played by “Western activities  and influence [...]  in  the

making  of  modern  Lebanon”393.  Thus,  in  Akarli’s  view,  the  increased  penetration  of  capitalist

relations  in  the  Mountain,  together  with  the  culmination  of  the  process  of  reform within  the

Maronite Church, upset the balance of power in a territory already subject to strong centrifugal

tendencies  and where  State  intervention had always,  due to  a  geographic  imperative,  remained

limited394. Social change – and the political revolution it engendered – opened, therefore, the way to

a  new institutionality  which  retained  the  dualism inherited  from feudalism but  substituted  the

former lord-peasant relationship for a Church-governor dialectic built upon the principles of popular

representation – constructed on a confessional, yet increasingly democratic, way395 –, a dynamic,

unwritten  Constitution going beyond the literalness of written Law, and a strong, yet eminently

389KHAZEN, 2000, 389.
390KHAZEN, 2000, 389.
391AKARLI, 1993, 2.
392AKARLI, 1993, 3-4.
393AKARLI, 1993, 3.
394AKARLI, 1993, Chapter 1.
395Indeed, Akarli argues that confessionalism was not perceived as a problem of the Lebanese system, but “[r]ather [...]

as an axiom of Lebanese civility”. (AKARLI, 1993, 189).
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arbitral, executive authority – the governor – whose main task was akin to judicial adjudication

throughout  the  system;  all  of  them principles  that  would  be  bequeathed  to  post-1920  Greater

Lebanon  as  fundamenta  of  Constitutional  Law396.  The  stability  of  this  arrangement  served,

according to  Akarli,  to  develop a  Maronite  religious  nationalism,  territorially embodied  by the

Mountain397, but also contributed to foster “a sense of Lebanese-ness [...] among the residents of the

Mutasarrifiyya”398 which was, in his opinion, directly behind the “establishment of the foundations

of the modern state of Lebanon”399. 

By offering such a view of Mount Lebanon pre-1920, Akarli’s painstakingly well-researched

book contradicts, therefore, the Pessimist School’s emphasis on Lebanon’s artificiality as well as its

deriding confessionalism as an colonially-imposed device whose main goal was to advance the

interest of the imperialist powers and their local clients, proving, on the contrary, how deep-rooted

in the local political culture the institutions of the Republic of 1926 were. As will be argued below,

the main task effected by the National Pact, as the reconfiguration of the Unwritten Constitution in

contemporary Lebanon, would be to incorporate the urban and universalistic view of the Sunni

community within  the  consuetudinary framework developed in  Mount  Lebanon,  at  least,  since

1860.

As if continuing Akarli’s work where he left it, with the arrival of the French Mandate, the

Israeli author Eyal Zisser analyzes, in his 2000 book Lebanon: The Challenge of Independence, the

evolution of the Lebanese system from the establishment of the French Mandate to Bishara al-

Khuri’s downfall. In thoroughly studying Khuri’s cahd, Zisser, who makes it his goal to overcome

the polemics between the different schools of Lebanese politics,  contradicts  the theories on the

396AKARLI, 1993, 193-195.
397AKARLI, 1993, 172-173, 186-188, 190-192. 
398AKARLI, 1993, 191.
399AKARLI, 1993, 193.
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innate weakness of the Lebanese system put forward by the  Pessimist School and argues that the

foundations set up in 1943 have proven so strong and well-fit to the Lebanese situation that not

“even the Civil  war [...]  could [...]  destruct  Khuri’s  system”400.  For Zisser,  the Lebanese polity

created  in  1920  was  neither  artificial  nor  merely  an  imperialist  imposition,  but  relied,  on  the

contrary  on  the  long-standing  political  experience  of  the  Mountain,  with  compromise  and

coexistence  as  the  main  tenets  governing  the  complex  and  multifaceted  relations  between  the

“constituent  groups” integrating the  Jabali society401.  The National Pact  thus appears not  as an

extraordinary feat of political engineering but as a reconfiguration of the traditional arrangement

governing Mountain pluralism to the new context of a Greater Lebanon aspiring to independence, in

what amounted to the incorporation of Sunni politics, with its distinctively urban and universalist

nature,  within the typically consensual  Mountaineer way of  doing politics and managing inter-

communal  relations402.  In  this  context,  and  while  the  system  allowed  for  the  preservation  of

traditional ties in the political arena, its clever management of sectarian tensions led the way to a

pattern  of   transconfessional  alliances  built  upon the  consensus  of  an  inter-sectarian  oligarchy

whose power basis was dominated by clientelar – rather than confessional – interests403, the survival

of these bonds not being an obstacle, as Zisser affirms, to achieve the effective modernization of a

political system404, in what amounts to an explicit acknowledgment of a central tenet of the Optimist

School: the identification of a specifically Lebanese approach to modernity.

Without  denying the influence  of  foreign actors  on the Lebanese scene405,  Zisser

understands  the  role  of  the  internal  players  not  as  mere  pawns  in  the  game of  power  politics

performed by the great powers, but as active elements eagerly mobilizing their own resources to

achieve prominence within the political arena, as witnessed by the intense ideological struggle lived

400ZISSER, 2000, 245.
401ZISSER, 2000, 3-5.
402ZISSER, 2000, 8, 57-67.
403ZISSER, 2000, 10-12, 64-65.
404ZISSER, 2000, 217-218.
405ZISSER, 2000, 25-56.
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during the 1943 elections406 or by Khuri’s active courting Sunni votes in the aftermath of that year’s

Dusturi  victory407.  The  new State  thus  born,  while  structurally  weak and restricted  in  its  daily

activity by a complex decision-making process engendering a measure of immobility and rigidity408,

managed to deploy, according to Zisser’s analysis, a shrewd and delicate foreign policy which, in

threading the path between national sovereignty and commitment to Arabism, tried to defuse its

own internal tensions409.

In studying the causes of Khuri’s downfall, Zisser uncovers two factors that remain basic

principles of Lebanese Constitutional Law up to the present: first of all, the Presidency is, all its

formal  omnipotence  notwithstanding,  an  arbitral  institution  whose  authority  relies  on  the

imprescindible  cooperation  of  the  remaining  participants  in  the  political  game.  Whenever  a

President exceeds this framework, thus upsetting the delicate balance within the system – just like

Khuri  did  by ensuring his  constitutionally dubious  re-election and by fostering  the  progressive

encroachment of his extended family all over the political arena410 – a wide-ranging and largely a-

political coalition des oppositions appears with the sole common goal of ousting the Head of State

perceived as being in breach of the Unwritten Constitution. In Zisser’s own words:

[...]  the  opposition  was  as  much  part  and  parcel  of  the  “Lebanese  system” as  the  government.  [...]

Opposition rhetoric notwithstanding, the replacement of Khoury was not intended to change the system

but  merely  to  replace  the  men  at  the  top  of  the  pyramid.  [...]  the  office-holders  as  much  as  their

competitors were the creatures of the National Pact. They would not challenge it, nor was their foreign

and regional support likely to be much different from Khoury’s.411

406ZISSER, 2000, 41-50.
407ZISSER, 2000, 56.
408ZISSER, 2000, 63-67.
409ZISSER, 2000, 85-102.
410ZISSER, 2000, 193-196, 201, 220-222, 239, 243-244.
411ZISSER, 2000, 206-219, 219.
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The  second element  to  be  taken into  account  is  the  foreign  factor.  The  stability  of  the

customary Constitution requires Lebanon to retain good relations with both the West and its Arab

neighbors. Whenever one of either pillars is lacking, the system runs the risk of being overwhelmed

by the pressures exerted from the other side. When both fail,  as happened during Khuri’s  cahd,

Zisser explains412, there is not much that Little Lebanon can do to avoid its falling into disarray.

The recovery of the optimist school initiated by these authors continued with Samir Khalaf’s

2002 book Civil and Uncivil Violence in Lebanon. The publication, aptly subtitled A History of the

Internationalization of Communal Conflict, tries to offer a general theory of violence in Lebanon

and, in so doing, recovers many of the arguments that the author had already displayed during the

antebellum era. Thus, he emphasizes the unique nature of Lebanon’s social formation vis-à-vis the

rest of the Middle East413 and underlines how the National Pact was rooted in the long history of

power-sharing agreements characterizing the Lebanese Mountain,  at  least,  since the time of the

Chéhabi  emirate414.  Such  a  political  construction  was,  in  Khalaf’s  assessment,  an  undeniable

success story, since it had allowed a State “[h]andicapped by a fragmented political culture, uneven

development,  dissonant  growth  [...],  and  deficient  resources”  to  develop  into  “a  fairly  liberal,

democratic, prosperous, and vibrant little republic”415. Lebanon was, perhaps as a consequence of its

own pluralism, condemned never to become a full-fledged Nation-State and “doomed to remain [...]

a “republic of tribes and villages””416, but this seemingly anomalous State construction, more akin

to the  State-Nation model  proposed by Juan Linz417 than to  the orthodox Nation-State  patterns

412ZISSER, 2000, 232-234
413KHALAF, 2002, 63.
414KHALAF, 2002, 64-70, 273-277.
415KHALAF, 2002, 103.
416HOURANI, 1988, 6. Cit. in KHALAF, 2002, 103.
417In  order  to  overcome  the  problems  of  the  Durkheimian approach  to  State-building  (authoritarianism,  ethnic

cleansing), whereby societies should organize “around a central value system” (DÉLOYE, 2008, 113), the Spanish
political scientist Juan Linz proposed a new approach to the State, whereby “cultural integration” (DÉLOYE, 2008,
113) between the different segments – ethnic, national or otherwise – coexisting within a given polity would be put
aside and substituted by “the recognition of cultural diversity in a liberal democracy” (DÉLOYE, 2008, 96), given
that  “the  robustness  of  different  politically salient  cultural  groups  [may prevent  the  development  of]  a  classic
French-style ‘nation-state’ [...] without a costly, and most likely non-democratic period of state-imposed assimilation
efforts,  and possibly even  ethnic cleansing”  (LINZ  et  al.,  2004,  11).  The State-nation that  Linz  proposes  lies,
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predicated by certain observers already mentioned above, managed to withstand the “sociocultural

dislocation  associated  with  swift,  discordant  societal  transformations”418 and  to  develop  into  a

distinctively prosperous, increasingly integrated and stable polity419.

Playground Lebanon, as described by Khalaf, could therefore thrive as an island of freedom,

prosperity420 and democracy largely as a consequence of the democratic imperative set forth by its

multi-segmented  society.  Such  extreme  pluralism  was  managed  through  the  National  Pact,

conceived as “a pragmatic political strategy to alleviate the tensions engendered by the issues of

confessional coexistence and national identity”421, thus guaranteeing peace and cooperation between

groups  with  outlooks  of  a  basically  opposed  nature.  The  Pact,  through  such  devices  as  inter-

sectarian  electoral  constituencies,  concomitant  veto  power  and  the  limitation  of  presidential

authority, managed to reconcile the “distinct visions of ideologies of Lebanon” which had come

together with the creation of Grand-Liban in 1920, while fostering moderation and compromise as

its founding principles.

How is it then possible that such a perfected system for the constitutional management of

segmental tensions could crumble in such rapid a way as  happened between 1975 and 1976? Or, in

Khalaf’s  own  words:  “how  can  a  fairly  peaceful  and  resourceful  society  exhibiting  a  rather

impressive history of viable pluralism, and coexistence, be mobilized into so much barbarism and

therefore,  upon  the  acknowledgment  of  multiculturalism/multinationalism,  asymmetric  federalism  and
consociationalism thus giving rise to a Habermas-like feeling of constitutional patriotism, predicated on the fact that
the decisions adopted by such a State would be perceived as “legitimate [by] the great majority of the population
and, thus, [render them] viable and enforceable” (COLOMER, 2008, 48).

418KHALAF, 2002, 103.
419KHALAF, 2002, 158-196.
420In an aspect which will be variously examined throughout this dissertation, Samir Khalaf charges against those

authors (the likes of Fuad Awad or Toufic Gaspard) who identify Lebanon’s antebellum prosperity as “the outcome
of serendipity or historic coincidence”. For Khalaf, and even if he admits that “exogenous factors” affected the
evolution of Lebanon’s economy,  “[s]uch partial and lopsided views are clearly inconsistent  with the economic
realities of the period”, Lebanon’s prosperity having more to do with the deliberate policy choices adopted in the
aftermath of WWII than with mere luck or a timely combination of factors. (KHALAF, 2002, 155-157).

421KHALAF, 2002, 285.
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incivility?”422.  For  our  author,  the  answer  is  clear:  Lebanon  evolved  from  playground to

battleground, becoming the “killing field for other people’s wars”423. Khalaf’s analysis, in affirming

that the country had become a “proxy battlefield for other peoples’ wars”424, followed the familiar

pattern already woven by Farid el-Khazen and Iliya Harik, though he put a heavier emphasis on

how these external tensions, when translated to a deeply divided internal scenario, contributed to a

reassertion  of  the  primordial  loyalties  underlying  Lebanon’s  outwardly  modern  appearance.

Therefore,  primordial  loyalties,  and  very  specifically  confessional  belongings,  act,  in  Khalaf’s

vision, as the ultimate reservoirs of individual and group identity, occupying a secondary role in

normal conditions, when individual endeavor and collective effort predominate, but resurfacing as

soon  as  rights  perceived  as  inalienable  or  vital  identity  markers  appear  to  be  threatened.  The

salience of such ethno-religious markers represents a particularly grave risk for, as Khalaf points out

with support on the wide literature on the phenomenon425, they constitute “indivisible principles”

upon  which  no  negotiation  is  a  priori possible.  The  “divinely  legitimized  violence”426 thus

engendered and its concomitant consequences: the demonization of the other427, the senseless and

“guilt-free”  violence428 and  the  “reterritorialization  of  displaced  groups  in  cloistered

communities”429,  offer,  in Khalaf’s  view,  dire  prospects  for  the restoration of Lebanese civility,

despite his final calls for enlightened leadership:

Just as enmity has been socially constructed and culturally sanctioned, it can also be unlearned. Group

loyalties can, after all, be restructured. Under the spur of visionary and enlightened leadership, groups

through a revitalized voluntary sector can at least be resocialized to perceive differences as manifestations

422KHALAF, 2002, xiii.
423KHALAF, 2002, xii.
424KHALAF, 2002, 8.
425Khalaf mentions (2002, 31-34., among others, Hanf, Bell, Rutgers or Kaplan. Further examples have already been

displayed in pages 341 and 342 above.
426KAKAR, 1996, 193-194. Cit. in KHALAF, 2002, 58.
427KHALAF, 2002, 56-57.
428KHALAF, 2002, 60.
429KHALAF, 2002, 60.
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of cultural diversity and enrichment; not as dreaded symptoms of distrust, fear, and exclusion.430

Leaving Khalaf’s good-intentioned hopes for Lebanon’s future aside, truth is that the school

of thought which he, together with Farid el-Khazen or Iliya Harik, contributed to revitalize has been

garnering a substantial following in the last years. Good examples thereof are Oren Barak, A. Nizar

Hamzeh and Caroline E. A. Knight, who emphasize the need to move beyond the confessional

paradigm to analyze the workings of the Lebanese State under the prism of the multiplicity of

concurrent factors, both traditional and modern, that shape political life in the Bilad al-Arz. Thus,

quoting  Samir  Khalaf,  Caroline  E.A.  Knight  affirms  the  supremacy  of  the  family,  whose

“sovereignty [...] transcends all other loyalties”431, over the confessional bond, which remains in a

distant second place. For her, kin relations and their practical consequences – namely the structuring

of society around a paternalistic, synallagmatic clientelar system in the form of what she labels as

the system of zucama’  – underpin Lebanese politics at all levels, from Parliament or the Cabinet432

to local headmanship, giving way to bipolar feuds for the control of regional constituencies in a

“dysfunctional”433 process  promoting  the  rise  of  “negative  blocs”,  expedient  and  a-ideological

coalitions united around a single common goal: “to destroy what is present”434, but without a shared

vision of what to do afterwards. Together with the family, and closely related thereto, Knight points

out at the importance of the system of zucama’ , whom she defines as middlemen intent on satisfying

the demands of their clientèle in exchange for their support in attaining political power435 though,

she concedes, urban life forced some zucama’ to present their leadership in distinctively ideological

terms, given that their “constituents [...] are on the whole more politically minded than [those] of

other zacims”436. Finally, Knight tackles the issue of confessionalism, whose management through

430KHALAF, 2002, 328.
431KHALAF, 1987, 105. Cit. in KNIGHT, 1992, 328.
432KNIGHT, 1992, 328-330.
433KNIGHT, 1992, 332.
434KNIGHT, 1992, 333.
435KNIGHT, 1992, 333-335.
436KNIGHT, 1992, 336.
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the National Pact had, she affirms, distinctively positive consequences for the normal functioning of

the political system. Following Samir Khalaf and Leonard Binder – and implicitly, the Smocks –

she affirms:

[...] confessionalism has been blamed for almost every shortcoming in the Lebanese bureaucratic system.

[However, i]n no way have confessional and sectarian loyalties prevented innovation and reform within

the administration. [...] there is no inherent contradiction between the principle of guaranteeing equity and

amity by a proportional representation of the different confessional groups, and administrative efficiency.

[...] Confessional loyalties do not have to hinder governmental bureaucracy. In fact, due to the strength of

religion within the Lebanese communities, it is very unlikely that a bureaucracy could function without

them.437

Professor Knight’s perspective was furthered by A. Nizar Hamzeh who, overcoming the

somewhat artificial distinction between kinship and fealty maintained by Knight, defines clientelism

as  “a  holdover  from  traditional  or  premodern  societies  [based  upon  a]  dyadic,  hierarchical,

personalistic” system of relations whose remotest origins he finds in the feudal past of the Lebanese

system438, where “political legitimacy and allegiance depended more on personal loyalty than on

coercive  obedience  to  an  impersonal  authority”439.  Such  a  system,  based  upon  a  do  ut  des

relationship between feudal lord and vassal, transcended, as has been seen, confessional borders440

to entail a somewhat secular principle of authority as first exposed by Albert Hourani. For Hamzeh,

the demise of feudalism after the turbulences of the nineteenth century substituted the traditional

clientelar rapports for a new arrangement based upon the same bilateral principles441, with zucama’

clientelism, where he includes the kin loyalties studied separately by Caroline Knight, becoming the

dominant  form  of  socio-political  relations  in  antebellum  Lebanon.  In  Hamzeh’s  opinion,  the

437KNIGHT, 1992, 341.
438HAMZEH, 2001, 167.
439HAMZEH, 2001, 168.
440HAMZEH, 2001, 169.
441HAMZEH, 2001, 172.
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zucama’ embodied not only the salience of traditional bonds (“‘kinship’ or the ‘clan system’”442) but

also a growing sense of State legitimacy, since a zacim’s success was largely based on his ability to

access  the  “wider  institutional  framework  of  Lebanon’s  central  administration”443 in  order  to

continue providing his clientèle with the wide array of services and material resources that, after all,

constituted the basis of his continued legitimacy within a dynamic system where several  zucama’

competed  for  control.  Party clientelism,  the  second  type  examined  by Hamzeh,  presents  close

analogies with the zucama’ type, though shrouding the bilateral rapports d’intérêt under the clout of

ideology,  more  appropriate  for  urban  settings,  where  “uprootedness,  anxiety  and  insecurity”444

underline  the  need  for  new discourses  of  legitimacy,  beyond  the  quasi-feudal  justifications  of

traditional  patrons  (zucama’).  While  it  can  be  argued  that  Hamzeh’s  classification  between the

nature of leftist and rightist parties is forced – or even erroneous as will be seen445, his analysis of

the characteristics of the phenomenon as the essential element of Lebanon’s political system, rather

than confessionalism, follows closely the path opened by Khalaf, Harik and their followers, even if

Hamzeh upholds the traditional (“secular and rational”446) school of modernization approach.

Just like for Nizar Hamzeh, Oren Barak contradicts the dominant paradigm asserting the

dominance of confessionalism in Lebanon’s politics to argue, following Crawford Young, in favor

of  a  “dominant  pattern  [of]  patronage  networks  in  fluid  contention  for  such  resources  as  are

442HAMZEH, 2001, 171.
443HAMZEH, 2001, 172.
444HAMZEH, 2001, 173.
445For Hamzeh (2001, 173), and even if “nationalist ideology had played some role in the formation of rightist parties

[...] for the most part these parties seem little different from those of a client group vis-à-vis its zacim. On the other
hand”, he argues, “ideology, more than the power and sect of a zacim, has been the basis for the formation of leftist
parties.  These  multisectarian  groups  have  espoused  causes  [...]  independent  of  any specific  act  of  clientalistic
exchange”. Such a statement deserves to be identified as daring, at best, or as flimsy, at worst, given that, exception
made of several minor parties on the radical fringes of the Lebanese left, both the Nasserist groups and Joumblatt’s
PSP, arguably the country’s most important leftist party, were based, as will be seen below, on the same confessional
and clientelar allegiances characteristic of their rightist counterparts.  It can even be argued, as proven by Entelis
(1976,  passim)  and  Stoakes  (1975,  215-236),  that  al-Kata’ib,  as  the  foremost  representative  of  what  would
eventually be known as the Christian right, displayed the most sophisticated ideological apparatus of all Lebanese
parties, whether rightist or leftist, in apparent contradiction of Hamzeh’s disparaging remarks vis-à-vis the Lebanese
right.

446HAMZEH, 2001, 177.
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allocated  through  the  formal  political  structures”447 underlying  the  “structural  frame”  of

confessionalism448 within a system of pluralism within pluralism wherein each community is deeply

divided among itself,  in a model not unlike a Russian doll.  In this  context,  as Barak explicitly

acknowledges, he is indebted to Albert Hourani’s theoretical approach to primordialism, whereby

[Lebanon’s] “communities” are not [...] solid bodies having a single interest or attitude and the division

into religious communities is not the only division which can be made of the population of Lebanon, and

in some ways may not be the most significant.449

On the contrary, as Barak explains in his analysis of Tripolitan politics of the late 1940s 450,

deep intra-communal cleavages, often violently expressed, fostered the search of allies beyond the

sectarian border even if  such alliances might have seemed, at  first glance451,  as  outrightly anti-

natural.  The National  Pact,  in  this  author’s approach thereto,  is  but  an expedient  agreement  to

overcome intra-confessional enmities by crafting an ad hoc partnership for the attainment of power

thus  giving  rise  to  a  power-sharing  system that,  while  contributing  to  the  relaxation  of  inter-

confessional tensions, fostered intra-sectarian rivalries by such devices as an electoral system which

confined infighting to members of the same sect, competing for a limited number of seats 452. Such

an analysis, while by no means a novelty, since similar propositions had already been advanced by

the  optimist school  in its pre-war period, does indeed differ in its conclusions, for, Barak argues,

intra-communal infighting ended up igniting inter-communal tensions, since 

“[w]ithin groups, ethnic activists and political entrepreneurs may make blatant ethnic appeals and attempt

447BARAK, 2002, 622.
448BARAK, 2002, 622.
449HOURANI, 1976, 34. Cit. in BARAK, 2002, 623
450BARAK, 2002, 624-632.
451As an example of such anti-natural alliances he mentions the cooperation maintained between the Arab nationalist

and Tripolitan zacim cAbd al-Hamid Karami and such prominent representatives of Lebanese nationalism as Émile
Eddé and the Archbishop of Beirut, Ignace Mubarak, whose links to the Zionist movement had made him “anathema
to Arab nationalists” (BARAK, 2002, 630).

452BARAK, 2002, 632-634.
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to  outbid  moderate  politicians,  thereby  mobilizing  members,  polarizing  society,  and  magnifying  the

intergroup dilemmas.”453

In the author’s opinion, the need to achieve intra-communal prominence at the expense of

other communal leaders forced them to a permanent game whereby all, even those conservative

actors most interested in preserving the system454, tried to outbid the others in terms of ideological

and/or ethno-confessional purity, finding examples of such processes in the crises of 1958, 1969 and

1973455.  Critical  of  the  essentialism  that  has,  for  a  long  time,  characterized  the  approach  to

Lebanon’s communities, Barak concludes his article, in the purest optimist fashion, by arguing that,

while the system worked remarkably well during the first period of Lebanese independence, it soon

was destabilized by the influence of foreign factors, which were taken advantage of by “new actors

tr[ying] to penetrate the tightly knit political arena by adopting radical positions” that forced the

more established players to follow suit in order not to lose their always precarious constituencies456.

Having thus far explored the main positions taken by the literature regarding the Lebanese

State  and  the  role  of  the  Maronite  community  therein,  it  is  now  the  time  to  test  our  initial

hypotheses by presenting the ta’ifah’s history as an essential – perhaps, the essential – part of the

Lebanese mosaic, long before the formal establishment of the Lebanese State.

453LAKE & ROTHCHILD, 1998, 8. Cit. in BARAK, 2002, 634.
454BARAK, 2002, 636.
455BARAK, 2002, 636.
456BARAK, 2002, 638.
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SECVNDA PARS

CHAPTER I

‘FROM RAGS TO RICHES’

THE HISTORICAL ORIGINS OF THE MARONITE COMMUNITY

الملك سليمان صنع لنفسه تختا من خشب لبنان

King Solomon made himself a carriage

 of wood from Lebanon (Song of Songs, 3.9)

Nous (les Maronites) implorons la victoire pour tous

les rois chrétiens, afin que le pouvoir de la croix domine

tous ceux qui contrarient la foi dans le Christ Seigneur,

gloire à Lui. Amen

Thomas of Kafartab, 11th-c.457

Born in a monastery in inner Syria and subsequently sheltered by the summits of Mount

Lebanon, where it settled around the 9th century, the Maronite Church and community lived an

extraordinary historical journey from being a quasi destitute tribal federation458 of “goatherds and

457In CHARTOUNI, 1986, 96 et 29.
458DIB, 2001 [1962] , 37.
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peasants”459,  a  “local,  inward-looking  Church  hidden  in  the  inaccessible  gorges  of  Mount

Lebanon”460, to becoming an economically affluent, socially bourgeois461, aggressively self-aware462

and politically powerful community whose influence shone forth over coasts  very further away

from their historical homeland. These developments, which Kamal Salibi qualifies as a “success

history unique in the annals of the Christians of the Muslim world”463, determined the elaboration of

a  rather  distinct  Maronite  identity,  frequently  described,  in  forceful  terms,  as  a  history  of

resistance464,  that  set  the  community  apart  from  other  Middle  Eastern  tawa’if and  strongly

influenced the political outlook it came to adopt in twentieth-century Lebanon. 

In the following pages, and following professor Hourani’s advice (“only a brave man would

venture into the tangled problems of the early history of the mountain”465) we will not try “to solve

the numerous and long-standing polemics that have been the delight of antiquarian historians for

well over a century”466 but to merely provide a brief account of the events that shaped Maronite

identity throughout the centuries, helping thus to comprehend the performance of the community’s

actors in Lebanon’s contemporary political arena.

1.1. Birth and development of a Sui Generis Community (6th century-1516)

The Maronite community’s origins hark back to the monastery founded by its eponymous

saint (Mar Marun) in the vicinity of Apamea467 – nearby Hamah in contemporary Syria – at some

point  between  the  end  of  the  5th  and  the  beginning  of  the  6th  century  AD 468.  The  monastic

459SALIBI, 2011 [1988], 76.
460LONGVA, 2015, 61.
461KHALAF, 1976, 47; SALIBI, 1966, 267
462MURAD, 1844; HARIK, 1968, 126-151.
463SALIBI, 2011 [1988], 106. 
464DE GHANTUZ CUBBE, 2001, 35.
465HOURANI, 1981, 125.
466GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 3.
467The whereabouts of Dayr Marun remain unknown to the present and the different attempts at its location have given

way to a rich literature and to vivid polemics (cf. SUERMANN, 1986; GRIBOMONT, 1974, 123).
468GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 3; SALIBI, 2011, 21-23; DIB, 2001-a, 5; DE GHANTUZ CUBBE, 2001, 4.
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community formed  in  and  around  Dayr  Marun was  most  certainly affected  by the  theological

controversies and political  bouleversements that shock the Byzantine Empire in Late Antiquity so

that, by the eight469 or ninth century470 their monastery had been abandoned and ruined and the bulk

of  the  community  transplanted  to  Mount  Lebanon,  where  it  blended  rapidly  with  the,  in  all

probability very scarce,  indigenous population471,  thus  originating the demographic basis  of  the

current Maronite population.

Whatever the reasons for their installation in Mount Lebanon, with authors disagreeing over

the character of the persecution that forced them to flee Inner Syria, whether Muslim-Arab472 or

Byzantine473, by the time their first Patriarch was elected (at an unknown date between 793 and

845474) the community was already settled in Mount Lebanon, where it occupied the northern part of

the mountain range, its ruggedest and most inaccessible section, around the Wadi Qadisha. Thence

and up until the arrival of the Crusaders, in the late eleventh century,  the Maronite community

disappears from the Chronicles. It is not hard to discern, though, that it was precisely during these

dark  centuries  that  the  Maronite  community,  sheltered  from external  coercion475 by  its  abrupt

mountain refuge476 – which Joseph Sawda so beautifully described as “a fortress overlooking the

Mediterranean”477,  came to develop its  “characteristics as a  shacb  or ‘people’”478,  living simply,

austerely  and  laboriously479 under  the  supreme  authority,  both  religious  and  temporal  –  not

unfrequently, even military480 – rule of their patriarchs, who headed a social hierarchy organized not

469HARRIS, 2012, 35-39.
470GRIBOMONT, 1974, 124; DE GHANTUZ CUBBE, 2001, 25.
471HITTI, 1965, 91; DIB, 2001-a, 71; MOUWANES, 1973, 105-106.
472DE PLANHOL, 2000, 179; TOUMA, 1971, 16; 
473SALIBI, 2011 [1988], 91.
474DE GHANTUZ CUBBE, 2001, 25.
475VAN  LEEUWEN,  1991,  603;  MAHFOUZ,  1985,  106-107;  JANIN,  1997,  455;  HOURANI,  1981,  124;

McCALLUM, 2010, 26; LONGVA, 2015, 47-70; NAAMAN, 1998.
476HEYBERGER, 2014 [1994], 22; CHEVALLIER, 1971, 3; DE PLANHOL, 2000, 179 and 182, SALEM, 1968, 88; 

MOUWANES, 1973, 40
477SAWDA, 1976, 33.
478GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 5.
479DIB, 2001-a, 37.
480MCCALLUM, 2010, 26; LONGVA, 2016, 58 fn. 17; SALIBI, 1957, 294-295; NAAMAN, 1992, 102.
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unlike a monastery481, developing in the meantime a quasi-religious attachment to the land482 that

allows us to label it as a national Church, despite abbot Nacaman’s protests to the contrary483.

The  arrival  of  the  Crusaders,  between  the  final  years  of  the  eleventh  century  and  the

beginning of the twelfth (Jerusalem fell in 1099, Tripoli in 1108), broke the centuries-long isolation

suffered by the Maronites and allowed them to enter in contact  with the wider currents of the

Christian world484, the Crusader connection remaining, in the words of Kamal Salibi,  the single

most important event in early medieval Maronite history, given that:

Were it not for the Crusades the Maronites might very well have remained the fossil peasant community

which the Franks found in Mount Lebanon [...]. It was, in fact, the Frankish conquest of Syria that gave

this fossil  community of fugitive heterodox Christians [...] a new lease of life and a new raison d’être.

While the Franks were in Syria the Maronites were their men; and after their departure [...] the Maronites

remained faithful to the memory of their Western Christian patrons and lived in the almost messianic hope

of their return.485

Beyond the political realm, where it seems that the Maronite community fared reasonably

well  under  the Latin kingdoms of  the Levant486,  going as  far  as  to  the generation  of  a  certain

demographic mixing between conqueror and vassal487 which further differentiated the Maronites

from the rest of Greater Syria’s indigenous population488, the Crusades’ influence on the religious

and  ideological  spheres  had  a  much  deeper  impact  in  the  community’s  self-perception  and

contributed directly to the molding of a distinct Maronite identity. The establishment of communion

481TOUMA, 1971, 16-17; MOUWANES, 1973, 106-107.
482MOUWANES, 1973, 103; MAHFOUZ, 1985, 34; SALEM, 1968, 56-57; NAAMAN, 1992, 96.
483NAAMAN, 1998.
484HARRIS,  2012,  55-57;  SALIBI,  2011,  32-34;  MCCALLUM,  2010,  26-27;  SALIBI,  [1988]  2011,  92-93;

MAHFOUZ, 1985, 118-119
485SALIBI, 1957, 288.
486MOOSA, 1986, 280; MAHFOUZ, 1985, 119; HITTI, 1965, 124; MOUWANES, 1973, 107; 
487As witnessed by the survival of surnames of clear Western origin among the Northern Maronites: Frangié (Frank),

Salibi (Crusader), Duwayhi (from Douhai) etc. (HITTI, 1965, 125; SALEM, 1968, 28; HARRIS, 2012, 51).
488ZALLOUA et al. 2008, 873-882 esp. 880 i.f.
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between the Roman See and the Maronite Church, formally recognized by Innocent III through the

bull  Quæ  Divinæ  Sapientiæ  (1215)489,  not  only  transformed  Maronite  liturgy  and  discipline,

introducing an initial measure of latinization490, but also linked the Maronites – in thought even if

not always in practice – to the Christian West, providing them with an external point of reference

that set them apart  from their neighboring communities491, whether Muslim or schismatic Christian.

In this context, it is important to note that traditional Maronite historiography has always

defended the idea of their community’s perpetual orthodoxy492, that is, the belief that the Holy See

and the Maronite Church have been in full and perpetual communion ever since the birth of the

latter, the lack of contact between them being excused by distance and political difficulties rather

than by any kind of theological divergence493. Those authors who acknowledge the existence of

theological  discrepancies  have  traditionally  tried  to  justify  them  by  making  reference  to  the

community’s poverty,  isolation and lack of knowledge which made it  inevitable its use of non-

Orthodox literature without their fully understanding its ‘heretic’ content494. Although the byzantine

character of the theological polemic, whereby early Maronites were accused of  Monothelism495 (a

doctrine condemned by the Third Council of Constantinople (680-681 AD), which held that, while

there  are  two  persons  in  Christ,  there  is  only  one  will496)  may  lend  some  credibility  to  the

aforementioned justifications for heresy (ignorance, poverty, isolation), it seems very plausible that

12th-century Maronites were, at least from the Latin point of view and even if they were not very

489SALIBI, 2011, 35-39; CHALFOUN, 2009, 304; DIB, 2001-a, 53; FRAZEE, 1983, 51; CATOIRE, 1912, 29.
490HEYBERGER, 2014 [1994], 16; DIB, 2001-a, 77; DIB, 2001-c, 58-62; HITTI, 1965, 125; FEGHALI, 1962, 26-29,

CATOIRE, 1912, 30. A resounding example of such a process would be, among other external signals, the use of
bells “following the custom of the Western Church” (DIB, 2001-a, 78) instead of the naqus usually employed by the
Levantine Churches (FATTAL, 1958, 203).

491LONGVA, 2015, 61; HOJAIRI, 2011, 212; SALEM, 1968, 59; DE GHANTUZ CUBBE, 2001, 60.
492  MOUWANES, 1973, 40-41; SALEM, 1968, 57-60; DEBS, 1900 in RAYMOND, 1979-1980, 246
493  DIB, 2001-a, 26-29
494  NAAMAN, 1992, 104; SALEM, 1968, 59-60; DAOU, 1972, 205; GRIBOMONT, 1974, 120; DE GHANTUZ
CUBBE, 2001, 15-22, 35-39; DIB, 2001-a, 37.
495SALIBI,  2011,  23-24;  AJAM,  1906,  91-95;  VAILHÉ,  1906,  346-351.  Edmond  Rabbath  offers  a  concise

bibliographical analysis of the polemic in his book L’Orient Chrétien à la veille de l’Islam (1980, 30-31, fn. 55).
496  CABRERA, 2012 [1998], 82;  MITRE FERNÁNDEZ, 2000, 27-29; RABBATH, 1980, 28-32.
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much  aware  thereof,  ‘heretics’497,  whose  reception  into  the  Roman  Church  could  be  properly

described as a ‘conversion’498.

The  establishment  of  Mamluk rule  over  the  whole  of  coastal  Syria  after  the  fall  of  the

County of  Tripoli  (1289),  the  remaining bastion  of  the Crusades,  brought  about  the  rupture of

communications  between  Rome and the  Maronite  community499 less  than  a  century  after  their

formalization. Isolated in their mountain fastnesses500, having become, once again, “a community of

Mountain  fugitives”501,  the  Maronites  became  subject,  like  the  other  heterodox  communities

inhabiting the coastal ranges of the Bilad al-Sham, to the periodic punitive expeditions organized by

their new overlords502. Aiming to secure their control503 over a region populated by “disloyal”504

communities – essentially Rafida505: Shicis, Druzes and cAlawis, intermixed with some Christians –

the Mamluks, under the theological cover provided by Ibn Taymiyyah506, plundered the Kisrawan

district in 1292, 1300 and 1305 when they achieved the virtual depopulation of the region507. It can

be argued, though, that despite the general unrest affecting their homeland and the heavy brunt that

they themselves had to endure – going as far as to having one Patriarch burnt at the stake by the

governor  of Tripoli  in  1367508 –  and once the Mamluks felt  assured in  their  control  over  their

realm509, the Maronites were largely left to their own devices and even managed “to recompose their

social structure under the autonomous rule of the muqaddamin of Bsharri”510 who, with patriarchal

497  CHALFOUN, 2009, 306
498  DIB, 2001-a, 46-49
499DIB, 2001-a, 90; MAHFOUZ, 1985, 92, 104-105; SPENCER, 1963, 6.
500SALIBI, 2011, 42; FEGHALI, 1962, 30-31.
501SALIBI, 1957, 296.
502ABOU NOHRA, 1988, 32.
503HARRIS, 2012, 67, 69-72.
504SALIBI, 1967, 145.
505MAHFOUZ, 1985, 105-106; HITTI, 1965, 128; SALIBI, 1957, 297.
506HARRIS, 2012, 70; HITTI, 1965, 131.
507SALIBI, 2011, 42-43; AMMOUN, 1997, 29; SALIBI, 1957, 299-300. Only a small pocket of the original Shi ci

population of Kisrawan managed to escape the Mamluk onslaught: the community living in the rough Jibbat al-
Munaytarah region, in the current  qada’ of Jbayl where they constitute between a fourth and a fifth of the total
population.

508SALIBI, 2011, 43-44; SALIBI, 1988 [2011], 101; DIB, 2001-a, 91; SALIBI, 1968, 63.
509SALIBI, 1957, 302.
510GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 6. Cf. SALIBI, 2011, 44-45.
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sanction511, ruled the area around the Wadi Qadisha from 1382 onward, guaranteeing a measure of

economic  prosperity  and  promoting  a  cultural  renaissance  of  sorts512,  in  the  words  of  Abbot

Nacaman:

Durant la domination mamlouk  [...], les maronites furent sujets à toutes sortes de vexations [...]. Mais

cette période de repli sur soi fut en même temps une période de gestation spirituelle et culturelle, qui

prépara un ressaisissement et un réveil à tous les niveaux : progression démographique rapide, évolution

scientifique et technique, prospérité économique et sociale.513 

It is also possible to contend that the Mamluk devastation of central Lebanon was a blessing

in disguise for the community who, under the protection of the new suzerains of Kisrawan, the

Turkmen Banu  cAssaf,  initiated  their  long,  protracted  migration  southwards  from their  original

homeland towards the Shuf.

1.2. Ottoman Lebanon (1516-1820)

The Ottoman conquest of Greater Syria, in 1516 did not provoke an immediate earthquake

in the Mountain’s political structures, since the new overlords of the Levant, in a feature common to

most pre-modern polities, opted for keeping the network of local dynasties and petty rulers514 as

long as taxes were punctually paid and the central government not too openly disobeyed in a system

conceived, following Gellner515, not unlike a Russian doll wherein each of the steps in the chain of

government,  from the  smallest  tribe  to  the  Sublime Porte,  embodied a  self-contained and self-

referential principle of legitimacy, integrated at the same time within a wider political superstructure

511SALIBI, 1968, 83; NAAMAN, 1992, 102.
512DIB, 2001-a, 90-91.
513NAAMAN, 1992, 93.
514LONGVA, 2015, 56; SALIBI, 2011, 52-53; DIB, 2001-a, 114-115; DIB, 2001-b, 33-34, 45; HOURANI, 1981, 126;

HARIK, 1968, 28; HITTI, 1965, 144; FEGHALI, 1962, 38.
515GELLNER, 1987, 41.
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possessing bases of legitimacy all  its  own.  For the Maronites,  and despite  the overwhelmingly

negative assessment received by this period516, it can be argued, together with William Harris, that

“the  Ottoman  centuries  were  the  time  of  the  Christians,  who  gradually  swamped  Mount

Lebanon”517.

The Turkmen Banu cAssaf were among these local dynasties which managed to keep their

fiefs after the Ottoman conquest518. After being confirmed in their governorship by the Sultan in the

last  months  of 1517,  these chieftains  managed to secure a  measure of peace and prosperity in

Kisrawan that contrasted vividly with the instability and warfare affecting its surrounding regions519,

thus favoring Maronite migration and settlement in the area520 particularly after the establishment of

the “onerous” Shici  Hamadah rule  over  Bsharri  in  1655521.  The growing weakness of  the bond

linking the  cAssafs to their fellow Turkmen after the establishment of their capital in the town of

Gazir522 led them to rely on the support of the incoming Maronites, a cooperation that reached its

zenith under the rule of the emir Mansur (1522-1580), who took a Maronite family from Jbayl, the

Hubaysh, as stewards and advisers523, thus establishing “a long-standing tradition of cooperation

between local Muslim rulers and Maronite notable families based upon customary law (curf iqtaci,

in  Kamal  Salibi’s  expression524)  rather  than  on  Qur’anic  prescriptions”525.  The  downfall  of  the

cAssafs, with the deposition of Mansur’s son, Muhammad, in 1591 and the upsurge of the Sayfa

dynasty as the new governors of Kisrawan put this emerging tradition into a hiatus526. The rise of

516DIB, 2001-a, 114; DIB, 2001-b, 36-44 i.a; HITTI, 1965, 153-154; 
517HARRIS, 2012, 87.
518SALIBI, 2011, 53; SALIBI, 1967, 149-150.
519SALIBI, 1967, 150; HITTI, 1965, 157-158.
520HEYBERGER, 2014 [1994], 23; SALIBI, 2011, 53; MAHFOUZ, 1985, 106, 124, 127-128; WINTER, 2004, 482;

NAAMAN, 1992, 107; DIB, 2001-a,  115;  SALEM, 1968, 61; TOUMA, 1971, 42; NAAMAN, 1992, 107-109;
MOOSA, 1986, 281; CHEVALLIER, 1959, 37; CHARON, 1904, 281.

521WINTER, 2004, 479; CHEVALLIER, 1971, 12; cf. SALIBI, 2011, 52, 59; DIB, 2001-a, 115; DIB, 2001-b, 46, 149.
522SALIBI, 1967, 152.
523SALIBI, 2011, 53-54; SALIBI, 2011 [1988], 103-104; TRABOULSI, 2007, 6; SALIBI, 1967, 152-153, 155-164;

NAAMAN, 1992, 108-109.
524SALIBI, 2011, 56.
525GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 6. Cf. TRABOULSI, 2007, 6; NAAMAN, 1992, 109-110; MAHFOUZ, 1985,

127; HOURANI, 1982, 127, 142, ; SALIBI, 1973, 31; HITTI, 1967, 137. 
526SALIBI, 1973, 37.
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Fakhr al-Din Macan (1572-1635) as ruler of the Shuf and his subsequent conquest of Kisrawan in

1605 would not only see the renewal of the – yet incipient –  Islamo-Christian cooperation527 that

had characterized  cAssaf rule, but also the ascendancy of the Maronite Khazin family as the new

fief-holders of Kisrawan (1616) and its transformation into a “purely Maronite area”528, the “main

bastion of Maronitism”529 that it remains until the present.

Beyond the political arena, the downfall of the Mamluks and the consolidation of Ottoman

rule over the Bilad al-Sham was relevant to the Maronite community because “the Church was able

to  [re]establish uninterrupted communication with the Holy See”530.  Whereas the Maronites had

remained  isolated  from  the  Christian  West  ever  since  the  demise  of  the  Levantine  Crusader

kingdoms,  with the  sole  exception  of  the  occasional  visit  of  a  Franciscan  friar  from the  Holy

Land531, so that, by they had been “virtually forgotten in Rome”532, the 16th century saw an upsurge

of interest on the Orient that, together with the opening of communication across the Mediterranean,

abetted the dispatch of various apostolic missions charged with the task of “inquir[ing] about the

errors [...], the rituals [...] and the disciplinary abuses”533 the Maronites might be responsible of. The

Councils  of Qannubin (1580), the first  and second Councils  of Mount Lebanon (1596) and the

Synod of Daciat Musa (1598), celebrated under the oversight of various pontifical legates: Jean-

Baptiste Eliano and Thomas Raggio (1578-1579), Jean-Baptiste Eliano – once again – and Jean

Bruno (1580-1582) and Girolamo Dandini  and Fabio Bruno (1596-1597) introduced Tridentine

Discipline  to  the  Maronites534,  “mark[ing]”  thus  “the  beginning of  a  new era  for  the  Maronite

Church”535 characterized by:

527GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 6; NAAMAN, 1998, non-paginated; NAAMAN, 1992, 109-110.
528SALIBI, 1967, 166.
529SALEM, 1968, 61. cf. VAN LEEUWEN, 1996, 185; MOOSA, 1986, 281; MOUWANES, 1973, 108; HARIK, 1966,

32.
530GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 6.
531SALIBI, 2011, 47; DIB, 2001-c, 3-4; SALIBI, 2011 [1988], 76-77; FEGHALI, 1962, 31-32. 
532SALIBI, 2011 [1988], 73.
533FEGHALI, 1962, 47.
534SALIBI, 2011, 63-65;VAN LEEUWEN, 1996, 188; FEGHALI, 1962, 48; CATOIRE, 1912, 34-35.
535DIB, 2001-a, 140.
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the transformation of its discipline and liturgy as well as [...] a renewed emphasis on the education of the

clergy, with the establishment of the Collegium Maronitarum in Rome (1584).536 

Eliano’s memoranda (1579 and 1596) on the community, offering up-to-date information  on

a people portrayed as  humble yet deeply faithful537, arguably provided the troubled Pontiffs of the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries with hopes of having found “solid rock on which to build”538 in the

Levant and certainly furthered the cause of Rome-inspired reform in the Maronite Church. A long

and protracted process which would extend itself for over two centuries in an imbroglio where “the

partisans of reform and the defenders of ancient discipline”539, together with the feudal nobility,

would battle each other until the definitive imposition of the former in the Councils of 1736 and

1818.

While the Maronite Church initiated her process of reform, the political  arena in Mount

Lebanon was about to change with the rise of Fakhr al-Din Macan who, from his base in al-Shuf,

managed to extend his paramountcy over most of contemporary Lebanon and beyond540. Shying

away  from  nationalistic  mystification,  it  must  nonetheless  be  acknowledged,  following  Albert

Hourani, that, while Fakhr al-Din

did not [establish] the Lebanese state as we know it today, [it is not less true that] he created the political

institution around which Lebanon would eventually crystallise. This institution was the princedom [...].541

In Mgr. Dib’s words:

536GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 7.
537DIB, 2001-c, 57; NAAMAN, 1992, 102, 104; HARIK, 1968, 75-79.
538SALIBI, [1988] 2011, 76.
539GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 7. Cf. DIB, 2001-a; FRAZEE, 1983, 137-142.
540SALIBI, [1988] 2011, 126-127; MOOSA, 1986, 281; HARRIS, 2012, 96; HARIK, 1968, 28-30.
541HOURANI, 1982, 127.
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Sa puissance [celle de Fakhr al-Din] s’effondra, mais il avait créé l’unité politique du Liban et scellé

l’union des Maronites et des Druses.542

Aside from his military exploits and conquests, Fakhr al-Din’s reign is also remembered by

the economic expansion enjoyed by the Mountain543. The prince, whom Fawwaz Traboulsi labels

“the  merchant  emir”544,  developed  public  works  and,  even  more  importantly,  brought  from his

Florentine exile (1613-1618) the idea to “introduce silk production as a cash product for export to

the Italian city-states”545, an idea which was to have deep repercussions in the future history of

Lebanon. In the meantime, the need for labor engendered by the economic growth of his realm led

him to encourage Maronite migration further South546, towards the Shuf, the core area of Druze

habitation in the Mountain, where the newcomers were to engage in agricultural and commercial

endeavors usually considered as “unworthy” by their new Druze masters547, thus giving way to an

unprecedented bouleversement in the socio-demographic and economic structures of the Mountain.

Having been raised by the Maronite Khazin sheikhs after his father’s execution548, Fakhr al-

Din  renewed  the  principle  of  cooperation  with  the  Maronites549 that  had  already characterized

cAssafite rule in the Kisrawan throughout the previous century, as explained above. His rule, based

upon what Albert Hourani defined as a “secular principle”550, consecrated a fundamental principle in

the Mountain’s  Unwritten Constitution,  that  was to  be confirmed both by his  heirs  and by the

542DIB, 2001-a, 117. 
543HARRIS, 2012, 98; SALIBI, 2011, 62-63; DIB, 2001-a, 116; DIB, 2001-b, 144; SALIBI, [1988] 2011, 127; HITTI,

1965, 161-162, 164-165; CHARON, 1904, 283.
544TRABOULSI, 2007, 5.
545TRABOULSI, 2007, 8.
546HARRIS, 2012, 97, 102-103; TRABOULSI, 2007, 8; DIB, 2001-a, 117; MOOSA, 1986, 281-283; CHEVALLIER,

1971, 12-13.
547TRABOULSI, 2007, 8.
548MAHFOUZ, 1985, 129-130; CHEBLI, 1984, 25; HITTI, 1965, 159.
549SALIBI, 2011, 60-63; DIB, 2001-b, 137-140; NAAMAN, 1998; NAAMAN, 1992, 111; MAHFOUZ, 1985, 130-

131; TOUMA, 1972, 50-52; SALIBI, 1968, 86; SALIBI, 1967, 166
550HOURANI, 1982, 127. Cf. HARRIS, 2012, 98; KHALAF, 2002, 65; DIB, 2001-b, 143; VAN LEEUWEN, 1991,

604-605.
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successor Chéhab dynasty,  whereby rule over the demographically diverse population of Mount

Lebanon was to  be founded on the  customs shared by all  the Mountain folk rather  than on a

particular religious tradition.

Fakhr al-Din’s extraordinary career came to an abrupt end in 1629, when the end of the

Turco-Iranian war left the Porte’s hands free to deal with “the Syrian rebels, Fakhr al-Din at their

head”551. Defeated and exiled to Istanbul by Küçük Ahmet Pasha’s Army, he was executed on April

13, 1635, thus ending the “usurpation of the central Levant”552 and reinstating Ottoman authority. 

Fakhr al-Din’s successors, his nephew Mulhim Macan (1635-1658) and his grandson Ahmad

Macan (1658-1697),  albeit  ruling  over  a  much-reduced territory553,  kept  alive  the  constitutional

traditions restored by their forefather554. Their rule was, however, marred by the resurgence of the

conflict  between  the  Qaysi  and  Yemeni  “parties”555 in  what  amounted  to  a  “true  manhunt”556

between both sides going even beyond the childless  death of  the last  of  the Macanids.  As had

already happened under Fakhr al-Din’s rule, the Maronites retained, during Mulhim and Ahmad’s

dominion, “a subordinate part in [the political] system”557, even though the seeds of an irresistible

ascent thereof were already clearly visible in the consolidation of the Khazins as  muqatacji-s  of

Kisrawan and in  the  development  of  Dayr  al-Qamar,  the  ancient  Druze  capital,  as  a  Christian

commercial emporium in the heart of al-Shuf558, with the conferring of French protection over the

Maronite  community (1647)559 as  a  further  element  to  consolidate  the  ta’ifah’s  position  in  the

Lebanese space.

551TRABOULSI, 2007, 7.
552HARRIS, 2012, 103.
553Limited to what might be called ‘nuclear  Lebanon’:  al-Shuf,  al-Matn, Kisrawan,  al-Garb and al-Jurd, a region

extending itself roughly between the Awali and Jauz rivers. Cf. HARRIS, 2012, 108; TRABOULSI, 2007, 8.
554MOOSA, 1986, 282-283.
555TOUMA, 1972, 63. Cf.  HARRIS,  2012,  109;  SALIBI,  67-68; RABBATH, 1986,  184;  HOURANI,  1982,  129;

HARIK, 1968, 45-47; SALEM, 1968, 111.
556GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 8; DIB, 2001-a, 117.
557HOURANI, 1982, 128.
558HARRIS, 2012, 109, 111; SALIBI, 2011, 69-70; VAN LEEUWEN, 1996, 185-186; MOOSA, 1986, 283.
559DIB, 2001-a, 150-151; MOOSA, 1986, 283; MAHFOUZ, 1985, 154-16; HARIK, 1968, 85-86.
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The extinction of the Macan dynasty,  after Ahmad’s death in 1697, opened the way to a

general reconfiguration of the balance of power in the Mountain560. Profiting from – yet another –

crisis in the Ottoman Empire561, the local nobility arranged, in what Khayrallah Khayrallah, rather

exaggeratedly,  defined  as  the  “first  public  exercise  of  the  Lebanese  people’s  national

sovereignty”562, a meeting in the village of Sumqaniyyah to elect a successor563, with a replacement

being found in the Sunni Chéhab family from Wadi al-Taym. In a common feature to other pre-

modern societies, Mount Lebanon’s landed aristocracy called on a foreign group to become their

suzerain  in  the  hope that,  “being outsiders  to  the  tribal  disputes  and having almost  no landed

interests  in  the  Mountain”564,  they  could  act  as  neutral  arbiters  between  the  different  interest

groups565.

Under the rule of the first  of the Chéhabs,  Bashir  I  (1697-1706), the Mountain found a

much-needed period of tranquility and even a certain expansion southwards566. However, as soon as

the emir died, intertribal fighting resumed and did not end until the striking victory of the Qaysi

party under the leadership of Bashir’s nephew and Fakhr al-Din’s grandson, emir Haydar Chéhab

(1709-1729), at the 1711 battle of  cAyn Dara. The Yemeni faction’s crushing defeat led to their

uprooting  from the  Mountain567 and  to  the  reconfiguration  of  power  in  Mount  Lebanon to  the

benefit  of  the  Chéhabs  and  their  allies,  among  whom  figured  very  prominently  the  Druze

Joumblatts and the Maronite Khazins568.

560DIB, 2001-a, 119.
561HARRIS, 2012, 133-134, DIB, 2001-a, 120-121, 
562Cit. in RONDOT, 1955, 243.
563TRABOULSI, 2007, 9; DIB, 2001-a,  118-119; DIB, 2001-b, 162-163; TOUMA, 1986, 63; CHEBLI, 1984, 61;

HOURANI, 1982, 129.
564GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 8.
565SALIBI, 2011, 71; TOUMA, 1972, 64.
566HARRIS, 2012, 115-116; TRABOULSI, 2007, 9.
567The expulsion of the Druze clans affiliated with the Yemeni faction, the most prominent of whom were the cAlam

al-Din, is  at  the origin of the Druze population of  the volcanic massif  immediately to the south of Damascus,
overlooking the Hawran, which eventually came to be known as Jabal al-Duruz or ‘Mountain of the Druzes’.

568HARRIS, 2012, 115-116; SALIBI, 2011, 72-73; TRABOULSI, 2007, 9; KHALAF, 2002, 69; DIB, 2001-b, 166-
167;  AKARLI,  1993,  13-14;  RABBATH,  1986,  191;  CHEBLI,  1984,  63-65;  HOURANI,  1982,  129-130;
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The Chéhabi victory at cAyn Dara and the subsequent political and territorial reorganization

in the Mountain seemed to “have opened the gate to the golden era of feudalism”569. However, the

constant meddling of Ottoman provincial officials in the internal affairs of the Mountain as well as

the renewed infighting among the leading feudal clans, particularly after Haydar’s death, started to

cause  cracks  in  the  Shihabi  edifice  as  soon  as  1750570.  The  hectic  character  of  their  rule

notwithstanding, truth is that Chéhabi rule served to consolidate even further the “practices and

traditions of the Lebanese people”571 and, first and foremost among these, the secular principle of

ruling, that had already been put in practice by the Banu cAssaf almost two centuries earlier. The

fact  that,  by  the  time  when  Bashir  II  al-kabir  became  hakim of  the  Mountain,  in  1789,  the

Mountain’s hierarchy was “already perturbed and in disarray”572, being due, as will be explained

below, more to the internal dynamics of the Mountain communities rather than to a malfunctioning

of  an  Unwritten  Constitution  whose  essential  features  have  remained  well  and  alive  until  the

present.

Meanwhile, the Church continued struggling with her reform process. The growing influx of

Western missionaries into the larger Greater Syria area had caused a profound transformation in

both the religious practice and the self-perceptions of indigenous Christians573 and led the way to

the development of new religious institutions, like the monastic Lebanese Maronite Order – the first

Maronite congregation built upon the European pattern574. Such developments not only bear witness

“to  the  accelerated  process  of  westernization  experienced  by the  Church  since  the  Council  of

CHEVALLIER, 1971, 88; TOUMA, 1971, 70-72; HARIK, 1968, 30-31.
569GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 8; Cf. HOURANI, 130; 
570GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 8; HARRIS, 2012, 119; TRABOULSI, 2007, 9; WINTER, 2004, 485-486; VAN

LEEUWEN, 1991, 603-604; TOUMA, 1971, 90;
571HARIK, 1968, 40, 99.
572GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 8.
573GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2016, 85; HOURANI, 1982, 128; HARIK, 1966, 43-44.
574KHATER,  2008,  431;  ROUHANA,  1986,  120;  SALIBA,  2011,  253-266;  HARIK,  1968,  105,  108,  111-117;

MAHFOUD, 1966, 5-55; HARIK, 1966, 36-37.
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Qannubin”575 but also reveal the deep impact of the early penetration of proto-capitalist  rapports

d’intérêt  in  the  Levant  which,  benefiting  disproportionately  the  Christians  due,  among  other

reasons,  to  their  greater  openness  towards  their  Western  coreligionists,  caused  the

embourgeoisement of  wide  sectors  of  Near  Eastern  Christian  society576 and  allowed  for  the

apparition of a Christian homo novus577 whose values and identity, “centered on his own subjectivity

and acting freely, apart from traditions jealously preserved until then”578, contrasted strongly with

the dominant patterns in their wider social framework579.

Naturally, the rapid pace of reform caused a significant amount of tension within a Church

that had not yet fully applied the content of the Council of Qannubin, and the quarrels between

reformists and traditionalists within the hierarchy580 were, in fact, directly behind the outbreak of

several scandals throughout the century, among them the deposition of Patriarch Yacqub cAwad in

1709 –  and his subsequent reinstatement on Roman orders in 1711581, the fighting between Mgr.

Qarcali,  “one  of  the  founders  of  the  [OLM]  and  paramount  representative  of  the  reformist

tendencies”582 and  Mgr.  Muhasib,  who  headed  the  traditionalist  party,  during  the  tumultuous

election  of  patriarch  Yusuf  al-Khazin  (1733-1742)583,  or  the  complex  problems  caused  by the

upsurge of female vocations to the consecrated life, with the experiences of women as Maria Qari

or Hindiyyah cUjaymi exemplifying the growing rift within the hierarchy584.

Against the “complex situation Maronite Church life was situated”585, and with the double

575GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 9.
576KHATER, 2008, 423-424; SLIM ABOUELROUSSE, 1996, 206; HEYBERGER, 1988, 482, 484-485, 494-496; 

DUBAR & NASR, 1976, 18-20.
577GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2016, 88-89; HEYBERGER, 2004, 451-452
578GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2016, 89. Cf. KHATER, 2008, 427-430; HEYBERGER, 1996, 283.
579WINTER, 2004, 478-479.
580DIB, 2001-a, 188; VAN LEEUWEN, 1991, 607; ROUHANA, 1986, 120.
581WINTER, 2004, 491-492; DIB, 2001-a, 165-171.
582GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 9; DIB, 2001-a, 175.
583HEYBERGER, 1994, 83; ROUHANA, 1986, 122-124.
584GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2016,  passim;  HEYBERGER, 2001,  passim;  DIB, 2001-a,  194-216; DIB, 2001-c,

189-217; KHATER, 2008;  passim; CATOIRE, 1912, 35.
585HARRIS, 2012, 129. Cf. ROUHANA, 1986, 113.
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goal of putting an end to the perceived liturgical and theological abuses of the Maronite Church586

and to bring her into conformity with the dispositions of the Council of Trent587, Rome imposed the

celebration  of  yet  another  Council  whose  canons  (510!588)  were  solemnly  proclaimed  in  the

Monastery  of  Luwayzah  between  September  30  and  October  2,  1736  and  approved  in  forma

specifica through the  Apostolic  Constitution  Singularis  Romanorum  by Pope Benedict  XIV on

September  1,  1741.  The  Council  supposed  a  complete  overhauling  of  the  Maronite  Church’s

structure, practice and discipline589: from the establishment of residential dioceses to the limitation

of patriarchal power passing through complex ritual practices like the consecration of the Holy

Chrism. However,  and more  importantly,  the  Council  dealt  with the  thorny question  of  double

monasteries590, which were dissolved, and, in a move that was soon to have profound consequences,

claimed ecclesiastical jurisdiction over such institutions which had, until then, been administered by

their  founding  families591.  Given  the  conclusions  of  the  Council,  it  was  only  logical  that  the

Mountain  nobility,  and  first  and  foremost  the  Khazin  shaykhs,  “who  had  founded  several

monasteries throughout their  iqtac of  [Kisrawan]”592, were harshly opposed to the conciliar work,

whose  mise  en  action threatened  both  their  politically  leading  position  within  the  Maronite

community and their wealth593.

The  conclusions  of  the  Council  were  not,  however,  immediately  implemented  and,

throughout the rest of the eighteenth century, the Church remained plagued by internal division,

factionalism and occasional bouts of Roman interference, like the imposition of Simcan cAwad as

586DIB, 2001-a, 177.
587DIB,  2001-a,  186-188;  DIB,  2001-c,  163-177;  VAN  LEEUWEN,  1996,  188;  HEYBERGER,  1994,  92;  VAN

LEEUWEN, 1991, 606; RIZK, 1989, 3; FRAZEE, 1983, 191-192; HARIK, 1968, 105-107.
588ROUHANA, 1986, 155.
589SALIBI, 2011, 77-78; RIZK, 1989, 4-6, HARIK, 1966, 34-35.
590In a feature that had not been uncommon in the Western Christianity of the Higher Middle Ages, many Maronite

monasteries, privately founded as a kind of ‘family insurance’ against hard times, comprised both monks and nuns,
who shared certain common spaces. Vid. GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 9; DIB, 2001-a, 180-181; ROUHANA,
1986, 129-132.

591VAN LEEUWEN, 1996, 188; VAN LEEUWEN, 1991, 606, 608.
592GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 9.
593VAN LEEUWEN, 1996, 607; CHEVALLIER, 1971, 250; HARIK, 1968, 18-19.
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Patriarch in 1743594 or the suspension of Patriarch Yusif Istifan in 1779595 followed by his bizarre

journey to-and-fro Mount Carmel in contempt of Roman orders. The election of the reformist and

Maronite  College  alumnus Yusif  Tiyan  in  1796,  which  signaled  the  definitive  triumph  of  the

reformist party within the hierarchy, put an end to the internal quarrels and restored “peace and

order in the Church after a century of scandals”596. By the time of his election:

[...] a new relationship between Church and State began to develop in Mount Lebanon [...] marked by the

venture of the Church into the political arena on its own. The religious establishment [...] was no longer

willing  to  be  relegated  to  a  secondary role  in  [wider  Mount  Lebanon’s]  society.  By the  end  of  the

eighteenth  century,  the  Church  had  become  the  largest,  the  most  organized,  and  the  wealthiest

organization in the [Mountain]. It was obvious that the Church was in a position to take the initiative in

relation with the State to its advantage.597

1.3. Modernity, War and Revolution (1820-1861)

The Ottoman era proved to be quite a positive period for the Maronites. In the less than three

hundred years that went by between the downfall of the Mamluks and Bashir bin Qasim’s first rise

to the ‘throne’ of Mount Lebanon (1788) the Maronite community had transformed from being:

a local, inward-looking Church hidden in the inaccessible gorges of Mount Lebanon to being a Church

with a political voice which ultimately would secure the Maronites a state of their own.598

Church reform, despite its having been a complex, protracted, and painful process, had led

594DIB,  2001-a,  191-193; DIB,  2001-c,  179-187; It  would be the first time, albeit  not  the last,  that  the Holy See
intervened to impose a Patriarch of its liking in the face of either a rift within the hierarchy or against episcopal
opposition to Roman positions.

595DIB, 2001-a, 207; DIB, 2001-c, 205-217; HEYBERGER, 2001, 277.
596DIB, 2001-a, 218.
597HARIK, 1968, 125.
598LONGVA, 2015, 61.
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the way to the apparition of “an educated priesthood”599 – fully in tune with the new ideas and

developments that were arising in the West – promoting, as well, links to foreign powers600, and

more  particularly  France.  Meanwhile,  two  connected  developments  had  been  changing  the

sociological  face  of  the  Mountain  throughout  the  eighteenth  century:  first  among  them,  the

continuous  demographic  dynamism  experienced  by  a  Maronite  community  that  continued

expanding southwards, becoming a majority in al-Shuf – the traditional homeland of the Druze – by

the last decades of the century601, and secondly, the early emergence of proto-capitalist production

relations in the Levant, whose main features were already discernible in the 16th-17th centuries,

having allowed for the development of a growing bourgeoisie602, both commercial and agricultural,

with a significant segment of Kisrawani peasants having acceded to the full property of their fields

by the  beginning of  the  19th  century603.  As  was  hinted  above,  the  new middle  class  that  was

appearing as a consequence of the socio-economic transformations ushered by the development of

capitalism in Mount Lebanon developed a distinctively ‘modern’ Weltanschauung “at margin of the

still dominant feudal institutions”604. The rapid growth of urban centers – particularly Beirut, but

also the market nuclei of Dayr al-Qamar and Zahlah605, within the very heart of the Mountain – as

foci  of  this  new developing culture bear  witness  as  to  “what  extent  the feudal  institutions  had

become porous”606 long before Bashir II initiated his movements against the muqatacjis607:

599HOURANI, 1981, 131. Cf. LONGVA, 2015, 64-67; HARRIS, 2012, 130. 
600DIB, 2001-a, 150-151.
601DE PLANHOL, 2000, 185; ABOU-NOHRA, 1988, 34-35; CHEVALLIER, 1971, 57-63; CHEVALLIER, 1959, 38.
602KHALAF, 2014, 264; TRABOULSI, 2007, 19-22; HOKAYEM, 1992, 214-216; RIZK, 1989, 297; BURKE, 1988,

17; CHEVALLIER, 1959, 40-43.
603The contractual  character of feudal relations in the Mountain was directly behind the comparatively rapid and

pervasive nature of peasant proprietorship. While in other feudal societies peasants remained tied to the land they
worked, living – in all but name – in conditions of serfdom, peasants in Mount Lebanon, despite their being forced
to render certain personal services (e.g.: ciddiyah), were free to move from one sheikh’s lands to another. In fact, and
in order to attract new peasants, some sheikhs offered attractive sharecropping contracts, like the one known as
mugharasah, whereby the peasant would be rented a certain amount of wild land for a variable period of time (seven
to ten years) in exchange for a variable proportion of its products (one third to one half), receiving, once the contract
was fulfilled, a significant amount of the land he had been working (up to two thirds) in full propietorship. Cf.
TRABOULSI,  2007,  17;  RIZK,  1989,  295;  TOUMA,  1986,  346-347;  DUBAR  &  NASR,  1976,  28-30;
CHEVALLIER, 1959, 39-42, 44, 55.

604GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 10; Cf. WINTER, 2004, 478-479; SALIBI, 1971, 77.
605KHALAF, 2014, 264-265; HARRIS, 2012, 106; BUHEIRY, 1986, 1-3; FAWAZ, 1988, 49-63; HOURANI, 1981,

132-133; DUBAR & NASR, 1976, 54-57; SABA, 1976, 3; HITTI, 1965, 189.
606GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 10.
607TOUMA, 1971, 117.
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[...] by the beginning of the 19th century, all feudal families were in debt with the urban merchants of

Beirut and Dayr el-Qamar. Shaykh Sacid Jumblatt alone owed, at the time of his death, over one million

piastres «to a merchant of ‘modest origin’»608

The first episode in the downfall of the emiral system can be traced back to the 1760s, when

the Christian subjects of the Shici Hamadah family, who had held the iqtac of northern Lebanon, the

original  cradle  of  the  Maronite  community  in  Mount  Lebanon  (including  al-Batrun,  Jbayl  and

Bsharri), were expelled by a popular revolt who requested – and duly received – the support of the,

also Christian,  emir  Yusuf bin Mulhim Chéhab609.  In bad terms with the Maronite  Church and

highly indebted to their own peasants610, the Hamadahs bear witness to the decomposition of many

feudal dynasties,  unable to accommodate to the economic and social  changes that were rapidly

transforming the face of the Mountain. Their expulsion finally integrated the northern part of the

Mountain under the Chéhabi umbrella and contributed to the fostering of a direct link between the

dynasty and its Maronite subjects. Moreover, by redistributing the lands of the north to his – mostly

Maronite – supporters611, Yusuf eliminated, as Richard van Leeuwen reminds, the intermediate layer

that had traditionally straddled between ruler and ruled612 and contributed to the creation of a new

nobility that, not unlike the  noblesse de robe of pre-modern France, shared the emir’s vision and

was immediately loyal to him rather than to the wider aristocratic superstructure of the Mountain,

thus initiating a centralizing policy that was soon to be imitated by his relative, Bashir al-Kabir. The

fact that both Yusuf and Bashir were Christians – albeit secretly in the case of the latter, as well as

the  progressive  conversion  to  Maronitism  of  several  prominent  Druze  and  Sunni  families613

608GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 10-11. Cf. SABA, 1976, 10.
609SALIBI, 2011, 75; WINTER, 2004, 479-480; CHARON, 1904, 336-337.
610WINTER, 2004, 485-492.
611HARRIS, 2012, 119-120; DIB, 2001-a, 119. Some of the Maronite families that participated in the revolt and were

therefore rewarded by the hakim have remained relevant in the Lebanese scene, whether regional or national, up to
the present, among them the Karam, cAwad, Dahir or Dahdah are some of the most prominent. 

612VAN LEEUWEN, 1991, 609.
613JOHNSON, 2001, 99; HOKAYEM, 1992, 209; RABBATH, 1986, 192-193; HOURANI, 1985, 9; HARRIS, 2012,

131; AKARLI, 1993, 16.
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(including the Chéhabs themselves, the Abillamacs614 or the Harfushes), serving as evident proof of

the fact that, by the last quarter of the eighteenth century, the Maronites “were already perceived as

the  dominant  force  within  the  Mountain’s  social  fabric”615,  the  wide  powers  enjoyed  by  the

Maronite  mudabbirs616 being  but  another  indication  of  the  community’s  growing influence  and

power.

The Church hierarchy faced the new century optimistically. With the controversies of the

eighteenth century finally overcome, not even the resignation of patriarch Tiyan (1809) – due to

political factors related to the downfall of mudabbir Jirjis Baz617 rather than to hierarchical quarrels

as had been the case in the previous century – managed to put in question the new assertive position

of  the  post-1736  reformed  Church,  which  the  successive  election  to  the  patriarchal  throne  of

“energetic, powerful and vehemently reformist figures”618 only served to confirm. Men like Yuhana

Hélou (1809-1823) who, having convened a new Church council  in  1818, finally enforced the

dispositions of the Council of 1736619, which led to the definitive suppression the remaining mixed

monasteries and, more importantly, to the attribution of the property thereof to the Church in what

amounted to depriving the founding families of their historical privileges620.  Thenceforward, the

Church,  having  achieved  international  influence,  financial  independence,  and  hierarchical  and

social coherence621, strove to impose its communal dominance at the expense of the impoverished

Khazin sheikhs622. The Church’s efforts at paramountcy were, despite some setbacks, successful:

by the time when the relentless reformer Yusif Hubaish [(1823-1845)] was elected Patriarch, the peasants

614In fact,  a member of the princely House of Abillamac,  Samir Abillamac was president of the Maronite League
between 2013 and 2016.

615GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 11.
616TRABOULSI, 2007, 9-10; MOOSA, 1986, 284; FRANKEL, 1976, 216; HARIK, 1968, 167-199.
617HARRIS, 2012, 133; HARIK, 1968, 201-206.
618GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 11.
619DIB, 2001-a, 220-223; DIB, 2001-c, 226-230.
620VAN LEEUWEN, 1996, 192
621HARRIS, 2012, 125; ABOU NOHRA, 1988, 35; SMOCK, 1975, 41; CHEVALLIER, 1971, 158.
622HARRIS, 2012, 129; KHALAF, 2002, 74; VAN LEEUWEN, 1996, 198; VAN LEEUWEN, 1991, 613; TOUMA,

1971, 115; CHEVALLIER, 1960, 77-84; CHEVALLIER, 1959, 43-44, 60-62.
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reacted  to  the  [i]mperial  orders  commanding  them  to  stop  attacking  the  Protestant  missionaries  by

answering: “The Patriarch is our sultan”.623

Hubaysh, who, “fearing God, was not afraid of men”624, did indeed represent the new, zealot,

self-asserting  and  confident  spirit  of  the  reformed  Maronite  Church,  in  Mgr.  Pierre  Chebli’s

assessment:

Le patriarche Hobeiche appartient à l’une des familles les plus anciennes et les plus distinguées du Liban.

Il est une des figures les plus sympathiques : son amour pour sa nation, son ardeur entreprenante, son zèle

pour la défense de la foi catholique, son courage au milieu des plus grands dangers, sa vigilance sur le

clergé et sur le maintien de la discipline ecclésiastique, lui donnent un rang à part dans nos annales et

perpétuent son souvenir au sein de la nation qu’il aima fortement et qu’il gouverna avec sagesse [...]. Il

serait trop long d’énumérer les actes de ce chef infatigable ; sa vie, sa tenue, ses rapports furent pris par

ses successeurs pour modèle de leur conduite : voilà sa gloire et son plus grand éloge.625

Two external elements came to further destabilize a social structure already under heavy

strains and on the verge of collapse: the actions of the powerful governor of Sayda, Ahmad Jazzar

Pacha (1776-1804) and the 1832 Egyptian invasion of Lebanon. 

With full Ottoman backing, Jazzar Pacha initiated, from the very moment of his designation

as governor of Sayda, a crusade to subdue the autonomous power foci that had existed in Greater

Syria ever since the establishment of Ottoman rule626. Thus, he moved against the Shicis inhabiting

the wider Galilee area627 and also started tampering with Mount Lebanon’s autonomy by making it

the playground of an investiture game, whereby the princedom would be sold to the best bidder

623GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 11. Cf. DIB, 2001-a,  223; CHEVALLIER, 1971, 257; CHURCHILL, 1860-
1861, 156.

624CHEBLI, 1984, 360.
625CHEBLI, Cit. in CHEBLI, 1984, 360.
626HARRIS, 2012, 122; CHARON,1904, 338-340.
627HARRIS, Ibid., MOUWANES, 1973, 116.
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among the various branches of the extensive Chéhab family628. The permanent and abusive fiscal

exactions of the governor629 as well as the further financial demands made by the different claimants

to the emiral throne in order to buy their investiture, contributed to weaken even further the already

feeble economic position of the muqatacjis and to the expansion of “a burgeoning wave of popular

discontent”630 which ended in a series of fiscal revolts that, from the precursor rising of al-Matn in

1805 (which ended in a bloodbath after its being “mercilessly”631 suppressed by hakim Bashir bin

Qasim), would succeed each other with surprising rapidity, ending up in the downfall of the feudal

system.

Under Jazzar’s successor in Sayda’s governorship,  cAbdallah Pasha al-cAzm, the level of

fiscal exigency was maintained on stringent levels. It was, in fact, the imposition of a new tax

contribution what was immediately behind the outbreak, in 1820, of the first of the revolts, known

as cammiyah632, that were to shock the Mountain up for over half a century. In order not to offend

his Druze allies, who refused to acquit their part, the emir proceeded to extract the levy from the

Christian  peasants  alone633.  Armed  with  a  full  new  consciousness,  nurtured  through  the  wide-

ranging system of clerical  and missionary schools634,  and with the open support  of the Church

hierarchy, epitomized by the role of the Maronite Archbishop of Beirut, Mgr. Yusif Istifan635, the

peasants assembled in the church of St. Elias in Antiliyas, promising “not to betray one another and

to struggle together for the common good”636 and demanding tax equality. Unable to put an end to

the revolt, Bashir II resigned and exiled himself, together with his ally, sheikh Bashir Joumblatt, to

628HARRIS, 2012, 131; SALIBI, 2011, 81-82; TRABOULSI, 2007, 9; DIB, 2001-b, 180; AKARLI, 1993, 18.
629KHATER, 2001, 23-24; AKARLI, 1993, 18; CHEVALLIER, 1971, 95.
630GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 12. 
631TOUMA, 1971, 109.
632From the Arabic root  cam, meaning ‘general’ or ‘public’ and referring to the eminently popular character of the

revolts, whose manifestos persistently made use of the concept of “public good”: al-salih al-cumumi. 
633HARRIS, 2012, 134-135; KATTAR, 1997, 679; AKARLI, 1993, 19-20; TOUMA, 1971, 123.
634LONGVA, 2015, 64-67; KHALAF, 2002, 74; MOOSA, 1986, 284; RIZK, 1973, 333-362; HARIK, 1968, 160-165.
635HARRIS,  2012,  135;  KHALAF,  2002,  76;  KATTAR, 1997,  679-680;  AKARLI,  1993,  20;  BURKE, 1988,  21;

TOUMA, 1971, 129; HARIK, 1968, 209-212.
636TRABOULSI, 2007, 10. Cf. KATTAR, 1997,680.
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the Jabal al-Duruz, in the Hawran637, whence he would return shortly thereafter, given the inability

of the successors appointed by the pasha of Sayda (Hassan bin cAli and Salman bin Sayyid-Ahmad

Chéhab) to collect the specified amount of taxes requested by the Ottoman governor. 

During  his  exile,  Bashir  al-Kabir had  managed,  by a  smart  combination  of  back-stage

maneuvering, rewards and threats638 to put an end to the revolt in the south of the  imarah and to

rekindle a coalition to sustain his rule (the so-called “Reconciliation of Sumqânié [sic]”639) which

paved the way to his reinstatement as hakim on October 18, 1820. However, the pacification of the

South only served to rekindle the revolution in the northern part of the Mountain in a much more

radical sense. The peasants, assembled in the village of Lihfid, crafted a full-blown revolutionary

movement, whose demands were no longer limited to the fiscal arena, reclaiming instead broad

political  change  and  autonomy  for  Mount  Lebanon640.  The  fact  that  the  revolt  was  violently

suffocated by the emir, with the help of the Druze nobility641, could not hide the significant threat

that the  cammiyah represented for the emiral system given that, on the one hand, “it proved the

degree of cohesion that the Maronite community had acquired”642 and, on the other, it revealed that

a new set of alternative legitimacies had appeared, in frontal opposition to and contradicting the

basic pillars of Lebanese feudalism. In Iliya Harik’s words:

a new concept of political authority [was] articulated,  substituting popular consensus and interest for

status and heredity as the principle defining constituted authority [which] reflected [...] the change in the

peasant’s personal outlook [...] to a new [one] based on communal ties and directly relating the affairs of

the peasant to the nation as a whole.643

637KATTAR, 1997, 682.
638TRABOULSI, 2007, 11; KATTAR, 1997, 683-684; AMMOUN, 1997, 50-51; TOUMA, 1971, 126-127.
639KATTAR, 1997, 683
640KATTAR, 1997, 685, 687-688; TOUMA, 1971, 128-129; HARIK, 1968, 214-215, 218.
641KATTAR, 1997, 685, CHEVALLIER, 1971, 100; HARIK, 1968, 219.
642GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 13.
643HARIK, 1968, 214. Cf. KHALAF, 2002, 77-78.
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Nevertheless, Bashir’s return would be short-lived. In 1821, the amir al-hakim followed the

lead of cAbdallah Pasha, governor of Sayda, against the governor of Damascus, which angered the

Porte and condemned them both to exile, with Bashir being sent to Egypt, by them firmly under the

grip  of  Muhammad  cAli.  Brief  as  it  was  the  punishment  inflicted  on  the  Lebanese  emir,  its

consequences would be long-lasting for, during his year in the country of the Nile, he managed to

create “the ferment of what would promptly become a firm alliance between the khedival dynasty

and himself”644 with fateful consequences for Mount Lebanon and the wider Levantine space. By

the time of the emir’s return to the Mountain, in late 1822, enjoying the support of both Istanbul and

Cairo,  he started to settle  scores with his  enemies.  First  and foremost  among them figured his

former ally,  Bashir  Joumblatt,  with whom the  hakim had fell  out  due  to  the latter’s  refusal  to

support the campaign against the  vali of Damascus. Notwithstanding the causes of their  having

grown apart, the emiral victory at the 1825 Battle of Mukhtarah not only defeated Bashir Joumblatt

– eventually causing his death – but also wreaked further havoc on an already weakened feudal

structure645 and forced the hakim  to ally with Mgr. Hubaysh’s rising Maronite Church in order to

consolidate his power646. Thus, the Mukhtarah affair was neither merely another feudal war nor a

simple reconfiguration of power balance in the Mountain, it was the first defeat of traditionalism: by

1825, the hakim, no longer hiding his Christianity647, had already recognized the social changes that

had been operating for almost half a century and allied himself with a Maronite community which,

no longer dependent on her formerly protective overlords, was starting to make her weight felt in

the general Lebanese scene648. His subsequent resource to sectarianism “as a means to prop up his

power would have fateful consequences”649.

644GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 13; Cf. SALIBI, 2011, 83; DIB, 2001-b, 219-220; AMMOUN, 1997, 51.
645AMMOUN, 1997, 51-52; TOUMA, 1971, 145-147.
646HARRIS, 2012, 136; TRABOULSI, 2007, 11; AKARLI, 1993, 21-22; HOURANI, 1981, 132; HARIK, 1968, 222-

228.
647HARRIS, 2012, 136.
648HARIK, 1968, 227-228; 
649GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 13.
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In 1832 the Egyptian army commanded by Ibrahim Pasha, Muhammad cAli’s son, invaded

the Levant, thus breaking the short spell of tranquility enjoyed by the Mountain after Mukhtara. Not

without hesitation650, Bashir was forced to respond to his ally’s call for help to take the Ottoman

fortress of Acre, thereby breaking the careful balance between Constantinople and Cairo that the

hakim had been trying to navigate ever since his return from exile ten years earlier. The ten year-

long Egyptian occupation of Mount Lebanon and the wider Syrian space brought about the final

demise of the feudal structure that had dominated the area ever since the establishment of Ottoman

rule thereupon three centuries  before  and can be  considered as  the  caesura  separating  the pre-

modern and the modern eras in Lebanese history651.

Whatever  the  deep  motives  behind  their  actions652,  it  is  undeniable  that  the  Egyptian

occupation of the Levant introduced far-reaching reform in an area that had been utterly neglected

by the Ottoman authorities: tax equality between Christians and Muslims was officially enforced

and multiconfessional local councils were established653 and, while fiscal obligations remained high,

they were compensated, in the words of Mgr. Hubaysh, “by the security and order under the new

rule, whereas he [had] found no purpose in the tax paid to the Ottoman government”654. However

beneficial the Egyptian presence might have appeared at the beginning of the decade, by 1836,

discontent started to brew in and around the Mountain655. The ever-growing level of fiscal pressure,

the exaggerated corvées, the dreaded conscription and, above all, the confiscation of weapons656,

which revealed Ibrahim Pasha’s ignorance of the Mountaineers’ psychology657, ended up causing a

wave of armed uprisings throughout Greater Syria.

650HARRIS, 2012, TRABOULSI, 2007, 12; 136; DIB, 2001-b, 225-227; TOUMA, 1971, 153-154; HARIK, 1968,
235-236.

651KHALAF, 2014, 259; CHEVALLIER, 1971, 103.
652KHALAF, 2014, 259.
653KHALAF, 2014, 259-261; TRABOULSI, 2007, 12; DIB, 2001-b, 241; RABBATH, 1986, 197-198; TOUMA, 1971,

160; CHARON, 1905, 32-33.
654As quoted by HARIK, 1968, 244.
655HARRIS, 2012, 138.
656KHALAF, 2014, 266; TRABOULSI, 2007, 12-13; DIB, 2001-b, 268-270; CHEVALLIER, 1971, 113-114.
657TOUMA, 1971, 160. Cf. MOUWANES, 1973, 69.
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If the 1834 revolt in Palestine, Tripoli and Latakia and the 1836 Shici revolt in Jabal cAmil

and Bacalbak were subdued by the khedival forces, they were but a preface to the massive 1838

Druze uprising in the Hawran that rapidly spread to Wadi al-Taym, a confessionally heterogeneous

region adjacent to Mount Lebanon. After promising the Maronites to exempt them from some of the

exigencies that were made on other ethno-confessional groups (namely they were told that they

would be allowed to keep their arms), emir Bashir gathered between 2,000 and 4,000 Maronite

soldiers and sent them to suffocate the Druze revolt658. The utilization of Maronites to suffocate

what amounted to be a Druze uprising “buried with it what remained of confessional harmony after

the  events  of  1821”659.  Not  two years  had  passed,  however,  when Ibrahim Pasha  betrayed  his

promises and started to conscript and disarm the Maronites660 which led the community, once again,

into open revolt.

The cammiyah of 1840 revealed clearly that the clergy had taken communal leadership from

notable hands. Even if the high clergy was initially quite disturbed by this revolutionary episode,

they ended up supporting it661 with the Patriarch “com[ing] out openly in support of the rebellion,

urging all the Maronites to rise in arms”662 and even threatening to excommunicate those who did

not partake in the revolutionary struggle. In the rather colorful explanation given by Tewfiq Touma:

Le jour où le gouvernement égyptien leva le masque, les prêtres, qui préparaient sourdement la révolte,

parlèrent haut et le front levé : du haut de la chaire évangélique, ils exhortèrent le peuple à se soulever.663

658HARRIS,  2012,  138;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  12-13;  AMMOUN, 1997,  54;  TOUMA, 1971,  167-168;  CHARON,
1905, 152-153.

659GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 14. Cf. KHALAF, 2014, 266; AKARLI, 1993, 24.
660KHALAF, 2014, 266; HARRIS, 2012, 138; KHALAF, 2002, 81.
661KHALAF, 2014, 267; HARRIS, 2012, 139; AKARLI, 1993, 24-25; ABOU NOHRA, 1988, 40; TOUMA, 1971,

170.
662HARIK, 1968, 246.
663TOUMA, 1986, 168.
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Strongly  supported  by  the  Church  and  counting  even  with  the  Pope’s  blessing  for  the

insurrection664, the Maronite peasantry joined the revolutionary ranks and, assembling in Dayr al-

Qamar and, once again, in Antilias’ St. Elias Church, swore “to fight to restore their independence

or die”665. The new consciousness acquired by the commoners, which had already manifested itself

in  1820,  came again to  the  fore,  as  they “went  beyond the mere  protest  against  oppression to

demand – no longer to beg for – full-blown political changes”666, in an even democratic spirit which

became clearly expressed in the revolutionary leaders’ manifesto to the Patriarch:

We have come together in a real Christian union, free from [personal] purposes and from spite, made

rather for the welfare of the common folk [jumhur] of the community667.

Bashir’s attempts at putting the revolution down, while initially successful, proved soon to

be futile, for the combined Anglo-Austro-Turkish operation of September 1840 struck a deathblow

to the Egyptian occupation: Ibrahim Pasha had to return to his fatherland bringing under his wings

the amir al-hakim, whose unmitigated support for the khedival presence had compromised him in

the eyes of the Powers, the Porte and the Mountaineers.

The revolt of 1840 signaled the definitive ascent of the Maronite Church to paramountcy in

Mount Lebanon’s politics: not only had she become paramount in intra-Maronite affairs668 to the

detriment of the Khazins but, with the hakim forever exiled and the feudal system in disarray, she

had also turned into an unrivaled political powerhouse, which no longer was inclined to share power

with any local rival, her desire to restore the imarah being conditioned to its becoming what might

be  easily  termed  a  Maronite  nation-state,  as  reflected  in  her  29  October,  1840 petition  to  the

664KHALAF, 2002, 82-83.
665HITTI, 1957, 424.
666GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 14. Cf. KHALAF, 2014, 267; KHALAF, 2002, 83; CHEVALLIER, 1971, 63;

TOUMA, 1971, 185-186; HARIK, 1968, 249-251.
667As quoted in KHALAF, 2002, 83; HARIK, 1968, 248.
668AKARLI, 1993, 25.
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Ottoman  government669.  The  insurrection  had  also  revealed  the  distance  that  separated  the

commoners from the manasib: whereas the latter remained anchored in their feudal conceptions670

the former had already entered the realm of modernity and envisaged wide-ranging reforms in the

political and economic realms. In this context, the return of the exiled manasib, after almost twenty

years of absence from the Mountain and their  pretension to recover their  lands,  confiscated by

Bashir II and now under the property of their former Maronite tenants671, supported in their claims

to property by the Church672, was a sure recipe for disaster, particularly in the context of boiling

communal tensions, as exemplified by the letter remitted by the zahalnis to the Consul of France in

1843:

Lebanon is not the property of the Druze, it is ours. The Druze are refugees whom we received among us

when they escaped from Egypt after the murder of the imposter Hakim bi Amrihi. Thus they are by no

means the proprietors of the country, but strangers here673.

By the time when the citizens of Zahlah had sent this letter, violence had already erupted

between Druzes and Maronites, with the former assaulting Dayr al-Qamar and Zahlah itself674 with

the complicity, if not the encouragement, of the local Ottoman officials675. Together with the social

and economic changes already expounded, the power vacuum created by the deposition of Bashir

al-kabir, and the incompetence676 of his successor, Bashir bin Qasim bin Mulhim, conduced directly

to a low-intensity civil war that, with punctual outbursts of violence and occasional bloodbaths,

would carry on until 1860677.  For the Sublime Porte, the mayhem in Mount Lebanon offered an

669Hubaysh papers, MS nº 5817 (1840-1845) as depicted in HARIK, 1968, 290-293.
670SALEM, 1973, 8; HARIK, 1968, 215; CHEVALLIER, 1959, 57-58
671HARRIS, 2012, 140.
672KHALAF, 2014, 269; TRABOULSI, 2007, 14-15; SABA, 1976, 12.
673As quoted in HARIK, 1968, 249.
674HARRIS, 2012, 140-141.
675KHALAF 2014, 270; SALIBI, 2011, 87; KHALAF, 2002, 87; DIB, 2001-b, 358-359, 364-365; SALIBI, 1965, 50;

HITTI, 1957, 434-435.
676KHALAF, 2014, 269; KHALAF, 2002, 86; DIB, 2001-b, 369; SPENCER, 1963, 33.
677McCALLUM, 2010, 28; AKARLI, 1993, 27; MOOSA, 1986, 285.
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excellent opportunity, in connection with the centralizing trend that characterized the Tanzimat era,

to impose its direct control over a traditionally autonomous area, which it duly did by appointing

cUmar Pasha al-Nimsawi as the new governor678. The direct interference of Constantinople in the

internal affairs  of Mount Lebanon did not take long to upset both the Druze,  who had initially

greeted the downfall  of the Chéhabi  dynasty and welcomed the arrival  of  cUmar Pasha679,  and

naturally the Maronite Church which, under the orders of the elderly Mgr. Hubaysh, mobilized her

propagandistic machine in Europe to obtain the restoration of Lebanese autonomy680. The internal

and  the  external  pressures681 forced  the  Ottoman  government  to  back  out:  cUmar  Pasha  was

dismissed  in  January  1843  and  a  new  arrangement  was  made,  based  on  an  idea  of  Austrian

chancellor Klemens von Metternich682, whereby the Mountain would be divided in two autonomous

administrative districts (a Christian district to the North and and a Druze one to the South), roughly

separated by the road from Beirut to Zahlah, each to be headed by a subgovernor or qa’im-maqam –

hence  the  name given  to  this  regime:  the  Double  Qa’imaqamiyyah –  chosen  from among  the

dominant sect in each of the administrative regions683. The system aroused, from its very beginning,

the protests of the Maronite Church, which feared for the Christians living in the Southern Districts,

who would be “placed at the mercy of their Druze landlords”684.

The worst fears of the Church, together with the prophetic words of the Ottoman foreign

minister  when  he  referred  to  the  system as  an  “organized  civil  war”685,  did  not  take  long  to

materialize:  a  new round  of  inter-sectarian  violence  erupted  in  1845,  when  the  Druze  sheikhs

Joumblatt,  Hammud  and  Abu  Nakad  fell  down  on  the  Christian  residents  of  the  Druze

678HARRIS, 2012 ,151; SALIBI, 2011, 84; DIB, 2001-b, 373; ABOU NOHRA, 1988, 42; CHOUEIRI, 1988, 66-67;
TOUMA, 1971, 252.

679KHALAF, 2014, 270; HARRIS, 2012, 151; KHALAF, 2002, 87; 
680RABBATH, 1986, 208-210; HARIK, 1968, 269, 272; SPENCER, 1963, 37-38.
681KHALAF, 2014, 271.
682KHALAF, 2014, 272; HARRIS, 2012, 151.
683KHALAF, 2014, 272; SALIBI, 2011, 85-86; TRABOULSI, 2007, 24-25; KHALAF, 2002, 89; DIB, 2001-b, 381,

396;  AKARLI,  1993,  28;  ABOU NOHRA,  1988,  43;  RABBATH,  1986,  212-214;  CHEVALLIER,  1971,  168;
TOUMA, 1971, 237-238; HARIK, 1968, 271.

684MOOSA, 1986, 285. Cf. SALIBI, 2011, 86.
685Quoted in DIB, 2001-b, 399.
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qa’imaqamiyyah686 causing important human and material losses. It is even reported that the shock

of the events was so strong that it caused the death of the venerable Mgr. Hubaysh687, who was

succeeded by Yusif al-Khazin (1845-1854), the last nobleman ever to access the patriarchal throne

of Antioch. A moderate and pleasant man688, Mgr. Khazin seemed to be not a very good choice for

the complicated moments that lay ahead.

Meanwhile, in the civil arena, “[t]he Porte dispatched [...] Shekib Effendi to put an end to

the troubles, which he duly did” by promulgating a document (which has come down in History as

the  Règlement  de  Chekib  Effendi)  which  abolished  feudalism in  all  but  name689 and,  with  the

creation  of  two  new institutions:  the  wakils690 and  sectarian  councils  in  each  of  the  Districts,

consecrated  for  the  first  time,  confessionalism as  the  mechanism for  the  provision  of  political

representation  in  the  Mountain691.  The  règlement thus  became  the  first  institutionalized

constitutional document in the History of the Mountain. Its dispositions attempted to draw up a

delicate balance between the preservation of some basic feudal institutions, albeit deprived of most

power, and the radical aspirations of the commoners, whose ideological framework had long ago

abandoned  the  realm  of  the  iqtac as  it  has  been  repeatedly  stated  above.  Notwithstanding  its

shortcomings, the règlement managed to provide the Mountain with a short spell of tranquility after

the violent outbursts of 1840-1841 and 1845, the permanent level of low-intensity violence that

subsisted being but a reminder of the fact that the underlying causes of conflict remained essentially

alive.

686KHALAF, 2014, 272; HARRIS, 2012, 154; TRABOULSI, 2007, 26; DIB, 2001-b, 419-424; ABOU NOHRA, 1988,
44; CHEVALLIER, 1971, 173; TOUMA, 1971, 239; HARIK, 1968, 272.

687DIB, 2001-a, 226.
688VAN LEEUWEN, 1994, 242.
689KHALAF, 2014, 273; AMMOUN, 1997, 61; CHOUEIRI, 1988, 67; RABBATH, 1986, 215-217; TOUMA, 1971,
240; HARIK, 1968, 273-275; SPENCER, 1963, 41-42; CHEVALLIER, 1959, 57.
690The wakils exerted the functions indicated by their name: they were the representatives of the minority community

in each  Qa’imaqamiyyah. 
691HARRIS, 2012, 154; TRABOULSI, 2007, 26; HOURANI, 1982, 133.
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The almost simultaneous death, in 1854, of the Maronite patriarch and the Northern qa’im-

maqam, Haydar Abillamac, signaled the end of the relatively calm period enjoyed by the Mountain

ever since the imposition of the Règlement of 1845. The calm and diplomatic leaders that, both on

the secular and religious spheres, had been at the helm the community for a decade came to be

substituted by “more abrasive personalities”692, first and foremost among them, the new Maronite

patriarch,  Bulus  Mascad  (1854-1890).  Elected  by  acclamation693,  Mgr.  Mascad  was  widely

recognized as a man of great erudition694, but he was also a Kisrawani commoner695 who shared the

views  and  aspirations  of  his  compatriots.  Under  Mascad’s  tenure,  the  peasant-clerical  alliance,

which  had  started  to  be  drawn  under  Mgr.  Hubaysh’s  patriarchate,  became  definitively

consecrated696: under his rule, the Church abandoned the prudence it had traditionally shown to side

more forcefully with the commoners, pledging herself to the unconditional abolition of feudalism697.

In  spite  of  their  mutual  distrust,  the  new  Patriarch  and  the  new  qa’imaqam,  Bashir  Ahmad

Abillamac worked together to achieve their common goal, namely the demise of feudalism698.

By the middle decades of the nineteenth century, the Khazin sheikhs were impoverished,

over-indebted and out  of touch with the reality of  their  iqtac,  widely considered the wealthiest

region of the Ottoman Empire’s Arab provinces699, and whose economic and social reality had long

ago departed from feudalism to enter into the realm of commercial production and proto-capitalist

relations700. Perhaps their being the “weakest link in the  muqatacji system”701 led them to exert a

“particularly  oppressive”702 and  “humiliating”703 oversight  on  their  tenants.  Faced  with  the

692HARRIS, 2012, 156.
693DIB, 2001-a, 227.
694DIB, 2001-a, 230.
695SALIBI, 1988 [2011], 114; SPENCER, 1963, 44.
696McCALLUM, 2010, 29; CHEVALLIER, 1971, 271; SPENCER, 1963, 46.
697SALIBI, 2011, 86-87, 89; HARIK, 1968, 265-266.
698KHALAF, 2014, 277-278; HARRIS, 2012, 156; 
699DIB, 2001-b, 453-454.
700KHALAF, 2014, 278-279; TOUMA, 1986, 262, 347; CHEVALLIER, 1959, 53-59.
701TRABOULSI, 2007, 29.
702AKARLI, 1993, 29.
703CHEVALLIER, 1959, 58. Toufic Touma (1986, 808-809) documents several instances of this  oppression. A good

example thereof happened just before the outbreak of the revolutionary episodes of 1858-1860. The example he
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combined opposition of the qa’im-maqam and the peasants as well as counting on the open hostility

of Mgr. Mascad to their privileges704 there was little the Khazins could do to avoid another revolt.

Already before the outbreak of the revolution, in the Spring of 1858, the four largest towns in the

Mountain (cAmshit, in Jbayl; Ghazir, in Kisrawan; Dayr al-Qamar, in al-Shuf; and Zahlah, in the

eastern outskirts of Jabal Lubnan) had already broken free of their feudal masters and established

local  councils  to  administer  themselves705.  Under  an  increasingly  radical  rebel  authority,  the

insurrection evolved rapidly into a full-fledged social revolution706, which turned the  muqatac of

Kisrawan into a virtually independent ‘peasant republic’ for almost two years. 

The  rapid  spillover  of  the  revolution  into  the  Druze  qa’imaqamiyyah,  under  the  aegis,

among others, of the Maronite Archbishop of Beirut, Mgr. Tubiyya cAun, who dreamed of toppling

the Druze sheikhs just  like the Khazins had been707,  led the Druze  muqatacjis,  fearful of social

revolution in al-Shuf, to open hostilities against  the Maronite peasants in the Summer of 1859.

Openly supported by the Ottoman governor of Damascus708 and with the direct collaboration of the

Osmanli forces on the ground709, fighting resumed, after the winter spell, in May 1860 and lead to a

chooses is taken from the formal complaint by Najm Ghusn, a commoner from cAjaltun, against Madame Saqr al-
Khazin:

« Notre épouse, en fin de grossesse, prit un coussin pour s’y agenouiller à l’église. L’épouse d[u] [...]
chaykh Sacr el-Khazen, trouva de bon de lui déchirer en petits morceaux. »
Puis « notre épouse se prépara un nouveau coussin et elle alla dimanche à l’église de l’école où elle
s’agenouilla loin de la femme de Chaykh Sacr. »
[...] un peu avant la fin de la messe, Madame Khazen « se leva de sa place pour aller saisir notre
femme par les cheveux, la traîner sur le plancher et la battre ».
Les femmes interviennent et arrêtent la querelle à l’intérieur de la chapelle. Elles remettent en état la
femme au coussin.
Mais Chaykh Sacr, qui l’attend à la sortie « la saisit par les cheveux, lui donne des coups sur la tête et
les épaules. Puis, d’un coup de pied, il l’envoie du haut en bas de l’escalier rouler dans la boue où il
la suit pour lui donner des coups de pied sur le ventre. »

After suffering such a brutal  attack, Madame Ghusn suffered a miscarriage. Both aggressors were “ ipso facto”
(TOUMA, 1986, 809) excommunicated by Mgr. Istifan al-Khazin, Saqr’s brother.

704HARRIS, 2012, 156; KHALAF, 2002, 91; RABBATH, 1986, 219; TOUMA, 1971, 263-266; CHEVALLIER, 1959,
63.

705TRABOULSI, 2007, 28; RABBATH, 1986, 219.
706KHALAF, 2014, 279; SALIBI, 2011, 86-87; KHALAF, 2002, 94, RABBATH, 1986, 219-220; SABA, 1976, 10.
707KHALAF, 2014, 280; HARRIS, 2012, 157; KHALAF, 2002, 95-96; DIB, 2001-b, 479.
708RABBATH, 1986, 222; TOUMA, 1971, 279.
709KHALAF, 2002, 96-97; DIB, 2001-b, 494.
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swift  victory  for  the  better  organized  Druze,  that  in  less  than  two  months  overrode  Christian

resistance and caused an unseen amount of massacre, looting and destruction710. With over 10,000

Christians having been slaughtered, the spillover of the conflict to Damascus where, between July 9

and 18, Christians were massacred in the thousands711, led the way to European intervention in the

Levant. 

As will be explained below, the Maronites lost the military battles but won the diplomatic

war712.  By the time a new regime for the Mountain had been devised by the Ottomans and the

Greater Powers, the Maronite Church, having achieved, albeit at great human and material cost, the

destruction of feudalism, emerged, once and for all, as the indisputable hegemon of the Mountain.

In the words of Engin D. Akarli:

With the Druze leadership routed, and the two district governorships in shambles, the Maronite Church

emerged as the only significant institution in the Mountain, and in many ways as the true victor of many

years of turmoil. [...] Now the Maronite dominance was questioned by none713.

 

1.4. Crafting a State: the Mutasarrifiyyah Jabal Lubnan (1861-1915)

Under the shock caused by the unprecedented level of violence displayed in the Levant and

feeling the pressure of an outraged European public opinion714, there was little that the Ottoman

government, ashamed and with its Near Eastern provinces under foreign occupation, could do to

oppose  Greater  Power  intervention  in  its  internal  affairs.  Despite  the  efforts  of  Fu’ad  Pasha,

710KHALAF, 2014, 281; HAKIM, 2013, 68; HARRIS, 2012, 157-158; SALIBI, 2011, 87; TRABOULSI, 2007, 34-35;
DIB, 2001-b, 488-502; AMMOUN, 1997, 61-62; AKARLI, 1993, 30; RABBATH, 1986, 221; TOUMA, 1971, 281-
283; SPENCER, 1963, 49-50.

711HAKIM, 2013, 69; DIB, 2001-b, 502; RABBATH, 1986, 222.
712HARIK, 1968, 276.
713AKARLI, 1993, 30-31.
714HARRIS, 2012, 158; MAHFOUZ, 1985, 146; 
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Ottoman foreign minister and one of the architects of the Tanzimat715, to minimize the impact of any

arrangement on imperial sovereignty, he could not avoid the establishment of an internationally

guaranteed autonomy over Mount Lebanon716. On June 9, 1861, the representatives of the Ottoman

government  and  the  Central  powers  approved,  after  eight  months  of  discussions717,  the

constitutional document that was to govern the Lebanese  sanjaq. The  Règlement Organique, as it

was known, abolished feudalism once and for all and embodied a certain democratic principle718 –

widened with the subsequent reforms of the Règlement in 1864 and 1912719. The regime, under the

leadership of a non-Lebanese Christian –  and by force of custom, Catholic720 – mutasarrif elected

by the Sultan with the approval of the powers721, imposed the rule of law on a formalized basis and

restored the secular principle722 that had characterized political life in the  Imarah after the long

period of inter-denominational clashes that had followed the end of Egyptian occupation.

While the Mutasarrifiyya has been criticized for narrowing Lebanon’s natural borders723, in

fact it comprised the nucleus of the Chéhabi imarah724, roughly extending from Zgharta in the north

to Jazzin in the South and from the Mediterranean coast to Zahlah, which worked as the eastern gate

to the autonomous region. The exclusion of Beirut (which became the head of its own province in

715ROGAN, 2004, 493-494.
716HARRIS, 2012, 159; SALIBI, 2011, 90; McCALLUM, 2010, 29; TRABOULSI, 2007, 43; AMMOUN, 1997, 65;

MOOSA, 1986, 286; RABBATH, 1986, 226, 227-228; TOUMA, 1986, 290-291; HOURANI. 1981, 134.
717In Toufic Touma’s assessment (TOUMA, 1986, 290), the Commission took so long in drawing up the Règlement,

which a “good-informed, good-intentioned jurist, knowing the country, could have prepared in less than a week”,
because:

Fouad  Pacha  et  Lord  Dufferin,  entièrement  dévoués  à  la  cause  druse,  réussirent  à  l’occuper
longtemps à dénouer les problèmes de procédure et de compétence. Et, quand les questions de forme
furent  épuisées,  ils  présentèrent  successivement  deux  projets  de  statut  assurant,  l’un  les  intérêts
ottomans, l’autre la prédominance anglaise en Syrie et au Liban.

Que peut-on attendre de mieux quand la roublardise [sic] turque est doublée du génie britannique au
milieu d’une équipe naturellement vouée à l’incohérence ?

718HARRIS, 2012, 160; CHOUEIRI, 1988, 74; RABBATH, 1986, 46, 235-236; SABA, 1976, 13; TOUMA, 1971, 291.
719CdO, 01/13/1913
720LAMMENS, 1902-b, 176.
721HAKIM, 2013, 96-97; SALIBI, 2011, 91-94; MOOSA, 1986, 286; RABBATH, 1986, 230-231.
722HOURANI, 1981, 134.
723HAKIM,  2013,  89;  SALIBI,  2011,  92;  DIB,  2001-b,  527;  RABBATH,  1986,  228-229;  ZAMIR,  1985,  12-13;

SALEM, 1968, 112-113; MOUWANES, 1973, 132; HOYEK, 1919; 238-239; LAMMENS, 1902, 168-169.
724HARRIS, 2012, 160.
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1888),  drawing a hole at  the  very center  of  the Mountain,  and the lack  of  plains  and harbors

became, however, the main rallying points for the opposition to the system, and even gained certain

momentum under the governorship of Muzaffar Pasha (1902-1907)725 after a first, ill-timed attempt,

under the first mutasarrif, Da’ud Pasha (1861-1868)726.

Throughout  the six  decades  of  autonomy enjoyed by Mount  Lebanon under  the regime

established by the Règlement Organique, the country experienced a much-needed period of peace

and tranquility that allowed even a certain measure of prosperity727– happy he who owns a goat’s

lair in Lebanon. The development of road infrastructure and an incipient industrial growth, with the

development of several silk reeling factories throughout the Mountain728 (a significant proportion

thereof being funded by local capital) that processed the home-grown cocoons and prepared them

for exportation,  not only bears witness thereto but also reveals the degree of capitalist penetration

in  pre-independent  Lebanon’s  economic  structures.  The  economic  developments  brought  about

social  change  as  well,  deepening  the  process  of  embourgeoisement  of  wide  sectors  of  the

Mountain’s society already started over a century earlier, at the same time that new developments,

namely female participation in the industrial workforce729, sprung up to challenge the basis of the

social structure. 

Further change was brought about by the surge in emigration730 affecting the country from

the last  quarter of the nineteenth-century and extending almost until  the present.  The industrial

explosion that had accompanied the establishment of the Mutasarrifiyyah came to an abrupt end in

725AKARLI, 1993, 64-71.
726HITTI, 1965, 201.
727HAKIM,  2013,  139-141;  SALIBI,  2011,  91-92;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  45-47;  TOUMA,  1986,  293,  363-366;

ZAMIR, 1985, 10; SABA, 1976, 14-18; KHAIR, 1973, 116-118; SALEM, 1973, 10-11; HITTI, 1965, 201-203;
SPENCER, 1963, 60.

728HARRIS, 2012, 165; HOKAYEM, 1992; GATES, 1989, 9-11; TOUMA, 1986, 366-375; DUBAR & NASR, 1976,
52-54; DUBAR, 1974, 304; TANNOUS, 1941, 650-662.

729HARRIS, 2012, 165; KHATER, 2001, 31-38; KHURI, 1975, 31; TANNOUS, 1941, 655-656.
730HARRIS, 2012, 165-166; SALIBI, 2011, 93; TRABOULSI, 2007, 47; TOUMA, 1986, 364; ZAMIR, 1985, 15;

SABA, 1976, 21; SALEM, 1973, 27-29, 139; SALEM, 1968, 33-34; ISSAWI, 1966, 72-73; HITTI, 1965, 206-208;
MEO, 1965, 38; RONDOT, 1958, 25; DE VAUMAS, 1955, 524-525, 590-591; GULICK, 1954, 299-300.
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the 1880s, when silk prices crashed in the French market, whereto Lebanese production was linked,

causing  an  upsurge  in  unemployment  in  a  region  whose  population  was  experimenting  an

exponential level of demographic growth, thus driving throngs of Lebanese – up to a quarter of

Mount Lebanon’s population, according to Philip Hitti731 – to seek a livelihood overseas. The return

of many of these emigrants – as many as 40% had come back by 1914732 – after having being fully

exposed to Western society contributed, not only with their investments and transfers, but also with

the  know-how  and political  awareness  acquired  in  the  Mahjar,  to  further  consolidate  the  petit-

bourgeois status of wider segments of Mount Lebanon’s – mainly Christian – society733, as well as

to deepen the cultural and emotional links joining them to the West, in a process of distancing from

their  local  environment  whereto  the  extensive  reach  of  missionary  education  also  contributed

directly734.

The weight of education in the consolidation of a distinctive Lebanese identity735 cannot be

underestimated. Mount Lebanon had traditionally been one of the most educated provinces of the

Ottoman Empire, as witnessed by Lammartine in the early years of the nineteenth century:

The instruction of the people, even if limited to reading, writing, calculus and catechism, is universal

among them, and gives the Maronites a legitimate ascendancy over the other Syrian populations. I would

only be able to compare them to the peasants of Saxony or Scotland.736

731HITTI, 1965, 208.
732HARRIS, 2012, 166.
733HAKIM, 2013, 161, 170-171; KHATER, 2001, 108-146; HOKAYEM, 1992, 220-221; DUBAR & NASR, 1976,

59-61; SALEM, 1973, 27-29; ISSAWI, 1966, 72-73; HITTI, 1965, 209; RONDOT, 1958, 25.
734According to Father Lammens (1902, 162-163), by 1902, there were up to 1,900 private schools (largely linked to
Catholic  missionary  organizations  or  to  local  congregations:  barely  13  institutions  were  linked  to  the  Muslim
communities, while around a 10% were Protestant and, by the time when his article was written, an upward trend was
discernible in the expansion of an Orthodox school network largely subsidized by Russia) in the Mountain providing
primary education to 17,000 male and 5,000 female students and secondary or professional education to a further 5,000
male and 1,380 female students, while the ten religious seminaries of the Mountain accommodated and educated 300
candidates to the priesthood. Cf. LONGVA, 2015, 65; RIZK, 1989, 277-364; SALEM, 1973, 9-10; TOUMA, 1971,
350-353; HITTI, 1965, 203-205.
735MARTÍN FERNÁNDEZ, 2009, i.a. 99-114; KARPAT, 2002, 745-746; TOUMA, 1986, 348-356; RONDOT, 1968,

39; SALIBI, 1968, 39; DE VAUMAS, 1955, 520
736Cit. in TOUMA, 1986, 350.
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The civil peace and political stability provided for by the Mutasarrifiyyah regime allowed,

moreover, for an increase in the level of literacy within the Maronite community, the expansion of

the  petites écoles to even the remotest  Mountain villages contributing to reach “quasi-universal

literacy”737 among the Maronites by the end of the century. Admittedly, missionary – and Maronite

congregational – schools were, as was hinted above, vehicles for the ideological indoctrination of

Maronite children, who were “strengthened in their perception of being different from, and un-

integrated in, the local society”738, but they also provided them with useful tools to succeed beyond

school – a path which was also followed by the Jesuit-founded Université Saint-Joseph739. The USJ

led, moreover, the way to the creation of a new, secular élite, whose Weltanschauung coincided with

the Church’s vision for Lebanon740. Their rediscovery of the Phoenician roots of Lebanon, under the

spell of authors like Renan, Bérard or Lammens, provided them with arguments to transcend the

parochialism of the pre-existing Maronite identity741 and to present the Lebanese claims under the

light of a universalism much to the liking of Belle Époque Europe. However, for all their pretended

humanism, theirs remained an essentially Christian version of Lebanon742 possessing full identity

with the Church’s conception of the country as a Christian fortress “within a sea of Arab-Muslim

hostility”743, as the Eastern border of the Western world744.

Education  was  also  directly  behind  the  rise  of  a  new bureaucratic  élite745 that  came to

supplant the former  muqatacji class. While it cannot be denied that the governors co-opted large

737LONGVA, 2015, 65. Cf. HARRIS, 2013, 139, 161-162; TOUMA, 1986, 348; LAMMENS, 1902-b, 187-188.
738LONGVA, 2015, 67.
739HERZSTEIN, 2009, 166.
740McCALLUM, 2006, 92; FIRRO, 2004, 1; KAUFMAN, 2001, 177; KHAZEN, 2000, 35-36.
741KAUFMAN, 2000, 71; SALIBI, [1988] 2011, 171.
742HARRIS, 2012, 175; TRABOULSI, 2007, 93-95; CORM, 2004, 355; TAYAH, 2003, 55; KIWAN, 1988, 126-127;

KHALAF, 1976, 44.
743KAUFMAN, 2001, 249.
744LONGVA, 2015, 61; ABISAAB, 2014, 295; JANIN, 1997, 465; AKARLI, 1993, 176; CHEVALLIER, 1988, 221;

KHALIDI, 1983, 34; ENTELIS, 1979, 16.
745HARRIS, 2012, 164; SALIBI, 2011, 91-92; TRABOULSI, 2007, 48-50; AKARLI, 1993, 157-162; TOUMA, 1986,

291.
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sectors  of  the  ancient  feudal  families  into  the  administrative  machinery746,  truth  is  that  the

Mutasarrifiyyah represented the triumph of meritocracy over aristocracy, as it opened the avenues

of  power to  the hitherto  excluded commoners.  A good example thereof  being  provided by the

overwhelmingly plebeian composition of the Administrative Council: in the thirty-odd elections that

were to take place between 1864 and 1915, a total of “118 people, belonging to 77 families” were

elected, of whom barely ten were members of the former nobility747. In the words of the mutasarrif

Wassa Pasha (1883-1892):

[i]t must be shown that no family and group can have privileges and a higher social standing than others,

and that employment in the service of the government depends on and only on devotion, integrity, merit,

and competence [...] careful observation of article 5 of the organic statute748 [the règlement] is necessary

so that all people may benefit equally from the opportunities of prosperity and advancement [generated]

in the country.749

Mount-Lebanon  went,  thus,  through  a  process  common  to  other  modernizing  societies,

whereby the surviving fragments of the landed aristocracy and the rising elements of the modern

middle  class  end  up  combining,  despite  their  initial  mutual  opposition,  to  create  a  new  élite

dominating  both  the  public  and  private  spheres,  and  whose  self-reproducing  abilities,  in  the

Lebanese case at least, require no further explanation750. The attraction exerted by public function,

as witnessed by future President Bishara al-Khuri himself751 and the neutral leadership provided by

746AKARLI, 1993, 149-156; TOUMA, 1986, 299, 335, 338.
747TOUMA, 1986, 337. According to Touma, the ten aristocrats that were elected to the Council were: Butrus Hanna

al-Dahir (1866), Assacad Abu-Sacab (1868), Malham Talhuk (1886), Kanacan al-Dahir (1886), Jirjis Azar (1892),
Assacad al-Dahdah (1892), Shakib Joumblatt (1898), Nur al-Din cAbd al-Malik (1892), Fu’ad cAbd al-Malik (1905)
Barbar al-Khazin (1907), Salim Chéhab (1914).

748“Art.  5.  Égalité  de  tous  devant  la  loi  ;  abolition  de  tous  les  privilèges  féodaux  et  notamment  de  ceux  qui
appartiennent au mukatadji [sic].” In: YOUNG, 1905, 148.

749Cit. in AKARLI, 1993, 155-156.
750Many of the families who rose to prominence during the Mutasarrifiyyah or who participated in its administrative

structure  remain  at  the  forefront  of  Lebanese  political  and  economic  life,  and  will  be  repeatedly  mentioned
throughout this dissertation. In a by all means non-exhaustive fashion, we can mention here the Joumblatts, the
Khuris, the Chamouns, the cAqls, the Sacads or the Bustanis.

751KHURI, 1960, 30.
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the  mutasarrifs, given their foreign origins and their lack of links with the Mountain, helped to

restore – albeit now under Maronite, instead of Druze, leadership – the pattern of inter-communal

cooperation that had characterized the Imarah752, revivifying thus one of the fundamental principles

of what we have elsewhere defined as the Unwritten Constitution of the Mountain.

Even the Church, which had initially preferred the restoration of the Chéhabi imarah under a

Christian  member  of  the  dynasty,  came  to  appreciate  the  benefits  of  the  Mutasarrifiyyah753,

particularly after the troubled era the country had just overcome. The history of Mount Lebanon’s

autonomy could, in fact, be aptly described as the chronicle of a permanent give-and-take between

the  two  focal  institutions  of  the  system:  on  the  one  hand,  the  centrally-appointed  governor,

representative  of  Ottoman reformism,  and on the  other,  the  Maronite  Church,  personifying  the

tradition of autonomy in the Mountain, and conceiving of herself “as the embodiment and spirit of

the Mountain”754, as the custodian of Mount Lebanon. Hence, it is curious to see how a succession

of  anti-clerical  mutasarrifs,  like  Rustum Pasha  (1873-1883),  Na’um Pasha  (1873-1883),  Wasa

Pasha  (1883-1892) or  Muzaffar  Pasha (1902-1907)755,  were outmaneuvered by an ecclesiastical

apparatus whose dexterity in diplomatic matters far outshone the political acumen of the Mountain’s

civil leadership. Under a committed leadership, even after the ascent of moderate756 Yuhanna al-Hajj

(1890-1898) to the Throne of Antioch, and despite some setbacks – like the exile of Mgr. Pierre

Bustani,  Archbishop of  Tyre,  in  1878757 –  the  Church managed  to  escape  government  control,

refusing to apply for  an investiture  berat as  other  religious heads  throughout  the Empire were

forced to do. After his journey to Paris, Rome and Istanbul in 1905, having been decorated by the

Sultan758 and without a berat, the new Patriarch, Elias Huwayyik (1899-1931), who personified the

752KEDOURIE, 1992, 49-50; HOURANI, 1981, 134-135.
753HARRIS, 2013, passim, particularly 124; AKARLI, 1993, 152-153; 163-165; ZAMIR, 1985, 11.
754AKARLI, 1993, 171.
755TRABOULSI, 2007, 49-50
756HARRIS, 2013, 132; AKARLI, 1993, 166.
757HARRIS, 2013, 127; AKARLI, 1993, 43.
758HARRIS, 2013, 134; DIB, 2001-a, 2001, 238.
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return to Mgr. Mascad’s unwavering political style,

returned to Mount Lebanon triumphant,  with the blessings of  the Pope and having demonstrated the

influence of his Church in Paris as well as Istanbul. He exchanged courtesies with the governor of Beirut,

but pointedly ignored  [the  mutasarrif]. The message was clear: the Maronite Patriarchate was the real

master of Mount Lebanon, not its secular government.759

This – almost playful – modus vivendi between the Church and the Government did not last

long. When the outbreak of World War I led to the suspension of Lebanese autonomy and to the

proclamation of martial  law,  in  1915,  the remaining links between the Church and the Empire

collapsed. The “unprecedented” repression of 1916760 and the plight of the Mountain during the war

years761 only served to reinforce the Church’s willingness to establish an independent Lebanon as an

“essentially Christian country destined to govern itself under the perpetual protection of Christian

Europe”762.

1.5 Conclusion: Conflating Geography and History

It  is  a  well-established  tradition  in  studies  on  Lebanon  to  underline  the  importance  of

geography in the development and configuration of Lebanon as a country. Scholars, both local and

foreign, from Jawad Bulos to Michel Chiha, passing through Joseph Sawda, Albert Hourani and

Kamal Salibi, have consistently insisted on the role of the Mountain, with its impenetrability, its

abundance in water and its closeness to the sea, as  a safe haven for the persecuted – and indeed, the

Lebanese Mountain, the  asile du Liban763 following its classic formulation, sheltered a variety of

759AKARLI, 1993, 171. Cf. TOUMA, 1986, 336.
760AMMOUN, 1997, 179. Cf. YAMMINE, 1922, passim.
761HARRIS,  2012,  174;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  71-72;  MAALOUF,  2004,  260-261,  268-270;  DIB,  2001-b,  577;

AMMOUN, 1997, 160, 182-183, 209; HITTI, 1965, 215-216; YAMMINE, 1922, passim; ABELLA, 1919, 170-173;
762HOURANI, 1981, 135.
763AKARLI,  1993,  7-8;  ABOU  NOHRA,  1988,  32;  DUBAR  &  NASR,  1976;  22;  SALEM,  1973,  19,  23;

CHEVALLIER, 1971, 3-5; RONDOT, 1968, 38-39; MARTHELOT, 1962, 278.
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heterodox religious groups which, in different waves throughout the centuries (beginning with the

Maronites in Late Antiquity, followed by the Shicis and Druze in the early Middle Ages and, finally,

by other Christian groups well into the nineteenth century), found peace among the rocky outcrops

of the Lebanese range.

In this sense of safe haven for the persecuted, the Lebanese mountain is hardly original.

Throughout the wider Mediterranean region, from Spain to the Iranian border and from Morocco to

Yemen, mountains have protected the dissident and the rebel764. In the immediate vicinity of Mount

Lebanon,  the  Syrian  coastal  mountains,  with  its  cAlawi  population,  or  the  volcanic  massif  of

Hawran,  overwhelmingly  inhabited  by  Druzes,  are  just  two  additional  examples  of  the

concentration  of  heterodox  groups  within  the  relative  security  of  mountain  ranges.  Such

concentrations were made possible due to the inability of the pre-modern polity – in our particular

case the Mamluk and Ottoman Empires – to uniformly exert  its coercive power throughout the

territory it claimed as its own765. Technological constraints and the limited availability of resources

chronically suffered by the pre-modern poleis confined central authority to cities and plains, leaving

thus large swaths of territory to fend for themselves, as long as imperial authority was not openly

challenged and the required amount of taxes was punctually paid. Provided these conditions were

met, the poverty of mountain ranges advised the wise ruler not to tamper with the mountaineers’

ways, since the effort of conquering and subduing their homeland would widely exceed the benefits

to be reaped from its direct control. Hence, imperial intervention was limited to occasional punitive

expeditions, like the ones directed by the Mamluks against the rafida in-between the thirteenth and

fourteenth centuries, or the Ottoman operation against Fakhr al-Din.

764In a non-exhaustive fashion, it is possible to identify various groups having retired to the Mountains: the Asturians
and Basques vis-à-vis the Islamic conquerors of the Iberian Peninsula; the Cathars in Southeast France; the Lemkos,
Boikos, Hutsuls and other Highland groups in the Eastern Carpatians; the Székelys in Transylvania; the Krashovan
and Csángos in Wallachia and Moldavia respectively; the Berbers, from the Rif in the west to Kabylie in the east;
Maronites,  Druzes  and  cAlawis  in  the  Syrian  coastal  ranges;  Kurds,  Armenians  and  Assyrians  (Tur  Abdin)  in
Southeastern Anatolia; Zaydis in the Yemeni Mountains; Ismacilis in Najran and Jizan, etc.

765LONGVA, 2015, 56; HOURANI, 1985, 5; HOURANI, 1981, 126; CHEVALLIER, 1971, 73.
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The  Lebanese  mountain,  being  the  roughest  of  the  regional  ranges766,  partook  in  this

characteristics which allowed it to develop a tradition of freedom767 and certain political freedoms

that were based on traditions and customs common to all its inhabitants instead than on the official

Ottoman Civil (Qanun) or Sharicah law768. Within this legally non-formalized framework, which we

have  thus  far  labeled  the  Unwritten  Constitution of  the  Mountain,  the  cohesive  and  compact

Maronite  community  escaped  most  of  the  restrictions  that  weighted  upon  non-Muslims  living

elsewhere in Dar al-Islam769: “what was unthinkable in the rest of the Sultan’s domains could occur

almost  seamlessly  in  Mount  Lebanon”770 following  Bruce  Masters’ vivid  account.  “The  free

Christians  of  Syria”,  as  English  traveler  William Biddulph  called  them771,  avoided  paying  the

jizyah772, tolled the bells of their churches with entire liberty773, constituted awqaf for the building

and maintenance of  their  churches  and monasteries774 and their  patriarchs  were elected without

requesting a berat to legalize their designation.

It is thus by no chance that the Mountain became a powerful symbol in the construction of

Maronite identity as a community, as an  ethnie, following Anthony D. Smith’s definition thereof

whereby it is “a named human population with shared ancestry myths, histories and cultures, having

an association with a specific territory and a sense of solidarity”775.  In this sense, the Mountain

became the symbolic locus of Maroniteness, according to Jean Salem:

Il n’est peut-être de symbole qui souligne aussi bien la place que tient la Montagne dans l’élaboration de

766DE PLANHOL, 2000, 175.
767NAAMAN, 2005,  non-paginated;  DE PLANHOL, 2000, 185; NAAMAN, 1992, 95-96; TOUMA, 1971, 21-22;

HOURANI, 1946, 130.
768NAAMAN, 1992, 109-110; MAHFOUZ, 1985, 127.
769McCALLUM 2007, 929; FATTAL, 1958, passim.
770MASTERS, 2001, 43.
771Cit. in MASTERS, 2001, 44.
772DE PLANHOL, 2000, 185; CHEVALLIER, 1971, 111.
773DE PLANHOL, 2000, 185; SALIBI, 1957, 298.
774VAN LEEUWEN, 1996, 186-188; VAN LEEUWEN, 1991, 604-607.
775SMITH, 1988, 32.
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la personnalité libanaise et dans la prise de conscience qu’elle prend de son identité fondamentale. La

Montagne a été le refuge où les libanais, barricadés dans ses forteresses naturelles, se sont refusés aux

altérations et aux assimilations appauvrissantes; elle apparaît ainsi comme le garant de la continuité et de

la permanence de l’âme libanaise [...] elle est ce qui retient et ce qui captive, tissant entre les générations,

entre le passé et le présent, un nœud plus uni et plus fort que celui qui crée l’identité ethnique.776

However, as will be detailed below, Maronite identity has been constructed in a dialectic

fashion, in a permanent argumentative and identitary dualism between East and West, between the

Mountain and the City, between ta’ifah and dawlah and, ultimately, between élite and people.

Before the 15th century, the community, in its mountain isolation, configurated itself in a

purely  self-referential  manner  as  a  monastic,  militant,  resistant,  poor  and  eminently  populist

community777, firmly attached to its immediate geographic environment778, which rapidly achieved

sacred status779 and linked, since the Crusades, to the West in a quasi-messianic fashion, which

permanently  awaited  from  a  deliverance  coming  westward.  This  exclusivist  self-definition

portraying the community as a  natio aparte, as a “rose among thorns” in the words of pope Leo

X780, became deeply rooted in Maronite consciousness781 as witnessed by the work of the forefather

of Maronite historiography, Jibra’il ibn al-Qilaci († 1516):

[Then] thirty thousand warriors

Descended from the mountains like rain,

And the Moslems, out on a stroll,

Found death waiting on the battlefield.782

776SALEM, 1968, 87-88. Cf. JIRMANUS, 1996, 15-18.
777GRIBOMONT, 1974, passim.
778LONGVA, 2015, 58; NAAMAN, 1998, non-paginated; MOUWANES, 1973, 40.
779MARTÍN FERNÁNDEZ, 2009, 105.
780SALIBI, 2011, 50; WINTER, 2004, 478.
781SALEM, 1968, 88.
782Cit. in HARIK, 1968, 130.
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But the resilience of such an identity beyond the medieval era is sufficiently proven when it

is taken into account that, well into the twentieth century, poets like Élie Tyane and Charles Corm

developed their literary careers by contributing to the edification of an exceptionalist Maronite self-

perception  that  identified  Lebanon  with  the  Maronite  historical  experience,  in  an  apparent

confirmation of Étienne de Vaumas’ statement, when he sharply wrote “[t]he Maronite has [...] a

tendency to consider himself as the only true Lebanese”783:

Liban! Je ne veux plus aimer que tes hameaux

Qui, recueillis chacun au pied de son église,

Se reposent des vieux et longs et durs travaux

Par lesquels tu devins cette terre promise.784

Lorsque les Libanais, seuls après les Croisades,

Devant un adversaire encor plus acharné,

En ont dans leurs rochers rompu les barricades

Et l’assaut forcené,785

However, from the fifteenth century onward, the integration of the Maronites within the

wider structure of the Imarah opened the way to the apparition and development of an alternative

approach to Maroniteness. Even if the community was initially reserved a subsidiary spot786 in what,

at least until the mid-eighteenth century,  remained an essentially Druze feudal arrangement, it is

nonetheless true that the ‘secular’ principle operating thereunder contributed to the coalescence of

an  inter-communal  feeling  of  belonging  which,  at  least  among  the  élites,  gave  birth  to  an

overarching  proto-Lebanese  identity  transcending  confessional  borders.  The  dominance  of  this

principle over the more ‘popular’ exclusivist Maronitism and the tension between both787 has been

one of the most dominant features in Maronite history for the last two hundred years.

Three further factors contributed to the development of Maronite identity and, surprisingly

783DE VAUMAS, 1955, 519.
784TYANE, 1948, 75.
785CORM, 2004, 72.
786HOURANI, 1981, 128.
787KIWAN, 1988, 124-128; KHALAF, 1976, 55.
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enough, all of them were intimately related among them and directly linked to the geographical

position of the community. First of all, the lack of plains forced the Maronites to contact the world

beyond their mountains, imposing on them the need to trade, “to participate in commercial networks

[and] discover markets”788 if they wanted to escape the limitations of subsistence agriculture. The

direct access to the sea that Mount Lebanon provided, in contrast to the coastal plains that precede

the Judaean and cAlawi mountains, impeded the settlement of populations alien to the Mountain on

the shoreline, as happened in the case of the former789, which would have hindered Maronite access

to the outer world.

This  foreign connection,  established initially at  the time of the Crusaders and kept  ever

since, albeit with much difficulty at some specific points in history, not only allowed the Maronites

to enter the world markets for the first time, but also provided the Church and the community with

much-needed political support. The “special protection and safeguard”790 granted by the king of

France in 1647 allowed them to behave more independently in the belief that a great power, “able to

deal with the [Ottomans] on an equal basis”791 supported them and shared their long-term goals and

objectives792.

Intimately related to this openness to the world was the establishment of communion with

the Roman Church. Initiated during the Crusades, albeit on a shaky basis, the link to Rome altered

radically, as has already been explained in extenso above, the hierarchical, liturgical and ideological

worldview not only of the Church, but of the community as a whole. The Council of Qannubin, by

reinforcing the already existing trend towards Latinization793, as well as the action of the European

missionaries,  contributed  to  draw  a  wedge  between  the  Maronites  and  their  neighbors,  both

788CHEVALLIER, 1971, 43. Cf. HITTI, 1965, 210-212.
789DE PLANHOL, 2000, 178.
790DIB, 2001-a, 150.
791DE VAUMAS, 1955, 519.
792LONGVA, 2015, 63; HOURANI, 1985, 6, 7-8.
793DIB, 2001-a, 77.
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Christian and Muslim. The Maronite would soon become “the Western man in the Orient”794.

In  second place,  by the time when the decisive Council  of Mount Lebanon (1736) was

celebrated, the Maronites had already embarked on the boat of modernization. The new religious

conceptions imported by the missionaries, as well as the expansion of Western education795 created

a new self-awareness that translated to the Middle East the processes of social modernization and

individual  development  then  taking  place  in  Europe.  The  complex  succession  of  scandals  and

clashes that shook the Church throughout the eighteenth century and until the celebration of the

Council of Bkirki (1818), which marked the definitive triumph of the reformist trend, bears evident

witness to the tensions of a society under the stress of rapid societal change.

Thirdly and lastly,  the diffusion of education,  reaching even the remotest villages of the

Mountain,  contributed  directly  to  both  previous  phenomena.  If  the  foundation  of  the  Maronite

College in Rome in 1584 had been among the efficient causes of latinization and reform within the

Church structure, the spread of schooling throughout the Mountain caused a similar effect on the

Maronite population as a whole, transforming and reinforcing their exceptionalist self-perception

and contributing to integrate them within the structures of proto-capitalism then extending into the

Levant. An impact acknowledged by the poet when he wrote:

Rappelez-vous comment, Lazaristes, Jésuites,

Maristes, Franciscains, Frères et Capucins,

Comment nous réclamions d’apprendre tout de suite,

Et d’apprendre sans fin;

Quel désir de savoir, quelle ardeur de connaître,

794DE VAUMAS, 1955, 519.
795KHATER, 2008, passim; HEYBERGER, 1994, passim; RIZK, 1989, 277-364.
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Caractérise en nous même les paysans

Qui surpassent parfois, dans les arts et les lettres,

Leurs maîtres bienfaisants!...796

Education,  however,  also  contributed  to  the  development  of  a  class  conscience  of  sorts

among  the  peasantry797,  which  explains  why the  cammiyat  of  1820,  1840  and  1858 went  well

beyond the typical jacquerie of Ancien Régime subsistence crisis to become true revolutions in the

fullest sense of the word, where far-reaching political and social change was forcefully demanded.

The inability of the Druze and Maronite muqatacjis to understand these exigencies reveals the gap

that had grown between a Maronite population already fully committed to capitalism and Western-

style  modernization  and  an  impoverished  and  weakened  nobility  anchored  in  a  political  and

economic outlook that no longer corresponded to reality.

The  establishment  of  the  mutasarrifiyyah and  the  definitive  abolition  of  feudalism

represented, as was said before, the triumph of the Maronite Church’s vision. The division of tasks

between the hierarchy and the peasants,  whereby the former provided the necessary communal

cohesion (tacassub)  and the latter  the strength to overthrow the  muqatacjis798 proved to be very

successful  indeed.  The  mutasarrifiyyah gave  the  Maronites  a  breathing  spell  as  well.  For  the

following sixty years of peace and order, the community would prepare itself for the attainment of

its ultimate goal: the foundation of an independent State.

796CORM, 2004, 76.
797TOUMA, 1971, 249.
798CHEVALLIER, 1971, 276.
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CHAPTER 2

BUILDING LEBANON UP:

THE FRENCH MANDATE (1920-1943)

 يأتي إليكلبنـــانمجد 

The glory of Lebanon shall come to you

Isaiah, 60:13.

Nos amis d’Occident qui s’installent chez nous

Sous couleur d’une entraide et de paix politiques

Y mènent, l’un de l’autre aimablement jaloux,

Un étrange réseau de cruelles pratiques

Charles Corm, 2004, 78.

On September 1, 1920, General Henri Gouraud, in the presence of the Maronite Patriarch,

Elias  Huwwayik  and  the  Mufti  of  Beirut,  Sheikh  Rafiq  Naja,  solemnly  proclaimed  the

establishment of the State of Greater Lebanon:

[...]  Je vous disais il y a quelques semaines à une heure grave [the Battle of Maysalun] : «Le jour que

vous pères ont espéré en vain et que, plus heureux, vous verrez luire, approche». Ce jour: le voici!

[...] En présence des Autorités Libanaises, [...] des Chefs spirituels de toutes confessions et de tous rites, à
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la tête desquels je salue avec vénération le Grand Patriarche du Liban, descendu de sa montagne pour le

jour glorieux qui couronne les luttes de sa vie [...];

[...] Au pied de ces montagnes majestueuses qui ont fait la force de votre pays, en demeurant le rempart

inexpugnable de sa foi et de sa liberté;

Au bord de la mer légendaire qui vit les trirèmes de la Phénécie [sic], qui porta par le monde vos pères à

l’esprit subtil, habiles au négoce et à l’éloquence [...];

[...] c’est en partageant votre joie et votre fierté que je proclame solennellement le Grand-Liban, et qu’au

nom du Gouvernement de la République Française, je le salue dans sa grandeur et dans sa force, du Nahr

El kébir [sic] aux portes de Palestine et aux crêtes de l’Anti-Liban.

[...] Voici que ce beau pays s’éveille. Libre, échappé des lourdes mains qui pendant tant de siècles ont

pesé sur lui [...].

[...]  Le  Grand  Liban  est  fait  au  profit  de  tous.  Il  n’est  fait  contre  personne.  Unité  politique  et

administrative, il  ne comporte d’autres divisions religieuses que celles qui orientent  la conscience de

chacun [...].

[...] Hier, il y a cinq semaines, les petits soldats de France [...] donnaient l’essor à tous vos espoirs, en

faisant s’évanouir, en une matinée de combat, la puissance néfaste qui prétendait vous asservir.

Les soldats français sont les parrains de votre indépendance. Et vous n’oublierez pas que le sang généreux

de France a coulé pour elle comme pour tant d’autres.

Gouraud’s  speech,  quoted  here  in  extenso reveals  the  high  hopes  that  accompanied  the

proclamation of the Mandate and contrasts rather sharply with its inglorious end, twenty years later,

when the French had to leave through the back door the country that had, at least in its Maronite
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sector, so warmly received them at the time of their first landing in Beirut799: “France is in Syria [...]

we keep repeating ourselves like a soothing and consoling chorus” declaimed Shukri Ghanim800,

while Charles Corm and Michel Chiha exulted, even in Crusader terminology, at the arrival of the

French and Lebanese statehood in the pages of La Revue Phénicienne: 

[...]  n’est-ce pas nos parents  avant nous,  n’est-ce  pas  les  innombrables et  naïves  générations  de nos

ancêtres, qui ont inconsciemment préparé l’enthousiasme de nos enfants pour la France!801

Que nous veut-on d’une prince dont nous ne voulons pas! Est-ce pour nous mettre dans le giron des

Sarrazins [sic] que bataillèrent Raymond de St. Gilles et Tancrède?802

Gouraud’s  speech  revealed,  as  well,  France’s  own  fantasies  about  Lebanon  and  the

Maronites –  widely portrayed as les français du Levant in French public discourse803, and contained

the seeds of the future misunderstandings that would eventually undermine the relation between

both  sides  giving  rise  to  conflict  and,  in  the  end,  to  the  breakup  of  a  centuries-old  special

relationship. As Asher Kaufman shrewdly points out, justifying colonialism on a mission to civilize

poses an obvious contradiction when the colonized are widely perceived as “civilized and well

behaved”804, while conceiving of themselves as the torchbearers of a mission civilisatrice all of their

own805.

Throughout the following pages it will be tried to draw the parcours of this disagreement,

underlining how France’s project to create a “Catholic-Francophile fortress”806 on the Eastern bank

of the Mediterranean was defeated, how the Maronite Church’s dream of an independent, Christian

799LONGVA, 2015, 59; AMMOUN, 1997, 209; SALIBI, [1988] 2011, 168-169; AKARLI, 1993, 177.
800Cit. in HADDAD, 1970, 91.
801CORM, 1919, 59.
802CHIHA, 1919, 258.
803KAUFMAN, 2000, 47. 
804KAUFMAN, 2000, 51. Cf. ABISAAB, 2014, 294.
805KAUFMAN, 2000, 318-319.
806KAUFMAN, 2001, 190. Cf. KEDOURIE, 1992, 51.
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Lebanon,  apparently fulfilled by Gouraud’s  proclamation,  turned sour,  and how an independent

Lebanese  Republic  came  into  being,  despite  considerable  misgivings  on  both  sides  of  the

confessional divide, by the inter-confessional alliance of the élites meeting in the marketplace807,

which reconfigured and adapted the flexible  Unwritten Constitution of the Mountain to suit their

financial interests over other – more primary – loyalties, thus guaranteeing business as usual in the

newly independent State.

2.1. Between Paris and Damascus (1918-1920)

The outbreak of the First World War, in the Summer of 1914, and the Ottoman Empire’s

formal entrance into the conflict, on October 28 of that year marked an epochal event in the History

of the Levant. The outcome of the conflagration would bring about the demise of the polity that had

been ruling the Near East for four hundred years and the eventual establishment of the independent

States  that still remain today as the political entities configuring the Near East. Their coming into

being, however, was surrounded by a succession of deeply traumatizing events.

First of all, the Young Turk government, who had just seized the power in Istanbul six years

earlier,  dispatched one of the  triumviri,  Ahmad Jamal Pasha as military governor of Syria  and

commander  of the Ottoman forces in  the area.  Perceiving both the Province of  Beirut  and the

Mutasarrifiyyah Jabal Lubnan as centers of disloyal activity towards the Empire, given the wide

diffusion  achieved  by  both  nationalist  and  decentralist  movements  in  the  area  in  the  years

immediately preceding the war808,  Jamal initiated an unprecedented campaign of repression that

culminated in the hanging, on May 6, 1916, in Beirut, “of fourteen activists, including proponents

807KHAZEN, 1991, 5.
808HARRIS, 2012, 172-173; WINSLOW, 1996, 52-53; KHAIR, 1973, 156; HITTI, 1965, 215; SALIBI, 1965, 157-

158; SPENCER, 1963, 75.
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of both Arab and mountain independence, Christians and Muslims, clerics and secularists”809. Their

execution was but the apex of the chain of sentences pronounced by  cAlayh’s military court that

condemned  to  exile  or  to  the  capital  punishment  throngs  of  Syro-Lebanese:  from  Camille

Chamoun810 to Riyad al-Sulh, many of the future leaders of the Lebanese Republic suffered the

consequences  of  the  Court’s  severity  and  many others  (Émile  Eddé,  Bishara  al-Khuri,  Michel

Chiha...) fled the country in fear thereof811. Even the safety of the Maronite Patriarch, who had been

compelled,  under duress,  to  finally request  a  berat in  early 1916812,  was  compromised when it

became known that the military governor was planning on his exile and eventual execution, as had

already happened with other members of the episcopacy, like the Maronite bishop of Beirut, Mgr.

Pierre Chebli, who died in exile, and the Greek-Catholic Archbishop of Acre, Mgr. Hajjar, who was

sentenced to death in absentia813.

Those who remained had to suffer the suspension of the  Mutasarrifiyyah’s autonomy, in

August, 1915, and a Turkish blockade that prevented the access of food supplies to the Mountain 814.

The Mountain’s inability to feed its population, due to the scarcity of arable land, worsened by a

plague of locusts, caused starvation on a massive scale815:  between one sixth and one half816 of

Mount-Lebanon’s  population  perished  as  a  consequence  of  famine  during  the  war  years,  the

situation becoming so desperate that the Lebanese Maronite Order mortgaged all her assets to feed

809HARRIS, 2012, 173. Cf. BUSTROS, 1983, 19; KHAIR, 1973, 161; YAMMINE, 1922, 92-97, 102-111, 132-146.
810CHAMOUN, 1963, 40-55.
811KAUFMAN, 2000, 104; RABBATH, 1986, 270-271; ZAMIR, 1985, 59; BUSTROS, 1983, 18-19; HITTI, 1965,

216; KHURI, 1960, 76.
812HARRIS,  2012,  174;  SALIBI,  2011,  94;  MOOSA,  1986,  287;  RABBATH,  1986,  271;  ZAMIR,  1985,  36;

YAMMINE, 1922, 24.
813MALLAH, 2011, 755-794. Cf. RABBATH, 1986, 271-272; ZAMIR, 1985, 36; KHAIR, 1973, 161; SPENCER,

1963, 76; YAMMINEH, 1922, 58-62.
814WINSLOW, 1996, 51; RABBATH, 1986, 272; ZAMIR, 1985, 35-36.
815HAKIM,  2013,  223-224,  232;  HARRIS,  2012,  173-174;  MALSAGNE,  2011,  55;  BOUTROS,  2009,  27;

TRABOULSI, 2007, 71-72; ATTIÉ, 2004, 13; MAALOUF, 2004, 258-262, 267-270: SALAMÉ, 2004, 163-164;
KHALAF, 2002, 152;DIB, 2001-b, 577-578; WINSLOW, 52-55; TRABOULSI, 1999, 24; PETRAN, 1987, 28-29;
RABBATH, 1986, 239, 272-273; MAHFOUZ, 1985, 147-149; ZAMIR, 1985, 36; BUSTROS, 1983, 19; DUBAR &
NASR, 1976, 61; RABBATH, 1968, 9;  ISSAWI,  1966,  73; HITTI,  1965, 216-217;  CHAMOUN, 1963,  39-41;
SPENCER, 1963, 75-76; KHURI, 1960, 79-80; ZIADEH, 1957, 46; CHÉDID, 1945, 79-80; YAMMINE, 1922, 21-
29, 42-56, 66-75; CORM, 1919, 12.

816HARRIS, 2012, 174.
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the dwindling population817. Its efforts notwithstanding, the situation was desperate:

Those who did not flee to the interior [...] joined the ever-increasing horde of beggars in [Beirut]. Among

the beggars were those with enough energy to roam the streets and knock at doors, ransack garbage heaps

or seek carcasses. Others would lie down on the street sides, with outstretched arms, emaciated bodies

and weakening voices. Still others, including infants, could speak only through their eyes [...] By 1918 the

entire lower class of society had been virtually wiped out [...].818

In Beirut, victims of the famine stacked in the streets were collected by municipal carts and dumped into

collective graves [...]. Many were taken for dead and buried alive.819

While the calamities of war did take their  demographic toll on the Syrian population in

general, and very specifically on the Maronite community, truth is that they also destroyed whatever

legitimacy  the  Ottoman  State  retained  in  the  region820 and  “contributed  to  strengthen  [the

Maronites’] sense of communal identity”821.

Leaving the civilian population’s suffering aside, the Levant did not become an operational

theater until the very end of the war. By the time the British troops reached Beirut, on October 8,

1918, after having found close to no resistance in their northward advance822, a political quagmire

was already in the making due to the overlapping set of promises that His Majesty’s government

had committed itself to in its quest for allies during the conflagration. The May 1916 Sykes-Picot

Agreement, the November 2, 1917 Balfour Declaration and the July 1915-January 1916 Hussayn-

McMahon correspondence entailed widely divergent goals whose harmonization – or lack thereof –

817MAHFOUZ, 1985, 147-148.
818HITTI, 1965, 217.
819TRABOULSI, 2007, 72.
820HARRIS, 2012, 173; SEGEV, 2000, 5; WINSLOW, 1996, 52; MEO, 1965, 42-43; SALIBI, 1965, 160; SPENCER,

1963, 76.
821ZISSER, 2000, 4-5.
822HARRIS, 2012, 174; WINSLOW, 1996, 54; SPENCER, 1963, 78
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was a sure omen of future conflicts in the area. The divergent promises entailed by these diplomatic

instruments bear witness to the necessities of war, when anything and everything is promised to

achieve victory, but also to the rivalries between the different branches of the British government,

with the India Office and the Arab Bureau, among other bureaucratic departments, defending rather

opposite views vis-à-vis the future destination of the Ottoman holdings in the Fertile Crescent823. 

Hence, and while the sharif of Mecca was vaguely promised an Arab State from the Taurus

to the Indian Ocean with the exception of the “portions of Syria lying to the west of the districts of

Damascus, Homs, Hama and Aleppo  [which] cannot be said to be purely Arab”824, and with due

regard to the interests of France in the region825, in order to make him rebel against the Ottomans,

which  he  finally  did  on  June  5,  1916,  Sir  Mark  Sykes  and  Georges-Henri  Picot  were  already

negotiating an agreement  which,  rather  precisely,  partitioned the Near  East  among them, while

conceding some space to an ill-defined Arab State826. The entrance of the United States in the war

on April 6, 1917, complicated matters even further, as President Wilson’s (1913-1921)  Fourteen

Points, with typically American idealism827, made the principle of self-determination a paramount

category  in  international  relations828,  thus  preventing  France  and  Great  Britain  from  outright

annexing the spoils of the Ottoman Empire and forcing them to conform to a new category, the

international  Mandate.  Formally  placed  under  the  supervision  of  the  newly  created  League  of

Nations but entrusted to the victorious powers, the Mandates carried aside a paternalistic mission to

drive the “populations unable to rule themselves”829 to independence. The different interpretation of

this principle by the populations concerned and their new overlords would be cause for much strife

in years to come.

823KEDOURIE, 2000 [1976]; i.a. 48-49; RABBATH, 1986, 274-277.
824MCMAHON to HUSSAYN, Oct. 24, 1915.
825MCMAHON to HUSAYN, Oct. 24, 1915; Dec. 14, 1915; Jan. 25, 1916; 
826AVALON PROJECT, Sykes-Picot Agreement; RABBATH, 1986, 283-285.
827HAKIM, 2013, 226; KISSINGER, 1994, 221-222; RABBATH, 1986, 294; KARAM, 1981, 65.
828With rather fateful consequences, as can very easily be seen in Eastern Europe.
829REUTER & GROS, Cit. in VAN LEEUW, 2001, p. 149. Cf. KISSINGER, 1994, 239; RABBATH, 1986, 351-352;

GRASSMUCK & SALIBI, 1957, 3.
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At the same time that these political principles were being discussed, events on the ground

developed rapidly. With the Ottoman army routed and disorderly retreating towards Anatolia, on

October  1,  1918,  the  Ottoman governor  of  Beirut  handed over  authority to  cUmar  al-Dacuq,  a

member of the local Muslim haute bourgeoisie, who immediately hoisted the Sharifian flag atop the

Serail proclaiming the city and its province a part of Faysal’s Arab Kingdom-to-be (Faysal himself

had entered Damascus on October830). Dacuq’s telegram to the Patriarch, “asking him to establish an

Arab Government in Mount Lebanon”831 and the actions undertaken by Faysal’s  representative,

Shukri Pasha al-Ayyubi, who not only reconvened Mount Lebanon’s Administrative Council but

also  winched  the  flag  of  the  Arab  revolt  in  Bacabdah,  the  de  facto capital  city  of  the  former

Mutasarrifiyyah, thus causing an uproar among most Maronites who had not just broken free from

Ottoman  occupation  to  voluntarily  “submit  to  an  Arab  government  formally headed  by Sharif

Hussein,  Guardian of the Holy Places in Mecca”832,  provoked the immediate breakdown of the

tenuous wartime alliance between Libanism and Arabism833. The arrival of a small detachment of

the French Army to Beirut, on October 7, 1918, amid the joy of the Maronite community at large834,

put an end to the Sharifian interlude in Lebanon and opened the way to the establishment of the

Mandate, two years later.

The  French  authorities,  ruling,  much  to  the  dismay  of  Maronite  opinion835,  under  the

framework of the Occupied Enemy Territory Administration (OETA) set up by the British army

during its northward advance, found themselves in the midst of a surprising variety of ideological

trends,  divergent  committees  and contradicting  political  positions.  The  fluidity  of  the  different

830HARRIS, 2012, 174; WINSLOW, 1996, 54; RABBATH, 1986, 288, 290; SALIBI, 1965, 160-161; 
831SPENCER, 1963, 79. Cf. ZAMIR, 1985, 50-51.
832WINSLOW, 1996, 54; Cf. ZAMIR, 1985, 51; SALIBI, 1965, 161; KHURI, 1960, 93.
833MARTÍN FERNÁNDEZ, 2009, 135.
834Vid. the introduction to this chapter. 
835CHAMOUN, 1963, 62; CORM, 1919, 11, 31-33.
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ideologies notwithstanding, it is possible to distinguish, following Youssef Chaitani836, three main

currents of thought in the wider Lebanese scene: Libanism837, Syrianism and Arabism. 

Beginning by the former, Libanism represented a plurality of currents838 whose only point in

common was their insistence on Lebanon’s separateness from Syria and its non-Arab character,

which Daniel Pipes identifies with the “spontaneous and widespread desire of Maronites to be free

of Muslim rule”839, but diverging, beyond these two fundamental premises, on such delicate matters

as  the  question  of  foreign  protection,  rejected  by  the  Egypt-based  Alliance  Libanaise  while

reclaimed by most Maronites in the Mountain and, first and foremost, by the Church; the territorial

area  of  the State-to-be,  with various  proposals  for  enlargement840;  and even the  very nature of

Lebanon’s political organization, with a variety of quixotic proposals ranging from turning it into a

French département to its becoming a protectorate modeled upon the Crusader kingdoms under the

aegis  of a  Maronite  prince841.  These ideological  cacophony can be easily grouped in two wide

sectors:  on the  one hand,  the  advocates  of  a  greater  Lebanon under  French protection and the

proponents of a smaller Lebanon, confined to the borders of the former Mutasarrifiyyah which were

to be only slightly altered842, thus guaranteeing a permanent Christian majority within its borders843.

The apparent ideological strife could not hide, however, the deep class cleavage that separated both

options, prefiguring the Mountain-City dichotomy that came to dominate Intra-Maronite politics in

the independence era844, since the greater-libanist position, inasmuch as it advocated expansion for

836CHAITANI, 2007, 5-7. Cf. TRABOULSI, 1999, 19-20.
837Following Gilmour and for merely aesthetic reasons, it has been preferred to use the term “Libanism” (from the

French Liban) rather than the horrid “Lebanonism” that has gained certain currency in the literature.
838MARTÍN FERNÁNDEZ, 2009, 48-49; TRABOULSI,  2007, 82-85; HARTMAN & OLSARETTI, 2003, 38-39;

VAN LEEUW, 2001, 151-153; PIPES, 1990, 21-22; KIWAN, 1988, 125-127; BUHEIRY, 1986, 20.
839PIPES, 1990, 36.
840Albert Naccache considered that the Liban Naturel  comprised, beyond its current boundaries, Safita and Husn al-

Akrad in contemporary Syria and the Houlah valley in present-day Israel (NACCACHE, 1919, 10), whereas Paul
Noujaim excluded the Houlah but included both Safita and Husn al-Akrad (NOUJAIM, 1919, 76).  Cf. FIRRO,
2004, 16-18.

841KIWAN, 1988, 126-127.
842N.b. Eddé’s proposal in VAN LEEUW, 2001, 423. Cf. ZAMIR, 1978, 232-235.
843MARTÍN FERNÁNDEZ, 2009, 48; ZISSER, 1995, 892; KIWAN, 1988, 129; RONDOT, 1954, 83-84.
844TRABOULSI, 1999, 22; HOURANI, 1988, 6, 7-8; HOURANI, 1976, 33-42; SALIBI & GRASSMUCK, 1957, 2.
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strictly economic reasons and to avoid the risk of yet another famine like the one suffered during

the war, was mainly supported by the, primarily Beiruti, merchant and landed bourgeoisie – and by

the Church – with landholdings and private economic interests in the annexed areas and in the wider

Syrian  hinterland845,  while  the  common people,  particularly  in  the  wholly  Maronite  district  of

Kisrawan – where the movement seems to have risen up to the former Khazin aristocracy846 –  were

largely supportive of the smaller-libanist position, as they had developed, throughout the extended

existence  of  the  Mutasarrifiyyah,  a  proto-national  attachment  to  the  land  comprised  within  its

borders847 and feared the socio-demographic consequences of their being extended. 

Of less importance in the Maronite scene than Libanism, Syrianism had been, before the

outbreak of the war, one of the main ideological trends among Christians in the wider Lebanese

area848. Syrianist theoreticians, initially gathered around the Protestant missionaries849 and having

the convert Butrus al-Bustani as their first – and arguably, most articulate – spokesman, argued in

favor of a historical Syrian nation “whose culture, ethnography and history had fostered the discrete

characteristics of the ‘Syrians’”850. Their Syrianism, centered on the recovery and purification of the

vernacular language851, essential for the Protestant Bible-based approach to proselytizing, remained

intimately  linked  to  Arabism  and  it  can  even  be  contended  that  both  ideologies  remained

indistinguishable  until  the  end  of  the  war852 –  even  afterwards,  many  Christian  pan-Arabists

remained linked to a Syrianized version of Arabism853. However, the foundation of the Université

845CHAITANI, 2007, 11-12; TRABOULSI, 2007, 85-86; PHARES, 1995, 70, 72, 75; KIWAN, 1988, 143; SALIBI,
1971, 78-79; HITTI, 1965, 219-220; 

846TRABOULSI, 2007, 86; PHARES, 1995, 71; RABBATH, 1986, 379; ZAMIR, 1985, 120.
847MARTÍN FERNÁNDEZ, 2009, 103-108; 110-111; TRABOULSI, 1999, 19; PHARES, 1995, 70-72; ZISSER, 1995,

892;  PIPES,  1990,  34;  BUHEIRY,  1986,  20;  ZAMIR,  1985,  119;  ENTELIS,  1974,  24;  SALIBI,  1971,  78;
RONDOT, 1968, 39.

848ABU-MANNEH, 1980, 290; FIRRO, 2004, passim.
849PHILIPP, 1973, 6; SALIBI, 1965, 155.
850FIRRO, 2004, 1. Cf. HAKIM, 2013, 150.
851ABU-MANNEH, 1980, 291-293; SALIBI, 1965, 154.
852HAKIM, 2013, 153.
853Daniel Pipes (1990, 47-48) argues that such relevant figures of the pan-Arab movement as Edmond Rabbath, Benoît

Aboussouan or even George Antonious limited themselves to paying “lip service” to pan-Arabism while supporting
Greater Syrian schemes.
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Saint-Joseph led the way to the development of a French-inspired Syrianism, which separated Syria

from the Arab world, finding her roots, very particularly, in the Phoenician Antiquity854, with the

work of the influential professor, father Henri Lammens (1862-1937)855, serving as the breeding

ground  for  a  whole  generation  of  Francophile  Syrianists.  Perhaps  unsurprisingly,  given  the

importance attributed by Lammens and his disciples to Mount Lebanon as the “refuge for oppressed

minorities” that allowed for the preservation of “the authentic character of Syria” despite its being

“threatened by the Arab-Islamic occupation”856,  many of them (Shukri Ghanim, Jacques Thabit,

Charles Corm himself) turned to Libanism as soon as the war was over857.

Lastly, Arab nationalism, whose “aim  [...] was the realization of the independence of the

Arabs and the establishment of some degree of unity between them”858 represented only a minimum

fraction  of  Maronite  opinion859 and  was  more  or  less  openly confronted  by the  community at

large860. Only later, when the demographic realities of Greater Lebanon and political expediency so

advised, a compromise would be found between the pure Arabist and Libanist stances. 

Against this ideological backdrop, the French proceeded, on October 29, 1918, to partially

restore  the  Mutasarrifiyya’s Administrative  Council  in  its  functions,  putting  it  in  charge  of  the

Mountain’s daily affairs until a definitive régime for the Mount Lebanon was established861. As it

was  becoming  increasingly  evident  that  the  destiny  of  the  former  Levantine  holdings  of  the

Ottoman  Empire  was  to  be  decided  by  the  Paris  Peace  Conference,  the  Council  decided,  on

December 9, 1918, to send a delegation862, headed by Da’ud cAmmun, to plead the Lebanese cause

854FIRRO, 2004, 2-3; KAUFMAN, 2000, 58-63; KAUFMAN, 2001, passim.
855As Edmond Rabbath remembers (1986, 298-299), it had been Fr. Lammens who had once said that Syria was “as

indivisible as Christ’s tunic”.
856KAUFMAN, 2000, 59. Cf. LAMMENS, 1921, passim, e.g.: 267-268.
857FIRRO, 2004, passim.
858SOLH, 2004, 7.
859RABBATH, 1986, 326; HALLAQ, undated, 12-13
860La  Revue  Phénicienne offers  an  astonishing  approximation  to  the  degree  of  hostility  felt  by  Libanists  and

Francophile Syrianists towards the Arabs at large.
861HAKIM, 2013, 233; AMMOUN, 1997, 209; AKARLI, 1993, 174-175; HOURANI, 1981, 136.
862Besides its president, the Delegation was integrated by Mahmud bey Joumblatt, who, after dropping out therefrom
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by forwarding the following exigencies:

1º extension du territoire du Liban actuel à ses limites historiques et géographiques et conforme à ses

besoins économiques [...];

2º confirmation de l’autonomie de ce pays [...];

3º  institution  pour  le  Mont-Liban  d’une  Chambre  représentative  [...].  Cette  Chambre  aurait  droit  de

légiférer et jouirait de toutes les attributions des Parlements dans les pays démocratiques;

4º l’appui du gouvernement français pour la réalisation des vœux précités [...] et enfin la garantie dudit

gouvernement  français  de  notre  indépendance  en  question,  de  manière  à  la  protéger  contre  toute

atteinte.863

Received by the President of the French Republic, Raymond Poincaré, and by the Foreign

Minister and other dignitaries, the Delegation experienced, though, a resounding failure due to the

divergences of its members regarding the extension and character of the State they were seeking to

create. Received by Georges Clemenceau, French Prime Minister and president of the Conference,

the  discrepancies  within  the  delegation,  which  had  already  caused  a  fistfight  between  Da’ud

cAmmun and Émile Eddé864, became open as they were unable to agree on the layout of the frontiers

they claimed for Greater Lebanon and ended up causing a scene in the office of the Président du

Conseil865. 

Having thus returned to Lebanon without success866, and faced by the looming possibility of

a Syrian union under the leadership of Faysal, which seemed to be confirmed by the French High

Commissioner, Georges-Henri Picot867, the Maronite Patriarch, who was reported to have said that

was substituted by Najib  cAbd al-Malak, cAbdallah al-Khuri,  Émile Eddé, Ibrahim bey Abu Khater and  cAbdul
Hajjar.

863Cit. in VAN LEEUW, 2001, 159.
864VAN LEEUW, 2001, 173.
865VAN LEEUW, 2001, 168.
866HAKIM, 2013, 241.
867HAKIM, 2013, 243-245; HARRIS, 2012, 174-175; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 179; ZAMIR, 1985, 61-62.
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he would rather die of hunger atop the rocks of his ancestors than ever to depend on Damascus868,

decided,  despite  the  ill-timed  declaration  of  independence  proclaimed  by  the  Administrative

Council  on May  20, 1919869,  to  take the matters  into his  own hands870.  Pressuring the Council

through popular  mobilization871, he obtained, on June 16, 1919, a formal appointment to head a

second Lebanese  delegation  to  the  Peace  Conference,  which  he  duly did,  accompanied  by six

bishops, five Maronite and a Greek-Catholic872. During the following months, the Patriarch behaved

as if he was the Lebanese head of State873 and was treated accordingly by the foreign powers and

institutions.

In his role as Lebanon’s de facto head of State, Mgr. Huwayyik spared no efforts to secure

his goal of an independent, enlarged – and Christian – Lebanese State874: after obtaining the support

of the Holy See875, he mobilized international support876 and French public opinion877 to support his

claims,  which  were  pleaded  before  the  conference  plenum by  making  use  of  an  intelligent

combination  of  historical,  political,  cultural  and  economic  arguments878,  while  emphasizing

Lebanon’s distinctiveness vis-à-vis Syria, which was displayed as a “Bedouin country” contrasting

with Lebanon, that “constitutes in the Orient the main homeland of Western culture”879. Huwayyik’s

appeal – and backstage maneuvering – was entirely successful, for he secured, on November 10,

868NANTET, 1963, 245.
869HAKIM, 2013, 244; TRABOULSI, 2007, 77; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 179; RABBATH, 1986, 303.
870HAKIM, 2013, 245; ATESHIAN, 1984, 45-46.
871VAN LEEUW, 2001, 180; MAHFOUZ, 1985, 160; ZAMIR, 1985, 62.
872Together with the Maronite Patriarch, the delegation was composed of the Greek-Catholic archbishop of Zahlah,

Mgr. Kyrillos Mughabghab, the Maronite Archbishops of Beirut and Tyre, Mgrs. Ignace Mubarak and Shukrallah al-
Khuri, the Patriarcal Vicar Butrus Faghali, and Mgrs. Cyprianos Chehab and Theodosios Makhluf, together with the
priest Istifan al-Duwayhi.

873HAKIM, 2013, 232; AKARLI, 1993, 178; KHAIR, 1973, 173.
874HARRIS, 2012, 175; JAULIN, 2009, 192; KIWAN, 1988, 127; MOOSA, 1986, 287; RABBATH, 1986, 303-305;
ZAMIR, 1985, 70; SMOCK, 1975,  42-43;  KHAIR, 1973, 163-164;  SALIBI,  1965, 163; SPENCER, 1963, 82-83;
RONDOT, 1958, 26; ZIADEH, 1957, 48-49; RONDOT, 1955, 257; HALLAQ, undated, 11-12.
875ZAMIR, 1985, 70; CORM, 1919, 242.
876HARRIS, 2012, 174-175; DIB, 2001-a, 238; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 187; ZISSER, 2000, 7; AMMOUN, 1997, 235;

MAHFOUZ, 1985, 161.
877DIB, 2001-b, 614-617; ZAMIR, 1985, 70, 73.
878McCALLUM, 2010, 30; PHARES, 1996, 70; AMMOUN, 1997, 238-239; KIWAN, 1988, 127; HOYEK, 1919, 236-

241.
879HOYEK, 1919, 237.
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1919, the support for Lebanon’s independence and territorial enlargement of the, paradoxically anti-

clerical, French premier, Georges Clemenceau880. 

Thus, and despite the protests of the General Syrian Congress, which complained against the

Patriarch’s delegation arguing that “the Maronite community that he represents is but a minority in

the  Greater  Lebanon  he  claims”881,  the  Patriarch  was  eminently  successful.  The  different

interpretations regarding the precise extent of Lebanon’s borders notwithstanding, both France and,

more  importantly,  Faysal,  albeit  briefly,  had  recognized  Lebanese  independence  in  relation  to

Syria882. The appointment of general Henri Gouraud, a practicing Catholic883 whom Clemenceau had

once  derisively called  général  de  jésuiterie,  as  the  new High Commissioner  in  substitution  of

Georges-Henri Picot, gave further hopes to the Maronite leadership that their claims would be taken

into  account884 despite  the  –  never  officially  published885 –  conclusions  of  the  King-Crane

Commission,  which,  sent,  in pure Wilsonian fashion, to assess the aspirations of the Levantine

peoples, had revealed that, with the almost sole exception of Mount Lebanon’s Maronites and Greek

Catholics, a large majority of the Greater Syrian population was in favor of full-independence, unity

and opposed to Zionism886.

By the  time  when  Faysal  returned  to  Damascus,  in  January  1920,  his  agreement  with

Clemenceau came to naught. Under the pressure of the radical nationalist majority of the Syrian

General  Congress  (Daniel  Pipes  goes  as  far  as  to  affirm that  he  had  been  “hijacked”  by the

880HARRIS, 2012, 175; DREXLER, 2012, 86; TRABOULSI, 2007, 77; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 190-191; AMMOUN,
1997,  239-240;  RABBATH, 1986,  305-306;  ZAMIR,  1985,  72;  GILMOUR, 1983,  61-62;  KHAIR, 1973,  165;
MOUWANES, 1973, 46; SPENCER, 1963, 83; KHURI, 1960, 95-96; RONDOT, 1954, 83.

881HALLAQ, undated, 12.
882HAKIM, 2013, 250; TRABOULSI, 2007, 77; ZAMIR, 1985, 73-74; ZIADEH, 1957, 48-49; RONDOT, 1955, 247.
883VAN LEEUW, 2001, 194; ZAMIR, 1985, 74; SALIBI, 1965, 164.
884HAKIM, 2013, 254; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 191; ZAMIR, 1985, 75-76.
885HITTI, 1965, 218.
886HAKIM, 2013, 246-248; TRABOULSI, 2007, 78; PIPES, 1990, 26; RABBATH, 1986, 307-309; ZAMIR, 1985, 66-

69; GILMOUR, 1983, 62-63; MEO, 1965, 48; SALIBI, 1965, 164; HALLAQ, undated, 10-11.
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radicals887),  he rejected the agreements negotiated in Europe and opted for full  independence888,

which was solemnly proclaimed on March 7, 1920:

We unanimously proclaim the  full  and  unrestricted  independence  of  Syria  within  its  natural  borders

including  Palestine  [...],  committing  ourselves  to  the  protection  of  minority  rights  and  refusing  the

Zionists’ pretensions at making Palestine a national home for the Jews [...].889

The Congress  proceeded forthwith to proclaim Faysal as king of Syria and announced its

disposition to 

take [...] into account the national aspirations of the Lebanese [...] regarding the administration of the

province  of  Lebanon  within  its  known  pre-war  limits,  on  condition  that  they  reject  any  foreign

influence.890

The resolutions adopted by the Congress caused an uproar within the Maronite community,

with demonstrations erupting throughout the Mountain891 and formal protests being issued by both

the Maronite patriarch and the Lebanese delegation that, under the leadership of Mgr. cAbdallah al-

Khuri, Maronite Archbishop of Acra in partibus and Patriarchal Vicar892, had been organized under

the  orders  of  Mgr.  Huwayyik893,  in  his  role  as  de  facto head  of  State,  on  January  31,  1920.

Retrospectively, the extreme preocupation caused by the resolutions of the Syrian Congress seemed

unfounded, for not only were the aspirations of the Lebanist movement finally confirmed on March

887PIPES, 1990, 27. Cf. ZAMIR, 1985, 81-82.
888TRABOULSI, 2007, 78; WINSLOW, 1996, 56; PIPES, 1990, 27; RABBATH, 1986, 330-332; SPENCER, 1963,

84; HALLAQ, undated, 13.
889HALLAQ, undated, 13.
890HALLAQ, ibid.
891VAN LEEUW, 2001, 2000; 200-201; ZAMIR, 1985, 86-87; SPENCER, 1963, 85; HALLAQ, undated, 13-14.
892After some last-minute changes, the delegation was composed of Mgr. cAbdallah al-Khuri, who had been, as well,

delegated as representative of the Shici za’im Ahmad bey al-Asacad, and further including the emir Tawfiq Arslan,
Sheikh Joseph Gemayel and Émile Eddé, which were later joined by Mgr. Mughabghab, Greek-Catholic Archbishop
of Zahlah.

893HAKIM, 2013, 253; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 193; ZAMIR, 1985, 78.
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11894, but also both France and Great Britain refused adamantly to recognize the validity of the

Congress’ decisions895. The Treaty of San Remo (April 26, 1920) attributed to France the authority

over  both  Syria  and  an  enlarged  Lebanon896 and  dashed  definitively  Faysal’s  hopes  for  an

independent Syrian kingdom covering most of the Levant. 

Henceforth the situation became explosive. While Faysal was trying to reach a last minute

understanding with general Gouraud, radicalized gangs marauded the Christian towns of Southern

Lebanon897 and “bullied”898 the Shici leaders of the Jabal  cAmil into proclaiming their region “an

independent district linked to the Syrian Federation”899. Even seven900 of the thirteen members of

Mount Lebanon’s Administrative Council – among whom was Sacdallah Huwayyik, the Patriarch’s

brother –  in one of the most bizarre events of the post-war period, proclaimed their allegiance to

Faysal on June, 20,901 and proceeded to Damascus to pay allegiance to the Sharifian king902, being

arrested and subsequently deported by the French authorities before they could reach the Umayyad

capital,  among  the  general  astonishment  of  the  Mount  Lebanon’s  Maronite  population  who

“renewed, in the following days,  its  attachment  to the French presence in Lebanon”903.  Having

presented Faysal with an ultimatum on July 14, General Gouraud, not having received the king’s

compliance with his requests for causes unknown904, ordered the troops commanded by General

Goybet to advance against Damascus. After having marched on to the Biqac, they were met, on July

24, at Khan Maysalun by the Sharifian troops headed by Defense Minister Yusif al-cAdma. The

894VAN LEEUW, 2001, 200.
895PIPES, 1990, 27-28; ZIADEH, 1957, 49.
896CHAITANI, 2007, 7; TRABOULSI, 2007, 78; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 202; WINSLOW, 1996, 56; PIPES, 1990, 28;

RABBATH, 1986, 309-310; HITTI, 1965, 218-219; SPENCER, 1963, 86; ZIADEH, 1957, 49.
897HAKIM, 2013, 252, 259; ZAMIR, 1985, 82, 85.
898HARRIS, 2012, 177.
899TRABOULSI, 2007, 78.
900Khalil  cAql, Sacdallah Huwayyik, Sulayman Kanacan, Elias Shuwayri, Fu’ad  cAbd al-Malak, Mahmud Joumblatt

and Muhammad Hajj Muhsin. The other members of the Council were Da’ud cAmmun, Nicolas Ghosn, Muhammad
Sabra, Na’um Bakhous, cAbd al-Halim Hajjar and the Council’s Speaker, Habib Pasha al-Sacd.

901HAKIM,  2013,  255-256;  HARRIS,  2012,  177;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  79;  DE  CAIX,  1926  [2006],  414;  VAN
LEEUW, 2001, 212-213; AKARLI, 1993, 179; ZAMIR, 1985, 89-90; ZIADEH, 1957, 49

902VAN LEEUW, 2001, 212; MS, 1978, 7; KHURI, 1960, 105.
903VAN LEEUW, 2001, 213.
904TRABOULSI,  2007,  79;  VAN  LEEUW,  2001,  216-217;  AKARLI,  1993,  179;  RABBATH,  1986,  338-

342;SPENCER, 1963, 86.
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irregular forces assembled under the flag of the Arab revolt had little to do against France’s artillery

and were rooted out in a question of hours905. On knowing of the defeat, Faysal fled the country to

become, shortly thereafter, the puppet king of an Iraq under British occupation.

The Church exulted at Faysal’s defeat906 and, despite some hesitations on the part of French

officials regarding the definitive delimitation of Lebanon’s borders throughout the Summer907, the

publication, on August 31, of the arrêtés 318, 320, and 321, together with the arrêté 299 of August,

2, established the State of Greater Lebanon and delimited its borders by attaching to the former

Mutasarrifiyyah the districts of Rashaya, Hasbaya, Bacalbak and Mucallaqa in the Beqac Valley and

the sanajik of Sayda, Beirut, Tripoli up to the Nahr al-Kabir and including the qada’ of cAkkar908.

The following day, Greater Lebanon’s independence was proclaimed in presence of the Patriarch:

the dream was accomplished, but was it?

2.2. Greater Lebanon (1920-1926)

Formalized on July 24, 1922, the French Mandate over Lebanon responded, as was said

above, to the paternalistic concept enunciated by article 22 of the covenant of the League of Nations

(June 28, 1919), whereby ‘evolved’ States were supposed to help those “not yet able to stand by

themselves” to achieve the desired level of development:

To those colonies and territories which as a consequence of the late war have ceased to be under the

sovereignty of the States which formerly governed them and which are inhabited by peoples not yet able

to stand by themselves under the strenuous conditions of the modern world, there should be applied the

905SALIBI  2011  [1988],  22-23,  33;  CHAITANI,  2007,  7;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  79;  VAN  LEEUW,  2001,  217;
RABBATH, 1986, 342; SALIBI, 1965, 164; SPENCER, 1963, 87; HALLAQ, undated, 14.

906TRABOULSI, 2007, 80; AKARLI, 1993, 180; ZAMIR, 1985, 91.
907HARRIS, 2012; 177; TRABOULSI, 2007, 85-86; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 219-220; ZISSER, 2000, 6.
908HARRIS, 2012, 177; ATTIÉ, 2004, 14; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 230-231; ZAMIR, 2000, 6; AKARLI, 1993, 180;

RABBATH,  1986,  365,  367-369;  ZAMIR,  1985,  94-95;  DUBAR & NASR,  1976,  23;  RABBATH,  1968,  11;
SPENCER, 1963, 87; SALIBI, 1965, 164; RONDOT, 1955, 247; RONDOT, 1954, 84.
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principle that the well-being and development of such peoples form a sacred trust of civilisation [...]

The best method of giving practical effect to this principle is that the tutelage of such peoples should be

entrusted to advanced nations who by reason of their resources, their experience or their geographical

position can best undertake this responsibility [...].909

Naturally  enough,  the  League  had  to  acknowledge  that,  all  her  good  intentions

notwithstanding, it was essential to distinguish between the former African and Pacific domains of

the downtrodden German Empire and the “more evolved”910 territories of the Near East, hence, and

while the former were assimilated to colonies in toto911, the latter were expected to be able to rule

themselves relatively soon, which imposed a series of obligations on the mandatory,  namely to

elaborate

dans un délai de trois ans, à dater de l’entrée en application du présent Mandat, un statut organique [...].

Ce statut sera préparé d’accord avec les autorités indigènes [sic] et tiendra compte des droits, intérêts et

vœux de toutes les populations habitants les dits territoires. Il  édictera les mesures propres à faciliter

[leur] développement progressif [...] comme États indépendants [...].912

The new system suited much more the traditionally British approach to colonialism, based

on indirect rule,  than the French Jacobin spirit  and, indeed, the Gauls proceeded to establish a

highly centralized and pervasive administrative machinery913, resembling more closely a system of

direct rule914 rather than the benevolent protectorate envisaged by the League of Nations, which

should not appear as a surprise given that both General Gouraud and his successor at the Résidence

909AVALON PROJECT.
910RABBATH, 1968, 13. Cf. RABBATH, 1986, 294-295, 351.
911Article 22.5 and 6 of the Covenant of the League of Nations (AVALON PROJECT).
912RABBATH, 1982, 6. Cf. RABBATH, 1986, 353-355.
913TRABOULSI, 2007, 88; ATTIÉ, 2004, 15; THOMPSON, 2000, 63; WINSLOW, 1996, 60; RABBATH, 1986, 356-

357, 370; RABBATH, 1968, 14; HITTI, 1965, 220; CHAMOUN, 1963, 62; SPENCER, 1963, 90-92; KHURI, 1960,
111; RONDOT, 1955, 249; HOURANI, 1946, 170-174; GRASSMUCK & SALIBI, 1957, 4.

914VAN LEEUW, 2001, 233, 237; ZAMIR, 1985, 140-141.
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des Pins915,  General  Maxime Weygand, belonged to Lyautey’s Moroccan school and shared his

expeditious methods. Hence, neither the recruitment of indigenous notables to head the different

governmental services916 – reduplicated by the appointment of French counselors to all Lebanese

directors  –  nor  the  establishment  of  an  appointed  17-member  Advisory Council917 managed to

contain  the  growing  discontent  of  several  members  of  the  Christian  élite  who,  criticizing  the

excessive interference of French officials in the internal affairs of Lebanon and requesting “electoral

representation for the country”918,  founded the  Parti  du Progrès  (Hizb al-Taraqqi)919.  The party,

composed of a ‘who is who’ of Beirut’s Christian élite920 – many of whom had already collaborated

in  Charles  Corm’s  La  Revue  Phénicienne921,  demanded  the  independence  of  Lebanon  while

remaining steadfast in their support of the French mandate for the time being, given the country’s

“exposure to the ambitions from without and the incursions from within”922,  hence their  motto:

Pour le Liban avec la France (fi sabil Lubnan maca Faransa) .

Beyond  its  administrative  problems,  the  newly-established  State  faced  a  much  pressing

challenge:  its  demography.  By enlarging Mount  Lebanon’s  borders  to  include  areas  with  solid

Muslim majorities,  the  proposed Maronite  nation-state  became,  in  General  Gouraud’s  words,  a

“mosaic-like”923 assembly  of  confessions  and  ethnic  groups,  an  Islamo-Christian  synthesis924,  a

915Official see of the High Commission.
916The first  Lebanese directors  were:  Charles  Dabbas,  cAli  bey al-Asacad,  Auguste Adib Pasha,  Albert  Naccache,

Shafiq bey Halabi, Dr. Mansur and Asacad bey Younis.
917VAN LEEUW, 2001, 233-234; RABBATH, 1986, 370-371; SALIBI, 1965, 165. The members of the Commission

were, according to VAN LEEUW (2001, 238): Da’ud cAmmun, Antun cArab, Nasri al-cAzuri, Butrus Karam, sheikh
Yusuf al-Khazin and Na’um Labaki (Maronites); Nicolas Ghusn, Ibrahim Sarraf and Petro Trad (Greek Orthodox);
Ibrahim Abu Khater  (Greek Catholic);  cUthman Alamuddin,  Hasan  Bayhum,  cUmar al-Dacuq and Yusuf Johari
(Sunnis); Ibrahim Haydar and Husayn Zayn (Shicis) and Tawfiq Arslan (Druze). 

918BUHEIRY, 1986, 16. 
919TRABOULSI,  2007,  84-85;  VAN  LEEUW,  2001,  239-241;  TRABOULSI,  1999,  22;  KIWAN,  1988,  130;

BUHEIRY, 1986,15-16; KHURI, 1960, 115.
920Its founding members were: the marquis Jean de Freige, Na’um Bakhus, Émile Eddé, Émile Qashu c, Émile cArab,

Michel Chiha, Alfred Naccache, Alphonse Zayniyya, Bishara al-Khuri, Gabriel Bulad, Najib al-Mawsili, Shukri
Qardahi, Salim Asfar and Charles Corm.

921TRABOULSI, 1999, 23.
922Quoted in VAN LEEUW, 2001, 241. 
923Quoted in HALLAQ, undated, 12-13.
924RONDOT, 1958, 26.
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“multicommunal  mélange”925 where  Christians  were  an  exiguous  majority  and  the  Maronites,

particularly after the wartime famine926, represented but a minority among others927. Thus enlarged

the country was more viable from an economic viewpoint but:

The addition of al-Biqa, the coastal plain and their cities [...] created new problems. The area of the

country was almost doubled. Its population, predominantly Christian, was suddenly augmented by half

[...], predominantly Shiites and other Moslems on a culturally lower level. [...] what the country gained in

area it lost in cohesion.928

Confronted  with  this  demographic  reality,  several  Maronite  notables929 expressed  their

opposition to the extended borders of the newborn State,  in the belief that they were a terrible

mistake satisfying neither Christians nor Muslims. In Sulayman Kanacan’s words:

la création du Grand-Liban sous sa forme actuelle est une fausse opération qui ne satisfait ni ses habitants

ni les annexés. Les musulmans annexés considèrent le Liban comme un obstacle à la réalisation de leur

idéal [...]. Les Libanais y ont perdu leurs privilèges et leur personnalité930

Or, in Georges Samné’s colorful expression:

[...] où est le foyer chrétien, [...] puisqu’un foyer est un endroit où l’on se groupe en famille ? Qu’est ce

qu’une famille où l’on trouve moitié d’étrangers?931

925HARRIS, 2012, 179.
926HARRIS, 2012, 178; ZAMIR, 1985, 99.
927ABISAAB, 2014, 296; HARRIS, 2012, 178-179; JAULIN, 2009, 189-210; ZISSER, 2000, 5-7; ZISSER, 1995, 892;

KEDOURIE, 1992, 50; KIWAN, 1988, 135; ZAMIR, 1985, 98-100; ZAMIR, 1978, 232-233; DUBAR & NASR,
1976, 24; SALIBI, 1971, 80; MEO, 1965, 47; SPENCER, 1963, 87-88; RONDOT, 1955, 248; DE VAUMAS, 1955,
577-584; RONDOT, 1954, 84-85; 

928HITTI, 1965, 220.
929ABISAAB, 2014, 292-293; ZAMIR, 1985, 100.
930Quoted in VAN LEEUW, 2001, 235.
931Quoted in ZAMIR, 1985, 113.
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These worried statements were widely shared by the French authorities in Lebanon, who did

not cease to propose alternative territorial arrangements to the borders drawn in 1920 in order to

guarantee  a  more  solid  Christian  majority  in  Greater  Lebanon.  Particularly  relevant  were  the

attempts undertook by Robert de Caix, civil secretary to General Gouraud and his behind-the-scenes

factotum, who, again and again, proposed the detachment of Tripoli and cAkkar932, an idea shared as

well by High Commissioner Henri de Jouvenel (November 1925-June 1926) and the président du

Conseil Aristide  Briand933,  in  order  not  only  to  provide  Lebanon  with  a  more  homogeneous

population934, but also to guarantee a port to the Syrian interior and thus try to assuage Syrian and

Muslim opposition to the Mandate. Their proposals went, however, unheeded due to the frontal

refusal of both the Maronite Patriarchate – whose mind was haunted by the memories of war and

famine,  and  the  Beiruti  élite935,  keen  to  maintain  Tripoli  within  the  country’s  borders,  thereby

avoiding the upsurge of an unwanted competitor which might endanger Beirut’s privileged status on

the coast of the Levant936. In this context, it has been argued937 that the partitioning of the French-

mandated territories  into a  number of small  ethno-religious  statelets938 not  only responded to a

politique  minoritaire aiming  at  creating  grateful  clients  in  the  Levant,  but  also  to  soothe  the

apprehensions held by some sectors of Maronite regarding the threat that a united and nationalist-

controlled Syria could pose vis-à-vis Lebanese independence.

Lebanon’s enlargement not only diversified its population but also incorporated a dynamic,

well-organized, wealthy and influential Sunni bourgeoisie within its borders, who was called to play

932DE CAIX, 1926 [2006], 433-434, 437, 439-441.
933TRABOULSI, 2007, 86; ZAMIR, 1985, 115.
934JAULIN, 2009, 196; TRABOULSI,  ibid; ZAMIR, 2000, 12, 17; ZISSER, 2000, 6; PIPES, 1990, 55-56; ZAMIR,

1978, 233.
935ABISAAB, 2014, 293, 295-296; JAULIN, 2009, 196; ZAMIR, 2000, 16; PHARES, 1995, 75; KIWAN, 1988, 129;

ZAMIR, 1985, 117-118.
936TRABOULSI, 2007, ibid.; ZAMIR, 1985, 118.
937PIPES, 1990, 29-32. Cf. DE CAIX, 1926 [2006], 410-412; ZAMIR, 1985, 86-87, 106-109.
938The creation of Greater Lebanon came accompanied by the establishment of up to three statelets: the État  des

Alaouites, comprising the Syrian coastal range, mainly inhabited by Nusayris or cAlawis; and the States of Aleppo
and Damascus, to which another State, Jabal Druze, was added in 1921. Moreover, the French established special
administrative arrangements both for the sanjak of Antioch-Alexandretta and also – largely through the efforts of the
Syrian-Catholic Patriarch, Mgr. Tappuni – for the Jazirah region in the extreme northeastern border of the Mandate. 
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an essential  role  in  the  country’s  future.  For  the time being,  however,  Sunni  opposition to  the

State939 was materialized in a boycott of its institutions940, in the belief that:

Greater Lebanon was created against the Muslims. It was a matter of forming a Christian state. When the

authorities created Greater Lebanon, we Muslims were sacrificed, for our country is Syria. If we  [...]

become citizens of Greater Lebanon, it [is] because this was imposed on us. We demand to be attached to

Syria in a federal government.941

The arrival of General Weygand to replace General Gouraud as High Commissioner for the

Levant offered the Sunni opposition a perfect opportunity to press its demands942, which they did by

submitting a memorandum, whereby the ‘sons of the Coast’ (ahl al-Sahil) reclaimed the immediate

unification of Beirut and Tripoli with the Syrian interior, arguing that such territories had been

[...] attached to the [former] Mutasarrifiyyah of Mount Lebanon without the people’s consent [...] and in

complete  violation of  the promises explicitly made [...]  in  November 1918 by the representatives of

France and England to the districts and territories that had been separated from the Ottoman Empire, by

virtue thereof [...] the people had been promised complete freedom to decide its own fate [...].943

In spite of all Sunni efforts to widen the legitimacy of their claims to include both the non-

Catholic Christians and the heterodox Muslim communities944, their initiative was abruptly halted

by  Weygand’s  commitment  to  Greater  Lebanon’s  territorial  integrity,  which  he  had  already

expressed to the Maronite Patriarch in the course of his formal visit to Bkirki, a few days after his

arrival, when he guaranteed Mgr. Huwayyik that:

939ATTIÉ, 2004, 14; ZISSER, 2000, 12-13; KEDOURIE, 1992, 51; HOURANI, 1946, 184.
940TRABOULSI, 2007, 88; PHARES, 1995, 77; KHALIDI, 1983, 35-36; RONDOT, 1968, 41.
941PIPES, 1990, 62
942HARRIS, 2012, 179; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 265; ZAMIR, 1985, 150-152.
943HALLAQ, undated. 13
944ZAMIR, 1985, 151-152.
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L’indépendance  du Grand-Liban  n’a  pas  été  proclamée par  un  homme en son nom personnel.  Cette

indépendance a été proclamée par la France entière, puissance forte. La France défendra de toutes ses

forces, sa politique en Orient. L’indépendance du Grand-Liban est à la tête de son programme.945  

The establishment of an elected Representative Council, by  arrêtés 1307 and 1304-bis of

March 8, 1922, draw, however, a first hole in the wall of Sunni boycott. The Council, following the

tradition  already  inaugurated  by  the  advisory  assemblies  of  the  Qa’imaqamiyyatain and  the

Mutasarrifiyyah, was organized along confessional lines, but constituencies were not946, thus giving

birth to a, still premature but rapidly consolidating itself, tradition of inter-communal cooperation

that would become one of the most relevant legacies the French Mandate would bestow on the

Lebanese Republic. The rapid disintegration of the common Libanist front represented, up until

then, by the Parti du Progrès, due to the different conceptions held by its members – essentially on

the border question – “despite the absence of profound divergencies”947, would henceforth divide

the Maronite political élite in two radically opposed blocs, which became a factor for the weakening

of  the community’s  power and influence948 and imposed the need to  achieve inter-confessional

alliances in order to be successfully elected. For the following twenty years of French Mandate,

both of these factors, the institutional and the political, together with the community of interests

shared  by  Beirut’s  inter-confessional  oligarchy,  would  be  allowed  to  peacefully  grow  until

becoming the very foundation of Lebanese independence.

In a  replica of  metropolitan politics,  where the III  Republic’s moribund institutions had

become a permanent rosary of short-lived Cabinets, always on the verge of collapsing, the High

Commission for the Levant was affected by a chronic instability949, as the designation of its third

945Cit. in ZAMIR, 1985, 150.
946HARRIS, 2012, 180; ATTIÉ, 2004, 17; RABBATH, 1986, 375-376; ZAMIR, 1985, 142-143; RONDOT, 1968, 44;

SALIBI, 1965, 165; RONDOT, 1958, 28; RONDOT, 1954, 93.
947KIWAN, 1988, 130.
948ZISSER, 2000, 17-18; ZAMIR, 1985, i.a. 124; SPENCER, 1963, 96; HOURANI, 1946, 184-185; 
949L’Orient, 07/30/1926; 10/12/1927
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High Commissioner in barely four years, General Maurice Sarrail (November 29, 1924-December

23, 1925), evidently proves. Following the immensely popular General Weygand950, the choice of a

man like Sarrail could not have been more misguided. A Freemason, atheist and sympathizer of the

cartel des gauches951 that had won the election of May 1924, Sarrail managed, during his brief

mandate, to antagonize most social sectors in the Mandated territories. The High Commissioner’s

refusal to attend the famous  messe consulaire outraged both the Maronite Church and the Latin

missionaries, as also did his apparent discourtesy at declining to pay, following a well-established

tradition,  a  visit  to  the Patriarch in  Bkirki  or  his  plans  to  develop public,  secular  education952,

against the entrenched interests of the, long-established, religious schools. Such was the discontent

provoked by his attitude vis-à-vis the religious establishment that the High Commissioner had to be

formally compelled by the  Président du Conseil to comply with tradition953, reminding him that

laïceté is not for export.

Far graver than Sarrail’s quarrels with the religious dignitaries was his political clumsiness.

On his arrival to Beirut, he had proceeded to dissolve the Representative Council954, promising that

the newly elected one would be entitled to choose a Lebanese head of Government. The electoral

campaign, which saw important political events unfold, like the first round of the rivalry between

Émile  Eddé  and  Bishara  al-Khuri955 or  the  partial  end  to  the  Sunni  boycott  of  Lebanese

institutions956,  was  marred,  though,  by a flagrant  governmental  interference against  Eddé957 and

ended up consecrating, contrary to the High Commissioner’s early pledges, yet another Frenchman,

Léon Cayla, at the forefront of the Lebanese Administration958.

950L’Orient, 07/30/1926; ZAMIR, 1985, 155.
951HARRIS, 2012, 182; TRABOULSI, 2007, 88; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 270; THOMPSON, 2000, 45; RABBATH,

1986, 376; ZAMIR, 1985, 102, 153, 158; CHAMOUN, 1963, 69-70; SPENCER, 1963, 91.
952TRABOULSI, 2007, 88-89; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 278-280; THOMPSON, 2000, 45; ZAMIR, 1985, 158-166, 167;

DE BUSTROS, 1983, 37, 38; SALIBI, 1965, 166; SPENCER, 1963, 91-93.
953VAN LEEUW, 2001, 280.
954RABBATH, 1986, 378; SALIBI, 1965, 165
955VAN LEEUW, 2001, 282-283.
956HARRIS, 2012, 186-187; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 284; ZAMIR, 1985, 211.
957ZAMIR, 1985, 155, 166-167.
958VAN LEEUW, 2001, 289; ZAMIR, 1985, 156.
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In another  episode  of  Sarrail’s  “singular  lack of  common sense”959,  the tactless  policies

engineered by his delegate in the Jabal Druze, Captain Carbillet, aiming at curbing the power of

traditional leaders and imposing the mores of Western liberalism960, provoked a revolt that rapidly

spiraled into a general Syrian uprising engulfing practically the whole of the Mandated territories961.

Rappelled to France after barely a year as High Commissioner, Sarrail had had more than enough

time, however,  to tear down the carefully built  work of his predecessors. His successors at  the

Résidence des Pins, Henri de Jouvenel – who was the first civilian High Commissioner (November

7,  1925-June  26,  1926),  and  Auguste  Henri  Ponsot  (August  1926-July  1933),  by  applying  a

carefully deployed carrot-and-stick policy962 managed not only to put an end to the revolt, but also

to set up the constitutional bases of both the Lebanese and the Syrian Republics.

2.3. The Constitution of 1926 and the Birth of the Lebanese Republic (1926-1932)

The  Syrian  revolt  had  some  uncalled-for  consequences.  On  the  one  hand,  the  threat  it

seemed to  pose on  the  very existence  of  Greater  Lebanon and on its  territorial  integrity,  with

Bacalbak and cAkkar being under rebel control for several weeks in 1925 and various attacks being

directed against various Christian towns in the South (Marjcayun, Rashaya)963 and in the eastern

limits  of the Hirmil region964,  only served to confirm the Maronites,  with the Patriarch at  their

forefront, in their support for the French Mandate965. Moreover, the growing Sunni coloration of the

revolt contributed to its progressive abandonment by such communities as the Greek Orthodox, the

959SALIBI, 1965, 166.
960DE CAIX, 1926 [2006], 417; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 290; THOMPSON, 2000, 46; RABBATH, 1986, 383; ZAMIR,

1985, 168-169; CHAMOUN, 1963, 70.
961HARRIS,  2012,  182;  DE CAIX,  1926  [2006],  417-419;  VAN LEEUW,  2001,  290-293;  ZAMIR,  2001,  9-11;

WINSLOW, 1996, 62; ZAMIR, 1985, 184; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 38, 39-40; MEO, 1976, 52-53; HOURANI, 1946,
185-188.

962RABBATH, 1986, 388-389; ZAMIR, 1985, 185; HOURANI, 1946, 189-190.
963THOMPSON, 2000, 50; ZAMIR, 2000, 10; WINSLOW, 1996, 62; ZAMIR, 1985, 169-172.
964DE CAIX, 1926 [2006], 438.
965ZAMIR, 2000, 10; ZAMIR, 1985, 169, 175, 177.
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Shici and even some Druze factions966 which had hitherto supported its goals.

It was the new High Commissioner’s task to, taking advantage of those changes of attitude,

subdue the revolution which he did, as was said above, by a careful combination of rewards and

punishments.  The fact  that  he was  a  civilian  liberated  him from the  military duties,  that  were

entrusted to General Gamelin, which allowed de Jouvenel to concentrate on political affairs967. His

overall  strategy proved to  be  quite  successful.  On December  5,  1925,  the  High Commissioner

announced  before  the  Representative  Council  that  it  would  be  entrusted  with  the  drafting  and

approving a Constitution for Greater  Lebanon, taking into account the people’s wishes and the

rights of the Mandatory968. In his speech, de Jouvenel established one of the cornerstones of his

policy:

“Paix à tous ceux qui veulent la paix! Guerre à tous ceux qui veulent la guerre!” J’ai défini par ces deux

phrases une ligne de conduite dont ni les événements ni les hommes ne me feront départir.969

If his message had not been clearly expressed, he reiterated how Constitutional rule and self-

government  would  be  conceded  only to  those  territories  which  had  proven themselves  worthy

thereof:

[...] je prouverai que là où la paix la rend aujourd’hui possible, c’est-à-dire dans l’État du Grand Liban

et dans celui des Alaouites, elle [French cooperation in achieving a Constitution] sera pratiquée en pleine

sincérité et en pleine confiance [...].970

966HARRIS, 2012, 180; WINSLOW, 1996, 62.
967VAN LEEUW, 2001, 292.
968VAN  LEEUW,  2001,  294;  WINSLOW,  1996,  62;  RABBATH,  1986,  388-390;   RABBATH,  1982,  7-10;

RABBATH, 1968, 18; SALIBI, 1965, 166; 
969Cit. in RABBATH, 1982, 8.
970RABBATH, 1982, 8. My emphasis.
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The Representative Council, thus turned into a constituent assembly, immediately initiated

its drafting task by appointing, on December 10, a drafting commission971, under the chairmanship

of the Maronite Musa Nammur, who forthwith proceeded to gather the opinion of “the religious

leaders,  the  Lebanese  dignitaries  and  the  representatives  of  professional  interests”972 about  the

constitutional project973. The Constitution, drawn in barely five months, was finally proclaimed – it

was not formally promulgated until May 14, 1930, together with the Organic Statutes of the other

territories  under  French  Mandate974 –  on  May  23,  1926  and  immediately  entered  into  force.

Together  with  its  subsequent  amendments  of  October  17,  1927975 and  May  8,  1929976,  the

Fundamental Law of 1926 remained, with very slight amendments, the fundamental Charter of the

Lebanese State for almost seventy years, until the heavy modifications it suffered as a consequence

of the Ta’if Agreement.

The Constitution, while widely accused of being but a copy of the constitutional laws that

established the III French Republic977, reflected, on the contrary, and particularly so after its two

971DE BUSTROS, 1983, 42; RABBATH, 1982, 10. Its members were Shibli Dammus, cUmar al-Dacuq, the emir Fu’ad
Arslan, Michel Chiha, Yusif Salem, Georges Zuwayn, Petro Trad, Rukus Abi-Nadir, Subhi Haydar, cAbbud cAbd al-
Razak, Georges Thabit, Yusif al-Zayn and Musa Nammur.

972RABBATH, 1968, 19. Cf. TRABOULSI, 1999, 24, esp. fn. 8; ZAMIR, 1985, 203-204, 207-213; RABBATH, 1982,
17; RONDOT, 1968,43.

973A total of 210 personalities received a set of twelve questions regarding the different institutions that were to be
included in the future Constitution, with 132 forwarding responses. Following Edmond Rabbath’s description (1982,
16-33), the following results were obtained: 1. State form (Monarchy/Republic): 120/132 in favor of a Republic; 2.
Bicameralism/Monocameralism:  127/132  for  bicameralism;  3.  Presidential  responsibility:  a  majority  declared
themselves  in  favor  of  an  executive  President  and  therefore  responsible  before  the  Chamber;  4.  Ministerial
Responsibility: 116/132 for responsibility before the Chamber; 5. Collective or Individual ministerial responsibility:
112/132  for  dual  responsibility;  6.  Confessionalism:  while  initially  the  unanimity  of  the  inquired  rejected  a
confessional distribution of parliamentary seats, 121/132 ended up advocating this system for reasons relating to the
“traditions  of  the  Lebanese  people”  (RABBATH,  1982,  26);  7.  Electoral  System:  114/132  for  direct  vote;  8.
Electoral Quotient and duration of presidential mandates: 69/132 favored one seat for every 20,000 inhabitants,
while 36/132 lowered the number to 15,000. A great division could be observed, however, on the question of the
duration of presidential mandates; 9. Senate election system: the majority expressed its support for a partly elected,
partly appointed Higher Chamber; 10. Duration of the Senate’s mandate: most expressed their support for a long
senatorial term, with a duration ranging from five to seven years; 11. Division of electoral districts: Again, a great
division of opinions could be detected; 12. Extension of confessionalism to the Public Administration and to the
Cabinet: the responses coincided with those offered to question number 6. 

974RABBATH, 1982, 12, fn. 3; RABBATH, 1968, 26.
975Suppressed the Senate, established the collective responsibility of ministers and reinforced executive prerogatives.

(DE BUSTROS, 1983, 51-52; RABBATH, 1982, 44).
976Further reinforcement of executive prerogatives and, specifically, of presidential powers. The President’s mandate is

extended from three to six years (RABBATH, 1982, 45).
977CHAMOUN, 1963, 78.
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immediate  amendments,  the  legal  traditions  bequeathed  by Mount  Lebanon’s  long  institutional

history978.  Parliamentarism (whether bicameral or unicameral),  confessionalism and a strong yet

eminently  arbitral  Executive  had  been  the  three  main  elements  characterizing  both  the

Mutasarrifiyyah’s and the Imarah’s institutional arrangements and remained the pillars of the – now

renamed  –  Lebanese  Republic.  Under  the  inspiration  of  Michel  Chiha’s  conceptions,  the

Constitution can easily be conceived in Hegelian terms979, not as an omnicomprehensive document

organizing up to the minutest detail the totality of institutional life, but as a flexible and adaptive

instrument  reflective  of  the  “spirit  of  the  people”980 and  thus  capable  of  integrating  within  a

formalized republican framework the changing and evolving traditions981 that made up what has

thus far been called the ‘unwritten constitution of the Mountain’. In the words of Michel Chiha

himself:

On ne peut faire croître le manguier en Écosse ni l’edelweiss dans le désert. Les plantes ne vivent et ne

font de fruits que dans les climats favorables. Ainsi les lois.

C’est une grande présomption de prétendre imposer ses lois à des hommes qui n’y sont pas préparés.

C’est un désordre de prétendre transplanter chez les autres au nom du goût (et souvent du plaisir) des

mœurs lointaines ; et des codes entiers au nom du savoir et de la félicité.982

However, and despite the consecration of territorial integrity by the dispositions of articles 1

and 2 of  the just-approved Constitution983,  High Commissioner  de Jouvenel  tried to  attract  the

978KEDOURIE, 1992, 51; ZAMIR, 1985, 199, 214; RONDOT, 1968, 42-43; GRASSMUCK & SALIBI, 1957, 5.
979ALAIN, 1952, 61
980Ibid.
981HARRIS,  2012,  182-183;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  89-90;  ZISSER,  2000,  13,  19-20;  WINSLOW,  1996,  63-65;

PHARES,  1995,  81;  KHALIDI,  1983,  36;  RABBATH,  1982,  61;  SALIBI,  1971,  81;  HITTI,  1965,  220-221;
SALIBI, 1965, 167.

982CHIHA, 1944 [1950], 38-40.
983Article 1: Greater Lebanon is an independent and indivisible State – Its frontiers are the present ones which are

officially recognized by the Mandatory French Government, and by the League of Nations.
Article 2: No part of the Lebanese territory may be alienated or ceded.
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Syrian nationalists by promising them a revision of Lebanese borders, offering Tripoli and cAkkar,

and Bacalbak, “so that the Tripoli-Damascus railway track would not cross Lebanese territory”984, in

exchange for their renounce to violence. The support of certain Maronite leaders notwithstanding,

namely Émile Eddé985 and even Mgrs. Khuri986 and Huwayyik987 – though this is rather unbelievable

due  to  the  Patriarch’s  steadfast  support  for  a  greater  Lebanon,  as  Meir  Zamir  opportunely

remembers988 – de Jouvenel’s initiative was negatively received in the Quai d’Orsay and in the

Assemblée Nationale, where he was accused of “weakening the Lebanese Christians, France’s most

loyal allies in the Levant”989. Recalled to Paris at the beginning of the 1926 Summer, de Jouvenel

tried to explain his  actions regarding both the resolution of the lingering Syrian revolt  and the

modification of Lebanon’s borders990, but to no avail. Against the combined opposition of the new

président du Conseil, the conservative Raymond Poincaré, the governor of Lebanon, Léon de Cayla

and General Gamelin,  there was little that the High Commissioner could do. He was forthwith

substituted  by  another  civilian,  Henri  Ponsot,  a  career  diplomat,  close  to  Poincaré’s  forceful

approach to the Syrian question. Thus left de Jouvenel the Résidence des Pins, but not without an

ominous sentence regarding Lebanon’s future:

Il faudra bien un jour résoudre le problème des frontières libanaises qui pèse plus que tout autre sur notre

politique au Levant. S’appuyer sur la majorité chrétienne du Liban et la réduire à 52% en annexant 48%

d’irrédentistes,  préparer  ainsi  le  moment  où cette  majorité  de  plus  en  plus  atteinte  par  l’émigration,

passera à l’état de minorité,  brouiller pour un tel  résultat la France avec les Syriens quatre fois plus

nombreux que les Libanais et avec eux tous les musulmans d’Asie, c’est vouloir jour le Mandat sur une

carte perdue991.

984VAN LEEUW, 2001, 296. Cf. TRABOULSI, 2007, 90; ZAMIR, 2000, 12-16; ZAMIR, 1985, 186, 194.
985TRABOULSI, 2007, 90-91; DE CAIX, 1926  [2006], 436;  VAN LEEUW, 2001, 296; ZAMIR, 1985, 125, 196;

ZAMIR, 1978, 233.
986VAN LEEUW, 2001, 303-304.
987VAN LEEUW, 2001, 296; WINSLOW, 1996, 63.
988ZAMIR, 2000, 19; ZAMIR, 1985, 191-193, 196-197. Cf. JAULIN, 2009, 196.
989ZAMIR, 2000, 13.
990DE CAIX, 1926 [2006], 422; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 306; ZAMIR, 1985, 198-199.
991Cit. in VAN LEEUW, 2001, 302-303.
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Before being recalled by Poincaré’s conservative administration, de Jouvenel had managed,

however,  to  get  his  candidate992,  the  Orthodox  Charles  Dabbas,  as  President  of  the  Lebanese

Republic. The attribution of the State’s first magistracy to a non-Maronite aimed to tranquilize both

the Christian minorities and the Muslims of the fact that the Lebanese Republic was not to be a

dawlah  maruniyyah but  a  State  of  all  its  citizens993,  and  in  this  context,  his  appointment  was

supported both by Mgr. Huwayyik994 and by certain prime donne of Maronite politics, namely Émile

Eddé. Once elected, Dabbas immediately called on the Maronite Auguste Pasha Adib, an  émigré

with experience in the Egyptian Public Administration995, to form a Cabinet996, the first in a long list

of short-lived governments in what was to become one of the staples of Lebanese political life:

ministerial instability.

Adib’s government was characterized by its incompetence. Not only was it unable to live up

to its promises of improving the economy and reforming the Administration997 but, on the contrary,

it  gave  way  to  the  encroachment  of  clientelism  in  the  bureaucratic  apparatus:  “hundreds  of

unnecessary positions were added to the administration [...]. Consequently, over 75 per cent of the

budget was spent on sustaining [it]”998. Faced with the all-out opposition of both Chambers and

betrayed by his own Cabinet999, Adib resigned in April 1927 to be followed in the premiership by

Dabbas’ closest ally: Bishara al-Khuri1000, whose own rule proved to be as short-lived as that of his

predecessor. He resigned on August 9, 1928, amid accusations of corruption1001 and after barely a

992VAN LEEUW, 2001, 300.
993HARRIS, 2012, 185; ZAMIR, 2000, 44; SALIBI, 1965, 170; 
994VAN LEEUW, 2001, 300; SPENCER, 1963, 93-94; 
995KHAZEN, 1991, 27; RABBATH, 1986, 400.
996Its members were: Auguste Pasha Adib, Prime Minister, Finance Minister; Najib Kabbani, Justice Minister; Bishara

al-Khuri, Interior Minister; cAli Nasrat al-Asacad, Agriculture Minister; Najib Amiyuni, Public Instruction Minister;
Yusuf Aphtimos, Public Works Minister; Salim Talhuk, Public Health Minister. 

997ZAMIR, 2000, 46.
998ZAMIR, 2000, 47.
999ZAMIR, 2000, 48.
1000VAN LEEUW, 2001, 311; ZAMIR, 2000, 49.
1001ZAMIR, 2000, 58.
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year at the Cabinet’s helm. The new Prime Minister would be another Maronite, Habib Pasha al-

Sacad.

Reelected President on March 26, 1929, it did not take long for Dabbas to fall out with

Habib al-Sacad. Fearing that he might rig the forthcoming legislative election, as he had already

contributed to do back in 19251002,  he was forced to resign after a non-confidence motion against

him had been signed by a majority of the Assembly. Trustful to his friends, Dabbas rappelled Khuri

on  May  10,  19291003.  However,  and  despite  Sacad’s  resignation,  the  election  was  marred  by

irregularities:  vote-buying,  corruption,  violence  and  government  interference1004 in  favor  of  its

preferred candidates,  in a pattern which would thenceforth become a permanent fixtures  of the

Lebanese political process for decades to come. cUmar Bayhum’s searing criticism, when he told his

fellow deputies

Vous avez été, mes chers amis, le principal fléau du pays. Votre seule inquiétude fut de veiller à vos

propres intérêts. Vous avez rempli l’administration de vos partisans. Le bien public – l’intérêt général – ne

vous ont jamais importé. J’espère que la plupart d’entre vous ne feront pas partie du prochain Parlement

et que ce dernier sera moins malveillant, moins nuisible et moins honteux que le Parlement actuel1005

was doomed to come to naught.

The dirtiness of the electoral process notwithstanding, the election also revealed how politics

in Lebanon had been moving beyond the Islamo-Christian binomial and towards inter-sectarian

cooperation. The large electoral districts, all of them confessionally mixed to some extent, favored

1002ZAMIR, 2000, 62.
1003Khuri’s third Cabinet was made up by himself, as Prime Minister, Interior and Public Health Minister, together

with Najib bey Abusuwan, Justice and National Education Minister and Husayn bey al-Ahdab, Finance, Public
Works and Agriculture Minister.

1004VAN LEEUW, 2001, 325; ZAMIR, 2000, 63-65, 67.
1005Cit. in VAN LEEUW, 2001, 324-325.
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cooperation across the confessional divide in order to build a slate or ‘list’ attractive enough to

gather votes from all demographic quarters1006. In fact, it can be argued that this election inaugurated

a pattern of intra-sectarian conflict, by pitting candidates from the same confession to compete for a

limited number of seats, with particularly grave rows within the Maronite community1007. In the

north, the winning Maronite candidate, Wadiac Turbay, was forced to retire from the ballotage due

to the fear that the followers of his rival, Kabalan Frangié, the hardened mountaineers from Zgharta,

could descend from their Mountain stronghold and wreak havoc in Tripoli1008. Meanwhile, in the

muhafazah of Mount Lebanon, the conflict put to the open the deep political differences within the

Church hierarchy, with Mgr. Khuri supporting his nephew’s candidate, Yusif al-Khazin, while Mgrs.

cAql, Mubarak and Bustani, who represented the Church’s intransigent wing, stood by the Prime

Minister’s candidacy1009.

The deep legacy of division bequeathed by this election could not obscure, however, the

increasing Sunni participation in the process. While the boycott remained theoretically in force1010,

both Tripoli and Beirut sent several relevant members of the community (Shaykh Muhammad al-

Jisr and Khayr al-Din al-Ahdab from Tripoli, cAbdallah al-Yafi and cUmar al-Dacuq from Beirut and

Khalid  Chéhab  from  the  South) to  the  Parliament.  The  growing  –  albeit  grudging  –  Sunni

acceptance of the Lebanese State, which had been reinforced by Jisr’s election as speaker in 1927,

was  based  on  practical  reasons  of  a  political  and  economic  nature,  despite  the  sentimental

attachment of wide sectors of opinion to the idea of a reunited Syria1011.

Khuri’s  second  stage  at  the  Petit  Sérail  did  not  last  too  long  either.  He  resigned  on

1006MALSAGNE, 2011, 86; RABBATH, 1982, 204; HARIK, 1980, 33-34; DEKMEJIAN, 1978, 254; HARIK, 1975,
216; HARIK, 1972, 317; HUDSON, 1969, 252; RIZK, 1966, 103; HUREWITZ, 1963, 490.

1007ZAMIR, 2000, 65-67.
1008VAN LEEUW, 2001, 325; ZAMIR, 2000, 66-67.
1009ZAMIR, 2000, 66-67.
1010ZAMIR, 2000, 66.
1011ZISSER, 2000, 12.
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September  18,  1929  after  having  lost  both  the  President’s  and  the  public’s  confidence1012 and

leaving the country under the strains of a severe economic crisis, largely due to the overbearing

bureaucratic  apparatus  that  it  had  been  burdened  with  ever  since  the  proclamation  of  the

Constitution1013. It would be Émile Eddé who would be charged with the titanic task of reforming

the State institutions and refloating an ailing economy. Following into Habib al-Sacad’s footsteps1014,

Eddé received, on October 12, 1929, the confidence of the Chamber – he would subsequently be

awarded full powers by 5/6 of the Assembly members – with a program of “draconian”1015 reforms

aiming at tightening the reins on public spending1016. Eddé formed a five-member Cabinet to which

an  additional  sous-secrétaire was  added1017 and,  faced  by  the  rivalry  of  his  fellow  Maronite

deputies1018, he obtained the Patriarch’s backing for his intended program of economic reform1019. 

To a large extent, Eddé’s premiership, with its extensive reformist package, set up the real

bases of independent Lebanon: the still current administrative divisions were established (Decree-

Law of February 3, 1930)1020, the justice system was thoroughly overhauled, plans were established

for the agricultural  mise en valeur of wide areas of the country, and it was expected that private

initiative would contribute to fill in the gaps in the education and health sectors1021. In Eddé’s words

to the Chamber:

1012ZAMIR, 2000, 68.
1013VAN LEEUW, 2001, 325-328; RABBATH, 1986, 413-414; 
1014VAN LEEUW, 2001, 330; ZAMIR, 2000, 68-69.
1015VAN LEEUW, 2001, 331. Cf. DE BUSTROS, 1983, 58.
1016VAN LEEUW, 2001, 337; ZAMIR, 2000, 74; RABBATH, 1986, 414. 
1017Émile Eddé, Prime Minister,  in charge of the Interior,  Public Health and Welfare portfolios; Najib Abusuwan,

Justice and Public Instruction Minister; Musa Nammur, Finance Minister; Husayn al-Ahdab, Public Works Minister;
Sayyid Ahmad al-Husayni, Agriculture Minister and Gabriel Menassa, Undersecretary of State for Economic Affairs
at the Finance Ministry.

1018ZAMIR, 2000, 75.
1019VAN LEEUW, 2001, 338.
1020Eddé  dissolved  the  pre-existing  Ottoman  districts  and  established,  in  their  place,  four  muhafazats (Northern

Lebanon, Mount Lebanon, Southern Lebanon and al-Biqac) subdivided in  qadas, plus the city of Beirut. The new
administrative  divisions  responded  to  geographical  and  economic  criteria  rather  than  to  ethno-religious
considerations (thus, the former Mutasarrifiyyah was split among three of the newly created districts) and remained
fully in force until 2014, when the proposed creation of three new  muhafazats (cAkkar, Bacalbak-Hirmil and al-
Nabatiyyah) took place.

1021FIRRO, 2003, 109-110; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 340-350; KIWAN, 1988, 134-135.
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Messieurs, notre politique devra désormais consister à nous organiser pour travailler, à économiser pour

produire [...]1022

Eddé was to face, however, a strong opposition both within and without the Assembly. As

has been pointed out above, the new président du Conseil had to face the frontal opposition of wide

sectors of the Maronite political élite, beginning by Khuri and his colleagues, who did not miss any

opportunity to  weaken a serious rival for the 1932 presidential  election1023,  without the Church

being able to exert the moderating influence she had traditionally displayed due to her own internal

divisions as a consequence of the episcopal turf  for the succession the elderly Mgr. Huwayyik.

Meanwhile, in unionist circles, opposition to Eddé’s presidency was clearly expressed by cAbd al-

Hamid Karami, the Tripolitan leader, when he told the Prime Minister 

that he bore no personal grudge against him, but would do his utmost to overthrow him, since he did not

wish to see him using his talent to help Lebanon prosper.1024

The opportunity awaited by Eddé’s enemies and rivals to unsettle him from the Cabinet

came via  the Government’s  intended school reform. His  willingness  to  close down “a massive

number  of  primary  schools,  supported  by  the  State,  but  directed  by  incapable  and  suspect

teachers”1025 was interpreted by certain sectors as an anti-Muslim measure – given that far more

Muslim than Christian parents opted for public schooling1026 – that aimed to establish a  de facto

congregational  monopoly  over  education,  which  caused  an  uproar1027 transcending  Lebanon’s

borders. Faced by a propaganda campaign waged from abroad1028 and having lost both the High

1022VAN LEEUW, 2001, 347.
1023ZAMIR, 2000, 80.
1024Cit. in ZAMIR, 2000, 79.
1025RABBATH, 1986, 414. Cf. FIRRO, 2003, 110; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 360.
1026VAN LEEUW, 2001, 359-360; KHAZEN, 1991, 28.
1027TRABOULSI, 2007, 94; FIRRO, 2003, 111-114; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 362; ZAMIR, 2000, 78-79; KIWAN, 1988,

134; RONDOT, 1968, 45; SALIBI, 1965, 175.
1028VAN LEEUW, 2001, 364; ZAMIR, 2000, 78; KHAZEN, 1991, 28-29.
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Commissioner’s and the President’s support,  Eddé resigned on March 24, 1930 after barely six

months as Premier. Following Edmond Rabbath’s interpretation of the Cabinet’s downfall:

Dans ce Liban dont toute l’armature politique reposait sur le régime communautaire, la religion avait

servi d’instrument pour abattre le gouvernement. Mais cette fois, l’Islam triompha de l’État chrétien.1029

Or, in Meir Zamir’s words: “for the first time since their annexation to Lebanon, the Sunnis

had scored a clear victory”1030.

Auguste Adib received straightaway, and in spite of his widely shared reputation as an inept

administrator1031, the Chamber’s confidence by forwarding a reformist program akin to Eddé’s1032.

However,  his  record-long  two-year  tenure,  despite  his  Cabinet  reshuffle  of  July  22,  1931,

represented the State’s return to the “pitfall whence Émile Eddé had managed, for a while, to take it

out”1033. Ineffectiveness, negligence, economic unrest and corruption were the main characteristics

of a Executive, whose only cohesion came from being composed of Eddé’s enemies1034.

Anyhow, by the time of Adib’s  second accession to  the premiership,  the main focus of

attention had shifted from governmental malpractice (despite the repeated public demonstrations of

discontent, first and foremost among them, the consumers’ strike against the high prices charged by

the Société d’Électricité de Beyrouth1035) to the race for the Presidency, the debate being polarized

by two men, two former Prime Ministers: Bishara al-Khuri and Émile Eddé.

1029RABBATH, 1986, 415.
1030ZAMIR, 2001, 83.
1031ZAMIR, 2001, 118.
1032KIWAN, 1988, 135; RABBATH, 1986, 415.
1033RABBATH, 1986, 415. Cf. DE BUSTROS, 1983, 58.
1034ZAMIR, 2001, 118.
1035VAN LEEUW, 2001, 383; ZAMIR, 2000, 86-87; RABBATH, 1986, 415.
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2.3.1. A Tale of Two Men – or Three?

“It was indeed” as Kamal Salibi expressed “the rivalry between Emile Eddé and Bishara al-

Khuri which dominated the internal politics of Lebanon in the early years of the Republic”1036. Both

men came to represent the opposite ideological and political viewpoints that had been dividing the

Maronite  community ever  since  the  end of  the  war,  which  roughly can  be  summarized  in  the

conflict between the greater-libanist and the smaller-libanist positions1037. Despite the fierce feud

that came to confront them, both Eddé and Khuri lived parallel lives: both were the offshoot of petit

bourgeois families, representative of the new Maronite middle class that developed throughout the

nineteenth century, both were lawyers and both married ‘above their station’ into families of the

Beiruti haute bourgeoisie (Eddé married Lodi Sursuq, a scion of Beirut’s leading Greek Orthodox

aristocracy; Khuri, for his part, married Laure Chiha, the famous thinker’s sister and a member of

one of the most important families of the new oligarchy). Their similarities notwithstanding, even in

the political  arena1038 – both had been members of the  Parti  du Progrès and shared a basically

liberal and pro-Western orientation – they came to embody, as has been said above, two opposite

ideological sets.

Eddé, imbued with French culture and close to the Phoenician movement as represented by

its  pontifex maximus, Charles Corm1039, had always defended the idea of Lebanon as a Christian

homeland in the Levant1040 and thus his name can be found in each and every attempt to detach at

least part of the Muslim-majority regions that had been incorporated into the State in 1920. Cut off

from the  surrounding  Arab  milieu,  Eddé  and  his  colleagues  –  the  historian  Jawad  Bulos,  the

1036SALIBI, 1965, 171. Cf. MALSAGNE, 2011, 86; CHAITANI, 2007, 10; KHAZEN, 1991, 24; SHEHADI, 1987, 8-
9; OWEN, 1976, 25; SPENCER, 1963, 96.

1037ZISSER, 2000, 18; ZISSER, 1995, 892-893; HOURANI, 1946, 184-185.
1038To label them as “Christian supremacists” as William Harris does (2012, 184) borders, particularly in Khuri’s case,

on historiographical ridicule, as will be seen in the following pages.
1039TRABOULSI, 2007, 95; KAUFMAN, 2000, 238-239; KHAZEN, 1991, 28; HOURANI, 1976, 39; SALIBI, 1965,

175.
1040MALSAGNE, 2011, 86; PHARES, 1995, 83-84; KHAZEN, 1991, 29; ZAMIR, 1978, 232.
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journalist Georges Naccache, the already mentioned Charles Corm – conceived Lebanon as a nation

all of its own1041, possessing characteristics harking thousands of years back in History to Phoenicia

and closely linked to the Mediterranean and to the West, which essentially meant France1042, and

therefore supported the continuance of the Mandate and identified Lebanon as an outpost of Europe

in the Middle East, as the eastern border of the Western world. Perhaps unsurprisingly, their élitist

urban outlook ended up finding an echo in the Maronite spirit of the Mountain, with its distrust

towards Islam, its derision towards dhimmi-s and its dreaded fear of living as second-class citizens

in a Muslim-dominated State1043. In the words of Georges Naccache:

Rêver d’une patrie islamo-chrétienne est une pieuse chimère, mais une chimère tout de même [...] Avec

ces antagonismes religieux, ethniques, moraux et sociaux, on ne forme pas une unité nationale.1044

If  an  Islamo-Christian  fatherland  was  a  ‘pious  dream’,  there  was  only  one  logical

consequence, what – Georges Naccache, yet again – called ‘a necessary sacrifice’:

Il y a un sacrifice nécessaire et plus tôt il sera fait, plus nous y gagnerons. Notre stabilité, notre tranquilité

en dépendent. Un Luban [sic], libéré des éléments séparatistes de la zone de Tripoli, sera un Liban plus

homogène, plus viable, plus numériquement et ethniquement libanais. Trop petit peut-être? En tous les

cas, moins périlleux.1045

For his part, Bishara al-Khuri by intermarrying within the Chiha-Faracun family, one of the

1041MEO, 1965, 68
1042CHEBLI, 1984, 40
1043LONGVA,  2015,  62-64;  ABISAAB,  2014,  295-296;  67-68;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  94;  KIWAN,  1988,  133;

RABBATH, 1986, 415; ABOU, 1984, 308; KHALIDI, 1983, 34; HOURANI, 1976, 36-38; KHALAF, 1976, 44-46;
RONDOT, 1968, 45, 46; SALIBI, 1965, 172-173.

1044L’Orient, 08/22/1932.
1045L’Orient, 08/22/1932.
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richest clans of Beirut1046, entered the powerful merchant class of Beirut1047, coming to represent,

despite his profound Mountain roots, the interests of the City’s oligarchy that was to dominate the

Lebanese  Republic  after  the  independence1048.  The  triumvirate  composed  by Khuri,  Chiha  and

Faracun ended up devising an intelligent division of labor, whereby Khuri became the public face

and, as a Maronite,  the permanent  candidate  for office,  while Faracun financed – despite some

flirtations with the Presidency in the 1950s – and Chiha provided his intellectual acumen to the

service of their common politico-economic goals1049.

It  is  precisely Michel Chiha who deserves the title of architect of the Lebanese system,

understood as “a delicate balance between the sects,  clans,  and regions,  along with a capitalist

laissez-faire economy based on trade and services”1050. Born to a prestigious family of distant Iraqi-

Chaldean origins1051 and a faithful member of the Roman Rite of the Catholic Church1052, Chiha’s

intellectual and journalistic career began within Charles Corm’s Phoenician circle, with whom he

shared a basic attachment to France and the West. However, Chiha did not take long to abandon

Corm’s ideas in favor of a new theoretical approach, Mediterraneanism, whose pragmatism was

more akin to his  own economic interests.  The Mediterranean idea conceived of Lebanon as “a

bridge between East and West and between Islam and Christianity”1053, as an entity belonging to

“the  Mediterranean  and  [whose]  national  identity  is  neither  Arab  nor  Phoenician,  but  simply

Mediterranean”1054, as Chiha himself elegantly expressed in his eloquent French writing:

1046Henri Faracun was the richest man in Lebanon: he owned an impressive palace in Beirut, possessed the largest
racing stable of Arab horses in the whole of the Middle East, together with a no less imposing art collection. His
wife, Nawali Kassar, of a rich Jaffan family, was widely known as a fan of Lanvin’s and an avid collector of haute
coûture. A brief account of the Chiha-Faracun’s family history is provided by Fawwaz Traboulsi (1999, 15-18).

1047ZAMIR, 2000, 33.
1048ZAMIR, 2000, 35; ZISSER, 2000, 19; TRABOULSI, 1999, 22; PHARES, 1995, 84; KHAZEN, 1991, 29-31.
1049ZAMIR, 2000, 38; ZISSER, 2000, 19.
1050ZAMIR, 2000, 36.
1051TRABOULSI, 1999, 15-16.
1052WINSLOW, 1996, 63; CHIHA, 1950, 59, 114, 206-208, 214-216, 
1053ZAMIR, 1985, 125. Cf. ATTIÉ, 2004, 28; HOURANI, 1976, 38-39; SALIBI, 1971, 81.
1054KAUFMAN, 2000, 296.
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À l’historien [...] la Méditerranée paraît la mer élue ; un élément providentiel et nécessaire dans la marche

de la création [...]. Et les réalités sont telles que les habitants de ses rivages se trouvent, où qu’ils se

rencontrent, un air de parenté.

Les  continentaux ont  un autre  visage  ;  leurs  prunelles  cherchent  d’autres  horizons  ;  ils  ont  d’autres

plaisirs. Le désert par exemple est une mer à sa façon mais qui fait d’autres poumons à ses fils.

[...] Autour de la Méditerranée les mêmes climats, les mêmes forces secrètes, les mêmes fruits de la terre

font naturellement les mêmes hommes. 

Jusqu’au  Maghreb  et  jusqu’à  l’Espagne,  la  Méditerranée  appartient  à  tous  ses  enfants.  Nous  la

revendiquons comme d’autres la revendiquent parce qu’elle est le lien harmonieux de toutes les pensées

qu’elle baigne.1055

Chiha’s Mediterranean perspective came logically accompanied by a cultural and linguistic

cosmopolitanism1056 which  found  its  way  through  intellectual  openness  and,  very  importantly,

through economic liberalism.  Laissez-faire thus became, in a maneuver suiting perfectly well his

own private interests as a banker1057, the backbone of Chiha’s Mediterranean ideology and of his

vision  of  Lebanon1058,  which,  in  his  saying,  should  become  an  entrepôt  open  to  all  kinds  of

commercial dealings1059 and that as a direct consequence of the geographical imperative created by

“200 kilometers of coastline, accessible from the high seas”1060.

His personal commitment to Christianity notwithstanding, Greater Lebanon could no longer

be, in Chiha’s opinion, the Christian State defended by Eddé and Corm, given that the demographic

1055CHIHA, 1950, 17-19.
1056CHIHA, 1964, 62-64.
1057TRABOULSI, 2007, 94-95.
1058SAMARA, 1971, 48.
1059SAMARA, 1971, 38, CHIHA, 1965, 97.
1060CHIHA, 1965, 96.
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changes brought about by the annexation of largely Muslim areas in 1920 had turned it  into a

country  of  “associated  communities”1061.  The  Lebanon  of  correlated  confessions  that  Chiha

envisaged,  that  “pluralistic  and  non-sectarian”1062 State  he  conceptualized,  had  to  organize,

following the Swiss model he so warmly cherished1063, upon a kind of corporate federalism where

the confessions, as politico-legal entities, would occupy a position akin to that of the territorial

cantons in the Helvetian model. This confessional federalism could only find expression through an

Assembly,  which thus  becomes not  a mere democratic  instrument  or  a legislative tool,  but  the

conditio sine qua non for the very survival of the State:

[...]  La  Chambre  de  députés,  chez  nous,  avant  d’être  l’expression  d’une  démocratie,  est  le  lieu  de

rencontre des communautés confessionnelles associées. Elle est la manifestation officielle du “vouloir

vivre en commun”, de la volonté de gestion commune de l’État.1064

The Khuri-Chiha-Faracun alliance came thus to embody the spirit of the City1065, an ideology

whose very cosmopolitanism, by avoiding the thorny national question, allowed for the integration

of all within the new Lebanese State and made it, by its own indefinition, an attractive hot-spot for

business, a “Merchant Republic”1066. In this sense, Chiha’s thinking epitomizes not “the ‘dhimmi’

attitude of Christian Beirut”1067 as  Meir Zamir  disparagingly points out,  but the rather opposite

Levantine outlook which, despite its being so harshly criticized by Albert Hourani1068, possesses

none of the defects traditionally attached to dhimmihood – passivity, weakness, dependence – being

1061CHIHA, 1964, 115.
1062HOURANI, 1976, 38. Cf. ZISSER, 2000, 20.
1063ZAMIR, 2000, 39; CHIHA, 1965, 48-51; CHIHA, 1942 [2008], 20-21
1064CHIHA, 1964, 135.
1065ZAMIR, 2000, 40-41.
1066ZAMIR, 2000, 38; ZISSER, 2000, 19-20.
1067ZAMIR, 2000, 39.
1068To be a Levantine is to live in two worlds or more at once, without belonging to either; to be able to go through all

the external  forms which indicate  the  possession of  a  certain nationality,  religion or  culture,  without  actually
possessing it. It is no longer to have a standard of values of one’s own, not to be able to create but only to  imitate;
and so not even to imitate correctly, since that also needs a certain originality. It is to belong to no community and
to possess nothing of one’s own. It reveals itself in lostness, pretentiousness, cynicism and despair  (HOURANI,
1946, 70-71).
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on the contrary a bold attitude1069, open to compromise, but proactive in its proposal of solutions and

in the defense of its  rights.  The Levantine is the overseas merchant,  the bold entrepreneur,  the

adventurous  stock-market  player  and  not  the  meek  city-merchant,  usually  identified  with  the

dhimmis of Interior Syria.

Thus, Chiha’s philosophy “offered the young, educated, secular Christians  [...] a complete

ideology”1070 that shied away from the absolutism of other political philosophies then  en vogue

while  promoting  an  openness  to  the  world,  including  to  Islam -  though  this  attitude  evolved

progressively in a sense of a growing and sincerer acceptance thereof throughout the period of the

French Mandate1071, which essentially aimed at keeping alive the economic links between Lebanon,

its environing region and the wider world, and therefore much to the liking of the haute bourgeoisie

towards which it was directed.

In one of the many paradoxes of Lebanese History, the ideological and personal conflict

between Eddé and Khuri made the sophisticated and laïc1072 Émile Eddé, who was on friendly terms

with  Beirut’s  Muslim  haute  bourgeoisie1073,  and  who barely  spoke  Arabic,  the  quintessential

representative  of  the  Mountain’s  Maronite  spirit  and  defender  of  the  common  man’s  idea  of

Lebanon as a Christian country, while the devout Bishara al-Khuri1074, offshoot of a family whose

very name can be identified with the Mountain, came to defend the pluralist vision of Lebanon

promoted by Chiha and his Beiruti colleagues of the financial oligarchy.

1069Le Jour, 12/29/1934.
1070ZAMIR, 2000, 38.
1071ZAMIR, 2000, 36; Le Jour, 08/02/1934.
1072VAN LEEUW, 2001, 380, 389, 454.
1073ZAMIR, 2000, 73; KHAZIN, 2001, fn. 66; ZAMIR, 1978, 234. In fact, it would be Eddé’s personal friendship

with Riyad al-Sulh what would prevent his being indicted for his participation in the 1943 événements de Rachaïa. 
1074EL-SOLH, 2004, 16-17.
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2.3.2. An unexpected presidential race

As has been said above, the rivalry between Eddé and Khuri came frankly into the open as

Charles Dabbas’ second presidential term approached its end. Despite the ministerial instability that

had come to characterize his presidency, Dabbas’ administration remains one of the most important

cuhud in Lebanese history. He not only presided over the two constitutional amendments that gave

the  Republic  its  final  institutional  shape,  but  also  inaugurated  the  confessional  distribution  of

leading positions in the State. Moreover, he also presided over the separation of Christians from the

jurisdiction of Muslim courts in terms of personal status1075. Alas, his rule became synonymous with

less flattering developments as well, with corruption, clientelism and governmental interference in

elections  growing into chronic ailments of the Lebanese system.

In the race for Dabbas’ succession neither Khuri nor Eddé managed to gain a significant

edge.  While  Khuri  was  able  to  build  a  powerful  coalition  around him,  including the  outgoing

President,  Mgr.  cAbdallah al-Khuri,  Bishara’s cousin and patriarchal vicar,  wide sections of the

Beiruti  oligarchi  and  the  Jesuits  –  though  not  the  Patriarch1076 –  as  well  as  the  High

1075VAN  LEEUW,  2001,  320-321.  Traditionally,  in  all  Muslim-majority  countries,  matters  of  personal  status
(marriage, divorce, inheritance, etc.) have been of the resort of religious courts, judging under the specific religious
law of  their  respective  community.  However,  and  taking into  account  that  Canon Law –  whether  Oriental  or
Occidental  – has  traditionally provided just  for some of these matters (essentially marriage) but not for others
(namely, inheritance), Christians in the territories belonging to the Ottoman Empire had to submit, in such matters,
to  the  competence  the  Islamic Courts  that,  logically,  judged  following the  rules  of  Islamic  Family Law.  This
situation provoked widespread discontent in Christian opinion, particularly in hereditary cases where Islamic Law
recognizes unequal shares to male and female descendants. The reforms introduced in 1927 separated the Christians
from the competence of Islamic Courts and subjected them to the sole competence of the Courts of their particular
sect. However, the problem was not fully solved, since these Courts, lacking a legal framework of their own in
inheritance cases, kept on applying the solutions of Islamic Law. Thus, the paradox of Christian Courts applying
Islamic Law was not entirely solved, in the Lebanese case, until the approval of the laws of April 4, 1951, delimiting
the jurisdictional competence of non-Muslim courts, and of June 23, 1959 which established a specific non-Muslim
inheritance regime in Lebanon, founded upon the principle of full equality among the heirs, irrespective of their sex.

Finally, it must be borne in mind that, in one of the many holes in the apparently so solid Lebanese confessional
system, many Sunni middle- and upperclassmen without male offspring (Riyad al-Sulh being but an example) have
traditionally tended to grant their wills before the Shici Jacafari judge, instead of the apparently competent Sunni
Hanafi one, given that Jacafari  fiqh allows, in the absence of male progeny, the female descendants to receive the
totality of the originator’s patrimony.

1076VAN LEEUW, 2001, 384; ZAMIR, 2000, 118.
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Commissioner1077, Eddé preferred to gather the support of the French authorities in Paris. The petit-

libanist candidate,  who  brought  back  to  the  public  scene  the  thorny  question  of  territorial

reduction1078 – particularly after the results of the census taken in January 1932 had revealed the

shortness of the Christian majority, reduced to 52,54%, and that only thanks to the arrival, since the

1921 census, of 33,000 Armenians1079 – managed, however, to get the support of wide sectors of the

clerical class: Mgrs. Mubarak, archbishop of Beirut; cAwad, archbishop of Cyprus; Hajj, archbishop

of Damascus; and cAql1080, bishop of Latakia in partibus, widely perceived as the conservative party

within  the  Church  hierarchy,  as  well  as  the  powerful  Syrian-Catholic  Patriarch,  Mgr.  Ignace

Tappuni1081, who played quite important a role in the French policy in the Levant.

However,  and  before  the  presidential  race  had  reached  its  zenith,  the  death  of  Mgr.

Huwayyik, on December 25, 1931, sent shock waves well beyond the Maronite community. Elias

Huwayyik had been a “lively representative of the Maronite tradition of the pre-war period”1082, a

cleric well into the strongman school of 19th-century Patriarchs, Mgr. Huwayyik had guided its

flock with an iron fist from the Mutasarrifiyyah to independence, and through the ordeal of wartime

sufferings. He had not hesitated to take matters into his own hands, as has been explained above, to

defend what he considered right and good for his people. In this sense, it can well be said that “[h]is

death marked the end of an era”1083. The race for his succession1084, however, revealed the deep

divisions, political and ecclesiastical, that separated the different bishops of the Church1085.

1077Ibid.
1078VAN LEEUW, 2001, 385-388.
1079HARRIS, 2012, 185; JAULIN, 2009, passim.
1080VAN LEEUW, 2001, 391; ZAMIR, 2000, 119; ZISSER, 1995, 902.
1081VAN LEEUW, 2001, 391. Mgr. Tappuni was elevated to the Cardinalate in 1935, the first Oriental Patriarch to

receive such an honor since the times of Leo XIII,  when Sylvester Sembratovych, Metropolitan of Galicia and
Archbishop of Lemberg of the Ukrainian Greek-Catholic Church, was created a Cardinal in 1895.

1082ABISAAB, 2014, 300.
1083ZAMIR, 2000, 120.
1084Patriarchal Churches, like the Maronite Church, choose their own Patriarchs from among the different Bishops by

celebrating a kind of conclave. The intervention of the Holy See in electoral matters is,  in principio, limited to
acknowledging the election by sending the newly elected Patriarch the pallium as a symbol of union.  Following the
approval of the Code of Canons of the Oriental Churches, such matters are regulated by articles 63 ff. thereof.

1085HARRIS, 2012, 185; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 393-394; ZAMIR, 2000, 120-122.
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Two prominent prelates, Mgrs. cAbdallah al-Khuri and Ignace Mubarak, came to polarize a

long and troubled conclave, where none of them was able, however, to mobilize the required two-

thirds majority. Mgr. Mubarak, the bold and outspoken archbishop of Beirut, was supported by the

conservative party, defender of a smaller, more homogeneous Lebanon and ferociously opposed to

Roman interference in the life of the Church1086. He managed to gather a considerable episcopal

support, particularly from Mgrs. cAql and cAwad, but was unable to counter the formidable coalition

built by Khuri, who, beyond the support of certain bishops, like Mgr. Fighali, bishop of Hamah in

partibus, had managed to garner the backing of both the Jesuits in Beirut and the Apostolic Legate,

Mgr.  Giannini1087.  Two  factors  militated,  however,  against  Khuri’s  candidacy.  First  of  all,  his

permanent propping of his nephew’s political career made his fellow bishops afraid of concentrating

too much power in the hands of a single family given that, if Bishara won the election, both the

State and the Church would be headed by Khuris, and secondly, he had been caught – together with

the Legate – trying to incapacitate Mgr. Huwayyik in his later years, arguing that he was “too old to

face his obligations and responsibilities”1088. Moreover, his maneuvers during the conclave when,

contrary to Church Law, he remained in contact with the outside world, ended up discrediting him

and provoking his disqualification from the electoral joust1089. A compromise solution was found in

the person of the uninfluential, though charitable1090, bishop of  Tripoli, Mgr. Antoine cArida (1932-

1955)1091. While Longrigg defined the new Patriarch as an “uncompromising and strongly political

prelate”1092, he was, nevertheless, unable to instill a sense of unity within a hierarchy, whose internal

quarrels continued unabated. His personal economic interests – he was a member of an extremely

rich family – interfered occasionally with his patriarchal tasks leading the way to certain forays into

1086HARRIS, 2012, 185; ABISAAB, 2014, 301; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 394; PHARES, 1996, 96-97; ZISSER, 1995,
902-905.

1087GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 19-20; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 394; ZAMIR, 2000, 120.
1088VAN LEEUW, 2001, 394.
1089VAN LEEUW, 2001, 394.
1090ABISAAB, 2014, 301.
1091ABISAAB, 2014, 301; KHURI, 1960, 183.
1092Cit. in SPENCER, 1963, 94. EL-SOLH (2004, 17) quotes, albeit without crediting it, the same author as Spencer.
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the political arena, with mostly unfortunate consequences1093. This situation of division within the

Church 

had profound repercussions on Lebanese politics. With the Maronite clergy and politicians divided and

engaged in endless intrigues, the community was left without leadership or a clear sense of direction1094.

While the Church was debating herself between Khuri and Mubarak, the presidential race

continued unabated. Eddé, faced with the hostility of the High Commissioner, retreated from the

competition  on  April  27,  19321095.  From  then  on,  and  in  order  to  prevent  Bishara  al-Khuri’s

election1096, he threw his support behind the Muslim candidate from Tripoli, Sheikh Muhammad al-

Jisr1097 –  who had been one of the first Sunnis to participate in Lebanese political life and the

driving force behind the 1932 census – in order to gain time until orders from the Quai d’Orsay

boosting his candidacy arrived1098. Jisr’s bid to the presidency caused a country-wide outcry1099, both

among certain Syrian unionist circles fearing that a Muslim president might lend Islamic legitimacy

1093HARRIS, 2012, 187-188; McCALLUM, 2010, 31; TRABOULSI, 2007, 97; ZISSER, 1995, 899-900.
1094ZAMIR, 2000, 121-122.
1095VAN LEEUW, 2001, 396.
1096The relationship between the two men arrived to the point  of personal hatred:  Eddé referred to Khuri  as “ce

personnage abject” (Cit. in VAN LEEUW, 2001, 405), while Michel Chiha was not much more generous with his
brother-in-law’s rival, whom he referred to in not very flattering terms, e.g.:

Et tout ce que cet individu [Eddé] dissimule de démoniaque et de crasseux, il l’étalera au grand jour.
Nous écrivons cela froidement et pour le plaisir. Mais tout a une fin. Jusques et y compris, la patience des
Libanais. Quant aux français, ils jugeront s’il convient que leur patience, à eux, aille au-delà de la nôtre.
Voilà des années qu’Émile Eddé servi aveuglement par une paire d’aventuriers de la plume – et asservi à eux –
fait tout ce qu’il peut pour démolir son pays, pour fonder sa fortune personnelle sur le mensonge, sur la
discorde et sur la haine, pour exaspérer des minorités à peine ralliées, pour satisfaire une ambition furieuse et
malsaine. 
Voilà des années qu’il se comporte comme un possédé.
Nous le ferons exorciser. Mais pour l’instant nous prendrons par les oreilles ce censeur arrogant, ce pharisien
pourri d’orgueil, et nous lui mettrons le nez, chaque fois qu’il le faudra, dans ses turpitudes.
[...] Émile Eddé, bachelier, licencié, docteur, avocat, bâtonnier, tout ce qu’on voudra, est le héros cynique de
cette magnifique aventure...
Pour sa réputation, on eut souhaité de pouvoir le traiter d’ignorant et d’imbécile : mais nul ne le croirait, il le
sait bien.
Le Jour, 08/07/1934. Vid. also Le Jour, 08/28/1934, 09/28/1934, 10/03/1934).

1097TRABOULSI,  2007,  91;  VAN  LEEUW,  2001,  402,  405;  KIWAN,  1988,  136;  DE  BUSTROS,  1983,  58;
CHAMOUN, 1963, 84.

1098VAN LEEUW, 2001, 400-401.
1099WINSLOW, 1996, 66; RABBATH, 1986, 416. 
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to Lebanon’s independence1100, but essentially in Christian circles, with the new Maronite Patriarch

and  Mgr.  Mubarak  harshly  criticizing  Jisr’s  candidacy1101 while  putting  forward  a  Maronite

candidate of cArida’s own – given his frontal opposition to Khuri1102: former Prime Minister Habib

Pasha al-Sacad who, following Bishara al-Khuri’s testimony, “had no chance of being elected”1103.

Unable to get Bishara al-Khuri elected, and desiring to prevent both Émile Eddé’s Quai d’Orsay-

imposed election and Sheikh Jisr’s access to the  Petit Serail, which would have contradicted the

very spirit under which a Lebanese State had been established in 19201104, the High Commissioner,

Henri  Ponsot,  proceeded,  on May 9,  1932, to  suspend the Constitution (Decree 55/LR) and to

forthwith appoint Charles Dabbas, with the same title he had been carrying since 1926, as head of a

provisional government (Decree 56/LR)1105. 

2.4. Constitutional Suspension and a Frustrated Treaty (1932-1940)

The constitutional suspension provoked an outrage in certain political circles. For Bishara

al-Khuri, who had been caressing the presidential chair, it constituted a considerable setback that

frustrated, for the time being, his expectations to obtain the highest magistracy1106. The suspension

offered him, however, the causa agens to formally organize his partisans into a political group of

sorts,  the  Constitutional  Bloc,  which,  founded  in  1934,  made  it  its  primary  goal  to  restore

constitutional normality to Lebanon. He, moreover, started, with the inestimable help of his close

collaborators,  Mgr.  Khuri,  Michel  Chiha,  Salim  Taqla  and  Henri  Faracun,  reaching  out  to

Muslims1107 with crucial consequences for Lebanon’s future as will be explained below. 

1100VAN LEEUW, 2001, 404-405; ZAMIR, 2000, 124-125.
1101ABISAAB, 2014, 302; ZAMIR, 2000, 124, SALIBI, 1965, 176
1102VAN LEEUW, 2001, 409.
1103KHURI, 1960, 177.
1104VAN LEEUW, 2001, 406, 408; ZAMIR, 2000, 125-126; RABBATH, 1986, 416; RABBATH, 1968, 27 fn. 17;

MEO, 1965, 75; SALIBI, 1965, 176.
1105HARRIS, 2012, 185; TRABOULSI,  2007, 91; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 413-414; ZAMIR, 2000, 128; KHAZEN,

2001,  32;  RABBATH,  1986,  417;  DE  BUSTROS,  1983,  58-59;  RABBATH,  1968,  27;  SALIBI,  1965,  176;
CHAMOUN, 1963, 84; GRASSMUCK & SALIBI, 1957, 7-8.

1106KHURI, 1960, 178-179.
1107ZAMIR, 2000, 129; MEO, 1965, 69.
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The common people, and certain political quarters – namely Eddé1108, however, received the

suspension with relief1109. For a country that had been strongly suffering the consequences of the

1929 worldwide economic crisis, with a plummeting standard of living1110, while their politicians

remained concentrated on petty quarrels, the administrative streamlining proposals1111 advanced by

Dabbas’ refurbished cabinet  and his  –  rather  paradoxical  –  anti-corruption  crusade1112 were not

without its attractive and were indeed warmly received by the people.

The brief interim of full constitutional suspension witnessed, therefore, widespread attempts

at  reforming  both  the  State’s  policies  and  its  institutional  framework  as  well,  with  several

constitutional reform projects being put to study1113. The frustration of many of these projects and

the ever-increasing fiscal burden caused, though, a wave of popular discontent that was rapidly

taken advantage of by the enemies of the suspension1114. An unexpected coalition was formed when

the  Khuris  (both  Bishara  and  his  uncle,  the  former  Patriarchal  Vicar,  cAbdallah1115),  the  Sunni

unionist leader, Riyad al-Sulh1116, and the outspoken archbishop of Beirut, Mgr. Mubarak joined

forces in opposition to Dabbas and the High Commissioner1117. The internal divisions within the

Church, with Mgr. Khuri having made up his mind to discredit and humiliate his enemies within the

hierarchy1118,  were  intelligently  exploited  by  Riyad  al-Sulh  who,  his  unionist  discourse

notwithstanding, had already started to work for an Arabized – albeit independent – Lebanon1119. 

1108VAN LEEUW, 2001, 417; ZAMIR, 2000, 129.
1109VAN LEEUW, 2001, 416; RABBATH, 1986, 417; SALIBI, 1965, 177-178.
1110TRABOULSI, 2007, 96.
1111VAN LEEUW, 2001, 417-418; ZAMIR, 2000, 132; GRASSMUCK & SALIBI, 1956, 8-9.
1112ZAMIR, 2000, 133-134; RABBATH, 1986, 418-419; CHAMOUN, 1963, 84.
1113VAN LEEUW, 2001, 418-429; ZAMIR, 2000, 132-133; SALIBI, 1965, 178.
1114HARRIS, 2012, 187; TRABOULSI, 2007, 96; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 429.
1115After the arrival to the patriarchal throne of Mgr. cArida, Mgr. Khuri was demoted from his functions as patriarchal

vicar. He remained bishop in partibus of Arca in Phoenicia.
1116VAN LEEUW, 2001, 433.
1117ZAMIR, 2000, 136-139; RABBATH, 1986, 421; KHURI, 1960, 182-183.
1118ZAMIR, 2000, 140, 146.
1119ZAMIR, 2000, 143-145; MOOSA, 1986, 288.
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Faced with an ever-growing wave of unrest, with protests raging in both Syria and Lebanon,

Henri Ponsot was substituted as High Commissioner, after almost eight years at the Résidence des

Pins, by the former French ambassador in China1120, Damien de Martel (September 1933-January

1939) who was charged with implementing a “more liberal policy” than that of his predecessor in

Beirut1121. Desiring to restore constitutional life, the new French representative was faced by the

division of opinions within the Lebanese élites:  while  Bishara al-Khuri  and his partners at  the

Kutlah  Dusturiyyah desired  the  full-fledged  restoration  of  the  1926  Constitution,  the  Patriarch

expressed his preference for “a form of authoritarian and simplified republic, corresponding to the

country’s needs and economic possibilities”1122,  and the Muslim leadership, assembled in a new

Coastal Conference (November 16, 1933), while paying lip service to the ever-pressing question of

Syrian unity, centered itself on reclaiming the redressement of Muslim grievances in the Lebanese

State1123. 

Before such a division of opinions, de Martel tried to follow a middle-of-the-road approach

by partially  restoring  political  life  on  January 2,  19341124. While  the  Constitution  remained  in

suspenso1125, the High Commissioner published four decrees (numbers 1 to 4) whereby a provisional

organizational framework was given to Lebanese politics1126, with the establishment of a partially

elected,  though  largely  consultative,  assembly  and  a  bicephalous  cabinet,  presided  over  by  an

appointed President of the Republic assisted by a Secretary of State.  Habib Pasha al-Sacad, the

Patriarch’s candidate1127, was forthwith designated President, though he would not enter in functions

until the celebration of the legislative election, on January 21 and 28.  

1120KHURI, 1960, 183.
1121VAN LEEUW, 2001, 434. Cf. DE BUSTROS, 1983, 60-61.
1122RABBATH, 1986, 421. Cf. VAN LEEUW, 2001, 435; ZAMIR, 2000, 145.
1123HARRIS, 2012, 188; FIRRO, 2003, 134-135; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 438; ZAMIR, 2000, 143-145.
1124HARRIS, 2012, 187; FIRRO, 2003, 130; ZAMIR, 2000, 147; PIPES, 1990, 62; DE BUSTROS, 1983; 61; SALIBI,

1965, 178; L’Orient, 01/04/1934.
1125RABBATH, 1968, 28.
1126VAN LEEUW, 2001, 439; RABBATH, 1986, 422-423 144-RABBATH, 1968, 28; CHAMOUN, 1963, 85-86.
1127FIRRO, 2003, 131; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 433; RABBATH, 1986, 423; KHURI, 1960, 184.
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The election, marred by flagrant irregularities1128 and by the already customary intervention

of the Résidence des Pins in favor of certain candidates1129, opened the Chamber’s doors to a new

generation of politicians1130 – barely nine of the deputies had served in the previous Assembly –

whose influence would be felt  throughout the rest of contemporary Lebanon’s History (Camille

Chamoun, Hamid Frangié, Majid Arslan...). The campaign was marked, as well, by another staple in

the Lebanese political arena: intra-sectarian conflict, particularly within the Maronite community,

where the candidates sponsored by Mgrs. cAql and cAwad fought fiercely against those supported by

Mgrs. Khuri, Mubarak and Bustani, Archbishop of Sayda1131. The Chamber thus elected, and with a

third of its members directly appointed by the High Commissioner1132, found it rather easy to ratify

de Martel’s choice for the Presidency. Sacad, proceeded then to select a Sunni, cAbdallah Bayhum,

as Secretary of State,  hence prefiguring the confessional  division of  responsibilities that  would

characterize independent Lebanon.

The country came to enjoy a much-needed respite of tranquility throughout 1934, with the

ferocious rivalry between Eddé and Khuri being somehow deactivated by their common écartement

from the Petit Serail, allowing both men to widen their support bases for a foreseeable re-edition of

their  row1133 –  with  the  foundation  of  the  Chiha-financed  daily  Le  Jour, which  became  the

informative wing of Khuri’s party, and soon engaged in an all-out journalistic war with the Eddé-

supportive journal  L’Orient, coming to agitate the secular enmity between both Maronite leaders,

despite Mgr. Mubarak’s calls for restrain1134. However, the permanent agitation on the Syrian side of

the border, as well as the ongoing economic crisis came to trouble the calmed situation in Lebanon,

1128CHAMOUN, 1963, 86; L’Orient, 01/25/1934
1129VAN LEEUW, 2001, 440-442; ZAMIR, 2000, 149.
1130ZAMIR, 2000, 148, 152.
1131ZAMIR, 2000, 150-151.
1132De Martel’s choice fell on Émile Eddé, Bishara al-Kuri and Habib Pasha al-Sacad, Maronites; Charles Dabbas,

Orthodox; Khalid Chéhab, Sunni; Gabriel Khabbaz, Greek-Catholic; and Subhi Haydar, Shici. 
1133VAN LEEUW, 2001, 444-445.
1134ZAMIR, 2000, 158.
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as if they were fateful omens of the troubles that laid ahead.

The establishment, on January 30, 1935, of a tobacco monopoly placed in the hands of a

French company, the Société Anonyme de Régie Co-intéressée libano-syrienne des Tabacs, put an

end to the tranquility and wrought havoc on the Lebanese political structure. De Martel’s intention

to extend the monopoly to the area of the former  Mutasarrifiyyah, thitherto exempted therefrom

provoked Mgr. cArida’s angry and forceful intervention –  motivated to some extent by his family’s

private interests in the tobacco-growing sector – in defense of the tobacco-growers1135, many of

them Maronites from Jbayl and Batrun.  cArida’s acrimonious conflict with the High Commission

gave the Lebanese unionists and their Syrian allies the opportunity they had been waiting to effect a

rapprochement with Bkirki and thus try to allay Christian fears  vis-à-vis Syrian independence1136

(many of  the  deputies  that  had voted  against  the  failed  1933 Syrian  treaty had been Aleppine

Christians). Despite all his campaigning against the French tobacco monopoly, it is highly doubtful

that cArida aimed to lead a “determined drive toward an independent Lebanon against an imperial

power”  or  a  movement  to  “preserve  a  nascent  industrial  base”  against  the  “French-Lebanese

consortium”  of  wicked  Beiruti  capitalists,  as  Malek  Abisaab  rather  romantically  –  and  with

undissimulated ideological undertones – portrays it1137. Rather to the contrary, his interests remained

distinctively parochial1138 and he remained attached to  the idea of French protection,  as he had

expressly revealed on January 121139,  but the Patriarch’s lack of political  acumen led him to be

openly manipulated by the Lebanese unionists and their Syrian nationalist colleagues to advance

their own political goals1140, as Kazim al-Sulh crudely expressed it:

1135ABISAAB,  2014,  298-299;  HARRIS,  2012,  188;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  96-97;  FIRRO,  2003,  135-136;  VAN
LEEUW, 2001, 450-451; ZAMIR, 2000, 165; KIWAN, 1988, 140; RABBATH, 1986, 424; RABBATH, 1968, 29;
SPENCER, 1963, 95.

1136ZAMIR, 2000, 98, 187.
1137All the former quotes are from ABISAAB, 2014, 298-299. The same arguments are upheld by TRABOULSI, 2007,

96-97 and MOOSA, 1986, 288-289.
1138HARRIS, 2012, 188; FIRRO, 2003, 145.
1139ZAMIR, 2000, 165. Cf. FIRRO, 2003, 145.
1140FIRRO, 2003, 138; ZAMIR, 2000, 165.
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We compromised him [cArida] and that is sufficient; we will let him go his own ways after he has served

our purpose and will continue toward our goal. We did the same to Bishop Mubarak when he opposed the

High Commission1141.

Moreover, Mgr.  cArida’s role in the conflict provoked a considerable discontent within an

already agitated  Church  hierarchy that  refused  to  follow the  Patriarch’s  lead  against  the  High

Commission in the crucial Synod of Diman1142. Fearing that cArida’s stance could be “undermining

the Church and the Maronite community’s special relations with France”1143, a group of bishops,

with Mgrs. Khuri and Mubarak at their head, and the discreet encouragement of the Jesuits and the

Pontifical Legate1144, sent, on June 17, a letter to Rome demanding the Patriarch’s deposition or

incapacitation.  The  scandal  reached  enormous  proportions  when  the  Holy  See  dispatched  a

commission of priests to make inquiries on the situation, while Mgr. Tappuni, the Syrian-Catholic

Patriarch and a bulwark of Tridentine Catholicism in the Levant, was called to Rome to provide the

Pope with trustworthy information regarding the crisis1145. The intervention of the Vatican and the

Quai d’Orsay1146 managed to eventually stifle the crisis, allowing the Patriarch to remain seated atop

the throne of Antioch, but his  vicar,  Mgr.  cAql,  was forced to resign and  cArida’s position was

considerable weakened.

Despite  the  wave  of  discontent  that  went  all  over  the  mandated  territories,  the  High

Commissioner did not waver in his monopolistic designs regarding the tobacco sector.  He was,

nonetheless, forced by the French Cabinet to make some concessions in order to try and calm down

public opinion, and thus he proceeded to reduce some taxes and announced, by Decree 1/LR of

1141Cit. in ZAMIR, 2000, 167.
1142VAN LEEUW, 2001, 452; ZAMIR, 2000, 171-173.
1143ZAMIR, 2000, 171. Cf. HARRIS, 2012, 189. 
1144VAN LEEUW, 2001, 452.
1145ZAMIR, 2000, 173.
1146Mgr. cArida, fearful of his possible deposition, had even sent Mgr. Faris, bishop of Tarsus in partibus, to inquire on

the Quai d’Orsay’s position regarding him (ZAMIR, 2000, 172; Cf. VAN LEEUW, 2001, 457).
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January  3,  1936,  a  liberalization  of  the  system1147,  including  the  parliamentary  election  of  the

following President. The campaign was, once again, polarized by the enmity between Bishara al-

Khuri and Émile Eddé, who did not take long to start gathering the support of different quarters.

While Khuri received the powerful clerical backing of his cousin and the Jesuits, together with his

friends in Beirut’s financial oligarchy1148, Eddé, whose support for al-Jisr’s candidacy back in 1932

had sealed the rift that the school crisis had created between himself and the Muslim communities,

managed to obtain the support of most Muslim deputies1149 and, in a negotiation that went on up

until  the  very  last  minute1150,  was  able  to  craft  a  minimal  coalition  that  brought  him  to  the

Presidency. On January 20, 1936, Émile Eddé was elected President of the Lebanese Republic by

fifteen votes against Khuri’s ten1151. L’Orient exulted at Eddé’s election and published:

La signification – et la valeur exceptionnelle – de la journée d’hier résident dans la rencontre du pays

légal et du pays réel. C’est cet accident, prévisible mais imprévu, cette coïncidence unique, qu’il importe,

d’abord, de souligner.

Une capitale, un pays entier, ont plébiscité le choix du Parlement. Les signes divers de la joie populaire ne

trompent pas : cette première explosion énorme de la foule massée sur la Place de l’Étoile à l’annonce de

l’événement, ce long cri, cette fantastique vibration ininterrompue d’une Ville heureuse qui refusait de

dormir, les gestes fous, maladroits, émouvants par lesquels un peuple salue l’espoir – ou l’illusion – d’un

temps nouveau1152.

1147VAN LEEUW, 2001, 458; ZAMIR, 2000, 175; RABBATH, 1986, 424; RABBATH, 1968, 29; KHURI, 1960, 194.
1148EL-SOLH, 2004, 18; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 456
1149ZAMIR, 2000, 175.
1150VAN LEEUW, 2001, 458-459. As if to illustrate the toughness of the electoral race, Nicolas de Bustros tales, in his

memoirs, how both candidates courted the favors of Mme. de Kerkhove, the High Commissioner’s mistress. The
publication of  the love letters  between de Martel  and Mme. de Kerkhove,  which included several  “paragraphs
examining local politics” would cause a huge scandal, hastening de Martel’s eventual dismissal in January 1939,
vid. DE BUSTROS, 1983, 64-69.

1151Not, then, by only one vote as both Kamal Salibi (1965, 179) and Fawwaz Traboulsi (2007, 98), wrongly state. EL-
SOLH, 2004, 18; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 459; WINSLOW, 1996, 65; RABBATH, 1986, 429; RABBATH, 1968, 29;
KHURI, 1960, 197; L’Orient, 01/22/1936.

1152L’Orient, 01/22/1936.
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Georges Naccache’s editorial piece also reminded the massive Muslim support that Eddé’s

candidacy received in  parliament  – in  a  feature that  would become common throughout  the II

Republic, the President was elected by a majority of Muslim votes – “despite Khouri’s efforts to

portray [...] himself as an advocate of Christian-Muslim cooperation”1153:

[...] Le ralliement de toute l’opinion musulmane à cette candidature Eddé contre laquelle, depuis six ans,

une campagne tendancieuse ne cessait d’agiter l’épouvantail du péril de l’Islam. Les chiffres, par eux-

mêmes,  suffisent:  sur  les  15  électeurs  du  Président  maronite,  on  compte  une  seule  voix  maronite

[Chamoun1154] et une majorité mahométane [sic]1155.

1936, as events were soon to demonstrate, became the key year in the Mandate’s History.

Barely a  fortnight  after  Eddé’s  election,  on  February 6,  1936,  the  Maronite  Patriarch,  still  on

friendly terms with the Syrian nationalists1156, assembled in Bkirki the prelates of his Church to put

forward her demands vis-à-vis Lebanon’s future. The meeting, which has transcended to History as

the Congress of Bkirki, agreed on the following exigencies1157:

1. Maintenance of Lebanon’s current borders, without modifications.

2. Effective independence and full sovereignty for the Lebanese Republic. Establishment

of “fraternal relations”1158 with Syria.

3. Enactment of a new Constitution guaranteeing the fundamental rights and freedoms of

the people, under a parliamentary regime.

4. Conclusion of a treaty with France.

5. Incorporation of Lebanon to the League of Nations.

1153ZAMIR, 2000, 177.
1154VAN LEEUW, 2001, 459.
1155L’Orient, 01/22/1936.
1156FIRRO, 2003, 140.
1157FIRRO, 2003-2004; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 464-465; PHARES, 1995, 84; KHAZEN, 1991, 10; KIWAN, 1988, 138;

MOOSA, 1986, 288; RABBATH, 1986, 430-431; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 73; MEO, 1965, 77.
1158RABBATH, 1986, 430.
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The episcopal gathering was promptly responded by the meeting of yet  another  Coastal

Conference which assembled the main leaders of Lebanon’s Muslim communities. The conference

revealed that  the internal  divisions within the Sunni community were comparable to those that

crippled the Maronite community1159, with an older generation (cAbd al-Hamid Karami, Salim cAli

Salam,  cUmar  Bayhum),  whom  Raghid  el-Solh  labels  as  “traditionalists”1160,  demanding  “the

immediate return to Syria of the territories formerly [sic] annexed to Lebanon”1161, while a younger

sector, including representatives of the newly-founded political parties and nationalist organizations,

started to display a more pragmatic – and less bitter – approach to the Lebanese entity. Whereas

Riyad al-Sulh has been traditionally portrayed as the torchbearer of Islamo-Christian rapprochement

in Lebanon, it was actually his cousin Kazim who, in the aftermath of the Conference – whose

resolutions he refused to sign – set up the theoretical ropes of what would later become the National

Pact. In an article published immediately after the congress’ closure, Kazim al-Sulh charged against

the “majority of  the congressmen  [whom he]  accused [...]  of  ignoring  the  new realities  in  the

country”1162 and called for a possibilist approach, whereby Christians could be gained for the Arabist

cause by “emphasizing the non-sectarian nature of Arab nationalism”1163. Moreover, detaching the

annexed regions, he argued, would only serve to “transform the [ensuing] country into an irredentist

Christian entity closely linked to France – a Malta or a Gibraltar in the heart of the Arab world”1164.

Al-Sulh’s bold statements caused an uproar, angering wide sectors of Muslim opinion1165

while not serving to assuage Christian anxieties concerning Syrian nationalist demands and Muslim

1159HARRIS, 2012, 188; PHARES, 1995, 84; SOLH, 1988, 158; MOOSA, 1986, 289; RONDOT, 1968, 46; SALIBI,
1965, 180;

1160EL-SOLH, 2004, 23-25. Cf. FIRRO, 2003, 141-142.
1161ZAMIR, 2000, 190. Cf. CdO, April 1936, 179.
1162TRABOULSI, 2007, 99. Cf. FIRRO, 2003, 144.
1163EL-SOLH, 2004, 31. Cf. ATTIÉ, 2004, 27; FIRRO, 2003, 143; ZAMIR, 2000, 191-192; KHAZEN, 1991, 13-16,

35; SOLH, 1988, 159.
1164ZAMIR, 2000, 192. Cf. HARRIS, 2012, 188; KHAZEN, 1991, 14.
1165ZAMIR, 2000, 192; SOLH, 1988, 159.
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loyalty1166 towards the Lebanese State. The negotiations for a Franco-Syrian treaty, which had been

opened by the French government on March 1, and were to be fundamentally undertaken by Léon

Blum’s newly-elected leftist  government  in France1167,  created further  apprehension in  Maronite

quarters1168 and prompted the breakdown of the Patriarch’s alliance with Damascus1169. The ill-timed

memorandum of the  Dusturis, published just a few days after the official opening of the Franco-

Syrian  negotiations,  whereby  they  demanded  the  full  restoration  of  the  Constitution  and  the

celebration of a Treaty granting Lebanon sovereign status1170,  did not impair  the formation of a

Maronite-wide – if not Christian-wide – kind of sacred union to defend Lebanon’s rights against the

Syrian claims1171. In an unprecedented show of unity, both the clergy and the politicians, together

with the emigrant associations distributed worldwide, protested each and every one of the demands

for the annexation of chunks of Lebanese territory put forward by the Syrian delegation1172.

The decision by the French government to extend the conventional solution to Lebanon,

following the desires expressed both by its Government1173 and the press1174, was communicated to

President Eddé on June 20, 1936 by the Undersecretary of State for Foreign Affairs, Pierre Viénot:

Le gouvernement français,  soucieux de tenir compte de l’état  d’évolution du peuple libanais, est  [...]

pleinement  disposé  à  préparer  l’accession  de  la  République  libanaise  au  statut  international  d’État

indépendant. Il se propose à cette fin de négocier avec votre Excellence un traité franco-libanais.1175

1166L’Orient, 10/09/1936, 02/09/1937.
1167The  Front  Populaire,  a  coalition  of  leftist  forces  under  the  leadership  of  the  socialist  Section  française  de

l’Internationale Ouvrière came to power  after  obtaining 386/608 seats  and  57,17% of the  popular  vote  in  the
election of May 3, 1936. The leader of the SFIO, Léon Blum, became thus the first socialist Prime Minister in
France’s History and thus far its only Jewish Head of Government.

1168ZAMIR, 2000, 192.
1169HARRIS, 2012, 189; TRABOULSI, 2007, 100; FIRRO, 2003, 144; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 472; KIWAN, 1988, 137;

SALIBI, 1965, 180; CdO, April 1936, 179-180.
1170VAN LEEUW, 2001, 467-468; ZAMIR, 2000, 193; CdO, May 1936, 204.
1171FIRRO, 2003, 146; ZAMIR, 2000, 194; KIWAN, 1988, 139-140; L’Orient, 10/07/1936.
1172HARRIS, 2012, 188; TRABOULSI, 2007, 100; EL-SOLH, 2004, 38-39; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 471; ZAMIR, 2000,

195.
1173VAN LEEUW, 2001, 471-472; KIWAN, 1988, 138-139.
1174L’Orient, 03/09/1936.
1175Cit. in VAN LEEUW, 2001, 472. Cf. TRABOULSI, 2007, 100; RABBATH, 1968, 32.
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This decision of the French Government sparked off a wave of protests on the part of the

Syrian nationalists and their Unionist friends in Lebanon1176, whose growing violence prompted a

strong response from the High Commissioner. Moreover, and in a bout of sincerity, the traditionalist

Muslim leaders,  assembled at  cUmar Bayhum’s house,  revealed the underlying reasons of their

frontal opposition to the Lebanese entity: “the Muslims”, they said, “categorically refuse [...] to be

governed by a minority”1177. Their allegations received, however, the response of the majority of

Muslim deputies1178 in the Lebanese Assembly who, answering to Eddé’s call1179, expressed their

public endorsement of the Lebanese Republic and committed themselves to seeking the equalization

between Christians and Muslims within its established territorial and institutional framework1180.

The signature of the Franco-Syrian treaty, on September 9, 1936, opened the way for the

negotiation of the Lebanese treaty – Eddé had wanted to avoid the coincidence of both a Syrian and

a Lebanese delegation in Paris. The Syrian treaty did not include a specific recognition of Lebanese

borders  by  the  representatives  of  Damascus,  but  their  demands  for  territorial  enlargement  at

Lebanon’s expense had not been recognized either1181. However, and while Damascus burst with joy

at the news of the treaty’s signature, wide sectors of French parliamentary opinion were frontally

opposed to a treaty which was perceived to abandon France’s interests in the Levant, as well as to

“surrender  [...]  the  minorities  loyal  to  France  to  the  Arab  nationalists”1182,  with  the  Assyrian

massacres committed by the Iraqi régime1183,  despite  its  conventional  ties to  Britain,  serving to

reinforce the misgivings of the French conservative opposition to the Treaty system.

1176EL-SOLH, 2004, 43-44; FIRRO, 2003, 147; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 473; ZAMIR, 2000, 196.
1177ZAMIR, 2000, 197. Cf. DE BUSTROS, 1983, 73-74.
1178Including the emir Khalid Chéhab, Khayr al-Din al-Ahdab, Amin Muqaddam, Muhammad Amin Qaza cun and

Muhammad cAbd al-Razzak.
1179VAN LEEUW, 2001, 473-474.
1180VAN LEEUW, 2001, 474; ZAMIR, 2000,197.
1181HARRIS, 2012, 189; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 477; ZAMIR, 2000, 198-199; 
1182ZAMIR, 2000, 199; Cf. WINSLOW, 1996, 65; RABBATH, 1986, 38; L’Orient, 11/18/1936.
1183HOLDEN, 2012, 102-106; ZUBAIDA, 2000, 366-371; MAKIYA, 1989, 166-175; HOURANI, 1947, 99-103.
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Strong after having received the Patriarch’s support1184 to undertake the negotiations, thus

foiling Bishara al-Khuri’s maneuvers to achieve an equal status with the President of the Republic

in the forthcoming bilateral conversations1185, Eddé proceeded to appoint a three-member delegation

charged with the task of negotiating the treaty1186. An inter-sectarian seven-member parliamentary

commission  was  immediately  constituted  (Decree  1034/E,  October  15,  1936)  to  help  the

governmental  delegation  throughout  the  negotiations1187.  The  formal  negotiations  were  opened

almost straightaway (October 20, 1936) with the Lebanese authorities having received the previous

guarantee of the High Commissioner regarding Lebanon’s sovereignty and territorial integrity:

[...] M. Viénot, au nom du gouvernement français, a donné l’assurance que le Liban serait maintenu dans

ses frontières actuelles et qu’aucune atteinte ne serait portée à son intégrité territoriale.

Il a également fait connaître que le gouvernement français avait la ferme intention de traiter avec lui sur

des bases identiques à celles qui ont inspiré les accords intervenus avec la délégation syrienne.

[...] vous êtes assurés qu’aucune discrimination, qu’aucune différence de traitement ne peut exister et que

le gouvernement français entend traiter à Beyrouth dans le même esprit qu’il a traité à Damas [...]1188

Another conference of the Sunni leadership – this time without the participation of other

communities’ representatives1189, took place, at  cUmar Bayhum’s house, on October 23, 1936, to

protest  the  opening  of  the  Franco-Lebanese  negotiations  and  to  press  for  Syrian  unity  and

1184VAN LEEUW, 2001, 479.
1185VAN LEEUW, 2001, 478-479; ZAMIR, 2000, 200-203.
1186The members of the Delegation, besides the President himself, were Khalid Chéhab (S), Speaker of the Assembly,

and cAyyub Thabit (P), Secretary of State.
1187The Commission was made up by Najib cUsayran (Sh), Petro Trad (GO), Muhammad cAbd al-Razzaq (S), Wahram

Laylakian (AO), Gabriel  Khabbaz (GC), Hikmat Joumblatt (D) and Bishara al-Khuri  (M). Khuri  was forthwith
elected as president of the Commission, with Khabbaz as secretary thereof.

1188RABBATH, 1986, 435.
1189EL-SOLH, 2004, 45; FIRRO, 2003, 154; ZAMIR, 2000, 208.
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independence1190.  However,  this  assembly revealed  how most  members  of  the  Beiruti  élite  had

reconciled  themselves  with  the  idea  of  a  separated  Lebanon,  with  two of  the  most  prominent

unionists,  Riyad  al-Sulh  and  Salim  cAli  Salam,  having  shifted  their  positions  towards  a  more

conciliatory stance1191, reflecting the statement by the Arab nationalist Druze leader  cAdil Arslan

who,  barely  a  month  before  the  conference,  had  declared:  “Séparer  du  Liban  des  districts

musulmans  comme  celui  de  Tripoli,  ce  serait  lui  ôter  tout  son  cachet  arabe  et  le  rendre

exclusivement maronite”1192.  At any rate,  the growing acceptance of the Lebanese entity by the

Sunni bourgeois elite could not prevent the outbreak of serious incidents of violence1193 as soon as

the negotiations took off and particularly after the treaty’s signature, with several episodes of inter-

sectarian rioting and even a threatening statement by a frustrated Riyad al-Sulh, contradicting his

recently-adopted conciliatory position1194. 

It  was  precisely during  these  days  of  intense  political  mobilization  that  a  new political

organization  saw the  light:  the  Phalanges  Libanaises  (al-Kata’ib  al-Lubnaniyyah in  its  Arabic

translation). Founded by a five-men team1195 representative of Beirut’s Christian middle class, their

organization  was  the  Christian  –  and  specifically  Maronite  –  response  to  the  threats  posed  to

1190EL-SOLH, 2004, 46-47; ZAMIR, 2000, 207-209.
1191CHAITANI, 2007, 11-12; FIRRO, 2003, 148-149; 154-155; SOLH, 1988, 160.
1192Cit. in FIRRO, 2003, 149.
1193HARRIS, 2012, 189; TRABOULSI, 2007, 102; EL-SOLH, 2004, 47-48; FIRRO, 2003, 149-150; VAN LEEUW,

2001, 490, 494-496; ZAMIR, 2000, 208; ENTELIS, 1974, 48; RONDOT, 1968, 46; SALIBI, 1965, 181, 182.
1194Meir  Zamir  (2000,  209;  Cf.  FIRRO, 2003,  152,  156) reports  that,  in  a  conversation with the Maronite  Arab

nationalist, cAziz al-Hashim, Riyad al-Sulh expressed himself in the following terms:

“As a Muslim I cannot have any faith or hope in the Christians [...]. You have only one goal in the
East – to fetter Islamic or national politics. [...] I have been informed by the Quai d’Orsay of letters
of certain of your Christian leaders against the Syrian National Bloc. I have also read the letters of
your Maronite Patriarch, Émile Eddé, Beshara al-Khuri, and even of Michel Zakur – letters which
reveal their anti-Islamic sentiment. I now bear no illusions as to the feelings of the Christians towards
the Muslims. This  is  why I  have decided to pursue a distinctly  Islamic policy,  disregarding your
existence as Christians in the East. We will impose unity despite yourselves, within five years. You
have the example of the Alawites and Jabal Druze. You saw how the French abandoned them [...].
Take heed of that example. You will not have peace in Lebanon [...]. Know that henceforth we will be
financially supported by the Islamic world and that independent Syria will be a refuge if any problems
arise”

1195Pierre Gemayel, Shafiq Nasif, Charles Hélou, Georges Naccache and Émile Yarid, this last one being the only non-
Maronite among the original founders of the movement.
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Lebanon’s  integrity  and  independence  by  Sunni  and  Syrian  nationalist  mobilization1196.  The

movement, conceived initially as a boy-scout group rather than as a political party1197, had been

inspired by Pierre Gemayel’s experience at the 1936 Berlin Olympic Games. The young pharmacist

from Baskinta was fascinated, in a feature common to other representatives of peripheral societies –

a good example thereof being South Africa, with the founders of the Afrikaner nationalist party (the

Gesuiwerde  Nasionale  Party) having  visited  Germany  at  more  or  less  the  same  time  than

Gemayel1198 – by the display of national unity and cohesion showcased by Nazi Germany during the

Olympiad1199,  and while al-Kata’ib never professed the doctrines of Fascism1200,  it  was certainly

inspired by the corporatist tendencies which were highly fashionable in the Europe of the 1930’s1201,

as witnessed by the party’s initial platform:

[in  order]  to  fight  the  confusion  of  classes,  parties,  and  communities;  the  defeatism  of  official

representatives; the corruption of the older generation and the ruling classes; [and] the pan-Arab and pan-

Syrian tendencies which [are] gaining strength in Lebanon. This youth [is] in search of law, discipline,

and a common mode of life. It aspire[s] to a redressement national.1202

The foundation of the Kata’ib, together with its predecessor the Syrian Social Nationalist

Party or  Parti Populaire Syrien, represent the arrival of mass politics to the Levantine scene1203.

Contrary to the traditional framework of elite politics1204 that had been common to the area ever

since the Ottoman era, the new parties and organizations were founded by middle-class men and

their messages and platforms addressed the needs and concerns of that very social class. Hence, and

1196HARRIS, 2012, 189-190; THOMPSON, 2000, 190; ATESHIAN, 1984, 62; ENTELIS, 1974, 47-48.
1197STOAKES, 1975, 215.
1198LAPIERRE, 2008, 101-108
1199NORDBRUCH, 2009, 51-53.
1200ENTELIS, 1974, 51; HOURANI, 1946, 197.
1201HARRIS,  2012,  189;  NORDBRUCH,  2009,  53-54;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  102;  VAN  LEEUW,  2001,  543;

THOMPSON, 2000, 192-195; MORRIS, 1999, 497; WINSLOW, 1996, 67; RABBATH, 1986, 445; RABINOVICH,
1985, 61; YAMAK, 1966, 158; SALIBI, 1965, 181, 182.

1202NEHMÉ, 1966, 10-11, Cit. in ENTELIS, 1974, 50.
1203ORTEGA Y GASSET, 2014, passim; NORDBRUCH, 2009, 53; TRABOULSI, 2007, 102; SALIBI, 1965, 180.
1204KHOURY, 1991, 1374-1395; HOURANI, 1981, 36-66.
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while politics in the Lebanese arena would remain the preserve of the notables throughout the

whole of our period of study, it will be, nonetheless, seen how the progressive extension of political

participation to wider segments of society would start to defy the traditional power brokers, driving

the country to a crisis situation post-1969. 

All the misgivings and mobilizations on the part of the Lebanese unionists and their Syrian

nationalist allies notwithstanding, the Lebanese Treaty was negotiated in an accelerated way, being

signed on November 13,  1936, when not  even a  month had gone by since the opening of  the

conversations.  Ratified by the unanimity of the Lebanese Chamber four days afterwards1205,  the

Treaty, while formally identical to its Syrian counterpart (it included a basic text, deemed treaty of

friendship  and  alliance,  together  with  a  military  convention,  five  protocols  and  up  to  eleven

exchanges  of  letters)  encompassed a  number of  important  differences1206 that  took into account

Lebanon’s  peculiarities:  hence,  and  while  the  Syrian  treaty  strictly  limited  the  French  military

presence on its territory, the Lebanese convention gave the French authorities the widest latitude

conceivable in stationing (art. 5), displacing (art. 6) and using the Lebanese civilian and military

infrastructure for the needs of the French forces (art. 6), which were moreover conceded immunity

(art. 7 and protocol 1). The additional protocols and exchanges of letters cemented “the tightest

conceivable  alliance”1207 between  France  and  Lebanon:  recruitment  of  French  advisers  (letter

exchange 2), protection of Lebanese interests by French diplomatic representations abroad (letter

exchanges 3 and 4), bestowal of primacy to the French ambassador (letter exchange 5), protection

to the French teaching establishments and archaeological missions (letter exchange 7), as well as to

French capitals and private companies (letter exchange 8), parity between the French and Lebanese

currencies (letter exchange 9). To a large extent, the Treaty addressed the Christian fears regarding

1205TRABOULSI, 2007, 100; ZAMIR, 2001, 212; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 493-494; KIWAN, 1988, 139; RABBATH,
1986, 435; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 74; RABBATH, 1968, 34; HITTI, 1965, 221; SALIBI, 1965, 182 (albeit Salibi
confuses the day of signature with the day of ratification).

1206EL-SOLH, 2004, 49; RABBATH, 1986, 437; HOURANI, 1946, 203.
1207RABBATH, 1968, 35.
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Lebanon’s territorial integrity and independence vis-à-vis Syria1208, being thus perceived less as an

instrument for full-fledged sovereignty than as a “direct French guarantee for a Christian Lebanon,

against the Syrian threat from without and the Muslim threat from within”1209.

The treaty did not, however, fail to address the concerns of the Muslim communities, who

feared the risk of Maronite hegemony or “dictatorship”1210 in an independent Lebanon. By the letter

exchanges 6 and 6bis, the Lebanese Government committed itself to:

[...] garantir l’égalité des droits civils et politiques entre tous ses ressortissants sans distinction aucune.

Il  est  également disposé à  assurer  une représentation équitable  des différents  éléments du pays  dans

l’ensemble des emplois de l’État1211

as well  as to  establish the unification of the fiscal regime – hitherto,  the Mountain had

preserved  its  privileged  status,  inherited  from  Ottoman  times  –  and  a  certain  degree  of

administrative decentralization:

[...] le gouvernement Libanais assurera le plus tôt possible [...] l’unification du régime fiscal.

[...]  le  gouvernement  libanais  est  également  disposé  à  appliquer  à  l’ensemble  du  territoire  [...]  un

programme de réformes administratives comportant : 

1º) l’octroi aux municipalités d’attributions plus étendues.

2º) la création de conseils de districts, habilités à étudier les questions d’intérêt local.

Suivant l’importance des matières,  les  dits  conseils  pourront soit  donner leur avis,  soit  se  prononcer

1208FIRRO, 2003, 151; PHARES, 1995, 84-85. Cf. VAN LEEUW, 2001, 501.
1209ZAMIR, 2000, 211.
1210ZAMIR,  2000,  204.  Cf.  HARRIS,  2012,  189;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  100-101;  FIRRO,  2003,  151-152;  VAN

LEEUW, 2001, 502; SALIBI, 1965, 182.
1211Correspondance d’Orient, December 1936, p. 551.
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définitivement.1212

The importance of these letter  exchanges went beyond the mere diplomatic commitment

they represented to set forth a fundamental principle of Lebanese Public Law, which remains in

force  up  until  the  present:  the  distribution  of  public  office  following  a  given  confessional

proportion1213.  The  recognition  of  the  legitimacy  of  confessionalism  operated  by  these  letters

followed a  previous  ordination  thereof  through  decree  60/LR of  March  13,  1936 whereby the

different “historic”1214 religious communities received recognition as Public-Law bodies able to self-

organize with entire liberty while, at the same time, possessing wide powers in the field of personal

status, as underlined by decree 61/LR. The further consolidation of the communal system through

decree 146/LR of November 18, 1938, provoked however the outrage of Syrian Muslims, who

refused to be equalized with the non-Muslim communities (Edmond Rabbath claims that the ulama’

protested the decrees arguing: “nous ne sommes point des  tawâ’ef,  des communautés  [...]  nous

sommes la umma islamique”1215) and led the way to decree 53/LR of March 30, 1939, whereby

Muslims were excluded from the application of decrees 146 and 60. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the

benefits granted by these decrees led the way to the eventual communitarization of the Muslim sects

in independent Lebanon1216, where a whole legislative apparatus came to extend the confessional

structure to the three major Islamic communities1217.

As  a  consequence  of  this  institutional  validation  and  entrenchment  of  confessionalism,

1212Correspondance d’Orient, December 1936, p. 552.
1213RABBATH, 1986, 438-439; RABBATH, 1968, 36; SALIBI, 1965, 183.
1214These  being,  following  the  Decree’s  terminology,  the  Maronite,  Greek  Orthodox,  Greek  Catholic,  Armenian
Gregorian,  Armenian  Catholic,  Syriac  Orthodox,  Syriac  Catholic,  Assyrian  (Nestorian)  and  Chaldean  (Catholic)
Patriarchates, the Latin Church, the Protestant and Jewish Communities, and the Sunni, Shi ci (Jacafari), cAlawi, Ismacili
and Druze Communities.
1215RABBATH, 1982, 102. Cf. RABBATH, 1968, 38; HOURANI, 1946, 225-226.
1216RABBATH, 1986, 107; RABBATH, 1982, 103.
1217RABBATH, 1986, 110-137; RABBATH, 1982, 105-106, RIZK, 1966, 24-28. In the case of the Sunni community

through the decree 18 of January 13, 1955; the Shicis  through decree 3503 of January 27, 1926 and law 72 of
December 19, 1967; and the Druzes through two laws issued on July 13, 1962. Christian communities themselves
had seen their statuses overhauled and improved through the law of April 2, 1951.
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Émile Eddé was, therefore, soon to follow Habib al-Sacad’s example and, fully within the spirit of

the Treaty, proceeded – despite the misgivings of the Maronite patriarch and his fellow bishops1218

and the shocking maneuvers of the Dusturis, who had put forward the candidacy of the prominent

Eddéist, cAyyub Thabit1219 – to appoint the Tripolitan Arab unionist1220 Khayr al-Din al-Ahdab to the

office  of  Prime  Minister1221 on January 1937,  following the  full-fledged reestablishment  of  the

Constitution  by  decree  number  1  of  January  24,  1937.  Al-Ahdab’s  appointment,  despite  the

minority his Cabinet suffered in the Chamber, managed to draw more Sunnis to the Lebanese state

framework. Men like cAbdallah al-Yafi or Khalid Chéhab1222 joined the ranks of those who, like the

Prime  Minister  himself  or  Kazim  al-Sulh,  had  already  accepted  Lebanese  statehood,  thus

confirming the stance that had already been hinted by the different Unionist assemblies celebrated

the previous year. “[F]or the first time in eighteen years, the Muslims feel that they are not being

treated as poor relations”1223 said a notable at a banquet organized in honor of the Prime Minister by

no other than Salim cAli Salam. 

The end of the Treaty operations represented the end of the truce between Eddé and Khuri

too. Not even the imposition, by the High Commissioner, of a national-unity cabinet1224 on March

14, 19371225,  managed to reduce the tension between both men.  Khuri,  who had been trying to

cultivate his image as a friend of the Arab movement, was disappointed to see the rapprochement

1218ZAMIR, 2000, 214.
1219EL-SOLH, 2004, 72.
1220HARRIS,  2012,  189;  EL-SOLH,  2004,  71-72;  VAN  LEEUW,  2001,  527;  ZAMIR,  2000,  214,  216-217;

WINSLOW, 1996, 66-67; RABBATH, 1986, 441; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 69; SALIBI, 1965, 182-183.
1221His first Cabinet, which barely lasted until March 24, was made up, beside himself as Prime Minister, Minister of

Interior and Justice; by the emir Khalid Abillamac (M), Minister of Communications, Finance and Customs; Ibrahim
Haydar  (Sh),  Minister  of  Agriculture,  Economy and  Public  Works;  and  Habib  Abi  Shahla  (GO),  Minister  of
Defense, Public Healt and Education.

1222WINSLOW, 1996, 67.
1223EL-SOLH, 2004, 73. Cf. SOLH, 1988, 161.
1224EL-SOLH, 2004, 74; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 530-532; ZAMIR, 2000, 218; RABBATH, 1986, 441.
1225The experience was to be short-lived. Michel Zakkur, the Dusturi representative, died after barely two months as

minister. No other khurist was appointed to succeed him. The national unity cabinet had the following composition:
Khayr al-Din al-Ahdab (S), Prime Minister, Minister of Justice and Finance; Michel Zakkur (M), Interior Minister;
Habib  Abi  Shahla (GO),  Minister  of  National  Education,  Defense and  Economy;  and Ahmad al-Husayni  (Sh),
Minister of Public Works and Agriculture.
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that had taken place between Eddé and the Muslim bourgeoisie – Eddé had even dropped the idea

of  territorial  reduction,  now  that  the  borders  had  been  conventionally  sealed1226 –  while  the

pragmatist1227 Prime  Minister,  following  a  strategy based  on  pinning  the  Mountain  against  the

City1228, did not pass the chance to portray Khuri as a Maronite mountaineer bent on overthrowing

him, a Sunni1229. The dissolution of the Chamber, on July 24, 1937, offered the contenders a new

electoral arena to settle their differences.

Before the elections took place, the Parliament had been widened from twenty-five to sixty

seats (decree 135, October 7,  1937),  thus widening as well  the room to co-opt wide sectors of

opinion into the system through a generous exercise in political  patronage. The election, which

served to reinforce the already existing trend towards inter-confessional cooperation1230, was marred

however by a blatant manipulation of the results, which had been previously agreed by the High

Commissioner to guarantee a certain balance between the main contenders1231: 37 seats went to the

government, 26 to the opposition. Insisting on a unity cabinet, de Martel managed to convince both

Khuri  and Ahdab – despite  the concerted opposition both of  Eddé1232,  the Patriarch and Mgrs.

Sayigh1233, Tappuni and Leprêtre1234, the new Apostolic legate – to outmaneuver the President of the

Republic and establish a wide-spectrum cabinet commanding a large majority in the Chamber1235.

1226KIWAN, 1988, 140; ZAMIR, 1978, 234-235.
1227Al-Ahdab has been reported as saying: “Should the Arabs decide to unite [...] my presence in the Serail will not

stop them” (EL-SOLH, 2004, 73) as well as: “Believe it that we [the Sunni bourgeoisie] have no interest on being
governed by [the Syrian premier] Jamil Mardam. We, the Muslims of Beirut, intend to remain our own masters. But
we have commercial interests in the interior, and are seeking sufficiently close contacts in order to avoid differences
in legislation” (ZAMIR, 2000, 217; Cf. RONDOT, 1958, 34).

1228EL-SOLH, 2004, 75.
1229ZAMIR, 2000, 218.
1230WINSLOW, 1996, 68; 
1231EL-SOLH, 2004, 78; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 541-542; ZAMIR, 2000, 229-231; RABBATH, 1986, 441.
1232ZAMIR, 2000, 230.
1233The Greek Catholic Archbishop of Beirut. As Kais Firro (2003, 175-176) remembers, this Melkite prelate would

become a harsh critic of confessionalism. Was he a precursor of Western-style democratic practices in the Levant?
Or a defender of his own community’s interests, particularly taking into account that the affluence and widespread
education that prevailed within the Greek Catholic ta’ifah would guarantee its members much more positions in the
Administration than those granted by their limited demographic weight – a mere 5%?

1234VAN LEEUW, 2001, 551; ZAMIR, 2000, 232.
1235The Cabinet was integrated by Khayr al-Din al-Ahdab (S), Prime Minister, Minister of Justice; Habib Abi Shahla

(GO), Interior Minister; Georges Thabit (M), Minister of Economy and National Education; Ibrahim Haydar (Sh),
Minister of Public Health and Communications; Musa Nammur (M), Minister of Finance and Defense; Salim Taqla
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The Cabinet’s decision, a few days after its constitution (November 21, 1937) to dissolve all

youth organizations “of a para-military or confessional nature”1236, including the Christian-aligned

Phalanges Libanaises, but also the Muslim Najjadah or the PPS, provoked yet another outbreak of

violence, when hundreds of members of the Kata’ib descended onto Beirut where they clashed with

the police1237. The outraged reaction of Maronite Lebanon at what was widely perceived as police

violence against the “young Lebanese patriots”1238, as Mgr. Mubarak called the kata’ibis, gave way

to a general strike1239 in the Mountain and discredited al-Ahdab’s government in Maronite eyes.

While the Cabinet managed to overcome a vote of no-confidence on November 291240, it did not

resist much longer in power. The resignation, during the parliamentary session of January 10, 1938,

of  Salim  Taqla,  followed  just  a  few  days  later,  by  Majid  Arslan,  represented  the  Dusturi

abandonment of the Cabinet, leaving Ahdab’s government in a precarious minority that forced him

to resign on March 201241, after having tried to keep the Chamber’s confidence by forming a new

Cabinet1242. Ahdab was instantly substituted by the dusturi Khalid Chéhab, another Sunni, who will

command yet another brief unity cabinet1243, substituted in November of that year by yet another

Sunni1244, cAbdallah al-Yafi1245.

(GC), Minister of Public Works; and Majid Arslan (D), Minister of Agriculture.
1236VAN LEEUW, 2001, 543.
1237VAN LEEUW, 2001, 543-544.
1238ZAMIR, 2000, 235.
1239ZAMIR, 2000, 235.
1240VAN LEEUW, 2001, 544.
1241VAN LEEUW, 2001, 555; ZAMIR, 2000, 235.
1242The members of this short-lived Cabinet were: Khayr al-Din al-Ahdab (S), Prime Minister, Justice Minister; Musa

Nammur (M), Finance Minister; Khalil Ksayb (GO), Minister of National Education; Kamil Gargur (GC), Minister
of Public Works; Hikmat Joumblatt (D), Minister of Agriculture; and Ibrahim Haydar (Sh), Minister of Economy
and Public Health.

1243Its members were, beside the Prime Minister, by Salim Taqla (GC), Camille Chamoun (M), Hikmat Joumblatt (D),
Khalil Ksayb (GO), Ahmad al-Asacad (Sh) and Yusuf Istifan (M).

1244ZAMIR, 2000, 236; RABBATH, 1986, 442.
1245His Cabinet,  was composed by:  cAbdallah al-Yafi  (S),  Prime Minister,  Justice Minister;  Sabri  Hamadah (Sh),

Minister of Public Works and Agriculture; Rukus Abu Nader (M), Minister of National Education and Public Health;
Hamid Frangié (M),  Minister  of  Finance,  Economy and Foreign Affairs;  and Khalil  Ksayb (GO),  Interior  and
Defense Minister. Barely two months afterwards, in January 1939, the Prime Minister had to face a wide Cabinet
reshuffle after the Desturis left the government. His new Ministers, all of them Eddéists, except for the independent
Musa Nammur (M), would be Ibrahim Haydar (Sh),  Hikmat Joumblatt (D),  Rukus Abu Nader (M), Habib Abi
Shahla (GO), Gabriel Khabbaz (GC).
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Meanwhile, war clouds were rapidly gathering in Europe and, soon enough, the politicking

of the Beiruti parliament was brought to its end by the Mandatory. With a war ominously in the

making, as nobody seemed to doubt after the Munich Agreement (September 29, 1938), the French

positions in the Levant acquired a renewed importance in the strategic planning of the Parisian

government1246, which, together with the widespread criticism the Treaty policy had arisen in the

conservative  sectors  of  French  public  and  parliamentary  opinion1247,  combined  against  the

ratification of the instrument1248 at a time when the three-year transitory period was about to end.

The dismissal of de Martel, amid the joy of both President Eddé and the Maronite hierarchy 1249, on

October 22, 1938, and his substitution by Gabriel Puaux signaled the unconditional surrender of the

Treaty policy and a return to the Minority policy1250 that France had practiced at the beginning of

her Mandate, as well as a renewed upsurge in territorial modification proposals exuding both from

Christian1251 and Muslim quarters1252.

On September 1, 1939, German troops crossed the Polish border. The war in Europe had

begun.  Barely a  fortnight  afterwards,  on September  21,  the High Commissioner  suspended the

Lebanese  Constitution and dissolved the State  institutions1253 by decrees  246,  247 and 248/LR.

President Eddé, with the title of ‘head of State’, was formally kept at the helm of the State, albeit

with much reduced powers, while cAbdallah Bayhum, Secretary of State, was put at the forefront of

a  Council  of  Directors.  In  a  world  at  war,  Lebanon  had  returned  to  the  regime  of  direct

administration.

1246EL-SOLH, 2004, 99-100; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 569; ZAMIR, 2000, 236
1247VAN LEEUW, 2001, 562; RABBATH, 1986, 446; RABBATH, 1968, 38.
1248WINSLOW, 1996, 68.
1249VAN LEEUW, 2001, 579; ZAMIR, 2000, 237; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 81-.
1250EL-SOLH, 2004, 100; ZAMIR, 2000, 238.
1251ZAMIR, 2000, 239.
1252VAN LEEUW, 2001, 571-572.
1253HARRIS, 2012, 192; NORDBRUCH, 2009, 83; EL-SOLH, 2004, 108; FIRRO, 2003, 176; VAN LEEUW, 2001,

576; ZAMIR, 2000, 239; WINSLOW, 1996, 68; RABBATH, 1986, 447; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 86-87; RABBATH,
1968, 39; HITTI, 1965, 222; SALIBI, 1965, 183.
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2.5. War, National Pact and Independence (1940-1943)

The  first  months  of  the  war  in  Europe  reawakened  bitter  memories  in  a  Lebanon  still

haunted  by  the  terrible  ordeal  it  had  gone  through  during  the  First  World  War.  The  austerity

measures  imposed  by  the  High  Commissioner  in  order  to  guarantee  “an  adequate  supply  of

foodstuffs for the population”1254 could not prevent the rise of three war-connected phenomena,

namely scarcity, stockpiling and speculation1255. The fall of France, signaled by the Armistice of

Compiègne (June 21, 1940), caused a profound commotion in the Mountain,  which,  that night,

remained in complete obscurity as a token of solidarity with  al-umm al-hanun1256.  Despite Puaux

initial attempts to resist the armistice, he was finally forced to bow down to reality and ended up

accepting it on June 24 “dans le but de préserver la sécurité de sa patrie”1257. His lack of sympathy

for the Vichy regime led to his being promptly dismissed1258 (November 24, 1940) to be substituted

by Jean Chiappe, who died while en route when his plane was shot down by Italian fire, a substitute

being readily found in the person of General Henri Dentz, “a loyal Vichy follower”1259, who took

possession of his office on December 19.

Willing  to  exclude  both  Eddé and Khuri  from the  political  limelight1260,  General  Dentz

envisaged to implement wide-ranging political reforms in Lebanon and, first and foremost, planned

on  establishing  a  concentrated  government,  under  the  presidency  of  a  Beiruti  Muslim1261.  His

political tribulations notwithstanding, the High Commissioner had pressing problems to face: the

1254FIRRO, 2003, 177-178.
1255KHURI, 1960, 238;  HARRIS, 2012, 192; NORDBRUCH, 2009, 102; EL-SOLH, 2004, 114-115; FIRRO, 2003,

178; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 579-580; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 87; SALIBI, 1965, 184.
1256PHARAON, 1986, Cit. in VAN LEEUW, 2001, 580.
1257KHURI, 2007, 221.
1258FIRRO, 2003, 178;VAN LEEUW, 2001, 580; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 87.
1259FIRRO, 2003, 178. Cf. VAN LEEUW, 2001, 581.
1260VAN LEEUW, 2001, 583.
1261According to van Leeuw’s suppositions (2001, 583), the High Commissioner intended a three-men Cabinet, with

cUmar al-Dacuq or Sami Fakhuri as Prime Minister, accompanied by the éminence grise of khurism, Michel Chiha,
and the eddéist historian Jawad Bulos.
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generalized  supplies  shortage  throughout  the  mandated  territories,  largely  due  to  the  British

blockade  of  Vichy-aligned  Syria,  was  on  the  verge  of  causing  a  social  revolution,  with

demonstrations taking place in Aleppo, Beirut – where women protested against the lack of bread,

with the combined support of al-Kata’ib and al-Najjadah1262, in a premonitory communion of forces

–  Tripoli  and  Sidon1263,  which  Dentz  tried  to  suppress  by  using  force.  Faced  by the  violence

employed  by  the  French  forces  and  by  the  High  Commissioner’s  political  proposals,  Eddé

submitted his resignation as President of the Republic on April 4, 1941, forthwith followed by the

Secretary of State,  cAbdallah Bayhum. Thus proceeded General Dentz, through decree 80/LR of

April 9, to appoint a new, reformed Cabinet, with an executive Head of State, accompanied by five

undersecretaries. His choice went to the Jesuit-sponsored1264 Maronite judge, Alfred Naccache1265. 

The overhauled Cabinet presided by that man of “known integrity”1266 that Alfred Naccache

was did not enjoy much tranquility. Faced by a rise in pro-German sentiment throughout the Middle

East1267 and fearing the loss of its position in the area, due to the rise of Axis-sympathizer Rashid

cAli al-Kaylani in Iraq1268, the British, together with a token Free French force, initiated, on June 8,

1941 an all-out offensive against Vichy-held territories. In order to attract the support and goodwill

of  the  civilian  population,  planes  spotting  the  cross  of  Lorraine1269,  dropped  throughout  the

mandated territories thousands of leaflets containing a proclamation by General Georges Catroux,

the recently appointed Délégué Général of Free France for the Levant, whereby he announced the

1262FIRRO, 2003, 178-179.
1263NORDBRUCH, 2009, 97; EL-SOLH, 2004, 118; FIRRO, 2003, 178; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 584.
1264FRUS Diplomatic Papers 1941 Vol. III, Doc. 872; KHURI, 1960, 238; EL-SOLH, 2004, 119; FIRRO, 2003, 178,

191; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 585-586; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 88.
1265His Cabinet was made up by Ahmad al-Dacuq (S), vice-president of the Council, Undersecretary of State for Public

Works and Communications; Joseph Najjar (M), Undersecreary for Finance and Supplies; Philippe Najib Bulos
(GC), Undersecretary for National Education and Youth; and Dr. Fu’ad cUsayran (Sh), Undersecretary for National
Economy and Public Health.

1266SALIBI, 1965, 184.
1267HARRIS, 2012, 192; NORDBRUCH, 2009, 81, 85-89, 96-97; FIRRO, 2003, 179, 198; MAKIYA, 1998, 175-182;

WINSLOW, 1996, 69; HOURANI, 1946, 230.
1268NORDBRUCH, 2009, 93-95, 98-99; MORRIS, 2004, 12; EL-SOLH, 2004, 125-132, 139-140; ASHTON, 1996,

29; WINSLOW, 1996, 69; HOURANI, 1946, 237.
1269RABBATH, 1968, 40-41.
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independence of Syria and Lebanon1270 in the following terms:

Syriens et Libanais!

À l’heure où les forces de la France libre, unies aux forces de la Grande-Bretagne, son alliée, pénètrent

sur votre territoire, je déclare assumer les pouvoirs, les responsabilités et les devoirs du représentant de la

France  au  Levant.  Ceci  au  nom  de  la  France  libre,  qui  s’identifie  avec  la  France  traditionnelle  et

authentique et au nom de son chef, le Général de Gaulle.

En agissant comme tel, j’abolis le Mandat et je vous proclame libres et indépendants.

Vous êtes donc désormais des peuples souverains et indépendants et vous pourrez, soit vous constituer

en deux États distincts, soit vous rassembler en un seul État. Dans les deux hypothèses,  votre statut

d’indépendance  et  de souveraineté  sera  garanti  par un traité  où seront  [...]  définis  nos  rapports

réciproques. Ce traité sera négocié dès que possible entre vos représentants et moi. [...]

Syriens et Libanais!

Voici  venue  pour  vous  une  grande  heure  dans  votre  Histoire.  La  France  par  ma  voix  vous  déclare

indépendants, la France qui lutte pour sa vie et la liberté du monde !1271

The stiff – and unexpected – resistance of the vichystes1272 could not halt the advance of the

better armed British forces, who managed to quell all resistance by the beginning of July, barely a

month after the start of the offensive. The armistice of St. Jean d’Acre, on July 14, put an effective

end to the war in Syria and Lebanon and established a de-facto Anglo-French condominium1273 over

1270NORDBRUCH, 2009, 103; ATTIÉ, 2004, 19; EL-SOLH, 2004, 146; FIRRO, 2003, 186-187; VAN LEEUW, 2001,
591;  ZISSER,  2000,  26;  WINSLOW,  1996,  70;  RABBATH,  1986,  456-457;  DE  BUSTROS,  1983,  88-89;
RABBATH, 1968, 41; HITTI, 1965, 222; SALIBI, 1965, 184-185; CHAMOUN, 1963, 97.

1271Cit. in RABBATH, 1968, 41. My emphasis
1272KHURI,  1960, 239-240; NORDBRUCH, 2009, 101;  ATTIÉ,  2004, 19;  EL-SOLH, 2004, 140; VAN LEEUW,

2001, 591-592; WINSLOW, 1996, 69; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 89; HOURANI, 1946, 238.
1273HARRIS, 2012, 192; FIRRO, 2003, 187; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 592; KEDOURIE, 1992, 52; RABBATH, 1968, 42.
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Paris’ mandated territories.

Having  entered  Beirut  a  few  days  after  the  armistice,  the  Delegate-General  set  out  to

familiarize  himself  with  the  different  power  foci  in  the  country  and,  therefore,  he  met  the

“influential members of the clergy and the dignitaries”1274, after which he decided to keep Alfred

Naccache’s government at the helm of the Administration. Being fully conscious of the sui generis

nature1275 of the independence proclamation of June 8 – having literally fallen from the skies – and

under strong British pressure to abide by his promises1276, General Catroux proceeded to proclaim

Lebanese independence in a more formalized manner on November 26:

Libanais !

Une proclamation que je vous ai adressée le 8 juin dernier [...] a reconnu au Liban, sous la garantie d’un

traité  à  conclure  en  vue  de  définir  les  rapports  réciproques  franco-libanais,  la  qualité  d’État

souverain et indépendant.

[...] En reconnaissant votre indépendance, la France ne fait que s’inspirer de son amitié traditionnelle pour

le Liban, de sa mission tutélaire dans ce pays au cours des siècles et de la situation privilégiée qu’ell a

ainsi acquise. Son aide et son assistance demeurent, en toutes choses, assurées au Liban, dans l’esprit du

traité [...] de 1936 [...].

[...]  L’État  libanais  jouit,  dès  maintenant,  des  droits  et  des  prérogatives  attachés  à  la  qualité  d’État

indépendant et souverain. Ces droits et ces prérogatives subissent les restrictions qu’imposent l’état actuel

de guerre et la sécurité du territoire et des armées alliées [...].

[...] La France libre considère que  l’État du Liban constitue politiquement et territorialement une

1274VAN LEEUW, 2001, 590-591.
1275ZISSER, 2000, 26.
1276FIRRO, 2003, 187-188; 
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unité indivisible, dont l’intégrité doit être préservée de toute atteinte [...]. 

[...] le gouvernement libanais garantira l’égalité des droits civils, religieux et politiques, entre tous ses

ressortissants, sans distinction aucune. Il assurera une répartition équitable des différents éléments du

pays dans les hautes charges et dans l’ensemble des emplois de l’État. Il assurera, aussi,  [...] une

juste proportion entre les différentes régions. [...].

[...] Mais il est nécessaire [...] un règlement définitif [...] sous la forme du traité franco-libanais qui

consacrera définitivement l’indépendance du pays.1277.

The  proclamation  of  November  26,  followed  by  the  rapid  recognition  of  Lebanon’s

independence by the Court of St. James, together with the Belgian, American, Greek, Iranian and

Czechoslovak  governments1278,  evinced  however  a  first  clash  between  the  British  and  French

visions  for  the  Middle  East.  The  different  interpretation  that  both  sides  had of  the  de  Gaulle-

Lyttleton agreements (July 25, 1941), whereby “Anglo-Gaullist collaboration in the Levant” had

been harmonized so  as  to  “prevent  the  rebirth,  between  both  colonial  powers,  of  their  former

rivalry”1279, with London recognizing Paris’ “historic interests in the Levant”1280, was to lead them to

the verge of an all-out confrontation, particularly after Britain’s delegate in the area, Major General

Edward L. Spears, in a shocking exhibition of Francophobia1281, started to pursue a highly personal

policy  of  collaboration  with  nationalist  leaders1282 that,  shying  away from the  literal  sense  of

Downing Street’s instructions, put him in a collision course with Catroux.

All the independence proclamations notwithstanding, the situation on the ground did not

1277Cit. in RABBATH, 1968, 48-51, My emphasis.
1278VAN LEEUW, 2001, 596.
1279RABBATH, 1968, 42.
1280RABBATH, 1968, 43. Cf. AMMOUN, 2004, 44; CHAMOUN, 1963, 98-101; HOURANI, 1946, 244-246.
1281ATTIÉ, 2004, 20; EL-SOLH, 2004, 145; ZISSER, 2000, 30; KEDOURIE, 1992, 52; KHAZEN, 1991, 20-21;

FRUS 1942, Vol. IV, Docs. 702, 739.
1282FIRRO, 2003, 195; KHAZEN, 1991, 21; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 92-93, 94. FRUS, 1942, Vol. IV, Docs. 714-716,

725, 730.
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diverge much from that of the Mandate: it was still the French representative who had appointed the

head of State and the Constitution remained suspended, as it had been ever since the time of Puaux.

The spirits were not long to remain calm under this façade of independence and it was precisely

from Bkirki, “beacon of integral Libanism” as Edmond Rabbath defined it1283, that the starting gun

in a renewed effort towards real sovereignty was shot. In his Christmas address, the Patriarch called

for an “effective independence, corresponding to the people’s aspirations, [and] under the guarantee

of the Powers that contributed to its proclamation”, provided that independent Lebanon would be

founded on “the equality of rights, so that every community may obtain its rights in proportion to its

importance  [...]”1284.  The  Patriarch’s  decided  call  for  independence  was  accompanied  by  the

celebration of a spontaneous congress1285, which adopted the following resolutions:

1. Full and effective independence for Lebanon, enabling it to freely dispose of its destiny.

2. Freedom for Lebanon to enter in contracts with foreign States.

3. Enactment of constitutional laws guaranteeing public and private freedoms, and differentiating between

the executive and legislative powers, the later being held by a freely elected political assembly wherein

the Lebanese sects and regions are fairly represented.

4. Handover of governmental faculties to the sons of the country, who will bear the responsibility [for their

upkeep] and maintenance.

5. Consider as null and void any action brought about by the present government and risking to obligate the

country whether from an economic or political point of view, [given that] the country can only be bound

by a government truly representative of Lebanon and enjoying the confidence of the Chamber and her

approval, that assembly being the result of free elections.

6. Declaration of confidence in favor of His Beatitude the Maronite Patriarch to achieve these goals with the

support of the [participating] personalities in representation of the Lebanese sects and communities.1286

1283RABBATH, 1986, 470.
1284Both quotes have been taken from KHURI, 1960, 293-294. 
1285TRABOULSI, 2007, 104-105; FIRRO, 2003, 192; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 595-596; ZISSER, 2000, 33; KHAZEN,

1991,  37-38;  KIWAN,  1988,  143;  RABBATH,  1986,  471.  The  Congress  was  attended,  among others,  by the
Maronite bishops of Beirut, Mgr. Mubarak, and Tyre, Mgr. Méouchy (the future Patriarch), as well as by the Greek
Catholic Archbishop of the Capital, Mgr. Sayigh.

1286Cit. in KHURI, 1960, 297-298. My translation.
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The resolutions of the Congress of Bkirki constitute, both for Farid el-Khazen and Edmond

Rabbath,  a  prefiguration  of  the  National  Pact,  setting  forth  two of  the  principles  that  were  to

dominate independent Lebanon’s political life: confessionalism and regionalism. It is important to

remember,  however,  how the  patriarchal  appel and the  resolutions  of  the  delegates  were but  a

rekindling of the power-sharing principles that had become enshrined – despite its non-coming into

force  –  by  the  Franco-Lebanese  treaty  (particularly  the  letter  exchanges  6  and  6bis),  which

themselves  had  been  but  a  formalization  of  certain  fundamental  aspects  of  the  Unwritten

Constitution of the Mountain. In this context, the Congress of Bkirki limited itself to re-fashioning

some notions that had long ago been consecrated as fundamental elements of Lebanese Public Law.

The Congress of Bkirki thus opened a 1942 focused on the restoration of the Constitution

and the demand for elections1287, which was particularly agitated by the Dusturis with Spears’ open

support and encouragement1288, to the chagrin of General Catroux, who feared – rightly so – the

existence of a British scheme to reorganize the Middle East in accordance to London’s wishes1289. A

first step in this direction was taken by Khuri’s June trip to Cairo, where he met with the Egyptian

Prime Minister, Mustafa al-Nahhas Pasha, and the Syrian nationalist leader, Jamil Mardam Bey, and

managed to achieve their joint guarantee for Lebanon’s independence as long as the  Bilad al-Arz

“undertake to affirm, and maintain, its Arab character and disengage itself from overly close ties

with  France”1290 despite  the  misgivings  of  wide  sectors  of  Christian  opinion  regarding  such  a

position, as Sheikh Bishara himself did not fail to acknowledge1291. Confident in his Anglo-Arab

supporters, and already reaping the fruits of his long-held conciliatory policies towards the Sunni

élites, Khuri could get quite easily around the apprehensions of his Maronite coreligionists vis-à-vis

1287VAN LEEUW, 2001, 597; ZISSER, 2000, 32-33; RABBATH, 1986, 472.
1288FIRRO, 2003, 195.
1289FIRRO, 2003, 195.
1290KHURI, 1960, 245-246. Cf. DE BUSTROS, 1983, 94; CHAITANI, 2007, 14; TRABOULSI, 2007, 105; FIRRO,

2003, 195, 197;  ZISSER, 2000, 34-35; KHAZEN, 1991, 38; KIWAN, 1988, 143.
1291KHURI, 1960, 245. 
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the “Islamo-Arab threat”1292, which was shared even by some of his own followers, namely Salim

Taqla1293.

While the surprise visit of General de Gaulle to Beirut, in August of that year, seemed to

cool down the electoral expectations of Khuri and his followers1294,  the evolution of the war1295

forced  the  Free  French  to  bow down before  the  British  design  for  the  Levant  and  accept  the

celebration of elections as well as the restoration of constitutional normality in Syria and Lebanon,

as announced by the Comité français de la Libération Nationale on January 24, 1943:

Le Comité national français, résolu à renforcer l’indépendance de la Syrie et du Liban, [...] et considérant

[...] que l’évolution de la situation militaire du pays autorise le rétablissement de la vie constitutionnelle, a

donné mandat au Délégué général et plénipotentiaire, Commandant en Chef du Levant, de prendre à cet

effet toutes mesures nécessaires après consultation avec les gouvernements de la République syrienne et

de la République libanaise, ainsi qu’avec les principales personnalités politiques locales.

Le retour du général Catroux [...] marquera donc une étape décisive dans la vie politique du Liban et de la

Syrie.1296

Thus, it was General Catroux who, with the full agreement of General Spears1297, and having

returned to Beirut after a short stay in Egypt, proceeded to restore the Constitution by issuing the

1292VAN LEEUW, 2001, 600.
1293VAN LEEUW, 2001, 601.
1294The General had declared (Cit. in RABBATH, 1986, 473):

[...] les dures servitudes de la guerre ne permettent actuellement aux jeunes États du Levant, pas plus
qu’à d’autres États du monde, de pratiquer le jeu normal de leurs institutions démocratiques. Au
moment où tant de pays, tant d’hommes sont soumis à la discipline des armées [...]  où, par force
majeure, les droits de parler, d’écrire, de se réunir, de se déplacer sont restreints sinon suspendus,
[...] bref, où le salut de la patrie devient la loi suprême, il n’est, sauf circonstances très rares et très
exceptionnelles, ni équitable ni même possible de recourir aux libres consultations populaires. Le jour
viendra cependant où, ces entraves disparues ou au moins atténuées, le peuple syrien et le peuple
libanais auront la faculté de s’exprimer dans des conditions normales de dignité et de tranquillité.

1295VAN LEEUW, 2001, 601-602; RABBATH, 1986, 474; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 96-97.
1296Cit. in RABBATH, 1986, 474.
1297VAN LEEUW, 2001, 605.
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decree 129/FT of March 18, 1943, whereby he not only abrogated the decrees 246, 247 and 248/LR

of 1939, which had suspended the Fundamental Law, but also modified – in rather a bizarre episode

in the History of Constitutionalism wherein a mere executive disposition amended the pinnacle of

the  normative  hierarchy1298 –  articles  24,  30,  41  and  42  thereof,  establishing  the  principle  of

universal  suffrage  and  abolishing  the  category  of  appointed  deputies.  The  Delegate-General’s

decrees proceeded as well to dismiss Naccache and to appoint the Protestant Dr. cAyyub Thabit, as

both head of State and Government, to lead a provisional and neutral cabinet1299 tasked with the

organization and celebration of the elections1300.

Thabit’s presidency was to be short-lived. On June 17, he published two decrees (49 and

50/1943)  granting  the  right  to  vote  to  the,  largely Christian,  Lebanese  émigrés  and giving  the

different Christian communities a total of 32 seats in parliament for the 22 attributed to the three

Muslim sects1301. Thabit’s decision, while supported by the Maronite Patriarch1302, was faced with

the stiff opposition of Muslim opinion, with an “all-Muslim committee” being forthwith established

with  participation  of  a  ‘who  is  who’ of  Lebanon’s  Sunni  élite,  together  with  Druze  and  Shi ci

representatives, to protest the President’s decisions as well as to demand the taking of a census,

wherein the Kurdish minority and the Bedouins present in Lebanon would be counted1303. Even if

the  “wording  of  the  committe’s  resolutions  was  low-key and  businesslike  [thus]  betray[ing]  a

readiness to reach an eventual compromise”1304, the fact that the Muslim delegates requested the

1298RABBATH, 1986, 475; RABBATH, 1982, 46.
1299Besides President Thabit, widely considered a neutral figure, assuming the Interior, Justice and Supplies portfolios,

the extremely reduced Cabinet was composed by the khurist Khalid Shihab (S) as Minister of Finance, Education,
Commerce,  Industry,  Agriculture and Communcations;  and the  éddeist Jawad Bulos (M) as  Minister  of  Public
Works, Foreign Affairs and Public Health.

1300FIRRO, 2003, 200; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 605; ZISSER, 2000, 38; RABBATH, 1986, 474-475; DE BUSTROS,
1983, 97; SALIBI, 1965, 187-188.

1301FRUS 1943 Vol. IV, Doc. 1035;  KHURI, 1960, 251 MALSAGNE, 2011, 85-86; TRABOULSI, 2007, 106; EL-
SOLH, 2004, 174-175; FIRRO, 2003, 201-202;VAN LEEUW, 2001, 606; THOMPSON, 2000, 249; ZISSER, 2000,
38; WINSLOW, 1996, 71-72; RABBATH, 1986, 476; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 97; SMOCK, 1975, 46; SALIBI, 1965,
188; HOURANI, 1946, 257.

1302EL-SOLH, 2004, 176; FIRRO, 2003, 201; ZISSER, 2000, 39.
1303FRUS 1943, Vol. IV, Doc. 1036; EL-SOLH, 2004, 175; FIRRO, 2003, 202; ZISSER, 2000, 38.
1304ZISSER, 2000, 39.
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mediation of Egyptian Prime Minister, Nahhas Pasha, established a precedent in Lebanon’s modern

History, whereby the resolution of its internal problems would become conditioned to the, more or

less interested, intervention of foreign powers1305. While Nahhas’ proposal (29 Christian seats, 25

Muslim seats)  was initially rejected by the Patriarch and by wide sectors of  Christian clerical,

political and public opinion1306 – interestingly enough, Khuri, whose electoral strategy relied on the

support of the Muslim élite, had opposed Thabit’s decrees from their very promulgation1307, going as

far as to qualify the President of being a Christian fanatic1308 –  it would be finally imposed by

decrees 302 and 312 of July 21 and July 31 respectively, after a slight modification of Nahhas’

initial proposal by General Spears, who fixed the Christian to Muslim ratio in a 6:5 proportion1309

that would be kept until 1990.

The outcry provoked by his proposals was directly behind Thabet’s swift resignation, being

substituted, on July 21, by the Greek Orthodox “lawyer and millionaire”1310 Petro Trad1311. It would

be under the triumvirate he presided that the election would finally take place.

The election, planned for August 28, with the runoff set for September 5, witnessed two

parallel developments1312: on the one hand, it was the ultimate arena for the Franco-British rivalry

that had been dominating Lebanese politics since the armistice of July 14, 1941, with both sides

intervening directly in the electoral process to favor this or that candidate – the corruption displayed

by certain of their protégés reaching grotesque proportions1313; but on the other, the election brought

1305TRABOULSI, 2007, 108.
1306FRUS 1943, Vol. IV, Doc. 1039, 1040; EL-SOLH, 2004, 177; FIRRO, 2003, 201-202; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 608;

ZISSER, 2000, 39.
1307VAN LEEUW, 2001, 606; ZISSER, 2000, 39.
1308KHURI, 1960, 251.
1309DE BUSTROS, 1983, 97; KHURI, 1960, 252; TRABOULSI, 2007, 106; EL-SOLH, 2004, 176-177; FIRRO, 2003,

204; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 609; RABBATH, 1986, 476-477; SALIBI, 1965, 188.
1310SALIBI, 1965, 188. Cf. FRUS 1943, Vol. IV, Doc. 1038.
1311His Cabinet  was,  like Thabit’s,  made up by three members including himself.  The other  two were the Sunni

cAbdallah Bayhum – a member of Beirut’s élite – and the Maronite northerner Tawfiq cAwad, widely perceived as
the Patriarch’s “political factotum” (FIRRO, 2003, 204. Cf. EL-SOLH, 2004, 177).

1312ATTIÉ, 2004, 20-23; FIRRO, 2003, 205-207; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 613-620; ZISSER, 2000, 41-56.
1313It  is  reported that  Henri  Faracun alone – being as he was Lebanon’s  richest  man – spent over half  a  million
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to the fore, as well, the strong ideological struggle that had been splitting the Maronite community

throughout the Mandate, with Eddé defending the idea of Lebanon as a Christian State without

admitting that the “desire to develop relations with the neighboring countries could supplant the

purely Lebanese interests”1314, while Khuri had long ago embarked upon Michel Chiha’s urban ship,

in defense of a pluralistic Lebanon, open to the Arab world and to the Muslim élites who shared

their  view for a capitalist,  liberal Republic,  serving as the  entrepôt par excellence for the Arab

world1315, as Khayr al-Din al-Ahdab had candidly recognized some years earlier1316. 

Beyond these  two factors,  the elections  developed following the  script  that  had already

become the norm under the Mandate: neither a display of inter-sectarian conflict nor a confrontation

of political ideologies (except in some urban sectors and within the Maronite community, as has just

been explained) but a showcase of the rivalries within the multi-sectarian élite that had come into

being throughout the previous twenty years. Hence, the buildup of the different electoral lists led

the way to some weird combinations, with cAyyub Thabit and Alfred Naccache, widely reputed as

Lebanese nationalists of the Eddéist school, joining the list of the reputed Arab nationalist Sami al-

Sulh, while another unionist, Sa’ib Salam, agreed to participate in the slate headed by the reputed

eddéist cAbdallah al-Yafi1317. Meanwhile, Bishara al-Khuri’s ally, Riyad al-Sulh, managed to get into

Ahmad al-Asacad’s list in the South thanks to the intervention in his favor of his personal friend, no

other  than  Émile  Eddé1318.  At  the same time,  the  North  witnessed how  cAbd al-Hamid Karami

managed to build an awkward electoral  list  including not only his  personal rival,  the Maronite

Lebanese pounds to ensure the success of his list in the Biqac, while trying to foil Eddé’s attempts to be elected in
Mount Lebanon by wasting, in the sole district of Jbayl (the ancestral homeland of the Eddés), over L₤ 200,000 in
three  days  to  try  to  buy votes  (VAN LEEUW,  2001,  616),  whereas  Nicolas  de  Bustros  bears  witness  to  the
defamation campaigns in the press, as well as the direct intervention of Spears and Helleu in favor of this or that
candidate (DE BUSTROS, 1983, 97-102). President Khuri himself used his memoirs to denounce the measures
adopted by the French against the Dustur and its aligned candidates (KHURI, 1960, 255-256). With these examples
in mind, Charles Winslow’s statement regarding the cleanliness of the election (WINSLOW, 1996, 72) can be easily
rejected.

1314VAN LEEUW, 2001, 618.
1315GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 50-51.
1316Vid. footnote 787 above.
1317FIRRO, 2003, 205.
1318EL-SOLH, 2004, 2000; ZISSER, 2000, 44.
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Hamid Frangié, but also the rivals of the latter for the control of the Maronite north, Joseph Istifan

and Wahib Geagea1319,  in order to face the slate constructed by his most immediate enemy, the

Tripolitan Rashid Muqaddam, who had attracted a powerful catalog of Maronite running mates,

including the historian and all-out Lebanese nationalist Jawad Bulos and the Patriarch’s relative

Tawfiq cAwad1320.

The electoral process ended in a “resounding victory”1321 for the Dustur and for its British-

sponsored allies, who managed to get most of their candidates elected. While the  Dustur-aligned

lists swept both the North and the Biqac, and obtained important successes in Beirut and the South

as well,  it  lost by a considerable margin in the ‘toughest race of them all’: Mount Lebanon 1322,

where it only managed to get six seats for Eddé’s National Bloc eleven. While it is undoubted that

local factors influenced the outcome of the election in Mount Lebanon, as elsewhere in the country,

truth is that the area that sheltered the core of the Maronite community, strongly politicized ever

since before the Mutasarrifiyyah1323 and bitterly fought over during the campaign, voted massively

for Eddé’s list, in rejection of Khuri’s project for an Arabized independence for Lebanon. Eddé’s

triumph in the Mountain, inhabited mainly by the Maronite  petit peuple – in contrast to Beirut’s

grands bourgeois and nouveaux riches with links to the Arab world and beyond – showcased their

anxiety at  the loss of the security provided by Western protection and their fear of losing their

peculiar  identity,  submerged  under  the  massive  weight  of  Middle  Eastern  Islam1324.  Another

precedent in Lebanese political life was thus set: in all elections, with punctual exceptions, Mount

Lebanon would vote for the Opposition.

1319ZISSER, 2000, 46-48.
1320FIRRO, 2003, 205-206.
1321SALIBI, 1965, 188. Cf. KHURI, 1960, 257; MALSAGNE, 2011, 87-88; TRABOULSI, 2007 106; ATTIÉ, 2004,

23; EL-SOLH, 2004, 202-203; WINSLOW, 1996, 72; PHARES, 1995, 94; RABBATH, 1986, 477; RABBATH,
1968, 55;  HITTI, 1965, 222; CHAMOUN, 1963, 107; SPENCER, 1963, 97; HOURANI, 1946, 257.

1322KHURI, 1960, 257-258; EL-SOLH, 2004, 198; ZISSER, 2000, 48-50; ZISSER, 1995, 894.
1323It is important to note how the Maronite North, far less evolved than the central regions of Matn and Kisrawan,

remained attached to its traditional zucama’, as proven by the election of Frangié, Istifan and Geagea, while in the
Southern parts of the Mountain, the fight was political, rather than feudal. Vid. KHAZEN, 1991, 40-41.

1324HELMICK, 1988, 307; RABBATH, 1986, 481; ATESHIAN, 1984, 80; GILMOUR, 1983, 68; KHALIDI, 1979,
146; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 36.
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Not  without  some  hesitation  –  both  Eddé  and  Spears  tried  to  advance  Chamoun  as  a

consensus  candidate1325,  albeit  for  contradictory  reasons  –  Khuri  was  elected  President  of  the

Republic on September 21 with 43 favorable ballots against 3 blank votes. Émile Eddé and the eight

members of his party were absent from the session1326. As has been hinted above, Khuri’s election

did not result of a mere exercise in great power rivalry, but was, essentially, the fruit of his political

acumen: his ability to distance himself from traditionally-held Maronite positions, his willingness to

compromise and his openness to the Arab world endeared him to the Muslim élite and, perhaps

even more importantly, to the regional Arab powers1327 (Nahhas Pasha, in Egypt; Mardam Bey, in

Syria; but also Nuri Pasha al-Sacid, Iraq’s perennial political factotum) and paved his way to the

first magistracy. Khuri’s immediate appointment of the unionist Riyad al-Sulh as his first Prime

Minister1328 revealed,  moreover,  that  a  willingness  to  compromise  existed  on  both  sides  of  the

confessional  divide.  Theirs  was regarded “as the strongest  and most  progressive cabinet  in  the

history of Lebanon”1329.

Both Khuri and Sulh, the concrete principles of whose collaboration having been set out in a

meeting that had taken place only on September 19 in Khuri’s summer residence in cAlayh1330, made

use of their discours d’investiture to express their shared goal of immediately proceeding to declare

the unrestricted independence of Lebanon. In the words of Bishara al-Khuri:

Le Liban a  toujours lutté  pour son indépendance.  Il  est  résolu à réaliser  cette  indépendance dans la

1325DE BUSTROS, 1983, 102; CHAMOUN, 1963, 107-108; KHURI,  1960, 259-260; EL-SOLH, 2004, 204-205;
VAN LEEUW, 2001, 623-628; ZISSER, 2000, 50-55.

1326FRUS 1943, Vol. IV, Doc. 1046.
1327TRABOULSI, 2007, 106-107; EL-SOLH, 2004, 202, 203; ZISSER, 2000, 56.
1328Sulh’s first Cabinet, lasting until July 2, 1944, was composed, beside himself as President of the Council and

Finance Minister,  by Habib Abu Shahla (GO),  Vice-President  of  the Council,  Minister  of Justice and National
Education;  Salim  Taqla  (GC),  Minister  of  Foreign  Affairs  and  Public  Works;  Camille  Chamoun  (M),  Interior
Minister,  Minister of Communications;  Majid Arslan (D),  Minister of National Defense,  Agriculture and Public
Health; and cAdil cUsayran (Sh), Minister of Supplies, Commerce and Industry.

1329CHAITANI, 2007, 16.
1330ZISSER, 2000, 56; RABBATH, 1986, 545-547.
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concorde et l’union, dans l’ordre et la paix, dans l’équilibre et le rapprochement entre tous ses fils, avec la

pleine collaboration de tous les Libanais [...].1331

Or, in the rather more explicit expression of Riyad al-Sulh:

Cette indépendance, nous la voulons effective, cette souveraineté, nous la voulons entière, de telle sorte

que nous puissions diriger nos destinées comme nous l’entendons, ainsi que nous l’imposera notre intérêt

national, à l’exclusion de tout autre [...] Tel est le titre de la politique que ce gouvernement a adoptée, tel

est l’objectif qu’il se propose de réaliser [...]

Nous allons procéder [...] à la réforme de la Constitution, car [...] dans cette Constitution figurent des

articles dont l’existence est en contradiction formelle avec l’édification de l’indépendance, des textes qui

reconnaissent à d’autres qu’au peuple libanais et à ses représentants le droit de diriger ses affaires. Aussi

notre  gouvernement  demandera-t-il  immédiatement  d’apporter  à  la  Constitution  les  amendements

nécessaires qui la libéreront de ces liens, afin qu’elle devienne la Constitution d’un État indépendant, dont

l’indépendance est entière [...]

Le Liban est appelé, ainsi que les autres pays arabes, à la coopération internationale, à une coopération

qui se renforcera de jour en jour [...] Sa position géographique, la langue de son peuple, sa culture, son

histoire, ses conditions économiques  lui commandent de placer ses rapports avec les États arabes

frères au premier rang de ses préoccupations.  Le gouvernement agira, en vue d’édifier ces rapports,

sur des fondements solides, impliquant la garantie de l’indépendance du Liban, de sa souveraineté entière

et de l’intégrité de son territoire, de la part des États arabes. Le Liban est une patrie dont le visage est

arabe, qui retirera un bien utile de la civilisation des Arabes.

[...] Nous ne voulons plus que le Liban demeure la voie par où passe le colonialisme vers le pays arabes.

Nous  et  eux-mêmes le  voulons,  par  conséquent,  une  patrie,  chère,  indépendante,  souveraine  et  libre

1331Cit. in RABBATH, 1986, 477.
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[...].1332

If both speeches, and particularly Riyad al-Sulh’s, have been quoted here  in extenso, it is

because they have been usually portrayed as the concrete embodiment of the National Pact by wide

sectors  of  the  academia1333.  Without  deepening  too  much  here  in  a  matter  that  is  dealt  with

elsewhere in this dissertation, it  is essential to underline that, following Kais Firro1334,  Farid el-

Khazen1335 or Samir Khalaf1336, the National Pact is but another name for what has been repeatedly

labeled  herein  as  the  Unwritten  Constitution  of  the  Mountain,  whose  meaning  is  flexible  and

adaptable, shying away from dogmatic definitions. In this sense, both speeches and the concrete

agreements preceding them are but the concrete signification given to the National Pact – or better

still, to those parts of the National Pact dealing with Lebanon’s Arab Policy – at a specific moment

by those who uttered them, rather than an  ex cathedra, immovable, unbending definition thereof.

On  the  contrary,  as  will  be  seen,  al-Mithaq  al-Watani  will  be  given  very  different  meanings

throughout the following thirty years.

The  Cabinet  thus  formed  and  committed  to  the  cause  of  independence  and  inter-Arab

cooperation, it set forth to immediately amend the Constitution and suppress all references to the

Mandate, despite the express warnings of the French High Commissioner, Jean Helleu – who had

been appointed on June 8, 1943 as a replacement to General Catroux – against any such unilateral

revision1337, for France remained committed to the idea of a treaty. Refusing to pay heed to Helleu’s

warnings, Sulh’s Executive proceeded to submit, on November 8, its proposal to amend articles 1,

1332Cit. in RABBATH, 1986, 479-481. My emphasis.
1333ZOGHEIB, 2014, 38; CHAITANI, 2007, 14-18; TRABOULSI, 2007, 109-111; ATTIÉ, 2004, 25-28; EL-SOLH,

2004, 206-209, 211; ZISSER, 2000, 57-67; WINSLOW, 1996, 77; PHARES, 1995, 87-90; ZISSER, 1995, 894-895;
KEDOURIE, 1992, 53-54; SALIBA, 1988, 148; PETRAN, 1987, 33; MOOSA, 1986, 290; RABBATH, 1986, 539-
551; ATESHIAN, 1984, 74-101; SMOCK, 1975, 44-45; KHALIDI, 1973, 36; SALEM, 1973, 53-57; RABBATH,
1968, 57; HUREWITZ, 1966, 214; SAAB, 1966, 276-278; MEO, 1965, 81-85.

1334FIRRO, 2003, 208-210.
1335KHAZEN, 1991, 338-40.
1336KHALAF, 1968, 243-269.
1337VAN LEEUW, 2001, 631; ZISSER, 2000, 69; RABBATH, 1986, 484-487; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 104.
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5, 11, 52, and 102, and abrogate articles 90, 91, 92, 93 and 94 of the Constitution to the Chamber.

The  constitutional  reform  that  consecrated  Lebanon’s  full  sovereignty  was  approved  by  the

unanimity of the Assembly1338, with the sole absence of Émile Eddé1339.

The derogation of the Mandate included in the constitutional reforms passed by the Chamber

caused  an  outcry  in  wide  sectors  of  Maronite  popular  opinion,  who rejected  an  independence

“forcibly snatched”1340 from the community’s most faithful ally – perhaps its only one – throughout

history and dreaded the prospect of a Lebanon which “headed toward relinquishing its Christian

western-oriented  character”1341.  Charles  Corm,  the  prophet  of  Phoenicianism,  and  many  of  his

friends turned “in panic”1342 to the French authorities, requesting them to overturn the Assembly’s

decisions. Having returned from Algiers, where he had briefed the Free French leadership on the

Lebanese situation1343, the High Commissioner gave full satisfaction to Corm’s wishes and ordered,

by decree 464/FC, the arrest of the Lebanese Government1344, the abrogation of the November 8

constitutional  amendments,  the dissolution of the Chamber and the suspension of the Lebanese

fundamental law1345. Helleu proceeded, moreover, to appoint Émile Eddé as both Head of State and

of Government, by decree 465/FC of the same day.

Helleu’s initiatives provoked a widely shared wave of discontent throughout the country.

1338CHAITANI, 2007, 16; TRABOULSI, 2007, 107; EL-SOLH, 2004, 214; ZISSER, 2000, 71-74; WINSLOW, 1996,
78-79; GILMOUR, 1983, 65-66; CHAMOUN, 1963, 110.

1339VAN LEEUW, 2001, 634; ZISSER, 2000,71; RABBATH, 1986, 487; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 105; RABBATH,
1968, 64; SALIBI, 1965, 189.

1340KIWAN, 1988, 144. Cf. AMMOUN, 2004, 13; ZISSER, 2001, 76; MOOSA, 1986, 289; BAZZI, 1964, viii.
1341KAUFMAN, 2000, 239. Cf. CHAITANI, 2007, 159; SULH, 2004, 215-216.
1342Ibid.
1343VAN LEEUW, 2001, 634-635.
1344Bishara al-Khuri, Riyad al-Sulh, Salim Taqla, Camille Chamoun and cAdil cUsayran were effectively arrested and

sent to the Rashaya (Southeastern Lebanon) Citadel, where they shared their captivity with the Tripolitan Sunni
leader cAbd al-Hamid Karami and the leader of al-Kata’ib Pierre Gemayel. Two ministers, Majid Arslan and Habib
Abi Shahla, remained at large.

1345DE BUSTROS, 1983, 105; CHAMOUN, 1963, 112-114; TRABOULSI,  2007, 107; ATTIÉ,  2004, 24-25; EL-
SOLH, 2004, 215; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 635; ZISSER, 2000, 74-84; WINSLOW, 1996, 72, 79; PHARES, 1995, 94;
RABBATH, 1986, 487-490; ATESHIAN, 1984, 67; GILMOUR, 1983, 68; RABBATH, 1968, 64-66; RIZK, 1966,
17; SALIBI, 1965, 189; BAZZI, 1964, 38;  GRASSMUCK & SALIBI, 1957, 12; HOURANI, 1946, 286-288.
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Immediately, strikes were organized, demonstrations took over the streets, including a rally attended

by “the dames of Lebanon’s bourgeoisie”1346, and the mortal enemies of yesterday, the Christian

Kata’ib – which was Khuri’s only popular source of support within his own Maronite community1347

– and the Muslim Najjadah joined forces to fight the High Commissioner’s impositions1348. Even the

Church, which, after the brief spell of friendliness represented by the Patriarch’s cooperation with

the Syrian National Bloc during the tobacco crisis and afterwards, had remained quite hostile to the

idea of an Arabized Lebanon1349,  rejected decisively the French maneuvers condemning them in

heavy terms, and put her weight in favor of the liberation of Khuri, Sulh and their partners1350. In the

words of Mgr. Mubarak: “Christian Lebanon needs foreign protection, but this is servitude”1351.

With the country paralyzed by an anarchic maelstrom of unrest, Eddé was unable to form a

full-blown Cabinet1352 despite the dissimulated support he was offered by some members of the

Sunni élite1353. The support he received from “certain Christian elements” who expressed their “trust

in  President  Eddé,  in  whom  they  find  the  necessary  capacities  to  guide  Lebanon  towards

independence”1354,  as  well  as  from  certain  unyielding  defenders  of  the  idea  of  Lebanon  as  a

Christian bastion in the Middle East, like Mgr. Tappuni,  the Beiruti  Jesuits, the zealous  eddéist

cAyyub Thabit and the politically active Armenian and Maronite communities of the  Mountain  and

Beirut’s periphery1355, could not possibly offset the wave of adhesions received by the provisional

Government  that  had  been  constituted  by Majid  Arslan  and Habib  Abu Shahla,  the  remaining

members of Sulh’s Cabinet still at large, in the inaccessible mountain resort of Bshamun where,

1346DE BUSTROS, 1983, 115.
1347PHARES, 1995, 86; MOOSA, 1986, 289. Cf. DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 39.
1348ZISSER, 2000, 77-78; WINSLOW, 1996, 72; ATESHIAN, 1984, 67-68; BAZZI, 1964, 38; HUREWITZ, 1963,

499.
1349CHAITANI, 2007, 22; EL-SOLH, 2004, 216; ZISSER, 1995, 900-901; MOOSA, 1986, 291-29; RABBATH, 1968,

66-67.
1350EL-SOLH, 2004, 216; ZISSER, 2000, 76; WINSLOW, 1996, 79; ZISSER, 1995, 902; RABBATH, 1986, 489;

RABBATH, 1968, 67.
1351FRUS, 1943, Vol. IV, Doc. 1055.
1352VAN LEEUW, 2001, 640-641; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 115; CHAMOUN, 1963, 116.
1353ZISSER, 2000, 75.
1354VAN LEEUW, 2001, 642.
1355VAN LEEUW, 2001, 642-643; THOMPSON, 2000, 254.
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under the protection of the British Army1356,  they had constituted themselves as torchbearers of

constitutional  legitimacy1357.  Even more important than the opposition of the legally constituted

authorities was the general outrage provoked by Helleu’s decisions in the international arena1358:

both France’s war allies and the regional Arab powers expressed their condemnation at what was

widely perceived as an “anachronistic”1359 course of action.

The crisis offered General Spears a perfect opportunity to put forward his “obsessive anti-

French views”1360 in order to advance his personally preferred political vision for the Levant as a

Britain-dominated region, going as far as to contradict Whitehall’s policies1361. Under the threat of

imposing martial law and proceeding himself to liberate the detainees1362, Spears, in a blunt episode

of fashodism, forced the hand of General Catroux who, having arrived to Lebanon on November 15

to try to put an honorable end to the crisis, disavowed Helleu1363 and ordered forthwith the release of

the detainees and the re-establishment of constitutional normalcy.

It would finally be on November 22 when, under the dispositions of decree 483/FC, signed

by the new Delegate-General,  Yves Chataigneau – Helleu having been recalled  after  Catroux’s

arrival, the Government would be finally liberated1364. At their arrival in Beirut, the Cabinet was

received by an elated crowd who was already under a new flag, the old one, which flew the cedar

upon a French tricolor, having been substituted, in a clandestine meeting in the Chamber at the very

beginning of the constitutional crisis1365, by an horizontal bicolor keeping the cedar at its center. The

1356DE BUSTROS, 1983, 110.
1357DE BUSTROS, 1983, 106; CHAMOUN, 1963, 115; ZISSER, 2000, 77-78; RABBATH, 1986, 490;  RABBATH,

1968, 67; SALIBI, 1965, 190; BAZZI, 1964, 38.
1358DE BUSTROS, 1983, 106, 115; CHAMOUN, 1963, 115, 116; EL-SOLH, 2004, 217-218; ZISSER, 2000, 79-80;

RABBATH, 1986, 491-492;  RABBATH, 1968, 67.
1359ZISSER, 2000, 76.
1360ZISSER, 2000, 79.
1361EL-SOLH, 2004, 219; HUREWITZ, 1963, 498.
1362EL-SOLH, 2004, 220; ZISSER, 2000, 82; RABBATH, 1986, 492; HUREWITZ, 1966, 228.
1363ZISSER, 2000, 81; RABBATH, 1968, 68-69 RIZK, 1966, 18.
1364CHAMOUN, 1963, 117; EL-SOLH, 2004, 222; RABBATH, 1986, 492-493; RABBATH, 1968, 70.
1365The change was approved in an extremely reduced meeting conducted by those deputies who managed to slip

through the French security cordon and thus enter the Assembly building. Those present were Sa cdi al-Munla (S),
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new flag came to symbolize the birth of a new, fully independent Lebanon, free for the very first

time in its history, of external constraints.

2.6. Conclusion: The Victory of the City

In the first years of the Lebanese Civil War, Albert Hourani wrote that the political History

of independent Lebanon could be described as that of a permanent tension between the ideologies

of the Mountain and the ideologies of the City1366. The doyen of contemporary Orientalism was

essentially right when he rekindled the theme that had already been put forward by Michel Chiha:

the City represents the openness to the outer world – Arab or otherwise, the thirst for adventure, the

craving for profits; whereas the Mountain holds the spiritual foundations of the State and exerts,

with its severe demeanor, a sobering influence over the City’s golden palaces. Such a comparison is,

naturally,  an oversimplification but holds, nonetheless, a grain of truth.  The City represents the

inter-confessional élite alliance that, sharing a habitus in the Bourdieuan sense of the word1367, with

a common upbringing and holding a community of financial interests, came to establish Lebanon as

a nationally neutral bulwark whereupon business could keep on being made1368. On the contrary, the

Mountain represents  the frustrated  Maronite  national  idea,  the vision of  Lebanon not  just  as  a

Christian abode in the Middle East, but essentially as a Maronite nation-state, where non-Maronites

would be integrated through different intellectual devices, such as the idea of  l’asile du Liban,

which made the Mountain a refugee for all the persecuted in the region.

It was precisely during the French Mandate that the victory of the City was prepared. The

insistence of the Maronite élite on expanding Lebanon’s borders made economic sense – indeed, the

Henri Faracun (GC), Sa’ib Salam (S), Rashid Baydun (S) and Marun Kanacan (M). Vid. DE BUSTROS, 1986, 490;
CHAMOUN, 1963, 118; FIRRO, 2003, 210; RABBATH, 1986, 490; SALIBI, 1965, 190.

1366HOURANI, 1981, 170-178. Cf. KHAZEN, 1991, 39-40; 
1367HARTMAN,  2007,  46-49;  BOURDIEU  &  WACQUANT,  1992,  105;  BOURDIEU,  1980  [1990],  59-60;

BOURDIEU, 1979, 437; HARIK, 1972, 318.
1368HITTI, 1965, 225. 
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territorial framework embodied by the Mutasarrifiyyah, with its lack of plains, was unable to feed

itself1369 –  but  lacked demographic  coherence.  If  the  political  entity –  kiyan –  born right  after

Maysalun could not develop as a Maronite nation-state, nor even as a Mountaineer nation-state, it

was not, however, merely due to demographic factors, important as they were, but also due to the

fact it was faced with another nationalism: Arab nationalism, whose claims to validity were, despite

the historical mythifications it incurred – just like any other nationalist movement, backed by the

politico-administrative  traditions  bequeathed  by  four  centuries  of  Ottoman  rule  and,  more

importantly, by the weight of Islam, whose importance as a gluing factor in the development of the

modern Arab nation-states has been widely documented1370.

Confronted with the pluralistic reality – demographic, political and cultural – of the Greater

Lebanese State, the Mandate authorities could not lean exclusively on the Stadlerist1371 Maronite

Church, which remained attached to the idea of Lebanon as a Christian State in the Middle East, as

witnessed by the Phoenician prophet, Charles Corm when he declaimed:

Mon frère musulman, comprenez ma franchise:

Je suis le vrai Liban, sincère et pratiquant;

D’autant plus libanais que ma Foi symbolise

Le cœur du pélican.1372

As the Mandate could not give full  satisfaction to the intimate desires  of its  traditional

clients in the Levant, it found an unexpected ally in the Mountain’s political tradition. Ever since the

1369KHAIR, 1973, 18.
1370GELLNER, 1994, 170-181; GELLNER, 1983, 79-85.
1371Mgr. Josef Stadler was the Archbishop of Vrhbosna (Sarajevo, Bosnia) between 1881 and 1918. He was a well-

known Croatian nationalist for whom the Catholic faith and the Croatian national belonging were fused in an ethno-
religious totum, so that the faithful of his diocese were not Bosnians but, in fact, Croats, and that not due to any kind
of linguistic or historical fact, but, purely and simply  because  they were Catholics (CAVALIN & FETAHAGIĆ,
2014, 66-67).

1372CORM, 2004-b, 73.
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times  of  the  Imarah,  the  Mountain  had  been  ruled  by  a  neutral  figure  who,  sitting  atop  the

administrative structure, provided for a measure of justice, order and bureaucratic continuity while

leaving certain spaces of action for the local political operators. Thus, and just like the  amir al-

hakim or the mutasarrif had done before him, the High Commissioner set the limits of the political

game, while letting, not without his occasional intervention, the politicians compete in the harb al-

karasi, or ‘war of the chairs’, in their seeking of office and influence. In the quarter of century that

went by under the French Mandate, this very same politicians managed, however and in spite of all

their  bickering  and  politicking,  to  recreate  the  consensual  system  of  government  that  had

historically characterized Mount Lebanon on a pan-Lebanese scale, reinterpreting the principles of

what has been thus far repeatedly called the Unwritten Constitution of the Mountain, so that they

might fit the requirements of a modern State. In a wide Mediterranean context, where Spain and

Portugal were authoritarian dictatorships, at the same time that the different Arab countries did not

take long to suffocate the liberalism that had presided over their independence processes under the

shadow of repressive regimes, while the Eastern part of Europe fell under the clout of Moscow’s

totalitarianism,  the  fact  that  the  small  and  rather  weak  Lebanon  retained  the  workings  of  a

democratic, open and pluralistic system, as limited and often imperfect it might have been 1373 , is no

small a feat and pays homage to the generation of politicians who, despite their – many – personal

flaws and defects, were able to construct and keep functioning such a system.

Three  political  tools  contributed  directly  to  the  success  of  the  Lebanese  experiment  in

pluralism: the 1926 Constitution, the 1936 Franco-Lebanese Treaty and the National Pact.

Beginning by the former, the Constitution, together with its immediate amendments, defined

the administrative structure of the Lebanese State and provided extensively for the safeguard of “the

1373SALEM, 1973, 54; HUREWITZ, 1966, 214; ISSAWI, 1966, 80; SHILS, 1966, 1.
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rights and freedoms of individuals and communities”1374, but more importantly, the Fundamental

Law of 1926 was drafted as a “subtle and flexible”1375 document, able to adapt to the changing

political  circumstances  and  fitting  well  within  the  general  outlook  of  historical  Lebanese

constitutionalism1376.  Hence  a  strong,  expectedly  neutral,  presidency  was  established,  a

representative parliament was provided for and the pluralistic nature of the State was expressly

acknowledged, albeit with a piously attached provisional character, by article 95.

Regarding the 1936 Treaty, and despite its lack of ratification, it served to consolidate some

trends  in  Lebanese  politics  that  had  been  discernible  at  least  since  the  ratification  of  the

Constitution, namely the consolidation of a pattern of inter-communal cooperation. While such an

arrangement  had  been  a  characteristic  of  the  Mountain’s  Unwritten  Constitution,  ever  since

independence, article 95 of the Constitution, the letter exchanges 6 and 6bis and the decrees of 1936

and 1938 contributed  to  enshrine such a  principle  as  a  fundamental  guideline  in  the  Lebanese

political  structure.  The  progressive  integration  of  the  Sunnis  within  this  framework,  while

undergoing ups-and-downs, changed the elements of the equation from the Druzo-Maronite balance

of the Imarah and the Mutasarrifiyyah to a new formulation, where the Sunnis came to substitute

the Druze as the Muslim counterpart to the Maronites1377 in the inter-confessional power-sharing

agreement that came to characterize independent Lebanon’s political life1378. Thus, the change of the

Muslim partner did not alter the characteristics of the system, which is in itself revealing of its

resilience and of its adaptation to the peculiarities of the Lebanese scene.

Last but not least came the National Pact. As was said above, the National Pact cannot be

1374RABBATH, 1982, 51-52.
1375RABBATH, 1982, 61.
1376KEDOURIE, 1992, 51.
1377After the Ta’if Agreement, the terms of the balance have – once again – changed, the Maronites having been

substituted  by  the  Shicis.  The  system,  however,  keeps  on  working  on  the  same  assumptions:  power-sharing,
proportionality and wide coalitions.

1378SALEM, 1973, 24.
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reduced to the 1943 gentlemen’s agreement between Bishara al-Khuri and Riyad al-Sulh whereby

both men committed themselves to achieve full independence and distribute political power among

their affiliates. It is, on the contrary, an embodiment of the Unwritten Constitution of the Mountain

itself, reinterpreted and redefined to fit the realities of the immediate post-war era. In this context,

the National Pact incorporated the philosophical thought of Kazim al-Sulh and Michel Chiha, with

their eminently a-national approach to statehood – whether sincerely felt or a fruit of possibilism

does not concern us here, whereby cosmopolitanism, openness and laissez-faire were to occupy the

preeminent role in the scale of values of a Republic which was conceived essentially as a trading

post, as an entrepôt, a kind of Venezia rediviva in the heart of the Middle East, rather than as the

concrete embodiment of a given national sentiment.

The National Pact came thus to represent the victory of the City over the Mountain in the

constitution of independent Lebanon, since it symbolizes the triumph of the economic interests of

the  Beiruti  élite  over  the  confessional  solidarities  epitomized  by  Mount  Lebanon’s  Maronite

identity. The inter-sectarian Beiruti élite, having joined together in defense of its financial interests,

came to dominate Lebanese politics for the following thirty years by deploying an intelligent policy

combining both the co-option and coercion  of those groups susceptible to destabilize the system.

Only in the late 1960s and 1970s, as will be seen, did the system start to show signs of increasing

fatigue. Meanwhile, the Maronite Mountaineers, in almost perpetual opposition to all the  cuhud,

remained what they had always been: an obdurate community of rebels, grouped together by their

ethno-religious casabiyyah, but deprived of real political power. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 

THE MERCHANT REPUBLIC

[...] قد أتى لبنان [...]إن العقاب العظيم 

[...] إلى أرض تجار، ووضع في مدينة تجار

The Great Eagle [...] came to Lebanon [...]

to a land of tradesmen, set in a city of merchants.

Ezekiel, 17:3-4

Deux Négations ne font pas une nation !

Georges Naccache

When the French troops arrived in Beirut, after the terrible events that shook the Mountain

during the First World War, the Maronite mountaineers – or, at least, those who were left after the

terrible wartime famine – came down to the city to greet les petits soldats de France, in Gouraud’s

words. Such an occasion can be interpreted symbolically from an Ibn Khaldunian position, whereby

the Maronites repeated the pattern so often reproduced by the North African mountaineers1379: they

descended upon the City, but the City ended up conquering them.  Græcia capta ferum victorem

cepit!

Thus and despite all appearances and literary exaggerations, the regime established in 1943

1379HOURANI, 2010, 24-25.
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granted the Maronites no predominance or hegemony over the rest of the country’s groups. In fact,

it can be argued that independent Lebanon would become, from its very inception, an oligarchic

republic, a State conceived by and for the cartel that grouped the wealthy urban merchants with the

powerful rural  zucama’ of the peripheral regions in a complex network of overlapping economic,

personal – with high rates of intra-élite inter-marriage – and political interests1380. It was, therefore,

this inter-confessional grouping of the rich and powerful that would control the destinies of the

young Lebanese Republic and not a given ethno-religious community among the many ones that

composed the Lebanese mosaic.

In this context, it can be argued that  laissez-faire was an economic choice embraced with

gusto. A deliberate election institutionalized in November 1948, rather than a natural inclination of

the Lebanese economy, the system did not, however, receive its definitive boost until the breakup of

the customs union with Syria  on March 13, 19501381.  Nonetheless,  by then,  such a system had

already reaped a generous harvest of passionate partisans, beginning with the apostle of economic

liberalism, Michel Chiha, who romanticized laissez-faire and emigration in the following terms:

C’est de la présence du Liban à l’étranger [...] que ce pays, sans sous-sol et sans matières premières, tire

de vastes moyens d’existence.  C’est de ce mouvement inlassable, de ce mouvement à distance, de cette

souple intelligence, de cette agilité de l’esprit, de cette aptitude au voyage, de cette promptitude dans le

déplacement [...]

Pour dénier aux Libanais de notre siècle une vocation « itinérante » exceptionnelle, il faudrait abolir tout

le passé ; il faudrait imaginer que nos rivages qui ont formé cette race pérégrine n’ont plus les mêmes

vents migrateurs et les mêmes vertus.  C’est folie de prétendre enfermer ce pays et ce peuple dans les

1380HARRIS, 2012, 194; GATES, 1998, 82-83; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 50; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 11-27; SMOCK
& SMOCK, 1975, 144-146.

1381HARRIS, 2012, 194-195, 204; CHAITANI, 2007, 158; GASPARD, 2004, 49-50, 57-59, 105-106, 143, 192-193;
KHALAF, 2002, 156; THOMPSON, 2000, 90-91; LABAKI, 1988, 168-169; RABBATH, 1986, 556; PERSEN,
1958, 292-294.
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murs, branlants d’ailleurs, de l’économie à la mode. Les Libanais les plus doués, les Libanais les plus

entreprenants gagnent leur vie loin de leur sol ou par des services auxquels le rendement de leur sol est à

peu près étranger. [...] La sagesse est de respecter et de faciliter le mode d’existence qui leur a donné leur

rang et leur prestige dans le commerce intercontinental1382.

In a previous article, and deepening in his cherished Lebano-Swiss comparison, he insisted

on the importance of  freedom as a  fundamental  ingredient  in  the Lebanese  être,  as  a  need for

Lebanon’s very existence, a direct consequence of the country’s national spirit rather than the mere

preference of a commercial elite:

« Toute économie dirigée dans notre pays est une hérésie si elle ne vise pas à l’efficience individuelle et à

l’accroissement de la productivité ».

[...] dans ces quelques lignes il y a les éléments d’une doctrine économique tout à fait solide et limpide

[...].

Les raisons libanaises de libérer les individus [...] pour leur permettre de produire [...] vont plus loin

encore [...].

Un  Liban  étouffant  économiquement  dans  les  contraintes  et  les  entraves,  c’est  un  Liban  qui,

politiquement, se perd.

[...] Toute forme honorable du travail doit être saluée par les Libanais comme un bienfait. Les Libanais en

peuvent pas se croiser les bras, s’immobiliser sans mourir. Pour eux toute la vie est imagination ; elle est

invention, mouvement, qualité de services. [...]

Voilà pourquoi, ne pouvant avoir la qualité en rien sauf en intelligence, il est absolument vital que nous

ayons la qualité en tout.

1382CHIHA, 10/29/1953. Emphasis in the original.
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Et  pour  que  l’intelligence  en soit  pas stérilisée,  il  faut  qu’à  son service  les  lois  et  les  contraintes

s’assouplissent.

Le Liban  lutte  pour  la  vie  [...]  Son climat  naturel,  moral,  politique,  économique  est  la  Liberté.  [...]

L’incorporer plus étroitement à une économie continentale et protectionniste, c’est le détruire. Sans les

mers, et les mers libres et les échanges, nous perdons nos premiers moyens d’existence.1383

Laissez-faire was not  merely Chiha’s  doing. It  was not the economic option of the sole

Dusturis either. On the contrary, it was, as well, an option defended by the followers of Eddé who,

his  political  preferences  and  the  populism of  his  movement  aside,  was  a  member  of  Beirut’s

aristocracy and the  attorney of  numerous concessionary societies.  It  was,  precisely,  one  of  his

partisans,  Gabriel  Menassa who, in writing his  colossal  Plan de Reconstruction de l’Économie

Libanaise,  in 1948, proposed the adoption of a liberal  economic policy as the only chance for

Lebanon’s economy to remain competitive in the post-war era:

Le  Liban  est  un  pays  de  commerce,  de  transit  et  de  tourisme.  [...]  Ce  pays  a  un  intérêt  vital  au

développement du commerce et à la suppression des entraves aux échanges internationaux.

[...] Le Liban est surtout un pays producteur de services [...]  La population libanaise, très évoluée et

ayant atteint un stade avancé de culture, ne peut maintenir son standard élevé de vie qu’autant qu’elle

conserve  et  améliore  ses  positions  dans  ce  domaine,  grâce  à  la  consécration  des  principes  de

libéralisme économique.

[...] Le Liban a une industrie et une agriculture qui ne peuvent s’imposer que par la qualité et par la

spécialisation. Il y a donc intérêt à ce qu’une politique de libéralisme économique lui permette de

1383Le Jour, 12/11/1946. Emphasis in the original. Boldface is mine. 
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trouver des débouches sur les marchés internationaux.1384

 

The  economic  principles  developed  in  these  first  years  of  Lebanese  independence  and

consolidated  throughout  the  cahdayn of  Bishara  al-Khuri  and  Camille  Chamoun  would  turn

Lebanon into a true  Merchant Republic. Not even General Chéhab’s attempts at  étatisme would

manage to radically transform an economic system which rapidly became a staple of Lebanese-ness.

For the following thirty years, Lebanon would remain, in a post-war world where  interventionism

reigned supreme, and surrounded by an Israel where the pioneers’ dream was still well and alive 1385,

and  an  Arab state  system where  confiscations  and  nationalizations  became daily  news1386,  the

remaining, solitary tower of Smithian liberalism1387. This Lebanese economic exceptionalism serves

to  explains the country’s “extraordinary surge” in the post-war era1388.

It  was  precisely  the  “phenomenal”1389 economic  prosperity  engendered  by  Lebanon’s

liberalism that allowed the development of a new middle class that rapidly become the mainstay of

the political system.  Hence, the traditional Christian  petite bourgeoisie, which Kamal Salibi had

once defined as an egalitarian middle class like “nowhere else in Westernizing Asia or Africa”1390

soon came to be accompanied by a new, but rapidly growing, Muslim middle class who, despite its

Arabness, had a vested interest in Lebanon’s survival as a peculiar, separate, independent State in

the Near East1391.

1384MENASSA, 1948, 3-4. My emphasis.
1385SEGEV, 2008, passim; BELLOW, 2009, passim; OZ, 2004, passim.
1386SHERBINY & HATEM, 2015, 69-78; ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010, 89-91; GINAT, 1997, 7-46; SHEHADI, 1987,

5-6; HUREWITZ, 1966, 235.
1387Charles Issawi (1966, 74) described Beirut’s role in the following terms: “Thanks to its foreign exchange reserves,

its world-wide contacts, and its absence of controls, Beirut became the main financial center of the Middle East and
one of the leading centers in the world. Fabulous, yet perfectly authentic, stories are told of the transfer of gold from
Mexico, to India, and China, of the shipment of cooper from Franco’s Spain to Stalin’s Russia, and of the sale of a
huge consignment of toothbrushes from an Italian firm to a neighboring one – all these negotiations directed from
and financed by some mangy-looking business house in Beirut”. For a less colorful assessment, vid. HARRIS, 2012,
194; GASPARD, 2004, 65-66; SHEHADI, 1987, 5, 6.

1388GASPARD, 2004, 146; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 44-45.
1389SALIBI, 1966, 214.
1390SALIBI, 1966, 266. Cf. KHALAF, 1976, 45-46.
1391GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 50-51; LABAKI, 1988, 172-180; HUREWITZ, 1966, 234; PIPES, 1990, 96.
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The liberal system thus conceived found its counterpart in the political arena. Hence, and

while trade and commerce live largely off unwritten laws, off gentlemen’s agreements, off time-

honored traditions, so did the Lebanese political system. The National Pact, independent Lebanon’s

interpretation of its historical  Unwritten Constitution implied the foundation of Lebanese politics

upon Lebanese tradition rather than on imported ideologies, unsuited to the Lebanese situation1392.

Consensus, restraint, prudence, and the legitimacy of parapolitical groupings laid at the basis of a

political system which rejected unipersonal power and allowed for the coexistence of traditional

loyalties alongside secular democratic institutions1393, leading thus the way to a specific Lebanese

approach to modernity1394.

An example of the weight  of the customary over the written Constitution can be easily

deduced from the President’s position. While he has traditionally been portrayed as a republican

monarch, a constitutional autocrat1395, truth is that his power was actually limited to an arbitral role,

which forced him to a permanent game of coalition-bulding and balancing among the different,

competing political interests matching wits on the Lebanese political arena, in order to guarantee

the system’s stability1396. In the words of Albert Hourani:

It [was] expected that he [the President] should stand above the communities, that his authority should be

secular, that he should express the unity of the state [and] cut across the network of sectarian interests,

and make necessary decisions in the light of the national interest.1397

1392HARIK, 1972, 315-316; HUREWITZ, 1966, 224; RONDOT, 1963, 15-20.
1393SALEM, 1973, passim; SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 152, 165-167; BINDER, 1966, 283-327.
1394SALEM, 1973, passim; KHALAF, 1968, 245.
1395TRABOULSI, 2007, 109-110; ZAMIR, 1999, 114-116; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 55; WINSLOW, 1996, 75-76,

82-83; SALAM, 1989, 69-70; RABBATH, 1986, 173; BAZZI, 1963, viii, 27.
1396SALAM,  1989,  71;  HOURANI,  1981,  141,  146;  DEKMEJIAN,  1975,  29-30;  SALEM,  1973,  58-59,  60;

RONDOT, 1958, 31, 35-36.
1397HOURANI, 1981, 139.
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“Whenever the President forsook his arbitral role to push for his own[, personal or partisan,]

interests”1398,  as  happened  under  both  Khuri  and  Chamoun’s  presidencies  as  will  be  seen,  the

Unwritten  Constitution’s  integrity  was  restored  by  the  rapid  crafting  of  alternative,  ad-hoc

coalitions, whose sole objective was, despite the lofty goals displayed in their manifestos, to restore

the rules of the game to the point they were before the President exceeded his customary authority.

It can, thus, be easily perceived how the Lebanese system came to function under a double-veto

arrangement1399 that  severely  curtailed  the  President’s  written  authority  and  came  to  de  facto

establish a consensus model of democracy on the Lijphartian model1400.

3.1. cAhd Bishara al-Khuri (1943-1952)

3.1.1. Building the Lebanese Republic (1943-1948).

The triumphant return of the detainees from Rashaya is usually portrayed as the key

moment in the achievement of Lebanese independence. However, few things had really changed in

the time gone by between their  detention and their release: the country remained under foreign

occupation and it was still not very clear whether full sovereignty could be attained without signing

a treaty with France. The first years of Khuri’s presidency were, therefore, concentrated on foreign

policy1401, with an eminently successful performance. 

Khuri’s focus on foreign affairs was largely possible due to his having built a wide coalition

that ensured the tranquility of the home front: in a process that had already taken place in Lebanese

history  before,  Khuri  proceeded  to  group  behind  his  banner  the  traditional  rural  leaders  from

1398GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 94.
1399TSEBELIS, 2001, passim; WINSLOW, 1996, 85; DEKMEJIAN, 1978, 255, 257; LIJPHART, 1977, 36-38.
1400LIJPHART, 1999, 31-47
1401CHAITANI,  2007,  2-3;  ZISSER, 2000, 87;  ZISSER, 1994, 491;  RABBATH, 1986,  494-534;  DE BUSTROS,

1983, 117-120; SALIBI, 1965, 191. 
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peripheral Lebanon, who guaranteed wide “support for the President  [by means of] distributing

patronage and rewards”1402, and the rich merchant class from Beirut, which soon became known as

the ‘Consortium’1403, whose combined fortune was estimated at about 40% of the country’s GDP1404.

In order to keep greased his coalition’s machinery and to guarantee the loyalty of its members,

Khuri  established  a  pattern  of  rapidly  rotating  governments,  with  a  high  degree  of  ministerial

turnout,  so as  to  ensure  a  generalized  access  to  the  patronage tools  made available  by cabinet

belonging while “avoiding any of them to accumulate too much power”1405.

Within this general orientation towards foreign affairs that characterized the initial years of

Khuri’s  administration,  the newly elected President achieved his first  successes relatively early,

when the  Intérêts Communs were transferred to both the Lebanese and Syrian governments, on

December 22, 1943. The Intérêts Communs comprised a wide array of services that the Mandatory

had been thus far jointly providing to all the territories under its administration, and comprising, in

Denise Ammoun’s enumeration:

[...]  les  douanes  et  la  gestion  des  recettes  douanières,  les  travaux  publics,  les  PTT,  les  poudres  et

explosifs, la Sûreté générale, le contrôle des sociétés concessionnaires et le séquestre des biens ennemis,

le  service  relatif  à  la  propriété  industrielle,  commerciale,  littéraire  et  artistique,  etc.  Et,  bien  sûr,  le

1402GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 56. Cf. HARRIS, 2012, 194; WINSLOW, 1996, 76; RABBATH, 1986, 557; BAZZI, 
1964, 35.

1403Irene Gendzier (2006 [1999], 55, my emphasis) described the Consortium in the following terms: “[...] committed
to liberal economy, but [...] by no means indifferent to maintaining control over its course; disdainful of democracy,
hostile to populism, they were the natural antagonists of nationalists as well as pan-Arab or pan-Islamic movements.
This, in spite of their role of committed advocates of Lebanese statehood. Cosmopolitan and secular, they remained
wedded to the confessional system as a guarantor of the status quo. Lebanese Christians in the main, they were not
primarily Maronites, and they included key players who were members of the Sunni bourgeoisie”.
For Fawwaz Traboulsi (2007, 115-116) the Consortium was the “commercial/financial oligarchy that came to power
with independence [and which] was thought to comprise some thirty families [holding] monopolistic control over
the main axes of the country’s economy [...]. In sectarian composition, the families of the oligarchy were mainly
Christian: there were 24 Christian families (nine Maronite, seven Greek Catholic, one Latin, one Protestant, four
Greek Orthodox and one Armenian),  to six Muslim (four Sunni, one Shiite and one Druze).  Christian families
practised extended endogamy in order to preserve or increase family wealth and property and advance business
partnerships”.

1404TRABOULSI, 2007, 117.
1405DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 39. Cf. ZISSER, 2000, 111-112; DEKMEJIAN, 1978, 253; HUDSON, 1968, 265; SALEM,

1967, 492
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commandement des Troupes Spéciales1406.

The establishment of a common Syro-Lebanese framework (the  Haut Conseil des Intérêts

Communs)  for  the  management  of  these  services,  which  had  been  agreed  previously  to  their

handover by both Governments1407, caused an outcry among certain Maronite circles, despite  Riyad

al-Sulh’s  reassuring  words  regarding  Lebanese  sovereignty1408.  The  frontal  opposition  of  the

Patriarch to an agreement that he feared could lead to a deeper union between both countries as well

as the criticism towards it expressed by the Kata’ib and well-known Lebanese nationalist deputies

(former President Alfred Naccache and Georges cAql)1409 revealed the uneasiness of large sectors of

Maronite opinion with the Arabized  independence achieved in November 1943. The fact that the

different – even antithetic – economic orientations undertaken by each of the countries would lead

to a rosary of quarrels between Syria and Lebanon1410, ending up in the dissolution of the Higher

Council for the Common Interests in 1950, only served to confirm Maronite opposition to any kind

of deepened cooperation with the rest of the Arab world. By the time when the Intérêts Communs

were finally dissolved, and reflecting the unanimity of Beirut’s Christian press1411, the well-known

kiyanist journalist Georges Naccache wrote:

[...] à la date fatidique du 13 mars 1950 [s]eule pèse encore sur nous, ce jour-là, l’hypothèque de l’union

douanière libano-syrienne.

Nous allons risquer peut-être, en levant ce gage, de perdre la Syrie.

Mais en perdant la Syrie, nous gagnons tout le reste du monde...1412

1406AMMOUN, 2004, 19.
1407CHAITANI, 2007, 18-19; ZISSER, 2000, 87.
1408CHAITANI, 2007, 20.
1409CHAITANI, 2007, 21-23; TRABOULSI, 2007, 121, 123; AMMOUN, 2004, 25; EL-SOLH, 2004, 223.
1410CHAITANI, 2007, passim; TRABOULSI, 2007, 121-122; GATES, 1998, 90-93; KHAZEN, 1991, 43; RABBATH,

1986, 556
1411CHAITANI, 2007, 98, 105.
1412L’Orient, 05/05/1950. My emphasis.
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Even  Michel  Chiha,  usually  more  circumspect  in  economic  matters  as  befits  a  banker,

expressed rather openly his irritation towards Syria:

[...] Le Liban a fait et fera toujours l’impossible pour arranger les choses avec nos voisins les plus chers.

[...]  Mais le Liban n’ira certainement pas au suicide pour qu’une expérience désastreuse pour la Syrie

elle-même soit tentée.1413

L’attitude de la Syrie à l’égard du Liban est une des plus désobligeantes qu’on puisse imaginer [...].

Tant de services rendus et d’amitié dépensée se traduisent par les mesures qu’on ne prendrait pas dans un

pays ravagé par la guerre et menacé par la faim.

[...]  Ce que le Gouvernement syrien combat en ce moment, c’est un standard de vie . [...]  Sous couleur

d’économie dirigée, c’est un recul de toute la vie sociale vers quoi l’on va chez nos voisins.1414

Chiha’s criticism of the Syrian Government’s  attitude concluded with a  reaffirmation of

Lebanon’s ability to stand alone in the world, which coincided almost literally with Naccache’s

scathing censure of the Syrian attitude vis-à-vis the Intérêts Communs:

L’évolution de la situation économique depuis la rupture de l’union douanière est, dans son ensemble,

nettement favorable au Liban. Cette rupture que nous n’avons point voulue, que nous n’avons point

cherchée, se traduit par des avantages certains.1415

However,  the  discontent  of  Maronite  opinion  regarding  developments  in  independent

Lebanon came clearly to the open with the by-election that took place on April 20, 1944, to fill the

1413Le Jour, 03/09/1950. Emphasis in the original.
1414Le Jour, 03/29/1950. Emphasis in the original.
1415Le Jour 05/12/1950.My emphasis.
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Northern District’s Maronite seat after the death of its incumbent. While the electoral struggle had

an unmistakable local flavor1416, with the traditional rivalry between Bsharri and Zgharta playing its

part in the choice of the candidates, national politics also influenced a campaign where the two

principal  candidates,  Joseph  Karam (from an  aristocratic  Zghartawi  family)  and  Hasib  Taraya

Geagea (member of Bsharri’s leading clan) came to embody, despite their eminently feudal profiles,

the divisions tearing apart the Maronite community, with the latter being Khuri’s candidate while

the former was supported by the eddéists – whose leader had just (March 31) been expelled from

the legislature for his collaborationism with the French during the événements de Rachaïa1417 – and,

surprisingly enough, by such notable dusturis as Faracun, who was by then quarreling with Sulh and

Khuri,  as  well  as  by  local  notables  like  the  Frangiés  and  the  Istifans,  angry  at  the  growing

governmental  involvement  in  their  fiefdom1418,  with  even  the  Syrian  unionist  cAbd  al-Hamid

Karami, being as he was in the midst of his particular war with Sulh for the leadership of Lebanon’s

Sunnis1419, supporting the eddéist candidate. Strong in such a powerful backing, Karam obtained an

astounding victory, which was widely interpreted as a triumph for “Christian interests” wishing to

insert Lebanon “within its natural orbit, into the bosom of the West”1420. On the day when Karam’s

was taking up his post as deputy, and following the Northern Lebanese custom, an armed cortège of

his partisans descended onto Beirut to accompany him. The presence of armed men was profited by

certain agitateurs to stage a coup d’état that, seemingly, aimed at the restoration of French authority

in the country and ended up causing the death of several police officers and demonstrators1421. Just a

few days after  the attempted coup,  the inhabitants  of  Zgharta,  back in  their  summer homes of

Ehden1422, and the villagers of Bsharri settled their electoral scores with a shootout that required the

1416AMMOUN, 2004, 35.
1417He was saved from harsher measures by the combined action of Mgrs. cArida and Mubarak, Gemayel, Chamoun

and, very importantly, by the timely intervention of his personal friend, Prime Minister Sulh. Vid.  AMMOUN, 2004,
32-34; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 651-658; ZISSER, 2001, 105-106.

1418EL-SOLH, 2004, 229; ZISSER, 2001, 108.
1419Ibid.
1420AMMOUN, 2004, 36. Cf. ZISSER, 2001, 108; CHAMOUN, 1963, 122.
1421AMMOUN, 2004, 36-38; EL-SOLH, 2004, 229; WINSLOW, 1996, 79-80; CHAMOUN, 1963, 123-124.
1422In a peculiar tradition, common to other traditionally pastoral communities throughout the wider Mediterranean

area (vid. the vaqueiros d’alzada in Spain’s northern region of Asturias), the citizens of Zgharta spend the summer
months in the mountain resort of Ehden, whither they move the whole administrative (town council and officials,
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intervention of the, still French-commanded, Troupes Spéciales to restore order1423. 

As soon as peace in the country was restored, President Khuri took advantage of the tensions

engendered by that Spring’s events to settle his own political scores. A wide-ranging purge against

the eddéists was triggered1424 and the Cabinet was substantially reshuffled: Chamoun, the Interior

Minister whose clumsy management of the security crisis had weakened his political position and

whose  personal  ambition  as  a  Maronite  strongman  threatened  the  President’s  leadership,  was

removed from his position and exiled to the brand-new Lebanese embassy before the Court of St.

James1425, and  cUsayran, who was strongly criticized by the opposition, were substituted by two

close friends of Sulh’s: Hamid Frangié and Muhammad al-Fadl1426. The new Cabinet1427 reinforced

the  presidential  couple’s  hold  to  power,  the  awkward  opposition  front  crafted  by  Faracun  and

Karami having overplayed their hand in the aftermath of the Northern by-election1428. Sulh’s second

cabinet would be, however, short-lived, barely managing to reach the new year.

The new Cabinet was soon faced with important challenges in the external arena. President

Khuri forcibly refused the French proposals for the conclusion of a bilateral treaty between both

countries laying down the peculiarities of the Franco-Lebanese relationship1429. Supported in his

position  by  Spears,  by  then  acting  in  open  defiance  to  the  instructions  he  had  received  from

public services, etc.) and economic paraphernalia of their medium-sized town. This can be seen as an inversion of
their historical custom, since usually Ehden was the main space of residence, with Zgharta being populated only
during the crudest Winter months.

1423WINSLOW, 1996, 81.
1424ZISSER, 2000, 110; PHARES, 1995, 95.
1425AMMOUN, 2004, 42; CHAMOUN, 1963, 125-126. At the same time, the Sunni Ahmad al-Dacuq was appointed

as Lebanese representative before the Comité d’Alger. 
1426EL-SOLH, 2004, 230; ZISSER, 2000, 111, 114; WINSLOW, 1996, 81-82
1427Cabinet Sulh II: Riad al-Sulh (S), Prime Minister, Interior and Supplies Minister; Habib Abi Shahla (GO), Deputy

Chairman of the Council, Minister of Justice and Communications; Salim Takla (GC), Minister of Foreign Affairs
and Public Works; Hamid Frangié (M), Minister of Finance; Majid Arslan (D), Minister of Public Health, Defense
and Agriculture; Muhammad al-Fadl (Sh), Minister of Posts, Economy, Commerce and Industry.

1428ZISSER, 2000, 114.
1429AMMOUN, 2004, 47; ZISSER, 2000, 88, 94.
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London,1430 and the Syrian leadership1431, Khuri remained steadfast in his refusal and could easily

detour the Patriarch’s preference for the maintenance of a special relationship with France, despite

his past quarrels with the Mandatory authorities, a position shared, however, by wide sectors of

Christian Lebanese opinion1432. In fact, the Patriarch’s position was reinforced by the support he

received from the participants in the meeting of the Uniate Churches that took place in Bkirki on

May 29, 1945, where their desire for a treaty to remove the misunderstandings between France and

Lebanon was openly expressed1433. By then, however, the focus of attention of the Maronite and

wider  Christian  public  had  shifted  from the  Franco-Lebanese  treaty  question  to  the  upcoming

negotiations for the establishment of a League of Arab States.

Ever since the beginning of the war, as it became increasingly clear that the Anglo-French

presence on the Middle East was not to be eternal, talks about Arab unity had resumed and different

proposals  had  been put  forward  by the  rival  Arab regimes.  Hence,  as  soon as  1942,  the  Iraqi

factotum Nuri al-Sacid submitted a project for a restricted league, comprising a united Greater Syria

under emir cAbdallah’s leadership, and an Iraq, under Hashimite rule as well, which would take the

lead in preparing a close union between both countries1434. Sacid’s proposals were rapidly responded

from Egypt, whose Prime Minister, another permanent fixture of interbellum Arab politics, Mustafa

Nahhas, overtook the Hashimites in proposing the  Bilad al-Nil as the venue for a conference on

Arab unity1435. After some hesitations, particularly from the Saudi king, cAbd al-cAziz ibn Sacud1436,

the representatives of the seven independent Arab countries1437 met in Alexandria to discuss the

basis of their union.

1430EL-SOLH, 2004, 242.
1431ZISSER, 2000, 90.
1432FRUS 1944, Vol. V, Doc. 875; CHAITANI, 2007, 30. 
1433ZISSER, 2000, 91.
1434AMMOUN, 2004, 51-52; MEO, 1965, 93.
1435AMMOUN, 2004, 53.
1436EL-SOLH, 2004, 245-246.
1437Egypt, Iraq, Lebanon, Syria, Saudi Arabia, Transjordan and Yemen. 
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The Lebanese delegation, composed by Prime Minister Sulh, Foreign Minister Taqla and the

head of the Prime Minister’s Office, the Maronite Musa Mubarak, revealed its internal divisions1438

during a stormy conference, where some countries, first and foremost among them Saudi Arabia,

refused  to  “mortgage  their  independence”1439 for  the  sake  of  Arab  unity.  The  conference

conclusions,  signed on October 7,  1944, known as the  Protocol of  Alexandria,  while  expressly

consecrating  Lebanon’s  independence  in  its  article  41440,  contained  several  provisions  which

jeopardized  Lebanon’s  full  sovereignty,  namely  article  1,  which  established  the  adoption  of

agreements by a simple majority, the obligatory character of the League’s arbitration in cases of

conflict, as well as the general submission of its member States’ foreign policies to the League1441.

As could be expected, the Protocol’s signature caused outrage throughout Christian Lebanon1442, not

limited this time to the usual spokesmen of zealot Maronite Libanism, like Mgr. Mubarak, who did

not hesitate to voice his opposition to the protocol from atop the pulpit of Beirut’s cathedral on the

occasion of St. Marun’s day:

Lebanon [he said] has been independent for 14 centuries and will thus refuse to accept any change in its

status.  Therefore,  neither  the  Alexandria  Protocol  nor  the  clarifications  given  concerning  it,  nor  the

Lebanese representative in London [Chamoun, who was by then creating for himself a reputation as an

Arab  nationalist1443],  nor  any  of  our  neighbors  –  none  of  these  will  succeed  in  taking  away  our

freedom1444.

On  the  contrary,  opposition  to  the  Protocol  reached  more  moderate  circles,  with  the

1438AMMOUN, 2004, 61; EL-SOLH, 2004, 247, 256; ZISSER, 2000, 101.
1439AMMOUN, 2004, 57.
1440Its content is as follows: “The Arab States represented on the Preliminary Committee emphasize their respect of

the independence and sovereignty of Lebanon in its present frontiers, which the government of the above [signatory]
States  have  already  recognized  in  consequence  of  Lebanon’s  adoption  of  an  independent  policy,  which  the
Government of that country announced in its program of October 7, 1943, unanimously approved by the Lebanese
Chamber of Deputies. (Avalon Project).

1441AMMOUN, 2004, 60.
1442CHAITANI,  2007,  25;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  111-112;  AMMOUN,  2004,  61-62;  EL-SOLH,  2004,  253-257;

ZISSER, 2000, 92, 101; MOOSA, 1986, 291-292 ENTELIS, 1974, 60.
1443L’Orient, 04/09/1945; MORRIS, 2008, 61, 46; CHAITANI, 2007, 25-26; ATTIÉ, EL-SOLH, 2004, 262, 278, 314.
1444Cit. in ZISSER, 2000, 92.
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President’s relatives Henri Faracun and Michel Chiha commanding the Mediterraneanist opposition

to its stipulations1445. In Chiha’s own words:

[...] il convient de rappeler aux pays qui nous entourent [...] que nous sommes [...] dominés les uns et les

autres par un destin éternel.

Il nous paraît téméraire, en l’état prédestiné où nous sommes, de prétendre les uns et les autres agrandir

notre  territoire  à  volonté,  concilier  des  choses contradictoires  et  faire  violence  à  ce que le  temps et

l’histoire ont fait de nous.1446

Or, in Faracun’s rather blunter expression, the Prime Minister had accepted, in signing the

Protocol to turn

the League of Arab States into a supra-state and [...] the member states into parts of a federation. It [the

Protocol]  contained  articles  that  infringed  upon  the  sovereignty  of  each  country  such  as  those  of

compulsory arbitration and decision by majority.1447

The widespread Christian criticism towards the Government’s Arab policy as well as the

generalized  discontent  regarding  the  Cabinet’s  record  in  interior  policy,  with  a  Public

Administration perceived as largely corrupt and inefficient1448, and the growing strength of an inter-

sectarian  opposition  organized  around Faracun and  Karami1449,  who put  forward  a  program for

reform, provoked the downfall of Sulh’s second Cabinet on January 7, 1945. Khuri took advantage

of the crisis to appoint Karami as Prime Minister, thus guaranteeing the rotation of the premiership

among the different prime donne of the Sunni establishment while reinforcing his own authority as

1445EL-SOLH, 2004, 255-257
1446Le Jour, 10/14/1944.
1447Cit. in EL-SOLH, 2004, 255.
1448AMMOUN, 2004, 109; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 57; WINSLOW, 1996, 88-89.
1449HARRIS, 2012, 200; AMMOUN, 2004, 63; ZISSER, 2000, 114; WINSLOW, 1996, 88.
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head of State by releasing himself from a specific commitment to a single Sunni leader.

On his receiving the Chamber’s confidence, on January 9, Karami would reveal himself as

“a weak and colourless” leader1450 in spite of his past as the unbending zacim of the Syrian unionist

cause in Northern Lebanon. His Cabinet, while allowing for a certain political turnover, as new

faces took over the different ministries1451, was, however, unable to achieve most of its ambitious

objectives, faced as it was by a restless Chamber, where an eddéist fraction was bouncing back, and

a former Premier who rapidly became the new executive’s most ferocious rival1452.

Following the lead of Sulh’s administrations, the new Cabinet kept a strong focus on foreign

affairs, despite its promises for internal reform. Hence, on February 27, 1945, Lebanon declared

war on the Axis powers so as to guarantee, as Michel Chiha expressly declared1453, its presence at

the  United  Nations  preparatory  conference1454,  which  was  scheduled  for  April  25.  Beyond  the

Lebanese  expectations  vis-à-vis the  successor  of  the  unfortunate  League  of  Nations  of  the

interbellum era, the Cabinet concentrated itself on preparing for yet another Arab conference, this

time focused on drafting a charter for the Arab League. Fearing that the Muslim Prime Minister

could be more amenable to a tighter Arab Union1455, it was Foreign Minister Faracun, known for his

opposition to the Protocol of Alexandria and having publicly declared that “the League [...] should

not be allowed to become a ‘super-state’ possessing greater weight than its constituent member

states”1456,  who was entrusted with leading an all-Christian1457 Lebanese delegation to the Cairo

1450ZISSER, 2000, 117.
1451Cabinet :  cAbd al-Hamid Karami (01/09/1945-08/22/1945);  cAbd al-Hamid Karami (S), Prime Minister, Minister

of Finance and Defense; Niqula Ghusn (GO), Deputy Chairman of the Council, Minister of Communications and
Industry; Salim Taqla (GC), Foreign Minister – on his death, which took place just three days after the Cabinet’s
Constitution, he was substituted by Henri Faracun (GC), who was Minister of Justice as well; Ahmad al-Asacad (Sh),
Minister of Public Works and Public Health; Wadic Nucaym (M), Interior and National Education Minister; and
Jamil Talhuq (D), Minister of Agriculture and Economy.

1452EL-SOLH, 2004, 259,260; BUSTROS, 1983, 125-126.
1453Le Jour, 02/27/1945. Also 03/01/1945.
1454MORRIS, 2008, 27; AMMOUN, 2004, 68
1455CHAITANI, 2007, 27; ZISSER, 2000, 117.
1456ZISSER, 2000, 101.
1457The Foreign Minister was accompanied by the “eminent jurist” (AMMOUN, 2004, 72) Fu’ad cAmmun, a Maronite
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Conference. The Lebanese draft of the Charter, jointly drawn by Faracun and Chiha1458, which was

ferociously  defended  by the  leader  of  the  Lebanese  delegation  in  the  course  of  a  tumultuous

conference1459,  “defined  without  any  ambiguity  the  independence  of  each  member  State”1460,

including their right to withdraw from the organization and expressly consecrated the principle of

consensus as the only way to reach decisions binding on all League members, while guaranteeing

the ability of each member State to freely contract international treaties with third countries1461. The

Lebanese  delegation,  with  Saudi  support1462,  also  insisted  on  circumscribing  the  scope  of

cooperation in non-political matters (economy, cultural and educational affairs, etc.) to the extent

allowed by the internal constitution of each member State, thus trying to guarantee that no attempt

would  be  made to  subvert  Lebanon’s  liberal  economic  orientation or  to,  in  any way,  limit  the

functioning of its largely privatized educational sector. The Lebanese delegation expressed as well

its frontal opposition to giving the League an Islamic coloring, which would have fed Maronite

opposition to its establishment1463.

The  approval  of  the  Charter  of  the  Arab League,  solemnly signed on March 22,  1945,

constituted a triumph for Lebanese diplomacy, with most of Lebanon’s demands being incorporated

into the document1464. The Preamble, as well as articles 7 to 91465 consecrated the sovereignty of the

of old bureaucratic stock, and by Yusif Salim, the Lebanese Minister in Egypt.
1458EL-SOLH, 2004, 264.
1459AMMOUN, 2004, 72-73; EL-SOLH, 2004, 278
1460AMMOUN, 2004, 72. Cf. EL-SOLH, 2004, 264-272.
1461CHAITANI, 2007, 27; EL-SOLH, 2004, 266.
1462EL-SOLH, 2004, 268.
1463EL-SOLH, 2004, 270; ZISSER, 2000, 101-102.
1464CHAITANI,  2007,  27;  AMMOUN,  2004,  73-74;  EL-SOLH,  2004,  273-276;  VAN  LEEUW,  2001,  665-666;

ZISSER, 2000, 101; HITTI, 1965, 225; SALIBI, 1965, 191; HUREWITZ, 1963, 500; AIC, 1955, passim.
1465Preamble.  §2.  [...] out of concern for the cementing and reinforcing of these bonds [in reference to the “close

relations and numerous ties which bind the Arab States” acknowledged by section 1 of the Preamble] on the basis of
respect for the independence and sovereignty of these States.
Article 7. §1. The decisions of the Council taken by a unanimous vote shall be binding on all the member States of
the League; those that are reached by a majority vote shall bind only those that accept them. §2. In both cases the
decisions of the Council shall be executed in each State in accordance with the fundamental structure of that State.
Article 8. Every member State of the League shall respect the form of government obtaining in the other States of
the League, and shall recognize the form of government obtaining as one of the rights of those States, and shall
pledge itself not to take any action tending to change that form.
Article 9. §1. The States of the Arab League that are desirous of establishing among themselves closer collaboration
and  stronger  bonds  than  those  provided  for  in  the  present  Pact,  may  conclude  among  themselves  whatever
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member States, guaranteed the respect and non-interference of the League or its member States in

each country’s respective political structure, provided for the member States’ autonomy in foreign

affairs, and prevented the League from becoming a supra-national structure of a federal nature. This

victory for the Lebanese delegation did not manage to convince, however, the more intransigent

sectors  of  Maronite  opinion,  with  the  Patriarch  at  their  forefront1466,  who  “never  missed  an

opportunity  to  condemn  [President  Khuri]  for  having  ‘sold  out’ the  Lebanese  Christians”.1467

Patriarchal misgivings and pan-Arab disappointments notwithstanding, the Charter was ratified by

the Lebanese parliament on April 7, 1945, receiving even the support of the eddéists1468, for whom

the Charter, in its final form, no longer represented a threat for Lebanon, in the words of former

President Eddé:

Si nous avons accepté le Pacte du Caire, c’est parce que ce pacte, adoptant notre point de vue, a admis

qu’aucune décision de la Ligue Arabe ne peut obliger l’un de ses membres, à moins que celui-ci n’ait

participé personnellement à cette décision ou qu’il n’y ait expressément souscrit. Tant qu’elle respectera

la  souveraineté  de  chacun  de  ses  membres,  tant  qu’elle  ne  sera  qu’un  instrument  de  collaboration,

d’entente et de solidarité, la Ligue trouvera en nous de chauds partisans et des défenseurs résolus.1469

 The end of the war in Europe, which took place on May 8, 1945, opened yet a new front for

Karami’s excecutive. While Anglo-French troops had been allowed to remain in the country as a

concession to the necessities of war, the end of the conflagration, brought back the question of

evacuation to the political arena, with the French side conditioning the withdrawal of its troops to

the conclusion of a bilateral treaty1470. While large sectors of Christian opinion favored, as has been

said above, the conclusion of such an instrument, both President Khuri and the Cabinet did not back

agreements they wish for this purpose. §2. The treaties and agreements already concluded or that may be concluded
in the future between a member State and any other State shall not be binding on the other members. 

1466CHAITANI, 2007, 27; EL-SOLH, 2004, 276; MOOSA, 1986, 291-292.
1467ZISSER, 2000, 102.
1468EL-SOLH, 2004, 276-277.
1469Cit. in VAN LEEUW, 2001, 665-666.
1470AMMOUN, 2004, 77; EL-SOLH, 2004, 280; WINSLOW, 1996, 73; SALIBI, 1965, 190; 
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off from their  frontal  opposition to  any kind of agreement limiting Lebanon’s sovereignty.  The

Lebanese and Syrian governments coordinated their positions1471, presenting a formal complaint at

the first convening of the newly-established United Nations in January 19461472. By then, however,

France had already attempted to impose a solution by force, by disembarking Senegalese troops in

Beirut and bombing Damascus1473. French hot-hotheadedness in solving the crisis served the long-

term British interests  in  the area,  for  the  former were  definitively expelled from a region that

London was aiming to include in its post-war influence area1474 to the exclusion of any other power.

By December 31, 1946, the last French soldier had abandoned Lebanon. Meanwhile, the Troupes

Spéciales, the French-established indigenous army1475, were transferred to the Syrian and Lebanese

governments between July 25 and August 1, 19451476. On July 26, 1945, Fu’ad Chéhab, an officer of

the purest aristocratic ascendancy1477, was promoted to commandant in chief of the Lebanese army,

thus creating, in yet another principle added to the Unwritten Constitution, a tradition of Christian,

and specifically Maronite, leadership at the helm of the Lebanese Armed Forces1478.

Having sailed through two grave crises, by the month of August, the Karami Cabinet was

1471CHAITANI, 2007, 22; AMMOUN, 2004, 77.
1472CHAITANI, 2007, 32; AMMOUN, 2004, 87; CHAMOUN, 1963, 174-176, 181-183; ZIADEH, 1957, 89-92.
1473CHAITANI, 2007, 30; AMMOUN, 2004, 78-79; EL-SOLH, 2004, 280; WINSLOW, 1996, 73; SALIBI, 1965,

191; ZIADEH, 1957, 81-86.
1474TRABOULSI, 2007, 112; AMMOUN, 2004, 79-81; EL-SOLH, 2004, 280; ZISSER, 2000, 93-99; WINSLOW,

1996, 73; SALIBI, 1965, 191.
1475BOU-NACKLIE, 1993, 645-660;
1476BARAK, 2001, 62-64; HUREWITZ, 1966, 229; FRUS 1945, Vol. I, Doc. 642.
1477He belonged to the Islamo-Christian princely Chéhab family on his father’s  side,  and to the purest  Maronite

aristocracy, the Hubaysh and the Khazin, on his mother’s. Their grandiose names notwithstanding, the family was
largely penniless and, after his father’s disappearance (he emigrated to America interrupting, for unknown reasons,
all contact with his family shortly after his arrival to the New World), the young Fu’ad and his brothers were mostly
brought up by their Hubaysh uncles in Jounié. For a young man with such a background, the Army offered an
honorable way to earn a living. (Vid. MALSAGNE, 2011, esp. 46-60).

1478A Maronite, Fu’ad Chéhab was accompanied as Commander in Chief by the Greek Catholic Sulayman Nawfal as
Chief of Staff, while two other Maronites, Édouard Aboujaoudé and Georges Najjal, were respectively appointed as
head of the Sûreté Générale and the Interior Security Forces (ISF). The Gendarmerie received, however, a Muslim
leader in the figure of Col. Nur al-Din al-Rifaci (MALSAGNE, 2011, 96-99). When, two years later, the department
of Military Intelligence (known as  Deuxième Bureau) was established, it was placed under the command of yet
another  Christian  officer,  Colonel  Émile  Bustani. It  is,  though,  important  to  point  out  that,  under  Chéhab’s
commandment, the Lebanese Army would be ruled according to the principles of competence and ability rather than
by  confessional  preferences,  the  larger  number  of  Christian  –  and  Druze  –  officers  being  explained  by  the
comparatively lower degree of Sunni enrollment in the Troupes Spéciales during the French Mandate. Vid. BARAK,
2001, 65-66; BARAK, 2006, 83-84, 89-90; KHALIDI, 1983, 67; For a radically opposed vision, see PETRAN,
1987, 37-40. 
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already outworn and unable to keep fighting a multifarious opposition. Confronted with the risk of a

motion of no confidence, and feeling to have lost the President’s confidence,1479 Karami submitted

his Government’s resignation on August 16, 1945, but he was not a man to leave the scene quietly

and discreetly. On the contrary, the outgoing Premier pronounced an inflammatory speech accusing

President  Khuri  of  manipulating  and  blocking  the  Cabinet’s  authority  and  of  overstepping  his

functions as Chief Executive to encroach on Prime Ministerial attributions1480. Karami’s protests

notwithstanding, Khuri had at his disposal a wide catalog of Sunni candidates to choose from, and

this time his election fell on Sami al-Sulh1481, a distant cousin of Riyad’s, who was perceived as a

neutral candidate in the midst of the fierce rivalry between the latter and Karami1482. Confronted by

both Karami and Riyad bey, Sami bey’s Cabinet was short-lived and, at best, shaky. Thus, and even

if an initial crisis, in January 1946, was averted thanks to the President’s mediation with Karami, by

April, the Government suffered a blow when its interior minister, the Greek Catholic Yusuf Salim,

resigned in the midst of the negotiations for the evacuation of French troops1483. While Sulh was

able to refurbish his Executive1484, his second ministère barely managed to resist for a month before

resigning, not without blaming “those who act [...] behind the shadows”1485, in a clear reference to

President Khuri and his clique, for the failure of his Cabinet.

It  was  in  the  midst  of  the  permanent  governmental  crisis  that  was  Sami  al-Sulh’s  first

experience as Prime Minister that the Maronite Patriarch signed a treaty with the Jewish Agency for

1479ZISSER, 2000, 118.
1480ZISSER, 2000, 118-119.
1481Cabinet Sami al-Sulh I (08/22/1945-05/22/1946): Sami al-Sulh (S), Prime Minister, Minister of Economy, Industry

and Communications; Gabriel al-Murr (GO), Deputy Chairman of the Council, Minister of Public Works; Sa cadi al-
Munla (S),  Minister of Justice;  Hamid Frangié (M), Minister of Foreign Affairs and National Education; Émile
Lahud  (M),  Minister  of  Finance;  Yusuf  Salim  (GC),  Interior  Minister;  Ahmad  al-Asa cad  (Sh),  Minister  of
Agriculture and Defense; and Jamil Talhuq (D), Minister of Public Health and Public Works.

1482ZISSER, 2000, 119.
1483ZISSER, 2000, 120.
1484Its ministers were: Sami al-Sulh (S), Prime Minister, Minister of Justice and Communications; Hamid Frangié (M),

Foreign Minister; Sacadi al-Munla (S), Interior Minister; Émile Lahud (M), Minister of Finance; Philippe Taqla
(GC), Minister of Economy and National Education; Ahmad al-Asacad (Sh), Minister of Agriculture and Defense;
and Jamil Talhuq (D), Minister of Public Health and Public Works.

1485Cit. in ZISSER, 2000, 119.
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Palestine. The treaty, concluded on March 30, 1946, was “an embarrassment for the Regime”1486 and

has been critically defined by certain sectors of the Academia as “anachronistic” and going “against

the course of history and the spirit of the National Pact”1487. While different Christian Lebanese

personalities had been in contact with the Zionist movement for a long time (from Mgr. Mubarak to

al-Kata’ib, and from Michel Chiha to Émile Eddé and the Naccache family)1488, the celebration of

the Treaty bears witness to the desperation felt by certain sectors of Maronite opinion1489 vis-à-vis

Lebanon’s growing involvement in Arab politics and to its perceived surrendering of its traditional

Christian  character1490.  In  merely half  a  dozen articles,  the  brief  document  established concrete

measures for cooperation at all levels (article 41491), including specific dispositions to be taken into

account after the expected independence of a Jewish State, with the two first articles establishing

the  parties  mutual  recognition,  encompassing  the  Jewish  Agency’s  recognition  of  Lebanon’s

specificity in its “current form and borders”1492, while article 3 instituted a non-aggression clause

that committed each party to abstain from “expressing any kind of support to decisions or actions

that may harm the other party” in any kind of international forum.

While the treaty had no immediate political consequences, it revealed the existence of wide

sympathy  for  the  foundation  of  the  Jewish  State  in  Palestine,  at  least  among  some  Maronite

circles1493, as well as “[t]he persistence of a separatist strain among [those very] Maronites who

could not fathom a Lebanese-Christian and Muslim Republic”1494. Graver than the Patriarch’s ill-

1486GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 59.
1487Both quotes from MALSAGNE, 2011, 111.
1488MORRIS, 2008, 45-46; VAN LEEUW, 2001; 686; MORRIS, 1999, 496; PHARES, 1995, 97; ZISSER, 1995, 904,

909-910;  EISENBERG, 1992, 155; MORRIS, 1984, 125-144
1489A feeling that  not  only drove some Maronites  to deal  with the Jewish Agency,  but  also to  considerate other

proposals, like the Grand-Syrian schemes put forward by the emir cAbdallah of Transjordan, who proposed a wide
degree of autonomy for a Lebanon reduced to its Christian areas, Eddé being among those who were approached
under this  scheme.  (Vid.  AMMOUN, 2004,  102; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 667-668, 686-687; ZISSER, 2000,  160;
ZISSER, 1995, 907; PIPES, 1990, 73-74; SALIBI, [1988] 2011, 9; MEO, 1965, 93; FRUS 1947, Vol. 5, Doc. 395.

1490CHAITANI, 2007, 31; ZISSER, 2000, 148; MORRIS, 1999, 497; ZISSER, 1995, 901; EISENBERG, 1992, 152-
153; SALIBI, [1988] 2011, 184; MOOSA, 1986, 292; 

1491Vid. Annex 1 to the present dissertation.
1492Article 2.
1493PHARES, 1995, 95-96; EISENBERG,1994, 141-142; FRUS, 1950, Vol. V, Doc. 625.
1494GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 59. Cf. PETRAN, 1987, 44
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fated attempt at a Judaeo-Maronite rapprochement were the actions undertaken by the outspoken

and abrasive Archbishop of Beirut, Mgr. Mubarak. Not only had Mubarak been directly behind the

publication of the pamphlet S.O.S. Lebanon: A Homeland for the Christians of the Near East, which

John P. Entelis defined as “the last open attempt to assert the supremacy of the Maronite nationalist

ideology”1495, and whose main thesis called for a population transfer between Syria and Lebanon

whereby Syria’s Christians would be exchanged for Lebanon’s Muslims, an idea – shared by other

Maronite prelates, like Mgr. cAql who promoted its realization among the Lebanese émigré circles

in the United States1496 – which would eventually resurface during the Civil War as witnessed by

Raymond G. Helmick1497, but, more importantly, the Archbishop declared himself in favor of the

establishment  of  a  Jewish  State  in  Palestine  in  a  letter  he  sent  to  the  United  Nations  Special

Committee on Palestine (UNSCOP) in 19471498, arguing that “Lebanon as well as Palestine should

remain permanent homes for the minorities in the Arab world”1499. Mubarak’s letter, leaked to the

press1500,  caused an outcry in Lebanon and beyond,  with both the Patriarch and most  Maronite

politicians expressing their rejections of the Archbishop’s stance and the Cabinet initiating measures

before the Holy See1501 to ensure episcopal silence on the delicate question of Palestine. 

For the Vatican, which had been opposed to  cArida ever since his enthroning and whose

long-term  goals  passed  through  the  restriction  of  the  autonomy  of  the  Maronite  Church,  the

controversy unleashed by the involvement of Church officials with the Zionists – encroaching on

the other Middle East arena of supreme importance for the Catholic Church alongside Lebanon: the

Holy Land1502 – offered the Roman authorities with a golden opportunity to impose, through the

1495ENTELIS, 1974, 35. Cf. KHAZEN, 1991, 44.
1496FRUS 1945, Vol. VIII, Doc. 1134; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 685; YAMAK, 1966, 151.
1497HELMICK, 1988, 312. Both Helmick and Phares (1995, 95-96) attribute the paternity of this idea, or at least a

great part in the conception thereof, to the scholar Fu’ad Afram al-Bustani, who would be later President of the
Lebanese University.

1498MORRIS,  2008,  45-46;  ZISSER,  2000,  149;  PHARES,  1995,  96;  ZISSER,  1995,  902;  YE’OR,  1999,  48;
EISENBERG, 1992, 160; MOOSA, 1986, 292; GILMOUR, 1983, 80; YAMAK, 1966, 151.

1499Vid. Annex II to the present dissertation.
1500PHARES, 1995, 96; EISENBERG, 1992, 159-160; YAMAK, 1966, 151.
1501EISENBERG, 1992, 159 fn. 41.
1502Le Jour, 03/19/1947, 08/23/1947, 11/25/1953; 05/05/1954.
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Apostolic Letters  Christiani Orientes  and  Præclaro Decessorum  of May 28, 1948, an oversight

commission1503 over the elderly and ailing Patriarch (by then,  cArida was 83) “totally ignoring or

circumventing  the  man  who  stood at  [the  Church’s]  head”1504.  Mubarak,  who  kept  on  defying

President Khuri’s administration, to the point of collaborating in the organization of a coup d’état,

as will be explained below, was also to suffer the Vatican’s wrath: at the end of that very year, the

venerable Archbishop was recalled to Rome and reprimanded, only to be forced to retire on January

20, 19521505.

However, not only the Church maintained contacts with the Yishuv, but also secular leaders,

as  was  mentioned  above,  including  some  unexpected  figures  like  Riyad  al-Sulh1506,  Fu’ad

Chéhab1507, or Michel Chiha who, in a meeting with Israeli representatives in 1949, declared that

“Lebanon wants to cooperate and trade with a moderate Jewish State”1508, arguing as well that the

Jewish State could become a surrogate protector for Lebanese Christians now that France had been

fully expelled from the Levantine arena1509. His open position towards Israel in private contrasts

with Chiha’s public position as editorialist, where he kept an eminently negative position towards

Zionism and Partition, albeit more moderate than that taken by the Arabic-expression press:

La Palestine, terre trois fois sainte de la Chrétienté, de l’Islam et d’Israël est, pour ce motif et quelques

autres, indivisible ; la formule internationale et tutélaire doit être conservée pour elle, afin qu’aucune des

forces en jeu ne domine l’une ou les autres1510

1503Including, among others, two ecclesiastical members of the President’s entourage: his cousin Mgr.  cAbdallah al-
Khuri, who seemed to be exacting his final revenge on the man who had deprived him of the Patriarchate, and the
Archbishop of Tyre and future Patriarch, Bulus Méouchy.

1504ZISSER, 2000, 144. Cf. ZISSER, 1995, 899; KHALIDI, 1983, 72.
1505Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1952, 89-90; ZISSER, 2000, 161; ZISSER, 1995, 904-905
1506LAPIERRE, 2009, 355.
1507Well  into the 1950s,  and in  the midst  of  yet  another  Syro-Lebanese dispute,  the Commander-in-Chief  of  the

Lebanese Army had declared: “Le Liban devra, si la Syrie ne modifie pas son attitude, tourner ses regards vers Israël
et trouver un modus vivendi avec cet État qui est soutenu et ravitaillé par les grandes puissances” (MALSAGNE,
2011, 151).

1508CHAITANI, 2007, 150.
1509CHAITANI, 2007, 150; ZISSER, 2000, 151
1510Le Jour, 05/03/1946.
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Couper la Palestine en deux serait renouveler en un sens l’affaire des Sudètes en Tchécoslovaquie et

provoquer tôt ou tard un drame susceptible de se développer à l’échelle de l’univers.1511

[...] L’Occident a empêché le Juif, qu’il a lui-même si souvent brutalisé, de faire la paix avec l’Arabe, son

frère, qui ne lui a jamais fait aucun mal.1512

[...] en Palestine, Arabes et Juifs pouvaient vivre en paix. Il n’est pour l’établir que la prospérité juive en

Terre Sainte. Mais le désir de domination d’Israël a tout emporté.1513

On occasion, Chiha’s position on Palestine seemed to refer to his own Lebanon rather than

specifically to the Holy Land:

Réserve  faite  de  quelques  points  du  territoire  palestinien  [...]  la  compénétration  confessionnelle  en

Palestine est telle qu’il paraît malaisé de procéder à une division du pays sous le signe de la foi.

Pour un homme raisonnable et qui verrait les choses du sommet de l’Hermon, chrétiens, musulmans et

juifs devraient pouvoir, en Palestine, vivre ensemble comme citoyens d’un même État, jouissant de droits

absolument égaux, avec le bénéfice de statuts personnels étendus.1514

Paradoxically enough, there were two Maronites, Foreign Minister Hamid Frangié and his

arch-rival, the ambassador and former Minister Camille Chamoun, who would eventually become

two of the most articulate defenders of the Palestinian cause in different international fora1515.

Meanwhile, the internal political arena became, once again, the scene of a Cabinet reshuffle.

1511Le Jour, 06/20/1947. Emphasis in the original.
1512Le Jour, 12/02/1947.
1513Le Jour, 12/12/1947.
1514Le Jour, 02/08/1947. Emphasis in the original.
1515AMMOUN,  2004,  99,  102,  113;  CHAMOUN, 1963,  160-161,  188-190,  194-195,  201-208;  A/AC.  13/SR.39;

A/AC.13/SR. 38.
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Sami  bey’s  resignation  had  left  President  Khuri  before  a  complex  situation,  where  a  maze  of

opposing vetos and contradicting ambitions affecting not only the Sunni élite but the entire political

class1516 prevented the choice of a first-class member of the Sunni establishment and forced the

Head of State to choose a relative newcomer, Sacadi al-Munla to lead the Cabinet1517.  Al-Munla’s

weak government managed to resist  barely six months, being substituted in December 1946 by

Riyad al-Sulh who triumphantly returned to the Prime Minister’s office at the forefront of grand-

coalition Cabinet including most  prime donne of Lebanese politics1518, thus conceived to ensure a

Dusturi electoral victory in the forthcoming parliamentary elections, a  conditio sine qua non to

guarantee a constitutional amendment that would allow Khuri a second term in office1519.

The election, which took place on May 25, 1947, was preceded by the ‘candidacy market’

common to  all  electoral  processes  in  Lebanon.  All  around the  country,  unlikely alliances  were

crafted while others were broken, positions in slates were bought and sold to the best bidder and

revenges were exacted. Hence, the all-powerful and sophisticated Henri Faracun was forced to court

– and pay – Sabri Hamadah, the brutish zacim of al-Hirmil, for the Greek-Catholic slot in the list

headed by the latter in the Biqac1520, while Karami’s allies from 1943 abandoned him, given the

deterioration of his image after his disappointing premiership and his questionable friendships –

from an Arab nationalist perspective (he had cooperated with both Eddé and Mgr. Mubarak1521), to

join forces in a wide anti-Karami front, including both his Sunni rivals and his former Maronite

1516ZISSER, 2000, 121.
1517Cabinet Sacadi al-Munla (05/22/1946-12/14/1946): Sacadi al-Munla (S), Prime Minister,  Minister of Economy;

Gabriel  al-Murr  (GO),  Deputy Chairman of  the  Council,  Minister  of  Public  Works;  Ahmad al-Hussayni  (Sh),
Minister of Justice; Philippe Taqla (GC), Minister of Foreign Affairs and National Education; Émile Lahud (M),
Minister of Finance; Sa’ib Salam (S), Interior Minister; Majid Arslan (D), Minister of Public Health and Defense;
and Yusuf Hrawi (M),  Minister of Agriculture and Communications. 

1518Cabinet  Riyad  al-Sulh  III  (12/14/1946-06/07/1947):  Riyad  al-Sulh  (S),  Prime Minister;  Sabri  Hamadah (Sh),
Deputy Chairman of the Council, Interior Minister; cAbdallah al-Yafi (S), Minister of Justice; Gabriel al-Murr (GO),
Minister of Public Works; Henri Faracun (GC), Minister of Foreign Affairs; Camille Chamoun (M), Minister of
Finance;  Majid  Arslan  (D),  Minister  of  Defense  and  Communications;  Kamal  Joumblatt  (D),  Minister  of
Agriculture,  Economy and Social  Welfare;  and  Elias  al-Khuri  (M),  Minister  of  National  Education and Public
Health.

1519BARAK, 2002, 630; ZISSER, 2000, 122.
1520ZISSER, 2000, 128.
1521BARAK, 2002, 630.
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allies1522. Meanwhile, some political exiles, namely the Arab nationalist and Nazi collaborator Fawzi

al-Qawuqji, and the founder of the Parti Populaire Syrien, Antun Sacadah were allowed to return to

Lebanon in order to create a favorable public opinion environment for the President1523. Khuri was,

furthermore, decided not to allow a repetition of what happened in 1943 in Mount Lebanon, when

the  eddéists took over  the  district,  and therefore  reconciled himself  with Pierre  Gemayel,  with

whom he had been on bad terms ever since 19451524,  and strove to include both Chamoun and

Joumblatt, rivals for the control of al-Shuf district, in the same list, even if that meant that he had to

sacrifice his brother1525, factotum and political fabricator, Salim al-Khuri (aka “Sultan” Salim) who

had been taking good advantage of his Bishara’s Presidency to carve for himself a niche as the

political boss of large areas of Mount Lebanon1526. Salim would, nonetheless, manage to get a seat

for himself. Meanwhile, Beirut saw the build-up of a government-sponsored list which, co-headed

by Sami al-Sulh and cAbdallah al-Yafi and financially backed by Faracun, kept out the rising star of

Beiruti politics, Sa’ib Salam, who was then forced to submit an independent candidacy with only

slim chances of winning a seat1527.

The election ended up in a massive victory for Khuri’s allies, a triumph that – apart from

satisfying the Syrians, who had adopted a threatening tone vis-à-vis the Lebanese election1528 –

largely reflected, in Eyal Zisser’s opinion1529, and despite the fraudulent manipulations that indeed

took place as will be immediately explained, the political realities of the country, bearing witness to

1522ZISSER,  2000,  130-132.  The  anti-Karami  list  comprised,  among others  Joseph  Karam (M),  former  winning
candidate from Zgharta linked to eddéism; Hamid Frangié (M), former Minister and well-known dusturi; Nadra Isa’
al-Khuri (M) and the Sunnis Sulayman al-cAli, Muhammad al-cAbbud as well as representatives from Karami’s
arch-rival families: the Jisrs and the Muqaddams.

1523BARAK, 2002, passim; WINSLOW, 1996, 90-91.
1524In the by-election for the vacant Maronite seat for the constituency of Beirut, the kata’ibi candidate, Elias Rababi,

had been defeated by Pierre Eddé, one of Émile Eddé’s sons. Gemayel felt that the regime had not supported his
candidate, thus letting him be defeated, which led the way to a breakup between the President of the Republic and
the Phalangist leader.

1525HARRIS, 2012, 201; ZISSER, 2000, 134-135.
1526HARRIS, 2012, 204; ABOULATIF, 2016, 72; TRABOULSI, 2007, 123; ZISSER, 1994, 497; BRITT, 1953, 9.
1527ZISSER, 2000, 129-130.
1528CHAITANI, 2007, 82; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 682.
1529ZISSER, 2000, 137-138. Cf. HARRIS, 2012, 201.
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Khuri’s popularity, or at least to the satisfaction of the élites with his rule. However, so obsessed

was Khuri with achieving a parliament completely devoted to himself and to his reelection that,

even if he might have clearly won a clean election, he spared no method to manipulate the electoral

result thus giving way to a vote widely considered among the most corrupt in Lebanon’s history1530,

a fact recognized by President Khuri himself1531. In Denise Ammoun’s account:

Les manœuvres frauduleuses de mai 1947 resteront célèbres. Dans certains villages, même les morts ont

voté. Dans plusieurs villes, les fonctionnaires ont ajouté des urnes gonflées de bulletins factices, et le

nombre de voix obtenues par  le  vainqueur a  atteint  le  double,  sinon le  triple,  de celui  des électeurs

inscrits !  À  Beyrouth,  plusieurs  candidats  malheureux  affirment  que  les  fonctionnaires  chargés  de

superviser les opérations ont empêché leurs partisans de voter. Parfois aussi [...] un candidat est élu sans

avoir le nombre minimum de voix requises [...]1532

Or, according to the testimony of Georges cAql, Secretary-General of Eddé’s National Bloc:

[...] toutes les forces armées du gouvernement, gendarmerie, police, étaient armées afin de terroriser et

d’intimider les partisans du Bloc National au Mont-Liban dans le but de favoriser la liste du cheikh Salim

al-Khoury. Nous avons télégraphié hier pour protester contre l’esprit partisan et le manque de liberté des

gens dans tous les bureaux de votes. [...] Toutes ces actions illégales produiront de funestes résultats.1533

Even such close a friend and collaborator of Khuri’s as Michel Chiha had to concede the

irregular character of the Chamber resulting from the election of May 1947. The famed journalist

and banker, warned, moreover, the Head of State of the dangerous road he was taking:

1530CHAITANI, 2007, 81-82; TRABOULSI, 2007, 123; ATTIÉ, 2004, 29; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 672-673; ZISSER,
2000, 137-138; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 73-74; WINSLOW, 1996, 91; KEDOURIE, 1992, 57; RABBATH, 1986,
558; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 139; HARIK, 1980, 29; ENTELIS, 1974, 62; SALIBI, 1965, 193; CHAMOUN, 1963,
232; BRITT, 1953, 7; AKL, OUADAT, HUNEIN, 1947, passim.

1531KHURI, 1960, Vol. III, 40-42.
1532AMMOUN, 2004, 110.
1533Cit. in VAN LEEUW, 2001, 673-674.
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Dans cette Chambre (même si politiquement on la considère satisfaisante parce qu’elle ne représente

aucun extrémisme) il y a des absences et des présences regrettables. Pourquoi dissimuler ce que chacun

pense (si ce n’est pas ce que chacun dit). Répondra-t-on que c’est le peuple qui l’a voulu ? C’est en plus

d’un cas discutable ; même si c’était exact, le Gouvernement (compte tenu des traditions et des réalités de

ce pays) porterait encore de lourdes responsabilités.1534

Il n’est pas d’homme indispensable au Liban, mais le Liban est indispensable à tous. Voilà ce que nous

professons, et qu’il convient que chacun sache.

Le Liban veut être bien gouverné. Pour que ce soit le cas, il faut qu’il le soit sans ambitions illégitimes et

sans arrière-pensées.

Qu’un homme, quel qu’il soit, nous serve personnellement ou nous desserve, cela doit être considéré par

ceux qui gouvernent comme accessoire ; ce qui compte, ce qui doit compter, c’est qu’il serve ce pays.1535

Naturally enough, the extent of the electoral fraud and manipulation that had tarnished the

election gave Khuri’s  rivals  ample leeway to criticize the President.  In one of his  latest  public

pronouncements, Mgr. Mubarak addressed a harsh letter to Sheikh Bishara where, after reminding

the President of their past collaboration, ended up demanding his resignation1536 in the following

terms:

Archbishop Moubarak, your sincere friend, is today in despair, because what every Lebanese expected to

see under your presidency was security, justice, and happiness for the people. Instead we see only chaos

in all the Government offices. We see only bribery and tyranny and persecutions in the courts. We see

public robberies and fraud by the governors and officials [...].

1534Le Jour, 06/05/1947.
1535Le Jour, 06/07/1947.
1536CHAITANI, 2007, 82; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 674; AKL, OUADAT, HUNEIN, 28-29.
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Hence, Archbishop Moubarak today, on the day of the first elections under your presidency and in the era

of our complete independence, sees Lebanon as a pool of blood all over its districts, especially in the

District  of  Mount  Lebanon  [...],  disturbed  and  agitated  by  the  intervention  of  the  forces  of  the

Government, forbidding the electors their free choice and facilitating the election of a band known for its

tyranny, thieveries and frauds, for its sacrifice of every public interest to its own self-interest.

The people do not want this band and refuse to elect the persons belonging to it, but your Government

wants to elect them by force and forgery, trampling on the right of the nation.

In order to keep your self-respect and make your conscience clear, we beg of you to resign the office of

President of the Republic as long as you cannot bring justice and security to Lebanon and preserve for it

the democratic freedoms of which the first is freedom of election.1537

The election of 1947 thus came to represent the beginning of the end for Khuri. In massively

falsifying the result, the President managed to get renewed in his mandate, as will be seen below,

but he also dug his political tomb. His first sexennat had left too many dead bodies behind for him

to  indefinitely  perpetuate  himself  in  the  Presidency  against  an  opposition  that,  though  still

unorganized, would rapidly start to garner political forces and social support.

3.1.2.  The Twilight  of the Gods.  Khuri’s Second Mandate and the Rosewater

Revolution (1948-1952)

Dire  prospects  for  Lebanon’s  stability  appeared  in  the  country’s  horizon  when,  in  the

immediate aftermath of the election, both Henri Faracun and Kamal Joumblatt resigned from their

position in the Cabinet in protest for the corruption that surrounded the whole polling process and

joined the ranks of an Opposition1538, which already on May 29 had celebrated a meeting, under

1537Cit. in AKL, OUADAT, HUNEIN, 1947, 28-29.
1538VAN LEEUW, 2001, 674; AKL, OUADAT, HUNEIN, 1947, 27.
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Mgr.  Mubarak’s  presidency – the unsinkable prelate  was to  become a leader  of  the  anti-Khuri

opposition in its initial phase – and attended by former President  Alfred Naccache, Emile Eddé’s

son, Raymond, cAbd al-Hamid Karami, the historian Jawad Bulos, the millionaire merchant Habib

Trad, and Elias Rababi, al-Kata’ib’s General-Secretary, demanding the dissolution of the Chamber

and the formation of a neutral executive charged with celebrating, as soon as possible, a new round

of elections complying with democratic standards1539. The protest organized by the Archbishop of

Beirut at the Collège de la Sagesse was rapidly backed by wide sectors of Lebanese society, from

the élite women of Beirut to al-Kata’ib, passing through the Patriarch and the representatives of

most  political  parties1540,  who  joined  ranks  to  protest  the  electoral  fraud  and  denounce  the

Government’s complicity therein.

Strong, however, in the support he received from Sulh and confident in his control of the

State  machinery,  Khuri  did not  seem very concerned by the  wave of  protests  triggered by the

electoral fraud. Given the decomposition of the Government, with two ministers having resigned, he

proceeded forthwith to entrust Sulh to form yet another Cabinet1541, which dexterously received the

Chamber’s  confidence  on  June  71542.  In  yet  another  paradox  of  Lebanese  political  life,  this

Ministère, formed at the height of a political maelstrom, became one of the longest-lasting in the

First Republic, with over one year in power.

It was precisely in the ‘hot’ months that followed the elections that a surprising event took

place. Various members of the growing opposition, with links to Eddé’s National Bloc1543: Louis

1539AMMOUN, 2004, 112; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 675; AKL, OUADAT, HUNEIN, 1947, 30.
1540AKL, OUADAT, HUNEIN, 1947, 30-46.
1541Cabinet Riyad al Sulh IV (06/07/1947-07/26/1948): Riyad al-Sulh (S),  Prime Minister; Gabriel al-Murr (GO),

Deputy Chairman of  the Council;  Ahmad al-Hussayni  (Sh),  Minister  of  Justice;  Majid Arslan (D),  Minister  of
Defense and Communications; Camille Chamoun (M), Interior and Public Health Minister; Hamid Frangié (M),
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Tourism and National Education; Muhammad al-cAbbud (S), Minister of Finance; and
Sulayman Nawfal (GC), Minister of Economy and Agriculture.

1542AMMOUN, 2004, 111; WINSLOW, 1996, 91-92.
1543VAN LEEUW, 2001, 684.
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Ziadé, former President of Aleppo’s Bar Association, closely linked to the young archbishop of the

Northern Syrian capital, Mgr. Ignace Ziadé, a relative of his, and to Mgr. Pierre Dib, bishop of

Tarsus  in  partibus,  together  with  the  Druze  aristocrat  Nuhad  Arslan,  attempted,  with  Mgr.

Mubarak’s blessings1544, a coup d’état whose goal was to establish a separate government in the

Mountain under the leadership of Beirut’s outspoken Archbishop. The attempted coup took place on

February 2, when the conspirators tried to seize Sawfar’s telephonic post,  with Nuhad Arslan’s

tribal following, acting as shock troops, being easily rejected by the Gendarmerie troops stationed

in  cAlayh’s  summer capital1545.  Louis  Ziadé was arrested  without  delay,  while  the Arslani  emir

managed to evade the forces of justice by sneaking away into the Mountain.

A grave  international  event  soon came,  however,  to  distract  public  attention  both  from

Ziadé and Arslan’s frustrated coup and from the corruption and embezzlement that had came to

characterize Khuri’s  cahd: on November 23, 1947, the United Nations Security Council approved

with 33 votes  in  favor,  13 against  and 3 abstentions,  the  partition  of  Palestine.  The UNSCR’s

decision  provoked  an  immediate  outrage  throughout  the  whole  Arab  world1546 which,  in  the

Lebanese case took the form of strikes and demonstrations affecting, particularly, the Muslim – and

specifically Sunni1547 – neighborhoods. Faced by the widespread Arab anger vis-à-vis the partition,

Lebanon joined the war effort in Palestine, with the national army receiving its baptême-de-fer in

the successive battles of Malikiyya (between mid-May and the beginning of June, 1948), where it

managed to successfully hold a position against the Israeli Defense Force (IDF) – subsequently

becoming the army’s founding myth1548. Participating in the war had become an imperious necessity

for a Lebanon, whose character as a  Christian State had led to its being permanently questioned

1544VAN LEEUW, 2001, 684; ZISSER, 2000, 139
1545VAN LEEUW, 2001, 684.
1546FRUS, 1949, Vol. VI, Doc. 429.
1547LAPIERRE, 2009, 352-359; ZISSER, 2000, 145-146; WINSLOW, 1996, 92.
1548ABOULATIF,  2016,  71;  MALSAGNE,  2011,  114-115;  MORRIS,  2008,  259-260;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  113;

BARAK, 2001, 66-67; WINSLOW, 1996, 113.
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about the degree of its commitment to the Arab cause1549, as Charles Winslow expressed it:

[...] just beyond loomed the question of Lebanon’s unique status as a Christian country. Would Maronites

in the upper reaches of the Qadīsha valley make sacrifices for the Muslims of Palestine? With their links

to Europe, would they even remain neutral?1550

Thus, Lebanon also kept on the fray in order to avoid being the first country to sign an

armistice with the Jewish State. The Bilad al-Arz waited until Egypt had begun to negotiate its own

cease-fire on January 6, 1949, on the Greek island of Rhodes, to open talks with Tel Aviv and put an

end to the war1551. After participating in the Rhodian talks, Lebanon finally agreed to an armistice

convention  with  Israel  on May 23,  1949.  The document,  signed in  the  border  locality of  Ra’s

Naqurah,  recognized  the  former  international  border  separating  Lebanon  from Palestine  as  the

demarcation line and restored to Lebanon the villages that had been occupied by the Israeli forces

during the conflict1552 (Article 51553), while also providing for the exchange of war prisoners (Article

61554).

The  peculiar  circumstances  surrounding  the  actual  development  of  military  operations

notwithstanding, the war had actually three important consequences in the political arena, whose

implications for Lebanon’s future cannot be underestimated:

First of all, the war allowed, as has been stated above, for a certain relaxation in the internal

1549MORRIS, 2008, 357; ZISSER, 2001, 157.
1550WINSLOW, 1996, 86.
1551FRUS, 1949, Vol. VI, Doc. 377;  HARRIS, 2012, 202-203; MALSAGNE, 2011, 123-124; TRABOULSI, 2007,

113; ZISSER, 2001, 158. 
1552Vid. MORRIS, 2004, 474.
1553 §1. The Armistice Demarcation Line shall follow the international boundary between Lebanon and Palestine.

   §3. Withdrawal of forces to the Armistice Demarcation Line [...]
1554 All prisoners of war detained by either Party to this Agreement and belonging to the armed forces, regular or

irregular, of the other Party, shall be exchanged [...]
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pressure against Khuri1555, who duly took advantage thereof to submit – against the better advice of

his closest collaborators, first and foremost among them, his brother-in-law Michel Chiha1556 – his

constitutional reform proposal to authorize him to stand for a second mandate by modifying article

49 of the Magna Charta, which was finally approved on May 22, 1948. A week later, “at the height

of Arab delirium in the initial clashes with the new Jewish state of Israel”1557, Sheikh Bishara al-

Khuri  was elected “à titre  exceptionnel”1558 for a second six-year  term in office by a Chamber

whence  the  scarce  opposition  members  that  had  managed to  get  elected  in  1947 had departed

beforehand in order to avoid participating in the renewal vote1559, thus foreboding the high degree of

political  confrontation  that  was  to  characterize  Khuri’s  last  years  in  office.  Khuri’s  re-election

stands out as yet another paradox of Lebanese History: the man who had, for over twenty years,

made his paramount political objective to uphold and defend the Constitution saw no problem in

violating its dispositions to satisfy his “desseins lointains”, his “ambitions secrètes”1560, his “goût du

pouvoir”1561, which could only be fulfilled by his continued hold to power.

A second development of the war in Palestine had to do with the growing presence and

autonomy of the Army, or at least of its commander-in-chief, Fu’ad Chéhab – promoted to the rank

of Major General in the immediate aftermath of the war1562 – in Lebanese political life. By imposing

an  essentially  defensive  role  for  the  Lebanese  army  during  the  conflagration  –  Malikiyya

nothwithstanding – in open contradiction with the offensive expectations initially harbored by the

Cabinet1563,  Chéhab  established  the  army  as  an  independent  player  in  the  political  game1564,

theoretically subjected to the Executive’s orders but de facto autonomous from the Cabinet. In fact,

1555CHAITANI, 2007, 91; ZISSER, 2000, 140-141; WINSLOW, 1996, 92
1556AMMOUN, 2004, 117; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 690; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 139; CHAMOUN, 1963, 232.
1557HARRIS, 2012, 202.
1558RABBATH, 1986, 558; RABBATH, 1982, 47.
1559Including, among others, Camille Chamoun and Kamal Joumblatt. ZISSER, 2000, 141; SALIBI, 1965, 193.
1560RABBATH, 1982, 430.
1561VAN LEEUW, 2001, 690.
1562MALSAGNE, 2011, 125.
1563MORRIS, 2008, 189, 258; YAMAK, 1966, 154; 
1564MALSAGNE, 2011, 112-113; MORRIS, 2008, 258; BARAK, 2003, 66; KHALIDI, 1983, 37-38.
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Chéhab would repeatedly disobey direct orders from Government officials, his a priori superiors, in

order to guarantee the cohesion of his multi-sectarian army, not only during the Palestinian war1565,

but also in posterior moments of Lebanese history, with fateful consequences for those implied. The

Decree 5097 of June 5, 1951, confirmed this tendency towards army independence by attributing

the Commander-in-Chief full autonomy not only in deciding exclusively military matters, but also

in determining the general defense policy1566, thus making the – civilian-led – Ministry of Defence

an almost decorative office with close to zero effective power over the military.

The third and arguably most important consequence of the war of 1948 was the arrival to

Lebanon of about 150,000 Palestinian refugees1567, whose settlement and presence in the country

would eventually become one of the most controversial matters dividing the Lebanese élite and

public alike.  Initially,  the arrival of the Palestinian refugees appeared as a blessing in disguise:

many of those who established themselves in the country were members of the bourgeoisie – a large

proportion  among  them being  Christians,  some  of  them having  fled  in  fear  of  Haj  Amin  al-

Hussayni’s irregulars1568 – who brought capitals and expertise in different fields of industry and

commerce1569  to Lebanon and managed to acquire Lebanese nationality rather easily1570. Even the

vast majority of poor refugees, most of them being peasants from the Galilee, had certain positive

effects  for  the economy,  since they provided the Lebanese industry and agriculture with cheap

1565According to Stéphane Malsagne (2011, 117-118), “[...] sous la pression du clergé maronite, Chéhab refuse la
demande du ministre  [...] de la défense, l’émir Majid Arslan, de coordonner ses actions avec la Syrie. Il s’oppose
également à ce que les éléments chrétiens de sa troupe rejoignent les rangs de l’armée syrienne [ce qui] témoigne de
sa profonde méfiance à l’égard des troupes syriennes.”

1566MALSAGNE, 2011, 127; PETRAN, 1987, 38; GRASSMUCK & SALIBI, 1957, 35.
1567FRUS, 1952-1954, vol. IX/1, Doc. 610; 1949, vol. VI, Doc. 533; HARRIS, 2012, 195; MORRIS, 2004, passim;

PETRAN, 1987, 73; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 144; GILMOUR, 1983, 86; KHALIDI, 1983, 37.
1568MORRIS, 2008, 93.
1569HARRIS, 2012, 202; TRABOULSI, 2007, 113; MORRIS, 2004, 67, 104-105, 109, 110-111; KHALAF, 2002, 182;

LABAKI, 1988, 170; SALIBI, [1988] 2011, 14; GILMOUR, 1983, 90; KHALIDI, 1983, 37;
1570MALSAGNE,  2011,  383;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  147,  fn.  11;  KHALAF,  2002,  181;  PETRAN,  1987,  73;

GILMOUR, 1983, 90. In fact, and taking into account the peculiar demographic characteristics of the Lebanese
State,  the US embassy had, already by 1949, recommended a carefully balanced naturalization policy whereby
“Lebanon could agree to accept for permanent resettlement [a] reasonable portion of [the] refugees now [present] in
Lebanon, selected on [the] basis [of] half Christians half Moslems [sic], in order [to] maintain equilibrium”. Vid.
FRUS, 1949, Vol. VI, Doc. 639. 
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labor1571,  despite  their  having been received only reluctantly1572.  It  would  be,  however,  a  grave

mistake to relate Lebanon’s post-war growth primarily to the arrival of the Palestinians as Toufic

Gaspard1573,  Charles  Winslow1574 or  Irene  Gendzier1575 seem to  do.  On  the  contrary,  and  while

acknowledging that the Bilad al-Arz took ample advantage of the positive economic developments

brought about by the conflagration – arrival of capitals, closure of Haifa to transit trade from the

Arab hinterland, etc. – truth is that these factors only contributed to consolidate Lebanon’s long-

standing position  as  the  leading commercial,  financial  and even industrial  hotspot  of  the  Near

East1576: the Lebanese economy was not a mere by-product of chance and good luck. Moreover, and

despite the hereinabove mentioned positive aspects of their arrival, the Palestinian presence, largely

Muslim,  added  an  additional  element  of  tension  to  a  State  organized  upon  demographic

equilibria1577, a tension that would exacerbate itself particularly after the late 1960s, as will be seen.

Even graver than these domestic consequences was the immense discredit incurred into by

the whole class of bourgeois nationalists that had come to rule most countries in the Near East in

the  immediate  independence  era1578 –  the  bourgeoisies  conquérantes   as  Edmond Rabbath  had

labeled them1579 – with “the military setback [being] pinned onto the politicians rather than onto the

1571TRABOULSI,  2007,  113-114;  WINSLOW, 1996,  93;  LABAKI,  1988,  170;  PETRAN, 1987,  74;  GILMOUR,
1983, 89.

1572FRUS, 1949, Vol. VI, Docs. 629, 966;  FRUS, 1955-1957, Vol. XIII, Doc. 126;  MORRIS, 2008, 155; MORRIS,
2004, 134, 137, 572; GILMOUR, 1983, 87.

1573GASPARD, 2004, passim, esp. 59, 168-169
1574WINSLOW, 1996, 93.
1575GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 58-59.
1576GATES, 1989, ch. 2; BUHEIRY, 1986, passim; DUBAR & NASR, 1976, 14-20, 28-32, 51-87; OWEN, 1976, 26,

28; ISSAWI, 1966, 74.
1577PETRAN, 1987, 73; GILMOUR, 1983, 88; KHALAF, 1976, 51; FRUS, 1949, Vol. VI, Docs. 415, 563; 1952-1954,

Vol. IX/1, Docs. 608, 648.
1578In the popular history book  Oh, Jerusalem!  the authors describe beautifully the  interbellum  Arab élites in the

following terms: “All of them were peaceful bourgeois, more inclined to conservatism than to adventure. Intelligent
and competent, they generally felt closer to their former colonizers than to the masses they ruled over. Descartes and
Voltaire were [...] Riad Solh’s preferred authors. The Iraqi Nuri Said moved more smoothly around Buckingham’s
rooms than through the chambers of the Palace of the Roses in Baghdad. Alumnus of the Montpellier Philosophy
School, the Syrian Jamil Mardam was passionate about growing apricots. Azzam Pasha, an upright and judicious
gentleman [English in the original] counted, among his many honors, with a degree in Medicine and the honor of
having been Egypt’s youngest Member of Parliament” (LAPIERRE & COLLINS, 2009, 352). For less romantic a
perspective, vid. HARRIS, 2012, 198, 203; CHAITANI, 2007, 128-129; EL-SOLH, 2004, 311-312; ZISSER, 1994,
494-495;  KEDOURIE,  1992,  58;  KHAZEN, 1991,  44-45;  KHOURY, 1991,  1389-1395;  GILMOUR, 1983,  69;
SALIBI, 1965, 193.

1579RABBATH, 1982, 431.
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military”1580. Thus, the sweeping wave of discontent that enveloped the whole Arab world in the

aftermath of the defeat in Palestine was directly behind the subsequent succession of military coups

d’état that toppled civilian, moderate and liberal rule to substitute it by radical, strongly ideological

authoritarian régimes, beginning by the downfall of Syria’s Shukri al-Quwatli on March 30, 1949 to

be substituted by Colonel Husni al-Zacim. 

Meanwhile, the Lebanese internal scene, while deeply shocked by the defeat – which had

“destroyed the popular credit al-Khuri had used to justify his presidential election”1581–, the arrival

of hundreds of thousands of Palestinian refugees and the downfall of the Syrian leadership, deeply

linked – even sharing family ties – to Lebanon’s political élite1582, managed to withstand the crisis

with a mere Cabinet reshuffle, with President Khuri trusting, once again, Riyad al-Sulh to lead the

executive. The new Council of Ministers1583 received the Chamber’s confidence on July 26, 1948,

constituting this ninth post-independence Cabinet yet another of Sulh’s long-lasting governments.

The country’s apparent tranquility would, however, be soon shattered by a frustrated attempt at an

insurrection organized by the PPS.

Founded on November 18, 1932, by Antun Sacadah, the son of an emigrant to Brazil, the

Parti  Populaire Syrien1584,  which suffered from a strong fascist  influence in  its  initial  years1585,

aimed at the establishment of a Nation-State for the Syrian people1586 encompassing the whole of

1580ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010, 63.
1581HARRIS, 2012, 204.
1582CHAITANI, 2007, 129; ZISSER, 2000, 165; ZISSER, 1994, 495.
1583Cabinet Sulh V (05/26/1948-10/01/1949): Riyad al-Sulh (S), Prime Minister, Minister of Justice; Gabriel al-Murr

(GO), Deputy Chairman of the Council; Majid Arslan (D), Minister of Defense and Agriculture; Hamid Frangié (M),
Minister  of  Foreign  Affairs  and  Tourism;  Ahmad  al-Asacad  (Sh),  Minister  of  Economy and  Communications;
Philippe Taqla (GC), Minister of National Economy and Communications; Elias al-Khuri (M), Minister of Public
Health; and Hussayn al-cUwayni (S), Minister of Finance.

1584Its official name is ‘Syrian Social Nationalist Party’ (SSNP), in Arabic,  al-hizb al-suri al-qawmi al-ijtimaci. To
avoid the display of such a long name and abbreviation, we will follow the French tradition and label it merely as
PPS or Parti Populaire Syrien.

1585ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010, 66; ZISSER, 2000, 177; PIPES, 1990, 101.
1586ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010, 66-67; AMMOUN, 2004, 118; KHALAF, 2002, 126; ZISSER, 2000, 178; PIPES,

1990, 101, 104; SALIBI, 1988 [2011], 134-135, 188; RONDOT, 1966, 9
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the  Fertile  Crescent1587 and  Cyprus.  Beyond  its  territorial  ambitions,  the  party  was  essentially

characterized by its emphasis on laïcité1588 – the Nation taking, in true fascist way, priority over any

other individual right or social commitment – as well as by its frontal opposition to both the concept

of an overarching Arab nation and to the smaller, more parochial nationalisms of Maronites and

cAlawis1589.  The  PPS was  also  dedicated,  in  another  heritage  of  its  fascist  origins,  to  a  radical

approach to social reform1590 aiming at the substitution of traditional loyalties by a direct relation

between the citizen and the State. Its discourse notwithstanding, the Party had become identified

with  the  Greek  Orthodox  community  in  both  Syria  and  Lebanon1591.  Scattered  throughout  the

Levant,  historically  connected  to  the  wealthy  urban  elites  and  traditional  partner  of  the  Sunni

community as the dominant Church in the former Ottoman Empire, the Greek Orthodox felt little

attraction to the local, unsophisticated nationalisms of the Maronite and cAlawi mountaineers or to

the distinctively Islamic-flavored Arab nationalism, finding its national expression in Syrianism,

which would join all the followers of the Church of Antioch in a single State, where they would

become – by a large margin, the largest Christian minority. Its small membership and its Antiochian

Orthodox undertones did not prevent the party from holding an important, region-wide, political

weight, particularly through the 1940s and 1950s, with all three Syrian coupists of 1949 being to

some extent linked to the PPS1592.

The failure of the Arab States to defeat the nascent State of Israel gave Sacadah the perfect

opportunity  to  denounce  “the  bankruptcy  of  Arab  nationalism”1593.  His  loud  criticism  of  the

Lebanese Government, together with his perceived links to the newly-established regime of Colonel

1587Including not only Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Palestine/Israel and Syria, but also Kuwait, the Sinai Peninsula, the
Iranian Khuzistan, entire sections of Turkish territory immediately to the South of the Taurus mountains, as well as
the extreme north of Saudi Arabia. 

1588KHALAF, 2002, 126; ZISSER, 2000, 178-179; PIPES, 1990, 101; SALIBI, 1988 [2011], 194; RONDOT, 1966, 9, 
12 

1589ZISSER, 2000, 178.
1590PIPES, 1990, 101.
1591ZISSER, 2000, 179; SALIBI, 1988 [2011], 54-55.
1592AMMOUN, 2004, 118; TRABOULSI, 2007, 114; PIPES, 1990, 104-106.
1593TRABOULSI, 2007, 114; ZISSER, 2000, 182.
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al-Zacim1594 caused a profound discontent – and fear – among the Lebanese ruling elite, who took

advantage of a clash between Sacadah’s party and al-Kata’ib, on June 9, 19491595, to illegalize both

parties – though “the outlawing of the Kata’ib was only perfunctory”, Gemayel’s organization being

recognized again in a mere fortnight1596 –  and initiate a large-scale police campaign against the

PPS,  in  the  course  whereof  arm  caches  were  found  and  numerous  party  sympathizers  were

arrested1597. Sacadah managed, however, to escape and found refuge in Syria, where Colonel Zacim

promised  him  arms  to  fight  the  Lebanese  government1598,  which  the  PPS  effectively  tried  to

overthrow by launching an invasion on July 31599: several Gendarmerie posts were attacked and the

FSI  suffered  the  death  of  one of  its  agents,  while  tracts  were  distributed  throughout  Lebanon,

calling for the triumph “of the national-social revolution”1600. The projected revolution was rapidly

suffocated by the authorities and, in a confusing episode, befitting of his  paranoid personality, as

described by Foreign Minister  Frangié1601,  Colonel  Zacim handed Sacadah over to the Lebanese

authorities in the immediate aftermath of his failed coup. The very same day of his handover to

Lebanon, Sacadah was subjected to a summary trial, condemned to death on charges of “conspiring

to overthrow the government and ‘collaboration with Israel’”1602 and effectively executed by firing

squad at dawn of July 8, 19491603. Fourteen of his companions were equally judged, six of them

incurring the death penalty. “Having confessional qualms, [the executions] were done so that the six

victims belonged to the main six communities in the country”1604.

1594TRABOULSI, 2007, 114; AMMOUN, 2004, 118; ZISSER, 2000, 183; WINSLOW, 1996, 93.
1595HARRIS, 2012, 204; CHAITANI, 2007, 139; ZISSER, 2000, 183-184; CHAMOUN, 1963, 238.
1596ENTELIS, 1974, 62 fn. 6.
1597TRABOULSI, 2007, 114-115; VAN LEEUW, 2001, 694; CHAMOUN, 1963, 238; 
1598ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010, 67; AMMOUN, 2004, 118; PIPES, 1990, 104; CHAMOUN, 1963, 238.
1599TRABOULSI, 2007, 115; AMMOUN, 2004, 118; ATTIÉ, 2004, 29; WINSLOW, 1996, 93; RABBATH, 1986, 558;

DE BUSTROS, 1983, 140; MEO, 1965, 93; SALIBI, 1965, 193; CHAMOUN, 1963, 238.
1600AMMOUN, 2004, 118; RABBATH, 1986, 558-559.
1601Cit. in ZISSER, 2000, 166.
1602TRABOULSI, 2007, 115.
1603HARRIS,  2012,  204;  ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO,  2010,  66;  CHAITANI,  2007,  140;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  115;

AMMOUN,  2004,  119;  ATTIÉ,  2004,  46;  ZISSER,  2000,  187;  WINSLOW,  1996,  93;  PIPES,  1990,  104;
RABBATH, 1986, 559; MEO, 1965, 93; SALIBI, 1965, 193; CHAMOUN, 1963, 238.

1604AMMOUN, 2004, 119.
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Sacadah’s  legal  murder sent  shock-waves through  Syria  and  Lebanon,  horrifying  the

Lebanese public and political opinion1605 and adding yet more members to Khuri’s already long list

of enemies. The revenge of the PPS would soak the Levant with blood for the following years, the

first to suffer its consequences being Colonel Zacim himself: he was the victim of a coup d’état who

deposed him on August 14, 1949. His successor, Colonel Sami al-Hinnawi, a PPS sympathizer1606,

would put him to death1607. On July 16, 1945, Riyad al-Sulh became yet another victim of the PPS’s

revenge, losing his life in an attack perpetrated by PPS terrorists  two years later while he was

paying a visit to the king of Jordan in Amman1608.

In the meantime, Émile Eddé’s sudden death, on September 27, 1949, gave the opposition to

the Khuri-Sulh presidential tandem the perfect opportunity to make its weight felt in the public

scene.  Khuri’s  resentful denial  of a national funeral to the former President of the Republic1609

transformed the ceremony into a true demonstration against Sheikh Bishara just a week after the

official beginning of his second mandate1610. Following the moving description thereof made by

L’Orient, the journal of Eddé’s personal fiend and noted political supporter Georges Naccache:

[...]  cet  ennemi public,  l’impur entre tous,  l’intouchable – ce honni du Liban arabe et  de l’arabisme

libanais – nous avons vu s’incliner hier sur sa tombe toute ce que le nationalisme libanais et l’arabisme

militant pouvaient déléguer de plus authentique – et de plus dur.

Il y avait là, mêlés au deuil – (conduisant le deuil, Dieu leur pardonne!) – un Omar Daouk, un Abdel

Hamid Karamé, un Nsouly. Que venaient-ils faire en ce convoi sinon signifier que l’Islam libanais et la

revendication arabe n’avaient  rien qui  pût  leur interdire  d’honorer  un homme qui  ne prétendait  qu’à

maintenir son Liban ?

1605VAN LEEUW, 2001, 696; ZISSER, 2000, 188
1606ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010, 67; CHAITANI, 2007, 140
1607FRUS, 1949, Vol. V, Doc. 1137.
1608CHÉHAB, 2007, 109; AMMOUN, 2004, 119; ATTIÉ, 2004, 29; ZISSER, 2000, 202; RABBATH, 1986, 559.
1609VAN LEEUW, 2001, 698.
1610Le Jour, 09/28/1949.
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[...] Ils étaient là, venus de tous les pôles de la politique et de la religion, réunis dans la même douleur.

[...] le corps diplomatique était également là, hier, au complet. [...] Tous les chefs de poste étaient là,

physiquement et intégralement là : tous les ministres ou chargés d’affaires avec tout le tremblement de

leurs délégations.

[...] le minimum de ce que cela puisse vouloir dire, c’est que, non seulement l’hommage à Eddé n’est pas

une injure au Liban [...] mais que l’injure aurait été de ne pas partager le deuil de la nation.

Ainsi,  tous  les  drapeaux  des  nations  auraient  pu  être  mis  en  berne,  à  Beyrouth,  pour  la  mort  d’un

Libanais. Tous les drapeaux, sauf le Libanais.1611

In  his  study  on  the  deceased  President,  Michel  van  Leeuw  goes  even  further  in  his

description,  which  we  quote  in  extenso to  underline  the  political  importance  of  the  funeral

procession as  a  show of  the strong opposition,  both among the political  élites  and the general

population, to Khuri’s regime:

Les funérailles sont impressionnantes, d’une ampleur encore plus grande que n’auraient pu l’être des

funérailles nationales. Le deuil est conduit par Raymond et Pierre Eddé, entourés du président Alfred

Naccache,  de  Kamal  Joumblatt  et  de  cheikh  Kisrawan  al-Khazin.  Le  corps  diplomatique,  au  grand

complet,  suit  le  nonce  apostolique,  suivi  à  son  tour,  par  d’innombrables  personnalités  politiques  et

religieuses. [...] Le cercueil [...] est convoyé par une population évaluée à environ cent mille personnes,

soit à peu près le dixième de la population libanaise. Dans la cathédrale, l’office religieux est présidé par

le patriarche cArida, venu spécialement de sa résidence de Dimane, honneur sans précédent. Mgr. cArida

est entouré, pour l’office, de presque tout le Haut Clergé chrétien, d’obédience romaine, ainsi que de plus

de six cents prêtres maronites. [...] au cimetière, [...] différentes oraisons funèbres sont prononcées, tour à

1611L’Orient, 10/01/1949.
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tour,  par  Mgr.  Paul  cAql,  vicaire  patriarcal  maronite,  par  le  Bâtonnier  Jean  Tyan,  pour  l’Ordre  des

Avocats, par Muhi al-Din Nasuli, pour le Syndicat de la Presse et par cheikh Kisrawan al-Khazin, au nom

du Bloc National.1612

Eddé’s death provided, paradoxically, Khuri with enough time to compose a new Cabinet at

a moment when his coalition had started to crumble1613. While he entrusted Sulh with the Council’s

Chairmanship  once again,  the  Prime Minister  had important  difficulties  in  assembling  a  viable

Government, particularly in finding reliable Maronite ministers1614 disposed to collaborate with a

discredited Chief Executive1615, given the almost universal allegiance of the Maronite community, in

both  its  political,  clerical  and  popular  wings  to  the  Opposition,  as  witnessed  by  Mgr.  cAql’s

wounding words against the Executive couple during Eddé’s funeral:

[...] Quant à ceux qui n’ont pas participé à cet hommage unanime, ce sont bien des souffrants retenus par

la  maladie,  ou  des  fonctionnaires  retenus  au  Sérail,  ou  bien  quelques  rares  aveugles  auxquels

s’appliquent les mots de l’Apôtre: “Ils ont bandé leurs yeux et obscurci leur cœur...”  O Président

permanent ! Ton cercueil est un trône, alors que leur trône à eux est leur cercueil ; tu es un mort vivant

et ce sont, eux, des vivants morts.1616

Confronted  with  the  rapid  rise  in  the  cost  of  living  and unemployment1617 that  affected

Lebanon during and in the immediate aftermath to the Korean War (1950-1953), which added itself

to the economic woes of a country whose economy had just suffered the shock of the breakup of its

1612VAN LEEUW, 2001, 698.
1613CHAITANI, 2007, 142.
1614CHAITANI, 2007, 142; Le Jour, 10/02/1949.
1615Cabinet Sulh VI (10/06/1949-02/14/1951): Riyad al-Sulh (S), Prime Minister, Interior Minister; Jubran Nahhas

(GO), Deputy Chairman of the Council, Minister of Economy and Communications; Majid Arslan (D), Minister of
Defense; Ahmad al-Asacad (Sh), Minister of Public Works; Philip Taqla (GC), Foreign Minister; Elias al-Khuri (M),
Minister of Public Health; Hussayn al-cUwayni (S), Minister of Finance; Ra’if Abillamac  (M), Minister of National
Education; Bahij Taki al-Din (D), Minister of Agriculture; Charles Hélou (M), Minister of Justice and Information.
The Cabinet was reshuffled on March 25, 1950 by the substitution of Charles Hélou for Khalil Abu Jawdah (M),
who traded the portfolio of Communications with Jubran Nahhas, who subsequently became Minister of Justice.
This overhauled executive, Sulh’s VII, remained in its functions until February 14, 1951.

1616Cit. in VAN LEEUW, 2001, 700. My emphasis.
1617HARRIS, 2012, 204; TRABOULSI, 2007, 124; ZISSER, 2000, 174; ZISSER, 1994, 497; BRITT, 1953, 7;
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thirty  years-long  association  with  the  Syrian  interior  –  a  link  definitely  broken  on  March  13,

19501618, and faced by the graft and corruption that had come to characterize Khuri’s cahd1619 as well

as by the growing repression of dissidence that had come to characterize his rule1620 - including the

suspension of critical newspapers1621, prompted the establishment of a common opposition platform

to fight the forthcoming 1951 legislative elections, constituted in early 1950 by the union of several

disparate elements, from long-standing opponents, like the Eddé brothers (Raymond and Pierre,

who had succeeded their  father  at  the  forefront  of  the  National  Bloc),  Chamoun,  Joumblatt  or

Gemayel, to more recent converts, first and foremost among them the former Foreign Minister,

Hamid Frangié or the prominent entrepreneur Émile Bustani, whose only common goal was their

common opposition to Khurism1622.

Confronted by such a strengthened opposition and decided to hold on to power, Khuri began

a desperate race to secure his stay at Bayt al-Din, the emiral palace which he had had carefully

restored  as  a  Summer  residence  befitting  of  his  position1623,  and  thus  he  tried  to  assuage  the

Opposition  by  sacrificing  his  most  loyal  collaborator:  Riyad  al-Sulh1624,  forced  to  resign  on

February 14, 1951, to give way to a provisional Cabinet in charge of preparing the elections of

May1625. While the appointment of a transitional executive for the preparation of elections was a

long-standing tradition in Lebanese political life, truth is that the relation between both Presidents

1618HARRIS, 2012, 204; CHAITANI, 2007, 158.
1619AMMOUN, 2004, 109, 119; KHALAF, 2002, 104; ZISSER, 2000, 223, 244; WINSLOW, 1996, 95-96; ZISSER,

1994, 496-497; BRITT, 3-4, 9-10.
1620ZISSER, 1994, 497; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 140-143; BRITT, 1953, 12.
1621The publication of his extremely critical article “Deux négations en font pas une nation !” (L’Orient, 03/10/1949)

not only did bring forth a six month-long suspension of the daily L’Orient, but also resulted in the prosecution and
condemnation to three months in prison for the article writer and director of the journal, Georges Naccache and his
editor-in-chief, Kisrawan Labaki. Vid. NACCACHE, 2001, 70-75.

1622TRABOULSI, 2007, 124-125; WINSLOW, 1996, 96; ZISSER, 1994, 498-499; SALIBI, 1965, 194; BRITT, 1953,
10-11; 

1623BRITT, 1953, 8.
1624ZISSER, 2000, 193; ZISSER, 1994, 500; L’Orient, 02/14/1951.
1625Cabinet  al-cUwayni  I  (02/14/1951-06/07/1951):  Hussayn  al-cUwayni  (S),  Prime  Minister,  Interior,  Foreign,

Tourism,  Defense  and  Finance  Minister;  Édouard  Nawn (M),  Minister  of  Public  Works,  Communications  and
Information; and Bulus Fayyad (GO), Minister of Justice, Economy, Public Health and Agriculture.
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had  become  sour  for  a  while1626,  particularly  after  Khuri’s  lack  of  support  for  Sulh-sponsored

candidates in the election1627. As long as Sulh was alive, a reconciliation was quite probable –  after

all, the Khuri-Sulh partnership had not been without its ups-and-downs. However, the premature

death of the Sunni leader left Khuri “orphaned”1628 and without his main leverage to mobilize Sunni

opinion and to influence inter-Arab politics1629. Sulh’s death, together with those of Eddé and cAbd

al-Hamid Karami (November 23, 1950) came as the prophetic swan song for the generation of

politicians that had dominated the Lebanese scene since the Mandate and represented not too good

an omen for an increasingly isolated Bishara al-Khuri.

The election of May 15 and 22, 1951, while openly rigged and organized under an electoral

law aiming to advantage the President’s friends1630, with the Parliament having been enlarged to 77

seats and Opposition-controlled constituencies chopped down into several smaller districts, were

cleaner than those of 19471631, in spite of the unheard of violence that shocked the campaign1632.

Khuri’s  affiliates  managed  to  secure  an  overwhelming  victory,  including  an  important  bloc  of

deputies directly under the command of Sheikh Bishara’s powerful brother, Sultan Salim al-Khuri,

but the Opposition managed, nonetheless, to widen its parliamentary presence and came to reinforce

its links by organizing itself as the Nationalist Socialist Front, whose program, supported by a wide

array of Lebanon’s political élite1633 and formally adopted on May 16, 1952 called for far-reaching

reforms in the economic, administrative, judicial and political fields1634. In the meantime, Khuri had

appointed the veteran  cAbdallah al-Yafi, “reputed  [for his] honesty and integrity”1635,   to head a

1626ZISSER, 2000, 195; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 146-147.
1627ZISSER, 2000, 201.
1628ZISSER, 2000, 203.
1629ZISSER, 2000, 204; WINSLOW, 1996, 96; SALIBI, 1965, 194-195
1630AMMOUN, 2004, ZISSER, 2000, 197.
1631ZISSER, 2000 198; WINSLOW, 1996, 96.
1632HARRIS, 2012, 204-205; WINSLOW, 1996, 96.
1633Including  former  collaborators  of  the  President,  like  Majid  Arslan,  Hamid  Frangié  and  even  Henri  Faracun

(ZISSER, 2000, 224-225)
1634TRABOULSI, 2007, 125; BRITT, 1953, 11.
1635ZISSER, 1994, 501.
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Cabinet1636 aiming at economic and political reform1637. His lack of a personal following and his

dependence on Salim al-Khuri made his a weak Executive and frustrated its halfhearted attempts at

overhauling  the  State  structure,  forcing  him to  resign  after  barely  eight  months  in  power,  not

without previously denouncing the permanent  presidential  interference in the daily work of the

Cabinet1638. Increasingly disconnected from a reality where strikes1639, violence, pistoleerism and a

growing  lawlessness  were  becoming  the  rule1640,  President  Khuri  took  advantage  of  Yafi’s

resignation to appoint Sami al-Sulh as a substitute at the Premiership1641, despite his widely shared

reputation as rather an incompetent politician1642.

Sami  bey  was  unable  to  restore  public  peace  and  confidence  in  governmental

institutions1643. The opposition rally that took place in Dayr al-Qamar on August 17, 1952, gathering

over forty thousand people who, in a scene reminiscent of the cammiyyat of the nineteenth century,

swore to keep on fighting until the President’s resignation1644, revealed the opposition’s strength and

its determination to pull its objectives to the end. By the end of the National Assembly’s summer

recess, the Prime Minister, acting in agreement with the opposition1645, resigned not without pitting

1636Cabinet Yafi II (06/07/1951-02/11/1952): cAbdallah al-Yafi (S), Prime Minister, Interior Minister; Philippe Bulus
(GO),  Deputy  Chairman  of  the  Council,  Minister  of  Public  Works;  Émile  Lahud  (M),  Minister  of  National
Education; Philippe Taqla (GC), Minister of Finance and Economy; Yusif al-Hrawi (M), Minister of Agriculture;
Bahij Taki al-Din (D), Minister of Public Health and Welfare; Charles Hélou (M), Minister of Foreign Affairs and
Tourism; Rashid Baydun (S), Minister of Defense; Muhammad Safi al-Din (Sh), Minister of Communications and
Information; and Rashid Karami (S), Minister of Justice.

1637ZISSER, 1994, 501; BRITT, 1953, 11.
1638HARRIS, 2012, 205; ZISSER, 2000, 227.
1639Particularly relevant was the strike of the Beiruti Bar Association following the approval of the law of April 2,

1951, which extended the jurisdictional attributions of religious courts to the detriment of the State tribunals. Having
broken out on January 12, 1952, the lawyers’ strike lasted three months and did not reach its goals of limiting the
scope of religious jurisdictions, but it was, certainly, another symptom of the malaise undergone by the country.
(Vid. RIZK, 1966, 27-28)

1640ZISSER, 2000, 229-231; ZISSER, 1995, 502; BRITT, 1953, 76.
1641Cabinet Sami al-Sulh II (02/11/1952-09/09/1952): Sami al-Sulh (S), Prime Minister, Interior Minister; Fu’ad al-

Khuri  (M),  Deputy Chairman of  the Council,  Minister  of  Justice;  Ahmad al-Hussayni  (Sh),  Minister  of  Public
Works; Majid Arslan (D), Minister of Defense and Public Health; Émile Lahud (M), Minister of Finance; Philippe
Taqla (GC), Minister of Foreign Affairs and Tourism; Sulayman al-cAli (S), Minister of Economy and Agriculture;
Michel Dumit (GO), Minister of Social Work; Antoine Istifan (M), Minister of National Education; and Hussayn al-
cAbdallah (S), Minister of Communications and Information.

1642ZISSER, 2000, 228.
1643RABBATH, 1986, 560.
1644AMMOUN, 2004, 120; ATTIÉ, 2004, 30; ZISSER, 2000, 234; ZISSER, 1994, 505; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 149;

CHAMOUN, 1963, 242-243; BRILL, 1953, 12.
1645DE BUSTROS, 1983, 149-150.
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the guilt for the country’s ills onto the President and his family1646. Khuri’s last minute attempts at

reform were too little  too late1647:  he appointed a  technocratic  government  – headed first  by a

respected bureaucrat, Nazim cAkkari, and thereafter by Sa’ib Salam1648, heir to an important family

of the highest Sunni bourgeoisie from Beirut, in what was to be his first Cabinet experience – and

promised a  thorough administrative  reform leading,  already by June  6,  to  the  dismissal  of  his

brother from his position at the head of the Gendarmerie1649. The opposition reacted by calling, on

September 15 to a general strike which was massively followed throughout the country1650. Khuri’s

desperate maneuvers to remain in power came to naught when General Chéhab refused to use the

army  to  guarantee  the  restoration  of  order  and  the  President’s  permanence  in  the  Sérail1651.

Abandoned by all, from the Sunni leadership to the Shici  zucama’, who had constituted one of the

mainstays of his rule, not to mention by the Maronites, who had never supported him, and even by

his  closest  friends,  like  Michel  Chiha  and  Hussayn  al-cUwayni,  Bishara  al-Khuri  resigned  on

September 19, 1952, leaving Chéhab as President of the Republic ad interim1652.

As Eyal Zisser explains in his brilliant essay Lebanon: The Challenge of Independence1653,

Khuri’s downfall gives a paradoxical proof of the good working of the Unwritten Constitution. The

accumulation of power effected by Sheikh Bishara and by his family1654 during his nine years at the

1646HARRIS, 2012, 205; TRABOULSI, 2007, 125; ZISSER, 2000, 236; ZISSER, 1994, 505-506; BRILL, 1953, 12-
13.

1647FRUS, 1952-1954, Vol. IX/1, Docs. 467, 470.
1648Cabinet  Nazim  cAkkari  (09/09/1952-09/14/1952):  Nazim  cAkkari  (S),  Prime  Minister,  Interior,  Foreign,

Information,  Agriculture  and  Defense  Minister;  Basil  Trad  (GO),  Vice-president  of  the  Council,  Minister  of
Economy,  Public  Works,  National  Education  and  Public  Health;  and  Musa  Mubarak  (M),  Minister  of  Justice,
Finance, Communications and Welfare. On his resignation, cAkkari was substituted in his functions by Sa’ib Salam,
albeit for an extremely short while as well (09/14/1952-09/18/1952).

1649ZISSER, 231-232.
1650TRABOULSI, 2007, 125; AMMOUN, 2004, 120-121; ATTIÉ, 2004, 30; ZISSER, 2000, 237; WINSLOW, 1996,

97; ZISSER, 1995, 506; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 150; BRITT, 1953, 13.
1651HARRIS, 2012, 205; MALSAGNE, 2011, 141; TRABOULSI, 2007, 125-126; AMMOUN, 2004, 121; ZISSER,

2000, 238; KALAWOUN, 2000, 4; WINSLOW, 1996, 97; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 150; BRITT, 1953, 14.
1652Chéhab, as both head of State and of Government, presided over a short-lived (09/18/1952-09/30/1952), restricted

‘national  emergency’ Cabinet,  composed by himself,  as  Prime Minister,  Interior  and Defense Minister;  and by
Nazim cAkkari (S), Deputy Chairman of the Council, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Public Works, National Education,
Communications, Public Health, Agriculture and Information; and Basil Trad (GO), Minister of Economy, Welfare,
Justice and Finance. 

1653ZISSER, 2000, 239-240. Cf. ATTIÉ, 2004, 29-30; ZISSER, 1994, 507-508.
1654In his memoirs, Nicolas de Bustros remembers how General Spears had once said that Khuri’s worst defect was
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Presidency  had  threatened  to  upset  Lebanon’s  delicate  counterweight  system,  its  traditional

equilibria. His toying around with his Prime Ministers, his disregard towards the Opposition, and

his growing authoritarianism provoked the awakening of the political entrepreneurs, the system’s

guarding élites, who joined forces to restore the system’s default settings by overthrowing Khuri.

Contrary to Irene Gendzier’s assessment of the movement as the uprising of “a distinctively new

class of non-traditional politicians”1655, the so-called Rosewater Revolution, directed by the heirs of

the,  now largely defunct,  interwar political  class (the Eddé brothers, Kamal Joumblatt  – whose

mother,  the  incombustible  Nazira  had  died  in  1949,  Ghassan  Tuéni)  or,  by  another  classic  of

Lebanese politics:  Maronite self-made middle-class-men (Camille Chamoun and Émile Bustani)

staged but  a republican version of a Lebanese classic:  the emir  having gone astray,  it  was  the

aristocracy who formed an alliance to restore order. In Michel Chiha’s insightful words:

[...] Nous sommes, qu’on ne l’oublie jamais, un pays de minorités, un pays d’équilibre, le refuge naturel

de l’ordre et des libertés, un des derniers asiles de l’intelligence traquée et de l’indépendance persécutée  ;

nous  sommes  un  pays  où  l’on  peut  respirer  encore  dans  un  monde  qui  subit  des  violences  et  des

contraintes d’enfer.

N’attentons pas de nos mains à un patrimoine aussi précieux ; et, dans le dérèglement des pensées et des

actes, gardons notre tête, donnons de nouvelles preuves de notre maturité, faisons notre devoir d’hommes

et de citoyens.1656

Khuri would not have fallen, though, despite all the Opposition’s strength, had he retained

two sources of support: the military and the diplomatic. While Khuri went as far as to considering

the imposition of a military dictatorship1657,  the refusal  of the army leadership,  educated in  the

having “too large a family to satisfy” (DE BUSTROS, 1983, 152).
1655GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 134.
1656Le Jour, 09/16/1952.
1657ZISSER, 2000, 231.
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apolitical tradition of la Grande Muette1658, to intervene and uphold his rule left his regime, as we

said above, without any prop to sustain itself in the midst of the quasi-revolution staged by the

‘system watchmen’,  who acted  rapidly in  defense  of  its  integrity.  Even if  the  lack  of  military

support, which deprived the President from the Armed Forces unique enforcement capacities, was

the main reason behind Khuri’s resignation, it is important to note that, by 1952, the President had

also become a liability in the context of the Western powers’ Cold War strategy in the Levant.

The 1950s began as a time of crisis for the Near and Middle East. The legitimacy of the

liberal regimes that had brought the Arab lands to independence was put into question by the defeat

in Palestine and a new, populist factor entered the political equation: the ‘street’, the urban mob,

easily mobilized by the emotional appeal to different nationalist claims, came to hold a thus far

unheard  of  political  role  and  a  significant  influence  in  the  decision-making  process1659.  Hence

collapsed, in a phenomenon already observed by Weber in late-nineteenth century Europe1660, the

conservative, Western-aligned State system that had emerged during the interwar era to give way to

a new generation of leaders, frequently issued from the Army and socially closer to the people than

the  previous  generation  of  rulers  –  albeit,  by no  means,  of  destitute  extraction,  as  proven  by

Dekmejian1661 – whose claims to legitimacy were based on an intimate connection to the people,

charismatic  in  nature1662,  rather  than  on  any kind  of  legal-institutional  bond  or  on  a  claim  to

historical continuity. In this context, Khuri’s downfall, having taken place just a few months after

the Egyptian Revolution, which brought about the end of the Muhammad cAli dynasty, and in the

midst of the Mossadeghist episode in Iranian History, was hardly breaking news in a region shaken

by permanent coup d’etats since Syria’s 1949 precursor revolt.

1658RIZK, 1966, 136.
1659FRUS,  1951, Vol.  V, Docs.  12, 28;  KHAZEN, 1991, 44; PETRAN, 1987, 48-49; JOHNSON, 1983, 178-194;

KHURI, 1975, ch. 6 & 7; KHURI, 1972, 198-213. It is, moreover, interesting to note here that, almost thirty years
after these events, President Frangié would link the Palestinian question as the main cause for the downfall of the
liberal order in the Middle East (Vid. FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXV, Doc. 397).

1660BAEHR, 2004, 164.
1661DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 171-173, 214-216.
1662KHALAF, 2002, 107; ASHTON, 1996, 26; KHAZEN, 1991, 45-46; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 179-184.
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It was precisely in the context of this confusing succession of coups and countercoups that

Khuri rejected to join any of the different collective defense agreements1663 put forward by a West

distressed – or truly obsessed as seems to reveal the diplomatic correspondence1664 – by the threat of

Communism and by its suspected expansionism into the wider Middle East area, immediately to the

South of the Soviet Union. Khuri’s surprising neutralism, despite his personal preference for the

West1665,  obeyed  to  his  personal  interpretation  of  the  National  Pact  as  barring  Lebanon  from

permanent alliances with foreign powers, but was misunderstood by Washington, which interpreted

“[n]eutralism  [...]  as  an  insufficiently  pro-American  foreign  policy”1666.  Khuri’s  rejection  of

Western-sponsored defense pacts, like the  Pact for the Collective Defense of the Mediterranean,

launched collectively, at the beginning of 1950, by the United States and Great Britain, contrasted

with the more open position on this matter adopted by prominent members of his party,  like Henri

Faracun and Michel Chiha1667 who, together with Ambassador Charles Malik1668, George Hakim or

Georges Kettané, advocated for Lebanon’s close alineation with Western interests in the Levant1669

to the point of aspiring to build a kind of Mediterranean pact,  “including [Franco’s] Spain”1670,

which could guarantee Lebanon’s independence and special character1671. Diplomatic criticism of

1663TRABOULSI, 2007, 126; ZISSER, 2004, 232-233; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 128
1664FRUS 1952-1954, Vol. IX/1, Doc. 27; FRUS, 1951, Vol. V, Docs. 2-101; FRUS, 1949, Vol. VI, Doc. 4; 
1665FRUS, 1951, Vol. V, Doc 576; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 134.
1666GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 128. Cf. FRUS, 1951, Vol. V, Docs. 32, 582, 583; KALAWOUN, 2000, 4.
1667Chiha’s  advocacy for  a  Western-aligned Mediterranean  defense  pact  became the  dominant  theme of  his  later

editorials.  Vid.  Le Jour,  02/02/1951,  04/06/1951,  04/10/1951,  05/17/1951,  07/10/1951;  12/29/1951,  03/19/1952,
04/05/1952, 05/20/1952, 07/12/1952, 08/06/1952, 11/12/1952,  01/06/1973,  01/10/1953,  01/13/1953,  01/30/1953,
03/19/1953, 04/04/1953, 05/06/1953, 05/12/1953, 06/04/1953, 01/29/1954, 10/27/1954, 11/11/1954.

1668For Malik, Lebanon, as a “an oriental country which identified itself with Western Christian civilization”, was in
need of protection from the Western powers “with which it had identified itself in culture and religion”.  FRUS,
1949, Vol. VI, Doc. 505.

1669FRUS, 1949, Vol. VI, Docs. 378, 819;  FRUS, 1951, Vol. V, Docs. 579, 580, 581, 582; TRABOULSI, 2007, 126-
127; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 130-132, 134-136.

1670FRUS, Doc. 582. It is important to note here how this position was widely shared among the Lebanese élite. No
other than Michel Chiha congratulated himself on the re-establishment of relations between the Western powers and
Spain:  “après  des  années  de controverses  [...]  voilà  les  Démocraties  réconciliées  avec un des  peuples  les  plus
constants, les plus méritants, les plus dignes de respect de la terre. L’Espagne mise à l’index par le monde libre
pendant des années, retrouve dans la liberté ses amis les plus naturels. [...] Parmi tant de changements il en est de
plus saisissants que d’autres. Celui-là satisfait le cœur et la raison. [...] L’Espagne contemporaine que l’on fuyait
comme la lèpre,  souvent parce qu’on manquait de courage, retrouve aux yeux des nations son vrai visage, son
beau visage [...]”. (Le Jour, 01/18/1951. Emphasis in the original).

1671FRUS, 1951, Vol. V, Doc. 585; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 130, 136.
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the corruption and inefficiency of  Khuri’s  regime1672 also contributed to construct  a thoroughly

unsympathetic image of the Lebanese leader who saw himself deprived of foreign support at the

time  when  he  needed  it  most.  By the  time  of  his  resignation,  no-one  stood  by the  Lebanese

President: the man who had entered Beirut amid the cheering of the people and the support of the

embassies, left the Serail in complete loneliness.

3.2. cAhd Camille Chamoun (1952-1958)

3.2.1. L’Âge d’Or of the Merchant Republic (1952-1956)

On September  22,  1952,  the  solidly  khurist Chamber  that  had  been  fabricated  in  1951

elected by unanimity1673 Camille Chamoun, one of Khuri’s most unremitting opponents, as President

of the Lebanese Republic. Widely perceived as the British-sponsored candidate1674, Chamoun could

count,  as  well,  on the  support  of  the  Jordanian  and Iraqi  Hashimites1675,  with  whom he had a

particularly close  relationship,  while  his  unequaled  –  at  least  among  the  Christian  Lebanese  –

Arabist  credentials1676,  made  him  also  the  Muslims’  preferred  choice.  Strong  in  his  wide

parliamentary  support,  particularly  after  General  Chéhab  refused  to  submit  his  candidacy1677,

Chamoun’s  managed  to  convince  his  main  rival,  former  Foreign  Minister  Hamid  Frangié,  the

1672FRUS, 1952-1954, Vol. IX/1, Doc. 470; FRUS, 1951, Vol. V, Doc. 5; 1952-1954, Vol. IX/1, Doc. 467; FRUS, 1950,
Vol. V, Doc. 625; FRUS 1949, Vol. V, Doc. 586

1673With his usual irony, Nicolas de Bustros (1983, 153) affirmed:

Le 22  septembre  1952,  Camille  Chamoun  devint  le  second  Président  du  Liban indépendant.  Le
peuple, toujours heureux d’un changement de régime, accueillit son nouveau Chef par une explosion
de joie.  Et les députés, qui suppliaient Béchara El-Khoury de garder le pouvoir, s’empressèrent
d’aller féliciter son successeur. C’est bien la règle du jeu. (My emphasis).

         Vid. also AMMOUN, 2004, 126, 129.
1674FRUS,  1952-54,  Vol.  IX/1,  Docs.  489,  493;  MALSAGNE,  2011,  143;  GENDZIER  2006  [1999],  143;  DE

BUSTROS, 1983, 152-153;BRITT, 1953, 16.
1675CHÉHAB, 2007, 53; AMMOUN, 2004, 151; ATTIÉ, 2004, 47; RABINOVICH, 1985, 65
1676ATTIÉ, 2004, 46-47; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 143; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 37; HUDSON, 1985, 274. Chamoun

himself was well aware of these découpage des sympathies. Vid. CHAMOUN, 1963, 253-254.
1677MALSAGNE, 2011, 144-145; BRITT, 1953, 16.
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candidate sponsored by France and the clergy1678, as well as the Maronites’ favorite, to withdraw his

candidacy1679, thus allowing the 1952 to end  amid a sense of national consensus around the newly-

elected President. A need for unity underlined by Michel Chiha on his editorial piece of the election

day:

Les hommes se suivent et la vérité demeure. Nos passions ont leur limite dans le devoir commun de

préserver  la  demeure  commune.  Les  petites  choses  sont  dépassées.  Il  faut  s’élever  au  niveau  de

circonstances qui comptent sans doute parmi les plus graves. Autour de l’homme qui sera le Président

de  la  République  libanaise  aucune  dissidence  ne  peut  se  justifier. Le  devoir  des  Libanais  est

indivisible1680.

The  new  President  of  the  Lebanese  Republic  embodied  the  Lebanese  liberal  dream:  a

cosmopolitan,  middle-class, self-made-man who, together with his elegant, Anglophone wife and

their children, became the symbols of the triumph of the new republican aristocracy that had been

born with the Mandate. However, and beyond the  revolutio imaginis that he came to represent,

Chamoun’s investiture did not signify a mere aesthetic change, but also a political one. Even if he

rejected,  from the  very  beginning  –  and much  to  Joumblatt’s  chagrin,  to  apply the  maximum

program of the Nationalist Socialist Front1681 – the very ideological disparity of its members having

condemned it  to disappear as soon as its overarching goal, namely,  Khuri’s  downfall,  had been

achieved  –  the  new  President  was,  nonetheless,  committed  to  reform,  as  witnessed  by  his

inauguration speech, in the course of which he “promised to fight corruption,  talked about the

‘modesty  and  ascetism’  of  the  president’s  post  and  promised  to  abolish  the  privileges  and

formalities attached to it”1682, while announcing:

1678FRUS 1952-54, Vol. IX/1, Doc. 489; ATTIÉ, 2004, 46; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 152.
1679TRABOULSI, 2007, 127; AMMOUN, 2004, 127-128.
1680Le Jour, 09/23/1952. My emphasis.
1681HARRIS,  2012,  206;  CHÉHAB, 2007,  152-153;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  128-129;  ATTIÉ,  2004,  48;  HUDSON,

1985, 276-277.
1682TRABOULSI, 2007, 77.
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Ce que veut le Liban, c’est un esprit nouveau, des méthodes nouvelles, une foi nouvelle. Nous mettrons

fin à la corruption et au désordre. [...] Les fonds sécrets du chef de l’État cesserons désormais d’être sans

contrôle. [He moreover promised to] sauvegarder la liberté d’expression et de pensée au Liban.1683

Unable to muster, as had been his initial wish1684, a national unity government committed to

implement his reformist objectives, given the mutual vetos opposing the different members of the

Sunni élite and confronted by Joumblatt’s intransigence1685  – the former allies in the anti-Khurist

struggle having parted ways as soon as the Druze leader realized that Chamoun did not intend to

immediately apply the whole of the NSF program1686, the President proceeded to appoint a four-

member, extraparliamentary and technocratic Cabinet of highly respected civil servants1687 under the

chairmanship of an old scout of Lebanese politics: Khalid Chéhab1688 to carry on his ambitious

schedule of reforms.

Ratified by an overwhelming majority in the Chamber and provided with powers for six

months1689, Chéhab’s executive undertook a vast enterprise of reform of the State institutions: over

1683L’Orient, 09/24/1952
1684ATTIÉ, 2004, 50-51
1685HARRIS, 2012, 206; AMMOUN, 2004, 133, 135; ATTIÉ, 2004, 48-49; WINSLOW, 1996, 98.
1686Could this disenchantment explain the extreme Maronite-phobia expressed by Joumblatt in his autobiography I

speak for Lebanon? Or was his ambition to reach the Presidency, whence he was excluded by virtue of his Druzism,
the true reason for a despise that manifested itself in phrases, tainted with a paradoxical aristocratic prejudice in a
man so identified with the political left, like “[t]he Maronites may take excellent care of their own affairs, but they
are poor managers for a republic” (1982, 28), because they “lack both the feeling and the tradition of government”
(1982, 41) and are “good seconds but poor leaders” (1982, 44) with a “psychotic and medieval [...] mentality”
(1982,  46),  the  19th-century  revolutions  being  the  result  of  a  “chauvinistic  and  destructive  eruption  of  the
Maronites” (1982, 29), whom he defined as “that minority obsessed with their sense of being a minority”, whose
perversity goes  as  far  as  to  corrupt  the  early  teachings  they  received  from  Europe  (1982,  56).  The  book,  a
hallucinating journey from Lebanon’s monks to India’s yogis also included Joumblatt’s candid recommendations for
Church reform in the Levant (1982, 51-52), a paradoxical criticism – coming from a Druze – against the character of
Maronitism as  a  “closed society”  (1982,  59) and a generally conspirative approach to then current  events:  for
instance, he portrays the Maronite leaders, in quite a cinematographic way, as meeting in dark, “secret conciliabula”
(1962, 62).

1687FRUS, 1952-54, Vol. IX/1, Doc. 498;  Le Jour, 10/02/1952; HARRIS, 2012, 206; AMMOUN, 2004, 134; ATTIÉ, 
2004, 51; WINSLOW, 1996, 97; RABBATH, 1986, 562; HUDSON, 1985, 277; BRITT, 1953, 16.

1688Cabinet Khalid Chéhab (09/30/1952-04/30/1953): Khalid Chéhab (S), Prime Minister, Interior, Justice, Defense
and Information Minister; Musa Mubarak (M), Minister of Foreign Affairs, Communications and Public Works;
Salim Haydar (Sh), Minister of National Education, Public Health and Welfare; and George Hakim (GO), Minister
of Finance, Economy and Agriculture.

1689AMMOUN, 2004, 135
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ninety decrees  were  approved in  the  field  of  administrative  reform alone,  “giving  Lebanon an

independent judiciary, defining the administrative duties of the civil servants”1690, establishing the

requirement to pass a competitive examination to enter the Administration and dismissing over 300

civil servants who had been “admitted without diplomas or exams” for the sake of satisfying certain

“electoral clienteles”1691 in a vivid example of the corruption that had characterized the last years of

Khuri’s  rule.  The  Cabinet  also  endeavored  to  restore  the  freedom of  the  press1692,  so  severely

curtailed  under  the  previous  cahd,  and  extended  the  suffrage  to  women1693,  which  made  the

Lebanese  the  first  women  in  the  Middle  East  to  enjoy  full  political  participation  rights1694.

Doubtless,  the  electoral  reform  became  one  of  Khalid  Chéhab’s  Cabinet’s  more  polemic

innovations1695: aiming to replace “quantity for quality”1696 and to curb the power and influence of

political feudalism, the new electoral law reduced the size of the Chamber from 77 to 44 seats and

broke away from the grande liste system, whereby a large number of deputies had been elected in a

small number of multiple-seat constituencies – each of Lebanon’s muhafazat had been an electoral

district. In its place, the country was divided in thirty-three constituencies, most of them single-seat

districts, which certainly hardened the zucama’’s path to parliament but also guaranteed, as will be

seen, chronic instability by leaving outside the official political game very powerful men, whose

influence would be expressed, from then on, in para-legal ways. The conscience of the Republic,

Michel Chiha, did not fail to grasp the risk of the new electoral system:

Il est tout à fait clair à présent que la réduction du nombre des députés fut une erreur ; une erreur qui, si

1690WINSLOW, 1996,  16.  Cf.  GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ,  2015-b,  77;  HARRIS,  2012,  206;  ATTIÉ,  2004,  51;
KHALAF,  2002,  161;  KALAWOUN,  2000,  4;  GENDZIER,  2006  [1999],  171;  WINSLOW,  1996,  97-98;
RABBATH, 1986, 562; HUDSON, 1985, 277-278; DE BUSTROS, 1985, 158; SALIBI, 1965, 196; CHAMOUN,
1963, 246-248; FRUS, 1952-1954, Vol. IX/1, Doc. 549.

1691CHAMOUN, 1963, 246. Cf. AMMOUN, 2004, 142. 
1692CHAMOUN, 1963, 248.
1693HARRIS, 2012, 206; TRABOULSI, 2007, 129-130; ATTIÉ, 2004, 51; WINSLOW, 1996, 97; RABBATH, 1986,

562; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 158; SALIBI, 1965, 196; CHAMOUN, 1963, 248.
1694AMMOUN, 2004, 140.
1695HARRIS, 2012, 206; TRABOULSI, 2007, 129; AMMOUN, 2004, 139-140; RABBATH, 1986, 562; RABBATH,

1982, 177; RIZK, 1966, 106.
1696CHAMOUN, 1963, 248.
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l’on ne se hâtait pas de la corriger, nous mènerait à la discorde et aux séparatismes avoués ou secrets.

Aux institutions du Liban il ne faut toucher qu’avec une extrême réserve. C’est une règle de sagesse. Elles

consacrent un équilibre délicat.  Et la meilleure façon de gouverner les Libanais c’est de laisser le

moins possible de forces politiques individuelles en dehors de l’Assemblée.

[...]  En réduisant le nombre des députés comme on l’a fait, ce n’est pas le nombre des féodaux

qu’on diminue. C’est, au contraire, aux éléments nouveaux, aux éléments les plus vivants du pays

qu’on  ferme  l’accès  de  la  Chambre. [...]  l’on  ne  peut  pas  [...] avec  44  députés,  imaginer  une

Chambre fonctionnant normalement.

[...] la loi électorale [...] si l’on ne veut pas du désordre généralisé, il faut qu’on la change. Et le plus

tôt sera le mieux.1697

Barely a month after this dire warning, Chiha insisted on the need of allowing the Chamber

to be as representative as possible:

Une [...] loi tutélaire de notre politique est qu’il est sage de permettre l’accès à la Chambre du plus

grand nombre possible de forces politiques libanaises individuelles. PAR LA VOUS DEVELOPPEZ

LE «VOULOIR VIVRE EN COMMUN» ET VOUS CIMENTEZ L’ETAT.1698

Chiha’s warnings notwithstanding, the influence of the new electoral law soon came to be

felt. On May 31, 1953, with the country’s situation restored after the events of September 1952,

Chamoun dissolved the National  Assembly and called for  elections,  which took place on three

separate Sundays in July. The election saw episodes of fraud and mismanagement, but was widely

considered as much fairer than the polls that had taken place under Khuri1699: the feudal zucama and

1697Le Jour, 03/17/1953. Emphasis in the original.
1698Le Jour, 04/15/1953. Emphasis and Capitals in the original.
1699AMMOUN, 2004, 163-164; WINSLOW, 1996, 99.
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the prime donne of Lebanese politics managed to get, in most cases, re-elected but the uninominal

system also meant that they lost many of their former running mates1700, who, in a truly clientelistic

fashion, had given most of them a large, faithful and party-like following in parliament. Despite the

re-election of the traditional tenants of the Place de l’Étoile building, the President managed to get a

comfortable  victory:  half  of  the  Chamber  was  composed  of  new faces1701,  entirely  devoted  to

Chamoun, just like the outgoing Chamber had been entirely devoted to Khuri. The President was,

however,  perhaps  too  optimistic  in  his  assessment  when he  rather  cheerfully  declared  that  the

elections had seen “the disappearance of the last vestiges of feudalism.”1702

By the time of the elections not only the Legislature, but also the Executive had returned to

normality  after  the  brief  a-partisan  leadership  exerted  by Khalid  Chéhab.  His  Cabinet,  already

weakened  by Musa  Mubarak’s  resignation,  on  February 8,  1953,  due  to  his  opposition  to  the

projects for a renewed Syro-Lebanese economic union that were by then under study1703, fell down

on April 30, giving way to the first of many political – rather than technical – governments. Sa’ib

Salam’s  appointment1704 restored  the  harb  al-karasi in  the  Executive  branch:  Chamoun  would

eventually become a skillful master of prime ministerial rotation, thus preventing any member of

the Sunni élite from accumulating too much power at the expense of his own, although, in a feature

that would become another tradition of the Lebanese system, he ended up establishing a particularly

close relationship with Sami al-Sulh, just like Sheikh Bishara had done with his cousin from Sayda.

Meanwhile, the new parliamentary majority issued from the elections of July made it necessary to

appoint  yet  another  Cabinet,  once  again  headed by a  member  of  Beirut’s  Sunni  establishment:

1700HARRIS, 2012, 206-208; TRABOULSI, 2007, 130; AMMOUN, 2004, 163; WINSLOW, 1996, 99.
1701TRABOULSI, 2007, 130.
1702CHAMOUN, 1963, 248.
1703AMMOUN, 2004, 151.
1704Cabinet  Salam-II  (04/30/1953-08/16/1953):  Sa’ib  Salam  (S),  Prime  Minister,  Interior  and  Defense  Minister;

Rashid  Baydun  (Sh), Minister  of  Public  Health  and  Communications;  Bashir  al-cAwar (D), Minister  of  Public
Works; George Hakim (GO), Minister of Foreign Affairs, Tourism and Economy; Pierre Eddé (M), Minister of
National Education; George Karam (M), Minister of Finance; John Skaf (GC), Minister of Agriculture and Welfare;
and Muhi al-Din al-Nsuli (S), Minister of Justice and Information.
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cAbdallah al-Yafi, who would remain Prime Minister for over a year1705.

Beyond the permanent dance of Prime Ministers, Chamoun’s rule came to be characterized

as  the  golden  age  of  laissez-faire,  the  true  springtime  of  Lebanese  capitalism,  an  era  of

“unprecedented prosperity”1706. The economic downturn that had followed the loss of the Palestinian

markets after the 1948 war was rapidly overcome: inflation was controlled1707, deficit curbed – not

even once, during the whole of Chamoun’s rule, did the country overspend1708 despite an outrageous

décalage between imports and exports1709 – while taxes were kept at extremely low levels1710. At the

same time, the Lebanese pound, which had been losing value since the breakup of the economic

union with Syria, initiated a steady recovery that forced the  Banque de Syrie et du Liban to buy

dollars in order to limit the currency’s revaluation1711. This trend towards monetary appreciation,

accompanied  by  an  increasing  gold  coverage  of  the  pound,  reaching  an  astonishing  95%  by

19551712, together with the arrival of Arab capitals fleeing from the nationalizing policies then  en

voge throughout the Middle East1713 – it is estimated that “nearly two-thirds of the Gulf’s oil surplus

passed through Lebanese hands between 1956 and 1966”1714, served to consolidate the country’s

1705Between August 16, 1953 and September 6, 1954, Yafi would lead two substantially identical executives: Cabinet
Yafi III (08/16/1953-03/01/1954): cAbdallah al-Yafi (S), Prime Minister, Interior, Defense and Information Minister;
Alfred Naccache (M), Foreign Minister;  Gabriel  al-Murr (GO), Minister of Public Works; Bashir al-cAwar (D),
Minister of Justice and Communications; Rashid Karami (S), Minister of Economy and Welfare; Kazim al-Khalil
(Sh), Minister of Public Health and Agriculture; Nicolas  Salim (GC), Minister of National Education; and Pierre
Eddé (Minister of Finance). 
Cabinet  Yafi  IV  (03/01/1954-09/16/1954):  cAbdallah  al-Yafi  (S),  Prime  Minister,  Minister  of  Finance  and
Information; Alfred Naccache (M), Minister of Foreign Affairs and Justice; Majid Arslan (D), Minister of Defense;
Gabriel al-Murr (GO), Minister of Public Works; Rashid Karami (S), Minister of Economy and Welfare; Kazim al-
Khalil (Sh), Minister of Public Health and Agriculture; Nicolas Salim (GC), Minister of National Education and
Communications; and George Hrawi (M), Interior Minister.

1706SALIBI, 1965, 197. Cf. DE BUSTROS, 1983, 158.
1707GATES, 1997, 99
1708HARRIS, 2012, 208; GASPARD, 2004, 70; GATES, 1997, 100-101.
1709For instance, in 1952, the country imported goods valued £Lm 531,0, representing a 7% of the GDP, and exported

the equivalent to £Lm 77,6. These ciphers grew rapidly to £Lm 857,5 and £Lm 152,3 respectively by 1957. By then,
the value of imports when compared to the GDP had grown to a 10% thereof. (GATES, 1997, 148. Cf. OWEN,
1988, 34; HAKIM, 1966, 58).

1710GASPARD, 2004, 110; GATES, 1997, 148.
1711PERSEN, 1958, 282-283.
1712ATTIÉ, 2004, 53; GATES, 1997, 98; SALIBI, 1965, 197.
1713HARRIS, 2012, 208; AMMOUN, 2004, 167-168; GASPARD, 2004, 145-146; ; GATES, 1997, 116; LABAKI,

1988, 170; HAKIM, 1966, 59; PERSEN, 1958, 285-287. 
1714OWEN, 1988, 33.
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outward-looking,  service-oriented  economic  outlook:  “There  is  no  other  country”,  said  George

Hakim, “where “invisibles” play such an important  part”1715.  The tertiarisation of  the Lebanese

economy, reinforced by the passing, in 1957, of the banking secrecy law1716, cannot hide, however,

the increasing vigor of its industrial1717 and agricultural1718 (the consumption of fertilizers expanded

from 3.6 tons in the period 1948-1953 period to 8.9 in the fiscal year 1954-19551719) sectors despite

the  almost  total  lack  of  State  assistance  for  these  sectors1720:  in  such  a  context  of  ferocious

competition from imported products, both sectors developed healthily, a fact acknowledged even by

such outstanding critics of Lebanese capitalism as Toufic Gaspard1721, without artificial stimuli, thus

making Lebanon one of the main producers  of  consumption products  for the Arab markets.  In

summary, and despite a complex geopolitical scenario, the Lebanese economy expanded constantly

throughout Chamoun’s sexennat, with a gross domestic product growth of over 20% between 1952

and 19581722 despite a slight recession in 1956, coinciding as it happened, with the Suez Crisis. 

Moreover, and despite Chamoun’s “ardent laissez-faire leanings”1723, his successive Cabinets

followed on Khuri’s  footsteps and thus promoted the development of physical and institutional

infrastructure1724:  the airport  was further developed – which made Lebanese airlines the Middle

Eastern leaders of the sector1725, new roads were built and work on the Litani reservoir1726 and the

Tapline Refinery1727 began, at  the same time that the Institute of Industrial  Research – the first

1715HAKIM, 1966, 58.
1716HAKIM, 1966, 63-64; GASPARD, 2004, 193; SALIBI, 1965, 197.
1717The industrial sector produced goods valued at £Lm 155 in 1952, climbing by over 20% in five years, to £Lm 189

in 1957. GATES, 1997, 118-129, 149. Cf. GASPARD, 2004, 94-95, 136; ISSAWI, 1966, 75; PERSEN, 1958, 290-
291. 

1718The agricultural  sector  expanded at  less  rapid a pace  from  £Lm 216 in 1952 to £Lm 238 in 1957.  GATES,
1997,129-134, 149. Cf. GASPARD, 2004, 90-93; HAKIM, 1966, 59-60; ISSAWI, 1966, 75; PERSEN, 1958, 291-
292.

1719PERSEN, 1958, 292.
1720GATES, 1997, 106.
1721GASPARD, 2004, 101-102.
1722HARRIS, 2012, 208; GASPARD, 2004, 252-253, 255-; GATES, 1997, 146; HAKIM, 1966, 59;
1723KHALAF, 2002, 161.
1724HARRIS, 2012, 208-209; ATTIÉ, 2004, 52-53; GASPARD, 2004, 143.
1725GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 101-107; FRUS, 1952-1954, Vol. IX/1, i.a. Docs. 256, 294
1726FRUS, 1952-1954, Vol. IX/1, Docs. 30, 880
1727The oil  interests  of  American  companies  in  the  wider  Middle  East  area  played  a  very important  role  in  the

definition  of  US  policy  towards  Lebanon,  as  proven  by  Irene  Gendzier  (2006  [1999],  passim)  and  further
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institution of its kind in the Middle East1728, the Agricultural, Industrial and Real Estate Credit Bank

or the Ministry of General Planning were set up to improve the functioning of the economy1729.

3.2.1.1. The Empire of Foreign Policy

Beyond the realizations undertook in the fields of internal policies, Chamoun’s presidency is

best remembered for the exorbitant role Lebanon came to play in Middle East politics1730.  Due

perhaps to the abstentionism imposed onto the State by  laissez-faire, Chamoun, whose pan-Arab

credentials were unquestionable – he had been labeled, during his years as a diplomat, as “ fata’ al-

curubat  al-aghar”1731 – as has been repeatedly stated above1732,  concentrated himself  on foreign

policy, trying to develop Lebanon as the mediator between conflicting Arab States1733. In the words

of President Chamoun:

La collaboration, l’entraide, la solidarité avec ces pays [arabes] était une nécessité inéluctable. Le Liban

devait non seulement y mettre son cœur, mais  y jouer le rôle prépondérant  auquel le préparaient sa

position géographique, sa culture et la place à laquelle il pouvait aspirer sur l’échiquier international.1734

And thus, not long after his election, the Head of State undertook a tour of the Arab capitals,

with the express aim of bridging the “long and dramatic dispute” that separated the Sacudi and

Hashimi dynasties1735.  The President of the Republic would, later on, try to mediate as well in the

almost permanent quarrel confronting Iraq and Egypt1736, albeit not with much success either. 

demonstrated by the diplomatic correspondence, vid.  FRUS, 1952-1954, Vol. IX/1, i.a. Docs. 248, 249, 252, 263,
264,  269, 273, 277, 278, 285, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 301, 303, 306, 307, 308, 309, 310, 313, 319, 324, 327, 336.

1728ATTIÉ, 2004, 52.
1729KHALAF, 2002, 161; GRASSMUCK & SALIBI, 1957, 89-90.
1730ROMERO, 2012, 568; HUDSON, 1985, 281-290; ALEM, 1958, 39.
1731BAROUDI, 2006, 11.
1732Vid. fn. 1003 above. Also BAROUDI, 2006, 10-11; ATTIÉ, 2004, 45, 72; CHAMOUN, 1963, 253.
1733CHAMOUN, 1963, 257. Cf. ATTIÉ, 2004, 71; HARARI, 1959, 100.
1734CHAMOUN, 1963, 254.
1735CHAMOUN, 1963, 255. Cf. AMMOUN, 2004, 151-152.
1736AMMOUN, 2004, 152.
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The  regional  scene  Chamoun  had  to  move  around  was  not,  however,  the  same as  that

existing under Khuri and Sulh’s regime. The old generation of upper-class, foreign-educated and

liberal  hommes politiques was on the verge of setting, to be substituted by a new generation of

charismatic and populist strongmen like Nasser, who were to radically transform the face of Middle

Eastern politics. His influence, rapidly spread through the waves of his radio station, Sawt al-cArab

(‘the voice of the Arabs’), had an electrifying effect over the Arab masses1737 min al-Muhit al-Atlasi

ilà al-Khalij al-cArabi, and his repeated standoffs with the West1738 would elevate him to almost

godlike  status  in  the  people’s  minds,  “an  object  of  worship  next  to  God”  in  U.S.  Diplomatic

parlance1739. In the Lebanese case, where the Muslim communities, particularly the Sunnis, had felt

the creation of the State and their perceived subordinate position therein as an affront towards their

dignity and their rightful position (Karami went as far as to affirm that “our religion bids us to be

free and sovereign, commanding and not being commanded”1740), as witnessed by the grievances

expressed in the 1955 booklet  Moslem Lebanon To-day1741, Nasser appeared as the “long-awaited

leader  who  alone  would  unify  the  Arab-Moslem  world  and  vindicate  the  Moslem  claims  in

Lebanon”1742.

As opportunistic  as Nasser’s  Arabism might  have been in  the beginning – according to

Adeed Dawisha, he was, “first and foremost an Egyptian patriot”1743 – it soon came to pose a threat

to the continuity of the conservative Arab regimes then predominant throughout the area. In this

1737HARRIS, 2012, 209; ROMERO, 2012, 572; AMMOUN, 2004, 178, 183; DAWISHA, 2003, 139-140, 142, 147-
150, 170-171, 190-192; KHALAF, 2002, 110; TAKEYH, 2000, 148; ASHTON, 1996, 151; RABINOVICH, 1985,
27; SALIBI, 1966, 215-216; EISENHOWER, 1966, 27; CHAMOUN, 1963, 274.

1738The Czechoslovak arms deal  being but an example.  Vid. AMMOUN, 2004, 207-210; DAWISHA, 2003, 167;
MCNAMARA, 2003, 44; GENDZIER, 2006  [1999],  155; ASHTON, 1996, 53-54; WINSLOW, 1996, 100-101;
EISENHOWER, 1966, 25-26.

1739FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 368; GERGES, 1997, 85.
1740ATTIÉ, 2004, 140.
1741SALIBI, 1965, 198.
1742SALIBI,  1965,  198.  Cf.  CHÉHAB, 2007 166-167;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  130;  KHALAF, 2002,  107,  116-117;

WINSLOW, 1996, 103, 105; BUSTANI, 1958, 70; JARGY, 1959, 47, 49; PETRAN, 1987, 48-49.
1743DAWISHA, 2003, 136. Cf. KALAWOUN, 2000, 43; TAKEYH, 2000, 50-52; WINSLOW, 1996, 104.
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context, and fearing a contagion of Nasserism, given the popularity of the Egyptian leader among

the Muslim ‘street’, Chamoun – not unlike many of his fellow conservative rulers1744 – started to

shy away from Lebanon’s traditionally held neutralist position and to rely more intensely on the

West, particularly on the United States1745.

For  the  Eisenhower  administration,  which  arrived  to  power  almost  simultaneously with

Chamoun,  containing  Communist  expansion  became  a  worldwide  necessity.  However,  State

Secretary John Foster Dulles’ first tour of the Middle East, in 1953, ended in frustration: he was

unable to convince any Middle Eastern leader of their need to join a collective defense pact for the

defense of the area against Soviet expansionism1746. Arab bitterness towards the West, due to the

continued presence of British troops in the Suez Canal, as well as for its perceived partisanship

towards Israel1747 prevented any of the region’s leaders  – even those who, like Chamoun,  were

privately in  favor  thereof1748 –  to  join any such schemes.  On his  return  to  Washington,  Dulles

“lamented the inability of Middle Eastern regimes to understand the scope of Soviet danger to the

area”1749 and suggested a policy change, whereby the proposed Middle East Defense Organization

(MEDO) would be substituted by the ‘Northern Tier’ strategy1750, so that Washington’s advanced

positions  in  the  Cold  War  (Turkey,  Iran,  Pakistan)  would  join  together  into  a  military alliance

(which would eventually be known as the  Central Treaty Organization, CENTO) to oppose both

Nasserist influence1751 and Communist expansionism1752 into the oilfields that sustained the Western

1744FRUS, 1952-1954, Vol. IX/1, Doc. 494; DAWISHA, 2003, 151-152
1745TRABOULSI, 2007, 131; ATTIÉ, 2004, 83; KHALAF, 2002, 107; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 163
1746FRUS, 1952-1954, Vol. IX/1, Docs. 26, 27; ATTIÉ, 2004, 73; DAWISHA, 2003, 160-161; KALAWOUN, 2000, 2-

3; MEO, 1965, 95.
1747FRUS, 1952-1954, Vol. IX/1, Docs. 29, 31, 534, 570, 591, 636, 687, 703, 781, 866, 870
1748FRUS,  1952-1954, Vol. IX/1, Docs.  24, 212,  608;  FRUS,  1955-1957, Vol. XIII,  Doc. 118. Others, like Michel

Chiha, who died, precisely in the midst of this political storm (Christmas, 1954), were openly and brazenly in favor
of making Lebanon a member of a wide Mediterranean pact including, from Spain and Portugal in the West, to
Greece, Turkey or Lebanon in the East, the entire sea’s basin. Vid. Le Jour, i.a. 04/05/1952, 05/20/1952, 11/12/1952,
01/13/1953, 03/19/1953.

1749GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 154. Cf. DAWISHA, 2003, 141, 161.
1750FRUS, 1952-1954, Vol. IX/1, Docs. 157, 211, 219.
1751MCNAMARA, 2003, 68; TAKEYH, 2000, 144
1752FRUS, 1952-1954, Vol. IX/1, Doc. 114; TAKEYH, 2000, 56-58; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 184-185; ASHTON,

1996, 41-42; WINSLOW, 1996, 100; MEO, 1965, 95.
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economy. In this context, not only was Chamoun approached to join such an organization, but he

was also requested to gain the support of other Arab leaders1753.

With Nasser just having obtained his first major victory, when he forced the British troops

out of the Canal Zone on October 19, 19541754, it was only the staunchly pro-Western1755 regime of

Nuri  al-Sacid  in  Iraq  that  accepted  to  incorporate  his  country  to  the  American-sponsored  anti-

Communist pact. On January 13, 1955, a mere two months afterwards, after a visit of the Turkish

Prime Minister to the  Bilad al-Nahrayn, both countries signed, with the discreet intervention of

Lebanese ambassador in the Iraqi capital, Kazim al-Sulh – whom Johnson considered as “partly

resposible” thereof1756, the Baghdad Pact, which consecrated Iraq’s incorporation to CENTO1757. The

signature  of  the  Pact  not  only  provoked  “violent  student  and  popular  demonstrations  across

Lebanon”1758, much regretted by the politico-military Lebanese establishment1759, but also, and more

importantly, excited inter-Arab passions beyond reason as Nasser triggered a “highly incendiary”

media campaign against the Iraqi leadership1760. 

The conciliatory efforts undertaken by Chamoun came to naught at the Arab League Cairo

Conference (January 22, 1955) when Egypt, supported by Syria and King Sacud’s Saudi Arabia1761,

aggressively demanded Iraq’s exclusion from the League1762 while Iraq refused to pay heed to the

recommendations of the organization calling for a postponement of the treaty’s signature in order to

safeguard “the unity of the Arab front and the solidarity among the States of the League”1763, which

1753FRUS,  1955-1957, Vol. XIII, Doc. 115;  TRABOULSI, 2007, 131; ATTIÉ, 2004, 73; GENDZIER, 2006  [1999],
184.

1754MCNAMARA, 2003, 35-36; RABBATH, 1986, 562-563; MEO, 1965, 94; CHAMOUN, 1963, 263.
1755CHÉHAB, 2007, 55; DAWISHA, 2003, 161-162; ASHTON, 1996, 43.
1756JOHNSON, 1985, 259.
1757HARRIS, 2012, 104; AMMOUN, 2004, 176; DAWISHA, 2003, 163; MCNAMARA, 2003, 41-42; RABBATH,

1986, 563; EISENHOWER, 1966, 26; MEO, 1965, 95-96; 
1758TRABOULSI, 2007, 131.
1759MALSAGNE, 2011, 161.
1760DAWISHA, 2003, 164-165. Cf. AMMOUN, 2004, 177-178; ASHTON, 1996, 52.
1761ATTIÉ, 2004, 82.
1762AMMOUN, 2004, 181-182; CHAMOUN, 1963, 264.
1763CHAMOUN, 1963, 265. Cf. KALAWOUN, 2000, 10.
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were submitted to Nuri Pasha by a conciliation committee1764 under the chairmanship of Lebanese

Premier Sami al-Sulh1765. The Cairo Conference having ended on a false note, Nasser and his closer

allies, namely Syria and Saudi Arabia, responded to the Baghdad Pact by signing a military alliance

between them, known as the Arab Defense Pact, which emphatically rejected any alliance with non-

Arab powers and called for a closer cooperation between the Arab States1766. When presented with

this alliance as an alternative to CENTO, Nuri famously responded: “zero plus zero equals zero”,

implying  that,  “since  the  military  effectiveness  of  the  Arab  states  was  zero”1767,  their  joining

together in an alliance, without the intervention of a foreign power, would make not too much of a

difference in military terms. The Iraqi parliament ratified the Baghdad Pact just a few days later, on

February 24, 1955.

Chamoun had, until then, managed to keep outside the Arab fray by maintaining a neutral

position: he refused, despite his open sympathies for the West, to join any of the proposed collective

defense agreements,  and he managed as well  to  refuse adhering to  the tripartite  Arab alliance,

despite the strong political and media pressure he came to bear with1768. However, in the midst of

the Iraqi-Egyptian storm, the Lebanese President  committed a  diplomatic  faux pas  with fateful

1764ATTIÉ, 2004, 76; CHAMOUN, 1963, 264-265.
1765Sulh had succeeded Yafi  at the Prime Minister’s Office on September 16, 1954. He would remain Lebanon’s

Council President until September 19, 1955, at the forefront of two distinct Cabinets: Cabinet  Sami al-Sulh IV
(09/16/1954-07/09/1955):  Sami  al-Sulh  (S),  Prime  Minister;  Gabriel  al-Murr  (GO),  Deputy  Chairman  of  the
Council, Interior Minister; Alfred Naccache (M), Foreign Minister; Majid Arslan (D), Minister of Defense; Charles
Hélou (M), Minister of Justice and Public Health; Rashid Karami (S), Minister of Economy and Welfare; Salim
Haydar (Sh),  Minister  of  Agriculture and Communications;  Muhi  al-Din al-Nsuli  (S),  Minister  of  Finance and
Information; Maurice Zuwayn (M), Minister of National Education; and Na’im Mughabghab (GC), Minister of
Public Works.
Cabinet Sami al-Sulh IV (07/09/1955-09/19/1955): Sami al-Sulh (S), Prime Minister, Minister of Planning; Gabriel
al-Murr (GO), Deputy Chairman of the Council, Minister of Justice and Public Health; Majid Arslan (D), Minister
of Defense; Hamid Frangié (M), Foreign Minister; Rashid Karami (S), Minister of Economy and Welfare; Salim
Haydar (Sh), Minister of Agriculture and Communications; Pierre Eddé (M), Minister of Finance; Muhi al-Din al-
Nsuli (S), Minister of Interior and Information; Na’im Mughabghab (GC), Minister of Public Works; and Salim
Lahud (M), Minister of National Education.

1766CHAMOUN,  1963,  272-273;  CHÉHAB,  2007,  55;  AMMOUN,  2004,  191-192;  DAWISHA,  2003,  164;
MCNAMARA, 2003, 42, 93.

1767ATTIÉ, 2004, 76. Takeyh (2000, 61) offers less a romantic scene, when he presents Nuri as saying: “I cannot
depend on Arabs to defend my country. The only way to defend my country is to make an alliance with the West”.
Dawisha (2003, 163) quotes Nuri Pasha as having said “I am not a soldier in cAbd al-Nasir’s army. Please tell him
that I will not obey his orders”.

1768AMMOUN, 2004, 201; ATTIÉ, 2004, 82, 100; KALAWOUN, 2000, 12, 16-18.
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consequences, when he and his Prime Minister, on their returning from a tour to Rome, visited

Turkey1769 (April, 1955) wherewith they signed a number of cooperation agreements. The fact that

both  Chamoun  and  Menderes  proclaimed  “the  identity  of  views  and  policies  of  the  two

countries”1770 caused an uproar among Lebanon’s Muslims and identified Lebanon with the anti-

Nasserist  camp in  the  Arab  Cold  War1771,  which  the  President  tried  to  redress  by successively

appointing two well-known Arab nationalists, Rashid Karami1772 and cAbdallah al-Yafi1773, as Prime

Ministers at the forefront of three short-lived executives. However, even staunch Libanists, like the

owner and editorialist of the Christian conservative daily L’Orient, Georges Naccache, criticized the

Presidential trip to Ankara, saying:

Depuis un mois – depuis la “bombe de Bagdad” – nous faisons ici une diplomatie de bons apôtres. Sous

le noble couvert de la fraternité arabe, nous poursuivons nos offices entre l’Égypte et l’Irak, entre le

Pacha d’Est et le Colonel du Sud. La thèse officielle du Liban se ramène à la gloire sommaire de cette

formule: “Entre Le Caire et Bagdad – entre l’Arabe et l’Arabe –, le Liban ne se prononcera pas”.  [...]

Quand Bagdad prend l’alignement d’Ankara, tous les propos papelards de notre diplomatie ne tromperont

personne : c’est entre le Turc et l’Arabe que nous refusons, en réalité, de choisir.

1769DE BUSTROS, 1983, 153-157; CHAMOUN, 1963, 274-277; AMMOUN, 2004, 196-201; ATTIÉ,  2004, 103;
KALAWOUN, 2000, 11-12; GERGES, 1997, 82; MEO, 1965, 96.

1770TRABOULSI, 2007, 132.
1771DE BUSTROS, 1983, 161; GERGES, 1997, 83; MEO, 1965, 96
1772Cabinet Rashid Karami I (09/19/1955-03/19/1956): Rashid Karami (S), Prime Minister, Interior Minister; Fu’ad

Ghusn (GO), Deputy Chairman of the Council, Minister of Justice; Majid Arslan (D), Minister of Defense; Kazim
al-Khalil (Sh), Minister of Communications and Welfare; Salim Lahud (M), Foreign Minister; Georges  cAql (M),
Minister of National Education and Information; Joseph Skaf (GC), Minister of Agriculture; Nazih al-Bizri (S),
Minister of Public Health and Economy; Jamil Chéhab (M), Minister of Finance; and Jamil Mikkawi (S), Minister
of Public Works.

1773Cabinet  cAbdallah al-Yafi IV (03/19/1956-06/08/1956):  cAbdallah al-Yafi (S), Prime Minister, Interior Minister;
Alfred Naccache (M), Justice Minister; Sa’ib Salam (S), State Minister; Majid Arslan (D), Minister of Defense;
Georges Karam (M), Minister Finance; George Hakim (GO), Minister of Economy and National Education; Salim
Lahud (M), Minister of Foreign Affairs and Justice; Joseph Skaf (GC), Minister of Agriculture; Nazih al-Bizri (S),
Minister  of  Public  Health  and  Welfare;  Émile  al-Bustani  (M),  Minister  of  Public  Works  and  Planning;  and
Muhammad Sabra (Sh), Minister of Information and Communications.
Yafi overhauled his Cabinet on June 8, 1956, but did not managed to guarantee executive stability.  His second
governmental  experience  under  Chamoun  barely  lasted  five  months:  Cabinet  Yafi  V (06/08/1956-11/18/1956):
cAbdallah al-Yafi (S), Prime Minister, Interior and Planning Minister; Alfred Naccache (M), Minister of Justice;
Sa’ib Salam (S), State Minister; Majid Arslan (D), Minister of Defense; Georges Karam (M), Minister of Economy
and Finance; Fu’ad Ghusn (GO), Minister of National Education and Communications; Salim Lahud (M), Foreign
Minister; Joseph Skaf (GC), Minister of Agriculture; Nazih al-Bizri (S), Minister of Public Health and Welfare; and
Muhammad Sabra (Sh), Minister of Public Works and Information.
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Le principe de la coopération avec l’Occident n’est pas, ici, en cause [...]. Que nous le voulions ou non,

nous sommes d’Occident. Nous le sommes par nos idées, nos mœurs, nous goûts [...]. Au lieu de chercher

notre voie dans une direction hasardeuse, une diplomatie plus clairvoyante et moins apeurée n’aurait-elle

pas réussi [...] à entraîner l’Égypte et la Syrie à une coopération directe avec l’Ouest ? [...]

Que le monde atlantique, face au péril de l’Asie, cherche à consolider son glacis sur ce “Northern Tier”

[...] c’est une entreprise tout à fait légitime, et tous nos vœux sont avec lui. [...] Nous sommes conscients

de la marche de l’histoire,  qui  opère des rassemblements régionaux. Mais il  s’agit,  ici,  à ces heures

décisives, de prendre garde à ne pas nous laisser tomber du mauvais côté.1774  

A  few  days  afterwards,  the  Bandung  Conference  saw  the  birth  of  the  Non-Aligned

Movement. Nasser, together with India’s Nehru, China’s Zhou Enlai and Yugoslavia’s Tito, became

one of the pillars of the movement, thus distancing himself even further from the West.1775 With

Chamoun now perceived as fully committed thereto, the scenario was prone to a fallout between the

Lebanese president and the Egyptian ra’is.

3.2.1.2. The Vatican’s Choice: Bulus Méouchy, Patriarch of Antioch (1955-1975)

While all these events were taking place, the Maronite hierarchy kept on languishing. The

continuing crisis that it had been undergoing ever since the death of Mgr. Huwayyik, the political

scandals relevant churchmen had been involved into and the powerlessness of a Patriarch, who had

been incapacitated in all but name just a few years later, when the Holy See imposed an apostolic

commission to lead the Church in his place, had left her rather on the sidelines of Lebanese politics,

with  communal  leadership  taken  over  by  the  President  and  lay  politicians,  who  replaced  the

1774L’Orient, 03/20/1955.
1775AMMOUN,  2004,  201-204;  DAWISHA,  2003,  166,  176;  MCNAMARA,  2003,  42;  KALAWOUN,  2000,  3;

TAKEYH, 2000, 52; ASHTON, 1996, 53; RABBATH, 1986, 563; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 161; MEO, 1965, 96, 106-
107; 
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Patriarch at the summit of the Maronite social hierarchy.

Just a month before his death, on May 19, 1955, the Patriarch sent the President a letter

outlined his political beliefs and which can therefore be considered as cArida’s political testament.

Therein, the Patriarch pointed out three essential considerations:

first,  Lebanon’s  distinctive  way  of  life  was  prescribed  by  historic,  geographic,  and  spiritual

circumstances; second, the President should not join any alliance1776; and third, Lebanon should remain

neutral.1777

Knowing well how most bishops were followers of cArida’s isolationist stream1778, a position

in  open  contradiction  with  the  Universal  Church’s  positive Muslim  policy  which  jeopardized

Rome’s efforts to erect herself as the paramount defender and guarantor of all Christians – not just

Catholics – in the Middle East1779, as well as her political entente with Arab capitals  vis-à-vis the

resolution of the Palestinian question, and her insistence on the internationalization of Jerusalem1780,

it was essential for the Holy See that the next Maronite Patriarch was a moderate man, ready to

work alongside the path of its global strategy rather than focused on  parochial interests. In this

context, cArida’s death became a matter of foremost concern for the Vatican, which was, therefore,

frontally opposed to the election of an assertive,  old-school Maronite Patriarch,  and decided to

make her weight felt.  No election was to take place, Rome and Rome alone would, in a rather

1776Frankel points out that the Maronite Church was opposed to the Baghdad Pact, out of fear of Lebanon being placed
within an overwhelmingly Muslim military alliance (FRANKEL, 1976, 222 fn. 33). Such is also, in our opinion, the
conclusion  that  can  be  extracted  from Naccache’s  opposition  thereto,  which  voiced  a  widely shared  Maronite
opinion: yes to an alliance with the West, but directly therewith and preferably without the intervention of any other
Arab-Muslim nation. According to Stéphane MALSAGNE (2011, 155, 159-161), General Chéhab also participated
in this generalized Christian mistrust towards Lebanon’s immediate Muslim neighbors.

1777FRANKEL, 1976, 222. Cf. Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1955, 177-178; MOOSA, 1986, 292-293.
1778The Patriarch himself had made no effort in hiding his isolationist preferences, as witnessed by the tenor of his

letter to Chamoun, where he had expressly affirmed: “rien ne nous est plus cher que de voir le Liban rester neutre”,
even if acknowledging, in a concession to Realpolitik, that such a neutrality was not feasible in the circumstances of
the time. Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1955, 177. Cf. Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 70-71; FRANKEL, 1976, 223.

1779IRANI, 1986, 15, 36, 49, 98, 118-119, 148-150.
1780FRUS 1952-1954, Vol. IX/1, Docs. 684, 686, 690, 724; IRANI, 1986, passim esp. 57-97.
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forced  interpretation  of  the  dispositions  of  the  Council  of  Mount  Lebanon  which  could  be

considered as legally dubious from a canonical point of view1781, elect the Patriarch1782. Her choice,

adopted by an apostolic letter of May 25 – made public by Mgr. Silvio Oddi, as pontifical delegate

to the Maronite hierarchy, on May 281783 – fell onto the Bishop of Tyre, Bulos Méouchy.

A relative of President Bishara al-Khuri,  his election had been widely considered as the

former President’s “first revenge against Chamoun”1784. The new Patriarch was not, however, going

to be a puppet in anyone’s hands and, from the very beginning of his Mandate, made his weight felt.

Formed under the Bishop of Sayda, Mgr. Augustine Bustani (1919-1957), great advocate of Islamo-

Christian rapprochement1785, the new Patriarch gave proof of his  pluralist vision of Lebanon ever

since his first message to the Lebanese Nation (June 4, 1955) through the airwaves of Radio Liban,

where he declared:

1781The Council of Mount Lebanon, in its chapter VI, article 7, governing patriarchal elections, provided for Roman
intervention only in a restricted number of cases: non-election within the temporal limits established thereupon,
double election or an “equal and persistent” tie between two candidates. In those cases, it was established that the
Holy See had to annul the election and proceed to appoint a locum tenens to administer the Patriarchal Throne until
a new vote could take place. Neither Maronite nor Latin Canon Law provided, however, for the direct designation of
a Patriarch by Rome, so that the Pope’s decision, legally questionable as it was, could only be justified by appealing
to a historical precedent of dubious applicability to the present situation (the deposition and restitution of Patriarch
Yacqub  cAwad at  the  beginning of  the  18th  century,  vid.  p.  12  above)  and,  more  importantly,  to  the  Supreme
Authority of the Pontiff as head of the Catholic Church:

[...] Nos, qui Ecclesiam apud Maronitas vigilanti amantique voluntate prosequimur, in has necessarias
vel  opportunas  Nostras  Summi  Ecclesiæ  Antistitis  convertimus  curas,  unice  animorum salute  ob
oculos habita, ut Nobis fas est, qui, licet indigni, divini Redemptori in terris gerimus vices.

[...]  Vos autem plane nostis,  Venerabiles Fratres,  vi  huius extra ordinem provisionis Nostræ [...]  ius
Patriarchatu  providendi,  hoc  præsenti  in  casu,  ad  Apostolicam  Sedem  penitus  transferri,  sicuti
ecclesiasticæ iubent leges, et ubique perpetuo in more fuit.

Quamobrem, cum pro Nostro studio ac Supremi Apostolatus officio omnino vitare compellamur, ne apud
Maronitas Patriarchalis Ecclesia sui auxilio Pastoris diutius destituatur, dum ei tot instant pericula
[...].

Itaque probis atque unanimis bonæ opinionis testimoniis rite expensis, quibus Venerabilis Frater Paulus
Meouchi, Episcopus Tyrensis Maronitarum [...], apud Nos ac vos ipsos commendatur, [...] eum a Sede
Tyrensi  Maronitarum  ad  Sedem  Patriarchalem  Antiochiæ  Maronitarum  transferimus,  et  horum
Ecclesiæ Patriarcham ac pastorem deligimus et  constituimus, eidem omnino committentes curam,
regimen  et  administrationem  Ecclesiæ  Antiochenæ  apud  Maronitas,  tum  ad  spiritualia  cum  ad
temporalia quod spectat.
(AAS, 1955, 593-595)

1782Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1955, 182-183; MALSAGNE, 2011, 548; IRANI, 2006, 371; BOUEIZ KANAAN, 2005,
265; VALOGNES, 380, 387; KHALIDI, 1983, 72.

1783Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1955, 183.
1784BAROUDI, 2006, 10. Cf. BOUEIZ KANAAN, 2005, 264.
1785BAROUDI, 2006, 13 (Baroudi makes a slight mistake when he affirms that Mgr. Bustani was bishop for al-Shuf.

In fact, and even if his diocese covered most of the said region, he was enthroned as Bishop of Sayda. No Maronite
ecclesiastical demarcation has ever been called Diocese of al-Shuf).
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Il me plaît [...] de faire entendre ma voix [...] à tous mes chers fils libanais [...]. Puissent-ils y trouver tous,

sans  distinction  de  classes  et  de  confessions,  l’expression  de  la  foi  du  Liban  en  Dieu,  de  son

dévouement au service du bien commun et de son attachement à ses nobles traditions. Elle leur dit aussi

mon  ardent  désir  de  travailler  pour  le  bien-être  et  le  progrès  social  [...]  et  pour  développer  la

collaboration avec nos frères dans les pays voisins.

Le message de Bkerké [...] s’adresse indistinctement  à tous les Libanais, aux résidents comme aux

émigrés, aux maronites comme à leurs frères des autres communautés. [...] Les portes de Bkerké

vous demeurent toujours ouvertes, chers fils Libanais.1786

The new Patriarch held, as had become evident in his first public speech, a sympathetic

position towards Arab nationalism1787, in the firm belief that it was “an effective means to maintain

the loyalty of  the  Lebanese Muslims  for  the Republic”1788 and  was,  with his  frequent  visits  to

Beirut’s predominantly Sunni district of Basta, “the first Maronite Patriarch to reach out actively to

Lebanon’s  Muslim population”1789.  In  coherence  with his  position,  the  Patriarch  denounced the

Baghdad  Pact  and,  later  on,  the  Eisenhower  Doctrine  and  maintained  an  almost  permanent

opposition to President Chamoun, which Jean-Pierre Alem qualified as “personal hatred” and as “a

frenzy unbefitting the role of a “Beatitude””1790. Thus, and while Méouchy earned the praise of the

Egyptian President and the Lebanese Opposition1791, he was, however, unable to stifle intra-Church

opposition, with wide sectors of the hierarchy, first and foremost among them the Archbishop of

Tripoli, Mgr. Antoine Abed1792, as well as the Archbishop of Jbayl, Mgr. Joseph cAql – who openly

1786Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1955, 187.
1787ROMERO, 2012, 576; BAROUDI, 2006, 12; BOUEIZ KANAAN, 2005, 264; ATTIÉ, 2004, 214; MOOSA, 1986,

293; FRANKEL, 1976, 222.
1788BAROUDI, 2006, 10.
1789BAROUDI, 2006, 12. Cf. Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1956, 94-95; BESHARA, 2005, 112; ATTIÉ, 2004, 214.
1790ALEM, 1958, 42. Cf. ROMERO, 2012, 575; MALSAGNE, 2011, 180-181; BAROUDI, 2006, 24; SALIBI, 1976,

20-21.
1791KALAWOUN, 2000, 35.
1792FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Docs. 54, 227.
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criticized the Patriarch’s “political  stance”1793 – and, more importantly,  with the majority of the

lower clergy and the faithful1794,  frontally opposing his  conciliatory policies  towards  Lebanon’s

Muslims, with

funeral bells [being] tolled in Deir el-Qamar [...] in protest to an [...] statement by the Patriarch that ‘the

Maronites were a drop in the sea of Muslims and must therefore support Muslim Arab Nationalism or

pack up and leave1795

and  Pierre  Gemayel  asking  the  Patriarch  to  “[...]  remain,  as  [he]  should,  the  shield  of

Lebanon,  the  fortress  guarding  her  destiny,  and  the  banner  of  her  freedom and  independence

forever”1796.

Such was the disconnection between the Patriarch, the President and the Maronite common

folk  that  it  was  rumored  that  the  Holy  See  had  entrusted  the  Greek  Catholic  Patriarch,  Mgr.

Maximos Sayigh to  act  as a  mediator between the secular and religious heads  of the Maronite

community.  While his mission was eminently unsuccessful,  his  official  declarations to  L’Orient

summarize the Vatican’s position in the conflict, including veiled criticism of both the Patriarch’s

and the President’s positions:

[...] Nos dirigeants, [...] doivent pratiquement comprendre que leurs charges leur font obligation de placer

l’intérêt général au-dessus de leurs intérêts privés ; ils ont été investis de ce pouvoir pour servir le pays et

non pour que le pays soit mis à leur service.

[...] Quelle que soit la gravité des erreurs commises par les dirigeants, il n’est pas permis, sous n’importe

1793BOUEIZ KANAAN, 2005, 266.
1794POC,  Janvier-Mars 1958, p. 192; BAROUDI, 2006, 16-17; BESHARA, 2005, 112; BOUEIZ KANAAN, 2005,

265-266, 268; MOOSA, 1986, 293-294; FRANKEL, 1976, 222-223.
1795ATTIÉ, 2004, 171.
1796FRANKEL, 1976, 246-247. Cf. BOUEIZ KANAAN, 2005, 267. An extract of the epistolary exchange between

Mgr. Méouchy and Pierre Gemayel can be looked up in AGWANI, 1965, 46-47.
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quel prétexte, de recourir aux actes de violence et de sabotage, et à l’assassinat de citoyens innocents et de

passants paisibles. De tels actes barbares [...]  doivent être réprimés avec une extrême rigueur et sans

répits, car la première obligation du Gouvernement est de sauvegarder la vie des citoyens pacifiques [...].

[...] Pour ce qui est de la politique extérieure, nous considérons que le Liban doit toujours suivre une

politique de complète indépendance sans qu’il fusionne avec un autre pays, mais tout en entretenant les

relations les plus cordiales avec tous les pays du monde, en particulier avec les pays arabes voisins.1797

This  would  not  be  the  last  of  the  Vatican’s  interventions  during  the  crisis.  In  fact,  and

voicing  out  the  discontent  of  the  Maronite  people,  the  Maronite  League,  a  lay organization of

Maronite notables considering herself as Bkirki’s  political arm, went as far as to submit a formal

complaint to Pope Pius XII protesting against the Patriarch’s political stance1798, a step followed by

various hierarchs, and even by the Apostolic Nuncio, Mgr. Giuseppe Beltrami, who cabled to the

Vatican to criticize his stance during the crisis1799. The Holy See refused, however, to intervene,

arguing, rather  paradoxically,  that  She did not  want  to interfere with the internal affairs  of the

Maronite Church1800, while the Patriarch himself, on the other hand, did not hesitate to counteract by

accusing those bishops of being “on the Government’s payroll”1801. The Vatican’s response fits well,

though,  within the same political  line that  had  brought  her  to  interfere  in  Méouchy’s  election:

maintaining friendly relations with the Arab world, in order to protect the small Christian minorities

scattered all across the Middle East. In this context, as will be seen below, it can be argued that the

Patriarch’s position,  unpopular as it might have been among large swaths of Maronite opinion,

contributed to save Lebanon from falling into the abyss of a confessional war during the Crisis of

1958.

 

1797Le Jour, 06/12/1958.
1798ATTIÉ, 2004, 215; MOOSA, 1986, 294.
1799BAROUDI, 2006, 23; BOUEIZ KANAAN, 2005, 265-266.
1800BAROUDI, 2006, 23; BOUEIZ KANAAN, 2005, 266.
1801POC, Janvier-Mars 1958, 190.
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3.2.2. From Suez to Beirut: The years we lived dangerously (1956-1958)

The  Conference  of  Bandung  transformed  Nasser1802.  The  man  who  had  left  Cairo  with

limited pan-Arab support returned from Java transformed into one of the giants of world politics.

From then on, his policies would become more daring and independent, in open defiance of the

West, which seemed to confirm Dulles’ worst nightmares about the Egyptian leader1803. Thus, the

Czechoslovak  arms  deal  and  the  recognition  of  the  People’s  Republic  as  the  legitimate

representative of the Chinese people initiated a sequence of unfortunate events that would end up in

the 1956 Suez Crisis.

If Bandung and the arms deal can be considered as the first steps towards the crisis, it was

the United States which gave the second step when, on July 19, 1956, it was publicly announced

that the promised funding towards the construction of the Aswan dam, which represented roughly a

quarter  of  the  total  building  work  budget1804,  would  be  withdrawn1805.  Nasser’s  response  was

fulminant: on July 26, just a few days after the departure of the last British soldier from Egyptian

soil, he ordered the nationalization of the Suez Canal and the seizure of its assets1806. While the

nationalization caused a wave of demonstrations in favor of the Egyptian leader throughout the

Arab world1807,  it  also provoked the indignation of international public and political  opinion1808,

particularly when Nasser  rejected to  reach a  negotiated settlement  for  the crisis  in  the London

1802ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2009, 72; AMMOUN, 2004, 204.
1803ADENAUER, 1967, 216; ATTIÉ, 2004, 98-99; DAWISHA, 2003, 168; WINSLOW, 1996, 104.
1804EISENHOWER, 1966, 31 fn. 10; AMMOUN, 2004, 215. 
1805ADENAUER, 1967, 215-219; EISENHOWER, 1966, 32-33;  DAWISHA, 2003, 175-177; MCNAMARA, 2003,
47; KALAWOUN, 2000, 22; TAKEYH, 2000, 120-121; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 156, 211; ASHTON, 1996, 84-85;
RABBATH, 1986, 564.
1806FRUS, 1955-1957, Vol. XVI, Docs. 1-19, esp. Docs. 8 and 9 offering a legal analysis of the nationalization; Vid.

also DE BUSTROS, 1983, 161; ADENAUER, 1967, 217; EISENHOWER, 1966, 33-34; CHAMOUN, 1963, 279;
ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2009,  74;  AMMOUN, 2004,  216-27;  DAWISHA,  2003,  177;  MCNAMARA, 2003,  48;
KALAWOUN,  2000,  22;  TAKEYH,  2000,  122;  GENDZIER,  2006  [1999],  156,  213;  SEALE,  1988,  52;
RABBATH, 1986, 564.

1807DAWISHA, 2003, 181, 184-185; TAKEYH, 2000, 122, 151; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 213.
1808ADENAUER, 1967, 217; EISENHOWER, 1966, 35-36, 38; ASHTON, 1996, 88.
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Conference, which took place between August 16 and 221809.  For the Lebanese government, the

crisis represented a complex conundrum: while wide sectors of public opinion requested a full-

fledged alignment on the footsteps of Nasserism, truth is that the country’s economic orientation,

“as a trading and financial center in the area” were directly in contradiction with the adoption of

drastic measures against Western interests1810. Chamoun was walking the tightrope:

L’Égypte est un pays indépendant dont la souveraineté [...] s’étend sur chaque parcelle de ses territoires.

[...] Il en découle que la nationalisation par un État de n’importe quelle activité sur son territoire [...]

dérive naturellement de sa souveraineté et ne saurait légalement être contestée.

Reste la liberté de navigation dans les eaux du canal. Il est possible que  le caractère brusque de la

décision du gouvernement égyptien ait donné des sujets d’inquiétude aux pays intéressés à préserver cette

liberté et ébranlé leur confiance dans l’avenir. Mais il n’est pas de litige de cet ordre qui ne puisse être

résolu  par  la  voie  normale  des  négociations  dans  une  atmosphère  de  paix  et  de  compréhension

mutuelle.1811

The crisis would experience a sudden aggravation when, on October 29, the Israeli army

initiated a full-scale military operation against Egypt, taking over the Sinai Peninsula and advancing

towards the Canal. France and Great Britain, bound by a previous agreement with Israel, used the

Hebrew operation as an excuse to re-occupy the Canal1812. However, the tripartite operation was

condemned by worldwide opinion and caused a pan-Arab outcry1813 which led Syria, Egypt and

1809EISENHOWER, 1966, 43, 45-48; CHAMOUN, 1963, 284-291; AMMOUN, 2004, 218; MCNAMARA, 2003, 50;
TAKEYH, 2000, 128-130; ASHTON, 1996, 87; RABBATH, 1986, 564.

1810 CHAMOUN, 1963, 281; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 212. Cf. TRABOULSI, 2007, 131; ATTIÉ, 2004, 99.
1811CHAMOUN, 1963, 283. Such was also the point of view of the US Government: “[...] Nasser was within his rights

in nationalizing the Canal Company. All considered the Canal to be a utility essential to global welfare rather than
a piece of property to be operated at the whim of a single government;  nevertheless, the waterway, although a
property of the Canal Company, lay completely within Egyptian territory and under Egyptian sovereignty. The
inherent right of any sovereign nation to exercise the power of eminent domain within its own territory could
scarcely be doubted, provided that just compensation were paid to the owners of the property so expropriated.”
(EISENHOWER, 1966, 39. My emphasis, italics in the original). Cf. KALAWOUN, 2001, 24.

1812EISENHOWER, 1966, 72-80, 82-93, 94-97; DAWISHA, 2003, 178-180; MCNAMARA, 2003, 53-56; TAKEYH,
2000, 137-141.

1813CHAMOUN, 1963, 291; AMMOUN, 2004, 221-222; KALAWOUN, 2000, 21.
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Saudi Arabia to break relations with both European powers, while Jordan and Iraq, linked to Britain

by a treaty, only broke off with France1814. Meanwhile, Lebanon refused to break with any of the

belligerents, arguing the existence of “historical, political, cultural and emotional reasons”1815 and

offering herself  as a mediator between Egypt,  the Quai  d’Orsay and the Court of St.  James,  a

position expressly requested and thanked by Nasser1816, as witnessed by the latter’s personal friend

Émile Bustani, even if the ra’is would, later on, accuse the Lebanese leadership of having “stabbed

us in the back”1817. Within this mediatory attitude, as well as to deflect the internal pressure which

kept on insisting on a diplomatic rupture with the aggressor powers1818, Chamoun called, on October

30 and 31, for an urgent meeting of the Arab League in Beirut to decide the collective position of

the Arab States vis-à-vis the conflict1819.

By the time the Arab Summit met in Beirut, the crisis had already been suffocated. Pressured

by the United States and menaced by the Soviet Union, which even threatened with the use of its

atomic force against France or Britain1820, the belligerents accepted, on November 6, a ceasefire.

The operation was subsequently condemned by the United Nations the day after1821 and all military

operations had been halted by November 8. The Arab leaders met, nonetheless, on November 13

and,  while  expressing  the  Arab  solidarity  towards  Egypt1822,  their  resolutions  were  essentially

1814DAWISHA, 2003, 182; RABBATH, 1986, 564.
1815AMMOUN, 2004, 219. Cf. DE BUSTROS, 1983, 161; EISENHOWER, 1966, 264.
1816ATTIÉ, 2004, 103-104; KALAWOUN, 2000, 24-25; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 215; MEO, 1965, 100.
1817ATTIÉ, 2004, 104.
1818GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 214.
1819CHAMOUN,  1963,  292-296;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  131;  AMMOUN,  2004,  219-220;  DAWISHA,  2003,  188;

KALAWOUN, 2000, 25; RABBATH, 1986, 564.
1820EISENHOWER, 1966, 90-93; DAWISHA, 2003, 180; KALAWOUN, 2000, 21.
1821AMMOUN, 2004, 224.
1822Article 1. "[...]  obligation pour les puissances intéressées d’exécuter les recommandations [...]  de l’Assemblée

générale  des  Nations  Unies.  Au cas  où  la  France  et  la  Grande-Bretagne [...]  ou  Israël  contreviendr[aient]  aux
recommandations de l’Assemblée générale [...]  où il  résulterait  de [leur] attitude [...]  un nouvel état de tension
susceptible d’entraîner la reprise des opérations militaires, [ils] seront considérés comme solidairement responsables
de  la  continuation  de  l’agression.  Dès  lors,  chacun  des  pays  représentés  à  cette  conférence  procédera  [...]  à
l’application de l’article 41 de la Charte des Nations Unies et prendra toutes les mesures efficaces jusqu’à l’extrême
limite de ses possibilités conformément aux dispositions de l’article 2 du Pacte Arabe de Sécurité Collective. "
Conclusion : "Les présents adressent l’expression de leur salut fraternel et de leur admiration au président Gamal
Abdel  Nasser,  aux forces armées et  au peuple égyptien pour leur esprit  patriotique,  leur  abnégations dans leur
défense de la souveraineté de l’Égypte, de l’intégrité de ses territoires, du nationalisme arabe, de la dignité et de la
grandeur des peuples arabes." (CHAMOUN, 1963, 312-313).
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moderate and did not call, whether expressly or implicitly, contrary to Traboulsi’s assumptions1823,

for  the breakup of  relations  with both  France and Great  Britain,  a  position adopted  by only a

fraction of the League, with most countries keeping their diplomatic  rapports with either one or

both aggressors1824.  While  the  conference  results  were heralded as  a  diplomatic  victory for  the

Lebanese government by the Christian press1825, the reasons exposed by Chamoun not to break up

with the European powers did not convince either Prime Minister Yafi or State Minister Salam who,

on the very day of the conference closure (November 16), handed over their resignations in protest

against the non-severance thereof1826. In yet another of the paradoxes of Lebanese history, two men

as representative from the  Haute Bourgeoisie as Yafi and Salam set themselves up as the main

defenders of the Nasserist movement, with its socialist connotations, in Lebanon. Their movement,

obeying much more to tactical reasons than to a true ideological commitment, represented their

willingness  not  to  lose  touch with  the  overwhelmingly pro-Nasserist  sentiment  of  their  Beiruti

constituencies1827 and  signaled  a  new  development  in  the  Lebanese  scene  –  with  fateful

consequences, as will be seen – which had already been heralded by the 1952 revolt: the arrival of

the Street, of the politically conscious urban masses, to the political arena.

With  France  and  Great  Britain  now  outside  the  Middle  Eastern  arena,  the  1956  crisis

signaled the definitive rise of the United States as the dominant Western power in the region1828,

reflecting the  rapport de forces in the international scene of the post-war era, where the former

1823TRABOULSI, 2007, 131.
1824Iraq, Jordan, Yemen, Sudan and Libya maintained normal relations with Great Britain throughout the Crisis.
1825L’Orient, 11/16/1956.
1826Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1956, 371-373;  DE BUSTROS, 1983, 161; CHAMOUN, 1963, 309;  HARRIS, 2012,

209;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  131;  AMMOUN,  2004,  226-227;  ATTIÉ,  2004,  106;  KHALAF,  2002,  108;
KALAWOUN,  2002,  23,  25-27,  33;  GERGES,  1997,  84;  WINSLOW,  1996,  105;  RABBATH,  1986,  565;
HUDSON, 1985, 290; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 44; MEO, 1965, 98; SALIBI, 1965, 199; ALEM, 1958, 37-38; SALIBI,
1958, 376.

1827HARRIS, 2012, 209, 210; ROMERO, 2012, 573; MALSAGNE, 2011, 172; ATTIÉ, 2004, 158; DAWISHA, 2003,
181; KALAWOUN, 2000, 16, 24, 32-35, 65; WINSLOW, 1996, 105, 107; KHALAF & DENOEUX, 1988, 186-187;
RABINOVICH, 1985, 27; ALEM, 1958, 38; SALIBI, 1958, 375.

1828President Eisenhower expressed it in rather clear terms: “The existing vacuum in the Middle East  [...] must be
filled by the United States before it is filled by Russia.” (EISENHOWER, 1966, 178). Cf.  ASHTON, 1996, 144,
146.
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imperial powers had been downgraded to secondary status within the bipolar contest that pitted not

just two countries (United States and Soviet Union), but two different – if not outright opposite –

worldviews against each other. In this context, American diplomacy shifted from its initial attempts

to seek an accommodation with Nasser to perceive the Egyptian leader as a “threat”1829, an “evil

influence”1830 that needed to be isolated. In order to do so, Dulles initiated a campaign aiming at

establishing a bloc of conservative Arab States, capable of stopping Nasser’s expansionism1831.

Meanwhile,  Chamoun,  who  had  managed  to  recompose  a  viable  coalition  under  the

leadership of his long-term ally, Sami al-Sulh1832, started to suffer the consequences of a relentless

propaganda offensive1833 – whereof he would not be the only victim in the Arab world1834 – waved

not just against his policies but also against him personally – with the State-sponsored Egyptian

radio station  Sawt al-cArab going as far as to call for the President’s murder1835. The vociferous

propaganda war, which included the funding – and founding – of several opposition newspapers in

Lebanon1836, together with the growing strength of the – mainly Muslim – Opposition, which started

to group itself in preparation for the legislative election expected for 1957, contributed to feed long-

standing Christian fears1837 and led the way to a progressive solidification of Christian ranks around

the President of the Republic1838, who came to embody the defense of Lebanese sovereignty vis-à-

1829ASHTON, 1996, 144. Cf. TAKEYH, 2000, 105 ff.
1830ASHTON, 1996, 147.
1831MCNAMARA, 2003, 68-69; TAKEYH, 2000, 112-113, 118; ASHTON, 1996, 147-150; GENDZIER, 1988, 198-

199.
1832Cabinet  Sami  al-Sulh  V  (11/18/1956-08/18/1957):  Sami  al-Sulh  (S),  Prime  Minister,  Interior,  Justice  and

Information  Minister;  Fu’ad  Chéhab  (M),  Defense  Minister;  Majid  Arslan  (D),  Minister  of  Public  Health  and
Agriculture; Muhammad Sabra (Sh), Minister of Public Works, Planning and Communications; Charles Malik (GO),
Minister of Foreign Affairs and National Education; Nasri  al-Macaluf (GC), Minister of Finance, Economy and
Welfare; Yusif Hitti (M), State Minister; and Muhammad cAli Bayhum (S), State Minister.

1833FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 83; EISENHOWER, 1966, 201; CHAMOUN, 1963, 301-302; ROMERO, 2012,
572;  CHÉHAB,  2007,  155,  156-159;  AMMOUN,  2004,  229;  ATTIÉ,  2004,  114;  KHALAF,  2002,  113-114;
KALAWOUN, 2000, 29-30, 34-35, 37-38, 45, 50, 69-70; RABBATH, 1986, 565; AGWANI, 1965, 141-144; MEO,
1965, 120-121; HUREWITZ, 1963, 502; HARARI, 1959, 99.

1834DAWISHA, 2003, 219-220.
1835ATTIÉ, 2004, 105; AGWANI, 1965, 143.
1836CHÉHAB, 2007, 158-159; KALAWOUN, 2000, 38, 69-70.
1837FRUS,  1955-1957,  Vol.  XIII,  Docs.  115,  127;  BOUEIZ  KANAAN,  2005,  270;  AMMOUN,  2004,  249-251;

KHALAF, 2002, 115; KALAWOUN, 2000, 33; GENDZIER, 1988, 193; KHALIDI, 1983, 38.
1838FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 9; ROMERO, 2012, 568; BAROUDI, 2006, 25-26; BOUEIZ KANAAN, 2005,

270-271; KHALAF, 2002, 122; KALAWOUN, 2001, 44-45, 66; WINSLOW, 1996, 105; RABBATH, 1986, 567;
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vis the tidal wave of Pan-Arabism. In Denise Ammoun’s words:

Pour le paysan attaché à sa terre et à ses coutumes, pour le petit employé, pour le boutiquier, Chamoun

devient l’homme providentiel, le chef qui saura défendre son pays contre l’ambition démesurée de Gamal

Abdel Nasser. Il n’est pas rare que dans la salle principale ou dans la chambre à coucher d’un domicile

modeste la photo de Chamoun voisine avec celle de la Vierge Marie, la gardienne du Liban chrétien, la

sainte qui, à partir de Harissa, étend ses bras protecteurs sur le pays tout entier.1839

In this context of heightened regional tensions, President Eisenhower personally presented,

on  January 5,  1957,  the  new U.S.  policy guidelines  for  the  Middle  East  to  a  joint  session  of

Congress, where he called for a more proactive American role in that region in order to safeguard

the “integrity of other free nations” before the threat posed by “International Communism”, in an

area that had always been coveted by “Russia’s rulers”, that being true for both “the Czars and [...]

the Bolsheviks”1840. In order to achieve its goals, the proposed strategy endeavored a three-pronged,

gradualistic approach to Middle Eastern problems, going from economic aid to outright military

intervention, as President Eisenhower said:

The action which I propose would have the following features:

It  would, first of all,  authorize the United States to cooperate with and assist any nation or group of

nations in the general area of the Middle East in the development of economic strength dedicated to the

maintenance of national independence.

It  would,  in  the second place,  authorize the Executive to  undertake in  the same region programs of

military assistance and cooperation with any nation or group of nations which desires such aid.

SALIBI, 1979, 100; NOUR, 1958, 39; SALIBI, 1958, 378 fn. 1.
1839AMMOUN, 2004, 251. This issue of religious or quasi-religious images of President Chamoun, was studied in

depth by Dominique Chevallier, vid. CHEVALLIER, 1968, 301-308. 
1840All citations in this paragraph are taken from EISENHOWER, 1957. On Eisenhower’s personal assessment of the

Doctrine bearing his name, vid. EISENHOWER, 1966, 178-183.
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It would, in the third place, authorized such assistance and cooperation to include the employment of the

armed force of the United States to secure and protect the territorial integrity and political independence

of  such  nations,  requesting  such  aid,  against  overt  armed  aggression  from any nation  controlled  by

International Communism.1841

Despite  the  doubts  aroused  in  the  American  legislature  –  particularly  in  the  Senate,

controlled by the Democrats since the 1956 election – due to the indeterminate character of the

concepts  exposed by the American  President,  particularly given the  difficulty to  define what  a

‘nation controlled by International Communism’ is1842, the doctrine, formally known as the ‘Middle

Eastern Resolution’, was finally passed and ratified on March 9, 1957. 

While the Doctrine’s openly stated goal was to fight Communism, it was really aimed at

limiting  the  expansion  of  Nasserism1843 throughout  the  Middle  East  and  to  reinforce  the

conservative Arab regimes, and particularly the oil-rich Gulf sheikdoms, with a particular focus on

Saudi Arabia, whose initial alliance with Egypt had already became shaky during the Beirut Arab

League Summit organized by President Chamoun in the aftermath of the Suez Crisis. It was then

that king Sa’ud became aware of the delicate position of the Gulf monarchies vis-à-vis the rising

popularity  of  the  Egyptian  régime1844 –  a  phenomenon  already experienced  by Jordan’s  young

sovereign, Hussayn, one of  Sawt al-cArab’s predilect victims1845, who faced an attempted coup in

April 19571846 – and decided to endorse the Middle East Resolution1847, albeit privately, as also was

1841EISENHOWER, 1957. Also, vid. AMMOUN, 2004, 228-229; DAWISHA, 2003, 188-189; MCNAMARA, 2003,
69; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 216; ASHTON, 1996, 109; CHAMOUN, 1963, 350-351.

1842ASHTON, 1996, 109-110;
1843FRUS 1955-1957, Vol. XIII, Doc. 136; ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2009, 75; MCNAMARA, 2003, 69; KALAWOUN,

2000, 41-42; TAKEYH, 2000, 152; KHALIDI, 1983, 38; ALEM, 1958, 49.
1844DAWISHA, 2003, 188-189; MCNAMARA, 2003, 93.
1845GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 219; CHAMOUN, 1963, 318-322, 324-326.
1846FRUS 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 9; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 219; CHAMOUN, 1963, 331-333.
1847Saudi Arabia and the United States signed a bilateral agreement during King Sa’ud’s February, 1957 visit to the

United States, which was “in fact if not in name a variant of the Eisenhower Doctrine” ( CHAMOUN, 1963, 357-
358; ATTIÉ, 2004, 115, 128. Cf. ÁVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2009, 73; MCNAMARA, 2003, 93).
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done by Turkey, Libya, Jordan and Iraq1848. Lebanon was, however, the only country which  publicly

adhered to the Eisenhower Doctrine1849. Subscribed by the Lebanese Government and ratified by the

Chamber on March, 16, the American policy helped Chamoun achieve two goals: first of all, it

provided Lebanon with a foreign power guarantee for its independence1850, albeit falling short of the

desired mutual security pact1851, and, secondly, it contributed to assuage Christian fears regarding

the perceived Nasserist threat against Lebanon’s independence, though it can be hardly said that

there was Christian unanimity on the matter, with the Patriarch steeping up his criticism against the

President1852. 

Lebanon’s  acceptance  of  the  Eisenhower  Doctrine  provoked  a  wave  of  demonstrations

throughout the country, violently suffocated by the Internal Security Forces1853, which provoked the

outraged reaction of  the Patriarch in  favor  of the protesters1854 and the intervention of  General

Chéhab, whose stern warnings to the opposition were nonetheless effective in reducing the level of

violence1855.  However,  and  beyond  the  Street’s  reaction,  the  open  alignment  of  the  Lebanese

Government with the Western camp gave the opposition the opportunity to denounce what they

perceived  as  a  breach  of  the  National  Pact1856 and  to  coalesce,  despite  the  important  political

differences  existing within its  ranks1857,  around a common platform, the – mainly Muslim1858 –

1848AMMOUN, 2004, 239; ATTIÉ, 2004, 112; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 217
1849FRUS 1955-1957, Vol. XIII, Docs. 132, 135, 137, 144; EISENHOWER, 1966, 264-265; CHAMOUN, 1963, 363-

367; HARRIS, 2012, 209; AMMOUN, 2004, 231; ATTIÉ, 2004, 112; KALAWOUN, 2000, 22, 27, 28; GERGES,
1997, 86; SALIBA, 1988, 149-150.

1850ROMERO, 2012, 568; WINSLOW, 1996, 106.
1851FRUS 1955-1957, Vol. XIII, Doc. 123.
1852FRANKEL, 1976, 222-223
1853In one of the most surprising episodes of the whole crisis, Patriarch Méouchy blessed Sa’ib Salam’s wounds,

which had been caused, on May 30, by the Internal Security Forces during one of the demonstrations against the
Eisenhower Doctrine. (AMMOUN, 2004, 242-243; FRANKEL, 1976, 224; SALIBI, 1958, 377).

1854BAROUDI, 2006, 15.
1855BAROUDI, 2006, 15.
1856AMMOUN, 2004, 238-239; ATTIÉ, 2004, 128.
1857AMMOUN, 2004, 237-238; ATTIÉ, 2004, 120.
1858Among  its  members  were  the  Sunnis  Sa’ib  Salam,  Hussayn  al-cUwayni,  Rashid  Karami,  cAbdallah  al-Haj,

cAbdallah al-Yafi,  cAbdallah Mashnuk, Taki al-Din al-Sulh, together with Philippe Taqla (GC), Nasim Majdalani
(GO), Hamid Frangié, Fu’ad Ammoun and Élias Khuri (M), Kamal Joumblatt (D), Salim Haydar, Sabri Hamadah,
cAli Bazzi and Ahmad and Kamal al-Asacad (Sh). However, the Muslim coloring of the NUF was so intense that
some of its Christian members had to publicly disassociate themselves from certain of its manifestations (ATTIÉ,
2004, 140).
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National Union Front (NUF)1859, aiming at confronting Chamounism in the legislative election due

in June, 1957. The NUF capitalized on the popular allegiance of the Sunni Street towards Nasser1860

to weaken the President’s authority, with the approval of a new electoral law, on April 4, 1957,

offering the prime donne of the opposition coalition the opportunity to visualize their strength and

solidarity by submitting their resignation1861. Even if the actual meaning of their resignation was

actually  limited,  given the  limited  remaining life  of  a  Chamber  due  to  dissolve  in  barely two

months, it proved the determination of the NUF leaders to keep on fighting Chamoun, particularly

taking into account that the electoral reform, with its increasing number of parliamentary seats to 66

and its gerrymandered constituencies1862 – which the government praised as “destroying political

feudalism”1863 – was widely perceived as a presidential attempt to pack the Chamber with hardcore

partisans, bent on re-electing him1864.

The election, which took place on four consecutive Sundays in June, brought about a wide

Chamounist  majority,  the  Opposition  managing  to  win  only  eight  seats.  While  the  Opposition

achieved a victory in the Hamadah-controlled Biqac  constituencies and both Frangié and Karami

retained their seats in the North, truth is that the election saw the exclusion of several big names,

“[e]xcellent moderates among the Arab nationalists” in President Eisenhower’s assessment1865, from

the Assembly, with Salam, Yafi, Joumblatt and Asacad all losing their seats1866. For the Opposition,

the electoral result was directly attributable to an open electoral fraud, qualified as “the hardest

political  and moral tragedy ever known by Lebanon since its becoming a free and independent

country”1867 and, while vote-buying, foreign intervention and other corrupt practices did indeed take

1859BAROUDI, 2006, 14; AMMOUN, 2004, 241 FRANKEL, 1976, 223.
1860WINSLOW, 1996, 106.
1861The resigning members of Parliament were Hamid Frangié (M), cAbdallah al-Yafi (S), Rashid Karami (S), Ahmad

al-Asacad (Sh), Kamal al-Asacad (Sh), Sabri Hamadah (Sh), and cAbdallah al-Haj (S).
1862BAROUDI, 2006, 13; AMMOUN, 2004, 240; ATTIÉ, 2004, 132; KHALAF, 2002, 108.
1863HOTTINGER, 1961, 131. As recognized by Chamoun himself (CHAMOUN, 1963, 376-377).
1864FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Docs. 3, 7, 8; HARRIS, 2012, 210; RABINOVICH, 1985, 28; SALIBI, 1958, 378.
1865EISENHOWER, 1966, 265.
1866CHAMOUN, 1963, 384; HARRIS, 2012, 210; TRABOULSI, 2007, 132; KHALAF, 2002, 109; WINSLOW, 1996,

106; RABBATH, 1986, 566; RABINOVICH, 1985, 28; KHALIDI, 1983, 38; SALIBI, 1958, 377-378.
1867Cit. in AMMOUN, 2004, 244. 
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place1868, the defeat of such important representatives of the NUF can be attributed more to the

ingenious  découpage  that resulted from the April electoral law than to “outright fraudulence”1869:

“had the government refrained from intervening in the election”,  explains Caroline Attié,  “only

about  ten more opposition candidates  would have been elected”1870.  With a  new Chamber now

elected, Chamoun appointed a Cabinet of his faithful, including his close allies Charles Malik and

Kazim al-Khalil, Chamoun’s factotum in the South, under the leadership of his unconditional ally

Sami al-Sulh1871, who was sworn in on August 18, 1957. 

The growing tension that affected the country became tragically evident when, in the midst

of the electoral period, on June 16, the parish church of Miziyara, a hamlet in the qada’ of Zgharta,

“known at the same time for its generous hospitality and for the violence of its customs”1872, the

tribal heart of the Maronite Mountain, witnessed the massacre of over twenty people who were

attending a funeral mass1873. The unprecedented – for its location: a church – outbreak of violence

was the direct consequence of the electoral-feudal rivalry between the Frangié-Mucawwad clan,

whose  leader,  Hamid Frangié,  was  one  of  the  NUF leaders  and its  probable  candidate  for  the

following presidential elections1874, and the Duwayhi-Karam clan, faithful to President Chamoun

and  headed  by a  priest,  Fr.  Simacan  al-Duwayhi,  a  personal  friend  of  Chamoun,  who  did  not

abandon his political ambitions despite his candidacy being opposed by both the Patriarch and the

1868ATTIÉ, 2004, 132-136, 141-144; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 219; WINSLOW, 1996, 106.
1869KHALAF, 2002, 109.
1870ATTIÉ, 2004, 145.
1871Cabinet Sami al-Sulh VII (08/18/1957-03/14/1958): Sami al-Sulh (S), Prime Minister, Minister of Justice; Majid

Arslan (D), Minister of Defense and Communications; Kazim al-Khalil (Sh), Minister of Agriculture, Economy and
Planning; Salim Lahud (M), Minister of Public Works; Joseph Skaf (GC), Minister of Public Health and Welfare;
Jamil Makkawi (S), Minister of Finance; Charles Malik (GO), Minister of Foreign Affairs; and Farid Quzma (M),
Minister of National Education and Information (M).

1872CHAMOUN, 1963, 394.
1873CHAMOUN,  1963,  394-395;  BAROUDI,  2006,  16;  AMMOUN,  2004,  243;  KHALAF,  2002,  128;

RABINOVICH, 1985, 31; MEO, 1965, 138-139;  HOTTINGER, 1961, 133-134.
1874The events of Miziyara, implying directly Hamid’s brother, Sulayman, who had to flee to Syria – where he found

refuge amid a prominent cAlawi family, the al-Assads, with important consequences for Lebanon’s future, as will be
seen – cast a shadow over his presidential aspirations, which would be completely dashed by the incapacitating
stroke he suffered at the end of 1957. 
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Holy See1875 and in open breach of Canon Law1876. In this context where political ambitions mixed

up with feudal rivalries, in one of Lebanon’s most tribal and rebellious areas, both sides competed

for  two seats,  which  the  Frangié-Mucawwad coalition  wanted  to  reserve  for  themselves  to  the

exclusion of their local rivals. When the elections finally took place, Chamoun’s rivals managed to

take  over  the  candidacy,  but  the  local  feud  remained  alive  until  1964,  when  the  Zgharta

constituency was awarded an additional  seat  and a  common electoral  front  was formed by the

former rivals1877 against their newly-found common enemy: General Chéhab.

Against this background of both inter-communal and intra-communal divisions – even intra-

clerical  divergences,  as witnessed by the growing political  rift  between the Patriarch and some

bishops as well as the lower clergy, much closer to Father Duwayhi’s position than to that of Bkirki

– a group of prominent members of the Christian élite, whose economic interests would not be

served at all if the country downspiralled into civil war1878, started to express their apprehensions

regarding Lebanon’s future, arguing that the country had never been “in a more precarious state of

division than it is today”1879 and tried to mediate between government and opposition1880. After a

summer and a fall of permanent strikes, demonstrations and increasing violence, an editorial piece,

published by the staunch Libanist Georges Naccache, on January 17, 1958 served as the rallying

point for this third force:

Entre ces deux partis, il y a peut-être un troisième choix. Ce que nous voudrions? Obtenir justement la

1875BAROUDI, 2006, 16.
1876The 1917 Code of Canon Law expressly forbade clerics from holding public office in its article 139.2 and .3: “§1.

Sine licentia sui Ordinarii ne ineant gestiones bonorum ad laicos pertinentium aut officia sæcularia quæ secumferant
onus reddendarum rationum; procuratoris aut advocati munus ne exerceant, nisi in tribunali ecclesiastico, aut in
civili  quando agitur de causa propria aut  suæ ecclesiæ; in laicali  iudicio criminali,  gravem personalem pœnam
prosequente, nullam partem habeant, ne testimonium quidem sine necessitate ferentes. §4. Senatorum aut oratorum
legibus ferendis quos deputatos vocant munus ne sollicitent neve acceptent sine licentia Sanctæ Sedis in locis ubi
pontificia prohibitio intercesserit; idem ne attentent aliis in locis sine licentia tum sui Ordinarii, tum Ordinarii loci in
quo electio facienda est.”

1877BAROUDI, 2006, 17.
1878DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 49.
1879Henri FARACUN. Cit. in ATTIÉ, 2004, 145.
1880FRANKEL, 1976, 245; HOTTINGER, 1961, 139-140.
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permission de rester libanais [...] sans professer que le président Chamoun est un homme providentiel.

Pourquoi cette “3e force”? [...]  Pour cela. Pour cela, et pour rien d’autre. Il  n’y a pas de tâche plus

urgente, à nos yeux, que celle que nous nous proposons : une démystification de l’opinion publique. [...]

la réconduction présidentielle, présentée comme une nécessité de salut public, peut être une machine à

faire éclater le Liban. 

Ce pays, coupé en deux depuis huit mois, nous savons qu’il n’est pas facile de le ressouder. 

[...] il n’y a pas de restauration possible de l’ordre libanais si nous ne sortons d’abord de ce climat de

perpétuelle bataille électorale où nous vivons. [...] le pire service qu’on puisse rendre à cet Occident (qui

n’est plus seul) est de continuer à nous isoler avec lui.1881

For the personalities who, on March 27, 1958, signed the aptly called Manifesto of the Third

Force1882,  it  was  neither  Chamoun’s  foreign  policy nor  his  economic  orientation  which  was  in

question, since all of them shared the President’s inclination for the West1883 and were relentless

partisans  of  economic  liberalism,  but  his  perceived  willingness  to  amend  the  Constitution  to

perpetuate himself in power1884. Received by the President and unable to extract his commitment not

to submit his candidacy for a second term – in fact, Chamoun had, in the course of a conversation

with the American ambassador, ruled out all other possible candidates in the firm belief that the

“only  politician  who  could  lead  [the]  country  and  evaluate  its  present  foreign  policies  was

himself”1885 –   Naccache’s scathing response 

1881L’Orient, 01/17/1958.
1882A true who is who? of the Lebanese Christian establishment can be found among the signatories: Jean Salim, Henri

Faracun,  Georges  Naccache,  Charles  Hélou,  Joseph  Hitti,  Raymond  Eddé,  Ghassan  Tuéni,  Jean  Skaff,  Pierre
Gemayel, Gabriel al-Murr and even some Muslims like Bahij Taqi al-Din or Muhammad Shukayr. 

1883ROMERO,  2012,  573-574;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  132;  BAROUDI,  2006,  19;  ATTIÉ,  2004,  132,  146-147;
AMMOUN, 2004, 252-253; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 224-225, 234; ALEM, 1958, 41-42.

1884FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 12. 
1885FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 9. The President dismissed all other possible candidates: Jawad Boulos, Joseph

Hitti,  the  Eddé  Brothers,  Salim  Lahud,  Bishara  al-Khuri  and  even  General  Chéhab,  whom  he  recognized,
nonetheless, as the only candidate strong enough to muster sufficient authority, although undesirable for election,
since “to bring  [a] military leader to [the] presidency would establish [a] dangerous precedent and might involve
[the] Lebanese army in politics in [the] future”. Cf. Doc. 11,
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Si vous pensez que parmi deux millions et demi de Libanais il n’y a pas un seul citoyen capable de

poursuivre votre politique, cela signifie que cette politique n’est pas libanaise.1886

served  as  an  epilogue  for  the  meeting  and  frustrated,  for  the  time  being,  any possible

cooperation between the President and the loyal opposition represented by this rassemblement des

élites that the Third Force embodied. However, the fact that both Pierre Gemayel and Charles Hélou

abandoned the movement as soon as Chamoun’s antipathy against it became clear1887, bears witness

to  the  flimsy  nature  of  a  movement  aiming  at  neutrality  in  a  context  of  increasing  social

polarization.

The  formal  constitution  of  the  Third  Force came after  a  political  event  that  turned  the

Middle East scenario upside down1888: the establishment, on February 1, 1958, of the United Arab

Republic  which  joined  Egypt  and  Syria  into  one  unitary1889 State  under  Nasser’s  paramount

leadership. The creation of the new polity, which came after a long period of instability in Syria,

with a frustrated Western-sponsored coup d’état having taken place only a few months earlier1890,

was euphorically received throughout the Arab world1891, but the official happiness contrasted with

the  misgivings  of  other  governments  in  the  area1892 and,  more  importantly,  of  the  protagonists

themselves,  with  both  Egyptians1893 and  Syrians1894 distrusting  the  prospects  of  the  first  Arab

experiment at unity.  For some Egyptian officials, both the Syrian economy and its demography

1886AMMOUN, 2004, 253.
1887AMMOUN, 2004, 252.
1888ATTIÉ,  2004,  154;  MCNAMARA,  2003,  115;  KALAWOUN,  2000,  42;  GENDZIER,  2006 [1997],  234;

ASHTON, 1996, 143; 
1889EISENHOWER, 1966, 263; ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2009, 77; AMMOUN, 2004, 248; DAWISHA, 2003, 199-200.
1890HARRIS, 2012, 210; ATTIÉ, 2004, 105; DAWISHA, 2003, 198; MCNAMARA, 2003, 96; ASHTON, 1996, 141-

142.
1891EISENHOWER, 1966, 263; AMMOUN, 2004, 248; DAWISHA, 2003, 200-202, 204; FRANKEL, 1976, 245.
1892EISENHOWER, 1966, 263; ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2009, 78; MCNAMARA, 2003, 115; KALAWOUN, 2000,

46-48.
1893DAWISHA, 2003, 196
1894DAWISHA, 2003, 199.
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posed  a  problem,  with  the  prominence  of  Christians  in  Damascene  politics  being  “somewhat

unpalatable”1895 to several of Nasser’s closest collaborators. In the, admittedly confusing, words of

Muslim Brotherhood-affiliated Kamal al-Din Hussayn:

I do not trust them [...] The Bacthist leaders at present are agents. And Michel Aflaq and Antun Sacada are

the biggest agents. And they are working against Islam.1896

Faced  by  the  risk  of  a  Communist  takeover  in  Syria1897 that  he  wanted  to  avoid,  and

pressured by the constant flow of Syrian delegates arriving to Cairo, Nasser finally bowed down to

the pressure and accepted, “against his better judgement”1898, the unity proposals although he made

it clear, from the very beginning, that the union would be made on his conditions1899. His misgivings

would be, however, blown away when, having arrived unannounced in Syria on February 24, he

was received amid the “public delirium” of the popular masses1900. For a man like Nasser, whose

populist  appeal  had  always  constituted  one  of  the  main  sources  of  his  political  strength,  the

electrifying reception he was awarded by the Syrian public brushed aside his initial misgivings vis-

à-vis the proposed union.

In Lebanon, the establishment of the UAR was received with elation by both the NUF and

the  Muslim masses1901,  who  organized  congratulatory  demonstrations  all  over  the  country.  The

arrival of Nasser to the Syrian Province of the newly established Republic offered, moreover, the

opposition leaders, including Sa’ib Salam,  cAbdallah al-Yafi, Rashid Karami, Sulayman Frangié,

1895DAWISHA, 2003, 197.
1896Cit. in DAWISHA, 2003, 197.
1897FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 105; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 161; EISENHOWER, 1966, 262; DAWISHA, 2003,

198; MCNAMARA, 2003, 97-98, 108.
1898EISENHOWER,  1966,  262-263;  DAWISHA,  2003,  198.  Cf.  ASHTON,  1996,  141;  BARNETT,  1995,  500;

SEALE, 1988, 54;  ALEM, 1958, 39.
1899ASHTON, 1996, 143.
1900DAWISHA, 2003, 202-204. Cf. CHAMOUN, 1963, 397; AMMOUN, 2004, 249-250; SEALE, 1988, 54.
1901HARRIS,  2012,  210;  MALSAGNE,  2011,  171;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  133;  ATTIÉ,  2004,  106,  154-156;

DAWISHA,  2003,  208;  KHALAF,  2002,  113;  KALAWOUN,  2000,  63-64;  GENDZIER,  2006 [1997],  235;
SALIBI, 1965, 201.
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Fu’ad  cAmmun,  Kamal  Joumblatt,  Ahmad  and  Kamal  al-Asacad  and  many  others,  but  also

thousands of common Lebanese, the opportunity to greet the ra’is and even to volunteer Lebanon as

the third member of the new State1902. Even the Maronite Patriarch, who had publicly congratulated

Nasser on the foundation of the UAR1903 by declaring its establishment as a “victory for the Arab

Nation”1904,  sent  a  delegation  of  bishops  to  meet  the  Egyptian  leader  and  bring  him  the

congratulations of the Batriyark Lubnan1905.

The Patriarch’s congratulatory remarks notwithstanding, for most Lebanese Christians, and

particularly, for an overwhelming majority of the Maronite community, the establishment of the

UAR became a source of deep concern1906, particularly after some Lebanese leaders flaunted their

willingness to incorporate the  Bilad al-Arz  into the newly established State. Not even Méouchy’s

public assurances that Nasser had guaranteed him that he would respect Lebanon’s independence

and sovereignty1907– a statement that  the Egyptian leader would repeat in several occasions1908–

managed to calm down the fears which were rapidly spreading throughout the pays chrétien:

Dans l’autre Liban, celui qui finira par mériter le nom de « pays chrétien », les esprits ne sont pas moins

surchauffés.  Chaque  manifestation  opposée  au  régime  suscite  une  contremanifestation  tout  aussi

vigoureuse  et  bruyante.  Fait  plus  grave,  les  partisans  se  procurent  des  armes  d’une  part  comme de

l’autre.1909

Strong, however, in the unyielding support he received from both the Christian common

1902AMMOUN, 2004, 250; ATTIÉ, 2004, 156; KALAWOUN, 2000, 64-65.
1903BAROUDI, 2006, 18-19; FRANKEL, 1976, 245-247.
1904L’Orient, 02/08/1958.
1905BOUEIZ KANAAN, 2005, 266; AMMOUN, 2004, 250.
1906HARRIS,  2012,  210;  BAROUDI,  2006,  20;  BOUEIZ  KANAAN,  2005,  266,  268;  AMMOUN,  2004,  155;

KALAWOUN, 2000, 63-64; MOOSA, 1986, 293-294; RABBATH, 1986, 566-567; MEO, 1965, 152.
1907 “My dear sons, I have a letter from President Jamal Abd an-Nasir, the President of the United Arab Republic [...]

saying that the Lebanon in its present status is a structure with complete sovereignty and independence which will
not be touched.” (MÉOUCHY, in AGWANI, 1965, 47-48. Cf. POC, Mars-Juin 1958, 90-91; BAROUDI, 2006, 24-
25; BOUEIZ KANAAN, 2005, 266-267; ATTIÉ, 2004, 158).

1908KALAWOUN, 2000, 49-50, 52.
1909AMMOUN, 2004, 254.
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folk, with some priests “exhort[ing] their flock during masses and religious ceremonies to support

Chamoun”1910,  and from certain sectors of the Muslim political  élite (Chamoun affirmed, rather

exaggeratedly, that he enjoyed the support of over 90% of Christians and 60% of Muslims1911), the

President remained obstinate in his pursuance of a second mandate1912 and appointed yet another

Cabinet  under  Sami  bey’s  chairmanship1913,  whose  large  membership  (it  was,  with  fourteen

Ministers, the largest in Lebanese history thus far), including figures close to the Third Force like

Pierre  Eddé  and  the  kata’ibi Joseph  Shadir,  seemed  to  be  directly  focused  at  achieving  the

parliamentary majority required to amend the Constitution in order to allow for his reelection1914.

The President’s relentless insistence on pursuing his personal goals against a wide opposition, both

internal and foreign1915, would become one of the main causes of the civil conflict that was about to

start.

In fact, as Denise Ammoun hints above, one of the main consequences of the establishment

of the UAR was the acceleration in the arming of both the pro-governmental and opposition sides,

with an almost permanent and “massive”1916 flow of men, money and weapons crossing the porous

Syro-Lebanese border1917, as proven by the so-called affaire de San. On May 11, 1958, the car of the

1910QUBAIN 1961, 83, in KHALAF, 2002, 124. Cf. BOUEIZ KANAAN, 2005, 268. Elsewhere in her book, Claude
Boueiz Kanaan (2005, 267) gives, moreover, a good example of the President’s popularity among the Christian
communities when she mentions how, when Chamoun visited Antiliyas to attend the enthronement mass for the new
Armenian Patriarch, he “was welcomed by huge crowds from all over Mount Lebanon” in what, the author affirms,
constituted an example of the people’s willingness “to demonstrate opposition to their own Patriarch and support for
Chamoun”.

1911FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 20. Cf. Doc. 98 where he claimed the support of 99% of Christians and about
25% of Muslims, “largely the commercial and land-owining classes”. In relation with these ciphers, in FRUS, 1958-
1960,  Vol.  XI,  Doc.  205,  it  is  mentioned  that  over  90%  of  Lebanese  Christians  wanted  the  preservation  of
independence, while only about a fifth of Muslims agreed on that point which, to some extent, coincides with the
percentages put forward by President Chamoun.

1912L’Orient, i.a. 04/02/1958; 04/19/1958; 05/03/1958. Also EISENHOWER, 1966, 265. 
1913Cabinet Sami al-Sulh VIII (03/14/1958-09/24/1958): Sami al-Sulh (S), Prime Minister, Interior Minister; Majid

Arslan (D), Minister of Agriculture; Rashid Baydun (Sh), Minister of Defense; Bashir al-cAwar (D), Minister of
Justice;  Pierre Eddé (M), Minister  of Finance;  Kazim al-Khalil  (Sh),  Minister  of Economy;  Joseph Skaf (GC),
Minister of Welfare; Charles Malik (GO), Minister of Foreign Affairs; Farid Quzma (M), Minister of Information;
Joseph Shadir (AC), Minister of Planning; Bashir al-cUthman (S), Minister of Communications; Clovis al-Khazin
(M),  Minister  of  National  Education;  Albert  Mukhaybar  (GO),  Minister  of  Public  Health;  Khalil  al-Hibri  (S),
Minister of Public Works

1914ATTIÉ, 2004, 161-162; KALAWOUN, 2000, 48; MEO, 1965, 160-161.
1915FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Docs. 15, 16, 33, 37,  ATTIÉ, 2004, 163-167.
1916KHALAF, 2002, 114.
1917FRUS,  1958-1960,  Vol.  XI,  i.a.  Docs.  39,  56,  102,  106,  111,  115,  116,  150; DE BUSTROS, 1983,  162-163;
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former Belgian Consul-General in Damascus, Mr. Louis de San, was stopped at the Masnaca border

post and searched, despite the diplomat’s protests, by the frontier guards who subsequently found

“33 machine guns, 28 pistols, a large amount of ammunition, a powerful bomb, pamphlets” on his

car as well as “an instruction note addressed to the Lebanese opposition enjoining them to blow up

the presidential palace”1918 on the diplomat’s person.

A few days before the affaire de San, on May 8, the editor of the leftist and Arabist daily al-

Talaghraf, the Maronite Nasib al-Matni, whose journal had become the main mouthpiece of the

NUF, was assassinated in Beirut1919. His last editorial piece, where he called both sides to prudence,

constitutes a truly prophetic announcement of the hardship that was about to befall on Lebanon:

Of those who go to Damascus we ask that they not think of anything but the independence of Lebanon

and act accordingly. If they will  furnish proof of their attachment to Lebanon, the  Christians will no

longer have any fear and will be disposed themselves to serve Arabism and the Arabs.

To those who organize pro-Arab manifestations in Beirut itself, we say that it is indispensable that they

reaffirm their faith in their fatherland.

Some of the Christians are disturbed; you must hasten to give them all the assurances to which they are

entitled and must not give in to the intrigues of a few politicians who deliberately strive to exploit this

sentiment of fear.

All that the Christians, who are anxious, wish for, is to be told that the independence and sovereignty of

Lebanon are beyond dispute, and then the present climate of apprehension and mistrust will disappear

MALSAGNE, 2011, 197;  AMMOUN, 2004, 255; ATTIÉ, 2004, 143, 173-174, 186, 218; KHALAF, 2002, 110;
KALAWOUN, 2000, 67; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 248; WINSLOW, 1996, 110; PHARES, 1995, 98; FRANKEL,
1976, 252 fn. 76; MEO, 1965, 168-169; EISENHOWER, 1966, 265; SALIBI, 1965, 201; HUREWITZ, 1963, 502;
HOTTINGER, 1961, 132; ALEM, 1958, 47; ABED, 1958, 46, 47; SALIBI, 1958, 370, 378; 

1918Both quotes from ALEM, 1958, 43. Also L’Orient, 04/19/1958. Cf. ATTIÉ, 2004, 174; AGWANI, 1965, 59, 128-
129.

1919KHALAF, 2002, 114; ASHTON, 1996, 154; RABBATH, 1986, 566; FRANKEL, 1976, 250; SALIBI, 1958, 378.
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immediately.1920

The causes  of  his  death  remain  unclear  to  the  present  and were  rumored to  have  been

entirely  non-political1921,  but  the  opposition  took  advantage  of  the  murder  to  accuse  the

Government,  in  spite  of  its  assurances  that  the  authors  of  that  “abominable  crime”  would  be

“brought to justice”1922, of having gotten rid1923 of one of its staunchest opponents and immediately

set  up  barricades  all  through  the  country’s  main  cities  demanding  the  President’s  immediate

resignation1924. Sensu contrario, once the UAR fell, Nuhad al-Ghadri, a journalist and radio anchor

close to the power circles in Syria throughout the Nasserist interlude, published a book significantly

titled al-Kitab al-Aswad, where he not only documented the repressive nature of Nasser’s rule over

Syria and the involvement of the Egyptian ra’is  in the hawadith of the summer of 1958, but also

affirmed the participation of the Syrian strongman  cAbd al-Hamid al-Sarraj, Nasser’s right hand

man in the Eastern Province1925, in the plotting of al-Matni’s murder, in order to ignite the fire of

internal  strife  in  Lebanon1926.  While  al-Ghadri’s  statements  have  never  been  substantiated,  as

Caroline Attié does not fail to remind1927, they offer an alternative explanation to the editorialist’s

death that does not seem too far-fetched, particularly in light of the conciliatory stance of al-Matni’s

last op-ed, which could prima facie rule out any kind of governmental attempt against his life.

For the following months, Lebanon found itself involved in a true armed conflict, with the

Government losing control of around two thirds of the country1928, only East Beirut and the central

1920AL-MATNI,  Cit.  in MEO, 1965, 159-160. French version:  POC,  Janvier-Mars  1958. Another  analysis can be
found in BOUEIZ KANAAN, 2005, 244-245.

1921SALIBI, 1958, 369.
1922SULH, Cit. in AGWANI, 1965, 56.
1923ATTIÉ, 2004, 172; KHALAF, 2002, 114; WINSLOW, 1996, 108; SALIBA, 1988, 150; PETRAN, 1987, 50-51;

MEO, 1965, 163-164; SALIBI, 1965, 201; 
1924FRUS,  1958-1960,  Vol.  XI,  Doc.  23;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  134;  ATTIÉ,  2004,  172;  KALAWOUN, 2000,  44;

GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 242-243; FRANKEL, 1976, 250.
1925DAWISHA, 2003, 216, 225-226.
1926AL-GHADRI, 1961, 54-61.
1927ATTIÉ, 2004, 143.
1928TRABOULSI, 2007, 134; KHALAF, 2002, 115; WINSLOW, 1996, 110-113.
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areas of Mount Lebanon, with Zahlah1929 as its easternmost limit, remaining loyal to Chamoun’s

executive  authority,  as  if  the  former  border  between  the  Mutasarrifiyyah and  the  wilayah of

Damascus had been revived. The low intensity of the conflict and the cavalier form1930 in which the

fighting took place – the rebel leaders came and went with entire liberty, armed activity was limited

to off-work hours and shops were full of foodstuffs – cannot hide the fact that the country was

suffering its first internal armed conflict, its first civil war in Samir Khalaf’s opinion1931, ever since

the  nineteenth  century  revolutionary  struggle.  The  conflict,  moreover,  did  not  take  long  to

degenerate into an open confessional struggle in spite of the efforts of leaders on both sides of the

political divide1932. As Maurice Gemayel, Sheikh Pierre’s insightful brother, expressed, the crisis

was not simply a conflict over political succession, the quality of leadership, or a consequence of the

dislocations and grievances generated by a corrupt and unjust political system. Rather, it  was  [...]  an

expression of a fundamental tension involving the very nature of Lebanon’s national identity and growing

anxiety over the country’s autonomy and sovereignty as an independent state.1933

In fact,  when President Chamoun announced publicly that  he was not seeking a second

presidential term, on May 271934, the armed activity of the Opposition kept on going unabated, as the

President had predicted in conversation with the American ambassador1935, with particularly intense

episodes of violence taking place both in Tripoli1936, where the United States Information Service

was blown up, the TAPLINE pipeline broken and set on fire, and the city notables applied to join

the UAR; as well as in al-Shuf1937, where Joumblatt and his followers constituted themselves as the

1929Characteristically for Zahlah, a city known for its toughness – a Christian town in the heart of the Muslim Biqa c, a
Greek-Catholic city in a  Maronite Republic – ever since its foundation, while remaining committed to Chamoun
during the entire conflict, it “had its own armed patrols; no military protection and kept a strict “business as usual”
attitude” (HOTTINGER, 1961, 134).

1930FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 106; ATTIÉ, 2004, 174; WINSLOW, 1996, 112; HOTTINGER, 1961, 132; 
1931KHALAF, 2002, 103-150.
1932AMMOUN, 2004, 256-257; KHALAF, 2002, 119. Vid. FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Docs. 24, 25, 
1933Cit. in KHALAF, 2002, 121.
1934ROMERO, 2012, 580; ATTIÉ, 2004, 167-168, 220.
1935FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 20; 
1936ATTIÉ, 2004, 172-173; KHALAF, 2002, 127-129; WINSLOW, 1996, 108, 112; HOTTINGER, 1961, 133; 
1937FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 27.
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provisional Cabinet of an autonomous region1938 and were involved in the strongest struggle of the

whole  conflict,  fighting  the  Gendarmerie,  under  the  leadership  of  Chamoun’s  friend  Nacim

Mughabghab, and the PPS irregular forces, whose frontal opposition to pan-Arabism and Nasserism

had led them to become the paradoxical Sturmtruppen of Chamounism throughout the conflict1939.

So serious was the fight in al-Shuf that the Lebanese military, despite Chéhab’s frontal opposition –

contrary to the express orders he received from the President of the Republic1940– to involve his

painfully built Army in the fray – for fear of its splitting up along confessional lines1941, was forced

to intervene in full force, making use of “tanks, field guns, armored cars and jets for air cover”1942 in

order to stop Joumblatt’s advances toward Beirut’s airport.  It would not be the sole instance of

Army intervention during the conflict,  the Air Force being forced to bomb alongside the Syro-

Lebanese border in order to stem the infiltration of fighters and matériel from the UAR1943. In the

opinion  of  the  British  Embassy,  the  fact  that  the  violence  intensified,  rather  than  recede  after

Chamoun’s May 27 announcement revealed that the conflict went well beyond the person of the

President:

The opposition, so long as the question of renewal was kept in the foreground, was able to present itself

as the champion of ‘legitimacy’. Now that pretext had been removed and they can be seen, even by the

1938KHALAF, 2002, 129.
1939WINSLOW, 1996, 110, 113; MEO, 1965, 169; HOTTINGER, 1961, 132, 135-136; SALIBI, 1958, 374.
1940FRUS  1958-1960, Vol. XI,  Docs. 50, 61, 235; CHAMOUN, 1963, 409; ROMERO, 2012, 578; MALSAGNE,

2011, 190;  TRABOULSI, 2007, 134; AMMOUN, 2004, 256; ATTIÉ, 2004, 176, 187; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999],
250;  WINSLOW, 1996, 109, 113; PHARES, 1995, 98; MEO, 1965, 176-177; SALIBI, 1965, 201; HOTTINGER,
1961, 134-135; ABED, 1958, 46-47; SALIBI, 1958, 370, 378-379. Due to Chéhab’s disobedience, Chamoun had
thought of unseating the General in favor of Col. Nawfal, the commander of the Gendarmerie (FRUS, 1958-1960,
Vol. XI, Docs. 52, 54, 61, 85, 91, 199), or at least to dismiss some of the Chéhab’s collaborators, namely Cols. Salim
and cAbd al-Qadir Chéhab, who were identified as sympathetic to Nasserism (FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 86)
and suspected of plotting a coup to oust him (FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Docs. 99, 141; WINSLOW, 1996, 119).
After the American landing in Lebanon, Chamoun made it known that he wanted Cols. Salim, Chéhab, Shimayyit
and Lahud, Major Sacab and Captain Génadry dismissed for disloyalty (FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Docs. 152, 154).

1941FRUS,  1958-1960, Vol. XI, Docs. 77, 192, 197, 232; SALIBI, 1966, 217. Or perhaps because he was already
aspiring to the Presidency, which would have been utterly closed to him had he fought against the very Muslim –
and Christian –  zucama’ that were to elect him. Such an opinion was upheld within American diplomatic circles,
(vid. FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 84) and was also suggested by Kamal Salibi in his contemporary analysis of
the crisis (SALIBI, 1958, 379). For his part, in his memoirs, President Eisenhower presents both hypotheses as
explanatory of the General’s attitude (EISENHOWER, 1966, 265-266).

1942KHALAF, 2002, 133. Cf. FRUS 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Docs. 91, 112; ROMERO, 2012, 579; TRABOULSI, 2007,
134; WINSLOW, 1996, 110, 111; 

1943KHALAF, 2002, 134-135.
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moderate opponents of President Chamoun, as openly aiming at the overthrow of the legal Government of

the country [...]  as the strike spread and was accompanied by civil  disorder the opposition began to

demand the immediate removal or resignation of President Chamoun. But in my view this was only a

disguise for more far-reaching demands: new elections, a census (which was expected to reveal a Muslim

majority) and finally a revision of the ‘Pact of 1943’. [...] For the Christians this would represent a direct

challenge to the special position which they have occupied since 1860.1944 

Left without army support and with only the halfhearted backing of the Western powers,

which remained adamant at directly intervening in the conflict1945, Chamoun’s government tried to

press its cause before the United Nations, after having followed a similar procedure before the Arab

League  just  the  day  before1946,  by  filing,  on  May  22,  a  formal  complaint  denouncing  the

“intervention of the United Arab Republic in the internal affairs of Lebanon, the continuance of

which is likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and security”1947. Before any

meaningful decision was taken by the international organization – the UN is, certainly, a “slowly-

moving machine” as Denise Ammoun said1948 – Patriarch Méouchy appeared before the press and,

on the wake of Chamoun’s public renunciation to prolong his presidency, asked the President, to the

consternation of wide sectors of his flock, to take a vacation abroad until the formal end of his

mandate  in  September  19581949 while,  at  the  same  time,  the  prelate  denounced  the  Lebanese

complaint before the UN1950. The leader of the Maronite Church, echoing a formula that had gained

wide currency in diplomatic circles and even Nasser’s support, requested General Chéhab to accept

1944Cit. in ATTIÉ, 2004, 168. Vid. also FRUS 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Docs. 23, 47, 49, 51; NOUR, 1958, 39.
1945FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, i.a. Docs. 25, 26, 27, 28, 31, 35, 40, 41, 42, 97, 
1946CHAMOUN, 1963, 415; KALAWOUN, 2000, 53-54; AGWANI, 1965, 85.
1947Vid. Annex III to this Thesis.
1948AMMOUN, 2004, 256.
1949TRABOULSI, 2007, 135; AMMOUN, 2004, 257; FRANKEL, 1976, 251.
1950In his denunciation of the Lebanese complaint before the UN, the Patriarch declared that “the conflict in Lebanon

is an internal one between the ruling authorities and the majority of the Lebanese people, and there is no truth to the
claim that it is caused by UAR intervention in Lebanon’s internal affairs. [...] any foreign intervention in Lebanon’s
internal  affairs by the US or any other country,  in support  of the governing authorities will  be met by foreign
intervention  from the  countries  of  the  opposing camp [...],  subsequently the  Maronite  Patriarch  and  the  entire
Lebanese people vehemently oppose this complaint and support Lebanon’s independence and dignity; and will never
allow Lebanon to become another Korea”. Cit. in BAROUDI, 2006, 21. Cf. ATTIÉ, 2004, 214.
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the Prime Ministry in  order to  put  an end to  the revolt1951.  While  this  proposal  did not  finally

materialize, the fact that the Muslim leaders of the NUF had affirmed their willingness to accept

Chéhab’s appointment despite its being a position traditionally reserved for the Sunni community,

bears witness to the prestige the General commanded in both Muslim and Christian circles.

It would not be until June 11, 1958, when the Security Council approved, after hearing the

complaints of the Lebanese Government – which had been sorely dissatisfied by the resolution

adopted by the Arab League on May 29, 19581952 –  exposed by Foreign Minister Charles Malik1953,

by unanimity – only the Soviet Union abstained – its resolution 128 authorizing the dispatch of a

UN mission to Lebanon (named United Nations Observation Group in Lebanon, UNOGIL) in order

to “ensure that there is no illegal infiltration of personnel or supply of arms or other matériel across

the Lebanese borders”1954. The  blue helmets dispatched to Lebanon, under the joint leadership of

former  Ecuadorian  President  Galo  Plaza,  India’s  Rajeshwal  Dayal  and General  Odd Bull  from

Norway were poorly prepared to address the mission they were tasked with, a fact recognized by

the observers themselves1955: they were unable to reach the border areas controlled by the rebels and

could only patrol the scarce 17 km. that remained under Government control. They moreover lacked

the equipment to conduct night patrols despite the fact that most smuggling occurred at night and,

finally, none of them spoke Arabic which made them, by their own candid admission, “unable to

distinguish between a Lebanese peasant and a Syrian infiltrator”1956. Their first report, published on

July 1, 1958, denied the existence of substantial infiltration of either fighters or matériel from the

1951FRUS  1958-1960,  Vol.  XI,  Docs.  44,  51,  52,  63,  64,  65,  67,  71,  118,  119,  120;  EISENHOWER,  1966,
268;TRABOULSI, 2007, 135; BAROUDI, 2006, 23; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 260; MOOSA, 1986, 295; ABED,
1958, 45.

1952 CHAMOUN, 1963, 415-416; KALAWOUN, 2000, 54; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 265.
1953The text of his intervention can be looked up in AGWANI, 1965, 122-147. Vid. also FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI,

Doc. 62;  EISENHOWER, 1966, 268;  ATTIÉ, 2004, 215; KALAWOUN, 2000, 55-57; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999],
266.

1954Article 1. Emphasis in the original.
1955AGWANI, 1965, 211-213.
1956ATTIÉ, 2004, 216. On the singular lack of ability and professionalism displayed by the blue helmets during their

Lebanese mission, vid. also Nicolas de Bustros’ memoirs (1958, 162-163).
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Syrian province of the UAR into Lebanon1957 despite the overwhelming evidence to the contrary1958.

The UNOGIL report was readily contested by the Lebanese Government, arguing that

there has been and there still is massive, illegal, and unprovoked intervention in the affairs of Lebanon by

the United Arab Republic; (2) that this intervention aims at undermining and does in fact threaten the

independence of Lebanon; (3) that the situation created by this intervention is likely, if it continues, to

endanger the maintenance of international peace and security.1959

  Moreover, Chamoun also accused the observers of misbehavior1960 and the UN Secretary-

General,  the  Swedish  diplomat,  Dag  Hammarskjöld,  who  was  widely  seen  as  a  socialist,

sympathetic with national liberation movements1961, of collusion with the Egyptian president1962. In

fact, Hammarskjöld’s very declarations did not contribute to calm down the climate of confrontation

between the Lebanese Cabinet and the United Nations, when he said that 

the unity of the country was ‘of far greater importance than its independence’ and [that] ‘Lebanon was of

only slight importance when compared with events in Europe, and that the execution of Nagy was of far

greater importance.1963

The fact that both Ghalib Kayyali, former director of political affairs of the Syrian Ministry

of Foreign Affairs, and Michel  cAflaq, founder and brains of the Bacath party, acknowledged the

collusion  between the UAR and the  rebels1964,  and  that  years  later,  “UNF leaders  [themselves]

confirmed that the UAR had funded newspapers, military aid and reinforcements”, its total aid to

1957KALAWOUN,  2000,  58;  GENDZIER,  2006  [1999],  270;  WINSLOW,  1996,  114;  RABBATH,  1986,  567;
FRANKEL, 1976, 252; MEO, 1965, 180

1958Vid. footnote 1916 above.
1959Cit. in GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 271. Cf. AGWANI, 1965, 216-227.
1960ATTIÉ, 2004, 217; AGWANI, 1965, 215-216.
1961CHÉHAB, 2007, 161.
1962FRUS 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 121; CHAMOUN, 1963, 417-418; ATTIÉ, 2004, 216-217; KALAWOUN, 2000,

57-59; ASHTON, 1996, 161-163.
1963ATTIÉ, 2004, 216-217.
1964ATTIÉ, 2004, 221.
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the rebels being estimated at  about  £L100 millions, including between 12,000 and 14,000 light

weapons1965, renders some validity to Chamoun’s suspicions against the Secretary-General as well

as to his general criticism of UNOGIL1966.

The months of June and July saw a considerable deterioration of the military situation on the

ground1967. Not only was the Government unable to assert its position beyond the core East Beirut-

Mount Lebanon region that it had controlled since the beginning of the fighting, the Army being

already  overstretched,  according  to  General  Chéhab,  but  the  life  and  property  of  the  Cabinet

members  themselves  was put  in  jeopardy:  Prime Minister  Sulh,  who had already seen  himself

‘excommunicated’ by his Sunni community1968 due to his unfading support for the President, had his

house burnt down by the rebels on June 14, as also occurred to the Minister of Public Works, Khalil

al-Hibri1969. Moreover, and in a scene that would become part of Lebanese Christian mythology1970,

the  President  had  to  defend,  his  distinctive  and  famous  yellow  hunting  jacket  on,  his  palace

weapons in hand. Confronted by the dire military situation and threatened by the radio broadcasts

from Cairo, which called for Chamoun to be “killed and his corpse dragged through the streets”1971,

the  President,  “[i]n  definite  Gotterdammerung mood”1972,  repeatedly  asked,  after  obtaining  his

Cabinet’s authorization to do so1973, for American help to maintain “Lebanese independence and

integrity”1974, much to the chagrin of US policymakers, who feared that an intervention in Lebanon

could lead to “a military and political  beachhead comprable to the potential  one in Israel” that

would make the United States  appear  as  “ranged against  the Arab world in favor  of  a narrow

1965GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 268-269.
1966CHAMOUN, 1963, 417-418.
1967FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 77
1968FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 227.
1969DE BUSTROS, 1983, 164; CHAMOUN, 1963, 411-412.
1970As witnessed by Sami E. Baroudi who recounts how his mother, a Chamoun sympathizer, “told [him] this story

many times” (BAROUDI, 2006, 8). The story is confirmed by US ambassador McClintock (FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol.
XI, 76) and by the pan-Arab scholar Edmond Rabbath (RABBATH, 1986, 567).

1971ATTIÉ, 2004, 222. Cf. FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 78; ASHTON, 1996,157; ENTELIS, 1976, 176-177.
1972FRUS, Vol. XI, 1958-1960, Doc. 88. Cf. EISENHOWER, 1966, 268.
1973FRUS, Vol. XI, 1958-1960, Docs. 77, 88.
1974FRUS, Vol. XI, 1958-1960, Doc. 98. Cf. FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, i.a. Docs. 42, 58, 72, 74, 75-81, 83, 85, 87-90,

92-93, 100; MCNAMARA, 2003, 127; ASHTON, 1996, 154-155.
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Christian  minority”1975.  Thus  the  Americans  demurred  on  Chamoun’s  requests1976,  despite  the

pressure in favor of intervention made unanimously by all Western-aligned countries in the area1977,

from Israel to Iran1978 and, even, both Hashimite States, fearing that the “repercussions elsewhere in

the Arab world would be extremely serious and the position of our friends in other countries in the

Middle East would be jeopardized”1979 and insisting on the intervention being limited only to such

limited conditions as may only arise in a situation of extreme gravity1980.

The situation changed abruptly when, on July 14, 1958, a violent coup d’état brought down

the Iraqi monarchy1981. The royal family in toto was killed and, in an ominous coincidence with the

threats  uttered by  Sawt al-cArab against  President  Chamoun, the corpses of the former Regent,

Prince cAbd al-Ilah, and the Prime Minister Nuri al-Sacid were mutilated and paraded through the

streets of Baghdad until they were finally hanged and publicly exhibited1982, Nuri’s corpse being dug

up and “repeatedly run over by municipal buses”1983. The gruesome fall of the Iraqi monarchy sent

shock waves throughout the Middle East: the key to the entire Western alliance system in the area

had collapsed and its downfall threatened to bring down the remaining Western-aligned regimes in

the  area.  In  the  immediate  aftermath  of  the  coup,  Chamoun  had  actually  accused  the  US

government of “consistently underestimat[ing] this warning of danger in [the] Middle East” and

demanded the immediate dispatch of American forces “within 48 hours”1984, a request endorsed by

1975Both quotes from FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 28. Cf. Doc. 141, where General Chéhab expressed his fears of 
Lebanon becoming “a Christian Israel” or “inundated in the sea of Islam”.

1976FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Docs. 104, 105; ASHTON, 1998, 164; GERGES, 1997, 88.
1977FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Docs. 98, 99. Also GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 273, 285-291.
1978The Shah held quite radical a vision of Nasser,  whom he compared with Hitler – an opinion shared by State

Secretary Dulles (FRUS,  1958-1960, Vol. XI,  Doc. 105), and advocated for the promotion of Israel “as a force
capable of “controlling somewhat Arab expansionism”” (GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 288)

1979FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 105. Cf. Docs. 111, 116
1980FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 97, 113.
1981TRABOULSI, 2007, 135; ADENAUER, 1967, 437; EISENHOWER, 1966, 269; ATTIÉ, 2004, 194; DAWISHA,

2003, 209-210; MCNAMARA, 2003, 126-127; KALAWOUN, 2004, 41; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 295; SALIBA,
1988, 150; MOOSA, 1986, 295; RABBATH, 1986, 567; FRANKEL, 1976, 253.

1982EPPEL, 2004, 147-148.
1983SIMONS, 1994, 218.
1984Both quotations from FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 121. Vid. also Docs. 125, 
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the  Turkish,  Iranian,  Saudi,  Pakistani  and  Israeli  governments1985,  while  Hussayn  of  Jordan,

following  Chamoun’s  example,  requested  foreign  assistance  against  UAR  interference  in  his

kingdom as well1986. By 10:50 AM, Washington time, the US government had already decided to

intervene, in order to save its remaining strategic positions in the area, in the belief that “to lose this

area  [the Middle  East]  by inaction  would  be far  worse than the loss  in  China,  because of  the

strategic position and resources of the Middle East”1987. By the very next day, and under the cover

provided  by  article  51  of  the  United  Nations  Charter1988,  rather  than  under  the  terms  of  the

Eisenhower Doctrine, the American troops landed in Khaldah, a holiday resort to the south of Beirut

to the surprise of the beach goers who had thronged to the shore on a sunny Summer day. The

efficiency of the operation,  codenamed ‘Blue Bat’,  and the display of men and matériel  of the

United States Armed Forces, with 14,300 soldiers and 70 warships having been deployed1989, was

expressly conceived to exert a psychological effect aiming at achieving political goals1990.

The arrival of foreign troops was received with joy in Christian quarters1991, church bells

ringing in Beirut1992 and exuberant displays of joy being displayed in the small Christian villages

scattered all across the Biqac1993, which, in many cases, had been besieged by opposition troops ever

since the beginning of the  hawadith. Even some Muslims, particularly the Shicis, welcomed the

arrival  of  American  troops1994.  Logically  enough,  on  the  rebel  side  of  the  crisis  the  American

landings were not so gleefully received, and the special envoy of State Secretary Dulles, Robert

1985FRUS,  1958-1960,  Vol.  XI,  Docs.  124,  127,  129;  EISENHOWER,  1966,  270;  ATTIÉ,  2004,  195,  196-196;
KALAWOUN, 2000, 43; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 296, 323.

1986FRUS,  1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 128, 137;  EISENHOWER, 1966, 273;  ATTIÉ, 2004, 197;  GENDZIER, 2006
[1999], 301; ASHTON, 1996, 171, 174.

1987FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 124. Cf. ASHTON, 1996, 167, 168, 179-180; 
1988FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Docs.138, 151, 204; EISENHOWER, 1966, 272; AGWANI, 1965, 235.
1989FRUS,  1958-1960,  Vol.  XI,  Doc.  140;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  136;  ATTIÉ,  2004,  199;  ASHTON,  1996,  169;

WINSLOW, 1996, 114; RABINOVICH, 19858, 28.
1990GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 312
1991FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 137.
1992ATTIÉ, 2004, 198.
1993GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 317
1994FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 219.
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Murphy was forced to threaten Sa’ib Salam, Hussayn al-cUwayni and a shaky1995 cAbdallah al-Yafi

with  employing  the  massive  force  assembled  by  the  US  army,  including  the  nuclear  warship

Saratoga, to destroy the Sunni stronghold of Basta if they did not depose their weapons and agree

onto a negotiated settlement of the conflict1996. Even General Chéhab, who had been opposed to a

foreign  intervention  in  the  conflict  from the  beginning1997,  was  forced,  by  the  sheer  logic  of

numbers, to accept the presence of US troops and establish a – growingly cordial – coordination

framework between the Lebanese and American military in order to avoid clashes between both

armed contingents1998. 

From the beginning of the deployment, it became clear, however, that the solution to the

conflict laid not on the military but on the political arena. While the intervention had been decided

in order to save the West’s face in the context of the ‘Colder War’ of the 1950s, as John Ashton

convincingly  argues1999,  and  in  the  wake  of  the  downfall  of  the  Iraqi  monarchy,  which  had

profoundly  impressed  the  Western  chancelleries,  as  is  expressly  recognized  in  the  diplomatic

correspondence2000, its goal was certainly neither to prop up Chamoun’s rule nor even less to ensure

his reelection2001.  From the very beginning of the American deployment,  Murphy would devote

himself  to  a  series  of  encounters  with  representatives  of  the political,  diplomatic  and religious

élite2002, that would allow him to find a diplomatic solution2003 involving the election of a discreetly

Western-aligned  president,  capable  of  commanding  enough  respect  among  all  sectors  of  the

Lebanese public and, more importantly, among the political élite, so as to guarantee the stability,

unity and independence of Lebanon. Such a combination could only be found, in spite of other

1995GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 342.
1996TRABOULSI, 2007, 137; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 342-343; 
1997FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 141, 146, 147; MALSAGNE, 2011, 192; WINSLOW, 1996, 119.
1998FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Docs. 136, 142, 152, 192, 209, 226; MALSAGNE, 2011, 193; WINSLOW, 1996, 119-

120; EISENHOWER, 1966, 275, 277.
1999ASHTON, 1996, passim.
2000FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 132, 198.
2001TRABOULSI, 2007, 137; KALAWOUN, 2000, 60-62; GERGES, 1997, 89; WINSLOW, 1996, 120-121.
2002FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 227, 229.
2003FRUS, Vol. XI, Doc. 197; ATTIÉ, 2004, 199-200.
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names being taken into consideration2004, in General Chéhab2005, who was moreover a military man

as Eisenhower preferred2006 and whose name had already been put forward by both Nasser and the

US government ever since the beginning of the crisis2007, and even agreed by Chamoun on July 24,

in the hope that his election would push him towards a more decisive action on the military aspect

of the conflict2008.

Chéhab, who had agreed on his candidacy only by July 28, 1958, was elected President of

the Republic on July 31 despite the misgivings of Prime Minister Sulh, who blamed the general for

the attempt on his life and qualified him as a “coward, weakling and imbecile, whom he would in

no circumstance accept  as  president  of  Lebanon”2009,  and Foreign Minister  Malik,  who did not

hesitate to qualify Chéhab’s accession to power as a coup d’état à la libanaise2010. His election had

been, moreover, preceded by an Opposition manifesto published on July 30, where the leaders of

the NUF called for a fifty-fifty distribution of seats between Christians and Muslims, the evacuation

of the foreign forces on Lebanese soil and “a formal commitment to a greater measure of justice and

equality  among  [the]  different  communities”2011.  Regardless  of  the  last-minute  misgivings  of

Chamoun’s loyalists, Chéhab was elected in the second count by 48 votes against 7 for Raymond

Eddé, who had submitted his candidacy, in his own words, in order to “preserve the democratic

character of this election”2012, and one blank vote. Ten Deputies were absent from the Chamber, of

2004The Patriarch had expressed, in the audience he conceded to Dulles’ representative (who did not hesitate to say that
the Patriarch was “partisan and up to his armpits  [sic]  in the campaign against  Chamoun”),  his preference for
Bishara al-Khuri (FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 227) while Georges Naccache had, in an op-ed published in his
journal  L’Orient (05/03/1958) put forward the names of his relative and former President of the Republic, Alfred
Naccache,  alongside  Pierre  Eddé,  Charles  Hélou  and  General  Chéhab  himself.  Jawad  Bulus  (sponsored  by
ambassador McClintock), Salim Lahud, Joseph Hitti, Raymond Eddé, Émile Abu-Jawdah, Élie Tyan were among
the other contenders for the presidential chair that were also taken into consideration (FRUS 1958-1960, Vol. XI,
Docs. 219, 227, 229; AMMOUN, 2004, 262; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 341-342)

2005FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 229; ROMERO, 2012, 583; MALSAGNE, 2011, 196-197; TRABOULSI, 2007,
137; DE BUSTROS, 1983, 165.

2006FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 244; EISENHOWER, 1966, 286.
2007Vid. fn. 1490 above.
2008FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Docs. 229, 235, 239; MALSAGNE, 2011, 199; KALAWOUN, 2000, 60-61.
2009FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 242. Also Doc. 240.
2010FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 242. MALSAGNE, 2011, 203; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 346.
2011GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 344-345. Cf. FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 241
2012Cit. in AMMOUN, 2004, 263.
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those, seven2013 were Chamounists who rejected the President’s injunctions to vote for Chéhab2014

while three belonged to the Opposition but were physically unable to attend the vote2015. 

Despite Chéhab’s election, Chamoun was decided to exhaust his mandate, which did not end

until September 24. In the meantime, the country remained deeply divided and occasional outbreaks

of violence did occur2016, despite Chéhab’s willingness to employ the army in a more pro-active

fashion against the rebels – particularly in the Basta district2017, and even if both Joumblatt and

Karami had announced the suspension of all armed activity in al-Shuf and Tripoli respectively2018.

By the time when he took finally over the presidency, Chéhab – who had already assuaged any

concern the American Administration might have harbored about his foreign policy orientation: he

was to remain solidly pro-West2019 – was sworn in promising the restoration of order:

La restauration de l’ordre, de la sécurité, et de l’autorité de l’État dans toutes les régions libanaises  ; le

désarmement de tous les Libanais sans distinction et sans répit ; le retour de la vie normale et de l’activité

économique ; la reconstruction de tout ce qui a été détruit ; la détente dans les relations du Liban et de

certains pays arabes, en particulier ceux d’entre eux qui sont ses voisins ; et, par dessus tout cela, le retrait

des troupes étrangères aussitôt que possible [...].

but,  more importantly,  the President-elect  proclaimed his willingness to  achieve national

reconciliation and unity:

Pour abolir toute trace de la crise et résoudre les difficultés qui en sont issues, et aussi pour édifier une

patrie libre et un avenir stable et grand, notre point de départ est et doit être notre attachement à l’union

2013Sami al-Sulh, Majid Arslan, Joseph Shadir, Albert Mukhaybir, Salim Lahud, Khatanah Hamadah and Salim Da’ud.
2014FRUS, 1958-1960, 
2015Hamid Frangié, who had suffered a debilitating stroke at the end of 1957, Nadim al-Jisr and René Mucawwad.
2016FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Docs. 249, 255, 259, 264, 274, 305; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 349; WINSLOW, 1996,

122-123; SALIBI, 1965, 203.
2017FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Docs. 247, 264, 294.
2018FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 249; WINSLOW, 1996, 122.
2019FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 244; MALSAGNE, 2011, 207; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 346-347.
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nationale.

C’est à l’union, à sa sauvegarde et à son raffermissement, que je convie tous les Libanais.

[...]  je  demande  à  chaque  citoyen  de  prendre  sur  lui  l’engagement  d’accomplir  tout  son  devoir  et

d’assumer toutes ses responsabilités.

Le redressement  national qui  est  notre  objectif  commun,  exige  une coopération  étroite  de tous les

concitoyens. Il exige de chaque individu qu’il penne conscience d’appartenir à un ensemble, qu’il mesure

les limites de son droit par rapport au droit d’autrui, qu’il fasse la juste distinction entre la liberté et

l’anarchie, qu’il ait le goût de la discipline et de la soumission volontaire à la loi.2020

Chéhab’s  good  intentions  were  on  the  verge  of  collapsing  when  he  appointed  Rashid

Karami, the epitome of the “rebel from the barricades whom everybody knew had taken Syrian

arms and money”2021, as Prime Minister, on September 24. Karami would proceed forthwith to build

a  Cabinet  packed  with  NUF  supporters2022,  whose  Christian  members  were  at  best  hardly

representative of Christian Lebanese opinion2023 (Philippe Taqla had been defined as “spineless”,

while Charles Hélou had been labeled as “a Jesuit”2024). The fact that, on presenting his Executive to

the  Chamber,  Prime  Minister  Karami  affirmed  that  it  had  “come  to  harvest  the  fruits  of

revolution”2025, appeared as a “provocation”2026 to the former loyalist sector of the population, who

had just been shocked by the kidnapping and possible murder, less than a week earlier, of Fu’ad

2020CHÉHAB, 1958, 2, 3 (Non-paginated, My numeration of the French translation). My emphasis.
2021FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 342.
2022FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 340; MALSAGNE, 2011, 209-210; KALAWOUN, 2000, 68; RABBATH, 1986,

568-569; RABINOVICH, 1985, 28; ENTELIS, 1976, 179.
2023Cabinet  Rashid Karami II  (09/24/1958-10/14/1958):  Rashid Karami (S),  Prime Minister,  Interior  and Defense

Minister;  Philippe  Taqla  (GC),  Foreign  Minister;  Charles  Hélou  (M),  Minister  of  Economy and  Information;
Muhammad Safi al-Din (Sh), Minister of National Education and Public Health; Yusuf al-Sauda (M), Minister of
Justice and Welfare; Rafiq Naja (S), Minister of Finance; Farid Trad (GO), Minister of Public Works and Planning;
and Fu’ad Najjar (D), Minister of Agriculture and Communications.

2024Both quotes are Chamoun’s and taken from FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 342. Cf. GENDZIER, 2006 [1999],
354; JARGY, 1959, 42.

2025AMMOUN, 2004, 274; KHALAF, 2002, 140; AL-JISR, 1998, 37; SALIBI, 1965, 203; FRUS, Vol. XI, Doc. 364.
2026JARGY, 1959, 42. Cf. FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 311.
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Haddad, the popular editor of  al-Amal – the official journal of  al-Kata’ib – whose whereabouts

were never to be known, and by the assassination of César Bustani, another prominent kata’ibi and

member of the Christian intelligentsia2027. 

Now, under the leadership provided by the  Kata’ib, whose role during the  hawadith, as a

reluctant member of the Chamounist coalition, had been, at most, discreet, and in a self-affirming

episode of Christian presence in the Middle East without precedents since the Islamic conquest2028,

Christian  Lebanon  rose  like  one  man  against  the  new regime  in  what  amounted  to  be  a  true

Counter-Revolution.  A general  strike,  called forth by Pierre Gemayel  through the waves of  al-

Kata’ib’s pirate  radio  station  Sawt  Lubnan  – whose  role  throughout  the  conflict  would  be

essential2029– on September  20 and effective  on 22,  was “scrupulously followed”2030 throughout

Christian Lebanon and, “since the principal business and financial enterprises of Beirut were in

Christian hands”2031, completely paralyzed the country – it was a “crippling strike” in the words of

Ambassador  McClintock2032 –  to  an  extent  never  achieved by the  NUF-organized  strike  of  the

previous Springtime2033. Barricades were set up from Ashrafiyyah to Zahlah and from Zgharta to

Jazzin and demonstrations became a daily occurrence, while an ominous environment of violence,

of a gravity unseen during the crisis of May-June2034, started to cloak the country, kidnappings and

murders being committed on both sides of the confessional divide “with unprecedented savagery

and display of religious bigotry”2035. In John P. Entelis’ description:

For  three  weeks  the  country  was  engulfed  in  a  vicious  and  often  bloody  sectarian  war;  frequent

2027FRUS,  1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 333, fn. 2;  MALSAGNE, 2011, 209-210; AMMOUN, 2004, 271; KHALAF,
2002, 138-139; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 350; WINSLOW, 1996, 124; RABBATH, 1986, 568; HUDSON, 1985,
300; ENTELIS, 1974, 178-179; SALIBI, 1965, 203; 

2028RABBATH, 1986, 569. Also AMMOUN, 2004, 274; RABINOVICH, 1985, 28.
2029KHALAF, 2002, 139; ENTELIS, 1976, 178.
2030AMMOUN, 2004, 271. Cf. RABBATH, 1986, 569.
2031GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 350.
2032FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 342.
2033TRABOULSI, 2007, 137; KHALAF, 2002, 139, 140; GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 350-351.
2034FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 342.
2035KHALAF, 2002, 141. Cf. FRUS 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 331; TRABOULSI, 2007, 137; WINSLOW, 1996, 124.
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confrontations occurred between security forces and the Kata’ib “storm-troops”; mass anti-government

demonstrations,  especially  in  Mount  Lebanon,  became  daily  occurrences;  kidnappings  and,  not

infrequently, gangster-like murders characterized much of the conflict which eventually degenerated into

an open Christian-Muslim war.2036

Alarmed by the growing Christian antagonism against his person2037 – his swearing in had

been received by bells tolling throughout the country2038, as well as by Karami’s intransigence to

alter the composition of his Cabinet2039, which threatened to prolong the crisis, Chéhab tried to reach

an  agreement  by  establishing  a  neutral,  civic-military  Cabinet,  which  ultimately  failed  to

materialize2040. Overcome by a situation they no longer controlled, with the people outflanking the

leadership2041 and increasingly pushing towards radical proposals – including a return to the idea of

petit Liban –  while fearing as well for a general failure of the political system, it was finally agreed,

on  October  11,  and  under  Chéhab’s  threats  to  resign  if  a  solution  was  not  agreed 2042,  the

establishment of a four-member national salvation Government, presided by Karami and whose

other  members  would  be  the  moderate  member  of  the  Sunni  opposition  Hussayn  al- cUwayni,

together with two Maronites: Raymond Eddé, one of the members of the centrist Third Force; and

the Phalangist leader Pierre Gemayel. The Cabinet2043, with a slight Muslim edge in the distribution

of ministerial portfolios2044, but nonetheless committed to upholding the principle of la ghalib wa-la

maghlub, ‘no winner, no loser’, was ratified by the unanimous vote of the Chamber on October 17.

By October 25, 1958 the American troops had left Lebanon2045.

2036ENTELIS, 1974, 180.
2037MALSAGNE, 2011, 213-214; BOUTROS, 2010, 70-71; SALIBI, 1976, 2-3.
2038AMMOUN, 2004, 273.
2039GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 352, 355.
2040FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 345;  GENDZIER, 2006 [1999], 354; WINSLOW, 1996, 125.
2041FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Docs. 350, 345.
2042FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 356.
2043Cabinet Rashid Karami III (10/17/1958-10/07/1959): Rashid Karami (S), Prime Minister, Minister of Economy,

Defense and Information; Hussayn al-cUwayni (S),  Minister of Foreign Affairs, Justice and Planning; Raymond
Eddé (M), Minister of Interior and Welfare; and Pierre Gemayel (M), Minister of Public Works, National Education
and Agriculture.

2044FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 355; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 52.
2045The evacuation of  the American  troops on Lebanese soil  had been a  matter  of  discusion between Chamoun,

Chéhab, the US Government and its representatives in the area since the very beginning of the occupation. Vid.
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3.3. Conclusion: Laying the foundations.

The Counter-Revolution of September-October 1958 put an end to the formative process in

the history of the Lebanese Republic. This period, whose origins can be dated back to Kazim al-

Sulh’s 1936 article, which signaled the beginning of a new, possibilist attitude towards Lebanese

Statehood on the part of the thus far refractory Sunni élites, saw the buildup of an intersectarian

coalition between the Beiruti mercantile oligarchy and the  feudal aristocracy from the Lebanese

periphery, as well as the reformulation of the Unwritten Constitution of the Mountain, as a whole

para-constitutional  system of  legitimization  delimiting  and restraining  the  provisions  of  written

Law, into a pan-Lebanese instrument, whose actual effectiveness can be discerned through various

episodes happening all  through this  twenty-year period.  Thus can be said that  those communal

groups whose participation in the Mountain’s  historico-political  development had been, at  best,

limited2046 (namely,  both  mainline  Islamic  communities,  but  also  the  urban  Christian  tawa’if)

became politically mountaineerized – at least at the élite level – becoming indeed apt players at the

game of coalition and equilibria building.

Hence,  independent  Lebanon’s  political  system  became  organized,  following  a  well-

established tradition in the Mountain’s institutional history, as a permanent élite coalition openly

cognizant  of  social  pluralism,  fitting  well  within  the  classic  Lijphartian  model2047,  based  upon

extraconstitutional  arrangements,  tacit  understandings  and  the  empire  of  tradition  over  legal

programming, where all the participants had a vested interest in preserving the basic structure of the

State. Even if Michel Chiha’s assertions regarding Lebanon’s exceptionalism:

FRUS,  1958-1960, Vol.  XI,  i.a.  Docs.  247, 292,  310, 313,  317, 319,  321, 322,  326, 327,  346, 348,  357, 364;
EISENHOWER, 1966, 288.

2046CHEVALLIER, 1988, 220.
2047LIJPHART, 1977, 25-38; 1999, 90-115. Vid. also SMOCK, 1975, 12, 16-18.
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Le Liban est un pays qui ne s’est pareil qu’à lui-même [...]. C’est un pays singulier ; apparemment seul

de son genre et de son espèce [...]. Par un effet de la nature, le Liban rapproche et satisfait ce qui partout

ailleurs  paraîtrait  contradictoire  et  incompatible ;  mais  s’il  assimile  assez  ce  qui  vient  à  lui,  il  est

inassimilable pour ce qui est au-delà de sa frontière naturelle.2048

can be considered  as  an exaggeration  given the  abundance  of  pluralistic  systems in the

Western world (from verzuilde Netherlands to cantonal Switzerland or even bi-national Canada), it

is evident, however, that the Lebanese system formalized in 1943, with its avoidance of the identity

question, its “suspension of discussion”2049 thereon, was an oddity in a Middle East where pan-Arab

nationalism (Qawmiyyah) had become not only the guiding principle in state-building, but also a

kind of  minimum underlying all policies and severely limiting State sovereignty. The downfall of

the pragmatic and conservative Arab élite of the Interbellum period and the rise of a new class of

populist – and popular – leaders, accompanied by the parallel process of growing politicization of

the masses, which created, as was mentioned above, a new element to be taken into account in the

political equation: the street, the urban petit peuple, the peripheric mob, came to intensify this trend,

thus  radically  transforming  the  Middle  Eastern  scenario  and  jeopardizing  the  survival  of  the

Lebanese system.

In this context, it can be argued that Khuri and Chamoun’s cahdayn came to define the limits

to executive authority not just in the internal sphere, vis-à-vis the rest of the players in the coalition-

making game, but also in the international arena, where the independent action of the Lebanese

State became severely limited by the rising star of Nasser. The Colonel’s influence over pan-Arab

public opinion equaled the establishment of a de facto Egyptian quasi-protectorate over the weaker

Middle Eastern nations, enforced through a powerful propaganda machine, openly calling for the

2048CHIHA, Le Jour, 07/09/1949.
2049MAKSOUD, 1966, 239.
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overthrow – and even for the killing – of those leaders not complying with the Nasserist litmus test

of loyalty, his leverage extending itself from the Atlantic to the Gulf, as witnessed by the universal

popularity of the refrain:

من الخليج الثائر

إلى المحيط الهادر

لبيك يا عبد الناصر

From the rebellious Gulf

To the roaring ocean

At your service, cAbd al-Nasir2050

Popular commitment to Nasserism among the urban Sunni community, unequaled by any

loyalty toward the State, feebly felt, moreover, by most within the Sunni rank and file2051, put the

élite  before  a  dilemma.  The  new,  politically  conscious,  street was  emotionally  linked  to  the

Egyptian ra’is whose attraction could be felt even by the political aristocracy, whose economic and

personal interests were, however, bound to the preservation of the basics of Lebanese statehood: not

only sovereignty, but also – and especially so – economic liberalism with its complementary linkage

to the West. All their rhetoric notwithstanding, it is hardly believable that men like Sa’ib Salam or

Hussayn  al-cUwayni,  with  their  millions,  would  ever  desire  the  establishment  of  a  socializing

2050DAWISHA, 2003, 185. The author’s father, an officer in the Iraqi Royal Air Force, was shocked when, in 1957, he
heard that refrain being sung in Morocco, which, to an Iraqi, “seemed as culturally distant as it was geographically
remote”. For his part, and in an episode quoted by Dawisha as well (2003, 173), Michael Gilsenan – not R. Stephen
Humphreys as the Iraqi author wrongly states – shows the influence achieved by Nasserism even in the remotest
corners of the Arab world:

A friend and I were in Seyyun, one of the ancient towns of the great eastern wadi of the Hadhramaut
[...] dominated by a highly influential clan of sherifs [...]. Two young men of that family met us in the
street [...]. It was all enchantment, a desert, an oasis, a holy town, an age-old tradition. The fullness
of sanctity and a ritualized sense of gracious order and harmony were added to when a student of
mine encountered in the street stooped respectfully to kiss the young sherif’s hands as we passed [...].
A day later I met the student, a boy in his late teens like myself. He delivered the second blow. “We
kiss their hands now”, he said, “but just wait till tomorrow”. He was a Nasserist  [...] A member of
the first generation of peasants to be educated, he belonged to a cultural club in which most of the
young  men  were  sympathizers  with  the  cause  of  the  Egyptian  president [...].  That  cause  was
identified as that of all Arabs against imperialism and the control of conservative and reactionary
forces. (GILSENAN, 1990, 9-11. My emphasis).

2051A lack of attachment to Lebanon that was to continue throughout the First Republic.  Vid. the words of René
Aggiouri on this subject:  L’Orient, 01/06/1961. Also,  for Salibi’s contemporary vision on the matter,  vid. 1966, 211-
212. Cf. BARAKAT, 1977, 28-29, 66-71.
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Nasserist regime in Lebanon or the incorporation of the Bilad al-Arz into a wider Arab union, but

they had, nonetheless, to prove, in words if not in action, their unyielding commitment to Arabism,

as preached by Nasser, if they did not want to lose their constituencies and be reduced to political

impotence.

For the Maronite community, the formative period that has been explained throughout the

previous pages was also an era of transition. The former allegiance to Church and Mountain was

substituted, even if a return to a homogeneously Christian Little Lebanon remained as an underlying

temptation, by a full-fledged commitment to the Greater-Lebanese State and to its institutions, thus

ending a process begun already during the Mutasarrifiyyah2052. Such a loyalty cannot be interpreted,

however,  as  a  consequence of  a  certain  Maronite  domination of  State  institutions,  as  has  been

suggested  by  sectors  of  scholarship2053.  On  the  contrary,  the  Maronites  as  a  people  –  that  is,

excluding certain members of the community’s élite – remained permanently in the Opposition:

resisting Khuri throughout much of his cahd and even opposing Chamoun’s candidacy, although he

managed, by his resistance to Nasser and his all-out defense of Lebanese national sovereignty, to

gather the unyielding support of the community’s rank and file,  always fearful of becoming an

endangered minority in a wider – and overwhelmingly Muslim – pan-Arab State and not precisely

reassured by the lot reserved to Copts in revolutionary Egypt2054. 

It was, precisely,  Camille Chamoun who, for the following two decades, would come to

incarnate  the  leadership  of  the  Maronite  community2055.  The  President,  whose  stiff  personal

resistance in the midst of the conflict had “revealed a heroic side to the ‘merchant republic’”2056; a

middle-class, self-made-man from the Mountain, Chamoun epitomized the  petit bourgeois dream

2052SALIBI, 2011, 92.
2053HOJAIRI,  2011,  216;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  110;  GENDZIER,  2006  [1999],  50,  55,  59;  ZISSER,  1995,  889;
PETRAN, 1987, 27, 30-32, 42-44, 146-147, 153, AULAS, 1985, 14; HUDSON, 1977, 8.
2054Al-Amal, 04/01/1958; KHALAF, 2002, 206.
2055SALIBI, 1976, 4.
2056SALIBI, 1966, 216.
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shared by wide swaths of the lower-middle class majority that made up the Maronite community,

raised on the Self-Help philosophy and the from rags to riches stories that had entered the collective

conscience of most Middle Eastern Christians long before Jurji Zaydan’s works came to give them

widespread circulation2057. To a much larger degree than Pierre Gemayel, whose party,  although

considered as the community’s  last  line of  defense,  would eventually come to be perceived as

amenable to the dreaded  Chéhabism, and to an even larger extent than the Patriarch, Chamoun’s

role as the symbolic leader of the Maronite community remained intact up until the outbreak of the

1975 war, and even beyond – despite the limited military role his forces came to play in the conflict.

Méouchy’s patriarchate would indeed witness a divorce between the Church leadership and the

Maronite common folk without precedents in the community’s history. The divided Church that had

elected cArida remained equally divided under the unelected Méouchy. His attitude during the 1958

conflict, while probably saving Lebanon from a full-fledged confessionalized war, distanced him

not just from the laypeople, but also from wide sectors of the lower and upper clergy and sharply

limited his moral authority over the community.

2057PHILIPP, 1973, 3-22. A good example thereof would be offered by no other than General Chéhab himself who is
quoted as saying: “God helps those who help themselves” (FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. IX, Doc. 379).
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CHAPTER FOUR

CHÉHABISM AND THE STATE OF INDEPENDENCE (1958-1970)

أليس عما قليل يتحول لبنان

حنه والجنة تحسب غابا!

Surely, in a very little while,

Lebanon shall be changed into an orchard,

and the orchard be considered a forest!

Isaiah, 17:29.

Nous sommes sur une voie nouvelle

Fu’ad Chéhab, 11/22/1959.

The events of 1958 marked the end of an era in the history of independent Lebanon and the

beginning of a new one, identified by the new interpretation of the National Pact embodied by the

agreement of October 17 which, under the motto  No victor and no vanquished  (la ghalib wa-la

maghlub) put an end to the Counter-Revolution of September. Post-1958 Lebanon displayed a more

openly  Arab attitude in its external orientation2058, but as the massive Christian reaction to Karami’s

first cabinet had proven, it still had to balance a plurality of opposing views and walk the tightrope

between competing interests in the international and regional arena in order not merely to guarantee

internal stability but to protect its very existence as a separate, sovereign entity.

2058TRABOULSI, 2007, 138; AMMOUN, 2004, 267; KHALAF, 2002, 206; WINSLOW, 1996, 126; MOOSA, 1986,
295; RABINOVICH, 1985, 29; SALIBI, 1966, 218, 223-225.
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Yet, and in spite of all the regional crises the country had to navigate through, the new era

starting in 1958 has been variously described as “the best years of the Republic”2059, as a period of

“phenomenal prosperity”2060. In Philip Hitti’s contemporary assessment – his book was published in

1965, Lebanon’s present and future deserved an unflinchingly optimistic – even idealistic, it can be

argued – assessment:

The  Republic  has  been  one,  in  name  and  in  fact.  It  has  maintained  democracy  in  an  inhospitable

environment and upheld constitutional rule, while military and authoritarian regimes became fashionable.

The Lebanese community has evolved [in]to [a] mobile and dynamic [State] based on trade and services.

With  the  collaboration  of  its  overseas  segment,  it  has  begun  to  participate  in  world  culture.  Its

businessmen have operated under a free enterprise system and exchanged commodities between East and

West [...].  The [...] standard of living has risen to an enviable high and so has its rate of literacy. Its

religious elements have worked out techniques for Christian-Muslim co-operation [...] which could be

used on a  wider scale  in  other  countries  of  the Arab world and perhaps in  solving the international

problem of reconciling Near Eastern and European ways of life, including co-existence between Islam

and Christianity.2061

Beyond the literary evaluations of the period, it is undeniable that Chéhab’s presidency came

to inaugurate a whole new style of governance in Lebanon. Beyond the mildly Keynesian approach

to the economy that he promoted2062, with its connected expansion of State intervention in different

aspects of the economic cycle including an increased emphasis on social justice, which Stéphane

Malsagne has qualified as a “third way between Arab Socialism and Laissez Faire Liberalism”2063,

2059WINSLOW, 1996, 128.
2060KHALAF, 2002, 161.
2061HITTI, 1965, 236.
2062HARRIS, 2012, 213-216; MALSAGNE, 2011, 272-273, 301-317TRABOULSI, 2007, 140-141; AMMOUN, 2004,

281-282,  297-298;  KHALAF, 2002,  161-162;  WINSLOW, 1996,  131,  133-134;  ZAMIR,  1980,  52;  HUDSON,
1977, 328; SALIBI, 1976, 18-19; SALEM, 1973, 121; RAPHAELI, 1967, 714-728; RIZK, 1966, 50-72; SALIBI,
1966, 218-221, 222-223.

2063MALSAGNE, 2011, 309.
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Chéhab’s cahd came to be defined by his attempt to “define the structures of the Nation-State”2064, to

build the “State of Independence”2065, the  Bilad al-Istiqlal. Naturally enough, such an effort was

directly connected to his whole program for social and economic  redressement, but it was, even

more importantly, linked to a process of institution-building whereby the oligarchic – or even neo-

feudal  –  political  cartel  that  had  dominated  the  Merchant  Republic (whose  members  were

disparagingly labeled as fromagistes, ‘cheese-eaters’ by the new President) would be substituted by

a meritocratic technocracy2066, with the ultimate aim of promoting State patriotism and citizenship

as the loci for individual loyalty, thus overcoming the primary loyalties to zacim, ta’ifah and ca’ilah

that prevailed in the Lebanese spirit2067. As the General himself did not hesitate to publicly declare:

L’État libanais traverse une phase nouvelle de son existence, phase de consolidation de la vie publique sur

des bases saines et solides, faites de liberté, de justice et de connaissance ; phase dans laquelle chaque

Libanais se voit préciser ses droits en face de l’État et de la Société, son droit à la vie et à la dignité,

comme l’État et la Société se voient définir leurs droits au loyalisme des Libanais avec les charges qu’il

implique.2068

In this context, the  Bilad al-Istiqlal approach, as developed under Chéhab, can be easily

classified  as  pursuing  what  Gianfranco  Poggi  classically  identified  as  a  social-eudaemonic

legitimization, whereby the State would validate itself through “acts of rule that assist the economic

system in producing an ever-increasing flow of goods and services for the consumer”2069.  Thus

understood, Chéhabism was hardly a novelty in world politics.

Just like the crises of 1952 and 1958 had been directly related to the generalized ideological

2064AMMOUN, 2004, 295.
2065SALIBI, 1976, 19. Cf. RONDOT, 1960, 47.
2066MALSAGNE, 2011, i.a. 241-300; TONTA, 2009, 98-99; AMMOUN, 2004, 300-301; WINSLOW, 1996, 131-133;

SALIBI, 1966,  RONDOT, 1960, 45, 48.
2067TONTA, 2009, 91; AMMOUN, 2004, 342; KHALAF, 2002, 161-162.
2068CHÉHAB, Message à la Nation, 11/21/1960.
2069POGGI, 1978, 134.
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and political bankruptcy of the pre-war conservative order in the Middle East, the phenomenon of

Chéhabism was no political isolate. As Georges Naccache had correctly ascertained in his 1961

conference Un nouveau style : le Chéhabisme, the post-war era had seen the rise of strongmen, of

iron surgeons2070, of father-like figures who, like Adenauer, de Gaulle or Eisenhower, and “dans le

déchirement des factions et l’impuissance des Assemblées”2071 took full control of the reins of the

State.  This  neo-Caesarism,  in  the  sense defined by Weber,  need not  be necessarily opposed to

parliamentary democracy, but on the contrary becomes a responsible tool to “mobilize the masses in

an orderly way to secure the nation’s [...] interests”2072, thus actualizing the Enlightenment motto to

the era of the masses2073. Without entering in too much detail in a phenomenon whose understanding

exceeds  the  frame of  this  dissertation,  it  can  be argued that  post-war  Caesarism had a  double

justification, psychological and technical, present in both the West and Lebanon:

1. Psychological: After almost fifty years of war, revolution and ideological radicalism,

a  society  desiring  peace  and  tranquility  came  to  put  its  trust  in  a  series  of

experienced, universally conservative and usually old (Adenauer was 73 when he

first became chancellor, de Gaulle was 69 and Eisenhower left office at 71) leaders

personifying a certain return to the conservative order dominant before the war of

1914.  In  the  era  of  the  generalization  and  democratization  of  technology  (most

domestic  gadgets,  from  fridges  to  washing  machines  or  quasi-universalized  car

ownership, became usual fixtures in the daily life in the West, and, increasingly so,

also in Lebanon – as proven by Samir Khalaf2074 and Elizabeth Thompson2075, in the

two decades immediately posterior to the war), which Gellner defined as that of the

2070The  “cirujano  de  hierro”,  a  figure  with  deep  resonances  in  the  Spanish  political  theory  and  tradition.  Vid.
VARELA, 1997, 20-39.

2071NACCACHE, 1961, 11.
2072BAEHR, 2004, 164.
2073ORTEGA Y GASSET, 2014, passim; NACCACHE, 1961, 11.
2074KHALAF, 2002, 170-172. Also AMMOUN, 2004, 317; SALEM, 1968, 129.
2075THOMPSON, 2000, 178-179.
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rise  “of  a  homogeneous  [...]  home  and  leisure  culture”2076,  a  new  and  exciting

horizon of ecumenical welfare and middle-class respectability deflected the people’s

interest  from  the  ideological  commitments  so  characteristic  of  the  previous

generation, to more  material endeavors. The children of the 1917 Revolution, the

crazy 1920’s, and the Neopaganism of the 1930’s totalitarianisms, came to find in the

generation of old, devout and  petit bourgeois leaders that dominated the post-war

landscape the father figures they had lacked. Just like 1789 ended up engendering the

Third Empire, 1917 gave way to de Gaulle, Adenauer and thirty years of Christian

Democracy in Western Europe – and to Chéhab in the Bilad al-Arz.

2. Technical: It has already been mentioned how the post-war era brought about the

generalized diffusion of the technological gadgets which, in the interbellum period,

had been the privilege of a restricted minority. Such a process was accompanied by a

concomitant  growth in  legislative  complexity for  which  parliamentary élites,  not

only in Lebanon but in all the countries of our previous examples, dominated as they

were  by lawyers  and  other  legal  professionals2077 generally  without  any kind  of

scientific background, were grossly unqualified. The imperial presidency2078 and its

concomitant consequences, namely the development of a strong, omnicomprehensive

Public Administration2079,  thus becomes not a mere result  of historical chance,  as

Yolanda  Casado  seems  to  argue2080,  but  a  direct  consequence  of  the  increasing

complexity  of  the  State’s  normative  catalog.  In  this  context  all  the  politicians

2076GELLNER, 1987, 98. 
2077DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 67-70, 78-79, 92-96; HARIK, 1975, 203-207
2078The classical study on the Imperial Presidency in the United States is Arthur Schlesinger’s aptly titled The Imperial

Presidency (1973, passim). More recent appraisals of the concept can be found in Andrew Rudalevige’s  book The
New Imperial Presidency (2005, passim), which can be read as a continuation of Schlesinger’s seminal publication.
Vid. also RUDALEVIGE 2006, 506-524; BLACKBURN, 2002, 6-8; HARGROVE & NELSON, 1984, passim. For
the analogous political phenomenon in Germany, where it receives the name Kanzlerdemokratie, vid. NICLAUSS,
IRVING, 2002, 187-192; MESSMER, 1986, 89-90. An explicit comparison between Chéhab’s presidency and those
of Kennedy or de Gaulle can be found in HOURANI, 1988, 4.

2079POGGI, 1978, 137-143.
2080CASADO RODRÍGUEZ, 2016, 66-67.
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mentioned throughout this introduction, and not least among them General Chéhab

himself,  while  maintaining  the  forma  constitutionis,  ruled  de  facto through  a

powerful – and efficient –  technocratic apparatus operating, as  kitchen or  shadow

cabinets2081,  on  the  margin  of  formal  political  activity.  Hence,  and  before  the

generalized  ineffectiveness  of  parliamentary  discussion  as  denounced  by

Naccache2082,  the  proliferation  of  para-State  companies2083 and  agencies  and  the

profusion  of  decrees,  transformed  into  the  usual  vehicle  for  the  passing  of

legislation2084, became a clear sign of the domination of the executive over the other

branches  of  government  which,  despite  some  pre-war  examples2085,  came  to

characterize post-war politics up to the present. Thus, the abstentionist State of early

Liberalism ended up, by the very complexity of the socioeconomic development it

engendered,  transforming,  to  retake  yet  another  of  Weber’s  definitions,  into  a

bürokratisches  Obrigkeitsstaat2086,  which  rends  at  least  some  credence  to  the

Hobbesian nightmare.

Chéhab and the ruling style, or method (al-Nahj), he came to inspire can therefore be easily

inscribed  within  this  post-war  tendency  toward  stronger  executives  and  an  increased

bureaucratization of power. Like his Western counterparts, the General presented himself as a non-

ideological  leader,  committed  exclusively to  a  reformist  pattern  based  upon “development  (al-

2081NICLAUSS, 2015, 42-48; HARRIS, 2012, 213-214; MALSAGNE, 2011, 241-271; TONTA, 2009, 98; MÜLLER
& WALTER, 2004, 13-49; IRVING, 2002, 157-161; WINSLOW, 1996, 131; PETRAN, 1987, 58-59; HUDSON,
1985, 297; RABINOVICH, 1985, 30; KHALIDI, 1983, 39; DEKMEJIAN, 1978, 253; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 54;
SALEM, 1973, 80-81; KERR, 1966, 208-209; RIZK, 1966, 71; BAZZI, 1964, 77-79; RONDOT, 1960, 48.

2082Vid. Note 1610 above.
2083MALSAGNE, 2011, 278-298; SALEM, 1973, 98-100.
2084DE OTTO, 1987, 195-197, 214-222; RABBATH, 1982, 156-158, 293, 389-412.
2085It can be argued that Salazar in Portugal, Primo de Rivera in Spain and Roosevelt in the United States represented

various attempts at executive-bureaucratic dominance in the interwar era. Far more authoritarian in their methods  –
Javier Varela (1997, 35) defines them, and their historical predecessors, as “iron-fisted rulers, who were uninhibited
by constitutional fussing”– than the post-war examples that have been chosen, the specific characteristics of the
régimes they headed would require an analysis going far beyond the goals of this dissertation. Vid. e.g. VARELA,
1997, 16-17.

2086BAEHR, 2004, 162; GERTH & WRIGHT MILLS, 1958, 196-244.
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tanmiyyah) and social justice (cadalah ijtimaciyyah)” while openly rejecting “any form of historical

materialism”2087, which set him apart from the dominant pattern of Middle Eastern leaderships with

their strong emphasis on ideological commitments, the whimsical and flimsy nature of many of

those philosophies notwithstanding, as was seen above in the case of Nasser. Herein lies, precisely,

the originality of Chéhabism, for it translated to the Arab world the cold, austere and technocratic

understanding  of  politics  typical  of  post-war  Europe  and  the  United  States,  rejecting  both  the

bombastic  nature  of  the  revolutionist  rhetoric  of  Nasserist  Pan-Arabism  and  the  “greedy”2088

ambitions of  laissez-faire Capitalism as practiced under Khuri and Chamoun. It  can be argued,

though, that Chéhab fell into many of the defects of his Middle Eastern coevals: he indulged in a

certain cult of personality2089 and turned a blind eye to the interference of the military intelligence

service – the Deuxième Bureau – into the country’s political life2090. It would be, however, unfair not

to acknowledge that such ‘defects’ cannot,  by all  means,  be confined to the Near  East;  on the

contrary – de Gaulle being a good example thereof2091, they seem to characterize most personalistic

régimes all over the Globe.

Furthermore, if we accept Gramsci’s assertion that “no state can maintain its stability and

permanence without  establishing mechanisms to generate  legitimating institutions  by which the

consent of the population is mobilized”2092, it is evident that Chéhab’s attempts to build the bilad al-

Istiqlal were  directly  focused  toward  reinforcing  the  State’s  legitimacy  and  to  guarantee  its

2087Both quotes from MALSAGNE, 2011, 306. Chéhab’s family origins, his deep religious devotion and his formative
years in France as a visiting officer at several times during the 1930s, allow us to suggest that the basis of the
General’s social concerns and rejection of some of the most extreme consequences of laissez-faire Capitalism visible
in  Lebanon  might  lay closer  to  the  work  and  thought  of  the  traditionalist  thinker  Charles  Maurras  (Vid.  e.g.
GONZÁLEZ CUEVAS, 1997, 45-62), whose ideas were widely discussed in 1920s and 1930s France and found a
ready reception in Lebanon itself through the pages of L’Orient, rather than on a moderate, “non-Marxist”, socialism
as has been suggested by Malsagne himself (2011, 308).

2088KHALAF, 2002, 161.
2089MALSAGNE, 2011, 375, 499-502.
2090MALSAGNE, 2011, 533-537, 542-543; RABINOVICH, 1985, 30.
2091HAYWARD, 2004, 222. For Adenauer, vid. i.a. NICLAUSS, 2015, 31, 61-62; BEUCKE, MEIRING & RUSS,

2016, 66-67. The personality cult in Germany, while more moderate than in  grandeur-prone France, took wider
contours in election time, as witnessed by the CDU electoral poster for the 1957 polls: “Keine Experimente! Konrad
Adenauer”. 

2092Cit. in FONTANA, 2004, 192; Cf. NICLAUSS, 2015, 24.
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existence and stability in the long run. The general failed, though, where his European counterparts

had  been  successful:  coalition-building.  While  both  Adenauer2093 and  de  Gaulle2094 managed  to

gather a diversified following around their programs, Chéhab, was only able to achieve a negative

legitimacy for his rule, based on the belief that no other candidate had the capacity of sustaining the

precarious arrangement which had put an end to the crisis of 1958. Without a political basis of his

own, the General was incapable of mustering a stable social following, directly supportive of his

policies, and had to rely on the politicians he so strongly despised. The frontal opposition he had to

face,  first and foremost, from within his own Maronite community,  but also from the powerful

laissez-faire merchants’ lobby, weakened his stand and prevented him from trying to perpetuate

himself in power. 

Chéhabism without Chéhab managed, however, to subsist in power during the  cahd of his

successor, Charles Hélou, but lost the impetus that could only be guaranteed by the General’s strong

control  of the State  apparatus and its  parallel  extensions.  The electoral  defeat  of  1968 and the

subsequent election of Sulayman Frangié in 1970 revealed the limitations of the Chéhabist project

and its lack of connection with popular aspirations at a time of increasing political polarization and

growing international tensions.

4.1. cAhd Fu’ad Chéhab (1958-1964)

4.1.1. La ghalib wa-la maghlub: The era of Reform (1958-1960)

On the icy morning of March 25, 1959 the Lebanese President, General Fouad Chéhab, and

the Egyptian President, Jamal cAbd al-Nasser, met, at the instance of the Lebanese President2095,  in

2093MARTÍN DE LA GUARDIA, 2015, 47-52; IRVING, 2002, 158
2094HAYWARD, 2004, 222.
2095BOUTROS, 2010, 65.
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the  border  post  of  Masnaca,  in  an  ad hoc built  tin  shack  straddling  across  the  Syro-Lebanese

frontier2096.  Accompanied only by Foreign Minister Hussayn al-cUwayni,  the encounter between

both leaders, which could take place after several weeks of hesitation on both sides regarding its

details2097, sealed the reconciliation between the Bilad al-Arz and the Bilad al-Nil whose diplomatic

relations had only been restablished on October 31, 19582098, and defined the new foreign policy

orientation that Lebanon was to embark upon after the decidedly pro-Western attitude that had come

to characterize Chamoun’s cahd, which had moreover been one of the main causes for the breakup

of civil peace of the previous spring.

In a Middle Eastern context where Nasser was not merely the Egyptian President, but the

“zacim al-shacab al-carabi, the Arab national hero whose name was chanted by millions of Arabs

and Muslims”2099,  a policy of confrontation with him seemed but a sure recipe for internal and

external strife, as had been proven just a year earlier and Chéhab himself, just like the American

Administration2100, did not fail to realize2101. Hence, and despite his personal hostility toward Pan-

Arabism2102, his inclination for the West and his strong Libanism2103 (he went as far as to privately

confess his sympathy towards both the Kata’ib and the goals of the Counter-Revolution2104 and had

always been considered as a “Lebanese nationalist fanatic” by the Syrian government2105), the new

Lebanese  Chief  Executive,  while  fully  committed  to  the  preservation  of  his  country’s  national

2096HARRIS, 2012, 214; MALSAGNE, 2011, 338-339; AMMOUN, 2004, 291; CHAMI, 2003, 34-35; JISR, 1998, 38.
2097The issue of the location for the encounter was one of the most controversial matters. Neither Cairo nor Beirut

seemed  viable,  for  fear  of  the  political  consequences  that  a  visit  of  the  Egyptian  President  could  provoke  in
Lebanon, as well as not to give rise to rumors, particularly in Christian circles, of an excessive subordination to
Nasser if Chéhab traveled to Cairo. (Vid. AMMOUN, 2004, 288; JISR, 1998, 38)

2098MALSAGNE, 2011, 336.
2099JISR, 1998, 37-38. Cf. FRUS 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Docs. 368, 370; GILMOUR, 1983, 70; SALIBI, 1966, 215.
2100GENDZIER, 2006 [1997], 365.
2101In a conversation with the French ambassador, Baron de Boisseson, the General had declared: 

“Moi non plus, je n’aime pas Nasser, loin de là, mais dans mes fonctions, je ne peux pas le dire, ni me laisser
dominer par ce sentiment, car la moitié de mes concitoyens sont des nassériens !” (Cit. in MALSAGNE, 2011,
343).

2102MALSAGNE, 2011, 336.
2103FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. XI, Doc. 370; MALSAGNE, 2011, 342, 344-347, 349; SALIBI, 1966, 216.
2104BOUTROS, 2010, 64.
2105CHÉHAB, 81/12.
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sovereignty and freedom of action in international affairs, which he convinced Nasser to respect2106

(the  Egyptian  leader  would  not,  however,  fully  abide  by  this  promise  and  did  not  refrain  to

intervene on purely internal Lebanese matters on several instances, his ambassador in Lebanon,

cAbd al-Hamid Ghalib becoming rapidly identified as a kind of Egyptian proconsul in Beirut2107),

accepted, in what amounted to a realistic policy reorientation, the leadership of the Egyptian ra’is in

inter-Arab affairs and promised him, in contrast, to restore the “traditional” Lebanese neutrality on

inter-Arab affairs2108. The basics of the agreement between both leaders, which would consecrate

itself as one of the pillars of the new interpretation given to the National Pact under Chéhab and his

successors2109, became explicitly enunciated in the joint communiqué published at 8PM in Beirut,

Cairo and Damascus:

Les deux présidents se sont trouvés d’accord pour confirmer :

– leur souci de raffermir les liens de fraternité et de collaboration fructueuse entre les deux Républiques en
vue de consolider l’indépendance, la souveraineté et l’intégrité territoriale de chacune d’elles dans le
cadre du pacte de la Ligue arabe et de la Charte des Nations Unies.

– leur conviction de la nécessité de renforcer la solidarité arabe et d’appuyer et de défendre la cause arabe.
– Leur  désir  sincère  de  trouver  dans  les  délais  les  plus  brefs  des  solutions  concrètes  aux  problèmes

économiques pendants entre les deux pays, fondés sur l’équilibre et la sauvegarde des intérêts réciproques
en vue d’assurer à leurs peuples un surplus de prospérité et de bien-être.2110

Thus  understood,  Chéhab’s  neutralism  was  undoubtedly  favored  by  an  international

environment conductive to a certain US-Egyptian rapprochement2111, particularly due to their shared

fear  of  communist  encroachment  in  the  wider  Middle  East  region,  a  common  apprehension

exacerbated by the perceived Soviet sympathies of the new Iraqi régime2112. The new foreign policy

2106BOUTROS,  2010,  66,  119-120;  HARRIS,  2012,  214-215;  MALSAGNE,  2011,  340;  AMMOUN,  2004,  292;
KALAWOUN, 2000, 77; SALIBI, 1966, 224.

2107WINSLOW, 1996, 140; SALIBI, 1976, 18; SALIBI, 1966, 218.
2108BOUTROS, 2010, 65; HARRIS, 2012, 214; MALSAGNE, 2011, 338-339; TRABOULSI, 2007, 138; AMMOUN,

2004,  292;  KHALAF,  2002,  162;  KALAWOUN,  2000,  77-78;  JISR,  1998,  37-38;  GERGES,  1997,  90-91;
WINSLOW, 1996, 133; PHARES, 1995, 100; SALAME, 1988, 355; SALIBI, 1976, 3, 14-15; JARGY, 1959, 47-49.

2109KHALAF, 2002, 206; SALIBI, 1966, 224.
2110Cit. in CHAMI, 2003, 34. Cf. AMMOUN, 2004, 292-293.
2111FRUS, 1958-1960, Docs. 368, 370, 372, 373, 377, 380, 1961-1963, Vol. XVII, Doc. 161; MCNAMARA, 2003,
139, 145, 152; KALAWOUN, 2000, 73-74, 75.
2112FRUS, 1958-1960, Docs. 372, 373; DAWISHA, 2003, 217-212; MCNAMARA, 2003, 142-143, 147-149; SEALE,
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course followed under the General, by tracing a delicate equilibrium “avoiding both the outspokenly

pro-West  course  followed  by  Chamoun,  and  the  strong  pro-UAR  tendencies  exhibited  by

Chamoun’s more ardent opponents at the time of the 1958 troubles”2113 while carefully preserving

the integrity of Lebanese sovereignty2114, managed to guarantee Lebanon a much-needed external

peace  allowing the  Cabinets  formed  during  his  cahd  to  focus  on  home policy.  Moreover,  the

increasing beleaguerment of the Egyptian régime after 1961, with the dissolution of the UAR, the

protracted, bloody and ruinous war in Yemen2115, as well as its increasing problems with Iraq and

Saudi Arabia, helped the Lebanese Government to maintain its cautiously woven neutralism2116. The

basis of this neutralist policy which had guided his years in office were openly explained by the

General himself on occasion of his last reception to the diplomatic corps on January 1, 1964, when

he said:

[...]  fidèle  à  sa  politique  permanente de neutralité  et  de  non-inmixtion,  à  ses  traditions de liberté  et

d’hospitalité, décidé par-dessus tout à préserver son indépendance et sa dignité tout en conservant ses

amitiés et en respectant ses engagements, notre pays est parvenu, avec l’aide de Dieu, ainsi qu’avec la

bienveillante compréhension et le soutien moral de ses nombreux amis, [...] à maintenir, et à poursuivre la

réalisation de son vaste programme de réformes et de développement économique et social.2117

Doing so seemed, however, quite daunting a task, as even a hardcore Chéhabist like Georges

Naccache did not fail to point out when he wrote:

Le « messieurs, ami de tout le monde ! » qui est le grand axiome de la diplomatie libanaise nous impose

des prodiges de virtuosité qui n’ont plus leur récompense [...]. Dans un monde arabe satellisé autour de

deux pôles – Le Caire et Bagdad – nous étions situés, depuis 1943, sur une espèce de ligne idéale [...]. La

1988, 59-60; SALIBI, 1966, 224-225; JARGY, 1959, 49-50.
2113FRUS, 1958-1960, Doc. 377.
2114Le Monde, 03/25/1960.
2115DAWISHA, 2003, 235.
2116HARRIS, 2012, 214-215; JISR, 1998, 49; SALIBA, 1988, 151; HAKIM, 1966, 66-67; NACCACHE, 1961, 17-18.
2117CHÉHAB, 01/01/1964.
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nuit sanglante du 14 juillet 1958 a désintégré tout le système [...]. Le meilleur choix, pour le Liban, est

sans doute de ne pas choisir. Mais nous voici au moment où chacun veut nous obliger à un choix [...].

Quite  insightfully,  Naccache warned of further  problems to come, given the generalized

agitation of inter-Arab political waters:

Il y a des signes qui ne trompent pas. Au roulement des tambours des dictatures militaires, nous voyons

s’opérer  [...]  le  ralliement  des  prolétariats  arabes  pour  l’assaut  final  de  la  délivrance.  Nasser  et  le

nassérisme ne sont qu’un moment et un aspect d’un processus qui paraît irréversible. [...] c’est désormais

la grande conjuration de l’armée et des masses pour que l’idée d’émancipation est indissociable de l’idée

de révolution. Le grand mythe de l’unité arabe [...] c’est par l’Internationale paysanne et ouvrière que la

nouvelle Internationale des hommes en uniforme a décidé de l’accomplir.2118 

However, Chéhab’s delicately spun foreign policy received, despite the misgivings of his –

few – Christian friends,  the sincere support  of  the Sunni establishment  thus revealing how the

committed Nasserism they had displayed during the previous crisis2119, while probably reflective of

their  sincere  feelings,  had  been  far  more  of  a  propaganda  display  than  a  real  bet  for  the

incorporation of Lebanon into the UAR, given their vested financial and political interest in the

preservation  of  their  country’s  status  as  a  sovereign  nation.  Their  face  saved  before  their

constituents in the Sunni Street by Lebanon’s rejection of the Eisenhower Doctrine, officialized on

December  9,  1958,  as  well  as  by  the  withdrawal,  following  a  rather  complex  procedure2120

extending itself from November 16 to 25, 1958, of the Lebanese complaint against the UAR before

the UN, they set forth to endorse both Chéhab’s foreign and, with particular enthusiasm, internal

policy. The General did not manage, however, to operate a similar evolution among the Christian

communities,  and  very  particularly  the  Maronite  ta’ifah,  who,  by  and  large,  remained  highly

2118Both quotes are taken from L’Orient, 06/02/1962.
2119Vid. section 3.2.2 above and the conclusion to chapter 3.
2120AMMOUN, 2004, 283; KALAWOUN, 2000, 62-63.
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distrustful of his policies, and specifically of his foreign policy, perceived as excessively friendly to

the  Egyptian  ra’is2121.  The  brawl  between  youngsters  which  broke  out  as  a  result  of  Nasser

appearing on screen during a cinema session on March 1959, with the result of two people dead and

over  twenty  injured2122,  the  ongoing  political  violence2123 (Nacim  Mughabghab’s  assassination,

troubles d’Achrafié, etc.),  and even the coup d’état of December 31, 19612124, whose causes are

explained below, can be basically displayed as proof of the generalized Christian uneasiness with

the new régime2125.

By the time the conference of Masnaca and the beginning of the reorientation of Lebanon’s

foreign  policy  took  place,  the  quadripartite  Cabinet  established  after  the  September-October

Counter-Revolution under Rashid Karami’s chairmanship had already taken over the daunting task

of rebuilding both the State infrastructure2126, severely damaged after almost half a year of armed

conflict, and the national cohesion of all Lebanese around a common project for the Republic. Such

an  intention,  which  Chéhab  identified  with  defining  “the  structures  of  the  Nation-State”,  with

building the “State of Independence” in Lebanon2127, aimed to reformulate the Lebanese consensus

of 1943, so that the vast popular masses who had been left aside the entente among élites which had

given way to the State’s independence, could be incorporated within its limits2128. This intention of

the Head of State could be summarized, in Fouad Boutros’ account, as follows:

2121In the words of former Chamoun opponent and generally moderate Henri Faracun, which can be easily considered
as representative of Christian opinion:

L’unité arabe se fera ou ne se fera pas, les Libanais souhaitent le bonheur et la prospérité de leurs frères
arabes ; mais il demeure entendu qu’ils refuseront aujourd’hui, demain et toujours de renoncer à leur
indépendance  –  une  indépendance  qu’ils  considèrent  comme  une  fin  en  soi,  donc  intangible  et
nécessairement appelée à survivre à n’importe  quel événement qui modifierait la carte du Proche-
Orient (L’Orient, 03/05/1959, emphasis in the original).

2122AMMOUN, 2004, 286-287.
2123MALSAGNE, 2011, 224-225; KHALAF, 2002, 211-212.
2124SALIBI, 1976, 11-12; SALIBI, 1966-a, 218.
2125FRUS,  1958-1960,  Vol.  IX,  Doc.  377;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  141;  KHALAF,  2002,  206;  PETRAN,  1987,  55;

SALIBI, 1976, 2-3; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 53, 55.
2126AMMOUN, 2004, 295; JISR, 1998, 37, 49.
2127AMMOUN, 2004. Cf. BOUTROS, 2010, 61; TRABOULSI, 2007, 138; RONDOT, 1960, 47.
2128MALSAGNE, 2011, 311-314; SHEHADI, 1987, 11-12.
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Donner  à  toutes  les  communautés  libanaises  le  sentiment  qu’elles  n’étaient  pas  lésées  et  que  leurs

particularismes  étaient  pris  en  compte  et  respectés.  En  contrepartie,  les  communautés  libanaises

reconnaissaient l’État libanais dans toutes ses institutions en tant qu’entité nationale impartiale, neutre,

indépendante, œuvrant pour le bien de tous.2129 

Or, in Chéhab’s own words:

Il n’y a pas de régime social sans unité nationale, et l’unité nationale est fonction du régime social. En

effet, comme toute désunion dans le rang des citoyens constitue un obstacle à la bonne marche et à la

prospérité de l’État, tout retard dans le développement est aussi bien cause principale du relâchement de

cette unité, même si le retard est relatif et partiel.2130

L’État  doit  survivre,  mais  pour  que  le  citoyen  puisse  avoir  confiance  dans  l’État,  il  doit  croire  en

l’impartialité du Gouvernement, en l’équité du juge, en la compétence du fonctionnaire, en la noblesse du

Pouvoir, en l’autorité de la loi, comme dans les droits de l’individu et le respect du peuple.

C’est à l’État que revient la tâche d’assurer une justice égale pour tous et le respect des lois, de travailler

pour  la  renaissance  du  pays,  d’accroître  sa  prospérité  économique,  de  développer  son  rayonnement

culturel et d’y faire régner les vertus morales.2131

Chéhab, whose military career had provided him with a panoramic overview of the country

unlike any other of his contemporary politicians (right after marrying, he had been dispatched, as

commander of the remote Rashayya garrison, to the heart of one of Lebanon’s poorest areas) was

fully aware of the regional and social imbalances that affected the country2132, beyond the glittery

lights of Beirut and the splendor of the Mountain resorts, and believed that, unless such imbalances

2129BOUTROS, 2010, 118.
2130CHÉHAB, 11/21/1961.
2131CHÉHAB, 09/23/1958.
2132MALSAGNE, 2011, 301-302; BOUTROS, 2010, 70; BESHARA, 2005, 51; SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 173-176;

RIZK, 1966, 37-38; ISSAWI, 1966, 77; SALIBI, 1966-a, 216; BAZZI, 1964, 84-86.
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were rectified through a vigorous commitment to administrative expansion, economic planning and

social  justice2133,  no  true  national  union  could  be  ever  achieved,  particularly  given  the

confessionalized nature of the Republic2134. He would, therefore, be the driving force behind his

governments’ efforts at reforming State structures, which would begin in earnest when Karami’s

quadripartite Cabinet was awarded full powers by the Chamber on November 11, 19582135. 

Thenceforward, the Executive managed to approve, following an extensive interpretation of

the legislative attributions vested on the Cabinet by articles 51, 55, 58 and 86 of the Lebanese

Constitution2136,  162  decrees  in  barely  six  months  completely  overhauling  the  structure  of  the

Lebanese public administration: from decree-law 112, establishing, in a clear example of Chéhab’s

willingness  to  incorporate  the  Muslims  into  the  Lebanese  watan even  if  it  was  at  the  cost  of

sacrificing  administrative  efficiency2137,  the  absolute  parity between the  latter  and Christians  in

“public employment and the Cabinet”2138,  to decree-law 97, purging the Administration from its

excess of personnel2139, and passing through the creation of dozens of new institutions, including

several autonomous bodies having “greater flexibility and greater freedom than the bureaucracies of

traditional governmental units”2140,  in a reformist boost that would keep its intensity throughout

Chéhab’s cahd, affecting each and every aspect of Lebanese life2141 in what Albert Dagher described

as “the most important attempt thus far undertaken at modernizing and reforming the Lebanese

2133FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. IX, Docs. 366, 381; HARRIS, 2012, 216; MALSAGNE, 2011, 307; TRABOULSI, 2007,
140; BESHARA, 2005, 51-52; SHEHADI, 1987, 12; SALEM, 1973, 115-126; RIZK, 1966, 50; BAZZI, 1964, 84-
85.

2134MALSAGNE, 2011, 308; TONTA, 2009, 97; WINSLOW, 1996, 131; SALIBI, 1966-a, 216.
2135FRUS, 1958-1960, Vol. IX, Doc. 365; RABBATH, 1986, 570; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 52; CROW, 1966, 170.
2136RABBATH, 1982, 366-379.
2137SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 129; CROW, 1966, 171, 177; SALIBI, 1966-a, 219.
2138AMMOUN, 2004, 296. Cf. MALSAGNE, 2011, 320; TONTA, 2009, 98-99; PETRAN, 1986, 57; RABBATH,

1986, 570; HUDSON, 1985, 318-319; OWEN, 1976, 29; SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 126-128; CROW, 1966, 173;
SALIBI, 1966-a, 218-219.

2139AMMOUN, 2004, 298.
2140SALEM, 1973, 98.
2141An extremely detailed description of the most important  institutions and reforms undertaken during Chéhab’s

mandate can be found in KFOURY, 1980, Chapter Two. Cf. HARRIS, 2012, 215; TRABOULSI, 2007, 140-142;
AMMOUN, 2004, 298; GASPARD, 2004, 143; JISR, 1998, 40-41, 50-51, 57-61; WINSLOW, 1996, 131-132, 134;
PETRAN, 1986, 55-57, 60-63; RABBATH, 1986, 570; HUDSON, 1985, 308-313, 316-325; RABINOVICH, 1985,
30-31;  BAAKLINI,  1976,  230-231;  OWEN,  1976,  29;  SALEM,  1973,  92-106;  RAPHAELI,  1967,  721-723;
ISSAWI, 1966, 79; KERR, 1966, 210-211; SAAB, 1966, 280-281; SALIBI, 1966-a, 220-222; BAZZI, 1964, 77-79.
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Administration”2142: Council for the Development of Public Works (Decree 6839/1961), National

Council for Scientific Studies (law of April 14, 1962), third basin of the Beiruti harbor (Decree

14316), Civil Service Council (Decree 114/1959), Central Inspection Service (Decree 110/1959),

State Council (Decree 119/1959), reorganization of the court system and Supreme Judicial Council

(both established under the provisions of Decree 7855/1961). Chéhab’s concern for the social and

geographical peripheries was well taken into account by the special treatment awarded to Tripoli

(Law of July 11, 1959, establishing the Iraqi Oil Company refinery, Decree 4067/1960 setting up an

International Fair) by the attention provided to rural areas (Hydrographic boards, decrees 890, 1298,

1308 and 1489/19592143; Fruit Office, decree 41/1959; Wheat Office, decree 149/1959; Rural health

services,  decree  13949/1963)  and  to  social  development  (Social  Welfare  Department,  decree

155/1959;  Social  Security  National  Fund,  decree  13955/1963;  Public  Housing  Service,  decree

15406/1964), which concentrated large part of the efforts set in motion by the different Cabinets

that succeeded during his mandate. 

It  was  precisely  the  General’s  willingness  to  keep  alive  the  reformist  tension  that  had

characterized the quadripartite  government’s  initial  months in  power what  led him to reject  its

members’ collective resignation once the full powers bestowed upon the Cabinet expired in June

1959. From then on, however, the four-man executive would be known as  Hukumat al-Islah, the

‘Government of Reform’2144, rather than as the National Salvation Government, in a clear reflection

of  its  identification  with  the  reformist  vision  sponsored  by  the  Head  of  State.  This  renewed

characterization of Karami’s Cabinet would not, alas, last too long: on October 7, Raymond Eddé,

putting thus an end to the cuadripartite experiment initiated a year earlier, submitted his irrevocable

resignation to the President of the Republic after a series of clashes with the Military Intelligence

2142DAGHER,  1995,  53.  Cf.  KHALAF,  2002,  161;  SALIBI,  1976,  18-19;  SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975,  125-134;
HAKIM, 1966, 66.

2143Respectively setting such institutions up for the Matn, Sayda, cAyn al-Dalbah and Jabal cAmil catchment areas.
2144AMMOUN, 2004, 298.
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Bureau (Deuxième Bureau, 2eB. – al-Maktab al-Thani) whose agents, according to the camid of the

National Bloc, “on the pretext of ensuring the country’s security”2145, encroached constantly upon

his functions as Interior Minister.

Eddé’s resignation,  despite  the identity in political  views between himself  and President

Chéhab2146,  can  therefore  be  understood  in  a  context  of  ferocious  competition  between  both

departments for the control of national security, which ended up escalating in a series of incidents

between the Minister and the the leader of the 2eB, Antun Sacad, who orchestrated what amounted

to a provocation when he ordered the arrest and subsequent torture of Philippe Khayr, a close friend

of Eddé’s and fellow member of the National Bloc, who was subsequently thrown, severely injured,

into a gutter2147. While Chéhab had managed to avoid Eddé’s immediate resignation, submitted on

June  23,  in  the  immediate  aftermath  of  this  episode,  he  was  unable  to  prevent  his  definitive

departure from Cabinet in October, after a climate of revenge against the former loyalists2148 had

started to rise in the Summer of 1959, with the assassination of Chamoun’s former right-hand man

in al-Shuf, Nacim Mughabghab, on July 27, by a mob of unidentified assailants – in all likelihood

Joumblatti  militiamen2149 –  on  the  road  to  Bayt  al-Din  where  he  was  planning,  under  safety

guarantees provided either by Colonel Yusif Shmayyit2150 or by General  cAdil Chéhab, to attend a

reception organized by the President  of the Republic,  as the gravest  episode2151.  The perceived

2145AMMOUN,  2004,  301.  Cf.  HARRIS,  2012,  216;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  142;  BESHARA,  2005,  110-111;
HUDSON, 1985, 300.

2146WINSLOW, 1996, 139; SALIBI, 1976, 6-7.
2147The details of this operation are profusely detailed in AMMOUN, 2004, 302. Cf. JISR, 1998, 39-40.
2148Fouad Boutros bears witness to the rising tide of revanchisme in his memoirs, affirming that he had to intercede

before the President of the Republic to keep the President of the Lebanese University, Fu’ad Afram Bustani, and the
Director-General of the Ministry of Education, Fu’ad Sawaya, both well-known Lebanese nationalists and partisans
of former President Chamoun, in their positions. (BOUTROS, 2010, 63).

2149L’Orient, 07/29/1959; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1959, 268-269; MUGHABGHAB, 2012, 449-450; CHAMI, 2003,
54-55; HUDSON, 1985, 254. Chamoun went as far as to directly accusing Joumblatt of organizing the murder:

L’assassinat de Naïm Moghabghab n’est que le maillon d’une longue chaîne de crimes d’un leader de la
rébellion et de ses partisans, perpétrés non seulement à des fins personnelles, mais aussi au service de
causes étrangères qui visent à attiser le feu des querelles confessionnelles en vue de saper la prospérité,
la dignité et l’indépendance du pays. (In L’Orient, 07/29/1959).

2150MUGHABGHAB, 2012, 449.
2151MALSAGNE, 2011, 222-223; AMMOUN, 2004, 302.
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interference of the army intelligence in the Shufi by-election, subsequent to  Mughabghab’s death,

favoring, precisely,  the Joumblatti candidate Salim  cAbd al-Nur2152, was the last straw in Eddé’s

patience. From then on, the camid would become one of the régime’s bitterest foes.2153

While Eddé’s resignation and the events surrounding it appeared as an ominous signal of the

rise of a police State in Lebanon, where a deep military-bureaucratic network controlled the inner

workings of the State machinery2154, for the time being it offered the General the opportunity to

reshuffle the Cabinet.  Trusting again Karami as Prime Minister, in what would become a long-

standing  political  –  and  personal  –  partnership,  thus  reenacting  the  time-honored  tradition  of

preferential collaboration with a specific member of the Sunni establishment, the new Council of

Ministers2155 restored the usual confessional allocation of portfolios,  which had been suspended

during the cuadripartite cabinet, and brought into the executive, together with old faces of Lebanese

politics (Philippe Taqla, Pierre Gemayel or the Prime Minister himself), an important number of

homines  novi  (Fouad  Boutros,  cAli  Bazzi)  with  a  technical,  rather  than  political,  outlook  and

ideologically close2156 to the reformist spirit animating the entire Chéhabist project. In its barely

seven months in power, Karami’s Cabinet walked, therefore, well within the Chéhabist line, with

the Prime Minister forced to restrain some of his more ardent colleagues who, like Pierre Gemayel

– whose open support for Chéhab would cost him the support of wide segments of the Maronite

rank  and  file2157 –  wanted  to  start  implementing  a  wide  array  of  administrative  measures  and

2152BOUTROS, 2010, 64; HUDSON, 1985, 254.
2153AMMOUN, 2004, 302; SALIBI, 1976, 6.
2154As will be seen in part 4.1.2., the Deep State in Lebanon resembled its Turkish counterpart in its relationship to the

criminal underground and a certain étatism aiming at building a middle-class coalition around the régime while
trying, at the same time, to break the traditional patron-client networks in a move vying for the elimination of all
intermediaries between State patronage and society. (Vid. SÖYLER, 2015, 76, 134-158) Its inner workings can,
moreover, be compared to the Peruvian “populist authoritarianism” of the 1970s (COTLER, 1970, 95-113; DIX,
1985, 29-52).

2155Cabinet  Rashid  Karami  IV  (10/14/1959-05/14/1960):  Rashid  Karami  (S),  Minister  of  Finance  and  Defense;
Hussayn al-cUwayni (S), Minister of Justice and Foreign Affairs; Pierre Gemayel (M), Minister of Public Works;
Maurice Zuwayn (M), Minister of Social Affairs and Communications; Fu’ad Najjar (D), Minister of Agriculture;
cAli  Bazzi  (Sh),  Interior  and  Information  Minister;  Fouad  Boutros  (GO),  Minister  of  National  Education  and
General Planning; Philippe Taqla (GC), Minister of Justice and National Economy.

2156BOUTROS, 2010, 62; WINSLOW, 1996, 129; HUDSON, 1985, 300-301; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 53.
2157ENTELIS, 1976, 115
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building projects2158. However, the Cabinet would soon concentrate its efforts in the draft of a new

electoral law, a piece of legislation which, with only slight amendments, remains in force up to the

present.

After having experienced with almost a new law for each of the electoral processes that had

taken place since independence, the new electoral bill, submitted to the Assembly after three months

of drafting and passed by a large majority on April  20,  19602159,  aimed at  solving some of the

problems caused by the previous legislation, namely the engineering of the election through the use

of  gerrymandering2160,  and  to  guarantee  a  fairer  representation  of  both  geographical  and

confessional interests in Parliament2161. Firmly believing that the crisis of 1958 had been largely

caused  by  the  politicians’ ambition  to  occupy  a  parliamentary  seat2162,  Chéhab  promoted  the

expansion of the Chamber to a total  of 99 seats2163,  thus overtaking the demands of the former

opposition, whose proposals had called for an 88-deputies Assembly2164. Between the grande liste

system that had predominated under Khuri, with its inherent favoring of rural zucama’ 2165who thus

became the leaders of powerful parliamentary groups integrated by deputies entirely devoted to the

slate leader, to whom they fully owed their election; and the almost uninominal mechanism favored

under Chamoun, with its concomitant “excitement of confessional passions”2166, the new law opted

for  the  sub-district,  the  qada’  (article  2)2167,  as  a  middle-of-the-road  solution  allowing  for  the

achievement of the double representation criteria stated above: geographical and confessional2168.

2158AMMOUN, 2004, 304-305.
2159BOUTROS, 2010, 77; AMMOUN, 2004, 306; RABBATH, 1986, 571; RABBATH, 1982, 179.
2160RABBATH, 1982, 177-178.
2161Le Monde, 06/11/1960; BAAKLINI,1976, 143.
2162Le Monde, 01/18/1960.
2163Le Monde,  02/20/1960;  BOUTROS, 2010, 76; KALAWOUN, 2000, 77; WINSLOW, 1996, 126; RABBATH,

1986, 571; BAAKLINI, 1976, 144; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 53; RONDOT, 1960, 49.
2164AMMOUN, 2004, 306.
2165RIZK, 1966, 105.
2166RIZK, 1966, 106. Cf. MALSAGNE, 2011, 224.
2167Article 2:  §1. Each  qada forms a constituency provided that the number of deputies  [proportionally assigned]

thereto shall not be less than two, [in which case] it shall be annexed to the neighboring qada. 
2168RABBATH, 1982, 181-182.
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By choosing the  qada’ instead of the  muhafazah2169,  the representation of the peripheral regions

became  guaranteed,  while,  at  the  same  time,  the  heterogeneous  demographics  of  most

constituencies fostered “moderation and compromise” in inter-communal relations2170 by forcing

most  candidates  to  court  voters  outside  his  own  sect  (art.  4)2171.  Beyond  the  representativity

question, the law naturally ordered other aspects of less interest for our present endeavor as well: it

guaranteed the secrecy of the voting operations introducing, for the very first time, polling booths

(art. 5)2172, granted the right to be vote to all Lebanese over 21 years of age, irrespective of their sex

(art. 9)2173, but limited the right to be elected to those over 25 possessing at least some schooling

(art.  6)2174, barring the active members of the military and the Internal Security Forces, as well as

some civil servants, therefrom (Articles 28, 29 30)2175.

2169First level subdivisions, equivalent to regions in the European system. In the time under our study, Lebanon was
divided in four  mohafazat (Northern Lebanon, Southern Lebanon, Mount Lebanon and al-Biqa’) plus the City of
Beirut.

2170MALSAGNE, 2011, 224; RABBATH, 1982, 180-181, 204; RIZK, 1966, 103.
2171Article  4:  All  voters  in  an  electoral  district,  independently of  their  confessional  belonging,  vote  for  [all]  the

candidates in the constituency.
2172Article 5: The voting operations shall be secret and on the first degree [i.e., no second round]. Vid. BOUTROS,

2010, 76; AMMOUN, 2004, 306; RABBATH, 1982, 203; BAAKLINI, 1976, 145.
2173Article 9: All Lebanese men and women who have reached their twenty-first year of age have the right to vote as

long as they enjoy their full civil and political rights and do not incur in any of the causes of incapacity stipulated by
law. Vid. RABBATH, 1982, 202-203.

2174Article 6: The right to stand for election to the Chamber of Deputies is restricted to Lebanese nationals registered
in an electoral roll, of twenty-five years of age and over, who enjoy their civil and political rights and are literate.
Naturalized persons may not be elected to the Chamber until at least ten years have elapsed since their obtaining the
Lebanese nationality.

2175Article 28: Enlisted men of all ranks, whether in the Army, the Internal Security Forces, or the Sûreté, shall not
participate in the voting operations as long as they remain quartered or in the performance of their functions. Those
who, at the time of the election, enjoy a legal leave of no less than thirty days may vote in the constituency wherein
they are registered. Military personnel of all ranks, in both the Army and the Internal Security Forces or the Sûreté,
are barred to stand for election to the House of Representative, even if they are on leave or in the reserve. They may,
however, be elected, if they retired from active service or resigned at least six months before the election date.
Article 29: Membership in the Chamber of Deputies is incompatible with the chairmanship or membership of the
Board of Directors of a public institution, public office or any other public function in independent institutions,
concessionary  companies,  municipalities,  as  well  as  any  religious  function  whose  holder  receives  a  salary  or
compensation taken from the State Treasury. [...].
Article 30: The following persons shall not be elected [...] as long as they remain in the enjoyment of their functions
or within the six months immediately following the date of their resignation from their posts:

1. Civil servants belonging to categories I and II [of the promotion ladder].
2. All judges independently of their category.
3. Mayors appointed to the provincial centers.
4. Chairmen of the boards of directors of public institutions, as well as the directors and members thereof.
5. District headmen and members of the local councils.
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With a new electoral law approved, Chéhab was decided to dissolve2176 a Chamber that, in

his  opinion,  no  longer  reflected  the  political  balance  of  forces  on  the  ground2177 and  whose

members, mostly Chamoun sympathizers, were largely ‘out of sync’ with the reformist élan he was

promoting. As the General himself said:

Certains ont pu s’interroger sur les raisons pour lesquelles il n’a pas été donné à l’ancienne Chambre

d’achever son mandat [...]. S’il est admis que, dans un pays de régime démocratique, le recours au peuple

est une nécessité chaque fois que le pays aborde un tournant politique crucial, comment ce principe ne

s’appliquerait-il pas au Liban après qu’il ait subi l’épreuve la plus grave que puisse subir un pays au cours

de sa vie politique ?

C’était donc une nécessité inéluctable de revenir au peuple. C’était un devoir de l’inviter à exprimer son

opinion sur le passé et sur l’avenir, à partir du moment où il était possible d’assurer que cette consultation

se déroulerait dans l’ordre et dans la liberté.2178

One event, known in history as the  Troubles d’Achrafié,  would, however, precipitate the

parliamentary dissolution, which he pronounced on May 5, 1960.

4.1.1.1. Les Troubles d’Achrafié and the 1960 parliamentary elections.

On  May  1,  1960,  Ashrafiyyah,  Beirut’s  main  Christian  quarter  and  a  stronghold  of

Chamounism,  wore  its  Sunday  best  to  receive  the  Maronite  patriarch,  who  arrived  into  the

neighborhood to celebrate an office in honor of St. Vincent of Paul in the chapel of the Daughters of

Charity,  in order to commemorate the thrice-centenary presence of the Lazarist  congregation in

Lebanon2179.  The  Patriarch  was  received,  as  usually,  with  a  large  public  “demonstration  of

2176Le Monde, 04/18/1960; BOUTROS, 2010, 77; RABBATH, 1986, 571.
2177JISR, 1998, 42.
2178CHÉHAB, 05/23/1960.
2179Le Monde, 05/03/1960.
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enthusiasm”2180 and in the presence of the Prime Minister accompanied by the Cabinet and the

diplomatic corps in toto2181, together with militants of the three largest Christian political forces, al-

Kata’ib, Chamoun’s National Liberal Party (NLP)2182, and the Eddé brothers’ National Bloc (NB),

but  the joyous demonstration soon turned into a  massacre when a – Muslim – member of the

Brigade  16,  part  of  the  Direction-General  for  the  Police,  under  the  commandment  of  another

Muslim, cAziz al-Ahdab, threw a grenade against the crowd concentrated to receive the Batriyark

Lubnan, causing the death of two persons and injuring other eighty2183. 

For the Christian parties, the incident, which came after the clashes between Raymond Eddé

and the 2eB, the assassination of Nacim Mughabghab, the wave of repression against those accused

of Chamounist sympathies2184, and the violent dispersal of two pacific demonstrations2185, organized

by  the  Kata’ib and  the  National  Bloc,  seemed  but  as  a  deliberate  attack  organized  by  the

commander of the police2186 against those political – and social – forces that had harshly criticized

his inability to quell the confessional malaise invading the country, and particularly affecting, as has

been said, the former loyalists, ever since the end of the September-October Counter-Revolution.

The political reaction of the Christian parties, requesting for the Chamber of Deputies to be

forthwith  convened to  inquire  into  the  causes  of  the  “grave  incidents”2187,  in  Raymond Eddé’s

words, that had taken place, with Gemayel going as far as threatening to resign from the Cabinet if

“firm measures were not taken against the security forces that had fired against a multitude of

2180MALSAGNE, 2011, 224.
2181Le Monde, 05/03/1960.
2182According to Kamal Salibi (1976, 4), the NLP, founded when Chamoun had hardly abandoned the Presidency,

rapidly became “the unrivalled representative of the Christian ethos in Lebanon. Its support came from all social
levels, and from every part of the country. Christian villagers from the mountain regions and the Biqac, leading
bankers and businessmen and small merchants, contractors and brokers, clergymen and monks of every Christian
sect, and slum-dwellers in the humbler quarters of Beirut and its suburbs, were all “Sham cunist” by sentiment [...].”
Such view is also shared by cAdel Beshara (2005, 109).

2183Le Monde, 05/03/1960; MALSAGNE, 2011, 224.
2184Vid. fn. 1680 above.
2185MALSAGNE, 2011, 225.
2186MALSAGNE, 2011, 225.
2187Le Monde, 05/03/1960
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faithful among whom women and children predominated”2188, reveal the depth of the discontent

pervading the spirit of the main Christian players in the political game as well as the underlying

sectarian and political tensions that remained unsolved under the la ghalib la maghlub cover that

had put  an  end to  the  1958 events.  Chéhab’s  response  only served  to  disappoint  even  further

Christian  opinion,  despite  his  trying  to  appease  such irritation  by promising,  after  chairing  an

emergency meeting of the Cabinet2189, to 

prendre, dans un délai maximum de quarante-huit heures, les mesures disciplinaires qui s’imposent à

l’égard des membres des forces de sécurité sur lesquels retombe, à l’issue des premières constatations, la

responsabilité du lancement des grenades2190

However, his rushing to dissolve the Chamber, in order to avoid a parliamentary inquiry into

the events, as well as the protection he awarded to Commandant al-Ahdab, not only a Sunni but a

Tripolitan just like the Prime Minister, while fitting well within the “appeasement and coexistence

policy”2191 that he tried to promote within the country, only served to reinforce his terrible image

among both the Christian rank and file and a large proportion of their élites, who believed the

General “to be steering the country “toward the worst catastrophes””2192. His growing bad reputation

among his coreligionists did not prevent the Head of State from holding fast to his decision to

dissolve the Chamber and immediately afterwards, following a long-standing tradition in Lebanese

politics, to dismiss Karami’s Cabinet and call the “highly respected”2193 and “venerable”2194 Ahmad

al-Dacuq to chair a neutral Government2195, charged with the task of preparing the election, which

2188Ibid.
2189Ibid.
2190Ibid.
2191MALSAGNE, 2011, 225.
2192Ministère des  Affaires  Étrangères  (MAE),  Liban (1960-1964),  Doc. 947. Cit.  in MALSAGNE, 2011, 225. Cf.

BOUTROS, 2010, 71.
2193AMMOUN, 2004, 306. Cf. JISR, 1998, 41; ENTELIS, 1974, 139.
2194DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 53.
2195Cabinet Ahmad al-Dacuq I (05/14/1960-08/01/1960): Ahmad al-Dacuq (S), Prime Minister, Minister of Defense;

Jubran Nahhas (GO), Minister of Justice and National Education; Philippe Taqla (GC), Minister of Foreign Affairs
and Economy; Fu’ad Najjar (D), Minister of Agriculture and Communications; Edmond Gaspard (M) Interior and
General Planning Minister; George Naccache (M), Minister of Public Works and Information; Hassan Mikdad (Sh),
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would be held on four consecutive Sundays in June.

The elections were held in an almost absolute calm2196 and can be qualified as relatively

clean  by Lebanese  standards2197,  even if  deeply-ingrained  corrupt  practices,  like  vote  buying –

particularly in Beirut and less so in Mount Lebanon2198 – kept on taking place “selon son rythme

coutumier”2199. Despite these ‘defects’ in the system, the election, which resulted in a resounding

victory for the “friends of the regime”2200, the “modernist”2201 candidates as Roger Winslow calls

them, can be considered as an accurate reflection of the popular spirit. Taking full advantage of the

Chamber’s growth in size, the feudal zucama’, who had been largely excluded from the Assembly in

1957, returned in full force2202, with Khalid Chéhab, Ahmad al-Asacad and  cAdil  cUsayran being

elected in the South2203, Sabri Hamadah being reelected in al-Biqac2204, Sa’ib Salam recovering his

seat in Beirut2205 and Kamal Joumblatt managing not only to be elected himself, but to bring along

five of  his  running mates  after  achieving an  impressive  victory in  the al-Shuf  constituency2206.

Others, like cAbdallah al-Yafi, running on Salam’s list, or former Prime Minister Sami al-Sulh, were

less fortunate and lose their seats to new men like the leader of al-Najjadah, Adnan al-Hakim, or the

Nasserist cAbdallah Mashnuk, editor-in-chief of the daily Bayrut al-Masa’2207. Together with these

strongly committed political figures, the Parliament saw also the arrival of a considerable number of

Chéhabist technocrats2208 (cAli  Bazzi,  Fouad  Boutros,  Jamil  Lahud...),  fully  identified  with  the

Minister of Public Health; Amin Bayhum (S), Minister of Finance and Social Work.
2196Le Monde, 06/14/1960; AMMOUN, 2004, 307
2197JISR, 1998, 41; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 53; HUREWITZ, 1966, 233.
2198AMMOUN, 2004, 306; BAAKLINI, 1976, 151-152.
2199AMMOUN, 2004, 306.
2200AMMOUN, 2004, 307. Cf.  TONTA, 2009, 98; RABBATH, 1986, 571; HUDSON, 1985, 301; DEKMEJIAN,

1975, 53.
2201WINSLOW, 1996, 129.
2202MALSAGNE, 2011, 227; BESHARA, 2005, 65; HUDSON, 1985, 219; JISR, 1977, 56; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 53-

54.
2203Le Monde, 06/21/1960.
2204JISR, 1998, 41-42.
2205Le Monde, 06/21/1960.
2206Le Monde, 06/15/1960.
2207Le Monde, 06/22/1960.
2208BOUTROS, 2010, 79; AMMOUN, 2004, 307; JISR, 1998, 41-42; JISR, 1977, 56; BAAKLINI, 1976, 173-174.
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national  project  of  the  Head of  State  and,  therefore,  committed neither  to  a  strong ideological

political platform nor, even less, to political feudalism.

As  usual,  the  electoral  contest  was  particularly  intense  in  the  Mount  Lebanon

constituencies2209, where the kata’ibi candidates, benefiting from presidential patronage2210 but also

having led “a “magnificently organized” electoral campaign”2211, and presenting themselves as a

possibilist Christian option in contrast to the “dogmatic” views expounded, both in the confessional

and social fields, by both Chamoun’s NLP and Eddé’s NB2212, managed to get elected five of the

seven  aspirants  (Maurice  Gemayel,  cAbdul  Sacab,  Louis  Abu  Sharaf,  Basil  cAbbud  and  Pierre

Gemayel) that had filed their candidacies under the party’s platform2213.  Al-Kata’ib thus inflicted

severe defeats to the Chamounists in al-Matn, where the former President, even if managing to

secure his own seat – much to the chagrin of General Chéhab2214, came only in third position and

was unable to bring forth the election of any of his  colistiers2215,  as well  as to the  Dusturis in

Bacabda, where only Élias al-Khuri, one of sheikh Bishara’s sons, survived against the coalition

between  the  Kata’ib and  Chamoun’s  NLP2216,  which  formed,  in  this  specific  constituency,  a

common  bloc,  which  did  not  prevent  them  from  facing  each  other  in  all  other  Mountain

constituencies.  The Kata’ib  also managed to come in  first  position  in  Kisrawan,  defeating two

prominent notables (Clovis al-Khazin and Maurice Zuwayn)2217,  and in Jezzin too,  where Basil

cAbbud, who had already won a 1959 by-election,  managed to repeat his victory2218,  but not in

Jbayl, where the National Bloc list, headed by Raymond Eddé himself – whose family held zacim

2209BAAKLINI, 1976, 150.
2210TRABOULSI, 2007, 143; KALAWOUN, 2000, 77.
2211SALIBI, 1979, 100; ENTELIS, 1974, 139. Cf. BOUTROS, 2010, 79.
2212ENTELIS, 1974, 162.
2213KHALAF & DENOEUX, 1988, 185-186; ENTELIS, 1974, 139.
2214MALSAGNE, 2011, 228.
2215Le Monde, 06/14/1960.
2216Le Monde, 06/14/1960. 
2217Le Monde, 06/14/1960; ENTELIS, 1974, 140
2218ENTELIS, 1974, 141.
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status in the district2219 – not only won but managed to get all three seats in dispute2220. 

Beirut’s first constituency, with its Christian majority (it included, among other quarters, the

historical bulwark of Beiruti Christianity: Ashrafiyyah) offered another of the most intense battles

of the 1960 election,  bringing Pierre Gemayel  face to face with Pierre Eddé. While Gemayel’s

tough style, typical of Mountain  cunfuwan2221, had traditionally been rejected by the cosmopolitan

inhabitants of the fashionable districts of East Beirut2222, the alliance he built with the Armenian

Tashnak2223 party2224, the popularity of his running mate2225, the Armenian Catholic Joseph Shadir, as

well as the growing stature as a statesman that Gemayel had acquired throughout the 1958 Crisis

and during his two-years as Cabinet minister led to a resounding two thirds victory for the Kata’ib

and  its  allies2226 over  the  sophisticated  Eddé,  who  failed,  “much  to  the  distaste  of  the  local

bourgeoisie”2227, on what had traditionally been a safe seat for his family.

The new parliament came to offer, therefore, a rather unbiased reflection of the electorate’s

preferences, as has already been hinted above. While safeguarding a safe majority for the President

and his allies, it guaranteed a modicum of opposition representation, with Chamoun’s NLP, Eddé’s

NB and even the Khuris’ Dustur managing to obtain a respectable, if reduced, amount of seats (five,

four  and  five  respectively2228)  which  would  ensure,  at  least,  a  modicum  of  pluralism  for  the

2219SALIBI, 1976, 4.
2220Le Monde, 06/14/1960.
2221BESHARA, 2005, 112.
2222MESSARRA, 1996, 139; SALIBI, 1976, 5.
2223The Armenian Revolutionary Federation (Het Heghapokhakan Dashnaktsutyun), the oldest of the three tradtional

Armenian political parties – it was founded in 1890, is a self-styled social-democratic organization “based on social
justice, democracy and national self-determination for the Armenian people” (www.arfd.info.). During the period
under our study, it was widely perceived as a ferociously anti-Communist party, “whose main goal  [was] to ally
itself to Russia’s and Turkey’s enemies in order to try to restore, one day, Armenia’s independence”. (VAUMAS,
1955, 535. Cf. VALOGNES, 1994, 482).

2224MALSAGNE, 2011, 226; SALIBI, 1976, 5; ENTELIS, 1974, 140. For an in-depth explanation of the role played
by the Tashnak in Beirut’s first constituency and in al-Matn, vid. BAAKLINI, 1976, Chapter 5.

2225ENTELIS, 1974, 140.
2226Le Monde, 06/21/1960, 06/22/1960.
2227SALIBI, 1976, 5. Cf. BESHARA, 2005, 111.
2228BESHARA, 2005, 108; MESSARRA, 1996, 139.
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forthcoming parliament2229. The new Assembly saw, as well, the consecration of the political parties

in the Lebanese system. While still generally weak and rather informal (with the exception of  al-

Kata’ib), the 1960 election saw a third of its deputies (31 out of 99) being elected on formal party

platforms2230, the highest number thus far in Lebanese political history. The VI Chamber witnessed

a  social  change  as  well:  almost  half  of  its  elected  representatives  were  professional-  and

businessmen, the new class of technocrats favored by Chéhab made its entrance in the Assembly in

full  force  against  the  empire  of  landowners  and  lawyers  that  had  traditionally  dominated  its

benches2231.

4.1.1.2. A frustrated resignation: July 20, 1960.

On July 19,  1960,  the  very same day that  the  newly constituted  Assembly of  Deputies

elected the feudal factotum from al-Biqac Sabri  Hamadah as its  new speaker, with a two thirds

majority, against the 31 suffrages received by its rival,  cAdil  cUsayran2232, Fu’ad Chéhab, on his

arriving to the seat of the Presidency, which, during his mandate, was located in a small villa in the

Kisrawani  village  of  Sarba,  announced  to  his  closest  collaborators2233 –  namely  General  cAdil

Chéhab, his relative and commander in chief of the Army; Colonel Yusif Shmayyit, chief of staff of

the Army; and Élias Sarkis, secretary-general to the Presidency of the Republic – his intention to

resign from the Presidency of the Republic, to be effective from the day after. The rationale behind

his abandonment of the first magistracy were exposed by the General himself when he argued:

Le  pays  est  pacifié,  la  situation  est  normale,  une  assemblée  largement  représentative  a  été  élue.  La

2229DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 53.
2230MALSAGNE, 2011, 227; MESSARRA, 1996, 139; BAAKLINI, 1976, 181-186.
2231MALSAGNE, 2011, 228; BOUTROS, 2010, 80; WINSLOW, 1996, 130; BAAKLINI, 1976, 166-171; HARIK,

1975, 203-204.
2232Le Monde, 07/22/1960; CHAMI, 2003, 99; RABBATH, 1982, 284-285.
2233MALSAGNE, 2011, 229; AMMOUN, 2004, 308-309.
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conjoncture actuelle exige la présence d’un chef politique. Je me retire donc.2234

Moreover, and in order to avoid a possible breakdown of public order and guarantee public

safety, the General informed his collaborators of his intention to appoint both Chéhab and Shmayyit

as interior and defense ministers in a provisional government – a “transactional military cabinet” in

Bassem al-Jisr’s expression2235 – charged with the maintenance of stability until a new President of

the Republic could be duly elected by the Chamber2236. 

It was not until the following day that Chéhab communicated his resolve to resign to the

Prime Minister, and that only five minutes2237 before the beginning of an ordinary meeting of the

Cabinet2238. The Council of Ministers’ session was not over when the President of the Republic had

the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly summoned and, on his arrival, submitted him his letter of

resignation, which he qualified as “irrevocable”2239, to the general consternation of his ministers2240,

who  tried  unsuccessfully  to  convince  the  Head  of  State  to  withhold  it2241.  The  news  were

immediately given generalized public diffusion when  Radio Liban broadcast, at 1:30 PM, a brief

statement  by the  President2242 –  which  he  had  previously entrusted  to  Hamadah,  alongside  his

resignation letter  –  where he made public his decision to resign.  The message began with his

reminding the audience that  he had only accepted power reluctantly,  and at  a  time of a severe

political and social crisis, threatening to tear the country apart:

[...] je n’ai accepté d’accéder à la dignité présidentielle que parce que j’avais la conviction de répondre à

l’appel du devoir et d’assumer une mission ardue dans les jours les plus sombres et les circonstances les

2234Magazin, July 28, 1960. Cit. in AMMOUN, 2004, 309.
2235JISR, 1998, 43.
2236MALSAGNE, 2011, 229; AMMOUN, 2004, 309; CHAMI, 2003, 98.
2237CHAMI, 2003, 98.
2238AMMOUN, 2004, 311.
2239Le Monde, 07/22/1960.
2240MALSAGNE, 2011, 229; AMMOUN, 2004, 311; CHAMI, 2003, 98; JISR, 1998, 42.
2241Le Monde, 07/22/1960.
2242AMMOUN, 2004, 311; CHAMI, 2003, 98; JISR, 1998, 42.
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plus âpres que notre pays ait eu à traverser.

La Providence a bien voulu que les espoirs de notre peuple ne soient pas déçus ; les nuages de la crise

sont aujourd’hui dissipés et les traces de cette dure épreuve se sont effacées plus rapidement qu’on ne le

pensait.

The  President’s  declaration  continued  with  his  outlining  the  fundamental  pillars  of  his

political  philosophy:  harmony  between  the  Lebanese,  neutrality  in  foreign  policy  and  the

introduction of social welfare, la pensée sociale, in Georges Naccache’s words2243, among the main

concerns of State policy:

Les troupes étrangères ont évacué notre sol et la concorde s’est rétablie dans les cœurs des Libanais  ; la

tension et la méfiance ont disparu des rapports du Liban avec ses frères arabes, un sang nouveau a été

infusé dans le corps de l’Économie libanaise, dans toutes ses branches, apportant la vie et la prospérité.

Chéhab, moreover, reviewed the actual mise en effet of such principles, both regarding the

restoration  of  institutional  –  and  constitutional  –  normality  and  the  legislative  developments

undertaken to implement the aforesaid goals, during the two years of his cahd:

[...] nous avons procédé à l’élaboration de Lois fondamentales, visant à asseoir les différentes parties de

l’appareil de l’État sur des bases nettes et saines. [...] Ces statuts législatifs produiront leurs fruits quand

les citoyens et les fonctionnaires les auront suffisamment mis en pratique.

Cette  mission  que  j’avais  accepté  d’assumer  devait  être  parachevée  par  l’institution  d’une  large

représentation parlementaire, permettant l’entrée à la Chambre d’un nombre suffisant de représentants de

toutes les fractions libanaises. [...]

2243NACCACHE, 1961, 25-26.
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The General’s  adresse  ended up with a long explanation of the causes of his resignation,

which he linked to his perception of having achieved the mission he had been entrusted with when

elected President, while requesting the Lebanese people to remain steadfast in their following the

path, the method (al-Nahj), he had threaded during his brief stay in power:

Maintenant que sont remplies toutes les conditions requises pour le retour du Pouvoir à son exercice

normal, je considère que j’ai accompli le devoir pour lequel la Nation m’avait donné sa confiance et que

j’ai terminé la tâche dont j’avais pris la charge. 

[...] j’ai décidé de me retirer pour laisser aux représentants de la Nation la latitude d’élire un nouveau

Chef d’État au début de leur nouvelle Législature.

Je  m’adresse  aussi  à  tous  les  Libanais  [...]  pour  leur  demander  [...]  d’assurer  la  sauvegarde  des

fondements de l’Indépendance [...], de serrer leurs rangs, d’unifier leurs cœurs et de s’attacher en toutes

circonstances à leur Pacte National, qui est la Charte tacite de leur État, de le respecter et de l’appliquer

strictement. De même, ils ont pour devoir de respecter la Constitution et le système de gouvernement qui

en émane.

Je les adjure de sauvegarder aussi les liens de fraternité et de confiance mutuelle entre eux et leurs frères

des pays arabes [...].2244

The public diffusion of Chéhab’s resignation had an electrifying effect throughout Lebanon.

An unprecedented mobilization shocked the Bilad al-Arz, with popular demonstrations taking place

all  through  the  country,  “from  Beirut  to  Tripoli,  from  Jounié  to  Sayda,  from  al-Hirmil  to

Zgharta”2245, in order to demand the Head of State to reconsider his decision to step down from the

Presidency. At the same time, the streets surrounding Chéhab’s family home in Jounié were invaded

2244All these citations have been taken from CHÉHAB, 07/20/1960.
2245AMMOUN, 2004, 311. Cf. MALSAGNE, 2011, 234; BOUTROS, 2010, 81; CHAMI, 2003, 311; WINSLOW,

1996, 129; RABBATH, 1986, 571; HUDSON, 1985, 301.
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by an authentic “multitude”2246 chanting slogans against the President’s decision and proclaiming

the people’s refusal to accept “any other President of the Republic”2247. Meanwhile, the political

élite mobilized herself against the presidential resignation as well, with Kamal Joumblatt drafting a

resolution asking Chéhab to withdraw his resignation “in Lebanon’s interest”2248, which received the

support of 90 of the 99 members of the Chamber2249, and a tidal wave of deputies, including Sa’ib

Salam, Rashid Karami, Kamal Joumblatt, Pierre Gemayel and even Raymond Eddé2250, inundating

the President’s home in order to try to persuade him not to go on with his resignation plans. The

transversal character of the mobilization became clear when the Maronite Patriarch dispatched a

delegation of four bishops to Jounié in order to try to convince the President to remain at the State’s

forefront2251, and even his fellow Army veterans spoke out2252, in open contradiction to the Lebanese

Army’s tradition2253, in favor of his keeping the Presidency. It would not be, however, until late in

the afternoon that Chéhab, after speaking to his wife, finally acceded to withdraw his resignation by

declaring: “Sirs, I surrender. Madame la Présidente has taken party for you”2254. The deputies’ cries

of joy were immediately replicated by the crowd surrounding Chéhab’s house and the President was

carried  shoulder  high  by the  Members  of  Parliament2255.  The  happiness  which  was  starting  to

propagate  throughout  Lebanon  –  albeit  unequally  distributed,  with  ambassador  de  Boisseson

recalling how “the displays of joy were much louder in Basta than in Achrafié”2256  – with bells

ringing and guns being shot, received official confirmation, when Radio Liban announced, at 8 PM:

2246JISR, 1998, 43. Cf. AMMOUN, 2004, 311-312. 
2247AMMOUN, 2004, 312.
2248AMMOUN, 2004, 312.
2249Le Monde, 07/22/1960; MALSAGNE, 2011, 233; AMMOUN, 2004, 312. The petition stated:

En notre  qualité  de  députés  de  la  nation,  nous faisons appel  à  votre  patriotisme pour que vous
reveniez sur votre décision et poursuiviez votre mission pacifique en vue de la renaissance politique,
économique et sociale du Liban, évitant ainsi au pays dans les délicates circonstances actuelles, une
crise que vous ne lui souhaitez pas (Cit. in MALSAGNE, 2011, 233).

2250BOUTROS, 2010, 81-82; AMMOUN, 2004, 312-313; JISR, 1998, 43.
2251AMMOUN, 2004, 312; JISR, 1998, 43.
2252JISR, 1998, 43.
2253MALSAGNE, 2011, 264; YAMAK, 1966, 154.
2254Le  Monde,  07/22/1960.  Vid.  also  MALSAGNE,  2011,  235;  AMMOUN,  2004,  314.  Cf.  JISR,  1998,  43;
WINSLOW, 1996, 129.
2255AMMOUN, 2004, 314; JISR, 1998, 43.
2256Cit. in MALSAGNE, 2011, 234.
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[...] devant le refus catégorique des représentants de la totalité des groupes parlementaires d’accepter la

démission  du  président  de  la  République  et  devant  l’ampleur  des  manifestations  populaires  [...]  le

président Chéhab a considéré qu’il  était  de son devoir de répondre aux vœux de la Nation et de ses

représentants et a accepté de poursuivre son mandat.2257

Beyond  the  facts  surrounding  Chéhab’s  frustrated  resignation,  it  is  necessary  to  try  to

ascertain what were the reasons behind such a move. Was he, as Denise Ammoun and Michael

Hudson suggest2258, sounding the political waters, so as to determine his popular and political level

of support? Did he really consider himself as the “homme de la courte durée”, whose role would be

ended  as  soon  as  the  conditions  in  the  country  were  normalized  after  the  events  of  1958,  as

Stéphane Malsagne2259 points out with the support of the French diplomatic archives? Was he trying

to give a lesson to his dreaded politicians on the asceticism, unselfishness and devotion that should

surround  service  to  the  res  publica,  as  both  Bassem  al-Jisr  and  Stéphane  Malsagne  seem  to

claim2260? Or was he merely trying to respond to his critics, particularly in the Chamounist camp,

who accused him of having achieved power due to “his compromise with the Opposition during the

1958 Revolution”2261?

A summary overview of the main theories surrounding Chéhab’s resignation serves us to

reveal how they are not necessarily incompatible. Whatever the profound motives which might have

moved the General to submit his resignation, which are, logically enough, impossible to objectively

ascertain,  despite  Malsagne’s  attempts  to  do  so  by  presenting  several  pieces  of  diplomatic

correspondence,  truth  is  that  this  episode  served  the  President  to  legitimize  his  rule  by  the

widespread expression of popular and political support he came to receive on July 20. For a man

2257Cit. in CHAMI, 2011, 99.
2258AMMOUN, 2004, 315; HUDSON, 1985, 301. Also BAZZI, 1964, 80.
2259MALSAGNE, 2011, 230-233.
2260MALSAGNE, 2011, 232-233, 519-522; JISR, 1998, 44.
2261JISR, 1998, 44.
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whose  Presidency  laid  on  a  “negative  unanimity”2262,  as  Naccache  labeled  it,  on  the  shaky

foundations of having been elected,  “amid factional strife  and parliamentary powerlessness”2263,

those massive displays of spontaneous adhesion represented an explicit endorsement of his person

and policies which allow us to establish a clear caesura in his cahd: before 1960, Chéhab ruled on

emergency powers, upon the need to save a country that was slipping down into the abyss and under

the pressure to reconcile two ethno-political groupings which had been on the verge of an all-out

war; from 1960 onward; ratified by the people and reinforced in his power, he would be freer to

impose his own particular style – his method (al-Nahj) – and decisions, more often than not, against

the politicians’ desires. Within this particular context, it is easy to see how, beneath the essentially

political  motivations  that  explain  the  July  20  episode,  there  is  also  an  underlying  pedagogic

aspiration.  Chéhab,  whom  we  have  already  defined  as  embodying  the  “father”,  becomes  the

“teacher” as well, aspiring to instruct those politicians he despised so much2264, the fromagistes, on

how politics should be done – rather than played, expecting, in quite a strong contrast with his non-

interventionist predecessors, to achieve “moral and spiritual reform”2265 as an essential prius to any

political or economic transformation. From July 20 until his final day at the Hôtel de la Présidence,

a Chéhab acclaimed by the people, would become the severe and austere holder of the Kitab: the

father, the teacher, the uncontested ruler, Lebanon’s attempt at political providentialism:

Lui  qui  ne  croit  pas  que  l’on  sauve  une  nation  malgré  elle,  le  voici  constitué,  malgré  lui,  homme

providentiel2266 

2262NACCACHE, 1960, 20. Cf. RONDOT, 1960, 46.
2263NACCACHE, 1960, 11.
2264BOUTROS, 2010, 75.
2265NACCACHE, 1960, 23. Cf. SAAB, 1966, 281; RONDOT, 1960, 45.
2266NACCACHE, 1960, 21. The theological undertones of this Naccachian expression, very probably in conjunction

with both his and Chéhab’s deep religious faith and understanding of life and politics, can be easily discerned by
bringing forth the famous Augustinian sentence: “He who created us without our help will not save us without our
consent” (Qui ergo fecit te sine te, non te iustificat sine te, Sermo 11.13).
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4.1.2. Dawlat al-Maktab al-Thani: The Empire of the 2e. Bureau (1960-1964)

After his attempt at resigning had been frustrated by the combined action of the political

élite and the people, Chéhab felt legitimized to continue walking, even perhaps with more intensity,

alongside the path of administrative and social reform that he had started to thread from the first day

of his cahd. This new, bolder – and somehow irredentist – attitude of the President of the Republic

became  explicit,  as  Fawaz  Traboulsi  does  not  fail  to  point  out2267,  during  his  traditional

independence day speech (November 21, 1961) where he underlined, in the distinctively attractive

language of modernization – itself a tradition in all modernization processes2268, that the Lebanese

State was on a “new way”, going through a transitory phase – comparable, in his opinion, to the era

anteceding the achievement of national independence – which would end in the birth of a “new

society”, based on social justice and equality for all Lebanese:

L’État libanais traverse une phase nouvelle de son existence, phase de consolidation de la vie publique sur

des bases saines et solides, faites de liberté, de justice et de connaissance ; phase dans laquelle chaque

Libanais se voit préciser ses droits en face de l’État et de la Société, son droit à la vie et à la dignité,

comme l’État et la Société se voient définir leurs droits au loyalisme des Libanais avec les charges qu’il

implique.

Cette phase, l’État s’y engage depuis un certain temps dans le but de pourvoir la Patrie libanaise des

principes de l’organisation moderne dans les domaines social, économique et culturel, dans un esprit de

parfaite impartialité [...]. [...] l’avenir du Liban, libre, indépendant et prospère, est lié aux efforts sincères

que les Libanais accomplissent en vue de contribuer à ce sérieux progrès.

L’indépendance dont nous jouissons perdrait beaucoup de sa splendeur et de son caractère sacré si nous la

concevions comme un pur symbole, si nous l’acceptions comme une simple fin et si nous ne l’utilisions

2267TRABOULSI, 2007, 140.
2268MAZLISH, 2002, 71.
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pas pour le bonheur du peuple. [...] Toute réforme administrative aurait une valeur limitée si elle n’était

pas accompagnée d’une réforme sociale globale. [...] Tous les Libanais devraient comprendre la nécessité

des efforts à faire en vue d’élever le niveau de vie de leurs frères insuffisamment développés et de mettre

fin à la misère légalement inadmissible dans une société évoluée, prospère, et de nous inciter à l’entraide

pour y mettre fin en assumant une responsabilité complète.

La phase que traverse le pays en vue de l’édification d’une société nouvelle, phase qui implique une

collaboration étroite du peuple et des responsables, qui suppose des sacrifices de la part des uns et de la

patience de la part des autres, cette phase n’est pas moins importante que celle qui l’a précédée et qui a

abouti à l’indépendance.2269

These  words  were  not  iddle  chatter  or  an  exercise  in  rhetoric  adequate  for  a  national

commemoration, such as independence day, but summarize, on the contrary, the action program that

Chéhab had devised for the second part of his presidency. Reforms, particularly in the social field,

would not only continue but receive a boost and the pursuance of equality, among social classes,

territorial  areas  and  confessional  groups,  would  continue  to  be  promoted,  despite  the  growing

criticism  thereof  in  various  political  circles,  whose  opinion  would  start  to  be  increasingly

suppressed. Moreover, the technocratic element of Chéhab’s rule, already clearly discernible in the

first two years of his cahd, became even clearer with the descent onto Lebanon of Father Lebret’s

IRFED mission,whose conclusions, in scientifically attempting to prove the socio-economic defects

of  the  laissez-faire structure  that  had  edified  the  Lebanon  of  independence2270,  contributed  to

legitimize the President’s reformist path, just like the socio-political support he had received on July

20 had legitimized his peculiar approach to rule. Therefore, and even if the Constitution’s letter was

scrupulously followed, at least in its institutional prescriptions, Chéhab started to increasingly rely

2269CHÉHAB, 11/21/1960.
2270MALSAGNE, 2011, 301-305, 314-317; BESHARA, 2005, 102-105, 105-106; AMMOUN, 2004, 323; GASPARD,

2004, 62; JISR, 1998, 51-52; PETRAN, 1987, 79; HUDSON, 1985, 313-315; SALIBI, 1966, 221; NACCACHE,
1960, 27.
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on his ‘kitchen cabinet’ of experts, “trustworthy men, alien to the clientelar political game”2271, some

of them foreigners – like the almost almighty Quartermaster General Lay2272 – leaving the formal

Cabinet as an almost powerless facade, designed to comply with the former – perhaps even thought

of as a pastime for the fromagistes2273 – while the real locus of power became located, precisely, in

the civic-military technocratic apparatus. As Chéhab himself acknowledged when he said:

[...]  I  cannot change the political  class  in  toto,  particularly if  the people continue to  elect them [...].

Therefore I have centered myself on the Public Administration and its reform and in the establishment of

modern institutions therein, in order to gradually free it from its submission to confessional and political

leadership, so that it could eventually be integrated by competent elements[. And,] at the same time, I

[tend to] choose those politicians more amenable to cooperate with them [the technocrats].2274

Thus, the signature, on September 27, 1959, of a contract  between the Lebanese Republic

and the Institut de recherche et de formation en vue du développement (IRFED)2275, directed by the

Dominican  father  Louis-Joseph  Lebret2276,  not  only  accomplished  its  original  purpose  of

“determining the needs and especially the resources of Lebanon”2277 but also serves as a particularly

clear  example  of  the  technocratic  proclivities  of  Chéhab’s  cahd.  Instead  of  relying  on  the

2271MALSAGNE, 2011, 245. Cf. BESHARA, 2005, 110; HUDSON, 1985, 303-304.
2272MALSAGNE, 2011, 247, 252-253; BOUTROS, 2010, 67, 74-75; Annex III to BAZZI, 1964.
2273Chéhab’s distaste of politicians was publicly known. He is reported to have asked his close collaborator Fouad

Boutros, just after the 1960 elections:

Pouvez-vous me dire, vous qui me comprenez, ce qu’il y a de commun entre ces gens-là et moi ? Qu’y
a-t-il de commun entre ces gens que l’on appelle aujourd’hui députés et ministres et moi ? Qu’est-ce
que je fais ici ? (BOUTROS, 2010, 75).

Naccache’s statements on the matter, highly reflective of Chéhab’s own view, revealed as well the philosophy
that guided the President’s relationship with the political élite, which can be easily qualified as a resigned acceptance of
a negative situation:

[...] C’est avec les Libanais, comme ils sont, avec ces politiciens, valant ce qu’ils valent ; c’est avec
eux et à travers eux qu’il faut faire un État libanais [...] avec cette conscience amère de la nécessité,
pour aboutir, de passer à travers les hommes mêmes qui ont avili l’autorité et dégradé le pouvoir.
(NACCACHE, 1961,25 )

2274JISR, 1998, 48. My translation.
2275MALSAGNE, 2011, 252; AMMOUN, 2004, 301; SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 173-174; SALEM, 1973, 110.
2276According to Stéphane Malsagne, the fact that Lebret was a professed religious served as an incentive for Chéhab

to entrust his organization with the task of preparing a social survey of Lebanon (MALSAGNE, 2011, 251).
2277AMMOUN, 2004, 301.
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parliamentary aristocracy and the economic oligarchy – the  khassah – the General, as has been

already said above, ruled, in a highly personalistic fashion2278, through a class of homines novi – the

nukhbah – contemptuous of traditional politicians2279, fully committed to his project for Lebanon2280,

and including not only technicians and reformist bureaucrats, but also, and very particularly from

1960 onward, military men of his trust, who came to direct not only the army and its dependent

organizations but also the civil security institutions (Interior Security Forces Police, Gendarmerie

and Sûreté Générale)2281. The new style brought about by Chéhab, particularly reinforced after his

frustrated resignation, was not only marked, though, by his rejection of the traditional élites, but

also  by  his  anti-beyrouthinism2282.  In  parallel  to  other  reformist  and  nationalist  movements  –

essentially the rural nationalism of the small Eastern European States2283, Chéhabism was marked by

its rejection of the City, perceived as corrupt and impure, le chef-lieu du fromagisme, in a vision not

dissimilar to that defended by Jean-François Gravier in his influential 1947 work Paris et le désert

français,  where  he  conceived  of  Paris  not  as  a  “metropolis  vivifying  its  hinterland,  but  as  a

“monopolist” devouring the national substance”2284, which found its echo in indigenous Lebanese

manifestations  like  Jean  Salem’s  laments  on rural  exodus2285,  fitting  well  within  Chéhab’s  own

perspective of Beirut vis-à-vis the rest of Lebanon. Such a position did not only manifest through

2278MALSAGNE, 2011, 277-278, 508-509; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 54; SALIBI, 1966, 221-222.
2279HUDSON, 1985, 304; KHALIDI, 1983, 39; SALIBI, 1976, 19.
2280MALSAGNE, 2011, 245-265, 289-300; SALIBI, 1976, 14.
2281The security apparatus under Chéhab was thus organized: General Tawfiq Salim (M), Commander-in-Chief of the

Lebanese Army, substituted in 1959 by General cAdel Chéhab (M); Colonel Nur al-Din al-Rifaci (S), Commander of
the Internal Security Forces; Captain Yusif Shmayyit (D), Chief of Staff; Colonel Joseph Simacan (M), Commander
of the Gendarmerie;  Commandant  cAziz al-Ahdab (S),  Commander of  the Police;  Captain Tawfiq Jalbut (GC),
Commander  of  the  Sûreté  Générale;  Colonel  Antun Sacad  (M),  Commander  of  the  Deuxième Bureau;  Captain
Johnny cAbdu (M), Officer in charge of Special Military Affairs at the 2eB; Colonel Ahmad al-Hajj (S), Head of the
Military Cabinet of the President of the Republic; Captain François Génadry (GC), aide-de-camp to the President of
the Republic;  MALSAGNE, 2011, 265-269.

2282MALSAGNE, 2011, 273; BOUTROS, 2010, 121; SALIBI, 1966, 221.
2283GELLNER, 1994, 30, 130-144, 187-192; 1987, 25; 1983, passim, esp. 58-62. It is important to note here, however,

that  such an anti-urban perspective has  had notable representatives beyond Eastern Europe, with no other  than
Thomas Jefferson being its most articulate defender in the United States (CONTRERAS, 2016, 236) and several
manifestations thereof in the German political and popular culture (GRUNBERGER, 2007, 166-182), e.g.: the song
“Wir wollen uns’ren alten Kaiser Wilhelm wiederhaben” which praised the good ol’, pre-urban, days (Der Rheine
war so gar / die Luft durchsichtig war / Und Oma sagte ohne Scherz, dass sie als junge Dirn / Noch aus der Elbe
trinken konnte, ohne krank zu wer’n).

2284MARCHAND, 2001, 235. 
2285SALEM, 1968, 129.
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the preferential attention he devoted to the Lebanese periphery, but also, and very graphically so, it

was demonstrated by the General when he refused to take residence in the presidential palace, rue

Kantari, and preferred to keep on living in his family home in Jounié (cAjaltun in Summer2286),

whence he commuted daily to the modest Hôtel de la Présidence in Sarba, at the same time that the

Council of Ministers met in several towns all around Kisrawan.

Hence, Chéhab would allow the politicians to keep on playing petty politics, while he and

his kitchen cabinet concentrated on resolving the real issues faced by Lebanon2287. A good example

of  this  would  be  the  eighteen-minister-strong  Cabinet2288 –  the  largest  theretofore  in  Lebanese

history – submitted by the veteran Beiruti politician and financier Sa’ib Salam to the Chamber on

August 1, 1960, where it was ratified by a “resounding majority” of 78 to 9 votes 2289. By appointing

Salam as Prime Minister  not only had Chéhab restored the tradition of rotating the Council  of

Ministers’ chairmanship among the principal representatives of the Sunni community after almost

two years of Karami-led executives, but also, by allowing the conformation of such a large Cabinet,

he managed to guarantee a  wide representation  of  the  chéhabist parliamentary coalition in  the

Executive2290 including traditional politicians on both sides of the 1958 Revolution (Salam, Taqla

and the Gemayel brothers), representatives of large parliamentary – and extra-parliamentary – blocs

(Majid Arslan, Kamal Joumblatt) together with technocrats trusted by the Head of State (Philippe

Bulus,  Rafiq  Shahin).  The  Executive  thus  constituted  was  perhaps  not  the  most  efficient  of

2286MALSAGNE, 2011, 274.
2287RONDOT, 1960, 46; BAZZI, 1964, 77.
2288Cabinet Salam-III (08/01/1960-05/20/1961): Sa’ib Salam (S), Prime Minister, Interior Minister; Nasim Majdalani

(GO),  Deputy Chairman of  the  Council,  Minister  of  Justice;  Majid Arslan  (D),  Minister  of  National  Defense;
Philippe Taqla (GC), Minister of Foreign Affairs and Émigrés; Kamal Joumblatt (D), Minister of National Education
and  Fine  Arts;  Élias  al-Khuri  (M),  Minister  of  Public  Health  and  Emergencies;  Muhammad  Safi  al-Din  (Sh),
Minister of Agriculture;  Sulayman al-cAli (S), Minister of National Economy and Tourism; Fu’ad Ghusn (GO),
Minister of Information and Guidance; Joseph Skaff (GC), Minister of Labor and Social Affairs; Pierre Gemayel
(M),  Minister  of  Finance;  Khatchik  Babikian  (AO),  Minister  of  State  responsible  for  Administrative  Reform;
cAbdallah al-Mashnuq (S), Minister of State for Municipalities and Rural Affairs; Sulayman Frangié (M), Minister
of Communications; Maurice Gemayel (M), Minister of State; cUthman al-Dana (S), Minister of Public Works and
Transportation; Hussayn Mansur (Sh), Minister of State; Rafiq Shahin (Sh), Minister of General Planning.

2289Le Monde, 08/19/1960.
2290Le Monde, 08/05/1960; JISR, 1998, 45-46; HUDSON, 1985, 302; RONDOT, 1960, 47.
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governments  – the amount  of ministers  it  included corresponded, as Pierre  Rondot  remembers,

more to “a representative Assembly” than to “a Council of Ministers”2291– but at least guaranteed

each major  zacim his ministerial seat, thus providing the Republic with the  minimum of stability

required by the Head of State to pursue his reformist agenda.

In his inaugural speech, Salam, in the footsteps of his famous Lubnan wahid la Lubnanayn

(“One Lebanon, not two”) discourse, reiterated the fundamental principles that had guided the new

interpretation given to the National Pact during Chéhab’s cahd: full independence, sovereignty and

territorial integrity for an Arab Lebanon, commitment to the Arab causes, “particularly in regards to

the Palestinian affair”2292, and neutrality in international affairs:

Nous voulons que nos relations avec tous les pays du monde soient fondées sur l’amitié et le respect

réciproque, à l’abri de tout engagement et de tout lien de quelque nature que ce soit. Cela dans le cadre de

la  charte  des Nations Unies.  Nous  voulons un Liban,  pays  arabe,  indépendant,  aux fondements  et  à

l’existence solides, un Liban républicain, démocrate, ouvert sur le monde entier.2293

Therefore, and during his time in office, Salam would concentrate himself on foreign policy,

using  his  Arabist  credentials  to  limit,  following  Chéhab’s  instructions,  the  scope  of  Nasserist

interference  in  the  internal  affairs  of  Lebanon2294.  He also  tried,  moreover,  to  continue  on  the

reformist footsteps of Karami’s executives and therefore initiated an ambitious program of public

works2295. His huge Cabinet would, though, prove to be short-lived: the frequent quarrels among its

members, in a permanent quest for prominence over their fellow ministers – René Aggiouri had

even declared that the executive “brought in itself its own opposition”2296– as well as Joumblatt’s

2291RONDOT, 1960, 47. Such was also the opinion of several deputies, including Édouard Hunayn,  cAli Bazzi and
Jean cAziz (BAZZI, 1964, 76).

2292Le Monde, 08/19/1960.
2293Ibid.
2294MALSAGNE, 2011, 355; KALAWOUN, 2000, 82-84.
2295AMMOUN, 2004, 317.
2296Cit. in RONDOT, 1960, 45.
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loud and public denunciation of the Government, which he accused of “everything[,] from tobacco

smuggling to refusing to recognize Communist China”2297, provoked the Cabinet’s downfall on May

16, 19612298, barely ten months after its inception. Entrusted again, nonetheless, with the task of

leading the Executive, Salam was unable to muster a wide coalition again and had to make do with

a smaller, eight-member executive2299, which barely managed, due to the obstacles thrown on his

way by either  the Head of  State  and his  allies  in  the  Assembly or  the  Army2300,  to  obtain the

Chamber’s confidence in a close 46 to 44 vote2301. In the face of a stronger opposition2302 where the

hard-core  Chéhabists, grouped around former Prime Minister Karami, and their main opponents,

including both Chamoun and Eddé, joined hands against Salam’s second Cabinet,  the powerful

Beiruti leader was unable to keep his coalition together, being forced to submit his resignation after

barely five additional months in power.

Salam’s downfall also revealed the profound divergence in character between the President

of the Republic and his Prime Minister.  The austere Head of State was profoundly irritated by

Salam’s  flamboyant  character  as  well  as  by his  permanent  assertion  of  the  importance  of  the

Council chairmanship vis-à-vis  the Presidency of the Republic2303, which contrasted with the fluid

relationship between the latter and Karami, who was to be tasked, once again, with the formation of

a  new Cabinet2304,  which,  composed  by a  large  coalition  of  the  main  Chéhabist  “confessional,

2297HUDSON, 1985, 302. Cf. AMMOUN, 2004, 327; KALAWOUN, 2000, 83.
2298Le Monde, 05/18/1961.
2299Cabinet Salam-IV (05/20/1961-10/31/1961): Sa’ib Salam (S), Prime Minister, Minister of Defense; Philippe Bulus

(GO), Deputy Chairman of the Council, Minister of Justice and Economy; Philippe Taqla (GC), Foreign Minister;
Kamal Joumblatt (D), Minister of Public Works and General Planning; Muhammad Safi al-Din (Sh), Minister of
National Education and Welfare; Pierre Gemayel (M), Minister of Finance and Public Health; Sulayman Frangié
(M), Minister of Agriculture and Communications; cAbdallah al-Mashnuq (S), Interior and Information Minister.

2300BOUTROS, 2010, 86, 89; JISR, 1998, 48.
2301JISR, 1998, 46; HUDSON, 1985, 302.
2302Le Monde, 05/23/1961; AMMOUN, 2004, 321; JISR, 1998, 46.
2303Proche-Orient  Chrétien,  1971,  74-75; NAOR,  2013,  992;  HARRIS,  2012,  217;  BESHARA,  2005,  114;

AMMOUN, 2004, 320; KHALIDI, 1983, 39.
2304Cabinet Rashid Karami IV (10/31/1961-02/20/1964): Rashid Karami (S), Prime Minister, Minister of Finance;

Philippe Bulus (GO), Deputy Chairman of the Council, Minister of Information; Majid Arslan (D),  Minister of
Defense;  Philippe  Taqla  (GC),  Minister  of  Foreign  Affairs  and  Tourism;  Kamal  Joumblatt  (D),  State  Minister
responsible for the Interior Ministry and charged with the coordination of the IRFED mission with the relevant
administrative corporations; Joseph Skaf (GC), Minister of Agriculture; Rafiq Naja (S); Pierre Gemayel (M), State
Minister tasked with the mission of assisting in studies aimed at regulating public finances;  cUthman al-Dana (S),
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regional and partisan zucama’”2305, would eventually become  Lebanon’s longest-lasting government

since the achievement of independence, remaining in power for well over two years, after Salam’s

downfall in October 1961. In this context, it  is perhaps revealing to point out, as Kamal Salibi

does2306, that the roots of Salam’s difference with Chéhab might lie upon a generational question:

while  Karami  was  relatively  young  when  he  initiated  his  “harmonious”2307 collaboration  with

Chéhab (he was 39 when first entrusted with forming a Government), which allowed him to mature

politically under the General’s protection2308, and even to occupy a rather discreet position vis-à-vis

the Chéhabist ‘cult of personality’2309, Salam was not only older but also far richer than Karami and

largely self-conscious of his own position atop the Beiruti social pyramid, which forced him to

assert his role as Prime Minister2310 and even to belittle the Head of State, both institutionally, and

personally, insulting him for his family’s poverty2311. Chéhab, for his part, did not dissimulate his

dislike of Salam either. In an interview conceded a few months before his death to the weekly al-

Sayyad, he said:

Saëb Salam a prétendu plus d’une fois que je n’ai rien fait durant mon sexennat. Je réponds  : oui, j’ai fait

et il suffit que je rappelle que j’ai écarté du pouvoir Saëb Salam durant dix ans et que j’ai empêché qu’il

atteigne ses objectifs [...]. Il suffit que je rappelle cela pour que je puisse affirmer que j’ai fait beaucoup

pour le Liban2312.

Salam would thereafter swell the ranks of the opposition to Chéhabism, alongside Chamoun

Minister of General Planning; Kamal al-Asacad (Sh), Minister of National Education; cAli Bazzi (Sh), Minister of
Public  Health;  Fouad  Boutros  (GO),  Minister  of  Justice;  Édouard  Hunayn  (M),  Minister  of  Welfare  –  to  be
subsequently substituted by Jean cAziz – and René Mucawwad (M), Minister of Communications.

2305JISR, 1998, 46. Cf. AMMOUN, 327.
2306SALIBI, 1976, 14.
2307JISR, 1998, 47. Cf. RABBATH, 1986, 572; KHALIDI, 1983, 39; OWEN, 1976, 29.
2308HUDSON, 1985, 302; SALIBI, 1976, 14; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 55; BAZZI, 1964, 74-75, 77.
2309MALSAGNE, 2011, 499-502.
2310WINSLOW, 1996, 139; SALIBI, 1976, 14.
2311On June 28, 1971, Salam published a violent attack against Chéhab on the pages of al-Nahar insulting the General

in the following terms:
Il est bourré de complexes qui sont dus, a-t-on dit à ses débuts obscurs dans la vie lorsqu’il était
huissier au tribunal de Jounieh. (Trans. by MALSAGNE, 2011, 557).

2312Al-Sayyad, 06/17/1971. Cit. and trans. by MALSAGNE, 2011, 557.
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and Eddé, whose withstanding the régime had led to their civic death in all but name, including

their complete exclusion not only from Cabinet, but also from the press2313, which only Ghassan

Tuéni’s al-Nahar dared defy2314 despite the penal consequences thereof2315. The cordon sanitaire2316

thus established around the National Liberal Party and the National Bloc equated to the complete

exclusion of Christian – and very specifically Maronite2317 – opinion from the decision-making

centers, which nurtured a profound discontent against the President of the Republic among both the

Christian rank and file and élite, reinforced by the growing chasm between the Maronite Patriarch

and the Head of State2318. 

Beyond  the  “self-explanatory”  tension  between  Chéhab  and  the  Chamounists2319,  the

growing  distance  between  the  General  and  Christian  opinion  obeyed  to  the  widely  shared

perception that his policies were unduly favoring the Muslims at the expense of the Christians2320,

with even those hierarchs closer to Chéhab, like Mgrs. Ziadé and Abed, bishops respectively of

Beirut and Tripoli, arguing that “Christians should not be disadvantaged for the sake of advancing

the Muslims”2321, in a position which contrasted with the permanent Muslim discontent for its lot in

the Republic2322.  For the Christian rank and file, Chéhab was, moreover,  perceived as betraying

Lebanese sovereignty by aligning the country too firmly alongside the Nasserist path2323, which also

fueled the fears of the bourgeoisie – both Christian and Muslim – terrified at the nationalization

measures implemented by the Egyptian  ra’is2324, particularly after July 19612325, and reinforced in

2313BESHARA, 2005, 109.
2314TRABOULSI, 2007, 142; SALIBI, 1976, 6, 20.
2315MALSAGNE, 2011, 536, 559.
2316RONDOT, 1960, 47.
2317MALSAGNE, 2011, 545; TRABOULSI, 2007, 141-142; BESHARA, 2005, 114.
2318MALSAGNE, 2011, 546-547, 548-550; BOUTROS, 2010, 71; SALIBI, 1976, 20-21
2319BESHARA, 2005, 107-109; JISR, 1998, 47.
2320MALSAGNE, 2011, 546; TRABOULSI, 2007, 142.
2321Cit. in MALSAGNE, 2011, 554.
2322Proche-Orient Chrétien (1961), 82-85; L’Orient, 02/05/1961, 02/06/1961; MALSAGNE, 2011, 380, 547.
2323MALSAGNE, 2011, 547.
2324TRABOULSI, 2007, 142.
2325In July 1961, the Egyptian government published a number of decrees dramatically increasing the State’s role in

the economy.  According to Rami Ginat  (1997, 15),  “[t]he decrees  of July 1961 emphasised state ownership of
enterprises and the state’s direct control of all major enterprises or properties. Their intention was to supplant private
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their concern by the massive arrival in Lebanon of  Levantines, not only “wealthy Christians and

Jews” as Tabitha Petran suggests2326, fleeing Egypt’s fledgling socialism.  As will be seen below,

however, the Christian reaction to both the separation of Syria from the United Arab Republic, on

September 27, 1961, and the failed coup d’état of the 1961 New Year’s Eve, reveals the extent of

the  Christian  malaise  vis-à-vis  the  régime,  and  President  Chéhab  himself,  under  no  illusions

regarding his ability to win the Christians to his policies, ended up stating that it was precise to “act

in the interest of the Christians despite themselves”2327.

As has just been said above, the separation of Syria from the UAR, on September 27, 1961,

would become one of the most serious challenges faced by the Chéhabi cabinets in the second phase

of  his  cahd,  particularly in  light  of  the  close links  with Nasser  entertained both  by Salam and

Karami as well as the sway the Egyptian ra’is held over the Sunni ‘Street’. While ascertaining the

deep causes behind the coup which put an end to the only successful attempt at Arab unity ever

undertaken goes well beyond the goals of this work, it was clear, by 1961, that the union between

Egypt and Syria was increasingly felt as dissatisfactory by many influential groups in the ‘Northern

Province’: on the one hand, the formerly powerful merchant class, which had dominated the Syrian

economy before the union2328, and the equally powerful landowners2329, felt threatened by Nasser’s

socializing measures2330 including the mise en force of an agrarian reform, massive nationalizations

of private industries, State-imposed limitations on capital movement, as well as by the stringent

centralization imposed from Cairo – including the abolition of the “regional Cabinets”2331 –  which

not  only  tore  apart  the  clientelistic  relationship  between  politicians  and  economic  tycoons  so

ownership for socialism”.
2326PETRAN, 1987, 57-58. Cf.  FRUS, 1961-1963, vol. 17, Doc. 141; GASPARD, 2004, 144-146; KHALAF, 2002,

182; JISR, 1998, 62-63.
2327BOULOS, 2010, 71.
2328La Vanguardia Española, 10/13/1961; DAWISHA, 2003, 226.
2329La Vanguardia Española, 10/13/1961; DAWISHA, 2003, 227.
2330FRUS, 1961-1963, vol. 17, Doc. 141; La Vanguardia Española, 09/29/1961, 10/05/1961, 10/13/1961; Le Monde,

02/08/1961,  07/27/1961,  08/25/1961,  08/29/1961,  09/29/1961; ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010,  78-79;  DAWISHA,
2003, 229-230; SEALE, 1988, 58.

2331Le Monde, 08/17/1961, 08/18/1961.
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characteristic of pre-union Syria, but also imposed on the latter the massive weight of “navigat[ing]

through the  maze  of  Egypt’s  bureaucratic  conundrum”2332;  on  the  other  hand,  the  military and

political  élites,  who  had  expected  the  Union  to  offer  them  with  opportunities  for  personal

promotion, felt clearly disgruntled by the secondary role they were awarded2333 as well as by the

high-handedness  of  the  Egyptian  officials  vis-à-vis their  Syrian  counterparts,  being  specially

stricken  by the  “unmerciful”  repression  of  political  dissidence  installed  under  the  authority  of

Nasser’s henchman in Syria, Colonel cAbd al-Hamid Sarraj2334. It was in the context of this growing

discontent that, in the night of September 27 to 28, a group of Syrian officers from the Damascus

and Dumayr garrisons, under the command of lieutenant-colonel cAbd al-Karim Nahlawi and under

the cover of the so-called Supreme Arab Revolutionary Command of the Armed Forces (SARC),

rose and, in a bloodless coup, managed to rapidly take control of the situation despite some initial

doubts2335.

The rupture of the UAR, while cheerfully received among the Syrian élites2336, including the

representatives of all  the Christian communities2337,  caused a profound consternation among the

popular sectors2338, both in Syria and abroad – several demonstrations did take place in Lebanon to

protest the action of the “separatists”2339– and provoked an important crisis in Lebanese politics,

with the mainly Christian opposition, but also  al-Kata’ib2340, exulting at the restoration of Syrian

independence  and  demanding  the  immediate  recognition  of  the  new Damascene  authorities2341,

2332DAWISHA, 2003, 227.
2333Le Monde, 08/19/1961, 09/29/1961;  ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010, 78-79; AMMOUN, 2004, 324; SEALE, 1988,

58-59.
2334Le Monde, 09/28/1961, 10/02/1961; SEALE, 1988, 58.
2335FRUS,  1961-1963,  vol.  17,  Docs.  109,  111,  113,  114; La  Vanguardia  Española,  09/29/1961,  09/30/1961;

10/01/1961;  Le Monde,  09/29/1961, 09/30/1961;  MALSAGNE, 2011, 356; AMMOUN, 2004, 325; DAWISHA,
2003, 230-231; SEALE, 1988, 67.

2336La  Vanguardia  Española,  09/30/1961,  10/01/1961; Le  Monde,  10/05/1961;  ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO,  2010,  81;
AMMOUN, 2004, 325; DAWISHA, 2003, 231; SEALE, 1988, 67.

2337Le Monde, 10/09/1961.
2338ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010, 79; DAWISHA, 2003, 231, 236.
2339MALSAGNE,  2011,  356.  Cf.  La  Vanguardia  Española,  10/01/1961,  10/04/1961,  10/06/1961;  Proche-Orient

Chrétien, 1961, vol. XI, 388; KALAWOUN, 2001, 121.
2340Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1961, vol. XI, 388-389; MALSAGNE, 2011, 356; AMMOUN, 2004, 326.
2341MALSAGNE, 2011, 356; AMMOUN, 2004, 326-327; KALAWOUN, 2001, 126; 
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whereas Muslim opinion generally lamented the failure of the union and warned against too hasty

an official acknowledgment of the new Syrian régime2342. In a kind of 1958 in reverse, and much to

the chagrin of their Muslim counterparts2343, the main representatives of Christian Lebanon took the

road  to  Damascus  to  congratulate  the  new  Prime  Minister,  the  conservative  grand  bourgeois

Ma’mun  al-Kuzbari2344,  with  the  Patriarch  himself  sending  a  congratulatory  message  and  an

episcopal delegation, integrated by Msgrs. Abed, Marun and Abi Nader, to express his best wishes

to the government  of independent Syria2345.  In this  context of heightened political  tensions,  the

recently appointed Lebanese Cabinet, under Karami’s chairmanship, procrastinated in its formal

recognition until November 8, after most Arab and foreign countries had already done so2346, in fear

of  upsetting  Nasser2347,  and  did  not  send  an  official  delegation  to  Damascus  until  January  4,

19622348.

Beyond the internal strife revived by the dissolution of the UAR, its demise would force

Lebanon to re-orientate its entire Arab policy. Anchored firmly alongside the Nasserist path ever

since the Masnaca summit, even if, often, only half-heartedly, as proven by Lebanon’s resistance to

entertain Nasser’s projects for a military alliance2349 or an Arab common market2350, a revived Syria

opened a new front for Lebanon’s diplomacy, which forced Chéhab to steer a delicate course amid

the  troubled  waters  of  the  Arab Cold  War  in  order  to  achieve  his  ultimate  goal  of  preserving

Lebanese independence and sovereignty against all  odds2351,  including Kuzbari’s  revived Fertile

2342KALAWOUN, 2000, 105.
2343Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1961, vol. XI, 389.
2344FRUS, 1961-1963, vol. 17, Docs. 114, 137; La Vanguardia Española, 09/30/1961; Le Monde, 09/30/1961.
2345Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1961, vol. XI, 389-390; MALSAGNE, 2011, 550.
2346FRUS, 1961-1963, vol. 17, Docs. 110, 116, 120, 124, 141; La Vanguardia Española, i.a. 09/30/1961, 10/01/1961,

10/08/1961, 10/10/1961, 10/11/1961, 10/13/1961.
2347La Vanguardia Española, 09/30/1961, 10/01/1961.
2348The delegation, faced by Karami’s refusal to participate therein, was headed by Foreign Minister Philippe Taqla,

accompanied by Commanders Tewfiq Jalbout and Fawzi Khatib. (MALSAGNE, 2011, 356-357).
2349MALSAGNE, 2011, 392-393.
2350Vid. ref. 1828 above.
2351MALSAGNE, 2011, 360-363, 378
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Crescent scheme2352, which was responded with a frontal refusal by the Lebanese Head of State 2353.

The  downfall  of  Iraq’s  Qasim  in  1963,  and  the  rapid  failure  of  Syria’s  experiment  with

democracy2354, to be substituted in both cases, by the rise, in repeated succession, of increasingly

radical, leftist and Arabist régimes not only put the Chéhabist project under heavy strains, but also

jeopardized the entire edifice of the Lebanese Republic.

4.1.2.1. The New Year’s Coup d’État: Pan-Syrianism, Kiyanism and Repression

In the early hours of January 1, 1962, and taking advantage of the celebratory mood that

accompanies  the  arrival  of  the  new year,  a  group of  military  officers,  under  the  command  of

Captains Shawki Khayrallah and Fu’ad cAwad, with the political clout provided for by the PPS2355,

initiated a military uprising with the ultimate goal of deposing General Chéhab and his régime 2356,

perceived by the insurrectionists as traitorous to the Lebanese State due to their conciliatory policies

towards Nasserism2357, and aiming to replace them with a provisional military government, headed

either by Colonel Fu’ad Lahud or by Col. Ghattas Labaki,  until the eventual “constitution of a

[civilian] government”2358.

The conspirators mobilized at least twenty tanks from the Tyre garrison2359, which were used

to occupy the Ministry of Defense, where a stiff resistance on the part of its guard managed to

withstand the rebels’ firepower all night long2360, thus giving the army command the necessary time

2352FRUS, 1961-1963, vol. 17, Doc. 137; La Vanguardia Española, 10/12/1961; Le Monde, 01/27/1962, 03/16/1962;
MALSAGNE, 2011, 357-358; DAWISHA, 2003, 232.

2353MALSAGNE, 2011, 359.
2354FRUS, 1961-1963, vol. 17, Docs. 212, 229, 232; La Vanguardia Española, 09/30/1961, 10/10/1961; ÁLVAREZ-

OSSORIO, 2010, 82-92; DAWISHA, 2003, 237; KALAWOUN, 2000, 101-102; SEALE, 1988, 67-68, 72-85.
2355RONDOT, 1965, 9; WINSLOW, 1996, 133.
2356BESHARA, 2005, 116-117.
2357JISR, 1998, 53; SALIBI, 1976, 14; RONDOT, 1965, 15-17
2358RONDOT, 1965, 13. Cf. BESHARA, 2005, 96.
2359“J’ai vu échouer le coup d’État”, Le Monde, 01/02/1962.
2360“J’ai vu échouer le coup d’État”, Le Monde, 02/01/1962; AMMOUN, 2004, 329; JISR, 1998, 54.
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to begin preparing the resistance to the coup2361. Parallely the leaders of the movement moved on to

develop the second step in their plan: the kidnapping of some of the most significant Army officers,

including Commandants Tawfiq Jalbut, François Génadry (director of the Sûreté Générale), Louis

Chéhab (director of the Military School), Hanna Sacid and Rassi; Colonels Yusif Shmayyit (Army

Chief of Staff) and cAbd al-Qadir Chéhab (commander of the Beirut garrison), which did not take

place without violence – up to twelve soldiers were killed in the course of the operations2362. The

rebels  had  even planned  to  detain  the  President  of  the  Republic  himself,  but  their  plans  were

frustrated by the presence of an army retinue on the road to his family home in Jounié2363. After a

spell of hesitation, the hostages were finally transferred to the Mar Simacan convent, in the vicinity

of Baskinta, where the nuns were forced by the coupistes to take them in2364. By dawn, however, it

had already become clear that the  soulèvement  had failed, with the Army managing to retake the

buildings  that  were  occupied  in  Central  Beirut  and  to  lift  up  the  siege  around  the  Defense

Ministry2365, although Captain  cAwad managed to escape through the Army lines. Fully conscious

that the coup had failed, the rebel officers tried to flee the country by sea, using their hostages as a

bargaining chip to ensure their safe escape to Cyprus2366, their plans being frustrated, however, by

the rapid action of the security forces,  who ambushed most of the rebels’ vehicles before they

reached the shore, while even some of the detained officers – namely Commandants Jalbut and

Génadry – managed to subdue their captors and set themselves free2367. By the late hours of January

2, the coup had failed and most of its authors had been captured.

Before going any further,  it  is  necessary to  ascertain the causes  behind the New Year’s

Putsch. For  Adel Beshara, a foremost scholar of the PPS and sympathizer thereof, the coup was

2361“J’ai vu échouer le coup d’État”, Le Monde, 02/01/1962; AMMOUN, 2004, 329.
2362La Vanguardia Española, 02/01/1962; “J’ai vu échouer le coup d’État”, “La tentative de putsch a été réprimée en

quelques heures au Liban”, Le Monde, 02/01/1962; AMMOUN, 2004, 330.
2363MALSAGNE, 2011, 367; RIZK, 1966, 136.
2364AMMOUN, 2004, 332.
2365AMMOUN, 2004, 331.
2366AMMOUN, 2004, 333.
2367AMMOUN, 2004, 333.
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essentially motivated by the political changes brought about by General Chéhab ever since he came

to power and, very particularly, by his appeasement policy toward Nasser and Pan-Arabism “at a

time when many Lebanese were still apprehensive of them”2368, but also by his perceived favoritism

against the former loyalists, which, in his opinion

eventually persuaded many Lebanese on both sides of the political spectrum that the 1958 crisis had

ended in a clear victory for one side against the other, and not on the basis [of] ‘no victor, no vanquished’,

as first speculated.2369

Among the former members of the Chamounist bloc, the PPS had felt especially aggrieved

by Chéhab’s policies, despite its initial sympathy for Chéhab’s election2370, since the party had been

thoroughly excluded from public life2371, not only as a consequence of its support for Chamoun

during the 1958 crisis  but  also due to  its  thorough opposition to  Pan-Arabism, which  made it

unacceptable to Nasser and his sympathizers in Lebanon2372.  Moreover,  the retaliatory measures

undertaken by Joumblatt, as Minister of Education, against some elementary schoolteachers – who

were to be transferred from their positions against their will – in the Kura district2373, one of the

strongholds of the PPS in Lebanon, together with the latter’s insistence on banning the party2374,

caused  a  great  deal  of  resentment  among  the  party’s  membership  and  leaders  alike  and

progressively came to foster the development of a conspiratorial mood in their midst. 

Beshara’s account can be considered as largely reflective of the scholarly consensus vis-à-

vis the reasons behind the coup2375, however, and while truthful in that it highlights the causes of

2368BESHARA, 2005, 69.
2369BESHARA, 2005, 69.
2370BESHARA, 2005, 48-52.
2371BESHARA, 2005, 59-65
2372BESHARA, 2005, 68.
2373BESHARA, 2005, 55.
2374BESHARA, 2005, 56.
2375HARRIS, 2012, 217; MALSAGNE, 2011, 366, 563-564; JISR, 1988, 53-54; RABBATH, 1986, 572.
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discontent within the PPS and the military officers close to its ideas, it  does not enter into the

political detail of the statements pronounced during the trial by the comploteurs, whose reasons for

the New Year’s uprising provide a shocking account as to the real motivation behind it, setting it

apart from a pan-Syrian movement and closer to a movement of Christian – and very specifically, of

Maronite  –  resistance  against  a  régime  perceived  as  exceedingly  favoring  Muslim interests  in

Lebanon, which becomes particularly evident when the declarations of the military executors of the

coup, rather than the political wing thereof, are taken into consideration. 

In the course of the trial, which opened in Beirut on June 2, 1962, taking place before a

court-martial – presided over by General Jamil Hussami, after a phase d’instruction undertaken by

Najib Kfuri, accompanied by judges Nabih Bustani and Georges Mallat as prosecutors before the

Court  of  Appeal  and  the  Court-Martial  respectively2376 –  which  strictly  followed,  in  an

unprecedented  prius in the Middle East, all the procedural requirements established in Lebanese

law, thus guaranteeing the accused a fair trial2377 – in contrast to Sacadah’s ‘legal murder’ in 19492378

– it became clear that the reasons for the putsch went well beyond the mere partisan fight to involve

the deep resentment of large sectors of the population  vis-à-vis the régime’s policy,  even if  the

motivations moving the military and civilian sides of the conspiracy were, at least to some extent,

different. Thus, for Dr. cAbdallah Sacadah, the PPS leader, and his party companions, Inacam Racad,

Asad al-Ashkar, Muhammad Bacalbaki and Bashir cUbayd, the coup d’état was justified by Nasser’s

encroachment  on Lebanon,  the “homeland of  freedom”2379,  their  ultimate  aim being to  “reform

Lebanon by abolishing confessionalism and establishing  laïcité,  thus giving an example for the

other  States  in  the  “Fertile  Crescent””2380,  whereas  for  the  military  side  of  the  rebellion,

concentrated on the Captains  cAwad and Khayrallah, the reasons were centered on more concrete

2376BUSTANI, 2010, 96, 99.
2377BOUTROS, 2010, 96-97; AMMOUN, 2004, 339-340; JISR, 1988, 54; RONDOT, 1965, 8. 
2378Vid. pag. 104 above.
2379RONDOT, 1966, 12.
2380RONDOT, 1966, 9.  For a detailed assessment of each of their statements before the court, vid. pp. 10-11 of the

same article.
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aspects rather than on the lofty goals expressed by the civilian side of the uprising. Hence, cAwad, in

a clear reflection of a majority of Christian public opinion, expressed his discontent regarding the

neutral attitude taken by the army during the 1958 revolution, which contradicted the role that, in

his opinion, should be adopted by the army of a sovereign State vis-à-vis an uprising in its territory:

Nous sommes soldats. Nous ne pouvons avoir devant nous que trois solutions possibles :  ou l’État a

raison et nous nous devons de réprimer la rébellion qui s’est érigée contre l’État et la Constitution ; ou

l’opposition a raison, et nous devons destituer le gouvernement et faire le jeu de l’opposition ; ou les deux

ont partiellement raison, et pour sortir de l’impasse nous devons œuvrer pour qu’il y ait des élections

libres, vraiment représentatives de la Nation.2381

He, moreover, criticized the increasing politicization of the Armed Forces, as well as the

intervention of the  Deuxième Bureau in the political  life of the country,  citing as a particularly

poignant example thereof the  affaire  Mughabghab2382, explained above, which had resulted in the

election of a regime-aligned candidate to the seat formerly occupied by Chamoun’s right-hand man

in al-Shuf.

For the second soldier accused, Shawki Khayrallah, the coup was justified by essentially the

same reasons mentioned by his brother-in-arms. He, too, mentioned the hawadith 1958 as the origin

of  his  discontent  with the  regime,  making the  point  of  insisting  on the wide  extent  of  foreign

interference during the revolt  and affirming that it  had been directed not against  Chamoun, but

“against  the  Lebanese  entity”2383.  It  was,  precisely,  Khayrallah  who,  using  the  emotional  and

patriotic  tones  he  had  been  employing  all  throughout  the  trial,  pronounced  one  of  the  most

significant phrases of the whole judicial contest when he said:

2381Cit. in RONDOT, 1965, 15. Cf. BESHARA, 2005, 92-93.
2382RONDOT, 1965, 16; RONDOT, 1966, 14; BESHARA, 2005, 93-96.
2383RONDOT, 1965, 16.
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La fraction de la population qui se trouve ici représente la fraction chrétienne-chiite-yazbaki sacrifiée en

1958. L’insurrection avait pris fin sur le slogan : ni vainqueur ni vaincu. Or, nous avons été vaincus. C’est

pour mettre fin à cette défaite que nous avons entrepris l’action qui nous a menés où nous sommes. C’est

pour cesser de vivre écrasés sous la botte.2384

It is only if the proceedings of the trial are taken into consideration that the real fundamenta

of the coup, as well as the wave of repression unchained thereafter, can be properly understood. Had

the putsch been merely a pan-Syrian affair, aiming at the immediate fusion of the Lebanese entity

into the magma of the Fertile Crescent, just like Antun Sacadah had tried to do back in 1949, and as

suggested by Le Monde’s correspondent in Beirut2385, it would have been highly unlikely that it had

caused such agitation – bordering on paranoia2386 – amid the country’s leadership, given the dearth

of support enjoyed by the PPS among the overwhelming majority of the Lebanese population – a

fact reminded to the conspirators by no other than Col. Labaki himself when he was asked by them

to head the post-coup interim cabinet2387. On the contrary, the ideological evolution of the PPS,

under the influence of  cAbdallah Sacadah and Asad al-Ashkar2388, towards not only the respect of

Lebanese integrity and independence, but to the unflinching defense thereof against any foreign

threat2389, which had prompted some of its members to leave it under the accusation of its having

become “a Lebanese Maronite Party”2390, as well as the indirect implication in the uprising of such

die-hard Libanists as Mgr.  Méouchy, Chamoun and Eddé, who knew about the coup beforehand

even if they did not directly participate in its planning or execution2391, or the plotters’ rumored

intention to eventually appoint such an inflexible Lebanese nationalist as Jawad Boulos as President

of the Republic,  all  bear  witness to the linkage of the coup to the widespread Christian – and

2384Cit. in RONDOT, 1965, 16. Cf. JISR, 1988, 53; RONDOT, 1966, 14.
2385Le Monde, 02/02/1962.
2386MALSAGNE, 2011, 370-371.
2387RONDOT, 1965, 13.
2388RONDOT, 1966, 19-20.
2389RONDOT, 1966, 17-22.
2390RONDOT, 1966, 20.
2391HARRIS, 2012, 217; BESHARA, 2005, 116-117; WINSLOW, 1996, 133; SALIBI, 1976, 12.
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particularly Maronite – malaise with Chéhab’s regime, as has been already suggested above and as

explicitly recognized by Captain Khayrallah during his testimony before the Court. The fact that

Khayrallah developed the same line of defense during his appeal before the Supreme Court (heard

on  January  28,  1963)  by  reciting  the  line  of  events  which  moved  him  to  rise  against  the

Government2392,  only  serves  to  confirm  the  Lebanese-nationalist  motives  underlining  the  New

Year’s Coup, portraying it essentially as an act of kiyanist resistance, a reality that was not missed

by the distinguished chéhabist Georges Naccache when he wrote:

On aurait eu bien tort de prononcer le huis clos.

« Vive la Syrie » est devenu « vive le Liban ».

Nous  avons  entendu  pendant  deux  jours  cette  succession  de  couplets,  à  la  gloire  du  Liban,  de  ses

institutions, de son chef.

Si le ministère de l’Information a eu l’idée d’enregistrer sur bande les morceaux de bravoure des chefs du

P.P.S., il peut, croyons-nous, sans y rien changer, les diffuser 24 heures sur 24 sur les ondes de Radio-

Amchit.

[...] Vidée du mythe de la « Syrie historique »  – (une simple « vue de l’esprit » nous dit Baalbaki) –  la

doctrine du P.P.S. se ramène-t-elle à autre chose qu’un socialisme petit-bourgeois servi par des sections de

choc ?

Qu’est-ce en 1962 que ce P.P.S. ? Un parti de bonne souche montagnarde – Metn et Koura – [...] qui

[...]  traîne la  nostalgie de l’époque héroïque de 1958 où il  s’est  « relibanisé » en payant le tribut  de

sang.2393

2392“the dynamiting of public buildings in 1956, the formation of a Cabinet after the 1958 events, the intervention of
an Arab country in Lebanon’s internal affairs, the creation of the Arab Faculty of Laws, the Achrafieh [sic] bomb,
and the Lebanese broadcasting” (Cit. in RONDOT, 1965, 17).

2393L’Orient, 06/22/1962. My emphasis.
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Whatever its causes, the coup embodied all the fears of President Chéhab who, according to

diplomatic correspondence, underwent a deep emotional perturbation2394 (he was literally described

as “shaking like a rabbit”2395) in its immediate aftermath. Whether the coup had been merely yet

another PPS-inspired and -executed operation against Lebanon or, as we suggest, an expression of

the discontent of wide sectors of Christian opinion regarding the political experience of Chéhabism,

it made the President fear for the integrity and survival of the Lebanese entity2396, which perhaps

justifies the repressive wave unchained immediately thereafter, as well as the obsessive search for

foreign collaborators2397 – with particular references to the United Kingdom and Jordan2398 (in a

letter to the Patriarch, the king of Jordan denied any implication whatsoever in the coup2399), both

historically seen as the main proponents of a Greater Syrian scheme, but also to Syria, Iraq and even

the Palestinians2400– particularly agitated by certain members of the Cabinet, and very specifically

by the “irresponsible” Interior Minister Kamal Joumblatt2401, for whom the coup represented but a

chance to settle scores with his long-standing enemies2402, the PPS and the Chamounists, who had

historically disputed his primacy in the Shuf area. Such was the degree of the perturbation caused

by  the  coup  that  Chéhab  himself  went  as  far  as  to  suggest  a  possible  Communist  or  Soviet

implication in the coup, given that, in his opinion, they “have taken advantage of every crisis in

[the] mid-East since [the] Arab-Israel[i] war”2403.

An utter failure in both the political and military aspect, the coup brought about, as has been

repeatedly hinted above, an extensive wave of repression upon the PPS strongholds, extending itself

2394BOUTROS, 2010, 95, 102; JISR, 1998, 55.
2395FRUS, 1961-1963, Vol. XVII, Doc. 160.
2396FRUS, 1961-1963, Vol. XVII, Doc. 165; MALSAGNE, 2011, 365.
2397FRUS, 1961-1963, Vol. XVII, Docs. 158, 160, 162, 165, 180; BOUTROS, 2010, 99; JISR, 1988, 54-55.
2398FRUS, 1961-1963, Vol. XVII, Doc. 162; Le Monde, 02/30/1962; MALSAGNE, 2011, 367, 371; BOUTROS, 2010,

99; AMMOUN, 2004, 335; KALAWOUN, 2000, 103-104, 105; SALIBI, 1976, 12. 
2399MALSAGNE, 2011, 370.
2400Le Monde, 02/19/1962; MALSAGNE, 2011, 369.
2401FRUS, 1961-1963, Vol. XVII, Doc. 158. Cf. AMMOUN, 2004, 334-335.
2402FRUS, 1961-1963, Vol. XVII, Docs. 158, 162, 
2403FRUS, 1961-1963, Vol. XVII, Doc. 165.
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all over Christian Lebanon, with particular intensity in the Matn and Kurah regions. If those directly

responsible were rapidly arrested (Asad al-Ashkar, who had managed to elope after the putsch, had

been detained in his home village of Bayt al-Shacar, al-Matn, by February 62404; Fu’ad cAwad had

already been captured on January 252405), they were not the only ones: according to the Minister of

Justice, 6,435 persons were interrogated between January 1 and February 4, with about a third of

them (2,437) remaining under arrest by order of the judiciary authorities2406. Moreover, the PPS was

dissolved and its propaganda tools officially closed down2407. The “excessively harsh” repression, in

the words of the American embassy2408, did not spare the political élite: both Camille Chamoun and

Raymond Eddé were deprived of their passports, while Jawad Boulos was even questioned by the

Police. The seemingly disproportionate action of the Security Forces in the immediate aftermath of

the failed coup only served to tarnish the image of both Chéhab and the Deuxième Bureau, which

had been entrusted with directing the repression2409, with fateful consequences for Lebanon’s future,

as will be exposed in chapter five. In Stéphane Malsagne’s opinion, the repression contributed to

affront even further those sections of society which were already highly criticial of Chéhabism:

La répression s’abat en masse sur des chrétiens, ce qui contribue à aggraver les rancunes d’une partie

importante  de  la  communauté  maronite  dont  le  Patriarche  se  fait  le  porte-parole  à  l’égard  de  la

Présidence.  Une fraction non négligeable  des chrétiens a le  sentiment que la  répression se fait  à ses

dépens et au profit des éléments pro-nassériens. La comparaison avec les événements de 1958 renforce

l’idée d’une politique fondée sur deux poids et deux mesures.2410

Thus Chéhab’s reaction to the coup distanced him definitely from Christian Lebanon, the

2404Le Monde, 02/06/1962.
2405AMMOUN, 2004, 337.
2406Le  Monde,  02/08/1962.  Denise  AMMOUN  (2004,  336)  gives  a  number  of  3,200  arrested,  while  Charles

WINSLOW (1996, 133) gives a generic “thousands” as the cipher of those detained and Fouad BOUTROS (2010,
95) provides us with the general number of 10,000.

2407MALSAGNE, 2011, 373.
2408FRUS, 1961-1963, Vol. XVII, Doc. 158.
2409MALSAGNE, 2011, 374; AMMOUN, 2004, 337-339; RABBATH, 1986, 572.
2410MALSAGNE, 2011, 373. 
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Patriarch  breaking  off  relations  with  him2411,  despite  Fouad  Boutros’ attempts  at  mending  the

differences  between  both  men2412,  while  the  Lebanese  Catholic  bishops  appealed  to  France  to

intercede before the President in order to put an end to the repression, albeit to no avail 2413. The

reconciliation between the Patriarch and his sworn enemy of 1958, Camille Chamoun, sealed by the

latter’s visit to Bkirki in 19622414, dealt a severe blow to the President, who was, thenceforth, forced

to  deal  with  a  stronger  opposition,  organized  around  two  of  the  three  largest  Christian  poles

(Chamoun and Eddé), who counted, moreover, on the support of such a representative member of

the Sunni establishment as Sa’ib Salam and on the overall blessings of the Maronite Patriarch. Not

even Chéhab’s commutation of the death sentences2415 pronounced against cAbdallah Sacadah, Asad

al-Ashkar, Shawki Khayrallah and Fu’ad  cAwad, under the pressure of the emigrant associations

abroad and the Kata’ib2416,  managed to relax the tension in  a country where over two hundred

people received prison sentences, including ten men condemned to hard labor, as a consequence of

the coup2417.

4.1.2.2. Chéhab’s Last Years in Power (1962-1964): The Bureau takes over.

If the first part of Chéhab’s rule, presided by the need to achieve civil peace after the events

of  1958,  ended  with  the  election  of  June  1960,  and  the  second  part,  which  can  properly  be

considered as the consolidation of Chéhabism, as a new form of doing politics in Lebanon, started

with Chéhab’s attempted resignation, the third and last  part  thereof began with the New Year’s

Coup d’état,  which  somehow shattered  the  General’s  dream of  a  unanimous  Lebanese  society,

gravitating  around  his  projects  for  administrative  reform  and  social  justice.  From  1962  and

2411MALSAGNE, 2011, 550-551; VALOGNES, 1994, 387.
2412BOUTROS, 2010, 71.
2413MALSAGNE, 2011, 371-372.
2414SALIBI, 1976, 21.
2415BOUTROS, 2010, 105; AMMOUN, 2004, 340; JISR, 1998, 54; RABBATH, 1986, 572.
2416MALSAGNE, 2011, 375.
2417AMMOUN, 2004, 340.
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extending  well  over  the  end  of  his  mandate  into  Charles  Hélou’s  cahd,  a  certain  “less  liberal

turn”2418, including a “growing militarization of public life”2419, became the defining characteristic of

Lebanese  politics.  The  Chéhabist  technocracy  and  its  security  apparatus,  centered  on  the

omnipresent  and almighty  Deuxième Bureau will,  from 1962 onward,  increasingly become the

dominant elements in the State.

It  has  already been said that,  ever  since Chéhab became President  of  the Republic,  the

Department of Military Intelligence, popularly known as Deuxième Bureau, had become one of the

most powerful elements in the Chéhabist coalition. Staffed by officers of the President’s utmost

confidence2420 and  headed,  all  through his  cahd,  by Colonel  Antun Sacad,  a  close  friend of  the

General, the Bureau had come to “replace all other information services [...] that [...] worked on its

sidelines”, remaining “relatively independent from the Army and its chiefs” while possessing its

own  budget2421.  Thus,  and  ever  since  the  beginning  of  Chéhab’s  presidency,  the  service  had

consecrated itself not only to maintaining the State’s security, but also to do the régime’s bidding in

the sidelines of legality, and frequently with a complete disregard for its prescriptions. Thus, the

Bureau interfered to avoid the election of a Chamounist after Na’im Mughabghab’s assassination in

1959, collaborated with the Kata’ib to frustrate Pierre Eddé’s election in 1960 and, as will be seen

below, grossly manipulated the 1964 polls in order to guarantee a solidly  Chéhabist Legislative

Chamber2422,  in  case  the  General  might  have  wished  to  renew  his  mandate  by  amending  the

Constitution.

However, and beyond its intervention in the electoral process, which was hardly a novelty in

Lebanese politics, the  2eB extended its activities, particularly in the aftermath of the coup, to the

2418AMMOUN, 2004, 337. Cf. MALSAGNE, 2011, 376; BOUTROS, 2010, 107.
2419MALSAGNE, 2011, 375. Cf. RABBATH, 1986, 572-573; RABBATH, 1982, 432; BAAKLINI, 1976, 232-233;

HARIK, 1975, 211; SALIBI, 1966, 225.
2420KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 26, fn. 4; JISR, 1998, 54-55.
2421MALSAGNE, 2011, 542. Cf. ASSEILY & ASFAHANI, 2007, 147; PETRAN, 1987, 58.
2422MALSAGNE, 2011, 542-543; WINSLOW, 1996, 132-133, 139; SALEM, 1973, 64.
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creation of “a civil information network, which infiltrated itself into the towns and villages”2423,

where it started to control and oversee the activities of all those citizens considered as untrustworthy

by the Army, as harshly denounced by no other than Raymond Eddé “in a stormy and memorable

session of Parliament on 23 June 1963”2424. The oversight was particularly stringent in the case of

the politicians, most of whom had their telephones wired – which became an extensive practice,

affecting even the diplomatic legations in Lebanon2425 – and their private lives spied, thus allowing

for  the  creation  of  individual  files,  whose  use  as  a  blackmail  instrument  became,  in  Denise

Ammoun’s opinion, a permanent “temptation” for the officers of the Bureau2426 and an instrument

for  the  terrorization  of  the  Opposition.  Chéhab’s  political  foes  became,  moreover,  increasingly

silenced by the growing intensity of governmental censorship2427 as well as by the passing of several

laws curtailing political freedoms (political parties law, February 26, 1962; press law, September

14, 1962; law for the protection of Lebanon’s reputation abroad, October 10, 1962), which severely

limited  freedom  of  speech  and  the  right  to  political  participation.  It  was  precisely  under  the

prescriptions of the new press law that the decree of June 26, 1963 was issued, barring Chamoun’s

memoir on the events of 1958, Crise au Moyen Orient, from entering the country2428.

The Bureau did not limit itself, though, to political espionage or electoral manipulation, but

soon  extended  its  field  of  action  to  the  control  of  the  underworld,  in  order  to  unsettle  the

constituencies  of  those  urban  zucama’2429,  belonging mostly to  the Sunni  community,  who,  like

Salam, had progressively become contrary to the regime, just like the Christian zucama’ had already

been silenced, albeit by arguably more expeditious methods. Hence, the 2eB started to tamper with

2423AMMOUN, 2004, 339. Cf. BOUTROS, 2010, 107; TRABOULSI, 2007, 142; KHALAF, 2002, 162; JISR, 1998,
55.

2424TRABOULSI, 2007, 142. Cf. BOUTROS, 2010, 106-107.
2425AMMOUN, 2004, 339.
2426AMMOUN, 2004, 343. Cf. RABBATH, 1986, 573.
2427MALSAGNE, 2011, 533; TONTA, 2009, 100; KHALAF, 2002, 211; JISR, 1998, 55; WINSLOW, 1996, 133;

SALIBI, 1976, 20-21; SMOCK & SMOCK, 131-132.
2428MALSAGNE, 2011, 535.
2429HARRIS, 2012, 216, 218; TONTA, 2009, 100; PETRAN, 1987, 58-59; KHALIDI, 1983, 40; OWEN, 1976 30-31;

SALEM, 1973, 64-65. As will be seen below,  zacimship  was, by no means, a phenomenon restricted to the sole
Sunni community, vid. GUBSER, 1973, 173-189; GUBSER, 1975, 262-283.
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their networks of strongmen or qabadaiyyat, whom Michael Hudson defined as the “often criminal

[...]  leaders  of  the  street”2430,  through  whom the  urban  zucama’ controlled  the  popular  masses

whereupon their power rested. In a socio-political context organized not unlike other Mediterranean

societies2431,  where  the  absence  or  weakness  of  the  State  had  given  way  to  the  formation  of

pyramidal  clientelar  systems2432 organized on a  do ut  des philosophy,  wherein each step in  the

pyramid  controlled  those  below  it  and  was,  simultaneously,  controlled  by  those  above,  the

qabadaiyyat  constituted the joint linking the  zacim, usually the heir to a long-standing family of

religious or civil leaders, to the people. Thus, continuing a tradition harking back, at least, to Roman

times,  the  qabadai received the  zacim’s  patronage (wasta)2433 – money, favors, but also political

protection for their illicit businesses2434 – and distributed it among the people, on the one hand,

enforcing compliance with the zacim’s requests, on the other.

It  was  precisely within  this  structure  of  clientelistic  rapports  that  the  2eB  started,  in  a

process that would continue beyond the end of Chéhab’s cahd, to intervene, with the ultimate goal

of  unsettling the  zucama’ and thus  control  the  politically turbulent  and riot-prone (as  had  been

proven by their constant agitation during the 1958 revolution) Sunni urban masses2435, traditionally

outside  the  scope  of  State  interference.  By distributing  political  patronage,  judicial  favors  and

money, as well as showcasing Chéhab’s alignment alongside the Nasserist path, the Bureau not only

managed to effectively control the political susceptibilities of the masses2436, emotionally attached to

a Pan-Arabism easily identifiable with Islam and shocked by Salam’s breakup with the Egyptian

leader and increasing reliance on Saudi Arabia2437, but also to guarantee a certain restraint in the

2430JOHNSON, 1983, 179. Cf. KHALIDI, 1983, 40, 97-99; RONDOT, 1954, 89-90.
2431JOHNSON, 1983, 179-180.
2432HAMZEH, 2001, 167, 169, 172; KNIGHT, 1992, 333-334; JOHNSON, 1983, 179; DUBAR & NASR, 1976, 45-

50; GUBSER, 1973, 180-184; SALEM, 1973, 62-63; SALEM, 1967, 496; RONDOT, 1954, 89-90; 
2433GASPARD, 2002, 183; HAMZEH, 2001, 170-171; KNIGHT, 1992, 335; RABINOVICH, 1985, 25-26; SMOCK

& SMOCK, 1975, 116-117; SALEM, 1973, 63.
2434HARRIS, 2012, 218; JOHNSON, 1983, 183.
2435TONTA, 2009, 99-100, 103; JOHNSON, 1983, 184.
2436AL-AZMEH, 1976, 63; BAAKLINI, 1976, 157.
2437HARRIS, 2012, 218; TRABOULSI, 2007, 142; KNIGHT, 1992, 336; JOHNSON, 1983, 187.
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qabadayat’s  criminal  activities,  thus  preventing  some of  the  more  radical  behavior  that  would

become the norm in the years after the end of Chéhabism2438. 

Within  this  general  trend  towards  the  control  of  the  underworld,  the  2eB imposed  its

hegemony not just over the petty criminal gangs and the racketeers that ruled the popular districts of

Beirut, but also over the Palestinian refugee camps, which become subject to a strict supervision,

theoretically  under  the  Chéhab-established  Office  for  Palestinian  Refugees,  dependent  on  the

Interior Ministry, but  de facto  under the oversight of the  Bureau itself2439, which had the double

mission  of  controlling  all  Palestinian  activities  whether  “in the  political,  military,  economic  or

other” fields, as well as monitoring “Zionist activities”2440. 

Fully conscious of the explosive character of the Palestinian presence in Lebanon, both from

a demographic – most of the refugees were Sunni Muslims, whose naturalization would certainly

upset  Lebanon’s  delicate  sectarian  balance2441–  and  from  a  political  point  of  view,  given  the

sympathy and prestige of the Palestinian cause among wide sectors of the Lebanese population2442

and the radical message it came to embody, particularly after 1967, Chéhab opposed all plans for

the permanent resettlement of any sizable quantity of Palestinians in Lebanese soil, which led him

to frontally reject both the Kennedy and Johnson plans2443. In this context, it can be argued that the

2438JOHNSON, 1983, 185; SALIBI, 1966, 225.
2439PETRAN, 1987, 75-76.
2440MALSAGNE, 2011, 387.
2441MALSAGNE, 2011, 386.
2442MALSAGNE, 2011, 382; KHALAF, 2002, 213.
2443The  Johnson  plan  aimed  at  the  resolution  of  the  Palestinian  refugee  problem  by submitting  a  “confidential

questionnaire” to “individual refugees and heads of family” wherein they would voluntarily opt for “return to former
property in Israel; resettlement in Arab countries; [or] resettlement elsewhere in the world”, (JTA DNB, 10/03/1962)
although their first choice might not necessarily have been entertained by those responsible for the decision, since it
was “free preference, not free choice” as openly acknowledged by the American Administration (FRUS, 1961-1963,
vol. XVIII, Doc. 19). The plan also provided for indemnities to be paid to the refugees in compensation for their lost
property in Palestine. Johnson’s attempt at solving the refugee problem were frontally rejected by Israel (FRUS,
1961-1963, Vol. XVIII,  i.a. Docs. 48, 50, 57, 61, 102, 108, 121, 137, 138, 365), Syria (FRUS,  1961-1963, Vol.
XVIII,  Doc.  75,  84) and  Lebanon,  despite  the  specific  guarantees  provided  by the  United  States  government
regarding  the  “effects  on  confessional  balance  were  substantial  number  of  [...]  Moslem [sic]  refugees  now in
Lebanon to be permanently resettled there” (FRUS, 1961-1963, Vol. XVIII, Doc. 34, also docs. 214, 326), and gave
way to an ample diplomatic correspondence (Vid. i.a. FRUS, 1961-1963, Vol. XVIII, Docs. 9, 16-21, 24-25, 27, 30-
31, 36, 52-57, 62, 65, 67, 95, 105-111, 150, 166, 201, 215, 290, 330, 362, 367-368, 384).
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Palestinian  question  set  out,  as  Stéphane  Malsagne  affirms,  the  limits  to  Chéhab’s  “Muslim

policy”2444,  the  General  remaining attached to  the  preservation  of  the  sectarian  status  quo,  and

therefore well within the mainstream of Christian opinion, which was adamant in its rejection of the

mass  naturalization  of  the  Palestinian  refugees  in  Lebanon,  with  “Maronites,  in  particular,  [...]

express[ing] serious reservations about Palestinian militancy”2445.

In this context, and particularly at a time when the first strong affirmations of Palestinian

nationalism were  starting  to  take  place  (Al-Kahalah  incident2446,  rise  of  Palestinian  wataniyyah

nationalism after the breakup of the UAR, establishment of the Palestinian Liberation Organization,

PLO), it comes as no surprise that, confronted by a delegation of refugees complaining about the

dire conditions in the camps, Chéhab is reported to have answered that:

If the Palestinians were considered to be a sect,  [...] owing to its members’ political consciousness and

dedication to a common cause, it would be the strongest of all. Lebanon “must therefore be excused if

it sometimes deals with the refugees in a coercive way”.2447

The activities of Chéhab’s parallel administration notwithstanding, Karami’s Cabinet kept on

developing the President’s social agenda, aided by the recommendations forwarded by the second

part of IRFED’s study, which had been officially entrusted to Father Lebret’s institution in 19602448.

Thus, several social projects were implemented, with the ultimate goal of reducing the income gaps

among the different social classes, confessions and regions revealed by Lebret’s report2449, which

2444MALSAGNE, 2011, 387.
2445KHALAF, 2002, 213.
2446On March 5, 1961, a convoy of vehicles driving through the Beirut-Damascus road to congratulate Nasser on the

third anniversary of the UAR suffered an ambush as it drove, with considerable display of banners and celebratory
shouting,  through the solidly Maronite  village of  Al-Kahalah,  cAlayh (KHALAF, 2002, 212).  Such an incident
would not be the last instance of Maronite-Palestinian violence that the small mountain town was to witness in the
immediate future.

2447PETRAN, 1987, 76.
2448JISR, 1998, 57; SALEM, 1973, 110-111.
2449HARRIS, 2012, 216; AMMOUN, 2004, 341; LABAKI, 1988, 172-173, 174-176; SALEM, 1973, 115.
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caused a sudden increase of public expenditure in the 1962 budget, where social expenses grew by

54% when  compared  to  the  previous  fiscal  exercise,  causing  a  fiscal  deficit  in  the  Lebanese

accounts  for  the  very first  time  since  19502450 (According  to  Elie  A.  Salem,  the  joint  cost  of

Chéhab’s administrative and social reform plans exceeded L₤ 800 millions for his entire  cahd2451,

while Bassem al-Jisr affirms that the State budget expanded from L₤ 200 million at the beginning of

the  cahd to over 500 million in 19642452). Amid the institutional developments undertaken by the

Chéhabist  Cabinet  in  the  post-coup  era,  it  is  necessary  to  mention  the  creation,  by  a  law  of

December 12, 1962, of a central bank, the Banque du Liban, which would centralize and Libanize

the issuing of currency and the oversight of monetary flows, theretofore in the hands of the foreign

– and private – concessionary Banque de Syrie et du Liban. The establishment of a central bank,

accompanied by the passing of a law on cash and credit2453 contributed to reorganize a vital sector of

the  Lebanese  economy,  guaranteeing  the  rights  of  the  depositors,  whose  funds  would  become

guaranteed by the State,  as would soon be proven by the 1965 Intra bank crash.. When finally

inaugurated, the veteran Philippe Taqla, accompanied by Joseph Oughourlian and Shafiq Muharram

as deputies, would become the first governor of the new institution.

The complex inter-Arab situation came, however, to cast a shadow on Lebanon’s economic

and social optimism. The extraordinary meeting of the Arab League Council in Shtawra2454, a small

mountain resort close to Zahlah, on August 22, 1962 came to reveal the difficulty of maintaining

Lebanese  neutrality  in  an  environment  filled  by  the  growing  diplomatic  tensions  between  the

different  Arab  power  blocks  in  the  immediate  aftermath  to  the  Syro-Egyptian  breakup  of  the

2450AMMOUN, 2004, 342; HUDSON, 1985, 319.
2451SALEM, 1973, 116-118.
2452JISR, 1998, 60.
2453GASPARD, 2004, 193; JISR, 1998, 58.
2454According to Nasser Kalawoun, and in an episode clearly reflective of the profound political tensions then existing

in the region, the – by then – strongly pro-Nasser Interior Minister, Kamal Joumblatt, tried to restrict the arrival of
the Syrian delegation to the summit, but his tactics “backfired” due to the fact that both Shtawra and her sister city,
Zahlah, were largely Christian and “therefore harbored anti-Nasser feelings” and were “sympathetic towards the
Syrian delegation”. (KALAWOUN, 2000, 107).
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previous year2455, the meeting taking place against the backdrop of Syrian accusations, supported by

Saudi Arabia, Jordan and Iraq, against Nasser’s government, which was charged with unlawfully

intervening “in the internal affairs of Syria”2456. The inter-Arab tensions that came thus to the open

during this tumultuous conference2457, with Egypt’s Nasser leading a frontal attack against both the

new Syrian régime, which he accused of leading a “reactionary policy”2458, and the conservative

monarchies, which were described as accomplices of “imperialism” as well as “traitorous to the

Arab cause”2459, jeopardized, as Georges Naccache had already prophetically announced in his op-

ed of June 2, 19622460, Chéhab’s carefully woven Arab policy. On August 27, 1962, and not without

much effort on the part of the Lebanese delegation2461, who strove to avoid an all-out breakup of the

League,  the  conference  put  an  end  to  its  sessions,  albeit  on  a  false  note:  a  communiqué  was

published without blaming either of the parties in conflict2462. Dissatisfied by such an outcome and

insisting on the Council condemning “the slanders against ‘Egypt’s dignity’”2463, Nasser went as far

as  to  announce  Egypt’s  withdrawal  from  the  inter-Arab  organization2464.  In  the  words  of  the

Egyptian delegate to the conference:

Le gouvernement de la R.A.U. estime aujourd'hui que la campagne de mensonges et d’injures qui s’est

déroulée sous vos yeux a conduit la Ligue arabe à une situation impossible qui nous pousse à tirer deux

conclusions : la première est que le comportement de la Ligue a profondément déçu et attristé les peuples

arabes, la seconde est que la lutte désintéressée pour l’avenir de nos peuples ne peut plus se poursuivre au

sein de la Ligue arabe dans ses structures actuelles.2465

2455MALSAGNE, 2011, 380.
2456Le Monde, 08/24/1962; DAWISHA, 2003, 234.
2457DAWISHA, 2003, 234; KALAWOUN, 2000, 108.
2458Le Monde, 08/29/1962; MALSAGNE, 2011, 380.
2459MALSAGNE, 2011, 380. Cf. DAWISHA, 2003, 233.
2460Vid. fn. 2118 above.
2461KALAWOUN, 2011, 108.
2462,MALSAGNE, 2011, 380.
2463KALAWOUN, 2000, 109.
2464Le Monde, 08/28/1962; MALSAGNE, 2011, 380; KALAWOUN, 2000, 108-109.
2465Le Monde, 08/29/1962.
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Even if such a decision did not become fully operative, perhaps due to Chéhab’s bidding

before the Egyptian ra’is as suggested by Nasser Kalawoun2466, and in spite of certain rumors that

seemed to indicate Egypt’s willingness to create an alternative pan-Arab organization2467, truth is

that the Bilad al-Nil suspended its participation in all Arab League activities until the downfall of

Syria’s ‘separatist’ government, on March 10, 19632468. Meanwhile, Lebanon’s perceived Nasserist

proclivities, despite the country’s official neutrality in inter-Arab affairs, provoked a serious rift

between Beirut and the new Syrian authorities, who forthwith proceeded to restrict the freedom of

transit between both countries and encouraged the other members of the anti-Nasserist camp to

follow on their footsteps as long as Lebanon did not adopt a strictly neutral line in its foreign policy

and complied with the following conditions:

1. Impose a ban on the political activity of Egypt’s ambassador to Beirut, Abdul-Hamid Ghalib.

2. Inform the Syrian government of the amounts which the ambassador used from Lebanese banks to pay

his agents to conspire against Syria.

3. Submit a weekly report to the Syrian government giving details of names of Syrians and Egyptian who

travelled [sic] to and from Egypt and ban those whom the Syrian government considered conspirators.2469

Naturally enough, the Lebanese government could not comply with such a list of requests,

which would have equated a complete surrender of the country’s sovereignty to the Damascene

executive. However, and despite a certain echo of the embargo among the conservative regimes of

the  Gulf,  particularly  Saudi  Arabia,  whose  nationals  had  not  been  authorized  to  spend  their

vacations in Lebanon’s mountain resorts in 19622470, the successive downfall of both the Iraqi and

the Syrian wataniyyah régimes2471 in the Spring of 1963 and their substitution by Arab nationalists,

2466KALAWOUN, 2000, 109. vid. also Le Monde, 09/10/1962.
2467Le Monde, 09/01/1962.
2468KALAWOUN, 2000, 109.
2469KALAWOUN, 2000, 109.
2470Le Monde, 09/22/1962.
2471DAWISHA, 2003, 216, 219, 233.
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very much on Nasser’s line2472, put an end to the attempted boycott against the Bilad al-Arz2473. In

yet another u-turn in Middle Eastern politics, the enmities of yesterday were substituted by renewed

talks of Arab unity2474, much to the chagrin of the Lebanese élites2475.

Even if those projects for Arab unity did not materialize either, regional politics remained as

one of the main concerns of Karami’s long-standing Cabinet in the later years of Chéhab’s cahd. In

yet another episode of the long-standing water war between the Jordan river’s riparians2476, Israel’s

projects to appropriate up to three quarters of the freshwater resources from the river catchment

area2477 in order to feed its industry, agriculture and growing population (which was expected to

augment  even  further  by  a  presumed  rise  in  Jewish  immigration),  thus  exceeding  the  volume

allocated thereto by the 1955 Johnston plan2478, provoked an outraged reaction throughout the Arab

world, which had always regarded “such a diversion [...] as an act of aggression by Israel, and as

such would have to be met by force”2479. However, and despite the brash attitude adopted by Syria’s

new – and young – leadership, who called for immediate military action2480, the Egyptian régime,

fully aware of its lack of preparedness to face Israel in an all-out war and stuck in the morass of the

Yemeni conflagration, advocated prudence2481 and called for an Arab League summit, to be held in

Cairo, thus bidding its time against those voices who were starting to accuse Nasser of “weakness

2472DAWISHA, 2003, 237.
2473KALAWOUN, 2000, 110.
2474DAWISHA, 2003, 238-241.
2475L’Orient, 06/20/1963.
2476Accompanied by an extremely rich flow of diplomatic correspondence. Thoroughly detailed accounts of this very

complex issue can be found in SOSLAND, 2007; JÄGERSKOG, 2003; SALIBA, 1968. For a more technical – and
less political – approach, vid. LIPCHIN, SANDLER & CUSHMAN, 2007.

2477FRUS, 1964-1968, vol. XVIII, Doc. 39;  MALSAGNE, 2011, 390; DAWISHA, 2003, 243; SALIBI, 1976, 23;
SALIBA, 1968, 108.

2478HÉLOU, 1984, 49-50; SALIBA, 1968, 89-107.
2479DAWISHA, 2003, 243.
2480FRUS,  1964-1968,  vol.  XVIII,  Doc.  9;  vol.  XXI,  Doc.  6; Le  Monde,  12/27/1963;  MALSAGNE,  2011,  390;

SOSLAND, 2007, 78; DAWISHA, 2003, 244.
2481FRUS,  1964-1968,  Vol.  XVIII,  Docs.  20,  51;  La  Vanguardia  Española,  01/18/1967; Le  Monde,  12/21/1963,

12/27/1963; MALSAGNE, 2011, 390; ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010, 98; SOSLAND, 2007, 78; DAWISHA, 2003,
249; JÄGERSKOG, 2003, 84-85; PETRAN, 1987, 88; SALIBA, 1968, 108. Nasser’s more prudent demeanor in
Arab  affairs  will  remain  a  constant  up  until  the  outbreak  of  the  Six-Day  War  in  1967,  Vid.  e.g.  Le  Monde,
06/02/1965.
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and cowardice in the face of Israel”2482. Moreover, Nasser’s appeal reflected, as Adeed Dawisha and

the diplomatic correspondence point out2483, a more conciliatory approach to regional politics on the

part of the Egyptian leader:

Les erreurs commises en 1948 ne doivent pas être rééditées. On dit que Nasser ne veut pas participer à

l’opération du Jourdain. Nous sommes prêts à jouer pleinement notre rôle. [...] les chefs d’état-major

réunis récemment ont abordé les aspects militaires du problème, il faut [pourtant] en venir également à

l’aspect politique [...]. Pour ce faire, tous les hauts responsables arabes doivent oublier les différends

du passé.2484

Doubtless,  Nasser’s ‘softer’ demeanor favored his invitation to  be positively received in

most  capitals  from the  Ocean  to  the  Gulf,  including  those  which  were  in  open  conflict  with

Cairo2485. The Lebanese government, in keeping with its tradition of prudence, expected the answer

of  the  other  Arab  nations  to  Nasser’s  proposal  before  officially  expressing  its  willingness  to

participate in the summit2486, which was scheduled to take place between January 13 and 17, 1964.

The Lebanese delegation, initially integrated by the President of the Republic, the Prime Minister,

Foreign Minister Taqla and the chief of staff and close collaborator of the Head of State, Colonel

Yusif Shmayyit, was, however, downgraded by Chéhab’s sudden health problems, which prevented

him from attending, much to the displeasure of Nasser, who “took the General’s absence as an

insult”2487.

Chéhab’s  absence  fits  well,  though,  within  the  General’s  permanent  obsession  with

maintaining  a  neutral  position  before  the  Lebanese  public  opinion,  which  would  be  seriously

2482DAWISHA, 2003, 244. Cf. Le Monde, 12/21/1963; HÉLOU, 1984, 51.
2483FRUS, 1964-1968, Vol. XVIII, Docs. 4, 20, 23, 25, 31, 94, 194, 212;  DAWISHA, 2003, 244.
2484Le Monde, 12/25/1963.
2485Le Monde, 12/25/1963, 12/26/1963, 12/30/1963; 
2486Le Monde, 12/27/1963.
2487MALSAGNE, 2011, 391. Cf. KALAWOUN, 2000, 110; HÉLOU, 1984, 46, 51.
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compromised by his being seen as fraternizing with the Egyptian President in Cairo. The public

position adopted by the Lebanese bishops of the Orthodox Church of Antioch against any tampering

with the Jordan or its tributaries due to its “sacred character for the Christians”2488 and the no less

noisy opposition of the – mainly Christian – rightist opposition to any move which might trigger an

Israeli retaliatory response against Lebanon2489, as well as the veiled threats echoed by the American

embassy vis-à-vis any radical outcome of the conference2490, helped the Head of State, as Stéphane

Malsagne affirms, to avoid taking any firm position on the subject, thus trying to deflect yet another

externally-engendered internal crisis by practicing the tactic he had mastered throughout his  cahd:

abstentionism. The Lebanese delegation, despite its low profile during the summit2491, which some

observers portrayed as “ambivalent”2492, saw itself forced to ratify the three-legged “obligatory”2493

action  program  adopted  thereby:  diversion  of  the  Jordan  river  tributaries2494,  creation  of  the

Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) as the representative of the  Palestinian people “within

the Arab League”2495 and, very importantly, establishment of a United Arab Command (AUC) under

Egyptian leadership, “defensive in nature”2496,  and created to protect the Arab diversion project.

However, Lebanon’s demands for additional security guarantees2497 and its refusal to accept Soviet

arms through the intermediary of Egypt2498 served Chéhab’s administration to earn time and thus

avoid too strong a commitment alongside a dangerous road, which risked to set the country on an

all-out war course with the Jewish State and, equally dangerous, to allow the establishment of a

foreign Arab military presence in the Bilad al-Arz2499.

2488MALSAGNE, 2011, 391.
2489MALSAGNE, 2011, 391; KALAWOUN, 2000, 110.
2490FRUS, 1964-1968, Vol. XXI, Doc. 1.
2491FRUS, 1964-1968, Vol. XVIII, Doc. 34; KALAWOUN, 2000, 111.
2492FRUS 1964-1968; vol. XVIII, Doc. 23.
2493FRUS, 1964-1968, Vol. XVIII, Doc. 129. Cf. MALSAGNE, 2011, 390; HÉLOU, 1984, 46-47.
2494FRUS, 1964-1968, Vol. XVIII, i.a. Docs. 38, 91, 194, 212.
2495MALSAGNE, 2011, 391. Cf. FRUS, 1964-1968, Vol. XVIII, Doc. 54, 212; HÉLOU, 1984, 57-58.
2496KALAWOUN, 2011, 111.
2497MALSAGNE, 2011, 391.
2498FRUS, 1964-1968, Vol. XXI, Doc. 16; KALAWOUN, 2011, 111.
2499KALAWOUN, 2011, 110.
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Against the worsening geopolitical conditions in the Near East, political life in Lebanon was

centered, however, on internal matters. The legislative elections, scheduled for the month of May,

and officially convoked by decree on February 19,  1964 (the day after,  and following a long-

standing tradition, an interim Cabinet, made up by “particularly competent and upright people”2500,

was  appointed2501,  under  the  chairmanship  of  the  veteran  Hussayn  al-cUwayni,  to  oversee  the

conduct  of  the  electoral  procedures.  Thus  ended Karami’s  third  Government  after  twenty-eight

months in power, the longest tenure, theretofore, of any Lebanese Executive)  were to decide the

next President of the Republic, since Chéhab’s sexennat was coming to an end. For the chéhabistes,

both in Parliament and in the General’s parallel administration, the mot d’ordre had become, already

since the Summer of the previous year2502, and in a rather shocking volte-face from their previous

opposition to Chamoun’s renewal which the former President did not fail himself to ironically point

out2503, to reelect Chéhab2504. Therefore, and in order to achieve their goal the Chéhabist apparatus

required a constitutional amendment modifying article 49 of the Fundamental Law2505, and such an

outcome  could  only  be  achieved  by  ensuring  a  Chamber  of  Deputies  fully  committed  to  the

President’s election. 

The election took place in four consecutive Sundays in April and May and, bearing witness

to the wide public interest arisen by the issue of Chéhab’s reelection – the  sola quæstio of the

2500AMMOUN, 2004, 345. Cf. Le Monde, 04/08/1964.
2501Cabinet Hussayn al-cUwayni II (02/20/1964-09/24/1964): Hussayn al-cUwayni (S), Prime Minister, Interior and

Defense Minister, Jubran Nahhas (GO), Deputy Chairman of the Council, Justice Minister; Philippe Taqla (GC),
Foreign Minister; Fu’ad cAmmun (M), Minister of Economy and General Planning; Charles Hélou (M), Minister of
National Education; Fu’ad Najjar (D), Minister of Agriculture; Amin Bayhum (S), Minister of Finance; Georges
Naccache (M), Minister of Public Works; Rida Wahid (Sh), Minister of Labor and Welfare; Muhammad Kanicu (S),
Minister of Public Health and Communications.

2502MALSAGNE, 2011, 402; SALIBI, 1976, 20.
2503In an interview with the weekly Magazine, the former President had declared:

Je ne puis esquiver une sourire ironique en pensant que ceux-là qui me reprochaient ma prétendue
tentative de modifier la Constitution cherchent aujourd’hui à y porter atteinte. [...] Tout ce que je puis
vous dire, c’est qu’ils ne réussiront pas.
(Cit. In AMMOUN, 2004, 436).

2504La Vanguardia Española, 05/05/1964; MALSAGNE, 2011, 402-424; AMMOUN, 2004, 345.
2505Art. 49: la durée de la magistrature du Président de la République est de six ans. Il ne pourra être réélu qu’après un

intervalle de six années.
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electoral campaign2506, it saw a 10% upturn in participation2507 (from 50% to 53,3% in Baaklini’s

estimate2508, which rises from 62,25% to 66,60% in Harik’s corrected ciphers2509). However, and in a

repetition of other electoral contests held under previous Heads of State, the polling operations,

even if held in a calmed environment2510 contrasting sharply with other, more violent, campaigns,

were far  from clean2511:  the  Deuxième Bureau intervened massively in  the  election  to  ensure a

solidly Chéhabist chamber, bringing down, in what was rapidly to appear as an excess of zeal on the

part of the Maktab, Chamoun – whose slate was thoroughly ‘defeated’ by Joumblatt’s list in the al-

Shuf constituency: only the Greek-Catholic representative, Joseph  Mughabghab, managing to get

elected2512 –  and  Eddé.  Their  expulsion  from the  legislative  organ,  despite  the  small  victories

harvested by the NLP in other Mountain constituencies2513, left the main representatives of Christian

opinion in Lebanon outside the formal circuit of politics in the country. 

Chamoun  and  Eddé’s  absence  from the  Chamber,  together  with  such  conspicuous  anti-

Chéhabists like Yusif  Salim,  cAdil  cUsayran or  Fu’ad Naffah2514,  burnt  down any possibility of

reconciliation between the President and his Christians rivals. From then on, both Maronite leaders,

together with the Patriarch and Charles Malik, and counting on Ghassan Tuéni’s journalistic help,

2506Le Monde, 04/06/1964; La Vanguardia Española, 05/05/1964; MALSAGNE, 2011, 403.
2507Le Monde, 04/08/1964; MALSAGNE, 2011, 403; HUDSON, 1985, 221-223.
2508BAAKLINI, 1976, 155.
2509Iliya Harik (1980, 36-37) argues that the official participation ciphers provided for by the Lebanese government

were essentially inaccurate due both to their employing a “highly inflated” electoral roll and to their including “a
high proportion of [...] emigrants who have been physically absent for such a long time that their participation in the
political life of the country can be virtually excluded”. The values he provides are based on his personal observation,
confirmed  by the  census  figures  adjusted  by Courbage  and  Fargues  in  1970,  and  reveal  that  “the  number  of
registered voters is greater than the actual voting population by more than 20 per cent”. In his opinion, moreover, if
“registration errors” and other bureaucratic mishaps were to be fully taken into account, the participation rate for the
three elections celebrated in the 1960s should be around 70%.

2510La Vanguardia Española, 04/07/1964, 05/05/1964; Le Monde, 04/08/1964.
2511Le Monde,  04/29/1964; HARRIS,  2012, 218;  MALSAGNE, 2011,  403-404;  BOUTROS, 2010,  109; TONTA,

2009, 100; TRABOULSI, 2007, 143; JISR, 1998, 62; WINSLOW, 1996, 141; SALIBI, 1976, 21.
2512Le Monde, 04/29/1964.
2513Chamoun’s party managed to resist, despite all the  Deuxième Bureau’s efforts, in its solid constituencies of al-

Batrun  and  Bacabda,  obtaining  seats  as  well  in  al-Matn,  Zgharta  and  Mughabghab  Jr.’s only  seat  in  al-Shuf.
Moreover, Sami al-Sulh, who had fallen in disgrace for his loyalty to Chamoun during the 1958 crisis, reentered the
Chamber in the Muslim stronghold of Beirut-2. (MALSAGNE, 2011, 419).

2514AMMOUN, 2004, 347.
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would build what Chéhab deemed an “unholly [sic] alliance”2515 with the ultimate goal not only of

preventing the President’s reelection, but also of tearing apart his political legacy. The electoral

result seemed to justify their bitterness: of the 99 deputies seating in the Palace of the  Place de

l’Étoile, barely 10 represented the opposition – a further four belonged to the Kata’ib – and only

Sa’ib Salam, strong in the support he received from the Maqasid Foundation2516, managed to get

elected among the prime donne of the anti-Chéhabist front.

Beyond the realm of national politics, the election gave way, as usual, to some shocking

combinations of candidates, the constituency of Zgharta offering, perhaps, one of the most curious

examples thereof. In a region where feudal-tribal rivalries had, not so long ago2517, caused gruesome

murders,  the enemy Frangié and Duwaihy clans managed to build a  common slate,  headed by

Sulayman Frangié but including his traditional nemesis and Chamoun-sympathizer, Father Simacan

al-Duwaihy, as one of his colistiers2518. As could be easily predicted, the Frangié-Duwaihy list got

elected  in  toto by their  conservative  constituents,  in  what  was one of  the  few triumphs of  the

opposition forces during the 1964 election.

The newly elected Chamber, formally assembled for the first time on May 8 and where the

President’s partisans came to be grouped under the informal banner of  al-Nahj (“the method”, in

reference to the Chéhabist  path or  method), was not only devoted to the Chief Executive but also

entirely committed to his reelection. In a public display of such a devotion, a procession of fifty

deputies  proceeded,  on  the  immediate  aftermath  of  the  inaugural  session,  to  the  seat  of  the

Presidency  “to  request  President  Chéhab  to  accept  a  new  mandate”2519,  which  the  General

“categorically” rejected2520, pronouncing a brief paragraph that became famous:

2515MALSAGNE, 2011, 404. Cf. WINSLOW, 1996, 141; SALIBI, 1976, 20-21.
2516HARRIS, 2012, 218.
2517Vid. pp. 295-296 above.
2518Le Monde, 04/08/1964.
2519BOUTROS, 2010, 110. Cf. MALSAGNE, 2011, 405-406; AMMOUN, 2004, 347.
2520BOUTROS, 2010, 110.
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Je n’accepterai ni reconduction, ni prolongation, ni aucun des slogans que vous répétez. Je suis le gardien

de la Constitution. J’ai prêté serment de la respecter, et de la faire respecter. Je n’accepterai pas qu’on y

touche. [...] Ma décision est irrévocable [...].2521

The political  class was not alone in its  requesting Chéhab to remain in  power,  for they

reflected a position widely shared in diplomatic circles. Both the American and French ambassadors

and the Apostolic Nuncio kept a discreet, though unmistakably favorable, position2522 vis-à-vis the

entire affaire de la reconduction, in the belief that only a widely respected and prestigious figure,

commanding the widespread allegiance of the Muslim  Street, like the General, would be free to

implement a truly independent international policy, able to de facto contradict the positions taken by

the Arab League whenever they threatened Lebanon’s national interests, as had been the case after

the Cairo Summit2523. The discreet attitude taken by both Western embassies contrasted, however,

with that of cAbd al-Hamid al-Ghalib, the Egyptian ambassador, who did not hesitate from “trying

[...] to directly interfere on the General’s decision, thus forcing his hand”2524 in order to avoid the

potential return of Chamoun, whose electoral victories – small as they indeed were – had been a

matter of deep concern for the Egyptian representative, fully conscious of the latter’s bitter enmity

towards Nasser. Such was the Egyptian interest in guaranteeing Chéhab’s renewal that not only

Nasser himself got involved in the fray,  sending the Lebanese President a letter, whose content

remains at present unknown2525, but even the designation of a Coptic ambassador was toyed around

in order to “pacify Christian hard-liners”2526. In spite of all the diplomatic pressure he had to bear

with, Chéhab’s determination not to renew remained steadfast.

2521Cit. in AMMOUN, 2004, 347-348.
2522MALSAGNE, 2011, 414-423; KALAWOUN, 2001, 127.
2523MALSAGNE, 2011, 416-417.
2524MALSAGNE, 2011, 419.
2525MALSAGNE, 2011, 420.
2526KALAWOUN, 2001, 127.
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Notwithstanding the General’s refusal, the Chamber, doubtless reinforced by the diplomatic

support some of its members had received from Egypt2527, ended up passing, barely a fortnight after

its formal constitution and by an overwhelming majority of 79 affirmative votes2528, a bill addressed

to  the  Head of  State  whereby he  was  requested  to  accept  an  amendment  to  article  49  of  the

Constitution so that he would be elected for a second term2529. The fact that the government, faced

by Chéhab’s frontal refusal to accept any chance of renewal, sent the bill back to the Chamber

caused,  however,  the  first  cracks  in  the  unity of  the  Chéhabist  ranks,  with  some deputies  –  a

heterogeneous grouping of 21 MPs united behind Kamal al-Asacad, Joseph Skaff and Jean cAziz2530–

pronouncing themselves, given the General’s intransigence, in favor of looking for an alternative

candidate ready to keep on working alongside the Chéhabist path. Their absence from the Chamber,

together with that of the opposition, on July 30, when a session was programmed to definitely pass

the renewal bill, even against the President’s express desires, prevented the discussion of the motion

from taking place due to a lack of quorum2531, and buried definitely any chance of reelecting the

General.

The  ultimate  failure  of  the  parliamentary  attempts  to  reelect  Chéhab,  together  with  his

unwavering opposition to his own reelection, unmoved by Karami’s emotional last-minute pleas or

by Father Lebret’s insistence2532,  opened the door to yet another season of feverish speculations

around the usual plethora of candidates: from the  Dusturi  MP Élias al-Khuri to the technocratic

Fouad cAmmun, passing through the candidate of the Deuxième Bureau, cAbd al-cAziz Chéhab2533,

or moderate opposition figures like Sulayman Frangié and his colistier Georges Karam, with even

2527MALSAGNE, 2011, 419.
2528The proposal received fourteen negative votes, including those of al-Kata’ib, whose leader, Pierre Gemayel, had

presidential aspirations of his own, and those of Raymond Eddé’s National Bloc and Camille Chamoun’s National
Liberal Party (BOUTROS, 2010, 110), with Father Duwaihy, one of the pillars of Chamounism, being one of the
strongest opponents of the amendment (MALSAGNE, 2011, 409). 

2529Le Monde, 06/08/1964; BOUTROS, 2010, 110; AMMOUN, 2004, 348.
2530BOUTROS, 2010, 110.
2531BOUTROS, 2010, 111.
2532MALSAGNE, 2011, 412-414.
2533BOUTROS, 2010, 112; RABBATH, 1986, 573.
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the elderly statesman Alfred Naccache (he was 77 years old) being considered for the position,

while the American embassy suggested Raymond Eddé’s name2534, whose “antagonism toward the

Deuxième  Bureau excluded  him [,  though,]  from office”2535.  However,  Chéhab’s  choice  would

finally fall on the moderate Charles Hélou rather than on the “purely “Chéhabist” candidates”2536,

the only one who, in his opinion, possessed the necessary qualities to be a President for all the

Lebanese.  Recalling  a  meeting  with  Chéhab,  the  former  Minister  Fouad  Boutros  exposes  the

reasons behind the General’s selection:

Je me réunis avec le président Chéhab pour passer en revue les noms des candidats. Il écarta d’emblée le

député Abdel-Aziz Chéhab pour la seule raison qu’ils étaient de la même famille. Il craignait qu’on ne

l’accusât de vouloir rétablir une principauté chéhabiste masquée. Il écarta également le ministre Fouad

Ammoun parce que celui-ci était de Deir el-Qamar, mais ne jouissait d’aucun soutien populaire dans le

fief du très influent ancien président Camille Chamoun. Il jugeait que cela pourrait le placer sous la coupe

du rival de Chamoun, Kamal Joumblatt, et, par conséquent, sous celle du président égyptien Jamal Abdel-

Nasser, ce que le président craignait par-dessus tout. Quant à Pierre Gemayel, le président Chéhab jugeait

que  sa  candidature  serait  une  provocation  et  un  défi  pour  la  rue  musulmane.  À  son  sens,  il  devait

continuer  d’être  une  force  chrétienne  assurant  l’équilibre  et  permettant  au  prochain  président  de

gouverner sans être soumis aux pressions de la rue musulmane aux extensions nasséristes. Charles Hélou

seul avait les qualifications mentionnées plus haut. En outre, le chef de l’État l’avait vu à l’œuvre en tant

que  président  du Conseil  du tourisme et  en  tant  que ministre.  Il  pensait  qu’il  était  convaincu  de  la

politique chéhabiste, qu’il appliquerait donc pendant son mandat et en suivrait les principes.2537

If it has been chosen to reproduce here in extenso this paragraph from Boutros’s memoirs it

is because it provides us with a valuable glimpse into Chéhab’s psychology, notwithstanding the

advisable prudence in reading an autobiography, construed, as they are more often than not, as a

2534MALSAGNE, 2011, 428-429.
2535AMMOUN, 2004, 351. 
2536KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 27. Cf. WINSLOW, 1996, RABBATH, 1986, 574; RABBATH, 1982, 432; SALIBI,

1976, 21-23
2537BOUTROS, 2010, 214.
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self-justification. Besides the candidate’s qualities referred to above (he was a devout Christian, a

Francophile, a career diplomat, a follower of the  Dusturi-Chihaist school of thought, a political

moderate  and  a  frontal  opponent  of  Communism,  all  being  virtues very  much  to  Chéhab’s

liking2538),  Chéhab’s  choice fell  on Hélou because he was the man in the middle.  While  other

candidates  were  mortgaged  to  different  –  foreign  or  otherwise  –  interests  or  identified  as

representatives of this or that demographic sector, Hélou was perceived as an independent2539 who

could be expected to keep on playing within the intricate network of, frequently opposing, interests

that had built the Chéhabist coalition throughout the General’s  cahd. In selecting Hélou, Chéhab

revealed his fundamental matter of concern: avoiding a repetition of 19582540 that would seriously

jeopardize Lebanon’s sovereignty and territorial integrity. 

Not without the usual backstage maneuvering and negotiations2541, Charles Hélou was finally

elected President of the Lebanese Republic on August 18, 1964, obtaining a record 92 votes against

5 for Pierre Gemayel –  who had refused to withdraw his candidacy on a matter of principle2542, thus

managing to obtain the assent of most opposition MPs, which heralded what would become one of

the main characteristics of the new  cahd: the search for an equilibrium between  al-Nahj  and the

Opposition.  For  the  first  time  in  the  History of  independent  Lebanon,  the  handover  of  power

between two Heads of State was done fully within the parameters of constitutional normality2543,

without bloodshed and without the intervention of any foreign power in the internal affairs of the

country. 1964 seemed to announce the arrival of institutional maturity to the Bilad al-Arz.

2538MALSAGNE, 2011, 428; BOUTROS, 2010, 114.
2539“Un tournant”, Le Monde, 08/19/1964.
2540MALSAGNE, 2011, 425.
2541Le Monde, 08/12/1964, 08/18/1964; “M. Charles Hélou est élu Président de la République Libanaise”, 08/19/1964;

BOUTROS, 2010, 114-115; WINSLOW, 1996, 141.
2542BOUTROS, 2010, 116; AMMOUN, 2004, 353; PETRAN, 1987, 80; ENTELIS, 1976, 144; SALIBI, 1976, 22.
2543MALSAGNE, 2011, 424; WINSLOW, 1996, 142; SALIBI, 1966, 226.
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4.1.2.3. À guise de conclusion: The reasons behind a refusal.

As happened with other episodes in his political biography, the true reasons behind Chéhab’s

rejection of a second mandate remain shrouded in a halo of mystery. The cryptic nature of the Head

of State, his reserved demeanor and scorn for the political class and its habits – in contrast to other

Lebanese leaders2544, he left no book, no memoir – prevent us from acceding the General’s personal

view of reality and political events. Just like happened with his attempted resignation, back in 1960,

or  with  his  position  vis-à-vis the  illegal  conduct  of  the  Deuxième  Bureau,  a  plurality  of

interpretations have tried to explain the deep meaning of Chéhab’s refusal to be reelected. Such

explanations can be easily grouped into three categories:

1. For his friends and political followers, the likes of Fouad Boutros, Georges Naccache

or Kamal Salibi ca. 1966, as well as to the friendly press, namely L’Orient but also

international publications like the French journal Le Monde2545, Chéhab’s refusal was

deeply  related  to  his  respect  for  the  constitutional  structure  and  institutional

traditions of the Lebanese State. As Boutros said himself:

Le souci du président Chéhab était de préserver les fondements qu’il avait établis pour

l’édification d’un État moderne [...]. Certains collaborateurs du président jugeaient qu sa

réélection était le seul moyen d’empêcher que tout ce que le régime avait bâti ne parte en

fumée.  Le  président  n’était  pas  de  cet  avis  qui  lui  paraissait  éloigné  de  ses

convictions politiques : le désintéressement et le respect de l’esprit, davantage que

de la lettre, de la Constitution. Il était célèbre pour la rigueur de sa fidelité « à ce que

2544Both his predecessors,  Bishara al-Khuri  and Camille Chamoun, and his successor,  Charles Hélou, left  sizable
memoirs where they tried to justify the actions and policies they undertook. Some of them have been quoted at
length throughout this essay.

2545Le Monde, i.a. 05/13/1964, 08/20/1964.
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dit le livre ».2546

For these authors, Chéhab’s refusal was doubtless imbued with a certain pedagogic

content. The General, who had already given the  fromagistes a lesson in political

ascetism, back in 1960, when he threatened to resign, set yet another example “by

retiring from the scene quietly and in full dignity”2547, and in full contrast with his

predecessors at the helm of the State, whose cahdayn had been abruptly ended amid

generalized violence and foreign intervention. The man who had ardently worked for

the  reform  and  adaptation  of  Lebanon’s  institutions  to  the  needs  of  a  rapidly

changing society could not possibly be expected to work outside “the framework of

institutional legality and with[out] the consensus of a majority”2548.

2.  A second  explanation  can  be  found  in  several  scholarly  accounts  of  Chéhab’s

presidency. For Chéhab’s biographer Stéphane Malsagne, who partakes in the ideas

of  Fawwaz  Traboulsi2549,  Rachela  Tonta2550 or  Charles  Winslow2551,  the  General’s

decision  had far  more to  do with reasons of  political  opportunity than with any

peculiar scruple of his  vis-à-vis the reform of the Constitution. By the end of his

cahd, Chéhab had become increasingly discouraged by the frontal opposition that his

socio-economic reforms were encountering amid the business class and his derided

fromagistes. As he confessed to the French  chargé d’affaires, Jean de Lipkowski,

already by 1961:

Depuis  que  je  suis  au  pouvoir,  j’ai  moi  aussi  pu  mésurer  la  force  de  résistance

2546BOUTROS, 2010, 112. my emphasis.
2547SALIBI, 1966, 226.
2548BOUTROS, 2010, 124.
2549TRABOULSI, 2007, 143.
2550TONTA, 2009, 100.
2551WINSLOW, 1996, 141.
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qu’opposent  les  intérêts  privés  aux  réformes  sociales.  Les  capitalistes  de  ce  pays

s’obstinent  à  refuser  les  adaptations  que  l’évolution  du  monde  rend  pourtant

indispensable.2552

Chéhab’s disappointment with his fellow Lebanese and general pessimistic outlook

would become a characteristic trope of his vision of reality. As he repeated to the

French ambassador de Falaize, in what constitutes Chéhab’s true political testament,

on May 15, 1964:

Les querelles  personnelles,  parlementaires,  ministérielles,  confessionnelles,  paralysent

toute  entreprise  et  m’excèdent.  J’ai  essayé  de consolider  une nation libanaise  où les

musulmans comme les chrétiens et aussi les populations les moins favorisées, trouvent

des raisons de se sentir Libanais et de le vouloir rester [...]. J’ai pu faire des erreurs : je

ne suis pas un homme politique ; je suis un militaire : il me semble que dans l’armée on a

le sens de la justice. Les  “fromagistes” se sont vus menacés dans leurs privilèges. Ils

veulent aujourd’hui leur revanche : ils verront bien.2553

The General’s dreary views were, moreover, supplemented by the frontal rejection of

his regime by most Christians, both at the political and the social level. A devout

Christian himself, Chéhab witnessed how the entire Maronite political élite, the wide

majority of the community’s rank and file, as well as the Patriarch in person rallied

against his rule and against him personally. The official declaration of Bkirki, issued

on May 7, firmly opposing the renewal of his Mandate2554 equated to a direct rebuttal

from  the  Patriarchate  and  deprived  Chéhab  from  the  remnants  of  Christian

legitimacy he might  still  conserve at  that  point  in  history.  Knowing well  that,  if

2552MAE (Liban (1960-1965), 947). Cit. in MALSAGNE, 2011, 398.
2553MAE (Liban (1960-1965), 945 (LA, 5-2)). Cit. in MALSAGNE, 2011, 406.
2554Le Monde, 05/13/1964; MALSAGNE, 2011, 406; RABBATH, 1986, 573.
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reelected, he would have to face an increasingly strong and cohesive opposition –

certainly weak in the Chamber, but with solid sources of public support – Chéhab

preferred, in a prolegomenon to the 1970 presidential election, to leave power rather

than to remain therein and be seen as a partisan President; as Georges Naccache had

prophetically said, back in 1960, “the Head of State cannot be, in Lebanon, the Head

of  a  Party”2555.  In  abandoning  the  Presidency,  Chéhab  became  increasingly

embittered, a bitterness that would only increase after his breakup with Hélou around

1965:

Les chrétiens, leurs chefs, n’ont pas compris. Ils ne sont ici gouvernables que lorsqu’ils

ont peur. Ils croient n’avoir pas maintenant motif de craindre : ils verront bien. Je ne

veux pas bien sûr qu’ils soient diminués, ni humiliés. Mais peut-être faut-il une leçon.2556

3. The third and last explanation can be considered as a logical antonym to the first one.

For Kamal Salibi ca.  19762557,  William Harris2558,  Itamar Rabinovich2559 or former

President Chamoun himself, Chéhab, who had been ushered into the Presidency of

the  Republic  by  a  revolutionary  wave  whose  nominal  objective  was  to  prevent

Camille Chamoun’s alleged intention to modify the Constitution in order to have his

mandate renewed, could not possibly attempt to imitate his predecessors in altering

the Fundamental Law without severely losing face. For a man who harbored, as has

been  repeatedly  stated  throughout  this  essay,  such  a  marked  predilection  for

schooling the political class, incurring in the very same mistakes of former Heads of

State  would  have  deprived  him of  his  moral  authority  to  keep  on  teaching the

2555NACCACHE, 1960, 17.
2556MAE (Liban (1960-1965), 945 (LA, 5-2)). Cit. in MALSAGNE, 2011, 425.
2557SALIBI, 1976, 21.
2558HARRIS, 2012, 218.
2559RABINOVICH, 1985, 31.
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fromagistes.

The real reasons pushing Chéhab towards leaving the Presidency fully within the parameters

set  out  in  the  Lebanese  Constitution  will  forever  remain  a  mystery.  While  it  is  impossible  to

ascertain the inner tribulations and thoughts that might have driven the General towards taking his

decision, it is, though, legitimate to construe that there is no frontal contradiction between the main

explanations considered above, particularly if the events surrounding the 1970 elections are taken

into consideration. Without entering in too much depth into a matter that is profusely analyzed

hereinbelow,  it  seems  plausible  that  Chéhab  would  have  accepted  to  be  renewed  in  his

responsibility had he counted on the practical unanimity of the political and socio-economical élites.

Just  like  in  1970,  when  he  refused  to  be  nominated  candidate  given  that  he  lacked  enough

parliamentary  support  to  be  elected  in  a  single  round2560,  in  1964,  Chéhab  could  not  risk  to

jeopardize his prestige as the holder and guardian of  al-Kitab – the book, as he liked to call the

Constitution2561 –  by appearing  as  a  mere  partisan  leader,  being  elected  against  the  will  of  an

important sector of the society and, very importantly, of his own community.

Fully  aware  of  the  frontal  opposition  that  his  reelection  provoked  within  the  practical

unanimity  of  his  own  Maronite  community,  the  roots  of  whose  discontent  went  back  to  the

General’s actions during the 1958 Revolution and had only increased with his apparent favoring the

Muslim sector of the population and, very importantly, by the repressive actions of the Deuxième

Bureau,  Chéhab  turned  his  political  impotence  into  yet  another  opportunity  to  lecture  the

politicians. As the editorialist Kisrawan Labaki wrote:

Le geste du Président est pour le pays un certificat de bonne santé et pour nos hommes politiques un

2560Vid. pp. 501 ff. below.
2561BOUTROS, 2010, 112.
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témoignage  de  grande  appréciation  puisqu’il  n’y  aura  plus  désormais  d’hommes  providentiels  au

Liban.2562

He who had turned his cahd into a permanent school of political ethics, he who had toyed

around  with  apparently  incompatible  zucama’ and  ruled  almost  autocratically  through  a  highly

militarized network of bureaucrats  and technicians,  did not miss  the opportunity to  present  his

negative to déchirer la Constitution, as had been suggested by Muhi al-Din Nsuli back in 1960, as

the utmost example of political  disinterestedness and sacrifice.  The last  lesson of the  Général-

Président.

4.2. cAhd Charles Hélou (1964-1970)

4.2.1. Izdiwajiyyat al-Sulta, The duality of Power (1964-1967)

By the time when Charles Hélou (1913-2001) was elected to the first magistracy, he was

already an old sailor of Lebanese politics. Issued from a family of the purest Mountain stock, who

had  given  the  Maronite  Church  one  of  her  prominent  nineteenth-century  reformist  Patriarchs,

Charles Hélou had covered a vital pattern not unlike his civil predecessors in the Presidency: petit-

bourgeois origins2563 – his father was a pharmacist, legal formation at the Université Saint-Joseph,

devoted Christianity2564.  Hélou’s  political  baptism took place in  1932,  when his  Jesuit  mentors,

whose influence over the future Head of State would be longstanding2565, appointed him as one of

2562L’Orient, 06/06/1964.
2563AMMOUN, 2004, 355; LOCHON, 1997, 279.
2564LOCHON, 1997, 284-285. An example of such a devotion, among many others, can be found in the first volume of

his  Mémoires  ( Vid. also his  Mélanges I  and  II) where, in remembering his long journeys between Aleppo and
Beirut, he stated:

L’autocar  [...]  avançait  interminablement.  Enfin,  du  milieu  de  la  poussière  et  de  la  fumée,
surgissaient  des  paysages  plus  verts,  plus  riants  et  comme  arrosés  par  le  bleu  de  la  mer.  Ils
annonçaient  notre  arrivée  à  Chekka,  à  Batroun,  à  Jbeil,  à  Jounieh,  partout  où  des  bornes
kilométriques étaient remplacées par des statues de la Vierge ou des ex-voto ou encore de petites
chapelles de notre foi et de notre tendresse.

2565KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 242.
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the editors of the Francophone journal L’Éclair du Nord in Aleppo2566. Thence he would enter, two

years later, the tribe of Le Jour, where he became one of Michel Chiha’s closest collaborators and

his foremost disciple2567. Married above his station, just like Chamoun or Khuri, to a member of the

country’s haute bourgeoisie, Nina Trad2568, he entered the Administration for the first time in 1946,

when he was appointed as Lebanon’s first ambassador to the Holy See2569. His Vatican experience

caused a deep impression in the young man2570– who would remain forever attached to what he

defined as the “primacy of the spiritual”2571, and allowed him to befriend Mgr. Giovanni Montini,

the future Pope Paul VI2572. A minister for the first time in 1949, he would become a permanent

fixture in several executives throughout both Chamoun and Chéhab’s mandates.

Lacking a political basis of his own2573, the new President remained, at least for the very first

years of  his  cahd,  attached to  the Chéhabist  bureaucratic  and parliamentary machine,  including

many  of  Chéhab’s  closest  collaborators2574,  who  continued  working  alongside  the  fundamental

guidelines for social and economic reform that had characterized the General’s mandate. However,

Hélou’s  liberal  leanings  –  he  had  declared,  in  a  sentence  clearly  reflective  of  his  Chihaist

upbringing, that “[t]he Lebanese businessman is more enterprising and is a much better manager

than  his  government”2575 –  led  the  way to  a  less  étatiste approach  to  economic  policy which,

together with his scrupulous respect for democracy and his progressive rapprochement with the

opposition, largely explains his growing distancing with Chéhab until both men definitely broke up

in  1965 as  will  be  seen  below.  In  a  fateful  parallelism with  another  liberal  President,  namely

2566AMMOUN, 2004, 355; LOCHON, 1997, 280.
2567TRABOULSI, 2007, 144; AMMOUN, 2004, 355-356; LOCHON, 1997, 287; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 55-56.
2568She was the first female member of Lebanon’s Bar Association (AMMOUN, 2004, 356)
2569BOUTROS, 2010, 127; HÉLOU, 1984, 131, 135-155 ; AMMOUN, 2004, 357; LOCHON, 1997, 280.
2570HÉLOU, 1984, 131-155; LOCHON, 1997, 280-281.
2571LOCHON, 1997, 284.
2572HÉLOU, 1984, 131-133, 134-135, 147-149.
2573HARRIS,  2012,  218;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  144;  WINSLOW,  1996,  142,  144;  RABINOVICH,  1985,  31,  39;

HUDSON, 1984, 326; KHALIDI, 1983, 40;  DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 56.
2574HÉLOU,  1984,  93-95;  MALSAGNE,  2011,  433-436;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  144;  AMMOUN,  2004,  365-366;

RABINOVICH, 1985, 31; BAAKLINI, 1976, 269; OWEN, 1976, 30.
2575HUDSON, 1984, 328. Cf. Le Monde, 09/24/1964; TRABOULSI, 2007, 145; CHAMI, 2004, 48; KHALAF, 2002,

162.
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Chamoun, Hélou’s internal abstentionism would give renewed primacy to foreign policy at a time

of increasing tensions in the Middle East. Probably the best equipped President, both intellectually

and personally, of Lebanon’s First Republic, an extremely difficult political scenario would end up

frustrating what, in the beginning, appeared as a promising cahd.

This renewed primacy of foreign affairs during Charles Hélou’s presidency appeared from

the very beginning thereof. In the immediately aftermath of his election, but before his effective

investiture  as  Head  of  State  due  for  September  23,  an  outgoing  Fu’ad  Chéhab,  conscious  of

preserving his image as a scrupulously neutral leader2576, asked the President-elect to represent him

at the upcoming Arab League summit, which was to be held in Alexandria between September 5

and 11, 1964, as a continuation of the previous Cairo Conference. The Arab leaders assembled in

Alexandria  were to concretize the resolutions adopted in Cairo2577,  with particular  focus on the

distribution of the works for the mise en place of the Jordan river diversion plan and the definition

of the rights and duties of the Unified Arab Command, (UAC) whose creation had been decided as a

tool  to  counteract  the probable Israeli  attacks against  the water  diversion works.  For  Lebanon,

which had committed itself in Cairo to build a dam on the Hasbani and a pumping station on the

Wazzani river2578,  notwithstanding the discreetly conveyed Israeli threats to such projects2579,  the

main goal of the entire conference was, however, to preserve the integrity of its sovereignty against

the widespread powers that the commander of the UAC, the Egyptian General  cAli  cAli  cAmir,

demanded for his forces, including the right to station military units in any member State without

the previous authorization of its authorities2580.

The Arab summit took place in the tense environment that had already become a staple in

2576HÉLOU, 1984, 46; MALSAGNE, 2011, 389-390, 392, 394; AMMOUN, 2004, 357; KALAWOUN, 2001, 112.
2577HÉLOU, 1984, 46; AMMOUN, 2004, 357.
2578HÉLOU, 1984, 52 ; MALSAGNE, 2011, 392; AMMOUN, 2004, 358.
2579FRUS, 1964-1968, Vol. XVIII, Doc. 122.
2580HÉLOU, 1984, 54-57; MALSAGNE, 2011, 391-392; TRABOULSI, 2007, 144-145; AMMOUN, 2004, 358, 360-

361, 363; KALAWOUN, 2001, 112-113.
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such  meetings  of  the  League2581 (with  Chéhab  calling  such  ruckus,  accompanied  by  rhetoric

excesses and a permanent effort  at  overbidding each other2582,  “the inter-Arab comedy”2583),  the

intervention  of  the  Lebanese  President-elect  being  precisely  received  amid  the  “disgusted

hubbub”2584 of  the delegates,  who thus  reacted to  Hélou’s reservations  to initiate  any diversion

activity as long as no further military preparations were undertaken, given the “lacunae” therein

already underlined by General  cAmir himself2585. This one would not be, though, the only stance

where Lebanon was going to be booed during this conference, with the opposition of the Bilad al-

Arz to the stationing of Arab troops in its territory causing a particularly strong argument between

General  cAmir and Colonel Shmayyit, with the former stating that “he himself would determine

where and in what order should Lebanon start working [in the diversion project]”2586 and demanding

the immediate cantonment of Syrian troops in Lebanon’s southern border2587, which provoked the

indignant response of the latter in defense of Lebanon’s sovereignty. Thereupon, Lebanon would

become  the  target  of  the  criticism  of  several  of  the  delegations,  with  the  Iraqi  and  Algerian

presidents expressing themselves in rather intimidatory terms. The Iraqi Head of State,  cAbd al-

Salam cArif, went as far as to openly threaten, in Nasser Kalawoun’s account, to “embarras Hilu

publicly by suggesting that Lebanon represented a barrier to collective Arab projects”2588, which

2581FRUS, 1964-1968, Vol. XVIII, Doc. 91, 92; HÉLOU, 1984, 53;  AMMOUN, 2004, 361-363.
2582MALSAGNE, 2011, 393, fn. 169; KALAWOUN, 2001, 113. In the context of the Alexandria Summit, a good

example of this permanent effort at outbidding the others on the part of certain delegates was provided by the Syrian
President, Amin al-Hafiz, when he said:

We need three hours to work out an action plan allowing us to eliminate the Israeli challenge. Indeed,
if we consecrated three hours to preparing a plan, we could get rid of Israel and come back having
wiped it off the map.

      (Cit. in HÉLOU, 1984, 61).
2583MALSAGNE, 2011, 393.
2584AMMOUN, 2004, 363. Cf. HÉLOU, 1984, 64-65.
2585HÉLOU, 1984, 59-60; AMMOUN, 2004, 363.
2586MALSAGNE, 2011, 392.
2587Ibid. 
2588KALAWOUN, 2001, 113. Cf. HÉLOU, 1984, 65. As President Hélou remembers elsewhere in the Arabic memoir

that he consecrated to his first two years in office, the Iraqi President would react violently against the Lebanese
delegation more than once during the Summit. Beyond the veiled threats described above, he accused the Lebanese
of using their constitutional institutions (and particularly so, the National Assembly) as “an excuse or pretext” to
avoid any further  entanglement  in  the  common Arab defense  strategy against  Israel.  His  words were frontally
rejected by Hélou, who accused  cArif of “insulting us”. Both leaders could only patch up through Nasser’s good
offices (Vid. HÉLOU, 1984, 67-68).
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could have jeopardized the stability of Hélou’s mandate, given the Sunni community’s sentimental

attachment to Arabism, as the quoted author does not fail to point out2589.

Confronted  by the  mounting  tension  among the  different  delegates,  which  the  Egyptian

President, as host, wished to defuse, he managed to get adopted, as a compromise solution and in

spite of the protests elevated by the Syrian and Iraqi representatives, the proposal of the Lebanese

delegation, whereby no UAC troops would be posted in the territory of any member State of the

League without the prior agreement of its constitutional institutions2590. Thus, the summit ended on

a false note, with Lebanon managing to preserve its sovereign rights but confronted, for the very

first time, with a taste of the complex regional situation it  was to face in following years. The

propaganda campaign against Lebanon triggered by the Egyptian broadcasters2591 in the immediate

aftermath of the Alexandria Summit providing with ample evidence of the difficulty of Lebanon’s

Arab position.

Meanwhile,  on  the  internal  front  and  following  an  unwritten  convention  in  Lebanese

Constitutional  Law,  Hussayn  al-cUwayni’s  neutral  Cabinet  submitted  its  resignation  in  the

immediate aftermath to Hélou’s inauguration, on September 23, 1964. Faced by the deep personal

and political  divisions  fracturing  the  Sunni  élite2592,  Hélou requested  cUwayni  to  remain  at  the

forefront of the Council of Ministers, thus following yet another tradition of Lebanese politics: that

of  entrusting  a  President’s  first  Cabinet  to  a  neutral,  highly  respected  figure,  capable  of

commanding  the  allegiance  of  most  sectors  of  parliament  and  society.  cUwayni’s  Cabinet2593,

2589Ibid.
2590MALSAGNE,  2011,  393;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  145;  AMMOUN,  2004,  364;  KALAWOUN,  2000,  114;

WINSLOW, 1996, 145; HÉLOU, 1995, Vol. II, 30; PETRAN, 1987, 77; HÉLOU, 1984, 68; SALIBI, 1976, 24-25.
2591Le Monde, 01/12/1965; KALAWOUN, 2001, 115.
2592AMMOUN, 2004, 366-368; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 56.
2593Cabinet Hussayn al-cUwayni III (09/24/1964-11/13/1964): Hussayn al-cUwayni (S), Prime Minister, Interior and

Defense Minister, Jubran Nahhas (GO), Deputy Chairman of the Council, Justice Minister; Philippe Taqla (GC),
Foreign Minister; Fu’ad cAmmun (M), Minister of Economy and General Planning; Edmond Gaspard (M), Minister
of National Education; Fu’ad Najjar (D), Minister of Agriculture; Amin Bayhum (S), Minister of Finance; Georges
Naccache (M), Minister of Public Works; Rida Wahid (Sh), Minister of Labor and Welfare; Muhammad Kanicu (S),
Minister of Public Health and Communication.
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entirely renewed with the sole exception of the new Education Minister, Edmond Gaspard, who

took  the  position  formerly  occupied  by  the  President  of  the  Republic,  proved  the  widespread

support it commanded in the Chamber by obtaining its confidence with 54 favorable votes against

33 opposed2594. 

From  its  very  inception,  cUwayni’s  Cabinet  had  to  face  not  only  a  complex  regional

scenario, but also the reactivation of social movements, in an “impressive rebirth” after the period

of relative social calm lived under Chéhab2595, with a strike in the petroleum sector being announced

on the very day of Hélou’s inauguration2596.  Their protest,  rapidly joined by the workers of the

public transport and electric sectors, would open the door to a “nearly uninterrupted series of strikes

and protest movements”2597– albeit many of them being organized by students, in a common feature

with other developed countries during the 1960s and 1970s2598 – in an impressive growth of social

conflictivity even further exacerbated by the massive rural exodus2599 caused, paradoxically, by the

expansion  and  development  of  the  agricultural  sector  in  the  Lebanese  periphery2600,  where  the

incorporation of capitalist procedures and technical means signified the expulsion of a significant

proportion of day laborers2601, who turned en masse to swell the “disreputable and pauperized”2602

misery belt of slums surrounding Beirut. The fundamental consequence of these phenomena would

be the progressive hardening of the positions on both sides of the political divide: for wide sectors

of the Libanist opposition, confronting the Arabist sector was no longer a mere question of national

2594AMMOUN, 2004, 368.
2595TRABOULSI, 2007, 145; PETRAN, 1987, 81-82.
2596Le Monde, 09/24/1964; TRABOULSI, 2007, 145.
2597TRABOULSI, 2007, 145; BARAKAT, 1977, 141-199.
2598KHALAF, 2002, 211-212; PETRAN, 1987, 83-85.
2599According to Salim Nasr  (1978, 10),  the rate  of rural  migration to Beirut  reached almost a third of the total

population of the Southern  Muhafazah and around a fifth of that from Mount Lebanon and al-Biqac.  Vid. Also
TRABOULSI, 2007, 159-160; GASPARD, 2004, 93; DUBAR & NASR, 1976, 239; KHURI, 1975, 21-61; 1972,
198-212; SALEM, 1968, 36.

2600HARRIS, 2012, 221; TRABOULSI, 2007, 146-147, 158-159; GASPARD, 2004, 90-93; KHALAF, 2002, 164-167;
GATES, 1989, 24-27; PETRAN, 1987, 60-61; AL-AZMEH, 1976, 61; DUBAR & NASR, 1976, 93-97.

2601Sharecroppers,  métayers and  other  dependent  agricultural  workers,  who  represented  almost  a  quarter  of  the
primary  sector  workforce  in  1950,  had  declined  to  no  more  than  5%  by 1970.  (KHALAF,  2002  ,165.  Also
GASPARD, 2004, 92-93).

2602KHALAF, 2002, 165.
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identity, but also a fight to stop the spread of international Communism, as openly acknowledged in

the Kata’ibi journal al-Amal: 

[...] when Communism is knocking at Lebanon’s doors from the borders of Maysalun and Wadi al-Harir,

it becomes our duty to mobilise all the vital forces of the Nation to stop this dangerous invasion and save

Lebanon as it is, and it should remain for ever: a citadel of freedom and a haven of security, stability and

prosperity.2603

In this  context,  cUwayni’s cabinet would prove to be short-lived.  Already by the end of

October 1964, the Chéhabist parliamentary fraction grouped around former Prime Minister Rashid

Karami,  after  frustrating Kamal al-Asacad’s  bid to chair  the Legislative Assembly – perhaps in

revenge  for  his  not  having  committed  himself  fully  to  the  General’s  reelection2604,  set  out  to

“provoke”2605 the  downfall  of  cUwayni’s  executive  with  the  ultimate  hope  of  recovering  the

Council’s chairmanship which he had occupied at length under Chéhab. Faced by the maneuvers of

the Chéhabist majority, cUwayni submitted his resignation on November 13, to be forthwith recalled

by  the  President  to  head  yet  another  Executive,  given  the  impossibility  to  find  a  consensus

candidate  among the  parliamentary blocks2606.  On December  8,  after  a  “stormy session”  in  the

Chamber2607, Hussayn al-cUwayni managed to obtain the Legislature’s confidence with 85 favorable

votes  by  submitting  a  fourteen-member  strong  Cabinet,  including  representatives  of  both  the

majority  and  the  opposition2608.  The  Cabinet’s  composition,  including  several  vieux  routiers of

2603Al-Amal, 10/08/1966. Cit. in TRABOULSI, 2007, 148.
2604AMMOUN, 2004, 367, 371.
2605Ibid.
2606AMMOUN, 2004, 372.
2607AMMOUN, 2004, 373.
2608Cabinet Hussayn al-cUwayni IV (12/18/1964-07/25/1965): Hussayn al-cUwayni (S), Prime Minister, Minister of

National Defense; Nasim Majdalani (GO), Deputy Chairman of the Council, Minister of Justice; Philippe Taqla
(GC), Minister of Foreign Affairs and Émigrés; Bahij Taqi al-Din (D), Minister of National Education; Maurice
Zuwayn (M),  Minister  of  Information,  Guidance and Tourism; Pierre Gemayel  (M),  Minister  of  Public Works;
cUthman al-Dana (S), Minister of Finance; Édouard Hunayn (M), Minister of Labor and Social Affairs; Yacqub al-
Sarraf  (GO),  Minister  of  Public  Health  and  Emergencies;  Taqi  al-Din  al-Sulh  (S),  Interior  Minister;  Antoine
Sahnawi (GC),  Minister of Communications;  Najib Salhah (D),  Minister of General  Planning;  cAli  cArab (Sh),
Minister of Agriculture; Ghalib Shahin (Sh), Minister of National Education and Fine Arts.
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Lebanese politics,  would earn the nickname of “the millionaires government” due to the social

origins of most of its members2609.

The growing internal instability notwithstanding and in spite of the fears evoked by the press

organ of the Gemayel brothers, the first years of Hélou’s cahd have been consistently praised as one

of  the  most  prosperous eras  in  Lebanese  history.  His  moderate  interventionism2610,  centered on

infrastructure building and upgrading after severely downgrading the scope of the IRFED-proposed

five-year plan for 1964-19652611 – and thus within the most orthodox of liberal traditions,  allowed

for  the  construction  of  hundreds  of  new  schools,  the  completion  of  the  Litani  Project,  the

connection of several hundreds of villages to the electricity grid and the paved road network as well

as the improvement of the facilities and faculty of the Lebanese University. In Charles Winslow’s

vivid account, Lebanon was “a beehive of activity”:

During many long treks through the countryside in 1965-6, [...] this writer was able to see, first hand,

bulldozers  excavating  new  terraces  above  Sidon  and  vast  new  tracts  of  apple  tree  plantings  in  the

highlands  between  Tannourine  and  Besharri.  Everywhere,  new roads  were  being  built.  Villagers,  in

several  instances,  showed their  excitement  at  having  just  gotten [...]  electricity.  There  was plenty of

hustle.2612

It was against this bittersweet backdrop that Hélou had to deal, once more, with the complex

problems arising from Lebanon’s regional environment. The Alexandria Summit having left open

several questions of the common Arab strategy vis-à-vis Israel, a new session – at the level of heads

of government  – was held in  Cairo in  January 1965 with the ultimate goal  of  giving concrete

expression  to  the  decisions  adopted  back  in  September.  For  the  Lebanese  delegation2613 the

2609TRABOULSI, 2007, 145, fn. 8. Cf. DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 56.
2610TRABOULSI, 2007, 145; WINSLOW, 1996, 143.
2611MALSAGNE, 2011, 443, 447.
2612WINSLOW, 1996, 143.
2613Beside the Prime Minister, the Lebanese delegation was made up by the experienced Foreign Minister, Philippe
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conference appeared as yet another arena to defend the national sovereignty of the  Bilad al-Arz

against the supra-national pretensions of the Unified Arab Command, even in the event of war2614.

In order to achieve its goals, as well as of proving Lebanon’s commitment to the Arab cause, which

had been put in doubt by the  Bacathist  delegations in Alexandria and thereafter by the Egyptian

propaganda  offensive  referred  to  above,  the  Lebanese  government  launched  a  so-called

“clarification campaign”, accompanied by detailed statistics2615, with the ultimate goal of “prov[ing]

that Lebanon had fulfilled its financial, technical, administrative and military duty towards various

Arab causes”2616. 

The conference allowed the veteran Philippe Taqla to  prove,  once again,  his  diplomatic

prowess  in  an  international  forum.  Resisting  the  Egyptian  pressures  by  skillfully  building  a

common front with Jordan and Saudi Arabia2617, whose relations with the  Bilad al-Nil were at a

particularly  low ebb2618,  the  diplomat  managed  to  get  the  Lebanese  proposal  approved  by the

conclave of heads of government2619, even at risk of upsetting Nasser2620: not only were the UAC

pretensions severely curtailed (its troops would not be able to enter Lebanese territory without the

express authorization of the Lebanese parliament, even in the case of war2621), but the Lebanese

government  was  furthermore  deemed  entirely  responsible  for  the  construction,  operation  and

defense of its part in the Arab water diversion program, without the intervention of any other Arab

State or organization therein2622. Immediately after the summit, the government’s position received

Taqla, the Army chief of staff, Colonel Shmayyit, and the directors of the Cabinet Civil and the technical bureau of
the Presidency of the Republic, Élias Sarkis and Fu’ad Gizri. (AMMOUN, 2004, 374).

2614AMMOUN, 2004, 373.
2615According to the ciphers provided by the Lebanese Government, it had already contributed E£419,503 to support

the different projects undertaken by the Arab League in relation to the UAC and the Jordan river diversion project
(KALAWOUN, 2001, 115).

2616KALAWOUN, 2001, 115.
2617KALAWOUN, 2001, 115.
2618DAWISHA, 2003, 247-248.
2619““Le Petit Sommet Arabe” du Caire”, Le Monde, 01/12/1965.
2620Nasser reacted by “freezing its earlier economic concessions [...] and also by cancelling [sic] its offer regarding

Lebanese exports to Egypt” (KALAWOUN, 2001, 116). Cf. Le Monde, 03/22/1965.
2621AMMOUN, 2004, 374; KHALAF, 2002, 216; KALAWOUN, 2001, 115-116.
2622“Le Liban obtient satisfaction au sujet de sa participation au détournement des eaux du Jourdain”,  Le Monde,

01/12/1965, 01/16/195; AMMOUN, 2004, 374; KALAWOUN, 2001, 115-116.
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the almost unanimous support of the Chamber which, in a display of its confidence in  cUwayni’s

Executive, entrusted the Cabinet with the capacity to decide whether Arab troops should be allowed

to enter Lebanese soil:

The Lebanese parliament [...] has unanimously decided to support the attitude of the Lebanese delegation

at the [Alexandria] Conference as regards the project to exploit the tributaries of the Jordan River. It has

also  decided  to  empower  the  Council  of  Ministers,  after  due  consultation  with  the  Lebanese  Army

General Staff, to allow Arab troops to enter Lebanon in case of an attack which threatens national security

or in case of emergency military situations which demand rapid measures.2623

As a result thereof and in order to soften the diplomatic tension with Egypt, it was decided

that Hélou’s first international tour, in the course of which he was expected in Paris 2624 and the

Vatican, would begin by Cairo, where he was expected on May 2. However, at Nasser’s explicit

invitation2625, the Lebanese President brought his trip forward, arriving to the Egyptian capital in

time to participate in the massive demonstrations thrown by the ra’is on the occasion of May Day.

During his presence in Cairo, Hélou, who pronounced one of the discourses of the commemoration

and was profoundly shocked by the magnitude of the popular mobilization around the Egyptian

President2626, managed to obtain Nasser’s support for the Lebanese positions as expressed in the

second  Cairo  Summit2627.  At  a  time  of  heightened  tensions  between  Egypt  and  the  Tunisian

President,  Habib  Burqiba2628,  whose  positions  on  the  Arab-Israeli  conflict  –  suggesting  the

recognition of Israel and negotiations as a way out of the conflict2629 – and decidedly pro-Western

2623KALAWOUN, 2001, 116. Cf. Le Monde, 01/23/1965.
2624Le Monde, 01/18/1965.
2625AMMOUN, 2004, 374; KALAWOUN, 2001, 116; HÉLOU, 1984, 69.
2626HÉLOU, 1984, 99-100.
2627AMMOUN, 2004, 375-376; HÉLOU, 1984, 101-103.
2628KALAWOUN, 2001, 116-117; HÉLOU, 1984, 100.
2629FRUS 1964-68, Vol. 18, Docs.  211, 212; Le Monde,  03/09/1965, 03/18/1965, 06/01/1965; CHAMI, 2004, 24;

DAWISHA, 2003, 268 fn. 39; KALAWOUN, 2000, 123; HOPWOOD, 1992, 87; JOUMBLATT, 1982, 10. At the
same time, the Kata’ibi leader Pierre Gemayel proposed the end of the Arab-Israeli conflict by the establishment of
a Judaeo-Arab country in historical Palestine (Vid.  Le Monde, 03/09/1965) in what amounted to a restatement of
traditional Kata’ib policy (ENTELIS, 1972, 339, fn. 16).
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orientation2630 contradicted the Nasserist orthodoxy, Hélou’s triumphant visit to the Bilad al-Nil can

be easily construed as a kind of  do ut des whereby the Lebanese President managed to relax the

tense  relations  between  both  countries  and  to  obtain  Nasser’s  powerful  support  for  Lebanon’s

prudent Arab policy in exchange for openly appearing as supporting Egypt at a time of crisis with

another member of the League.

All  their  petty  quarrels  notwithstanding,  the  Arab  Heads  of  State  met  again  between

September 13 and 17, 1965, in the Moroccan city of Casablanca. The summit dwelt upon the well-

known dossiers2631, already examined in Cairo and Alexandria, of water diversion and collective

military obligations as enshrined in the UAC, but this time a new factor found its way into the

negotiating  table:  Palestine  and  its  newly  founded  representative  institution,  the  Palestinian

Liberation Organization (PLO). The meeting took place in a more relaxed environment than earlier

summits2632, perhaps in a reflection of the progressive inter-Arab reconciliation, albeit with some

exceptions as those seen above, which had followed the Summit of Alexandria2633. However, the

pretensions exposed by Ahmad al-Shuqayri  as chairman of the PLO, drew a wedge among the

different delegations, with Lebanon, which had restated its opposition to the cantonment of Arab

troops within  its  territory without  the  prior  consent  of  its  Constitutional  institutions2634,  joining

Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Jordan, Morocco and Tunis in opposing both his civilian (equalization of the

Palestinian refugees to the citizens of their  host countries) and military demands (including the

establishment of armed Palestinian contingents and their military training in their host countries)2635.

The  Summit  ended,  once  again,  on  a  wataniyya-based  compromise:  each  Arab  country would

decide  whether  it  authorized  the  installment  of  armed  Palestinian  contingents  in  its  sovereign

2630DAWISHA, 2003, 220, 234, 243; HOPWOOD, 1992, 85, 87-88.
2631Le Monde, 08/30/1965; HÉLOU, 187-188.
2632AMMOUN, 2004, 382.
2633Vid. pp. 180-181 above and also DAWISHA, 2003, 246.
2634AMMOUN, 2004, 383; CHAMI, 2004, 42-43.
2635AMMOUN, 2004, 383-385; HÉLOU, 1984, 189-189; SALIBI, 1976, 25.
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territory2636. Lebanon remained, for the time being, decidedly committed to prevent any fida’i action

against Israel to be directed from its national territory2637, in order to avoid the inevitable reprisals

that would follow therefrom2638. 

The  relative  calm in  Lebanon’s  foreign  policy contrasted  with the  sweeping changes  in

domestic politics that were heralded by the growing distancing between Charles Hélou and his

predecessor.  Ever  since  Hélou’s  accession  to  the  Presidency,  he  had  been  portrayed  by  the

opposition as a mere puppet in Chéhab’s hands, thus giving rise to the theory of the  duality in

power (izdiwajiyyat al-sultah in Raymond Eddé’s Arabic neologism2639), whereby it was affirmed

that it was the General who truly ruled the country from the shadows2640 by making use of the

technocratic apparatus he had bestowed upon the new Head of State and, very particularly, through

the still omnipresent  Deuxième Bureau. Even if some credence can be given to this theory, in the

sense  that  Chéhab  might  have  desired  to  appoint  a  weak  figure  in  order  to  guarantee  the

perpetuation of his influence through his powerful politico-bureaucratic machine as Joe Khoury-

Hélou points  out2641,  truth  is  that  the  possible  partnership  between  both  Presidents  rapidly fell

down2642. Lacking a political basis of his own, as has been said above, and desiring to undertake a

political line of his liking2643, despite his sharing many of the ideological fundamenta of Chéhabism,

Hélou resorted to a cunning political strategy, aptly qualified as Jesuitical by the press2644, whereby

he started to discreetly collaborate with the opposition and to pit the different political prime donne

one against another in an effort to guarantee both his own position as arbiter of the game and a

2636AMMOUN, 2004, 385; CHAMI, 2004, 43; HÉLOU, 1995, vol. II: 86.
2637Le Monde, 06/08/1965.
2638KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 46-47.
2639Later on, this very same neologism will be used to refer not to a duality between two men, but to the duality

between the public power, as embodied by the President, and the hidden power, held in theory by the  Deuxième
Bureau and the Chéhabist bureaucratic-military apparatus, which would become, according to Eddé, the real source
of  power  in  the  country,  ruling behind  the  shadows and away from parliamentary control  (Vid.  e.g.  L’Orient,
07/25/1965;  Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1967, 98; JOUMBLATT, 1982, 57). 

2640MALSAGNE, 2011, 431-433, 543; WINSLOW, 1996, 144-145; SALIBI, 1976, 22-23.
2641KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 27
2642BOUTROS, 2010, 126.
2643KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 27-28
2644SALIBI, 1976, 23.
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certain measure of pluralism2645.

The prolegomena to the rupture between both men were already announced shortly after

Hélou’s  accession.  When  he  asked,  in  November  1964,  Hussayn  al-cUwayni  to  remain  at  the

Cabinet’s  helm,  even  after  the  downfall  of  his  first  Executive  had  largely  been  provoked  by

Karami’s  willingness  to  recover  the  Council’s  chairmanship,  he  was  not  only  barring  the

parliamentary leader of  Chéhabism from presiding the government, but also breaking the  cordon

sanitaire that Chéhab had drawn around the mainly Christian opposition by allowing four clearly

anti-Chéhabist  ministers  to  enter  the  Cabinet  for  the  first  time  since  the  downfall  of  the

quadripartite  Executive,  back in 1959. Both men were further distanced by the appointment  of

Colonel Émile Bustani as commander in chief of the Army on July 1, 1965, instead of Chéhab’s

candidate and relative  cAdil Chéhab2646, as well as by their different perspectives in the realm of

economic policy, where Chéhab became sorely disappointed by Hélou’s abandonment of the strong

interventionism and the expansive budgets that had characterized his rule2647. However, and against

this backdrop of misunderstandings and differences, the  causa agens for their total breakup took

place on July 11, 1965.

It has already been described how the parliamentary elections of 1964 had brought about,

largely through the  Deuxième Bureau’s efforts, the utter defeat of the anti-Chéhabist opposition,

including the exclusion of both Chamoun and Eddé from Parliament. Eddé’s seat in his traditional

constituency of Jbayl, where his family had historically enjoyed zacim status, had become occupied

by a hardcore Chéhabist, Dr. Antoine Suwayd. His sudden death, consequence of a heart arrest2648,

opened a window of opportunity for Eddé to reenter the Chamber by submitting his candidacy for

2645KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 109; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 56.
2646MALSAGNE, 2011, 443; CHAMI, 2004, 34.
2647MALSAGNE, 2011, 444
2648AMMOUN, 2004, 378; CHAMI, 2004, 32.
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the by-election that was to take place on July 11, against Ms. Nuhad Suwayd, the late deputy’s

widow, who counted on the support of the Deuxième Bureau, determined to frustrate Eddé’s return

to the Assembly2649. To the amazement of Chéhabist opinion, the Sûreté Générale, largely controlled

by the new President, sustained Eddé’s candidacy2650,  who finally got elected without too much

difficulty.

Eddé’s  victory  sent  shock-waves  throughout  the  entire  political  system,  causing  the

stupefaction of the Chéhabist press, with Georges Naccache at its forefront, who did not hesitate to

lash the candidate-elect and his followers with his biting pen:

Le lendemain du scrutin de Jbeil, des journaux ont pu écrire, très sérieusement, que le succès du leader du

B.N. était « une victoire de la démocratie et du progrès ». Pour ceux qui en auraient douté, un journal

publiait la photo du vainqueur de la veuve Souayd entre M. Joseph Skaff et M. Osman Dana.

Tel est le vocabulaire et telle est l’iconographie du Liban politique de 1965. Et vous êtes invités à voir

dans cette exaltante image – (seul un chéhabiste attardé y serait insensible) – la triple figure de proue du

progressisme libanais.2651 

For Chéhab himself, Eddé’s reelection had been the straw that breaks the camel’s back. As

he would eventually declare, somehow betraying his own ambition to remain master of the situation

even after stepping down:

[...] parmi les causes du différend il y avait bien : les réticences de M. Hélou à titulariser M. Elias Sarkis

comme Directeur Général de la Présidence de la République ; il y avait bien aussi le transfert de M. Nasri

Salhab du Mohafazat de la Békaa pour faire plaisir à un politicien, comme il y  avait la partialité qu’il

2649CHAMI, 2004, 37; AMMOUN, 2004, 379.
2650MALSAGNE, 2011, 448; BOUTROS, 2010, 126, 130; AMMOUN, 2004, 379.
2651L’Orient, 07/25/1965.
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avait manifestée en 1965 lors de l’élection partielle de Jbayl, mais la cause principale, c’est le blocage

par Charles Hélou de tous les plans et projets qui avaient été établis sous mon mandat pour moderniser et

faire évoluer le Liban.2652

Comments by Chéhab that Hélou ended up responding, in an unlikely dialogue twenty-five

years apart, when he recorded, in his memoir:

[...]  surtout,  quelles  que  fussent  les  qualités  du  président  Fouad  Chéhab,  son  patriotisme,  son

désintéressement personnel dans le domaine financier, il m’était impossible d’accepter que l’État eût deux

têtes.2653

Raymond Eddé’s reelection, together with the “press campaign” against the Army and the

Deuxième Bureau triggered immediately thereafter by some sectors of the Opposition, led the way

to  the  proliferation  of  rumors  regarding  a  coup  d’état  in-the-making2654,  which  was,  however,

aborted in the first stages of its preparations. The threats of a coup and the heightening of the socio-

economic tensions within the country can hence be regarded, together with the scandal surrounding

the  projet de loi for the protection of foreign capital investments in Lebanon, which caused the

outrage  of  the  leftist  and  Arabist  sectors2655,  as  explaining  the  sudden  downfall  of  cUwayni’s

millionaires  Cabinet  on  July  20,  despite  its  having  overcome  a  motion  of  confidence  shortly

theretofore with a large majority2656.  On this occasion, and perhaps in an attempt to placate the

Chéhabist parliamentary majority, the President of the Republic entrusted Rashid Karami, who thus

returned to the premiership after  almost  two years  of absence,  with the formation of  an extra-

parliamentary conciliation cabinet2657, following his inability to conform an exclusively Chéhabist

2652Al-Sayyad, 06/17/1971. Cit. in MALSAGNE, 2011, 448. My emphasis.
2653HÉLOU, 1995, Vol. III: p.135.
2654MALSAGNE, 2011, 448; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 56.
2655Le Monde, 07/21/1965; TRABOULSI, 2007, 145-146.
2656Le Monde, 07/21/1965.
2657Cabinet Rashid Karami V (07/26/1965-04/12/1966): Rashid Karami (S), Prime Minister, Minister of Finance and

National Defense; Georges Hakim (GO), Deputy Chairman of the Council, Minister of Foreign Affairs; Muhammad
Kanicu (S), Interior and Health Minister; Rafiq Naja (S), Minister of National Economy; Georges Naccache (M),
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executive2658, whose fundamental aim lied upon the “implement[ation of] long expected reforms”2659

in the bureaucracy and the army, including  the purge of undesirable civil servants and the general

reform of the civil service and the judiciary. The laws passed on October 11, 1965 and March 9,

1966 put an end to the “total immunity” enjoyed thereupon by State employees and allowed for

their  dismissal just  like private sector workers2660,  in a process surprisingly defined by Edmond

Rabbath as “bringing about the violation of the most elemental rights of the human person”2661.

These laws led the way to the unilateral discharge of 115 officials, including two Directors-General

and to the forceful retirement of thirteen high-ranking judges2662.

The  administrative  reform  and  its  consequences  caused  a  considerable  commotion

throughout Lebanon, even jeopardizing the Cabinet’s stability, with three ministers (Wajdi Mallat,

Najib  cAlam al-Din and Georges  Naccache) submitting their  resignations,  which  they promptly

withdrew2663,  in  protest  for  the  judicial  dismissals.  The  aborted  governmental  crisis  came  to

considerably  weaken  Karami’s  Executive,  which  had  already  been  suffering  a  wave  of  social

protests with the agricultural sector playing a leading role, from the State-dependent2664 tobacco

growers in the South to the beetroot producers in al-Biqac and even the – mainly Maronite, mainly

independent smallholders – apple growers in Mount Lebanon joining forces against the stagnation

in produce prices and the constant growth of input costs2665. The agricultural sector demands were

Minister  of  Public  Works;  Émile  Tiyan  (M),  Minister  of  Justice;  Joseph  Najjar  (GC),  Minister  of  Planning,
Agriculture and Communications; Najib cAlam al-Din (D), Minister of Information and Tourism; Wajdi Mallat (M),
Welfare Minister; Sulayman al-Zayn (Sh), Minister of National Education.

2658Le Monde, 07/26/1965, 07/28/1965; AMMOUN, 2004, 380; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 56.
2659DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 56. Cf. AMMOUN, 2004, 380.
2660AMMOUN, 2004, 380. Cf. MALSAGNE, 2011, 436; CHAMI, 2004, 29, 34, 44, 62; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 56.
2661RABBATH, 1986, 574. An assessment shared by Minister Najib  cAlam al-Din in his autobiography The Flying

Sheikh (ALAMEDDIN, 1987, 125).
2662Le  Monde,  12/27/1965; MALSAGNE,  2011,  436;  CHAMI,  2004,  52-53;  ALAMUDDIN,  1987,  124-126;

RABBATH, 1986, 574-575.
2663Le Monde, 12/18/1965. Only Naccache maintained his resignation, which prompted the incorporation of Michel al-

Khuri into the Cabinet. (CHAMI, 2004, 53); ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 125.
2664In a continuation of the system introduced under the French Mandate, tobacco production and commercialization

was subject to the conditions imposed by the State-owned Régie des Tabacs, which fixed the prices payed to the
farmers, manufactured the cigarettes and controlled their distribution. It is estimated that the Régie multiplied the
prices  paid  to  the  farmers  by  three  when  selling  the  final  product  to  the  consumer.  (On  this  matter,  vid.
TRABOULSI, 2007, 146-147; also PETRAN, 1987, 69-71).

2665Le Monde, 10/11/1965, 10/25/1965, 12/11/1965; CHAMI, 2004, 41; PETRAN, 1987, 82-83.
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supported by the national trade unions which, in a context of growing questioning of the  laissez

faire system prevalent in the country2666, came to threaten with a general strike unless salaries were

not increased by a 10%2667.

It is arguable whether Karami’s Cabinet would have been able to withstand the increasing

pressure of both the growingly mobilized Street and the Chamber, which relentlessly targeted the

non-parliamentary character of the Cabinet2668, but it soon had to face an extremely serious crisis

that, for the very first time, brought the Palestinian question to the center of the Lebanese political

stage and thus definitely doomed Karami’s brief Executive. On December 28, 1965, Jalal Qacawash,

a  member of  al-cAsifah,  the armed branch of  Yasir  cArafat’s  al-Fath,  had been arrested by the

Lebanese Army when he was preparing himself to carry out an attack on Israeli soil from Lebanese

territory2669. Disappeared for several days, it was subsequently announced that he had killed himself

while on custody by jumping from a window when he was trying to escape from the authorities 2670.

Qacawash’s death, pinned on the Armed Forces by the Palestinian organizations that, moreover,

accused the military of subjecting him to torture2671, sent shock-waves throughout Lebanon. For the

Arabist  and  leftist  sectors,  commanded  by  Kamal  Joumblatt2672,  the  whole  affair  offered  an

opportunity to reproach the Lebanese government for its apparent weakness in the pan-Arab effort

for Palestine. By the time when the causes of Qacawash’s death were officially announced, on April

11, after a medical inquiry had confirmed the version of the authorities2673, he had already become a

symbol of the increasing discontent of wide sectors of public opinion in the country, his funeral

being attended by a massive demonstration, with Sayda’s MP Macaruf Sacad at its forefront2674, who

2666Le Monde, 10/25/1965.
2667Le Monde, 11/22/1965.
2668DEKMEJIAN, 1971, 56.
2669KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 38; MALSAGNE, 2011, 450; CHAMI, 2004, 61; KHALAF, 2002, 217; HÉLOU, 1997,

264-265; WINSLOW, 1996, 150; HÉLOU, 1995, Vol. III, 18; SALIBI, 1976, 28.
2670TONTA, 2009, 101; CHAMI, 2004, 61; HÉLOU, 1997, 265; HÉLOU, 1995, Vol. III, 18; SALIBI, 1976, 28.
2671CHAMI, 2004, 61; KHALAF, 2002, 217; HÉLOU, 1997, 265; WINSLOW, 1996, 150; SALIBI, 1976, 28.
2672KHOURY-HÉLOU,  2014,  38-39;  HARRIS,  2012,  218-219;  HAZRAN,  2010,  164-166;  TONTA,  2009,  102;

CHAMI, 2004, 61; WINSLOW, 1996, 150; SALIBI, 1976, 28.
2673KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 39; SALIBI, 1976, 28.
2674KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 39; MALSAGNE, 2011, 451.
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escorted the body from the cAyn al-Hilwah refugee camp to Sayda while chanting that the deceased

was a “martyr, the beloved of God”2675.

Against  the  national  fuss  created  by  Qacawash’s  death  –  with  the  mainly  Christian

parliamentary opposition surprisingly joining hands with the radicals2676 and the Palestinian militant

organizations in attacking the Deuxième Bureau and the Army2677, church bells tolling all through

the funeral procession “in a display of the unity of our ranks” in President Hélou’s expression 2678 –

and by the growing restlessness of the Palestinian refugee camps, Karami did not take long to

submit  his  resignation,  effective  by March  30,  1966.  Faced  again  by  the  Assembly’s  division

between the Chéhabist and anti-Chéhabist camps2679, Hélou opted once more for another universally

respected,  neutral  and  veteran  figure,  cAbdallah  al-Yafi,  who  managed  to  build  up  a  widely

representative parliamentary government2680 – it was labelled a “government of national union”2681

and constituted a true re-edition of the mutually neutralizing  Grosse Koalition experience  (the

Executive included, for instance, Joumblatt and Gemayel) developed under Chéhab. Yafi’s choice

would be, however, interpreted as yet another affront by the Chéhabist camp, still under the shock

2675KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 39. Cf. HÉLOU, 1997, 266.
2676In spite of the Maronite Patriarch’s stern condemnation of Communism and – simultaneous – defense of national

unity, which can somehow be interpreted as a criticism at the increasingly vocal Palestinian presence in the country:

Nous sacrifierons tout pour préserver notre foi et notre patrie. [...].
On veut faire des Libanais un peuple athée. Nous ne le permettrons jamais. Dieu a placé au pouvoir
un homme prêt  à  se  tenir  à  nos  côtés  pour lutter  contre  la  vague d’athéisme qui  cherche  nous
submerger. Nous sommes sans aucune réserve avec le Président Hélou. [...].
Les Libanais ne sont pas tranquilles. Ils savent que l’on complote autour d’eux. La grande majorité
connaît son véritable intérêt et s’attache à sa manière de vivre, lorsqu’elle voit la violence que l’on
fait ailleurs aux libertés publiques et lorsqu’elle se rend compte combien on l’envie.
Les étrangers nous viennent de partout. Ils s’installent dans notre beau pays et tentent d’y semer
leur athéisme, sans que personne ne s’en soit jamais soucié.

(L’Orient, 05/30/1966. My emphasis).
2677TONTA, 2009, 101; WINSLOW, 1996, 150-151; SALIBI, 1976, 28
2678HÉLOU, 1997, 266.
2679BOUTROS, 2010, 130.
2680Cabinet cAbdallah al-Yafi VI (04/10/1966-12/01/1967): cAbdallah al-Yafi (S), Prime Minister, Minister of Finance

and  Information;  Fouad  Boutros  (GO),  Deputy Chairman  of  the  Council,  Minister  of  National  Education  and
Defense; Kamal al-Asacad (Sh), Minister of Hydraulic Resources and Public Health; Pierre Gemayel (M), Interior
Minister; Kamal Joumblatt (D), Minister of Public Works and Communications; Édouard Hunayn (M), Minister of
General Planning and Tourism; Philippe Taqla (GC), Minister of Foreign Affairs and Émigrés, Minister of Justice;
Bashir  cUthman  (S),  Minister  of  Agriculture;  Jamil  Lahud  (M),  Minister  of  Labor  and  Social  Affairs;  Subhi
Mahmasani (S), Minister of Economy.

2681DEKMEJIAN, 1971, 57. Cf. Le Monde, 04/12/1966.
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of Hélou’s apparent betrayal during the Jbayli by-election of July 1965, some voices thereof going

as  far  as  to  suggest  limiting  the  Head of  State’s  latitude  in  appointing  the  Prime  Minister  by

constraining him “to the results of the parliamentary consultations”2682. The new Cabinet would not

last long, all the experience and political weight of its members notwithstanding, for it came to face

several  crises  in  a  year  that  can  be  properly  considered  as  a  turning  point  in  Lebanon’s

contemporary history.

4.2.1.1. Preface to War: Between Mruwah and the Intra (1966-1967).

Not even two months had gone by when Yafi’s Cabinet had to face its first crisis. On May

16, the Shici Kamal Mruwah, founder and director of one of Beirut’s leading newspapers, al-Hayat

– and its  English language supplement,  The Daily  Star,  was  assassinated in  his  bureau2683.  The

leader  of  one  of  Lebanon’s  “most  conservative  journals”2684,  Mruwah  had  become  one  of  the

bitterest critics of Nasser and Pan-Arabism and repeatedly expressed “his concern at the freedom of

activity allowed some of the high-level officials of the newly created PLO”2685. His murder caused a

nation-wide scandal when it was revealed that the assassin, an Intra Bank employee named Adnan

Sultani, had been apparently moved to act by his political ideas which inspired him to “reduce to

silence the opposition  [...] to the Egyptian President Jamal Abdel-Nasser”2686, particularly if it is

borne in mind that alliance with Nasser had constituted one of the main pillars of Chéhabist foreign

policy. The trial, undertaken exceptionally by the Supreme Court2687, revealed a wider operation, in

and around the Intra, several of whose employees were directly involved in the preparation and

execution of the crime2688, but was unable to determine who had been the real instigator thereof,

2682BOUTROS, 2010, 131.
2683Le Monde, 05/19/1966; BOUTROS, 2010, 131; KHALAF, 2002, 211; WINSLOW, 1996, 146; PETRAN, 1987, 85.
2684Le Monde, 05/19/1966.
2685WINSLOW, 1996, 147. Cf. Le Monde, 05/19/1966; HARRIS, 2012, 218; BOUTROS, 2010, 131; KALAWOUN,

2000, 124.
2686BOUTROS, 2010, 131. Cf. CHAMI, 2004, 72; PETRAN, 1987, 85.
2687Le Monde, 05/21/1966.
2688CHAMI, 2004, 72; WINSLOW, 1996, 147.
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thus  leaving  the  way  open  for  speculation  and  conspiracy  theories  as  suggested  by  Charles

Winslow2689:  Was  Mruwah’s  death  merely  the  work  of  radical  Nasserist  avengers,  aiming  at

repressing the anti-Nasserist opposition in Lebanon? Was it a part of a wider operation directed

against the Intra Bank? Or was it a Deuxième Bureau-staged operation, a kind of warning sign, with

the ultimate goal of frightening the anti-Chéhabist opposition?

The repercussions of the Mruwah affair were still  lingering when, on July 26 – barely a

month after  the first  armed encounter  between the Lebanese army and units  of the Palestinian

resistance2690 –  the Chamber passed, by a wide majority, a law limiting the sale of land and real

estate to foreigners. According to its provisions, non-Lebanese would be allowed to buy up to 50

dunams, which were further restricted to a mere 20 dunams in the Mount Lebanon governorate, the

sale contracts being moreover subjected to an explicit executive authorization, wherefrom were,

however, excluded “the citizens of Arab countries, private corporations established in Lebanon and

the Lebanese  émigrés”2691. In the midst of a rising Palestinian political presence in Lebanon, the

new law, perceived as exceedingly lax by the Christian opposition2692, was bound to cause an outcry

among Christian, and particularly Maronite, opinion, with the superiors of the Lebanese Orders and

the Maronite League having already organized, by the end of 1965, a national congress where the

State was accused of “‘selling out Lebanon’ and resolutions were approved demanding a ban on the

sale of landed property to ‘foreigners’”2693. Their protest,  coming in the aftermath of the partial

eviction of the Karantina shantytown2694, where squatters had set up their shacks on terrains largely

owned by the Lebanese Order (OLM), persevered throughout the legislative processing of the law,

until  it  was  finally  published  in  the  official  journal  on  September  19.  By  then,  the  ethno-

confessional undertones of the polemic had already become clear, in the words of Abbot Antoine

2689WINSLOW, 1996, 147.
2690BOUTROS, 2010, 131; CHAMI, 2004, 74.
2691Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1966, 255. Cf. CHAMI, 2004, 78.
2692Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1966, 256; CHAMI, 2004, 80.
2693TRABOULSI, 2007, 147.
2694TRABOULSI, 2007, 147; PETRAN, 1987, 82.
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Cortbawi, member of the Commission for Lay Ministry in Vatican Council II:

C’est le déséquilibre ethnique qui est à craindre ; et ce n’est pas là un danger fictif mais réel  ; car les

acheteurs appartiennent pour la plus grande partie à une catégorie de citoyens appartenant à une

confession donnée ; or, le même souci qui avait conduit le législateur ottoman, dans le passé, à interdire

toute transaction foncière ou immobilière entre personnes de confession différente, devrait inspirer notre

législateur.  Il  n’en  a  rien  fait,  sans  doute  animé  de  l’esprit  de  fraternité  et  de  solidarité  qui  est  la

caractéristique  de  la  collaboration  dans  cette  région  du  monde.  C’est  un  sentiment  très  louable,  qui

toutefois n’est pas partagé par tous les ‘frères’, puisque nous voyons d’autres pays arabes édicter des

interdictions  formelles  de  toute  transaction  ou  vente  immobilière  ou  foncière  à  des  non-nationaux,

fussent-ils arabes. [...] Pourquoi faut-il que le Liban agisse autrement, comme s’il voulait se défaire d’un

complexe qui l’accable ?

Outre  l’absence  de  réciprocité  avec  les  pays  frères,  le  système  institué  par  la  législation  actuelle

constitue  une  menace  pour  une  confession  donnée [i.e.,  the  Maronites] ;  elle  risque  de  rompre

l’équilibre, difficilement tenu, entre les communautés. Car on sait que celui qui possède la terre, possède

le pays.

In this long quotation, Abbot Cortbawi underlines some of the deepest fears of the Maronite

common man,  many of which remain a cause of concern for the community up to the present,

namely that of being overcome in his own land by the massive presence of foreigners, be they rich

holydaymakers from the Gulf,  aiming to escape the unbearable heat by retreating to Lebanon’s

moist  mountains,  be they poor Palestinian refugees,  encroaching on private – mainly Christian,

mainly Maronite – property in and around Beirut. Furthermore, the Abbot insisted, albeit on calmer

terms than another Maronite priest, Father Simacan al-Duwayhi, whose interventions on this subject

in Parliament were particularly harsh2695, on another polemic aspect of the law, which also reflected

2695In Traboulsi’s (2007, 148) account:

Father  Simcan Duwayhi,  MP for  Zughurta,  in  a  speech  in  parliament,  called  for  a census  of  those
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a strongly held Maronite belief:

Si encore on n’avait pas fait de discrimination entre les non-Libanais ! Mais on a établi une différence

dans la réglementation, entre les ressortissants arabes et les autres étrangers ; et pourtant,  aux yeux du

Liban, de la législation et de la logique,  les deux catégories sont identiques, ce sont des étrangers.

Faire cette discrimination [...] semblerait même cacher un secret dessein, que nous nous refusons à

admettre. En toute logique, on aurait dû s’abstenir d’une telle discrimination. Ceux qui s’opposent à la

suppression  de  cette  discrimination  s’exposent  à  nos  légitimes  soupçons,  il  leur  appartient  de  les

dissiper.2696

In this context, the superiors of the Maronite orders met twice in August (12 to 17 and again

on 24) to insist on the the risks brought about by the law and to demand that measures be taken to

limit  the  scope of  emigration  and against  the  possibility of  acquiring  the  Lebanese  nationality

through the possession of land2697. Their demands notwithstanding, the clerics were almost alone in

their fight against the law, with al-Kata’ib expressing itself in favor thereof2698, arguing that it could

always  be  amended  in  case  it  posed  any  risk  whatsoever  to  Lebanon’s  integrity  or  to  its

demographic equilibrium. The forceful  intervention of  the  orders,  with the  support  of  both the

Maronite and Greek Catholic patriarchs2699, caused, moreover, a backlash among some sectors, who

questioned the legitimacy of the Church to intervene in matters of a strictly political interest2700,

whereas the vice-chairman of the Maronite Order, Philippe al-Khazin, defended the right of the

orders  to  intervene in  matters  of  real  estate,  given that  the  orders  possessed around a  third of

Lebanon’s land:

‘miserable’ individuals who constituted a ‘source of corruption, petrifaction [sic] and illness that saps
the  moral,  human  and spiritual  values  of  Lebanon”.  [...]  those  ‘miserable’ [...]  ‘spread  among  us,
Lebanese, epidemics from these hotbeds of contagion and slums deposited, in all their noisiness, on the
heart of our capital’. All these strangers were lumped together and accused of ‘snatching the piece of
bread from the mouth of the Lebanese’.

2696Both quotes from Al-Shirah, 09/02/1966. Cit. in Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1966, 256-257.
2697Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1966, 257.
2698Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1966, 258; CHAMI, 2004, 80.
2699Al-Shams, al-Safa, 09/22/1966. Cit in Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1966, 258-259.
2700Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1996, 259.
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[...]  si aujourd’hui  [...] les autorités religieuses sont intervenues, c’est bien aussi parce qu’elles sont les

plus grands propriétaires terriens du pays. Elles ont d’autant plus de mérite qu’elles ont sacrifié un profit

matériel immédiat à des intérêts d’ordre national. Je tiens, ici, à leur rendre hommage.2701

Yafi’s  Cabinet  was,  however,  soon  to  face  an  extremely  grave  crisis  with  far-reaching

repercussions: on October 14, 1966, Intra, Lebanon’s largest bank2702, defaulted. Founded in Beirut

by Yusif  Baydas,  a Palestinian Christian from Nablus with distant Lebanese roots2703,  Intra rose

rapidly, from its modest origins as little more than an exchange office2704, to becoming not only

Lebanon’s largest bank by the volume of its deposits – it possessed around a third of the monetary

volume of the entire Lebanese banking system and 19,000 small depositors2705 – but also one of the

largest financial institutions in the Middle East, largely thanks to Baydas’ ability in managing his

extensive list of contacts, which he had already started to compile during his successful banking

career in pre-partition Palestine2706.  Thus, Intra rapidly became the main conduct through which

much of the oil-income from the Gulf was invested2707, both in the Arab world and abroad, the bank

rapidly extending its  field of interest  from finance to real estate2708,  transportation (Intra owned

much of the stocks of both Lebanon’s flag-carrier, Middle East Airways (MEA) and the port of

Beirut concessionary society2709),  civil  engineering (where it  had acquired,  in 1965, 80% of the

stocks of  Chantiers Navals de La Ciotat2710,  France’s largest shipyard), in an investing movement

2701La Revue du Liban, 09/03/1966.
2702HARRIS, 2012, 218; BOUTROS, 2010, 131; TRABOULSI, 2007, 149; AMMOUN, 2004, 387; CHAMI, 2004,

86; KHALAF, 2002, 162; WINSLOW, 1996, 147, 148; RABBATH, 1986, 575; SALIBI, 1976, 29;
2703AMMOUN, 2004, 390; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 142.
2704“L’ascension de M. Youssef Beidas”,  Le Monde, 10/18/1966; MALSAGNE, 2011, 353; AMMOUN, 2004, 391;

ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 141; SALIBI, 1976, 29; 
2705TRABOULSI, 2007, 149.  Le Monde  (10/17/1966), quoting  L’Orient,  rises the cipher to 15,000 merchants and

23,000 depositors.
2706AMMOUN, 2004, 390-391; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 90, 140.
2707Le  Monde,  10/17/1966,  “L’ascension”,  10/18/1966; MALSAGNE,  2011,  353;  BOUTROS,  2010,  131;

TRABOULSI,  2007,  149-150;  AMMOUN,  2004,  391;  CHAMI,  2004,  86;  ALAMUDDIN,  1987,  141-142;
RABBATH, 1986, 575.

2708Le Monde, 10/22/1966; TRABOULSI, 2007, 149; AMMOUN, 2004, 392-393; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 144.
2709Le Monde, 10/25/1966; HARRIS, 2012, 218; TRABOULSI, 2007, 149; AMMOUN, 2004, 392; ALAMUDDIN,

1987, 66-67, 72-73, 75.
2710Le Monde, 10/17/1966, 10/22/1966; TRABOULSI, 2007, 149; AMMOUN, 2010, 392.
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that coincided with a massive expansion of its operations in the West, with branches being opened

in Spain, France, Greece, Germany, the United States and Switzerland2711.

Beyond  its  operations,  the  Intra  had  also  become  a  symbol  of  Palestinian  success  in

Lebanon, “the pride and glory of the Palestinians in Lebanon and a splendid monument to the

achievement of the Palestinian bourgeoisie in the diaspora” in Kamal Salibi’s expression2712. The

fact that the bank employed a largely Palestinian workforce2713 gave, however, rise to accusations of

its being an alien force draining Lebanon’s vital forces, as had been stated in Parliament by MP Fr.

Simacan al-Duwayhi earlier that same year2714, while its success engendered envies in Lebanon’s

own financial circles, where a good part of the traditional oligarchies were offended by what they

perceived as the success of a parvenu2715 who, moreover, “flaunted [his] success with some measure

of vulgarity”2716. Likewise, Intra’s dark political connections2717 – which had come for the first time

into the open with Kamal Mruwah’s assassination – both with the Palestinian resistance groups it

was accused to be the main source of financing2718, and with the  Chéhabist parallel State which

favored the bank in return for its “financ[ing] elections, distribut[ing] cash gifts in the guise of

loans, employ[ing] clients of Shihabist notables, and pa[ying] bribes of all types”2719 revealed the

dangerous  path  that  Intra  had  been  treading  at  least  since  the  beginning  of  the  sixties  and

contributed to feeding the already conspiracy-prone mood of the Lebanese.

Why did the Intra default? For several authors on both sides of the confessional and political

2711AMMOUN, 2010, 392; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 141.
2712SALIBI, 1976, 29.
2713MALSAGNE, 2011, 382; WINSLOW, 1996, 148.
2714Vid. fn. 2695 above. Also ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 154.
2715HARRIS, 2012, 218; WINSLOW, 1996, 148; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 90; RABBATH, 1986, 575; SALIBI, 1976,

30.
2716SALIBI, 1976, 29.
2717“Le gouvernement  libanais  pourrait  étendre  à  l’Intra Bank la  garantie  donnée aux  autres  établissements”,  Le

Monde, 10/19/1966 ; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 143, 145.
2718WINSLOW, 1996, 149.
2719TRABOULSI, 2007, 150. Cf. MAASRY, 1988, 339.
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divide2720 and for Yusif Baydas himself2721, the Intra fell directly to a deliberate plan to sink it or,

when other causes are taken into account, largely as a consequence thereof. However, these authors

do not fail to acknowledge – all the attractive of conspiracy theories notwithstanding, the reckless

and excessively bold investment policy pursued by Baydas, which was at the core of the bank’s

demise. It has been said above that the bank possessed wide-ranging interests in a multitude of

sectors, from civil engineering to real estate, but these very investments were, precisely, at the root

of the Intra’s bankruptcy. By October 14, when its local branches were forced to shut its counters,

causing thereby a banking panic affecting the entire Lebanese financial sector2722 – it is estimated

that  almost  L£  20  million  were  withdrawn therefrom and  reinvested  abroad  in  the  immediate

aftermath to its downfall2723– Intra had run out of cash, in a true solvency crisis resulting from the

discrepancy  between  “its  mainly  short-term deposits  and  its  long-term investments”2724,  which

doomed the bank to failure particularly after a sum of around two hundred million Lebanese pounds

had been retired by the Kuwaiti government at the beginning of 19662725, with the rather probable

goal of investing its funds in the far more profitable Western markets, where interest rates had

skyrocketed to between 7% and 8%2726.  This action served,  however,  to feed the rumors  of  an

organized operation to sink the Intra, given the warm relations between the emir of Kuwait and the

consortium2727 as well as his frontal opposition to Nasserism and its offshoots2728.

Faced by the perspective of a general failure of its financial sector, the Lebanese government

was forced to declare a bank holiday the day after Intra’s downfall (Saturday, October 15). The two

2720Le  Monde,  “Le  gouvernement”,  Le  Monde,  10/19/1966; HARRIS,  2012,  218;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  150;
AMMOUN, 2004, 393-394; WINSLOW, 1996, 148; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 136-162; SALIBI, 1976, 29-30.

2721Le Monde, 11/01/1966, 11/26/1966, 01/27/1967, 01/28/1967; CHAMI, 2004, 99-100; WINSLOW, 1996, 147.
2722Le Monde, 10/17/1966; AMMOUN, 2004, 389.
2723TRABOULSI, 2007, 150.
2724TRABOULSI,  2007,  149-150.  Cf.  “Les  capitales  s’interrogent  sur  les  raisons  qui  ont  poussé  les  principaux

déposants de l’Intra Bank à retirer leurs fonds”, Le Monde, 10/18/1966; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 148, 149.
2725Le Monde, 10/17/1966; CHAMI, 2004, 86-87; AMMOUN, 2004, 393; WINSLOW, 1996, 148; MAASRY, 1988,

339.
2726“Les capitales”, Le Monde, 10/18/1966; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 145.
2727Le Monde, 06/22/1966, “Les capitales” 10/18/1966.
2728FRUS 1964-68, Vol. 21, Doc. 6.
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days spell, to which a further three days were added by the Cabinet in the course of its special

meeting of October 16,2729 allowed the Lebanese Central Bank, which had been offered the help of

the  Bank  for  International  Settlements2730–  eventually  deemed  unnecessary2731, to  take  the

appropriate measures to stabilize the situation, including the takeover of Intra2732, comprising also

its foreign branches, and the opening of a credit line to sustain all the other Lebanese banks against

any operation destined to sink them2733. It was also decided that the veteran Philippe Taqla, Foreign

minister several times since the times of Bishara al-Khuri, and governor of the Central Bank since

June 1965, would abandon the Cabinet to concentrate himself on his managing functions at the

forefront of Lebanon’s banking regulator2734. The measures taken by the government, including the

provision of L£ 50 million to compensate the small depositors2735 – whose accounts were guaranteed

“without limits and without delays”2736– managed to avoid a banking panic when operations were

resumed on October 202737, but opened, as well, the door to speculation as to why the State did not

bail Intra out, preferring rather to take it over.

According both to Fouad Boutros and Charles Hélou, the Intra was offered with a similar

2729BOUTROS, 2010, 133; CHAMI, 2004, 88; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 147.
2730Le Monde, 10/20/1966, 10/22/1966.
2731Philippe Taqla, governor of the Central Bank, refused the help of the BIS by saying:

La situation du Liban est  parfaitement saine tant du point  de vue financier que du point  de vue
monétaire. Je ne vois pas pourquoi, dans ces conditions, la Banque des Règlements Internationaux
pourrait être appelée à donner son aide à la Banque Centrale du Liban. (Le Monde, 24/10/1966)

Taqla’s views on the lack of necessity for the BIS to intervene were corroborated by its  Director-General
himself, Gabriel Ferras who, after meeting with President Hélou on October 25, affirmed:

Pour l’instant rien ne justifie l’intervention de la Banque des Règlements Internationaux dans les
affaires  financières  libanaises.  La  monnaie  libanaise  est  solide  et  devrait  le  rester (Le  Monde,
27/10/1966)

2732La  Vanguardia  Española,  02/14/1967; Le  Monde,  01/13/1967,  03/01/1967; AMMOUN,  2004,  393;
ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 146.

2733AMMOUN, 2004, 393; CHAMI, 2004, 88-89; GASPARD, 2004, 194; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 147. In pursuance of
its commitment to sustain the banking sector against speculative operations or massive withdrawals, the Central
Bank was requested to provide L£ 300 millions in liquid assets by 34 entities. (Le Monde, 10/21/1966, 10/22/1966).

2734“La crise bancaire pourrait entraîner un remaniement ministériel au Liban”, Le Monde, 10/19/1966.
2735“Le gouvernement”, Le Monde, 10/19/1966; BOUTROS, 2010, 133; CHAMI, 2004, 89-90; ALAMUDDIN, 1987,

153.
2736Le Monde, 10/21/1966.
2737Le Monde, 10/21/1966, 10/22/1966.
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treatment to the other banks2738, the Cabinet being ready to offer its management with up to L£ 400

million backing, as requested by them, in order to guarantee the continuation of its operations2739.

Their refusal to provide the State with a collective guarantee of the bank’s viability in terms of its

movable and immovable assets (in spite of their resistance to appear as guarantors, the patrimony of

the managers would eventually be seized by the State2740) or to facilitate the account books, which

eventually were proven to have been manipulated2741, was directly behind the governmental refusal

to keep the Intra afloat. In Boutros’ account:

[...] je demandais alors la parole et dis : « [...]. Du moment que votre banque est solide et ne court aucun

risque – comme vous le disiez –, nous vous avancerons ce montant et ferons les arrangements nécessaires

pour que vous le remboursiez sans gêne. La condition est que vous vous  portiez garants collectivement

vis-à-vis  de  la  Banque  centrale. »  L’un  des  membres  de  la  délégation  me  regarda  et  dit :  « Nous

n’acceptons pas cette condition. » Je lui demandai : « Pourquoi pas ? Vous ne venez de dire que la banque

est  solide,  que  ses  avoirs  dépassent  ses  dettes  et  que  le  problème  n’est  qu’une  crise  passagère  de

trésorerie. Quel mal y a-t-il donc à garantir une banque solide ? » Il me répondit [...] : « Nous ne savons

pas quels engagements Youssef Beidas a pu prendre hors du Liban et, par conséquent, nous ne savons pas

ce que nous réserve l’avenir. » Je lui répondis alors [...] : « [...] Comment pouvez-vous nous demander

d’impliquer l’État dans une affaire de ce genre et l’exposer à des pertes de cet ordre ? » Me tournant vers

le président de la République, je lui dis : « [...] je n’approuve pas ce crédit si les membres du conseil

d’administration de la banque ne s’engagent pas à le rembourser. [...] » Le Conseil des ministres approuva

ma proposition et lia l’octroi  de liquidités à la banque Intra à la garantie collective des membres du

conseil d’administration.2742

In his memoirs, President Hélou stresses, albeit in less caustic terms, the lack of precision in

the Intra board petition of help:

2738Vid. also “Le gouvernement”, Le Monde, 10/19/1966.
2739BOUTROS, 2010, 132; CHAMI, 2004, 88.
2740Le Monde, 01/09/1967.
2741CHAMI, 2004, 88; WINSLOW, 1996, 147.
2742BOUTROS, 2010, 132-133.
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Je me suis souvent demandé si les représentants de la banque Intra, lorsqu’ils présentèrent leur requête à

l’État,  en  refusant  de  fixer  la  chiffre  de  leur  demande  ou  de  prendre  eux-mêmes  un  quelconque

engagement, s’imaginaient sincèrement qu’ils réussiraient à nous convaincre [...] J’incline à penser que

quelques-uns  d’entre  eux  entreprenaient  leur  démarche  sans  grande  conviction,  alors  que  les  autres

s’étaient persuadés que l’État ne laisserait pas la banque Intra s’écrouler, par crainte de voir sa chute

entraîner d’autres catastrophes plus dévastatrices encore. Partant de cette conviction, ils se croyaient peut-

être fondés à ne fixer aucun chiffre et à n’offrir aucune garantie, puisque le rejet de leur requête faisait

peser une très grave menace sur l’économie nationale.2743

Beyond the realm of speculation regarding the causes of its downfall, the bankruptcy of the

Intra put an end to the golden era of Beirut as the Middle Eastern capital of finance, and while the

crisis  served  to  provide  the  still  large  banking  sector  with  a  better  regulation2744 (law  for  the

management of bankrupt banks, January 10, 1968; law guaranteeing bank deposits, May 9, 1968;

establishment  of the Banking Control Commission) that,  nonetheless,  safeguarded the basics of

Lebanon’s  commercial-financial  prosperity2745–  namely,  the  1956  banking  secrecy law,   it  also

brought about a further questioning of the Lebanese political formation. For various sectors, mainly

within Muslim and leftist opinion, the collapse of Intra seemed to reveal, all the reasons directly

behind it notwithstanding, “that Lebanon was  laissez faire  only for the members of the club”2746

whereas  a  prestigious  figure,  endowed  with  widely  recognized  auctoritas,  like  cAliya  al-Sulh,

Riyad’s daughter, wrote that “the socio-economic privileges of the Christians had always been the

source of all the country’s crises”2747. In a context of heightened regional tensions after the brief

spell enjoyed after the Alexandria Summit, with Saudi Arabia heralding the beginning of a Sunni

revival and proposing  the signature of an  Islamic Pact  “to unite Muslims against ideas alien to

2743HÉLOU, 1995, Vol. IV, 86.
2744Le Monde, 01/12/1967; 01/10/1967; CHAMI, 2004, 98-99, 110-111; MAASRY, 1988, 339; ALAMUDDIN, 1987,

153, 154-155, 157.
2745GASPARD, 2004, 178-180.
2746WINSLOW, 1996, 148.
2747Cit. in TRABOULSI, 2007, 151-152.
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Islam”2748 in a clear reference to Egypt and its aligned States2749, a representative section of the

Lebanese Sunni élite2750, headed by such a conspicuous member of the Consortium as Sa’ib Salam

called for a  Constituent Assembly  to modify the Constitution and the National Pact in order to

equalize  the  Christian  and  Muslim  quotas  in  Parliament  and  reinforce  the  Prime  Minister’s

attributions  to  the  detriment  of  the  President  of  the  Republic2751,  or  even  establish  a  rotatory

Presidential Council on the Swiss model2752.

The proposals voiced by Salam and his companions, while clearly reflective of the malaise

pervading the Sunni community ever since the establishment of the Lebanese State back in 1920,

reinforced by the growing excitation of political passions in the Middle East and Lebanon itself,

cannot,  however,  be separated from the competition for the premiership2753 that followed Yafi’s

bizarre resignation – his first resignation letter had been rejected by the President of the Republic –

on December 12754, after having had to guide the Cabinet’s ship throughout an almost uninterrupted

rosary of crises and conflicts. Substituted by Karami, who together with Joumblatt,  had led the

2748DAWISHA, 2003, 247. Cf. FRUS 1964-68, Vol.  21, Doc. 13, 16, 386; La Vanguardia Española,  02/02/1967,
02/07/1967; Le Monde, 08/02/1966, 08/06/1966; CHAMI, 2004, 63; KALAWOUN, 2000, 118-121.

2749Lebanon’s refused to enter into such a pact, with Prime Minister Yafi, taking advantage of Lebanon’s demography
to  avoid  taking  sides  in  the  Saudi-Egyptian  quagmire,  declaring  that  “because  of  the  religious  nature  of  its
population, Lebanon could not join ‘any Islamic or Christian pact’” (KALAWOUN, 2001, 118),  while Karami,
known for  his  militant  Nasserism,  promised to  “keep Lebanon apart  from  [those]  blocs  or  pacts”  (Le Monde,
12/22/1966). The position of both Prime Ministers brought about a serious diplomatic crisis between the Desert
Kingdom and the Bilad al-Arz that reached the point of blackmail – a strategy that had already been taken before by
other Arab countries, like Syria or Egypt, in their relations with Lebanon – when the Saudi Foreign Minister “drew
the Lebanese government’s attention to the benefits of ‘good relations’ with Saudi Arabia”,  slipping in that  his
country “had sent huge numbers of tourists to Lebanon with relatively large amounts of disposable income [...] and
provided Lebanon with substantial amounts of investment capital” (KALAWOUN, 2001, 120. Cf.  La Vanguardia
Española,  02/02/1967, 02/11/11967; Le Monde,  02/23/1967; PETRAN, 1987, 85-86), while reminding the stern
measures historically taken by Egypt against Lebanese persons and property as if underlining which was the best
option for Lebanon to align itself with. On the Egyptian-Saudi crisis generally, vid. i.a. FRUS 164-68, Vol. 21, Docs.
14, 16, 345, 364, 398; CHAMI, 2004, 106.

2750Including, among others, Rashid al-Sulh, cUthman Dana, Amin Araysi, Taqi al-Din al-Sulh or Subhi Mahmasani.
2751Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1966, 386; 1967, 95; TRABOULSI, 2007, 152; CHAMI, 2004, 101; PETRAN, 1987, 86-

87.
2752The proposal called for the establishment of a five-member Council (two Christians, a Sunni, a Shi ci and a Druze),

whose members would rotate in the position of Head of State for annual periods. Such a project, which would have
broken the principles of strict confessional balance promoted ever since Chéhab’s cahd, was rapidly rejected by the
majority of the political – and religious – élite. (CHAMI, 2004, 102).

2753Vid. Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1966, 97.
2754Le Monde, 12/02/1966, 12/03/1966; CHAMI, 2004, 92.
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parliamentary opposition to Yafi’s policies2755, the Tripolitan leader was appointed on December 6 to

lead yet another neutral Cabinet2756– which received the Chamber’s confidence by a slim majority

(only  51  favorable  votes2757)  on  December  21,  the  pressure  for  constitutional  change  kept  on

unabated, however, much to the chagrin of both the mercantile-entrepreneurial class – which had

requested a one year-long political truce to get Lebanon’s economy back in track after the  Intra

crash2758 – and, very particularly, the main Christian leaders – by then negotiating the formation of

an electoral alliance, as will be seen below – who reacted, in rather ominous ways, to the proposals

advanced by the regroupement beyrouthin, whose action program was, nevertheless, marred by their

regionalism and blatant enmity toward the new Chairman of the Council2759. Nonetheless, Pierre

Gemayel spoke against “any attempt to tamper with the Constitution” and warned that “a large part

of the Lebanese people would take radical measures against anything jeopardizing the Lebanese

entity”2760 while René Aggiouri,  editor-in-chief of  L’Orient during Naccache’s absence – he had

been appointed ambassador in Paris in June 4, 19662761 –  underlined the real motivations behind the

demands of Salam’s faction:

Il n’y a pas d’inégalités au Liban qui tiennent à la Constitution ou à l’exercice du pouvoir. Il n’y a pas

deux genres  de  citoyenneté,  l’une  qui  serait  de  seconde  zone.  L’association  inter-communautaire  au

pouvoir a été poussée si loin au cours des dernières années, à tous les échelons,  qu’on ne saurait se

plaindre de son inexistence, mais plutôt de la paralysie dont souvent elle frappe l’État.

Le problème est ailleurs. [...] C’est le problème de l’inorganisation des forces politiques justement sur des

2755BOUTROS, 2010,136
2756Cabinet  Rashid  Karami  VI  (12/06/1966-02/08/1968):  Rashid  Karami  (S),  Prime  Minister,  Finance  Minister;

Georges Hakim (GO), Deputy Chairman of the Council, Minister of Foreign Affairs and Émigrés; Sulayman al-Zayn
(Sh), Minister of Education and Welfare; Michel al-Khuri (M), Minister of General Planning and Tourism; Badri
Méouchy (M), Interior and Defense Minister; Sacid Hamadah (D), Minister of Economy and Agriculture; Fu’ad
Rizq (GC), Minister of Justice; Nasib Barbir (S), Minister of Public Health; Fu’ad al-Bizri (S), Minister of Public
Works, Transportation and Hydroelectric Resources; Michel Eddé (M), Minister of Communications.

2757Le Monde, 12/22/1966.
2758Le Monde, 11/08/1966.
2759Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1967, 97
2760Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1966, 386.
2761Le Monde, 06/06/1966.
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bases non confessionnelles. Faute de le résoudre, on voit tout conflit et toute crise transposés sur un plan

personnel au but duquel surgit, comme une menace, la surenchère communautaire.

On  nous  dit  qu’on  y  prend  garde.  Dans  quelle  mesure  y  prend-on  garde  sérieusement,  alors  qu’à

l’horizon, plus ou moins éloigné, se dessine une campagne électorale, sinon une crise ministérielle, c’est-

à-dire  deux  perspectives  dans  lesquelles  chacun  veut  situer  sa  force  représentative,  qui  est

communautaire ? Voilà la tentation.2762

The intervention of the religious leaders,  after  a first  brusque speech by the Patriarch –

where he had alluded to a so-called “subversive spirit inspired from abroad”, which he accused of

fomenting confessional trouble in Lebanon, indicting Egypt of interference therein and pointing out

that  “the sea is  open [...]  for the saboteurs [and] enemies of Lebanon”2763– contributed,  largely

thanks to a prudent discourse pronounced by Shaykh Hassan Khalid, mufti of the Republic on the

occasion of the cayd al-adha (March 21)2764, to a relaxation of tensions, with Mgrs. Ignace Ziadé,

archbishop  of  Beirut,  and  Philippe  Nabacah,  Greek  Catholic  Archbishop  of  Beirut  and  Jbayl,

pronouncing  themselves  for  peace  and  conviviality,  in  a  trend  eventually  followed  by Mgr.

Méouchy himself, who offered, on April 5, 1967, a far calmer sermon, where he called for national

union and inter-confessional entente:

Le  Liban  [...]  ne  pourra  vivre  et  se  développer  que  par  l’union  de  ses  fils  autour  des  principes

fondamentales qui sont la raison d’être de ce pays, et par l’entente de tous, à quelque confession qu’ils

appartiennent.2765

The confessional brouhaha caused by the demands of the regroupement was not, however,

2762L’Orient, 01/25/1967. His words had already been confirmed by the usual disputes in the formation of the Cabinet,
vid. L’Orient, 01/12/1967, 01/18/1967. 

2763Both quotes have been taken from Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1967, 100. Cf. CHAMI, 2004, 107.
2764Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1967, 100-101.
2765Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1967, 101.
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the only instance of clerical involvement in Lebanon’s day-to-day life in the period under study.

Earlier that year, the Archbishop of Tripoli, Mgr. Antoine Abed, was forced to intervene to put an

end to yet another round of tribal infighting in Zgharta. Following the severe clashes between the

Frangié-Mucawwads and the Duwayhis back in 1957 and 1962, and the surprising fallout between

the Frangiés and their  longtime allies in 1965, 1966 had seen a rapid growth in the number of

mortal victims (up to six deaths in barely twenty days in September2766) as a consequence of a new

feud, this time between the Karam-Kyriakos faction and the Duwayhi family who, in another u-turn

in Zgharta’s twisted clannish relations, came to face their former brothers-in-arms2767. The army,

together with the Internal Security Forces, was forced to intervene to put an end to the violence2768

(in the course of the security operations, forty people were arrested and over three hundred exiled

from Zgharta), the Patriarch himself having to take the matter into his own hands and, although he

did not finally visit the northern town himself, he had the Apostolic Nuncio dispatched to read a

message where he demanded the quarreling families to put an end to their traditional enmities under

orders from the Pope:

Les tristes nouvelles concernant Zghorta et Ehden ont endolori le cœur du Saint-Père quand il a appris, à

Rome, que la haine et la rancune avaient séparé ses fils qui s’entretuaient sans pitié.

Au nom du Souverain Pontife, je vous adjure de faire table rase du passé, d’oublier vos querelles et de

vous réconcilier. Au nom du Christ qui est mort pour notre salut, je vous demande d’arrêter l’effusion du

sang [...].

[...]  je  vous  demande  de  redoubler  d’efforts  et  d’utiliser  tous  les  moyens  efficaces  en  vue  d’une

réconciliation fraternelle, afin que renaissent parmi vous la paix, l’entente et l’amour [...].2769

2766Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1966, 263.
2767Le Monde, “Rebondissement de la tension entre les clans chrétiens de Zghorta”, 01/21/1967; CHAMI, 2004, 82. 
2768Le Monde, “Les forces armées investissent la ville de Zghorta pour mettre fin à la tension entre les clans ennemis”,

01/21/1967 ; CHAMI, 2004, 99.
2769Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1966, 264.
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4.2.2. The War, the Cairo Agreement and the Capitulation of the State (1967-1970)

Nothing presaged that 1967, “the year that transformed the Middle East”, in Tom Segev’s

saying2770, would be but another year in the region’s evolution. For Lebanon, the tensions that had

already characterized the previous year continued unabated in a clear reflection of the country’s pre-

electoral mood – the legislative elections being scheduled for the Spring of 1968. In this context of

heightened political pressure and under the inspiration of the Patriarch’s March 19 speech, did take

place the constitution, on March 28, of an electoral coalition grouping the main Christian forces:

Gemayel’s Kata’ib, Chamoun’s National Liberal Party and Eddé’s National Bloc into a tripartite

alliance  (widely  known  under  its  Arabic  name  as  al-Hilf  al-Thulathi)  aiming  at  defending

““Lebanese particularism” against pan-Arabism”2771, “fighting against the hegemony of the security

organisms [sic] in Lebanese political life, [and in favor of] national union [and] political reform”2772,

as well as against the Palestinian armed presence in the country,  widely perceived as a “Trojan

Horse  which  the  radical  parties  [...]  were  [...]  making  expert  use  of  to  subvert  the  Lebanese

system”2773. Thus, the tripartite alliance represented the first serious threat for the maintenance of

the  Chéhabist project and the preservation of its bureaucratic-securitary apparatus in power ever

since General Chéhab’s arrival to power ten years earlier. 

Moreover,  Gemayel’s  participation in  the opposition alliance  dealt  a  severe blow to the

Chéhabists2774,  for  whom alliance with  al-Kata’ib had constituted  a  way of  neutralizing radical

Lebanese Christian nationalism by including its foremost representatives in the Cabinet, just like

2770SEGEV, 2007, passim.
2771SORBY, 2012, 70.
2772BOUTROS, 2010, 140. Cf. HARRIS, 2012, 222; MALSAGNE, 2011, 449; BOUTROS, 2010, 140; TONTA, 2009,

101-102;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  153;  AMMOUN,  2004,  410-411;  CHAMI,  2004,  138;  WINSLOW,  1996,  152;
PETRAN, 1987, 87, 96; BAAKLINI, 124-128, 150, 185; ENTELIS, 1976, 145; SALIBI, 1976, 35; ENTELIS, 1972,
336, esp. fn. 4

2773SALIBI, 1976, 35. Cf. CHAMI, 2004, 107; WINSLOW, 1996, 152.
2774ENTELIS, 1976, 142-143; SALIBI, 1976, 36.
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Joumblatt’s  integration  therein  had  avoided  the  risk  of  leftist  or  Pan-Arabist  agitation  for  the

entirety of Chéhab’s cahd. For Gemayel, though, the alliance was the only possible option; faced by

a potential electorate passionately hostile to the  Chéhabist project2775 – and particularly so to its

security enforcement agencies – the  kata’ibi leader knew that if  he wanted his party to remain

politically relevant, beyond its small core of committed followers and card-holding members, it

could not row against the powerful – even massive – anti-Chéhabist stream that affected Christian

Lebanon.  Thus can be explained Pierre  Gemayel’s  March 8 open letter  to  the President  of the

Republic,  where  he  denounced that  Lebanon “ha[d]  been harnessed to  Egypt’s  chariot”2776 and

called  for  a  return  to  Lebanon’s  neutrality  in  what  amounted  to  a  clear  denunciation  of  the

Egyptophile  policies  followed  by  the  Chéhabist executives  where  he  had  participated  almost

continuously since 1958. Gemayel’s breakup with his former allies was complete when, by April 29

and in a  repetition  of  the  demands  that  the  Hilf  leaders  had submitted  to  the President  of  the

Republic on March 282777, he came to announce that his party would “refuse to participate in any

Cabinet unless the National Liberal Party and the National Bloc are represented therein”2778, which

prevented  a priori any collaboration  with  Kamal  Joumblatt’s  Progressive  Socialist  Party (PSP)

given the mutual veto between the Druze leader and Chamoun, in what amounted to a thorough

split of the Chéhabist coalition.

1967 was not, however, to pass down in Lebanon’s history as the  sanat al-hilf, but as the

sanat al-naksah, the year of the setback. The conflagration of June 5-10 not only dealt a severe

blow to Arab pride, the combined armies of Egypt, Syria and Jordan being utterly destroyed in less

than a week – their air forces wreaked on the ground, but also transformed radically the geopolitical

scenario of the Middle East2779. As will be seen below, the war represented the beginning of the end

2775TRABOULSI, 2007, 183; AMMOUN, 2004, 411; ZAMIR, 1980, 54-55; KHALAF, 1976, 48-49; SALIBI, 1976,
35-36.

2776PETRAN, 1987, 87. Cf. Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1967, 98; Le Monde, 03/10/1967; CHAMI, 2004, 106.
2777Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1967, 98.
2778Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1967, 99.
2779KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 47; HARRIS, 2012, 220-221; KALAWOUN, 2000, 134.
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for political Arabism2780, which entered in a state of intellectual and political bankruptcy that would

find its final stage in the Lebanese Civil war, in the course of which it mortgaged the remnants of its

credibility, as well as for its main promoters, who had dominated the Middle Eastern scene since the

end of the first Arab-Israeli war in 1948. The Egyptian era in contemporary Levantine politics was

drawn to  an end,  with a  Nasser  whose  physical  health  was affected by the defeat,  and a  new

“petrodollar” era, under Saudi Arabian overlordship, emerged2781. 

Paradoxically  enough,  those  countries  most  severely  affected  by the  war  –  namely  the

vanquished, Egypt, Syria and Jordan – managed to reorient their policies in a more “pragmatic”2782

sense and to put an end to utopian pursuits: hence, Sadat’s Egypt would eventually reach a state of

cold peace – some advances in this direction having already been made by Nasser himself2783– with

Israel allowing the bilad al-Nil to focus on its severe internal problems; Jordan would, not without a

severe crisis of its own and a harshly-fought mini-civil war, definitely forfeit its pan-Syrian dreams

to focus on its Transjordanian reality; and Syria would put an end to the instability and radicalism

that had marked its development since its pioneer coup d’état of 1949. In a rather shocking turn of

events, it would be those peoples less scarred by the conflagration which would, ultimately, suffer

its deepest consequences: for Israel, the joy2784 at an easy victory prevented, for the time being, to

see the bleak reality of an occupation2785 that would end up tarnishing its image in the West; for the

Palestinians,  the  main  losers  of  the  conflict,  the  war  not  only  represented  the  extension  of

occupation to the entirety of their historical homeland, but also broke up any real hope of returning

to the whole Palestine of 1948; and finally, for Lebanon, as will be seen below, the conflict opened

the way to a fateful series of interchained events that would end up in the destructive civil war that

tore the country apart for fifteen years.

2780HARRIS, 2012, 220-221; ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010, 101; DAWISHA, 2003, 249-250; SALIBI, 1976, 161-162
2781ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010, 101; TRABOULSI, 2007, 153.
2782ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010, 101.
2783SEGEV, 2007, 681-682.
2784Le Monde, 06/09/1967; SEGEV, 2007, 509-538, 540-546.
2785SEGEV, 2007, 547-666.
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The causes of the war can be directly linked to the rise of radicalism in the Arab world ever

since  the  breakup  of  the  United  Arab  Republic  in  1961.  Syria’s  brief  attempt  at  bourgeois

democracy was rapidly substituted (March 8, 1963) by yet another military junta, this time Ba cath-

inspired2786, under the leadership of Salah al-Din al-Bitar and Lu’ay al-Atassi, who presided over an

authoritarian  regime  with  overtly  socialistic  appetites  (the  banking  sector  and  most  private

companies  were  nationalized,  an  agrarian  reform  was  undertaken  and  press  freedom  severely

curtailed2787).  By February 23, 1966, a counter-coup directed by an  cAlawi officer,  Salah Yadid,

inaugurated  “the  most  extreme  [regime] Syria  had  ever  known,  rash  abroad,  radical  at  home,

engulfing  the  country  in  war,  and  attempting  to  refashion  society  from  top  to  bottom”2788,  a

government which, together with that of Iraq’s brothers cAbd al-Salam and cAbd al-Rahman cArif,

came to head a radical vanguard among the Arab States, whose adventurism and militantism had

become evident not only in the field of internal politics, but also in the inter-Arab arena2789, where

both régimes conducted an increasingly erratic policy2790.

In the context of heightened tensions that followed the end of the brief spell of peace in

inter-Arab relations  that  had  followed the  Cairo  and Alexandria  Summits  –  with  Saudi  Arabia

coming at the forefront of a conservative alliance publicly appearing under the powerful label of

Islam, Egypt, which had been exerting a restraining effect on the bellicose aims of the Damascene

and Baghdadi rulers2791 while also desperately trying not to be isolated, initiated a rapid leftward

turn which draw the Bilad al-Nil closer to the radical masters of the Fertile Crescent2792. Thus, Egypt

2786ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010, 88.
2787ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010, 86-87.
2788SEALE, 1988, 104. Cf. DAWISHA, 2003, 249.
2789Vid. e.g. pp. 180-181, 189-190 above.
2790The leading Israeli newspaper Haaretz reported, back on July 19, 1966, that, unlike other Arab States, “Syria was

ruled by “unregulated Arab gangs. [...] we do not know if the person talking with us today will be there tomorrow to
fulfill his promises””. (Cit. in SEGEV, 2007, 231.)

2791Vid. p. 180 above.
2792La Vanguardia Española, 03/08/1967, 03/21/1967; AMMOUN, 2004, 395-397; DAWISHA, 2003, 248-249.
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and Syria signed, on November 7, 1966, a bilateral defense pact, which “brought Nasir back into the

very center of Arab politics, [but] also paved the way for the chain of events destined to lead to [...]

war”2793. With a Syrian regime fully committed to supporting the  fida’i actions against Israel2794

notwithstanding the inherent risks that such a course of action might bring – which other members

of the Syrian government, like the Defense Minister Hafiz al-Asad, did not fail to point out2795, the

Israeli retaliation against the Syrian Air Force on April 7, 1967 triggered, much to Nasser’s chagrin,

the  activation  of  the  Syro-Egyptian  pact.  Against  an  “increasingly  frenzied  public  opinion

demanding no less than the restoration of Arab rights in Palestine”2796, Nasser was forced to comply

with his commitments: on May 17, 1967, he ordered the evacuation of the UN troops that had been

interposed between Egypt and Israel ever since the Crisis of Suez; barely a week afterwards, on

May 23, he ordered a naval blockade of the straits of Tiran2797. On May 30, a further pact was signed

between Egypt and Jordan, whereto Iraq would incorporate itself immediately thereafter2798.

The  “universal  hysteria”  in  the  Arab  world2799 found a  ready echo  in  Israel,  where  the

Cabinet  entered into a  full-blown apocalyptic  mood2800.  By June 4,  and not  without  previously

securing American clearance for the operation2801, Israel took the formal decision of going to war

against its Arab neighbors. The conflagration began the day after and lasted for six days, although it

was “technically over” barely “forty-eight hours after its commencement”2802. By June 10, to the

general surprise of the world, the war was over, Israel having obtained a resounding victory that left

it in possession of the Sinai Peninsula and Gaza, the West Bank and East Jerusalem, and the Golan

2793DAWISHA, 2003, 249-250. Cf. ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010, 99.
2794La Vanguardia Española, 01/24/1967, 02/16/1967;  ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010, 96, 97; AMMOUN, 2004, 396.
2795ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010, 96; 
2796DAWISHA, 2003, 250.
2797 ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010, 99; SEGEV, 2007, 287-290; AMMOUN, 2004, 399; KALAWOUN, 2000, 135.
2798La Vanguardia Española, 06/22/1967; ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010, 99; AMMOUN, 2004, 400-401; DAWISHA,

2003, 250.
2799DAWISHA,  2003,  250.  Cf.  Le  Monde,  03/15/1967,  03/16/1967,  03/23/1967;  AMMOUN,  2004,  399-400;  C.

HERZOG, 2003 [1975], 25-26.
2800SEGEV, 2010, Ch. 5-11, esp. pp. 299, 313, 325, 344-345, 395-396, 400; C. HERZOG, 2003 [1975], 25-26.
2801SEGEV, 2010, 400-401; PETRAN, 1987, 89.
2802“Boletín del día. “Coexistencia Pacífica””, La Vanguardia Española, 06/07/1967.
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Heights2803,  and the Arabs in a state of collective shock2804 reinforced by the misleading reports

broadcast  by  the  Egyptian  media,  which  had  consistently  provided  the  public  with  false

information.2805

Among the first victims of the war was Nasser himself. On June 9, after announcing his

acceptance of the ceasefire sponsored by the United Nations, he publicly declared his intention to

resign2806.  His announcement triggered a wave of demonstrations throughout the Arab world2807,

which, under the slogan  bi-l-ruh, bi-l-dam, nafdika ya Nasir (“with our soul, with our blood, we

sacrifice ourselves for you, Nasser”2808), demanded the Egyptian president to remain in his position.

The popular reactions were matched by the political élites, who universally requested Nasser not to

quit power2809, the Lebanese President addressing him in the following terms:

Je prie Dieu que vous ayez la force de poursuivre votre mission et qu’il veiller sur vous et le peuple de la

République Arabe Unie.

J’ai écouté votre grand discours avec une profonde émotion et j’ai admiré votre position qui repose sur le

sacrifice et sur l’honneur.2810

Faced  by  this  massive  display  of  popular  support,  Nasser  decided  to  withdraw  his

resignation  the  next  morning2811.  Ratified  in  his  position  by  the  people,  in  Denise  Ammoun’s

2803ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO, 2010, 100; CHAMI, 2004, 114-115; DAWISHA, 2003, 251; KALAWOUN, 2000, 135;
RABBATH, 1986, 575; SALIBI, 1976, 30.

2804BOUTROS, 2010, 137-138; DAWISHA, 2003, 251; C. HERZOG, 2003 [1975], 45.
2805La Vanguardia Española, 06/22/1967; “Stupeur et consternation au Caire”,  Le Monde, 06/09/1967; BOUTROS,

2010, 137; AMMOUN, 2004, 402; CHAMI, 2004, 113.
2806Le Monde, 06/10/1967; AMMOUN, 2004, 403.
2807“Le président Nasser a bénéficié d’un véritable plébiscite de la rue”, “Le départ de Nasser aurait été un événement

plus grave que la défaite”, Le Monde, 06/12/1967, 06/13/1967; BOUTROS, 2010, 139; KALAWOUN, 2000, 145-
146; RABBATH, 1986, 575.

2808AMMOUN, 2004, 404.
2809“De Damas à Khartoum”, Le Monde, 06/12/1967; AMMOUN, 2004, 404; KALAWOUN, 2000, 139.
2810“De Damas à Khartoum”, Le Monde, 06/12/1967.
2811“Le Président Nasser annonce qu’il revient sur sa démission”,  “Me pliant à la volonté du peuple, j’ai décidé de

demeurer à ma place”, Le Monde, 06/12/1967.
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expression2812, Nasser emerged, nonetheless, a broken man, his health damaged and his prestige

severely stained by the massive volume of the defeat2813.  Even if  his resignation can be clearly

understood as a maneuver destined to sound whether he retained the support of the popular masses,

which had always been the true basis of his power, the massive demonstrations could not hide,

however, the dramatic capitis diminutio suffered by the Egyptian leader in June 19672814.

Barely two months after the end of the war (between August 29 and September 1, 1967) and

still  under  the  shock of  defeat,  the  Arab heads  of  State  met  in  Khartoum to  reformulate  their

common policy toward Israel and its allies in the aftermath of the conflagration. Two issues, already

discussed in the preparatory summit held in Bagdad on August 212815, were particularly thorny, the

establishment of an oil embargo against those Western countries perceived as favorable to Israel – a

measure that Iraq had already unilaterally taken2816 – and the withdrawal of Arab assets from foreign

banks2817. Held in an oppressive environment2818, the summit could not agree, much to the chagrin of

the  “bellicose”  Syrian  and  Algerian  Presidents2819,  on  the  proposals  voiced  by  the  “radical

delegations”2820, which had been the most vociferous in their demand of an oil embargo and of a

breakup  between  the  Arab  States  and  the  Western  powers.  Their  demands  were  countered  by

pragmatic speeches like that of President Burqiba, who called for an end to the state of belligerence

with Israel2821, and even that of Colonel Nasser, who declared himself in favor2822 of the proposals

2812AMMOUN, 2004, 404.
2813BOUTROS, 2010, 139.
2814“Les Israéliens estiment que le Rais ne pourra jamais se relever de sa défaite”,  “Des milliers d’Algériens ont

manifesté aux cris de “Nasser, trahison !”,  Le Monde, 06/12/1967 ; DAWISHA, 2003, 285 ; KALAWOUN, 2000,
152.

2815Le Monde, 07/22/1967.
2816La Vanguardia Española, 07/02/1967; Le Monde, 07/03/1967.
2817Le Monde, 08/28/1967; AMMOUN, 2004, 406.
2818KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 49 fn. 9.
2819“Le bellicisme algérien”, Le Monde, 09/01/1967. Cf. “La R.A.U. déplore l’attitude de l’Algérie et de la Syrie”, Le

Monde, 09/01/1967 ; KALAWOUN, 2000, 136.
2820Le Monde, 09/04/1967, 09/23/1967; AMMOUN, 2004, 406. Cf. SORBY, 2012, 67-68; CHAMI, 2004, 120.
2821Le Monde, 08/28/1967, 08/31/1967, 09/02/1967.
2822Le Monde, 08/30/1967, 09/02/1967, 09/04/1967, “Le Président Nasser et le Roi Hussein préconisent une solution

politique au conflit israélo-arabe”, Le Monde, 09/01/1967. On Nasser’s willingness to recognize Israel in exchange
for the recovery of the occupied territories in the Sinai, vid. C. HERZOG, 2003 [1975], 50.
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put forward by the Yugoslav President, Josip Broz Tito, during his recent visit to Cairo2823, calling

for open navigation through the Suez Canal and the Gulf of Aqaba and for the full attachment of the

Arab States to the compromises included in the Charter of the United Nations, which “recognizes

the right to exist of all the UN member States”2824.  Thus, and even if the Summit ended up reaching

an agreement on three, apparently harsh, resolutions which have come down in history as the ‘Three

Nos”2825:

– No to recognizing Israel.
– No to any negotiation therewith.
– No to peace.

it can be argued that, contrary to what it might seem at first sight, their adoption and the

posterior  acceptance of  UNSCR 242 of  November 22,  revealed a  pragmatic  turn  in  inter-Arab

affairs and in Arab-Israeli relations, as witnessed by the speeches of both Nasser and Burqiba, but

also by the conflict settlement proposals voiced by King Hussayn2826. Thus, it can be argued that the

Khartum resolutions had a double meaning: on the one hand, the summit had acknowledged the

primacy of internal problems over pan-Arab matters2827,  in what seemed the consecration of the

triumph of  wataniyyah over  qawmiyyah2828 after almost two decades of contention between both

visions; on the other, Khartoum and UNSCR 242 represented the sober acceptance of geopolitical

realities in the Middle East2829: even if peace with Israel was not possible – particularly after the

2823Le Monde, 08/12/1967, 08/15/1967, 08/16/1967.
2824According to President Hélou (1995, vol. II, 102), the Yugoslavian plan called for:

1. La réouverture du canal de Suez avec droit de passage non pour des navires israéliens, mais pour le
transport des marchandises vers Israël ou en provenance d’Israël.

2. La liberté de navigation dans le golfe d’Aqaba.
3. L’affirmation par les États arabes de leur attachement à la charte des Nations Unies, laquelle charte

reconnaît  le  droit  d’existence  de  tous  les  pays  membres  de  l’ONU et,  par voie  de  conséquence,
d’Israël.

2825KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 42; SORBY, 2012, 27; AMMOUN, 2004, 408; CHAMI, 2004, 120; SALIBI, 1976, 30-
31.

2826Le Monde, 08/26/1967, 09/04/1967, 10/26/1967.
2827Le Monde, 09/04/1967.
2828DAWISHA, 2003, 286; KALAWOUN, 2000, 147-148; BARNETT, 1995, 480, 501-502.
2829SORBY, 2012, 68-69; CHAMI, 2004, 120; KALAWOUN, 2000, 136; PETRAN, 1987, 90-91; SALIBI, 1976, 31.
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humiliating defeat it had inflicted its Arab neighbors, the presence of the Jewish State in the region

was tacitly acknowledged by point 2.c of the already mentioned resolution2830. This newly-found

pragmatism was frontally rejected by the Palestinians at large, who were “in despair”2831 after the

adoption of these instruments which, in practice, put an end to their hopes of ever recovering their

lost land. For Arab opinion at large2832, and particularly for the Muslim Lebanese masses and the

rebellious  youth2833,  Palestinian  wataniyyah nationalism  would  become  the  Ersatz  receiver  of

sympathy now that  Pan-Arabism had become discredited  by defeat.  The accelerated  growth of

Palestinian militantism2834, with its concomitant risk of Israeli reprisals against Lebanese interests,

and the difficulty of controlling such a phenomenon against a wider Arab and Muslim opinion

decidedly committed thereto,  would become a matter of serious concern for Lebanon, severely

hindering the working of its Unwritten Constitution.

For the time being, however, Lebanon, which had reaffirmed its commitment to the Rhodes

Armistice while the war between Israel and its Arab neighbors was still raging2835, was spared the

worst consequences of the war and could enjoy “nearly six months of comparative calm”2836, the

economic recession that followed the conflagration – particularly suffered in the tourism sector2837 –

and the crash of the Intra favoring a certain return to State interventionism in the purest Chéhabist

fashion in order to weather the worst consequences of the economic crisis2838. However, this relative

calm could not hide the dark clouds that were approaching: Lebanon’s abstentionism2839 during the

2830The Security Council, [...]
§2. Affirms [...] the necessity
(c) For guaranteeing the territorial inviolability and political  independence of every State in the area, through

measures including the establishment of demilitarized zones.
2831AMMOUN, 2004, 409
2832TRABOULSI, 2007, 152; KHALAF, 2002, 212; SALIBI, 1976, 31.
2833KHALAF, 2002, 213; KALAWOUN, 2000, 146; KHAZEN, 2000, 149-150; SIRRIYYEH, 1976, 78; ENTELIS,

1972, 338-339.
2834GERGES, 1997, 91; PETRAN, 1987, 92-95; RABBATH, 1986, 575-576; SIRRIYYEH, 1976, 74-77.
2835HÉLOU, 1997, 262-264.
2836WINSLOW, 1996, 152. Cf. BOUTROS, 2010, 139-140; KALAWOUN, 2000, 137.
2837La Vanguardia Española, 06/23/1967.
2838SORBY, 2012, 68; KALAWOUN, 2000, 137; WINSLOW, 1996, 152.
2839According to Fouad Boutros (2010, 139),  Nasser requested Lebanon, “few hours before the announcement of

defeat”, to declare war on Israel. The Egyptian President’s position caused a great deal of concern to President
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war, despite Hélou’s appeals for the Vatican to broker a fair solution to the conflict2840, soon became

a  matter  of  contention,  particularly  when  it  became known that  Karami’s  intention  to  involve

Lebanon in the fray had been thwarted by General Bustani’s refusal – with the decided support of

al-Hilf –  to  jeopardize  the Army’s  integrity by entangling  it  in  a  war  it  could not  possibly be

expected to win2841. The fact that the  Bilad al-Arz was the only neighbor of Israel which did not

suffer territorial  amputations as a consequence thereof and the rumor that the Jewish State had

guaranteed that no military measures would be taken against neither Lebanon nor Jordan as long as

tranquility was kept on their side of the border2842, discredited not only Hélou’s Executive but the

Lebanese  system  before  pan-Arab  and  Muslim  opinion2843,  despite  Nasser’s  affirmation  that

Lebanon had behaved honorably2844. Soon enough, Lebanon would be asked to prove its pan-Arab

credentials by committing itself fully to upholding the Palestinian cause.

4.2.2.1. The end of Chéhabism: the 1968 Elections and the Rise of Radicalism (1968-1969).

Whatever the consequences of war, the Lebanese political life proceeded with its normal

course  towards  the  legislative  elections  scheduled  for  the  Spring  of  1968.  Fixed  for  three

consecutive Sundays, March 24 and 31 and April 7, they were preceded, as usual, by the resignation

of the Cabinet (February 8) and the constitution of an apolitical Executive charged with organizing

and supervising the election, this time under  cAbdallah al-Yafi’s chairmanship2845,  albeit,  on this

Hélou, given the dearth of means available to the Lebanese Army and the gravity of the possible reprisals that Israel
might undertake if Lebanon entered the fray. In Boutros’ account, he recommended the Chief Executive to reflect on
a few hours, in the hope that the war, which was already militarily lost, might finish before a decision was made.
The former Minister was right: by the evening of June 9, Nasser had publicly announced his decision to resign and
the war was all but over. Hélou was thus spared a difficult choice.

2840La Vanguardia Española, 06/15/1967; KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 43.
2841SORBY, 2012, 66; MALSAGNE, 2011, 451; KALAWOUN, 2000, 139; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 57.
2842La Vanguardia Española, 06/22/1967.
2843Highly critical of those voices, President Hélou, in his memoirs, affirmed: “the cried out for war when the war was

already lost”. (1995, vol. II, 115).
2844AMMOUN, 2004, 403.
2845Cabinet  cAbdallah al-Yafi  VII (02/08/1968-10/12/1968):  cAbdallah al-Yafi  (S),  Prime Minister;  Fouad Boutros

(GO), Deputy chairman of the Council, Minister of Foreign Affairs, Émigrés and Tourism; Henri Fara cun (GC),
State  Minister;  Rashid  Baydun  (S),  Minister  of  Justice  and  Communications;  Sulayman  Frangié  (M),  Interior
Minister;  cUthman al-Dana (S), Minister of Public Works and Transportation; Édouard Hunayn (M), Minister of
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occasion, Hélou’s choice was perceived as breaking up with tradition given that Yafi had been at the

forefront of several  political  governments during his  cahd and all  of his  Ministers except  three

(Henri Faracun, Khalid Joumblatt and Yafi himself) were deputies2846.

   The electoral fight had begun, though, long before the official campaign start. Hence, and

even  if  the  war  disrupted  it  temporally,  the  Hilf leaders  kept  on  working  together2847 and

disseminating  their  anti-Communist,  anti-Chéhabist and  pro-Western  message.  Thus,  barely  a

month after  the end of  the conflict  (on July 11,  1967),  the three Maronite  leaders published a

manifesto where they called for Lebanon’s full-fledged alignment with the West. In their opinion,

Lebanon  “stood  at  the  crossroads”  and  had  to  choose  between  joining  “the  extreme  socialist

systems, which are a first step to communism, or continu[ing] its free economic system which is

part  of  its  parliamentary  democratic  system”2848.  Their  manifesto,  which  moreover  demanded

Lebanon to “reject the anti-American measures adopted by other Arab States”2849 was soon followed

by the statements of Mgr. Francis Zayek2850, Maronite bishop for the United States, who, echoing a

widely felt belief among the Maronite faithful, urged the his Church in Lebanon “to remain neutral

in the Arab-Israeli conflict”2851. 

The demands voiced by the Hilf and Mgr. Zayek followed, though, the speech pronounced

by Patriarch Méouchy just a few days after the war’s end and before a delegation of Maronite

Economy,  Labor  and Social  Affairs;  Jean  cAziz  (M),  Minister  of  National  Education,  Information and General
Planning; Anwar al-Khatib (Sh), Minister of Hydroelectric Resources; Khalid Joumblatt (D), Minister of Public
Health and Agriculture.

2846CHAMI, 2004, 139; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 57.
2847Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1967, 341-342.
2848Middle East Reporter, 07/12/1967. Cit. in PETRAN, 1987, 96. Cf. CHAMI, 2004, 117.
2849Ibid.
2850Born  in  Cuba,  he  would  spend  his  entire  clerical  career  in  the  Western  Hemisphere,  where  he  received  his

episcopal consecration in 1962, as auxiliary bishop to Mgr. de Barros Câmara (1894-1971), bishop for the Eastern
rites in Brazil. Thereafter, he became the first Maronite prelate to be named a bishop in the United States in 1966.
After the division of the US into several Maronite eparchies, he was successively appointed to Detroit (1971-1982)
and Brooklyn where he retired in 1996 with the title of Archbishop. He died in 2010, shortly before reaching his
ninetieth birthday.

2851Le Monde, 07/25/1967.
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political and religious leaders, where he reacted, in rather harsh terms, to the damages inflicted on

private  property  during  the  demonstrations  that  followed  the  defeat  and  the  announcement  of

Nasser’s  resignation.  Positing  the  Patriarchate  as  a  national,  and  not  just  religious,  source  of

authority, he came to advocate, albeit in admittedly veiled terms, a Lebanon First policy coinciding

with the underlying will of Christian opinion in the country, a position that was to be followed, as

has already been said, by the political leaders of the anti-Chéhabist coalition:

Si nous sommes ici pour rémedier à la situation douloureuse d’un pays voisin [...], il ne faut pas qu’on

oublie ce qui se passe sur notre territoire, ainsi que les surprises et les faits en rapport avec l’avenir de

notre pays et de nos fils ; [...].

Nous ne sommes pas, nous, les chefs religieux, de ceux qui fuient la responsabilité ; nous n’hésiterons

pas, ni moi ni mes frères les patriarches, les évêques et les supérieurs à accomplir notre devoir envers le

peuple libanais, et à veiller sur ses intérêts et ses problèmes.

[...] en ce qui concerne les problèmes vitaux,  tant spirituels que politiques, nous avons toujours été

vigilants. Lorsque le besoin se fera sentir, nous nous réunirons pour mettre les points sur les i et discuter

des attitudes à adopter. [...] nous vous prions, chers fils, de continuer avec les cardinaux, les patriarches et

les  évêques,  à  veiller  à  la  sauvegarde  de  la  réalité  libanaise,  vous  qui  avez  placé,  dans  des

circonstances où se sont multipliés les actes incontrôlés,  l’intérêt du Liban au-dessus de toute autre

considération. Nous ne pouvons qu’espérer que ces actes de violence ne se répèteront [sic] plus et que

tous  les  citoyens  se  rendront  compte  de  la  nécessité  de  sauvegarder  les  biens  de  ce  pays  qui

appartiennent à tous les fidèles.2852

This was, however, not to be the Patriarch’s last intervention before the election. While he

multiplied his contacts with the tripartite leadership of the  Hilf during the Summer2853, it was not

2852Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1967, 342-343. My emphasis.
2853Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1967, 342. Cf. SORBY, 2012, 70.
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until November 5 when, on his returning to Lebanon after a two-month absence while visiting Paris

and Rome, Mgr. Méouchy pronounced what can be considered as his most important pre-electoral

speech. Therein, and after calling for a tightening of national bonds over petty divisions, the head of

the Maronite Church seemed to publicly bless the political platform of the Hilf: anti-Communism,

anti-Chéhabism, and a now undissimulated Lebanon First approach:

À la gloire du Liban ! Telle a toujours été notre devise. Celui qui se tient aujourd’hui devant vous s’y est

constamment attaché comme à un devoir sacré. Mon grand espoir est que vous fassiez également vôtre

cette devise et qu’à cet effet vous répudiiez les inimitiés et vous libérez des rancunes. [...].

Que demande-t-on à cet égard au patriarcat, sinon un appel en faveur des principes et des engagements

qui découlent de nos problèmes vitaux : adoption de la politique de neutralité, maintien de l’équilibre,

sauvegarde de notre régime constitutionnel, maintien du pays en dehors des courants idéologiques

qui tendent à entraîner le Liban dans le sillage de l’extrémisme et de l’athéisme.

The Patriarch, moreover, also came to defend Lebanon’s economic system, albeit from a

forcefully  nationalistic  perspective  which  retook  some  of  the  themes  already  exposed  by  the

religious orders during the discussions preceding the passing of the land law of July 26, 1966. This

points of view serve to explain General Chéhab’s criticism against a clergy who, in his opinion2854,

lacked a  full-fledged social  conscience and had never been in tune with his  projects  for social

relevement2855:

On demande également au patriarche de plaider pour une politique sage [...] qui mette fin à la corruption

et à l’achat des consciences. On lui demande enfin d’inviter les responsables [...] à réduire les charges

2854MALSAGNE, 551-552.
2855MALSAGNE, 2011, 549-554. Esp. p. 554 fn. 183, where Abbot Lebret is quoted as saying:

L’une des menaces dans cette terre de Chrétienté dénommée le Mont-Liban est l’incompréhension des
moines, grands propriétaires [...] roulant dans de trop belles voitures.
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qui pèsent sur le contribuable, à relever le niveau de vie du Libanais, à assurer sa liberté et sa dignité, à

sauvegarder sa terre et sa nationalité, à protéger la main-d’œuvre contre la concurrence étrangère

et la cupidité de ceux qui cherchent à l’exploiter. 

Le patriarche à [sic] instamment demandé la réalisation de ces aspirations nationales. Il a mis en garde

contre les dangers de la politique de la mollesse, du déviationnisme, de la négligence. [...] Malgré cela, on

voit  la  subversion  continuer  en  toute  liberté  à  tramer  ses  complots,  à  susciter  les  conflits

confessionnels, à désunir les rangs afin de détruire l’union nationale, de violer l’intégrité libanaise

et d’ébranler la stabilité intérieure.

Furthermore, Mgr. Méouchy insisted on his role as a national, political leader and not merely

as a religious figurehead concentrated on liturgical matters, asserting his position as batriyark kul

al-lubnaniyyin and thus beyond the role of  ra’s-i  milli  typically connected with Middle Eastern

religious chiefs:

Dans le cadre de notre mission spirituelle, nous luttons de toutes nos forces contre le sectarisme et le

fanatisme.  Dans le cadre de notre mission nationale, nous continuons à veiller à la solidarité des

Libanais, non pas au profit d’une fraction ou d’autre, mais dans l’intérêt de tous.

S’il y a quelqu’un qui ne voit pas, pour notre part nous voyons et nous sommes prêt, à tout moment, à

dénoncer les complots. Nous ne permettrons pas que l’on porte atteinte aux traditions et aux valeurs

du Liban [...]2856

Mgr.  Méouchy’s  speech,  while  reflective  of  Christian  Lebanon’s  popular  position  as

defended by the religious orders and the  Hilf  as has been underlined above, put the Patriarchate,

though, in a direct clash course with the ideas defended by the Muslim  Street,  the increasingly

radicalized left and even a part of the Christians – though undoubtedly small – as will be seen

2856All quotes of the speech are taken from Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1967, 340-341. My emphasis.
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below.

As the political landscape tended towards a polarization between al-Hilf and its  Chéhabist

rivals grouped around Karami’s Democratic Parliamentary Front, a new coalition, proclaiming itself

the  Independent  Center  Bloc (al-Wasat),  was  formed under  the  joint  sponsorship  of  Sulayman

Frangié, Sa’ib Salam and Kamal al-Asacad2857.  While the formation of  third fronts could, by no

means,  be  considered  as  a  novelty  in  Lebanese  politics,  truth  is  that  al-Wasat,  unlike  its

predecessors of the 1950s2858, was a full-fledged anti-Chéhabist bloc, which would soon after its

inception launch a “virulent campaign against the party [sic] in power”2859, rather than a neutral

movement aiming at  bridging the gaps  between the  majority and the opposition.  The rationale

behind  the  establishment  of  an  alternative  opposition  grouping  had  to  do  with  the  markedly

Christian – and even specifically Maronite – confessional undertones of  al-Hilf, which prevented

any prominent Muslim – and particularly any Sunni – leader from joining such a movement, despite

the efforts deployed in this sense by the leaders of the Tripartite Alliance2860. For Frangié, however,

his incorporation into al-Wasat, instead than al-Hilf, obeyed to reasons relating to matters of intra-

Maronite politics: a northerner and a feudal leader with an eminently tribal constituency, he could

only  be  distrustful  of  such  a  strongly  ideologized  political  movement  headed  by  southerner

politicians as  al-Hilf2861. Moreover, and bearing in mind that the soon-to-be-elected assembly was

going to be charged with electing a new Head of State, Frangié, Salam and Asacad had built the

perfect confessional  troika, which could aspire to fill all possible spaces at the State’s helm. This

fact can be considered but another incentive for Frangié to join this alliance, since it gave him a

prominence that  he,  being a  relatively second-line politician,  could have never  aspired to  play

2857AMMOUN, 2004, 411.
2858Vid. pp. 127 ff. above.
2859AMMOUN, 2004, 411. Cf. SALIBI, 1976, 49.
2860Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1967, 98-99; SORBY, 2012, 70; WINSLOW, 1996, 152, 160; SALIBI, 1976, 48-49.
2861It should be remembered that Chamoun’s power base was in al-Shuf, Gemayel’s in Beirut and al-Matn and Eddé’s

in Beirut and Jbayl, all of them constituencies to the south of al-Batrun, whose southern border can be considered as
the Röstigraben separating the wild and tribal Northern Maronites from the petit bourgeois, suburban dweller that
usually identifies the community in popular – and even academic – literature. 
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among the Maronite prime donne that ruled al-Hilf.

In this context of heightened political tensions and in spite of a heated campaign – with

posters in Kisrawan displaying the contest as a race between the Blessed Virgin Mary and Nasser2862

–,  the  election  took  place,  however,  in  a  climate  of  complete  calm,  several  minor  incidents

notwithstanding2863,  and  can  be  considered,  in  the  development  of  the  voting  and  counting

operations,  as  the  cleanest  in  Lebanon’s  history2864.  President  Hélou’s  personal  commitment  to

democracy  led  him  to  oppose  the  intervention  of  the  Deuxième  Bureau in  favor  of  certain

candidates2865, thus breaking apart with a practice that had already become a tradition of Lebanese

elections since the rise of Chéhabism. In order to avoid such interference, the President entrusted

the security operations to the Sûreté générale2866, firmly under his control, rather than to the Maktab.

His opposition to the Bureau’s maneuvers led, however, to his complete breakup with the Chéhabist

security apparatus2867, in Hélou’s own words:

Je ne pouvais pas accepter l’idée qu’un candidat soit combattu par les moyens parfois les plus injustes et

les plus violents, pour la seule raison qu’il ne se rangeait pas sous la bannière du Nahj. [...] il fallait [...]

désagréger le Front libanais mené par MM. Camille Chamoun, Pierre Gemayel, Raymond Eddé, alors que

je ne pouvais aboutir à un résultat aussi satisfaisant pour le compte du Nahj chéhabien, ennemi du Front,

que par des moyens inadmissibles, des moyens qui dévaluent ceux qui y ont recours.2868

Completely free of State intervention – albeit  Fouad Boutros affirms that Henri Faracun

invested L£ 400,000 in buying votes2869 – and with a participation level slightly superior to that of

2862PETRAN, 1987, 99.
2863Le Monde, 04/02/1968.
2864AMMOUN, 2004, 413; WINSLOW, 1996, 153.
2865BOUTROS, 2010, 141.
2866AMMOUN, 2004, 413.
2867BOUTROS, 2010, 141-142.
2868HÉLOU, 1995, vol. 2, 138-139.
2869BOUTROS, 2010, 143
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1964 (67.25% according to Iliya Harik’s adjusted figures2870), the election brought about an almost

draw between al-Nahj and al-Hilf, with around forty seats for the opposition, including twenty-eight

for the sole Tripartite Alliance, against thirty-five for the Karami-led Chéhabist coalition, including

the PSP2871. The apparent equality between both groups could not hide, however, the moral defeat of

al-Nahj2872,  which had to face,  in what seemed to indicate an extensive will  for change after a

decade  of  Chéhabism,  the  sweeping  victory  of  the  opposition  in  Lebanon’s  most  politically

developed constituencies,  namely those of Beirut2873 and Mount  Lebanon2874,  “where the results

exceeded all  the  expectations  of  al-Hilf”2875, with  several  prominent  Chéhabist  technocrats like

Fouad Boutros losing their seats2876 in the opposition’s landslide in urban Lebanon, which al-Nahar

celebrated with a joyous all-page headline: Al-Hilf fi kul makan (al-Hilf everywhere)2877. 

Table I – Electoral Results, 19682878

Political

Orientation
Party, List or Coalition

Number

of Seats

Nahj Democratic Parliamentary Front (Rashid Karami) 27

Nahj Progressive Socialist Party (Kamal Joumblatt) 8

Opposition Tripartite Alliance

National Liberal Party 

(Camille Chamoun)
13

Al-Kata’ib al-Lubnaniyyah 

(Pierre Gemayel)
9

National Bloc (Raymond Eddé) 6

Opposition
Independent Center Bloc

(Sa’ib Salam, Sulayman Frangié, Kamal al-Asacad)
12

2870HARIK, 1980, 37.
2871There  appears  to  be  some  confusion  regarding  the  specific  distribution  of  seats  in  Parliament.  The  ciphers

appearing here have been taken from MALSAGNE, 2011, 449. Cf. Le Monde, 04/10/1968; BAAKLINI, 1976, 124;
DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 58.

2872Proche-Orient  Chrétien,  1968,  283; HARRIS,  2012,  222;  MALSAGNE,  2011,  449;  HAZRAN,  2010,  164;
TRABOULSI,  2007,  153;  WINSLOW,  1996,  153-154;  PETRAN,  1987,  98-99;  RABINOVICH,  1985,  31;
ENTELIS, 1976, 145-146SALIBI, 1976, 38-39; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 58

2873Le Monde, 03/27/1968; CHAMI, 2004, 142.
2874AMMOUN, 2004, 413.
2875CHAMI, 2004, 146.
2876BOUTROS, 2010, 143.
2877Al-Nahar, 04/08/1968.
2878Source: MALSAGNE, 2011, 449.
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Others Independents 24

Total 99

In the interpretation given to the defeat by the renowned Chéhabist Georges Naccache, the

election had, at least, revealed the true inclinations of the electorate and ascertained the solidity of

Christian votes around the strong Libanism advocated by former President Chamoun, which, to a

certain extent, revealed the growing radicalization of positions in both sides of the political – and

confessional – divide:

[...] cet échec fait apparaître un certain nombre de réalités politiques dont il convient que chacun prenne

conscience. Deux constatations s’imposent ; deux faits dominent :

1º L’électorat chrétien de la capitale est, dans sa nette majorité, chamounien. C’est d’ailleurs son droit.

[...] il ne fait aucun doute que c’est sur la crête d’une vague chamounienne, qui s’enfle depuis deux ans,

qu’ont été portés à la Chambre MM. Michel Sassine et Nasri Maalouf. Le nom de Chamoun mobilise et

rallie tous ceux qui vivent dans la psychose du péril de la révolution arabe . Les grands bourgeois et le

petit monde, les bonnes sœurs, tout en votant pour Sassine, ont voté Chamoun par personne interposée.

Ce  qui  s’est  passé  à  Beyrouth  se  reproduira  vraisemblablement  dans  quelques  autres

circonscriptions de la montagne. Chamoun, aux yeux de cet électorat, c’est le suprême rempart de

la liberté – c’est l’assurance contre la nationalisation et contre la spoliation.

2º Depuis l’accord des « 3 », il faut être d’une singulière myopie pour ne pas percevoir que dans l’attelage

P.N.L. - Kataëb – B.N., le vrai meneur est l’ancien président de la République [...].

Les manifestations d’hier matin à Achrafié sont, à cet égard, assez révélatrices. Ce n’est pas le portrait de

Sassine que portaient les électeurs de Sassine, ce n’est pas le portrait de Gemayel ou de Maalouf. C’est le

seul, constant et géant Camille Chamoun.2879

2879L’Orient, 03/26/1968.
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Not all Chéhabists interpreted their defeat in the cavalier fashion followed by the editor of

L’Orient. For many of them, headed by General Chéhab himself – who broke all relations with his

successor in the immediate aftermath to the election2880, President Hélou was directly to blame for

the defeat given his passivity vis-à-vis the coalition’s candidates, including his restraining of the

Deuxième Bureau, which gave rise to their accusing the President of the Republic of collusion with

the former opposition2881. Hélou’s “aloofness”2882 during the election, while costing him a hostile

campaign of discredit on the part of al-Nahj2883, certainly served his own political goals. Deprived,

as has repeatedly been stated, of a partisan basis of his own, the President had been forced to rely on

the  Chéhabist  machine and its  parallel  bureaucratic-military apparatus  throughout  his  four  first

years in  power,  given the almighty power it  had come to wield both in parliament  and in  the

administration. Willing to set himself free of the constraints imposed thereby and sympathizing with

some of the policies advocated by the opposition, Hélou discreetly encouraged the formation and

growth of the Tripartite Alliance not only as a counterbalance against Chéhabism allowing him to

effectively act as an overall political arbiter2884 but also as a Libanist-conservative rampart against

the growing strength of the Palestinians and their leftist allies in the Lebanese scene, which was

already drawing  several  Christian  Nahjist  deputies  to  a  hardening  of  their  national  position2885

threatening to split the Chéhabist camp alongside national-confessional lines.

The new strength of the former opposition – which had given proof of its renewed vigor by

electing, on May 9 and by just a one-vote edge, the candidate of  al-Wasat, Kamal al-Asacad, as

speaker of the Chamber2886 – was, furthermore, celebrated by the conservative Arab regimes, which

shared with the Tripartite leadership “their concern about the growth of radical movements in the

2880MALSAGNE, 2011, 450; AMMOUN, 2004, 413-414, 417; HÉLOU, 1995, vol. 3, 134.
2881MALSAGNE, 2011, 449-450; HÉLOU, 1995, Vol. 3, 138.
2882HARRIS, 212, 222.
2883KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 68-69.
2884KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 109.
2885SALIBI, 1976, 37.
2886BOUTROS, 2010, 144.
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Arab world”2887, and particularly about a possible overflow of Palestinian militantism beyond the

realm of national resistance into that of social revolution. In Kamal Salibi’s account:

To the  Arab  [...]  who was  alarmed  by the  spread  of  radical  ideologies  in  his  society,  the  Christian

Lebanese, and most particularly the Maronite, appeared as a natural ally, considering his almost in-built

dedication to the cause of conservatism. To this Arab, the intrepid Hilf rather than the circumspect Nahj

appeared, rightly, to be the true representative of the Christian Lebanese ethos, which seemed, now, to be

reasserting itself.2888

The surprising alliance between the  Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques  and his partners

from the Gulf and the stern Christians of the Lebanese Mountains would soon find further reasons

to be concerned about. Thus, and even if demonstrations and other forms of popular mobilization,

not unlike elsewhere in  the late 1960s,  had long ago become a permanent fixture of Lebanese

life2889, with a student strike taking place in the midst of the electoral campaign2890, the growing

unrest  in  the  Palestinian  refugee  camps  in  Jordan2891 and  the  generalized  uprising  in  the  West

Bank2892 – with the battle of Karamah, on March 22, 1968, which proved the military prowess of the

Palestinian organizations2893, as cases in point – gave wings to the revolutionary enthusiasm of wide

sectors of Lebanese society, which unfurled a wave of almost non-stop demonstrations and protests.

Swept  along  the  exhilaration  of  the  masses,  prominent  politicians,  like  Prime  Minister  Yafi

himself2894 – who had been renewed in the Council’s chairmanship, did not hesitate to participate in

the  massive  demonstrations  that  were  taking  place,  like  the  one  organized  to  mourn  the  first

Lebanese citizen killed while in action alongside the Palestinian resistance, Khalil  cIzz al-Din al-

2887SALIBI, 1976, 36.
2888SALIBI, 1976, 36.
2889KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 52; BARAKAT, 1977, 164.
2890Le Monde, 04/05/1968; PETRAN, 1987, 97.
2891Le Monde, 03/23/1968, 03/25/1968, 03/30/1968.
2892Le Monde, 05/08/1968
2893Le Monde, 03/22/1968; AMMOUN, 2004, 414-415; CHAMI, 2004, 270.
2894BOUTROS, 2010, 145.
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Jamal, whose funeral cortege was accompanied, in what Joe Khoury-Hélou labels as a display of

“collective  hysteria”2895,  by  around  fifty  thousand  mourners2896 “frantically  acclaim[ing]  fida’i

actions”2897,  and  including,  for  the  first  time,  armed  and  uniformed  Palestinian  commandos2898

alongside representatives of most Lebanese political  groupings2899.  Carried away by the popular

mood but much to the chagrin not only of the Hilf and its aligned forces2900 but also of President

Hélou2901, Prime Minister Yafi,  proclaimed himself “the first  fida’i”2902 and committed Lebanon to

an unflinching support of the Palestinian cause by announcing his Cabinet’s commitment to:

1. Establishing an obligatory military service.

2. Allow the free enrollment of Lebanese into the ranks of the Palestinian resistance, promising

to provide those who did “all the weapons necessary to undertake their patriotic task”.

3. Reinforce the defense of the Southern villages.2903

Lebanon was soon to suffer the consequences  of this  unilateral  engagement.  Warned by

Israel of the potential consequences of any armed infiltration from Lebanese soil2904, it did not take

long for the Bilad al-Arz to withstand the materialization of those threats. On May 14, the Southern

villages suffered an artillery attack in reprisal for an unconfirmed mortar strike against a moshav in

the Upper Galilee2905, across the Israeli-Lebanese border. The growing destabilization provoked by

2895KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 52. 
2896Le Monde, 04/30/1968; KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 52-53; AMMOUN, 2004, 415; CHAMI, 2004, 144; PETRAN,

1987, 97.
2897HÉLOU, 1995, Vol. 2, 127.
2898Le Monde, 04/30/1968.
2899PETRAN, 1987, 97.
2900SORBY, 2012, 69; SALIBI, 1976, 35.
2901In  Hélou’s  nephew’s  account,  his  uncle  understood  the  growing  enthusiasm  for  the  Palestinian  resistance,

particularly  if  the  Middle  Eastern  scenario  post-1967  was  to  be  taken  into  consideration,  “[b]ut  that  a  Prime
Minister, appointed precisely due to his moderation, commits himself and commits the State as Yafi had done, that
was the end of the world”. (KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 54 Cf. WINSLOW, 1996, 154-155).

2902KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 51, 53; AMMOUN, 2004, 416; CHAMI, 2004, 151.
2903All quotes have been taken from  Le Monde, 05/04/1968. Cf.  KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 53;  SORBY, 2012, 69;

BOUTROS, 2010, 145; AMMOUN, 2004, 415-416; PETRAN, 1987, 97.
2904Le Monde, 05/07/1968.
2905Le Monde, 05/09/1968, 05/15/1968; SORBY, 2012, 71.
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the beginning of the deadly game of attacks and reprisals undertaken by Israel and the Palestinian

organizations on Lebanese soil was further increased by an attempt on Camille Chamoun’s life2906

and the arson of a church in the village of Bushriyyah2907, al-Matn. Both events, having taken place

with only a few days’ difference (Chamoun was shot on May 31, the church set on fire on June 11),

threatened to provoke a wave of interconfessional violence – particularly when it was known that

the arsonist of Bushriyyah had written a Qur’anic verse on the blackboard of the little classroom

adjacent to the church –, an instance that was avoided by the generalized condemnation of both

episodes2908,   as  well  as  through the rapid inquest  of  the  police  authorities,  which managed to

uncover that the author of the arson had been a petty delinquent, whose aim was to rob the liturgical

objects and money deposited in the church, the Qur’anic verses being written to hide the economic

motive of the crime2909. Whatever the real motivations behind both criminal episodes, the strong

reactions engendered thereby2910 revealed the precarious state of national life in Lebanon in the

immediate aftermath of the parliamentary elections and the war of 1967.

The situation had been deteriorating so rapidly that, in sending his Foreign Minister on a

tournée through several world capitals, “to explain the extent and ramifications of the incidents that

took place in the border [...]” as well as to expose the Lebanese position regarding the Middle East

crisis,  albeit  defending  “the  position  of  the  Arab  countries  without  hesitation  and  in  all

solidarity”2911, President Hélou addressed a letter to his personal friend, Pope Paul VI, asking him to

intervene “directly” in order to, forfeiting the Holy See’s traditional neutrality “given the current

circumstances”2912, reach a fair solution to the Arab-Israeli  conflict and, very particularly, to the

Libano-Israeli border crisis, which jeopardized Lebanon’s “unique” experience of Islamo-Christian

2906Le Monde, 06/02/1968; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1968, 283-285; CHAMI, 2004, 150; WINSLOW, 1996, 154.
2907Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1968, 283-284.
2908Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1968, 284.
2909Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1968, 284.
2910Proche-Orient Chrétien,1968, 283-284.
2911BOUTROS, 2010, 146-147.
2912BOUTROS, 2010, 159.
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coexistence:

[...] Les menaces israéliennes ne font que refléter des ambitions expansionnistes fondées sur la logique de

la force. C’est pourquoi la cause du Liban et la cause de la défense du droit ne sont seulement liées,

mais se trouvent, de ce fait, correspondantes.

– Le Liban est une expérience pacifique et fraternelle pour les communautés chrétiennes et 

musulmanes réunies par la foi en un Dieu unique et qui sont déterminées à vivre ensemble dans un 

climat de liberté, de justice et d’amour. L’intervention du Saint-Père ne serait pas seulement en faveur

des chrétiens du Liban, mais aussi de leurs frères musulmans [...]. Toute atteinte à la structure 

géographique, économique ou politique de cette expérience précieuse et admirablement réussie serait 

une atteinte à l’avancement de l’humanité.

For Hélou, the intervention of the Supreme Pontiff  was even more urgent given that all

Islamic authorities in the country, both political and religious, had already pronounced themselves

in favor  of  the Palestinian cause.  In  a  thinly veiled  allusion,  the President  thus  suggested  that

Rome’s  neutrality,  particularly regarding Lebanon with  its  steadfast  Christians,  was  a  cause of

embarrassment for Middle Eastern Christianity:

Dans le conflit arabo-israélien, toutes les instances religieuses et politiques islamiques ont pris le parti du

droit dans la cause palestinienne [...]. Le Saint-Siège s’est abstenu de prendre une position politique, mais,

dans le cas du Liban menacé dans sa souveraineté et dans son intégrité territoriale, son intervention

paraît naturelle, nécessaire et conforme à sa doctrine [...].2913

The  Pope’s  response,  while  moving  within  the  diplomatic  prudence  expected  from the

successor of St. Peter, underlined Lebanon’s importance for the Holy See as a laboratory of inter-

2913Both quotes have been taken from BOUTROS, 2010, 160-161.
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religious coexistence – a Papal position that would eventually be harshly criticized by prominent

members of the Christian political élite – and recognized the legitimacy of the claims put forward

by the Presidential envoy, while suggesting the path opened by resolution 242 as “a positive step

toward reaching a solution”2914. In Paul VI’s words:

[...]  le Saint-Siège a toujours souligné le rôle particulier que votre pays a joué et continue à jouer

dans le  Proche-Orient,  grâce à l’heureux exemple qu’il  donne de la cohabitation pacifique et de la

collaboration  fraternelle  sur  un  même territoire  de  deux communautés  religieuses  différentes  [...]  et

regarde  avec  sympathie  le  souci  légitime  qu’il  éprouve  de  voir  respectées  son  indépendance

nationale et son intégrité territoriale.

Le Saint-Siège souhaite pour sa part que soient bientôt réalisées les conditions de paix qui mettront fin à

l’état d’insécurité qui continue à régner dans le Proche-Orient et qui maintient une grande partie des

populations de cette région dans une situation humaine et matérielle précaire.2915

A few days afterwards, on June 24, the Pope insisted, this time before the Sacred College of

Cardinals, on the need to protect Lebanon’s example of coexistence in the context of a generalized –

and fair – settlement of the Middle Eastern question:

Nous prions humblement le Seigneur et demandons simplement aux hommes intéressés à une solution de

cette crise : en reprenez pas les armes ! Que des frontières équitables puissent être rétablies. Que les zones

de conflit en soient pas étendues. À cet égard, nous songeons spécialement au Liban, un pays qui nous

est particulièrement cher en raison de la coexistence pacifique des populations différentes qui le

composent.2916

2914Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1968, 289.
2915Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1968, 289. My emphasis.
2916Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1968, 290. My emphasis.
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4.2.2.1.1. A (Non-)Clerical Excursus: The JEC, Mgr. Haddad and a New Christian

Perspective. The Repercussions of Vatican Council II in Lebanon.

Vatican  Council  II  opened  the  way to  a  global  phenomenon  of  “theological  and

cultural  confusion”2917.  A “chaos”,  to  follow on Gerald Arbuckle’s  argumentation,  which

came as a consequence of the disintegration of “the personal network of significant systems

(symbols, myths and rituals)”2918 maintained for centuries, a breakup of the neo-scholastic

status  quo,  maintained at  least  since  the times of  Pius  IX (1846-1878),  both  within the

institutional  Church  (departure  from  the  Fortress  Church  model,  decentralization,

synodiality2919) and in the relations between Church and faithful, whose own self-image as

members of a pre-ordained, perfect society-in-itself, living at margin of the world, defined as

essentially  sinful,  was  thoroughly  shattered2920,  though  some  premonitory  cracks had

appeared,  already in the  19th century,  in  the writings  of  Maritain among others2921.  The

Dogmatic Constitution  Lumen Gentium, especially its second chapter  De Populo Dei  (On

God’s People) which de-clericalized (paragraphs 10-122922) and universalized (paragraphs

13, 15-162923) Salvation,  would precisely serve, as Leonardo Boff points out, as the starting

point for an entire new wave of movements – both lay and religious – trying to seek an

2917ARBUCKLE, 1993 [1998], 17.
2918ARBUCKLE, 1993 [1998], 18.
2919ARBUCKLE, 1993 [1998], 34-36.
2920ARBUCKLE, 1993 [1998], 43-45; DUQUOC, 1987 [1989], 23-24; GARTH, 1984, 77.
2921SIGMUND, 1991, 65.
2922§10. Christus Dominus, Pontifex et hominibus assumptus novum populum “fecit [...] regnum et sacerdotes Deo et

Patri  suo”[...].  Sacerdotium autem commune fidelium et  sacerdotium ministeriale seu hierarchicum  [...]  unum
enim et alterum suo peculiari modo de uno Christi sacerdotio participant.

2923§13. Ad novum Populum Dei cuncti vocantur [omnes] homines. [...]  Omnibus itaque gentibus terræ inest unus
Populus Dei[...] ideo Ecclesia seu Populus Dei, [...] nihil bono temporali cuiusvis populi subtrahit, sed e contra
facultates et copias moresque populorum, quantum bona sunt, fovet et assumit [...].  Ad hanc igitur catholicam
Populi Dei unitatem, [...] omnes vocantur homines, ad eamque variis modis pertinent vel ordinantur sive fidelis
catholici, sive alii credentes in Christo, sive denique omnes universaliter homines, gratia Dei ad salutem vocati.

§15.  Cum  illis  qui,  baptizati,  Christiano  nomine  decorantur,  integram  autem  fidem  non  profitentur  vel  unitatem
communionis sub Successore Petri non servant, Ecclesia semetipsam novi plures ob rationes coniunctam. 

§16.  Ii  tandem  qui  Evangelium  nondum  acceperunt,  ad  Populum  Dei  diversis  rationibus  ordinantur  [...].  Sed
propositum salutis et eos amplectitur,  qui Creatorem agnoscunt, inter quos imprimis Musulmanos ,  qui fidem
Abrahæ se tenere profitentes, nobiscum Deum adorant unicum, misericordem, homines die novissimo iudicaturum.
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accommodation between Church and society: from the “Church-perfect society under the

clergy’s  hegemony”  to  the  “Church-network  of  communities  structured  around  the

participation  of  all”2924.  These  new  groupings,  which  tried  to  re-interpret  Catholicism

according to the ideologies then  en vogue – including some rather intense flirtations with

Marxism2925, up until then Rome’s foremost  bête noire, in such movements as Liberation

Theology  in  Latin  America2926 or  the  worker-priest  movement  in  Western  Europe  –,

represented a first attempt at understanding the Church and her role in society under the

lenses of a generation – the “generation of 1968” as Medard Kehl defined her – undergoing

a “cultural caesura”2927, eventually leading to the abandonment of the Enlightenment project

and to the substitution of the Kantian rationality of pre-1968 modernity by the subjectivity

and self-absorbed individualism of the post-modern project as appraised, among others, by

Habermas2928.

Naturally enough, the Church in Lebanon, following the theological expression, or

the Lebanese Churches, in more mundane parlance, were shaken by the “wind of dissent

blow[ing] over the entire Church”2929 in the aftermath of Vatican Council II, the pressures for

an ecclesial aggiornamento blowing not just for the Catholic communities, but also for the

Greek Orthodox Church, some of whose prelates (very particularly so, Mgr. Khodr2930, who

would eventually become the Metropolitan for Mount Lebanon) would place themselves at

the  forefront  of  the  opposition  to  what  they identified  as  the  “outdated  practices”  of  a

“largely conservative” Church hierarchy2931. Such a willingness for structural change would

2924BOFF, 1986, 67.
2925DUQUOC, 1987 [1989], 59-72.
2926As very general introductions on the matter, vid. CARRERA, 2014, 19; ARBUCKLE, 1993 [1998], 197-229, 244-

248; DUQUOC, 1987 [1989], 29-73, 91-97; 111-130 BOFF, 1986, 87-129.
2927KEHL, 1996 [1997], 25.
2928HABERMAS, 2009, 214-237; REDER, 2009, 115-116; SCHMIDT, 2009, 204.
2929Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 46. Cf. KHAZEN, 2000, 78.
2930Vid. Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 47; TRABOULSI, 2007, 177; KHAZEN, 2000, 81.
2931KHAZEN, 2000, 78. Cf. Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 189; JOUMBLATT, 1982, 51.
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materialize itself, perhaps in an “adolescent”, “intellectually amateurish” way as criticized

by Father  Augustin  Dupré-Latour2932,  but  again,  like  elsewhere  throughout  the  Christian

world, in the upsurge of a varied array of movements, from the Orthodox Youth Movement

(MJO – Mouvement de la Jeunesse Orthodoxe,  Harakat al-Shabibat al-Urthuduksiyyah) to

the Maronite-established Church for our World (Kanisah min ajl calamina) – inspired by the

Dogmatic Constitution  Gaudium et Spes, which, after a protracted process of constitution

extending  itself  for  over  seven  years,  was  formally  established  in  December  19732933,

seeking “to activate spiritual life and to bring the church closer to the people”2934 as well as

to adapt “the orientations of Vatican Council II to the Lebanese reality”2935, or the Social

Movement (MS – Mouvement Social) established by the young Greek-Catholic Archbishop

of Beirut, Mgr. Grégoire Haddad, whose “controversial” theological propositions2936 would

eventually cost him his episcopal position2937. 

Beyond the theological scandal around his journal  Afaq, Mgr. Haddad had become

known by the activities developed by his Mouvement Social in the combat against poverty

and social exclusion2938. In common to its contemporary movements in the West, Haddad’s

MS tried to overcome the charity-based “assistentialist”2939 approach traditionally followed

2932Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 51.
2933Its manifesto, far less radical than that of the JEC (see below), is available on Annex IX to the present dissertation.
2934KHAZEN, 2000, 78.
2935Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 77.
2936KHAZEN, 2000, 79. He affirmed that “God [...] is an interior presence discovered by the experience of freedom

and reason” (Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 88) and that there was a need to “free Christians from Christianity, from
the Church (that is, not to keep them prisoners of ecclesiastical institutions, Christian civilizations, culture, art or
Christian languages)” (Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 188), while stating, to the scandal of considerable sections of
the faithful (OLJ,  04/24/1974),  that  “the words of the Creed are no longer understood in today’s world” (OLJ,
04/27/1974). Points of view which, in the Greek-Catholic Patriarch’s opinion, represented “an environment putting
in doubt all – or at least most – of the givens of the Faith, concerning the Holy Scripture, Tradition, [and] what [he
defines as] ‘the Institutional Church’, which We simply call the Holy Church” (Radio-Liban, 05/05/1974, cit. in
Proche-Orient Chrétien,  1974, 192-193), while for Mgr. Pierre al-Raci,  Greek-Catholic patriarchal auxiliary and
chairman of the Patriarchal Commission charged with the investigation of Haddad’s writings, “what Mgr. Grégoire
preaches is not a heresy but another religion [...]: a new Gospel, a Christ different from that of Christians, new
criteria of truth, a new conception of Salvation” (Le Lien, 1974, 32-33, Cit. in Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 370).

2937Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 191-194, 369-383.
2938TRABOULSI, 2007, 177; KHAZEN, 2000, 79.
2939BOFF, 1986, 22. Cf. Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 78.
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by Catholic  institutions  to  substitute  it  by a  new,  social  justice-centered  “liberating”2940

perspective, which joined the denunciation of what he perceived as social injustices to the

buildup  of  medical  care  facilities,  particularly  in  Muslim villages  all  through  Southern

Lebanon2941.  As a logical consequence of this renewed viewpoint, the MS not only “was

gradually politicised”, as Farid el-Khazen affirms2942, but was, in itself, a strongly political

movement  which  did  not  take  long  to  assume,  as  many  of  its  counterparts  in  Latin

America2943, the legitimacy of armed struggle for the achievement of a goal perceived as just

and legitimate: in the case of the MS, this goal was, naturally, the liberation of Palestine with

the PLO identified as the vehicle for the achievement thereof2944. 

1968 would  know,  moreover,  the  development  of  yet  another  movement,  whose

political involvement and influence would overshadow that of its counterparts: the Jeunesse

Étudiante Chrétienne (JEC). A part of a global movement, the Lebanese branch of the JEC

was set up in the early 1960s under the influence of “the Marxist currents that swept Europe

in [that  period] and [of]  the Liberation Theology that emerged in  Latin America”2945,  as

would already be proven by its 1964 congress where, in the presence of 200 international

delegates,  the  organization  reaffirmed  its  commitment  to  a  theme  rather  familiar  to

Liberation Theology: the “preferential option for the poor”2946. The JEC’s most important

conference, at least from a political point of view, was, however, bound to take place in

December 1968. 

The 1968  séminaire d’études was  preceded by the consecration of  the Christmas

2940BOFF, 1986, 22.
2941KHAZEN, 2000, 79.
2942KHAZEN, 2000, 79.
2943SIGMUND, 1991, passim; SONTAG, 1990, passim; SONTAG, 1989, passim.
2944TRABOULSI, 2007, 177; KHAZEN, 2000, 79.
2945KHAZEN, 2000, 79.
2946KHAZEN, 2000, 79. Cf. DUQUOC,1987 [1989], 29-43.
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1968  issue  of  L’Orient  Culturel to  the  theme  of  ‘Our  Church  in  Question’.  In  the

publication,  several  of  the  main  representatives  of  the  reformist  movement,  from  all

Christian Lebanese communities, questioned – many of them in rather harsh terms – the

structure and functioning of the Lebanese Churches. Good examples thereof would be Mgr.

Khodr’s  article,  where  he  accused  “Maronites  and  Muslims”  of  being  inspired  by  a

“Crusader spirit” in their “rivalry  [...] for the possession of the country”2947, whereas the

Maronite Professor Munir Chamoun considered that “the Lebanese Christian has, first and

foremost,  to  confront  his  own  Church,  most  of  the  time  prisoner  of  a  conservative

traditionalism”, qualifying the hierarchy as an “outdated” structure2948, points of view shared

by Maronite priest A. Hamid Murani and Salvatorian monk Bishara Sarji, who criticized the

founding  elements  of  political  confessionalism  which  leads,  in  Sarji’s  expression,  to

concentrate on “political self-affirmation and the defense of privileges-rights [...] forgetting

the universality of the Good News”2949. Even some hierarchs, like Mgr. Michel Doumith, the

Maronite  Archbishop  of  Sarba,  acknowledged  the  need  to  “rethink”  the  ecclesiastical

organization  and  structure2950,  while  Mgr.  Jean  Marun,  archpriest  of  Beirut’s  Maronite

Cathedral,  called  for  a  renewal  in  the  social  action  of  his  Church,  including a  “greater

contribution to the promotion of the masses”2951 and a transformation of the Church toward a

less  clerical  and  more  transparent  style,  including  a  veiled  criticism  toward  the

congregations’ expansive landholdings all throughout Lebanon2952. Finally, the issue opened

its pages to several engaged representatives of the clergy, from Makram Kozah, a seminarian

working  in  a  factory,  who  underlined  the  harsh  working  conditions  of  the  industrial

proletariat while pointing out the apparent hypocrisy of reclaiming the  preferential option

2947Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 47.
2948Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 47.
2949Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 48.
2950Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1967, 49.
2951Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1967, 50.
2952Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1967, 50.
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for the poor while “religious properties (waqfs [sic]) occupy 27% of Lebanon’s territory”2953,

while the JEC itself demanded the fusion of the Lebanese universities into a single national

university “affordable for the children of the people”2954, while denouncing the “collusion of

numerous senior members of the Church with the ruling and exploitative classes” which

contradicted, in their  opinion, the prescriptions of  Populorum Progressio2955.  The student

Salim Nasr, in the name of the so-called Leftist Christians, wrote a scathing manifesto where

he denounced the “wealthy Church”, the “fortress Church that [...] replies around herself [...]

trying  to  rebuild  the  Nation-Church  around  the  community  chief”,  while  ignoring  “the

conciliar texts and the social encyclicals”2956.

By the time when the JEC finally celebrated its congress on “Church and politics in

Lebanon”2957, held between December 28 and 31, 1968, in the Christ the King convent, to

the north of Beirut, several of its main themes had already been effectively expounded in the

pages of L’Orient Culturel so that, when its manifesto was finally published2958, it repeated

most of the ideas on Church reform, social equality, and Third-worldism expressed by the

authors mentioned above who, to a large extent, were also participants and speakers at the

seminaire d’études. However, the relevance of the JEC’s congress, and the polemic arising

in its aftermath, was not centered on the radical scope of its religious-clerical proposals –

which Farid el-Khazen identifies, nonetheless, as “tantamount to a declaration of war against

2953Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1967, 51.
2954Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1967, 52.
2955Proche Orient Chrétien, 1967, 52. Populorum Progressio was an Encyclical letter issued by Paul VI on March 26,

1967, dealing with development and poverty. The pontifical document would earn both praise and criticism for its
critique of “unbridled liberalism” (§ 26. Cf.  § 76) as well as for its apparent call for extensive reform and public
intervention in the economy in order to avoid a revolution (§§ 30-34, 50),  including intensive redistribution of
wealth (§ 34, 49) and fairer trade relations (§§ 57-61). The encyclical’s revolutionary undertones can be further
identified in § 37, where family planning, within “the dictates of the moral law”, was expressly authorized while a
charity-based aid to the poor openly snubbed (§ 47), demanding, on its place, “a full-bodied Humanism” (§ 42) for
the “common development of Mankind” (Chapter II).  The encyclical ended amid calls toward a more effective
collaboration among nations (§§ 62-63, 66-69, 73, 77, 78, 84).

2956Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1967, 52.
2957Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1967, 53.
2958Vid. Annex V to the present dissertation.
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the Church and a call to the faithful for revolt”2959–  but on its political message, contained

essentially in its fourth paragraph:

Nous  refusons  une  Église  étrangère  à  son  environnement  et  dépendante  de  la  civilisation

occidentale. Nous voulons une Église et des chrétiens qui se considèrent partie intégrante du

monde arabe [...]. Ceci requiert d’être totalement solidaire du peuple palestinien dans sa lutte

pour recouvrer son droit à sa patrie.2960

In adopting this resolution, the JEC put herself against the Lebanese nationalist line

traditionally defended by both the Christian political élite – though admittedly with nuances

– and the Maronite Patriarch himself who, already by 1969, would warn of the “destabilising

repercussions of the PLO armed presence on Lebanese politics and society”2961. Thus, the

JEC joined itself to the choir of leftist Christian voices, from Mgrs. Haddad and Khodr to

the  1973-established  Gathering  of  Engaged  Christians  (Tajammuc al-Masihiyyin  al-

Multazimin) with such figures as Maronite priests Yuwakim Mubarak and Michel Hayik, for

whom “support for the PLO was justified on political, humanistic and religious grounds”2962.

It can be argued, on a comparative perspective, that the fascination of the bourgeois (most of

them  were  students  from  the  private  Université  Saint-Joseph)  JECistes with  the

revolutionary praxis undertaken by the Palestinian Organizations was not different from that

of their peers in North America with Viet Cong or, as was said above, that of the Liberation

Theologians with the guerrilla movements all through Central and South America. If we

admit Medard Kehl’s idea regarding the symbolic date of 1968 as a  cultural caesura, it is

clear that, for the students that were, with “revolutionary fever”2963, at the forefront of the

cultural change, violence appeared as the necessary catalyst to bring it about.

2959KHAZEN, 2000, 80. Cf. TRABOULSI, 2007, 176.
2960Vid. Annex V.
2961KHAZEN, 2000, 79.
2962KHAZEN, 2000, 81. Cf. TRABOULSI, 2007, 177.
2963SONTAG, 1989, 270.
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As could be expected, the manifesto’s political implications had a strong impact on

Lebanese society. Already by January 12, 1969, Father Aucagne reproached the  JECistes

their “complete lack of patience and realism” as well as their oversight of “the divine reality

of the Church as perceived by the authentic Oriental tradition”2964, which risked to split the

Church. More interesting from a political point of view was the open letter published, on

January 19, by  three former JEC leaders, Marcel Abu Suwan, Munir Chamoun and Joseph

Hatim,  in  the  pages  of  L’Orient where  they  nuanced  some  of  the  resolutions  of  the

December congress, revealing, in point number three of their argumentation, the uneasiness

of large sectors of Christian opinion vis-à-vis the already famous paragraph four of the JEC

manifesto:

L’Église  n’est  ni  orientale  ni  occidentale  mais  une ;  il  s’agit,  pour  l’Église  du  Liban,  de

redécouvrir  son  patrimoine  oriental  et  son  appartenance  au  monde  arabe,  mais  sans

isolationnisme, avec un cœur aux dimensions du monde.2965

The increasing criticism against the manifesto forced the intervention of some of its

main inspirators, like the Jesuit priest Augustin Dupré-Latour, who affirmed that the former

was but “the expression of a true and authentic love – perhaps clumsy in its very force – for

Her  that  we  call  our  Mother  the  Holy  Church”2966,  arguing  moreover  that  the  entire

manifesto was in line with the Conciliar Doctrine; or Mgr. Haddad, who, in a long article in

L’Orient, strongly defended the main points of the manifesto, with a particular emphasis on

the Arab-Palestinian issue which so much controversy had caused ever since its publication.

In his own words:

2964L’Orient Culturel, 01/12/1969. Cit. in Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 55.
2965L’Orient, 01/19/1969.
2966L’Orient Culturel, 01/19/1969. Cit. in Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 55.
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Refuser une certain dépendance  [...]  vis-à-vis  de l’Occident,  c’est  refuser  les  « anti-valeurs »

d’une  civilisation  « moderne » matérialiste ;  c’est  ne  pas  vouloir  confondre  la  culture  gréco-

romaine  avec  le  christianisme,  malgré  leur  enrichissement  mutuel  [...]  c’est  vouloir  que  les

chrétiens libanais  cessent  de se  sentir  étrangers  les  uns  aux autres à  cause  de leurs  cultures

différentes et étrangères à leur environnement. L’Église transcende toutes les cultures, y compris

la  culture  arabe ;  celle-ci  constitue  cependant  l’environnement,  c’est-à-dire  le  milieu

d’incarnation, de l’Église du Liban [...].

Vouloir  que  le  Liban  s’intègre  dans  une  grande  « nation »  arabe  est  une  position  politique

librement  défendue  ou  refusée ;  mais  ce  serait  contraire  à  l’Évangile  de  bâtir  un  Liban

prospère sans tenir compte de tout le monde arabe environnant et de son développement .

La Palestine faisant partie de cet environnement, le combat du chrétien libanais pour la justice

doit comporter la solidarité avec les réfugiés palestiniens dans leur droit à recouvrer leur

patrie, le jugement sur les moyens étant laissé à la conscience de chacun.2967

Mgr. Haddad’s reappraisal received a frontal rebuttal from the political arena, with

Antoine Najm,  al-Kata’ib’s main ideologue, rejecting that the Arab world was the  milieu

d’incarnation (bi’at al-tajassud) of Lebanese Christians and arguing that “the Christian’s

bi’at al-tajassud is mankind at large”2968 so that the “duty of the Christian towards his brother

pays no regard to differences of nationality, language, religion or race”2969, while affirming

that  the  intermediate  layer  between  “man’s  personal  environment  and  the  broader

environment of humanity at large”2970 was not occupied by al-qawm but by a nation (watan)

legally represented by the State, which thus becomes “the window from which an individual

looks at mankind [so that] there is no contradiction between nationalism and humanity”2971.

2967L’Orient, 01/27/1969. My emphasis.
2968ENTELIS, 1976, 81.
2969ENTELIS, 1976, 81.
2970ENTELIS, 1976, 82.
2971ENTELIS, 1976, 82.
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For al-Kata’ib, as the foremost representative of the Libanist ethos, the only possible milieu

d’incarnation was, therefore, Lebanon itself, and it is certain to affirm that most hierarchs,

both in the Maronite Church and in the other Lebanese Catholic communities, were closer to

Najm’s position than to Mgr. Haddad’s, whose ideas, and those of the JEC were perceived as

“too radical and greatly compromising of Lebanese national interests”2972. 

From 1969 onward,  the  hierarchy would  start  to  react, in  a  prefiguration  of  the

conservative revolution heralded by John Paul II’s accession to the Throne of Saint Peter in

1978,  by reaffirming  tradition  and reasserting  episcopal  and  patriarchal  authority.  Some

progressive priests, the likes of Hector al-Duwayhi, would be variously punished, demoted

or even expelled from the country2973. Mgr. Haddad would eventually be removed from his

see – albeit for valid theological reasons, as explained above, and not without due process,

including several appeals to Rome – while the JEC was severely tamed and confined to the

realm of social activism, far apart from the political field it had dared to thread in 1968. For

a Church so identified with its role as fortress as the Maronite Church, always proud of its

steadfastness and self-reliance on the Mountains of its forefathers, Vatican Council II had

already been a shocking experience2974, altering deeply-held beliefs and cherished practices,

but to admit a kind of trahison des clercs like the one in the making by the late 1960s was

something that  both  Patriarch  and common folk,  attached as  their  were to  their  secular

traditions, were simply unwilling to accept.

Church dissent was, however, reflective of the radicalization of wide sectors of the

Christian intelligentsia2975 and a promising – even if paradoxical – signal of the increasing

2972KHAZEN, 2000, 80.
2973KHAZEN, 2000, 81; JOUMBLATT, 1982, 58-59.
2974JOUMBLATT, 1982, 58.
2975KHAZEN, 2000, 81.
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convergence,  at  least  in  educated,  relatively  affluent  sectors  of  Lebanese  society  –  as

regretted by Zakariyya Nsuli in 19752976, between Christians and Muslims. As will be seen

below, internal and external factors prevented this convergence from fully fructifying. 

*                    *                    *

The good will toward Lebanon expressed by the Pope and the new Christian perspectives

which were being opened by the JEC and Mgr. Haddad notwithstanding, the political situation saw

a stiff degradation during the Summer of 1968. Yafi’s Cabinet, lacking any parliamentary support

and constantly battered by both al-Hilf and al-Nahj2977, started to founder against the mutual vetos

opposed by both sides,  which prevented  the  Prime Minister  from turning the Executive into  a

national unity government, as requested by the President of the Republic2978. Thus, in a thrust to tear

apart the cordon sanitaire that had been imposed around the Chamounist NLP ever since Chéhab’s

accession  to  power,  al-Hilf refused to  partake  in  any Cabinet  without  representatives  from the

latter’s  party,  while  for  Karami  and  his  followers,  it  was  thoroughly  unacceptable  to  share

governmental responsibilities with their enemies of 19582979. Faced by such a political deadlock,

Prime  Minister  Yafi  submitted  his  resignation  on  October  9,  which  he  subsequently  tried  to

withdraw, in a rather shocking maneuver inspired, in President Hélou’s opinion, by Nahjist short-

term political interests2980.

Faced by this  political  deadlock and against  the  growing social  polarization  around the

Palestinian question2981,  the Head of State announced, on October 19, his intention to resign2982,

2976Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 185.
2977BOUTROS, 2010, 170; AMMOUN, 2004, 417.
2978AMMOUN, 2004, 417.
2979Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1968, 382; AMMOUN, 2004, 417; CHAMI, 2004, 162.
2980HÉLOU, 1995, Vol. 3, 136.
2981KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, passim; AMMOUN, 2004, 418; RABBATH, 1986, 576.
2982Le Monde, 10/22/1968; BOUTROS, 2010, 170; AMMOUN, 2004, 418; CHAMI, 2004, 162-163; HÉLOU, 1997,

266.
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which  he  forthwith  retired  before  the  choir  of  voices,  including  the  Patriarch  himself2983,  that,

unprepared  for  the  resignation  and  fearing  a  dangerous  political  void  at  a  critical  juncture  in

Lebanese history,  rushed to Sin al-Fil – where President Hélou’s family home was located – to

request  the  President  to  reconsider  his  decision.  Whereas  Hélou  tried  to  wrap  up  both  his

resignation and its withdrawal in rather lofty justifications, his Memoirs do not fail to acknowledge

the true political causes underlying his decision:

Depuis l’été 1968, je pensais démissionner. Il me semblait que j’avais réussi à faire rétablir un système

pleinement démocratique, grâce au respect de la liberté. D’autre part, les problèmes dont j’étais assailli,

notamment celui des fedayins palestiniens, étaient de plus en plus difficiles. Enfin, l’hostilité dont

j’étais injustement l’objet de la part du parti de Fouad Chéhab [...] me compliquait l’existence.

[...] ce qui pesa le plus sur ma décision de rester, malgré tout, ce fut l’avis, presque l’avertissement d’un

messager me disant que, dans les conditions où je présentais ma démission, rien n’était moins sûr qu’une

élection présidentielle régulière, et que notre régime politique en serait gravement secoué.2984

Thus, and whereas Chéhab’s resignation had allowed the General to legitimize his presence

at the State’s helm after a somehow questionable accession procedure, Hélou’s attempt had been an

assertion of presidential power vis-à-vis the politicians’ quarrels, which allowed him to impose his

will: faced by the risks of a power vacuum, the assembly had to give in to the Chief Executive’s

intention to set up a four-member unanimitary Cabinet constructed on the post-1958 la ghalib la

maghlub national  reconciliation  Executive  model2985.  cAbdallah  al-Yafi  retained  the  Council’s

chairmanship2986,  accompanied  by  another  Sunni,  Hussayn  al-cUwayni,  and  two  Maronite

2983Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1968, 381.
2984HÉLOU, 1995, Vol.  3,  134, 137. My emphasis.  His Arabic memoir  offers an almost verbatim account  of his

resignation (HÉLOU, 1997, 266).
2985Le Monde, 10/22/1968;  KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 72; BOUTROS, 2010, 170; AMMOUN, 2004, 418; HÉLOU,

1997, 266.
2986Cabinet  cAbdallah  al-Yafi  VIII  (10/20/1968-01/15/1969):  cAbdallah  al-Yafi  (S),  Prime  Minister,  Minister  of

Finance, National Education, Labor, Social Affairs and Informaiton; Hussayn al-cUwayni (S), Minister of Foreign
Affairs, Émigrés, Defense and Economy; Pierre Gemayel (M), Interior Minister, Minister of Public Health, Tourism
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representatives: Raymond Eddé and Pierre Gemayel. The new Cabinet, while representative of the

“two opposing parties”, in Hélou’s own expression2987, had also opted for moderation2988 by leaving

without the most conspicuous representatives from both tendencies, namely Karami and Chamoun.

The new Executive was soon, however, to face important challenges that precipitated its downfall.

Only a few days after the Cabinet’s swearing in, it had to grapple with the infiltration of

around  a  hundred  armed  men,  belonging  both  to  al-Fath and  al-Saciqah  – the  Syrian-led  and

-controlled Palestinian militia, who penetrated Lebanese territory in the vicinity of Mount Hermon.

Encountered by a patrol of the Lebanese army, an exchange of fire took part, in the course of which

a  Palestinian  commando  was  killed  and  there  were  several  wounded  on  both  sides2989.  The

Government’s reaction to the infiltration was swift and followed the recommendations put forward

by Colonel Yusif Shmayyit, chief of Staff of the Army and “a great patriot” in Joe Khoury-Hélou’s

assessment of the character2990, who suggested blocking the fida’iyyin in order to avoid the possible

risks  that  their  operations  against  Israel  might  bring  about  for  Lebanon.  In  President  Hélou’s

account:

Les fedayine sont là parce qu’ils ont reçu de l’aide et du ravitaillement en vivres et en munitions. Ils

représentent un grand danger pour nous et pour eux-mêmes. Nous ne pouvons pas les laisser au Liban.

Nous amènerions, derrière ces combattants, les loups israéliens.

Ma proposition est de bloquer les fedayine là où ils sont, dans les environs de Helta, et de leur couper les

facilités de communication et le ravitaillement. [...] Les fedayine ne tarderont pas à rentrer à leurs bases,

hors du Liban.2991

and Communications; Raymond Eddé (M), Minister of Public Works, Transportation, Agriculture, General Planning
and Hydroelectric Resources.

2987HÉLOU, 1995, vol. 3, 137. Vid. also Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1968, 381-382.
2988TRABOULSI, 2007, 153.
2989BOUTROS, 2010, 171; AMMOUN, 2004, 419; CHAMI, 2004, 165; KHAZEN, 2000, 141; HÉLOU, 1997, 266;

PETRAN, 1987, 98; DAWISHA, 1980, 22.
2990KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 72. Cf. HÉLOU, 1984, 93-94.
2991HÉLOU, 1995, Vol. 3, 143-144. Cf. HÉLOU, 1997, 267.
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In this  context,  Tabitha Petran’s  unsourced affirmation that  the  commandos had entered

Lebanese  soil  with  President  Chéhab’s  approval  needs  to  be  here  formally  rejected.  Such  a

proposition would contradict the well-researched evidence that the General, all his differences with

President Hélou notwithstanding, was well within the Christian mainstream regarding the presence

of armed Palestinian commandos on Lebanese soil2992.  Thus, he supported the Palestinian cause

insofar as this support did not harm Lebanon or its legitimate interests, a position that he maintained

both in his public2993 and in his private analyses of the situation, to the point of even advocating a

certain ill-defined cooperation  between Israel and Lebanon in order to properly seal the common

border, thus discouraging further infiltrations2994. Against this backdrop, Petran’s suggestions can be

easily dismissed even if the  complex relations between the  Deuxième Bureau and the Palestinian

refugees in Lebanon or the interview between cArafat and Chéhab in the end of 19682995 are borne in

mind.

Yafi’s quadripartite Cabinet had to face, moreover, a generalized student unrest pitting the

leftist  students against their  rightist  counterparts2996. On November 7, and following several pro-

Palestinian demonstrations held in the aftermath of Balfour  Day (November 2)2997,   a group of

2992MALSAGNE, 2011, 450-454; KHAZEN, 2000, 157.
2993Vid. al-Sayyad, 06/17/1971. Cit. in MALSAGNE, 2011, 454 where the General affirmed (my emphasis):

Le rôle arabe du Liban doit être celui d’un frère, d’un allié et d’un associé dans la limite de ce qu’il
peut apporter comme sacrifices à la cause de la Palestine sans que cela puisse lui porter préjudice.

2994In May 1969, the American ambassador forwarded a confidential telegram to Washington, where Chéhab was
reported as saying that the Lebanese government-Palestinian resistance conflict could be easily solved: 

[...]  if  Israel  does everything possible to  “fully  defend” its  side of  the border against  Fedayeen
incursions  from Lebanon [,  i]n effect  Israel  will  be  complementing  Lebanon’s  efforts  to  contain
Fedayeen, and actions of both countries could eventually discourage Fedayeen from attempting cross-
border operations from Lebanon. Chehab asked that USG [United States Government] make Israel
aware of Lebanon’s serious predicament and urge Israel to do everything possible to control its side
of [the] border in a joint effort to make Fedayeen operations across this border too cumbersome and
costly to be condoned.
(Embassy in Beirut to the Secretary of State, 05/01/1969. My emphasis). 

2995HÉLOU, vol. 2, 144-145.
2996“Violentes manifestations d’étudiants à Beyrouth et à Tripoli”,  Le Monde,  11/15/1968;  Le Monde, 11/14/1968;

WINSLOW, 1996, 154; DAWISHA, 1980, 22.
2997PETRAN, 1987, 98.
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students  belonging  to  al-Kata’ib “attacked  and  manhandled  [...]  the  students  [of  the  École

Supérieure des Lettres], who had decreed a strike” in solidarity with the Palestinian resistance in

Jordan2998, which was facing the armed opposition of the Hashimite Government to their actions2999.

The alleged participation of Pierre Gemayel’s son, Bashir, in the action against the striking students

provoked the  movement  of  up  to  six  thousand  leftist students,  who organized  a  demonstration

against the Interior Minister in the course of which a Lebanese flag was rumored to have been

trampled upon3000 or burnt3001 by the protesters. The response from the other side of the political

divide did not  take long to arrive for,  on November 12,  the principals  of  the Catholic  schools

condemned the incidents and suggested that the Palestinian cause was being used by those – leftist –

groups  with  the  ultimate  goal  of  “spreading  troubles  and  division”3002,  while  reaffirming  their

support for Minister Gemayel. The mobilization of the Catholic school system continued with a

demonstration, on November 14, where around 20,000 students, in Beirut alone, marched around

Ashrafiyyah,  demanding a  “Lebanese Lebanon”3003 and chanting the national  anthem until  they

were received by Prime Minister Yafi, who called for “fraternal coexistence” between Muslims and

Christians3004. The demonstrations were not, however, that peaceful in Tripoli, where the Catholic

demonstration, despite Mgr. Abed’s misgivings vis-à-vis its celebration3005, was faced by a counter-

demonstration3006. In the ensuing clash between both sides, a young  Muslim, Bassam Maracabi, was

killed and the chairman of the local High School Student Committee was kidnapped by a party of

“too zealous Phalangists and Zghartawis”, being subsequently liberated thanks to the Archbishop’s

intervention3007.

2998Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1968, 382. Cf. BOUTROS, 2010, 171; CHAMI. 2004, 168-169; PETRAN, 1987, 98.
2999Le Monde, 11/05/1968
3000Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1968, 383.
3001BOUTROS, 2010, 171.
3002Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1968, 383.
3003Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1968, 383. Cf. BOUTROS, 2010, 171; AMMOUN, 2004, 420; CHAMI, 2004, 169.
3004Proche-Orient  Chrétien,  1968,  383.  Cf.  “Les  manifestations sont  interdites  à  la  suite  des  bagarres  de jeudi”,

“Violentes manifestations”, Le Monde, 11/15/1968.
3005Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1968, 384.
3006“Les manifestations sont interdites”, Le Monde, 11/15/1968.
3007Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1968, 384. Cf. “Violentes manifestations”,  Le Monde, 11/15/1968; CHAMI, 2004, 169 ;

PETRAN, 1987, 98.
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The student agitation, despite its almost having caused the Cabinet’s downfall, with Prime

Minister Yafi threatening, on November 12, to resign due to the growing unrest in the country3008,

was soon to be remembered as a minor incident against the huge political and social row caused by

the attack of December 28, 1968.

On December 26, 1968, armed gunmen linked to George Habash’s People’s Front for the

Liberation of Palestine (PFLP)3009 attacked an Israeli airliner bound for Paris and New York as it

was laying over in the Airport of Athens3010. The fida’i action caused the death of a passenger and

harmed several others when the aircraft was repeatedly shot with machine guns and bombed with

hand grenades3011, whose explosion caused a small fire, rapidly suffocated by the crew. Beyond the

specific characteristics of the attack, the Israeli Cabinet, which had already threatened to take severe

reprisals against Lebanon unless  fida’i  infiltration was halted, blamed the Arab countries3012, and

particularly Lebanon3013 where, according to Tel Aviv, the PFLP commandos “train openly [...] with

the encouragement of the government”3014, and publicly announced that it was already considering

the  retaliatory  measures  that  were  to  follow this  “attack  of  an  unprecedented  gravity”3015.  The

accusations leveled by the Israeli Executive were forcefully rejected by the Lebanese Government,

which denied the existence of commando training camps on Lebanese soil3016, and remembered the

Jewish State that Lebanon could not be made legally responsible for actions having taken place

3008Le Monde, 11/13/1968, 11/14/1968.
3009“Israel considera responsables a los Estados árabes”, La Vanguardia Española, 12/27/1968; “Los terroristas árabes

autores del atentado de Atenas, ante el juez”,  La Vanguardia Española, 12/29/1968; “Jérusalem met en cause le
Liban dans l’attaque de l’avion d’El  Al”,  Le Monde,  12/28/1968;  Le Monde,  12/30/1968;  CHAMI,  2004,  177;
HÉLOU, 1995, vol. 2, 147.

3010“Dos terroristas árabes atacan un avión israelita en el aeropuerto de Atenas”, La Vanguardia Española, 12/27/1968;
ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 177.

3011“Dos terroristas”, La Vanguardia Española, 12/27/1968.
3012“Israel considera”, La Vanguardia Española, 12/27/1968; “Jérusalem met en cause”, Le Monde, 12/28/1968.
3013BOUTROS, 2010, 172; TRABOULSI, 2007, 153; AMMOUN, 2004, 422; HÉLOU, 1997, 267; WINSLOW, 1996,

154.
3014“Jérusalem met en cause”, Le Monde, 12/28/1968.
3015“Jérusalem met en cause”, Le Monde, 12/28/1968. Cf. “Une partie trop inégale”, Le Monde, 12/31/1968.
3016Le Monde, 12/30/1968.
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“outside its territory by two Palestinians without a criminal record”3017,  whose exit from the country

had, moreover, been subjected to the dispositions of International and Domestic Law on stateless

persons.

The legal explanations forwarded by the Lebanese Cabinet were not enough to prevent the

reprisals of the Israeli military forces. On the night of December 28, four Israeli helicopters, “flying

at very low altitude” to avoid the radars3018 and transporting up to thirty IDF commandos who, in

arriving to the Airport of Beirut, descended to the ground and proceeded to methodically blow up

thirteen civilian airliners3019 belonging to  the three  Lebanese air  transport  companies,  the flag-

carrier  Middle  East  Airlines  (MEA),  the  Lebanese  International  Airlines  (LIA)  and  the  Trans-

Mediterranean Airlines (TMA), representing up to 60% of the entire Lebanese commercial aviation

fleet3020. The operation, entirely developed in barely forty-five minutes3021, did not leave behind any

casualty3022 – a fact that Tel Aviv would subsequently emphasize3023, all possible resistance from the

Lebanese security forces detached in the airport being stiffed from the very beginning of the Israeli

action, and any further intervention from the Lebanese military being halted by the throwing of

smoke bombs in the roads leading to the airport, as well as by the eventual opening of fire against

the vehicles deployed by the Lebanese armed forces, which led to their halting their march3024.

The  Israeli  action  against  Lebanon  provoked  an  almost  universal  international

condemnation3025. From the United States, which defined the attack as a “grave mistake and an ill-

3017Le Monde, 12/30/1968. Cf. CHAMI, 2004, 177; HÉLOU, 1995, vol. 2, 147.
3018AMMOUN, 2004, 421. Cf. CHAMI, 2004, 174; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 171.
3019“Treize appareils libanais entièrement détruits”,  Le Monde, 12/31/1968; BOUTROS, 2010, 171; CHAMI, 2004,

174; KHALAF, 2002, 217; HÉLOU, 1997, 267; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 171-172; RABBATH, 1986, 576.
3020AMMOUN, 2004, 421; CHAMI, 2004, 176, 177; KALAWOUN, 2000, 137.
3021“Treize appareils”, Le Monde, 12/31/1968; CHAMI, 2004, 175.
3022“Treize appareils”, Le Monde, 12/31/1968.
3023“Nos hommes avaient reçu des instructions strictes pour éviter toute perte de vies humaines, déclare un porte-

parole militaire israélien”, Le Monde, 12/31/1968; “Une partie”, Le Monde, 12/31/1968.
3024“Nos hommes”, Le Monde, 12/31/1968. HÉLOU, 1997, 267.
3025Najib cAlam al-Din, CEO of MEA, provides a detailed account of the messages of sympathy and offers of help that

his company received in the immediate aftermath of the attack, including the generous leases of aircraft suggested
both by the King of Morocco and the “Ruler of Kuwait”, but also by Western and even Eastern-Bloc airlines, like
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advised action” and promised to help Lebanon to “repair  the losses  [it  had] suffered”3026, in an

example of the political juggling that the American Government was forced to do given the fact that

both Israel and Lebanon were Western-aligned States, with Lebanon being “one of the few Arab

countries  considered  a  friendly  country”3027;  to  Egypt,  where  Nasser  expressed  his  “heartfelt”

condolences  to  “all  his  Lebanese  brethren”3028,  while  qualifying  the  attack  as  a  “small  Pearl

Harbor”3029 and prophesying that, contrary to Israel’s aims, the attack would only serve to “inflame

even further” the Palestinian resistance movement3030; Jordan, whose king Hussayn affirmed that

“the raid against Lebanon is an act of aggression against all Arab countries” and called for an Arab

Summit to commonly decide the measures to be taken “against the Israeli danger”3031; or France,

where General de Gaulle denounced in rather harsh terms the Israeli attack while announcing his

disposition  to  “support  Lebanon  against  any external  aggression”,  going  as  far  as  to  veto  the

dispatch  of  weapons  to  Israel,  including  the  “famous  Mirage  planes”3032.  Even  the  Holy  See,

through its official press organ L’Osservatore Romano, expressed in rather firm tones for an usually

mellifluous journal,  its  condemnation of the attack,  particularly taking into account,  the journal

stated, that “reprisals have hit a small peaceful country, committed to freedom, which has thus far

provided significant contributions to détente in this deeply perturbed region of the world”3033. These

statements were further completed by the words of Mgr. Alibrandi, Pontifical Nuncio to Lebanon,

who qualified the attack as “painful and inadmissible”3034 and the Pope himself who, in a message

addressed to President Hélou, not only expressed his condolences but also assured Lebanon of his

“moral support”3035. The  Vatican’s forward position would, however, cost the Pope the criticism of

the Soviet Union’s Aeroflot. (vid. ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 173-174). 
3026“M. Johnson : une grave erreur et un acte malavisé”, Le Monde, 12/31/1968.
3027“L’attaque  israélienne  contre  l’aérodrome  de  Beyrouth  suscite  une  réprobation  quasi  générale”,  Le  Monde,

12/31/1968.
3028HÉLOU, 1997, 268.
3029“Le Caire : “Un petit Pearl-Harbor”, Le Monde, 12/31/1968.
3030“Un petit Pearl-Harbor”, Le Monde, 12/31/1968.
3031“Le roi Hussein lance un nouvel appel pour une conférence des chefs des États arabes”, Le Monde, 12/31/1968.
3032Both quotes are from HÉLOU, 1997, 269.
3033L’Osservatore Romano, 12/30/1968.
3034Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 95.
3035Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 95).
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the Israeli authorities3036 who qualified his expressions as “anti-Israeli” and “anti-Jewish”3037.

Strong in the widespread support it  received from the international community,  Lebanon

submitted, already by December 293038, a complaint to the United Nations where the  Bilad al-Arz

recalled the unheard of nature of the Israeli attack, given that Lebanon had been made responsible

for the actions of a group of  commandos whom it had not helped in any capacity and without any

links with the Lebanese authorities, their presence on Lebanese soil being, moreover, forced by the

very fact of their refugee status3039, and furthermore claimed US$ 50 million in compensation for the

damages caused to private interests on Lebanese sovereign territory3040. The debate on the Security

Council centered on whether Israel should be formally charged with having broken international

peace  and  security3041,  which  would  have  opened  the  door  to  the  establishment  of  sanctions

according to Chapter 7 of the United Nations Charter3042. For the special envoy dispatched by the

Lebanese Republic, former Minister Fouad Boutros, the breach of peace was self-evident:

[...] Il s’agit d’une agression caractérisée, flagrante et préméditée portant sur des objectifs civils, mettant

en péril  non seulement  les  biens des particuliers  et  leur  vie,  mais  également  la  sécurité  d’un  centre

d’affaires international [...] Lorsqu’Isräel tente [...] de justifier l’agression, la menace contre la paix, le

défi  aux conventions d’armistice et  aux décisions de cessez-le-feu par des arguties,  il  est patent  que

celles-ci ne résistent pas à l’examen, car, selon ces dernières, le Liban serait responsable d’actes exécutés

en dehors de son territoire et bien entendu sans sa connaissance, et à plus forte raison sans sa connivence,

par des réfugiés palestiniens [...].

3036“L’idée d’une concertation des Quatre Grands suggérée par M. Michel Debré est accueillie avec intérêt à Jérusalem
et au Caire. Le Ministre israélien des cultes critique l’attitude du Pape”, Le Monde, 01/01/1969; “Le Grand Rabbin
Nissim qualifie d’ “anti-israéliens” les propos de Paul VI”, Le Monde, 01/04/1969.

3037“Le Grand Rabbin”, Le Monde, 01/04/1969.
3038HÉLOU, 1995, Vol. 2, 147; CHAMI, 2004, 174.
3039Vid. full text of the complaint on Annex IV to this dissertation.
3040“Aucun orateur n’a défendu la thèse israélienne”, Le Monde, 12/31/1968; HÉLOU, 1997, 268.
3041“Tractations en coulisse pour l’élaboration d’un projet de résolution”, Le Monde, 01/01/1969.
3042Particularly articles 39, 41 and 42.
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The former Minister, recalling Lebanon’s strict attachment to “the principles of the Charter”

and “scrupulous” observation of all United Nations conventions and resolutions in regards to the

Middle  East  conflict,  denounced  the  “unceasing”  provocations  of  Israel,  “by  all  means  at  its

disposal,  including  the  use  of  force,  violence  and  military  devices”  against  his  country  and,

reaffirming his Government’s denial of any links with the PFLP commandos, wondered whether

Israel would have undertaken the same measures had the  fida’iyyin who attacked the El Al plane

departed from “Rome, Paris, Milan or London” instead of Beirut. The Lebanese delegate put an end

to his intervention by recalling that Israel itself had used the same arguments as Lebanon to deny its

responsibility after the Eichmann operation:

[...]  la théorie sur le  plan du droit  international  selon laquelle  un État pourrait  être  tenu responsable

d’actes entrepris par des habitants sur son territoire agissant à l’extérieur, de leur propre chef, n’est plus à

démontrer : la négative est absolument certaine. Je n’en veux pour preuve que l’attitude d’Israël lui-même

[...] à l’occasion de l’affaire Eichmann. [...] Israël a développé toute une théorie [...] en vertu de laquelle

Israël considérait ne pouvoir être tenu pour responsable des agissements de ses nationaux à l’extérieur de

son territoire, à plus forte raison quand les agissements en question proviennent de personnes qui ne sont

pas des nationaux du Liban.3043

On December 31, the Security Council passed by unanimity3044, in what Najib cAlam al-Din

qualified as a “memorable decision”3045, its resolution 2623046, where Israel was condemned as a

breaker of the Charter, whose actions had jeopardized the upholding of peace. Even if sanctions

were not adopted3047, Israel was “solemnly warned” that further measures would be taken if such

acts  were  ever  to  be  repeated3048 and  Lebanon  was  recognized  the  right  to  “appropriate”

3043All quotes from Boutros’ speech have been taken from BOUTROS, 2010, 174-175.
3044“Le  raid  israélien  est  condamné  à  l’unanimité  mais  le  principe  des  sanctions  n’est  pas  retenu”,  Le  Monde,

01/02/1969; BOUTROS, 2010, 177; CHAMI, 2004, 174; HÉLOU, 1997, 268.
3045ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 175.
3046Vid. Annex VI to the present dissertation.
3047“Le raid”, Le Monde, 01/02/1969.
3048Article 3 of the Resolution.
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compensation for “the destruction it has suffered”3049. In expressing its rejection of the resolution,

which it qualified as “contrary to the United Nations Charter” and an “affront to the Israeli dead and

to the fundamental values of the United Nations”3050, the Jewish State ended up acknowledging,

through such an authorized figure as Yigal Alon, then Deputy Chairman of the Council, the true

motive behind the attack: “if Lebanon wants peace”, he said, “it must expel the commandos from its

territory”3051. The commando question would subsequently transform itself in the fundamental issue

of Lebanese politics. In exciting an already polemic question, Israel’s raid was eminently successful

in  destabilizing  Lebanon,  all  international  condemnations  notwithstanding.  As  President  Hélou

affirmed:

Israël avait réussi à infliger à l’État libanais une grave défaite, à bafouer l’armée et, par là, à encourager

toutes les  démagogies contre  l’ordre établi,  à  stimuler  tous les  mouvements de résistance libanais  et

palestiniens.3052

Beyond the international  success  achieved by Lebanon in its  denunciation of the Israeli

attack  (Le  pacifisme  a  été  payant,  titled  the  French  daily  Le  Monde3053),  the  raid  had  dire

consequences in the internal scenario, which witnessed a drastic increase in social mobilization.

Public anger3054 at the Army’s inability to defend the Lebanese soil, particularly when severe deficits

in the organization of the Armed Forces became evident3055, led the way to a wave of strikes and

demonstrations3056 (some  of  them  convened  by  the  Palestinian  organizations  themselves3057),

3049Articule 4 of the Resolution.
3050“Le raid”, Le Monde, 01/02/1969.
3051Le Monde, 01/07/1969. Cf. WINSLOW, 1996, 154; PETRAN, 1987, 99.
3052HÉLOU, 1995, Vol. 2, 160.
3053Le Monde, 01/08/1969.
3054CHAMI, 2004, 176-177; HÉLOU, 1997, 269; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 177; PETRAN, 1987, 99; RABBATH, 1986,

576; BARAKAT, 1977, 164.
3055“Le commandement de l’Armée libanaise est chargé du maintien de l’ordre”, Le Monde, 01/03/1969; KHOURY-

HÉLOU,  2014,  80;  AMMOUN,  2004,  427-428;  HÉLOU,  1995,  Vol.  2,  159-160;  PETRAN,  1987,  99-100;
BARAKAT, 1967, 164-165.

3056“Le gouvernement libanais proclame sa décision de répondre par la force des armes à toute agression israélienne”,
Le Monde, 01/02/1969; “Le commandement de l’Armée”, Le Monde, 01/03/1969.

3057“Le  développement  de  l’action  des  commandos  palestiniens  accroît  l’irritation  des  israéliens”,  Le  Monde,
01/03/1969.
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promptly banned3058 by a Cabinet fearful of losing control of the situation, which moreover, and

beyond the rhetorical  excesses  of  Prime Minister  Yafi3059,  entrusted the Army,  according to  the

dispositions of Decree-Law 10 of July 7, 1967,  with the upkeep of internal security3060, by putting

the civilian police forces under the direct orders of the Army commandment. Within this complex

internal  situation,  the  unlimited  strike  called  for  by  the  student  associations  of  all  five  major

Lebanese universities (Université Saint-Joseph, Arab University, American University, Université

Libanaise  and  Université  Saint-Esprit),  self-proclamed  the  “Student  Revolution”3061,  foreboded

further problems for the Lebanese establishment, since the students 

took advantage of the  [...] Airport affair to wage an all-out attack on [the] system, which they charged

with the full blame for the demonstrated helplessness of Lebanon in the face of Israel’s military might3062

and put forward a list of demands unlikely to be agreed upon by the conservative sector of

Lebanese politics, who already considered the  Student Revolution, in the chaotic diversity of its

demands3063, as part and parcel “of the Marxist thrust which was promoting radicalism [...] among

students in many parts of the non-Communist world”3064, including:

3058“Les manifestations sont interdites sur l’ensemble du territoire libanais”, Le Monde, 01/03/1969.
3059In a statement before the Chamber, the Prime Minister had declared:

Le Liban défendra seul son territoire. Nous ne demandons aucune garantie pour sa défense. Nous
remercions  les  États  qui  nous  ont  appuyés.  Nous  n’avons  pas  besoin  de  pitié.  Nous  réclamons
simplement notre droit et la justice.
(“Le  Liban  défendra  seul  son  territoire,  déclare  le  Ministre  des  Affaires  Étrangères”,  Le Monde,
01/06/1969).

Earlier  on,  the  Prime Minister  had  affirmed before  a  demonstration which  concentrated before  the  Sérail,  that
Lebanon supported the “holy project” of fida’iyyin operations. Yafi’s statements provoked the complaint of Fouad
Boutros, whose entire strategy in defending the Lebanese complaint before the UNSC had been based on denying
any involvement of the Lebanese Government with the Palestinian resistance in Lebanon. (Vid. BOUTROS, 2010,
178).

3060“Le commandement de l’Armée”, Le Monde, 01/03/1969.
3061SALIBI, 1976, 39. Cf. CHAMI, 2004, 182-183.
3062SALIBI, 1976, 39.
3063“Le  climat  d’anarchie  et  les  rivalités  partisanes  compromettent  la  formation  du  Gouvernement  libanais”,  Le

Monde, 01/14/1969; ENTELIS, 1972, 338-339.
3064SALIBI, 1976, 39. Cf. DE VICENTE, 1976, passim.
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– The trial of the civilian and military leadership who had incurred in negligence;

– The establishment  of  an obligatory military service  for  all  Lebanese,  “beginning by

university students”;

– The “effective protection” of key infrastructures;

– The fortification of the border villages;

– And, very particularly, the “reaffirmation of the legality of fida’iyyin action in Lebanon”

and the recognition of their “freedom of movement [...] without any hindrance”.3065

Faced  by  student  rebellion,  unable  to  justify  the  apparent  lack  of  preparedness  of  the

Lebanese Army, which was subject to the caustic criticism of the Arab press3066, and shaken by the

profound differences among its members3067– “victim of its own contradictions”, in the opinion of

President Hélou himself3068 –, Yafi’s four-men Cabinet fell down on January 8, Rashid Karami being

forthwith  entrusted  with  the  task  of  forming  a  new  Government3069.  Karami’s  difficulties  in

assembling a new coalition3070 revealed, moreover, the growing disconnection between the Sunni

élite,  committed to  the upkeep the Lebanese system, and the Sunni  Street3071,  already bound to

primarily  upholding  the  cause  of  Palestine  (“unconditional  support  for  the  fida’iyyin”  in  the

terminology employed by the  Deuxième Bureau3072). Fully conscious of this reality, which would

continue  increasing  itself  throughout  the  following  years,  Pierre  Gemayel,  as  member  of  the

quadripartite Executive,  had voiced a complaint which would rapidly become that of the entire

Christian section of the establishment:

3065“Les étudiants libanais décident une grève illimitée”, Le Monde, 01/06/1969. Cf. BARAKAT, 1977, 165.
3066HÉLOU, 1995, Vol. 2, 159.
3067AMMOUN, 2004, 431; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 175.
3068HÉLOU, 1997, 269.
3069“M. Rachid Karamé a été  chargé de former le  nouveau Gouvernement”,  Le Monde,  01/09/1969;  “M. Rachid

Karamé affirme que son gouvernement ne donnera aucun prétexte à Israël  pour attaquer le Liban”,  Le Monde,
01/11/1969; TRABOULSI, 2007, 153.

3070Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 96; HÉLOU, 1997, 269.
3071“Le climat d’anarchie”, Le Monde, 01/14/1969; STOAKES, 1975, 221; ENTELIS, 1972, 343-344.
3072Report 195, 05/28/1968. Cit. in HÉLOU, 1995, Vol. 3, 138 ff.
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Ce gouvernement est, dans le fond, composé de deux parties : l’une musulmane, l’autre chrétienne. Nous

avons plusieurs fois proclamé que nous étions prêts à assumer la responsabilité de maîtriser l’opinion

chrétienne, et avions demandé à l’autre partie de maîtriser l’opinion musulmane et de ne pas être à la

merci de la rue. C’était comme si nous parlions dans le désert.3073

Karami’s appointment,  directed at  calming the rising excitement of the Sunni  Street  and

leftist opinion, came about with the promise of implementing several of the measures demanded by

the  Student  Revolution,  and  very particularly its  willingness  to  establish an  obligatory military

service  or  fortifying  the  Southern  borders3074.  However,  and  despite  its  promises  to  coordinate

Lebanon’s defense and foreign policies with those of the neighboring Arab countries and supporting

the Palestinian cause “by all means possible”3075, Karami was forced to walk the tightrope between

satisfying  his  increasingly  radical  constituency  and  not  giving  Israel  further  cause  to  attack

Lebanon3076 – hence, the Prime Minister, while proclaiming that Lebanon could not be neutral in the

Arab-Israeli conflict3077, underlined that the fida’iyyin did not act from Lebanese soil and that he did

not intend to effect “any fundamental change in Lebanon’s policies”3078. The Council Chairman in

fieri had, moreover, to balance the diversity of political interests disputing the field of Lebanese

politics. The rupture of the  Chéhabist coalition after the defection of  al-Kata’ib and the steadfast

solidarity of all  Hilf  members in refusing to enter the Cabinet unless the cordon sanitaire against

Chamoun’s NLP was not definitely broken3079, together with Joumblatt’s increasing drift leftwards –

the  Druze  leader  had  expressed  his  refusal  to  “collaborate  with  elements  hostile  to  the  bill

instituting the obligatory military and social service and the complete freedom of movement for

Palestinian commandos”3080– threatened to paralyze the Lebanese system, holding it up against a

3073Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 96.
3074“M. Rachid Karamé a été chargé de former le nouveau Gouvernement”,  Le Monde, 01/10/1969. Cf. PETRAN,

1987, 100.
3075“M. Rachid Karamé”, Le Monde, 01/10/1969. Cf. SALIBI, 1976, 39.
3076“La formation du gouvernement libanais a rencontré des difficultés”, Le Monde, 01/13/1969.
3077Le Monde, 01/11/1969; “Le contrecoup du raid de Beyrouth”, Le Monde, 01/13/1969.
3078Le Monde, 01/11/1969.
3079“La  formation”,  Le  Monde,  01/13/1969;  “M.  Karamé  a  poursuivi  ses  consultations  en  vue  de  former  un

gouvernement”, Le Monde, 01/14/1969.
3080“La formation”, Le Monde, 01/13/1969. Cf. “Le climat”, Le Monde, 01/14/1969.
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growing pile of opposing vetos.

The brief spell heralded by the announcement, on January 16, that a new Cabinet had been

formed3081, excluding both Joumblatt’s PSP and Chamoun’s NLP3082, was bound to promptly sink

when, the day after, both Eddé and Gemayel, whose political formations had been included in the

Government,  refused  to  collaborate  with  Karami  unless  Chamoun’s  NLP was  included  in  the

Executive3083. The resignation of the two  zacimayn  was promptly followed by other members of

Karami’s  Cabinet,  including Nasri  al-Macaluf,  a  close collaborator  of Chamoun’s,  and Hussayn

Mansur, further threats of resigning being voiced by the two representatives of  al-Wasat, Nasim

Majdalani  –  who finally  remained  in  the  Executive  after  being  asked by the  Greek  Orthodox

hierarchy to do so3084 – and cAbd al-Latif al-Zayn3085. Faced by this wave of renunciations, Karami

remained, nonetheless, decided at building a Cabinet, proceeding forthwith to replace the resigning

Ministers by others, which gave way to an almost monochrome Executive including exclusively

members of the former  Chéhabist majority and independents3086. A formula which, not without a

grain of irony, President Hélou qualified as a “100% Nahji Cabinet”3087.

Excluded  from the  Cabinet,  the  Tripartite  Alliance  undertook  the  task  of  overthrowing

Karami’s Executive “by all means” at its disposal3088. A general strike was thus called for January

3081Cabinet Karami VII (01/15/1969-04/24/1969) (This list comprises the Ministers included in the Cabinet after the
resignations): Rashid Karami (S), Prime Minister, Finance Minister; Nassim Majdalani (GO), Deputy Chairman of
the Council,  Minister  of National  Economy;  Yusif Salim (GC),  Minister  of Foreign Affairs and Émigrés;  cAdil
cUsayran  (Sh),  Interior  Minister;  Majid  Arslan  (D),  Minister  of  Defense;  Bahij  Taqi  al-Din  (S),  Minister  of
Information; Habib Kayruz (M), Minister of Tourism; Khalil al-Khuri (M), Minister of Labor and Social Affairs;
René Mucawwad (M), Minister of Public Works and Transportation; cUthman al-Dana (S), Minister of Hydroelectric
Resources; Khatchik Babikian (AO), Minister of Public Health; Muhammad Safi al-Din (Sh), Minister of General
Planning;  cAbd  al-Latif  al-Zayn  (Sh),  Minister  of  Agriculture;  Joseph  Abu  Khatir  (M),  Minister  of  National
Education and Fine Arts; Shafiq Wazzan (S), Minister of Justice; Michel Murr (GC), Minister of Communications.

3082Le Monde, 01/17/1969; CHAMI, 2004, 185.
3083Le Monde, 01/18/1969; HÉLOU, 1997, 269; ENTELIS, 1976, 165-166.
3084Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 97.
3085Le Monde, 01/21/1969, 01/24/1969.
3086Le Monde, 01/24/1969; AMMOUN, 2004, 432.
3087HÉLOU, 1997, 269.
3088CHAMI, 2004, 185, 186, 189.
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30, which paralyzed Christian Lebanon3089, in a clear reflection of the generalized support that  al-

Hilf’s firm position benefited across the Christian public3090, but also revealing the growing gap that

was being opened between the isolationist forces of the mainly Christian right and the pan-Arab,

and  mainly  Muslim,  sector  supporting  the  left.  All  the  maneuvers  of  al-Hilf  notwithstanding,

Karami’s Cabinet managed to obtain the Chamber’s confidence in the course of a  stormy session,

celebrated in the aftermath of Eddé’s public attack against Chéhab, whom he accused of being

behind  the  crisis  in  order  to  justify  a  possible  comeback  in  1970  with  the  ultimate  aim  of

establishing a military dictatorship3091, and where the apparent consensus regarding the sanctity of

the  Palestinian  cause  was,  for  the  very first  time,  broken,  when a  NLP deputy denounced the

Palestinians as

bands of armed foreigners who were sent by the Baath and the communists to commit sabotage and sow

dissension among Lebanese and turn Lebanon into an easy prey for the enemy.3092

Excluded from the Cabinet, the leaders of the Tripartite Alliance celebrated, between March

7 and  9,  a  seminar  in  the  Mountain  resort  of  Brummana3093,  al-Matn,  where  the  three  leaders

reinforced  their  common  front  and  defined  the  ideologico-political  guidelines  of  their  action.

Beyond  their  social  proposals,  hardly  “revolutionary”  in  Denise  Ammoun’s  expression3094,  the

Christian alliance tackled the national crisis undergone by the country since, at least, the Israeli raid

against Beirut Airport. In this context, Al-Hilf thus underlined its support for the Palestinian cause

but, well within the mainstream Christian opinion, only insofar as that support did not “jeopardize

the existence of Lebanon and the security of its territory”3095 and demanded the President of the

3089Le Monde, 01/31/1969; BOUTROS, 2010, 180; CHAMI, 2004, 186; PETRAN, 1987, 100; ENTELIS, 1976, 167-
168

3090Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 96.
3091Le Monde, 01/29/1969; 01/30/1969; CHAMI, 2004, 187.
3092Middle East Record, 1969-1970, 905. Cit. in PETRAN, 1987, 100.
3093Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 268; AMMOUN, 2004, 433; CHAMI, 2004, 190-191; ENTELIS, 1976, 169-171.
3094AMMOUN, 2004, 433.
3095AMMOUN, 2004, 433. Cf. CHAMI, 2004, 190.
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Republic to “request the help of United Nations urgency forces to ensure the security of the national

territory”3096, once again – Eddé had already formulated a similar proposition back in June 19683097

–   a  petition  that  found  ready  echo  with  a  Christian  public  traditionally  favorable  to  an

internationally guaranteed Lebanese neutrality along the Swiss model. Thus responded the Alliance,

in  a  demand  that  would  remain  one  of  its  central  tenets  even  in  the  aftermath  to  the  Cairo

Agreement3098, to the words pronounced by former Foreign Minister, Hussayn al-cUwayni in the

immediate aftermath to the Airport attack, when he had affirmed that “Lebanon [would] defend

alone its territory” and rejected “any guarantee for its defense”3099.

Strong in their public support and with the endorsement they received from the Patriarch –

who had sent, much to the chagrin of the Maronite deputies of the governmental majority3100, a

message to the Brummana Seminar, which, despite the calculated ambiguity of the terms employed

therein3101 made public the full support of Bkirki to the Tripartite Alliance3102 – Chamoun, Gemayel

and Eddé presented their conclusions to the President of the Republic and asked him, moreover, to

restore relations with West Germany – broken after the establishment of diplomatic ties between

Bonn and Tel Aviv – and to incorporate al-Hilf into a new Cabinet wherein “the three parties would

be represented without any limitation”3103.  The Patriarch’s links to the Tripartite Alliance would

become even further clear when, on March 23, he pronounced “a violent speech”3104 in the course of

3096AMMOUN, 2004, 433. Cf. CHAMI, 2004, 190.
3097CHAMI, 2004, 153.
3098La Vanguardia Española, 03/04/1970.
3099“Le Liban défendra seul son territoire, déclare le Ministre des Affaires Étrangères”, Le Monde, 01/06/1969. Cf. 
CHAMI, 2004, 190-191.
3100Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 268.
3101The Patriarch limited himself to expressing some general good wishes, admittedly fashioned in clear-cut Libanist

idiom, demanding the participants in the seminar to:

demeurer solidaires pour le bien et œuvrer pour la consolidation des principes sur lesquels a été
fondée la nation libanaise et qui doivent lui assurer sa stabilité et sa prospérité dans un climat de paix
et de concorde.
(Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969).

3102ENTELIS, 1976, 168, 171.
3103Le Monde, 03/20/1969.
3104Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 268.
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which, after condemning “atheism and the slackening of morals”3105, he undertook a stiff defense of

Lebanese  sovereignty,  “jeopardized  by  extremist  principles”3106,  which  led  to  his  severely

castigating the Sunni leadership and to put in question the fundamentals of the National Pact:

[...] cette bataille que nous avons menée pour la fraternité, la solidarité et l’union a abouti à l’inverse de ce

que nous attendions. Elle a réussi à diviser les rangs car  ceux à qui nous avons tendu la main avec

amour  et  confiance,  dans  le  cadre  du  Pacte  National,  se  sont  aventurés  sur  les  sentiers  de

l’extrémisme et n’ont pas craint d’engager le pays dans la voie de la satellisation [...]. Le résultat est

devant nos yeux : un Liban dont le régime démocratique est agonisant, dont la vie parlementaire est sur le

déclin et dont les gouvernements dégringolent [...].

Mgr. Méouchy reproached, moreover, the apparent hypocrisy of those politicians refusing to

admit  that,  beyond the,  certain,  exterior threats  suffered by the  Bilad al-Arz,  there was also an

internal security problem, criticizing, as well, the use of confessional demands as a means to impose

the political goals of those sectors:

Le remède n’aurait  pas  été  difficile.  Il  suffirait  qu’il  y  ait  un responsable  capable  de faire  face  aux

zizanies  qui  ont  pris  la  place de la  Constitution  et  des lois  et  créé  des affrontements dans touts  les

domaines et  à  tous  les  niveaux. Mais  si  une  voix s’élève pour mettre en garde contre  le  danger

intérieur,  on brandit  immédiatement le  spectre du danger extérieur.  Si  quelqu’un fait  appel au

pouvoir civil pour défendre un droit, on le menace du pouvoir paracivil. Et si quelqu’un réclame une

réforme,  on  l’affronte  par  une  série  de  revendications  à  caractère  confessionnel.  Jusqu’à  quand  va

continuer cette triste situation et où ce naufrage nous menera-t-il ? Cela est d’autant plus inquiétant que le

pays est dans un climat d’irresponsabilité [...].3107

Justifying his  severe scolding of the political  élite  by affirming that  “silence constitutes

3105Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 268.
3106CHAMI, 2004, 192.
3107Cit. in CHAMI, 2004, 192-193. My emphasis.
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another form of danger”3108, the Patriarch ended his message by reaffirming one of the basic tenets

of political Maronitism: total sovereignty for Lebanon, without any limitation whatsoever:

[...] nos relations avec l’étranger doivent se conformer aux conventions internationales qui nous engagent

et  représentent non un danger mais une garantie pour nous. Nous devons rejeter la satellisation. Nous

avons lutté pour une existence libre et nous n’admettrons pas de substituts à la dignité et à la liberté.3109

The Lebanese political landscape, already altered by Brummana and the Patriarch’s harsh

mise en garde, was soon, however, to witness even further disruption, with the arrival in full force

of the Palestinian question as the single most divisive issue at both the élite and the Street levels. At

the beginning of April, 1969, a group of around three hundred Palestinian commandos belonging to

the Syrian-sponsored  Saciqah  militia “invaded”3110 Lebanese territory around the border town of

Shibaca3111. Their movement, probably due to the strategy changes in the Palestinian leadership after

the establishment of the Armed Struggle Command (Qiyadat al-Kifah al-Musallah) which joined

the  different  Palestinian  organizations  operating  in  Lebanon,  Jordan  and  Syria  under  a  single

military leadership3112, was the prelude to a wider Palestinian mobilization in Lebanon, with a total

of  about  3,000 Palestinian  men in  arms  being deployed in  South  Lebanon by the  Summer  of

19693113. 

Confronted by the extent of commando infiltration, the Lebanese Army “undertook drastic

measures”3114, under the direct orders of the Presidency of the Republic3115 and with the support of

the Prime Minister3116, to put an end to the foreign armed presence on Lebanese soil. The operations

3108CHAMI, 2004, 193.
3109Cit. in CHAMI, 2004, 193.
3110AMMOUN, 2004, 434.
3111KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 85; AMMOUN, 2004, 434; CHAMI, 2004, 195.
3112SALIBI, 1976, 39.
3113Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 269.
3114KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 85. Cf. HÉLOU, 1997, 270; PETRAN, 1987, 100-101.
3115Ibid.
3116“Le  gouvernement  en  difficulté”,  Le  Monde,  04/25/1969;  “L’état  d’urgence  est  instauré  par  le  Liban.  Les
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of the Lebanese Army caused the indignation of both the Sunni  Street and the neighboring Arab

capitals3117, which accused Beirut of trying to suppress the Palestinian resistance and of making its

army “an army that  would defend Israel’s  security”3118,  a  wave of  demonstrations  taking place

Lebanon-wide despite the proclamation of the state of emergency3119– which forbade such public

rallies, and in violation of the curfews established in Beirut, Tripoli, Sayda, Tyre or Ba calbak3120. In

this context, the repression, on April 23, of an unauthorized3121 – and violent3122 –  demonstration,

organized by “the local Muslims and the Palestinians, backed by Kamal Janbalat and the radical

parties”3123 in the city of Sayda, caused a serious political crisis when it became known that up to

fifteen protesters had been killed and a further eighty injured in the course of their clashes with the

Armed Forces3124. The day after, and in the midst of a stormy session of Parliament, where Interior

Minister  cAdil  cUsayran connected the incidents of previous days with the existence of a foreign

conspiracy against Lebanon’s “sovereignty and unity”3125, while Chamoun, “quasi-mythical symbol

of  integral Libanism”3126,  together  with  three  other  members  of  his  party  (Father  Simacan  al-

Duwayhi, Joseph and Nacim Mughabghab Jr.) refused to stand for the victims of Sayda3127, Prime

Minister Karami announced his resignation and formally declared that he would henceforth refuse

to  take  up  the  Council  chairmanship  until  “an  unequivocal  decision”  was  taken  around  the

fida’iyyin  issue3128, a position that earned the praise of the veteran  Chéhabist Georges Naccache,

échauffourées de Mercredi et Jeudi ont fait treize morts et de nombreux blessés”, Le Monde, 04/25/1969.
3117BOUTROS, 2010, 181; HÉLOU, 1997, 270, 275-277; CHAMI, 2004, 194-195; WINSLOW, 1996, 156; SMOCK

& SMOCK, 1976, 154.
3118“El Fath adresse une mise en garde aux “milieux libanais suspects””, Le Monde, 04/26/1969.
3119“L’état d’urgence”, Le Monde, 04/25/1969.
3120“L’état d’urgence”, Le Monde, 04/25/1969.
3121Even if all demonstrations were  a priori banned under the prescriptions of the state of emergency, the rally in

Sayda was specifically prohibited by Interior  Minister,  cAdil  cUsayran,  after  being requested to  authorize it  by
Kamal Joumblatt (PETRAN, 1987, 101. Cf. ENTELIS, 1972, 336).

3122HÉLOU, 1997, 270; AMMOUN, 2004, 436; KHAZEN, 2000, 143-144; SALIBI, 1976, 40.
3123SALIBI, 1976, 40. Cf. KHAZEN, 2000, 142-144.
3124SORBY, 2012, 72; TRABOULSI, 2007, 153-154; AMMOUN, 2004, 437; PETRAN, 1987, 101; ENTELIS, 1972,

337.
3125“Le  Ministre  de  l’Intérieur :  un  complot  a  été  ourdi  contre  la  souveraineté  et  l’unité  du  Liban”,  Le Monde,

04/26/1969; AMMOUN, 2004, 437-438.
3126RABBATH, 1986, 577.
3127AMMOUN, 2004, 437; CHAMI, 2004, 194; RABBATH, 1986, 577.
3128“Le gouvernement libanais a donné sa démission”, Le Monde, 04/26/1969. Cf. FRUS 1969-76, Vol. XXIII, Docs.

26 fn. 6, 48; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 269;  HÉLOU, 1997, 270; SORBY, 2012, 72; AMMOUN, 2004, 439;
CHAMI, 2004, 194-195; KALAWOUN, 2000, 138; KHAZEN, 2000, 144; PETRAN, 1987, 102; RABBATH, 1986,
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who, after stating that the episode of Sayda had finally revealed that Lebanon “already carries a

Palestine in itself”, affirmed:

Nous vivons des heures décisives !

On saura gré à M. Rachid Karamé d’avoir, en se refusant à gouverner plus longtemps dans l’équivoque,

posé le vrai problème et contraint tous les partis à prendre, avec lui ou sans lui, leurs responsabilités. Il a

montré la nécessité d’un choix qui ne peut plus être reculé : il n’y a plus de gouvernement possible

au Liban si une entente fondamentale n’intervient pas sur la définition d’une politique arabe et

palestinienne du Liban.

C’est cette presque impossible gageure qu’il nous faudrait aujourd’hui gagner. Le Liban se trouve pris

entre sa solidarité avec les capitales arabes qui [...] ont admis le principe d’un règlement politique,

et le refus des organisations de la Résistance palestinienne dont la doctrine est que tout règlement

pacifique est une trahison.

For the editorialist of  L’Orient,  whose op-ed amounted to an actualized repetition of the

themes he had already presented in his famous article  Deux Négations ne font pas une Nation,

published twenty five years earlier, both positions needed not be absolutely incompatible, as the

“double game” played by Cairo and Amman revealed, but he wondered whether such a duality was

possible in a country of precarious equilibria like Lebanon:

Ne risque-t-on pas [...] de voir s’instituer un double Pouvoir ? Et à partir du moment où il accepterait

d’aliéner  une  parcelle  de  sa  souveraineté,  l’État  ne  sera-t-il  pas  engagé  dans  un  processus  de

désintégration totale ?

Naccache concluded, all his sympathy for Karami notwithstanding, well within the Christian

577; KHALIDI, 1983, 41; RABBATH, 1982, 317; ENTELIS, 1972, 337-338.
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mainstream:  in  words  that  history  has  revealed  as  prophetic,  he  underlined  that  Lebanese

institutions should not be put in suspense for such a situation would open the door to an Israeli

intervention:

Cette désintégration du Liban,  n’est-ce pas le  but premier de la politique israélienne ? Les plus purs

doctrinaires et les plus ardents combattants de la résistance ne peuvent pas n’en avoir pas conscience : un

chaos libanais ne peut profiter ni au monde arabe ni à la cause de la libération palestinienne. Mettre en

vacance les institutions libanaises, c’est ouvrir le passage aux soldats casqués de Gédéon.3129

The radical divergence of views between the different Lebanese actors3130 would leave the

country without a Cabinet for over six months. For Joe Khoury-Hélou, in stalling the formation of a

Cabinet and rejecting both the Egyptian attempts at mediating in the conflict between the Lebanese

State  and  the  Palestinian  authorities3131,  as  well  as  the  direct  negotiations  undertaken  between

General Émile Bustani and Yassir cArafat3132 (after being presented with a draft agreement between

cArafat and Bustani, which he found unacceptable3133,  Hélou withdrew Bustani – who forthwith

tendered his resignation, albeit secretly3134 – from the negotiating table and sent Colonel Shmayyit,

knowing well of the latter’s unflinching attachment to Lebanon’s sovereignty3135), President Hélou

3129L’Orient, 04/24/1969. My emphasis.
3130Le Monde, 04/28/1969, 05/07/1969.
3131Le Monde, 05/09/1969, 05/10/1969, 05/13/1969; “M. Heykal s’inquiète de l’avenir de la Résistance Palestinienne”,

Le Monde, 05/12/1969; “Beyrouth pourrait demander à la Ligue Arabe de trancher son conflit avec les organisations
palestiniennes”, Le Monde, 05/12/1969; SORBY, 2012, 70-71.

3132KHOURY-HÉLOU, 1969, 87-89
3133BOUTROS, 2010, 181; HÉLOU, 1995, Vol. 3, 148-151; CHAMI, 2004, 197-198, 200; KHAZEN, 2000, 156-157;

ENTELIS, 1972, 341-342.
3134From the Embassy in Lebanon to the Department of State, 05/24/1969 (Beirut 4275).
3135On  May 13,  1969,  the  American  Embassy  reported  (Beirut  3879),  quoting  L’Orient,  the  frontally  opposing

proposals of both the Lebanese authorities and the PLO delegates:

A. Fedayeen demands:
1. Complete freedom of action [for the] action commandos on Lebanese territory.
2. Rejection of principal [principle?] of coordinati[ng] its actions with [the] Lebanese army.
3. Stationing of Palestinian Liberation Army and other Arab troops on Lebanese Territory to help Lebanon

against possible Israeli reprisal[s].
4. Release of Palestinians arrested in connection with last month’s demonstrations in Lebanon.
5. Lifting all GOL [Government of Lebanon] restrictions against inhabitants of UNRWA camps.
B. GOL demands:
1. No fedayeen bases on Lebanese territory.
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would have been trying to gain time in order to militarily suppress the armed Palestinian presence

on Lebanese soil3136. Decidedly endorsed – albeit privately – by all three leaders of al-Hilf3137, and

coinciding on this point with his predecessor3138, while fully conscious that a Cabinet, presided over

by a Sunni and necessarily multi-partite and multi-sectarian, would be far more given to bend to the

pressures exerted from the  Street3139, particularly at a time of growing disconnection between the

élite and popular levels, he opted for the military solution, in the firm belief that even “a minor

concession would be catastrophic”3140. The President’s determination to thwart fida’iyyin expansion

in the country, against “the voices of compromise which he hears from all sides”3141, had operated a

“metamorphosis” in him, according to the American embassy, which affirmed that the crisis had

turned Hélou from “a legalistic-minded civil servant with no political base” into “a man who seems

determined  to  stake  his  political  future  and  possibly  his  life  on  the  defense  of  Lebanese

sovereignty”3142.

Hélou’s position became evident when, despite his formally entrusting Karami with the task

of forming a national unity Cabinet on May 203143, he pronounced, on May 31, a televised address

where he reiterated the principles which he had already made public on a previous communiqué,

2. No intervention in internal political affairs, particularly in border areas.
3. No armed fedayeen allowed in inhabited areas.
4. All fedayeen organizations must coordinate their activities so that [the] responsibility for any violation

of possible future GOL-fedayeen agreement could be determined.
3136From the Embassy in Lebanon to the Department of  State,  05/03/1969 (Beirut  3678);  Le Monde,  07/08/1969,

07/26/1969; RABBATH, 1986,  578. On Shmayyit’s  unflinching loyalty and steadfast  commitment to  Lebanese
sovereignty, vid. HÉLOU, 1984, 93-94.

3137From the Embassy in Lebanon to the Department of State, 05/13/1969 (Beirut 3963), 06/02/1969 (Beirut 4461),
06/03/1969 (Beirut A-217); KHAZEN, 2000, 144.

3138From the Embassy in Lebanon to the Deparment of State, 05/01/1969 (Beirut 3609).
3139In an informal paper delivered by Hélou to the US ambassador,  the President affirmed that  “no Sunni Prime

Minister could withstand [the] pressure over the long run to come to terms with the Fedayeen” and labeled such an
Executive  as  a  “Government  of  Capitulation”.  (From  the  Embassy  in  Lebanon  to  the  Department  of  State,
06/30/1969 (Beirut 5469)).

3140Le Monde, 05/31/1969. Cf.  Le Monde, 06/26/1969;  From the Embassy in Lebanon to the Department of State,
05/27/1969 (Beirut, 4366), 06/25/1969 (Beirut 5306), 06/27/1969 (Beirut, 5383), 06/30/1969 (Beirut 5469).

3141From the Embassy in Lebanon to the Department of State, 06/30/1969 (Beirut 5469).
3142From the Embassy in Lebanon to the Department of State , 06/27/1969 (Beirut 5383). Cf. the secret section of

Beirut 5469 as well as FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXIII, Docs. 60, 100; RABBATH, 1986, 578.
3143Le Monde, 05/22/1969, 05/26/1969; CHAMI, 2004, 198; HÉLOU, 1997, 271.
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broadcast  on the occasion of Martyr’s  Day (May 6)3144.  In  both instances,  the President  of  the

Republic,  while  underlining  Lebanon’s  “fraternal  solidarity”3145 with  the  Arab countries  and its

commitment to upholding “the legitimate resistance” of the Palestinian people, manifested himself

decidedly  in  favor  of  putting  Lebanon’s  “sovereignty  and  [...]  safety”  above  any  other

consideration. In rejecting the “fait accompli” that he believed was being imposed on Lebanon from

without, Hélou demanded that a solution for the Palestinian-Lebanese dispute be found, not “on the

simple harmonization of emotional impulses”, but on a rational analysis where the commitment to

uphold Palestinian rights, “our duty” in the President’s terms, was understood within the limits of

“our sovereignty and security imperatives”. For the Head of State, giving way to the pretensions

voiced by the fida’iyyin and their Lebanese allies would equate to an unequal partnership, where an

unelected authority would exert quasi-sovereign rights without assuming “any responsibility”, while

the “constitutional authorities” and “Lebanon in its entirety” would have not only the brunt, but also

the legal obligation, of bearing with the consequences of actions where they had had no intervention

whatsoever. In finishing his speech, Hélou reaffirmed Lebanon’s commitment to the Arab cause but

also, in a repetition of the central theme of his speech, “[its] sacred right to sovereignty and security

against any threat and any fait accompli”.

Hélou’s  speeches,  pronounced  in  the  aftermath  of  the  two  contradictory  communiqués

issued by the Mufti of the Republic, Shaykh Hassan Khalid, and the culama’ on the one hand, who

demanded the “establishment of a cooperation between the [...] Lebanese Army and the fida’iyyin”

whose fight “should be considered as a Lebanese national struggle”3146; and the Maronite Patriarch

on the other, who denounced “any tentative, wherever it might come from, aiming to jeopardize the

3144Proche-Orient  Chrétien,  1969,  270;  SORBY,  2012,  73;  AMMOUN,  2004,  440;  KHAZEN,  2000,  150-151;
HÉLOU, 1997, 271; PETRAN, 1987, 102; RABBATH, 1986, 577-578; SALIBI, 1976, 40; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 59;
ENTELIS, 1972, 346.

3145Unless otherwise stated, all quotes henceforth have been taken from the transcript of Hélou’s speech, which can be 
found on Annex VII to the present dissertation.

3146Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 270. Cf. ENTELIS, 1976, 207; 1972, 346.
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country’s security, dignity, sovereignty and independence”3147, brought into the open the important

divergences separating the once cohesive inter-sectarian élite that had ruled the country for the

previous thirty years. Karami did not hesitate to publicly rectify the Head of State’s message by

affirming that it was not the President alone, but in conjunction with the Cabinet, who defined the

country’s  foreign  policy3148–  a  flimsy  affirmation  from  the  point  of  view  of  constitutional

legality3149, which he moreover complemented by underlining his unflinching commitment to the

principle  of  tansiq or  ‘coordination’  between  the  Lebanese  authorities  and  the  Palestinian

organizations:

Nous avons toujours cru, pour notre part, que tout règlement du problème sacré, devrait tenir compte de la

composition démographique du Liban, de sa vocation arabe, et du rôle qu’il a à jouer dans le monde

arabe.

Seule la coordination des efforts [...] et la collaboration de tous, pourraient aboutir à une solution saine

qui respecterait la souveraineté et la sécurité.3150

Karami’s position, which he would restate on several occasions throughout the crisis3151, was

solidly supported by the entire Sunni establishment3152, who did not hesitate to accuse the Head of

State of bringing the country to the “verge of civil war”3153, whereas Sa’ib Salam denounced the

President’s speech as having “exacerbated the problem of confessionalism” by “holding out “the

banner of a religious crusade”3154.

3147Ibid.
3148Le Monde, 06/05/1969; KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 105; CHAMI, 2004, 202; KHAZEN, 2000, 150-151;HÉLOU,

1997, 271-272.
3149RABBATH, 1982, 293, 315-317, 340, 383, 427. Vid. also article 52 of the Lebanese Constitution:
3150Cit.  in  KHOURY-HÉLOU,  2014,  104.  Vid.  also  From the  Embassy  in  Lebanon to  the  Department  of  State,

06/02/1969 (Beirut 4446); SALIBI, 1976, 41; CHAMI, 2004, 202-204; ENTELIS, 1972, 341.
3151Le Monde, i.a. 07/08/1969, 07/26/1969, 08/09/1969.
3152From the Embassy in Lebanon to the Deparment of State, 06/02/1969 (Beirut v325); KHAZEN, 2000, 154.
3153Ibid.
3154From the Embassy in Lebanon to the Department of State, 06/06/1969 (Beirut A-224).
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Against  the  generalized  opposition  of  the  Sunni  establishment  –  whose  position  against

Hélou’s stand was surprisingly shared by the “dissident leftist intellectuals and politicians (Junbalat

for example)”3155, the Tripartite Alliance offered, as has been said above and in faithful reflection

“of the joy” displayed by a “major part of the Christian population” at the President’s firmness3156,

their discreet support to the positions of the Head of State. There were, however, subtle differences

among the members of al-Hilf. Thus, Pierre Gemayel, prioritizing the preservation, “at all cost”, of

the “coexistence formula”3157, labored –  against the harder position of the conservative section of

his  party,  who saw the  left  and  the  fida’iyyin  as  “a  conspiracy and a  fifth  column”3158– for  a

negotiated settlement to the crisis, in the belief that it was politically and militarily impossible to

forcefully expel the  fida’iyyin3159, while Raymond Eddé and Camille Chamoun adopted far more

hawkish positions on the issue, refusing to compromise on matters of Lebanese sovereignty3160. For

the  camid of  the  National  Bloc,  who  encouraged  the  President  to  implement  the  measures

announced in his speech3161, any concession to the fida’iyyin would be a violation of the President’s

constitutional oath (article 50 LC) to uphold “Lebanon’s sovereignty and territorial integrity”3162 and

he even went as far as to point out, in the course of a conversation with the Mufti of the Republic,

that  “the Muslim attitude was encouraging many Christians to think of establishing a ““Lesser

Lebanon”, a basically Christian-Druze enclave”3163. In Chamoun’s case, while considered as holding

3155ENTELIS, 1972, 343. Cf. CHAMI, 2004, 203.
3156Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 271. Cf. ENTELIS, 1972, 346.
3157KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 110; Cf. KHAZEN, 2000, 164. Vid. also Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 383-384, where

Gemayel’s ardent defense of the Lebanese formula of 1943 before his party’s congress, assembled on September 26,
is underlined. Some of the highlights of his speech were the following:

Nous  avons  voulu  le  Liban  tel  qu’il  est,  car  [...]  nulle  part  au  monde  on  ne  voit  l’Islam et  la
Chrétienté se retrouver et s’intégrer comme chez nous.
Il faut se faire à cette vérité : le Liban sera tel qu’il est ou ne sera pas. S’il perd ses particularités, il
aura perdu du même coup ses raisons d’exister.
Le dialogue pourrait être critiqué [...] s’il avait pour but un accord ou un compromis sur des question
d’ordre politique. Or, ce dialogue a pour objet le Liban, sa souveraineté, son indépendance et l’avenir
de ses fils. C’est pourquoi nous avons la ferme conviction qu’il ne doit cesser qu’après avoir rallié
tous les Libanais à l’idée de défendre le pays contre les ennemis du dedans et du dehors.

3158STOAKES, 1975, 218.
3159KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 110-111; ENTELIS, 1972, 344.
3160KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 113, 119-120; ENTELIS, 1972, 345.
3161From the Embassy in Lebanon to the Department of State, 06/02/1969 (Beirut 4446).
3162From the Embassy in Lebanon to the Department of State, 05/13/1969 (Beirut 3963). Cf. RABBATH, 1986, 578.
3163From the Embassy in Lebanon to the Department of State, 06/23/1969 (Beirut A-217).
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an  intermediate  position  between  Gemayel’s  possibilism  and  Eddé’s  intransigence  by  John  P.

Entelis3164, it cannot be denied that the former President came to fully endorse Hélou’s firmness in

the commando issue3165.  The hero of the Christian  Street, whose party had already displayed an

extremely critical  position  vis-à-vis the Palestinian presence in Lebanon in other,  less pressing,

circumstances, did not hesitate to publicly present the causes of the distress as the consequence of

the arrival to Lebanon of “revolutionary hordes coming from everywhere, but particularly from Iraq

and Syria”3166, and to accuse the neighboring Arab countries of having a double standard in their

assessment of the Lebanese crisis:

N’oubliez surtout pas que, derrière le paravent de la résistance, se trouvaient les réclamations des pays

arabes,  qui  soutenaient  les  organisations palestiniennes,  alors  que ces mêmes pays sont extrêmement

sévères à l’égard des Palestiniens se trouvant chez eux. Dans le fond, les pays arabes voulaient que le

Liban « absorbe » toute la diaspora palestinienne.3167

Chamoun’s assessment can be considered as largely reflective of the truth. Thus, during the

hot Summer of 1969, when skirmishes between the Lebanese Army and the Palestinian resistance,

together  with  Israeli  reprisals3168 (Israeli  actions  against  Lebanon  would  receive  a  second

international  condemnation  by means  of  UNSCR 270  of  August  26),  became  an  almost  daily

occurrence3169,  the Arab press “unleashed” a campaign against  Lebanon3170,  widely portrayed as

traitorous  to  the  Palestinian  cause.  Even  those  countries  perceived  as  more  favorable  to  the

3164ENTELIS, 1972, 345.
3165KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 119.
3166Ibid.
3167Le Réveil, 07/27/1977, Cit. in KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 120. Cf. SORBY, 2012, 77; CHAMI, 2004, 226.
3168Despite being repeatedly advised by the US Government to be “moderate” in its retaliation actions on Lebanese

soil (FRUS 1969-1972, Vol. XXIII, i.a. Docs. 64, 98, 228, 279, 293, 315).
3169Le  Monde,  i.a.  08/13/1969,  08/30/1969,  09/02/1969,  09/04/1969,  09/05/1969,  09/06/1969,  09/08/1969,

09/10/1969, 09/18/1969, 09/19/1969;  Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 385; BOUTROS, 2010, 181; TRABOULSI,
2007,  154;  KHALAF,  2002,  218-220;  KHAZEN,  2000,  147;  HÉLOU,  1997,  273;  WINSLOW,  1996,  156;
KHALIDI, 1983, 41; SALIBI, 1976, 41; ENTELIS, 1972, 347—348.

3170KHOURY-HÉLOU,  2014,  147.  Cf.  Le Monde,  06/26/1969;  08/31/1969,  10/23/1969;  Proche-Orient  Chrétien,
1969, 385; AMMOUN, 2004, 442; CHAMI, 2004, 217; KALAWOUN, 2000, 141; KHAZEN, 2000, 147; HÉLOU,
1997, 274-276; SALIBI, 1976, 42.
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Lebanese  establishment,  the  likes  of  Saudi  Arabia,  Jordan  or  Morocco,  could  not,  given  the

immense  popularity of the Palestinian armed struggle among the masses from the Ocean to the

Gulf,  but  criticize  the  attitude  of  the  Lebanese  Government3171.  Massive  demonstrations  in  all

Middle  Eastern  capitals3172 were  soon  to  put  the  Lebanese  Government  before  the  extent  of

opposition its hard policy toward the fida’iyyin aroused in Pan-Arab opinion, an isolation confirmed

by August 1969, when “Lebanon was the only country to express reservations” to Egypt’s proposal

“to grant freedom of action to [the] Palestinian guerrillas”3173 in the restricted Arab League summit

held at the end of that month.

The sudden aggravation of the situation in October3174, including further Israeli reprisals3175

and public  threats  of a wider intervention on the part  of the Jewish Sate3176,  started to weaken

Hélou’s  determination  to  suppress  the  Palestinian resistance.  On the one  hand,  and despite  the

public  assurances  provided  by  the  American  embassy,  which  committed  itself  to  upholding

Lebanon’s independence3177– a position “naturally” arousing the opposition of the Soviet Union well

within  the  typical  Cold  War  dynamics3178–,  the  Lebanese  Government  received  no  concrete

definition on how an eventual American help would materialize3179 and, in fact, witnessed how the

3171Le Monde, 07/04/1969,  09/13/1969, KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 147; SORBY, 2012, 77; SALIBI, 1976, 42.
3172HÉLOU, 1997, 275-276; HÉLOU, 1995, vol. 3, 208-212.
3173SORBY, 2012, 75. Cf. KALAWOUN, 2000, 142.
3174Le Monde,  10/16/1969, 10/17/1969, 10/21/1969; “De nouveaux heurts entre Palestiniens et Forces de Sécurité

auraient  fait  plusieurs  morts”,  Le Monde,  10/22/1969; “Les Libanais sont décidés à  tout  mettre  en œuvre pour
empêcher les fedayin de déclencher des  raids  contre Israël”,  Le Monde,  23/10/1969;  “Une phase critique”,  Le
Monde, 23/10/1969; “Tension au Liban après les incidents entre l’Armée et les commandos palestiniens”, Le Monde,
10/24/1969; “Une affaire  intérieure ?”,  Le Monde,  10/24/1969;  “Les manifestants  ont  occupé la  vieille  ville de
Tripoli”, Le Monde, 10/27/1969; “La masse musulmane souhaite ne pas affronter l’Armée”, Le Monde, 10/27/1969;
“Tension au Liban après les incidents entre l’Armée et les commandos palestiniens”,  Le Monde, 10/24/1969; “La
masse  musulmane souhaite  ne  pas  affronter  l’Armée”,  Le Monde,  10/27/1969; “Quinze  jours  d’incidents”,  Le
Monde, 11/04/1969; KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 180; AMMOUN, 2004, 442 ; CHAMI, 2004, 216-217 ; HÉLOU,
1997, 273, 274.

3175Le Monde, 10/06/1969
3176“M. Yigal Allon : Israël ne saurait être indifférent à ce qui se passe au Liban”, Le Monde, 10/25/1969. However,

Israeli  threats  had  been  taking  place,  albeit  through  diplomatic  channels,  since,  at  least,  January  1969  (Vid.
KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 169-172 and US embassy telegram 277 of January 11, 1969).

3177FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXIV, Doc. 26; Le Monde, 10/14/1969, 10/16/1969; CHAMI, 2004, 214.
3178HÉLOU, 1995, Vol. 3, 220. Cf.  FRUS  1969-1976, Vol. XIII,  Doc. 65;  “La déclaration de l’Agence Tass”,  Le

Monde, 10/27/1969; “Les réactions à Washington et à Moscou”, Le Monde, 10/28/1969.
3179FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXIII, Doc. 100; KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 172-184.
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US Government  tried to  get  rid  of its  earlier  commitments3180,  which led the way to a general

demoralization of the Head of State who confessed that, by October 25, he felt specially “concerned

by the  destiny of  his  Christian  coreligionists”3181.  On the  other  hand,  the  intensification  in  the

Army’s  campaign against the  fida’iyyin,  the military prowess of the former causing surprise in

American diplomatic circles3182, led the way to a further increase in the media offensive against the

Lebanese  authorities,  with  al-Fath’s radio  broadcaster  openly  “incit[ing]  the  population  to

revolt”3183, coupled with an escalation in the diplomatic pressures – and veiled threats3184 – exerted

on the  Bilad al-Arz from different Arab capitals  3185, including the closure of the Syro-Lebanese

border or the withdrawal  of several  ambassadors from Beirut  and even the rumor of a Syrian-

engineered plot, with the direct collaboration of the Iraqi and Libyan authorities, to overthrow the

Lebanese government3186. 

Hélou’s  resistance  was  definitely  broken  by  two  successive  events  that  revealed  the

weakness of his position: on October 22, Prime Minister-designate Rashid Karami, faced by the risk

of losing his Tripolitan constituency due to his perceived collaboration with Hélou’s  anti-fida’i

leadership3187, “excused himself” from managing daily governmental business3188, a task he had been

accomplishing, on an interim basis, ever since his being entrusted to form a government back in

3180FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXIII, Docs. 60, 100; “Les réactions”, Le Monde, 10/28/1969; “Les États-Unis hésitent à
prendre position”, Le Monde, 10/30/1969; CHAMI, 2004, 214.

3181From the American Embassy to the Secretary of State, 11/01/1969 (Beirut 9083).
3182FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXIII, Doc. 60.
3183“Les Libanais sont décidés  à tout  mettre  en œuvre pour empêcher les fedayin de déclencher des raids contre

Israël”, Le Monde, 10/23/1969.
3184Vid. the epistolary exchange between President Hélou and his Egyptian counterpart  that took place in the final

weeks of October 1969. Cf. KALAWOUN, 2000, 142-143.
3185“Les relations s’enveniment entre Beyrouth et plusieurs capitales arabes”,  Le Monde,  10/23/1969;  “Une phase

critique”,  Le Monde,  23/10/1969; “Une phase critique”,  Le Monde,  10/24/1969;  “Le Yémen du Sud rompt  ses
relations  diplomatiques  avec  le  Liban  et  les  États-Unis”,  Le  Monde,  10/25/1967;  “Les  réactions”,  Le  Monde,
10/28/1969;  SORBY, 2012, 77; AMMOUN, 2004, 442 ; KHAZEN, 2000, 148.

3186“Les services  de renseignement américains  auraient  été  informés d’un “complot syrien” contre le  Liban”,  Le
Monde, 24/10/1969.

3187“Les manifestants ont occupé la vieille ville de Tripoli”, Le Monde, 10/27/1969; “M. Rachid Karamé s’est rendu à
Tripoli pour tenter d’apaiser les esprits”, Le Monde, 10/27/1969; “Les négociations avec les palestiniens proposées
par le Président Nasser paraissent sérieusement engagées”, Le Monde, 28/10/1969 ; KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 193 ;
CHAMI, 2004, 216.

3188SORBY, 2012, 77; AMMOUN, 2004, 442-443; CHAMI, 2004, 216-217, 221; HÉLOU, 1997, 274; SALIBI, 1976,
42.
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May. Declaring that “a man cannot be made responsible of things he has not been consulted about

nor of things that do not agree with his own ideas”3189, Karami defended the legitimacy of  fida’i

action and stated that, even if Lebanon’s sovereignty and independence were to be protected, the

country must, however, “accomplish its duty towards its Arab brothers and cooperate with them for

the welfare of all”3190. Karami’s resignation was accompanied by the twin communiqués issued by

the  General  Islamic  Congress,  grouping  representatives  of  all  three  Muslim  communities,  on

October 23 and 25, where such institution demanded the President of the Republic:

1. To put an end to the State offensive against the fida’iyyin, both at the military and press levels.

2. To grant freedom of action and support to the  fida’iyyin, in coordination (tansiq) with the  Lebanese

Army.

3. To improve the means of defense of the country, particularly in the South, including the rise of the

living standard in the said area.3191

The meeting of October 25 added, moreover, another clause which, in practice, equated to a

threat of boycott on the part of the undersigned:

4.  Healthy  enforcement  of  the  Constitution  [...]  the  participation  of  any  Muslim  political  leader  in

Government being conditioned to the adoption and implementation of the aforementioned principles.3192

In this context, Hélou was forced to compromise. As he himself did not fail to understand,

the situation was on the verge of spiraling down into outright civil war or into an Arab intervention

in the Bilad al-Arz:

3189“M. Karamé : un homme ne peut porter de responsabilité dans une affaire sur laquelle il n’a pas été consulté”, Le
Monde, 10/24/1969. Cf. HÉLOU, 1997, 274.

3190“M. Karamé”, Le Monde, 10/24/1969.
3191HÉLOU, 1997, 274.
3192HÉLOU, 1997, 274. Cf. KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 132; SORBY, 2012, 77; BOUTROS, 2010, 181; AMMOUN,

2004, 443; CHAMI, 2004, 219.
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[...] La situation au Liban continuait de se dégrader. L’Armée libanaise pouvait, certes, neutraliser, dans

diverses régions, les combattants palestiniens. Mais elle ne pouvait venir à bout du déchaînement arabe.

Bientôt, peut-être, elle ne pourrait plus dominer les réactions de la population libanaise pro-palestinienne,

ni celle des camps palestiniens, que les encouragements, venus du dehors, déchaînent et attisent chez

nous.3193

Faced  by these  risks,  the  President  was  forced  to  acknowledge  that,  lacking  a  decided

foreign support3194, it was impossible for him to win the – political and military – battle he was

engaged into, when half of the State, with the support of the overwhelming majority of the Arab

world, opposed his policies and with an Army in danger of splitting alongside politico-confessional

lines. A negotiated solution thus became the only possible option:

Comment pouvait-on imaginer que dans une situation aussi passionnelle, dans un drame qui engageait le

monde arabe aussi profondément aux côtés de la  Résistance,  pour effacer l’humiliation de sa  défaite

devant Israël, la moitié de l’État libanais, appuyée par une armée qui ne tarderait pas à être réduite, du

tiers ou du moitié, pourrait résoudre la crise par une victoire militaire ou politique ?

Cette  prétendue  victoire  pouvait-elle  signifier  autre  chose  que  la  disparition  du  Liban  que  nous

connaissions,  au  profit  d’un  Liban  hypothétique ?  Comment  en  sortir  autrement  que  par  un

compromis ?3195

Thus, by October 28, Hélou had already decided to accept the mediation offer put forward

by  President  Nasser3196 in  his  letter  of  October  22,  even  if  it  meant,  in  Joseph  G.  Chami’s

3193HÉLOU, 1995, Vol. II, 213-214.
3194“M. Michael Stewart : les quatre grandes puissances devraient se réunir à nouveau”, Le Monde, 11/01/1969; “La

presse israélienne critique l’attitude de la France”,  Le Monde, 11/01/1969; “Quand l’oracle se tait...”,  Le Monde,
11/10/1969; KHAZEN, 2000, 157; ENTELIS, 1976, 181.

3195HÉLOU, 1995, Vol. 2, 213-214.
3196“L’Organisation  de  Libération  de  la  Palestine  a  posé  certaines  conditions”,  Le  Monde,  10/28/1969;  “Les

négociations”,  Le  Monde,  10/28/1969;  BOUTROS,  2010,  181;  AMMOUN,  2004,  444;  CHAMI,  2004,  218;
KALAWOUN, 2000, 143-144; HÉLOU, 1997, 277; RABBATH, 1986, 578; SALIBI, 1976, 42.
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expression, putting “on the same level the State and foreign irregulars occupying its territory”3197,

and thus proceeded to dispatch General Bustani, together with Colonel Shmayyit,  Captain Sami

Khatib and the Secretary General of the Foreign Ministry, Najib Sadaka, to Cairo, where they were

to initiate the conversations with the PLO representatives under the sponsorship of the Egyptian

President.   Before  the  departure  of  the  delegation,  President  Hélou  provided  them  with  a

memorandum  where  he  detailed  the maximum  concessions  that  they  were  allowed  to  offer,

including  the  principle  of  coordination  between  the  Lebanese  Army and  the  fida’iyyin  or  the

participation of the Palestinians in the management of the refugee camps. The memorandum also

underlined the red lines that they were to defend during the negotiation, namely the interdiction of

fida’i  interference in Lebanon’s politics or the prohibition of carrying arms and wearing uniforms

unless in combat duty3198.

Despite Hélou’s expectations, the negotiations got off to a bad start. Rashid Karami, who

was to head the delegation,  excused himself  just  a few hours before his expected departure by

“invoking  [...]  his  mother’s  sickness”3199.  By October  31,  Najib  Sadaka had already left  Cairo

claiming  that,  he  too,  was  sick3200.  He  would  return  thereto  on  November  3  but  not  without

confessing to Fouad Boutros that the real cause for his leaving the Egyptian capital had been his

utter disagreement with the project3201 that was being drafted between Bustani and cArafat. By the

time when Sadaka arrived to the city of the Pyramids, the agreement had already been signed3202.

The signature of the agreement3203, whose “essence [...] was the legitimization and control of

3197CHAMI, 2004, 236.
3198HÉLOU, 1995, vol. 2, 220-221.
3199KHOURY-HÉLOU,  2014,  202;  AMMOUN,  2004,  444.  Cf.  CHAMI,  2004,  218;  KHAZEN,  2000,  154-155;

HÉLOU, 1997, 277.
3200KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 202; BOUTROS, 2010, 182; AMMOUN, 2004, 445; KHAZEN, 2000, 159.
3201BOUTROS, 2010, 182.
3202TRABOULSI, 2007, 154; CHAMI, 2004, 219, 222-223; HÉLOU, 1997, 278.
3203A version thereof can be consulted on Annex VII to the present dissertation.
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the commando presence and of operations against Israel”3204, caused an outcry among “the Christian

Lebanese and those among their Muslim compatriots who shared their point of view”3205, Bustani’s

role being particularly criticized for his apparent weakness in defending Lebanon’s sovereignty3206.

His actions arose, moreover, two further questions. First of all, he had not received full powers to

undertake, under his own authority, contractual obligations in the name of the Lebanese Republic,

which caused doubts regarding the constitutional legality of the agreement3207 – Bustani, whom the

American ambassador had once qualified as “incompetent”3208, was, later on, to defend himself by

arguing that he had signed under duress, such was the extent of the pressure, by his own account, he

had had to cope with in Cairo3209; secondly, and in a belief that would contradict his excuses, the

commander in chief was rumored to have yielded to the PLO’s demands in order to earn the support

of the Muslim masses for a possible presidential candidacy in 19703210. 

Whatever the reasons behind Bustani’s signature3211, the agreement, which was to remain

3204KHALIDI, 1983, 41. Cf.  La Vanguardia Española, 04/18/1970; MALSAGNE, 2011, 458; TRABOULSI, 2007,
154; AMMOUN, 2004, 445-446; KHALAF, 2002, 216-217; KALAWOUN, 2000, 144-145; KHAZEN, 2000, 164-
165; RABINOVICH, 1985, 41; STOAKES, 1975, 228.

3205SALIBI, 1976, 43. Cf. SORBY, 2012, 79; KHALAF, 2002, 213, 219; KHAZEN, 2000, 164; WINSLOW, 1996,
157; KHALIDI, 1983, 41; ENTELIS, 1972, 348.

3206“Le Général Émile Boustany”, Le Monde, 01/09/1970.
3207Vid. particularly Edmond Rabbath’s analysis of this complex matter (1982, 310-320). The constitutional question

is also exposed in Le Monde, 11/30/1969. Cf. KHAZEN, 2000, 157.
3208FRUS 1968-1976, Vol. XXIII, Doc. 100.
3209KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 203; AMMOUN, 2004, 445; CHAMI, 2004, 224.
3210SORBY, 2012, 79; KHAZEN, 2000, 160; SALIBI, 1976, 43.
3211Largely due to his attitude during the whole 1969 crisis, Bustani was to be dismissed by December 17, 1969. He

would be succeeded by General Jean Nujaym. (Vid. “Le remplacement du chef de l’Armée illustre la tension au
Liban”,  Le Monde, 01/09/1970;  La Vanguardia Española, 01/09/1970; CHAMI, 2004, 241; KALAWOUN, 2000,
149; KHAZEN, 2000, 160-161).
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secret3212, was implicitly ratified3213 by the Chamber (56 votes for vs. 30 votes against3214) as part of

the governing program submitted by Karami who, the crisis between the Army and the commandos

being solved, was finally available to conform a national unity Cabinet3215, with presence of both the

Kata’ib and a non-partisan supporter of Chamoun’s National Liberal Party,  whose deputies had

voted in favor of the agreement3216,  despite the initial misgivings of both organizations3217– in a

subsequent  visit  to  Paris,  al-Nimr  would  underline  before  President  Pompidou  the  deleterious

effects of the agreement for the Christians, not just in Lebanon, but throughout the Middle East3218.

Much to the chagrin of Karami, who accused him of “wanting to destroy Lebanon”3219, the third

partner in  al-Hilf,  Raymond Eddé, refused to undersign an agreement that, he believed, was “a

prescription  for  disaster”  and  a  surrender  of  Lebanese  sovereignty3220.  Eddé’s  misgivings  were

shared by his close friend, the President of the Republic, who qualified the accord as a “capitulation

3212KHOURY-HÉLOU,  2014,  213;  SORBY,  2012,  78-79;  MALSAGNE,  2011,  458;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  154;
AMMOUN, 2004, 446; CHAMI, 2004, 225; HÉLOU, 1997, 280-281, 282; RABBATH, 1986, 579.

3213President Hélou argues, in his Arabic memoirs, that there was no need for a formal ratification process given that
the Cairo Agreement was not an international treaty  stricto sensu, since it had not been contracted between two
subjects of International Law, but between one subject thereof (the Lebanese Republic) and an organization which,
at  least  in 1969, had at  best  a  flimsy claim to international  personality (the PLO). Given the nature of such a
document, the President continued, it was not imperative to request the Chamber’s concurrence in rendering official
its content (HÉLOU, 1997, 282, 285). Truth is, however, that, the specific nature of the Cairo Agreement under
International  Law notwithstanding,  article  52 of the Lebanese Constitution  (§1.  Le président  de la République
Libanaise négocie et ratifie les traités. Il en donne connaissance à la Chambre aussitôt que l’intérêt et la sûreté de
l’État  le  permettent)  provided  the  Head of  State with the latitude  to  defer  the submission of  the  treaty to  the
Chamber (required by §3 of the article) as long as “State interest and security” so advised. In this context, and even
if the Agreement was to be considered as a full-blown international  treaty,  neither was President Hélou legally
bound to forthwith submit  its text to the Chamber nor was the Agreement’s validity conditioned by its lack of
parliamentary approval, deploying, on the contrary, the plenitude of its effects from the very moment of its signature
(Vid. RABBATH, 1982, 333-340).

3214Le Monde, 12/09/1969; KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 218; HÉLOU, 1997, 281.
3215Cabinet Karami VIII (11/25/1969-10/13/1970): Rashid Karami (S), Prime Minister, Minister of Finance; Fu’ad

Ghusn (GO), Deputy Chairman of the Council, Minister of Communications; Nassim Majdalani (GO), Minister of
Foreign Affairs  and Émigrés;  cAdil  cUsayran (Sh),  Minister of Justice;  Kamal  Joumblatt  (D),  Interior Minister;
Majid Arslan (D), Minister of National Defense; cUthman al-Dana (S), Minister of Information; Khatchik Babikian
(AO), Minister of Tourism; Pierre Gemayel (M), Minister of Public Works and Transportation; Anwar al-Khatib (S),
Minister  of  Hydroelectric  Ressources;  Habib  Mutran  (GC),  Minister  of  Public  Health;  Maurice  Gemayel  (M),
Minister of General Planning; Rafiq Shahin (Sh), Minister of Labor and Social Affairs; cAbd al-Latif al-Zayn (Sh),
Minister of Agriculture; Joseph Abu Khatir (GC), Minister of National Education and Fine Arts; Sulayman Frangié
(M), Minister of National Economy.

3216AMMOUN, 2004, 446.
3217“Un “droit de cité” au Liban serait reconnu aux mouvements palestiniens”,  Le Monde, 11/04/1969;  Le Monde,
11/12/1969; KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 214-216; KALAWOUN, 2000, 148-149 ; SALIBI, 1976, 44.
3218CHAMI, 2004, 231.
3219From the American Embassy to the Department of State, 11/24/1969 (Beirut 9668).
3220WINSLOW, 1996, 157. Cf. TRABOULSI, 2007, 154; CHAMI, 2004, 224, 228-229; KALAWOUN, 2000, 149;

KHAZEN, 2000, 164; HÉLOU, 1997, 281; ENTELIS, 1976, 205; SALIBI, 1976, 44.
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of the State”3221, and by Fouad Boutros, who believed that it would merely serve to postpone what

he saw as an inevitable war3222. Even General Chéhab, together with some members of the Nahj, did

not  hesitate  to  “denounce  [the  agreement]  from  the  very  beginning”,  qualifying  it  as  a

“catastrophe”3223. The Patriarch himself did not hesitate to join his voice, in a letter addressed to the

President and eventually made public, to the chorus of almost unanimous Christian opposition to an

agreement which he qualified as “deleterious” for Lebanon’s national interests, in what amounted to

a scathing attack on the Government’s “passivity”  vis-à-vis  “the bearers of a subversive ideology

aiming to overturn the regime of liberty and democracy enjoyed by Lebanon”. In his own words,

which underlined the legitimacy of Patriarchal intervention in the country’s political life:

[...] le siège patriarcal a observé une attitude de réserve et de patience face à la largesse des concessions

accordées au détriment de l’intérêt national [...] Mais notre attitude cède aujourd’hui au doute. Nous

ne pouvons plus, et il ne nous est plus permis, sur les plans national et spirituel, de surveiller en silence

ce qui se passe. Nous constatons, en effet, à quel point nos convictions, notre sécurité, notre vie, notre

réputation national et notre patrie même sont menacées [...] Face à ces données, nous vous exhortons,

ainsi que les autres responsables, à prendre garde sans retard, de manière à apaiser les esprits et à donner

la certitude que la souveraineté est sauvegardée et qu’il existe dans le pays une autorité toujours

prête et capable d’agir.3224

4.2.2.2. The 1970 Presidential Elections and the Demise of Chéhabism.

All  the  misgivings  of  the  Christian  élite  notwithstanding,  the  Cairo  Agreement  allowed

Lebanon to exit the political blockade it had been stuck ever since Karami’s resignation in April of

that year. It would not, however, manage to put an end to the cycle of violence between the Army,

3221KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 216.
3222BOUTROS, 2010, 182.
3223MALSAGNE, 2011, 459.
3224Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1970, 199.
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the commandos and Israel3225, which, after a brief spell in the immediate aftermath of its ratification,

continued unabated3226 and was to know an even further intensification after September 1970, when

the Palestinian militant organizations, expelled from Jordan, would find in Lebanon their last haven.

The permanent violations of the agreement on the part of the fida’i organizations3227, which in turn

denounced the limitations on their freedom imposed by the Lebanese Cabinet3228, and the growing

spiral  of  violence,  including  such  instances  thereof  as  the  bombing  of  the  Jewish  School  in

Beirut3229, the attacks against American interests3230 or, very importantly, the  Kata’ib-commandos

clashes in the Maronite village of al-Kahalah,  cAlayh (March 1970) and the kidnapping of Pierre

Gemayel’s son, Bashir3231, appeared to Christian opinion as the confirmation of their worst fears

regarding  the  Cairo  Agreement3232 and  provoked  a  reinforcement  of  confessional  ranks3233,

particularly after Karami and Interior Minister Joumblatt – who had granted freedom of action to

several “leftist radical” organizations on December 293234 – refused to “permit government action

against the commandos”3235. Thus, and before the apparent passivity of State institutions  vis-à-vis

the  deteriorating  security  conditions,  Gemayel,  who  had  already  threatened  to  establish  a

dictatorship unless disorder was quelled3236, and the other Maronite leaders, “scared out of their

3225On November 13, it was announced that Israel considered itself “freer to respond to the fedayin attacks coming
from Lebanon” after the agreement was signed (Le Monde, 11/13/1969). General Dayan and Golda Meir would
threaten Lebanon further on the first months of 1970 (Le Monde, 01/03/1970, 01/19/1970, 01/20/1970, 01/21/1970,
03/02/1970, 03/05/1970;  La Vanguardia Española, 03/05/1970, 03/10/1970, 05/08/1970, 05/09/1970, 05/12/1970,
05/13/1970, 05/14/1970). As will be seen below, the threats from Tel Aviv would materialize on different occasions. 

3226“Intense activité de l’aviation israélienne au-dessus de l’Égypte, de la Syrie et du Liban”, Le Monde, 01/10/1970;
“Le dilemme libanais”,  Le Monde,  01/10/1970; La Vanguardia Española,  03/01/1970,  03/19/1970,  03/20/1970,
04/03/1970, 05/10/1970, 05/23/1970, 05/24/1970, 05/28/1970; Le Monde, i.a. 01/07/1970, 01/08/1970, 01/15/1970,
01/17/1970, 01/19/1970, 01/22/1970, 02/06/1970, 03/02/1970;   BOUTROS, 2010, 182-183; CHAMI, 2004, 226,
238; SALIBI, 1976, 44-45. 

3227SORBY,  2012,  79-80;  AMMOUN,  2004,  455-456;  CHAMI,  2004,  250,  252-254;  KHALAF,  2002,  218-224;
RABBATH, 1986, 584.

3228“Beyrouth précise les limites de l’action des Palestiniens sur son territoire”, Le Monde, 01/10/1970; La Vanguardia
Española, 05/31/1970, 06/04/1970, 06/18/1790; Le Monde, 01/13/1970; 01/14/1970, 03/03/1970.

3229Le Monde, 01/20/1970, 01/22/1970; CHAMI, 2004, 239, 240.
3230La Vanguardia Española, 03/21/1970.
3231La  Vanguardia  Española,  03/22/1970,  03/27/1970,  03/29/1970; SORBY,  2012,  80;  BOUTROS,  2010,  183;

AMMOUN, 2004, 453; CHAMI, 2004, 246-249; KHALAF, 2002, 222; WINSLOW, 1996, 158; SALIBI, 1976, 45-
46; ENTELIS, 1972, 348 fn. 46.

3232AMMOUN, 2004, 452; SORBY, 2012, 80; ENTELIS, 1972, 348
3233FRUS 1969-76, Vol. XXIII, Doc. 60.
3234“M.  Kamal  Joumblat  propose  un  plan  de  défense  de  la  frontière  sud”,  Le  Monde,  01/09/1970; Le  Monde,

12/31/1969; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 26; WINSLOW, 1996, 157; RABINOVICH, 1985, 76.
3235SORBY, 2012, 80. Cf. CHAMI, 2004, 244-245; SALIBI, 1976, 45.
3236Le Monde, 11/17/1969; TRABOULSI, 2007, 155. Cf. CHAMI, 2004, 250, 256.
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wits” in Charles Winslow’s colorful expression3237,  initiated a military buildup, reinforcing their

militias or creating new ones3238,  which would be supplied arms “on a covert basis” by the US

government3239, in an ominous herald of the destruction yet to come.

Against  this  complex  social  situation,  the  politicians  soon  centered  their  efforts  on  the

electoral race that was to take place in the Summer. For the Nahj, grouped around Prime Minister

Karami but comprising several independent deputies as well,  the option of a Chéhab candidacy

appeared as the best chance to try to stop the progressive deterioration of the internal situation.

Thus,  in  a  rather  shocking  move,  several  MPs  of  Karami’s  Democratic  Parliamentary  Front,

submitted Chéhab’s candidacy even before obtaining his formal acceptance and began “a vigorous

campaign for him, claiming that only he could ensure the stability and prosperity of the country”3240.

However,  on  August  4,  barely a  fortnight  before  the  electoral  session,  the  General  announced

publicly his firm decision not to submit his candidacy. In a public statement, the former President

underlined the reasons behind his refusal, arguing that the Lebanese political, economic and social

system was in need of profound reforms and that there was no political willingness on the part of

the parliamentary élite to undertake such important changes. In his own words:

Les institutions politiques libanaises et les mœurs traditionnelles de la vie publique ne me semblent pas

constituer un instrument adapté aux impératifs de redressement libanais tels que le commande dans tous

les domaines la décennie qui commence. Nos institutions politiques sont, à bien des égards, en retard sur

les régimes politiques modernes, qui s’inspirent d’assurer l’efficacité de l’État.

L’ambition d’une telle œuvre est l’établissement d’une démocratie parlementaire authentique et durable,

la suppression des monopoles, la garantie d’une vie digne et d’une existence meilleure pour les Libanais

3237WINSLOW, 1996, 157.
3238CHAMI, 2004, 210, 243; KHALAF, 2002, 219; PETRAN, 1987, 113-115; KHALIDI, 1983, 41; JOUMBLATT,

1982, 52-53; SALIBI, 1976, 45; STOAKES, 1975, 229.
3239FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXIII, Doc. 60.
3240ZAMIR, 1980, 52. Cf. RABBATH, 1986, 579.
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dans le cadre d’une économie véritablement libérale où sont assurés le travail et l’égalité des chances, et

où tout le monde pourra bénéficier des bienfaits d’une démocratie économique et sociale vraie.

Mais les nombreux contacts que j’ai établis et l’analyse à laquelle j’ai procédé m’ont confirmé dans ma

conviction que le pays n’est pas encore prêt à admettre ces solutions de fond, que je ne saurai d’ailleurs

envisager que dans le respect  de la légalité et des libertés fondamentales auxquelles j’ai toujours été

attaché.

C’est pourquoi j’ai décidé que je ne serai pas candidat à la présidence de la République.3241

Beyond the realm of public statements, where Chéhab did not lose the opportunity to set

accounts with his dreaded fromagistes, whom he presented as the true culprits of the plight Lebanon

was suffering, the real reasons for his denial remain, as many other aspects of the General’s life,

shrouded in silence. From Chéhab’s conversations with his close friends and collaborators, former

Minister Fouad Boutros and Colonel Gaby Lahud, it can be argued that his refusal was essentially

connected with two elements: on the one hand and concerned as he was by the complex problems of

the country, Chéhab was unwilling to become a mere arbiter between increasingly opposed political

factions, aspiring, on the contrary, to hold a plenipotentiary power over the State, by amending the

Constitution if needed. Fully knowing that the political class would be radically opposed to such a

modification, he could not have possibly been expected to assume the first magistracy. On the other

hand, but very connected to the latter, was the General’s conscience of his role as a historical figure.

In the impossibility of achieving full powers, Chéhab was certain of his failure as a President in the

1970s  and  did  not  wish  to  tarnish  his  image  –  his  pedagogic  position  as  the  teacher  of  the

fromagistes – with a failure, as he himself said to Fouad Boutros:

[...] le Liban se dirige vers des crises, des troubles, voire même une guerre. Comment pourrons-nous y

3241L’Orient, 08/05/1970.
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faire  face ?  Le  président  de  la  République  ne  dispose  pas  de  la  prérogative  d’utiliser  l’armée  si  le

président du Conseil n’est pas d’accord. Si ce dernier se retire, c’est le pays tout entier qui est bloqué. Je

suis un ancien président de la République, l’opinion publique ne m’épargnerait pas si je devais échouer.

Voulez-vous donc dénaturer mon image et que l’on dise, une fois que j’ai quitté ce monde, Fouad Chéhab

n’a pas réussi à sauver ce pays ? S’ils veulent que je revienne et s’ils veulent vraiment travailler en vue de

rétablir les choses, qu’ils me harcèlent et qu’ils amendent la Constitution de telle manière que je sois un

gouverneur  et  non  pas  le  responsable  qui  assume  la  charge  des  problèmes  et  ne  gouverne  pas

réellement.3242

A position that was repeated, almost point by point to Colonel Lahud, in the famous je ne

peux pas faire de miracles, “I cannot work miracles” speech:

[...] les Libanais attendent de mon action beaucoup plus qu’ils ne réclameraient à un autre président et je

ne peux pas faire de miracles. Si je suis élu, les Libanais et les hommes politiques jugeront leur mission

terminée, ils diront qu’il incombe à Chéhab de résoudre le problème. Par la suite, si l’on voit un seul fedaï

en tenue de combat place des Canons, et cela ne manquera pas de se produire, le problème reviendra à son

point de départ. La réputation de Chéhab en souffrira. Les solutions magiques n’existent pas.3243

Whereas it would be impossible to ascertain, beyond the witness borne by his close friends,

the  personal  motives  that  compelled  General  Chéhab  not  to  accept  the  candidacy that  he  was

offered, it can be argued that he was well aware of the country’s political reality. In a context of

growing  political  polarization,  Chéhab  would  have  been  unable  not  only  to  implement  any

substantial reform but also to be elected by a wide majority as he desired3244. It can also be affirmed

that the frontal opposition of the Maronite political establishment3245, beginning with Chamoun and

his  colleagues  in  al-Hilf3246,  all  of  whom  harbored  presidential  aspirations  of  their  own  and

3242BOUTROS, 2010, 184.
3243AMMOUN, 2004, 458.
3244Le Monde, 07/17/1970; ZAMIR, 1980, 53. 
3245Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1970, 337-338.
3246Le Monde, 07/30/1970; RABBATH, 1986, 579; ZAMIR, 1980, 53.
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continuing  with  the  bishops  and  the  religious  orders3247,  and  ending  with  the  Patriarch,  who

addressed the diplomatic corps a letter “severely criticizing the General”3248, going as far as to make

public his abrasive judgment of the General, whom he accused of

avoir  abandonné  la  neutralité  sur  le  plan  arabe  et  l’équilibre  sur  le  plan  intérieur,  d’avoir  gonflé

l’administration aux dépens du contribuable, d’avoir ouvert le Liban aux étrangers et de l’avoir fermé à

ses propres fils, d’avoir mobilisé les moyens d’information pour de faux slogans, violé la démocratie,

détruit l’unité, favorisé « les mouvements destructeurs et l’athéisme » [...],3249

came as yet another factor in Chéhab’s decision, being as he was a devout Maronite who had

already been deeply affected by the frontal opposition of the majority of his own community during

his  cahd. Furthermore, the lack of a decided support for a Chéhab candidacy on the part of the

neighboring  Arab  regimes3250,  largely  due  to  the  General’s  avowed  intention  of  suppressing  –

forcibly,  if necessary – the PLO’s armed presence in Lebanon3251,  ended up tipping the balance

against his candidacy. 

Chéhab’s withdrawal meant the dissolution of al-Nahj3252. While Chéhab’s prestige had been

able to keep glued together disparate elements, going from Gemayel’s Kata’ib to Joumblatt’s PSP,

passing through such  big names of  traditional  politics  as  Rashid Karami,  as  well  as dozens of

independent politicians of techno-meritocratic upbringing, the General’s appointed successor, Élias

Sarkis, former Director General of the Presidency and Governor of the Banque du Liban, lacked the

political  acumen  or  family pedigree3253 to  maintain  the  union of  such wide  a  coalition  all  his

3247ZAMIR, 1983, 52.
3248Le Monde, 08/07/1970. Cf. RABBATH, 1986, 579.
3249Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1970, 336. The Patriarch’s criticism was made extensive to Hélou and his Government,

who were accused of having forfeited Lebanon’s sovereignty to the  fida’iyyin, with the only goal of “preserving
their positions instead of looking after the country’s security”. 

3250ZAMIR, 1980, 53.
3251MALSAGNE, 2011, 463-464.
3252TRABOULSI, 2007, 155; WINSLOW, 1996, 159; ZAMIR, 1980, 53-54.
3253MALSAGNE, 2011, 467; AMMOUN, 2004, 459-460; RABBATH, 1986, 580.
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personal  brilliance  notwithstanding3254.  It  will  be  precisely  Karami  and  Joumblatt  who  will

underline Sarkis’ modest origins and career as a simple civil servant as a cause for his ineligibility

to the Presidency3255 and, while Chéhab himself was able to convince Karami, the position of the

lord of Mukhtara, whose relations with the Chéhabist apparatus had been weakening at least since

April, due to his accusations against the 2eB3256, was firm, and he could only be convinced not to

frontally oppose Sarkis3257. Chéhab’s choice was also decidedly rejected by Gemayel. The Kata’ibi

leader,  while  a  member  of  al-Hilf,  had  been  one  of  the  pillars  of  Chéhabism throughout  the

General’s  cahd  and beyond  and  was  a  close  friend of  the  former  President.  He had moreover

expected that, in case a Chéhab candidacy did not go forth, he would become either the  Nahjist

official candidate or, at least, receive the support of a large section thereof3258. Gemayel’s candidacy

was, however, impossible for a number of reasons: as Meir Zamir and Kamal Salibi do not fail to

ascertain in their  two, already classic,  essays on the downfall  of the Lebanese State,  a partisan

leader supported by a well-organized organization and militia would probably be far too powerful

for  a  political  élite  conscious  about  preserving  its  own  influence  and  clientelar  networks3259;

Gemayel was furthermore unacceptable for his strongly confessional public identification, all his

sought after moderation notwithstanding3260, as Colonel Lahud, entrusted by Chéhab to plead Sarkis’

candidacy before the  prime donne of  Lebanese politics3261,  did not fail  to remind him when he

informed the Kata’ibi leader of Sarkis’ candidacy:

Le président de la République doit être un arbitre, et il a besoin de s’appuyer sur des leaders chrétiens tels

que vous. Cheikh Pierre, vous ne pouvez pas être tout à la fois le leader des rangs chrétiens et assumer les

responsabilités de chef de l’État, être notamment l’arbitre entre les chrétiens et les musulmans.3262

3254Le Monde, 07/17/1970.
3255AMMOUN, 2004, 459-460; CHAMI, 2004, 258-259.
3256CHAMI, 2004, 251.
3257MALSAGNE, 2011, 467; AMMOUN, 2004, 460.
3258MALSAGNE, 2011, 462; AMMOUN, 2004, 460; ZAMIR, 1980, 55-56; SALIBI, 1976, 46-47.
3259CHAMI, 2004, 258; WINSLOW, 1996, 160-161; ZAMIR, 1980, 55; SALIBI, 1976, 47.
3260ENTELIS, 1976, passim esp. 200-201; SALIBI, 1976, 46-47.
3261MALSAGNE, 2011, 466.
3262Al-Hayat, 08/03/1998. Cit. in AMMOUN, 2004, 460. Cf. RABBATH, 1986, 580.
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While al-Nahj started its dissolution process, al-Hilf was undergoing a similar crisis, albeit

on an opposed sense. Thus, while the Chéhabist coalition lacked a candidate, the Tripartite Alliance

could not agree on a unitary poster boy for the election, since all three leaders of the coalition

brigued the presidential chair for themselves3263. In fact, Chamoun, Gemayel and Eddé played a

complex game of endorsements  and withdrawals  of  each other  which mortgaged their  political

credibility:  hence,  while  Chamoun  and  Eddé  had  committed  themselves  to  support  Gemayel’s

candidacy as  long  as  he  managed  to  obtain  Nahjist support3264,  his  inability  to  do  so  and  his

persistence in seeking the nomination nonetheless, led them to publicly announce their separate bids

for election3265. Chamoun’s candidacy “roused a strong reaction from the Shihabists, the Left and

the Moslem [sic] community” who reacted by joining their ranks around Sarkis3266 – what had not

been done by all the pleading and reasoning deployed by Gaby Lahud and Chéhab’s friends was

rapidly carried out by al-Nimr. 

Thus al-Nahj managed to recover a precarious pre-electoral unity, though still far away from

a parliamentary majority and largely on the negative basis  of preventing Chamoun’s comeback

rather than on the upsurge of political enthusiasm for Sarkis, while al-Hilf remained divided up to

“the eve of  the election”3267.  However,  the same negative push that  had moved the  Chéhabists

towards supporting Sarkis impelled al-Hilf to avoid, at all costs, the continuance of Chéhabism. It

was precisely Chamoun who deployed an intense campaign of political machinations in order to

find a candidate able to block Sarkis’ election by gathering not only the votes of the Tripartite

Alliance, but also those of some independent deputies. Such a candidate was Sulayman Frangié3268.

3263MALSAGNE, 2011, 466-467; WINSLOW, 1996, 159; ZAMIR, 1980, 54-55, 57.
3264WINSLOW, 1996, 161.
3265La Vanguardia Española, 08/15/1970; Le Monde, 08/15/1970;  ZAMIR, 1980, 57.
3266Le Monde, 08/17/1970; ZAMIR, 1980, 57-58.
3267ZAMIR, 1980, 58.
3268MALSAGNE, 2011,  467-468; BOUTROS, 2010, 186; TRABOULSI,  2007,  155;  WINSLOW, 1996, 159-161;

RABBATH, 1986, 580; ZAMIR, 1980, 58; SALIBI, 1976, 47-49.
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A Mountain zacim from Zgharta, Frangié was a peculiar figure in Lebanese politics. Even if

his  role  as  a  feudal  ruler,  as  an  almost  romantic  brigand overlord,  was  not  uncommon in  the

Lebanese periphery, he did not fit too well within the sleek pattern of petit-bourgeois, respectable

and devout lawyers whence the Presidency-fit Maronite élite was usually recruited. A representative

of traditional  cunfuwan – toughness – it  was the stroke suffered by his abler brother Hamid (a

presidential  candidate in the 1952 election3269) what launched Sulayman’s career to the national

scene, beyond his hometown where he had been involved in the infamous Tuerie de Miziyara. All

his rough demeanor notwithstanding, Frangié, whom the international press qualified as a “Catholic

conservative”3270,  revealed  himself  as  a  shrewd politician:  a  close  friend of  the  cAlawi  al-Asad

family – which would reveal itself as a significant asset later in his life – he had opposed Chamoun

during  the  hawadith  1958  and  remained  outside  the  almost  exclusively  Christian  Hilf  alliance

associating himself  instead with such a pillar  of Sunni Lebanon as Sa’ib Salam and the feudal

overlord of Southern Lebanon, Kamal al-Asacad, which made him appear as a candidate acceptable

for Lebanon’s Muslims –  Le Monde had defined him as “partisan of a certain pan-Arabism”3271,

while his tough position on the commando issue3272 built him as a credible  Libanist leader, well

within the mainstream of Christian opinion.

Against  this  background,  it  was  evident  that  the  election  was  going to  be  a  tight  race

between Sarkis, who could secure the vote of the hardcore Chéhabists grouped around Karami, and

Frangié who, beside the support of his own political  group,  al-Wasat,  had been granted that of

Chamoun and Eddé,3273 both of them concentrated on preventing a  Chéhabist President  and on

3269Vid. chapter 3.2 above.
3270La Vanguardia Española, 08/18/1970. Cf. “Un homme de caractère”, Le Monde, 08/19/1970.
3271“Un “homme fort” à Beyrouth”, Le Monde, 08/19/1970. Cf. RABINOVICH, 1985, 32.
3272La Vanguardia Española, 08/18/1970; “Un homme de caractère”, Le Monde, 08/19/1970; AMMOUN, 2004, 465;

CHAMI, 2004, 201, 205, 264;  WINSLOW, 1996, 158; ZAMIR, 1980, 58; SALIBI, 1976, 49; STOAKES, 1975,
228.

3273La Vanguardia Española, 08/18/1970.
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blocking the possible accession of Pierre Gemayel to the Palace of Bacabda. The electoral session,

held on the afternoon of August 17, 1970, was to confirm the division of the Parliament in two

clearly defined blocks, with Élias Sarkis winning the first round by securing 45 votes to Frangié’s

38, the three remaining candidates (Gemayel, 10; Lahud – Joumblatt’s candidate, 5; and cAdnan al-

Hakim, 1) remaining clearly behind the front-runners3274. The second round, celebrated immediately

thereafter, was annulled due to a formal defect (the ballot box contained 100 tickets, one more than

the  total  number  of  MPs3275)  and  a  third  round  had  to  take  place  amid  “a  climate  of  general

excitement”3276. It was precisely in this third round that Frangié won the election by a single vote of

difference thanks to four ballots from Joumblatt’s block3277, who had split his votes between Sarkis

and Frangié in what Meir Zamir understands as a self-serving attempt at advancing his personal

aims for a radical transformation of Lebanese society and politics which could have been stopped

had  “a  progressive  president  such  as  Shihab  [...],  by introducing  moderate  reform,  succeed  in

containing the growing Leftist tendencies” that he sponsored as his springboard to power3278.

4.3. Conclusion: The Failure of a Model?

In 2009, Rachela Tonta published an essay3279 where she analyzed the causes behind what

she labeled as the failure of the Chéhabist State. In her opinion, there were three main factors which

would explain the lack of continuity in the reformist process initiated by the General in 1958:

1. A legal-constitutional reason: Chéhab and his political allies, “while trying to act in the

state’s interest [...] frequently resorted to the use of non-constitutional methods”.

3274AMMOUN, 2004; CHAMI, 2004, 262-263; WINSLOW, 1996, 160; ZAMIR, 1980, 58-59.
3275AMMOUN, 2004, 463; CHAMI, 2004, 263.
3276AMMOUN, 2004, 463.
3277Proche-Orient  Chrétien,  1970,  337; MALSAGNE,  2011,  468;  TONTA, 2009,  102;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  155;

CHAMI, 2004, 263; RABBATH, 1986, 580; KHALIDI, 1983, 42; SALIBI, 1976, 50.
3278ZAMIR, 1980, 56-57. Cf. MALSAGNE, 2011, 468; WINSLOW, 1996, 161-162; SALIBI, 1976, 50-51.
3279TONTA, 2009. All the quotes hereafter belong to pages 103-104 of this article unless otherwise specified.
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2. A social reason: While trying to combat the “clientelist structure of traditional political

leadership, [Chéhab] created his own”, both through the development of a bureaucratic-

technocratic apparatus and through the interference of the  Deuxième Bureau with the

qabadayat networks of the urban zucama’, whose new relations with the State came to

be defined “in very much the  same way” as  their  former  rapports  with  their  feudal

overlords.

3. A political reason: Chéhab lacked a political basis and was unable to build a solid one.

Thus, the reforms undertaken during his cahd became connected to him alone rather than

with the State as institution, so that, during his presidency, “when people talked of the

state they actually meant Fu’ad Chehab”. 

In this context, Tonta’s arguments can hardly be considered as a novelty in Middle Eastern

Studies.  Ever  since Chéhab abandoned the modest  Hôtel  de la  Présidence in  Sarba,  it  became

almost a scholarly convention to argue that the  Chéhabist  State failed. From progressive authors

like Walid Khalidi, Fawwaz Traboulsi or Tabitha Petran, for whom such a failure was motivated by

the inherent flaws of a model aiming at reforming the system, rather than at its entire overhaul3280, to

conservative or  Libanist essayists, who did not fail to caricature the  Chéhabist State as a quasi-

authoritarian  polity3281 bent  on  destroying  the  political  power  of  Christians  and  on  selling  out

Lebanon’s sovereignty to Nasser’s Pan-Arabism3282, while depicting the  dawlah shihabiyyah as a

corrupt3283 regime whose social policies backfired3284 and whose very establishment was portrayed

as a herald of the difficulties to come3285.  Even for his friends – and arguably,  for the General

himself as has been seen above –, the likes of Fouad Boutros or Georges Naccache, Chéhabism was

essentially a failed project, its failure being due, in their opinion, neither to the General’s lack of

3280TRABOULSI, 2007, 140, 141-142; PETRAN, 1987, 55-59, 70-71, 75-76; KHALIDI, 1983, 40-41
3281SALIBI, 1976, 5-6, 10-11
3282SALIBI, 1976, 15-16.
3283SALIBI, 1976, 20.
3284KEDOURIE, 1992, 60; SALIBI, 1976, 9, 14-15.
3285KHALAF, 2002, 142.
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ambition, as his progressive critics seem to point out nor to the excesses incurred by his regime as

his rightist opponents liked to affirm, but to the errors or incompetence of others3286 with President

Hélou –  portrayed, in a rather unflattering image where it is impossible not to see the bitterness of a

defeated politician, as an ungrateful and undeserving man – receiving the brunt of their attacks for

not doing everything in his hand to “uphold Chéhabism”:

Le mandat du président Charles Hélou prit fin, marquant la clôture officielle de l’ère chéhabiste. Les

piliers  de l’ère  chéhabiste  [...]  avaient  conduit  Hélou à  la  présidence de la  République,  à laquelle  il

n’aurait pas accédé [...] sans leur soutien. En contrepartie, Charles Hélou ne fit rien de ce qu’il aurait

dû faire  pour soutenir le  chéhabisme.  Au  contraire,  il  se  rapprocha  de  ses  adversaires  [...].  À

l’époque je ne compris pas l’attitude de Hélou autrement que comme une réaction aux agissements de

certains officiers du Deuxième Bureau qui s’étaient mal comportés envers lui. [...] C’est pourquoi il ne

laissa passer aucune occasion de se venger.3287

Beyond the specific nature of the different explanations of Chéhab’s failure, all of them have

an element in common, which is their linking the alleged failure thereof to the outbreak of the

fifteen-year  long  civil  war  that  ravished  Lebanon  from  1975  onward.  The  war  plays,  in  the

Lebanese case, a similar role as the Thirty Years War in Germany where the 17th century conflict

“sever[ed] the thread of collective memory [and] broke the chain of personal recollection”3288. Thus,

such an “unbearably intense experience”3289 as war, with its tearing apart of the collective memories

of the pre-conflagration era, has affected the literature in the double sense defined by Nigel Hunt3290

so that many authors have centered themselves either on the periods immediately before or after the

Second  Republic  and  the  War  (avoidance)  or  on  an  –  almost  obsessive  –  quest  to  trying  to

determine and understand the causes of the war (processing) with the underlying premise that the

3286BOUTROS, 2010, 187.
3287BOUTROS, 2010, 186.
3288CLARK, 2006, 62-63 (kindle edition).
3289HUNT, 2010, 7.
3290HUNT, 2010, 78-79.
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History of independent Lebanon is but a downward slide toward civil conflict. 

Against  this  war-clouded  historiographical  scenario,  the  assessment  of  Chéhabism as  a

period  in  Lebanese  History  and  as  a  political  movement  needs  to  focus  on  its  actual

accomplishments and failures rather than on the events it did not manage to avoid and, as will be

seen  below,  it  is  rather  doubtful  that  it  could  have  prevented  from happening.  In  this  sense,

Chéhabism should be understood for what it truly was: one of the many attempts at ‘revolution

from the top’ or ‘welfare statism’ typical of the post-war era, a political movement that appeared as

an  extraordinary  phenomenon  in  free-wheeling  and  laissez-faire-prone  Lebanon  but  easily

classifiable within its contemporary political trends, both in the West and in the developing world.

Thus  interpreted,  the  cahdayn of  both  Chéhab  and his  successor  Hélou,  despite  their  different

political  styles3291 and  their  eventual  breakup,  gave  way  to  the  establishment  of  several  social,

economic and political institutions that, in many cases, remain active to the present, which bears

witness to the success of Chéhabism, at least in the realm of institution-building. It can moreover be

said that Chéhabism also succeeded in the field of social policy. By imposing a forced confessional

balance in the Public Administration3292, Chéhab was certainly betraying the principles of financial

orthodoxy bequeathed by his predecessors in power but he was, at the same time, promoting the

long-time  allegiance  to  Lebanon  of  sectors  of  society  traditionally  alienated  from  the  State

(essentially the Sunnis), while opening an avenue to social ascent to communities thitherto relegated

(principally the Shicis). Chéhab’s so-called  Muslim policy was, however, not only directed to the

Islamic communities but also facilitated the development of a new Christian identity, much more in

tune with its Arab environment than ever before in Lebanese History as all contemporary surveys

do not fail to reveal3293. Bearing all this in mind, it can hardly be said that  Chéhabism failed in

3291Le Monde, 08/19/1970.
3292SMOCK & SMOCK, 1976, 126-130.
3293In  Halim Barakat’s  (1977,  esp.  the  Appendix)  study of  university students  and  despite  his  rather  pessimistic

conclusions (the book was published during the war, in 1977, and prepared throughout the years immediately before
its outbreak) it is undeniable that a trend toward an increased social cohesion could be discerned: an almost equal
proportion of the students of the three main Universities supporting the Palestinian commando operations (78%,
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transforming Lebanon by fostering the development of a far more integrated, united society.

The reformist task undertaken under Chéhab and Hélou, in transforming the Lebanese State

and updating its  institutions,  serves,  moreover,  as  further  proof  of  the  essentially dynamic  and

adaptive character of Lebanon’s  Unwritten Constitution. The reinterpretation of the National Pact

after the hawadith 1958 and the Masnaca episode gave it a new lease of life by widening its social

basis well beyond the original élite of 1943. Between 1958 and 1969, the National Pact came to

embody the old élite, certainly, but also the rising bureaucratic and technocratic apparatuses – in a

process of élite amalgamation first explained by Michels more than a century ago3294 and easily

observable in historical experience worldwide –  and even a large segment of Lebanon’s population,

thus evidencing the integrative, open and dynamic nature of the Unwritten Constitution.

AUB; 78%, USJ;  89%, LU) even if their proposed solution for the “Palestinian problem” differed, the Catholic
University being far more supportive of a “peaceful solution” than its secular counterparts (60% for USJ compared
to 36% for AUB and 29% for LU), a difference that could also be seen on the area of nationalism, with over 50% of
USJ  students  classing  themselves  as  “Lebanese  nationalists”  compared  to  25%  and  26%  for  AUB  and  LU
respectively.  Ideologically,  however,  no  confessional  difference  could  be  discerned,  the students  of  the  private
universities (AUB and USJ) supporting “Capitalistic Democracy” and “Liberal Democracy” by over 50% (59% and
73% respectively), while the more modest students of the public university expressed a decided penchant for leftist
politics, with 58% supporting either “Communism” or “Socialist Democracy”, in a clear proof of the influence of
class rather than confession in political preference by the end of the period herein under study. 

In  response to concrete questions, there was again a marked similitude among all  three universities,  with large
majorities being dissatisfied with the country’s political situation in all three institutions (77% AUB; 68% USJ; 63%
LU), as well as  displaying favorable opinions vis-à-vis freedom of speech (89% AUB; 81% USJ; 70% LU), and
toward deep changes in social mores, such as freedom for atheist expression (78% AUB; 71% USJ; 39% LU), the
separation of Church and State or the introduction of civil marriage (79% AUB; 81% USJ; 84% LU), the Christian
university displaying however a clearly more  advanced view on such matters as premarital sex (41% AUB; 61%
USJ; 39% LU). There were, however, some confessional differences regarding the satisfaction of students with their
society, with a clear majority of USJ students expressing their satisfaction (80%) whereas the multi-sectarian student
bodies of AUB and LU were evidently dissatisfied therewith (75% AUB; 87% LU) in what can be identified as both
a marker of class and of confessional discontent, Muslim students clearly displaying a higher degree of alienation
toward the Lebanese State as  such than their  Christian counterparts.  Social  class  appears,  though,  as  the most
marked divider in the survey, the students of private institutions consistently expressing their support for private
property (76% AUB; 71% USJ; 71%) and their lack of support for revolution (29% AUB; 22% USJ) compared to
the figures of their public system counterparts (49% and 50% respectively).

The answers provide proof of the growing coalescence of opinion along class, rather than confessional, lines, at least
at the level of those holding university degrees, even if some religious cleavages are still present. Barakat’s survey
coincides in its findings with those of Audrey and David Smock (1976, Chapter 5) who revealed how Christians
increasingly self-identified as Arabs (46,5% of those under 40 against 30% for those over) and even supported
Lebanon’s inclusion in an Arab federal arrangement (40% of those with university studies) while a good 60% of
those under 30 opposed the sectarian distribution of civil  service positions (72% for  Muslims in the same age
bracket). The growing social integration in terms of profession, income and social position has been further proven
by Boutros Labaki (1988, 166-180). 

3294MICHELS, 1911, 364. Cit. in HARTMANN, 2007, 20.
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The Lebanese system was, however, unprepared for the threats that came from without. As

Lijphart  did not  fail  to  point  out,  functioning consociational  arrangements  need peace  to  work

properly and should function under conditions analogous to international neutrality in order to avoid

“the danger of international conflict spilling over to the internal arena”3295. Such a neutrality was an

utter impossibility in a State system like the Arab one, where loyalty to the overarching Arab Nation

(al-ummat al-carabiyyah) and to its goals became the ultimate criterion in defining the legitimacy of

a given regime3296 vis-à-vis the  rest  of  Arab States  and  its  own people.  The influence  of  Arab

nationalism was particularly relevant in the Lebanese case given its demographic composition as

Lijphart himself underlined when he said:

[...] after independence the conflicts in the Middle East became more and more dysfunctional because

they pitted the Christian segments against the pro-Arab Muslims on many issues and imposed the burden

of  harboring  large  numbers  of  Palestinian  refugees  and  guerrilla  forces.  In  fact,  it  is  primarily  to

Lebanon’s  increasingly  unfavourable  international  environment  [...]  that  the  1975  breakdown of  the

democratic regime must be attributed.3297

While  it  can  be argued that  Lijphart’s  assessment  presents  an  oversimplified  and rather

essentialist vision of Lebanese reality, it is nonetheless evident that the hurdles set forth by regional

politics contributed to poison Lebanon’s internal politics and to slow down – and, in some cases,

even reverse – the process of social integration that Chéhabism had accelerated. Knowing well of

Lebanon’s Sunnis’ attachment to the pan-Arab ideal, the regional powers – beginning with Egypt

and going all  the  way to  Iraq  and Syria  –  did  not  hesitate  to  tamper  with  Lebanon’s  delicate

equilibria for their own short-time geopolitical goals3298. As such an unsuspicious author as Walid

3295LIJPHART, 1977, 69. Cf. LIJPHART, 1999, 263, 270-271.
3296DAWISHA, 2003, 254.
3297LIJPHART, 1977, 153.
3298La Vanguardia Española, 06/12/1970, 07/02/1970;  Le Monde, 07/28/1970, 07/31/1970, 08/04/1970, 08/07/1970;

SALIBI, 1976, 159-162.
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Khalidi did not fail to ascertain:

The Pan-Arab doctrine [...] denies by definition the sovereign impenetrability of the frontiers of the Arab

states.  The  proponents  of  Pan-Arabism  [...]  derive  their  putative  legitimacy  from  the  same

fountainhead as those who claim to represent vox populi within a single state. In the case of the Pan-

Arabists, however, their supra-national legitimacy overrides that of established states. [...] the actual

division of the Arab world into states, the conflicting interests and priorities of these states, the social,

political, and economic differences between them, including their rivalry for prestige and for the very

leadership  of  the  Pan-Arab  movement,  inevitably  turn  [...]  this  Pan-Arab  doctrine  into  a  potent

manipulative instrument of Arab realpolitik.3299

Thus, the growing Arabist excitement of the Street – whether in its Nasserist or in its pro-

Commando incarnation – forced the traditional elite to follow its lead in order not to lose their

constituencies rather than the other way around, in apparent contradiction to Mitchels’ theory of the

passivity  of  the  masses3300 but  in  seemingly  open  confirmation  of  the  theses  on  the  risks  of

demagogic deviation in mass society put forward by such classical political scientists as Ortega3301

and Mannheim3302 in the Interbellum era and by Kornhauser3303 in the postwar period. Thus, against

the increasing wave of demonstrations and protests  witnessed by the last  third of Hélou’s  cahd

(many times without a clear purpose, which gives credence to Hannah Arendt’s critical judgment of

the late 1960’s student movement in the United States and Europe3304), the Sunni élite acted on a

direction that seemed contrary to their own class interests, much to the surprise of the Maronite

élite, who felt a deep sense of betrayal exemplified by Hélou’s indignant words:

3299KHALIDI, 1983, 95. My emphasis, italics in the original.
3300MITCHELL, 1977, 377. Cit. in HARTMANN, 2007, 21.
3301ORTEGA Y GASSET, 2014, passim.
3302MANNHEIM, 1967, passim.
3303KORNHAUSER, 1959, passim.
3304After  qualifying  some  of  the  aspects  of  the  student  movement  as  “clearly  positive”,  the  German-American

philosopher did not hesitate to affirm that sometimes students demonstrated simply for the sake thereof, because
“mobilization is fun”, and feared the evolution of a movement which she already perceived “in the process of being
dissolved and eroded by fanaticism, ideologies and a spirit of destruction bordering, on the one hand, on criminality
and, on the other, on boredom” (ARENDT, 2015 [1969], 154-155).
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Tous ceux qui dénonçaient Chamoun l’accusant d’avoir ébranle le Pacte National par son acceptance du

Plan Eisenhower, ne voient maintenant aucun problème en se lancer sur l’appui d’une force étrangère

occupant violemment le territoire libanais et dont la présence est rejeté par la moitié de la population.

The growing demands of the masses had, therefore, a double effect in the Lebanese system:

on the one hand, and following Tsebelis’ classical veto players theory3305, the normal functioning of

the system was blocked through the interplay of the concurrent vetos held by two elites maintaining

a priori opposed views on the country’s identity and role in the Middle East; while, on the other

hand, the crisis provoked a progressive reinforcement of confessional solidarities which,  as has

been said above, seemingly detained the growth process of an overarching national solidarity that

had been engendered under Chéhabism. The new Christian approaches, as defined by the JEC, Mgr.

Haddad, and the ecumenical movement, translating to Lebanon the winds of change brought about

by Vatican Council II were put in a standstill by the increase in militantism, vigilantism, and even

by the return of Petit Liban to the scene, as per Raymond Eddé’s testimony, and as proven by the

negative evolution of  al-Kata’ib3306 that  will  be seen in  the next  chapter,  in what  appears  as a

reaction to the growing communal assertiveness of the Sunni Street.

True, however, to their definition by Donoso Cortés as the “clase discutidora”3307 (i.e. the

disputing class),  the Lebanese  bourgeois elites managed to avoid the immediate breakup of the

system by reaching,  in  the  Cairo  Agreement,  yet  another  reinterpretation  of  the  National  Pact,

further committing the Lebanese identity and the Lebanese State to the Arab cause. Thus, if the

1958-1959 accord had meant that Lebanon was to be read as a fully  Arab country, the 1969 pact

implied that this  Arab country was also a  confrontation state – perhaps truly the only one, as per

3305TSEBELIS, 2001, 310-315. Cf. LIJPHART, 1977, 36-38, 50-51
3306Vid. ENTELIS, 1976, 196-212.
3307Cit. in SCHMITT, 2009, 53.
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Samir  Khalaf’s  critique3308 –  in  the  common Arab  struggle  against  Israel.  In  an  apparent  self-

fulfillment of the Cortesian prophecy regarding the indecisiveness of the bourgeoisie3309, the Cairo

Agreement  came to represent  an unsatisfying  compromise between two  a priori  irreconciliable

points of view, being reached with the only goal of overcoming a paralyzing political crisis. 

Thus, and while the covenant reached by Bustani and cArafat can be easily classified as yet

another unsatisfactory agreement, just like the 1943 and 1958-59 configurations of the National

Pact had been at their inception, truth is that it exhausted the conciliation capabilities of the system.

In Farid el-Khazen’s assessment thereof:

In no country other than Lebanon, and in no regional order than that of the Arab state system, would an

agreement  that  derives  its  legitimacy from writing  off  part  of  the  country’s  national  sovereignty be

possible. It  was an agreement by which a country relinquished part of its prerogatives and delegated

authority over part of its land to external parties engaged in external war with another country to help

defuse an internal political crisis.3310

Hence, and while Cairo represented the maximum of concessions that the Christian political

establishment was disposed to make for the sake of preserving what Pierre Gemayel had labeled as

the Lebanese formula, it merely constituted a starting point in Lebanon’s commitment to resistance

for the new political left leaded by Kamal Joumblatt – a man who knew that his personal aspirations

could  only  be  fulfilled  by  an  utter  bouleversement  of  Lebanon’s  constitutional  structure  and

3308KHALAF, 2002, 223. Despite the tranquilizing words of Muhammad Riyad, Secretary-General of the Arab League
in 1973, when he declared: “We cannot put on Lebanon alone the burden of our battle against Israel”, truth is that
Lebanon was to remain “facing Israel alone while the other Arab fronts remain rigid and frozen” (HÉLOU, 1997,
284).

3309According to the Schmittian (2009, 53) definition:

Es,  según Donoso,  consustancial  al  liberalismo burgués no  decidirse  por uno ni  por  otro  en  la
contienda y, en su lugar, tratar de entablar una discusión.
[According to Donoso, not deciding between one and another in a conflict is a consubstantial feature
of bourgeois liberalism, which, in its place, would try to strike up a discussion.]

3310KHAZEN, 2000, 161.
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therefore uninterested in its upkeep3311 – with the Sunni élite, and soon with its Shici fellows, merely

trying to retain a political power that was rapidly slipping from their hands, just like had happened

to their social counterparts in Syria and elsewhere in the Middle East twenty years earlier.  Cairo

was, therefore, a mere conflict retardant.

In a context where the Christian political élite was unwilling to make further concessions to

the growing demands put forward by the  Street and its new leaders and in the midst of a Middle

East permanently ablaze, it  is highly questionable whether  Chéhabism,  all its  achievements and

triumphs notwithstanding, could have prevented what already seemed, by 1969, as inevitable3312. As

the General himself said: I cannot work miracles.

3311RABINOVICH, 1985, 76.
3312BOUTROS, 2010, 182.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SULAYMAN FRANGIÉ AND THE COLLAPSE OF THE STATE (1970-1975)

افتح يا لبنان أبوابك ولتلتهم النار أرزك

ولول أيها السرو فإن الرز قد سقط العظماء قد دمروا

ولول يا بلوط باشان فإن الغابة المنيعة قد صرعت!

Open your doors, O Lebanon, that the fire may devour your cedars!

Wail, you cypress trees, for the cedars are fallen, the mighty have been despoiled.

Wail, you oaks of Bashan, for the impenetrable forest is cut down!

Zechariah, 11:1-2.

Nous allumerons la 3e guerre mondiale

Georges Habache.

Earlier on in this dissertation, it has been stated that Charles Hélou was, probably, the best

equipped President Lebanon had during its pre-war period. A wise, prudent and cultured man whose

cahd was, however,  marred by circumstances largely outside his control.  His successor appears,

though, as an almost perfect antonym to the values represented by the former. All the self-controlled

and  disciplined  petit  bourgeois character  displayed  by  Hélou  contrasted  with  the  bombastic,

abrasive character of Sulayman Frangié, a man whose path to national prominence and, thereafter,

to the Presidency had been paradoxically opened by his far better prepared brother’s disgrace. At a
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time of national crisis, with Lebanon’s two halves increasingly drifting apart, mainly on the issue of

the Palestinian armed presence on Lebanese soil, Frangié’s election appeared as a fateful choice.

His reliance on cunfuwan, the traditional toughness expected from a northern Maronite mountaineer,

and  his  inability  to  negotiate  would  eventually  lead  to  his  breaking  up  with  the  entire  Sunni

establishment,  opening the way to yet  another constitutional  crisis  in 1973, which revealed the

precarious foundations of Lebanon’s national consensus in the aftermath of the Cairo Agreement.

In spite of all of Frangié’s defects, including the sudden rise to prominence of his son Tony

in what amounted to a blatant display of nepotism – arguably, nothing new in Lebanese politics but

particularly scandalous at a time of growing popular unrest, specially at a time when administrative

inefficiency and corruption were added to the picture – there was little that he, or an abler politician

the like of Chéhab or Sarkis, could have done to redress an already critical political situation. All his

cunfuwan notwithstanding, neither Frangié nor probably any other President could have prevented

the clash of legitimacies that brew up throughout his mandate to end up breaking out in April 1975.

Among the many scholars of nation and State it has been Eric Hobsbawm who has provided

one of the most accurate explanations on the origin of the national phenomenon. “Nations”, he says,

“do not make states but the other way round”3313. Whereas arguing the modernity of the nation can

hardly be considered as revolutionary, Hobsbawm’s theory differs from those of other authors who,

like  Kedourie3314,  Gellner3315 or  Anderson3316 affirm the  novelty of  the  national  phenomenon  in

human history, in that he portrays the  Nation as a vehicle for the legitimization of the fledgling

liberal States of the nineteenth century3317. The authority of the State, that “purposefully constructed,

functionally specific machine” as defined by Weber3318, could not be based, contrary to the vision of

3313HOBSBAWM, 1990, 10.
3314KEDOURIE, 2015 [1996], passim.
3315GELLNER, 1983, passim; 1994, 1-19, 34-46.
3316ANDERSON, 1991[1983 ], passim.
3317HOBSBAWM, 1990, 18-19, 22-23
3318Cit. in POGGI, 1978, 101.
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the German sociologist in a position further developed by the jurist Hans Kelsen with his idea of the

sovereignty of Law3319, on the mere legitimacy provided by Positive Law – which would hardly

arise the passion of the masses – but on an idea capable of cladding this boundless Leviathan with a

popular based approach, linked to previously held beliefs and ethnic traditions3320: that idea would

be the Nation.

The Nation-building process as described above can be essentially linked to the historical

evolution of Western European countries with a long-standing political  tradition,  namely Spain,

France and England-Great Britain. The success of their model, particularly in the French case3321,

inspired,  however,  the  eclosion  of  nationalist  movements  in  a  growing  ferment  progressively

spreading from Central Europe to the Eastern Mediterranean and Western Asia3322. For the throngs

of ethnic and confessional groups and subgroups living under what would eventually be known as

multi-national empires,  local  or  ethnic  nationalism – as opposed to the varied attempts at State-

centered nationalism (e.g. Ottomanism) developed by the fledgling, and usually faltering, State –

offered a promise of communal redemption in an imagined fatherland, whose origins were usually

presented as harking back hundreds, if not millennia, back in history. Reality would prove, however,

otherwise and the new States born in the aftermath of World War I,  those Greater Polands and

Romanias, with their own large national  minorities would prove the elemental fallacy of national

myths as Gellner himself does not fail to underline3323.

Against this background, it is important to remember how the Lebanese State born in 1920

was not a Nation-State in neither of the senses described above. On the contrary, as explained in

3319CONTRERAS, 2016, 313-317; SCHMITT, 2009, 21-25.
3320Anthony Smith (1988,  passim.) speaks of  ethnie  as the building bricks of the modern Nation, while Hobsbawm

gives a similar – though not identical – assessment when he speaks of the proto-national “feelings of collective
belonging which already existed” (1990, 45), among which he includes language, ethnicity, religion and historico-
political continuity (1990, 45-79).

3321LINZ, 1993, 19.
3322GELLNER, 1994, 29-31, 182-200.
3323GELLNER, 1994, 26.
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chapter 2 above, the Lebanese polity came to embrace an amalgam of ethno-national perspectives,

its  independence  being  based,  precisely,  on  the  denial  of  the  Nation.  Like  so  many  other

consociational or semi-consociational countries, Lebanon can be defined as a Compromise-State

rather than as a Nation-State3324. The a-national nature of the Republic of 1943 allowed the Bilad al-

Arz to avoid a thorny question and, therefore, to enjoy a long-lasting period of peace and prosperity,

the occasional  disruptions  thereof  (mainly the  hawadith 1958)  revealing,  at  the same time,  the

flexibility of the arrangement and its progressive evolution, in a line common to the rest of the Arab

world3325, toward a widely-shared wataniyyah-nationalism, cognizant of the sentimental and cultural

ties tying Lebanon to the rest of the Arab world yet, at the same time, increasingly attached to the

borders of Lubnan al-Kabir. 

However, the crisis of 1969 and the Cairo Agreement put the compromise sustaining the

State under heavy strains and for President Frangié, just like for any other Head of State, all his

alleged  “incompetence”3326 notwithstanding,  keeping  the  State  working  became  increasingly

difficult, the basis of its legitimacy being growingly put in question by ever-widening sectors of

society. Therefore, the 1973 crisis, as will be seen below, came to openly reveal how the space for

compromise had shrunk considerably, since both parties to the original agreement feared that any

considerable cession would alter the basic status quo, thus rendering “an agreement between [them]

impossible”3327.  The  1973  crisis  came  to,  moreover,  openly  show  the  powerlessness  of  the

traditional Sunni – but also Shici – élite vis-à-vis the new populist leaderships incarnated by Kamal

Joumblatt and, increasingly so, by the Imam Musa al-Sadr. Hence, and while the old triumvirate of

grandes  hommes  Salam-Karami-Yafi  was able  to  veto Cabinet  formation and block the normal

functioning of State institutions for a while, an exit to the situation was reached without them in

3324LIJPHART, 1999, 31-47; LIJPHART, 1977, passim.
3325DAWISHA, 2003, 282-313; BARNETT, 1995, 480-482, 488-489, 505-508 ; SALIBI, 1976, 161-162.
3326ZAMIR, 1980, 62.
3327TSEBELIS, 2000, 314
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stark proof of their faltering grasp on power. In the  words of Kamal Salibi:

Since 1969, the Muslim Lebanese political establishment and bourgeoisie had begun to show definite

signs of impatience with the commando movement [...]. The Muslim Lebanese establishment, however,

was politically caged by the masses on whose support it counted, and by 1970 there was hardly a Muslim

leader who was not already the prisoner, at least to some extent, of the commando movement to which the

Muslim masses gave their prime allegiance. [...] Stripped by the commandos of the armed support on

which they had been used to count, the Muslim leaders [...] lost their independence, and tended to become

increasingly a political instrument serving the commando cause within the Lebanese system.3328

It can be argued, though, that the resolution to the 1973 crisis signaled, as suggested by Dan

Naor3329, the dawn of a new compromise in Lebanon, the lord of Mukhtara and the Imam, with their

direct connection to the Street, replacing the Sunni grands-bourgeois whose weakening position had

been a leading cause for the system’s instability ever since 1958, as the basic partners of the, still

largely coherent, Christian – and very specifically Maronite – élite. The Unwritten Constitution had,

once  again,  given  proof  of  its  flexibility  and  further  proof  thereof  would  be  provided  by the

Constitutional  Document  of  February  14,  1976,  which  altered  considerably  the  concrete

specifications of the Lebanese power sharing agreement. By then, however, the external pressures

that have been highlighted throughout this essay had ended up breaking the rope. From April 13,

1975 the fundamental partners in the Lebanese agreement, and first and foremost among them the

different Maronite parties, were no longer willing to compromise and launched themselves to an all-

out adventure for the achievement of their maximalist agendas in what seemed – and, indeed, was –

a life-and-death struggle for the survival of a certain vision of Lebanon. Frangié’s clumsiness had

certainly  not  provoked  the  breakdown,  and  the  ability  of  another  President  would  not  have

prevented it, for legitimacy, after all, cannot be enforced.

3328SALIBI, 1976, 54. Cf. KHALIDI, 1976, 99.
3329NAOR, 2013, 1003-1004.
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5.1. Dismantling Chéhabism (1970-1973).

Frangié’s election caused an outbreak of euphoria throughout Christian Lebanon3330: “The

Mountain was covered”, as Edmond Rabbath remembers, “for several nights, with joyous fireworks

celebrating [Frangié’s election]. Church bells were peeling out relentlessly”3331. For the first time in

the history of independent  Lebanon,  it  was the candidate preferred by the Christians,  élite and

people alike, who had been elected to head the Republic, which perhaps explains the rejoicing of

the Patriarch, who warmly received, together with a large delegation of bishops, the new President

in Bkirki in the aftermath of his election3332, and even sang a celebratory mass in the hometown of

the new Head of State, Ehden, on August 23. In the course of the celebratory eucharist, Méouchy, in

a dythirambic display of allegiance to the new Head of State, compared him to Patriarch Duwayhi,

the tricentennial of whose death was then being commemorated, and affirmed that, “for the second

time”, Ehden had provided Lebanon with “a pastor in the person of President Frangié”3333. Christian

happiness in Lebanon was replicated by the joy deployed by the conservative Arab regimes – and

even  by Egypt3334–  which  had  been  growing  increasingly  wary  of  the  “Palestinian  commando

movement”, whose burgeoning activism had made it appear “as the spearhead of Soviet-backed

radicalism in the Arab world”3335. For these regional forces, a tough President like Frangié appeared

as the best possible chance to replicate, on a Lebanese basis, the suppression of commando activity

that had already been initiated by Hussayn in Jordan3336, thus avoiding the risks that a radicalized

Palestinian militancy might pose to the negotiated settlement to the Arab-Israeli conflict that was

being discussed by Egypt, the Hashimite Kingdom and the United States3337.

3330AMMOUN, 2004, 464-465; CHAMI, 2004, 264, 268; ZAMIR, 1980, 60; SALIBI, 1976, 51.
3331RABBATH, 1986, 580.
3332Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1970, 337; AMMOUN, 2004, 465; CHAMI, 2004, 264.
3333Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1970, 337.
3334KALAWOUN, 2000, 158; WINSLOW, 1996, 163; SALIBI, 1976, 51.
3335SALIBI, 1976, 51.
3336HÉLOU, 1997, 281; WINSLOW, 1996, 163; SALIBI, 1976, 52-53.
3337Le Monde, 09/03/1970; KALAWOUN, 2000, 158; SALIBI, 1976, 52.
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The episodes of violence between Palestinian commandos and different Lebanese elements

(on this occasion, Nasserist groups in the city of Sayda, close to former deputy Macaruf Sacad)

which took place in the immediate aftermath to Frangié’s election3338 served as a reminder of the

prominent  place  occupied  by  the  Palestinian  problem  within  the  concerns  of  the  new  Chief

Executive, particularly at a time when the game of cat and mouse played between Israel and the

fida’iyyin was causing severe damages to an already impoverished area like South Lebanon while

provoking both the massive emigration and the discontent of the Shici peasants, who, already before

the end of Hélou’s term, had started to protest against the repercussions of commando activity3339.

Further proof of the challenge posed by the  fida’iyyin  to the new President was provided by the

arrival, on September 5, in violation of the dispositions of the Cairo Agreement, of a kidnapped

“Pan-Am” jumbo jet carrying several PFLP members3340. In a display of firmness, the plane and its

occupants were not allowed to remain on Lebanese soil,  being forced to leave the airport – the

aircraft would end up in Cairo, where it was eventually blown up3341. Such an incident was but the

first  in  a  long list  of  clashes  between the  guerrillas  and the  Lebanese  Government3342,  another

instance thereof occurring the very day thereafter, when other PFLP commandos, demanding Layla

Khalid’s release, captured a plane in Bahrayn and landed in Beirut to fuel before proceeding to

Jordan’s Dawson airfield where they already kept several hostages from other operations3343.

It was precisely in the midst of this tense regional environment that an Arab League summit

was to take place, under Egyptian, sponsorship to try to put an end to the Jordanian-Palestinian tug-

3338Le Monde, 08/25/1970, 08/26/1970, 08/27/1970, 09/05/1970; CHAMI, 2004, 266.
3339La Vanguardia Española, 03/20/1970; Le Monde, 07/05/1970.
3340“El drama del aeropuerto egipcio”, La Vanguardia Española, 08/09/1970; 
3341“El  Cairo:  El  “jumbo  jet”  desviado  por  los  palestinos  fue  dinamitado  en  el  aeropuerto  de  esta  capital”,  La

Vanguardia  Española,  09/08/1970;  “El  Cairo:  La  Liga  Árabe  desaprueba el  terrorismo aéreo”,  La Vanguardia
Española, 09/13/1970.

3342La Vanguardia Española, 09/11/1970.
3343“Vuelven a sus puntos de origen varios de los pasajeros”,  La Vanguardia Española, 09/13/1970; La Vanguardia

Española, 09/10/1970.
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of-war that had been taking place ever since September 163344. The intervention of Syrian troops

(around two hundred armored vehicles entered Jordanian territory from the other side of the border

on September 183345) and the relentless propaganda offensive waged on the Hashimite regime by its

Bacathist counterparts in Damascus and Baghdad3346 made the Egyptian call for an Arab League

plenum particularly urgent. The reunion, celebrated on the immediate aftermath of Frangié’s formal

prise de possession3347, would be the Head of State’s first intervention in an international forum. The

short truce achieved by Hussayn and cArafat therein would be, however, overshadowed by Nasser’s

death, which occurred on the very last day of the summit3348. Nasser’s passing away sent shock

waves all through the Arab world. “[S]till [...] the undisputed leader of the Arab world” despite the

defeat of 19673349, the auctoritas commanded by the Egyptian Head of State had contributed to the

maintenance of a certain balance of power in the region. His death, together with the almost parallel

rise of new leaders in all other main Arab powers – Hafiz al-Asad became President of Syria in

November 1970 after the triumph of his Corrective Movement against the radical regime headed by

Salah Jadid3350, while Saddam Hussayn was becoming Iraq’s strongman3351, albeit not formally the

President of the Bilad al-Nahrayn until 1978 – threw the Middle East into a renewed maëlstrom of

rivalries for regional dominance3352. 

Moreover,  Nasser’s  death  represented  a  especially  heavy  loss  for  Lebanon,  as  General

3344NAOR, 2013, 998; AMMOUN, 2004, 470-471; CHAMI, 2004, 268-271; RABINOVICH, 1985, 41-42; ZAMIR,
1980, 60; SALIBI, 1976, 52-53.

3345ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO,  2009,  104-105;  AMMOUN,  2004,  471;  CHAMI,  2004,  270;  SEALE,  1990,  158-159;
ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 193.

3346“Beirut:  pleno  apoyo  oficial  de  sirios  e  irakíes  a  los  comandos”,  La  Vanguardia  Española,  09/17/1970;  La
Vanguardia Española, 04/02/1971, 04/06/1971; AMMOUN, 2004, 470

3347La Vanguardia Española, 09/24/1970.
3348La Vanguardia Española, 09/29/1970, 09/30/1970, 10/01/1970, 10/06/1970;  Le Monde, 10/03/1970, 10/02/1970;

AMMOUN, 2004, 474; CHAMI, 2004, 271; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 193-194; RABBATH, 1986, 581; ZAMIR, 1980,
60. 

3349ZAMIR, 1980, 60.
3350Le Monde, 11/16/1970, 11/17/1970, 11/20/1970; NAOR, 2013, 998; ZISSER, 2013, 70; ÁLVAREZ-OSSORIO,

2009, 107-116; SEALE, 1988, 162-165; DAWISHA, 1980, 45.
3351DAWISHA, 2009, 209-213.
3352La Vanguardia Española, 03/09/1971; Le Monde, i.a. 10/20/1970, 11/16/1970, 11/30/1970; KHALAF, 2002, 214;

SEALE, 1988, 162-163; DAWISHA, 1980, 35; ZAMIR, 1980, 60
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Chéhab himself did not fail to underline in an interview with the weekly al-Sayyad3353. With a role

akin to that of a patron, the  Bilad al-Arz had, its punctual differences with the Egyptian leader

notwithstanding,  benefited  from  Nasser’s  protection.  His  support  at  several  critical  junctures,

particularly after the 1967 war, when Lebanon’s role during the conflict was being questioned by its

more  radical  neighbors,  and in  the  course  of  the  1969 crisis,  wherein  his  mediation  had been

fundamental  for  the  achievement  of  a  settlement  between  the  State  and  the  Palestinians,  had

contributed to guarantee Lebanon’s stability for over a decade3354. Now, deprived of a sponsor and

in the context of an increasingly agitated region, Lebanon would eventually become “the arena of

conflicts between the various Arab regimes and the Palestinian organisations which were played out

with little regard for the consequences on its delicate political structure”3355. Nasser’s death, together

with the downpouring of Palestinian commandos in the immediate aftermath of their  Jordanian

defeat3356 would considerably complicate Frangié’s cahd.

For the time being, however, the Head of State focused on the internal arena, concentrating

himself on the formation of his  cahd’s first Cabinet. Karami’s Executive, which had been taking

care of daily business on an interim basis  ever since Frangié’s election,  proceeded therefore to

submit its resignation3357, to be substituted by Sa’ib Salam3358. Al-zacim al-kabir, the grand seigneur

of Sunni Beirut, the main Muslim patron of anti-Chéhabism, Salam returned to power after almost a

decade  outside  the  Serail.  Firmly  convinced  of  the  need  to  implement  reformist  measures,  “a

revolution at the top to avert a revolution from below”3359 in his own words, Salam proceeded to

appoint,  for  the  first  time  in  Lebanese  History,  a  twelve-man  extra-parliamentary  Cabinet3360

3353Cit. in MALSAGNE, 2011, 556.
3354NAOR, 2013, 998.
3355NAOR, 2013, 998. Cf. KALAWOUN, 2000, 152-154; ZAMIR, 1980, 61.
3356AMMOUN, 2004, 479-480; KHALAF, 2002, 214, 217-218, 221; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 194; RABBATH, 1986,

584; RABINOVICH, 1985, 42.
3357La Vanguardia Española, 10/04/1970.
3358“Saeb Salam, encargado de formar Gobierno en el  Líbano”,  La Vanguardia Española,  10/06/1970;  Le Monde,

10/07/1970.
3359PETRAN, 1987, 110. Cf. TRABOULSI, 2007, 172; WINSLOW, 1996, 164; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 61.
3360Cabinet  Sa’ib Salam V (10/13/1970-05/27/1972):  Sa’ib Salam (S),  Prime Minister,  Interior Minister;  Ghassan

Tuéni (GO), Deputy Chairman of the Council, Minister of Education and Fine Arts, Minister of Information; Henri
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composed of relatively young (leaving Salam aside, the mean age of the new Ministers was 393361)

“technocrats and businessmen, most of whom were relatively unknown”3362, whose main goal was

to implement widespread reforms in both the public and private sectors. Popularly known as the

‘Youth Cabinet’, the new Executive, while ratified by an overwhelming majority of the Chamber on

October  133363,  provoked  the  discontent  of  the  anti-Chéhabist parliamentary  bloc3364,  who  had

expected to be rewarded with ministerial appointments under the new régime and, immediately,

“began expressing interest in toppling the newly formed government”3365. As if under a bad omen,

Salam’s Government of youngsters not only was elected by a disgruntled Cabinet but came into

being after yet another clash between the Lebanese State and Palestinian guerrillas centered around

Beirut Airport.

On the very same day of Salam’s appointment (October 5), a group of commandos flying an

Iraqi airliner were denied permission to get off the plane at Beirut Airport3366 since, according to the

provisions of the Cairo Agreement, “such a contingent of Palestinians could not enter Lebanon by

air but must come by overland routes through Syria”3367. In the course of the negotiations between

the  fida’iyyin and the Lebanese authorities, which extended over sixteen hours3368, two Lebanese

officers were briefly held hostage by the guerrillas3369,  who were finally forced to  abandon the

country and return to Iraq. Thus, and even if Frangié had proven his firmness in dealing with the

Eddé (M), Minister of Public Works and Transportation; Hassan Mahrafiyyah (D), Minister of General Planning;
Sa’ib Jarudi (S), Minister of National Economy and Industry; Édouard Sawmah (M), Minister of Agriculture and
National Defense; Jamil Kibbi (S), Minister of Justice and Communications; Émile Bitar (M), Minister of Public
Health and Emergencies;  Élias Saba (GO),  Minister of Finance;  Jacafar Muhammad Jawad Sharaf al-Din (Sh),
Minister of Hydric Resources; Munir Hamdan (Sh), Minister of Labor and Social Affairs; Khalil Abu Hamad (GC),
Minister of Foreign Affairs and Émigrés.

3361DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 61.
3362DEKMEJIAN,  1975,  61.  Cf.  Le  Monde,  10/15/1970; NAOR,  2013,  991;  MALSAGNE,  2011,  472-473;

TRABOULSI, 2007, 172; AMMOUN, 2004, 476; WINSLOW, 1996, 162; SALIBI, 1976, 56-57.
3363DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 61.
3364La Vanguardia Española, 10/04/1970, 10/08/1970.
3365NAOR, 2013, 991. Cf. AMMOUN, 2004, 476.
3366“Comandos palestinos, a bordo de un avión iraquí, han secuestrado a dos funcionarios libaneses”, La Vanguardia

Española, 10/06/1970.
3367WINSLOW, 1996, 163.
3368“Comandos palestinos”, La Vanguardia Española, 10/06/1970; SALIBI, 1976, 55.
3369La Vanguardia Española, 10/08/1970; WINSLOW, 1996, 163.
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Palestinian guerrillas whenever they overstepped the limits set forth in 1969, the relations with the

commandos  remained,  nonetheless,  the  main  problem  for  Salam’s  new  Executive,  as  the

correspondent for  La Vanguardia Española did not fail to assess just a couple of days after these

events3370.

Moreover, the Cabinet suffered its first reshuffle even before its formal assumption of office,

when the designated Minister of Agriculture and Defense, Édouard Sawmah who, at that time, was

director of the Land and Water Development Division at the FAO (he would subsequently become

the organization’s longest-serving Director General), refused to leave his career in the international

organization to take up the Ministry3371. He would subsequently be substituted by Henri Turbay.

As if reflecting the country’s complex situation, the Cabinet, after a promising beginning

when several liberalizing measures were taken (suppression of press censorship, October 103372;

launch of a series of measures against “the wave of immorality”, thus responding to the wishes put

forward by several bishops3373; release of the 1961 coupistes who remained in prison3374, December

24, 1970; cleanliness of the December 1970 by-election3375), initiated a rapid process of internal

disintegration3376. Thus, already by January 1971 Ghassan Tuéni submitted his resignation from the

Education Ministry due to his inability to reform the university system and the  baccalauréat3377,

which arose the opposition of the student body Lebanon-wide3378. His successor in the Ministry,

3370La Vanguardia Española, 10/08/1970.
3371AMMOUN, 2004, 476.
3372La Vanguardia Española, 10/16/1970.
3373Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1971, 192.
3374AMMOUN, 2004, 477.
3375AMMOUN, 2004, 477.
3376NAOR, 2013, 992; AMMOUN, 2004, 477-478; WINSLOW, 1996, 164.
3377La  Vanguardia  Española,  03/12/1971;  Le Monde,  02/16/1972; NAOR,  2013,  992;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  172;

AMMOUN, 2004, 477; WINSLOW, 1996, 164; SALIBI, 1976, 56.
3378The baccalauréat crisis had deep resonances with the Lebanese identity question. Historically, to pass the exacting

tests needed to obtain the certificate, it was essential to dominate a foreign language – namely French (obtaining less
than 5/20 in the French test implied the immediate disqualification of the candidate) – which, de facto, hardened the
access to the University for the students of public schools  vis-à-vis their partners in the private school system –
essentially in French, or at least French-speaking, hands. In order to effect a compromise, it had been established the
equivalence  between  the  Lebanese  certificate  and  those  issued  in  Egypt  and  Syria,  with  their  fully  Arabic
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Henri Eddé, would soon follow on his footsteps, while Émile Bitar imitated forthwith his fellow

ministers after clashing with the powerful pharmaceutical lobby – with strong connections with the

President’s office3379– when he tried to force a reduction in the price of some medicines3380. The

reformist  proposals  envisaged  by Economy Minister  Élias  Saba,  including  an  overhaul  of  the

taxation  system,  the  protection  of  national  industry  and  the  control  of  inflation  through  the

limitation of sumptuary imports3381 (Decree 1943, September 1971), suffered a destiny comparable

to those of his Cabinet partners, being frustrated by the frontal opposition of the merchants’ lobby,

who  threatened  to  paralyze  the  country’s  main  source  of  wealth  with  a  commercial  strike3382,

jeopardizing, moreover, the stability of the governing coalition3383, with several members thereof,

including President Frangié, Prime Minister Salam or Foreign Minister Eddé, opposing a decree

which was furthermore deemed an unconstitutional piece of legislation3384. The decree’s withdrawal

would lead to Saba’s resignation from the Cabinet.

curriculum. However, the evident difference in quality between the Lebanese bac and its regional counterparts had
led the Tuéni-led Ministry of Education to attempt the suppression of such an equivalence, much to the chagrin of
wide  sectors  of  the  student  body.  Vid.  Le  Monde,  02/16/1972;  Proche-Orient  Chrétien,  1971,  193-194;
TRABOULSI, 2007, 163; CHAMI, 2004, 140, 205, 242; QUBAYSI, 1999, 130-160; AL- cAWIT, 1999, 281-284;
PETRAN, 1987, 139.

3379SALIBI, 1976, 56.
3380Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 91; TRABOULSI, 2007, 172; WINSLOW, 1996, 164-165; PETRAN, 1987, 111;

SALIBI, 1976, 56.
3381MALSAGNE, 2011, 472-473; TRABOULSI, 2007, 172-173; AMMOUN, 2004, 485; SALIBI, 1976, 56-57.
3382“Al-tujjar  yaclinuna  “al-Thawrah”  calà  tadbir  rafac al-rusum  calà  al-kamaliyyat  wa-yusun  al-Jamaciyyat  al-

cUmumiyyah bi-iclan idrab maftuh wa-l-imtinac can sahab al-bada’ic”, “Saba: al-Hukumah mustacaddah li-l-tarajah...
Idha  iqtinacat  li-tujjar  yuqarriruna  al-idrab  wa-cadam  sahab  bi-da’ihum  min  al-mintaqat  al-hurrah”,  Al-Nahar,
09/18/1971; “Al-Tujjar nahu idrab yuqarrir gadan. Saba: La turajic can ziyadat al-rusum”,  Al-Nahar, 09/19/1971;
“Harb makshufah bayna al-tujjar wa-wazir al-Mal”, Al-Nahar, 09/21/1971; “Idrab tujjar Bayrut yajtaz yawmihi al-
thani  bi-najah”,  Al-Nahar,  09/22/1971;  “Idrab  tujjar  Bayrut  yadkhul  yawmihi  al-rabic”,  Al-Nahar,  09/24/1971;
“Intisar al-tasallab wa-l-idrab mustamir”, “Al-Jamaciyyat al-cUmumiyyah li-l-Tujjar tuqarrir al-mudiyy fi al-idrab
hattà  ilga’ al-marsum”,  Al-Nahar,  09/25/1971,  09/30/1971; TRABOULSI,  2007,  172;  AMMOUN,  2004,  485;
WINSLOW, 1996, 164; PETRAN, 1987, 110.

3383“Marsum ziyadat al-rusum yaduqqu isfinan kabiran fi al-jabhat al-hukumiyyah”,  Al-Nahar,  09/19/1971; “Saba:
Araduha  Macarakah  fa-li-takun...lakin  Salam  yaclinu  isticdadihi  li-l-hiwar”,  Al-Nahar,  09/21/1971;  “Lajnah
wizariyyah tutabuc al-hiwar... wa-l-idrab yatsacu”,  Al-Nahar, 09/22/1971; “Salam yu’akidu isticdad al-Hukumah li-
tacadil  al-marsum wa-rafdiha li-tarajac canhi”,  Al-Nahar,  09/24/1971, “Al-azmah tutacqidu bacd ila istimrar fi al-
idrab”,  “Al-wazir  Iddih  yadà  wujub  al-marsum  bi-ma  yakhruj  can  itar  al-siyasat  al-muctamadah”,  Al-Nahar,
09/28/1971; “Sirac Salam-Saba yuhaddid masiran al-hukumah”, “Dhiwal al-marsum 1943 tujarjiru nafsiha dakhil al-
Hukumah muhaddada bi-tafjir al-wadac al-wizariyyah”, Al-Nahar, 10/02/1971; “Iddih: Saba khatir calà al-hukumah
wa-calà al-bilad”, “Itifa’iyyat al-Qasr tanshatu l-tatwiq istiqalat al-wazir Iddih”,  Al-Nahar,  10/04/1971; Al-Nahar,
09/20/1971, 09/27/1971, 10/01/1971.

3384“Al-Marsum 1943 yatcaradu mac al-Dustur wa-l-qawanin wa-huwwa qabil li-l-tacan amama Majlis al-Shurah amma
al-rajac cinahu faja’iz li-l-sultatayn al-tashriciyyah wa-l-taqidhiyyah”, Al-Nahar, 09/25/1971.
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Its  permanent  instability  notwithstanding,  the  Youth  Cabinet  was  however  successful  in

dismantling the security and bureaucratic apparatus bestowed by Chéhabism and, particularly, the

Deuxième Bureau3385– albeit the purge reached most State institutions. In dismantling the 2eB. and

prosecuting some of its leaders – many others, like Gaby Lahud or Émile Bustani had already left

the country3386 – Frangié and Salam were, doubtless, accomplishing one of the main goals of the

former  opposition,  namely  to  end  the  involvement  of  the  Armed  Forces  in  politics3387 and  to

terminate the empire of the parallel government, so long decried by the anti-Chéhabist groups for

over a decade. Their decision could not, however, have come at a worst moment for, as Kamal

Salibi did not fail to point out:

At a time when continuity in the Lebanese Army intelligence was badly needed to keep track of the

activities of the Palestinian commandos and the Lebanese radical agitators, and to maintain some measure

of control over the movements of Arab and foreign intelligence agents in the country, the new Deuxième

Bureau, lacking the twelve-years’ experience of its predecessor, had virtually to start from scratch. While

it set out to replace the old intelligence network with a new one of its own, a state of confusion came to

prevail, which allowed irregular and subversive [...] activities [...] to go unchecked.3388

The  dismantling  of  the  Deuxième  Bureau was  accompanied  by the  ascent  of  Frangié’s

associates to the main positions in Lebanon’s security establishment3389, a process accelerated by the

sudden death of General Nujaym, whose passing away in a helicopter crash opened the door for the

ascent to the Supreme Command of the Armed Forces of a close friend of the President’s, General

Iskandar  Ghanim3390,  widely  known  to  be  opposed  to  the  Cairo  Agreement3391.  The  entire

3385MALSAGNE, 2011, 479-482; TRABOULSI,  2007, 174; WINSLOW, 1996, 165; ZAMIR, 1980, 66; HARIK,
1975, 211; SALIBI, 1976, 57-58, 60.

3386MALSAGNE, 2011, 479.
3387PETRAN, 1987, 112.
3388SALIBI,  1976,  59-60.  Cf.  KHALAF,  2002,  219-224;  WINSLOW,  1996,  165;  ALAMUDDIN,  1987,  202;

JOHNSON, 1983, 185-186; ZAMIR, 1980, 66.
3389TRABOULSI, 2007, 170-171; WINSLOW, 1996, 165; PETRAN, 1987, 113.
3390MALSAGNE, 2011, 483; PETRAN, 1987, 112; SALIBI, 1976, 60.
3391AMMOUN, 2004, 482-483.
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dismantling of the Chéhabist intelligence apparatus, together with the accusations of embezzlement

voiced by PSP-deputy and General in the reserve, Fu’ad Lahud, against the former commander-in-

chief of the Armed Forces, General Bustani3392, garnered with an extensive publicity, led the way, as

Stéphane Malsagne underlines, to the weakening of the Army’s image in the public eye3393.

In a context of growing public discontent, with countless demonstrations and strikes taking

place throughout the country3394, the discredit of the Armed Forces was complemented by the ever-

increasing public perception of corruption and nepotism given by the regime3395, and exemplified,

very particularly, by the stunning rise of no other than the Head of State’s son, Tony Frangié –

elected to the seat left by his father’s ascent to the Presidency in the by-election of October 25, 1970

– who, in alliance with the Chamber’s speaker, Kamal al-Asacad, rapidly became the leader of a

powerful parliamentary bloc, christened the New Center Bloc (Takattul al-Wasat al-Jadid), in a not-

too-flattering parallelism with the family duality represented by Bishara al-Khuri and his brother

“Sultan” Salim back in the 1940s. Transformed into the new factotum of Lebanon’s parliamentary

life, Tony Frangié would become the President’s battering ram in the growing rivalry opposing the

ancient allies of al-Wasat3396 as well as one of the main foes of the decomposing Youth Cabinet.

Meanwhile,  and after a brief spell  of tranquility – interrupted,  however,  by the constant

game of  Palestinian  actions  and Israeli  reprisals3397 and  by the  occasional  clashes  between the

Lebanese  Army  and  commando  groups3398 that  had  already  become  a  permanent  fixture  of

Lebanon’s daily life –  the end of 1971 saw an evident intensification in the number and gravity of

armed activities, in a context of massive arrival of the Palestinian guerrillas, whose leadership had

3392TRABOULSI, 2007, 175.
3393MALSAGNE, 2011, 483; ZAMIR, 1980, 66.
3394La Vanguardia Española, 03/12/1971, 04/07/1971; Le Monde, 11/12/1970
3395Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1971, 193; NAOR, 2013, 995; TRABOULSI, 2007, 175; SALIBI, 1976, 60-61.
3396NAOR, 2013, 992.
3397Al-Nahar, 09/03/1971; La Vanguardia Española, 03/10/1971, 03/21/1971, 01/01/1972; RABBATH, 1986, 585.
3398Le Monde, 10/31/1970; AMMOUN, 2004, 481
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decided their installation in Lebanon3399 (March 6, 1971) after their expulsion from Jordan where

they had lost the eleven-month long war that had opposed them to the Hashimite monarchy. The

progressive deterioration of  the national  situation was becoming so evident  that,  writing to his

friend and former collaborator Jean Lay, General Chéhab affirmed, on January 22, 1972:

De plus, il y a actuellement à Beyrouth une recrudescence d’attentats à “la dynamite”. Je ne sais si ce sont

les Palestiniens ou les Syriens. On profite largement de la fameuse démocratie3400.

An example  of  the  deteriorating  security  conditions  can  be  provided  by the  gun battle

between the police and  Saciqah commandos that took place on December 31.  During the New

Year’s  eve,  a  date  that  seems accursed  for  Lebanon,  cAli  cUbayd,  a  twenty-year  old  Lebanese

commando affiliated to the Syrian-sponsored Palestinian militia, was arrested by two Gendarmes

due  to  his  carrying,  in  contravention  of  the  Cairo  Agreement,  what  the  press  qualified  as  a

“submachine gun”3401. When news of his arrest spread, Captain Tammam of al-Saciqah turned up at

the police station to  demand the  immediate  release of  his  fellow militiaman,  only to  find that

cUbayd had already been interrogated and handed over to the military prosecutor for his subsequent

trial before a court martial. Faced by the frontal refusal of the police station commander, Captain

Georges Nujaym, to cooperate with Tammam or with his hierarchical superior, Lieutenant Tariq,

both  men  would  return,  shortly  afterwards,  accompanied  by  an  armed  detachment  of  their

organization who forthwith proceeded to open fire against the police barracks, causing the death of

a police officer and hurting another one3402. After withholding the siege for half an hour, the police

station was finally freed by the arrival of the Brigade 16, the special intervention unit of the Internal

Security Forces (ISF), which had been warned of the attack by a radio message sent by Captain

3399La Vanguardia Española, 01/05/1971, 06/07/1972; Le Monde, 03/01/1972; KLEIN, 2005, 144 (Kindle Edition);
AMMOUN, 2004, 480; RABBATH, 1986, 585.

3400Cit. in MALSAGNE, 2011, 472.
3401La Vanguardia Española, 01/04/1972. Cf. AMMOUN, 2004, 486.
3402“Musalihun  min  al-Saciqah  yuhajimuna  mikhfar  al-Nahr”,  Al-Nahar,  01/03/1972; La  Vanguardia  Española,

01/04/1972; Le Monde, 01/04/1972; Cf. AMMOUN, 2004, 487.
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Nujaym3403.  The clash between the commandos and the  Brigade caused,  however,  three further

losses  on  the  Lebanese  side3404 before  the  attackers  finally  fled,  unable  to  resist  the  superior

firepower  of  the  ISF,  whose  men  managed,  moreover,  to  arrest  ten  of  the  assailants  after  “a

spectacular manhunt at the very heart of [Lebanon’s] capital”3405. 

The  commando  action  was  condemned  by the  PLO,  whose  spokesman,  Kamal  Nasser,

promised to work in order to avoid the repetition of such incidents and affirmed his organization’s

“deep  respect  for  Lebanon”3406–  albeit  his  firmness  would  be  rapidly  nuanced  by  yet  another

communiqué  where  he  accused  the  policemen  of  having  provoked  the  violent  reaction  of  al-

Saciqah3407–  and universally criticized by the  entire  Lebanese  political  establishment  and by an

“exasperated”  public  opinion3408.  In  a  reflection  of  the  public  mood,  Prime  Minister  Salam

demanded the Palestinian militias the “handing over of the culprits, all the culprits”, going as far as

to publicly announce the suspension of the collaboration with the Palestinian organizations unless

all suspects were surrendered3409,  while President Frangié undertook actions at a diplomatic level,

by dispatching Colonel Antoine Dahdah, Director General of the Sûreté, to protest before the Syrian

government for the actions of its affiliated organizations in Lebanon3410.  However,  the attack of

Saint Silvester’s night was but an advance of the violence yet to come3411.

3403La Vanguardia Española, 01/04/1972.
3404“Musalihun min al-Saciqah”, Al-Nahar, 01/03/1972; La Vanguardia Española, 01/04/1972. Cf. AMMOUN, 2004,

487.
3405Le Monde, 01/04/1972
3406“Salam:  La  hiwar  maca  al-Muqawwimah  qabl  taslim  al-matlubin”,  Al-Nahar,  01/03/1972; La  Vanguardia

Española, 01/04/1972. Cf. Le Monde, 01/04/1972.
3407La Vanguardia Española, 01/05/1972.
3408Le Monde, 01/04/1972.
3409La Vanguardia Española, 01/04/1972, Cf. “Salam: La hiwar”,  Al-Nahar, 01/03/1972; “La azmah bayna Suriyah

wa-Lubnan”, Al-Nahar, 01/04/1972; La Vanguardia Española, 01/05/1972; Le Monde, 01/04/1972.
3410La Vanguardia Española, 01/04/1972; AMMOUN, 2004, 487.
3411La Vanguardia Española, 01/16/1972, 01/22/1972. In his assessment of the Lebanese situation, Charles Winslow

reveals the rapid increase in violent incidents during Frangié’s cahd, from its all-time low of 11 incidents in 1971,
progressively augmenting to 23 in 1972, around 30 in 1973 and, after a brief spell in 1974, when violence descended
to less than 20 episodes, to the sudden increase of 1975 and 1976, when over a hundred violent acts took place, in a
logic reflection of the military operations taking place during a full-fledged war. (WINSLOW, 1996, 169-170).
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A first serving thereof was provided by the Israeli Government which, on January 14, had

already addressed Lebanon “a serious warning”3412 demanding that it put an end to the infiltration of

fida’iyyin coming from its soil into the Jewish State, under the threat of deploying its Armed Forces

on Lebanese territory “one way or another [...] and with a lasting character”3413 if its demands were

not complied with. The Israeli admonition, followed by one of the first Hebrew infiltrations on

Lebanese  soil3414,  revealed  a  strategic  change  in  Tel  Aviv’s  policy  toward  Lebanon,  whereby

haTsahal would not limit itself to act defensively but, as long as “aggressive action continue[d]”, it

promised to  “crackdown on the  very bases  of  terrorist  activity”3415.  The  Israeli  threats,  widely

rejected  by  the  international  community3416,  acquired  rapidly  a  far  more  dangerous  tone  for

Lebanon’s sovereignty when several Arab countries (Libya, Algeria and Syria) offered troops to

defend  the  Bilad  al-Arz,  which  Salam’s  Government  politely  rejected  by  arguing  that  the

deployment of Arab troops on its southern border could only contribute to complicate “the situation

with Israel”  even further3417.  The Israeli  warning,  which would eventually materialize in  a first

Israeli  occupation  of  Southern  Lebanese  areas  –  “the  harshest  Israeli  reprisal  against  an  Arab

country since the Six-Day War”3418 – extending itself between February 25 and March 13419 and

unanimously condemned by UNSCR 313 of February 283420, revealed the complex regional scenario

the Lebanese government had to deal with, between the Israeli anvil, with its permanent use of force

against the Bilad al-Arz, and the hammer of Arab and Palestinian radicals, whose offers of help only

3412Le Monde, 01/17/1972. Cf. La Vanguardia Española, 01/19/1972.
3413La Vanguardia Española, 01/19/1972.
3414La Vanguardia Española, 01/15/1972.
3415La Vanguardia Española, 01/15/1972.
3416Le Monde, 02/04/1972, 02/05/1972, 02/08/1972; AMMOUN, 2004, 487-488.
3417La Vanguardia Española, 01/18/1972.
3418“Dura acción bélica de Israel contra el Líbano”, La Vanguardia Española, 02/26/1972.
3419; Les Israéliens espèrent contraindre Beyrouth à réviser ses accords avec les fedayin”,  Le Monde, 02/29/1972;

“Israël s’est assuré la possibilité d’exercer un contrôle stratégique du Sud-Est libanais”, Le Monde, 03/01/1972; “El
Gobierno libanés pide la reunión del Consejo de Seguridad”,  La Vanguardia Española, 02/26/1972; “Las tropas
israelíes empiezan a retirarse de la región sur del Líbano”,  La Vanguardia Española, 02/29/1972; La Vanguardia
Española, 02/25/1972, 02/27/1972; Le Monde, 02/26/1972, 02/28/1972.

3420“O.N.U.:  El  Consejo  de  Seguridad  condena  por  unanimidad  la  acción  israelí”,  La  Vanguardia  Española,
02/29/1972; “Malgré une décision unanime du Conseil de Sécurité les Forces israéliennes poursuivent l’occupation
du territoire tenu par les fedayin au Liban”, Le Monde, 02/29/1972; “Le Conseil de Sécurité a demandé à Jérusalem
de retirer ses forces”, Le Monde, 02/29/1972.
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served to further ignite its internal animosities.

Thus,  and in clear demonstration of the tightrope walked by the Lebanese Government,

Salam, who, on his returning from a trip to France at the beginning of February, had recognized the

“right” of the Palestinian commandos “to fight for the recuperation of the land whereof they had

been despoiled”3421, was forced to demand, under pressure from the political sectors opposed to the

Agreement3422, the “freezing of the Cairo Agreement”3423. His position, reinforced by Frangié’s call

for the guerrillas to “understand Lebanon’s position and abstain themselves from any action risking

to  set  off  a  deterioration  in  Libano-palestinian  relationships”3424 went  unheeded  by  the  PLO’s

leadership whose spokesman, in a candid admission of his organization’s strategy affirmed:

Nous avons beaucoup d’estime pour le président Frangié et nous connaissons la réalité libanaise [...]

Toutefois,  nous sommes des  révolutionnaires  et  nous avons nos  propres stratégies [...]  Si  nous nous

retirons du Liban-Sud, que deviendrons-nous ? Et quel pourrait être alors notre tremplin pour atteindre les

buts de notre révolution.3425

Kamal Nasser’s statement seemed not only to respond to Frangié’s demands but also to the

comments uttered by the Patriarch,  who, back in the Summer of 1971 and in the course of an

interview with Camille  Chamoun and Pierre  Gemayel,  had expressed his anxiety regarding the

safeguarding  of  Lebanon’s  sovereignty,  “threatened  by  Palestinian  resistants  and  leftist

ideologies”3426.  By  then,  the  complaints  expressed  by  the  Maronite  Council  in  respect  to  the

“excessive” influx of “foreigners who compete with the Lebanese” in the labor market3427 and the

3421Le Monde, 02/10/1972.
3422Le Monde, 03/01/1972.
3423AMMOUN, 2004, 489. Cf. “Les conditions de la présence palestinienne au Liban pourraient être révisées”,  Le

Monde, 03/01/1972; La Vanguardia Española, 03/03/1972, 03/08/1972. 
3424Le Monde, 03/02/1972.
3425Magazine, March 1972. Cit. in AMMOUN, 2004, 489.
3426Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1971, 367.
3427Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1971, 367.
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refusal of any Maronite hierarch to sign a manifesto in favor of Gaza – which had been subscribed

by  representatives  of  the  Greek  Orthodox,  Greek  Catholic,  Syriac  Orthodox,  Assyrian  and

Evangelical communities3428 – revealed the end to the possibilist patriotism developed under Chéhab

as well as the revived strength of an exclusionary Lebanese nationalism, whose renewed upsurge

can be traced back to the crisis of 1969, being increasingly reinforced by the Palestinian violations

of the Cairo Agreement3429, which contributed directly to cement the widely shared perception of

lawlessness and anarchy prevalent among large sectors of Christian – and specifically Maronite –

opinion.  The  Patriarch’s  1972  New  Year’s  message  came,  precisely,  as  an  outlining  of  the

fundamenta of this renewed Maronite nationalism, whose red lines were thoroughly described by

Mgr. Méouchy:

[...] Nous voulons que le Liban demeure une terre de gloire d’égalité, de justice, d’amour et de stabilité,

un pays dont les fils coopèrent en vue de renforcer ses assises et son entité. En vingt-six ans d’efforts

ininterrompus,  nous  n’avons  cessé  d’appeler  les  Libanais  à  respecter  les  bases  fondamentales  sur

lesquelles repose l’existence du Liban, car nous pensons que toute déviation sur ce plan constitue un

danger pour la patrie.

[...] Les principes à la préservation desquels le patriarche œuvre sont essentiels pour l’existence de toute

nation.  La souveraineté de la nation, la sécurité du territoire, la sauvegarde du régime politique

illustrent ces principes.  La souveraineté, qui est la base essentielle de l’existence de la nation, ne se

limite pas à un domaine donné. Elle s’étend à tous les secteurs.3430

Beyond the domain of lofty political ideas, the Patriarch did not lose the opportunity to enter

in  a  matter  of  utmost  concern  for  Maronite  Lebanon:  the  land  question.  It  has  already  been

explained how the Maronite Church as an institution, and particularly the monastic orders, opposed

3428Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1971, 367.
3429ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 199, 200; SORBY, 2012, 79-80; AMMOUN, 2004, 455-456; KHALAF, 2002, 218-224;

KHAZEN, 2000, 195; RABBATH, 1986, 584.
3430Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 87. My emphasis.
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the 1966 Land law whose provisions, while limiting the sale of land to foreigners, had allowed

citizens of Arab countries to buy land under the same conditions established for Lebanese subjects.

By 1971, however, an amendment to the law was proposed whereby “Arab sovereigns and heads of

state”3431 would be allowed to buy “real estate in Lebanon without surface limitations”, in a move

which provoked the outrage of the Orders, whose representative, Fr. Georges Fakhuri, went as far as

to accuse the authorities of “selling Lebanon just like they sold Palestine”3432. Thus, and even if the

proposed bill was eventually shelved3433, the land affair – belittled as it was by Salam and Minister

Élias Saba3434, revealed, once again, the depth of the Maronites’ sentimental attachment to Lebanon

as a geographical reality – to the land itself  – and can serve to understand the growing chasm

between the Maronite commonfolk and the Palestinian resistance movement, perceived as a foreign

element jeopardizing the security and sovereignty of their ard al-muqaddisah. The statements of the

Maronite  League  president,  Shaqir  Abu  Sulayman,  where  he  pronounced  himself  against  the

“hysterical sales of land” which, in his opinion, risked selling Lebanon out to foreigners “plot after

plot”, while recommending a legal reform prohibiting “the sale of real estate to foreign persons”3435,

can be considered as highly reflective of the community’s position on this matter.

Despite this background of increased political and communitarian tension, 1972 was also an

electoral  year  and  the  political  class  saw  a  bouleversement in  the  landscape  of  alliances  and

enmities  which  had  defined  Lebanese  politics  for  well  over  a  decade.  With  Chéhabism now

defeated  and  its  enforcement  agencies  dissolved,  the  main  raison  d’être uniting  al-Hilf had

disappeared and the Christian alliance, which had, for long years, commanded, in almost complete

solitude,  the  opposition  against   the  General’s  regime,  fell  apart  acrimoniously  amid  mutual

accusations between Raymond Eddé and Pierre Gemayel, the former reproaching the latter for his

3431Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 87.
3432Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 87.
3433Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 88.
3434Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 88.
3435Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 187.
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collaboration with Chéhab as well as for  al-Kata’ib’s acceptance of the Cairo Agreement3436.  Al-

Wasat,  the coalition of the presidential troika was also on the verge of imploding: the growing

alliance between Tony Frangié and his New Center Bloc and the speaker of the Assembly, Kamal al-

Asacad, against Prime Minister Salam – with both men demanding “an uncorrupted and effective

prime minister”3437– was starting to introduce a wedge between the Head of State and his Cabinet’s

Chief  Minister,  despite  the  former’s  protests  that  he  knew nothing  of  his  son’s  parliamentary

maneuvers3438.  Thus,  even before the election,  the balance of forces defined under Chéhab was

starting to tilt toward a new coalition, in a reflection not only of the changing mood of the political

élite, but also, as will be seen below, of the powerful rise of new actors in Lebanese society. In

Georges Naccache’s words:

[...] une autre épreuve de force s’est instituée. D’autres affrontements se dessinent. Et l’on ne s’explique

la montée des passions, l’ampleur insolite des moyens engagés dans cette bataille, que si toute l’affaire est

rétablie dans sa véritable perspective : celle des « législatives » de 72, qui forment la toile de fond des

grandes manœuvres politiciennes [...]. 

Les choses apparaissent  dans un contexte  électoral  où tout  est  indéfiniment possible,  où il  n’est  pas

d’engagement qui ne soit à tout moment révocable, où l’on redistribue les cartes à tous les coups. Ainsi

voit-on se faire et se défaire les alliances les plus insolites ; les Kataëb cherchent aujourd’hui le Centre, le

« Destour » se fait « Helf » et l’on assiste, dans ces chassés-croisés, à des mariages monstrueux, tel celui

du P.N.L. et du Nahj, dont nul ne peut dire à quels lendemains chantants ils sont promis.

Il ne semble pas [...] que [...] on risque jamais d’arriver à la rupture totale, à un point de « non-retour ».

Tout est ici toujours négociable, et le jeu peut, sans éclat ni casse, se poursuivre encore pendant cinq

ans.3439

3436AMMOUN, 2004, 481-482; PETRAN, 1987, 113; SALIBI, 1976, 64. 
3437NAOR, 2013, 992.
3438NAOR, 2013, 992.
3439L’Orient, 10/19/1971.
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The election in itself, celebrated on three consecutive Sundays between April 16 and 30,

broke with the tradition, already breached by Hélou in 1968, whereby a caretaker government was

appointed  to supervise the voting process, with Salam and the remainders of his battered  Youth

Cabinet  remaining  in  power  all  through  the  polling  operations.  Rather  surprisingly,  however,

Salam’s promises of “strict  neutrality”3440 translated into what Denise Ammoun qualified as the

“best organized and most honest  election since independence”3441, a cleanliness maintained even in

the context of a hectic campaign, with a massive student strike taking place all through the electoral

weeks3442. The election saw, moreover, the participation, for the first time in Lebanon’s history, of a

candidate put forward by the Communist Party (after the first open congress celebrated by the party

in  January  of  that  year3443 amid  the  protests  of  the  “Christian  right”3444),  Nicolas  Shawi,  who

submitted  his  candidacy  for  Tripoli’s  Greek  Orthodox  seat3445.  Shawi’s  lack  of  success  in  a

particularly competitive constituency as Tripoli was somehow offset by the arrival into Parliament

of  three  independent  candidates  representing  leftist  options:  Najah  Wakim,  a  Nasserist

schoolteacher in his mid-twenties who fetched, against the “scandal of his coreligionists”3446, the

Greek Orthodox seat in the overwhelmingly Sunni Beirut-3 constituency by scoring a huge majority

against his two rivals, Salam-sponsored Nasim Majdalani and the candidate of the traditional Greek

Orthodox  haute  bourgeoisie Roger  cAssi3447;  cAbd al-Majid  al-Rafici,  the  bacathist candidate  in

Tripoli3448, who beat former Prime Minister and powerful Tripolitan zacim Rashid Karami by over a

3440DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 61.
3441AMMOUN, 2004, 490.
3442Le Monde, 04/20/1972, 04/26/1972, 04/29/1972; La Vanguardia Española, 04/22/1972, 04/23/1972.
3443La Vanguardia Española, 01/07/1972, 01/11/1972; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 93.
3444Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 93.
3445La Vanguardia Española, 04/16/1972; Le Monde, 04/01/1972, 04/13/1972; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 93.
3446Le Monde, 05/04/1972. Cf.  La Vanguardia Española, 04/21/1972;  L’Orient-Le Jour, 05/05/1972; Proche-Orient

Chrétien,  1972,  91-92,  206-207.  The  Orthodox  Community  Council,  under  the  chairmanship  of  Mgr.  Salibi,
published a communiqué condemning Wakim’s election, whom they accused of having been elected with less than
“1% of the community’s votes”, and called for a boycott of the newly elected deputy as well as for an electoral
reform guaranteeing “a more real representation of the Greek Orthodox” (Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 92).

3447La Vanguardia Española, 04/18/1972; Le Monde,  04/19/1972; AMMOUN, 2004, 490; WINSLOW, 1996, 165;
RABINOVICH, 1985, 36; SALIBI, 1976, 61;

3448AMMOUN, 2004, 490; WINSLOW, 1996, 165; SALIBI, 1976, 62.
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thousand votes (both of them made it to the Chamber, though) despite his competing, as well, with

other leftist candidacies3449; and finally,  cAli al-Khalil, a progressive3450 who deprived his relative,

and local zacim, Kazim al-Khalil of the Shici slot in the Tyre constituency.

Despite these surprising victories, and the wide renewal of the parliament’s demographics,

with over a third of the elected deputies being new faces in the  Place de l’Étoile building3451– in

what also amounted to a certain generational renewal, the 1972 election can hardly be considered as

a revolutionary change in Lebanese politics. In fact,  most,  if  not all,  of the new deputies were

elected as colistiers of the traditional scouts of Lebanese politics3452, who were easily returned to the

Chamber, first among them Kamal al-Asacad, who even widened his victory in the South3453 despite

the growing influence of Imam Musa al-Sadr3454, who had mainly supported the candidates standing

in opposition to the powerful Speaker of the Chamber3455. Prime Minister Salam, despite the defeat

of his  Greek Orthodox partner,  was reelected in Beirut-3, leaving  cAbdallah al-Yafi outside the

Chamber3456, and  so  was  Gemayel  for  the  Maronite  seat  of  Beirut-1,  where  his  long-standing

alliance with the Dashnak returned him, once again, to the Legislative Assembly3457.  The fact that

the  three  former  members  of  al-Hilf had  suffered  a  severe  setback (Chamoun’s  NLP lost  four

3449Le Monde, 04/19/1972.
3450Le Monde, 04/25/1972.
3451Le Monde, 05/04/1972.
3452WINSLOW, 1996, 165; PETRAN, 1987, 125-126.
3453Le Monde, 04/25/1972.
3454Born in 1928 in Qom (Iran) into a clerical family of distant Lebanese origins and established in the Bilad al-Arz in

1959, Musa al-Sadr rose to prominence as President of the Higher Shici Islamic Council, established by law 72/67 of
December 19 (CHAMI, 2004, 128; RABBATH, 1982, 106), with the inestimable help of the Chéhabist intelligence
apparatus who expected to find in the Imam an alternative to traditional Shi ci leadership, widely considered as some
of  the  finest  exponents  of  fromagisme.  In  his  quest  for  communal  leadership,  al-Sadr,  who sported  a  modern
discourse, open to the plurality of Lebanese society, in stark contrast to the “obscurant[ism]” of traditional Shici
clerics (AJAMI, 1986, 70),  would ally himself with the new Shici middle classes, including the  nouveaux riches
issued from emigration to West Africa, while counting on the support of the impoverished and disenfranchised Shici
masses. Not unlike his Evangelical Christian counterparts in America, al-Sadr would become the exponent of a
certain gospel of prosperity, in Fouad Ajami’s words: “Wealth was nima, a blessing, they were assured. But wealth
had to be caring and responsible;  it  had to be ethically and socially concerned” (AJAMI,  1986, 99).  Until  his
disappearance – as if reenacting a trope of Shicism, during a trip to a training camp in Libya in 1978, al-Sadr would
incarnate the aspirations of a community undergoing a swift transformation from feudal subordination to modernity.
(Vid.  WEISS,  2010,  passim;  SHANAHAN,  2005,  passim;  PETRAN,  1987,  153-154;  AJAMI,  1986,  passim;
RABINOVICH, 1985, 37-39.).

3455NAOR, 2013, 995; KHALIDI, 1983, 73; SALIBI, 1976, 62-65.
3456La Vanguardia Española, 04/18/1972.
3457La Vanguardia Española, 04/18/1972.
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deputies  in  his  stronghold  of  al-Shuf  to  the  combined Joumblatt3458-Arslan  slate3459,  while  both

Gemayel’s Kata’ib and Eddé’s NB forfeited two MPs3460) was but another signal of the stability of

Lebanon’s political life3461: as had happened in the 1964 election, the existence of a long-lasting

government, all its occasional crises and the country’s complex political situation notwithstanding,

had reduced the need for organized parties to uphold national or communal interests and opened the

door for presidential-aligned independents to win the day  vis-à-vis their ideological counterparts.

Even Rafici’s  victory in Tripoli  can be included within this  logic,  for his  triumph over Karami

obeyed far more to questions of local politics than to the support of the Tripolitan electorate for the

concrete proposals of the Iraqi branch of al-Bacath3462.

The  victories  of  traditional  politicians  notwithstanding,  Wakim’s  success  in  Beirut

represented a bad omen for the permanence of the Sunni élite. An outsider to Lebanon’s political

establishment,  who  had  run  his  campaign  solo,  he  paradoxically  represented  “a  spontaneous

expression  of  the  political  and  social  frustrations  and  anxieties  of  the  Sunnite  [sic]  Muslim

masses”3463, his election revealing the wide gap that was opening between the Muslim Street, still

entirely committed to the Pan-Arab ideal as historically embodied by Nasser and, increasingly so,

3458In the course of  the campaign,  the Druze leader,  having visited the Patriarch on April  19, distributed posters
portraying himself with the Maronite hierarch throughout al-Shuf, as if he wanted to suggest that Mgr. Méouchy
supported his candidacy. Such an attitude provoked an indignant response from Bkirki, who affirmed that Joumblatt
had been received as representative of his Druze community rather than in his role as a politician, who was qualified
by the Patriarchate as “an agitator of movements hostile to the Fatherland and its international friendships”. Bkirki
denounced, moreover, the use of the Cardinal’s image as “a means of propaganda” in the hands of those whom they
qualified as “atheists and supporters of imported, destructive and nefarious doctrines”. (Proche-Orient Chrétien,
1972, 208).

3459“Beirut: Notas pintorescas de las elecciones en el Líbano”, La Vanguardia Española, 05/03/1972; Proche-Orient
Chrétien, 1972, 207-208; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 61.

3460MALSAGNE, 2011, 484; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 61.
3461In  a somehow bitter  letter  that  he addressed,  on May 20,  to his friend and close collaborator,  Quartermaster

General Lay, Chéhab gloated over his foes’ defeat:
Les élections se sont passées comme vous le savez : très démocratiques et très libres, naturellement à
coup d’argent (de l’extérieur également, pour lutter contre la gauche et sans l’intervention du 2e
Bureau  [...]).  Résultat :  jamais  la  gauche  n’a  aussi  bien  dominé  et  ceux  qui  étaient  soit  disant
combattus par le 2è [sic] B. ont laissé des plumes.
(Cit. in MALSAGNE, 2011, 484).

3462SALIBI, 1976, 62.
3463SALIBI, 1976, 62. Cf. Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 92.
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by  the  Palestinian  commandos3464,  and  the  Sunni  establishment,  whose  interests  lay  with  the

preservation of the Lebanese system. 

His relative defeat notwithstanding, Salam, who had submitted the resignation of his Cabinet

on the conclusion of the voting operations3465, was entrusted, once again, with the formation of the

Executive. Just like his first Cabinet had been known for the youth and technocratic profile of its

members, his second Government, made up of sixteen Ministers3466 and ratified by a wide majority

of the Chamber on May 283467, was an authentic veteran’s council, with a mean age of 54 and six

members over the age of 603468, most of them being high-profile politicians representative of the

main  trends  in  Parliament3469 –  only  the  Foreign  Minister,  Khalil  Abu  Hamad,  was

extraparliamentary, which prompted the criticism of his coreligionist and MP Nasri al-Macaluf, for

whom the newly-appointed Minister could not be regarded as a truly representative figure of their

common Greek Catholic community3470.  The inclusion of two members of Chamoun’s National

Liberal Party, alongside deputies from the National Bloc,  al-Kata’ib,  Dashnak, the PSP, and the

feudal blocs headed by Sabri Hamadah, Majid Arslan and Kamal al-Asacad, in what amounted to an

authentic display of Lebanon’s  zucama’3471, represented the end of the  Chéhabist  veto against  al-

Nimr and the reconciliation between him and most of his enemies of 1958. The wide coalition

drawn up by Salam – the  Hukumah li-kul  al-nas  as  Al-Nahar  comically labeled it3472 – would,

3464La Vanguardia Española, 04/05/1972.
3465“El  primer  ministro Saeb Salam anuncia su dimisión”,  La Vanguardia Española,  05/03/1972;  La Vanguardia

Española, 05/11/1972, 05/23/1972.
3466Cabinet  Sa’ib  Salam VI  (05/28/1972-04/25/1973):  Sa’ib  Salam (S),  Prime  Minister,  Interior  Minister;  Albert

Mukhaybar (GO): Deputy Chairman of the Council, State Minister for Cooperatives and Housing, acting as Minister
of Information; Sabri Hamadah (Sh), Minister of Public Works; Majid Arslan (D), Minister of National Defense;
Sulayman al-cAli  (S),  Minister  of  Agriculture;  Bashir  al-cAwar (D),  Minister  of  Justice;  Kazim al-Khalil  (Sh),
Minister of Social Affairs and Labor; Joseph Skaff (GC), Minister of Hydraulic Affairs and Electricity; Nazih al-
Bizri (S), Minister of Public Health; Édouard Hunayn (M), Minister of National Education and Fine Arts; Jamil
Bakki (S), Minister of Communactions; Khalil Abu Hamad (GC), Minister of Foreign Affairs; Fu’ad Naffac (M),
Minister  of  Finance;  Anwar  al-Sabah  (Sh),  Minister  of  National  Economy;  Michel  Sassin  (GO),  Minister  of
Tourism; Pierre Hélou (M), State Minister for Oil and Industry acting as Minister of General Planning.

3467AMMOUN, 2004, 490; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 62.
3468Al-Nahar, 05/27/1972, 05/28/1972; Le Monde, 05/30/1972; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 61-62.
3469Le Monde, 05/30/1972; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 62.
3470Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 207.
3471Al-Nahar, 05/29/1972; Le Monde, 06/06/1972; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 62.
3472Al-Nahar, 05/28/1972.
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however, rapidly start to tear itself apart.

Thus  began  the  new  legislature  its  activity,  amid  the  already  familiar  tone  of  Israeli

threats3473– and military actions3474,  Palestinian commando operations3475,  and occasional security

breakdowns, like the attempted murder of Prime Minister Salam as he tried to enter Parliament on

June 93476, which were reaching, in Kamal Salibi’s words, “alarming proportions”3477. In this context,

the  Veterans’ Cabinet attempts at restoring public order, including the reassessment of the Cairo

Agreement3478, as requested by an unrelentless Raymond Eddé who, after touring the South with the

American  ambassador,  would  renew  his  calls  for  the  abrogation  of  the  Agreement  and  the

deployment of an international interposition force on the Israeli-Lebanese border3479,  resulted as

futile  as  those  of  its  predecessor  Youngsters’  Executive  and  jeopardized  the  Government’s

stability3480.  Salam’s second term as Prime Minister during Frangié’s  cahd was also marked by a

recrudescence in his rivalry with the emerging Shici-Maronite parliamentary front headed by Tony

Frangié  and  the  Chamber’s  speaker,  Kamal  al-Asacad,  both  of  them reinforced  by  their  solid

electoral wins in 1972, with the latter accusing the Prime Minister of “overstepp[ing] his position

and authority, giving the Sunni community more importance than the Shiite community” as well as

affirming  that  the  Premier  was  supporting  his  political  enemies  in  the  South3481.  At  a  time  of

increased intra-sectarian competition in both major Muslim communities, Asacad’s allegations, were

3473“L’avertissement  de  Jérusalem  sommant  les  dirigeants  de  Beyrouth  de  neutraliser  les  terroristes  accroit
l’inquiétude des Libanais”,  Le Monde, 06/03/1972; “Le Liban vit dans la psychose de représailles israéliennes”,  Le
Monde, 06/06/1972; “L’armée de terre et l’aviation israélienne attaquent des localités dans le sud du Liban”, Le Monde,
06/22/1972; “Israël avait adressé une note de protestation au Conseil de Sécurité”, Le Monde, 06/22/1972. “Jérusalem :
l’opération visait notamment à renforcer les adversaires libanais des fedayin”, Le Monde, 06/23/1972; “L’aggravation
de la tension israélo-libanaise”, Le Monde, 06/26/1972.
3474La  Vanguardia  Española,  i.a.  06/22/1972,  06/23/1972,  06/24/1972,  08/09/1972  09/09/1972  09/17/1972,

08/18/1972, 10/17/1972; Le Monde, 06/27/1972.
3475“La tension s’accroît entre Libanais et Palestiniens”, Le Monde, 06/23/1972.
3476La Vanguardia Española, 06/10/1972; Le Monde, 06/12/1972.
3477SALIBI, 1976, 65.
3478“Les autorités de Beyrouth souhaitent que les fedayin fassent preuve de modération”, Le Monde, 06/26/1972;  Le

Monde, 06/24/1972, 06/27/1972.
3479Le Monde, 06/19/1972.
3480Le Monde, 06/24/1972.
3481NAOR, 2013, 992.
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particularly grave,  since  they implied  that  his  coalition  colleague was  tampering  with his  own

sphere  of  influence  and  jeopardizing  his  political  future,  theretofore  unchallenged3482,  but

increasingly put in question by Musa al-Sadr’s rising star.

Beyond the political rivalries brewing in Parliament, Salam’s executive was bogged down in

the Palestinian commando issue. The agreement to freeze commando operations and to partially

retreat their forces from border areas3483 in order to avoid further Israeli reprisals3484, which, having

been reached on June 30,  the Government  announced,  under  pressure from the “right”3485,  was

forthwith denied by cArafat, who refused, largely due to the objections put forward by al-Saciqah

and the PFLP3486 and with the support of other Arab countries3487, to withdraw his forces from the

South  even  if  he  acknowledged,  in  a  somewhat  impossible  concoction,  that  “the  Palestinian

Resistance was solemnly committed not to jeopardize Lebanon”3488. The fruitless negotiations were

replicated during the rentrée (and later on, in December3489), when yet another futile3490 agreement to

“freeze” commando operations and evacuate the Southern villages3491 was achieved between the

State,  faced  by the  growing discontent  of  the military apparatus  vis-à-vis the growing anarchy

throughout South Lebanon3492, and the commandos, which, divided as they were into a thoroughly

diverse array of groups and splinters of groups, were both unable to enforce and unwilling to follow

3482SHANAHAN, 2005, 75-77; WINSLOW, 1996, 172-173; PETRAN, 1987, 121; AJAMI, 1986, 64-73.
3483The so-called cArafat-Salam Agreement included the following points:

- Temporary suspension of [military] operations.
- Withdrawal from some populated areas of the South, but not from the entire region.
- Establishment of a disciplinary body to deal with the violations [of the Cairo Agreement] committed by 
the guerrillas.
- Appointment of a [single] spokesman for the entire guerrilla movement.
(La Vanguardia Española, 06/29/1972. My translation).

3484Le Monde, 06/27/1972, 06/29/1972, 07/01/1972, 07/03/1972; La Vanguardia Española, 06/25/1972.
3485La Vanguardia Española, 06/25/1972.
3486La Vanguardia Española, 06/30/1972, 07/17/1972; Le Monde, 06/30/1972.
3487La Vanguardia Española, 06/27/1972.
3488Le Monde, 07/04/1972.
3489Le Monde, 12/12/1972.
3490La Vanguardia Española, 12/06/1972.
3491La Vanguardia Española, 09/21/1972, 09/26/1972, 09/28/1972, 10/03/1972, 10/14/1972; Le Monde, 09/19/1972,

09/22/1972; “Les fedayin se retirent des villes du Sud-Liban”, Le Monde, 10/04/1972; “Les fedayin ont commencé à
se retirer du Sud-Liban”, Le Monde, 10/04/1972.

3492La Vanguardia Española, 09/19/1972; Le Monde, 09/22/1972.
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the unitary line dictated by the PLO leadership3493.

In the midst of this complex security context, the Veterans’ Cabinet became enmeshed in yet

another crisis, when a scandal mixing embezzlement, influence peddling and illegal commissions

implicating both the Army leadership and the political establishment around the acquisition of the

Crotale surface-to-air missiles came into the open3494. While it appeared that the Lebanese Republic

had already spent L£ 33 millions for missiles it  had not received and was forced to spend yet

another L£ 9 million to annul the contract3495, it also was revealed that several Ministers and high-

ranking officers, including former Army Commander, General Bustani, and his wife3496– both of

whom, after initially taking refuge at  Bkirki,  eventually fled to Syria to escape justice3497–, had

received commissions to intermediate in the negotiations between the Cabinet and Thompson3498,

the French producer of such military devices. Moreover, it was also revealed that the Prime Minister

had been the object of an extortion attempt, whereby he had been requested not to investigate the

Crotale  issue unless he wanted delicate information about his compromising dealings with Saudi

Arabia revealed (it was subsequently known that, during King Faysal’s visit to Lebanon in 1971,

Salam had been given money by the Saudi  monarch to  bribe the  qabadayat not  to organize a

demonstration to commemorate Nasser’s death3499,  the first  anniversary thereof being celebrated

precisely during the trip to Lebanon of the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques). The governmental

instability was moreover accentuated by the decision to fire, for the first time in Lebanon’s history,

the Education Minister,  Henri Eddé, whose proposals for the reform of the educational system,

including the acceptance of several of the proposals put forward by the student movement3500, were

3493Le Monde, 10/21/1972.
3494Le Monde, 09/02/1972; TRABOULSI, 2007, 175; PETRAN, 1987, 143; RABBATH, 1986, 585-586.
3495Le Monde, 07/18/1972, 07/19/1972, 07/24/1972, 09/04/1972; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1973, 94.
3496Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1973, 94.
3497Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1973, 95; RABBATH, 1986, 586.
3498La Vanguardia Española, 11/29/1972; Le Monde, 11/15/1972.
3499Le Monde, 09/02/1972, 09/04/1972. 
3500Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 97; BARAKAT, 1977, 168.
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deemed as unacceptable by the Head of State and several of his fellow ministers3501.

The  educational  question  led  the  way,  moreover,  to  yet  another  disagreement  between

Salam’s  Cabinet  and the  Maronite  hierarchs,  since  the  Government’s  plan  to  build  a  thousand

further public schools, threatened, in Mgrs. Abed and Ziadé’s opinion, “the right to private initiative

in the domain of economic and social life and, especially so, in that of education”3502 and did not

take into account the needs and desires of the parents of private sector students. For both prelates,

the liberty of school choice they reclaimed could not be really effective, as the ecumenical Council

had declared3503 and they did not forget to point out in a prise de position shared by the Assembly of

Patriarchs and Bishops through its spokesman, Mgr. Ignace Maroun3504, unless the State helped in

supporting such institutions, thus opening their doors to wider sectors of society and not just to the

“wealthy category”, able to defray their “too high tuition fees”3505. In the course of his Mar Marun’s

Day  homily,  and  before  the  President  of  the  Republic,  the  Archbishop  of  Beirut  restated  the

demands  of  the  private  schools,  but  also,  and  well  within  the  community’s  petit  bourgeois

consensus, promoted an abstentionist vision of the State, in the purest laissez-faire fashion:

Un État loyalement démocratique que le  peuple établit  pour assurer  le  bien commun, est pleinement

conscient qu’il ne peut se substituer au négociant, au chef d’entreprise, au propriétaire, car il n’y aurait là

aucun intérêt pour le bien commun.

[...] Dans le domaine éducatif plus qu’en tout autre, s’imposent la coopération, la participation, le respect

3501Le Monde, 10/06/1972.
3502Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 97.
3503Declaration Gravissimum Educationis. 6:

Parentes quibus primum et inalienabile officium et ius est filios educandi, in scholis eligendis vera
libertate  gaudeant  oportet.  Potestas  publica  igitur  cuius  est  civium libertates  tueri  et  defendere,
iustitiæ distributivæ consulens curare debet, ut subsidia publica ita erogentur ut parentes pro filiis
suis scholas, secundum conscientiam suam, vere libere selegere valeant.

3504Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 212, 365-367. The position of the Catholic hierarchies in Lebanon regarding the
school issue was eventually the object of an extensive episcopal document, published on August 14, 1972.

3505Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 97.
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de la liberté des individus, de la société et des groupes. L’État, certes, jouit du droit et a l’obligation de

tenir en particulière attention cet aspect [...]. Mais il se doit, en ce domaine plus qu’en tout autre, de ne

point perdre de vue le principe de la participation, l’appui des initiatives et le respect de la liberté [...]. La

liberté  de  choisir  l’école  est  indiscutablement  un  droit  naturel  de  l’individu  et  de  la  famille.  Voilà

pourquoi les pouvoirs publics doivent garantir cette liberté [...] en assurant les conditions et les moyens de

son exercice.

By then, in what had already become a tradition (Halim Barakat speaks of the “typical”

strike3506, Petran of “a daily occurrence”3507, and Fawwaz Traboulsi of “an everyday scene”3508), the

triangular Israeli-Palestinian-Lebanese violence and the politicians’ quarrels, were accompanied by

an unending stream of strikes, protests and demonstrations, exposing a plurality of irreconcilable

demands and slogans from almost all sectors in society3509, from students to leftists, passing through

Lebanese nationalists– even seminarians at the Minor Seminary of Ghazir, whose very existence

was threatened by debts “while our prelates drive Cadillacs”3510 – and, naturally, workers, whose

conflict at the Ghandur3511 chocolate and biscuits factory would center the interest of public opinion

all through the last months of 1972 in a stark reminder of the social tensions underlying Lebanese

society. On November 11, 1972, when the workers were holding a demonstration before the factory

gates,  they  were  violently  dispersed  by  the  police  whose  action  provoked  the  death  of  two

protesters3512, which caused a coutry-wide wave of condemnation, rapidly capitalized by Joumblatt

and his political allies through “a large rally on the steps of parliament where [...] his speech was

3506BARAKAT, 1977, 167.
3507PETRAN, 1987, 141.
3508TRABOULSI, 2007, 170.
3509Le Monde, 01/26/1973, 01/30/1973, 01/31/1973, 02/01/1973, 04/09/1973;  Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 97-98;

TRABOULSI, 2007, 164-170; KHALAF, 2002, 211-212; BARAKAT, 1977, 162-164.
3510Le Monde, 12/15/1972. Cf. Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 371-373.
3511A Sunni family of Tripolitan origin, the Ghandurs, controlling four of Lebanon’s ten largest industrial societies

with a total capital of L£ 90 million, were the second largest owners of industrial property in the country, trailing the
Greek Orthodox  cAssaylis who possessed industrial assets valuing L£ 113 million, but overcoming the Maronite
Khuri brothers by 20 million. The combined assets of these three families represented a third of the total value of
Lebanon’s  twenty most  important  industrial  societies,  in  what  amounted  to  around a  fifth  of  all  the  country’s
industrial production (DUBAR & NASR, 1976, 84).

3512La Vanguardia Española, 11/14/1972; Le Monde, 11/15/1972, 11/14/1972; TRABOULSI, 2007, 167-168.
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interrupted by shouts of ‘99 thieves and 17 ruffians’3513, in reference to the deputies and Cabinet

Ministers. The Ghandurs reacted by declaring a lockout and sacking all their workers who, with the

exception of those perceived to be the “ringleaders”3514, would be immediately reinstated to their

jobs. The protest of December 26, organized to demand the readmission of those still dismissed,

went unheeded by the factory management3515.

The last months of 1972 were, moreover, agitated by the Government’s proposal to establish

the 5-day week3516, adding Saturdays to the already official rest day – Sunday, thus putting Lebanon

at par with most European countries, which were proceeding, at the time, to universalize the two-

day weekend. The agitation instigated by the Mufti of the Republic, Hassan Khalid, who demanded,

during the sermon he preached at  Beirut’s  cUmari Mosque on  cAyd al-Fitr  (the Prime Minister,

whose presence during the religious ceremony amounted to a public reconciliation between both

men after their long-standing quarrel3517, expressed his agreement on the matter3518) for Friday to be

the second official rest day, in the name, the Mufti went on, of equal Muslim “participation” in that

Lebanon, “common fatherland for Muslims and Christians”3519. Khalid’s sermon would lead to the

posting up of bills all through Beirut where it was stated that “Friday equals Sunday”3520, forcing the

Government to back out, for fear of causing a confessional breakdown, taking into account that

demonstrations had already erupted in Tripoli and Sayda3521. The episode, minor as it might seem at

first glance,  revealed the persistence of a certain malaise among wide sectors of Sunni opinion

toward the Lebanese State as set up in 1920, whose relaxation, all through the 1950s and 1960s –

notwithstanding the hawadith 1958 – had been slowed down by the rise of the Palestinian affair as

3513TRABOULSI, 2007, 168. Cf. Al-Nahar, 11/14/1972.
3514TRABOULSI, 2007, 168.
3515TRABOULSI, 2007, 168.
3516La Vanguardia Española, 11/29/1972; Le Monde, 11/17/1972; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 368.
3517Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1971, 71-73, 191.
3518Al-Nahar, 11/08/1972. Cf. Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1973, 100; JOHNSON, 1983, 189.
3519Al-Nahar, 11/08/1972. Cf.  Le Monde, 01/30/1973;  OLJ, 01/15/1973, 01/17/1973; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1973,

99-100; PETRAN, 1987, 120; RABBATH, 1986, 587.
3520Le Monde, 11/17/1972. Cf. Le Monde, 12/05/1972; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 368, 370.
3521La Vanguardia Española, 11/29/1972; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 370.
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the deposit of a Pan-Arab solidarity which, very often, equated an Islamic sense of support rather

than  a  true  commitment  to  the  ideological  tenets  of  the  former,  as  acknowledged  by Michael

Johnson in his study of primordial loyalties in Beirut3522. In this context, the Mufti’s words declaring

that, before 1920, “Lebanon was a Muslim State ruled by Muslims”3523 brought to public attention

an Islamic demand that would become far more frequent during the war years3524. 

5.2. The faltering Republic (1973-1975).

5.2.1. The April 10, 1973 Israeli Raid and the Collapse of the Lebanese Consensus.

All the periodic crises traversed by Lebanon since its independence were soon to appear as

minor skirmishes before the major disruption of State institutions that was to take place in the

springtime  of  1973.  Curiously enough,  the  crisis  that  would  signal  the  twilight  of  the  Second

Lebanese  Republic,  by  provoking  the  blowing-up  of  the  1943  Agreement  and  thus  seriously

jamming the normal functioning of the State’s institutional machinery, would begin not in Beirut

but in Munich.

On September 5,  during the celebration of  the Olympic Games in  the Bavarian capital,

eleven Israeli athletes were taken hostage and subsequently killed by commandos belonging to the

PFLP3525. Benny Morris and Ian Black affirm that “[t]he Munich massacre marked a turning-point in

3522JOHNSON, 1983, 187.
3523Le Monde, 11/17/1972. Cf. Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1972, 368.
3524In this context, the letter published by Hussayn al-Quwwatli in the journal  al-Safir, on August 18, 1975, would
cause a particular scandal. In his letter, the Mufti’s friend, affirming that, according to the precepts of their religion,
“Muslims  cannot  live  under  a  non-Muslim  sovereignty”,  stated  that,  in  order  “not  to  demand  a  Muslim  State”,
Christians needed to “renounce their privileges in the State” and accept the setup of a “national government” with the
ultimate goal of “achieving equality and inter-communal equilibrium”. Even though, the solution reached would only be
a “middle-of-the-road” agreement, given that “the real solution” would be the “establishment of a Muslim State”. (Cit.
in AMMOUN, 2004, 559. Also PETRAN, 1987,171)
3525AMMOUN, 2004, 491; MORRIS, 2001, 380; BLACK & MORRIS, 1991, 269-272; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 194-

195.
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Israel’s  war against  [...]  terrorism”3526,  but  its  repercussions went far  beyond the borders of the

Hebrew  State  to  represent  a  momentous  event  for  the  entire  region  and,  particularly  so,  for

Lebanon,  which  was  to  suffer  the  brunt  thereof.  Golda  Meir’s  decision  for  “wholesome

vengeance”3527, under the codename Operation Wrath of God, would give way to several reprisal

assassinations against representative figures of the Palestinian armed struggle being carried out by

Mossad  and IDF operatives in both Europe and the Middle East3528. No single operation would,

however, be as spectacular – and disruptive – as the one which took place on the evening of April

10, 1973, in downtown Beirut.

The Israeli  action,  codenamed  Springtime of  Youth,  was  a  combined operation  carefully

prepared by the Israeli Army and Secret Service, whereby several commandos, including future

Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak, arrived to Beirut disguised as holidaymakers and stayed for over

a  week  in  various  hotels  of  the  Lebanese  capital,  whence  they  had  the  time  to  familiarize

themselves  with  the  city  and  with  their  targets3529:  Muhammad  Yusif  Najjar,  aka.  Abu  Yusif;

chairman of the PLO Executive Committee Political Department; Kamal Nasser, chairman of the

Information Department and PLO spokesman; and Kamal  cAdwan, number three of  al-Fath and

head of operations in the Occupied Territories3530.

The  operation  itself  was  developed  on  three  parallel  directions.  Acting  from  several

3526BLACK & MORRIS, 1991, 272.
3527BLACK & MORRIS, 1991, 272. Cf. KLEIN, 2005, 91 (Kindle edition); MORRIS, 2001, 381.
3528BLACK & MORRIS, 1991, 272-281.
3529“Al-Isra’iliyun fi Bayrut”,  Al-Nahar, 04/11/1973; Le Monde, 04/13/1973; Ynet News, 04/14/2014; REEVE 2011

[2000], 196, 198 (Kindle edition); AMMOUN, 2004, 493-494; BLACK & MORRIS, 1991, 275; RABBATH, 1986,
584-585.

3530“Beirut: Ataque israelí al centro urbano de la capital libanesa”, La Vanguardia Española, 04/11/1973; “Abu Yussef
era  uno  de  los  principales  dirigentes  de  Al  Fatah”,  La  Vanguardia  Española,  04/11/1973;  “Tel  Aviv:  Rápida
represalia por el ataque a la residencia del embajador israelí en Nicosia”,  La Vanguardia Española, 04/11/1973;
“Des  commandos  israéliens  exécutent  à  Beyrouth  trois  des  principaux  dirigeants  palestiniens”,  Le  Monde,
04/11/1973;  “Un rude coup porté à l’O.L.P.”,  Le Monde, 04/11/1973; “Les commandos ont frappé les fedayin en
plein centre de la ville”,  Le Monde, 04/11/1973; REEVE 2011 [2000], 195 (Kindle Edition); TRABOULSI, 2007,
175; KLEIN, 2005, 143 (Kindle Edition); AMMOUN, 2004, 492; MORRIS, 2001, 381; BLACK & MORRIS, 1991,
275; RABBATH, 1986, 585.
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motorboats moored just beyond the line delimiting Lebanese territorial waters, two military teams

disembarked in Beirut, the third one in Sayda. One of the teams who reached Beirut proceeded,

using the cars  rented by the underground commandos already present  on Lebanese soil,  to  the

apartments  of  the  PLO  leaders  in  downtown  Beirut  and  killed  them3531,  their  families  being

spared3532 with the sole exception of Najjar’s wife who, in trying to protect her husband, interposed

between him and the Israeli commandos3533. The second Beiruti detachment proceeded to the Sabra

refugee camp, where they blew up the headquarters of the Democratic Front for the Liberation of

Palestine (DFLP), in an operation which caused the death of several guerrillas belonging to Na’if

Hawatmah’s organization3534. Meanwhile, the third group, consisting of paratroopers, destroyed a

PLO gas station and its adjacent garage in Sayda3535. Several minor operations did also take place

elsewhere in the country (the  Fath “headquarters for Gaza operations” and a  Fath “workshop in

Beirut’s southern Uzaci district” were also destroyed3536), mainly as a distraction for the Lebanese

security forces3537, which were almost entirely unable to respond to the attack. Before the Brigade

16, which opened fire against Ehud Barak’s team in central Beirut3538, could receive much needed

reinforcements, the Israeli attackers had already left the country3539. The entire operation had lasted,

according to the reports forwarded by the Lebanese Army Command, barely fifty minutes3540.

The Israeli raid caused an unprecedented political crisis, the action – or lack thereof – of the

Armed Forces being questioned by wide sectors of both the élite, from Joumblatt and his leftist

3531NAOR, 2013, 992; REEVE, 2011  [2000], 199-201 (Kindle Edition);  KLEIN, 2005, 149-159 (Kindle Edition);
AMMOUN, 2004, 496; MORRIS, 2001, 381; WINSLOW, 1996, 166; PETRAN, 1987, 144; ZAMIR, 1980, 64;
SALIBI, 1976, 66.

3532MORRIS, 2001, 381.
3533AMMOUN, 2004, 496.
3534“Ataque israelí”,  La Vanguardia Española, 04/11/1973;  La Vanguardia Española, 04/12/1973; “Des commandos

israéliens”, Le Monde, 04/11/1973; “Les commandos”, Le Monde, 04/11/1973; REEVE, 2011 [2000], 202 (Kindle
Edition); AMMOUN, 2004, 497; MORRIS, 2001, 382; RABBATH, 1986, 585.

3535MORRIS, 2001, 382.
3536La Vanguardia Española, 04/12/1973; “Les commandos”, Le Monde, 04/11/1973; MORRIS, 2001, 382.
3537REEVE, 2011 [2000], 202 (Kindle Edition).
3538REEVE, 2011 [2000], 201 (Kindle Edition); KLEIN, 2005, 159-160 (Kindle Edition); AMMOUN, 2004, 496-497.
3539SALIBI, 1976, 66.
3540AMMOUN, 2004, 499-500; RABBATH, 1986, 585.
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allies, who went as far as to accuse the “Lebanese authorities” of “collusion in theory and practice “

with the “Israeli government”3541, to Prime Minister Salam and his fellow members of the Sunni

Prime Ministerial club, and a public opinion “dumbfounded”3542 at the boldness and gravity of the

Israeli action at the very heart of Lebanon’s capital. Unsurprisingly, the first victim of the crisis-in-

the-making was the President of the Council, who resigned after the Head of State refused to accept

his demand for the dismissal of General Ghanim3543, “whom he charged with neglect of duty”3544. It

is, however, not difficult to see, as both Charles Winslow and Kamal Salibi point out3545, how the

attack came as a blessing in disguise for Salam, whom Tel Aviv had provided with an honorable exit

from a Cabinet increasingly harassed by the steadily stronger alliance between the Speaker, Kamal

al-Asacad and the President’s son, Tony Frangié, and whose personal relationship with the Head of

State had been progressively deteriorating due to the strong importance that both men attached to

their  respective  offices3546 –  one  of  the  reasons  that  had  already provoked the  fallout  between

General Chéhab and the Beiruti zacim back in the 1960s.

For the time being, the governmental crisis was momentarily put on hold by the immense

demonstration that surrounded the funeral of the three dead PLO leaders. The Lebanese political

class  in  toto,  including  such  conspicuous  representatives  of  the  right  as  Pierre  Gemayel  and

Raymond  Eddé,  accompanied  by several  representatives  of  other  Arab  countries  and  a  crowd

3541PETRAN, 1987, 44. Cf. “Janblat: al-bilad bilad jawasis wa-l-hukm ma fi shahamah!”, Al-Nahar, 04/11/1973.
3542AMMOUN, 2004, 497. Cf. “Salam la yacud min dun shurutihi wa-l-Qasr la yucayyidu Salam bi-shurut”, Al-Nahar,

04/13/1973; “Rudud al-facal al-talibiyyah: Tuzahir wa-qatac tarq al-tujammac amam al-Majlis tahul ilà masirah”, Al-
Nahar, 04/11/1973; “Ataque israelí”,  La Vanguardia Española, 04/11/1973; La Vanguardia Española, 04/12/1973;
“La paralyse”, Le Monde, 04/12/1973.

3543“Muhawilah  fashilah li-l-Asacad wa-l-Khalil  li-hal  al-mushkilat  allati  sabit  al-istiqalah.  Qa’id  al-Jaysh yudahu
malabisat  al-ictida’”,  Al-Nahar,  04/12/1973; “Al-istiqalah  tantaziru  masirat  al-yawm”,  Al-Nahar,  04/12/1973;
“Madha  wara’ istiqalah  Salam?”,  Al-Nahar,  04/11/1973; “El  primer  ministro  libanés,  Saeb  Salam,  presenta  su
dimisión”, La Vanguardia Española, 04/11/1973; “Les Israéliens ont saisi à Beyrouth d’importants documents sur
les activitiés des fedayin”, Le Monde, 04/12/1973; Le Monde, 04/20/1973; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1973, 216-217;
NAOR, 2013, 992-993; TRABOULSI, 2007, 175; KLEIN, 2005, 160 (Kindle Edition); AMMOUN, 2004, 500-501;
WINSLOW, 1996, 166; PETRAN, 1987, 120, 145; RABBATH, 1986, 585; ZAMIR, 1980, 64; 

3544SALIBI, 1976, 66. 
3545WINSLOW, 1996, 166; SALIBI, 1976, 66-67.
3546SALIBI, 1976, 67.
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calculated at some point between 250,000 and 500,000 people3547 accompanied the bodies of “the

three «martyrs»”3548 to their graves. The public display of sorrow around the funerals of Najjar,

Nasser and cAdwan opened the door to an almost uninterrupted wave of demonstrations, sabotages

and  protests  extending  Lebanon-wide  up  until  the  very  beginning  of  the  Civil  War.  In  what

amounted  to  a  repetition  of  1969,  the  Lebanese Army had to  intervene  against  the  Palestinian

commandos whose increasingly bolder actions (like the attack against the Tapline pipeline, leading

to Zahrani’s oil refinery, near Sayda, carried away by members of Ahmad Jibril’s PFLP-General

Command3549) were causing a deep rift between those sectors of Lebanese society committed to

upholding the Palestinian Revolution and those, mainly Christian3550 but also Shici3551, who were

increasingly worried at the consequences that the fida’i actions might bring onto the country.

Against this backdrop of growing tension between the Lebanese State and the guerrillas,

with a showdown seeming inevitable, no senior member of the Prime Ministerial club was disposed

to accept the political suicide that chairing such a Cabinet may imply3552, taking into account the

devotion of the Sunni Street to the Palestinian cause and their steady loss of grip thereupon. Faced

by the veto of the classical Sunni leadership, Frangié proceeded to appoint, “brush[ing] the finer

considerations aside”3553, a second-row politician from North Lebanon, Amin al-Hafiz, chairman of

the parliamentary commission for Foreign Affairs, as the new Prime Minister3554. Elected on Rashid

3547“Kanu rubcu miliyyun”, “Bi-l-wurud waddac Lubnan shuhada’ al-ictida’ al-isra’ili. Rubcu miliyyun yusiruna thalath
sacat  wara’ al-nacush al-tiscah”, “Iqafalat  aswaq Bayrut  wa-l-dawahi  musharakah  fi-hidad  cala  al-shuhada’”,  Al-
Nahar, 04/13/1973; “Tuzahirah ila al-safarat al-amirkiyyah wa-rashaqa Markaz Kennedy bi-l-hijar”, “Tuzahirat wa-
rasas wa-mutafjjirat wa-hatafat didda al-Sultah”, “Bayrut wa-Trablus wa-Sayda tadribu l-yawm hadadan”, “Masirah
wataniyyah  wa-idrab  camm wa-musharakah  min  jamici  l-ahzab”,  Al-Nahar,  04/12/1973; Le Monde,  04/14/1973;
Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1973, 215-216. KLEIN, 2005, 161 (Kindle Edition); RABBATH, 1985, 585.

3548AMMOUN, 2004, 501. For a panegyric of the three victims, vid. MAKSUD, 1973.
3549La Vanguardia Española, 04/15/1973; Le Monde, 04/16/1973; AMMOUN, 2004, 503; SALIBI, 1976, 67.
3550AMMOUN, 2004, 502; HARIK, 1980, 45-46.
3551NAOR, 2013, 994.
3552“Bad’a l-bahath  can al-badil lakin al-mas’alah al-matruhah la tizal: Salam... aw Salam”,  Al-Nahar, 04/12/1973;

NAOR, 2013, 993; AMMOUN, 2004, 503; ZAMIR, 1980, 65; SALIBI, 1976, 67.
3553SALIBI, 1976, 67.
3554“Al-Hafiz yatakhatta al-tarkibat al-barlamaniyyat al-icitiyyadiyyah fi sabil hukumah turaddi al-Majlis wa-l-ra’iyy

al-camm”, Al-Nahar, 04/20/1973; “Amin al-Hafiz: Hukumah barlamaniyyah muwasacah”, “Asma’ al-murshahin min
dakhil al-Majlis gariqat fi khadam istisharat al-arbica wa-baqiyy cala satah al-ma’ isman:  cAkkari wa-l-Hafiz”,  Al-
Nahar,  04/19/1973; “Ism  Karami  yutrahu  bi-lisan  cUsayran  wa-lisan  Jabhat  al-Nidal  wa-l-Asacad  wa-Karami
yarshahani Amin al-Hafiz”,  Al-Nahar, 04/18/1973; La Vanguardia Española, 04/18/1973, 04/19/1973;  Le Monde,
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Karami’s list, and linked by marriage to the cUsayrans, Hafiz had been chosen for his good relations

with Joumblatt and the Palestinian organizations3555, his appointment being initially saluted by most

sectors of the political élite, from the dynamic duo of Sunni politics – Salam and Karami3556 – to the

Shici zacim Kamal al-Asacad, who “considered him a young and moderate candidate [...] accepted by

everyone”3557, passing naturally through Joumblatt3558 and the Christian establishment, despite the

opposition  of  certain  organizations  representative  of  “Sunni  confessionalism”3559.  His  proposed

sixteen-member  Cabinet3560,  including  a  majority  of  unknown  and  dubiously  representative

members3561, would not, however, be submitted to the Chamber3562. 

Barely two days after its constitution and before its formal assumption of power, the Cabinet

was faced by an all-out explosion of violence between the Lebanese Army and the commandos after

three  al-Fath guerrillas were arrested at Beirut Airport when they were trying to board a plane

bound for Nice carrying over ten kilos of dynamite3563. Their arrest was just the beginning of a long

cycle of violence3564 that included, in a whirlwind of actions and reprisals that would extend itself

04/20/1973;  04/24/1973;  Proche-Orient  Chrétien,  1973,  217; NAOR,  2013,  993;  AMMOUN,  2004,  503;
WINSLOW, 1996, 167; ZAMIR, 1980, 64; SALIBI, 1976, 67.

3555Le Monde, 04/27/1973; NAOR, 2013, 993; TRABOULSI, 2007, 181; RABBATH, 1986, 585; SALIBI, 1976, 67.
3556“Amin al-Hafiz”, Al-Nahar, 04/19/1973; Al-Nahar, 04/21/1973.
3557NAOR, 2013, 993. Cf. SALIBI, 1976, 70.
3558“Janblatt  wa-mumathilu l-yasar  la yucariduna takalif  al-Hafiz”,  Al-Nahar,  04/19/1973; Proche-Orient Chrétien,

1973, 218-219.
3559Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1973, 216-217.
3560Cabinet  Amin  al-Hafiz  (never  submitted  to  the  Chamber):  Amin  al-Hafiz  (S),  Prime  Minister,  Minister  of

Information and Interim Minister of Public Health; Fu’ad Ghusn (GO), Deputy Chairman of the Council, Minister of
Defense; Khalil Abu Hamad (GC), Minister of Foreign Affairs; Edmond Rizq (M),  Minister of Education; Fu’ad
Naffah (M), Minister of Finance; Joseph Skaff (GC), Minister of Hydraulic Ressources; Émile Ruhanna Saqr (M),
Minister of Labor and Social Affairs; Khatchik Babikian (AO), Minister of General Planning; Bahij Tabbara (S),
Minister of Economy and Commerce; Zakariyya Nsuli (S), Minister of Industry;  cAli al-Khalil (Sh), Minister of
Tourism; Fahmi Shahin (Sh), Minister of Agriculture; Michel Sassin (GO), Minister of Housing and Cooperatives;
Najib cAlam al-Din (D), Minister of Public Works; Tony Frangié (M), Minister of Communications; Kazim al-Khalil
(Sh), Minister of Justice; Bashir cAwar (D), Interior Minister.

3561“cAjaz al-Hafiz can ta’lif hukumah bi-mastuwa al-zuruf”, Al-Nahar, 04/26/1973; “Al-yawm tawzic al-huqa’ib wa-
tadhlil al-caqabat”, “Al-rafd al-junblatti al-mukarrir yahullu cuqdah Rashid al-Sulh wa-yatihu li-l-Hafiz irda’ al-yasar
wa-nafsih bi-tawazir tuqaddimi ikstra”, Al-Nahar, 04/25/1973; Le Monde, 04/20/1973.

3562“AMMOUN, 2004, 504; 
3563AMMOUN, 2004,  504;  WINSLOW, 1996,  167;  ALAMUDDIN,  1987,  198;  RABBATH, 1986,  586;  SALIBI,

1976, 67.
3564“Al-Jaysh yatasaddà al-quwwat dakhalat min Suriyya wa-l-tayaran yatadakhal bacad tucarridihi li-qasf min marakiz

fida’iyyah”, “Insahaba l-Jaysh wa-cada al-hudu’ ila l-mukhayyamat”, Al-Nahar, 05/05/1973; “Bayrut tabda’ anhariha
bi-muqatil thalathah darakiyyin wa-macarak fi l-dawahi tablugu dharutiha fi al-Dabbiyah”, “17 qatilan wa 57 jarihan
min al-Jaysh wa-Quwwà al-Aman al-Dakhili”,  Al-Nahar, 05/04/1973; “13 qatilan min al-jaysh wa-40 jarihan. 19
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until May 18, the kidnapping of two officers of the Lebanese Army by fidai’iyyin affiliated to the

DFLP, the bombing of Beirut Airport by the guerrillas, the intervention of the Lebanese Air Force

against  Burj  al-Barajina  and  other  Palestinian  positions  throughout  the  country3565 or  even  the

invasion  of  Southern  Lebanon  by forces  of  the  Yarmuk  Brigade  of  the  Palestinian  Liberation

Army3566.  In  this  context,  and with a  propaganda campaign against  Lebanon raging from radio

stations all over the Arab world3567, the Sunni establishment, disapproving the use of force against

the commandos and the proclamation of the state of emergency3568 (May 7),  called, in a demand

shared by Kamal Joumblatt, for Hafiz’s “immediate resignation” while announcing their veto on

State institutions until such a resignation took place while demanding far-reaching changes in the

country’s political structure3569. Bogged down by the weight of their internal contradictions, they

acted out of what Dan Naor labeled as “narrow political considerations”3570, their long-term interest

in the preservation of the Lebanese system clashing with their short-term need to keep a hold over

their rapidly slipping constituencies. Thus, and while they “preferred that another candidate should

‘pull their chestnuts out of the fire’”3571, they could not refrain from throwing a spanner in the works

qatilan falastiniyyan wa 79 jarihan”, Al-Nahar, 05/03/1973; “Ictiqal 4 musallahin yahmiluna mutafajjirat amama al-
safarat  al-amirkiyyah”,  Al-Nahar,  05/01/1973; “Un  équilibre  fragile”,  Le  Monde,  05/11/1973; “Les  incidents
continuent au Liban”,  Le Monde, 05/10/1973; “Le gouvernement libanais et les fedayin ont conclu un accord de
cessez-le-feu”, Le Monde, 05/05/1973; “Les combats se sont étendus au Sud du pays”, Le Monde, 05/05/1973; Le
Monde, 05/04/1973; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 198-199; RABBATH, 1986, 586; RABINOVICH, 1985, 42-43.

3565“Alors que la calme semble se rétablir à Beyrouth, l’aviation est intervenue contre les fedayin dans l’est du pays”,
Le Monde,  05/11/1973; “Les  dirigeants  de  Beyrouth  cherchent  une  nouvelle  formule  de  cohabitation  avec  les
Palestiniens”, Le Monde, 07/05/1973; “Le comportement de l’armée libanaise expose le pays à la destruction”, Le
Monde, 05/09/1973; Le Monde, 05/08/1973; NAOR, 2013, 993, 1000; TRABOULSI, 2007, 181; AMMOUN, 2004,
505-511; PETRAN, 1987, 145; RABBATH, 1986, 586; JOHNSON, 1983, 188; ZAMIR, 1980, 64; SALIBI, 1976,
67-68.

3566AMMOUN, 2004, 506; PETRAN, 1987, 145.
3567“Les événements du Liban et leurs répercussions”, Le Monde, 05/11/1973; “Les combats ont fait rage à nouveau

autour des camps de réfugiés”, Le Monde, 05/10/1973; “Les Palestiniens dénoncent violemment le commandant en
chef  de  l’armée libanaise”,  Le Monde,  05/10/1973; “Les  combats”,  Le Monde,  05/05/1973;  ““Les  réfugiés  ne
doivent pas constituer une armée d’occupation” déclare le président Frangié”, Le Monde, 05/05/1973; NAOR, 2013,
1000; AMMOUN, 2004, 511; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 198-199; RABBATH, 1986, 586.

3568“Iclan  al-tawara’  wa-l-bahath  can  canasir  mukharribah”,  “Majlis  al-Wuzara’  yucalinu  al-tawari’”,  Al-Nahar,
05/08/1973; “Les dispositions de l’état d’urgence”, Le Monde, 05/09/1973; NAOR, 2013, 1000; AMMOUN, 2004,
509; RABBATH, 1986, 586.

3569NAOR, 2013, 993. Cf. “Salam li-Shamcun wa-l-Jumayyil: La yujawwizu an tacaqida al-jalasah illa idha tamthalat
al-Hukumah bi-ra’isiha”,  Al-Nahar, 05/12/1973;  “Karami wa-Janbalat  yadcuwani  l-Hafiz  ilà  l-istiqalah idha lam
yatam al-tawassal ila taswiyyah”, Al-Nahar, 05/04/1973; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1973, 217-218; AMMOUN, 2004,
507; WINSLOW, 1996, 167; RABBATH, 1986, 587-588; ZAMIR, 1980, 65; SALIBI, 1976, 68, 70-71.

3570NAOR, 2013, 994.
3571NAOR, 2013, 994. Cf. Le Monde, 04/20/1973. “Karami: Matlub hukuma qadirah cala tuhammil mas’uliyyatiha”,

Al-Nahar, 05/05/1973.
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and criticize the government from without.

Under pressure from the Lebanese Sunni establishment and the left,  as well as from the

neighboring Arab countries3572  which, in one way or another (either through diplomacy, like Egypt

or Morocco; or through coercive measures, like Syria, which proceeded to close the common border

and “openly denounced what  it  described as  Lebanese  complicity  in  a  foreign-inspired  plot  to

complete the liquidation of the Palestinian commando movement”3573) intervened in the Lebanese

crisis  to  try  to  save  the  Palestinian  resistance,  Frangié  remained,  in  a  display  of  his  famous

cunfuwan  and  strong  in  the  support  he  received  from  the  United  States3574,  adamant  in  his

determination to prevent what he defined as “the existence of two sovereignties in Lebanon”3575.

The President’s  tough position would be reiterated before the Egyptian envoys Hassan Sabri al-

Khuli and Mahmud Riyad, whom he told, in a position fully embraced by Gemayel and Chamoun,

that Lebanon was “willing to deal with the Palestinians exactly like the other Arab countries do”,

furthermore insisting,  that  the  Bilad al-Arz would “not accept  the infringements  of  and attacks

against the country’s sovereignty”3576.

The combination of foreign and internal pressures, together with the perceived rigidity of the

Presidency in its determination to subdue the Palestinian resistance, ended up leading the way for

Amin al-Hafez’s resignation, effective on the early hours of May 83577. Abandoned by his Prime

3572“Tutawwarat al-wadic l-lubnani fi salib muhadathat al-malik Faysal wa-l-Sadat”, Al-Nahar, “Al-Qadhafi: Aamal an
yahtal  al-fida’iyun  matar  Bayrut!”,  Al-Nahar,  05/14/1973;  “Dimashq  tuhajimu  alladhina  yahawiluna  tashwih
Lubnanina al-jamil”,  Al-Nahar, 05/08/1973;  “Al-Saqaf: Al-Sacudiyyah tu’ayyidu l-kiffah al-falastiniyyah wa-hiyya
aydan harisa  cala  siyyadah  Lubnan.”,  Al-Nahar,  05/06/1973; “Rudud al-facal  al-carabiyyah  cala  ahdath  Lubnan.
Dimashq  tucatbiruha  “Khittat  amirkiyyah”  wa-Bagdad  “marjalah  tasfuwiyyah”  jadidah  wa-l-Kuwayt  turid  al-
muhafazah cala l-aslihah”, Al-Nahar, 05/05/1973; “Beyrouth voudrait redefinir le statut des Palestiniens”, Le Monde,
05/07/1973; AMMOUN, 2004, 507, 510.

3573SALIBI, 1976, 68. Cf. ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 199; RABBATH, 1986, 586.
3574FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXV, Docs. 46, 76.
3575AMMOUN, 2004, 507. Cf. “Lan nuraddi an yakuna fi Lubnan jaysh ihtilal”, Al-Nahar, 05/04/1973; ““Les réfugiés

ne doivent pas”, Le Monde, 05/05/1973.
3576“Faranjiyyah yusarih al-wusta’ al-carab. Lubnan yucamil al-falastiniyyin kama tucamilhum al-diwal al-carabiyyah”,
Al-Nahar,  05/05/1973.  Cf.  “cAwiannana  cala  ijad  itifaq  niha’i  yaqtuc al-tariq  cala  tukarrar  al-istidamat”,  Al-Nahar,
05/06/1973; AMMOUN, 2004, 510.
3577Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1973, 217; AMMOUN, 2004, 509; SALIBI, 1976, 71.
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Minister  and  facing  an  increasing  pressure  from the  outside  threatening  to  cripple  Lebanon’s

economy, Frangié thus came to face a situation akin to that of Hélou in 1969. In Kamal Salibi’s

expression:

While the Muslim Lebanese leaderships were neither willing nor able to join the Christian Lebanese

leaderships in a common stand against the commandos;  while  the radical  parties  and factions in the

country put their full force behind the commando movement; while Syria was determined [...] to frustrate

any attempt on the part of the Lebanese Republic to vindicate its sovereign prerogatives; and while even

the conservative Arab States,  which had  an interest  in  seeing the commando movement  in  Lebanon

curbed, hurried to offer their mediation and confuse the issue every time Lebanon tried to do what they

themselves also wanted; the tough-minded Sulayman Faranjiyya was no more able to deal effectively

with the complex commando issue than his mild and diplomatic predecessor.3578

It  can,  however,  be  argued that  Frangié’s  predicament  was  even worse  than  that  of  his

predecessor.  In  1969,  Hélou  could  still  count  on  Nasser’s  prestige  to  introduce  an  element  of

moderation among both the Street and the Palestinian commandos, as well as on his ability to bring

the Sunni establishment into line. By 1973, Nasser and his coevals were no more, and the new

generation of  leaders  that  followed them needed to establish their  legitimacy before  their  own

populations, strongly attached to the defense of Palestinian rights not only in the Holy Land but

wherever the commandos might have settled. In this context, Lebanon witnessed how its neighbors

outbid each other in their proclaims of support for the resistance and in their condemnations of

Lebanon’s regime, with even the friendlier Arab States remaining “in the sidelines”3579. Left alone

“fighting for its sovereignty”3580, with both the Arab States and its international patrons preferring

not to intervene in any way3581, Lebanon was forced to compromise. On May 18, after announcing a

3578SALIBI, 1976, 69.
3579NAOR,  2013,  1000.  Cf.  “Les  Palestiniens  dénoncent”,  Le  Monde,  05/10/1973;  Le  Monde,  05/16/1973;

WINSLOW, 1996, 168.
3580NAOR, 2013, 1001.
3581NAOR, 2013, 1000-1003. 
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freeze of all military operations against the  fida’iyyin, a new agreement to regulate the relations

between the Lebanese State and the Palestinian organizations was reached under Syrian pressure3582.

It would be known, after the hotel where it was signed, as the Melkart Agreement.

Reflecting the new geopolitical scenario in the Near East, where a relaxation of Palestinian

incursions was, as will be seen below, very much in the interest of both Egypt and Syria – even if

they could not publicly say so – the new agreement, which Denise Ammoun qualifies as “much

more favorable to Lebanon than that of Cairo”3583, reinforced some of the prescriptions of the 1969

pact3584, including the interdiction of armed commando presence in urban refugee camps, except for

local,  lightly  armed,  militias  and  categorically  prohibited  any  Palestinian  military  presence  in

Lebanese towns and villages. The agreement tried, moreover, to reinforce the coordination between

both  sides,  particularly  on  the  thorny  question  of  guerrilla  displacement  to,  from  and  within

Lebanon and an attempt was made to “freeze all fida’i operations taking place from Lebanese soil”

unless  specifically  coordinated  with  the  Arab  Council  for  Common  Defense3585.  The  Melkart

Agreement, some of whose dispositions were directly unenforceable in the absence of, politically

impossible,  coercive measures on the Lebanese part,  fared,  therefore,  no better  destiny than its

predecessor3586.

No expectations were vested on the agreement. For the PLO leadership it was but “ink on

paper”3587, for the Sunni leadership it was a mere face-saving device allowing them to resume their

traditional cooperation with the Presidency, and for the Christian community at large, it reinforced

3582“Bacad  al-itifaq...  al-tanfidh”,  Al-Nahar,  05/18/1973; AMMOUN,  2004,  515;  ALAMUDDIN,  1987,  199;
RABBATH, 1986, 587.

3583AMMOUN, 2004, 515.
3584Le Monde, 05/19/1973; NAOR, 2013, 994; TRABOULSI, 2007, 181; AMMOUN, 2004, 514; RABBATH, 1986,

587.
3585AMMOUN, 2004, 514, 519. For the position of the Arab League, in favor of restricting the freedom of action of

the Palestinian commandos – Mahmud Riyad, Secretary-General of the organization, even spoke of “freezing” the
Cairo Agreement, vid. HÉLOU, 1997, 284.

3586COOLEY, 1979, 32.  Despite a promising beginning, vid. “Al-Muqawimah basharat tanfidh al-itifaq:  cawdat al-
quwwat li-Suriyya wa-izalat al-hawajiz wa-l-tashdid cala indibatiyyah kul al-fasa’il”, Al-Nahar, 05/19/1973.

3587AMMOUN, 2004, 515.
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their conviction that the recovery of a national consensus was impossible unless “the last traces of

the Palestinian military presence in the country had been eradicated”3588.  As if echoing the words

uttered  by  Mgr.  Shukrallah  Harb3589,  Maronite  bishop  of  Bacalbak,  who,  back  in  1971,  had

denounced the threat to Lebanon’s sovereignty posed by “foreign elements”3590 in a clear reference

to the Palestinians, and beyond the commitment to the Palestinian cause of such movements as the

JEC, the JOC or  some non-Maronite  bishops like the Greek Orthodox metropolitan for  Mount

Lebanon, Mgr. Khodr3591 and the Greek Catholic archbishop of Beirut, Mgr. Grégoire Haddad3592

(who  would  eventually  be  sacked  from  his  post  due  to  his  political  and  religious  prises  de

position3593,  which,  in  some  cases,  caused  the  scandal  of  the  faithful3594,  requiring  a  formal

explanation from the Greek Catholic Synod3595,  as has already been explained above3596), whose

advanced views were certainly shared by a minority of engagés, though scarcely representative of

their communities’ true beliefs, a new Christian – and especially Maronite – consensus was being

built around the idea of not yielding any more concessions to the Palestinian organizations. In this

context, the search for a peaceful accommodation between both sides began to lose favor among the

public and, parallelly, the process of militia buildup that they had been developing at least since the

crisis  of  1969  was  further  increased,  with  “one  consignment  after  another  of  heavy and  light

armaments  [and] ammunitions  [being] unloaded in the port  of Beirut  [...]  and taken up by the

Christian organizations” in preparation for the final showdown with the commandos3597.

3588SALIBI, 1976, 69. Cf. HARIK, 1980, 45-46.
3589Born in Tannurin in 1923, Mgr. Shukrallah Harb was appointed bishop of Bacalbak in 1967, being consecrated in

1977, the first and thus far only bishop of the short-lived Diocese of Jounié, which, after his retirement in 1999, was
fused with the Dioceses of Joubbé and Sarba into a new jurisdiction directly under the Patriarch’s supervision.

3590Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1971, 193.
3591Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1971, 193, 195; 1972, 79-80, 99, 103, 210, 213-215; 1973, 215-216; OLJ, 04/14/1974.
3592OLJ, 10/16-22/1971; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1973, 216; 1974, 87-89; 1975, 81-87; OLJ, 04/14/1974.
3593OLJ, 08/25/1974, 08/27/1974, 10/19/1974, 10/23/1974; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 190-194, 369-383; 1975,

81-87, 335-344.
3594OLJ, 04/24/1974, 04/27/1974; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 188-190, 372-373.
3595Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 192.
3596Vid. pp. 459-465.
3597SALIBI, 1976, 70. Cf. Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1973, 373-374; AMMOUN, 2004, 521; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 31;

WINSLOW, 1996, 186; PETRAN, 1987, 157.
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5.2.2. From one war to another (May 1973-April 1975)

The signature of the Melkart Agreement and the relaxation of Lebanese-Palestinian tensions

that would coincide with the preparations toward the October war, rose hopes that Lebanon was still

possible. On May 23, the state of emergency was lifted3598 and, on June 21, after a failed attempt on

the part of Amin al-Hafiz to revive his Executive with rather unconvincing arguments3599, Frangié

entrusted Taqi al-Din al-Sulh with the formation of a new Cabinet3600. Lacking a strong political

basis of his own3601, it can be hardly denied, though, that Sulh possessed the necessary pedigree to

hold the Council’s chairmanship,  being a senior member of the prominent family of Lebanon’s

“mythological” first Prime Minister3602. Sulh, whose choice had been presided by his prestige as a

moderate man holding warm relations across the spectrum of political Lebanon3603, from Chamoun,

who was a personal friend of his3604, to the Palestinian organizations, revealed the weakness of the

Sunni  establishment  and  the  rise  of  Joumblatt,  with  his  intimate  links  to  the  Palestinian

organizations, as the new patron of Lebanon’s urban – and highly ideological – Islam 3605. It would

be, precisely, Joumblatt’s insistence in keeping the Interior Ministry3606 which would slow down the

process  of  government  buildup,  with  Sulh  taking  over  a  month  to  submit  his  Cabinet.  An

3598Le Monde, 05/25/1973; AMMOUN, 2004, 519.
3599The Prime Minister tried to defend his attitude during the crisis by stating:

[...] durant ces journées très chaudes qui virent s’affronter des frères [j’]ai voulu mettre à profit mes
amitiés personnelles dans les deux camps [...] pour obtenir le cessez-le-feu et arrêter l’effusion de
sang. J’ai cru bon, pour cela, de me départir de ma qualité officielle pour proposer mes bons offices
en tant que citoyen libanais fidèle à ses engagements envers sa patrie,  le Liban, et  la résistance
palestinienne.
(Le  Monde,  05/22/1973.  Cf.  “Bada’ al-tanfidh...  wa-l-ra’is  muratah”,  Al-Nahar,  05/19/1973; Le
Monde, 06/12/1973, 06/14/1973, 06/16/1973; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1973, 219; RABBATH, 1986,
588).

3600“Al-Sulh:  barlamaniyyah...  qawiyyah  wa-sariciyyah”, Al-Nahar,  06/22/1973; Le  Monde,  06/23/1973;  Proche-
Orient Chrétien, 1973, 219; NAOR, 2013, 994; AMMOUN, 2004, 520; WINSLOW, 1996, 168; RABBATH, 1986,
588; ZAMIR, 1980, 65; SALIBI, 1976, 71.

3601NAOR, 2013, 994; WINSLOW, 1996, 169.
3602NAOR, 2013, 994. Cf. SALIBI, 1976, 71.
3603Le Monde, 06/23/1973; SALIBI, 1976, 71.
3604AMMOUN, 2004, 520.
3605NAOR, 2013, 994; PETRAN, 1987, 119-120; SALIBI, 1976, 76-77.
3606NAOR, 2013, 994; TRABOULSI, 2007, 181.
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extraordinarily  large  22-member  Executive3607,  which  the  press  qualified  as  the  “Government

without Opposition”3608, –  including a close associate of Joumblatt’s, Bahij Taqi al-Din, as Interior

Minister3609 and Tony Frangié as Communications Minister, in what would become a permanent

fixture in all following Cabinets3610 –, it would be ratified by the Chamber only on July 23, albeit by

a large majority3611.

Sulh’s new Cabinet gave way to a reconfiguration of the alliances in the Lebanese political

system for the second time in Frangié’s cahd. As has been said above, it was Joumblatt and not the

traditional  Sunni  establishment,  who gave  the  Government  its  urban Muslim stability,  with the

additional support provided by some figures of Beirut’s traditional establishment, like cAbdallah al-

Yafi3612, who, having been betrayed by Salam in the 1972 legislative elections, had turned to oppose

his dominance in local and national politics during the first years of the cahd. The new Cabinet also

represented the breakup of the parliamentary alliance between Tony Frangié and Kamal al-Asacad,

which had been one of the mainstays of the opposition against Salam’s governments during the first

three years of Sulayman bey’s mandate, the Speaker of Parliament being rejected in favor of the

search for an alliance with the shining star of Shici politics: Imam Musa al-Sadr3613, whose apparent

relegation under the new regime had led him to radicalize his position and to strongly denounce the

neglect of the South and the Biqac3614. Sulh’s Executive could also count on the support of the other

3607Cabinet  Taqi  al-Din  al-Sulh  (07/23/1973-10/25/1974):  Taqi  al-Din  al-Sulh  (S),  Prime  Minister,  Minister  of
Finance; Fu’ad Ghusn (GO), Deputy Chairman of the Council, Minister of Public Works and Transportation; Sabri
Hamadah (Sh), Minister of Agriculture; Majid Arslan (D), State Minister; Bahij Taqi al-Din (S), Interior Minister;
Kazim al-Khalil (Sh), Justice Minister; Joseph Skaff (GC), Minister of Hydraulic Resources and Electricity; Nazih
al-Bizri (S), Minister of Economy and Commerce; Nasri al-Macaluf (GC), Minister of National Defense; Joseph
Shadir  (AC),  State  Minister;  Albert  Mukhaybir  (GO),  State Minister;  cUthman al-Dana (S),  Minister  of  Public
Health; Fu’ad Naffac (M), Minister of Foreign Affairs and Émigrés; Michel Sassin (GO), Minister of Housing and
Cooperatives; Edmond Rizq (M), Minister of National Education; Tony Frangié (M), Minister of Communications;
Émile Ruhanna (M), Minister of Labor and Social Affairs; Fahmi Shahin (Sh), Minister of Information;  cAli al-
Khalil  (Sh),  State Minister;  Suren Khan Amirian (AO),  Minister  of Fisheries;  Hassan al-Rifa ci  (S),  Minister  of
General Planning; Tawfiq cAsaf (D), Minister of Industry and Oil. 

3608Al-Nahar, 07/09/1973. Cf. Le Monde, 07/10/1973.
3609NAOR, 2013, 994; PETRAN, 1987, 149.
3610NAOR, 2013, 994-995; SALIBI, 1976, 71-72.
3611Le Monde, 08/03/1973.
3612NAOR, 2013, 996.
3613Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 81, 185; NAOR, 2013, 996; WINSLOW, 1996, 172-173.
3614Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 85, 392; NAOR, 2013, 995; TRABOULSI, 2007, 178-180; AMMOUN, 2004, 522-
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Shici  élites,  including  the  cUsayrans  and  the  Hamadahs3615,  much pleased  to  take  advantage  of

Asacad’s fall from grace; as well as on the help from the Kata’ib and Chamoun’s NLP, eager to

support Frangié in all that represented the preservation of Lebanon’s sovereignty although harboring

agendas – and future presidential aspirations – of their own3616. Meanwhile, a new opposition bloc

to be reckoned with, composed the tripartite alliance of Eddé, Salam and Karami, was already on

the making, albeit its effectiveness would be temporarily marred by Kamal al-Asacad’s refusal to

fully join in – the Speaker preferred not to sever all his ties with the Frangiés3617, undoubtedly in the

hope of making a comeback to the forefront of national politics – as well as by the outbreak of the

October War, which put on hold the petty bickering of Lebanese politics.

Sulh’s time in office would face an increased popular pressure from different social sectors,

with  demonstrations,  strikes  and  protests,  which  had  already  become  a  permanent  element  of

Lebanese reality, seeing a rapidly growing progression both in quantity and in violence3618, which

can be related to the increased economic difficulties faced by the country – plagued by inflation3619

– in an international context presided over by an accelerated economic downturn. The increased

social instability and the persistent rumors of war brought about a dramatic decrease in the number

of public projects undertaken3620, despite the hope for social and political change created by the

appointment  of  the  Professor  and  progressive  politician  cAli  al-Khalil  as  State  Minister  for

Administrative Reform3621. Indeed, some of the reform measures announced, like the abolition of

sectarianism in the public function – strongly criticized both by Chamoun, who affirmed that the

reform equated to a “liquidation of the Maronite community”3622, Eddé3623 and the Maronite League,

523; SALIBI, 1976, 78-79.
3615NAOR, 2013, 996.
3616NAOR, 2013, 996; WINSLOW, 1996, 169.
3617Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 81; NAOR, 2013, 996.
3618Le Monde, 08/30/1973; NAOR, 2013, 995; KHALAF, 2002, 224; SALIBI, 1976, 72.
3619AMMOUN, 2004, 525; 
3620WINSLOW, 1996, 169.
3621Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 81; SALIBI, 1976, 71.
3622Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 82.
3623Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 82, 83.
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which  qualified  the  changes  as  a  “striking  injustice”  for  the  community3624,  but  “grudgingly”

accepted by Gemayel3625–, which implied that new positions would be merely distributed equally

between Christians  and Muslims rather  than attributed to  a  specific  sect3626,  only left  a limited

impression on public opinion, since such reforms were taken advantage of to displace the remaining

Chéhabist elements from the Civil  Service,  installing,  on their  places,  the favorites  of the new

Cabinet3627, including several members of their families on the model already initiated by the Head

of State and his son3628. 

The  partial  deconfessionalization  agreed  by the  Cabinet  not  only  worried  the  Maronite

political  élite,  but  also the religious  hierarchy,  with Mgr.  Méouchy dispatching a  delegation of

bishops (Mgrs.  Antoine Abed,  Archbishop of  Tripoli;  Antoine Khuraysh,  Bishop of  Sayda;  and

Nasrallah Sfayr, Patriarchal Vicar) to the President of the Republic, whom they presented with the

Patriarch’s complaints vis-à-vis those changes which, in his opinion, and notwithstanding Bkirki’s

commitment  “to  free  the  Public  Function  from confessionalism”3629,  “had  been  decided  under

confessional pressures and damaged the Maronite community”3630. Frangié did not, however, yield

to the episcopal pressure, although he effected some conciliatory measures in order to assuage the

degree of opposition that the said measures had provoked within his  own community (Proche-

Orient Chrétien speaks of “wrath”3631), including a promise to “compensate” and “balance” some of

the appointments3632.

All  the  internal  concerns  faced  by  the  Lebanese  State  would,  however,  be  briefly

3624Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 83.
3625TRABOULSI,  2007,  181.  Cf.  PETRAN,  1987,  155-156.  Proche-Orient  Chrétien  (1974,  81-82),  for  its  part,

contradicts  Traboulsi  and Petran,  affirming that  al-Kata’ib gave its  “official  and unreserved agreement” to  the
deconfessionalizing project undertaken by the Cabinet.

3626Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 81-86; TRABOULSI, 2007, 181-182; RABBATH, 1986, 588.
3627TRABOULSI, 2007, 182.
3628Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 82.
3629L’Orient-Le Jour, 03/05/1974.
3630Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 83.
3631Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 85.
3632Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 84.
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overshadowed by the outbreak of the fourth Arab-Israeli war on the early morning of September 29.

Variously known as the  October War, the  Ramadan War, or the  Yom Kippur War, the coordinated

attack carried out by Egypt and Syria, taking advantage of the celebration of the holiest day in the

Jewish religious calendar3633, and the military prowess3634 exhibited by both countries contributed to

“wip[e] out the shame of 1967”3635, destroyed the myth of Israeli invincibility3636 and established a

new balance of forces in the Middle East. October came to reveal, as well, the capacity of the Arab

regimes  for  coordinated  action  beyond  the  military  field,  with  a  crippling  oil  embargo  being

directed  by the  Gulf  monarchies  against  those Western  countries  sympathetic  to  Israel3637,  in  a

display of force that had been rejected on the aftermath of the 1967 conflict, dispelling, moreover,

some myths,  rooted in Western Orientalism, regarding the Arabs’ capacity to work silently and

discreetly for a given goal3638. For Sadat and Asad, the war, despite the military defeat3639 which

Israel was able to inflict on them only at the price of heavy human and material losses and largely

thanks to the constant flow of airlifted supplies provided for by the United States3640, would turn

into a strategic victory providing both of their regimes with the legitimacy they sorely needed –

after  the  rather  shaky conditions  of  their  access  to  power3641 –  as  well  as  with  the  ability  to

3633LIPPMAN, 2016, 1; MORRIS, 2001, 391.
3634LIPPMAN, 2016, 14-20, 35-36; MEITAL, 2013, 57-60; ZISSER, 2013, 69, 75-77; C. HERZOG, 2003 [1975], i.a.

144-149, 165-171, 196-206, 263-286, 301-313, 340-343; MORRIS, 2001, 400-429; STEIN, 1999, 74-78; PETRAN,
1987, 150; RABBATH, 1986, 589.

3635MORRIS, 2001, 387. Cf. LIPPMAN, 2016, 2.
3636LIPMANN,  2016,  3,  38;  MEITAL,  2013,  65;  C.  HERZOG,  2003  [1975],  455;  M.  HERZOG,  2003,  13-15;

MORRIS, 2001, 437; STEIN, 1999, 78.
3637FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXV, i.a. Docs. 103, 139; LIPPMAN, 2016, 37, 82-116; MEITAL, 2013, 60; PAINTER,

2013, 176-193; AMMOUN, 2004, 527; C. HERZOG, 2003 [1975], 67;  M. HERZOG, 2003, 15; MORRIS, 2001,
435; STEIN, 1999, 83; RABBATH, 1986, 589.

3638Benny  Morris  speaks  of  the  massive  preparations  undertaken  both  by  Egypt  and  Syria  without  the  Israeli
intelligence being able to detect such moves, and without any leak escaping through such complex bureaucratic
machine as a modern army.  (MORRIS, 2001, 394, 395-398. Cf.  MEITAL, 2013, 53-56; ZISSER, 2013, 72-73;
AMMOUN, 2004, 526-527; C. HERZOG, 2003  [1975], 66-112, 260-261, 484;  M. HERZOG, 2003, 14-15). For
Thomas W. Lippman (2016, 2-3), the war “broke down the assumption of Israel and its allies that the Arabs were
incompetent in war”, coincidentally, this is also the point of view voiced by Israeli General Chaim Herzog in his
memoir of the war (C. HERZOG, 2003 [1975], 460-465).

3639LIPPMANN, 2016, 2; C. HERZOG, 2003 [1975], 228-255, 355-423; M. HERZOG, 2003, 12-13; MORRIS, 2001,
429-433.

3640Israel, which could “not be allowed to lose” according to President Nixon (FRUS  1969-1974, Vol. XXV, Doc.
140), was to be airlifted over 33,400 tons of supplies during the duration of the war, as well as around ninety planes,
between bombers,  fighters and transport  aircraft.  MORRIS,  2001, 434. Cf.  LIPPMAN, 2016, 1819; PAINTER,
2013, 175; SINIVER, 2013, 89-93; AMMOUN, 2004, 527; C. HERZOG, 2003 [1975], 467;  M. HERZOG, 2003,
20; STEIN, 1999, 78-80; PETRAN, 1987, 150.

3641STEIN, 2013, 210; MORRIS, 2001, 395.
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undertake bold moves in the international arena.

While the war opened channels of peace for Egypt3642 – and even for Syria, despite Asad’s

willingness  to  achieve military parity as a  precondition for any negotiation3643,  it  served as the

beginning of the end for Lebanon. If the war of 1967 had condemned Lebanon to the role of only

true Confrontation State, the war of 1973, by definitely deactivating the Egyptian front, consecrated

its role as the last remaining spot for the continuance of the Palestinian revolution3644, with Sadat

endorsing the role of the PLO at the very same time that he was conducting triangular negotiations

with Israel and the United States3645. In the future, Lebanon would become the bewildered witness

of  regional  wars  being  fought  on  its  soil,  as  the  “convenient  venue  for  exchanging  blows

indirectly”3646, the security valve for the release of regional pressures. As Henry Kissinger would

say after his brief stopover in Beirut, on December 16, 1973:

Prenant en considération les sentiments du président Frangié, j’ai hésité à lui dire que, selon tous les

propos recueillis au Proche-Orient, il est hors de question de voir le Liban se débarrasser des hôtes qui

ouvrent la bouche pour l’avaler.3647

In 1973 Lebanon had learned the lesson of 1967, when its abstention from the common Arab

fight had cost it the criticism of several of its neighbors, and therefore, even if it refrained from

entering the conflagration itself3648, the  Bilad al-Arz cooperated with the fighting Arab countries

3642Sadat had been exploring the possibility of  a peace treaty with Israel  almost since his arrival  to power (Vid.
MEITAL,  2013,  52;  C.  HERZOG,  2003  [1975],  52-61,  394-395;  MORRIS,  2001,  388-390,  395-396).  On the
development of the actual negotiations between Egypt and Israel, vid. LIPPMAN, 2016, 9-11, 117 ff.; STEIN, 2013,
210-214, 219-229;  ZISSER, 2013, 81; AMMOUN, 2004, 531; MORRIS, 2001, 440-441, 444 ff.; STEIN, 1999,
passim. On the criticism toward Sadat’s peace operations, vid. MEITAL, 2013, 63-66.

3643ZISSER, 2013, 70.
3644LIPMANN, 2016, 199-200; AMMOUN, 528; STEIN, 1999, 183-184.
3645STEIN, 2013, 213-214.
3646ZISSER, 2013, 68; Cf. LIPPMAN, 2016, 184, 210; STEIN, 1999, 257, 260-267.
3647Magazine, 09/09/1989. Cit. in AMMOUN, 2004, 528.
3648The Israeli  Government  had extended guarantees  to  Lebanon that  it  had  “no  intention of  violating Lebanese

sovereignty provided Lebanon refrains from military activity against Israel” (FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXV, Doc.
133).
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within the extent of its possibilities: thus, it offered its hospitals to those injured in battle and even

dispatched a medical mission to the Syrian front, while providing the regime in Damascus with fuel

and other goods necessary for the continuance of the war effort. Moreover, Lebanon went as far as

to putting “its sophisticated radar system” at the service of the Syrian military, which would cost the

Israeli bombing of the installations atop Mount Baruk 3649. 

In  this  context,  the war  came to imply an immediate  relaxation of the internal  tensions

agitating the Lebanese political and social life. Such an improvement would, however, be short-

lived. Already during the conflagration, unidentified assailants blew up the underwater cable linking

the Lebanese telecommunication service with Europe and the United States3650, an operation which

took place on the same day that commandos belonging to the Arab Communist Organization, a

group whose criminal exploits were already known to the Security Forces3651, held up the Beiruti

head office of the Bank of America, taking its personnel and clients hostage and demanding “the

payment of ten million dollars to the Arab war effort”3652. Refusing to negotiate with the captors, the

Security Forces were ordered to intervene by force, in an operation that would cause the death of

two of the gunmen as well as two hostages3653. By December, a further wave of demonstrations,

strikes and violent demonstrations was again shaking the country3654, in an unending demonstration

of social unrest which would extend itself up to the beginning of the war.

Bearing all this in mind, 1974 represented the exacerbation of all the elements leading to the

outbreak of the Lebanese Civil War. The developments on the international and regional arenas,

with the beginning of the small steps diplomatic approach proposed by Henry Kissinger, including

the 1974 “interim agreements with Egypt and Syria” which would lead to “a process of Israeli

3649NAOR, 2013, 1001; SALIBI, 1976, 72.
3650SALIBI, 1976, 73.
3651SALIBI, 1976, 73.
3652SALIBI, 1976, 73.
3653SALIBI, 1976, 73.
3654WINSLOW, 1996, 169; SALIBI, 1976, 74-75.
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withdrawal in return for Arab security guarantees”3655, provoked a rift in the internal political scene.

Whereas the “Lebanese establishment on the whole and the Christian Lebanese in particular”3656

were clearly favorable to the proposed settlement of the Middle Eastern question, the Palestinians,

whose national interests were bound to become a non-issue in the course of the Iraeli-Egyptian

peace process3657, were to initiate a process of rapprochement and coordination with the parties of

the Lebanese left with the ultimate goal of safeguarding the very existence of the Resistance on its

last remaining outpost, as was said before. Thus began a process of strong Palestinian interference

in Lebanese internal affairs, loudly denounced by the Christian leadership as a “criminal violation”

of the Cairo Agreement3658, including the almost complete absorption of several Lebanese radical

parties and movements3659,  in an operation backed by Kamal Joumblatt whose own coalition of

“radical  and  Arab  nationalist  parties  and  factions”3660,  the  National  Movement  (al-Harakat  al-

Wataniyyah) – founded back in 1969, not only became the dominant force among the – admittedly

restricted –  radical  sectors of Lebanese society, but also among the wider Sunni masses, in what

appeared as the definitive downfall of the traditional élites3661.

By the Summer of 1974, it was already clear that Lebanon had become a powder keg on the

verge of exploding. In July, “a squabble between two smugglers, one of them a Christian Lebanese

and the other  a Palestinian”3662 was directly behind the outbreak of the first  round of violence

between  the  local  Kata’ib militia  of  the  working-class  Dikwanah  quarter  and  the  Palestinian

commandos from the neighboring Tall al-Zacatar refugee camp. The fighting, which extended itself

over three consecutive days and caused the death of six persons, including five Palestinians3663, was

3655KISSINGER, 1994, 739. Cf. AMMOUN, 2004, 531; SALIBI, 1976, 88-89.
3656SALIBI, 1976, 73.
3657PETRAN, 1987, 150; SALIBI, 1976, 75.
3658AMMOUN, 2004, 531.
3659WINSLOW, 1996, 171-172.
3660AMMOUN, 2004, 76; Cf. ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 202; PETRAN, 1987, 124.
3661AMMOUN, 2004,
3662SALIBI, 1976, 80.
3663Le Monde, 07/31/1974, 08/01/1974.
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soon followed, despite the agreement between  cArafat and Gemayel whereby tripartite patrols –

composed by the Security Forces,  al-Kata’ib,  and the Palestinian militias3664 – would police the

contact area between the Christian suburb and the refugee camp, by new skirmishes in the Mountain

village of Tarshish, al-Matn, this time putting Gemayel’s organization face to face with Joumblatt’s

PSP  in  a  row  causing  the  death  of  three  people  and  hurting  other  twelve3665,  revealed  the

determination of the Christian organization, which conceived of itself as the last line of Christian

defense in the country, to stand by its ground, rejecting to yield any further ground to the fida’iyyin

or to the left.

The new, tougher, stance adopted by Gemayel, whose party, despite its militant ethos as the

hardcore defenders of Lebanese sovereignty, had been adopting, ever since the  hawadith 1958, a

conciliatory  position,  favorable  to  gradual  changes  in  the  Lebanese  system  and  increasingly

accepting of an Arabized identity for Lebanon, was exemplified by the annual plenary celebrated

barely a week after the Tarshish incident. The plenary, while reiterating al-Kata’ib’s commitment to

a fair resolution for the Palestinian problem, agreed to incorporate the party into “the mainstream of

Arab politics” regarding its resolution via a pragmatic approach based on negotiations3666, just like

Egypt, Jordan or Saudi Arabia, where Pierre Gemayel had traveled at the beginning of the year to

ascertain  their  leaders’ position  on the  Middle  Eastern  conflict3667.  Al-Kata’ib’s  increasing  shift

rightwards, which had already been foretold in the party’s 16th congress, celebrated a year earlier,

and in the course of which Gemayel, despite the apparently conciliatory terms of his statement did

not hesitate to affirm that he would rather see Lebanon as “scorched land” rather than seeing it

3664SALIBI, 1976, 80.
3665“Al-Ishtirakiyyun tathamuna l-Kata’ib wa-l-Kata’ib tathamu l-ishtirakiyyin”, “Tamshit Tarshish wa-l-qabd cala 20

shakhsan. Al-Tahqiq: hawal al-kata’ibiyun fath al-tariq fa-shatbaku mac aal Taqtaq wa-saqat al-qatlà wa-l-jarhà”, Al-
Nahar,  09/24/1974; “Kaminu li-l-Kata’ib fi  Tarshish fa-saqat  3 qatila wa-12 jarihan”,  Al-Nahar,  09/22/1974; Le
Monde, 09/24/1973; TRABOULSI, 2007, 182; SALIBI, 1976, 80.

3666SALIBI, 1976, 81.
3667“Safir al-Jumayyil ila al-Sacudiyyah. Ziyaratuna fi nutaq jawlat al-sadaqat al-carabiyyah”,  Al-Nahar, 04/02/1974;

PETRAN, 1987, 146-147; SALIBI, 1976, 81.
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“losing its identity,  its entity and its  existence”3668,  was confirmed in January 1975, when, after

further clashes between the Resistance and the Lebanese Armed Forces3669, Gemayel published a

memorandum requesting the “Palestinian Resistance to unify its ranks and to put an end to the

anarchy” as well as demanding the State “to act for the restoration of its sovereignty over the entire

[country’s] territory”3670, a proposal soon to be followed by yet another one calling for a referendum

on the Palestinian presence in Lebanon3671. Gemayel’s proposals, which caused a considerable stir

throughout the political establishment, only received Chamoun’s support3672. Thus, it can be argued

that the increasing tensions affecting the system, including the rapid radicalization of the Joumblatt-

led  left3673 and  the  growing  desperation  of  the  Palestinians  after  the  war  of  1973,  provoked  a

reaction in al-Kata’ib, which turned back to its original, protectionist, vigilante ethos, abandoning

the role of dynamic system maintenance which had been its essential characteristic throughout both

Chéhabist presidencies, as already ascertained by John P. Entelis in the early 1970s3674. By 1975, al-

3668Gemayel’s  speech  had  opened  by  an  outwardly  conciliatory  call  for  the  preservation  of  Lebanon’s  singular
pluralism, which served the Arabs’ interests, he affirmed, in a world of homogeneous nation-states:

Les  nations  chrétiennes  ou  à  civilisation  chrétienne  sont  nombreuses  dans  le  monde.  Il  y  a  des
dizaines,  et  leurs  habitants  se  comptent  par  centaines  de  millions.  Que  vendrait  faire  un  Liban
chrétien dans ce monde déjà vaste ?
D’autre  part,  serait-il  une  nation  islamique ?  Et  quelle  utilité  offrirait  cette  petite  augmentation
insignifiante en surface à un monde musulman si vaste et aux confins lointains ?
Le  Liban  traditionnel  est  indispensable  aux  Arabes,  qui  sont,  dans  leur  grande  majorité,  des
musulmans sunnites ; car il est le lien indiscutable avec le monde chrétien, le trait d’union qui a
toujours  inspiré  confiance  avec  la  civilisation  chrétienne,  avec  l’Occident  et  avec  la  civilisation
occidentale.

The Phalangist  leader did end his speech,  however,  on a rather  ominous note,  hinting his  party’s  lack of
willingness to yield any further concessions either to the Palestinians or to their Lebanese allies :

[...] Nous cherchons à préserver nos attaches occidentales autant que nos liens arabes et islamiques,
attaches auxquelles nous tenons. Est-il donc nécessaire que le Liban soit plus arabe encore qu’il ne
l’est déjà ? Et pourquoi ? Quel bienfait cela peut-il procurer ?
[...] J’ai dit que nous ferions du Liban une ‘terre brûlée’ plutôt que de le voir perdre son identité, son
entité et son existence sans laquelle la vie même n’aurait plus de valeur ou de sens.
(L’Orient-Le Jour,  09/29/1973.  For the  Arabic version,  vid.  “Bayan al-Jumayyil  fi  mu’atamar al-
Kata’ib al-sanawi bi-turakiz cala “al-musharakah” wa-l-Muqawimah al-Falastiniyyah wa-l-calaqat mac

Suriya”, Al-Anwar, 09/29/1973). 
3669AMMOUN, 2004, 534.
3670AMMOUN, 2004, 534. Cf. WINSLOW, 1996, 173; PETRAN, 1987, 161-162.
3671AMMOUN, 2004, 534; WINSLOW, 1996, 173; KHALIDI, 1983, 44; SALIBI, 1976, 92.
3672AMMOUN, 2004, 534.
3673Le Monde, 09/20/1973.
3674ENTELIS, 1976, 196-212; 1972,  passim.  The same opinion is also held by Charles Winslow (1996, 173) and

Itamar Rabinovich (1985, 36, 61-65).
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Kata’ib was getting ready for battle.

1975 would open, however, on an extrapolitical note due to Mgr. Méouchy’s death, which

occurred on the early hours of January 11, after a long sickness which had already forced him to

delegate his pastoral responsibilities on Mgrs. Khuraysh and Sfayr in April 19743675 and to entrust

Mgr. Doumith, bishop of Sarba, with the task of representing him at the Roman Synod of Bishops

that had taken place in the Vatican between September 27 and October 26, 19743676. Méouchy’s

death  put  an  end  to  a  certain  way  of  understanding  the  Maronite  Church.  His  pontificate

represented, notwithstanding his rocky arrival to the see of Antioch as an unelected appointee who

never had a very good relation with his hierarchy3677, the last of the regal patriarchates that had

begun  with  Mgrs.  Hubaysh  and  Hélou  at  the  beginning  of  the  nineteenth  century,  after  the

conclusion  of  the  Church’s  troubled  reform  process.  His  successor,  Mgr.  Antoine  Khuraysh,

archbishop of Tyre, elected as a compromise candidate on February 33678 – after a rocky conclave3679

where the two front-runners for the succession, Mgrs. Yusif Khuri, new bishop of Tripoli and the

Government’s candidate3680, and Ignace Ziadé, the archbishop of Beirut, were unable to obtain the

required two thirds of the votes required by canons 102-120 of the  Motu Proprio of August 15,

1957 regulating the electoral process – would choose for himself a self-effacing role contrasting

strongly with that of his outspoken predecessors. His apparent indecisiveness and weakness during

the hard years of the Civil War would be directly behind the upsurge of the monastic orders as the

new beacons of zealous Maronitism. This apparent feebleness of the new Patriarch became evident

in  one  of  his  first  public  speeches  from  the  throne  of  Antioch,  where  he  seemed,  perhaps

3675“Al-Batriyark  yucayyinu  Khuraysh  wa-Sufayr  na’ibin  cammin  wa-mudabbirin  li-l-Batriyarkiyyah”,  Al-Nahar,
04/14/1974; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 184.

3676Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 393.
3677Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 71.
3678Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 73-74.
3679“Ihrak shacabi maruni fi Bkirki”, “Al-yawm al-rabic cashar fi Bkirki. Hushud shacabiyyah tutalib bi-intikhab al-

batriyark wa-tarfacu 16 yafitah amam al-sarh al-batriyarki”, Al-Anwar, 02/03/1975; “Zahf shacabi ilà Bkirki yutalib
bi-intikhab al-batriyark”,  Al-Nahar, 02/02/1975.

3680Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 73.
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understandably in times of trouble, to situate himself on a neutral position:

Nous n’hésiterons point [...], si le bien de la patrie l’exige, à élever hautement la voix, dans les milieux

que nous savons accueillants aux appels de ce patriarcat, pour soutenir la cause du Liban, la cause de cet

Orient  et  en  particulier  la  juste  cause  de  la  Palestine ;  pour  contribuer  au  développement  de  notre

patrimoine national, au resserrement des liens qui nous rattachent fraternellement les uns aux autres.

Et  voici  notre  main tendue à tous nos frères,  chrétiens et  musulmans,  de toutes classes et  de toutes

tendances, pour parfaire ensemble l’édifice national en veillant au respect de la dignité de l’homme [...],

en affermissant ensemble les assises de ce pays, également cher à tous nos cœurs, ce pays que nous

voulons toujours réceptif à toute vérité certaine et à toute valeur authentique de quelque bord qu’elles

nous viennent [...].3681

This patriarchal willingness to conciliate, to situate himself above the fray of day-to-day

politics,  would  eventually  cost  him  the  allegiance  of  wide  sectors  of  the  community,  who

reproached Mgr. Khuraysh for his lack of strength in defending communal rights. It would be the

monastic orders, closer to the people and their political views, rather than the Patriarch, far more

used  to  dealing  with  the  élites,  who would  assume,  in  a  process  already initiated  under  Mgr.

Méouchy3682, the community’s leadership at the time of her greatest tribulation.

By January, however, the country had not only a new Patriarch but also yet another Cabinet.

Taqi al-Din al-Sulh’s extremely large Executive, unable to cope with the increasing violence and

considerably weakened by the withdrawal of the PSP ministers after the Dikwanah incidents3683,

having submitted its resignation on September 253684, Frangié requested Salam to build what would

3681Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 76. For the Arabic version, vid. “Khitab al-Batriyark Khuraysh: Hadhihi yadina bi-
maddiha ila jamici ikhwanina masihiyyin wa-muslimin”, Al-Nahar, 02/10/1975.

3682AMMOUN, 2004, 456-458; KHALIDI, 1986, 72.
3683Le Monde, 09/20/1973; NAOR, 2013, 995;  WINSLOW, 1996, 169; SALIBI, 1976, 84.
3684“Al-Sulh: al-istiqalah gadan”, “Al-Sulh: intiha al-amr... wa-la sabil illa al-istiqalah”, Al-Anwar, 09/24/1974; “Fi l-

jalsat  al-thaniyyah istiqala al-Sulh fa-safaqa l-wuzara’.  Faranjiyyah yashkulu ra’is al-hukumah wa-l-wuzara’ wa
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have been his third Government during his cahd. The demands put forward by the Head of State,

including the buildup of a Cabinet of the President’s choice necessarily including Tony Frangié,

were rejected by Salam3685 who could not possibly accept such slight to the dignity of the Prime

Ministerial  position,  having already joined,  together  with such representative  figures  as  Rashid

Karami or the Mufti of the Republic, Hassan Khalid, the consensus of the Sunni community in its

call for wide-ranging reform of the Constitution alongside the lines of musharakah (‘participation’),

that is, full-blown Sunni participation in the responsibilities of the State, including a revision of the

confessional quotas set forth in 19433686.  Salam’s refusal served, however, Frangié’s aims since,

having taken recourse to a Sunni heavyweight, a senior member of the Prime Ministerial club, who

had rejected the assignment, he felt now free to choose a Council President of his liking, much more

amenable to his political demands than veteran scouts of Lebanese politics like Salam or Karami.

His choice would fall on Rashid al-Sulh, a distant cousin of the previous Chief Executive3687, who

was a weak politician but could count on Joumblatt’s support, having been elected on his list3688.

Supported  not  only by Joumblatt,  but  also by  al-Kata’ib and  Chamoun’s  NLP – whose

alliance around Frangié evoked the solidity and homogeneity of the Christian position, only broken

by Eddé’s defection to the opposition camp – Rashid al-Sulh’s Cabinet3689 was based on the same

yaqul:  al-istiqalah  ahyanan  dalil  camal”,  Al-Anwar,  09/26/1974;  “Qaddama  al-Sulh  istiqalatihi  fa-tarayyath
Faranjiyyah fi iclan qabuliha. Thalathah ayyam...mihlah li-l-tafkir”, Al-Nahar, 09/25/19; Le Monde, 10/02/1974.

3685“Baynama kana al-Tahaluf al-Thulathi yuqarrir tarshih Salam fi l-istisharat kana al-mustara’isun yunashitun calà al-
jabhat al-ukhrà”, Al-Nahar, 10/23/1974; “Ana lam arfidu ahadan, innama rafadtu al-mubada’ alladhi yaqul bi-annahi
yahiqu li-Ra’is al-Dawlat an yafridu al-Hukumat allati yaraha munasibah wa-yarfidu fa-la tacala asas al-hususiyyat”,
Al-Nahar, 10/23/1974; Le Monde, 10/26/1974; NAOR, 2013, 995; SALIBI, 1976, 84-85.

3686Al-Nahar,  07/11/1973;  OLJ,  08/29/1974,  10/26/1974; Proche-Orient  Chrétien,  1974,  80,  389-392;   PETRAN,
1987, 119-120, 155-156; RABBATH, 1986, 587; SALIBI, 1976, 83.

3687“Al-istisharat  rajjahat  Rashid  al-Sulh  lakin  al-taklif  arja’  ila  l-yawm”,  Al-Nahar,  10/24/1974; Le  Monde,
10/26/1974.

3688“Al-istisharat”,  Al-Nahar,  10/24/1974;  “Junblat  yusammà Rashid al-Sulh min dakhil  wa-cAbdallah al-Yafi  min
kharij”, Al-Nahar, 10/23/1974; NAOR, 2013, 995; PETRAN, 1987, 158; RABBATH, 1986, 589; SALIBI, 1976, 85.

3689Cabinet Rashid al-Sulh (10/31/1974-05/23/1975): Rashid al-Sulh (S), Prime Minister, Interior Minister; Michel
Sassin (GO), Deputy Chairman of the Council, Minister of Housing and Cooperatives; cAdil cUsayran (Sh), Minister
of Justice;  Joseph Skaff (GC), Minister of National Defense;  Philippe Taqla (GC), Minister of Foreign Affairs;
Sulayman al-cAli (S), Minister of Agriculture; Khalid Joumblatt (D), Minister of Finance; Georges Sacadah (M),
Minister of Public Works; Tony Frangié (M), Minister of Communications; Suren Khan Amirian (AO), Minister of
Tourism; Mahmud  cAmmar (Sh), Minister of Information; Louis Abu Sharaf (M), Minister of Industry and Oil;
Nadim Nacim (M), Minister of Labor and Social Affairs; Zaki Mazbudi (S), Minister of General Planning; Malik
Salam  (S),  Minister  of  Hydraulic  Resources  and  Electricity;  cAbbas  Khalaf  (GO),  Minister  of  Economy and
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Maronite-Druze-Shici bloc that had already made possible Taqi al-Din’s government and not only

allowed the President to have his say in the appointment of several Ministers – including his son,

but also kept him as master of the game, by manipulating the weakness of the Sunni establishment

vis-à-vis Joumblatt’s rise as the new master of Lebanon’s Sunni Street3690. Endorsed by a large vote

of confidence on October 31, the government of “the Christian right and the Socialists”3691 started

its  activity  notwithstanding  the  objections  of  the  Sunni  establishment3692.  The  Cabinet  would,

however, be forced to deal with a strong opposition, for the exclusion of both Salam and Karami

from office had only served to consolidate their alliance with Raymond Eddé into a formalized

movement called the Tripartite  Coalition (al-Tahaluf al-Thulathi)  whose political  aims went far

beyond the mere denunciation of Sulh’s government – including the vociferous accusations vested

on Tony Frangié,  who was “publicly charged with gross mismanagement and corruption in the

running of the Ministry of Communications” and accused of the “deteriorating state of the Lebanese

telephone system and  the  total  collapse  of  the  [...]  postal  system”3693 –  to  posit  themselves  as

powerful electoral ticket for the forthcoming presidential poll, due in 19763694.

The complex political predicament faced by Sulh’s Cabinet was further hardened by the

social  outbreak that  took place  in  Sayda by the  end of  February,  around the  so-called  Protein

question.  Protein was an entrepreneurial  endeavor set up by mixed Lebanese-Kuwaiti capital3695

whose main goal was to “develop the fishing industry in Lebanon employing modern means: a fleet

for  deep sea  fishing,  a  factory for  fish processing,  the  canning of  sardines  and tuna  [and]  the

production of fish oil”3696. However, and despite the assurances provided by the company, whose

Commerce; Majid Hamadah (Sh), Minister of National Education; Majid Arslan (D), Minister of Public Health.
3690NAOR, 2013, 995; PETRAN, 1987, 154; SALIBI, 1976, 85.
3691Le Monde, 11/02/1974. Cf. PETRAN, 1987, 159.
3692“Salam: lan nahriq dawalib idha shakalat Hukumah taqlidiyyah wa-mawqafina sayurdi damayrna wa-l-rayy al-

camm”, Al-Nahar, 10/25/1974; “Salam: la yumkin mas’ulan an yatajahalu mutalib al-shacab al-lubnani al-mullihah”,
Al-Nahar, 10/27/1974;  SALIBI, 1976, 85.

3693SALIBI, 1976, 86. Cf. Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1974, 186.
3694SALIBI, 1976, 86-87.
3695TRABOULSI, 2007, 183; AMMOUN, 2004, 535; SALIBI, 1976, 92.
3696AMMOUN, 2004, 535.
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CEO and one of its major shareholders was no other than former President of the Republic Camille

Chamoun3697, announcing that Protein would limit its operations to deep sea fishing – in order not to

harm the coastal grounds operated by Sayda’s small fishermen and even committing the company to

hire those fishermen which so desired as well as to buy up to a 40% of their catch3698, the fishermen,

“prompted by the Communists and other radical parties”3699, remained,  however, adamant in their

rejection  of  a  society  which  appeared  to  them as  a  “monstrous  and  capitalist”3700 competition

“attempt[ing]  to  monopolize  the  Lebanese  fishing  industry  and  [...]  threat[ening]  their

livelihood”3701.

It was precisely in the course of a demonstration demanding the disestablishment of Protein

and “the withdrawal of its licence”3702, on February 26, that the intervention of the army, called into

action by Prime Minister Sulh3703, to control some extremist elements – the fishermen’s rally had

been filled with “members of the radical leftist factions and Palestinians”3704 from the nearby cAyn

al-Hilwah camp – who were transforming an a priori peaceful protest into a riot3705, caused severe

injuries, that would eventually provoke his death,  to former MP and local civic leader Macaruf

Sacad3706, who had been at the forefront of the demonstration. Sacad’s death opened the way to a

warlike scenario in the capital of the South3707, with new clashes between the Army and protesters

taking place on March 1, when up to five soldiers and eleven civilians were killed as a result of the

3697Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 78; TRABOULSI, 2007, 183;  AMMOUN, 2004, 535; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 4;
ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 203; KHALIDI, 1983, 44; SALIBI, 1976, 92.

3698AMMOUN, 2004, 535; SALIBI, 1976, 92.
3699SALIBI, 1976, 92. Cf. AMMOUN, 2004, 535.
3700AMMOUN, 2004, 535. Cf. O’BALLANCE, 1998, 4.
3701SALIBI, 1976, 92. Cf. ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 203.
3702SALIBI, 1976, 92.
3703O’BALLANCE, 1998, 4.
3704AMMOUN, 2004, 535. Cf. “Qatilani wa-8 jarihan baynahum Macaruf Sacad”, “Al-rasmiyyun yathamuna canasir

siyasiyyah bi-ifticak hadith Sayda”, Al-Nahar, 02/27/1975; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 5; KHALIDI, 1983, 44.
3705AMMOUN, 2004, 535; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 4-5; SALIBI, 1976, 92.
3706“Tawqafa qalb Macaruf Sacad bacad sirac 8 ayyam”, “Al-yawm tashicu Sayda Macaruf Sacad”,  “Wafah Macaruf

Sacad  tujadad  qalaq  al-Sulh  cala  masir  Hukumatihi”,  Al-Nahar,  03/07/1975; “Qatilani  wa-8  jarihan”,  Al-Nahar,
02/27/1975; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 78; TRABOULSI, 2007, 183; AMMOUN, 2004, 535; O’BALLANCE,
1998, 5; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 203; KHALIDI, 1983, 44; SALIBI, 1976, 92.

3707TRABOULSI, 2007, 183; AMMOUN, 2004, 535-536; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 5.
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violence between  the  Army,  which  was  trying  to  clear  the  coastal  road  connecting  Sayda  and

Beirut3708, March 2, when the Maronite Lieutenant Khazin was killed3709, and March 3, when rockets

fired from the city impacted on a truck “transporting soldiers on leave” causing the death of one

soldier and wounding twenty-nine3710.

The Protein affair opened the door to yet another political crisis in the country, centered this

time around the role of the Army in society. Thus, and whereas “the radicals”3711 denounced the use

of the military as a body for internal repression while “it was failing to perform its duty in the

defense of the frontiers and the protection of civilians from Israeli raids in South Lebanon”3712,

Christian opinion, with Gemayel at its forefront3713, came out in defense of the Armed Forces, with

massive demonstrations,  where the army was “acclaimed [...]  as the supreme vindicator  of  the

sovereign  rights  of  the  Lebanese  people”3714,  taking  place  on  March  5  all  through  Christian

Lebanon3715.  The  situation  became  even  more  incendiary  when  it  was  revealed  that  the  Army

command had acted, “perhaps for good reason”3716, without taking into account the Cabinet’s orders,

the  Prime  Minister  having  requested  General  Ghanim  to  halt  the  advance  of  his  troops  into

Sayda3717.  For the Sunni establishment,  whose demands for  musharakah had been increasing in

intensity all through Frangié’s  cahd, the attitude of the Army command all through the crisis had

3708“Tajdid al-ishtibakat  fi  Sayda wa-muqatil  jundiyyin wa-saqut  cadad min al-jariha  caskariyyin wa-madaniyyin”,
“Saqut caskariyyin wa-asabah 6 fi Sayda”, Al-Nahar, 03/02/1975; AMMOUN, 2004, 535; SALIBI, 1976, 93.

3709“Najahat jarahah al-mulazim al-Khazin lakin halatihi  ma tizal khatirah”,  Al-Nahar,  03/03/1975; Proche-Orient
Chrétien, 1975, 78.

3710“Muqatil jundi wa-isabah 30 caskariyyan”, Al-Nahar, 03/04/1975; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 78
3711SALIBI, 1976, 93. Cf. ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 203.
3712SALIBI, 1976, 93. Cf. “Idrab wa-bayanat talibiyyah tastutankiru ma hadath fi Sayda”, Al-Nahar, 03/04/1975; “Al-

yawm idrab  camm wa-tuzahirat  silmiyyah”,  “Al-Hilf  al-Thulathi  wa-hilfa’uhi  yu’ayduna  al-dacwat  ila  l-idrab”,
“Sayda tudrib wa-tu’ajjil tuzahiratiha li-tawhid al-harakat al-yawm maca baqiyyat al-mudun”, Al-Nahar, 02/28/1975.
For a general review of the demonstrations in different Lebanese cities, vid. Al-Nahar, 03/01/1975.

3713AMMOUN, 2004, 536.
3714SALIBI, 1976, 94. Cf. O’BALLANCE, 1998, 5; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 203; KHALIDI, 1983, 44-45.
3715“35 alf talib min Bayrut wa-dawahiyyiha tadfuqu ka-l-bahr cala sahat al-jundi l-majhul”, “Qitac  al-turuq rafiqa l-

tuzahirat”, “Al-Biqac: Tuzahirah dakhimah fi Zahlah”,  “35 alf talib wa-taliba fi tuzahirat al-tayyid li-l-Jaysh”,  Al-
Nahar,  03/06/1975; Proche-Orient  Chrétien,  1975,  78;  AMMOUN,  2004,  536.  Already  a  day  earlier,  a
demonstration of students “representing their different schools”, had already taken place all through the Mountain
“in support of the Army and condemning the violent actions against it carried out by saboteurs in Sayda” (Vid. “Min
Ghazir ila Jazin wa-min Shadra ila Zahlah”, Al-Nahar, 03/05/1975).

3716SALIBI, 1976, 93.
3717Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 79.
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revealed the powerlessness of the Sunni Prime Minister vis-à-vis the Maronite Head of State, whose

control of the military was increasingly put in question3718. The Sunni demands for a bi-confessional

council to lead the Army3719 as well as for Sulh’s resignation3720, expressed in several meetings of

the Higher Council of Islamic Associations held all through the beginning of March, came to reveal,

rather paradoxically, the demise of the Sunni establishment, with Sulh managing to retain power,

despite  the  general  opposition  that  his  rule  aroused  among  his  confessional  peers,  thanks  to

Joumblatt’s continuing support3721.

Sulh’s proposals to reform the Army,  backed by Joumblatt  who – in a rater paradoxical

move  for  a  man  whose  opposition  to  confessionalism  had  become  famous  –  proposed  a

reorganization of the confessional quotas in Parliament so that Muslims received 60% of the seats,

in a reflection of “the current composition of the population”3722, was faced by the frontal opposition

of the Maronite leadership3723. Already by March 9, Lieutenant Khazin’s funeral became a political

demonstration3724, his eulogy having been written and pronounced by the Patriarch himself, while, a

day after, the meeting of the Maronite League announced the organization’s willingness to “yield

power [sic] to Muslims on condition that they commit themselves to restore its scorned and violated

sovereignty to  the country”3725, in what amounted, in the opinion of the writer of  Proche-Orient

3718Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 79; SALIBI, 1976, 94-95.
3719O’BALLANCE, 1998, 5; SALIBI, 1976, 95.
3720“Wafah Macaruf Sacad”, “Al-Majlis al-Islami li-l-Sulh: Istiqal fawran!”, Al-Nahar, 03/07/1975; “Ra’is al-Majlis al-

Islami yudac al-Sulh fi l-ijwa’ allati qadat bi-ictibar al-Hukuma gayr qadirah  cala l-istimarar”, “...Wa-l-Tajamuc al-
Islami fi l-Shimal: al-ahdath fadiha hizal Ra’is al-Hukumah”, Al-Nahar, 03/06/1975; “Malaka Salam: Iqala Qa’id al-
Jaysh, aw istiqalat al-hukumah, aw istaqil!”,  Al-Nahar, 03/03/1975; “Iddih: cala al-Sulh an yastaqil fi-yarih nafsihi
wa-yarih al-akharin”,  “Shamcun yahmilu al-Sulh mas’uliyyah nasf  “Brutayn” wa-Karami yamiluhu mas’uliyyah
hadath Sayda”, Al-Nahar, 03/02/1975; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 79; SALIBI, 1976, 95.

3721“Al-yasar yu’akid tamasikih bi-l-Hukumah cala asas al-mutalib al-junblattiyyah”, Al-Nahar, 03/09/1975; “Al-Sulh
yutabuni mutalib Junblatt fi muhawilat akhirah li-inqadh al-Hukumah”,  Al-Nahar, 03/08/1975; “Al-Majlis al-Islami fi
Lubnan:  al-Hukumah  faqadat  al-qudrah  cala  l-istimarar  wa-hiyya  cajazah  can  tahmil  al-mas’uliyyat”,  Al-Nahar,
03/03/1975; “Tuhawitu l-Hukumah tahta wata’ hadath Sayda wa-mudacafatih”, Al-Nahar, 03/02/1975; O’BALLANCE,
1998, 6; SALIBI, 1976, 95.
3722Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 80.
3723“Shamcun wa-l-Jumayyil yablugani l-Ra’is rafidihuma li-ayy bahath fi wadac l-Jaysh”, Al-Nahar, 03/09/1975.
3724““cUrs” kisrawani li-l-Mulazim Iliyas al-Khazin. Al-raqas wa-l-musiqa wa-l-rasas wa-l-zuhur rafaqat na cash al-

faqid  min  dayr  Dhuq Mikayl  ila  Mazracah  Kafardhibiyan”,  Al-Nahar,  03/10/1975; “Hazin  fi  Kisrawan  cala  al-
Mulazim Iliyas al-Khazin”, Al-Nahar, 03/09/1975.

3725Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 80.
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Chrétien, to a declaration of no-confidence to the Muslim half of Lebanon, which they presented as

willing to “sacrifice” the country’s sovereignty “under pressure from the Palestinian groups and

factions”3726. At the same time, in the arena of official politics, both Gemayel and Chamoun, riding

on a wave of popular Christian support for the institution3727, opposed any attempt to reform the

Army3728.  The 1973 Melkart  Agreement had exhausted the Christian establishment’s support for

further concessions to the Palestinians and their Lebanese supporters; by 1975, they were unwilling

to yield any further and ready to risk an adventure, in the firm belief that, as Kamal Salibi points

out, the regional setting favored their long-term interests:

One factor which enabled the Christian Lebanese to maintain a firm stand against Muslim demands was

the strong support which they had recently come to enjoy in the Arab world. Among the Arab régimes that

feared the spread of radicalism, the militant conservative Christians of Lebanon had long been regarded

as a political asset. After 1973, all Arab countries which showed any keenness about the projected Middle

Eastern settlement found in the Christian Lebanese a ready ally. Among the more powerful Arab States,

Saudi Arabia and Egypt supported the Christian position in Lebanon with particular enthusiasm. Even

inside Lebanon, the Muslim bourgeoisie whose basic conservatism was compromised by the Pan-Arabism

and radicalism among the Muslim masses, was anxious not to detract from the national leadership which

the Christians of the country wielded. [...] Confident of their own power and of the external backing on

which  they  felt  they  could  count,  the  Christian  leadership  in  Lebanon,  in  1975,  saw  no  reason  to

compromise.3729

The conflict of Sayda was partially solved a few days afterwards by transferring, on March

12,  two  Army officers  and  having  the  governor  of  the  South  take  an  extended  administrative

3726Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 80. Cf. HARIK, 1980, 45.
3727SALIBI, 1976, 96-97.
3728“Al-Ahrar  yucaduna  mashruca  bi-tacadil  qanun al-Jaysh”,  Al-Nahar,  03/17/1975;  “Shamcun bacad  ijtimacihi  bi-

Faranjiyyah:  Narfidu  ayy  tacadil  li-qanun  al-Jaysh  yunatqisu  min  sultat  al-Qiyyadah”,  Al-Nahar,  03/12/1975;
SALIBI, 1976, 95.

3729SALIBI, 1976, 97. The same opinion is held by Charles Winslow (1996, 176-177, 180). Cf. PETRAN, 1987, 169;
KHALIDI, 1983, 86-87.
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leave3730. Moreover, by April the contract with Protein had been shelved and compensation offered

to the fishermen3731.

On April  13,  immediately after  the cancellation of  the  Protein contract,  Pierre  Gemayel

attended, in the modest Maronite suburb of  cAyn al-Rummanah, and amid the enthusiasm of the

popular masses in one of al-Kata’ib’s strongholds in the capital’s periphery, the inauguration of its

new local church3732. Fate wanted that, on that very same day, the neighboring refugee camp of

Sabra housed a commemoration ceremony in remembrance of the Kiryat Shmona operation3733, with

presence of several dozens of commandos in combat uniform and with profuse display of weapons

who were awaiting to take part on a military parade3734.

The celebratory mood in  cAyn al-Rummanah was abruptly interrupted by the arrival of an

unidentified car, a Volkswagen, its license plates partially covered, whose occupants were forced to

change course after  having a row with Gemayel’s  bodyguards,  who were on guard duty at  the

church gates3735.  Shortly afterwards, a second car,  this time a  Fiat,  advancing at high speed, its

license plates, once again, concealed, broke through the security lines and, approaching the church

gates, opened fire against the multitude, causing the death of four people, including two members of

al-Kata’ib’s security detail and one of Shaykh Pierre’s bodyguards3736,  Joseph Abu  cAssi. While

those responsible for the attack could not be identified – they managed to escape, the arrival into the

quarter of a bus transporting Palestinians, several of them, according to  al-Kata’ib’s version3737,

3730TRABOULSI, 2007, 183.
3731TRABOULSI, 2007, 183.
3732La Vanguardia Española, 04/15/1975; Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 80; TRABOULSI, 2007, 183; AMMOUN,

2004, 537; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 1; SALIBI, 1976, 98.
3733On April 11, 1974, a PFLP commando attacked the northern Israeli town causing the death of eighteen people.

(Vid. FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXVI, Docs. 34, 58).
3734AMMOUN, 2004, 537; SALIBI, 1976, 98.
3735La Vanguardia Española, 04/15/1975; AMMOUN, 2004, 538; SALIBI, 1976, 98.
3736La Vanguardia Española, 04/15/1975; AMMOUN, 2004, 538; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 1; ALAMUDDIN, 1987,

203; KHALIDI, 1983, 47; SALIBI, 1976, 98. 
3737Neither the exact number of victims nor their concrete identification is known. Thus, and while  al-Kata’ib has

remained steadfast in identifying the bus’ passengers as armed commandos, the PLO’s version affirms that “the bus
had contained only families, returning to the nearby Tel Zaatar Palestinian refugee camp” (O’BALLANCE, 1998, 1.
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armed  fida’iyyin sporting  weapons3738 who were  returning  to  Tall  al-Zacatar  after  attending  the

parade  in  Sabra,  appeared  as  a  provocation  to  the  neighbors  and  al-Kata’ib,  who  blamed  the

Palestinian organizations for the attack on the church3739.  In a display of hotheadedness, several

unidentified commandos, believed to be members of al-Kata’ib’s militia3740, opened fire on the bus,

causing the death of all of its occupants except for shaykh Muhammad  cAli Muhsin, a religious

man, and the bus driver, while the Christian guerrillas suffered seven wounded3741. The  cAyn al-

Rummanah events opened the door to over two weeks of intense fighting, including the exchange of

artillery charges between al-Kata’ib’s positions in Ashrafiyyah and Tall al-Zacatar refugee camp, as

well  as  several  instances  of  undiscriminated  violence  on  persons  and  property all  through the

Beiruti periphery,  from al-Shiyyah to Harat Hrayk. In the first eight days of fighting, over 150

people had died and a further 300 were injured3742.

Thus began the war in Lebanon.

5.3. A Historical Epilogue: April 1975-September 1976.

The episode of  cAyn al-Rummanah opened Pandora’s  box, and not  merely in  a military

sense, but also in the political one. On the very evening of April 13, Joumblatt and his collaborators

of the National Movement met at the house of the lord of Mukhtarah, whence they came out with a

proposal susceptible of further inflaming the passions in a scenario already ablaze: not only did they

demand the arrest of the  Kata’ibi  militiamen who gunned down the bus or the expulsion of the

party’s representatives from the Cabinet (Georges Sacadah and Louis Abu Sharaf), but also called

Cf. PETRAN, 1987, 166).
3738AMMOUN, 2004, 539.
3739SALIBI, 1976, 98.
3740TRABOULSI, 2007, 183; KHALIDI, 1983, 47; SALIBI, 1976, 98.
3741La Vanguardia Española, 04/15/1975;  TRABOULSI, 2007, 183; AMMOUN, 2004, 539; O’BALLANCE, 1998,

1; ALAMUDDIN, 1987, 203-204; SALIBI, 1976, 98.
3742Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 80; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 3.
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for the dissolution of the phalangist  party3743. Such a demand would be further confirmed, despite

Gemayel’s conciliatory gesture in surrendering two of the seven accused of the bus attack3744, by a

plenary of the National Movement held on April 26, in the course of which it was announced that

the  organization  would  thenceforth  veto  “any  government  in  which  the  Kata’ib  Party  was

represented”3745.

The attempts at mediation between the parties undertaken by Mahmud Riyad3746, Secretary-

General of the Arab League, and the first tentative ceasefire of April 163747 notwithstanding, the

political tension and the permanent breaches of peace operated by a “mischievous”, unidentified

“third party”3748 whose snipers became a permanent fixture of this  first round of the war, brought

any  hopes  of  a  rapid  solution  to  naught3749.  Moreover,  Joumblatt’s  plans  to  isolate  al-Kata’ib

backfired  when,  in  a  show  of  force,  the  two  Kata’ibi ministers  announced,  on  May  7,  their

resignation  to  be  forthwith  followed  by  the  two  NLP ministers  and  Joumblatt’s  rival  for  the

leadership  of  the  Druze  community,  Majid  Arslan3750.  Five  days  later,  and  despite  the  efforts

deployed by the lord of Mukhtara to save his friend Rashid al-Sulh’s Government, the resignation of

a further four ministers3751, leaving him with a “rump Cabinet of eight ministers which had little

hope of securing the needed majority vote in Parliament to keep itself in power”3752, forced him to

effectively submit his Cabinet’s resignation on May 15, after a stormy session of Parliament in the

course of which the Prime Minister held  al-Kata’ib to blame for the crisis and made his own the

demands of the Sunni establishment for effective participation (musharakah)3753.

3743TRABOULSI, 2007, 187; AMMOUN, 2004, 540; WINSLOW, 1996, 176; PETRAN, 1987, 167; SALIBI, 1976,
98.

3744TRABOULSI, 2007, 187; AMMOUN, 2004, 543; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 2, 3; SALIBI, 1976, 101.
3745SALIBI, 1976, 101. Cf. La Vanguardia Española, 04/15/1975, 06/14/1975; NAOR, 2013, 996.
3746AMMOUN, 2004, 541-542; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 3.
3747La Vanguardia Española, 04/19/1975, 04/20/1975.
3748SALIBI, 1976, 99. Cf. AMMOUN, 2004, 542-543; WINSLOW, 1996, 176.
3749La Vanguardia Española, 05/21/1975, 05/22/1975, 05/23/1975.
3750NAOR, 2013, 996; TRABOULSI, 2007, 187-188; AMMOUN, 2004, 545; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 6; PETRAN,

1987, 167; SALIBI, 1976, 102.
3751Le Monde, 05/12/1975, 05/14/1975; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 6.
3752SALIBI, 1976, 102. Cf. NAOR, 2013, 996.
3753La Vanguardia Española,  05/17/1975; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 6; WINSLOW, 1996, 176; PETRAN, 1987, 167;
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Sulh’s resignation put Frangié at the forefront of the crisis. Confronted by the proliferation

of double-crossed vetos besmirching the political arena, with the new Tripartite Alliance (Karami,

Salam, Eddé) and Imam Musa al-Sadr demanding a “strong Sunnite leader capable of bringing the

crisis  under control”3754,  and Chamoun affirming that  “no national reconciliation [was] possible

without al-Kata’ib”3755 while Joumblatt remained adamant in his rejection of Gemayel’s party3756,

the Head of State  was faced by an extremely complex predicament: on the one hand, the gravity of

the situation demanded the urgent appointment of a strong Prime Minister, capable of commanding

both political support at the élite level and a strong popular basis; on the other hand, the only Sunni

leader still  clearly in possession of both attributes,  Rashid Karami,  was his enemy for regional

supremacy in the North3757. Moreover, for two of the largest giants in this complex jigsaw puzzle,

Chamoun  and  Joumblatt,  Karami  did  not  appear  as  a  particularly  attractive  option:  thus,  and

whereas Chamoun remained at odds with the Tripolitan leader ever since 1958 – the only Sunni

leader with whom al-Nimr had not made it up ever since3758, Joumblatt, whose control of the Sunni

Street could be weakened by the arrival of a strong-willed, powerful Sunni leader to the Council’s

Chairmanship, was not particularly anxious at seeing Karami’s appointment either3759. On May 23,

the Head of State took a fateful decision when he appointed the retired General Nur al-Din al-Rifaci,

a “severe” and “incorruptible” 76-year old who had headed and reorganized the Gendarmerie3760, as

Prime Minister  at  the forefront,  “for  the very first  time in Lebanon’s history”3761,  of  a  military

RABINOVICH, 1985, 44; KHALIDI, 1983, 47.
3754SALIBI, 1976, 102.
3755AMMOUN, 2004, 544. Cf. WINSLOW, 1996, 177; SALIBI, 1976, 103.
3756SALIBI, 1976, 103; WINSLOW, 1996, 177.
3757WINSLOW, 1996, 177; SALIBI, 1976, 102.
3758SALIBI, 1976, 103.
3759SALIBI, 1976, 103.
3760“Beirut: Formación de un Gobierno militar en el Líbano”, La Vanguardia Española, 05/24/1975 ; “M. Noureddine

Rifai  nouveau  Président  du  Conseil :  un  homme  d’ordre”,  Le  Monde,  05/26/1975.  Cf.  “La  nouvelle  équipe
ministérielle respecte l’équilibre communautaire”,  Le Monde,  05/26/1975 ;  NAOR, 2013, 996 ;  O’BALLANCE,
1998, 7; SALIBI, 1976, 107.

3761“Awal Hukumat  caskariyyah fi tarikh Lubnan”,  Al-Nahar, 05/24/1975. Also “Beirut: Formación”,  La Vanguardia
Española,  05/24/1975; WINSLOW, 1996, 178; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 7; PETRAN, 1987, 167; RABINOVICH,
1985, 44; KHALIDI, 1983, 47.
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Cabinet3762 charged with the task of undertaking “a rapid and severe action” to restore order in the

country3763.

The military Cabinet, comprising only one civilian, Foreign Minister Lucien Dahdah, was

almost immediately rejected by the Muslim establishment in toto3764, and even by some prominent

Christian  leaders  like  Raymond  Eddé  –  whose  “hostility  toward  the  Army”  had never  been  a

secret3765, in spite of the fact that all the ministers were men of an outstanding quality: “talented,

decisive and tough” in Dan Naor’s assessment3766. The explosion of joy wherewith the new Cabinet

was received all through Christian Lebanon3767 only serving to confirm the Muslim misgivings vis-

à-vis  the new Executive, which, they felt, represented “a violation of the Lebanese Constitution”

and a “defy to [all] Muslims”3768. In a meeting held, on the day immediately after the appointment

of the new Government, in  cAramun, the Kisrawani retreat of Shaykh Hassan Khalid, the entire

Muslim élite, from the prime donne of Sunni politics, Sa’ib Salam and Rashid Karami, to the rising

star of Shica politics, Imam Musa al-Sadr, and the new overlord of Beirut’s Street, Kamal Joumblatt,

demanded the immediate resignation of Rifaci’s Cabinet and the appointment of Rashid Karami as

the new Prime Minister3769.

3762Cabinet Nur al-Din al-Rifaci (05/23/1975-05/26/1975): General Nur al-Din al-Rifaci (S), Prime Minister, Minister
for Administrative Reform, Public Health, Industry and Oil; General Musa Kanacan (GO), Deputy Chairman of the
Council, Minister of Information, National Education and Fine Arts; General Iskandar Ghanim (M), Minister of
National Defense and Hydroelectric Resources; General Sacid Nasrallah (D), Interior Minister, Minister of Housing
and Cooperatives; General Fawzi al-Khatib (Sh), Minister of Economy, Commerce and General Planning; General
François Génadry (GC), Minister of Labor and Social Affairs, Minister of Communications; Lucien Dahdah (M),
Minister  of  Foreign  Affairs,  Émigrés  and  Tourism;  General  Zayn  Makki  (S),  Minister  of  Public  Works,
Transportation and Agriculture.

3763AMMOUN, 2004, 546. 
3764AMMOUN, 2004, 546-547; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 7; WINSLOW, 1996, 178; PETRAN, 1987, 167; KHALIDI,

1983, 47; SALIBI, 1976, 107.
3765AMMOUN, 2004, 547. Cf. O’BALLANCE, 1998, 8.
3766NAOR, 2013, 996. Cf. SALIBI, 1976, 107.
3767La Vanguardia Española, 05/25/1975; “Mieux accueilli par les Chrétiens que par les Musulmans, le gouvernement

militaire constitué au Liban s’engage à respecter les accords avec les Palestiniens. À Beyrouth, un silence lourd
d’anxiété...”, Le Monde, 05/26/1975; AMMOUN, 2004, 547; SALIBI, 1976, 107.  

3768“Mieux  accueilli”,  Le Monde,  05/26/1975.  Cf.  La Vanguardia  Española,  05/25/1975; Le  Monde,  05/28/1975;
NAOR, 2013, 996-997; AMMOUN, 2004, 547; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 7-8; SALIBI, 1976, 107.

3769AMMOUN, 2004, 547; KHALIDI, 1983, 47; SALIBI, 1976, 108.
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Under  pressure  from the  Syrian  envoy,  Foreign  Minister  cAbd al-Halim al-Khaddam3770,

General  Rifaci  proceeded to submit  his  resignation3771,  barely three  days  after  his  appointment,

which forced Frangié, faced as he was by “an imposed choice”3772, to appoint, on April 28, his long-

standing  foe,  Rashid  Karami,  as  Lebanon’s  new  Prime  Minister3773.  Karami’s  task  would  not,

however, be easy, since he was faced by the need to overcome the dense layer of vetos and counter-

vetos launched all across the political arena by the different actors in the crisis, and particularly so

by Joumblatt, whose willingness to isolate Gemayel and al-Kata’ib had been thus far respected by a

Sunni establishment who, having long ago lost the battle of public opinion, could not defy the new

master of the Street3774. As a justification for Karami’s slowness in building up a viable coalition,

Dan Naor points out that, beyond the political hurdles that the Tripolitan zacim certainly faced, the

Prime Minister-designate might have wanted to give the military cabinet, which was holding its

functions  ad interim,  time to “restore peace”3775.  It  would not be until  July 1,  and only after  a

communiqué from Dar al-Fatwah – the institution headed by the Mufti of the Republic – stating

that “no boycott had been adopted against any political party”3776, that Karami would be able to

submit his new Cabinet. The communiqué, which satisfied both Joumblatt and al-Kata’ib, allowed

for the formation of a reduced, six-men National Salvation Executive composed by old scouts of

Lebanese politics3777, excluding both the PSP and Gemayel’s party, but including Camille Chamoun,

who,  having reconciled  himself  with the  Tripolitan  leader  after  almost  twenty years  of  mutual

3770AMMOUN, 2004, 547; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 8, 12; PETRAN, 1987, 167; SALIBI, 1976, 108.
3771La Vanguardia Española, 05/27/1975; AMMOUN, 2004, 547; SALIBI, 1976, 109.
3772AMMOUN, 2004, 547. Cf.  La Vanguardia Española, 05/27/1975; NAOR, 2013, 997; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 8;

KHALIDI, 1983, 47-48.
3773La Vanguardia Española,  05/29/1975, 05/30/1975; Le Monde,  05/29/1975; WINSLOW, 1996, 178; PETRAN,

1987, 167-168; RABINOVICH, 1985, 44.
3774SALIBI, 1976, 106.
3775NAOR, 2013, 997.
3776AMMOUN, 2004, 554.
3777Cabinet Rashid Karami IX (07/02/1975-12/09/1976): Rashid Karami (S), Prime Minister,  Minister of Finance,

Defense and Information; Camille Chamoun (M), Interior Minister, Minister of Communications and Hydroelectric
Resources;  cAdel  cUsayran (Sh), Minister of Justice, Public Works, Economy and Commerce; Majid Arslan (D),
Minister of Public Health, Agriculture, Housing and Cooperatives; Philippe Taqla (GC), Minister of Foreign Affairs
and Émigrés, Minister of National Education and General Planning; Ghassan Tuéni (GO), Minister of Labor and
Social Affairs, Tourism, Industry and Oil.
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hatred3778, appeared for al-Kata’ib as a sufficient guarantee that its interests would be represented in

the Council, even if not directly3779.

5.3.1. Between Peace and War: The Maronite Church, Christian Lebanon and the War.

By then, the crisis had already started to degenerate into an all-out confessional conflict.

Thus, Joumblatt’s willingness to isolate al-Kata’ib did not only backfire on a political sense, as seen

above, but  also served to reinforce Christian ranks,  well  beyond the sole  Maronite  community,

around Gemayel’s party3780, transforming a political organization with a thitherto limited popular

support into a symbol of Christian rights in Lebanon3781. The wanton violence that took hold of the

country from April onward3782, including the desecration of churches, the random kidnapping and

assassination  of  citizens  chosen  by  the  confessional  ascription  displayed  in  their  ID  cards  –

including several instances of gruesome murders, the cold-blooded assassination of three elderly

monks from the convent of Dayr cAqash3783, in cAkkar, becoming the paradigmatic example of the

senseless cruelty characterizing the first months of the war –, as well as the evident involvement of

the Palestinian organizations in the fray only served to reaffirm the Christian position around the

firm, and increasingly intransigent, stand, contrary to further concessions to the PLO and the left

embodied by al-Kata’ib, with calls of  taqsim (partition) and a return to  Petit Liban starting to be

heard from many Christian quarters3784. 

3778O’BALLANCE, 1998, 10-11; KHALIDI, 1983, 48; SALIBI, 1976, 111.
3779“Tras  un  mes  de  arduas  gestiones,  Rachid  Karame  ha  formado  nuevo  Gobierno”,  La  Vanguardia  Española,

07/01/1975;  La  Vanguardia  Española,  07/02/1975 ;  “Le  nouveau  Cabinet”,  Le  Monde,  07/02/1975;  “Le
gouvernement de salut public va tenter de rétablir la confiance entre les Libanais et les Palestiniens. Vers une trêve
des  combats ?,  Le  Monde,  07/02/1975; NAOR,  2013,  997;  AMMOUN,  2004,  554;  WINSLOW,  1996,  178;
PETRAN, 1987, 168; SALIBI, 1976, 110.

3780La Vanguardia Española, 04/16/1975.
3781SALIBI, 1976, 104-105, 120-121..
3782La Vanguardia Española, 04/17/1975, 05/28/1975, 05/31/1975, 06/26/1975, 06/27/1975, 06/28/1975, 06/29/1975,

07/04/1975, 07/06/1975; “Beirut: El Ejército libanés permanece acuartelado”, La Vanguardia Española, 07/01/1975;
O’BALLANCE, 1998, 7, 9-10. SALIBI, 1976, 116-117.

3783Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 358; AMMOUN, 2004, 564.
3784As acknowledged by Foreign Minister Taqla in a conversation with Dr. Kissinger (FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXVI,

Doc. 263). On the general issue of taqsim, vid. AMMOUN, 2004, 560-561; PETRAN, 1987, 170; RABINOVICH,
1985, 47; SALIBI, 1976, 117.
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In this context, the firm stand adopted by the hierarchy in its  Declaration of the Catholic

Patriarchs and Bishops in Lebanon of July 223785, preceded by the, even harder, communiqués of

April 27 and May 283786, where they demanded Karami’s Cabinet to “extend its sovereignty to the

entirety  of  [the  country’s]  territory”,  as  well  as  to  guarantee  the  application  of  Law “without

distinction, in order to ensure security and to safeguard national dignity”3787, in what seemed but a

frontal attack on the “aliens and foreigners”3788 (including a direct appeal for the Palestinians to

“appreciate in its just extent, the considerable services and sacrifices consented by Lebanon in order

to make their cause triumph”3789) who were accused of  committing “all kinds of atrocities”3790,

while reminding the Prime Minister that his responsibility was a “public position [...] represent[ing]

all Lebanese” and not just the members of his sect3791, amounted to a severe mise en cause of the

Sunni élite’s attitude during the crisis that had brought about the end of Rifaci’s military Cabinet.

Thus, and despite the almost inevitable appeals to conviviality and dialog expected from an

episcopal document, the Lebanese Churches came to place themselves alongside the consensus of

Christian  Lebanon.  The  relatively  moderate  stance  of  the  bishops  being,  moreover,  rapidly

overtaken  by  the  firmer,  when  not  openly  aggressive,  stance  of  the  Permanent  Assembly  of

Maronite  and Melkite Monastic  Superiors  who, beginning by its  communiqué of April  23,  and

under  the  leadership  of  the  outspoken  and  bold  Abbot  Sharbil  Qassis  and  his  successor,  Paul

Nacaman, both of them “partisan[s] of the use of weapons in defense of the fatherland”3792,  would

commit  themselves,  “much  to  the  chagrin  of  the  Holy  See”3793,  to  the  “hardest”  Christian

3785Vid. Annex XI to the present dissertation.
3786Vid. Annex X to the present dissertation.
3787Both quotes are taken from Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 347.
3788Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 347.
3789Vid. Annex X.
3790Vid. Annex XI.
3791Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 350.
3792Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 347. Cf. RABINOVICH, 1985, 68-69.
3793GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 22. Cf. SALIBI, 1976, 118.
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positions3794, denouncing

l’anarchie  totale,  l’absence  des  gouvernants,  l’insécurité,  qui  font  que  le  Liban,  « ouvert  à  tous  les

éléments et à toutes les idéologies suspectes », ressemble « à une jungle où la vie humaine et le droit de

propriété n’ont pratiquement plus de valeur »3795

while furthermore reiterating the frontal rejection of the Assembly to “anarchy”, as well as

to:

« toute forme de dualisme au pouvoir », [...] toute loi, autorité, armée, autres que la loi, l’autorité, l’armée

libanaises ; refus du désarmement de la population si tous ceux qui résident sur le territoire ne sont pas

désarmés ; refus de laisser le Liban chargé seul de la défense de la cause palestinienne et ouvert à toutes

les idéologies importées.

The  monastic  gathering,  connecting  therefore  with  the  deepest  popular,  Mountaineer,

feeling,  forcibly demanded the  Government  to  act  “frankly”  and “energetically”,  as  well  as  to

“chase the communists and indemnify the victims of the recent events”3796, while proclaiming its:

appui aux Phalanges et à tout autre parti, mouvement ou rassemblement qui partage la même idéologie

libanaise des Kataëb et assume la défense du Liban.3797

Thus, the monastic orders, whose members were, unlike the Patriarchs, bishops and other

hierarchs, in direct contact with the people and partaking in their daily suffering and plight, came to

embody  the  populist  spirit  of  Christian  Lebanon,  just  like  Nasserism,  first,  and  Joumblatt,

afterwards, had done with the Sunni Street. Henceforth, the orders at large, and very specially the

3794Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 347.
3795Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 347.
3796Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 347.
3797Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 347.
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Lebanese Maronite Order would join the Christian fighting effort, “putting at stake [their] immense

economic,  ideological  and  propagandistic  resources”3798 in  a  continuation  of  the  long-standing

Maronite tradition, whereby monasteries had been “places of cult and of action, citadels of faith and

of firmness, points of departure for civilising mission and dealings with other peoples”, in the words

of Abbot Nacaman himself3799. The outposts, it can be added, of a warrior Church, whose armed

resistance was perceived as theologically and historically justified3800. 

The militant stance adopted by the Assembly of Monastic Superiors, which, to some extent,

justified Karami’s assertion that “churches and monasteries  [...] had been transformed into arms

caches”3801, was soon accompanied by the hardcore positions adopted by the Maronite League. A lay

organization grouping prominent members of the community, whose role in defense of Maronite

rights  and traditions  has  already been underlined in  relation to the  hawadith  1958,  the League

published several communiqués (June 22, October 11) where they advocated for a stiff preservation

of the Constitution and the National Pact, which were qualified as “untouchable”3802. The League,

which considered that effective “participation” by all Lebanese elements was “ensured by the fact

that any decree must be countersigned by the minister or ministers concerned”3803, called upon the

Government,  moreover,  to  “extend  Lebanese  sovereignty  to  the  entire  territory”  as  well  as  to

“control  all  non-Lebanese  living  in  Lebanon”  and  to  put  an  end  to  naturalizations3804,  while

demanding, in a political move aiming at breaking the ranks of the Islamo-progressive alliance, the

effective abolition of confessionalism not just in the political arena, but also in the legal field, fully

knowing that such a possibility would be frontally rejected by the mainstream of Sunni opinion3805:

3798GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 22. 
3799NAAMAN, 2005, non-paginated.
3800HENLEY, 2008, 356; IRANI, 1986, 119.
3801La Vanguardia Española, 06/26/1975.
3802Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 353.
3803Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 353.
3804Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 353. Cf. O’BALLANCE, 1998, 24-25.
3805As would become clear during the sessions of the ill-fated Comité National du Dialogue (AMMOUN, 2004, 568).
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Il ne faut pas abolir seulement le confessionnalisme politique [...], mais aussi « adopter une seule et même

loi du statut personnel, généraliser le mariage civil et transférer les crédits accordés aux communautés aux

projets publics à caractère social ».3806

The proposals voiced by the Maronite League, together with the messages issued by the

ecclesiastical hierarchy and, very particularly, the monastic assembly, while revealing the distance

separating both sides in the Lebanese politico-confessional arena,  contributed to close Christian

ranks around the  traditional  communal  leadership  (the  triumviri  Chamoun-Gemayel-Frangié)  in

preparation for what was to come, and in contrast to the political déchirure characterizing Muslim

Lebanon, where Joumblatt’s leadership would eventually reveal itself as insufficient to maintain a

modicum of public order in the areas eventually under his control. Thus, the  Maronite Congress

held in Bkirki on September 23, while clearly displaying the gap separating the moderate wing of

the community, represented by the Patriarch3807, whose position during the war, perceived as weak,

would be the object of much derision by the Maronite common folk3808, and Raymond Eddé, whose

party  would  eventually  be  reduced  to  utter  irrelevance,  and  the  “hard”  wing3809,  embodied  by

President  Frangié,  Pierre  Gemayel  and  Abbot  Qassis,  also  revealed  the  existence  of  a  strong

communal consensus alongside the “rejection of any limitation to national sovereignty” and the

preservation of the National Pact3810. Soon enough, Eddé’s elimination from public life after a failed

attack on his person which forced him to flee the country on December 22, 1976, and the Patriarch’s

effacement before the reinforced militancy of the Lebanese Order3811, would leave a solid, united

Christian front until the events of June 1978 which broke apart the links between the Frangiés and

al-Kata’ib.

*                    *                    *

3806Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 353.
3807Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 359; SALIBI, 1976, 117-118.
3808HENLEY, 2008, 358.
3809Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 359.
3810Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 359.
3811MOOSA, 1986, 302-303.
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However and before all of these events, the constitution of Karami’s Cabinet had given hope

that  peace  was  still  possible3812.  The  perceived  seriousness  of  the  new  Executive3813 (Tomás

Alcoverro, correspondent in Beirut for the Barcelona-based La Vanguardia Española, reported how

“never before, in Lebanon, had a ministerial team applied itself so decidedly to its task. [Several]

ministers  even  sleep  in  their  offices”3814),  integrated  as  it  was  by  “bastions  of  Lebanese

conservatism”3815, seemed, for a while, as capable of restoring order as well as to offer a modicum

of reform, including the need for “a new political and social pact”3816 comprising the setup of a

military service,  the naturalization of certain persons (namely “the population of Ouadi Khaled

[sic]”3817), as well as  the promise – once again – to undertake, at an undated moment in the future,

the abolition of confessionalism, all of which amounted to a centrist program, easily acceptable by

large swaths of conservative opinion but hardly convincing for the sectors of Lebanon represented

by Joumblatt, whose very demands, summarized in his  Transitional Program for the Democratic

Reform  of  the  Lebanese  System,  publicly  announced  on  August  12,  amounted  to  a  complete

revolution in the Lebanese system3818 which Karami’s Cabinet, “by its very composition, was ill-

equipped” to adopt3819. 

3812Not only among the Lebanese people, but also within the international community. In the course of a meeting in
Washington DC attended, among others, by Henry Kissinger and his personal envoys, Joseph Sisco and Harold
Saunders, it  was hoped that Karami and Chamoun would be able to patch the conflict: “If the Sunni Moslems
(Karame) and Chamoun and his friends can hold things together in the center...” (FRUS  1969-1976, Vol. XXVI,
Doc. 264. Also Docs. 265)

3813O’BALLANCE, 1998, 10-11; SALIBI, 1976, 111.
3814La Vanguardia Española,  07/05/1976. Such was Chamoun’s case,  who was provided with “special living and

office quarters” in the Presidential Palace in Bacabda, in attention to his former rank as Head of State, as well as “to
save him the inconvenience of commuting daily between his home in al-Sa cdiyyat,  south of al-Damur, and the
Ministry  of  Interior  in  Beirut”  (SALIBI,  1976,  111.  Cf.  AMMOUN,  2004,  570;  O’BALLANCE,  1998,  13;
RABINOVICH, 1985, 66). It can be added that Chamoun’s age (he was 75), just like that of most of his companions
in the Cabinet (cUsayran was 70; Arslan, 67. At 49, Tuéni was the youngest), advised that he/they be spared the
inconvenience  of  a  long commute  through a war  zone.  Thus,  and  following on  Chamoun’s  footsteps,  Foreign
Minister Philippe Taqla would eventually take up residence in the Palace of Bacabda.

3815SALIBI, 1976, 111-112. Cf. WINSLOW, 1996, 178-179; PETRAN, 1987, 168.
3816Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 356. 
3817Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 357.
3818AMMOUN,  2004,  557-558;  WINSLOW,  1996,  189;  PETRAN,  1987,  172;  RABINOVICH,  1985,  76-

77;KHALIDI, 1983, 48.
3819SALIBI, 1976, 113. Charles Winslow (1996, 179) coincides with Salibi’s opinion when he argues that “Karami’s

six-member cabinet was such that it could not reform the Lebanese system, but it could negotiate and arbitrate until
the informal apparatus of the establishment worked out the customary deals.”
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The Council was, moreover, crippled in its activity by the mutual lack of communication

and mistrust between the Head of State and the Head of Government3820. Furious at having had his

hand forced into appointing Karami after the failure of his military Executive, Frangié had retired,

shortly after the new Prime Minister’s assumption,  to his  hometown of Ehden, as he had been

doing, as a matter of fact,  every Summer since his accession3821.  However,  in 1975, his  choice

seemed particularly fateful, at a time of increased tensions between his own region and Tripoli,

Karami’s hometown. Rashid effendi’s refusal to follow on the President footsteps to celebrate the

formal  Council  of  Ministers,  under  Presidential  chairmanship,  in  the  North Lebanese mountain

resort, prevented the Cabinet from taking effective action since, under articles 53, 55, 58 and 66 of

the Constitution, the Government could not formally meet unless under the chairmanship of the

Head of  State,  the  meetings  held  in  his  absence  having merely a  “preliminary and incidental”

character3822.

The relative calm enjoyed all through the Summer of 1975 was shattered by the discovery

that Imam Musa al-Sadr was organizing, “under the auspices of Fath”3823, a militia, named al-Amal,

with the declared goal of defending South Lebanon from Israeli retaliation3824. The suspicion that

al-Amal was preparing itself for yet another round of fighting, rather than for its declared goals,

opened the  door  to  further  military preparations  all  through Christian  Lebanon,  with  President

Frangié himself personally supervising the training and development of his own private militia3825,

the  Zgharta  Liberation  Army,  in  his  northern  vacation  home.  The spark  that  was  to  ignite  the

Lebanese powder keg was not to be found, however, in Lebanon, but in Geneva.

3820SALIBI, 1976, 120.
3821SALIBI, 1976, 120.
3822RABBATH, 1982, 366.
3823SALIBI, 1976, 119.
3824RABINOVICH, 1985, 45; SALIBI, 1976, 119.
3825O’BALLANCE, 1998, 15; SALIBI, 1976, 120.
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On September 1, after several months of shuttle diplomacy between Cairo and Tel Aviv, the

U.S. State Secretary Henry Kissinger achieved one of the greatest success of his career, when he

managed to achieve an interim agreement  between Israel  and Egypt3826.  By standing alone and

accepting that “conflict between [Egypt and Israel] shall not be resolved by military force but by

peaceful means”3827, Sadat set himself apart from the tough line maintained by both the PLO and his

former ally during the war, Syrian President al-Asad3828, and indirectly fostered the militant stance

of the Christian militias, which felt legitimized to pursue their campaign in order to “subdue [...] the

Palestinian  Rejectionists  in  Lebanon”3829,  whose  presence  in  full  force  in  the  Lebanese  scene

constituted a danger to the possibilist approach on the resolution of the Arab-Israeli conflict which

had, by then, become the majority option defended by the conservative regimes all through the

Middle East3830.  In this  context,  the communiqué issued in the aftermath of  al-Kata’ib’s  annual

congress, while apparently conciliatory toward the Palestinian resistance, as Kamal Salibi affirms,

in  including  its  customary call  to  uphold  “all  Lebanese  commitments  resulting  from the  Arab

summit  conferences  and  the  Arab  League”3831,  set  the  party  on  a  collision  course  with  the

Rejectionists and Joumblatt’s National Movement, since, de facto, al-Kata’ib engaged itself on the

negotiated path largely favored by the conservative forces in the Arab world, as pointed out above.

Violence would eventually break up in Zahlah on August 24 and extend itself to Tripoli by

September 2, in a maelstrom pitting the Zahalni Christians against their Shici neighbors, supported

by the Palestinians while the ages-long conflict between Sunni Tripoli and the rough Mountaineers

from the President’s hometown was revived3832. The extent of violence, particularly in Zgharta and

the  rest  of  the  North,  including  the  flight  of  Christians  from  cAkkar  and  Tripoli  after  several

3826AMMOUN, 2004, 563; WINSLOW, 1996, 180; PETRAN, 1987, 169; SALIBI, 1976, 121-122.
3827Interim Agreement between Israel and Egypt, art. 1.1.
3828AMMOUN, 2004, 563.
3829SALIBI, 1976, 122.
3830SALIBI, 1976, 121.
3831SALIBI, 1976, 121. Cf. WINSLOW, 1996, 180.
3832AMMOUN, 2004,  563-564; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 17-18;  WINSLOW, 1996, 180; PETRAN, 1987, 175-176;

SALIBI, 1976, 122-124.
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instances  of  gruesome  atrocities3833 provoked  a  wave  of  protests,  the  Christian  leadership

demanding the immediate intervention of the Army to put an end to violence while both Joumblatt

and the traditional Sunni establishment opposed any deployment of the Armed Forces3834, whose

neutrality had been in  question  at  least  since  the  1973 Israeli  attack  in  Downtown Beirut.  An

agreement could only be reached by September 10 when, after three days of almost continuous

Cabinet  meetings,  at  last  under  President  Frangié’s  chairmanship (the  Head of  State  had to  be

airlifted by helicopter from Ehden to Bacabda3835, given the general disarray of the country), it was

decided that General Ghanim, whose role as commander of the Armed Forces had been subjected to

severe criticism ever since the April 10 raid and the Protein affair, would resign to be replaced by

General Hanna Sacid3836, a “more palatable Maronite” in Walid Khalidi’s assessment3837. It was only

then that an Army intervention in the North was authorized, the military managing to enforce, from

September 11 onward, an uneasy ceasefire between Tripoli and its Maronite hinterland3838.

The  Army  intervention  in  the  North  did  not  manage,  despite  Ghanim’s  resignation,  to

assuage the misgivings of Joumblatt and his followers, who forthwith called for a general strike to

be held on September 153839. By the time when the Druze leader had been convinced to call off the

strike, under pressure from Karami and the Sunni establishment3840, it was already too late to stop

the wave of violence which was starting to engulf the capital3841. While violence continued unabated

in all fronts all through the capital and its suburbs3842, the arrival of Syrian Foreign Minister cAbd al-

Halim al-Khaddam and Chief of Staff Hikmat Shihabi to Beirut, on September 19, gave renewed

3833AMMOUN, 2004, 564; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 18; KHALIDI, 1983, 48; SALIBI, 1976, 124.
3834FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXVI, Doc. 256.
3835WINSLOW, 1996, 180-181; SALIBI, 1976, 124.
3836AMMOUN, 2004, 564; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 11; WINSLOW, 1996, 181; PETRAN, 1987, 176; RABINOVICH,

1985, 47; SALIBI, 1976, 124.
3837KHALIDI, 1983, 48.
3838AMMOUN,  2004,  564-565;  O’BALLANCE,  1998,  18;  WINSLOW,  1996,  181;  PETRAN,  1987,  176;

RABINOVICH, 1985, 47; SALIBI, 1976, 124-125
3839O’BALLANCE, 1998, 18; WINSLOW, 1996, 181; SALIBI, 1976, 125.
3840WINSLOW, 1996, 181; SALIBI, 1976, 125.
3841AMMOUN, 2004,  565;  O’BALLANCE,  1998,  19;  WINSLOW, 1996,  181;  PETRAN,  1987,  177;  KHALIDI,

1983, 49; SALIBI, 1976, 125.
3842SALIBI, 1976, 126-129.
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hopes  that  a  negotiated  settlement  was  still  possible.  The  Committee  for  National  Dialogue

(CND)3843,  constituted  under  their  auspices,  would  soon  enough  betray  such  hopes:  all  sides

remained attached to their starting positions and few had any real willingness to yield on issues that

affected the very core of their respective communities’ interests in the country3844. In this context,

the particularly vicious bombing campaign triggered by Kata’ibi militiamen against the  aswaq of

Downtown  Beirut  served  as  the  party’s  response  by  other  means  to  the  political  negotiations

undertaken at the CND: Christian Lebanon would “destroy the country” it had built itself, “or force

its  partition”3845 rather  than  accept  a  secondary,  subordinate  position  in  the  State.  In  Pierre

Gemayel’s words: “Maronites will never be the Copts of Egypt”3846. 

While  the  war  kept  on  raging,  the  Christian  leadership,  who  had  never  been  very

enthusiastic about the CND in the first place, tried to take advantage of the window of opportunity

provided by the generalized Middle Eastern inclination toward a negotiated settlement of the Arab-

Israeli conflict, to attempt the regionalization of the crisis, by bringing the Arab League into the

Lebanese arena.  The attempt,  including a summit  to  be held in  Cairo on September 15,  under

Kuwaiti  auspices3847,  was  however  frustrated  by  the  absence  of  the  main  Arab  players  in  the

Lebanese  conflict:  Syria  and  the  PLO  which,  together  with  Libya,  decided  to  “boycott  the

session”3848. Soon enough, the failure of the Arab League Cairo summit or the CND would appear as

minutiae in comparison to the tremendous fighting that would lay waste to Beirut’s elegant Qantari

3843Twenty prominent politicians representing all Lebanese communities participated in the activities of the CND,
including Rashid Karami (S), Sa’ib Salam (S),  cAbdallah al-Yafi (S), Najib Karanuh (S), Camille Chamoun (M),
Pierre Gemayel (M), René Mucawwad (M), Kamal al-Asacad (Sh), Assam Kansu (Sh), Rida Wahid (Sh), Hassan
Awada (Sh), Ghassan Tuéni (GO), Élias Saba (GO), cAbbas Khalaf (GO), Kamal Joumblatt (D), Majid Arslan (D),
Philippe Taqla (GC), Khatchik Babikian (AO), Edmond Rabbath (Mi).

3844AMMOUN, 2004, 565-568; PETRAN, 1987, 180; RABINOVICH, 1985, 45; KHALIDI, 1983, 49SALIBI, 1976,
129.

3845SALIBI, 1976, 127. For Walid Khalidi (1983, 70), the Maronites’ mood in the early months of the war had rapidly
shifted to a “You take your majority, we will take our Mountain” attitude, signifying their preference for partition
“rather than live under radical Moslem [sic] rule”. Vid. also PETRAN, 1987, 166.

3846Cit. in AMMOUN, 2004, 567.
3847AMMOUN, 2004, 566; PETRAN, 1987, 178; KHALIDI, 1983, 49; SALIBI, 1976, 130.
3848AMMOUN, 2004, 567. Cf. PETRAN, 1987, 178; SALIBI, 1976, 130.
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district and its neighboring quarters in the infamous Battle of the Hotels3849.

By late October, the situation had degenerated to such an extent that a desperate Rashid

Karami3850 decided  to  retire  to  the  Serail,  whence  he  made  ha  call  to  create  a  Security  Board

including the Cabinet ministers as well as several heavyweights of Lebanese politics3851 (the Board

was planned to integrate Camille Chamoun, Sa’ib Salam, cAdil cUsayran, cAbdallah al-Yafi, Kamal

Joumblatt, Pierre Gemayel, Raymond Eddé, Philippe Taqla and Ghassan Tuéni). By the time when

the  Board  was  finally  constituted  only  cUsayran  and  Tuéni  responded  to  the  Prime  Minister’s

appeal, the rest of the appointed members displaying either an obstructionist (Chamoun, Joumblatt),

an abstentionist (Salam, Eddé, Yafi) or a delegationist (with Gemayel “authoriz[ing] Karami to take

decisions on his behalf”3852) position that left the Executive in a state of paralysis at a time of grave

crisis  for  the  country.  The  Security  Board  served,  more  than  to  anything  else,  to  reveal  the

increasing powerlessness of the Sunni élite3853. Committed to preserving a country and a political

system which had guaranteed the stability and prosperity of their dynasties like nowhere else in a

Middle East shaken by all kinds of revolts and revolutions, the Sunni establishment, as the only

surviving pre-war élite in the entire republican Middle East, had been playing, ever since Lebanon

became  an  independent  State,  an  intelligent  game  whereby  they  relied  on  their  Christian

counterparts’ fear of the Muslim Street to advance their own self-interests within the power-sharing

agreement established in 1943. Their riding the masses had been successful up until the time when a

new,  truly  radical  force  arose  in  Lebanon’s  political  life:  the  Palestinian  organizations,  whose

popularity among the Muslim rank and file was capitalized by a man whose long-time interests laid

on the upheaval of the system rather than on its upkeep: Kamal Joumblatt3854. From 1968 onward,

3849FRUS  1969-1976, Vol. XXVI, Doc. 266;  AMMOUN, 2004, 569; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 20-41; SALIBI, 1976,
131.

3850AMMOUN, 2004, 569; SALIBI, 1976, 133.
3851AMMOUN, 2004, 569; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 27; PETRAN, 1987, 179; SALIBI, 1976, 133.
3852SALIBI, 1976, 133. Cf. AMMOUN, 2004, 570.
3853O’BALLANCE, 1998, 30-31, 35, 36; SALIBI, 1976, 142.
3854O’BALLANCE, 1998, 30-31; WINSLOW, 1996, 184; SALIBI, 1976, 142-143.
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and particularly so after 1973, the Sunni establishment, deprived of much of its political capital, saw

itself outflanked and forced to follow the masses’ lead, rather than the other way around, in a course

of action ultimately clashing with their own interests in the system. 1975 signaled, moreover and in

an ominous signal for Lebanon’s future, the loss of the Christian counterpart in the National Pact,

for whom the events of 1973 had exhausted their willingness to keep on negotiating3855. For better

or worse, 1975 heralded the victory of Christian militantism over Christian possibilism: Christian

Lebanon,  and  particularly  so  Maronite  Lebanon,  was  willing  to  cast  the  die  and  fight  for  its

particular vision of the country. In Kamal Salibi’s words, “[t]he way the Maronites and the other

Christians who shared their view saw it, a partition of Lebanon was certainly preferable to yielding

to [any further] demands”3856. Karami’s committee thus represented the failure of a carefree model,

which had been tampered too incautiously with by all participants in the political game. By October

1975 he had been left powerless, militia-less, minister-less. And so were his fellow colleagues in the

Prime Ministerial club.

The  attempts  at  foreign  mediation  were  not  much  more  successful.  The  intermediation

efforts deployed by former Prime Minister Maurice Couve de Murville, sent by French President

Valéry Giscard d’Estaing, and Mgr. Paolo Bertoli, the Holy See’s envoy, came to naught despite

some apparent advances like the warm reception, “as a head of State”3857, granted to Pierre Gemayel

in Damascus in  the  aftermath  of  Couve de Murville’s  visit  to  the Syrian leader3858,  in  a  move

amounting to  the  definitive breakup of  Joumblatt’s  attempted boycott  against  al-Kata’ib.  More

interest arose, however, Bertoli’s tournée through Lebanon, in the course of which the papal envoy

met  a  representative  selection  of  Lebanon’s  political  and religious  élite3859 to  express  them the

3855SALIBI, 1976, 142
3856SALIBI, 1976, 144. Cf. O’BALLANCE, 1998, 24, 34; WINSLOW, 1996, 185-187.
3857Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 368. Cf. PETRAN, 1987, 182; KHALIDI, 1983, 50; SALIBI, 1976, 141-142, 145.
3858AMMOUN, 2004, 575-577.
3859In the course of his stay in Lebanon, Cardinal Bertoli met, among others, with Frangié, Karami and Asa cad, at the

forefront of the three presidencies,  as well as with Camille Chamoun, Philippe Taqla,  Raymond Eddé, Ghassan
Tuéni, Edmond Rabbath, Sa’ib Salam, cAbdallah al-Yafi, Joumblatt, cArafat and Shaqir Abu Sulayman, Chairman of
the Maronite League, on the political side. He also held encounters with several religious leaders, including Mgrs.
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concern  of  the  Holy See  vis-à-vis  the  Lebanese  crisis,  as  expressed  by the  Holy Father  in  an

autograph letter addressed to President Frangié on November 3:

Il nous apparaît que le risque est devenu grand de voir s’écrouler l’édifice de la nation libanaise, élevé

avec  tant  d’amour  par  des  générations  de  fils  et  arrivé  à  un  stade  exemplaire  de  fraternité  et  de

collaboration entre des communautés assurément diverses quant à leur origine et à leurs caractéristiques,

mais unies dans une activité intense, dans l’amour de la patrie et dans l’attachement aux valeurs morales

et spirituelles. [...] nous ne pouvons pas nous retenir d’adresser à tous, au nom de Dieu, un appel pressant

à  déposer définitivement les  armes fratricides et  à  résoudre les  divergences dans une compréhension

réciproque et un dialogue fraternel.

[...] nous avons éprouvé une grande satisfaction en voyant la communauté chrétienne [...] s’engager à

apporter sa contribution à la solution de ces problèmes. Elle a promu et développé des conversations avec

les autorités et les concitoyens de religion musulmane, afin de favoriser le progrès économique, moral,

social et politique dans le pays.

Le  Saint-Siège,  pour  sa  part,  tout  en  appuyant  les  efforts  que  les  dirigeants  des  parties  intéressées

s’efforcent d’accomplir pour rendre justice au peuple palestinien, forme des vœux pour la sauvegarde du

Liban, dans le respect de sa souveraineté et dans l’indépendance de toute ingérence extérieure.3860

The Pope’s message and, later on, Bertoli’s criticism toward the partitionist position adopted

by certain Christian sectors3861, caused a widespread feeling of consternation among a Christian, and

very specially Maronite,  public,  who felt  unduly betrayed by the Holy See3862,  and collectively

sacrificed “on the altar of Christian-Muslim dialogue”3863. For the Maronite community, the Pope’ s

Khuraysh, Maronite Patriarch;  Bassul, Greek-Catholic Archbishop of Zahlah and his Orthodox counterpart together
with the Syriac Orthodox vicar in the locality; Abbot Sharbil Qassis, superior of the Maronite Lebanese Order;
Shaykh Hassan Khaled, Mufti of the Republic; as well as the leaders of the remaining two Muslim communities.
Proche-Orient Chrétien; AMMOUN, 2004, 571-575.

3860Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 365.
3861Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 367.
3862HENLEY, 2008, 360-361; KHALAF, 1976, 52-53; SALIBI, 1976, 141.
3863IRANI, 1986, 118.
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lack of intervention on their behalf, preferring on the contrary to maintain an ambivalent position on

the war, so as not to jeopardize the position of other Christians in the larger Middle East area and in

order to keep a working relationship with the Palestinian leadership given the Vatican’s interests in

the Holy Land3864, appeared as a particularly hurtful betrayal given the permanent fidelity that, at

least in the deeply-rooted myths sustaining Maronite identity, the community had kept, against all

odds and throughout centuries of oppression and persecution, with the Roman Church. Demoralized

at not having achieved any success in convincing the Christian militias to “show [...] flexibility”3865,

Bertoli left for Rome.

Perhaps not unsurprisingly, it would be the Syrians who would have a more direct role in

clearing the political  impasse the country was meshed into ever  since the renewed outbreak of

hostilities at the end of Summer. A phone call from Damascus to Karami3866 fortified the Prime

Minister’s position, who, on November 3, proceeded to meet with the Head of State in Ba cabda.

From  the  meeting  came  the  agreement  between  both  presidencies  to  establish  a  Higher

Coordination Committee charged with  the task  of  “investigat[ing]  all  breaches  of  the officially

announced  ceasefire  and  to  stop  these  breaches  [...]  before  they  developed  into  incontrollable

battles”3867. The Committee was hardly effective since, already on November 6, a consignment of

weapons  arrived  to  Jounié3868,  where  the  Christian  militias  prevented  the  Armed  Forces  from

inspecting the cargo, in a display of the increasingly rapid arms race among the competing militias

which were clearly getting ready for yet another round of violence3869, already announced by the

events of early December3870,  when several  carnages took place in a horrifying example of the

violence still to come. The events of the so-called Fifth Round did not end until December 15, when

3864HENLEY, 2008, 360; MCCALLUM, 2006, 181-182; PETRAN, 1987, 181; IRANI, 1986, 118-120, 185.
3865SALIBI, 1976, 141.
3866SALIBI, 1976, 134.
3867SALIBI, 1976, 135. Cf. O’BALLANCE, 1998, 29-30.
3868O’BALLANCE, 1998, 32-33; SALIBI, 1976, 135.
3869O’BALLANCE, 1998, 31-34; SALIBI, 1976, 136.
3870O’BALLANCE, 1998, 36-39; PETRAN, 1987, 182-184; KHALIDI, 1983, 50; SALIBI, 1976, 145-148.
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yet another ceasefire was agreed under Syrian and PLO pressure3871.

Thus  1976  began  in  an  uncomfortable  standstill  which  prevented  the  country  from

recovering  normalcy3872.  Unlike  previous  crises,  the  likes  of  those  of  1958  or  1969,  when

commercial  life  was  barely  disrupted  by  the  rumblings  of  the  politicians  and  the  occasional

barricading  in  the  streets,  the  violence  that  shook  the  country  in  1975  had  broken  Lebanon’s

capacity to keep daily life aside the anxieties of politics. However, alongside the closed shops and

the destroyed buildings, two worrying phenomena were taking place: on the one hand, an unending

wave of emigration was starting to affect the country, with long queues occurring before almost all

Western embassies in the capital3873; and second, a slow but inexorable process of ethno-religious

purification was taking place, including episodes of forced expulsion, like those suffered by the

Christians (Maronites and Greek Orthodox) living in  cAkkar at the end of August and those of

Muslims (Beduins and Shici slum dwellers) from Bacabda and Kisrawan, but also happening on a

non-violent basis, by a constant flow of Muslims leaving Christian-majority areas and vice versa3874.

The short spell of tranquility enjoyed by the country all through Christmas 1975-76 was

rapidly broken. On January 3, a bombastic declaration by Abbot Qassis, where he affirmed: “Let’s

have the courage to proclaim a Federal State”3875, which received Chamoun’s decided support and

the somewhat more muffled backing of al-Kata’ib3876, together with Gemayel’s public denunciation

of the Cairo Agreement3877  and the parallel launch of an offensive against the Palestinian refugee

camps  of  Jisr  al-Basha  and Tall  al-Zacatar,  which  separated  Christian  East  Beirut  from Mount

Lebanon – in what seemed but an attempt to effectively put in action the program put forward by

3871O’BALLANCE, 1998, 38; SALIBI, 1976, 148.
3872AMMOUN, 2004, 578; SALIBI, 1976, 136-140.
3873SALIBI, 1976, 136
3874PETRAN, 1987, 183-184; SALIBI, 1976, 140.
3875AMMOUN, 2004, 578. Cf. KHALIDI, 1983, 51.
3876AMMOUN, 2004, 578.
3877O’BALLANCE, 1998, 42.
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Abbot Qassis and his associates, by providing geographical contiguity to the main areas of Christian

settlement in the country3878, provoked a “brutal” reaction on the part of Syrian President Hafiz al-

Assad, who publicly announced that his country would “never tolerate an eventual dismemberment

of Lebanon”3879, proceeding, in that case, to “annex Lebanon before than admitting the creation of a

new Israel in the flank of the Arab world”3880. All Syrian threats notwithstanding, the combined

forces of al-Kata’ib and Chamoun’s Numur proceeded to blockade both refugee camps3881 in one of

the harshest episodes of the entire war.

By January 11, the Christian forces had already proceeded to clear the Dubayyah refugee

camp – whose residents were mainly Christian Palestinians – and initiated an offensive against the

Karantina, Maslakh and Nabaca slums3882 which, like Tall al-Zacatar and Jisr al-Basha, stood on the

strategic line connecting East Beirut to the nucleus of Christian Lebanon: northern Mount Lebanon.

At the same time, the war resumed in the North, with several clashes between Zgharta and Tripoli,

as well as a renewed offensive against Christian villages in cAkkar, Maronite and Orthodox alike3883,

and also in the Biqac Valley, where the Maronite town of Dayr al-Ahmar was besieged and several

small villages around it plundered by a combined Shici-Palestinian force3884. Meanwhile, and as the

Christian  siege  on  al-Karantina  and the  refugee  camps  continued,  yet  another  Shici-Palestinian

combined force initiated an offensive directed against al-Damur and al-Jiyyah, two Christian towns

on the coast of al-Shuf, where Chamoun’s private home was located – specifically in a small hamlet

close to al-Damur, Sacadiyat3885, with the ultimate goal of relaxing the pressure on the Beiruti front.

The Prime Minister’s repeated calls for a ceasefire on both fronts having gone unheeded3886, the

3878AMMOUN, 2004, 579; PETRAN, 1987, 183-184, 186-187; SALIBI, 1976, 149
3879Both of Asad’s quotes have been taken from AMMOUN, 2004, 579.
3880AMMOUN, 2004, 579. Cf. PETRAN, 1987, 170, 187; RABINOVICH, 1985, 47-48; KHALIDI, 1983, 51.
3881AMMOUN, 2004, 579; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 42; KHALIDI, 1983, 51; SALIBI, 1976, 150-151.
3882O’BALLANCE, 1998, 43; PETRAN, 1987, 186, 187; RABINOVICH, 1985, 49; KHALIDI, 1983, 51; SALIBI,

1976, 152.
3883SALIBI, 1976, 153.
3884SALIBI, 1976, 153.
3885AMMOUN, 2004, 581; PETRAN, 1987, 188; KHALIDI, 1983, 51; SALIBI, 1976, 153.
3886SALIBI, 1976, 154.
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downfall  of  al-Karantina,  on  January 19,  and the  ensuing massacre  of  over  six  hundred of  its

inhabitants3887 would provoke a bloody revenge in the Southern front.

On January 17, the day before al-Karantina’s downfall, al-Jiyyah fell to its besiegers, its

inhabitants fleeing to Sacadiyat where, they expected3888, Chamoun, who had been overseeing the

defense of both towns3889, would be able to protect them. The siege of Sacadiyat, now bombed from

al-Jiyyah,  provoked a massive  popular  response all  through  Christian  Lebanon,  with protesters

marching on to Bacabda’s Presidential Palace to demand the immediate intervention of the Army

and bells tolling in East Beirut and the Mountain in order to “stress the gravity of the situation”3890.

On January 20, however, al-Damur fell to the final thrust of the Palestinian-Shici forces, whereto al-

Saciqah was added3891, and four days afterwards, Sacadiyat followed on its footsteps, most of its

inhabitants fleeing, some airlifted, like Chamoun, while others were forced to take the sea. The

three localities of the Shufi coast were subsequently “given over for several days to plunder and

devastation”3892. Over 150 civilians were deliberately killed3893, other 500 died in action and more

than 7,000 people lost their homes3894, as if to avenge the massacre of al-Karantina. At the same

time that these events were taking place in the Coast, the Biqac bore witness to the arrival of units of

the Palestinian Liberation Army which, crossing the Syrian frontier3895, went on to tighten the siege

around Zahlah and Dayr al-Ahmar. Meanwhile, the State ceased to exist in all but name.

On January 20, and in an attempt to put an end to the bloodshed in the Bilad al-Arz, a “high-

powered  Syrian  delegation”3896,  including  such  prominent  representatives  of  Asad’s  régime  as

3887AMMOUN, 2004, 581; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 43; PETRAN, 1987, 187-188; KHALIDI, 1983, 51.
3888AMMOUN, 2004, 581; SALIBI, 1976, 155.
3889SALIBI, 1976, 155.
3890SALIBI, 1976, 154.
3891AMMOUN, 2004, 581; KHALIDI, 1983, 51.
3892SALIBI, 1976, 158. Cf. O’BALLANCE, 1998, 43.
3893HIRST, 2010, 111.
3894KHALIDI, 2000, 51; PETRAN, 1987, 188.
3895AMMOUN, 2004, 580; RABINOVICH, 1985, 48; SALIBI, 1976, 155.
3896SALIBI, 1976, 155. Cf. AMMOUN, 2004, 582; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 44.
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Foreign Minister cAbd al-Halim al-Khaddam, Chief of Staff Hikmat Shihabi and the commander of

the SAR Air Force, Naji Jamil, proceeded to Bacabda where they managed, after barely two days of

negotiations,  to  impose  a  ceasefire3897.  The  Syrian  move,  which  received  an  almost  universal

backing from the international community3898, revealed that Damascus had become the main power

broker in Lebanon. By cutting down to size the Christians in al-Damur and al-Biqac, while keeping

a tight rein in the National Movement formed around Joumblatt and the Palestinians, both of whom

depended on Asad for their victualing and for military support, Syria had presented herself as a

rather impartial mediator capable, as will be seen in further episodes during the war, of severely

smashing its  own ideological allies for the sake of preserving the delicate balance of Lebanese

politics. For the time being, however, Syria had enlisted on its side not only Joumblatt, Karami and

the  Muslim establishment,  but  also  Frangié,  Gemayel  –  both  of  whom had always  kept  warm

relations with the Asad clan3899 – and even Chamoun, for whom the defeat in Sacadiyat had revealed

the overall weakness of his position, despite his insistence, just a few days earlier, on the need of

denouncing before the United Nations what he defined as “the Palestinian invasion of Lebanon”3900.

While the Syrian intervention guaranteed Karami’s comeback to the Prime Ministry3901, after

having resigned his position on January 183902, at the heart of the Karantina-Damur sieges, it also

brought  about  a  deep  reform  of  the  Lebanese  institutions.  Dictated  from  Damascus3903,  the

Constitutional Document, as it will be known in historiography, represented, however, an example

of  the  flexibility and adaptability  of  Lebanon’s  Unwritten  Constitution.  Publicly announced by

President  Frangié in  his  televised  address  to  the  Nation of  February 14,  1976,  al-wathiqat  al-

dusturiyyah adjusted the inner workings of the Lebanese system along the lines proposed by the

3897AMMOUN, 2004, 582; RABINOVICH, 1985, 50; KHALIDI, 1983, 52; SALIBI, 1976, 158.
3898SALIBI, 1976, 158.
3899AMMOUN, 2004, 582; KHAZEN, 2000, 328; RABINOVICH, 1985, 51, 64, 67-68.
3900SALIBI, 1976-155-156.
3901AMMOUN, 2004, 582.
3902SALIBI, 1976, 154.
3903AMMOUN,  2004,  583;  KHAZEN,  2000,  327-328;  O’BALLANCE,  1998,  44;  PETRAN,  1987,  189;

RABINOVICH, 1985, 50.
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Sunni  establishment  at  least  since  the  early  1970’s3904.  Thus,  among  its  seventeen  points,  the

Constitutional Document recognized explicitly, “for the first time”3905, that Lebanon was an “Arab

State”, albeit a “sovereign, free and independent country” as well, and proceeded to adjust, beyond

the identity question,  several points in the power-sharing agreement governing the country.  The

main points agreed were the following3906:

1. Seats  in  Parliament  would  henceforth  be  distributed  equally  between  Christians  and

Muslims.

2. The Prime Minister would no longer be freely chosen by the President after non-compulsory

consultations, but elected by the Chamber by absolute majority. The newly elected Head of

Government would thereafter proceed to select his ministers in agreement with the Head of

State.

3. Confirming a practice already well established in Lebanese politics, all decrees and bills

issued by the Head of State were to be countersigned by the Prime Minister.

4. Suppression of confessionalism except at the top administrative levels, where parity between

Christians and Muslims would be kept.

5. Amendment to the naturalization law, in order, essentially, to satisfy the demands voiced by

the  Kurdish  minority  and  some  Bedouin  groups,  who  had  been  deprived  of  Lebanese

citizenship ever since the establishment of the Lebanese State in 1920.

Beyond  these  five  essential  points,  the  Constitutional  Document also  provided  for  the

establishment of a Constitutional Court, the creation of a Planning and Development Board, reforms

in the military as well as for the strict mise en force of the Cairo Agreement, whose respect would

3904KHAZEN, 2000, 328; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 44; KHALIDI, 1983, 51-52.
3905Al-Nahar, 02/15/1976.
3906Al-Nahar, 02/15/1976; AMMOUN, 2004, 585-587; KHAZEN, 2000, 329; PETRAN, 1987, 189; RABINOVICH,

1985, 50; KHALIDI, 1983, 52-53.
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thenceforth be guaranteed by Syria3907. In trying to address “Christian demands”3908, the Document

guaranteed  the  Presidency  for  the  Maronite  community  and,  while  the  original  draft  tried  to

deconfessionalize  the  chairmanship  of  both  Cabinet  and  National  Assembly3909,  it  was  finally

agreed, at Karami’s insistence, to preserve the traditional allocation of posts at the State helm, much

to Joumblatt’s chagrin3910. The  Document, essentially identical to the Treaty of Ta’if which would

put a definitive end to the war, only that a decade and a half afterwards, was rapidly accepted by the

Christian leadership, for whom it came to represent the top ceiling of concessions that they were

disposed to make3911, but only grudgingly by a Muslim élite who perceived it as a mere temporary

arrangement, “which needed to be further developed”3912. The reservation of the Presidency for a

Maronite was the main source of dissatisfaction among the Muslim zucama’, with such outstanding

representatives of the establishment as Salam and Yafi insisting that such a disposition should not be

stated in writing, remaining a mere oral convention, and only Karami keeping a positive attitude

toward an instrument capable of putting an end to violence3913.

If  the Sunni establishment,  who had been awarded the best portion of the spoils  in the

Constitutional Document, had only accepted it reluctantly, “faute de mieux”3914 in Farid el-Khazen’s

expression, for Joumblatt, whose own personal ambitions had been thwarted by the preservation of

the  traditional  balance  of  the  “Three  Presidencies”,  it  appeared  as  a  thoroughly  unacceptable

declaration  which  did  not  take  into  account  many of  the  demands of  the  National  Movement,

including the integral secularization of the State3915, a goal opposed both by Syria, Israel and the

United States3916.  Therefore,  his  opposition to  the  Document placed the  lord of  Mukhtarah in a

3907Al-Nahar, 02/15/1976; AMMOUN, 2004, 586-587; KHAZEN, 2000, 328, 329.
3908KHAZEN, 2000, 329.
3909AMMOUN, 2004, 585; KHAZEN, 2000, 328.
3910AMMOUN, 2004, 585; KHAZEN, 2000, 328; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 44.
3911AMMOUN, 2004, 587; KHAZEN, 2000, 328; RABINOVICH, 1985, 50.
3912KHAZEN, 2000, 330. Cf. AMMOUN, 2004, 587.
3913KHAZEN, 2000, 330; KHALIDI, 1983,52.
3914KHAZEN, 2000, 330.
3915AMMOUN, 2004, 587-588; KHAZEN, 2000, 330-331; RABINOVICH, 1985, 77; KHALIDI, 1983, 52.
3916FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXVI, Docs. 281, 283.
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complex predicament3917: facing Syria at a time when she reigned as the king-maker in the Lebanese

scene, without the support of a Sunni élite who had never been too eager to help the man who had

been tampering with their urban constituency for well over a decade, and left with only the help of

the PLO, whose wings were about to be thoroughly clipped by Damascus, the Druze leader – expert

as he was in political maneuvering – made some dangerous openings that would eventually cost

him his life. Thus, he tried to collaborate with al-Kata’ib against Syria and, with this aim, he met

Bashir Gemayel, whose weight as a political leader was still relatively limited and whose father was

adamant at breaking his good relations with Damascus3918; and, more importantly, the Druze leader

entered in contact with the rebellious Lieutenant Ahmad al-Khatib3919, whose troops would serve

Joumblatt to achieve his goal of commanding an independent force, answerable only to him, instead

of permanently relying on the PLO, whose objectives in the long run needed not be equal to his

own3920.

Joumblatt’s  collaboration with al-Khatib  and the  growing interference of  the Palestinian

organizations in the war provoked the effective dissolution of the Army. On March 11, Brigadier-

General cAziz al-Ahdab, member of a distinguished Tripolitan family, and commander of the Beirut

garrison, staged a coup d’etat with barely a hundred men and proceeded to broadcast a proclamation

demanding Frangié’s resignation as well as that of his Cabinet and announcing the establishment of

3917FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXVI, Doc. 284; AMMOUN, 2004, 588; KHAZEN, 2000, 331-332; PETRAN, 1987, 190.
3918KHAZEN, 2000, 332.
3919Al-Khatib, nephew of Anwar al-Khatib, a close collaborator of Joumblatt, member of his party and several times a

deputy had been mumbling the possibility of organizing a military revolt since early 1975, as he was discontent with
the fact that most officers were Christian. Convinced by Kamal Joumblatt to remain under the flags which he did,
for the time being, it would not be until the beginning of 1976 when, convinced by his close friends in  al-Fath,
Lieutenant Khatib would proceed to revolt (January 21), taking advantage of the Palestinian takeover of the Army
barracks  and  the  Serail  of  Hasbaya.  His  movement,  whose  goals  were  to  “underline  Muslim  discontent  with
‘Christian  control’  over  the  army,  to  defend  Lebanon’s  Arabism  and  to  defend  the  Palestinian  Resistance”
(KHAZEN, 2001, 333), adopted the name Arab Army of Lebanon (AAL). Financed by Libya and al-Fath, the AAL
was rapidly joined by several barracks throughout Lebanon, but specially in the South and al-Biqac until it finally
counted around three thousand men in arms. (AMMOUN, 2004, 583-584, 588-589; KHAZEN, 2000, 332-333;
O’BALLANCE, 1998, 44-45; PETRAN, 1987, 190-191, 191-192; RABINOVICH, 1985, 52; KHALIDI, 1983, 51-
52, 53-54).

3920AMMOUN, 2004, 589.
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a “provisional military cabinet”3921 chaired by himself  with the ultimate goal of “preserving the

Army’s  unity and reestablishing order  in  the country”3922.  While  Ahdab’s attempt was joyously

received3923 by a population desperate for putting an end to almost a year of unending violence and

even supported by wide sectors  of  the  Armed Forces3924,  it  was  universally condemned by the

political class3925 and accelerated the dissolution of the Army when, two days later, Colonel Antoine

Barakat, soon to be accompanied by Majors Fu’ad Malik and Sacad Haddad, rebelled in support of

Frangié – Colonel Barakat was a  Zghartawi – and took hold of a major arms deposit  near the

Defense  Ministry3926.  The  effective  dissintegration  of  the  Army,  with  General  Sacid  remaining

formally at the forefront of a greatly diminished, and largely powerless, force3927, opened the door

for a reawakening of the hostilities in what was to become one of the deadliest episodes of the Civil

War.

Pressed to resign by a petition signed by 66 deputies3928, including such relevant names as

Raymond Eddé, Sa’ib Salam, cAdil cUsayran, or Kamal Joumblatt, who warned the President that

only his  stepping down might serve to avoid what  he deemed as “total  revolution”3929,  Frangié

remained,  nonetheless,  decided  to  remain  in  power  “until  the  last  day  of  his  mandate”3930,

categorically refusing to bow to the increasing level of pressure that he was starting to suffer from

3921“Al-Ahdab  yaclinu  hukman  caskariyyan  mawqatan”,  Al-Nahar,  03/12/1976.  Cf.  O’BALLANCE,  1998,  45-46;
PETRAN, 1987, 191; RABINOVICH, 1985, 52; KHALIDI, 1983, 54.

3922AMMOUN, 2004, 590. Cf. KHAZEN, 2000, 333.
3923AMMOUN, 2004, 590; PETRAN, 1987, 192.
3924O’BALLANCE, 1998, 46; PETRAN, 1987, 191.
3925“Faranjiyyah: Mustamarun fi al-difac can al-Sharciyyah”, “Shamcun: maca al-sharciyyah wa-didda ayy tamarrud”,

“Janbulat: didda ayy inqilab caskari wa-l-balag yajibu an tusahhihih al-qiyyadah”, “Iddih yahdharu al-caskar min al-
qiyyam bi-l-inqilab”, “Babikian yadcu ilà al-tadaman li-inqadh Lubnan”,  Al-Nahar, 03/12/1976; AMMOUN, 2004,
591; PETRAN, 1984, 192.

3926AMMOUN, 2004, 594; KHAZEN, 2000, 333; PETRAN, 1987, 191.
3927KHAZEN, 2000, 333; RABINOVICH, 1985, 57.
3928“66 na’iban waqqacu talab al-istiqalah fa-rafd Faranjiyyah al-tajawab. Al-Majlis wadac al-caridah... wa-l-kalimat al-

aan  li-l-Jaysh”,  “66  na’iban  yaqqacuna  caridah  tutalib  Faranjiyyah  bi-l-istiqalah  gazan  calà  al-sharciyyah  wa-fa-
acliyyat  al-mu’assasat  al-dusturiyyah”;  Al-Nahar,  03/14/1976;  BOUTROS,  2009,  195;  KHAZEN,  2000,  340;
O’BALLANCE, 2000, 46; PETRAN, 1987, 192; RABINOVICH, 1985, 52; KHALIDI, 1983, 54.

3929“Janbalat:  Asrar  Faranjiyyah  calà al-baqa’ sayakun macbaran li-l-usul  ilà al-hukm wa-tabdil  al-nizam  cabara l-
thawrah al-shamalah”, Al-Nahar, 03/14/1976. Cf. BOUTROS, 2009, 195; AMMOUN, 2004, 594; KHAZEN, 2000,
340; KHALIDI, 1983, 54.

3930AMMOUN, 2004, 594. Cf. “Faranjiyyah yujatmicu bi-l-Asacad wa-l-Jumayyil wa-Sarkis wa-bacad al-nuwwab wa-
yaqul: lan yastaticu ikhraj min al-Qasr illa juththah”, Al-Nahar, 03/14/1976; RABINOVICH, 1985, 52-53.
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all  quarters,  including  his  friends  in  Damascus3931,  and  publicly  denouncing  his  having  been

prevented from deploying the Army to put an end to violence, ever since the Sidon disturbances of

early 1975, by both Prime Minister Sulh and his successor, Rashid Karami. Faced by the President’s

refusal to resign, Brigadier-General al-Ahdab threatened him with the use of force to dislodge him

from power3932,  and  measures  to  that  effect  seemed to  be  put  in  practice  when,  on March 14,

General al-Ahdab and Lieutenant al-Khatib announced their intention to act in agreement3933 and

started to mobilize AAL units from the Biqac to cAlayh and Sufar3934, close by Bacabda’s Presidential

Palace. Their intended action against Bacabda not only defied Syria’s purposes for Lebanon3935, but

also opened one of the deadliest episodes of the Civil War: the War in the Mountain.

By then, however, the Syrians had already found a solution to the constitutional  impasse

opened by the resignation demand voiced by a two-thirds majority of the Lebanese Parliament on

March 14. Barely three days afterwards, the Syrian team charged with the vigilance of the Lebanese

crisis  proposed a  Constitutional  amendment modifying article  73 of the Lebanese Fundamental

Law3936 so that the new President could be elected with six months of anticipation rather than within

the two stipulated by the constitutional text3937. In so doing, Syria achieved a quadruple goal: first of

all, satisfaction was given to the large majority of the political class who, within and without the

Assembly, demanded Frangié’s resignation; secondly, a power vacuum, which Damascus strongly

feared3938, was avoided by preventing the vacancy of the only remaining position in the Lebanese

system commanding a modicum of authority; thirdly, the Syrian intervention was concealed behind

3931AMMOUN, 2004, 594-595; KHAZEN, 2000, 340; KHALIDI, 1983, 54-55.
3932AMMOUN, 2004, 595; PETRAN, 1987, 192; KHALIDI, 1983, 54.
3933AMMOUN, 2004, 595; PETRAN, 1987, 191-192; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 46; KHALIDI, 1983, 54.
3934FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXVI, Doc. 267; AMMOUN, 2004, 595; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 46-47.
3935AMMOUN, 2004, 595; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 47; KHALIDI, 1983, 55.
3936Art.  73.  §1.  Un mois au moins et  deux mois au plus tard avant l’expiration des pouvoirs du Président de la

République, la Chambre se réunit sur la convocation de son président pour l’élection du nouveau président. 
§2. À défaut de convocation, cette réunion aura lieu de plein droit le dixième jour avant le terme de la magistrature
présidentielle.

3937BOUTROS, 2009, 196; AMMOUN, 2004, 597-598; KHAZEN, 2000, 341; PETRAN, 1987, 196; KHALIDI, 1983,
55-56; RABBATH, 1982, 470-471.

3938KHAZEN, 2000, 340.
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a façade of legality; and fourthly, President Frangié’s face was saved by allowing him to remain in

power until the very last day of his constitutional mandate. Barely a month after the approval of the

amendment, which had been ratified, on April 10, by an almost unanimous Chamber3939– all ninety

deputies present voted in the affirmative, albeit in the absence both of Joumblatt and Eddé – Élias

Sarkis, the candidate supported by both Washington and Damascus3940,  was elected President in

Shtawra, near Zahlah, given that Beirut, under heavy bombing, offered no suitable and safe place to

conduct the parliamentary session3941. With 66 votes in his favor of the 69 deputies present but in the

absence of such prominent figures as, again,  Raymond Eddé – who brigued the Presidency for

himself, Sa’ib Salam, and Rashid al-Sulh, and with Joumblatt’s frontal opposition3942, Élias Sarkis,

Chéhab’s frustrated candidate in 1970, was elected the sixth President of the independent Lebanese

Republic. “Church bells in the “Christian country”’s Mountains chimed”3943. 

By the time of Sarkis’ election, the war had already been reactivated. For Joumblatt, who

had  been  initially  unconvinced  about  the  possibility  of  opening  a  front  in  the  Mountain,  the

Mountain war, once initiated, represented the ultimate opportunity to achieve his long-term political

goals by the force of arms3944, even if it was at the price of defying Syria. Thus, when the lord of

Mukhtara was received by President Asad, on March 27, links between both men were definitely

broken. Following Patrick Seale’s account of the meeting:

[...] to Asad Junblatt’s war policy seemed utter folly, playing straight into Israel’s hands and exposing

Syria to untold peril. ‘Why are you escalating the fighting?’ he asked. ‘The reforms in the Constitutional

Document give you 95 per cent of what you want. What else are you after?’ Junblatt replied that he

3939AMMOUN, 2004, 615; KHAZEN, 2000, 341; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 50.
3940KHAZEN, 2000, 341, 344; RABINOVICH, 1985, 53.
3941AMMOUN, 2004, 618-619; KHAZEN, 2000, 344; KHALIDI, 1983, 56.
3942AMMOUN, 2004, 617; KHAZEN, 2000, 344; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 51; PETRAN, 1987, 196-197; KHALIDI,

1983, 56.
3943AMMOUN, 2004, 619.
3944AMMOUN, 2004, 628-629; KHALIDI, 1983, 55.
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wanted to get rid of the Christians ‘who have been on top of us for 140 years’.3945

Joumblatt’s  affirmations  scandalized  Asad,  for  whom the  Druze  leader  seemed  bent  on

“settling a 140-year old vendetta”3946 rather than on achieving political reforms or socialism as he

had always claimed in public. As a mountain man, Asad was certainly aware that revenge runs thick

in the veins of the Mountaineers, but as Syria’s President he could not possibly have admitted the

establishment of a radical Lebanese State, commanded by Joumblatt and bent on giving free rein to

the Palestinian organizations at  a time of increasing regional tensions, “a sort of Mediterranean

Cuba” under “Soviet patronage”3947, in an area which Damascus had always considered as part and

parcel of its legitimate sphere of influence3948. Their meeting was, therefore, utterly fruitless, with

Joumblatt  returning to Lebanon unmoved by Asad’s pleas to  stop the war3949.  By then, he was

determined to achieve reform by arms.

Already  before  the  failed  encounter  between  Asad  and  Joumblatt,  all  fronts  had  been

reactivated: the hotel  district  in Beirut,  and the entire capital’s periphery,  but also the symbolic

border between the former Maronite and Druze qa’imaqamiyyatayn:  cAlayh, Khahalah, Duhur al-

Shuwayr,  Bayt  Mari,  Brummana,  Bacabdat,  cAyntura  and  most  of  al-Matn,  with  Bikfaya,  the

hometown of the Gemayels, being the only significant town in the district to resist the massive

3945SEALE, 1990, 281.
3946KHAZEN, 2000, 343. For Walid Khalidi (1983, 55), seemingly coinciding with Farid el-Khazen, the disagreement

between  both  men  “seemed  to  spring  from  intriguingly  deep  idiosyncratic  considerations  resulting  from  the
minoritarian backgrounds of both men”. Joumblatt would eventually recognize (1982, 81), in rather explicit terms,
that “racist religious fascism [meaning his Christian enemies during the war] must first be crushed psychologycally
and then cared for psychologically” in a statement which gives considerable credence to Assad’s accusations against
the Druze leader. Vid. also FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXVI, Doc. 284; HAZRAN, 2010, 166, 169; WINSLOW, 1996,
188-189; SEALE, 1990, 285; PETRAN, 1987, 194; RABINOVICH, 1985, 53, 77-78.

3947SEALE, 1990, 281. Cf. PETRAN, 1987, 169; RABINOVICH, 1985, 48.
3948As President Asad himself would declare in the course of a meeting with the Kata’ibi Karim Pakraduni, in what

amounted to a candid acknowledgment of an undeniable political reality:

J’ai averti mes interlocuteurs [...] que nul ne peut s’opposer à la Syrie, que si elle ne parvient pas à
instaurer la paix au Liban, personne d’autre n’y parviendra.  Nous frapperons sans complaisance.
L’armée syrienne est une garantie pour toutes les parties.  Nous exigeons la fin des hostilités. [...]
(Cit. in AMMOUN, 2004, 627).

3949AMMOUN, 2004, 609-611; SEALE, 1990, 281.
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thrust of the Joumblatti-Palestinian forces, which moreover counted on the help of the armored

vehicles and artillery of al-Khatib’s AAL3950. The bombing of Bacabda forced Frangié to flee the

presidential palace on March 25, in what seemed but an omen of defeat for Christian Lebanon3951.

Under  heavy  pressure  in  all  fronts,  lacking  in  men,  in  ammunitions,  in  heavy  weaponry  and

artillery,  abandoned by the Western countries they had always relied onto3952,  and faced by the

prospect of “total defeat”3953, a delegation from al-Kata’ib, including Joseph Abu Khalil, editor-in-

chief of  al-Amal and a personal friend of the Gemayels, crossed a taboo in Arab politics, despite

Shaykh  Pierre’s  misgivings3954,  and  undertook  the  first  of  many  future  contacts  with  Israel.

Interviewed by Denise Ammoun, Abu Khalil’s testimony of his meeting with Shimon Peres reveals

the desperation of the Christian position in the Spring of 1976, in his own words  to the Israeli

official:

Monsieur le ministre, nous sommes venus très simplement demander des armes et des munitions ; toutes

les sources nous ont été fermées au moment où le piège se resserre sur nous jusqu’à l’étouffement.

[...] Nous n’avons rien à donner, en regard de l’aide que nous demandons ; vous ne me croiriez sans doute

pas si je vous faisais quelque promesse politique en retour. Depuis plus de trente ans, nous misons sur les

Arabes ; il n’est nullement question pour nous de revenir sur ce point, de le remettre en question, au

moment où nous avons le couteau sous la gorge. Une pareille décision ne peut être prise sous la pression

de circonstances rigoureuses comme celles que nous traversons. Nous ne serions pas crédibles à vos yeux,

si nous le faisions précipitamment ; vous ne nous prendriez pas au sérieux non plus. Plus tard, quand nos

cœurs et nos esprits seront libérés du joug de cette épreuve qui pèse sur nous, nous réfléchirons à notre

3950AMMOUN, 2004, 602; O’BALLANCE, 2000, 47; PETRAN, 1987, 192-193; KHALIDI, 1983, 55.
3951BOUTROS, 2009, 198;  AMMOUN, 2004, 602; O’BALLANCE, 2000, 46-47; PETRAN, 1987, 193; KHALIDI,

1983, 55.
3952The diplomatic correspondence proves that, at least in the case of the United States, constitutional change to give a

fairer share to Muslims in Lebanon’s political structure, rather than all-out support for the Christian position, was the
ultimate goal of their policy. Vid. FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXVI, i.a. Docs. 264, 265, 266, 274, 277, 278, 282, 286.
Cf.  BOUTROS,  2009,  198-199;  AMMOUN,  2004,  603;  KHAZEN,  2000,  342;  O’BALLANCE,  1998,  48;
WINSLOW, 1996, 186-187; PETRAN, 1987, 170; RABINOVICH, 1985, 35; KHALIDI, 1983, 87-89.

3953FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXVI, Docs. 284, 289, 290; AMMOUN, 2004, 603; O’BALLANCE, 2000, 48; KHALIDI,
1983, 55, 58.

3954AMMOUN, 2004, 604.
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situation et alors nous déciderons. Mais, à présent, nous n’avons rien à offrir en retour. Appelez cela de la

mendicité si vous voulez... Nous sommes en réalité des mendiants.

After recalling the services rendered by al-Kata’ib to Lebanon’s Jewish community in the

past, given that “we have not anything else to offer”, Peres demanded information as to the specific

needs  of  his  interlocutors,  which  served  to  give  further  proof  of  the  overall  weakness  of  the

Christian militias vis-à-vis their experienced, war-ready rivals in the war:

Chez nous,  les  combattants  ne sont pas rangés en unités  de combat classique [...].  Ce sont tous des

volontaires, des recrues de quartier qui travaillent le jour et combattent la nuit. Certains d’entre eux n’ont

suivi aucun entraînement, aucune formation militaire et leurs armes sont des armes personnelles achetées

par eux-mêmes.3955

The Israelis responded positively to Abu Khalil’s demands and provided him with a cargo of

weapons and ammunition, which accompanied the  Kata’ibi leader on his way back to Lebanon.

Thenceforth, “Christian militias would no longer fight with unloaded rifles”3956 and a hope to avoid

total  defeat  and  complete  annihilation  was  born,  but  the  Christian  communities,  and  very

particularly the Maronites, would start playing a dangerous – and secret, for the time being – game

of  balance  between  Damascus  and Tel  Aviv.  This  time,  however,  deliverance  would  not  come

southward  but  eastward.  “On the  night  of  31  May to  1  June”,  Patrick  Seale  narrates,  “Syrian

armoured columns crossed the border in strength and immediately broke the Palestinian and leftist

siege on several Christian settlements, notably the important town of Zahla”3957. Al-Qubayyat and

3955All quotes regarding Abu Khalil’s interview with Shimon Peres have been taken from AMMOUN, 2004, 605-606.
3956AMMOUN, 2004, 607. For his part, Walid Khalidi (1983, 91) values Israel support for the Lebanese Front in

around US$ 100 million, including “$35 million in direct aid and the cost of such services as naval blockade and air
patrols along the Lebanese coast”, as well as “the provision of 12,000 rifles, 5,000 machine guns, and 110 tanks”.
On the Israeli help to the Christian militias, vid. also FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXVI, Docs. 264, 266, 278, 279, 282,
284, 290; PETRAN, 1987, 206-207; RABINOVICH, 1985, 59 ff.

3957SEALE, 1990, 283. Cf. O’BALLANCE, 1998, 51-52, 55; PETRAN, 1987, 193, 195-196, 200; RABINOVICH,
1985, 54-55; KHALIDI, 1983, 58.
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cAndaqat, two of the largest Maronite towns in cAkkar were also released from their sieges3958. In

the following days, up to 8,000 Syrian soldiers, called upon by a desperate President Frangié 3959 and

with  American  and  French  blessing3960,  accompanied  by  “two  hundred  tanks  and  armoured

vehicles”3961,  penetrated Lebanese territory, joyfully received by the Christian towns and villages

where they passed, in an operation whose ultimate goals were “to teach the Palestinians sense and

to keep the Christians Arab”3962.  The Syrian move was,  however,  hardly a surprise since it  had

already been hinted  by Asad’s  April  12  speech,  where  he  had openly criticized  those  bent  on

continuing the fighting, in what amounted to a thinly veiled allusion to his frustrated attempts at

convincing Joumblatt to halt the fire, and in open criticism of the Palestinians, whose “fighting the

Christians in the Lebanese mountains” could have no connection whatsoever with recovering their

lost fatherland3963:

We are against those who insist on continuing the fighting. A great conspiracy is being hatched against the

Arab nation [...] Our brothers in the Palestinian leadership must understand and be aware of the gravity of

this conspiracy. They are the prime targets.3964

The Syrian intervention allowed the Christian militias to retake the initiative on the different

fronts despite the massive reinforcements received by the PLO and its Lebanese allies coming from

Iraq and Egypt3965, both of them bent on reducing Syrian influence: siege and downfall of Tall al-

Zacatar, a refugee camp enclaved at the very heart of the Christian suburb of Dikwanah; downfall of

the Shici  slum of Nabaca;  successful recapture of  Shakka,  at  the northern tip  of al-Batrun;  and

conquest  of  al-Kurah  district  which  had  thitherto  been  in  the  hands  of  the  so-called  Islamo-

3958AMMOUN, 2004, 631-632; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 52; PETRAN, 1987, 200.
3959FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXVI, Doc. 275.
3960FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXVI, Docs. 267, 268, 269, 271, 274, 279, 284, 290, 292;  BOUTROS, 2010, 198-199;

AMMOUN, 2004, 612-616, 631; PETRAN, 1987, 195; RABINOVICH, 1985, 48-49, 51, 65.
3961AMMOUN, 2004, 63; KHAZEN, 2000, 346.
3962SEALE, 1990, 283.
3963SEALE, 1990, 283. Cf. AMMOUN, 2004, 611; RABINOVICH, 1985, 51-52, 55.
3964SEALE, 1990, 283.
3965KHAZEN, 2000, 347; KHALIDI, 1983, 57-59
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progressive forces3966. Not all members of the Christian élite were, however, particularly ecstatic

about the arrival of the Syrian Army, given the traditional misgivings of the Christian public at large

vis-à-vis  the  powerful  neighbor  to  the  East.  Thus,  Bashir  Gemayel  expressed  his  “profound

sadness”3967 and Raymond Eddé – albeit by motives admittedly different from those of the Kata’ibi

heir – loudly denounced what he defined as “the invasion of Lebanon”, calling all Lebanese to fight

against “the Syrian regime” in an op-ed published by L’Orient-Le Jour on June 83968. Beyond Eddé,

whose representativity as a Christian leader had been greatly diminished by his collaboration with

Joumblatt and his allies, such a giant in the eyes of the Christian public as Camille Chamoun was

not particularly enthusiastic about the Syrian intervention either, even if he preferred to keep his

fears a secret, his diary leaves no doubt as to al-Nimr’s uneasiness:

Nul ne peut, à l’heure qu’il est, deviner les intentions syriennes. Leur but est-il sincèrement de mettre fin

à la guerre ? S’agit-il d’une occupation militaire les autorisant à exiger, en échange de leur retrait, la

cession de certains territoires frontaliers ?3969

At the same time that Eddé’s emotional appeal against the Syrian intervention in the Bilad

al-Arz was being published, Cairo was holding an Arab Conference of Foreign Ministers where the

usual confrontation between opposed axes, which Chéhab had so harshly criticized more ten years

earlier,  repeated  once  again,  this  time  pitting  the  Saudi-Egyptian  axis  against  the  Iraqi-Libyan

alliance3970. While the conference called, on generic terms, for a ceasefire, it was also decided to

dispatch  an  Arab  Peace  Force (APF)  charged  with  “separating  the  belligerents”3971 in  spite  of

Frangié’s protests who, together with the members of the Lebanese Front, reminded article 7 of the

3966AMMOUN,  2004,  638-641;  KHAZEN,  2000,  346-347;  O’BALLANCE,  1998,  54;  SEALE,  1990,  284-285;
PETRAN, 1987, 207-209; RABINOVICH, 1985, 55; KHALIDI, 1983, 59-60.

3967AMMOUN, 2004, 632. Cf. JOUMBLATT, 1982, 82, 102.
3968OLJ, 06/08/1976; Cf. JOUMBLATT, 1982, 102; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 53.
3969Cit. in AMMOUN, 2004, 632. Cf. JOUMBLATT, 1982, 102.
3970AMMOUN, 2004, 637.
3971AMMOUN, 2004, 637. Cf. O’BALLANCE, 1998, 55-56; PETRAN, 1987, 204; RABINOVICH, 1985, 55.
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Arab League Charter3972, which established that the League’s resolutions were universally binding

only  when  approved  by  unanimity.  Given  that  Lebanon  had  not  been  invited  to  the  Cairo

Conference, any measure adopted thereby could not possibly be considered as obligating Lebanon,

a position indirectly supported by President Asad, who declared that “his troops would not retire

from Lebanon unless at the demand of Sulayman Frangié and after the application of the Cairo

Agreement”3973. The arrival of the APF was finally agreed, albeit grudgingly, by President Frangié,

although their coming to Beirut and the Arab League-mediated ceasefire between the Syrians and

the Palestinians of July 29, achieved through the good offices of the Libyan Foreign Minister, cAbd

al-Salam Jallud, was mostly ineffective and the war continued unabated3974. 

Just like al-Damur had been a revenge for al-Karantina, Tall al-Zacatar, which finally fell

down to its besiegers on August 12, was the Christian revenge for al-Damur and Shakka 3975, in a

whirlwind of cruel vengeances and reprisals that seemed to know no end. Tall al-Zacatar’s downfall

achieved, however, one of the main strategic goals pursued by the Christian militias ever since the

beginning of the war: the establishment of unhindered communication between East Beirut and

Mount  Lebanon,  in  a  process  which  seemed  to  realize,  by  providing  territorial  contiguity  to

Christian Lebanon, Abbot Qassis’ plan for a federal state3976, a trend that seemed to be accelerated

by the fusion of all Christian militias, with the exception of Frangié’s  Marada brigade3977, into a

single fighting force,  the Lebanese Forces (Al-Quwwat al-Lubnaniyyah),  which appeared as the

initial steps towards the construction of the  national army for the future Christian State within a

Lebanese  (Con-)Federal  Republic,  which  already  counted  on  a  relatively  developed  parallel

bureaucracy in a State-building process never achieved by Joumblatt and his followers3978. Tall al-

3972Vid. fn. 1026 above.
3973AMMOUN, 2004, 637-638. Cf. KHAZEN, 2000, 346.
3974AMMOUN, 2004, 641-642; KHAZEN, 2000, 346; PETRAN, 1987, 204; RABINOVICH, 1985, 55; KHALIDI,

1983, 60-61.
3975AMMOUN, 2004, 642-643; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 56-57; PETRAN, 1987, 209; KHALIDI, 1983, 61.
3976AMMOUN, 2004, 643; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 55.
3977AMMOUN, 2004, 643.
3978JOUMBLATT, 1982, 91-92; KHALIDI, 1983, 60.
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Zacatar’s fall signaled, moreover, a realigning of forces in the war: the Palestinians, on the defensive

ever since the beginning of the Syrian offensive despite their unexpectedly stiff resistance, were

forced to seek an accommodation with Damascus3979 and, therefore, proceeded to break off with

Joumblatt’s National Movement which, left alone without Palestinian arms and economic support,

and abandoned by its regional allies3980 (neither Egypt nor Iraq promised him any help whatsoever),

crumbled  never  to  recover  itself  fully3981.  As  the Syrian  Foreign  Minister  would  reveal  in  a

particularly  candid  conversation  with  Fouad  Boutros,  Joumblatt  was  considered  as  guilty  of

“everything” by the Syrian leadership and had, therefore, to be “treated like a vanquished”:

Joumblatt était la cause de toute chose, il est vaincu, il ne représente plus rien dans la politique libanaise.

[...] Il y a un vainqueur et un vaincu, il doit être traité comme un vaincu. Il a imposé un fait accompli que

la majorité des Libanais rejette, et en premier lieu les musulmans, réduits au silence du temps de son

alliance avec Yasser Arafat. Vous connaîtrez de grands problèmes si vous le réintégrez dans la formule

dont il s’est exclu après le Document constitutionnel. Ne le récompensez pas pour le désordre qu’il a

causé. [...] Le mufti est venu intercéder pour Kamal Joumblatt qui avait accusé Hafez el-Assad de réaliser

un plan israélien et d’aider Israël. Il a porté atteinte à notre honneur national ; il a soulevé le monde contre

la Syrie. Comment pourrions-nous lui pardonner ? 

[...] Kamal Joumblatt [...] ne demandait que des canons, des armes et des munitions pour tuer les chrétiens

et s’emparer du pouvoir. Joumblatt a humilié le président Assad et a voulu renverser le régime en Syrie.

Mais il a été vaincu et doit être traité comme tel. Nous n’accepterons jamais de le ranimer.3982

In this context, the opening of quadripartite negotiations between Syrian representative Naji

Jamil,  cArafat, Sarkis (who was to be sworn in on September 23 in Shtawra – which had by then

become Lebanon’s unofficial capital given Beirut’s destruction), and Arab League representative

3979KHAZEN, 2000, 347.
3980AMMOUN, 2004, 653-656; KHAZEN, 2000, 352.
3981AMMOUN, 2004, 643, 651-652; O’BALLANCE, 2000, 57-58.
3982BOUTROS, 2010, 213-214. Cf. PETRAN, 1987, 211. For Asad’s frontal oposition to Joumblatt, vid. also FRUS

1969-1976, Vol. XXIV, Doc. 290.
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Muhammad Sabri al-Khuli on September 17, revealed the weakness of the Palestinian position in

the Lebanese conflict3983: while trying to extract a Syrian withdrawal from Lebanon as a counterpart

to the Palestinian one from the Mountain, cArafat was thoroughly rebuffed by Jamil, who affirmed

that 

[...] the presence of the Syrian army in Lebanon is a Lebanese affair [...] It is only at the request of the

[Lebanese president] that we will withdraw. We cannot tolerate another party bringing up the matter with

us.3984

Faced by the stiffness of the Syrian position, cArafat initially agreed on a partial withdrawal

from the Mountain, only to retire his initial offer in the second meeting3985. The attack against Hotel

Semiramis in Damascus, executed on September by Palestinian guerrillas of Iraqi obedience3986,

offered Hafez al-Asad with the pretext he had been looking for to definitely subdue the Palestinian

organizations in Lebanon. Barely two days afterwards, and with the enthusiastic blessings of all

three  main  Christian leaders  (Chamoun,  Gemayel  and Frangié)3987,  the Syrian  army launched a

massive offensive against the Palestinian holdouts in the Mountain, dislodging them from the Upper

Matn in barely twenty-four hours of fighting3988. Several Arab-mediated ceasefires were, moreover,

unable to stop the Syrian military machine which managed to take Bhamdun and cAlayh, south of

the Beirut-Damascus road and proceeded swiftly toward Jezzin and Sayda, where Syrian troops

were ambushed by Palestinians  giving way to a bloody battle  where both sides suffered heavy

losses3989. On October 24, after heavily shelling West Beirut, the Syrian army had entered the last

remaining stronghold of the Islamo-Progressive alliance.

3983AMMOUN, 2004, 646; KHAZEN, 2000, 347-348.
3984KHAZEN, 2000, 347-348.
3985AMMOUN, 2004, 646; KHAZEN, 2000, 348.
3986AMMOUN, 2004, 652; KHAZEN, 2000, 348; PETRAN, 1987, 213; KHALIDI, 1983, 63.
3987AMMOUN, 2004, 653.
3988AMMOUN, 2004, 653; KHAZEN, 2000, 348; PETRAN, 1987, 213; RABINOVICH, 1985, 56; KHALIDI, 1983,

63.
3989FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXVI, Doc. 292; AMMOUN, 2004, 657; KHAZEN, 2000, 348; O’BALLANCE, 2000, 57-

58; SEALE, 1990, 284; PETRAN, 1987, 214; KHALIDI, 1983, 64.
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The military end of the 1975-1976 war was accompanied by the concomitant attempt to

reach a political solution, undertaken by Saudi Arabia, whose sovereign, Khalid ibn cAbd al-cAziz,

with full American blessings3990, took the initiative of organizing a six-member3991 (Syria, Egypt,

Lebanon, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia itself and the PLO) mini-summit in Riyadh. For President Sarkis,

who opened the assembly of heads of State by pronouncing a long address, the Lebanese war could

not be understood in its sole Lebanese dimension – which was not even at the center of the conflict,

in the President’s opinion3992–  since it intimately involved the presence of certain external elements,

and particularly, the actions of some “Palestinian leaders aiming to establish a “State within the

State””3993. Following Farid el-Khazen’s analysis3994, it can be argued that Sarkis’ speech was built

around four essential points:

1. Lebanon-wide “cessation of hostilities” and “immediate implementation” of the 1969 Cairo

Agreement.

2. In  connection  with  the  previous  item,  the  PLO was  to  be  forced  to  “respect  Lebanese

sovereignty  and  refrain  from  intervening  in  internal  Lebanese  affairs”,  in  faithful

compliance with the dispositions of the 1969 agreement.

3. Formation,  under  Lebanese  command  and  following  the  conditions  set  forth  by  the

Lebanese authorities, of an Arab Deterrent Force (ADF) with the ultimate goal of “end[ing]

all military confrontations, supervis[ing] the implementation of the Cairo Agreement, [and]

3990FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXVI, Doc. 290.
3991King Hussayn of Jordan, who had been initially invited, ended up refusing to attend the Summit, given that Sadat,

“doubtless  as  a  token  of  solidarity  with  Yasser  Arafat”,  threatened  to  boycott  King  Khalid’s  initiative  if  the
Hashimite monarch took part therein. While Hafiz al-Asad, whose friendship and alliance with Amman had been a
constant feature of his policies at least since 1969 – when, as commander of the Air Force, had refused to provide air
cover to the Syrian invasion of Jordan in connection to the Black September events, threatened, for his part, to
boycott the summit if Jordan was not invited. It would finally be King Hussayn himself, under pressure from Saudi
Arabia,  who  would  disentangle  the  situation  by  convincing  his  Syrian  colleague  to  attend  the  conference.
(AMMOUN, 2004, 656-657. Cf. PETRAN, 1987, 215).

3992AMMOUN, 2004, 659.
3993AMMOUN, 2004, 658. Cf. KHAZEN, 2000, 353.
3994KHAZEN, 2000, 353.
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re-establish[ing] order [...]”.

4. Demand of Arab financial help “for the reconstruction of the country”.

Following Sarkis’ speech, cArafat’s inability to refute the allegations of the Lebanese Head

of  State,  beyond  imputing  the  “isolationists”  for  their  collaboration  with  Israel  or  pinning  the

“abuses of his troops” on what he defined as “extremist organizations”3995, in an overexploitation of

certain lieux communs which – while undoubtedly effective propaganda tools, were highly unlikely

to convince an assembly of highly experienced political leaders, serves as a possible explanation to

understand  Sadat’s  change  of  mind  during  the  second  session  of  the  summit3996,  further

comprehensible when his reconciliation with Asad (achieved through the good offices of Saudi

Crown Prince Fahd bin cAbd al-cAziz3997) is taken into account. Indeed, the Egyptian President who,

together with the Palestinian leader, had initially opposed a Lebanese command for the ADF3998,

changed his mind and accepted that the 30,000-men-strong force be put under the command of the

Lebanese  President,  while  simultaneously suggesting  the  mise  en force of  a  quadripartite  Arab

committee (including Egypt itself, together with Saudi Arabia, Syria and Kuwait) to oversee the

effective implementation of the Cairo Agreement3999. Bereft of allies, cArafat tried unsuccessfully to

avoid a resolution contrary to the PLO’s interests by retorting that most Lebanese Muslims opposed

Syria’s armed presence in the country4000 and, by invoking the Cairo Agreement, made a last minute

attempt  to  entrust  the  ADF’s  leadership  to  the  Arab League4001.  cArafat’s  initiative  was  swiftly

blocked by President Asad, on a rather threatening note:

The operation of Semiramis [...] cost you the Mountain, that of the embassy in Rome cost you Bhamdoun.

3995AMMOUN, 2004, 659.
3996KHAZEN, 2000, 353.
3997AMMOUN, 2004, 660; KHAZEN, 2000, 353; KHALIDI, 1983, 64.
3998AMMOUN, 2004, 659-660; KHAZEN, 2000, 353.
3999AMMOUN, 2004, 660-661; KHAZEN, 2000, 353; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 59; PETRAN, 1987, 215.
4000KHAZEN, 2000, 354.
4001AMMOUN, 2004, 660-661.
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I will continue to attack you every time there is a Palestinian operation against an Arab target anywhere in

the world, irrespective of the [...] organisation that claims the operation.4002

Despite Iraq’s opposition, the resolutions of the Riyadh conference were ratified4003, by the

Arab League on October 25 at a full-fledged Arab summit held in Egypt’s capital. On November 10,

Arab troops started to deploy country-wide, all the Christian misgivings vis-à-vis the establishment

of Arab League troops at the very core of their Holy Mountain notwithstanding4004– Chamoun could

only be convinced after the personal intervention of his close friend King Hussayn of Jordan4005. By

November 15, their deployment was largely completed with the takeover of Beirut4006.

The war was thus over... apparently.

5.4. Conclusion: The Downfall of the State

The presidential  election of  April  10,  1976,  held under  the shadow of  Syrian bayonets,

signaled  the  end  of  an  era  in  the  History  of  independent  Lebanon.  Thenceforth,  and  for  the

following thirty years, the Bilad al-Arz was effectively deprived of its sovereignty and toyed around

by its neighbors and the Great Powers in a game of power politics wherein it was simply too small

and unimportant to participate. 

The war – or, better still, the wars, since there were many different episodes of violence,

many different  causae  behind each and every new onslaught of frenzy – was not, however, or at

4002PAKRADOUNI, 1984, 52. Cit. in KHAZEN, 2000, 354. On Syria’s diplomatic triumph during the Riyad Summit,
vid. also RABINOVICH, 1985, 56.

4003AMMOUN, 2004, 662; KHAZEN, 2000, 354; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 59; PETRAN, 1987, 215; KHALIDI, 1983,
58-59.

4004AMMOUN, 2004, 663; O’BALLANCE, 1998, 59-60; PETRAN, 1987, 217; KHALIDI, 1983, 65.
4005AMMOUN, 2004, 663.
4006AMMOUN, 2004, 663-664; KHAZEN, 2000, 354; KHALIDI, 1983, 65.
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least not entirely, a war of others, as Ghassan Tuéni4007, Iliya Harik4008 or Presidents Hélou4009 and

Chamoun4010 affirmed, but a Lebanese war, fought by Lebanese over Lebanese causes. The others,

whether Israelis, Syrians or Palestinians, were, nonetheless, only too glad to take advantage of the

differences separating the Lebanese to transform their country, as has been repeatedly stated above,

into the convenient vent for relieving regional pressures at a time when the window of opportunity

for conventional warfare between Israel and its Arab neighbors was drawing closer to an end due to

the  openings  for  peace  paradoxically  unlocked  by the  War  of  1973  and  Sadat’s  1977  visit  to

Jerusalem. 

In  this  context,  there  was  little  that  Lebanon,  at  the  mercy of  regional  and inter-power

rivalries4011, could do to prevent its fragile unity from breaking down into the morass of a fifteen-

year  long war.  The fact  that  President  Frangié  was a  highly inadequate  candidate  for  the  first

magistracy4012 – a rough man like him could have become a legendary feudal zacim had he remained

in his birthplace of Ehden, where traditions remained strong and he could manage local politics on a

given name basis4013, but there hardly was a Maronite politician as unprepared and unfit for the

Presidency as him – does not detract from the fact that, already by the time of his accession (1970),

the die was cast for Lebanon. This is moreover proven by the fact that the highly-cultured and

sophisticated Charles Hélou had been as unable as his crude follower to impose State authority

4007TUÉNI, 1985, passim.
4008HARIK, 1980, 47.
4009HÉLOU, 1995, 21-22.
4010WINSLOW, 1996, 188.
4011NAOR, 2013, 998; ZAMIR, 1980, 60.
4012Henry Kissinger had labeled him “a disaster” (FRUS 1969-1976, Vol. XXVI, Doc. 264).
4013It is important to bear in mind how the pre-modern polity was, precisely, based on interpersonal relationships, on

an  understanding  of  politics  centered  around  private  relationships  (vassalage,  homage,  serfdom),  whereas  the
modern State is an essentially public device, which does not deal with individuals as such, but with society at large
and independently of  the Private Law relations that  may arise among those individuals.  This modern State is,
moreover, by definition a State under the rule of Law (Rechtsstaat), given that its language is the Law, publicly
known and existing under its very own set of rules and principles, rather than the system of unwritten conventions
and customs characterizing Pre-Modernity. It is thus rather easy to discern how President Frangié, in the long years
that he remained at the forefront of Zghartawi politics, remained anchored in a Weltanschauung directly linked to the
pre-modern bonds still  lingering in the Lebanese peripheria,  rather than on the complex, highly articulated and
eminently modern principles identifying the Lebanese State practice since, at least, 1943.
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during the crisis that led the way to the Cairo Agreement.

The Cairo Agreement and the subsequent downpour of Palestinian guerrillas in Lebanon, in

the aftermath of Jordan’s Black September, had the effect of turning Lebanon from a  supporting

State in the Arab-Israeli conflict, as had been explicitly recognized by the Joint Defense Council of

November 28, 1969, and the Arab League Rabat Summit, into perhaps the only true confrontation

State4014 by subordinating the Lebanese  raison d’état  to  the Palestinian  raison de révolution4015.

Thus, little Lebanon was made the sole bearer of the brunt of the defense of Palestinian rights

against  Israel,  undoubtedly the mightiest  military power in  the region.  Unable to  get  rid  of  its

commitment  to  the  Palestinian  Revolution,  for  both  external  pressures  and internal  constraints,

Lebanon became  de facto the only Arab country in a state of war with Israel while his brethren

could enjoy a state of de facto peace with the Jewish nation4016. In the desperate plea of President

Hélou through the waves of Vatican Radio:

Nous sommes envahis et presque submergés par la violence et par les ténèbres.

La Violence ? C’est celle qu’exercent contre nous  [...]  des forces de subversion et  de conquête :  des

troupes venues de tous les horizons du monde révolutionnaire et pour qui la cause du peuple palestinien

n’est qu’un alibi ou un prétexte pour toute entreprise de destruction.

Cette cause, ce peuple, nous les avons nous-mêmes adoptés, nous les avons défendus de toute l’ardeur de

notre conviction [...].

Voici cependant que ceux que nous avons traités en frères malheureux, se retournent contre nous.

Nous les voyons se révolter non point contre ceux qui les ont abandonnés, mais contre nous qui les

4014HÉLOU, 1997, 283-284.
4015HITTI, 1989, 17.
4016HITTI, 1989, 15.
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avons accueillis.

Nous voulions, nous voulons encore les aider à retrouver ou à reconstruire leurs foyers ; mais ils nous

obligent à défendre contre eux, nos propres foyers.4017

By the time when the Cairo Agreement was signed, Lebanon’s fate was already sealed. The

Agreement,  which Farid el-Khazen described as “having no precedent in the annals of bilateral

records”4018,  had exhausted the negotiating capital on both sides of the confessional divide.  The

post-independence Unwritten Constitution which, under the guise of the so-called National Pact,

had been managing the power-sharing agreement whereupon the Lebanese Republic was founded,

based as it was on what has been heretofore identified as the a-national pact of the élites meeting in

the marketplace4019, could no longer work properly at a time when the sudden arrival of the masses,

easily excitable by the sentimental appeal to cherished causes – namely, the Palestinian cause –  into

the political arena had considerably weakened the ability of the Sunni élite, undoubtedly one of the

fundamental  pillars  of  the  Lebanese  political  edifice,  to  keep on playing the  game of  outward

Arabism and inward Libanism that they had been so successfully employing as a means to advance

their power within the Republic ever since 19434020. In a process of increasing weakness, already

discernible by 1958, the Prime Ministerial club was, time and again, forced to kowtow to the will of

the  Street in order not to lose the urban constituency that kept them in power.  Thus, the Cairo

Agreement, while outwardly a victory for the Sunni establishment, who had managed to consecrate

the principle  of  tansiq,  theretofore frontally rejected by their  Maronite  counterparts,  as a  para-

constitutional principle of Lebanese Law, also signified the beginning of their demise, for 1969 also

brought about the beginning of Kamal Joumblatt’s control over the urban Muslim masses4021.

4017HÉLOU, 1995, 13. My emphasis.
4018KHAZEN, 2000, 167.
4019KHAZEN, 1991, 6
4020JOHNSON, 1983, 193; KHALIDI, 1983, 73.
4021JOHNSON, 1983, 190, 191-192; HÉLOU, 1984, 24; HARIK, 1980, 44-45.
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The vanishing power commanded by the Sunni élite became crudely evident in the aftermath

to the crisis of April-May 1973 when, while still able to shake the foundations of the government by

making  use  of  their  veto  power,  they  were  unable  to  prevent  the  appointment  of  second-row

politicians to head the Cabinet (Taqi al-Din and Rashid al-Sulh), whose main asset was their being

supported by Joumblatt. The fact that, notwithstanding Frangié’s manifest incapacity in dealing with

the crisis and his breakup with the Sunni establishment4022, he was able to keep on ruling without

too  much  difficulty  for  over  two  years  thereafter  bears  evident  witness  to  the  growing

powerlessness of the Sunni cartel which had stood at the forefront – if not at the helm – of Lebanese

politics for three decades.

For the Maronite élite and people alike – and the same can be said of the rest of Lebanese

Christians,  Frangié’s  election  had represented  a  ray of  hope.  He,  so  representative  of  northern

cunfuwan,  was  expected  to  rein  into  the  morass  of  violence,  strikes  and  protests  covering  the

country, at least, since the war of 1967 if not earlier, as well as to exercise a tighter control over the

Palestinian organizations, whose permanent interference not only in Lebanon’s political life, but in

the daily activities of its citizens4023 had become a source of permanent irritation for large sections

of  the  country’s  population.  It  can  be  argued,  though,  that  all  three  principal  Christian  parties

(Chamoun’s  NLP,  Eddé’s  NB,  and  Gemayel’s  al-Kata’ib)  remained  confident  in  the  country’s

ability  to  withstand  the  political  storm it  was  going  through,  despite  the  first  cracks  in  their

confidence being already displayed in the immediate aftermath to the Cairo Agreement, when the

first shipments of weapons were requested in order to replenish the diminished caches of partisan

militias4024. However, by 1973, their patience had begun to be exhausted as proven by the growing

4022NAOR, 2013, 992.
4023According to the data put forward by Farid el-Khazen (2000, 195), quoting the Lebanese Army Intelligence, in the

biennium 1971-1972 alone, the Palestinian organizations violated the Cairo Agreement on 766 occasions, including
49 cases of kidnapping of civilians, 69 attacks against the lives of civilians, 12 forceful occupation of houses, 36
armed robberies and, in a display of  a gross lack of understanding of nationalist susceptibilities, 19 instances of
“establishing checkpoints and searching cars”.

4024WINSLOW, 1996, 186
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radicalism  exhibited  by  such  a  firm  defender  of  the  Lebanese  formula  as  Pierre  Gemayel.

Gemayel’s  turn,  from  his  party’s  16th congress  on,  reflected  how  the  ability  of  the  Christian

establishment to admit  any further concessions in order to salvage the system had been utterly

exhausted. By 1973, risking war appeared as preferable to yielding any further.

It can thus be argued that the late 1960’s and early 1970’s brought about an abrupt end to the

process of national convergence whose earliest  manifestations can be traced back to  Kazim al-

Sulh’s  proposals  in  1936.  For  a  long  time,  harmonious  inter-confessional  relations  had  been

ensured,  as  if  literally  following  Lijphart’s  recommendations  for  a  successful  consociational

arrangement4025,  by a  relatively  stable  regional  environment  and by a  still  predominantly rural

population, whose residence patterns were largely mono-confessional – that is,  despite Lebanon

being a true religious mosaic, for centuries, excepting some, very specific regions (al-Shuf, some

areas  in  the  Southern  Biqac),  the  different  communities  lived  in  almost  complete  segmental

isolation, that is, in relatively enclosed, mono-confessional spaces4026 – which evidently implied a

dominance  of  intra-sectarian  conflict,  since  local  relations  remained  confined  within  a  mostly

homogeneous area4027. Therefore, and even if regional harmony had broken down in the mid 1950’s,

the country managed to weather the crisis by rekindling the élite arrangement at the bottom of its

Unwritten Constitution, but such a possibility became increasingly difficult, as has been said above,

by the changes brought about by Chéhabism.

The Chéhabist  proposals for the development of the peripheries opened the way, as was

studied in chapter 4, for the massive arrival of rural migrants to Beirut, which soon became an

4025LIJPHART,  1977,  53-104;  1999,  31-47,  121,  185-199,  275-300.  Lijphart  studies  the  specific  advantages  and
disadvantages of the Lebanese model in 1977, 147-150 and 153-157.

4026A good example thereof can be taken from the traditional distribution of Maronites across Lebanon. With Zgharta
as  its  northernmost  point  and  the  Damascus  Road  as  its  southernmost  point,  there  was  an  area  of  almost
uninterrupted Maronite settlement, with the Shici community of Higher Kisrawan (totalizing around a fifth of the
population  of  Jbayl’s  District)  as  the  sole  exception  to  the  homogeneity of  what  I  dare  call  as  the  bilad  al-
Mawarinah. On this matter, vid. DE VAUMAS, 1955, 511-603.

4027KHURI, 1972, 198-201.
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hypertrophied  and oversized  metropolis  comprising  around 40% of  Lebanon’s  population.  In  a

phenomenon  already deeply studied  by Michael  Johnson,  Fuad  I.  Khuri,  Iliya  Harik  or  Samir

Khalaf and Guilain Denoeux4028, the new neighbors of Beirut, not infrequently living in the squalid

conditions of the many shantytowns that mushroomed all around the capital, were brutally cut from

their hierarchical, ordered and traditional life to be exposed to the chaos, diversity and rootlessness

of a cosmopolitan capital. In this context, confessional loyalties suffered a surprising reinforcement

given that, for most peasants arriving in Beirut, their common confession, which had perhaps been

just one among many other elements of their identity while living on a village where most, if not all,

shared the same religious allegiance and, therefore, relations were defined around family and kin

rather than upon their shared religious belonging, became the mainstay of their identity, linking

them  to  their  fellow  companions  in  Beirut’s  banlieue4029.  At  the  same  time,  the  growing

politicization  of  the  masses  provoked  a  hardening  of  their  positions:  every  demand,  every

concession was painted in ethno-religious tones which, therefore, made negotiating extremely hard

for  an  élite  whose  own interests  laid  on  the  maintenance  of  the  status  quo  rather  than  on its

upsetting.  In  a surprising turn of events for  Marxist  theory,  the humble Christian neighbors of

Dikwanah,  the Sunni  proletariat  of  al-Basta,  and the Shci  inhabitants  of  Ghubayr,  despite  their

shared  plight  in  poverty  and  marginality,  would  find  each  other  defending  radically  different

approaches to Lebanese State identity and policies4030.

Whereas this phenomenon affected in a particularly intense way the Muslim communities

and, very specially the Shici ta’ifah – whose traditional prostration made its political awakening in

peripheral  Beirut  a  particularly  shocking  phenomenon,  it  also  cause  profound  changes  in  the

Christians’ way of understanding themselves and Lebanon. Thus, and even if Christian, and very

4028KHALAF & DENOEUX, 1988,  181-192;  JOHNSON,  1983,  178-194;  HARIK,  1980,  27-46;  1972,  303-323;
KHURI, 1975, esp. ch. 7; 1972, 198-213. 

4029RABINOVICH, 1985, 36; KHURI, 1975, 56-62; 1972, 205-208.
4030KHURI, 1972, 209-210.
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specifically Maronite, politicians had always kept a much closer bond with their constituents given

their shared upbringing and social perspectives in life – Kamal Salibi once described the Maronite

community as an egalitarian middle class like “nowhere else in Westernizing Asia or Africa”4031 –,

truth is that peripheral living for the poor Christians4032 settling in Beirut’s outskirts led the way to

the upsurge of an overarching Lebanese Christian identity, joining all Christians, but very specially

all  Catholics,  given  the  sui  generis  nature  of  the  Greek  Orthodox Church  as  a  pan-Levantine

organization,  into  a  single,  strongly  nationalistic,  understanding  of  themselves  as  Lebanese

Christians rather than merely as members of each and every one of their diverse communities4033.

The rising presence of the Palestinians in Lebanese public life4034, their frequently overbearing and

domineering behavior in the public scene4035 and the declarations of some of their leaders, who

openly expressed that “the road to Palestine passes through Jounié”4036, only served to accelerate an

already discernible trend.

In this context, and particularly after the crises of 1969 and 1973, the leaders of yore, men

like Chamoun or Gemayel, whose blunt and often incendiary rhetorics had never prevented them

from reaching an accommodation with their Muslim partners in the élite cartel running the country,

while still revered as powerful symbols of Christian Lebanon’s political history, were forced to live

by their word by the rise of a new generation of militant leaders, exemplified essentially by Bashir

Gemayel4037, who expounded a maximalist program and had few intentions to compromise on what

they perceived as fundamental issues. 

4031SALIBI, 1966, 266.
4032KHAZEN, 2000, 70; KHALAF & DENOEUX, 1988, 184-186.
4033RABINOVICH, 1985, 58; JOSEPH, 1984, 156.
4034Egyptian President Anwar al-Sadat had qualified the PLO’s behavior in Lebanon as “a State within a State” (FRUS
1969-1976, Vol. XXVI, Doc. 246).
4035Vid. fn. 3560 above.
4036BOUTROS, 2009, 198. Jounié,  traditionally a small port to the north of Beirut,  became a bustling city in the

twentieth century. An almost homogeneously Christian – and very specifically Maronite – town in Lebanon’s most
densely populated Christian district (Kisrawan), it serves both as the main outlet of the Christian Mountain to the
world and as the de facto capital of Christian Lebanon. 

4037HITTI, 1989, 10; RABINOVICH, 1985, 64.
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It can be, moreover, argued that the same phenomenon affected the Maronite Church as an

institution. Thus, and whereas Mgr. Méouchy had often adopted political stances divergent from

what could be defined as the community’s consensus, his firm stance and his keen political nose had

made him the unchallenged leader of the Church, at least after the crisis of 1958 and despite the

misgivings created by his Rome-imposed election, as well as an extremely powerful player in the

political arena, as proven by his successful campaign to prevent Chéhab’s re-election. His death,

leaving the community in the hands of the apolitical and indecisive Mgr. Khuraysh, opened the way

for the ascent of the, already powerful, monastic orders, whose leaders, the likes of Abbots Qassis

and Nacaman, closer to the people than the lofty hierarchs of the episcopal Church, would lead, all

through  the  civil  war  and  much  to  the  dislike  of  the  Holy  See,  a  militant  understanding  of

Maronitism,  accompanied  by an abrasive  rhetoric,  far  more  reflective  of  the  common people’s

beliefs than the occasional pleas for peace and reconciliation uttered by the Patriarch. In Samir

Khalaf’s words:

Reminiscent of the mobilizing role the Maronite clergy had played during the peasant uprisings and other

episodes of communal strife in the nineteenth century, they were more than just covertly active in inciting

and organizing the armed struggle. Then, as now, they were directly involved in recruiting; in providing

material support, and in offering shelter and refuge in times of  [...] distress. More important, they gave

moral and spiritual legitimization to acts of violence. No sooner [...] had the fighting broken out in 1975

than the Maronite monastic orders, under the leadership of Sharbel Kassis, stepped promptly into the

fray.4038

In his memoirs, Fouad Boutros writes that “before the Cairo Agreement, I feared unrest;

afterwards, I realized that the explosion was inevitable”4039 and his words seem as particularly true

given  the  concatenation  of  events  that  chained  Lebanon  to  the  Palestinian  question,  suddenly

4038KHALAF, 2002, 230.
4039BOUTROS, 2010, 182.
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interrupting the process of national (wataniyyah) convergence4040 which had already begun under

President Chéhab. There was little that Frangié, all his lack of ability notwithstanding, could do to

weather the crisis and that he did by assuming the Syrian-imposed Constitutional Document of

February 14, 1976, which effectively complied with most of the demands that had been voiced by

the Sunni élite for almost three decades. By then, however, Lebanon’s fate was no longer on its own

hands. As President Hélou said:

[...]  il  apparaît plus clairement que le Liban sert de champ de bataille à tous les conflits nés dans le

Moyen-Orient et dans le monde entier, du conflit  israélo-arabe et de ses ramifications inter-arabes et

internationales.4041

4040TRABOULSI,  2007,  164-170;  KHALAF,  2002,  169-203;  KHAZEN,  2000,  238-239;  HARIK,  1980,  35,  44;
ENTELIS, 1976, 148-162.

4041HÉLOU, 1995, 22.
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TERTIA PARS

TWO RECAPITULATORY ESSAYS

I

BEYOND CONFESSIONALISM: TRADITIONAL TIES AND POLITICS IN PRE-WAR

LEBANON

أوفوا ما لقيصر لقيصر،

وما ل ل

Then repay to Caesar what belongs to Caesar

and to God what belongs to God

(Matthew, 22, 21)

Ce qui nous unit, ce qui doit nous unir

– dans ce qu’on est convenu d’appeler la diversité

de nos croyances – ce sont ces croyances elles-mêmes,

et c’est l’attitude qu’elles nous inspirent devant la vie.

Charles Hélou,  April 4, 1954.
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1. Confessionalism is modern, confessions are not.

For Ussama Makdisi, one of the foremost scholars of confessionalism, the phenomenon he

studies was born in the mid-nineteenth century as a consequence of both the interplay between

Ottoman reform and European imperialist intervention and of the discursive need to reinterpret the

Other in a context where the traditional, “secular”4042, legitimacies underpinning Mount Lebanon’s

socio-political structures for well over three hundred years were not only “discredited”4043, as he

affirms, but in a state of evident decomposition, torn apart by the disruptive effects of a rapid – yet

uneven –  modernization process that radically transformed the social fabric of the Mountain. In his

study of confessionalism, Makdissi  points out at  the need to distinguish between the “religious

confrontations that occurred in the medieval and early modern world”4044 and the political-sectarian

phenomenon as presently understood, which stems from the interplay between different practices

and discourses clashing and being reinterpreted in a Mount Lebanon presented as an essentially

passive actor in the definition of its own political identity and the means to articulate it. 

On the contrary, it will be argued hereunder that the past has relevance for the present and

that the radical caesura represented by the advent of modernity did not impede the State, born of the

Revolutionary  Era,  to  inherit  a  rich  array of  memories  and  practices.  Thus,  the  wars  between

Catholics and Huguenots in sixteenth-century France, as illustrated by Makdissi,  are certainly of

little help to grasp the complexities of modern French society but are, at the same time, instrumental

in understanding the way the French State was built in the aftermath of 1789. By the same token,

the  statement  opening  this  section  needs  to  be  considerably  nuanced  for,  confessionalism  as

currently understood is, indeed, a modern phenomenon – as will be seen below, but it relies on a

4042MAKDISI, 1996, 6.
4043MAKDISI, 1996, 6.
4044MAKDISI, 1996, 7.
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heritage common not only to Lebanon or to the wider Arab world, but to the entire Mediterranean

civilization.  In  arguing for  the  deep historical  roots  of  the  phenomenon it  will  be  posited  that

confessional identities constituted themselves progressively as  emergency nuclei, as reservoirs of

identity  and legitimacy,  withdrawing to  a  secondary role  in  times  of  social  peace,  when other

allegiances took primacy, but resurfacing as soon as the vital interests of a given community seemed

threatened by external or internal factors.

It was Walter Ullmann who, already by 1965, offered one of the clearest expositions of the

essentially supernatural basis of legitimacy in pre-modern societies. Whether Western or Eastern,

Tardo-Roman or Byzantine, all pre-modern polities in the Christian Mediterranean were built upon

an intangible principle of legitimacy which, springing from the biblical prescription contained in

John 19:114045, constructed a limiting theory of politics whereby the monarch had no subjective right

to power, being but a mere delegate of divinity whose fundamental mission was to uphold God’s

Law on Earth4046 as exemplified very clearly by the dispositions of Justinian’s Codex in the titles 1

to 13 of its first book whereby non-Catholics were excluded from a political community founded

upon the notion of amor fidei4047:

Nullus hæreticis mysteriorum locus, nulla ad exercendam animi obstinatioris dementiam pateat occasio.

Sciant omnes, etiamsi quid speciali quolibet rescripto per fraudem elicito ab huiusmodi hominum genere

impetratum sit, non valere. Arceantur cunctorum hæreticorum ab illicitis congregationibus turbæ: unius et

summi Dei  nomen ubique  celebretur:  Nicænæ Fidei  dudum a Maioribus  traditæ  et  divinæ religionis

testimonio atque adsertione firmatæ semper mansura teneatur.4048

4045According to Ullmann (2013 [1965], 53), this biblical paragraph (non haberes potestatem adversum me ullam, nisi
tibi esset datum desuper) was directly behind the institution of a hierocratic,  divine monarchy both in Eastern and
Western Europe. Thereto should be added the ideas voiced by Jesus himself in John 18:36 when he said: Regnum
meum non est de mundo hoc.

4046ULLMANN, 2013 [1965], passim; AYALA MARTÍNEZ, 2017 [2002], 499.
4047CJ 1.1.8pr.
4048CJ 1.1.2pr.
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The  Law  was,  therefore,  not  a  freely  disposable  consequence  of  human  will,  but  a

necessarily limited declaration (juris  dictio)  issued, certainly,  by the ruler of a given polity but

limited, nonetheless, by the stringent boundaries set up by Divine Law – whose prescriptions are, by

their own nature, immutable4049 – and reason. “The ‘competent authority’”, according to Francisco

José Contreras, “cannot order anything but only that which is rational and benefits the subjects of

the Law”4050. If it is admitted, together with St. Thomas Aquinas that

Manifestum est autem, supposito quod mundus Divina Providentia regatur, ut in primo habitum est, quod

tota communitas universi gubernatur ratione divina. Et ideo ipsa ratio gubernationis rerum in Deo sicut in

principe universitatis existens, legis habet rationem. Et quia divina ratio nihil concipit ex tempore, sed

habet æternum conceptum [...] inde est quod huiusmodi legem oportet dicere æternam.4051

and

Deus autem per suam sapientiam conditor est universarum rerum, ad quas comparatur sicut artifex ad

artificiata, ut in primo habitum est. Est etiam gubernator omnium actuum et motionum quæ inveniuntur in

singulis creaturis, ut etiam in primo habitum est. Unde sicut ratio divinæ sapientiæ inquantum per eam

cuncta  sunt creata,  rationem habet  artis  vel  exemplaris  vel  ideæ; ita  ratio  divinæ sapientiæ moventis

omnia ad debitum finem, obtinet rationem legis.4052

it  could therefore be argued that pre-modern European legal Philosophy defined a whole

array of relations, falling within the category which would currently be termed as ‘Public Law’, as

lying  beyond  the  legislative  reach  of  the  monarch4053.  The  polis thus  understood  remained,

essentially, a contractual entity, based on Private Law relations, with interpersonal dependencies

4049CONTRERAS, 2016, 48.
4050CONTRERAS, 2016, 47. My translation. Cf. GARCÍA TURZA, 2017 [2002], 435-439.
4051AQUINAS, 1947, Vol. 1-2, q. 91, a. 2.
4052AQUINAS, 1947, Vol. 1-2, q. 93, a. 1.
4053RABBATH, 1980, 41; GARCÍA TURZA, 2017 [2002], 435-443.
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(vassalage, homage, serfdom) as the center of politico-legal life, while general norms, applicable to

all  within the entire realm claimed by a given sovereign remained few and largely escaped the

stipulatory authority of national institutions4054. The fact that these conceptions survived up until the

downfall of the Ancien Régime, in spite of the criticism directed against the hierocratic view since,

at  least,  the  Norman  Anonymous  in  the  12th  century4055 bears  witness  to  their  deep  roots  in

European political thought as further witnessed by their prima facie acceptance by the theorists of

absolutism,  who,  like  Jean  Bodin,  understood  that  the  Prince’s  ability  to  legislate  could  not

contradict “Divine and Natural laws”4056. Thus, at this point, it is inevitable to disagree with Rüdiger

Bubner’s assessment of such Bodinian caution as a mere “formula”4057 since, in the two centuries

separating the French philosopher from the Revolution, several instances can be found wherein the

theoretically absolute kings of Western Europe would be restricted in their authority by the strength

of these  Fundamental Laws – these unwritten norms which the Spanish philosopher Jovellanos

would go as far as to describe as the Historical Constitution4058– in what amounted to an authentic

limitation of their a priori unlimited sovereign power by means of those immanent rules which, at

the same time, served as the mainstay of their legitimacy. In fact, it  can be argued that it  was,

precisely, the tension, the dialectics, between sovereignty as defined in the aftermath of the Treaty

of Westphalia and the  Fundamental Laws, as well as the manifest incompatibility between them

both, which lies at the core of the downfall of the Ancien Régime and the long revolutionary era that

shook the West up between 1776 and 1848. 

In parallel  to these developments in Western Europe,  the Eastern Mediterranean polities

were equally founded on a religious principle of legitimacy whereby Public Law was deemed as a

4054Vid.  GARCÍA TURZA,  2017  [2002],  443-445;  MARZAL GARCÍA-QUISMONDO,  2017  [2002],  550-551;
SUÁREZ BILBAO, 2017; 411-413, 416-417; BUBNER, 2015 [2002], 174-186; PORTELA, 2014, 225-230.

4055PORTELA, 2014 [1995, 1992], 225-233.
4056BUBNER, 2015 [2002], 203.
4057BUBNER, 2015 [2002], 203.
4058CANSECO CANSECO, 2011,  218-221;  FRIERA ÁLVAREZ, 2007-2008, 429-446;  CORONAS GONZÁLEZ,

2000,  63-96;  FERNÁNDEZ SARASOLA,  1996-1997,  77-118;  VARELA SUANZES,  1995,  45-79.  Jovellanos’
approach to Constitutional Legality is studied in depth in the next excursus to the present dissertation.
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realm lying essentially beyond the reach of the ruler, since governing institutions were primarily

conceived as tools to uphold – or to bring forth – the Kingdom of God on earth. Such hierocratic

approach to politics, as defined above, had a long tradition in the Middle Eastern area where, long

before the arrival of either Christianity or Islam, sacred politics had constituted the fundamental

basis of the political community as candidly confirmed in several points of the Hebrew Bible4059. In

this context, the Islamic approach to the management of religion was, as will be seen below, hardly

original  since  it  participated  in  the  same referential  system of  the  wider  Mediterranean  region

according to  which religion “penetrates the State  and dominates its  entire  life”4060 and came to

absorb even further the ideas of sacred monarchy and hieropolitics, so characteristic of the regions

previously  under  Byzantine  suzerainty  after  the  conquest  of  Syria  from  634  on.  In  Edmond

Rabbath’s words:

«L’État,  c’est  l’Église ;  l’Église,  c’est  l’État ;  et  tous deux s’incarnent dans l’empereur».  Les mêmes

services administratifs, les mêmes organes, les mêmes lois, tendent à se confondre dans la même unité

politique. «Un État,  une loi,  une Église,  telle  fut  la  brève formule où tint la politique de Justinien».

L’Empire réalisa donc cette «République orthodoxe», en laquelle s’identifient l’État et le Sacerdoce, les

«choses sacrées» et les «choses communes et publiques», qui constituent un tout unique et solidaire.4061

The similarities between Rabbath’s depiction of Byzantium and the political system of the

Islamic  polis  are  striking.  As  Patricia  Crone  analyzed  in  her  seminal  2004  book  God’s  Rule.

Government and Islam,  the existence of a humanly non-disposable Divine Law was the central

feature of the Islamic City. “God”, she said, “rules in the most literal sense of the word”4062, the

most direct consequence of this directive power of the divinity being His issuing laws, cognizable

4059Specifically Exodus 12:12 (Et transibo per terram  Ægypti nocte illa percutiamque omne primogenitum in terra
Ægypti ab homine usque ad pecus; et in cunctis diis Ægypti faciam iudicia, ego Dominus) but also Exodus 7:11-13
and 20:30.

4060RABBATH, 1980, 41.
4061RABBATH, 1980, 42.
4062CRONE, 2004, 6. Cf. LEWIS [1988] 1990, 154-160.
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by humankind through the different prophets that He has sent throughout History4063. Obedience and

submission  to  God’s  Law thus  became “the  essence  of  religion”4064 and  defined  a  particularly

juridical  approach to  faith4065 whereby Law was defined,  just  like  in  the  case  of  the  Medieval

Christian Legal Philosophy in both its Eastern and Western manifestations, not as a specific act of

free disposition on the part of the authorities but as an immutable ruling determining  “the moral

status of an act in the eyes of God”4066. In this context, the essential function of the ruler, whose

sovereignty was, therefore, limited – just like happened to his Christian counterparts in the West and

the  East  –  by the  boundaries  set  up  by God’s  Law4067,  was  precisely to  execute  this  divinely-

established Law by implementing its prescriptions over the community he ruled over through a

series of functions whose ultimate goal was, precisely, to maintain the “moral order”4068. As Crone

said:

[...] amirs, sultans and kings [...] were rulers of a type that could appear in any society rather than rulers of

the specific type called for by the Sharica: there was nothing specifically Islamic about them. It does not

mean  that  they  had  no  religious  role  to  play.  However  external  they  were  to  Islam by origin,  and

sometimes outlook too, their prime role was still as protectors of a religious institution.4069

4063CRONE, 2004, 9-10.
4064CRONE, 2004, 8.
4065It could be argued that such a legal approach to religion is common to all three Abrahamic religions and, therefore,

hardly a defining characteristic of Islam. In the case of the Catholic Church, the rules of the confessional may no
longer constitute part  and parcel  of State Law but are indeed juridical  (including the use of a  well-established
procedure  with  pre-set  formulae for  the  different  parts  of  the  proceedings,  as  well  as  an  equally well-defined
classification  of  wrongdoings  according  to  their  objective  gravity)  while  rabbinical  rulings,  in  an  even  better
example, constitute true legal reports resolving doubts or discrepancies on the correct application of Mosaic Law to
a specific case. In this context, the rabbi and the faqih occupy parallel positions in Islam and Judaism for, in both
cases, they are but interpreters of God’s Law rather than intermediaries between the people and the divinity as the
Catholic priest would be.

4066CRONE, 2004, 9.
4067HOURANI [1991], 2010, 90-91; LEWIS, [1988] 1990, 60-62, 154-155.
4068CRONE, 2004, 287. Cf. HOURANI [1991] 2010, 96-103; LEWIS, [1988] 1990, 56-59, 118-122. Summarizing the

different catalogs of the ruler’s Divine Law functions, Patricia Crone (2004, 286-305) argues that the medieval
Muslim sovereign had to accomplish the following functions: 1. Asserting his religious legitimacy; 2. Guaranteeing
valid public worship and the fulfillment of other religious obligations; 3.Executing the Law and vouching for its
valid implementation; 4. Executing the hudud, thus establishing a centralized monopoly of violence; 5.Conducting
Jihad and  other  types  of  “wars  of  public  welfare”;  6.  Ensuring  public  peace  and  obedience  to  the  Law;  7.
Maintaining orthodoxy and orthopraxy in the public scene; as well as 8. Imposing, collecting and distributing the
canonical taxes (jizya, kharaj and cushr).

4069CRONE, 2004, 395. My emphasis.
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Or, in Bernard Lewis’ more straightforward exposé:

The principal function of government is to enable the individual Muslim to lead a good Muslim life .

This  is  [...]  the purpose of  the state,  for  which alone it  is  established by God,  and for  which alone

statesmen are given authority over others. The worth of the state [is] measured by the extent to which

this purpose is accomplished.4070

Herein lies precisely the – subtle – difference between the Eastern and Western approaches

to hieropolitics for, whereas in the West the nascent polities of Late Antiquity had to face a powerful

institutional Church whose legitimizing power was vital to ensure their rule but whose influence

was,  at  the same time, decried and increasingly fought against  throughout  the centuries,  in the

Eastern Mediterranean religion and political authority tended to fuse into a single body of authority

largely due to the common genesis of the political and religious institutions (whether the Orthodox

Church vis-à-vis the Empire or institutional Islam vis-à-vis the Caliphate)4071. The State created by

Constantine,  Theodosius  and  Justinian  in  Byzantium  or  by  Muhammad  in  Madinah  was  not,

therefore, a religious polity, but a State of Religion: the dawlat al-Islam rather than simply a dawlat

islamiyyah. 

It  is  to  this  political  reality  that  the  origins  of  confessionalism must  be  traced  back.  A

confession, in this sense, must be understood as an ethno-religious community placed beyond the

community  of  the  believers.  Not  ‘second-class  citizens’ as  frequently  portrayed  by  a  certain

apologetic  literature4072,  but  simply non-citizens.  People  living  at  margin of  a  polity defined in

religious terms and whose goals were prima facie religious – “permanent resident[s] with a certain

status” as defined by Lewis4073, their presence being merely tolerated, at best, or openly rejected

4070LEWIS, 1988, 29. My emphasis.
4071CRONE, 2004, 10-14; LEWIS, [1988] 1990, 52-53; FATTAL, 1958, 1-9.
4072PHARES, 1995, passim.
4073LEWIS, 1988, 66.
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through  occasional  persecution,  at  worst.  Thus,  in  acknowledging  internal  autonomy  to  such

outsider communities, the pre-modern polity was but following a logical consequence of its own

legitimacy tenets: those who lie outside the community cannot be bond by the, per definition sacred,

laws of the community and are free to rule themselves as they please, provided that they submit to

the authority of the divinely-appointed ruler4074. Examples of this attitude towards non-conforming

religious groups can be found both in the western (the Jews in Trastamara Castille4075) and the

eastern Mediterranean (the Jews in the Byzantine Empire4076, the Copts in Fatimid Egypt or the

Christians lato sensu in the Ottoman Levant) thus providing ample proof for the generalized empire

of hieropolitics over pre-modern societies.

Given that, as was said above, one of the goals of the ruler was to ensure public worship and

to ‘prevent evil’, such communities were subject to various degrees of legal limitations affecting

both their capacity to act and their public standing. In the case of the Islamic polity, non-believers

were subject to a conventional arrangement,  commonly known as Dhimma,  whereby they were

guaranteed certain rights and freedoms in exchange for their payment of a special tax: the jizya. The

content of the Dhimma  varied geographically and chronologically.  From the earlier stipulations,

agreed on a footing of equality, like those of Najran4077 or the rules applied to the Banu Taghlib4078,

to the later treaties, like those of Raqqa4079 or Mérida4080,whose harsher dispositions were imposed

by  a  conquering  army over  vanquished  cities,  a  progression  is  clearly  seen  toward  a  stricter

interpretation of the contents of the Dhimma in the sense of an increasingly restrictive régime for

non-Muslims living under Islamic rule4081, although Kamal H. Karpat, in his study of the millet

4074CRONE, 2004, 370.
4075MARZAL GARCÍA-QUISMONDO, 2017 [2002], 545; PARDO DE GUEVARA VALDÉS, 2017 [2002], 898-900.
4076LEVY-RUBIN, 2011, 116-118.
4077FATTAL, 1958, 22-26, 34-36.
4078FATTAL, 1958, 21-22, 36-37.
4079FATTAL, 1958, 40-41.
4080FATTAL, 1958, 57.
4081LEVY-RUBIN, 2012, 31-3; LEVY-RUBIN, 2011, 58-59; VALOGNES, 1994, 58.
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regime under the Ottoman Empire disputes this assertion4082 even if he is forced to admit that abuses

were frequently committed against the dhimmis, particularly in the rural areas of the Empire4083. In

this  context,  the well-known Convention of  cUmar,  its  apocryphal character notwithstanding4084,

constitutes a  good example of the growing limitations  imposed on the daily lives  and worship

practices of dhimmis living in Dar al-Islam at least since the time of the Umayyad caliph cUmar bin

cAbd al-cAziz (and increasingly felt under the cAbbasids4085), for they include, alongside the usual

Public Law prescriptions (jizya, limitations on the building and upkeep of churches, cooperation

with  Muslim  rulers  etc.)4086,  a  number  of  humiliating  dispositions  (prohibition  to  use  saddles,

swords or any other kind of weapon, obligation of dressing in given colors – usually blue, as well as

of shaving their foreheads and wearing a special belt called zunnar, etc.)4087 whose ultimate goal was

to underline, as required by Qur’an 9:284088, the subordinate status of the non-Muslim communities

– “vaincus sans remède” in Jean-Pierre Valognes’ fortunate expression4089 – vis-à-vis the community

of the believers, the ummah, only true members of the classical Islamic polity.

The hieropolitical construction exposed hereinabove was particularly true of the cities and

their immediate rural hinterlands, true centers of political life beyond which the authority of the

4082KARPAT, 2002, 622-623. Professor Karpat (2002, 611-646) argues that, while the  millet system, as developed
under Ottoman rule, appeared as the specific Osmanli way of understanding dhimmah being therefore rationalized in
purely Qur’anic terms, its actual implementation responded in fact to a State-centered rationale whereby it was “the
administrative role of the individual”, rather than his specific religious belonging, “which determined his tax status
which,  in turn,  determined his social  status both in Ottoman society and in his own  millet” (2002, 623).  Thus
conceived, the  millet  system equated, in Karpat’s assessment, to an “Ottoman effort to reconcile the ethnic and
linguistic realities of their realm with the commandments of Islam” (2002, 621). For his part, Professor Hourani,
while acknowledging that the Ottoman Empire was a “family state  [...] where loyalty focused upon a family, the
descendants of Osman” (1984, 7) as well as a “universal empire holding together [...] many different regions [...];
many different ethnic groups [...]; different religious communities [...]; and different social orders” (1984, 9), argues
that, first and foremost, the Empire “was a sultanate ruling within the bounds of sharica and devoted to the purposes
of Islam. It was consciously Sunni” (1984, 8) rather than simply the bureaucratic realm described by Karpat. 

4083KARPAT, 2002, 629. 
4084LEVY-RUBIN, 2012, 33-36; LEVY-RUBIN, 2011, 59-68, 70-75; VALOGNES, 1994, 58; FATTAL, 1958, 66-69.
4085LEVY-RUBIN, 2012, 35-40; LEVY-RUBIN, 2011, 72-87; VALOGNES, 1994, 64, 66-67.
4086LEVY-RUBIN, 2011, 63-70, 99-112; FATTAL, 1958, 61.
4087ÁLVAREZ SUÁREZ, 2012, 42; LEVY-RUBIN, 2012, 33-43; LEVY-RUBIN, 2011, 88-98, 145-162; HOURANI,

2010 [1991], 75-76; VALOGNES, 1994, 61-64, 66; FATTAL, 1958, 62.
4088Fight those who do not believe in God or in the Last Day and who do not consider unlawful what God and His

Messenger have made unlawful and who do not adopt the religion of truth from those who are given the Scripture –
until they give the jizyah willingly while they are humbled. (My emphasis).

4089VALOGNES, 1994, 58.
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rulers and their ability to enforce the strictures of Divine Law became growingly diffused as the

distance increased from urban nuclei and the roads connecting them, as Albert Hourani repeatedly

stated throughout his long career4090. Indeed, the technological constraints placed on the pre-modern

polity prevented it from exerting, as has been repeatedly stated throughout this dissertation, its full

authority throughout the entirety of the territory it claimed as its own. In this context, mountain

areas like Mount Lebanon, were left to their own devices, which allowed them to become authentic

demographic reservoirs preserving dissident ethnic and religious groups which would otherwise

have  long  disappeared.  Mountains,  deserts  and  other  inaccessible  areas  also  allowed  for  the

development  of  alternative  political  structures  which,  even  if  admittedly  still  anchored  in

hieropolitical conceptions,  gave  ample  way  for  a  somewhat  a-legal  construction  based  on

consensus,  conventions  and  flexible  hierarchies  transcending  confessional  borders  to  a  point

unthinkable in the City, where the watchful eye of the religious jurist vouched for the preservation

of legal orthodoxy and, whenever the ruler was in need of legitimizing his rule, for further zeal in its

application4091.

Thus,  if  it  is admitted,  as we have in chapter 1, that pre-modern Lebanon, owing to its

geographic position, developed a series of characteristics separating it from the  hierocratic urban

culture of the great cities of the Islamic world, then how is it possible that the confessional principle

took root with such an intensity? As has been said above, pre-modern Lebanon, in contrast to the

formal legal culture of the Cities, developed a sui generis approach to politics whereby its historical

Constitution was construed upon a certain “secular principle”4092 – embodied by the amir al-hakim,

the  muqatacaji-s and  their  demographically  diverse  constituencies  –  as  well  as  based  upon

consensus and the predominance of unwritten agreements and consuetudinary conventions over the

4090HOURANI, 2010 [1991], 65, 76; 1984, 3-6, 26-28, 47-49, 59, 126. Cf. GARCÍA TURZA, 2017 [2002], 443-445;
CLARAMUNT, 2014, 142-146, 316-317.

4091LEWIS,1990 [1988], 17-18.
4092HOURANI, 1984, 127. Cf. HOURANI, 1984, 129, 136, 142, 145.
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formalized and sacred laws that predominated in urban settings. In this context, the reasons behind

the  upsurge  of  confessionalism  in  the  Lebanese  Mountain,  while  certainly  influenced  by  the

dominant hieropolitical current of thought characterizing Near Eastern pre-modernity, were largely

a factor of the internal Maronite-Druze dynamics rather than a consequence of the imposition of the

formalized, text-driven and – already – confessional approach to politics and the Law typical of

Syrian cities over the informal, consuetudinary and ‘secular’ Constitution of the Mountain.

The process of Maronite Church reform, described in detail in chapter 1, led to the rise of a

militant Maronite consciousness, identifying the Imarah of Mount Lebanon and, particularly, the

para-State created by Bashir II as a kind of proto-national home for the Maronite community and its

Christian satellites arriving in the Mountain since at least the 17th century4093. In this context, the

failure of the revolutionary project initiated in 1805 and maintained throughout more than half a

century  until  its  final  demise  in  1861,  while  frustrating  the  maximalist  goals  of  the  Maronite

hierarchy, led the way to a reconfiguration of the Unwritten Constitution. The abolition of feudalism

having left the confessional communities, and particularly so the reinforced and powerful Maronite

Church, as the only surviving institutions in the Mountain after more than six decades of violence,

mayhem and  destruction,  the  formal  establishment  of  confessionalism in  the  1861 Règlement

Organique thus appears not as a consequence of an imperialist plot destined to weaken the national

unity of the Lebanese as hinted by Ussama Makdisi4094, Akram F. Khater4095 or Roger Owen4096, but

directly as a pragmatic mechanism to ensure the fair representation of all segments of Lebanese

society in the new formal institutions of the Mutasarrifiyyah enshrined by the Règlement. The Long

Peace enjoyed by the Mountain between 1861 and 1915, as fortunately defined by Engin D. Akarli,

served, therefore, to consolidate the confessional system of popular representation, thus ingraining

4093HOURANI, 1984, 130-134.
4094MAKDISI, 2000, passim.
4095KHATER, 2001, passim.
4096OWEN, 1976, passim.
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it  within  a  renewed Unwritten  Constitution whereto  the  principle  of  principle  of  proportional

representation on a sectarian basis was incorporated within a context of growing democratization as

witnessed by the 1865 and 1912 reforms to the Règlement, which, as Hassan Kayali points out, had

directly  contributed  to  develop  the  Mountain  into  “a  viable  entity  largely  independent  from

Istanbul”4097.

By the time when a separate Greater Lebanese polity was finally created, in 1920, the two

political cultures that were fused into a single State framework by French fiat were, despite their

frontal differences on their respective approaches to politics, equally accustomed to a system of

electoral representation based on the proportional weight of the different religious communities4098.

Thus, the formal protests against article 95 of the 1926 Constitution uttered, from time to time, by

various segments of the political and journalistic élites equaled to not much more than rallying cries

destined to protest the fate of those excluded from the temporary coalition ruling the country at that

precise time and were, consequently, muted as soon as those left behind were included within a re-

framed  coalition.  The  initial  resistance  of  the  Sunni  community  to  be  included  within  the

confessional framework as a mere community among others – in what amounted to a psychological

reaction to their being ‘demoted’ from ummah to tacifah or, in Albert Hourani’s words, to their being

loath to “accept the change from being part of the political community of the Ottoman Empire to

being only one community among others”4099– strongly expressed in the aftermath of the enactment

of the  1936 decree (arrêté 60 LR of March 13, 1936) organizing confessionalism4100, was finally

overruled – in the Lebanese case – by the publication of Decree 18 of January 13, 1955, which

4097KAYALI, 1997, Chapter 4. Non-paginated.
4098In fact, and beyond the traditions of communal autonomy bequeathed by the Islamo-Byzantine tradition – which,

as has been explained above, were largely indistinguishable from the Western management of religious diversity in
pre-Reformation Europe – the local councils established in the aftermath of the 1876 Ottoman Constitution were
built upon the principle of confessional representation as established by article 111 thereof. The elections of 1877
were also held under the principle of the confessional distribution of seats, albeit it was the governors who “divided
the quota among Muslims and non-Muslims”, as confirmed by Kemal H. Karpat (2002, 76).

4099HOURANI, 1984, 137. Cf. RABBATH, 1982, 102. Cit. in pp. 188-189 above.
4100On the issue of the legal prescriptions affecting the communal régime in Lebanon, vid. pp. 188-189 above. 
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opened the way for the standardization of Lebanon’s Muslim sects internal functioning alongside

the hierarchical and synodal patterns typical of their fellow Christian communities as was stated in

chapter 2 above. From 1967 on (when the Law organizing the Shici community as a separate sect

possessing its own institutions was finally passed), Lebanon truly became a federation of co-equal

communities, a true dawlah tacifiyyah, thus overcoming, at least from a strictly legal point of view,

both the dhimmi and the ummah complexes of their main communities, now full-blown partners in

power.

2.  Beyond Confessionalism. The Dominance of  Clientelar Bonds in Lebanon’s  First

Republic (1943-1975).

In Part One of this dissertation, it was explained how confessionalism has centered both the

academic  and  the  popular  discussion  on  Lebanon  ever  since  the  establishment  of  the  French

Mandate, almost a century ago. The deleterious consequences of the pre-ordained distribution of

public office according to the respective demographic importance of the different communities or,

on the contrary, the positive effects that such a fixed distribution had for the development of the

Lebanese State have been examined in depth by dozens, if not hundreds, of essays and articles.

However, as has been argued throughout these pages, other traditional ties, and particularly those

derived from family and zacim relations, were even more significant than confessionalism, in Albert

Hourani’s words, in defining the day-to-day functioning of the Lebanese State.

As was exposed in Chapter 1, pre-modern Lebanon was characterized by the dominance of

what has been repeatedly labeled hereinabove as a secular principle. All inhabitants of the Lebanese

Mountain, whatever their confessional ascription, were inserted within a feudal hierarchy whose

legitimacy was not predicated on religious grounds but on its  control of land as well  as on its
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insertion within the pyramidal system of concurrent legitimacies headed by the amir al-hakim. The

functioning  of  Lebanese  feudalism,  as  a  synallagmatic,  do  ut  des,  and  somewhat  flexible

relationship, whence both parties were bound to extract some benefit4101, possessed a character more

akin to the Roman patronage system4102 than to the medieval European approaches to the feudal

phenomenon, which in some cases presupposed conditions not unlike serfdom, and can be properly

identified as a forerunner to the clientelar networks that dominated Lebanon’s political life ever

since the establishment of the State in the early 1920’s, as expressly acknowledged by A. Nizar

Hamzeh4103.

Clientelism thus appears as the most solid of Lebanon’s primordial ties, having “permeated

the central core of the society” and “become an ‘addendum’ to the central institutional modes of

organization, interaction and exchange”4104. As a dynamic phenomenon, clientelism in Lebanon has

adopted several forms, adapting itself to the country’s changing social and political circumstances –

from  feudalism  to  capitalism  and  from  the Mutasarrifiyyah to  independence  –  with  two

manifestations of the phenomenon displaying a particularly intense salience during the period of our

study: kin and zacim.

1. Kin clientelism: the extended family has been variously identified as “Lebanon’s most

solid  and enduring  tie  [...]  demonstrat[ing]  remarkable  resilience  as  a  unit  of  social

organization”4105.  “To  a  large  extent”,  Samir  Khalaf  explains,  “a  person’s  status  in

society, his occupation, social status and political prestige are defined largely by it”4106,

as could be seen when Élias Sarkis’ candidacy for the Presidency was first submitted in

4101HOURANI, 1984, 130.
4102MOUSSOURAKIS, 2012, 87 fn. 7; IGLESIAS, 2004, 81-85; CARCOPINO, 2001, 207-209; KASER, 1984, 91-

92.
4103HAMZEH, 2001, 168.
4104HAMZEH, 2001, 167. Cf. DUBAR & NASR, 1976, 275-286.
4105KHALAF, 1968, 246.
4106KHALAF, 1968, 246.
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1970 since, for certain prime donne  of Lebanese politics, he, being a civil servant of

rather humble origins, lacked the required pedigree to reach the pinnacle of the country’s

political ladder. In this context, and beyond the importance of kin as the building bloc of

village life, the family constitutes the fundamental school of political power4107 and a

useful tool for the buildup of solid alliances, as witnessed by the intensely endogamous

matrimonial  policy  followed  within  the  Lebanese  élite,  whereby  almost  all  of  its

members were somewhat related to each other4108. The habitus, in the bourdieuan sense,

thus  created  by  the  intimate  socialization of  a  limited  number  of  families  in  the

intricacies  of  political  life,  as  expressly acknowledged by no other  than  Bishara  al-

Khuri:

Ever since my eyes saw the light of day, I found myself immersed in an atmosphere of civil

servants and political life.4109 

gave rise to a restricted pool of candidates to public office, which favored the creation of

true dynasties, as clasically proven by the studies on the Lebanese parliamentary élite

undertaken  by  Richard  H.  Dekmejian,  Iliya  Harik  or  Abdo  Baaklini4110,  who  found

several  instances  of  hereditary  transmission  of  parliamentary  seats  (with  such  clear

examples  as  Ahmad al-Asacad and his  son,  Kamal;  Sulayman and Tony Frangié;  or

4107KHALAF, 1968, 247.
4108While this was particularly evident in the case of the Chihas and the Phara cuns, who traditionally followed the

typically Middle Eastern rule of cousin-to-cousin marriage (Michel Chiha’s mother was a Pharacun and he himself
married his cousin, Marguerite Pharacun), almost all political leaders mentioned throughout this thesis were related
to each other by marriage. Thus, Charles Hélou married Nina Trad, a member of one of the  Consortium’s most
important families, whose sister, Aurore, was married to Joseph Oughourlian, millionaire, minister and, eventually,
President of the Banque du Liban; Bishara al-Khuri married Michel Chiha’s sister, Laure, while Émile Eddé married
Lodi  Sursuq,  from  the  prestigious  aristocratic  family  of  Ashrafiyyah.  Fu’ad  Chéhab,  while  married  to  a
Frenchwoman, was himself a scion of all three principal Maronite aristocratic families: his father was a Chéhab, his
mother a Hubaysh and his maternal grandmother a Khazin. For his part, Nicolas de Bustros, whose memoirs are
largely devoted at exploring the adventures of his extended family, was related to the Tuénis through his mother and
to the Sursuqs through his distant maternal aunt, the famous writer and women’s rights pioneer Evelyne de Boustros
née Tuéni-Sursuq.

4109KHURI, 1960, 20. Cf. DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 18-22.
4110DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 13-29; HARIK, 1975, 251-254; BAAKLINI, 1972, 166-178, 207-212, 215-216.
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Émile Bustani and his daughter, Mirna al-Khazin) and, even, examples of concurrent

presence in Parliament of members of the same family (Pierre and Maurice Gemayel;

Joseph  and  Michel  Skaff;  Pierre  and  Raymond  Eddé).  Thus,  kin  considerations

considerably restricted the President’s ability to appoint certain officials for only some

families were deemed as possessing the necessary political capital, confessional prestige

and social influence required to hold such positions as Head of Government or Cabinet

Minister, which had the consequence of strongly limiting the authority of the Head of

State, as has been seen in several instances above4111.

2. Zacim clientelism: It was Arnold Hottinger who, back in 1962, offered one of the first

systematized attempts at defining the phenomenon of zacim-ship in Lebanon, which he

considers as a central  feature of the country’s  political  system, given that  “the great

majority of the deputies of present-day Lebanon have to be classified as zucama’”4112.

Therefore, he stated that

“A zacim  is  a  political  leader  who  possesses  the  support  of  a  locally  circumscribed

community and who retains this support by fostering or appearing to foster the interests of as

many as possible from amongst his clientele”4113.

In Hottinger’s definition, zacim-ship is merely a derivate of the kin system so dominant

in traditional Lebanon. The zacim, he posited, is but the scion of a regionally prominent

4111If the historical series of Prime Ministers appointed during the central period of our study (1943-1975) was to be
carefully studied, it would be surprising to see how many times the same men were successively appointed to hold
the  Council  chairmanship.  Only  six  individuals  –  Riyad  al-Sulh,  Sami  al-Sulh,  Rashid  Karami,  Sa’ib  Salam,
cAbdallah  al-Yafi  and  Hussayn  al-cUwayni  –  held  the  prime  ministerial  office  a  staggering  41  times,  in  what
amounts to around 90% of the entire period comprised between the proclamation of Lebanese independence, in
November 1943, and the end of Frangié’s mandate in September 1976. Rashid Karami alone headed the Cabinet,
after the death of his father who had himself been Prime Minister during Khuri’s  cahd,  nine times in 21 years
holding the office for a total of 9,25 years between his first appointment in 1955 and his final one under Frangié’s
mandate, in 1976.

4112HOTTINGER, 1966, 85.
4113HOTTINGER, 1966, 85. Emphasis in the original.
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family who, by promoting the well-being of his local clientèle (zilm) through the use of

his political leverage – at the regional and State levels, manages to maintain the cohesion

of  his  constituency  which,  in  turn,  supports  him  in  elections  and  other  political

struggles4114.  Although  Hottinger  acknowledged  the  dynamic  character  of  the

phenomenon4115, his strict definition of zacim-ship led him to exclude all those leaders,

like  Pierre  Gemayel,  whose  claims  to zacim status  went  beyond  the  traditional

framework  of  village  life  to  sustain  themselves  upon  decidedly  modern ideological

and/or  bureaucratic  rationales  in  spite  of  the  fact  that  the  basis  of  whose  claim  to

authority  still  laid  on  the  same principles  as  their  more  traditional  counterparts:  the

effective provision of services4116 – not only social and financial, but also in the fields of

personal and communal security – in exchange for the unyielding loyalty of their zilm

within  the context  of  an  interpersonal do  ut  des  relationship4117 which,  as  has  been

described above, could properly be compared to both the patron-client system of Roman

Law and the Islamic wala’ system4118.

In this context, and despite the differing characteristics of the zucama’ phenomenon, it is

possible to find an overarching similarity between the various types whereby a zacim

could  be  characterized  as  a  political  leader  whose  claim  to  power  is  based  on  his

continued mobilization of wasta  (influence) within the local and central layers of the

State’s administrative apparatus4119 in order to promote the interests of his zilm (clientèle)

4114HOTTINGER, 1966, 86. Analogous arguments are put forward by KNIGHT, 1992, 334 and KHALAF, 1968, 253-
254.

4115HOTTINGER, 1966, 88.
4116In his study of zacim-ship in the Christian town of Zahlah, Peter Gubser (1973, 180) distinguished between general

and personal services. “A general service”, he explained, “is defined as the zacim obtaining Lebanese government
funds for a project which is intended for the general welfare of the area”, while “[a] personal service [...] involves
the use by an individual or a family of a leader’s influence in solving a particular problem, in gaining access to a
governmental or non-governmental organization in order to benefit from ists services, in seeking employment, or the
like”.

4117HAMZEH, 2001, 172; DUBAR & NASR, 1976, 45-50; HOTTINGER, 1966, 86-88.
4118CRONE, 2002 [1987], 35-43.
4119BARAK, 2002, 633; HAMZEH, 2001, 172.
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in the fields of social services, employment and security, in exchange for their continued

political  support  in  the  context  of  a  mutually  beneficial  (synallagmatic)  patronage

relationship. Following this definition, it is possible to distinguish four basic types of

zucama’ in the period herein under consideration: rural, urban, political-ideological and

bureaucratic.

1. Rural zucama’:  In  defining  this  type  of zucama’ as  “feudal”,  Samir  Khalaf

affirmed that it was the “easiest [type] to identify”, since they descend from “the

great feudal families of the past”4120. Even if his assertion could be nuanced, as he

himself  did  not  fail  to  acknowledge4121,  since  many  of  these  rural zucama’

families had ascendeded to such a status, as proven by Dekmejian, Hottinger and

Hamzeh4122,  after  the  demise  of  feudalism,  while  some of  the  main manasib

families were, at the same time, losing any semblance of political influence or

economic  salience,  truth  is  that  the  gist  of  Khalaf’s  statement  is  eminently

accurate, for rural zacim-ship inherited much of the political capital traditionally

in  the  hands  of  the  historical muqataca-ji-s  while  assuming  many  of  the

customary  functions  thereof.  Thus,  the  rural zucama’ posit  themselves  as

middlemen  between  the  formalized  and  bureaucratized  levels  of  the  State

administrative  apparatus  and  the  local  communities,  still  attached  to  the

eminently inter-persional and informal networks of local custom and practice4123.

In exchange for these continued political services, the localized  zilm-s  of these

rural zucama’,  usually  cohesive  and compact  groups  bond by the  sacred  and

invisible threads of kin and shared memories and, most often, belonging to the

4120KHALAF, 1968, 254.
4121KHALAF, 1968, 255.
4122HAMZEH, 2001, 171; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 13-18; HOTTINGER, 1966, 87-88; 
4123JOHNSON, 1983, 179-180, 183-187; KHALAF, 1968, 255; HOTTINGER, 1966, 89.
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same religious  sect  as  their  leaders  in  what  amounted  to  a  true  communitas

religio et  regi,  in  Hottinger’s formulation4124,showered their  leaders with their

unswerving loyalty, both with the ballot4125 – in times of peace, and with weapons

in  hand  should  the  necessity  to  use  them arise,  as  happened  in  1958,  when

Joumblatt  did not  hesitate  to  make use of  his  Druze  tribesmen,  as  explained

above, in order to participate in the mini-Civil War between Chamoun and the

Opposition. The efficiency of the operation, one of the most successful military

endeavors of the anti-Chamounists during the conflict, bears witness not only to

Druze military prowess, but also to the solidity of the bond between  zacim and

zilm solidified by the invisible links of history, tradition, kin and community.

This being said, it would be a mistake to understand all rural zucama’ as fitting in

a single pattern for, while sharing the basic characteristics of the model, it  is

possible  to  distinguish  up  to  three  sub-categories  depending on their  way of

accessing zacim status and the nature of their rule. Thus, feudal zucama’, like the

Arslans and Joumblatts, are those whose zacim status can be properly traced back

to the Imarah era and who managed to retain their prominent position in spite of

the bouleversements of nineteenth-century Lebanese politics. In this context, the

objective role of such feudal zucama’ in the period between 1920 and 1976 was,

despite their importance in their regions of origin (largely sustained, in the case

of the Druze feudals, by the solidity of a social organization held together by the

4124HOTTINGER, 1966, 89.
4125Regarding the attitude of zacim and zilm vis-à-vis the electoral process, Alfred Naccache (Cit. in KHALAF, 1968,

255) stated, at a session of the Cénacle, back in 1948:

The leader or zacim of the region is blindly obeyed by those of his clan who form the majority of the
electors of  the Constituency. Consequently,  it  is  he who decides who will  be on the same list  as
himself...his omnipotence appears mostly in his last dealings either with the authorities or with the
candidates, with regard to the definite formation of the list. He determines the conditions by which
these candidates can be in it, fixes the sum that they will have to pay him [...].
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cohesive force of a strong ethno-religious identity), greatly diminished by their

dwindling fortunes and reduced landholdings which forced them, whenever they

desired  to  go  beyond  the  restricted  limits  of  their  local  and  confessional

constituencies, to obtain political capital by other means, as could be very clearly

seen in Kamal Joumblatt’s case. The Christian, and very specifically Maronite,

feudals (the Khazins, Chéhabs and Hubayshes), on the other hand, having borne

the brunt of the social disturbances of the 1860s with their fortunes already in a

state of disarray4126, were unable to rekindle their role as zucama’ in post-feudal

Lebanon being forced, on the contrary, to lead, in many cases, a life of dignified

poverty,  whereof  President  Chéhab  gives  a  good  example  with  his  modest

childhood at the house of his maternal Hubaysh relatives in Jounié4127.

Beyond the feudal type, the landowning zucama’ can be identified as the second

sub-category  within  our  typology  of  the  phenomenon.  In  this  context,  a

landowning zacim can be set apart from his feudal counterparts, not only by the

larger size of his estates, but also by his relatively recent ascent to zacim status,

which can usually be traced back to the late 19th to early 20th century, when

some families,  unconnected to the feudal aristocracy or having played only a

minor role therein4128,  like the Asacads,  the  cUsayrans or the Khalils of South

Lebanon,  rose  to  prominence  by  transforming  part  of  their  capital,  acquired

through  commercial  endeavor  or  politico-administrative  service,  into  large

estates wherein they came to exert a particularly oppressive rule over the, largely

Shici, peasantry of the regions of peripheral Lebanon where they dominated. The

distinctively  modern  outlook  displayed  by  these  landowning zucama’ in  the

4126Vid. chapter 1.
4127MALSAGNE, 2011, 52-57.
4128DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 16-18; HOTTINGER, 1966, 88.
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management of their holdings, which were rapidly integrated within the capitalist

networks  of  Beirut  and  the  Arab  world4129,  switching  to  a  highly  efficient,

mechanized, cash crop agriculture, was, however, at the core of their demise,

which coincided with the outbreak of the Civil War. 

The massive rural exodus directly engendered by the new agricultural systems

introduced all  through the  period  herein  under  study,  together  with  Chéhab’s

policies for peripheral development,  actually served to place the core of their

rapidly modernizing constituencies largely outside their reach, having abandoned

the fields to settle in the outskirts of Beirut. The growing influence of a rapidly

rising Shici middle class, issued from emigration and Chéhabism, whose political

and  economic  influence  came  to  be  felt,  as  was  briefly  explained  above4130,

through its patronage of new political movements, the likes of Imam Musa al-

Sadr’s,  built  at  margin  of  the  traditional  legitimacies  embodied  by  the

landowning families,  added to the increasing  powerlessness  of  the traditional

Shici élites

Finally, the last sub-category is represented by tribal zucama’. Tribal zacim-ship,

perhaps the clearest expression of the influence of kin in Lebanese politics, is

closely related to the development of feudalism in the Lebanese Mountain for,

those areas only lately incorporated within the Imarah (namely,  the Maronite

region to  the north  of  Kisrawan) did  not  experience  as  intensely as  the core

regions of Central Lebanon the processes of social and political modernization

4129HARRIS,  2012,  221;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  146-147,  158-159;  CHAMI,  2004,  41;  GASPARD,  2004,  90-93;
KHALAF,  2002,  164-167;  GATES,  1989,  24-27;  PETRAN,  1987,  60-61;  82-83;  JOHNSON,  1983,  178;  AL-
AZMEH, 1976, 61; DUBAR & NASR, 1976, 93-97.

4130Vid. pp. 542-592, esp. fn. 3454.
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lived  to  the  south  of  the  Madfun  river.  Thus,  the  Maronite  North  saw  the

persistence of tribal politics in a context where smallholding predominated, thus

implying that no family could expect to achieve a long-lasting dominance over

the  others  and  where  Mountain  custom (curf)  demonstrated  an  incomparable

vitality, proven by the salience of cunfuwan (toughness) as the dominant quality

displayed  by  political  leaders  as  well  as  by  the  persistence  of  traditional

ceremonies and practices long ago eradicated elsewhere in Lebanon4131. Frangiés,

Duwayhis, Mucawwads, Karams, Tauks,  cAridas, Kayruzes, disputed each other

in  a  permanent  succession  of  feuds  and  shifting  alliances,  resulting  in  not

infrequent outbursts of violence, without any of them managing to completely

obliterate the others in spite of the, often, gruesome character of their quarrels, as

happened in Miziyara in 19564132.

Together with the tribal lords of the highest reaches of the Maronite Mountain,

the Biqac, and specifically the qada’ of Hirmil, was also home to tribal zacim-

ship,  personified in the Hamadah family,  whose quasi-sovereign rule over the

district combined elements of all three sub-categories of rural zucama’. Like their

feudal  counterparts,  the  Hamadahs  had  been  a  prominent  family  within  the

political  structure  of  Ottoman  Lebanon,  as  tax  farmers  for  the  Biqac and

overlords of Bsharri (where the particularly oppressive nature of their rule was

one of the causes of the Maronite migration southwards as has been explained

4131In accordance with deeply rooted Mountain customs, the Frangiés, for instance, kept an open house whereto their
clients  arrived  daily to  ask  for  advice,  help  –  economic  or  otherwise  –  and  support.  The permanence  of  this
institution gives at least some credence to our statement regarding the Roman origins of the Lebanese patronage
system, for it is impossible not to see, in the quotidian procession of clients, allies and associates to the Frangié’s, a
modern reflection of the freemen’s visit to their patron in ancient Rome. Other examples of the vitality of  curf  in
these high summits of the Maronite Mountains can be found in the continuance of the traditional transhumance
between Zgharta and Ehden as well as in the subsistence, until well  into the twentieth century,  of instances of
marriage by abduction,  whereof Sulayman Frangié himself  gave an example in kidnapping his  wife-to-be,  Iris
Handali, before marrying her in a secret ceremony.

4132Vid. pp. 295-296 above.
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above4133) and therefore held a family legitimacy bequeathed by history; like their

Shici coreligionists from the South, they were large-scale landowners possessing

important estates in their home district; and, finally, like their former subjects of

the Qadisha district, their rule was sustained upon a strongman tradition hallowed

by  the  vitality  of  custom  among  their  largely  impoverished  and  illiterate

tribesmen.

2. Urban zucama’:  For  Arnold  Hottinger4134 and  Michael  Johnson4135,  the

establishment  of  urban zacim-ship  is,  essentially,  a  phenomenon  originating

during the later decades of Ottoman rule in the Levant. The policies of Ottoman

Reform,  which  consecrated  the  dominant  role  of  local  notabilities  thus

reinforcing a pattern discernible ever since the advent of Osmanli rule over the

Bilad  al-Sham back  in  15164136,  together  with  the  growing  penetration  of

capitalist rapports d’intérêt over the wider Middle Eastern area at least since the

beginning  of  the  19th  century,  led  the  way to  the  development  of  clientelar

networks formed around these families,  enriched through commerce or public

service and deeply inserted within the Ottoman politico-administrative system

both at the regional and imperial levels4137. While eminently traditional in outlook

– the urban zucama’ ruled upon the same do ut des philosophy characterizing

their  rural  counterparts,  “their  power  remain[ing]  personal  and  tightly

circumscribed”4138 –  they were  forced  to  display a  certain  degree  of political

4133Vid. p. 89 above.
4134HOTTINGER, 1966, 92-93.
4135JOHNSON, 1983, 178-179.
4136KHOURY, 1991, 1374-1395; HOURANI, 1981, 36-66.
4137As Arnold Hottinger (1966, 93) does not fail to remember, several  big names of the local aristocracies of Beirut

and Sayda became members of the different Ottoman parliaments (like Riza al-Sulh and Salim Salam) or local
governors.

4138KHALAF, 1968, 257.
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awareness4139 or  even  a  “somewhat  demagogical  exploitation  of  popular

prejudices  and  moods”4140,  for  their  constituencies  were,  in  spite  of  their

frequently  unprivileged  –  when  not  openly  destitute4141–  status,  increasingly

politicized4142. In fact, the growing penetration of region-wide political currents

among the urban “menu people”, following Johnson’s dictum, can be properly

considered as one of the factors influencing the progressive loss of influence of

the urban zucama’ among their traditional followers which, in turn, was a major

cause of the dislocations that ended up tearing the Lebanese system apart from

the late 1960s onward, as has been repeatedly stated above.

Yet another factor behind the untimely demise of urban zucama’ in the period

leading to the Civil War had to do with the State tampering with their clientelar

networks and, particularly so with the qabadaiyyat as was explained above4143.

The qabadaiyyat were  the  “strongarm,  and  often  criminal,  leaders  of  the

street”4144, who kept greased, by methods often bordering on mafioso tactics, the

clientelar machine of their zucama’4145. In mobilizing the Street in support of their

zucama’ during election time and whenever their leaders were in need of public

support, they became indispensable intermediaries between the zucama’ and their

popular constituencies, receiving, in turn, the assistance and protection of their

patrons  who,  “because  of  their  positions  as  [...]  deputies  or  members  of

government could bring influence to bear on the police and courts” whenever the

obscure dealings of some of their protégés became open4146, thus bearing witness

4139KHALAF & DENOEUX, 1988, 186; GUBSER, 1973, 175-178, 184-188; KHALAF, 1968, 257.
4140HOTTINGER, 1966, 96.
4141JOHNSON, 1983, 180-182.
4142KNIGHT, 1992, 336; KHALAF & DENOEUX, 1988, 186-187; HOTTINGER, 1966, 96.
4143Vid. pp. 379-382 above.
4144JOHNSON, 1992, 179. Cf. HOTTINGER, 1961, 129.
4145JOHNSON, 1992, 179, 183-184; GUBSER, 1973, 179.
4146JOHNSON, 1983, 183.
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to the essentially reciprocal, synallagmatic, nature of clientelar rapports in the

Lebanese scene. 

In disrupting the links between zacim and qabaday by fostering the interference

of the Deuxième Bureau in order “to weaken the popular base of the zucama’”4147,

General Chéhab was certainly following his strategy of reinforcing State power

at the expense of the informal foci of influence dominating Lebanese politics, but

he also deprived the leaders who had traditionally controlled the Street of much

of  their  long-held  authority.  By the  time  when  the Deuxième  Bureau  fell  in

disgrace, no one was left capable of managing the growing demands – in the

political, economic and social fields – of the increasingly restless Beiruti Street.

3. Administrative-Bureaucratic Zucama’: The path to zacim status of the Lebanese

administrative leadership parallels that of their urban counterparts. Like them,

their origins hark back to the last decades of Ottoman rule over the Bilad al-

Sham  and, in yet another interesting correspondence, their rise resulted from a

combination of public service and commercial acumen. The disestablishment of

feudalism, brought about by the successive revolts of the nineteenth century and

definitely taken down by the 1861  Règlement,  allowed certain families of the

growing Mountaineer bourgeoisie, like the Khuris, the Chamouns, the Eddés or

the Sacads, who had, at best, played a minor role during the Imarah4148, to access

the  new  bureaucratic  positions  created  by  the Mutasarrifiyyah.  Their

concentration  in  the  central  services  thereof  –  while  the recycled  nobility

4147JOHNSON, 1983, 184. Cf. MALSAGNE, 2011, 543.
4148ZAMIR, 2000, 245; TOUMA, 1986, 433-454; DEKMEJIAN, 1975,13-14; HARIK, 1975, 202; KHAIR, 1973, 170,

173-174; HARIK, 1968, 50.
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preferred the more profitable positions awarded by the local administration4149,

which  moreover  guaranteed  their  continued  influence  over  their  traditional

iqtaca-s  –  allowed  them  to  achieve,  by  their  own  merits  as  Samir  Khalaf

underlines4150, a dominant position within the limits of Mount Lebanon in what

amounted  to  the  creation  of  a  true noblesse  de  robe  who,  like  their  French

counterparts4151, ended up dominating the sanjak’s  political life to the detriment

of the remaining noblesse d’épée. In Khalaf’s words:

With  the  declining  influence  of  feudal  families,  lawyers,  magistrates  and

government officials were the closest groups to the loci of power and consequently

more involved in the political intrigues and developments of the society.4152

The esprit de corps engendered by their common bureaucratic experience as well

as the habitus acquired by their common upbringing within the reduced circle of

civil service families guaranteed the success of these homines novi even after the

establishment of the Greater Lebanese State in 19204153. The rapid fusion of this

group of Mountaineer bureaucrats cum lawyers with the Christian oligarchy of

4149TOUMA, 1986, 335-337; KHAIR, 1973, 106-107
4150KHALAF, 1968, 256.
4151Doubtless, it is Alexis de Tocqueville (2011, 64) who offers the best approach to the  class consciousness that
developed among the new administrative aristocracy that came into being in early modern France:

Administrative officials, who were nearly all bourgeois, already formed a class with its own spirit, traditions,
virtues, honor, and pride. It was the aristocracy of the new society, already fully formed and drawing breath.
[...] What was already characteristic of the administration in France was its indiscriminate hatred of all, noble
or bourgeois, who sought to play a role in public affairs outside its control. It was terrified of any independent
body [...]  that showed signs of wanting to organize without its cooperation. [...]  Even the great industrial
companies pleased it but little. In short, it had no intention of allowing citizens to intervene in any way in
overseeing their own affairs.

The similarities between the  French bureaucracy and its Lebanese counterparts are striking: in both cases, a new class,
risen from the petite bourgeoisie, managed to develop, largely by their own meritocratic efforts, a domineering position
over State institutions while developing a characteristic esprit de corps equating a true class consciousness that set them
apart from both the old noblesse d’épée and the lower segments of society, represented by the peasantry and the rapidly
developing industrial proletariat.
4152KHALAF, 1968, 256.
4153HAMZEH, 2001, 171; HOTTINGER, 1966, 93-94
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Beirut  gave  way  to  the  rise  of  a  powerful  alliance  between  the  politico-

administrative  core  of  the  Maronite  Mountain  and the  economic  lung  of  the

Melkite  City,  which  implied  the  birth  of  a  politically  strong  and  financially

wealthy  group  that,  even  if  bitterly  divided  unto  itself,  came  to  exert  a

considerable  influence,  through  a   wise  combination  of  decidedly  modern

political tactics – including the use of the press as a partisan tool – and classical

zucama’ tactics, like the distribution of patronage and the creation of regionally-

localized clientelar networks, over Lebanon’s life, both within the Chamber and

without4154, for the thirty odd years of its First Republic.

4. Ideological zucama’: Both  Samir  Khalaf  and  Arnold  Hottinger  traditionally

excluded Pierre Gemayel from the “zacim” label4155 for, in their opinion, he and

his  Kata’ib  party embodied a decidedly ‘modern’ approach to politics radically

different from that of his traditional counterparts. However, it is also evident that,

all the perceived modernity of its formalized structure and systematized ideology

notwithstanding4156, al-Kata’ib,  with its leader Pierre Gemayel at its  forefront,

came  to  organize  its  daily  activity  on  the  same principles  that  characterized

traditional zacim-ship as  would eventually be acknowledged by Samir  Khalaf

himself4157.  Thus, the party came to reward its members’ fidelity with  various

social  services,  while  disposing,  ever  since  its  foundation  as  a  youth

organization, of a militia, capable of upholding the party’s interests weapons in

hand whenever the necessity to do so arose, just like the qabadayyat and their

henchmen did in defense of their zucama’ or the Frangié or Duwaihy kinsmen did

4154HOTTINGER, 1966, 95.
4155KHALAF, 1968, HOTTINGER, 1966, 99.
4156ENTELIS, 1976, 68-124; STOAKES, 1975, 215-221.
4157KHALAF & DENOEUX, 1988, 184-185.
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to protect their tribal leaders. The personality cult of the partisan leader and the

quasi-hereditary character of its leadership4158 can be considered as further factors

linking the Lebanese formal parties to zacim-analogous formations.

The main differentiating characteristic setting apart ideological zacim-ship from

other types thereof lies in the specific characteristic of its purported audience.

Thus,  just  like  the  politicized  urban  constituencies  of  the  –  mainly  Sunni  –

zucama’ of Beirut,  Tripoli  or Sayda could not  merely be wooed by the crude

distribution of patronage that had traditionally sufficed their rural counterparts,

demanding,  as well,  a  politico-ideological prop for their  continued support to

their zucama’, al-Kata’ib’s followers, concentrated in and around East Beirut and

the central parts of Mount Lebanon and composed by a lower-middle class and

politically  sophisticated  constituency,  demanded  a  systematized  political

discourse  going,  moreover,  beyond  the  vague  slogans  uttered  by  the  Sunni

leadership to assuage the expectations of the urban proletariat. In the context of a

highly  fragmented  political  scenario,  where  several  personalistic  parties

representing  the  interests  of  the  administrative zucama’  were  already  deeply

entrenched, al-Kata’ib offered, particularly after the early 1950s, a set of clear –

yet in constant evolution – ideological principles and an institutional solidity, not

present in the one-person parties of its Christian counterparts, which attracted a

committed clientele all through Central Lebanon and beyond.

As  voluntary  associations  built  upon  ideological  commitment  rather  than  on

accidental factors, like birth, ta’ifah or kin, partisan zucama’ could be considered

4158A member of the Gemayel family has been at the formal forefront of the party for 59 of its 82 years. The other
main ideological party of the era, the Progressive Socialist Party (PSP) followed the same example when, after the death
of its founder, Kamal Joumblatt, in 1977, he was succeeded by his son, Walid.
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as an evolution of the traditional approach to zacim-ship characteristic of their

traditional  urban  and  rural  coevals,  and  as  direct  competitors  to  the,  also

decidedly  modern,  bureaucratic zucama’  since  partisan  leaders  possessed,

moreover, the mass legitimacy the former lacked as representatives of an almost

closed administrative, financial and juridical élite rather disconnected from the

daily lives of ordinary Lebanese. 

The dominance of  kin,  neofeudal relations and other clientelar bonds in Lebanese politics

and society throughout the period of our study was overwhelming and contradicts the focus on

confessionalism so relentlessly pursued by wide sectors of academia. Ever since the Lebanese State

was  established  on  its  current  borders,  back  in  1920,  the  Lebanese  system,  while  outwardly

concentrated on the management of religious pluralism, provided the political entrepreneurs with

tools for the inclusion and survival of zacim-ship as a legitimate way of understanding and effecting

popular participation. In Samir Khalaf’s assessment:

[...] the  zacim, in the absence of other rational agencies or ideological pressure groups and parties [...]

serves some vital political functions. First, [...] in as far as the system of zucama has served as an agency

of political socialization and tutelage, it has been instrumental in maintaining political continuity and

stability.  Second,  the  zacim  acts  as  a  ‘tension  manager’ in  the  informal  process  of  adjudication  and

reconciling tribal and communal conflict. Finally, [...] he serves as a mediating function; a link between

his  community  and  the  central  bureaucracy.  [...]  the  zacim,  by  reinterpreting  some  of  the  formal

requirements in a more personal and particularistic manner, tends to soften their impact and ultimately

facilitate adjustment to them.4159

Contrary, therefore, to the almost unanimous scholarly consensus regarding zacim-ship and

other  forms  of  clientelism as  prejudicial  institutions  crippling  the  functioning  of  the  Lebanese

4159KHALAF, 1968, 258-259.
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system4160, Khalaf’s portrayal of the phenomenon displays it as an essentially dynamic institution

bridging the gap between the formalized language and impersonal  organizations  of the modern

State  and the local communities,  still  firmly attached to  socialization mechanisms and ways of

understanding  politics  ingrained within  a  traditional Weltanschauung where  tradition  (curf)  and

interpersonal loyalties reigned supreme. In affirming that zacim-ship “had a constraining effect on

the  enactment  of  universalistic  policies  and  discouraged  the  development  of  citizen

participation”4161, Nizar Hamzeh – together with most of his colleagues and predecessors – falls in

the mistake already denounced in 1975 by David and Audrey Smock4162: trying to forcibly fit the

Lebanese system onto the rigidities of political models of modernization conceived and developed

in the West rather than acknowledging the legitimacy of the Lebanese system to develop its own set

of rules, adapted to the needs of an extremely complex society, characterized by the plurality of its

criss-crossed  segments.  On  the  contrary, zacim-ship  not  only  was  an  “agency  of  political

socialization and tutelage”,  as  described by Khalaf,  or  an instrument  for  the  integration of  the

“deep-rooted social traditions [...] which help to maintain the system” within the modern framework

provided by the central State, as argued by Hottinger4163,but also could be understood as a pervasive

corrective mechanism, allowing for the representation of  all  legitimate interests  – confessional,

certainly, but also regional, professional and even popular – within the constitutional institutions of

the State. Thus, zacim-ship works as yet another of the mechanisms of the Unwritten Constitution –

and perhaps a vital one – guaranteeing the presence of most segmental interests in a parliament

understood in  Chiha-esque  terms4164 – while  vouching for the equitable  distribution of services

(through patronage) in a context of State weakness. 

4160Vid. e.g. HARRIS, 2012,  passim;  TRABOULSI, 2007,  passim; HAMZEH, 2001, 167; ZAMIR, 2000, 243-247;
HUDSON, 1988, 224-238;  PETRAN, 1987, 13-18, 34-37, 41-49

4161HAMZEH, 2001, 167.
4162SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 326-331.
4163HOTTINGER, 1966, 98.
4164For the philosopher of the National Pact, the Parliament transcended its role as a legislative assembly to become

“the meeting place of all the elements in this country of confessions” (Le Jour, 01/18/1948), the “indispensable
institution which guarantees the vouloir vivre en commun of the communities that make up the Lebanese people”
(Le Jour, 06/13/1948). Vid. i.a. Le Jour, 01/03/1945, 07/30/1947; CHIHA, 1968, 164; 1965, 48-51; 1942, 20-21, 62-
64.
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The  vitality  of  the  clientelar  phenomenon  appears  rather  clearly  by  its  progressive

reinterpretation as an increasingly abstract and political bond, evolving from the crudest forms of

personal  patronage,  typical  of  tribal  and  feudal zucama’,  to  the  relatively  sophisticated  and

growingly anonymous link existing between the bureaucratic or partisan leader and his followers.

This process toward the progressive substitution of informal, traditional bonds for new agencies of

political  socialization,  repeatedly  underlined  in  Part  Two  of this  dissertation,  was  suddenly

interrupted by the outbreak of the war, which brought about the upsurge of new clientelar layers

(militia and Islamist clientelism)4165. Until then, it was possible to distinguish three stages in the

evolution of the phenomenon:

1. Neo-familiar clientelism (1920-1952): It has been repeatedly stated throughout these

pages that the establishment of the French Mandate implied the encounter between

two political models, but it also gave way to the gathering of the different clientelar

patterns  dominant  in  the  territories  haphazardly joined together  to  form the  new

State.  Thus,  the  rising  bureaucratic  model  of  Mount  Lebanon,  with  its  decaying

feudal and tribal appendices, the urban pattern of Beirut and the other coastal cities

and  the  landowning-neofeudal  system  typical  of  the  Lebanese  peripheries  were

juxtaposed within a single polity. The convergence between the interests of all the

different zucama’ that came to find themselves in the Greater Lebanese polity ended

up engendering the powerful élite cartel that brought about the National Pact and

independence.

In the meantime, the crudest form of kin rivalry prevailed (in a turf openly promoted

by the French under a divide et impera logic) whereby the clergy and the politicians

4165HAMZEH, 2001, 174-176. Cf. HARIK, 1994, 13-54; KHALAF & DENOEUX, 1988, 192-197
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made  use  of  all  the  means  at  their  disposal  for  the  promotion  of  their  family

members all around the political arena, with cases as those of Mgrs.  cAbdallah al-

Khuri or Antoine cArida4166 as poignant examples of how extremely relevant public

figures did not hesitate to sacrifice national and communal interests for the sake of

advancing their kin’s interests.

By the late 1930s, however, the system of neo-familiar dominance initiated a turn,

induced by the attitudinal change in the position of some relevant members of the,

mainly Sunni, Arabist élite – the likes of Khayr al-Din al-Ahdab or Kazim al-Sulh –

vis-à-vis the  Lebanese  State.  In  opening  the  Lebanese  political  market  to  Sunni

influence,  they  gave  start  to  the  political  merger  between  the  élites  of  all

communities whereby it  was tacitly agreed that the Lebanese State to be created

would allow ‘business as usual’ to carry on, albeit under the renewed framework

provided by an independent Republic. Thus, the dynastic convergence between the

political clans of the Maronite Mountain and the non-Maronite Christian oligarchies

of Beirut, already discernible even before World War I, was compounded by their

political  marriage  to  both  the  urban  Sunni  leadership  of  both  Beirut  and  the

landowning Shici élites of both Jabal cAmil and al-Biqac.

Thus, the National Pact, in its initial understanding of 1943, appears not just as a

political covenant but also as a compact of union between the different zucama’ and

kin interests in Lebanon by means of which the integrity of their constituencies was

agreed  upon  and  the  legitimacy  of  their  financial  and  clientelar  stakes  openly

recognized. Lebanon was thus born not only as a federation of confessional groups

but, perhaps more importantly, as an association of several families with a plethora

4166Vid. Chapter 2.
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of coexisting and, very frequently, intersecting interests (of a neo-feudal, clientelar,

economic and political nature) whereby they all agreed to create a State on condition

that their position therein would be safeguarded and their clientèles not tampered

with.

2. The State as  Zacim  (1952-1969): Khuri’s cahd, hereinabove labeled  as part of the

golden era of the ‘Merchant Republic’ was also an era of splendor for the  zucama’

federation  opened by the  National  Pact.  Under  his  administration,  which  can  be

properly understood as a transitional  period between the traditional  Lebanon still

discernible  under  the Mandate  and the  modern State  as  developed by Chamoun,

Chéhab and Hélou, the vivacity of clientelar bonds – both at the zacim and familiar

levels – became particularly evident by the largesse bestowed by the President onto

his family, whose increasing patrimonialization of the State and its institutions – with

Salim Khuri’s  growing encroachment  on the Gendarmerie,  the Chamber and the

Shuf District as case in point – coming to be progressively understood as a threat by

the  other  players  in  the  political  –  and  clientelar  –  arena,  thus  jeopardizing  the

working of  the  National  Pact  as  a  mechanism for  the  distribution  of  power  and

resources all across the different segments of the élite.

It was under Chamoun’s rule that a new trend became, however, clearly discernible:

the willingness of the Head of State, whom Arnold Hottinger defined as the “most

powerful of all [...] zucama”4167, to limit the power of the zucama, by substituting their

private  patronage  by  the  expansion  of  State  authority  and  services.  Chamoun’s

attempts to do so, through the reforms introduced by Khalid Chéhab’s Cabinet4168 as

4167HOTTINGER, 1966, 103.
4168Vid. p. 269 above.
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well  as,  very  particularly,  through  his  ill-fated  1953  electoral  reform  –  whose

declared aim was to hobble the zucama’’s  political  machines in the large districts

thitherto existing, can be considered as a failure, since they provoked, together with

his foreign policy, the reaction of the system which, just like had happened under his

predecessor,  frustrated  the  Head  of  State’s  willingness  to  expand  his  power  by

encroaching on what the zucama’ perceived as their legitimate power bases. In thus

revealing the strength of the system balancing mechanisms present in the Unwritten

Constitution, the crisis of 1958 could also be interpreted as “the swan song of the

zacim-ship system of Lebanon”4169, but not, or not only, for the reasons pointed out by

Hottinger (the Christian communities, generally more “forward looking, and in many

senses more “modern””4170,  took the weapons under the clout provided by parties

rather than directed by old-school zucama’,  who remained only able to direct the

“more  traditional,  backward  and  old-fashioned  communities”4171),  but  for  the

growing  encroachment  of  mass  ideologies  at  the  popular  level.  Thus,  even  the

traditional zucama’, ruling over the backward communities referred to by Hottinger,

were forced to dress their demands with the protective cloth of Arabism, in the case

of the Sunni leaders, or Libanism, in the case of the Chamounist faction. Particularly

in the case of the Sunni Street, whose leadership remained attached to eminently

traditional understandings of zacim-ship, a forced adaptation to ideological politics

would progressively erode their influence over their traditional constituencies. By

1958, Nasser had become, by far, Lebanon’s most influential Muslim zacim.

Far  more  successful  were  the  attempts  undertaken  by  the  Chéhabist  State  to

4169HOTTINGER, 1966, 99.
4170HOTTINGER, 1966, 99.
4171HOTTINGER, 1966, 99.
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“undermine the prestige and the complex material basis of the zacim’s power”4172. In

order  to  do  so,  and  as  has  been  described  elsewhere4173,  the Deuxième  Bureau

reached out directly to the qabadayyat, offering them the economic and legal support

that  they  had  traditionally  been  guaranteed  by  the zucama’,  thus  bypassing  the

pyramidal structure of clientelar rapports in urban Lebanon4174. Weakening the power

of the zucama’ fitted in well with Chéhab’s general policies aiming at the buildup of

the  ‘State  of  Independence’,  understood  as  an  eminently  modern  policy  whose

various agencies and public services would bear a “direct influence [...] on the life of

the individual citizen”4175,  thus reducing the role to be played by zucama’,  whose

position as middlemen between the State, traditionally conceived in lofty and far-

flung terms, and the people became increasingly unnecessary before the growing

penetration  of  the  socially  conscious  and  technocratic  Chéhabist  apparatus  all

through the country4176.

While it can be argued that the Chéhabist State program was not entirely successful,

it did, however, manage to disrupt the already slipping constituencies of the urban

zucama’  by  establishing  a  direct  link  between  the Deuxième  Bureau and  the

qabadayyat. In using money, legal support and ideology (whereas Chéhab and his

State policies were presented as being in tune with Nasser, Salam – Beirut’s most

prominent  zacim and an early Sunni opponent of Chéhabism – was depicted as a

pawn in the hands of the Saudis4177), to protect certain qabadayyat, the Chéhabist

technocracy had placed the State as the main source of patronage in the country, far

4172HOTTINGER, 1966, 99.
4173Vid. pp. 377-380 above.
4174TONTA, 2009, 97, 99-100; HAMZEH, 2001, 170-174; KNIGHT, 1992, 333-337; KHALAF & DENOEUX, 1984,

184-188; JOHNSON, 1983, 183-184; GUBSER, 1973, 180-184.
4175HOTTINGER, 1966, 99.
4176MALSAGNE,  2011,  537-539;  TONTA,  2009,  97-100;  TRABOULSI,  2007,  143;  HUDSON,  1977,  6-7;

HOTTINGER, 1966, 100-101.
4177TRABOULSI, 2007, 143; KALAWOUN, 2001, 123.
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outstripping the traditional zucama’ who, overwhelmed by the growing politicization

and radicalization of their constituencies as well as by the increased penetration of

State institutionality even in the remotest villages of the country, saw the nadir of

their  influence  despite  their  desperate  attempts  at  regaining  hold  of  their  zilm-s

through the late 1960s and early 1970s, as was explained in chapters 4 and 5 above.

By then, however, the patterns of traditional clientelism had already been superseded

by the rise of mass ideology as the principle vector for popular mobilization as well

as by the apparition of new figures (Kamal Joumblatt, Musa al-Sadr), political and

religious,  capable  not  only  of  galvanizing  the  masses,  but  also  of  deploying

patronage services beyond the reach of the zucama’ of yore.

3. Decline  of  zacim-ship  (1969-1976):  The  crisis  of  1969  can  be  identified  as  the

symbolic threshold for the definitive decline of traditional zucama’.  The complex

conflict pitting the Lebanese State institutions against the Palestinian organizations,

with  its  profound  emotional  undertones  at  both  the  internal  and  regional  levels,

revealed the actual weakness of the zucama’’s position when the Street, guided by its

new  outsider leaders, forced their hand by imposing a hard-line position onto the

Mithaqi élites, whose personal interests had traditionally been handsomely served by

a policy of negotiation, compromise and consensus woven in agreement with their

Christian counterparts. 

However,  by  1969,  as  has  been  repeatedly  stated  throughout  these  pages,  the

Lebanese  society  was  not  the  same  than  the  still  largely  rural  and  spatially

compartmentalized one whereupon the National Pact had been agreed back in 1943.

The Lebanon inherited by Frangié was a  rapidly modernizing country where the
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dislocations brought about by an uneven economic development and a massive rural

exodus had brought about new patterns of socialization which, beyond the traditional

bonds typical  of rural  life  (kin and zacim),  were far  more abstract  and based on

impersonal  relationships  rather  than  the  essentially  family-based  links  still

predominant in the countryside. An effervescent youth, at a time of global student

mobilizations, and the uprooted lumpenproletariat swelling Beirut’s outskirts found

a ready refuge in the familiar arms of confession or the lofty promises of radical

ideologies.

By then, there was little that the traditional leaders could do to recover their long lost

influence but follow the dictates of the  Street in order to keep, at  least,  a vague

shadow of legitimacy and a faltering claim to national leadership. Thus, and even if

the electoral system guaranteed their seats in Parliament – by forcing the electors to

vote in their home villages, where they were more susceptible to the pressures of kin

and zacim interests, rather than in their place of residence – the very adaptability and

dynamism of the system they had contributed to create condemned them to their

progressive  demise  at  hands  of  anti-establishment  candidates,  as  proven  by  the

triumph  of  several  ‘radical’ aspirants  in  the  1972  against  the  forces  of  some of

Lebanon’s  most  important  ‘giants’4178.  By  the  time  when  the  war  began,  the

traditional  Muslim zucama’ were to  play a  relatively minor  role,  rapidly effacing

themselves  before  the  final  rise  of  these  new,  eminently  popular,  figures  whose

leadership would end up engendering, as Nizar Hamzeh has proven, new forms of

clientelism.

4178These ‘radical’ candidates were Najah Wakim, who defeated Sa’ib Salam’s candidate Nassim Majdalani in Beirut;
cAbd al-Majid al-Rafici, who beat Rashid Karami in Tripoli; and cAli al-Khalil, who triumphed in Tyre against his
relative and prominent zacim Kazim al-Khalil. Vid. pp. 273-274.
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The  comparative  resistance  of  the  Christian zucama’  vis-à-vis  their  Muslim

counterparts, witnessed by the dominant role played by such traditional leaders as

Pierre  Gemayel  or  Camille  Chamoun  well  into  the  war,  obeyed  to  the  different

genesis of clientelism in the predominant Christian areas of the country – namely

Mount Lebanon – in comparison with the largely Muslim territories annexed thereto

in 1920. Thus, the early suppression of feudalism in the Mountain as well as the

dominance  of  smallholding  had  given  way to  the  rapid  rise  of  populist  leaders,

whose claim to rule over a relatively affluent and widely literate social milieu was

based either  on  personal  appeal  (Samir  Khalaf’s  lawyer-zacim,  fitting  within  the

bureaucratic-administrative zacim-ship  model  explaining  above)  or  on  political

ideology (with Pierre Gemayel and his Kata’ib as a case in point) rather than on the

cruder  forms  of  political  control  and  synallagmatic  clientelism  exerted  by  the

landowning or  urban strongmen categories  so  typical  of  Muslim Lebanon.  Their

resilience notwithstanding, Christian zucama’ would also see the progressive erosion

of their legitimacy throughout the conflict,  at the hands of younger and far more

radical  leaders  who,  like  Bashir  Gemayel  or  Élie  Hubayqah,  connected  with the

almost messianic aspirations of the Christian commonfolk, still deeply attached to

the system of values  embodied by the concept  of cunfuwan,  far  better  than their

forefathers  who,  all  their  intransigent  rhetoric  notwithstanding,  had  always  been

disposed, just like their Muslim coevals, to reach an agreement on the consensual

basis provided by the National Pact that they themselves had crafted.

3. Modernity and the Paradoxical Rise of Confession

Fuad I. Khuri  was one of  the  first  authors  to  relate  the  rise  of  confession that  affected
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Lebanon in the last years of its First Republic with the social and psychological changes brought

about by rural exodus and the coexistence of urban newcomers in Beirut’s periphery.  His 1972

article  “Sectarian  Loyalties  among Rural  Migrants  in  two Lebanese Suburbs:  A Stage  between

Family and National Allegiance” and his subsequent 1975 book From Village to Suburb. Order and

Change  in  Greater  Beirut,  constituted  pioneer  examples  of  this  current  of  thought  which,  as

explained in Part I of this dissertation, can be properly included within the Optimist  School of

Lebanese Politics, so predominant in the pre-war era, as expressly witnessed by Professor Khuri

himself when he argues that the resilience of primordial ties, and particularly of confessionalism,

need not  be incompatible  with  “the  development  of  a  modern  civil  institution”,  acting,  on  the

contrary, as a medium stage, “a test of civility, [...] between family and national allegiance”4179.

As has been variously repeated throughout this dissertation, Khuri understands that rural

politics, developed in the framework of largely mono-confessional villages and regions,was based

upon kinship relations4180. The different families of a village, with their long history of convoluted

links  and  deep-seated  enmities  among  them,  wave  an  entire  network  of  political  relationships

wherein  confessional  belonging  is  seldom a  factor  even  in  the  few cases  where  two  or  more

religious  communities  hold  analogous  power  in  a  given  locality4181. In  those  situation,  Khuri

explains,  a  typically  Lebanese  solution  followed  suit  by  implementing  a  sectarian  quota  in

municipal elections, thus giving each confession the opportunity to participate in the development

and management of the public services entrusted to the municipalities. In so doing, he underlines,

the  system tries  to  foster  –  just  like  happens  at  the  national  level  –  neighborliness  across  the

confessional boundary by restricting competition for leadership within the limits of each ta’ifah:

[...]  municipal  councils  [...]  tend  to  include  representatives  from various  confessional  groups.  Here,

4179KHURI, 1972, 198.
4180KHURI, 1972, 199-202.
4181KHURI, 1972, 200-201.
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opposing  families  within  sects  contend  against  each  other  for  the  seats  previously assigned  to  their

respective sects in the council. The municipality and the mukhtar council [...] were evidently so designed

that competition for leadership would be restricted to family groups within the same sect, not between one

sect and another.4182

For the rural  migrant to the City,  however,  enlarged kinship bonds and other significant

social ties (e.g. “fraternal associations”4183) rapidly lost their meaning in the often depauperate and

rootless world of Beirut’s banlieue. In a context of strong confessional and ethnic heterogeneity, the

uprooted migrants from the Lebanese borderlands found, in the assertion of sectarian interests and

in the public commemoration of religious ephemerids,  an acceptable – and familiar  – frame of

reference  to  participate  in  the  political  life  of  their  new  suburban  surroundings4184.  This  new

sectarian consciousness, evident in both the Shici and Maronite neighborhoods studied by Professor

Khuri4185, needed not be, as he himself pointed out, incompatible with the development of a civic

adherence to State institutions. In Khuri’s own words:

Sect allegiance is gaining intensity, not at the expense of harmony between confessional groups as much

as at the expense of family allegiance within the same groups. [...] Instead of opposing the authority of the

State or being incompatible with it, the growth of religious identities ought to be understood as a means

by which various confessional groups may be better incorporated into the State organization.4186

4182KHURI, 1972, 201. Cf. KHURI, 1975, 207-208.
4183KHURI, 1972, 206.
4184HAMZEH, 2001, 175-176; KHALAF & DENOEUX, 1988, 181-182, 187-188; KHURI, 1975, 207-2011; KHURI,

1972, 207.
4185In  the case of  the Maronites,  the rural  migrants  arriving in al-Shayyah,  their  newly found  Maronite political

consciousness  was  to  find  its  recipient  in  al-Kata’ib,  as  the  foremost  representative  of  the  “unbending  tough
Maronite loyalty to Lebanon” (KHURI, 1972, 207-208). In so doing, Khuri points out (1972, 208), “the newcomers
were  able  to  demonstrate  their  concern  for  the  Maronite  cause  in  Lebanon”,  thus  going  beyond  the  narrow
framework of municipal politics to extend the realm of their concern to the national level. In trying to keep their
local power, the town’s traditional  old families, outnumbered by the migrants, tried to overcome the pettiness of
their age-old quarrels by crafting a common front under the banner of Chamounism, thus attracting over themselves
the spell of the man who resisted the 1958 hawadith to become, ever since, a hero of legendary proportions among
Lebanon’s Christians (KHURI, 1972, 208-209). Their efforts were eventually unsuccessful for, in 1964, after almost
two decades of having been outnumbered, the old families were finally defeated in the municipal elections.

4186KHURI, 1972, 210.
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It is therefore not by chance that the rise of confessional attachments coincided with the

wave of growing politicization of the masses, as described by Michael Johnson and studied above,

which  ended  up  destroying  the  power  of  most  traditional zucama’  in  Beirut  and  elsewhere  in

Lebanon. While the traditional zucama’ had based their  power on patronage networks providing

services to their clientèles and, in turn, receiving their political – and even armed – support while

being open to compromise and cession, following the purest Lebanese tradition, in their dealings

with the other zucama’ at the State level, the suburbial newcomers joining the swelling ranks of

Beirut’s  lumpenproletariat  –  having  broken  with  the  clientelar  networks  they  had  once  been

incardinated  into  and  disconnected  from  the  patronage  mesh  of  Beirut  –  deployed  an

uncompromising approach to politics4187, which rejected, in the name of Socialism, the Arab cause,

or  the  rights  of  the Shici  community depending on the  quarters,  the  private  ententes  and wide

coalitions that had characterized Lebanese politics for over half a century.

The survival, and even the increased influence, of confessionalism on the Lebanese scenario

of the late 1960s and 1970s is, by no means, an exception.  For the last fifty years, a substantial

literature has been instrumental in proving the resilience of “confessional political cultures” even in

apparently  secularized  countries  such  as  Germany  or  Switzerland.  Admitting  the  existing  bias

against the study of religion as a valid marker of social differentiation4188, Hans Geser, quoting Karl

Schmitt  and  Detlev  Pollack,  concludes  that,  those  prejudices  notwithstanding,  “confessional

impacts have remained particularly strong” in what reveals the prevalence “of implicit confessional

socialization  patterns  which  survive  even  in  periods  of  declining  belief  and  practice”4189.  For

Professor Geser, the attitude of confessional groups toward the State “is heavily dependent on the

structural position of the confessional population segment within the respective society”4190, which

4187JOHNSON, 1983, 188-192.
4188GESER, 1997, 1.
4189GESER, 1997, 3.
4190GESER, 1997, 3.
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implies that, in religiously homogeneous areas, confessional groups “lack the incentive to form a

specific confessional culture”4191. Therefore, and within the context of Catholic versus Protestant

sub-cultures  chosen  by Geser,  traditionally  monolithic  Catholic  countries  like  Spain,  Portugal,

Austria  or  Italy lack  a  specific  Catholic  sub-culture  since  communal  interests  are  a priori not

threatened  by  competing  demographic  rivals,  whereas  in  plural  States,  the  likes  of  Germany,

Switzerland – or Lebanon, it might be added – “they [the Catholics of Geser’s example, or the

different Lebanese communities of our study] are prone to defend their religious identity by creating

their  own collective organizations, by integrating their  believers into an encompassing [...]  sub-

culture [...] or by aspiring to get autonomous jurisdiction at least within specific territories”4192. 

Geser’s conclusions mirror those of Francis G. Castles, for whom “religious differences are

an important factor in determining public policy outcomes across a very wide range of areas”4193

and Arend Lijphart who, in an early article comparing the relative strength of religious, linguistic

and class cleavages in poly-segmental societies (Belgium, Switzerland, Canada and white South

Africa), found out that religion remained, by far, the most dominant  attachment determining the

voting behavior of the electorate4194, ahead of language (and that despite the salience of linguistic

conflicts  in  the  1970s  –  federalization  of  Belgium,  Jurassic  question  in  Switzerland4195,

recrudescence of the national question in Quebec) and class, which remained in a distant third.

Lijphart’s conclusions seemingly contradicted Lipset’s assertion that elections are “the expression

of the democratic class struggle”4196. 

4191GESER, 1997, 4.
4192GESER, 1997, 4.
4193CASTLES, 1994, 35.
4194LIJPHART, 1979, 452-456.
4195Interestingly enough,  the  Jurassic  question  can  be  interpreted  as  a  prominent  example  of  the  salience  of  the

religious factor as well. Thus, and even if the willingness of the Jurassiens to separate from the German-speaking
Canton of Bern was expressed in distinctively ethno-linguistic terms (French vs. German speakers) (BASSAND,
1976,  229),  the  newly-established  Canton  of  Jura  included  solely  the  Catholic  districts  that  had  traditionally
constituted the territorial domain retained by the Bishop of Basel in the post-Reformation era, leaving the French-
speaking  but  Protestant-majority  municipalities  to  the  south  of  the  geographical  Jura  within  Protestant,  albeit
German-speaking, Bern. (Vid. VOUTAT, 1996, 30-51; 1993, 18-31; BASSAND, 1976, 221-246).

4196LIPSET, 1960, 220.
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Lipset’s arguments are further contradicted by Robert  Dahl who, following on Lijphart’s

footsteps, criticized the dominant concern with “class conflict” that has served, in his opinion, to

detract  attention  from “other  differences  that  originate  lasting  subcultures  wherein  individuals

socialize”, namely “religion, language, race or ethnic and regional groupings”4197, which serve to

engender identities that “are incorporated by the individual as deeply as his own personality”. In

Dahl’s  opinion,  the  depth  of  such  identities  would  explain  why  conflicts  between  “ethnic  or

religious subcultures” are specially “dangerous”, particularly when religion is brought to the fore,

since they are perceived as threatening “the very existence of the self”4198

Lijphart, Dahl, Castles and Geser’s conclusions are further demonstrated by the examples

provided  by  Father  James  Hennesy,  who,  in  his  study  of  American  Catholicism,  portrayed

sectarianism in the context of a deeply divided and multiply segmented society as a driving force in

the development of US Catholicism as a self-isolating society-unto-itself4199 despite the advances

toward inter-communal cooperation of the Post-war era4200; Hugh McLeod, for his part, proved how

confessional heterogeneity had contributed to the development of marked confessional cultures, as

happened in the Ruhrgebiet, Baden or Alsace in Imperial Germany, whereas no such sub-culture

was apparent in the areas of overwhelming Catholic (Southern Bavaria) or Protestant majorities

(Northern Germany)4201, the vitality of these sub-cultures being further proven by their resilience in

the context of the strongly secularized Federal Republic of the late 20th century, as analyzed by

Karl Schmitt4202. Their examples are further compounded with Graham Walker’s far more recent

4197DAHL, 1989, 102. My translation.
4198DAHL, 1989, 103. My translation.
4199For instance, he points out how Cardinal William Henry O’Connell, Archbishop of Boston (1907-1944), opposed

the compromise-prone attitude of certain of his colleagues on the episcopacy  vis-à-vis certain federal  measures
which were seen as encroaching on Catholic education. “Catholics in the United States”, he said, “had always to be
on guard, always suspicious of the government: “America is a Protestant country, expressive of Protestant traditions,
not Catholic””. (HENNESY, 1981, 240. Vid. also pp. 308-309)

4200HENNESY, 1981, 308-331. Cf. CARTY, 2004, passim; BARONE, 2003, 3-10; CARTER, 2003, 179-208.
4201McLEOD, 1990, 209-211.
4202SCHMITT, 1990, 202-203.
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publication where, in studying the sectarian phenomenon in Scotland and its links with the Northern

Irish  conflict,  he  affirmed  the  vitality  of  sectarianism in  the  region,  beyond the  soccer  rivalry

between  Celtics  and  Rangers4203.  All  these  authors  are  accompanied  in  their  positions  by  an

abundant – and recent – literature aiming to prove how religion, when politicized, becomes a factor

directly increasing the intractability of civil or international conflict as well as complicating post-

war settlement and day-to-day political life in confessionally heterogeneous societies4204.

The upsurge of confessionalism that was apparent in the years foregoing the outbreak of the

Lebanese Civil  War, and which was to  find its  acutest  manifestations during the conflagration,

cannot be, therefore, considered as an exclusively Lebanese phenomenon, emanating from what has

been portrayed as an ab origine deficient political structure or as the consequence of a fragmented

culture preventing the upsurge of an overarching loyalty to the State crafted back in 1920 as argued

by several authors4205. On the contrary, it can be argued that the distinctively modern phenomena

experienced by independent Lebanon – rural exodus, urbanization, development of a consumerist

psyche,  etc.  –  and  their  concomitant  consequences  –  social  and  ethno-religious  heterogeneity,

demographic expansion, outburst of ideologies – were the fundamental reasons for the development

of clear-cut confessional sub-cultures offering the urban newcomers with a familiar framework to

develop their personal identities once their erstwhile bonds – kinship and traditional zacim-ship –

were weakened by their abandoning the spaces where such ties hold meaning. In arriving to he

rootless, cosmopolitan and distinctively heterogeneous milieu of the City, such ties lost all their

significance with only one still being able to offer the déclassé peasants with a well-known system

of referential signifiers: confession. Thus, the Lebanese peasant, just like his German, Swiss or even

American counterparts of the examples quoted above, became confessionally-conscious once he

4203WALKER, 2012, 374-383
4204SVENSSON, 2007, 930-949; TOFT, 2007, 97-131; TOFT, 2006, passim; WALTER, 1997, 335-364; KAUFMAN,

1996, 136-175; MASON & FETT, 1996, 546-568.
4205HAFEZ, 2009, 89-90, 96-102; MAKDISI, 1996, 24-26; BASHSHUR, 1988, 42-67; HUDSON, 1977, 12, 14-15,

19-20.
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became inserted in the multiply segmented maze of urban life.

Confession thus acquired a social prominence it had never enjoyed in Lebanese life and,

very  particularly,  in  Lebanese  politics.  Traditionally,  confessional  communities,  living  in  the

relative homogeneity of their respective geographical spaces, had only played a minor role in the

daily  routines  of  their  respective  believers.  Religion  was,  certainly,  a  central  part  of  life,  but

conflict, being usually confined to coreligionists and therefore implying kin or land disputes rather

than faith-based inter-communal rows, was therefore resolved within the familiar formulae defined

by curf.  Even when local  quarrels  involved disputants of  different  communities, curf,  as  an ill-

defined yet universally accepted corpus of customary Law, was readily applied without hesitation

by both sides within a process involving concessions on both parts with the underlying willingness

to reach an accommodation acceptable by all those involved in the conflict. 

Confession, however, played, as can be readily deducted from early Maronite History4206, a

role as the reservoir of communal rights and identity, which could be mobilized at those times of

danger when communal position and collective existence was at stake. A good example thereof can

be found in the revolutions shaking the Mountain in the Nineteenth century: if the early revolts, like

al-Matn’s precursor 1806 rising, can be considered as class conflicts, pitting the peasantry against

the  fiscal  exactions  embedded  in  the iqtac system,  the  1840-1860  conflict  can  be  properly

understood  as  a  highly  confessionalized  struggle,  confronting  the  new  consciousness  of  the

Maronite community and the pretensions of their former – mainly – Druze overlords to regain their

long-lost privileges in the aftermath of the Egyptian occupation of the Levant. In this context, the

Maronite community,  feeling its very existence as a group jeopardized, mobilized its resources,

human,  economic and propagandistic,  to  avoid that  existential  threat.  Equally,  the Druzes,  in  a

communal  effort  transcending class  or  rank barriers,  all  reacted  – with certainly more  military

4206Vid. chapter 1.
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success than their Maronite compatriots – to what, they too, perceived as a vital threat for their

community.  Thus,  it  can  be  argued,  confessional  identities  occupied  a  position  akin  to  an

‘emergency button’,  ready to be used whenever the need arose,  but usually left  aside for more

conventional approaches to communal problem-solving.

In this context, it is essential to underline how neither confessionalism, whether conceived in

traditional terms or under the renewed prominence thereof experienced in the later decades of the

Second  Lebanese  Republic,  nor  other  traditional  bonds,  the  likes  whereof  have  been  explored

hereinabove,  were incompatible  with the development  of  an increasingly rational  and ‘modern’

political system as has been repeatedly stated above. On the contrary, as Iliya Harik observed, the

growing assertiveness of confession in the public arena coincided with an evident rise in the public

legitimacy  of  the  political  system,  as  proven  by  the  increased  electoral  turnover  experienced

through  the  period4207 as  well  as  by the  growing  fairness  and  competitiveness  of  the  electoral

process4208 – its undeniable flaws notwithstanding, or by the growing role of political parties and

associations in the formation of public opinion and the development of public policies4209. The gist

of the system’s success laid, in Harik’s opinion – widely shared by his coevals of the Optimist

School, in the explicit acknowledgment of the various social cleavages pervading Lebanese society

undertaken by Lebanon’s Unwritten Constitution, which thus “made a serious contribution to the

institutionalization and survival of democracy in Lebanon”4210. Through such well-known devices as

the sectarian quotas in Parliament, the Cabinet and the Civil Service, the para-constitutional hurdles

to  presidential  omnipotence  or  the  permanent  consecration  of  large  and  –  politically  and

confessionally – heterogeneous coalitions as the basis of executive policy, the system achieved its

main  goals  of  “minimizing  interconfessional  electoral  competition  and  conflict,  as  well  as

4207From a low figure of 62,25% in Harik’s adjusted figures for the 1960 election to cyphers approaching 70% in the
1968 (53,80%,  official  figure;  67,25%,  Harik’s  numbers)  and  1972 (52,50%,  official  figure)  electoral  contests
(HARIK, 1980, 37). 

4208HARIK, 1980, 28-30; BAAKLINI, 1976, 144-145, 154-162; DEKMEJIAN, 1975, 91-92.
4209HARIK, 1980, 30; SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 121; SALEM, 1973, 67-74, 138-145.
4210HARIK, 1980, 31.
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enhancing the [...] chances of moderate candidates and working to the disadvantage of confessional

chauvinists”4211. The system thus conceived, by imposing inter-confessional cooperation as the sole

avenue  to  achieve  electoral  success  in  the  context  of  relatively  large  and  demographically

heterogeneous  constituencies4212,  while  certainly  contributing  to  entrench  the  dominance  of  the

heterogeneous élite cartel that had been behind the conception of the National Pact in 1943 – their

financial  position  and  clientelar  networks  guaranteeing  their  election,  also  fostered  inter-

confessional “equity and amity”4213 by withdrawing confessional arguments off the partisan debate.

The Lebanese case, despite its final demise in a civil war whose deep causes went well

beyond the borders of the Bilad al-Arz, as explained in chapter 5, serves as proof that the resilience

of  primordial  bonds  does  not  necessarily  imply  a  hindrance  for  the  consolidation  of  a  solid

democratic  system or  for  the  implementation  of  far-reaching social  and economic reforms but,

rather on the contrary, the integration of such ties within the formal and informal structures of the

modern State constitutes a true guarantee for the development of a widely-legitimized and stable

polity. In this context, it is fundamental to escape the “classic approaches in Western sociology that

[...] tend [...] to equate modernization with the homogenization of world cultures”4214, usually under

Western paradigms – whether Marxism, Liberalism or the Development ideology en vogue in the

1950s and 1960 – which emphasize a “secular, rational worldview, including a strong individualistic

4211SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 120. Cf. HARIK, 1980, 32-33.
4212The 1960 electoral law, without major amendments, has remained the  règle d’or governing Lebanese elections

ever since its  approval.  By establishing  qada’-based constituencies,  the law not  only found a common ground
between the extremely large districts in use under Bishara al-Khuri’s cahd, which gave a large advantage to the slates
submitted by the most powerful zucama’ thus fostering the creation of a true ‘electoral market’ where the positions in
a given list were openly bought and sold, and Camile Chamoun’s almost uninominal electoral map, which was
directly aimed at undermining the power base of those  zucama’ opposed to the Head of State, but also served to
equilibrate  the  6:5  demographic  advantage  conceded  to  Christians  in  Parliament  by  making  Muslim-majority
constituencies elect 13 Christian MPs for the 5 Muslim MPs elected in Christian-majority districts, which amounted
“to a net loss of seven seats to the Christians, in so far as those elected on a slate dominated by a Muslim or a
Christian leader are constrained to act according to his wishes” (HARIK, 1980, 33-34). Thus, in a reflection of the
demographic changes operated ever since independence, from 1960 onward, the 54 Christian to 45 Muslim MPs
arrangement reflective of the 6:5 compromise of 1943, could be more properly interpreted as 47 Christian-elected
MPs for the 52 elected by largely Muslim electorates, in yet another example of the balancing properties of the
Lebanese system.

4213KNIGHT, 1992, 341.
4214EISENSTADT, RIEDEL & SACHSENMEIER, 2002, 2.
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view of man”4215 by taking recourse to alternative views, like those presented by the theory of

Multiple  Modernities initially  formulated  by  Shmuel  N.  Eisenstadt.  For  Eisenstadt  and  his

followers,  modernity and  westernization  cease  to  be  synonymous  concepts4216,  with  the  former

taking “multiple meanings”, which, in Bruce Mazlish’s analysis, imply that “different societies may

pursue their own paths to modernity, retaining their own cultures, rather than merely becoming pale

imitations of the West and its modernization”4217 in what amounts to a rejection of the classical

Weberian definitions of the phenomenon. Certain core values, certain institutional goals may well

be  defined  as  forming  the  common  features  of  a  globally-shared  modernity4218 but  “there  are

different  paths”,  in  Prasenjit  Duara’s  view,  to  attain  such  end,  since  “different  cultures  and

civilizations will assert their distinctive patterns of values and ideas in the pursuit of [those] shared

modern goals”4219. Thus, in accepting as valid Lebanon’s own way to achieve a modern, stable,

prosperous and progressive society, beyond the narrow borders defined by imported models, it can

be affirmed that  legitimizing confessionalism,  kinship and clientelism as part  and parcel  of the

formal democratic structure of the State served the Bilad al-Arz to pursue and – to some extent –

reach such goals while grounding them solidly upon the shared historical heritage of the Lebanese

communities. Quoting, again, Professor Duara, in a statement that could easily be replicated in the

Smithian theory of nationalism:

A society cannot sustain conceptions of authenticity and civilization without some historical basis for

these conceptions.4220

4215EISENSTADT, RIEDEL & SACHSENMAIER, 2002, 3.
4216EISENSTADT, 2002, 27; SACHSENMAIER, 2002, 42-43, 46-53; KOCKA, 2002, 120..
4217MAZLISH, 2002, 68.
4218SACHSENMAIER, 2002, 42.
4219DUARA, 2002, 79.
4220DUARA, 2002, 97.
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II

THE NATIONAL PACT AND THE UNWRITTEN CONSTITUTION

ملك الرض في يد الرب

فهو يقيم عليها في الوان اللئق من به نفعها

Sovereignty over the earth is in the hand of God,/

who raises up on it the man of the hour.

(Sirach, 10:4)

Une constitution [...] n’est donc que le

mode d’existence politique attribué à chaque nation

par une puissance au-dessus d’elle.

Joseph de Maistre, 1884 [1794-1795-1796]

The reference to the Lebanese Unwritten Constitution has been a constant throughout the

pages of this dissertation. As used in this thesis, the term makes reference to the unwritten principles

of  Customary Law underwritting  and  delimiting  the  field  of  action  of  formal  Law as  well  as

marking  out  the  spaces  for  legitimate  political  activity.  The  idea  of  an  unwritten  or  historical

Constitution is, by no means, a novelty in legal discourse since, already, by the Eighteenth century,

certain philosophers of Enlightenment found in this device a ready tool to limit the pretensions to

absolutism  of  the  European  monarchs,  as  illustrated  in  the  previous  excursus  and  elsewhere

throughout this pages.
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The Spaniard Gaspar Melchor de Jovellanos is, together with Montesquieu4221, perhaps the

most  articulate  exponent  of  the  idea of  an unwritten  Constitution  – the ‘Fundamental  Laws’ –

understood as the deposit of a legal tradition limiting the a priori boundless rights of rulers and

ruled4222,  anterior  to  the  establishment  of  the  State  itself  –  thus  capable  of  overruling  State

legislation  –  and  constructed  upon  the  spirit  “of  the  individual  in  the  Nation”4223,  in  an  early

approximation to the Volksgeist notions further developed in the nineteenth century by Savigny,

Herder and Fichte:

All men have etched in their hearts a sacred and invisible law, which endorses what is fair and repudiates

what is unfair, a law independent of all human stipulations and wishes, which would exist and bind even

if the legislators agreed to abolish the laws which they established.4224

A vision  of  Law  not  unlike  the  general  principles  of  politics  exposed  by  his  French

forerunner almost fifty years earlier:

IV. Il ne faut point faire par les loix [sic] ce que l’on peut faire par les mœurs.

VI. Les loix inutiles affoiblissent [sic] les nécessaires.

VII. Celles qu’on peut éluder affoiblissent la législation.

XIX.Il ne faut rien faire que de raisonnable ; mais il faut bien se garder de faire toutes les choses qui le

sont.4225

Rejecting  the  idea  of  a  social  contract  defined  in  terms  of  an  “original  act  of  self-

constitution”4226, as posited by such conspicuous philosophes as Locke and Rousseau, Jovellanos

4221BUBNER, 2015 [2002], 245-259.
4222CANSECO CANSECO, 2011, 223-224.
4223CANSECO CANSECO, 2011, 175.
4224JOVELLANOS, 2006, 828-829.
4225MONTESQUIEU, 1899, 413-414.
4226BUBNER, 2015 [2002], 205. Cf. PORTILLO, 2000, 78; OSÉS GORRÁIZ, 1993, 226.
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defended the joint genesis of the Law and the institutions derived therefrom which, in the purest

Aristotelian fashion, he construed as the proper milieu for human life4227.  It  was,  therefore,  the

jurist’s task to apprehend the content of this unwritten normativity which constitutes the ultimate

basis of State legitimacy, and to restore the plenitude of its stipulations with the ultimate goal of

“recovering” what had been broken by the absolutist pretensions of the ruling dynasties4228, thus

taking  a  role  formerly  available  to  society  at  large4229.  Against  the  “violence  of  the  French

Revolution”4230 and the radical rupture with the legal-institutional past that it brought forth4231, both

of which he rejected4232, Jovellanos aspired to construct an “English-style government”4233, with its

evolutionary, consensual and consuetudinary solutions4234 rather than the radical, revolutionary and

rupturist alternative that would become so characteristic of Continental Liberalism.

The  historicist  current  put  forward  by  Jovellanos,  Montesquieu  and  their  English

counterparts  (Burke4235,  Hume) was continued by the German Historical  School (geschichtliche

Schule) which, under Friedrich C. von Savigny’s leadership, came to oppose the attempts at legal

4227CANSECO CANSECO, 2011, 187-188.
4228JOVELLANOS, 2006, 821.
4229As Savigny (1814, 13. My translation) would write: 

The progress of culture growingly separates the activities of the people so that, what was traditionally
done in common, passes now to specific classes. As one of these separate classes currently appears
that of Jurists. Nowadays, Law builds itself as a language, taking a scientific orientation, and what
formerly existed in the consciousness of the entire people, belongs now to the consciousness of jurists
alone (wie es vorher im Bewußtſeyn des geſammen Volkes lebte, ſo fällt es jetzt dem Bewußtſeyn der
Juriſten anheim), who take on the task of representing the people in such a function. 

And further on:

It is therefore possible to distinguish a double function for the jurists’ class: the first one, material, as
far as the people’s legal production capacity is largely drawn back to them and incessantly exerted by
them as representatives of  all (als dem Repräſentanten des Ganzen); and a  [second], formal and
purely scientific [function], whereby Law, whatever its origins, is scientifically conceptualized and
reformulated by them. 
(SAVIGNY, 1840, 46. My translation).

4230CANSECO CANSECO, 2011, 213.
4231BUBNER, 2015 [2002], 208.
4232CANSECO CANSECO, 2011, 218; FERNÁNDEZ SARASOLA, 2001, 303.
4233CANSECO CANSECO, 2011, 213-214.  The English system received the Hegel’s praise as well (1974, 656)
4234CANSECO CANSECO, 2011, 229-235.
4235For Burke, politics “must no be based on rational aprioricity,  but upon custom and the circumstances of each

country” (OSÉS GORRÁIZ, 1993, 234).
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codification in Germany by appealing to an 

organicist concept of society and history whereby neither the individuals nor the specific historical eras

[...] are intelligible unless abstraction is made of their bonds to the social whole and the historical whole

whereto they respectively belong4236

which contradicted the pretensions of the non-historicists – and of classical Liberalism at

large  –  with  their  willingness  to  develop  an ex  nunc institutionality,  free  of  ties  with  a  past

conceived as  a  mere  deposit  of  historical  teachings,  rather  than as  the  source of  constitutional

legitimacy4237. 

For Savigny and his followers, on the contrary, any pretension to create Law without due

regard for the past was doomed to failure, for legislation, “to be fertile”, had to act “in indissoluble

communion with the totality of the past”4238.  The link between present legislation and historical

legality did not necessarily imply an “uncritical resignation” to an inherited normative corpus, as

had been characteristic of the hierocratic approaches to Law typical of the Ancien Régime,  but

rather a willingness to 

follow each given material to its roots, in order to discover its organic principle with the ultimate goal of

separating what is still alive from what is dead and is now but a mere relic of history.4239

A historical approach to Law or the admission of an immanent legality derived from the

“internal,  silent  forces”  of  popular  experience4240,  inaccessible  to  the  regulatory  power  of  the

Legislature need not necessarily imply, therefore, social or normative stagnation. On the contrary, as

4236CONTRERAS, 2016, 250-251. My translation.
4237CONTRERAS, 2016, 250; CANSECO CANSECO, 2011, 213-214, 220-229; ARTOLA, 2008, 68-85.
4238CONTRERAS, 2016, 251.
4239SAVIGNY, 1814, 117-118. My translation.
4240SAVIGNY, 1814, 14.
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has been repeatedly explored throughout this dissertation and will  be further proven below, the

historical legality enshrined in the Fundamental Laws, as defined by Jovellanos and his colleagues,

represented  an  ever-reforming  approach  to  the  Constitution  which,  while  deeply  rooted  in  the

traditional legitimacies of the society it was called to rule, offered the possibility of a permanent

exercise of adaption to the changing circumstances of a rapidly modernizing society. Even Hegel,

who can be properly classified  as  an eminent  example  of  Classical  Liberalism4241,  is  forced to

concede that certain institutions, among which he includes ‘personal freedom’, exist alongside the

formal Constitution and not directly as a consequence thereof, being logically part and parcel of a

Constitution defined lato sensu as the complex of rules ordering a given society and not merely the

written norm, ordered from the top down4242.  Likewise,  even such a passionate defender of the

contractualist  theory  of  social  origins  as  the  forerunner  of  Classical  Liberalism,  John  Locke,

acknowledged,  a  century  and  a  half  before  our  historicist  philosophers  –  and  certainly  on  a

theological basis, that 

[t]here are virtues and vices antecedent to, and abstract from society, [...] other virtues and vices there are

which suppose society and laws [...]; in both these the rule and obligation is antecedent to human laws

[...].4243

Thus,  the obligation to  follow the laws of society was not,  in  Locke’s  analysis,  a  mere

consequence of the positive commands issued by the constituted authorities, but a result of mankind

being given “by God” the “discernment to distinguish what is apt to preserve society”4244, which de

facto implies  Locke’s  acceptance  of  the  existence  of  a  pre-ordained,  immanent  deposit  of  –

certainly, God-established – legality, accessible to humanity through the gifts that He bestows upon

them.

4241BUBNER, 2015 [2002], 276-277.
4242HEGEL, 1974, 706.
4243LOCKE, 1829 [1678], 57.
4244LOCKE, 2011 [1678], 145-146. My translation.
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Leaving  aside  Locke’s  theological  approach  to  Legal  Philosophy,  and  following  on  the

footsteps of the Historicist school, albeit from an ideologically divergent point of view4245, Louis de

Bonald,  Joseph de Maistre  and Juan Donoso Cortés –  whom Carl Schmitt  would label  as the

“Catholic philosophers of Counter-revolution”4246– also rejected the post-revolutionary dominance

of Positivism that would become particularly enshrined, both in Law and in Philosophy, under the

influence of Comtian ideals4247 in the mid decades of the nineteenth century, when certain authors

like Friedrich J. Stahl would go as far as to affirm that “Law and Positive Law are synonymous

concepts”4248,  in  a  prefiguration  of  the  radical  textualism  that  would  become  the  gist  of  the

Kelsenian  Philosophy of  Law in  the  early  decades  of  the  twentieth  century.  For  the  Catholic

philosophers mentioned hereinabove, however, human abilities were too limited to even pretend to

grasp normative fullness, which they reserved to God alone, with “tradition” standing “as the only

possibility”  for  humankind to  achieve  a  minimal  comprehension of  “the  Truth”,  as  defined by

Bonald4249. Their “philosophical anthropophobia”4250, which would attain its paroxysm in Donoso

Cortés’ work, was engendered by their perception of the French Revolution and its consequences as

a rekindling of the biblical Fall4251. Their philosophy can therefore be understood as etymologically

reactionary: as an act of opposition to the results of the Revolution in both the social, the legal and

the political fields. In this context, De Maistre’s work is particularly illustrative for not only does he

reject  the  contractualist  theories  of  the  State4252 en  vogue at  least  since  Rousseau  –  just  like

4245OSÉS GORRÁIZ, 1993, 229.
4246SCHMITT, 2009, 38.
4247Comte’s philosophy can be summarized in a sentence he pronounced during the first of his two famous lectures on 

“Positive Philosophy”:

[...] le caractère fondamental de la philosophie positive est de regarder tous les phénomènes comme
assujettis à des lois naturelles invariables, dont la découverte précise et la réduction au moindre
nombre possible sont le but de tous nos efforts, et considérant comme absolument inaccessible et vide
de sens pour nous la recherche de ce qu’on appelle les causes, soit premières, soit finales. 
(COMTE, 2002 [1936], 46)

4248CONTRERAS, 2016, 290.
4249Cit. in SCHMITT, 2009, 50. Cf. OSÉS GORRÁIZ, 1993, 239-240.
4250SCHMITT, 2009, 51. Cf. fn. 3794; OSÉS GORRÁIZ, 1993, 232, 236, 243.
4251TARRAGÓ, 1999, 168; OSÉS, 2001, 131; OSÉS GORRÁIZ, 1993, 235.
4252OSÉS, 2001, 133; OSÉS GORRÁIZ, 1993, 236.
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Jovellanos had already done much earlier – but he also puts forward, under the clout of a revised

form  of  hierocracy4253–  which  can  also  be  found  in  Burke’s  work4254,  a  historical  concept  of

Constitution analogous to the Anglo-Saxon formulae so cherished by Montesquieu and his Spanish

counterpart4255. Thus, for De Maistre:

Une constitution  dans le  sens philosophique  n’est  donc que le  mode d’existence  politique attribué à

chaque nation par une puissance au-dessus d’elle ; et, dans un sens inférieur, une constitution n’est que

l’ensemble des lois plus ou moins nombreuses qui déclarent ce mode d’existence. Il n’est point nécessaire

que ces lois soient écrites.4256

Hence,  De Maistre,  in  rejecting  “society’s  crazy pretension  to  constitute  itself”4257,  puts

forward a view of Constitutional Law analogous to Savigny’s and Burke’s, which binds legality to

“population, customs, religion, geographical position, political relations, wealth, the good and bad

qualities  of  a  given  nation”4258,  rather  than  to  a  specific  regulatory  act  resulting  from  the

deliberations of a collegial body4259– even the rights and freedoms which the revolutionary liberals

of 1789 and 1791 had included in their written Constitutions are, in his opinion, but a “historical

product  whose  roots  plunge  into  the Natural  Constitution”4260.  The  historical  Constitution,  as

explained by De Maistre in yet another clear parallelism with Savigny and Jovellanos, is, however,

4253Nous sommes tous attachés au trône de l’Être suprême par une chaîne souple, qui nous retient sans nous asservir.
Ce qu’il y a de plus admirable dans l’ordre universel des choses, c’est l’action des êtres libres sous la main divine.
Librement esclaves, ils opèrent tout à la fois volontairement et nécessairement : ils font réellement ce qu’ils veulent,
mais sans pouvoir déranger les plans généraux. Chacun de ces êtres occupe le centre d’une sphère d’activité, dont
le diamètre varie au gré de l’éternel géomètre, qui sait étendre, restreindre, arrêter ou diriger la volonté, sans
altérer la nature.
Dans les ouvrages de l’homme, tout est pauvre comme l’auteur : les vues sont restreintes, les moyens raides, les
ressorts inflexibles, les mouvements pénibles et les résultats monotones. Dans les ouvrages divins, les richesses de
l’infini se montrent à découvert jusque dans le moindre élément ; sa puissance opère en se jouant ; dans ses mains
tout est souple, rien ne lui résiste ; pour elle tout est moyen, même l’obstacle ; et les irrégularités produites par
l’opération des agents libres, viennent se ranger dans l’ordre général.
(DE MAISTRE, 1880 [1814], 1-2. Vid. Also p. 106. Cf. OSÉS GORRÁIZ, 1993, 238, 242-243).

4254BURKE, 1978, 222-224, 228, 232, 241-244.
4255OSÉS, 2001, 134-135; DE MAISTRE, 1880 [1814], 115.
4256DE MAISTRE, 1884, 369.
4257OSÉS GORRÁIZ, 1993, 240.
4258DE MAISTRE, 1880 [1814], 89.
4259DE MAISTRE, 1880-b, vii. 
4260OSÉS GORRÁIZ, 1993, 243.
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not a stiff, unmovable body of immanent legislation but, on the contrary, he partakes with his liberal

forerunners of  enlightened historicism in a  dynamic view of Law, acknowledging not  only the

possibility, but the need, of change:

Une autre erreur très-funeste, est de s’attacher trop rigidement aux monuments anciens. Il faut sans doute

les respecter ; mais il  faut surtout considérer ce que les jurisconsultes appellent le dernier état.  Toute

constitution libre est de sa nature variable, et variable en proportion qu’elle est libre ; vouloir la ramener à

ses rudiments, sans rien rabattre, c’est une entreprise folle.4261

Despite the efforts deployed by its partisans, Classical Historicism was defeated, as was seen

above, by the rising tide of Comtian Juspositivism and its epigones, whose ultimate goal was to

“transfer the precepts and fictions of Natural Law to the field of Positive Law” through the approval

of “a written Constitution, judged and felt, in itself, as a need from the point of view of artificialist

rationality”  which  determined  the  foundation  of  “a  new State  upon  the  sole  consensus  of  the

citizenry and placed outside the reach of political authority”4262. Law was, therefore, understood as

the mere ensemble of norms in force in a given State at a given historical moment4263, in a textual

rigor that not even the upsurge of legal Neo-Kantianism, with the work of Rudolf Stammler – who,

while rejecting the excesses of traditional Jusnaturalism, affirmed the existence of a certain content

of material justice beyond the field of written Law4264: a “Natural Law with a changing content [ein

theoretisch richtiges Recht]”4265, Gustav Radbruch – for whom Law was not “valid Law, but the

Law that should be  valid, not Positive Law, but correct Law”4266– or Giorgio del Vecchio – who

understood the “juridical experience” as going beyond the borders of Positive Law4267, managed to

4261DE MAISTRE, 1880 [1814], 116.
4262OSÉS GORRÁIZ, 1993, 228.
4263CONTRERAS, 2016, 290.
4264CONTRERAS, 2016, 292.
4265 There certainly exists [...]  a Natural Law [...]  – but a Natural Law with a changing content  [ein theoretisch
richtiges  Recht].  Under  the  term  Natural  Law,  I  understand  those  legal  propositions  which,  under  empirically
conditioned circumstances, contain a theoretically just Law. (STAMMLER, 1896, 185).
4266RADBRUCH, 1914, 2. Cit. in CONTRERAS, 2016, 295.
4267DEL VECCHIO, 1921 [1980], 303. Cit. in CONTRERAS, 2016, 301.
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obscure the path of Legal Theory towards the consecration of positivism in a process which would

find its zenith in Hans Kelsen’s concept of Legal Purity.

As  has  been  repeated  above,  Kelsen’s  work  is  intimately  bound  to  the  principles  of

Continental Juspositivism which, he, nonetheless, attempted to consecrate – on the wake of Pareto

and Weber’s understanding of Social Science as a pure field that should be preserved from “the

corruption  of  individual  and  collective  faiths,  from feelings  and from non-rationally  justifiable

conceptions of the world”4268– through his understanding of Law as a “true science”4269 whose goal

was to define “what and how the law is, not how it ought to be”4270. This vision of Law led Kelsen

to reject the possibility of a Natural Law, which he reduced to mere legal metaphysics4271, and to

defend  a  value-deprived  concept  of  Law  which  deemed  any  legal  disposition,  whatever  its

content4272, as eminently valid as long as its was created “in [the] fashion determined by the basic

norm”4273: “[t]herefore”, he went on, “any kind of [normative] content might be law [and t]here is

no human behavior which, as such, is excluded from being the content of a legal norm”4274, which

contrasted with the, eminently valorative, content of Natural Law as defined by him:

[...] the natural-law theory seeks the reason for the validity of positive law in a natural law, different from

positive law, and hence in a normative order with which the positive law, according to its contents, may or

may not conform; so that the positive law, if not in conformity with natural law, must be regarded as

invalid. Therefore [...] not any [...]coercive order may be interpreted as [an] objectively valid normative

order. The possibility  of  a  conflict  between natural  law and positive  law includes  the  possibility  of

regarding such a coercive order as invalid. Only to the extent that the content of positive law may or may

not conform with natural law and may therefore not only be just but also unjust and therefore invalid –

4268BOBBIO, 1980, 246-247. Cit. in CONTRERAS, 2016, 310, fn. 6.
4269CONTRERAS, 2016, 308.
4270KELSEN, 1967, 1. My translation.
4271KELSEN, 1967, 77.
4272KELSEN, 1967, 198, 217.
4273KELSEN, 1967, 197.
4274KELSEN, 1967, 198.
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only to that extent can natural law serve as ethical-political standard and therefore as a possible ethical-

political justification of positive law.4275

In thus defining Law as a value-less system where normative validity is merely predicated

from the concrete legal norm’s approval following the conditions set up in another norm, superior in

rank,  itself  issued following the specifications  of  yet  another  superior  norm4276,  in  a  pyramidal

transmission of  validity that,  at  least  theoretically,  could  prolong itself  ad infinitum,  Kelsen is,

however, unable to support his theory without resorting to a legal fiction: the fundamental norm

[Grundnorm].  Given  that  it  is  impossible  to  prolong  the  chain  of  validity  beyond  the  “first

constitution”  established  “historically”4277,  the  Austrian  philosopher  is  forced  to  define  a

fundamental rule that would frame itself as the key to the entire system, as “the foundation for the

validity of the remaining norms of the system and, therefore, as the unifying criterion for that entire

legal order”4278:

[...] if [...] we presuppose a norm according to which (a) the act whose meaning is to be interpreted as

“constitution” is  to  be regarded as establishing objectively valid  norms,  and (b)  the individuals  who

establish this act as the constitutional authorities [...] this norm is the basic norm of the national legal

order. It is not established by a positive legal act, but is presupposed, if the act mentioned under (a) is

interpreted as establishing a constitution and the acts based on the constitutions are interpreted as legal

acts. [...] This presupposition is the ultimate [...] reason for the validity of the legal order.4279

Thus, the Fundamental Norm as defined by Kelsen, the keystone to his Pure Theory of Law,

is – “paradoxically”, as Professor Contreras states4280– but a hypothesis, a mere fiction validating the

position of the formal Constitution as the center of a given national normative system merely on the

4275KELSEN, 1967, 218-219.
4276KELSEN, 1967, 217-218; SCHMITT, 2009, 23.
4277KELSEN, 1967, 46.
4278MARTÍNEZ ROLDÁN & FERNÁNDEZ SUÁREZ, 2006, 97.
4279KELSEN, 1967, 46. My emphasis.
4280CONTRERAS, 2016, 320.
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content of the Constitution itself, a fallacy that he tries to disguise – in vain – under the clout of a

deliberately obscure language:

The Pure Theory describes the positive law as an objectively valid normative order and states that this

interpretation is possible only under the condition that a basic norm is presupposed according to which

the subjective meaning of the law-creating acts is also their objective meaning.4281

In trying to base the validity of Positive Law on such an “atypical and weird” law as the

Fundamental Norm, which “not possessing any legal characteristic is presumed to possess them all

in order to justify the legality of all other norms” within a given system4282, Kelsen was to face the

criticism of both the neo-reactionary school of Legal Philosophy, with Carl Schmitt at its forefront –

for whom Kelsen’s work had simply denied the notion of sovereignty by fusing the State, as a

sociological entity, and its Constitution, as a legal byproduct thereof, within a unit which acts, at the

same time, as a system4283;  and that of the Neojusnaturalist  movement whose main spokesman,

Gustav Radbruch, accused Kelsenian philosophy of having contributed to legitimize Nazism by

“dissociating Law from morals”, with its insistence on the idea “that jurists should only occupy

themselves  with  “the  Law that  is”  (not  the  Law  that  ought  to  be)  and  that  it  “can  have  any

content””4284, in what amounted to a scathing critique that attacked Kelsen’s obsession with “formal

validity” as opposed to the content of material justice which is part and parcel of Natural Law,

understood as a supra-legal Law (übergesetzliches Recht)4285:

[When] the conflict between positive law and justice reaches an intolerable dimension [...], [when] justice

is not even a goal [of positive law], when equality, which is the core of justice, is consciously denied by

positive law [...], then positive law is not simply “wrong Law”, but rather lacks completely a legal

4281KELSEN, 1967, 217-218.
4282MARTÍNEZ ROLDÁN & FERNÁNDEZ SUÁREZ, 2006, 98.
4283SCHMITT, 2009, 23-24.
4284CONTRERAS, 2016, 322.
4285CONTRERAS, 2016, 322.
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nature, given that Law can be defined as an order whose goal is to serve justice. By this token, it can be

understood that complete sections of “National Socialist Law” never had the status of true Law [...].

Such legal character was missing in all those laws treating certain human beings as sub-humans [...] and

denying them human rights and dignity.4286

Even certain sectors of Legal Positivism were forced to criticize, despite Bobbio’s ill-fated

attempts  to  defend Kelsen by arguing that  the problems of  validity and justice are  issues of  a

radically different nature4287, the cumbersome character of the Pure Theory of Law. For H.L.A. Hart,

the foremost representative of post-war Juspositivism in the Anglo-Saxon world,  the distinction

between “is” and “ought to be”, so central to Kelsenian thought was “seriously misleading”4288. The

validity of laws in a given system does not depend, in Hart’s theory, on an invisible Fundamental

Law, lurking above the normative pyramid, but lies upon a sociological reality: the so-called Rule

of Recognition. “We may say”, Hart affirms, “that a criterion of legal validity or source of law is

supreme if rules identified by reference to it are still recognized as rules of the system”4289; thus,

there is no need to go beyond the Constitution, in Hartian reasoning, because it, as the  ultima ratio

of the system’s coherence, “is used by courts, officials, and private persons as the ultimate rule of

recognition”4290. In a paradoxical coincidence with Schmitt, Hart comes, therefore, to understand

that there is no such thing as a “Pure Theory of Law” separated from social life. Law, from the

humblest règlement to the lofty Constitution must be obeyed because there are social forces able to

enforce its dispositions, be they an expression of sovereign authority, in Schmitt’s analysis, or a

community of legal operators sharing a consensus around the meaning and content thereof, as Hart

would argue.

The  critique  toward  Juspositivism,  despite  Kelsen’s  long  shadow  in  Legal  Studies  –

4286RADBRUCH, 1972, 356-357. Cit. in CONTRERAS, 2016, 323. My emphasis.
4287CONTRERAS, 2016, 324-327.
4288HART, 108. Cf. MARTÍNEZ ROLDÁN & FERNÁNDEZ SUÁREZ, 2006, 98-100.
4289HART, 1961, 106
4290HART, 1961, 107-108.
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particularly in Continental Europe, was furthered by Ronald Dworkin, who rejected the “theoretical

and emotional distance vis-à-vis Law” which Legal Positivism imposed on jurists4291, demanding,

on its place, “a “believing”, engagé jurist, accepting the principles and values that underly the legal

system  and  committed  to  present  it  under  as  “good  a  moral  light”  as  possible”4292.   Law  is,

moreover,  Dworkin argues, inextricable from other “departments of philosophy”4293– “normative

theory will  be embedded in a  more general  political  and moral  philosophy which may in turn

depend upon philosophical theories about human nature or the objectivity of morality”4294– which

equates to a frontal rebuttal of Kelsen’s attempts to separate Law from social reality, as had already

been  criticized  by  Schmitt  and  Hart.  Law  goes,  therefore,  “beyond  the  sharp  borders  [...]  so

painstakingly  delimited  by  Legal  Positivism”4295 to  embrace  a  content  of  material  justice

transcending the limitations set up by written norms: “individuals”, he argues, “can have rights

against the state that are prior to the rights created by explicit legislation”4296, with principles and

policies,  of  a  clearly  para-legal  nature,  playing  a  central  role  as  “Implicit”  or  “Interpretative”

Law4297:

The origin of these [principles and policies] as legal principles lies not in a particular decision of some

legislature or court, but in a sense of appropriateness developed in the profession and the public over

time. Their continued power depends upon this sense of appropriateness being sustained.4298

The Law, in Dworkin’s view, goes therefore well beyond the textualism of the Kelsenian

school of Legal Positivism, but also transcends the classical views of Anglo-Saxon jurisprudence,

with its focus on precedent, to cover a wide array of socially-engendered principles which, weighted

4291CONTRERAS, 2016, 343.
4292CONTRERAS, 2016, 343.
4293DWORKIN, 1978, viii.
4294DWORKIN, 1978, viii.
4295CONTRERAS, 2016, 344.
4296DWORKIN, 1978, xi.
4297CONTRERAS, 2016, 344.
4298DWORKIN, 1978, 40. My emphasis.
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by their respective importance, play a dynamic role in defining the applicable Law to a specific

case4299.

*          *          *

With this brief introduction on the conflicting theories of Law that have shaken Western

Legal Philosophy ever since the Enlightenment, it has been tried to provide a readily understandable

context to one of the more often repeated concepts of this dissertation: Unwritten Constitution. 

By Unwritten Constitution, it has been understood that, beyond the textual literalness of the

Lebanese Constitution, a number of unwritten rules, principles and agreements hold, at least, equal

status with the written norm, being directly enforceable principles of substantive Law, whose breach

could be immediately sanctioned by the political operators intervening in the day-to-day application

of Constitutional normativity. These unwritten norms, rooted in History as will be seen below, are

engaged in a dynamic relation within themselves and with the written Constitution, which implies

the specific application of a written or unwritten remedy depending on the specific circumstances of

the  political  problems  ahead.  In  this  context,  it  can  be  properly  argued  that  the  Lebanese

Constitutional system resembles, despite Antoine Messarra’s opinion4300, the Anglo-Saxon model,

with its explicit recognition of unwritten norms as part of Constitutional legality rather than the

French model over-imposed from 1920 onward. Following Dicey’s classical definition:

Constitutional law, as the term is used in England, appears to include all rules which directly or indirectly

affect the distribution or the exercise of the sovereign power in the state. [...] the rules which make up

constitutional law [...] include two sets of principles or maxims of a totally distinct character.

4299DWORKIN,  1978, 14-45.
4300MESSARRA, 1994, 20-22.
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The one set of rules are in the strictest sense “laws”, since they are rules which (whether written or

unwritten, whether enacted by statute or derived from the mass of custom, tradition, or judge-made

maxims known as the Common Law) are enforced by the Courts [...].

The other set of rules consist of conventions, understandings, habits or practices which, though they

may regulate the conduct of the several members of the sovereign power [...], are not in reality laws at all

since they are not enforced by the Courts.4301

The  similarities  between  the  English  Constitution  and  the  Lebanese  Constitutional

Compact4302 are, therefore, striking: both countries possess a written constitutional legality (Statute

Law in the English case, the formal Constitution in the Lebanese one) and an unwritten, often ill-

defined,  constitutional  custom including,  certainly,  traditional  laws  directly  enforceable  by  the

Courts, but also norms of dubious legal nature, which consecrate principles and social traditions as

part and parcel of the Fundamental Norm of their respective politico-juridical systems4303. In both

cases, moreover, the validity, efficacity and legitimacy of the entire constitutional edifice – beyond

dubious formulae put forward by political scientists rather than issued by those legally entitled to do

so – can only be sustained if the existence of a non-Positive legality including para-legal norms  lato

sensu, as defined by Dworkin and acknowledged by Rabbath4304, is explicitly admitted. Without the

strict corset imposed by Legal Positivism, the Constitution can therefore be conceived as a living

tool for the regulation of social conviviality in a given State, a flexible document – whether written

4301DICEY, 1979 [1885], 23-24. My emphasis.
4302In this context, compact must be understood as the totality of the Lebanese Constitution, including both its written

and its unwritten parts rather than, in Lockean terms, as the pre-constitutional pact giving birth to a Fundamental
Law defined exclusively by a written document.  Thus, the compact can be equated to the “Components of the
Constitutional  Mechanism”  notion  employed  by  Charles  H.  Sheldon  (2002,  7-10)  in  his  analysis  of  the  US
Constitution. All those components (the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, as well as the principles  of separation of
powers and federalism) are to be interpreted “as an integrated whole [...] contribut[ing] to the working of the entire
mechanism” (SHELDON, 2002, 10) and, by the same token, the different elements of the Lebanese Constitutional
Compact  as  hereby  defined  (the  text  of  the  different  formal  Constitutions of  the  Lebanese  State  and  the
consuetudinary principles and norms of the Lebanese people) must equally be comprehended as a holistic  totum,
where each part cannot be fully understood, applied and interpreted without the others.

4303For the English case, vid. ALLISON, 2007, passim; BAGEHOT, 2004 [1867], passim; PÉREZ-BUSTAMANTE,
1994, 177-180.

4304RABBATH, 1968, 55.
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or unwritten – which, beyond a certain, mainly methodological, core of rigidity, can be modified at

will with the changing social and political conditions experienced by the society it rules over. In the

words of the eminent Lebanese jurist Edmond Rabbath:

[...] un système constitutionnel donné a tendance à se réaliser en développant des modes d’agir qui, à

condition qu’ils n’interviennent pas en violation des dispositions écrites affectées à son fonctionnement,

finissent par s’y agglomérer pour en faire partie intégrante. 

[...] tout texte constitutionnel finit par entraîner dans son sillage un long cortège de conventions et

d’usages qui en deviennent indissociables.4305

How is it possible, however, to admit the existence of a non-Positive Law, whether it is

called natural or historical is a priori indifferent, in view of Kelsen’s scathing criticism of the term?

As soon as the natural-law theory undertakes to determine the content of the norms that are immanent in

nature [...] it gets caught in the sharpest contrasts. The representatives of that theory have not proclaimed

one natural law but several very different natural laws conflicting with each other. This is particularly true

for the fundamental questions of property and form of government. [...] Any positive law that conforms

with the natural law of one theory and therefore is judged “just” is in conflict with the natural law of the

other theory and therefore is judged “unjust”.4306

Perhaps unsurprisingly, Kelsen answers himself when he tries to discredit the theories of

Natural Law. Certainly, it would be extremely difficult to define a universally accepted criterion of

justice, but if such criterion is contextualized, if it is Statized, it is evident that a socially acceptable

and  readily  available  corpus  of  legal  traditions  –  a  true  historical  Constitution  in  the  purest

Jovellanos-esque  meaning  of  the  term,  sanctioned  by time  and  continued  usage  can  be  easily

4305RABBATH, 1982, 449.
4306KELSEN, 1967, 220.
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located,  even  if  it  is  admitted,  together  with  Tocqueville,  Hobsbawm,  Bubner,  Humboldt  or

Gellner4307, that the Revolutionary Era represented an Ächsenzeit, a radical transformation leading

the way to the upsurge of a political institution, the State, whose power was unequaled by any other

person or institution in recorded human history. The advent of the modern State, the radical and

often disruptive transformations it brought forth notwithstanding, did not happen on a void; rather

on the contrary, the new institution created its legitimacy upon the rich fabric of traditions, customs

and  institutions  already existing  on  the  geographical  locale  it  came to  rule  over,  as  has  been

convincingly proven by Anthony Smith4308. It cannot be rationally expected that such a localized

historical experience may give rise to a universal set of core principles, but it certainly can give way

to a nationally valid para-constitutional legality, as Ronald Dworkin did not fail to ascertain when

he affirmed:

Interpretative theories [of Law] are by their nature addressed to a particular legal culture, generally the

culture to which their authors belong. Unless these theories are deeply skeptical, they will treat that legal

system as a flourishing example of law [...]. The very detailed and concrete legal theories lawyers and

judges construct for a particular jurisdiction, which extend into the detail of its adjudicative practice, are

of course very much tied to that jurisdiction.4309 

The willingness to impose purportedly universal models on the Lebanese scenario together

with an, alas, generalized lack of awareness regarding the comparative legal scenario or the general

History  of  Law,  explain  the  widespread  criticism  directed  against  the  Lebanese  politico-

constitutional system by wide sectors of the literature, as explained elsewhere in this dissertation4310.

In the following pages it will be briefly attempted to explain, with view onto the historical processes

explained in Part Two, the principles underlying the Lebanese Historical Constitution as well as to

4307BUBNER, 2015 [2002], 293-300; TOCQUEVILLE, 2010, 83-106; GELLNER, 1994, 1-46; HOBSBAWM, 1990,
14-45, 80-100; HUMBOLDT, 1792, 77-85, Cit. in BORSCHE, 1990, 41-42.

4308SMITH, 1988, passim.
4309DWORKIN, 1978, 103.
4310Vid. Pars Prima and the preceding essay.
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dispel some of the oft-repeated fallacies that put in question its functioning. 

1. The Historical Origins of the Unwritten Constitution.

Historiographical mythology has chosen various episodes to date the beginning of Lebanese

nationhood, with Fakhr al-Din’s rule as emir of the Mountain as a case in point. The Druze emir has

been variously portrayed as the “founder of the Lebanese Imarah”4311, as the precursor and founder

of Maronite-Druze unity4312 and Lebanese nationhood4313,  the definer of “the Lebanese state” as

would be claimed by “Maronite leaders in the early twentieth century”4314, or as a providential ruler

“point[ing] to the Lebanese their destiny and establish[ing] a clear-cut break between their country

and Syria”, in Philip Hitti’s dithyrambic praise of the amir al-jabal4315. Fakhr al-Din was, however,

unable  to  impose  a  formalized  administrative  structure  over  the  dispersed  and  somewhat

cumbersome array of territories he came to rule over, as Toufic Touma does not fail to point out4316,

and his rule remains a mythomoteur, in the sense defined by Anthony Smith and John Armstrong4317,

far more than the true starting point of Lebanese statehood in the bureaucratic, dynastic or legal

meaning of the term.

In this  context,  the beginning of the Shihabi imarah,  can be properly considered as the

moment post quam an embryo of Lebanese statehood was initially generated, in what was going to

be a  long and complex process – explained in  chapter  1 – culminating in  two documents:  the

Règlement of 1861 and the Constitution of 1926, which formalized some of the features of the

customary arrangement governing Lebanon’s political life ever since 1711.

4311HARIK, 1968, 28.
4312TOUMA, 1986, 47-52.
4313LAORTY-HADJI, 97. Cit. in TOUMA, 1986, 49.
4314BAAKLINI, 1976, 32.
4315HITTI, 1965, 166.
4316TOUMA, 1986, 52.
4317SMITH, 1988, 15-16, 24-26, 41-44, 58-68, 105-108, 118, 144-149; ARMSTRONG, 1982, 8-9, 129-167, 293.
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Called in  1699 to the position formerly held by the Macans,  as paramount rulers  of the

Mountain  –  their  status  in  the  Ottoman cursus  honorum being  of  no  interest  for  our  present

endeavor – by an assembly of the “notables of al-Shuf, emirs, muqaddams and shaykhs” 4318, in a

repetition of the investiture process already observed, back in 1590, when Fakhr al-Din had been

confirmed as amir  al-hakim,  the Chéhab-s  – a  family extraneous to  the Mountain,  whose own

estates were located in Wadi al-Taym – came to rule not as sovereign princes possessing an a priori

original right to rule by virtue of a hierocratic imperative, as was common in most pre-modern

societies, but as delegates of an aristocratic assembly, their power being confined within the strict

limits defined by the authority of the remaining members of a nobility operating in the context of a

dynamic  and  pyramidally-structured  hierarchy.  Thus,  the  hakim was,  in  Abdo  Baaklini’s

formulation, but a primus inter pares:

The emir (prince or hakim) at the top of the pyramid received his investiture from the Turkish wali who

acted as the representative of the Ottoman Sultan. After the  emir came the  muqaticji (the governor or

administrator of a certain district) who could be either a muqaddam or a shaikh. The emir belonged to the

muqaddam group but was considered a  primus inter paris. The  emir  had the right to invest the title of

muqaddam or shaikh to whomever he wished to reward.4319

Moreover, the 1711 battle of cAyn Dara, in largely rooting out the Yemeni party – thitherto a

source of quasi-permanent discord, contributed, by way of a general reconfiguration of aristocratic

relations in the Mountain4320, to stabilize Chéhabi rule as well as to provide enough time for the

principles of their  regime to consolidate themselves as fundamental  rules within the customary

Constitution of the Lebanese Mountain. In Michel Chebli’s colorful prose:

4318DUWAYHI, 1951, 382. Cit. in TOUMA, 1986, 63.
4319BAAKLINI, 1976, 34.
4320HOURANI, 1981, 129-130; BAAKLINI, 1976, 36.
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[...] cette victoire [cAyn Dara] donna l’occasion [au  hakim] Haïdar d’asseoir son régime sur des bases

nouvelles et solides. Il  créa au lendemain de Aïn-Dara la nouvelle féodalité, en distribuant aux chefs

vainqueurs les titres et les biens. [...] Il est à remarquer à ce sujet que l’Émir victorieux ne se fit attribuer à

lui-même aucun fief personnel [...].  [...] la nouvelle aristocratie du régime, comblée d’honneurs et de

richesse, sera dévouée et fidèle aux Chéhab. 

Comme conséquence de cet ordre nouveau, la légitimité des Chéhab devint incontestable et inattaquable.

Un usage unanimement admis et respecté voulut désormais qu’aucune insurrection contre le grand Émir

chéhabite ne put prendre naissance sans qu’un prétendant chéhabite se mit à la tête4321 

Thus, by the time when their regime started to fall  apart,  amidst the turbulent waves of

demographic change, rapid social modernization and powerful foreign interferences, in the early

decades  of  the  nineteenth  century,  the  mainstays  of  their  government  –  namely,  powerful,  yet

arbitral  leaderships,  secularism and  dynamism –  had  already been  consecrated  as  fundamental

articles of Mount Lebanon’s customary Constitutional Law. In Edmond Rabbath’s assessment:

Ces communautés [du Mont-Liban] jouissaient de leurs libertés propres, liberté de croyance et du culte,

liberté de vivre en conformité de leurs institutions et législations respectives, sous l’autorité de leurs chefs

communautaires [...].  Il  s’agissait  donc de libertés  qui,  par  essence,  ne pouvaient  être  que de nature

collective [...]. Le système n’en avait eu pas moins pour résultat de créer parmi les montagnards un climat

réel de liberté [...] mais de coexistence pacifique, érigée en coutume immémoriale, ayant force de loi.4322

The  consolidation  of  these  principles  became  evident  when,  after  the  final  demise  of

feudalism  in  the  maëlstrom  that  affected  Lebanon  between  the  beginning  of  the  Egyptian

occupation  (1832)  and the  1860 massacres,  they became an  integral  part  of  the  Constitutional

Compact  ruling  the Mutasarrifiyyah  Jabal  Lubnan,  whose  written Magna  Charta,  the  1861

4321CHEBLI, 1984, 64-65.
4322RABBATH, 1982, 87.
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Règlement Organique with its amendments of 1865 and 1912, even formalized some of them. Thus,

article 14323 consecrated a powerful Executive power, whose faculties were, however, limited by

both  positive  and  customary  Law.  Hence,  the  Governor  was  forced,  out  of  consideration  for

precedent and constitutional convention,  to respect certain extra-constitutional formalities in his

managing  the  civil  servants4324 –  whom  he  treated  with  a  measure  of  good-intentioned

paternalism4325– being, moreover, rapidly brought in line, whenever he tried to overstep the limits of

his office, either by the Sublime Porte, as happened when Wassa Pasha was “ordered” by the Grand

Vizier “to observe the rights of the Administrative Council [as] stipulated in the Règlement”4326, or

by the council  of Greater Powers overseeing Lebanese affairs4327 which,  on different occasions,

reminded, at the intimation of their Lebanese clients4328, the Ottoman Government its obligation to

“ensure” the strict implementation of the Règlement’s stipulations to the detriment of gubernatorial

powers4329. The Règlement, moreover, gave formal expression to the principles of parliamentarism,

with the establishment, in article 24330, of an Administrative Council which, despite its de jure role

as  an  essentially  consultative  assembly,  can  be  considered  as  “the  forerunner  of  parliamentary

assemblies in Lebanon”4331, a role further reinforced by the progressive increase of its authority with

the successive reforms of the Règlement4332; and secularism4333, by creating single electoral colleges

4323§  1.  Le  Liban  sera  administré  par  un  Gouverneur  chrétien  nommé  par  la  Sublime  Porte  et  relevant  d’elle
directement.
§ 2. Ce fonctionnaire amovible sera investi de toutes les attributions du pouvoir exécutif, veillera au maintien de
l’ordre et de la sécurité publique dans toute l’étendue de la Montagne, percevra les impôts et nommera, sous sa
responsabilité,  en vertu du pouvoir qu’il recevra de Sa Majesté Impériale le Sultan, les agents administratifs, il
instituera les juges, convoquera et présidera le Medjliss administratif central et procurera l’exécution de toutes les
sentences légalement rendues par les tribunaux [...]. (YOUNG, 1905, 140-141).

4324TOUMA, 1986, 338-341; KHAIR, 1973, 98.
4325KHAIR, 1973, 102.
4326AKARLI, 1993, 88.
4327KHAIR, 1973, 72-73.
4328AKARLI, 1993, 55-58; KHAIR, 1973, 68-69.
43291892 Protocol. Vid. also fn. 1 to the aforementioned Protocol as well as those of 1897 and 1902 (YOUNG, 1905,
151-154). Cf. TOUMA, 1986, 345-346; KHAIR, 1973, 92; LAMMENS, 1902, 45, 49-50.
4330§ 1. Il y aura pour toute la Montagne un Medjliss administratif central composé de douze membres délégués par les

mudirats [...].
§ 2. Le  Medjliss  administratif sera chargé de répartir l’impôt, contrôler la gestion des revenus et des dépenses et
donner son avis consultatif sur toutes les questions qui lui seront posées par le Gouverneur. (YOUNG, 1905, 141-
142).

4331KHAIR, 1973, 103.
4332AKARLI, 1993, 82-86, 93-100.
4333Vid. pp. 116-117 above.
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in  all  constituencies,  which  encouraged,  in  a  phenomenon  that  would  characterize  Lebanon’s

political history ever since, the formation of inter-sectarian alliances. 

Under the Mutasarrifiyyah, four further principles, some of them already sketched in the

later  decades  of  the Imarah,  were  explicitly  consecrated:  first  among  them,  confessionalism.

Confessionalism was given textual form by articles 2, 3 6 and 7, which organized the confessional

distribution of positions in the Council (art. 2), the local administration (art. 34334), and the judiciary

(arts.  6  and  74335)  and  was  further  implemented,  by  unwritten  convention,  in  both  the  central

administrative services of the Mutasarrifiyyah4336, the auxiliary personnel of the judicial system4337,

and the Gendarmerie corps established by article 144338. 

Secondly the Règlement opened – albeit in a belated and incomplete form, as denounced by

Antoine A. Khair4339 and Father Lammens4340 – particularly its 1864 amendment onward, the way

toward the consecration of the proportional representation principle by formally guaranteeing the

Maronite community, as the largest sectarian group in the sanjaq, not only the largest number of

seats in the Council  (4 out of 12,  to be increased to 5 in the 1912 reform4341)  but also a large

majority  of  local  councillors  (4  out  of  7 qa’imaqams  and  24  out  of  41 mudirs4342)  and  also,

implicitly, the two most prestigious positions in the regional administration: deputy chairman of the

4334La Montagne sera divisée en sept arrondissements administratifs [...]. (YOUNG, 1905, 142).
4335Art. 6. § 1. Il y aura dans la Montagne trois tribunaux de première instance, composés chacun d’un juge et d’un

substitut, nommés par le Gouverneur, et de six défenseurs d’office, désignés par les communautés, et au siège du
Gouverneur, un Medliss judiciaire supérieur, composé de six juges choisis et nommés par le Gouverneur dans les six
communautés [...] et de six défenseurs d’office, désignés par chacune de ces communautés [...].
Art. 7. § 3. [...] Toute affaire sera jugée par la totalité des membres du Medjliss. Néanmoins, quand toutes les parties
engagées dans le procès appartiendront au même rite, elles auront le droit de récuser le juge appartenant à un rite
différent [...].

4336YOUNG, 1905, fn. 2, 140-141.
4337AKARLI, 1993, 134.
4338§ 1.  En  temps  ordinaire  le  maintien  de  l’ordre  et  l’exécution  des  lois  seront  exclusivement  assurés  par  le

Gouverneur, au moyen d’un corps de police mixte, recruté à raison de sept hommes environ pour mille habitants.
(YOUNG, 1905, 147).

4339KHAIR, 1973, 103-106.
4340LAMMENS, 1902, 43; 1902-b, 178-179.
4341AKARLI, 1993, 100; KHAIR, 1973, 73-74.
4342YOUNG, 1905, fn. 12, 142-143.
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Administrative Council4343 and commander in chief of the Gendarmerie4344, which contributed to

modulate,  following  Lammens’ dictum,  the  apparent  numerical  disadvantage  sustained  by  the

Christian element in the Administrative Majlis4345.  

Democracy  was  the  third  principle  which  the Règlement enshrined  into  the  Lebanese

Constitutional Compact4346, with article 10 consecrating the popular election of local sheiks by the

inhabitants  of  their  villages4347 and,  even  if  elections  to  the  Administrative  Council  remained

indirect throughout the entire existence of the Mutasarrifiyyah (the 1912 protocol amending the

Règlement would further democratize the general elections by establishing that “a representative of

every  hundred  taxpayers  would  join  the  village  chiefs  as  electors  of  the  councillors” 4348),  an

increased measure of political  competitiveness was guaranteed by the plurality of interests  that

rustled  the  Mountain  all  through  its  period  as  a sui  generis  Ottoman  Province4349.  Additional

democratic guarantees were provided for by articles 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14.2 establishing

an independent judiciary and setting up procedural rules averring the rights of citizens appearing in

4343AKARLI, 1993, 83.
4344KHAIR, 1973, 120; YOUNG, 1905, fn. 19, 147; LAMMENS, 1902, 159; 1902-b, 186.
4345LAMMENS, 1902, 44.
4346Vid. also p. 23 above.
4347§ 1.  Les  juges  sont  nommés  par  le  Gouverneur :  les  membres  du  Medjliss administratif  sont  élus  dans  les

arrondissements par les Cheikhs de village. Les Cheikhs de village sont choisis par la population de chaque village.
(YOUNG, 1905, 145. Cf. TOUMA, 1986, 336). 
In practice, the electoral system was rather faulty: the Mutasarrifs intervened in the Administrative Council elections
to  ensure  a  compliant  assembly and  local  elections  were  “barely held” (KHAIR,  1973,  106),  in  what  can  be
considered  as  yet  another  trait  bequeathed  by the  Mutasarrifiyyah to  modern  Lebanon.  However,  such defects
cannot be considered as an exclusive patrimony of the Lebanese electoral system: analogous episodes of polling
manipulation and governmental intervention were also common in nineteenth and early-twentieth century Spain
(VILLA GARCÍA, 2012, 211-215;  GARCÍA DE CORTÁZAR & GONZÁLEZ VESGA, 2004  [1994], 436-437,
508-510, 541-542), and remain a common feature of the Russian electoral system, particularly in its republics and
autonomous regions, characterized by a high degree of political bossism as well as by the widespread execution of
openly fraudulent practices such as “stuffed ballot boxes and election protocols filled out without regard to actual
ballots cast” (MYAGKOV, ORDERSHOOK & SHAIKIN, 2008, 198). Not even consolidated democratic nations,
like the United States, are free from corrupt electoral practices, including vote-buying, tampering with absentee
ballots  or  open  intimidation  of  voters,  as  proven by Delia  Bailey (2008,  89-98)  and  R.  Michael  Álvarez  and
Frederick J. Boehmke (2008, 99-110); the widespread practice of arbitrarily redistricting electoral constituencies in
order  to  favor  a  given  outcome (gerrymandering)  can  be  considered  as  yet  another  corrupt,  if  legal,  practice
common to most countries whose elections are organized on a first-past-the-post system (Vid. WINBURN, 2008,
passim).

4348AKARLI, 1993, 100.
4349Vid. chapter 1.4 above.
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Court4350, which earned the praise of its contemporaries:

En règle générale, on peut affirmer que la justice est équitablement rendue dans le Liban. On n’entend pas

dire qu’un juge a été reconnu coupable de prévarication.4351

Dynamism was  the  final  principle  incorporated  into  Lebanon’s  Constitutional  Compact

during the Mutasarrifiyyah era. It has been argued elsewhere4352 that article 5 of the Règlement, in

definitely abolishing  feudalism,  responded to  the  pressing  demands for  social  equality forcibly

expressed by the Maronite rank and file throughout the different revolutionary episodes of the early

nineteenth century. In so doing, the Mutasarrifiyyah regime recognized the rise of the new Maronite

bourgeoisie, which was to occupy, largely thanks to its superior academic qualifications4353, most of

the  positions  in  the  newly  established  central  administration.  The  meritocratic  tradition  thus

instituted, in creating a distinctively modern, middle-class, dynamic élite, in a permanent internal

competition – even if some archaic features remained well and alive – would become a meritorious

feature of Mountain politics, separating it clearly, as has been repeatedly explained above, from the

rather traditional leaderships that continued being the norm elsewhere in Greater Lebanon as well as

in the remotest areas of the Mountain.

In the context of Lebanese constitutional politics, the Mutasarrifiyyah can be considered as a

formative period4354. For the first time in Lebanese history, a written document with normative value

–  the Règlement – had compiled, albeit in an admittedly non-exhaustive fashion, several of the

traditional  principles  of  Lebanon’s  Unwritten  Constitution,  contributing,  as  well,  to  consecrate

several others which had risen to relevance in the later decades of the  Imarah. The coexistence

4350AKARLI, 1993, 132-146; KHAIR, 1973, 147; LAMMENS, 1902-b, 181-184.
4351SERRUYS, 1900, 13. Cit. in LAMMENS, 1902, 52.
4352Vid. p. 117 above.
4353Vid. pp. 117-118 above.
4354KHAIR, 1973, 153.
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between the formal Constitution (the Règlement and its different Protocols), which provided the

basic administrative framework and guaranteed a modicum of fundamental rights, and the para-

Constitutional  superstructure  defined  by  the  traditional  principles  and  institutions  of  the

Mountaineers,  was  construed  through  a lato  sensu  interpretation  of  the  former,  whose  textual

dispositions were understood and applied within the context provided by the latter. Thus, in the

absence of a formalized mechanism for constitutionality review, the Unwritten Constitution, with its

eminently political  enforcement  mechanisms,  limited  the  arbitrariness  of  public  authorities  and

provided an acceptable framework for the interpretation of dubious clauses in the written norm.

Such system of relations between written and unwritten Law would continue under the Constitution

of 1926.

In fact, the 1926 Constitution – with its two fundamental amendments of October 10, 1927

and May 8, 1929 – can be properly considered but as the logical consequence of the  Règlement,

continuing, as has been explained elsewhere4355, the process of formalization of para-constitutional

principles  which  had already begun under  the Mutasarrifiyyah,  while  adapting the institutional

apparatus  of  the  State  to  the  needs  and requirements  of  an  independent  State  in  the  twentieth

century.  Thus, and while the Constitution has been variously attacked for blindly following the

model  of  the  1875 French Constitutional  Laws instituting  the  III  Republic4356,  truth  is  that  the

authors of the Lebanese Fundamental Law were able to adapt the sources at their disposal (not only

the French Constitution, but also the 1831 Belgian Constitution and the 1923 Egyptian one) to the

Lebanese  idiosyncrasy,  “detailing  in  extenso the  characteristics  of  the  political  system  while

safeguarding the rights and liberties of both individuals and communities”4357, in what amounted to

leaving ample space to political interpretation and to the interplay between written and unwritten

4355Vid. pp. 46-47 above.
4356SALAM,1989,  69;  ATESHIAN,  1984,  57-58;  SALEM,  1973,  53;  RABBATH,  1968,  19-20  (Rabbath  would

eventually change of mind, as witnessed by his 1982 book La Constitution Libanaise, 14-15; BAZZI, 1964, 24-27.
4357RABBATH, 1982, 51-52.
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Law, while formally providing the essential points of the politico-constitutional system with the

special protection awarded by written Law. It can be, moreover, argued that, in insisting to follow

the model bequeathed by the French Magna Charta in its refusal to establish an institutionalized

constitutional review along the lines of the Kelsenian4358 or American models4359 – reinforced by

article 2 of the 1933 Code of Civil Procedure4360, and beyond the concrete political circumstances

surrounding such an absence4361, the author of the Lebanese Constitution was actually consecrating

the principle of parliamentary sovereignty4362 which,  in fact,  implied that the Fundamental Law

could  be de  facto  modified  by  mere  legislative  fiat,  which  favored  a  flexible  approach  to

constitutional legality, open to the incorporation of unwritten principles and political arrangements

established on the basis of gentlemen’s agreements within the Constitutional Compact. Quoting,

once again, Professor Rabbath’s analysis:

[...]  c’est le génie de cette Constitution [...] de s’être révélée assez souple et flexible, au point de lui

survivre [au Mandat] et de s’adapter aux impératifs de l’indépendance. L’on ne saurait trop rappeler [...]

que c’est bien par le moyen des abrogations [...] que le Liban est parvenu à se libérer du Mandat .

Aussi, est-ce dans la physionomie que présente la Constitution actuelle que le passage de la subordination

4358Kelsen’s approach to constitutional review, centered around the idea of his immanent Fundamental Norm – which
de facto implied the sovereignty of the Constitution itself, determined the apparition of a sui generis jurisdiction (the
Constitutional Court) whose only task was to determine the constitutionality of laws and other normative products,
as well as to set a centralized interpretation of the Constitutional text. Kelsen’s ideas on constitutional review, which
were to find their first expression in articles 129-148 of the Austrian Constitution of October 1, 1920 (Bundes-
Verfassungsgesetz),  became  particularly  successful  after  World  War  II  so  that,  nowadays,  most  developed
democracies in Europe – with the sole exception of Great Britain – possess rigid systems of constitutional review
and ad hoc courts to try the dubious cases.

4359Established by the landmark cases Marbury v. Madison (1803) – where it was stated that “[i]t is emphatically the
province and duty of the judiciary to say what the law is” (Cit. in SHELDON, 2002, 13) – and Little v. Barreme
(1804), constitutional review is a venerable, yet polemic ever since its origins (vid. HAMILTON, 2008, 379-385),
institution in the United States constitutional system. Contrary to its European counterpart, the review in America is
not concentrated in the hands of an ad hoc Court, but diffused among all US courts of justice: “Any court, whether
at  the  State  or  federal  levels,  possesses  such  [...]  faculty”  (JIMÉNEZ SEGADO,  2016,  108.  My translation).
Naturally enough, due to the hierarchical nature of the Judicial Power, the decisions of the Supreme Court possess,
by virtue of the stare decisis principle, a particular influence, for its rulings “bind all other courts in the Nation [...].
The Supreme Court has the last word in constitutional matters [...]” (JIMÉNEZ SEGADO, 2016, 108).

4360Il est interdit à tout tribunal d’apprécier la régularité des actes du pouvoir législatif, soit au point de vue de la
constitutionnalité des lois, soit à celui de la conformité des traités diplomatiques aux règles du droit international
public. Il est interdit de procéder par voie de dispositions réglementaires. (Cit. in RABBATH, 1982, 149).

4361RABBATH, 1982, 150-151.
4362The Constitutional Document submitted by President Frangié on February 14, 1976, envisaged the establishment

of a Constitutional  Court, thus formally establishing a centralized constitutional review system. Such institution
would eventually be created in Lebanon after the Treaty of Ta’if.
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au  contrôle  étroit  qu’exerçait  la  Puissance  mandataire,  à  la  phase,  diamétralement  opposée,  de

l’indépendance, se trouve inscrit – comme pour offre, encore une fois, la preuve que ce qui forme une

constitution, c’est bien le régime politique, issu de la réalité vivante, et non le texte, portant le nom

dont il n’est que le support formel.4363

It can therefore be argued that, this  subtle and flexible document, so easily modifiable and

interpretable  by political  reality,  contributed  to  definitely consecrate  the  fundamental  historical

principles of the Unwritten Constitution:  strong, yet  arbitral,  leaderships4364,  parliamentarism4365,

secularism4366,  confessionalism4367,  proportional  representation,  dynamism  (which  can  be  also

4363RABBATH, 1982, 61. My emphasis.
4364Art. 17: The executive power shall be entrusted to the President of the Republic, who shall exercise it assisted by

the Ministers, in accordance with the conditions laid down in this Constitution. (Vid. also arts. 18, 25 and 55 –
limiting the President’s ability to dissolve the Chamber, 49-53, 54 – imposing the ministerial countersignature as a
prerequisite for the promulgation of laws, 56-69, 73-75)

4365Art. 16: The legislative power shall be vested in a single body, the Chamber of Deputies. (Vid. also arts. 18-19, 24-
48).

4366Art. 9: There shall be absolute freedom of conscience. The State, in rendering homage to the Most High, shall
respect  all  religions and creeds,  and shall  guarantee under its  protection the free exercise of  all  religious rites
provided that the public order is not disturbed. It shall also guarantee that the personal status and religious interests
of the population, to whatever religious sect they belong, shall be respected.

Intimately connected with article 9, article 10 recognized “the right of religious communities to have their own
schools, provided they follow the general rules issued by the state regulating public instruction”.

The Lebanese Republic thus became the only Middle Eastern State, alongside Turkey, without an established State
religion, which allows the Bilad al-Arz, in Antoine Messarra’s opinion (1984, 23), to be qualified as laïc:

L’État libanais est aussi un État laïc. Dans une région où l’islam est partout religion d’État, toutes les
religions au Liban sont celles de l’État, en vertu d[e l’]article 9 [...]. Le Liban constitue ainsi le seul
État laïc de la région, du fait que l’État n’intervient pas dans les affaires des églises, des mosquées,
des croyances, de l’incroyance, et des cultes.

Messarra’s opinion, while eminently truthful, could easily be nuanced when the varying regimes applying to the
different sects are taken into account. In fact, the refusal of the Muslim communities to be included within the
general framework defined by  arrêtés nº 60, of March 13, 1936 and nº 146 of November 18, 1938 (vid. p. 67
above), automatically implied the coexistence between two separate systems of confessional regulation. On the one
hand, Christians and Jews, while possessing “absolute independence” in the organization of their internal affairs
(RABBATH, 1982, 104), further reinforced by the laws of April 2, 1951, and June 23, 1959, did not benefit from the
functionarization enjoyed by all three Muslim communities which, from the moment of their effective surrender to
confessionalization (through the decree nº 18 of January 13, 1955 for the Sunnis; and the laws of July 13, 1962 for
the Druze and December 19, 1967 for the Shicas), became effectively subsidized by the State. In this sense, it could
be argued that the Lebanese State was laïc  or, better still, non-interventionist  vis-à-vis the Christian communities,
while  their  Muslim  counterparts  were  the  full-fledged  established  Churches of  the  a  priori secular  Lebanese
Republic.

4367Art. 95: As a provisional measure and for the sake of justice and amity, the sects shall be equitably represented in
public  employment  and in  the composition of  the Ministry,  provided such measures  will  not  harm the general
welfare of the state.
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interpreted as egalitarianism4368), and democracy4369, all were formalized in the constitutional text,

which did not hamper their continued operation as – implicit – General Principles of Lebanese

Constitutional Law.

2.  The Constitution,  Rekindled:  The National  Pact  and the operation of  Unwritten

Constitutional Normativity in independent Lebanon.

The  politics  surrounding  the  National  Pact  having  been  studied  elsewhere  in  this

dissertation4370, the goal of the present section is neither to determine how the Pact was born nor to

ascertain the deep causes surrounding its inception, but to analyze its nature within the Lebanese

politico-constitutional system as well as its actual operation in the political life of the  Bilad al-Arz

during the period herein analyzed. In this context, the 1943 National Pact will be presented, as has

been hinted throughout this dissertation and following, moreover, President Chéhab’s opinion4371, as

the ultimate embodiment of the Unwritten Constitution, as a para-constitutional norm, providing the

political  operators with the required legitimacy to interpret and adapt the formal legality to the

changing circumstances of political life.

4368Art. 7: All Lebanese shall be equal before the law. They shall equally enjoy civil and political rights and shall
equally be bound by public obligations and duties without any distinction.
Art. 12: Every Lebanese shall have the right to hold public office, no preference being made except on the basis of
merit and competence, according to the conditions established by law.
The Constitutional provisions on equality were to be further enshrined by the letter exchanges 6 and 6-bis held in the
aftermath to the signature of the frustrated Franco-Lebanese treaty (vid. pp. 66-67 above).

4369Including the principles of legality and habeas corpus (art. 8: “individual liberty is guaranteed and protected by
law. No one may be arrested, imprisoned, or kept in custody except according to the provisions of the law. No
offense may be established or penalty imposed except by law”), as well as those of separation of powers (arts. 17-
19),  universal  suffrage (art.  21:  “Every Lebanese citizen who has  completed his twenty first  year  is  an elector
provided he fulfills  the conditions laid down by the electoral  law”),  national  representation and interdiction of
imperative  mandates  (art.  27:  “A member  of  the  Chamber  shall  represent  the  whole  nation.  No restriction  or
stipulation may be imposed upon his mandate by his electors”), freedom of expression (art. 13: “The freedom to
express one’s opinion, orally or in writing, the freedom of the press, the freedom of assembly, and the freedom of
association shall be guaranteed within the limits established by law”), freedom of conscience (arts. 9-10)

4370Vid. chapter 2 above.
4371Messieurs les députés, à l’heure où je prête serment de fidelité à la Constitution, je voudrais que vous et moi nous

demeurions également fidèles à notre charte non écrite, à notre pacte national. C’est bien ce pacte qui nous a
permis et qui nous permettra constamment d’être unis dans une même attachement au Liban [...]. Si le Pacte de la
Ligue Arabe [...] et la Charte des Nations Unies, représentent deux assises solides de notre indépendance, sachons
que l’existence même de ce pays repose essentiellement, fondamentalement, sur le respect du pacte national [...].
(CHÉHAB, 11/22/1958).
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From a factual point of view, the National Pact was, certainly, the a-national agreement of

the  élites  meeting  in  the  marketplace  to  ensure  business  as  usual  in  an  independent  Lebanese

Republic, as affirmed by Albert Hourani4372 and Farid el-Khazen4373, who moreover underlined the

Pact’s lack of “populist, ideological (and emotional) appeal”4374; it is not less true that it was an

expedient arrangement favoring Bishara al-Khuri’s electoral platform in the context of the highly

disputed 1943 elections, as held by Kais Firro4375;  and it is also certain that the Mithaq  was “a

pragmatic modus operandi, an entente between religious groups whose political orientations and

frames of reference are basically different”, as classically defined by Samir Khalaf4376. The National

Pact surely possesses all these characteristics, but its nuclear content goes well beyond the – in

some  cases,  emotional  –  value  judgments  quoted  hereinabove.  In  the  epilogue  to  his  famous

volume, Politics  in  Lebanon,  Leonard  Binder  offered  one  of  the  best  extant  definitions  of  the

National Pact when he wrote:

In place of some notion of national unity or of economic purpose, the central legitimizing symbol of the

Lebanese system is th[e] notion of countervalence, which has been enshrined in the provisions of the

unwritten  National  Charter.  The  Charter  was  a  reasoned  agreement,  a  type  of  foundation  for  civil

government of which reasonable men may be proud. At the same time the Charter is a throwback to

imperialist government suggesting that as a result of a lack of imagination or vision a subject people on

attaining independence could envision that independence only within the framework of their previous

political subjection.4377

Binder’s definition was, for sure, also tainted by a certain emotionalism but, nonetheless, he

hit  the nail  on the head by pointing out at  the notion of  countervalence.  Thereby, Binder,  in a

4372HOURANI, 1984, 138-141, 145-148, 177-178.
4373KHAZEN, 1991, 6.
4374KHAZEN, 1991, 39.
4375FIRRO, 2003, 208-210.
4376KHALAF, 1968, 260.
4377BINDER, 1968, 306.
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somewhat confusing explanation, understood the existence of “rival leadership structures within

each  confession”4378 which  would  force  Lebanese  politicians  to  form  alliances  across  the

confessional divide in order to reach office, given their lack of solid communal constituencies. That

is, in affirming that the National Pact upheld the principle of countervalence, Binder understood the

National Pact as the vehicle for the incorporation of a given political tradition within the formalized

political framework constructed by the 1926 Constitution.

In the previous section, it has been stated that both the 1861-1864 Règlement Organique and

the 1926 Constitution contributed to formalize – and develop – some of the legal principles which

formed part of a Lebanese Unwritten Constitution, defined as the dynamic deposit of the customary

Public Law of the Mountain – initially – and the Lebanese people’s – after the State’s enlargement

in 1920. Such principles were not exhausted by their incorporation within the formal content of a

given legal text but, rather on the contrary, continued to exist, as has been hinted above, alongside

the  written  norm,  holding an  interpretative  value vis-à-vis the  formal  law –  both regarding its

general value and the specific content of a given normative disposition – as well as a limitative

authority vis-à-vis the political activity. In Antoine Messarra’s expression:

Pacte national et Constitution doivent tout d’abord être compris dans une structure juridique d’ensemble,

capable de présenter une cohérence juridique interne – non artificielle – et une correspondance avec la

réalité historique et culturelle du Liban.4379

Thus  understood,  and in  the  absence  of  a  Constitutional  Court  able  to  provide  with an

officially sanctioned interpretation of the Fundamental Law, the National Pact, as a well-known and

prestigious formula implicitly equated to the immanent Lebanese Constitutional Custom, occupied a

position akin to the Verfassungsgericht in the European system or the Supreme Court in the United

4378BINDER, 1988, 305.
4379MESSARRA, 1984, 23.
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States, allowing for a progressive and flexible reading of the Constitution and the institutions it

established that adapted them to the changing geopolitical and social conditions of the time, thereby

avoiding  their  ossification  and  favoring  their  continued  public  legitimacy  as  well  as  their

permanence.

The Pact resists, therefore, any attempt at defining its terms beyond a permanent return to

the para-constitutional notion of General Principles of Law, which in itself is an undetermined legal

concept.  Those attempting to define the Pact have tended to make it  coterminous either with a

specific power-sharing formula for the distribution of public office4380, or, very specially, with the

newest principle it came to incorporate, namely Arabism4381. The extent of this Arab understanding

of  Lebanon  was  initially  defined  by  Riyad  al-Sulh’s  famous  October  7,  1943,  ministerial

declaration, where he tried to reconcile Lebanon’s “independence, full sovereignty and territorial

integrity” with the admission that the soon-to-be independent Republic was a country with an “Arab

face” and partaking in “Arab civilization”4382. In an attempt to reconcile the diverging positions of

most Christians and Muslims vis-à-vis Lebanon’s national identity, the intersectarian and urban élite

embodied  in  the  Khuri-Sulh  partnership  had  devised  a  middle-of-the-road  position,  already

proposed by Kazim al-Sulh almost ten years earlier, whereby both sides would make concessions

for the sake of national independence. Thus, in Roger Owen’s – oversimplified yet, nonetheless,

4380SALEM, 1972, 53-55; RABBATH, 1968, 57; RIZK, 1966, 29-31, 130-132.
4381In chapter IV to her Master’s degree, Ariane Ateshian (1984, 74 ff.) upholds the generalized view that the Pact is a
mere political arrangement without much constitutional value and, while she holds that it possesses certain “implicit
provisions” dealing with what here would be called principles (“political realism, recognition of communal differences,
and an understanding of the norms of intercommunal relations (ATESHIAN, 1987, 76), in outlining the Pact’s “explicit
provisions”, she offers a good example of the limitative approach to the Pact held by dominant scholarship:

The perceived provisions of the Pact, as derived from Bishara al Khuri’s and Ryad al Sulh’s speeches and
statements are:

1. Lebanon should be completely independent, sovereign and neutral.
2. The Christians should not look to the West for protection.
3. The Muslims should not aspire for merger [sic] with the neighboring Arab states.
4. Lebanon should have an independent identity with an Arab face.
5. The new state should develop a role in the Arab world, and cooperate fully with all the other Arab states,
especially Syria, provided that they recognize their boundaries.
(ATESHIAN, 1987, 75).

4382Vid. p. 208 above. 
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truthful – analysis of Sulh’s speech: “[t]he Muslims would agree to accept the separation of the

country from Syria while the Christians would agree to allow the government to cooperate with the

other Arab states in regional affairs.”4383. 

The limits to the Arab face became self-evident in Lebanon’s agreement to countersign the

Protocol of Alexandria (October 7, 1944) and the Charter of the Arab League (March 22, 1945),

which,  in  setting  up  a  League  of  Arab  States,  not  only  expressly  recognized  Lebanon’s

independence  and  territorial  integrity,  but  also  renounced  the  most  ambitious  goals  of  Arab

Nationalism by turning the projected Arab Confederation heralded by Alexandria into the loose

community of fully sovereign States finally confirmed by Cairo4384. This understanding of Arabism

prevailing in the initial years of the new Republic was, however, subject to change and, as part and

parcel  of  the  dynamic  system  of  the  Unwritten  Constitution,  did  indeed  experience  several

reinterpretations  with  the  changing  geopolitical  and  internal  circumstances  affecting  Lebanon

which, in itself, serves to confirm the adaptive role that the National Pact came to play in Lebanon’s

constitutional system. 

The Crisis of 1958, thoroughly explored in Chapter Three, defined the limits of Arabism as a

principle  within  the  Unwritten  Constitution.  Lebanon’s  mild,  somewhat  abstentionist,  Arab

character, as a State belonging neither to West nor to East4385, in Michel Chiha’s famous expression,

was transformed into  a  full-fledged Arab nation  – certainly neutral  in  inter-Arab quarrels,  but,

nonetheless, committed to the principles of Arabism under Nasser’s benevolent gaze, as was agreed

between the Egyptian leader and President Chéhab in their ‘below-the-tent’ meeting at Masnaca, on

March  25,  1959.  Nasser’s  declining  prestige  in  the  aftermath  of  the  1967  June  War,  and  his

subsequent  death,  on  December  28,  1970,  brought  about  a  further  transformation  in  the Arab

4383OWEN, 1996, 77.
4384Vid. pp. 232-235 above.
4385CHIHA, 1942, 44. Cf. CHIHA, 1950, 16-19.
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element  of  Lebanon’s  Unwritten Constitution by committing  the Bilad al-Arz  to  upholding the

Palestinian  cause.  Lebanon’s  political  inability  to  quell  the  armed  activity  of  the  Palestinian

guerrilla organizations operating on its soil, both in 1969 and 1973, and its accession to the Cairo

and  Melkart  Agreements  widened  the  scope  of  the  National  Pact’s  Arabism  by  including  the

Palestinians  as  legitimate  players  in  the  political  arena  defined  by  Lebanon’s  Constitutional

Compact. Thus, by the time when Frangié’s Syrian-dictated Constitutional Document was released,

on February 14, 1976, and Lebanon became, for the first time, explicitly acknowledged as a full-

blown “Arab State”4386, the formal assertion only confirmed, in the purest Lebanese tradition, what

had implicitly became part of the Constitutional Compact much earlier.

*          *          *

The principles  of  Unwritten  Constitutional  Law embodied  by the  National  Pact  worked

under three procedural rules, complementing such principles in their actual application and directly

derived therefrom. The importance of these rules,  as managing tools  allowing for  the effective

implementation of unwritten constitutionality cannot be underestimated, since they defined the rules

of  the  political  game  and  can  be  properly  considered  as  part  and  parcel  of  the  Lebanese

Constitutional Compact. Such essential notions were:

1. Permanent Grand Coalition: It has been variously stated that the sectarian principle

included in  both  the  Lebanese  formal  Fundamental  Law (art.  95)  and its  Unwritten

Constitution  not  only implied  the  acknowledgment  of  segmental  autonomy,  with  its

different communities possessing their own courts and personal law statuses, but also the

distribution of political office and administrative positions according to a dynamic, pre-

set  formula vaguely attached to  demographic equilibria  (thus,  from 1943 to 1976,  a

4386Vid. p. 604 above.
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proportion of 6:5 seats in favor of the Christians was the rule in Parliament, while both

the Cabinet and, from 1959 on, the State administrative corps followed the so-called 50-

50  rule  allocating  an  equal  number  of  positions  for  both  Muslims  and  Christians).

However,  the  need  for  equilibrium was  not  limited  to  safeguarding  the,  admittedly

delicate, confessional balances, but extended, as well, to the fair representation of most

of the country’s social and geographic interests4387. Such a goal was reached through the

formation of large governmental coalitions, holding a wide – if unstable – sway over the

Chamber,  with  most  Cabinets  being  ratified  by  extremely  large  majorities.  The

comparative weakness of such Executives cannot hide the fact that most ministers kept

their portfolios through successive Governments, with some individual changes being

progressively introduced, in a rotational fashion, in order to allow effective access to

power  to  most  influential  members  of  the  large  parliamentary coalition  which,  in  a

constant state of flux, sustained the Government. Thus understood, the Lebanese system

fulfilled the first of Lijphart’s basic elements of consociational democracy:

Because the political stakes are often high in plural societies, it is advisable not to conduct

politics  as  if  it  were  a  game:  a  grand  coalition  is  therefore  more  appropriate  than  the

government-versus-opposition pattern.

In  a  political  system  with  clearly  separate  and  potentially  hostile  population  segments,

virtually all decisions are perceived as entailing high stakes, and strict majority rule places a

strain on the unity and peace of the system.4388

The  Lebanese  Grand  Coalition,  steered  by  the  President,  whose  arbitral  authority

consisted,  essentially,  in  managing  the  competing  interests  present  in  the  Lebanese

4387DEKMEJIAN,  1978,  253-255;  DEKMEJIAN,  1975,  62-99;  HARIK,  1975,  207-209;  SALEM,  1973,  59-61;
SALEM, 1967, 498-502.
4388LIJPHART, 1977, 27-28.
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political arena, together with the guarantees for the representation of all demographic

subcultures  provided  by  the  Unwritten  Constitution  is,  perhaps,  the  main  factor

justifying the acceptable democratic record achieved by Lebanon in the period herein

under study. Thus, and following both Dahl and Lijphart, Lebanon’s political structure

can be compared to the Dutch model since, in both cases, the existence of – largely

segregated – confessional subcultures was managed through para-constitutional devices

recognizing the legitimacy of informal political traditions as well as imposing the need

for large coalitions4389, sustained upon “extraconstitutional steering committees” rather

than on any formalized institution set up by Written Law4390.

The fact that most Lebanese Cabinets between 1943 and 1975 were truly assembleary

executives, holding super-majorities in the Chamber, bears witness to the resilience of

this procedural rule within Lebanon’s Constitutional Compact.

2. Double Veto Arrangement: Ever since the times of the Imarah, the Lebanese polity has

evolved under the principle of limited government, as explained above. Thus, the strong

executive  at  the  forefront  of  the  institutional  apparatus  was  not  legibus  solutus,  but

bound by the principles and rules enshrined in the Unwritten Constitution, which were

factually enforced by other players holding stakes in the political arena, that can be,

therefore,  considered  as  true  veto  players  according  to  George  Tsebelis’  classical

definition:

Veto players are individual or collective actors whose agreement is necessary for a change of

the status quo.  [...]  a change in the status quo requires a unanimous decision of all  veto

4389DAHL, 1998, 193-194; 1989, 107-108; LIJPHART, 1977, 33-34.
4390LIJPHART, 1977, 33.
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players.4391

A logical counterpart to the Grosse Koalition rule, the Lebanese veto system presented

some peculiar characteristics that made it truly exceptional in Tsebelis’ theory: thus, it

was dominated by individual,  rather than institutional or partisan4392,  veto holders,  in

what  can be understood as  a  logical  consequence of  the  legitimation of  pre-modern

loyalties  (zucama’  clientelism,  prevalence  of  kinship,  etc.)  operated  by  Lebanon’s

Constitutional Compact; and, secondly, the Lebanese system was also exceptional in the

wide array of veto players it integrated. While it is undeniable that not all veto players

held the same power within the system, truth is that the Grand Coalition Cabinet was

usually a widely representative display of the main veto holders or their clients, whose

communal, partisan or political weight made them able to block legislation or prevent

certain  governmental  measures.  However,  veto  power  could  also  be  exercised  from

outside  the  Cabinet,  as  proven  during  the  crises  of  1958  and  1969,  when  non-

governmental – and even extra-parliamentary or foreign4393 – forces were able to block

the normal functioning of political institutions and even to impose their agendas on a

Head  of  State  who  was  perceived  as  overstepping  the  role  assigned  to  him by the

Unwritten Constitution, despite his figuring, together with the Prime Minister4394, as the

main veto player during the period of our study. 

This diversity of veto players implied a de facto consecration of super-majority as a the

rule for implementing wide-reaching changes to the country’s political structure or to

4391TSEBELIS, 2001, 36.
4392TSEBELIS, 2001, 37.
4393In the sense herein defined, it can be argued that the Palestinian guerrilla organizations came to hold, from the mid-

1960s onward, true veto power in the Lebanese political system, due to their ability to influence large segments of
the Muslim establishment thanks to the emotional appeal they held over the Street. The 1969 Cairo Agreement, in
expressly acknowledging the legitimacy of their role in the Lebanese arena only served to provide with a written
consecration what had already become a de facto reality beforehand.

4394HARIK, 1980, 31.
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decide  non-constitutional  matters  of  an  utmost  importance.  Thus  understood,  the

Lebanese system offered a priori a “complete guarantee of political protection”4395 to the

diverse  segments  integrating  its  society  while  guaranteeing  amity  and  cooperation

between all:

By giving to each interest, or portion, the power of self-protection, all strife and struggle

between them for  ascendancy is  prevented,  and  thereby  [...]  every feeling  calculated  to

weaken the attachment to the whole is suppressed.

Impelled  by  the  imperious  necessity  of  preventing  the  suspension  of  the  action  of

government [...] each portion would regard the sacrifices it might have to make by yielding

its peculiar interest to secure the common interest and safety of all [...] as nothing compared

to the evils that would be inflicted on all [...] by pertinaciously adhering to a different line of

action.4396

From  Lijphart’s  quote  it  can  be  argued  that  the  system’s  stability  depends  on  the

continued willingness of its  subcultural  segments  to keep on yielding to the general

welfare of the State whenever further sacrifices are called for,  that is,  insofar as the

benefit-cost ratio of maintaining the stability of the polity remains acceptable within

each community’s parameters of safety and identity safeguard. However, as started to

happen in 1969 to be exacerbated after 1973, as soon as the efforts at system maintenace

are perceived as harmful to the very survival of the community as such, the State and its

institutions  start  to  default  and  may  inevitably  fall  down  if  the  causes  for  such  a

discontent are not properly dealt with. As Robert Dahl did not fail to ascertain:

4395LIJPHART, 1977, 36-37. Cf. DAHL, 1989, 111.
4396LIJPHART, 1977, 37.
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[...] if, year after year, the demands made on the Government to «solve» the most pressing

problems find no echo, there are many possibilities for loyalty to give way to disappointment

and disdain [...].4397

 

3. Enforcement mechanisms: Through these pages it has been asserted that the Lebanese

formal  Constitution  was  accompanied  by  a  number  of  unwritten  principles  and

procedural rules which, by their own nature as the building blocs of Lebanon’s historical

institutionality,  held  equal  status  with  the  written  Magna  Charta  wherewith  they

constitute  what  has  repeatedly  been  called  the  ‘Lebanese  Constitutional  Compact’.

Taking  this  notion  as  a  starting  point,  it  is  inevitable  to  acknowledge  that  no  true

constitutional status could be attributed to such principles and rules if, as John Locke

had already ascertained in his 1676 essay “Obligation of Penal Laws”4398, there were no

enforcement mechanism able to police the Unwritten Constitution and punish those who

transgressed its dispositions4399. Such enforcement tools are:

1. Negative  Coalitions: While  large  coalitions  are  one  of  the  dominant  rules

managing  Lebanon’s  National  Pact,  negative  coalitions  (Krisenkoalition in

Gerhard  Lembruch’s  fortunate  expression4400)  are  an  enforcement  mechanism

limiting  presidential  power  whenever  the  holder  of  the  First  Magistracy

overstepped the arbitral  limits  of his  function,  thus threatening the respective

positions of the remaining players in the political game. Negative coalitions are

ad hoc associations of otherwise opposed politicians who temporarily join forces

with the sole goal – notwithstanding their usual boasting of lofty platforms and

colorful  slogans,  of  cutting  the  President  down to  size,  either  by forcing  his

4397DAHL, 1989, 112.
4398LOCKE, 2011, 119-122.
4399POGGI, 1978, 11, 92-94.
4400LEHMBRUCH, 2003, 552.
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resignation  or  by  imposing  on  him  the  adoption  of  a  particular  normative

package.  Lebanese  politics  of  the  period  herein  under  study  is  plentiful  in

examples thereof. Thus, in 1952, President Bishara al-Khuri, whose mandate had

been extended to the chagrin of wide sectors of public opinion and whose family

was starting to hold a quasi-dynastic hold over State resources, was ousted from

power  by  a  monster-coalition,  which,  under  the  pompous  name  of  “United

Socialist  Front”,  grouped  such  figures  as  Chamoun,  Joumblatt,  the  Eddé

brothers,  whose convergence  was limited to  the sole  objective of  deposing a

Head of State in breach of the Constitutional Compact. By the same token, in

1976, a large majority of the National Assembly, including Raymond Eddé, Sa’ib

Salam, cAdil cUsayran, and Kamal Joumblatt, joined forces to demand Frangié’s

withdrawal at a time when his evident lack of political acumen was seemingly

preventing a negotiated solution to the incipient – yet extremely violent – Civil

War.

2. Presidential  Authority:  While  negative  coalitions  were  a  patrimony of  the

Opposition  in  order  to  enforce  the  Constitutional  Compact  provisions  on  the

Head of State, the President possessed two constitutional tools to safeguard the

integrity of the system: the faculty to appoint and dismiss the Prime Minister and

the Cabinet members at will, and the right to veto the constitutional amendments

put forward by the National Assembly.

It was article 53 of the Lebanese Constitution4401 which gave the President the

authority to freely compose his Cabinet, a priori limited only by article 66 of the

4401The President of the Republic shall appoint and dismiss Ministers from among whom he shall designate a Prime
Minister. He shall appoint officials to State posts except where the law specifies other methods of appointment. He
shall preside over official ceremonies.
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Fundamental Law, establishing the need for a parliamentary ratification of the

President’s  choice4402 (the  limited  textual  extension  of  the  parliamentary

ratification process was complemented by a rule of Customary Law invalidating

all  actions  and  measures  undertaken  by  a  Cabinet  unless  it  received  the

Chamber’s  confirmation4403).  Presidential  power  at  Cabinet-forming  was,

however,  limited by three constitutional conventions:  Thus, the Head of State

was, firstly, forced to follow the Grand-Coalition-rule in appointing a Cabinet

representative of the country’s different regional, sectarian and socio-economic

segments4404;  secondly,  the  Prime  Minister-designate  was  to  be  a  prominent

member  of  the  Sunni  establishment4405,  widely  considered  as  a  figure

representative of Muslim interests in Lebanon; and, thirdly, the latitude attributed

to  the  Head  of  State  by  article  53,  was,  from the  very  beginning  of  the  II

Republic, substituted by a  de facto obligatory agreement between the President

and the  Premier-designate  in  setting  up  the  composition  of  the  Executive4406.

These  Customary Law limitations  on  the  First  Magistrate’s  ability  to  control

Cabinet  formation  did  not  prevent  him,  owing  to  the  principle  of  double

responsibility  –  a  notion  derived  from  Unwritten  Law  as  well4407,  from

“circulat[ing]  the  [Prime  Ministerial]  office  and  juggl[ing]  the  candidates  to

4402Ministers  shall  be  collectively  responsible  to  the  Chamber  for  the  general  policy  of  the  government,  and
individually responsible for their personal actions. The government’s statement of policy shall be drawn up and
presented to the Chamber by the Prime Minister or by a Minister acting on his behalf.

4403RABBATH, 1982, 450.
4404RABBATH, 1982, 438; HARIK, 1980, 31; SALEM, 1967, 492.
4405SALEM, 1967, 492-493, 495.
4406RABBATH, 1982, 348; HARIK, 1980, 31.
4407While the Prime Minister and the Ministers were a priori responsible before the Chamber alone (vid. art. 66), they

were also, and far more importantly, responsible before the Head of State, on whom resided the ultimate power to
decide their continuance in the Cabinet or their expulsion therefrom. In Edmond Rabbath’s words (1982, 466. Cf.
RIZK, 1966, 147-148):

La responsabilité profonde, latente, inexprimable, dont la Constitution a omis de parler [...] c’est la
responsabilité née d’un lien d’allégeance qui les subordonne au Président de la République. Plus
précisément, c’est la confiance que celui-ci doit continuer de nourrir à leur endroit, condition de leur
accès et de leur maintien au pouvoir.
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insure  a  broad  political  consensus  for  the  régime”4408,  thus  avoiding  the

encroachment of any given zacim in the Premiership, which would not only be

detrimental to the aspirations of the remaining participants in the political game

but also, and very importantly, for presidential authority itself. In so playing the

game  of  ‘magical  chairs’,  “a  shrewd  President”,  in  Elie  Salem’s  colorful

expression4409,  could guarantee the system’s equilibrium and preserve his own

authority as the pointer of the political balance.

The  second  enforcement  mechanism  entrusted  to  the  Head  of  State  can  be

properly considered as an ultimate guarantee for systemic stability, since it dealt

with his  ability to veto,  and de facto to  block, any constitutional  amendment

proposal put forward by the Chamber. Thus, and while both the President of the

Republic (arts. 764410) and the Chamber (art. 77.14411) possessed legal authority to

launch the amendment procedure, both the complex procedure to be followed by

the Legislature4412 (arts. 77.2, 78 and 79.14413) and the explicit veto awarded to the

4408SALEM, 1968, 492.
4409SALEM, 1968, 492.
4410The Constitution may be revised upon the proposal of the President of the Republic. In such a case the government

shall submit to the Chamber of Deputies a draft law.
4411§ 1. The Constitution may also be revised upon the request of the Chamber of Deputies [...]. 
4412RABBATH, 1982, 494-495.
4413Art. 77.2. During an ordinary session and on the proposal of at least ten of its members, the Chamber of Deputies

may recommend, by a two-thirds majority of the total members lawfully composing the Chamber, the revision of the
Constitution. However, the articles and the questions referred to in the recommendation must be clearly defined and
specified. The President of the Chamber shall then transmit the recommendation to the government, requesting it to
prepare a draft  law relating thereto.  If  the government approves the recommendation of the Chamber,  it  must
prepare the draft amendment and submit it to the Chamber within four months; if it does not agree it shall return
the Decision to the Chamber for reconsideration. If the Chamber insists on it by a majority of three-fourths of the
total membership lawfully composing it, then the President of the Republic may either accede to the Chamber’s
wish or issue a Decree for its dissolution and hold new elections within three months . If  the new Chamber
insists upon the necessity of the amendment, the government must acquiesce and submit the draft amendment within
a period of four months.
Art. 78. When a draft law dealing with a constitutional amendment is submitted to the Chamber, it must confine
itself to its discussion before any other work until a final vote is taken. It may discuss and vote only on Articles and
questions clearly enumerated and defined in the draft submitted to it.
Art. 79.1. When a draft law dealing with a constitutional amendment is submitted to the Chamber, it can not [sic]
discuss it or vote upon it except when a majority of two-thirds of the members lawfully composing the Chamber are
present. Voting shall likewise be by the same majority.
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First  Magistrate  (arts.  77.2 and 79.24414),  only overruled  by an overwhelming

three quarters majority of the entire legislative body (art. 77.2), could be equated

to  an  effective  deprivation  of  the  Assembly’s  ability  to  freely  legislate  on

constitutional  matters,  which  therefore  remained  a de  facto  preserve  of  the

President4415.  This way, the Head of State safeguarded his arbitral  position by

guaranteeing the stability of the formal Constitution while steering, within the

framework of the large governing coalition – as representative of both the diverse

segments  comprising  the  Lebanese  society and  the  main  veto  holders  in  the

political  arena,  the  permanent  process  of  constitutional  adaptation  and

reinterpretation so characteristic of the operation of Unwritten Constitutionality

in the Lebanese scenario. 

3.  Closing  Remarks:  The  Lebanese  Constitutional  Compact  and  Consociational

Democracy

Following  what  has  been  exposed  hereinabove,  the  Lebanese  political  system  appears

neither as a result of an imperialist plot to separate Lebanon from its Syrian hinterland and the

Lebanese among themselves, nor as the deliberate attempt of Lebanon’s interbellum oligarchy to

ensure its  continued dominance in the aftermath of independence.  Undeniably,  both the French

colonial circles and the Lebanese élites had a vested interest in the maintenance of a system which,

to a large extent, guaranteed their long-time interests in the country, but the system itself went well

beyond their class interests to rest upon the shared deposit of legal traditions built by the Lebanese

Mountaineers  throughout  the  long  centuries  of  their  common  existence  within  the  secluded

4414Art. 79.2. The President of the Republic shall be required to promulgate the law of the constitutional amendment
under the same conditions and in the same form as ordinary laws.  He shall  have the right,  within the period
established for the promulgation, to ask the Chamber to reconsider the draft in which case the vote shall be by a
two-thirds majority.

4415RABBATH, 1982, 491, 493-494; RIZK, 1966, 141-142.
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geographical framework provided by the Jabal Lubnan.  These traditions were reinterpreted and

formalized,  in the sense defined by Hobsbawm or Smith4416,  during the  Mutasarrifiyyah period

which, in providing the Mountain with over half a century of much-needed peace and stability,

glued a common Lebanese consciousness around the customary institutionality consecrated by the

Règlement  and  its  successive  protocols.  Thus,  by  the  time  when  the  Young  Turk  executive

suspended Lebanese autonomy, in 1915, the Mountain fulfilled Hobsbawm’s criteria of statehood:

territorial continuity, immediate relationship between ruler and ruled and legal uniformity. In his

own words:

[...] the state ruled over a territorially defined ‘people’ and did so as the supreme ‘national’ agency of rule

over its  territory,  its  agents  increasingly reaching down to the humblest  inhabitant  of  the last  of  the

villages.4417

The new State born of the 1926 Constitution, in grouping hitherto unrelated communities

sharing close to no common memory – and when they did, not a memory worth remembering, in

Renan’s terms – could not possibly be expected to legitimate itself upon a common, overarching

national identity4418 capable of ensuring compliance with State institutions for, whereas a sector of

the population found in the Greater Lebanese idea the embodiment of their historical expectations,

another perceived the new State as thwarting their goal of incorporating themselves into a larger

polity, while yet a third segment – perhaps the largest – still  very much had an exclusive local

identity barely concerned with State or national issues. In this context, the independent Lebanese

Republic that came into being in 1943 was, precisely, the result of the widening process of the

Mountain’s  Customary  Law  to  incorporate  the  new  perspectives  brought  by  the  communities

annexed to the traditional body of the Mountain in 1920. Thus, the élite agreement achieved in 1943

4416HOBSBAWM, 1990, 75; SMITH, 1988, 17, 24-28, 33-37, 129-207.
4417HOBSBAWM, 1990, 80-81.
4418On the nation as a by-product of the modern State’s need at legitimizing itself once the traditional conducts of

legitimization had disappeared, vid. i.a. HOBSBAWM, 1990, 84-90
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represented far more than just a mere power-sharing mechanism or a gentlemen’s pact to ensure the

continued dominance of the entrenched oligarchies, rather enshrining the renewed set of principles

and  rules  consecrated  by  Customary  Law ab  antiquo as  the  fundamental  rules  governing  the

severely divided polity that Lebanon was – and still is. In accepting these rules as a kind of parallel,

unwritten Constitution – under the handy formula bestowed by the National Pact, the Lebanese

élites, united by their common habitus,  de facto acknowledged Lebanon’s status as a sociological

federation4419 within the framework of a territorially unitary State4420. Hence, Lebanon fulfills most

of the basic characteristics described by Lijphart to be considered a consociational democracy4421: 

1. Proportional Representation: Within its traditional quota system, guaranteed by article 95

of  the  formal  Constitution,  Lebanon possessed,  from 1960 onward,  an  electoral  system

analogous  to  proportional  representation  in  medium-sized  constituencies  largely

coincidental with the qada-s.

2. Parliamentarism:  Following a deeply seated principle of Customary Law, the Lebanese

4419Antoine  N.  Messarra  (1994,  28-45,  57-112)  speaks  of  a  two-levelled  federalism  instituted  by  different
constitutional prescriptions. Thus, article 95 of the Constitution, in setting up communal quotas in the political and
administrative spheres, consecrates what he defines as representation federalism (“fédéralisme de la représentation”)
whose ultimate goal would be to ensure the effective representation and participation of all the segments of a plural
society in the governmental action, which would prevent the exclusion of the minorities that would otherwise be a
permanent risk. In his own words:

Une idéologie constitutionnelle de l’égalité, prônée par une culture juridique majoritaire, constitue dans
les sociétés plurales une prime à la consécration de l’inégalité, à la défaveur des minorités qui doivent
s’aligner sur les groupes dominants ou se faire exclure de la représentation. La situation des minorités
dans plusieurs pays offre des exemples de cette égalité qui aligne ou qui exclut. (MESSARRA, 1994, 30).

Whereas article 95 instituted representation federalism, articles 9 and 10 served to establish, in Messarra’s opinion,
what he identifies as autosegmentation federalism (“fédéralisme de l’autosegmentation”) which implies the official
acknowledgment of segmental autonomy in the fields of personal status and education.

4420On the tension between State-building (principle of territoriality) and segmental society (principle of personality),
vid. LEHMBRUCH, 2003, esp. 558-569; McRAE, 1975, 33-54.

4421Initially, Lijphart (1977, 25-52) had established four pre-conditions for a consociational democracy to properly
function: government by grand coalition, mutual veto or concurrent majority rule, proportionality and segmental
autonomy, all of them largely fulfilled by Lebanon. In his later works, however, the Dutch author widened the scope
of his requirements by fusing his traditional four basic elements with what had been labeled as mere factors favoring
consociationalism in his earlier works (1977, 53-104). For our present endeavor, it has been chosen to follow the list
displayed in the last of his books available to us at the moment of writing this essay (2008  [2004], 78-84). Yet
another list of prerequisites, analogous to the one quoted hereinabove, can be found in his 1999 book Patterns of
Democracy (pp. 34-42).
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Constitution formally organized Lebanon as a parliamentary Republic (arts. 16, 25-48). The

Chamber,  conceived  as  a  forum  for  the  representation  of  all  sectarian,  regional  and

ideological interests, in Chiha’s formulation4422, had its reflection in a Cabinet organized on a

permanent  grand  coalition  basis  which,  not  unsurprisingly,  contributed  to  weaken  the

Chamber’s task as a  legislative and deliberative body given that  all  major  debates were

conducted within the context of the governing coalition.

3. Grand Coalition Cabinets: In the Lebanese system, the permanent Grand Coalition at the

forefront of its Executive constitutes an operational guideline of Customary Constitutional

Law. Thus conceived, the Cabinet serves to limit the wide latitude awarded by the formal

Constitution  to  the  Head  of  State,  guaranteeing  his  remaining  within  the  arbitral  status

attributed to him by the Unwritten Constitution. Hence, the Lebanon of the First Republic

cannot be conceived as a presidential autocracy but, rather on the contrary, as a mild variety

of semi-presidentialism4423 where the, a priori, extensive authority of the First Magistrate is

4422Le Jour, 01/03/1945, 07/30/1947, 01/18/1948, 06/13/1948.
4423Maurice Duverger (1986, 7) defined semi-presidential régimes as those fulfilling two elemental conditions:

1º un Président de la République élu au suffrage universel et doté de notables pouvoirs propres ;
2º un Premier ministre et un gouvernement responsables devant les députés. 

Beyond the specific characteristics and powers of the presidency, Duverger and the collaborators in his volume put a
special emphasis on the electoral  question. For them, only those régimes where the Head of State is  popularly
elected deserve to be qualified as semi-presidential (SORSA, 1986; TORNÜDD, 1986, ; SALGADO DE MATOS,
1986, ;  DUVERGER, 1986 ). It  is Michel Debré (1986, 87) who, in responding to the mentioned authors, puts
forward  what,  in  our  opinion,  constitutes  the  basic  element  of  a  semi-presidential  system:  the  duality
President/Prime Minister.

Un des traits caractéristiques de la Ve République est la dualité chef de l’État/Premier ministre. Elle
marque le caractère semi-présidentiel du régime. Le rôle du Premier ministre est décisif car c’est lui
qui assure la collaboration des pouvoirs. [...] La collaboration est absolument nécessaire, le Premier
ministre,  qui est un élément de souplesse, en est le signe tangible. [...]  Le Premier ministre évite
l’usure inéluctable du Président [...].

Thus, the Lebanese Head of State, though elected by the Assembly of Deputies and operating under a formally
parliamentarian system of government, came to hold, during our period of study, a position prefiguring that of the
French President in the 1958 Constitution: therefore he appointed and dismissed the Prime Minister and determined
national policy but was forced to act through the Prime Minister and the rest of the Cabinet (MASSOT, 1986, 285-
312. Cf. AVRIL, 1975, 321-377, 383-399). It is bearing this in mind that we dare classify the Lebanese II Republic
as a mild semi-presidential system where presidential authority is, beyond the wide powers awarded to him by the
written Constitution, severely constrained by the principles and traditions enshrined in the National Pact.
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severely constrained by the veto power wielded by the remaining players in the political

arena.

4. Cabinet Stability: Even if Lijphart himself affirms that “the weight of this problem should

not be overestimated”4424, Lebanon stands out as an extreme case of Cabinet instability, with

governments  lasting, in average, less than a year during the period herein under study4425.

The weight of this instability should not, however, be overstated, since Lebanese Cabinets

displayed,  by  and  large,  a  surprising  continuity  in  its  members4426,  with  their  frequent

changes of a couple of ministers being justified by the need to ensure the circulation of the

main players in the political game, thus contributing to secure the continued legitimation of

the system.

5. Segmental  Isolation and Federalism:  While  Lebanon remained  a  unitary State  on  the

French  tradition,  truth  is  that,  for  the  most  part  of  its  First  Republic,  it  preserved  the

traditional distribution of communities that largely encapsulated each of them in relatively

homogeneous areas, thus contributing to reduce the chances of inter-sectarian conflict. Even

in those areas characterized by their heterogeneity, Lebanon’s Customary Law (this time,

4424LIJPHART, 2008 [2004], 82.
4425Cabinets averaged a duration of 8.5 months throughout Lebanon’s First Republic, excepting emergency executives.

Lebanon’s  longest-lasting  government  was  the  one  headed  by  Rashid  Karami  between  October  31,  1961  and
February 20, 1964 (Rashid Karami-IV), followed by Karami III (October 14, 1958-May 14, 1960) and Sa’ib Salam
V (October 13, 1970-May, 27, 1972). A trend toward stabler governments is clearly discernible, from the extreme
instability  of  Chamoun’s  cahd (who  appointed  12  Cabinets  averaging  6  months  each)  to  Frangié,  whose  six
Executives doubled the duration of those appointed under his Shufi predecessor. Chéhab and Hélou, for their part,
came closer to Frangié’s average by appointing, respectively, seven and eight ministerial councils, whose stay in
power averaged 10 and 9 months. 

4426Thus, under Khuri’s presidency, Riyad al-Sulh headed six out of twelve ordinary Cabinets and was Prime Minister
for over six years; analogous ciphers can be found for Rashid Karami under Chéhab and Hélou: he headed six out of
fifteen ordinary Executives and was Chairman of  the Council  for 7.58 years.  The same can be said of certain
ministers, whose names became synonymous with a given portfolio. Thus was Majid Arslan’s case in the Ministry
of Defense, which he headed 19 times under all five II Republic Presidents averaging a tenure of 9,63 months;
Philippe Taqla’s position as Foreign Minister parallels that of his Druze counterpart in Defense, leading the Palais
Boustros 16 times under all Presidents except Chamoun, with an average tenure of 9,68 months. Other personalities,
while ubiquitous in Cabinet formation, displayed more versatility in the ministries they headed: thus happened in the
case of  Pierre Gemayel  (8 times a minister  and a total  of 7,75 years  in Cabinet),  Kamal Joumblatt  (6 times a
Minister, 5,58 years in Cabinet), Gabriel al-Murr (9 times a Minister, 6,16 years in Cabinet) or the Greek Catholic
zacim of Zahlah, Joseph Skaff (11 times a Minister, 8,33 years in Cabinet).
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Private Law) served to manage inter-communal quarrels by solving them alongside the lines

of a readily available legal remedies of a consuetudinary nature, accepted by all.

6. Segmental Autonomy: It has been variously stated that the Lebanese communities enjoyed,

under  both the prescriptions of its  written and unwritten Constitution,  a wide degree of

internal autonomy. Thus, all legally recognized sectarian groups possessed their own courts

of justice dealing with matters of personal status according to their respective religious laws,

notwithstanding the State’s intervention to fill the normative lacunae present in some Canon

Laws, as well as full liberty to set up schools and other educational organizations.

7. Power-sharing beyond the Cabinet: Following the prescriptions of article 95, rigid quotas

were set up not only in the political arena, but also in the Administration, going down from a

6:4 ratio in favor of Christians to a 50%-50% distribution during General Chéhab’s  cahd.

Analogous  quotas  were de  facto extended  to  local  government  and  para-institutional

corporations, such as professional colleges and associations, trade unions and civil society

organizations4427,  in  what  reflected  the  wide  influence  exerted  by  confessionalism as  a

General Principle of the Unwritten Constitution.

The success of the Lebanese consociational experiment for more than thirty years can be

further explained by the existence of prior traditions of élite accommodation, predating the formal

establishment of the modern State in the period going from 1920 to 1926. Such traditions, derived

from the long history of inter-sectarian élite cooperation in the Mountain, whereto the communities

which were incorporated into Lebanon as a result of its frontiers being widened by French fiat were

progressively incorporated during the two decades of the Mandate, predisposed the Bilad al-Arz, as

Daalder,  Lijphart  or  Lehmbruch  affirmed  when  they  analyzed  the  power-sharing  systems  in

4427MESSARRA, 1994, 31.
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Switzerland  or  the  Netherlands4428,  to  develop  a  “moderate  and  cooperative”4429 consensual

government.  Underlying  the  accession  of  all  these  new  demographic  segments  to  Lebanon’s

unwritten constitutional consensus laid a non-concealed calculation of self-interest common to all

segments of the inter-sectarian élite. Quoting Kenneth McRae, who widens Lijphart’s theory:

[...]  consensual  systems  [...]  develop  [...]  from three  types  of  situations:  (1)  a  long-term growth  of

consensual practices and attitudes that become embedded in the political culture, often prior to the arrival

of  mass  politics,  and  incorporated  gradually  in  formal  institutions;  (2)  an  institutional,  legal,  or

constitutional  compromise  or  package  arrived  at  through  inter-elite  negotiation  and  bargaining,  to

establish a workable regime [...]; (3) an external environment [...] that is sufficiently threatening to require

domestic political groups to compromise or set aside divisions in order to assure the  independence or

survival of the system itself.4430

The development of a consensual political system in Lebanon was, therefore, favored by the

simultaneous coexistence of all  three elements of McRae’s theory for, not only did the country

possess  “traditions  of  pluralism and political  accommodation long preced[ing]  the processes  of

political modernization”4431 as well as a pact-prone political culture tending toward middle-of-the-

road élite agreements, but also the regional setting Lebanon found itself immersed into – at the time

when the National Pact was first agreed – was, in McRae’s analysis, conductive to the establishment

of a consociational framework, for the threats to the country’s sovereignty and territorial integrity

coming from without forced the main players in the political game to compromise their maximum

goals for the sake of guaranteeing the very existence of the Lebanese State, whose survival as an

independent,  democratic  and  economically  liberal  polity  was  directly  connected  with  the

preservation of the personal and class interests of the political oligarchy. 

4428LIJPHART, 1977, 100-103; DAALDER, 1971, 604-621; LEHMBRUCH, 1967, non-paginated. 
4429LIJPHART, 1977, 100.
4430McRAE, 1997, 285-286.
4431DAALDER, 1974, 367.
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Thus  understood,  the Dawlat  al-Mithaq  al-Watani,  as  the  specific  consociational

construction developed in post-independence Lebanon, not only vouched for a concrete distribution

of office among the different segments of society or for a given way to understand and do politics,

but  also enshrined,  as  fundamental  principles,  the basics  of  a  democratic  polity,  as  defined by

Robert  Dahl  when  he  said:  “[...]  democratic  government  is  fundamentally  characterized  by its

continuous  aptitude  at  responding to  its  citizens’ preferences”4432.  Thus,  the  Lebanese  Republic

guaranteed its citizens the ability to

1. To formulate their preferences.

2. To signify their  preferences to  their  fellow citizens and the government by individual  and collective

action.

3. To have their preferences weighed equally in the conduct of the government, that is, weighted with no

discrimination because of the content or source of the preference.4433

through  a  number  of  institutional  guarantees  satisfying  Dahl’s  minimum  program  for

democracy to exist “among a large number of inhabitants”4434:

1. Freedom of association:  The Lebanese Constitution guaranteed freedom of association in

its article 134435, complemented by the Ottoman laws of Rajab 29, 1327 AH (1909), on pure

and simple freedom of association, and of Jumada al-’Ula 20, 1337 AH (1911) on freedom

of assembly4436. In practice, such associations were generally free and a proliferation thereof

occurred – as also happened in Western Europe – from the late 1960s on. Special norms

regulated the liberal professions, subject to a regime of ordres  constructed on the French

4432DAHL, 1989, 13. My translation.
4433DAHL, 1971, 2.
4434DAHL, 1989, 14-15.
4435Vid. fn. 4367 above.
4436RABBATH, 1982, 126-127.
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sense, and trade unions, protected by the Labor Code of September 23, 1946. “Trade unions

[...] have become”, according to Edmond Rabbath, “one of [Lebanon’s] most active political

forces”, in a reflection of the general freedom enjoyed by such organizations.

2. Freedom of Speech:  Article 13 guaranteed freedom of speech as well, while the law of

September 14, 1962 and a subsequent decree of August 5, 1967, regulated the details of its

exercise.  Certain  limitations  notwithstanding,  freedom  of  speech  reigned  paramount  in

Lebanon. Quoting again Professor Rabbath:

C’est l’un des rares pays du Moyen-Orient, et certainement le seul dans le monde arabe, où

l’homme jouit de cette volupté indicible de dire ce qu’il pense, de critiquer ses gouvernants et

souvent sans mesure. Cette latitude sans bornes, qui confine souvent à la licence, à la calomnie,

la loi est pratiquement dans l’impossibilité de la sanctionner.4437

The  freedom  enjoyed  by  the  Lebanese  press  would  not  be  without  its  long-term

consequences for a country transformed in the forum for the discussion of all of the Arab

world  problems,  much  to  the  chagrin  of  Lebanon’s  authoritarian  neighbors,  whose

willingness to silence the oppositional voices finding its expression in the Lebanese press

has been variously displayed throughout this dissertation.

3. The Right to Vote:  All Lebanese 21 years and over were recognized the right to vote by

article 21 of the Constitution4438. Universal male suffrage was established by a decree of

1922, followed by another decree of March 18, 1943 suppressing indirect vote and definitely

consecrating the principle of direct democracy. The right to vote was extended to women by

4437RABBATH, 1982, 124-125.
4438Art. 21: Every Lebanese citizen who has completed his twenty first year is an elector provided he fulfills the

conditions laid down by the electoral law.
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decree nº 6 of November 4, 1952 – though initially limited to those possessing a primary

studies certificate, and finally extended to all women by the law of April 24, 1957. The

electoral law of April 26, 1960, in guaranteeing the universality (article 94439) and secret

character of the suffrage (article 54440), while trying to prevent some customary fraudulent

practices (article  654441), contributed to definitely enshrine the democratic character of the

electoral process in Lebanon

4. The Right to be elected: Passive suffrage was regulated by article 6 of the electoral law of

April 26, 1960, which established the right of all citizens aged 25 and over to stand for

election,  provided  that  they  possessed  a  minimum  degree  of  instruction  (in  Rabbath’s

opinion, this minimum degree  was limited to being able to read and write in Arabic at an

elementary level4442)  and,  in  the  case  of  naturalized  citizens,  that  they had continuously

resided in the country in the ten years immediately before the election. Certain civil servants

and the members of both the military and the Internal Security Forces were prevented from

running by articles 28, 29 and 30 of the electoral law4443.

5. The Right of political leaders to compete for support and votes: While it can be argued

that  the wide freedom of the press enjoyed by the Lebanese public already favored the

political  leaders’  access  to  the  people,  the  electoral  law  offered  specific  guarantees

safeguarding the candidates’ right to publicize their platforms by regulating the electoral

4439Vid. fn. 2173 above.
4440Vid. fn.  2172 above.
4441Art. 65. It is forbidden for candidates or their agents to collect, before the election or on the day of the ballot,

identity  documents  or  electoral  cards.  Any violation  of  this  kind  shall  be  punishable  with  the  maximum fine
provided for in article 66.

With this prohibition, article 65 aimed to avoid the traditional practice of driving a busload of voters to the polling
station to vote for a given candidate or slate under the promise of a reward, pecuniary or otherwise. As a guarantee
for the voters’ compliance, the corrupt candidate or, more commonly, his local agents, retained the citizens’ identity
documents and provided them with the electoral ballot they had to vote for. Once the electoral operation was over,
the identity cards were returned to their owners and the fraud was thus consummated.

4442RABBATH, 1982, 188.
4443Vid. fn. 2175 above.
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campaigns. Thus, candidates were acknowledged, subject to administrative authorization,

the right to bill electoral propaganda (posters, banners4444) and distribute political tracts in

public places (arts. 61 and 624445); public officials were enjoined to remain neutral in the

electoral contest (art. 634446) and all propaganda operations were to cease on the day of the

election  (arts.  64  and  664447).  In  practice,  the  Lebanese  electoral  system,  within  the

progressively growing sense of openness and fairness that was to characterize the voting

history of the First Republic, guaranteed the candidates’ right of access to the public, as

witnessed by the increased access of outsiders that was to find its maximum expression in

the 1972 legislative election.

6. Fairness of the Electoral Process: While elections in Lebanon were often characterized by

vote buying and other corrupt practices, being, in some occasions, even openly falsified,

truth  is  that  a  trend  toward  cleaner,  fairer  electoral  processes  is  clearly  discernible

throughout the First Republic. The electoral law of April 26, 1960, in introducing several

corrective measures4448 contributed directly to ensure the integrity of the electoral process.

4444Though it was officially prohibited to hang banners (banderoles) across the streets (vid. fn. 4443 infra), Edmond
Rabbath affirms that  such examples  of  electoral  propaganda were ubiquitous,  to  the dismay of  the authorities.
(RABBATH, 1982, 195)

4445Art. 61. Electoral communications are exempted from stamp duty.*
Art. 62.  § 1. The administrative authority in each city or locality shall designate special places for the billing of
electoral advertisements throughout the electoral period and shall prevent banners in the streets.
§ 2. No advertisement may be placed in any locale except those designated [by the Administrative authority]. It is
not allowed to bill any [electoral] statement unless the candidate or candidates to election have submitted three
copies thereof, signed by them, to the office of the muhafiz or qa’imaqam of the constituency where they intend to
post their advertisement with an anticipation of, at least, twelve hours before their publication.

* Electoral communications covered by this article were not limited to the candidates’ “programs or declarations”,
but  extended  to  “all  other  printed  materials”,  including  “candidates’  portraits,  in  various  different  poses”
(RABBATH, 1982, 194).

4446Art. 63: It is forbidden for any State or municipal employee to distribute ballot papers, manuscripts or pamphlets in
favor or against a candidate, or in favor or against a group of candidates.

4447Art. 64: It is forbidden to distribute publications or manuscripts in favor or against a candidate or a group of
candidates on election day. Upon the occurrence of such an offense, the papers, manuscripts or publications shall be
confiscated and the violator punished with the maximum fine provided for in article 66.
Art. 66: The perpetrator of any violation against the provisions of this law, when not previously covered by the Penal
Code, especially in its articles 329 to 334, shall be punished with a fine ranging from L£ 25 to 500.

4448Vid. pags. 345-346 above.
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7. Diversity of Information Sources: The Lebanese press of the period herein under study

was characterized by the wide array of opinions it displayed, ranging from Arabist journals

of  all  sensibilities  (pro-Nasserist,  pro-Bacathist,  pro-Iraqi,  pro-Syrian,  etc.),  to  hardcore

Libanist  newspapers  (L’Orient,  al-Amal)  and  liberal  dailies  (Le  Jour,  al-Nahar),  thus

guaranteeing the citizenship with a variety of information sources, widely reflective of the

ideological diversity of Lebanese society.

8. Institutions  for  making  public  policies  depend  on  votes  and  other  expressions  of

preference:  The  Grand  Coalition,  as  a  procedural  rule  of  the  Unwritten  Constitution,

guaranteed the representation of the most relevant forces in Parliament in the Cabinet, thus

providing for a balanced display of collective interests, both purely politico-ideological and

segmental. Such unwritten rule was formally reinforced both by article 66 of the written

Constitution  and  by  a  principle  of  Customary  Law  which,  in  establishing  the  Prime

Minister’s need to request the Chamber’s ratification for his Cabinet, warranted a connection

between the people’s will, as expressed in the Assembly’s composition, and his Executive’s

composition. Such organic link between popular expression and political representation was

furthermore assured by the individual and collective responsibility borne by the Ministers

before the Legislature as well as by her right to oversee governmental activity, recognized

by articles 37 and 38 of the Constitution4449 and articles 68-77 and 91-94 of the Chamber’s

regulations4450. 

Thus  conceived,  and  following  on  Dahl’s  footsteps,  the  Lebanese  system  of  its  First

Republic, with its combination of written and unwritten norms, together with its immanent rules and

4449Art. 37: Every Deputy shall have the absolute right to raise the question of no-confidence during the ordinary and
extraordinary sessions. Discussions of and voting on such a proposal may not take place until at least five days after
its deposit with the secretariat of the Chamber and its communication to the ministers concerned.
Art. 38: No bill which has been rejected by the Chamber may be re-introduced during the same session.

4450RABBATH, 1982, 253-263.
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principles ordering the political arena and disciplining its players, not only fulfilled the conditions

to  be  qualified  as  a  polyarchic  democracy,  but  also  possessed  the  three  characteristics  that  he

required for a segmented country to reduce its internal conflict to “a low enough level to sustain a

polyarchy”4451 despite the “obvious, important, and persistent consequences for political life”4452 that

“differences along these axes [religion, language, race, or ethnic group, and region]”4453 caused,

with Lebanon standing out  as  an extreme case  of  ethno-religious  pluralism.  Thus,  the political

system of the Bilad al-Arz was able to navigate its complex societal composition because it satisfied

the aforementioned requirements:   

1. [...] conflict is more likely to be maintained at moderate levels if no ethnic, religious, or regional

subculture is “indefinitely” denied the opportunity to participate in the government, that is, in the

majority coalition whose leaders form the “government” or the administration.4454

The  Lebanese  Constitutional  Compact  guaranteed  the  access  to  power  of  all

prominent confessional segments by such devices as the permanent grand coalition at the

forefront of the Executive4455, the proportional distribution of seats in the Legislature, the

recognition of internal autonomy to the different communities (Messarra’s fédéralisme de

l’autosegmentation) or the expansion of the tacit rules governing pluralism to civil society

institutions (associations, trade unions, professional orders). The dynamic character of the

Constitutional  Compact  and  the  interplay  between  written  and  unwritten  principles  and

norms opened the way for the progressive widening of the segmental representation which,

4451DAHL, 1971, 114.
4452DAHL, 1971, 107.
4453DAHL, 1971, 106-107.
4454DAHL, 1971, 115.
4455Except in the case of emergency or electoral cabinets, whose membership was usually reduced to three or four

ministers  (that  was  the  case  for  Cabinets  Hussayn  al-cUwayni  I,  02/14/1951-06/07/1951;  Nazim  cAkkari,
09/09/1952-09/14/1952;  Sa’ib  Salam  I,  09/14/1952-09/18/1952;  Fu’ad  Chéhab,  09/18/1952-09/30/1952;  Khalid
Chéhab, 09/30/1952-04/30/1953; and Rashid Karami III, 10/14/1958-05/14/1960), most Lebanese executives had, at
least, six members who, maintaining a 1:1 Christian-Muslim balance, represented all six major  tawa’if (Sunnis,
Shicis, Druzes, Maronites, Greek Orthodox and Greek Catholics).
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moreover, helped to construct an openly pluralistic, yet increasingly integrated, society4456.

2. The  second  requirement  for  reducing  conflict  in  a  country  with  considerable  subcultural

pluralism  is  a  set  of  understandings  or  engagements,  not  always  codified  into  formal

constitutional  provisions,  that  provide  a  relatively  high  degree  of  security  to  the  various

subcultures.4457

As defined herein, the Lebanese historical Constitution stems from a pactist political

culture,  constructed  around  non-formalized,  often  ill-defined,  inter-confessional  élite

agreements conceived within the framework provided by a time-honored Customary Law,

possessing wide legitimacy in both popular and aristocratic circles. Therefore, the National

Pact, as the formula adopted to embody these principles in the independent Lebanese State

born in  1943,  constitutes  a  foremost  example of  such “understandings  or  engagements”

guaranteeing the relative position of all societal segments within the political system. Thus,

as put forward above, the National Pact served to limit  the scope of and reinterpret the

formal  norms  enshrined  in  the  written  Constitution,  while  safeguarding  historically-

hallowed individual and collective rights.

3. The third requirement is not only more conjectural but also more difficult to state precisely. The

chances for a polyarchy are higher if the people of a country believe that a polyarchy is effective

in responding to demands for coping with the major problems of the country, as these problems

are defined by the population, or at least by the political stratum.4458

While it can be argued that the Lebanese system was, since its inception, subject to

both  academic  and popular  criticism for  not  conforming  to  the  pre-set  political  models

4456HARIK, 1980, 44; SMOCK & SMOCK, 1975, 152-188; BARAKAT, op.cit. (vid. fn. 3293).
4457DAHL, 1971, 118. My emphasis.
4458DAHL, 1971, 119.
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proposed from both sides of the ideological divide, as denounced by Iliya Harik4459, it is

evident  that,  throughout  its  thirty years  of activity,  the Second Lebanese Republic  grew

increasingly  able  to  respond  to  societal  demands,  particularly  in  the  fields  of  regional

development and social services.  President Chéhab’s  cahd served, in spite of the relative

setback that  his  policies  suffered  after  his  stepping down from power,  to  consolidate  a

developmental  strain  in  Lebanese  public  policy  directly  contributing  to  moderate  the

diverging standard of life rates across both the regional and confessional spectra. By 1975,

as  variously  proven  by  Farid  el-Khazen4460,  Iliya  Harik4461 or  Boutros  Labaki4462,  large

segments of hitherto backwards communities and districts had been incorporated within the

middle-class standards common to central Lebanon, while the liberal professions and the

Civil  Service,  traditionally  the  precinct  of  the  Christian  upper-middle  classes,  had  been

widely opened to other social  and confessional segments  by virtue of affirmative action

programs  (“the  distribution  of  public  employment  among  the  different  communities

followed a quota system giving priority to the most disadvantaged communities”4463) and

increased popular education, thus giving rise to a renewed Lebanese State-legitimacy built

around a wataniyyah-nationalism legitimized by an ideology of developpement harmonisé

analogous to the establishment of a limited welfare-State4464. 

4459According to Professor Harik (1972, 319-320. Cf. KHAZEN, 2000, 13-31, 90):

Lebanese politics are most often viewed with suspicion by the observer: a sense of the incredulous
prevails. [...] The country [...] has been viewed in an unfriendly way by its neighbors. [...] However, it
remains my contention that most of the doubts have been generated by an ideological rather than
realistic assessment of Lebanese politics. [...] Ideological bias affects the assessment in many ways.
[...]  The criticisms made by the ideologically oriented students and observers are not necessarily
wrong or malicious. On the contrary, in the abstract they make a lot of sense, except that they would
lead, if practiced, to a disintegration of the system. Politics is not an independent sphere of activity
impervious to social reality. [...] Elsewhere refusal to recognize the legitimacy of ethnic reality has led
to oppression, political instability, and dictatorship.

4460KHAZEN, 2000, 57-72.
4461HARIK, 1972, 320.
4462LABAKI, 1988, 174-179.
4463LABAKI, 1988, 169.
4464KHAZEN, 2000, 176; LABAKI, 1988, 169, 171-176; SALEM, 1973, 61-62, 107-137; RIZK, 1966, 50-68, 161-

166.
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From all what has been expounded hereinabove, it can be argued that the interplay between

the 1926 Constitution and the General Principles of Customary Law enshrined in the convenient

formula  offered  by  the  1943  National  Pact  allowed  for  Lebanon  to  develop  into  a  highly

sophisticated consociational polyarchy which, by 1975, could boast of an increased – and increasing

– degree of social convergence on hitherto divisive issues, such as national identity and the relations

with  the  neighboring  Arab  world,  while  displaying  a  trend  toward  the  equalization  of  living

standards across the complex segmental patchwork of Lebanon’s demographics and regions. While

important matters of concern remained, certainly, present, especially in the socio-economic arena –

with high degrees of inflation, a boisterous student movement and a rising labor agitation, truth is

that none of these issues possessed sufficient entity, neither in themselves nor in combination with

others, to damn the Lebanese entity since, as has been variously stated throughout this dissertation,

the agitation suffered by Lebanon in the late 1960s and early 1970s was part and parcel of a global

movement of discontent which, vociferous as it might have been, did not disrupt significantly the

political  structures of any other developed country.  Not even most Third World countries,  with

political and economic structures far weaker than those exhibited by 1975 Lebanon, were thrown

into the morass of a protracted civil war, as happened in the case of the Bilad al-Arz. In Farid el-

Khazen’s words4465, the downfall of the Lebanese State in 1975 was a priori impossible if only the

internal factors are taken into account, given that:

1. Lebanon’s most influential politicians did not seem to benefit from an outbreak of violence.

2. Prior to [...] April 1975, no two Lebanese groups were engaged in armed conflict. Nor could it be possible

to single out issues of internal dispute, political, social or economic, that would [...] drive the country into

war. Political divisions were confessionally intertwined [...]. [...] in early 1975, a civil war between two

[...] Lebanese groups on strictly domestic issues was not possible.

3. No  leader,  party  or/and  community,  had  sufficient  organisational  capabilities  and  the  military  and

financial resources to engage in armed conflict and sustain it.

4465KHAZEN, 2000, 239. My emphasis.
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4. Lebanon was not a partitionable country either along territorial or sectarian lines.

5. In the mid-1970s, Lebanese society had reached the lowest level of confessional political mobilization

since independence. [...] Lebanon in the mid-1970s was much less confessional than [...] at the time of

independence.

6. On the eve of the war, a [large] number of Lebanese from all sectarian groups joined political parties with

no dominant sectarian colouring.

7. [...] By 1975, the ‘secular mood’ in the country had reached its highest level since the State was founded

in 1920.

8. The Kataeb [...] had reached a peak level in terms of its political identification with Arab causes.

9. As for the Maronite community as a whole, in 1975 [...] no Maronite leader dissented in his political

views from the prevailing Arab mainstream. [...] On the eve of the war the Maronite community

reached a peak in its identification with Arabism since 1920.

10. In reality, differences within the Lebanese society in early 1975 were not conductive to war.

Lebanon’s  fate  was,  however,  decided  from  without.  As  has  been  repeatedly  stated

throughout this  essay,  from 1967 on, Lebanon became the convenient arena for the Palestinian

guerrillas, Israel and the neighboring Arab States to vent their differences off without much risk for

regional stability4466. The consecration of wataniyyah nationalism after the 1967 Khartoum summit

and  the  consecration  of  State  sovereignty  as  the  dominant  principle  defining  inter-Arab

relations4467,which could have benefited Lebanon by definitely consecrating it as a legitimate actor

in the regional scene, was frustrated by the rise of the Palestinian movement – itself the brand of

wataniyyah nationalism developed by the Palestinian exiles after the apparent betrayal committed

by their thitherto allies in Khartoum – which became the Ersatz receiver of Arab sympathies once

the  ideological  and  political  bankruptcy  of  the  Pan-Arab  brands  expounded  by  Nasser  or  his

Bacathist rivals in Baghdad and Damascus had become clear. 

4466SALIBI, 1975, 160.
4467BARNETT, 1995, 505-508; SALIBI, 1975, 161-162.
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The 1969 Cairo Agreement,  in  constitutionalizing the armed presence of the Palestinian

guerrillas on Lebanese soil had profound implications for Lebanon’s future and can be properly

considered as the first nail on the country’s coffin. First of all, thenceforward Lebanon became a

confrontation  State,  perhaps  the  only  true  one.  As  Nassif  Hitti  did  not  fail  to  grasp:“The

responsibilities of the Arab umma that the Arab states had to shoulder were transferred to Lebanon.

The Arab theatre of confrontation with Israel”, he went on, “was reduced to Lebanon.” Thus, he

concluded,  “Lebanon was  turned  into  the  only confrontation  state”4468.  Secondly,  the  attraction

exerted  by  the  Palestinian  organizations  over  wide  swaths  of  Lebanese  society,  from  the

conservative Muslim constituency – who felt an ethnoreligious attachment to a movement rapidly

identified as espousing the wider cause of Islam, to the leftist students, who, in common with their

coevals in Europe and North America, were attracted by the ideals of revolution, socialism and the

legitimacy of armed struggle which came to identify the generation of 1968, passing through the

classical  Arabist  constituency,  whose  “total  acquiescence  to  the  Arab  milieu”  was,  in  Hitti’s

assessment,  independent  of  “who[m]ever  occupied  the  driver’s  seat  in  the  Arab  system”4469.

Naturally enough, as was said in the conclusion to chapter five, the growing assertiveness of the

Arabist constituency, understood lato sensu, led, almost automatically, to a reciprocal radicalization

process on the part of the Libanist sectors. For the, mainly Christian – and specifically Maronite,

sectors committed to Lebanese qawmiyyah nationalism, Cairo and its  successors had exhausted

their willingness to keep on yielding to what they perceived as the never-ending demands of their

historical counterparts in the National Pact.

The breakdown of the Lebanese Republic in 1975 was not, therefore, the consequence of an

innate weakness in the Constitutional Compact or the result of an institutional inability to adapt to

the new demands of a rapidly changing society.  On the contrary,  as has been repeatedly stated

4468HITTI, 1989, 11.
4469HITTI, 1989, 10.
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above, the system had given sufficient proof of its adaptability to change, of its permeability to the

social transformations undergone by Lebanon ever since it became an independent State in 1943 to

vouch for its stability and resilience. However, the external pressures put on the system rapidly

overwhelmed its capacities to respond. The complex Middle Eastern context, particularly in the

aftermath to the 1967 war,  put on heavy strains on a slow-moving political structure,  based on

compromise and consent. Both the Muslim élite and its Christian counterpart, who had historically

been  able  to  manage  the  power-sharing  elements  enshrined  in  the  National  Pact  through  their

control of their constituencies – via a highly sophisticated system of patronage – were progressively

dragged by the growing ideological and identitary assertiveness of the masses into an increasingly

intransigent  position,  influenced  by  foreign  powers  and  interests,  which de  facto  crippled  the

system’s ability to respond to the new realities on the ground.

The loss of power of the traditional élites vis-à-vis the increased mobilization of the masses,

in a process harking back, at least, to the 1950s but increasing itself at an exponential pace with the

growing exposure of even larger swaths of the population to the modern environment of Greater

Beirut, signaled one of the first failures of Lebanon’s consociational arrangement, based as they

were on élite compromises concocted on the continued ability of the political partners in the power-

sharing deal to control their constituencies. This process was, to a large extent, engendered and

further aggravated by the harmful effects of regional developments over Lebanese internal politics,

which therefore damaged a second pillar of the Unwritten Constitution since, as Arend Lijphart and

other political scientists have repeatedly stated, regional peace and neutrality are necessary elements

in the proper functioning of a consociational arrangement4470 like the one embodied by the National

Pact.  In  its  original,  1943  conception,  the Mithaq  had  been  made  possible  not  only  by  the

integration of the hitherto foreign Muslim élites in a political framework analogous to that of the

4470LIJPHART, 1977, 153-157; SMOOHA & HANF, 1992, 39-40; DEKMEJIAN, 1978, 258-259; LEHMBRUCH,
1975, 377-391.
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former Mutasarrifiyyah,  but also by Lebanon’s participation in the Arab State system, certainly

symbolized by its integration in the Arab League but also, and very importantly, by Bishara al-

Khuri’s anointment by Egypt’s Mustafa al-Nahhas and Syria’s Jamil Mardam. When the  hawadith

1958 threatened to  tear  the country apart,  the solution came from without,  but not  through the

weapons of the Sixth Fleet, but through Lebanon’s redefining its regional role under the guidance –

and protection – of a new, powerful godfather: Nasser. However, from 1969 on, the disappearance

of  Nasser  and  the  upsurge  of  new,  ideologically  radical,  régimes,  together  with  the  rise  of

Palestinian  militantism,  with  their  echoes  on  the  Lebanese  arena  hindered  the  system  from

maintaining its stability.  Thus, the regional scene started to harm the correct functioning of the

National Pact’s delicate machinery.

The fact that, after the war, the 1989 Treaty of Ta’if and the 2008 Doha Agreement preserve

the fundamental elements in the Unwritten Constitution, notwithstanding the major actualization

thereof  brought  about  by  both  documents,  bears  witness  to  the  wisdom  enshrined  in  an

understanding of  constitutional  legality not  limiting  itself  to  the  stricture  of  formal  norms,  but

accepting the validity of principles and historical norms of Consuetudinary Law as essential and

legitimate  parts  of  the  constitutional  system.  Thus,  post-war  Lebanon,  just  like  its  antebellum

counterpart, has not been able to do without the much-maligned National Pact, because the Bilad

al-Arz,  in  the  multiplicity of  its  communities  and the  diversity of  its  populations,  cannot  exist

without  tacit  agreements,  consensual  politics  and  inter-sectarian  pacts  possessing  an  immanent

validity, going beyond the textual borders defined by written Law. Just like the “Edelweiss does not

flourish in the desert”4471, foreign patterns and imported policies do not fructify under the cedar’s

shadow.  

4471CHIHA, 1944 [1950], 38-40.
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GENERAL CONCLUSION

قد أتيت مجد لبنان

The glory of Lebanon

will be given to them.

Isaiah, 35:2.

Nous sommes une multitude de communautés religieuses

associées, obligées de pratiquer, pour vivre, les plus hautes vertus :

la tolérance, la charité, la compréhension, l’amour.

Charles Hélou, 1971.

This thesis has tried to provide a, thus far non-existent, history of the Maronite community

in  twentieth  century  Lebanon.  In  order  to  do  so,  an  effort  has  been  deployed  to  portray  the

community  under  a  historical  and  comparative  perspective  that  goes  beyond  the  traditional

approaches to Middle Eastern realities, still dominated by exceptionalist, determinist and orientalist

views. It is only by solidly basing our research on a comparative perspective that the true meaning

of Maronite history can be fully grasped: thus, the processes of modernization experienced by the

Church from the sixteenth century on – subsequently expanded to the laypeople – whose eclosion in

the nineteenth century gave birth to the modern concept of Lebanon, are not dissimilar from the

events that led to the European Revolutions of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. In

both cases, the birth of a wealthy  bourgeoisie, enriched through commerce and industry, and the

rapid spread of information by way of a print economy developed by means of the printing press

and the widespread availability of education – even if, admittedly, at an elemental level – led the
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way to the birth of a new political consciousness, based on merit, participation and equality, that

could not be contained within the rigid limits defined by a decadent feudal aristocracy.

The new Maronite consciousness that brought about the demise of feudalism in the middle

decades of the nineteenth century, would avail itself of the relative peace and stability awarded

thereto  by  the  Mutasarrifiyyah  Jabal  Lubnan to  transform itself  into  a  full-fledged  nationalist

movement that, under different ideas and projects – from Arabism to Syrianism, from Petit-Liban to

the  Grand-Liban promoted  by  al-Sawda’s  Union  Libanaise,  constructed  a  political  program

centered  around the  Lebanese  entity  that  transcended  the  parochialism of  the  –  pre-existing  –

communal identity of the Maronites as shacab Mar Marun to become the building block of an inter-

sectarian Lebanese nationalism.

Therefore,  writing on the Lebanese Maronite community in the twentieth century is  not

possible without writing a history of Lebanon. Unbeknownst to her, the Maronite Church and her

followers,  in  pursuing  their  long-awaited  dream  of  achieving  sovereign  statehood,  ended  up

following on the footsteps of other prominent pre-modern communities by implicitly sacrificing

their selfhood for the sake of building the State: just like Castille, Prussia or Île-de-France achieved

their goals at State-building but, at the same time, sacrificed their individuality in the process, the

Maronite  community  did  indeed  accomplish  its  dream  of  a  State  in  the  Mountains  of  their

forefathers, but at the price of creating a pluralistic polity with an Islamo-Christian character, far

divergent  from the Maronite  nation-State  dreamed of  by the reformed hierarchy of  the Church

throughout the nineteenth century.

Together with the establishment of the modern Lebanese State in 1920, with the concomitant

submersion of Maronite identity within the clout of Lebanon-ness (Libanisme), the community’s
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history in the period hereinabove under study was marked by the relative weakness of the Church.

After  well  over  a  century of  powerful  leaderships,  with  men like  Mgrs.  Hubaysh  and Mas cad

holding uncontested communal leadership in both the religious and lay spheres and thus able to

develop a strong-handed approach to politics, Mgr. Huwayyik’s death opened the way to a series of

either  weak  or  divisive  Patriarchs  who,  with  Rome’s  ill-timed  and  unwelcome  interference

contributing, failed to stand by the record of their far more illustrious predecessors of the previous

century. The Church headed by Mgrs. cArida, Méouchy and Khuraysh largely remained a leaderless

body, incapable of making its weight felt in the political arena or, whenever such interventions were

attempted – as happened during the 1935 Tobacco crisis or during the hawadith 1958, resulting in

counterproductive outcomes which only contributed to disassociate the faithful from a hierarchy

widely perceived as aloof  and distanced from the concerns,  hopes and desires  of  the Maronite

“man-in-the-street”,  to  use  Michael  Hudson’s  terminology4472.  In  this  context,  the  rise  of  the

religious orders to the forefront of Church politics that  became evident during the Civil War, but

whose roots laid in  the protests  against  the educational  and real  estate  laws of  the mid-1960s,

represented a return of the faithful to the historical traditions of Maronite-ness (Maronité): the once

monastic community created around Dayr Mar Marun sated its want of leadership by a return to the

coenobitic references of their  forefathers, as embodied by the prominent role played by Abbots

Qassis and Nacaman during the conflagration.

The weak religious leadership that characterized the community’s history for most of the

twentieth  century opened  thus  the  door  to  the  ascent  of  lay leaderships.  The  bureaucratic  and

entrepreneurial  Maronite  bourgeoisie which  had been in  the making since,  at  least,  the  middle

decades of the eighteenth century,  having enjoyed the  Mutasarrifiyyah as a formative period to

familiarize  itself  with  the  workings  of  the  Administration,  was,  by  the  time  when  the  French

Mandate  was  de facto established,  in  1918,  ready to  take  over  communal  leadership  from the

4472HUDSON, 1977, 18. Cf. TRABOULSI, 2007, 141-142.
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venerable  hands  of  the  elderly  Mgr.  Huwayyik,  whose  death  in  1931,  left  frank  the  path  of

communal paramountcy to laymen, given the internal divisions and disunion that were to plague the

institutional Church under his immediate successors. For this noblesse de robe, largely of bourgeois

rather  than aristocratic extraction,  politics was understood, in distinctively modern terms,  as an

ideological  contest  between  rival  candidates  who,  in  appealing  to  their  relatively  sophisticated

constituencies, employed modern campaign techniques, including the use of the press as an efficient

propaganda  tool,  although  more  traditional  approaches  to  politics  remained  alive  and  kicking,

particularly in the remotest areas of Maronite habitation, where patronage and tribal bonds remained

the essential avenues for political instruction. It can, moreover, be argued that the Maronite political

élite became rapidly adept at playing a double game, combining both traditional and modern means

to  achieve  election,  by  appealing  to  their  Beiruti  and  Central-Mountaineer  constituencies  in

decidedly ideological terms, while playing the do-ut-des game typical of traditional politics in the

remotest areas of the Mountain.

The goal coveted by this class of modern politicians would become, in the aftermath of the

1926 Constitution,  the Presidency of the Republic,  understood as the key to the entire political

system as well as the embodiment of the Christian-Maronite ethos that they largely attached to their

nascent State. The succession of men that occupied the Presidency of the Lebanese Republic, their

policies and political maneuvering, have thus become the main characters in this thesis which has

examined their role as both heads of State and leaders of the Maronite community. In so doing, it

has been variously proven that, contrary to the opinion voiced by such prominent authors as Charles

Rizk4473, Edmond Rabbath4474, Fawwaz Traboulsi4475 or Tabitha Petran4476– to mention just a few, the

Head of State was neither a constitutional autocrat holding an unchecked and unlimited power over

4473RIZK, 1966, 129-148.
4474RABBATH, 1982, 154-155, 293-362, 380-437, 469-489.
4475TRABOULSI, 2007, 129-130.
4476PETRAN, 1987, 35.
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the entire political edifice nor the personification of  “[...] the supreme, stable and effective will that

governs [the State] while promoting its multiple activities”4477, but a primus inter pares, the latitude

of whose constitutional powers was severely limited by the legal principles and norms enshrined in

the  National Pact, construed as the concrete manifestation of Lebanon’s historical or  Unwritten

Constitution.

The  Unwritten  Constitution,  conceived  as  the  immanent  deposit  of  Lebanon’s  political

traditions, appears, therefore, as the fundamental element in the political history of the Bilad al-Arz,

given that the principles it enshrines, affecting most areas of governance and public policy – from

electoral  proportionality to  arbitral leaderships, not only define a certain understanding on how

politics  are  done,  but  also  limit  the  ability  of  political  entrepreneurs  to  interpret  the  formal

Constitution by setting up certain fundamental  norms – whose nature is,  admittedly,  subject  to

historical evolution – as the founding pillars of the political edifice, as the limits to the political

arena  beyond  which  no  political  activity  or  proposal  is  deemed  as  legitimate.  This  dynamic

interplay between the formal and informal Constitutions which characterizes the Lebanese political

system, both during the period herein under study and beyond, as proven by both the Treaty of

Ta’if4478 and the Doha Agreement4479, is only possible if the stringent limitations on the meaning of

Constitutional Law set forth by the dominant continental understanding thereof are substituted by

an Anglo-Saxon perspective that accepts the validity of consuetudinary legality as a basic principle

in the State’s organizational system. In so doing, the Constitution appears not as a mere act of

disposition  adopted  by a  constituent  assembly  on  a  given  historical  moment,  but  as  a  natural

consequence of the “internal, silent forces” of popular experience4480, in Savigny’s terms; as “the

system for political existence attributed to each nation by a power beyond itself”4481, in de Maistre’s

4477RABBATH, 1982, 293. My translation.
4478RI’ASSAT AL-JUMHURIYYAT AL-LUBNANIYYAH, 1989. 
4479UNITED NATIONS PEACEMAKER, 2008. 
4480SAVIGNY, 1814, 14. 
4481DE MAISTRE, 1794-1975-1796 [1884].
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theological  approach to the phenomenon. Thus interpreted, and following one of the definitions

stated above, the Constitution

can  [...] be conceived as a living tool for the regulation of social conviviality in a given State, [as] a

flexible document – whether written or unwritten – which, beyond a certain, mainly methodological, core

of rigidity, can be modified at will with the changing social and political conditions experienced by the

society it rules over.4482

It is, precisely, from this understanding of Constitutional Law that it is possible to deny the

assertions  of  the  aforementioned  authors  regarding  the  President’s  supremacy in  the  Lebanese

system. Rather on the contrary, in analyzing the nature of presidential authority and praxis in the

thirty odd years of Lebanon’s First Republic, Albert Hourani’s assertion regarding the eminently

arbitral  role  played by the Chief  Executive in Lebanon’s political  structure appear  as far more

reflective of historical truth than Professor Rabbath’s approach to the Presidency from the stricture

of  written  Law alone.  Thus,  the Lebanese Head of  State,  the  theoretical  latitude of  his  formal

constitutional authority notwithstanding, can be defined as a giant with clay feet, whose  de jure

wide powers were severely limited by his partaking in an – unwritten and informal – consociational

power-sharing agreement which required the consent of all those involved, and very particularly of

the  Sunni  élite  holding  the  Council’s  Chairmanship,  for  its  proper  functioning.  Whenever  the

President tried, in an  a priori legal use of his constitutional prerogatives, to enforce his authority

beyond the consensual framework defined by the élite cartel at the forefront of the political system

– as happened, very particularly, in 1952 and 1958 but also during the Libano-Palestinian crises of

1969 and 1973, his constitutional omnipotence was translated into factual impotence by the criss-

crossed vetoes launched by his partners in the Nizam al-Mithaq al-Watani. 

4482Vid. p. 694 above.
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The President’s inability to translate his formal authority into actual power, together with his

role as a uniting figure, whose main task was to balance the competing interests disputing each

other on the Lebanese political arena and to, softly and implicitly, guide, rather than effectively

direct,  day-to-day  politics,  left  the  Maronite  community  virtually  leaderless.  Contrary  to  the

accusations of Maronite hegemony so loudly voiced by certain authors – and, first and foremost

among them, Kamal Joumblatt4483 – the Maronite community of Lebanon’s First Republic enjoyed

far less influence than could be expected by its demographic size, economic weight and level of

educational attainment. In fact, the community’s rank and file was confined to an almost permanent

opposition to the different presidencies that followed each other during the four decades herein

studied,  since  the  Head  of  State’s  aforementioned  role  as  a  national figure  usually  meant  his

pushing the community’s interests into the background, while the remaining political actors could

openly promote sectarian goals at the expense of national unity, as happened variously with the

main members of the Sunni prime-ministerial club who, on different occasions, vetoed executive

action whenever it  went against  the preferences of their  urban constituencies.  The exclusion of

former President Chamoun, who had become a hero for the Christian – not only Maronite – petit

peuple in the aftermath of the  hawadith 1958, from executive responsibilities under both Chéhab

and Hélou’s presidencies, in spite of the openings toward the Opposition that took place under the

later,  at  the  same time  that  prominent  leaders  of  the  revolt,  such as  Rashid  Karami  or  Kamal

Joumblatt, became the mainstays of the new style inaugurated by the General in 1958 bears witness

to the limited role played by the most prominent representatives of Maronite sentiment during much

of the First Republic. 

The fact that the 1962 New Year’s coup d’état could be identified, as has been done in this

thesis4484,  as  an  expression  of  Christian,  and  very  specifically  Maronite,  discontent  vis-à-vis

4483JOUMBLATT, 1982, 28-29, 40-63
4484Vid. pp. 368-374 above.
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Chéhab’s Muslim policies rather than as a pan-Syrianist movement, as superficially indicated by the

PPS affiliation  of  its  authors,  gives  a  good  example  of  the  uneasiness  of  wide  swaths  of  the

community  with  a  regime  perceived  as  not  catering  enough  to  Maronite  preoccupations  and

interests. Further examples of Maronite, and more generally Christian4485, agitation can be found in

the September 1958 Counter-Revolution which put  an end to  Karami’s  first  attempted Cabinet

under Chéhab’s presidency, as well as in the massive reaction in favor of the Armed Forces during

the serious political crisis engendered by the Protein affair in the months immediately preceding the

war’s outbreak in 1975.

Lebanon cannot, therefore, be considered as a  dawlah maruniyyah, a Maronite-dominated

Republic, for its political system prevented any sort of exclusive control by a single community or

political group, imposing, rather on the contrary, the need for perpetual dialog and compromise, in a

give-and-take fashion – that usually went against Maronite communal interests or, at least, against

the wishes of the communal majority – as the only legitimate way of doing politics.

In  denying  that  the  Lebanese  system was,  in  any way,  inherently  crippled  by  its  very

structure and that it was unable to adapt and adjust to the changing circumstances of internal and

foreign politics, being, conversely, a political vehicle particularly adept at change by the flexible

institutional  arrangement  presided  by  the  National  Pact as  the  concrete  embodiment  of  the

Lebanese Unwritten Constitution, this thesis has also contributed to prove that confessionalism was

not the dominant element in Lebanon’s political structure. On the contrary, it can be argued that

4485As has been variously explained throughout these pages, the independent Lebanese Republic saw a growing socio-
political convergence among all Christian communities. While such a process had already become evident in the
case  of  the  Maronite  and  Greek-Catholic  communities  during  the  Mutasarrifiyyah and  even  before,  when  the
Maronite Church became the de facto protectress of the different Catholic Uniate Churches that had started to sprout
throughout the Levant in the Counter-Reformation era, the Republic saw the increasing coalescence of opinions and
statuses of the Catholic communities with the thitherto elusive Greek Orthodox community, whose Pan-Levantine
implantation and imperial character as the de facto Ottoman State Church had set it apart from its sister communities
in  the  area.  Thus,  and  even  admitting  the  persistence  of  some  of  these  traits  in  the  Republican  period,  it  is
undeniable that, at least at the popular level, a common Christian Lebanese identity, going beyond the parochial
character of communal identities, started to appear. Vid. L’Orient, 03/26/1968.
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Lebanon’s compartmentalized geography helped to contain confessional rivalry by confining the

communities  into relatively homogeneous sectors,  where political  and social  rivalries could not

possibly relate to religious factors but to matters dealing with kin and para-feudal discrepancies,

usually  managed  within  the  rich  Private  Law  traditions  common  to  the  entire  Mountain.  The

generalized respect commanded by such a consuetudinary legal  corpus as well as the somewhat

formalized  regional  hierarchies  embodied  in  the  zacim  system  helped  to  defuse  confessional

tensions even in those few areas where several communities happened to live side by side, such as

al-Shuf, cAkkar or the Southern Biqac, notwithstanding the factual existence of a confessional esprit

de communauté long predating the arrival of Western imperialism to the area.

The legitimation of these traditional ties –  ca’ilah,  zacim, ta’ifah – as part  and parcel of

modern Lebanon’s political system, despite their being decried as archaic reminiscences of the past

by wide sectors of the academia,  helped to integrate  large sectors of the population within the

formalized political system which, in a clear proof of its dynamism, started to discard them with the

natural evolution of society toward more modern socio-political models, as openly demonstrated by

the  surprising results  of  the  1972  parliamentary  elections  which  brought  about  the  arrival  in

Parliament  of  several  ideological  deputies,  clearly  reflective  of  the   new   politico-ideological

preferences of their constituents. In this context, the also surprising rise of confessional sentiment

that became evident in the later years of the First Republic, can be considered as a clear proof of the

rapid modernization experienced by Lebanese society in the four decades herein studied, as has

been repeatedly underlined throughout the previous pages, with support on the relevant literature.

Thus, for the rural migrants arriving to Beirut’s unwelcoming banlieue, in a massive rural exodus

whose starting point can be set during President Chéhab’s cahd, religious practice offered a familiar

sense of belonging, a much-needed identity, in the otherwise squalid, crowded, demographically

heterogeneous  and  generally  uneasy  conditions  of  peripheral  life,  where  family  links  were
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weakened and the para-feudal clientelar bonds so dominant in rural life shattered. 

The reinforcement  of confessionalism apparent  in  the 1960s and 1970s did not  prevent,

however,  the  growing  coalescence  of  most  social  segments  around  an  overarching  Lebanese

wataniyyah nationalism, as assessed by both Halim Barakat and Audrey and David C. Smock 4486,

which recognized Lebanon’s peculiar role as a sovereign, Arab State, without suppressing the strong

segmental identities predating, in some cases by a centuries-long history, the chronological rise of

the modern Lebanese Republic. In fact, it can be argued that the rise of confessional sentiment,

ahead of other, historically more prominent, traditional bonds of clientelar nature favored the long-

term viability of a Lebanese State, whose entire institutional architecture was devoted to defuse

inter-communal conflict and foster cooperation across the sectarian divide.  In President Hélou’s

own words:

[...] le Liban [...] n’avait pas résolu tous ses problèmes [m]ais à force de sagesse et de tolérance, il les

empéchaît  de  se  poser.  Nous  voulons  dire  qu’il  empêchait  les  oppositions  doctrinales  d’atteindre  un

caractère  périlleux  d’actualité  et  d’absolu  pour  laisser  la  première  place  aux exigences  de  la  vie  en

commun.4487

In fact, it can be argued that the weakening of the traditional zucama’ observable in the later

years of the period herein under study, while doubtlessly dislocating the traditional power élite that

had  steered  the  course  of  Lebanese  politics  ever  since  independence  and  thus  bringing  about

inevitable political tensions, would herald the arrival of State institutions as the ultimate providers

of the social services thitherto exclusively afforded by the zacim class, within the context of a true

State of communautés confessionnelles associées as devised by Michel Chiha back in the 1940s.

4486Vid. fn. 2858 above.
4487Le Figaro, 01/04/1978.
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Therefore, the downfall of the State in 1975 can, by no means, be attributed to the survival

of  these  traditional  bonds,  for  they were,  rather  on  the  contrary,  instrumental  in  operating  the

political incorporation of the Lebanese rural masses within the formalized structure created by the

1926 Constitution  and further  institutionalized after  independence.  The war,  then,  appears  as  a

consequence  of  both regional  and global  tensions  related to  geopolitical  interests  on the wider

Eastern Mediterranean region, with great powers and Levantine powerhouses taking advantage of

Lebanon’s weakness to turn it into a convenient battleground to vent off the steam of international

rivalries, as well as a byproduct of the reckless, irresponsible and opportunistic behavior of certain

Lebanese leaders who did not hesitate to exploit internal divisions and foster segmental hatreds,

with the enthusiastic support of Lebanon’s regional rivals, in order to advance their own, selfish

political interests.

The  reconstruction  of  Lebanon’s  power-sharing  mechanisms  in  the  aftermath  of  the

Lebanese  war  and,  very particularly,  after  the  end  of  the  Syrian  occupation  serves  as  a  well-

deserved homage to the myriad of pre-war authors who underlined the legitimacy of Lebanon’s

attempt  to  define  socio-political  modernity  in  its  own  terms,  without  taking  recourse  to  the

uniformizing models put forward from both sides of the ideological divide, which viewed Lebanon

as, at best, an aberrant example or, at worst, as a failed State doomed to collapse under the weight of

its  internal  contradictions.  Consensus,  para-political  agreements  and  practices,  and  segmental

distribution of political positions appear, therefore, as the only possible way for the Bilad al-Arz to

survive politically as a viable entity in the Near East.

The survival of Lebanon’s  sui generis political system is, even more importantly, the only

chance for the preservation of the Maronite community as a viable human community in the land of

its forefathers. At a time when millenia-old Christian communities have been wiped out from the
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region  that  witnessed  the  Christian  Revelation,  the  Maronites  remain,  steadfast  upon  their

Mountains, almost the sole remaining non-Muslim community possessing a certain demographic

and  political  weight  in  the  wider  Middle  Eastern  area.  Albeit  dislocated  by  war,  numerically

diminished by emigration  and politically weakened by the  constitutional  modifications  brought

about  by  Ta’if,  the  Maronites  remain  the  only  local  Christian  ta’ifah with  the  capacity  of

influencing politics in its own country. In trying to dispel some of the myths surrounding a people, a

nation, still shrouded in the orientalist mist so popular in the West, it has also been modestly tried to

promote conviviality in peace and equality under the secular shadow of the venerable cedars. Even

if, admittedly, such a goal will always remain precarious for, let us not forget Michel Chiha’s words:

Nous sommes condamnés à vivre dangereusement 

Oviedo, Asturias, and Madrid.

April 2017-June 2018
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ANNEXES
 

ANNEX I

TREATY BETWEEN THE JEWISH AGENCY FOR PALESTINE 
AND THE MARONITE PATRIARCH4488

May 30, 1946

We, the undersigned:

1. His Beatitude Antoine Arida, the Maronite Patriarch of Lebanon, acting on behalf of the
Church and the Maronite community, the largest community in the Lebanese Republic with
citizens residing in other countries, represented by Cheikh Toufic Aouad, ex-minister, by
virtue  of  authorization  addressed  to  the  President  of  the  Jewish  Agency,  Professor
Weizmann, on May 24, 1946, which hereinafter shall be in this treaty addressed as “first
party”.

2. Dr. Bernard Joseph, acting on behalf of the Jewish Agency for Palestine, which is known in
International Law as the representative of Jewish people around the world aimed at creating
the Jewish National Home in Palestine, which hereinafter shall be in this treaty addressed as
“second party”4489.

Art. 1.

The first party expressly and fully recognizes the historical link uniting the Jewish people to
Palestine,  the  Jewish  people’s  aspirations  in  Palestine,  and  the  Jewish  people’s  right  to  free
immigration and independence in Palestine. It also declares its approval on the Jewish Agency’s
declared current political program, including the establishment of a Jewish State.

Art. 2.

The second party expressly and fully recognizes the independence of Lebanon and the right
of its inhabitants to choose the regime they deem as appropriate. The second party also declares that
its extending and widening program does not include Lebanon. On the contrary, it respects the State
of Lebanon in its current form and borders. The Jewish immigration does not include Lebanon.

Art. 3.

The  two  parties  commit  themselves  reciprocally  to  abstain  from  undermining  their
respective aspirations and status; this so-called commitment has a binding obligation restraining the
representatives of both parties – officials and non-officials – in the country, abroad, in international

4488Source: Moulahazat. The original spelling of personal names has been preserved. Grammatical errors have been
corrected.

4489The error observed in the original version has been herein corrected.
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conferences, whether occidental or oriental, from expressing any kind of support to decisisions or
actions that may harm the other party. [They commit themselves, moreover, to] do their utmost to
avoid taking such decisions or undertaking such actions.

Art. 4.

The two parties commit themselves to provide mutual help at the following levels: political,
commercial, security and social in order to promote the position of the first party and realize the
aspirations of the second one. This engagement includes:

a) Rais[ing] the awareness of public opinion in the Orient and the Occident on the cause of
each party, according to the spirit of the treaty hereby [concluded].

b) Concert[ing] their efforts to open the doors of each country with view to deepen cultural
and social rights, and promote commercial trade and the exchange of liaison officers to forge
good neighboring relations between one another.

c) The first party recognizes the right of every Jew to immigrate to Palestine [and] commits
itself to help, insofar as possible, in the realization of this immigration in the event that it
requires to cross Lebanon.

d)  The second party commits itself, after the creation of the Jewish State, to respect the
sacred character of the Holy Sites in Palestine and commits itself, as well, after gaining the
command of  power,  to  consider  the treaty hereby [concluded]  as  an integral  part  of  its
government program.

e) Both parties commit themselves to provide help, if requested, to one another in order to
maintain security in their respective countries. This engagement has the binding obligation
to take all necessary measures in order to block the entrance, or exit, of hostile elements
capable of sowing public disorder and the obligation to refrain from providing any kind of
help for such elements.

f) The two parties commit themselves to exchange information on all issues, including those
relating to their political systems, economies and relations with third parties.

g)  At  the  levels  of  industry,  agriculture  and  scientific  research,  both  parties  commit
themselves to exchange information and advice in order to synchronize the Lebanese and
Jewish efforts  with a view to ensure the best development of their  respective industries
(including the touristic sector), agriculture and research on the basis of mutual cooperation.

h) After creating the Jewish State,  the second party commits  itself  to  reserve a friendly
treatment to the representatives of the Maronite Patriarch, to facilitate the buying of land and
the construction of a Patriarchate worthy of the Maronite community.

i) The second party commits itself to require from its offices all over the world to support
the cause of the first party and back its representatives in Washington, London, and Paris, as
well as in international conferences.

Art. 5.
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In order to achieve the aforementioned obligations, and [providing for] additional practical
means  of  collaboration  and  mutual  aid,  the  two  parties  will  hold  direct  or  indirect  (through
representatives) talks depending on the relevant advancement and circumstances. The first party has
already chosen Cheikh Toufic Aouad to be its authorized representative till further notice.

Art. 6.

The  treaty  hereby [concluded]  takes  effect  upon  signature.  Each  party  has  the  right  to
terminate it with a six-months notice.

In witness thereof, the two parties have signed this treaty.

Double original copy. Jerusalem, May 30, 1946.

On behalf of His Beatitude, His Grace Antoine Pierre Arida, Toufic Aouad.

On behalf of the Jewish Agency for Palestine, Bernard Joseph.
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ANNEX II

LETTER FROM MGR. MUBARAK, MARONITE ARCHBISHOP OF BEIRUT, 
TO UNSCOP4490

ARCHEVECHE MARONITE de Beyrouth 

Beyrouth, le 3 Août 1947. 

À Monsieur le Juge Sandstrom 

Président de la Commission d'Enquête de l'U.N.S.C.O.P. 

Genève, Suisse. 

Monsieur le Président, 

Je  regrette  que  mon absence  en  Europe  ait  coïncidé  avec  le  passage  de  la  commission
d’Enquête sur la Palestine au Liban, sinon il m’aurait été donné de faire entendre ma voix et de
donner  mon  avis  qui  est  d’ailleurs  celui  de  la  majorité  des  Libanais  sur  cette  question.

Ce n’est pas la première fois que j’exprime mon opinion sur cette affaire. Beaucoup d’encre
a été déjà versée et,  après chacune de mes réclamations, la presse mondiale s’en est saisie et a
suffisamment commenté tous mes dires.
 

Dans ce Moyen-Orient, à majorité musulmane, si on reconnaît au Gouvernement Libanais
actuel un caractère officiel pour s’exprimer au nom de la Nation Libanaise, nous serions disposés à
répondre  et  à  prouver  que  les  maîtres  de  l’heure  ne  représentent  qu’eux-mêmes  et  que  leurs
déclarations,  soi-disant  officielles  ne  sont  dictées  que  par  les  nécessités  du  moment  et  par  la
solidarité imposée qui lie ce pays à majorité chrétienne aux autres pays islamiques qui l’entourent
de tous les côtés et l’englobent malgré lui, dans leur orbite politico-économique. 

Le  Liban,  de  par  sa  situation  géographique,  son  histoire,  ses  cultures,  ses  traditions,  le
caractère de ses habitants et leur attachement à leur roi et leur idéal, s’est toujours dérobé, même
sous le  joug ottoman à l’emprise des autres peuples  qui l’entourent et  a réussi  à maintenir  ses
traditions intangibles.
 

La Palestine par contre, centre idéologique de toute la propagation du vieux et du nouveau
testament, a été l’objet de toutes les vexations et de toutes les persécutions. De tout temps, tout ce
qui peut rappeler un souvenir tant soit peu historique à été saccagé, pillé et mutilé. Des Temples et
des Églises ont été transformés en Mosquées et le rôle de cette partie Orientale de la Méditerranée a
été réduit à néant, et pour cause.
 

Historiquement il est indéniable que la Palestine a été la patrie des Juifs et des premiers
chrétiens.  Aucun d’eux n’était  d’origine arabe,  La force brutale  de la  conquête les  a  réduits  et
astreints à se convertir à la religion musulmane. Voilà l’origine des arabes dans ce pays. Peut-on

4490Source: Debriefing.org
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déduire de là que la Palestine est arabe où qu’elle fut toujours arabe? […] 

Les vestiges historiques, les monuments, les souvenirs sacrés des deux religions demeurent
là vivants pour attester que ce pays a vécu en dehors des guerres intestines arabes que se livraient
les princes et monarques d’Irak et d'Arabie. Les lieux saints, les Temples, le mur de lamentation, les
Églises et les tombes des Prophètes et des Saints, en un mot, tous les souvenirs des deux religions
sont  des  symboles  vivants  qui  infirment  à  eux seuls  les  assertions  présentes  de  ceux  qui  sont
intéressés à faire de la Palestine un pays arabe. Englober la Palestine et le Liban dans la cadre des
pays arabes, c’est renier l’histoire et détruire l’équilibre social dans le Proche Orient. 

Ces deux pays, ces deux foyers prouvent jusqu’à aujourd’hui l’utilité et la nécessité de leur
existence, comme entité séparée et indépendante.
 

Le Liban d’abord a toujours été et demeure le réduit de tous les persécutés chrétiens du
Moyen Orient. C’est là que les arméniens exterminés en Turquie ont trouvé refuge. C’est là que les
Chaldéens d’Irak pourchassés de leur pays ont trouve asile. C’est là que se réfugièrent les polonais
traqués de l’Europe en feu. C’est là que les Français refoulés de Syrie s’y sont trouvés en sécurité.
C’est là que les familles anglaises de Palestine fuyant le terrorisme ont reçu le gîte et l’abri.
 

Le Liban comme la Palestine devront demeurer les foyers permanents des minoritaires.  

Quel a été le rôle des juifs en Palestine ? Etudié sous cet angle, la Palestine de 1918 nous
apparaît comme un pays aride, pauvre, dénué de toute ressource et le moins évolué de tous les
vilayets turcs voisins. La colonie musulmane arabe qui y habite frise la misère. L’immigration juive
commence, des colonies se forment et s'établissent, en moins de 20 ans le pays est transformé: c’est
la prospérité dans les cultures, l’installation des grandes industries, c’est la richesse qui s’installe
dans  ce  pays.  La  présence,  à  côté  du  Liban,  d’un  peuple  si  évolué  et  travailleur  ne  peut  que
contribuer au bien être de tous. La juif est réalisateur, le libanais est très enclin à l’adaptation, c’est
pourquoi ce voisinage ne pourra que servir à l’amélioration de toutes les conditions d’existence des
habitants.  

Au point de vue culturel, ces deux peuples peuvent se vanter de posséder, à eux seuls, autant
de cultivés et d'intellectuels que tous les pays réunis du Proche-Orient. Il n’est pas juste que la LOI
soit imposée par une majorité ignare qui veut imposer sa volonté. Il ne serait pas juste qu’un million
d’humains évolués et instruits soient le jouet de quelques personnes intéressées se trouvant à la tête
ou menant quelques millions d'individus arriérés ou peu progressifs et faisant la LOI comme Ils le
désirent, Il existe un ordre dans le monde. C’est cet ordre qui l’équilibre. Si les Nations Unies ont à
cœur de le maintenir, ils devront mettre tout en œuvre pour le consolider. 

Des raisons majeures, sociales, humaines et religieuses exigent qu’il soit créé dans ces deux
pays, 2 foyers pour minorités. Foyer chrétien au Liban, comme il l’a toujours été; foyer juif en
Palestine. Ces deux centres se reliant géographiquement l’un à l’autre, s’appuyant et s’entr’aidant
économiquement formeront la pont indispensable entre l'Occident et l'Orient, soit au point de vue
culturel, soit au point de vue civilisateur. Le voisinage de ces deux peuples contribuera à maintenir
la paix dans ce Proche-Orient si divisé par les rivalités et réduira les persécutions des minorités, qui
trouveront toujours un asile dans l'un de ces deux pays. 

Voilà  l’opinion  des  Libanais  que  je  représente,  voilà  l’opinion  de  ce  peuple  que  votre
Commission d’Enquête n’a pu entendre. 
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Derrière les volets clos de l’Hôtel de Sofar, vous n’avez pu écouter que les paroles dictées à
nos représentants,  soi-disant  légaux,  par  leurs  maîtres  et  Seigneurs  des  pays  arabes  musulmans
voisins. La véritable voix libanaise a été étouffée par la horde des faussaires des élections du 25
Mai.
 

LE LIBAN RECLAME LA LIBERTE POUR LES JUIFS EN PALESTINE - COMME IL
SOUHAITE SA PROPRE LIBERTE ET SON INDEPENDANCE. 

Avec ma très haute considération,
 

(Signé) Ignace Mobarak
 
Archevêque Maronite de Beyrouth 
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ANNEX III

LETTER FROM THE REPRESENTATIVE OF LEBANON ADDRESSED TO THE
PRESIDENT OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL4491

MAY 22 1958

Upon instructions from my Government, I have the honour to request you, in your capacity
as  President  of  the Security Council,  to  call  an urgent  meeting of  the  Council  to  consider  the
following question:

“Complaint by Lebanon in respect of a situation arising from the intervention of the United
Arab Republic  in  the  internal  affairs  of  Lebanon,  the  continuance  of  which  is  likely to
endanger the maintenance of international peace and security.”

The said intervention consists inter alia of the following acts: the infiltration of armed bands
from  Syria  into  Lebanon,  the  destruction  of  Lebanese  life  and  property  by  such  bands,  the
participation  of  United  Arab  Republic  nationals  in  acts  of  terrorism and  rebellion  against  the
established authorities  in  Lebanon,  the  supply of  arms  from Syria  to  individuals  and bands  in
Lebanon rebelling against the established authorities, and the waging of a violent radio and press
campaign in the United Arab Republic calling for strikes, demonstrations and the overthrow of the
established authorities in Lebanon, and through other provocative acts.

Please accept, etc.

(Signed) Karim Azkoul
Permanent Representative of
Lebanon to the United Nations

4491Source: United Nations Official Document System.
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ANNEX IV

LEBANESE COMPLAINT BEFORE THE UNITED NATIONS
NOVEMBER 29, 19684492

C’est la première fois dans l’histoire qu’un État s’en prend avec ses armées régulières, à un
objectif civil, ou à des sociétés privées d’un autre État, en prétendues représailles à une action de
commandos qui ne sont  même pas  ressortissants  de cet  autre  État  et  qui  ont  agi  en dehors  du
territoire de ce dernier.

C’est  la première fois  dans l’histoire,  qu’un État se forge à lui-même un motif  d’action
offensive contre un autre État, en prétendues représailles à une action individuelle, qui engageait si
peu la responsabilité de cet autre État,  qu’elle ne pouvait valablement donner lieu contre lui  et
qu’elle n’a donné lieu en fait à aucune plainte, devant aucune instance internationale de contrôle ou
de décision.

C’est la première fois qu’un État est rendu responsable de l’action de personnes auxquelles
il n’a donné aucune facilité pour exécuter ladite action, de réfugiés qui se trouvent sur son territoire,
parce qu’ils ne peuvent pas réintégrer leur patrie palestinienne et qui, en vertu de leur situation
juridique sur le plan international, ne peuvent être domiciliées ailleurs.

En résumé, Israël attaque le Liban en lui  reprochant le comportement,  hors du territoire
libanais, de réfugiés palestiniens qui sont au Liban, parce qu’Israël lui-même les a chassés par la
violence de leur patrie, et qui ne peuvent rentrer dans leur patrie par le fait même d’Israël.

Il  y  a,  dans  la  dernière  agression  israélienne  contre  le  Liban,  outre  la  violation  d’une
convention d’armistice et d’une décision de cessez-le-feu, la violation de principes si nécessaires
que ce qui est mis en cause, ce n’est pas seulement la sécurité du Liban, qui a aujourd’hui recours
au Conseil de Sécurité des Nations Unies, mais la raison d’être des Nations Unies et du Conseil de
Sécurité.

4492Taken from HÉLOU, 1995, Vol. 2, 148.
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ANNEX V

JEC MANIFESTO4493

DECEMBER 29-31

Sur invitation de la Jeunesse Étudiante Chrétienne – branche universitaire – un séminaire
s’est tenu au couvent du Christ-Roi du 29 au 31 décembre 1968 sur le thème suivant : L’Église et la
Politique  au  Liban.  Ce  séminaire  s’est  déroulé  avec  la  participation  d’un  certain  nombre  de
chrétiens, clercs (prêtres et religieuses) et laïcs.

À la suite des exposés et des discussions qui ont porté sur l’analyse de la situation actuelle à
la lumière de l’Évangile, les participants se sont mis d’accord sur les principes et les suggestions
suivants :

1) Nous refusons d’appartenir à des groupements confessionnels repliés sur eux-mêmes
et sur leurs privilèges ; nous voulons appartenir pleinement à l’unique Église du Christ.
2) Nous  refusons  la  richesse  matérielle  (argent,  propriétés,  terres,  entreprises)  et  la
puissance politique dans notre Église. Nous voulons une Église servante, selon la volonté du
Christ.
3) Nous refusons une Église qui défend et prend part au système d’exploitation féodale
et capitaliste établi au Liban.

Nous  voulons  une  Église  engagée  et  concernée  par  les  problèmes  de  toutes  les
couches du peuple et qui marche avec lui vers sa libération économique et politique et vers
la réalisation de ses aspirations à une vie pleinement humaine.
4) Nous  refusons  une  Église  étrangère  à  son  environnement  et  dépendante  de  la
civilisation occidentale. Nous voulons une Église et des chrétiens qui se considèrent partie
intégrante du monde arabe, qui participent à ses problèmes, ses luttes et ses aspirations vers
la libération et l’édification d’une société développée appartenant à tous ses membres. Ceci
requiert d’être totalement solidaire du peuple palestinien dans sa lutte pour recouvrer son
droit à sa patrie.
5) Nous voulons une Église et des chrétiens qui soient réellement partie intégrante du
tiers monde auquel appartient le Liban. Ceci requiert de participer effectivement à la lutte
permanente de ce tiers monde en vue de sa libération de toutes les formes du colonialisme
politique, économique et culturel.

De même, les participants se sont mis d’accord sur les suggestions suivantes :

Nous  appelons  toutes  les  institutions  ecclésiastiques  et  les  organisations  chrétiennes  à
s’orienter vers une participation effective et  efficace à la lutte contre le sous-développement au
Liban.

Nous  appelons  tous  les  chrétiens  à  un  engagement  politique  efficace  dans  les  cadres
appropriés  (mouvements,  syndicats,  partis...)  en  vue  de  travailler  avec  toutes  les  catégories  du
peuple libanais, à une transformation radicale de la société libanaise.

4493Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1969, 53-54.
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ANNEX VI

UNITED NATIONS SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION 262 (1968)
OF 31 DECEMBER 1968

The Security Council,

Having considered the agenda contained in document S/Agenda/1462,

Having  noted the  contents  of  the  letter  of  the  Permanent  Representative  of  Lebanon
(S/8945),

Having noted the supplementary information provided by the Chief of Staff of the United
Nations Truce Supervision Organization contained in documents S/7930/Add. 107 and Add. 108,

Having heard the statements of the representative of Lebanon and of the representative of
Israel concerning the grave attack committed against the civil International Airport of Beirut,

Observing that the military action by the armed forces of Israel against the civil International
Airport of Beirut was premeditated and of a large scale and carefully planned nature,

Gravely  concerned about  the  deteriorating  situation  resulting  from this  violation  of  the
Security Council resolutions,

Deeply concerned about the need to assure free uninterrupted international civil air traffic,

1. Condemns Israel for its premeditated military action in violation of its obligations under
the Charter and the cease-fire resolutions;

2. Considers that such premeditated acts of violence endanger the maintenance of the peace;

3. Issues a solemn warning to Israel that if such acts were to be repeated, the Council would
have to consider further steps to give effect to its decisions;

4.  Considers  that  Lebanon  is  entitled  to  appropriate  redress  for  the  destruction  it  has
suffered, responsibility for which has been acknowledged by Israel.

Adopted unanimously at the
1462nd meeting.
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ANNEX VII

PRESIDENT HÉLOU’S MESSAGE TO THE NATION4494

MAY 31, 1969

Libanais,

Il  est  naturel que la  crise  ministérielle,  qui persiste  au Liban depuis le  25 avril  dernier,
devienne un motif de préoccupation et d’inquiétude. Une telle inquiétude, de la part d’un peuple
réputé pour sa maturité, contribue à lui faire prendre un sens plus aigu de ses responsabilités, pour
aborder le  fond même de ses problèmes,  à la  lumière de la  logique et  sur la  base des besoins
essentiels de l’État.

La démission du Gouvernement a été motivée par le désir de permettre aux représentants de
toutes les fractions du pays, de s’entendre sur les modalités de l’appui à donner à la lutte du peuple
palestinien frère. Cela ne veut pas dire qu’il existe quelque désaccord sur l’essentiel de la cause
palestinienne, une cause que tous les Libanais considèrent comme sacrée.

Notre solidarité fraternelle avec les pays arabes a toujours été pleine et entière, face à tous
les  problèmes  vitaux,  au  premier  rang  desquels  figure  le  drame  palestinien.  Pour  le  peuple
palestinien frère, nous avons déployé tous nos efforts dans tous les domaines, social, économique,
politique. Nous n’avons pas hésité à adhérer au Pacte de défense interarabe et à accepter, dans le
cadre de nos institutions constitutionnelles, et avec l’accord unanime des représentants du peuple
libanais,  le  commandement  unifié  et  toutes  les  obligations  militaires  découlant  d’une  telle
acceptation.  Aujourd’hui  et  demain,  nous  sommes  et  serons  prêts  à  participer  à  tout  plan
d’ensemble,  pour  effacer  les  traces  de  l’agression  israélienne,  et  pour  permettre  au  peuple
palestinien de recouvrer les droits sur sa terre sacrée.

Cependant, dans l’étape actuelle de notre lutte commune, qui est une étape de sauvegarde et
de défense, notre devoir est de ne pas donner à l’ennemi, sous prétexte de représailles, un alibi pour
réaliser ses plans d’expansion aux dépens du Liban, sans le moindre profit pour la cause arabe, ni
ses  plans  de  modification  de  la  carte  de  notre  Orient  arabe,  conformément  à  ses  vues
confessionnelles et raciales.

Dans cette étape, notre devoir vis-à-vis de la cause palestinienne elle-même, est d’empêcher
tout acte susceptible d’entraîner la rupture de notre front intérieur et extérieur.

Notre  appui  à  la  lutte  du  peuple  palestinien  frère,  ne  doit  pas  nous  empêcher  d’être
conscients de tous ces dangers, et de bien mesurer la responsabilité historique qui en découle pour
nous tous. Cela, à un moment où le pays se trouve à un stade de son développement qui met l’État
en devoir de trouver des solutions appropriées à une multitude de problèmes d’ordre social, culturel,
économique  et  politique,  en  tenant  essentiellement  compte  des  aspirations  des  générations
montantes, et de la nécessité de garantir à notre jeunesse un avenir conforme à la marche du temps.

Nous ne souhaitons que le bien du peuple palestinien et nous ne vivons qu’à soutenir sa
légitime résistance. Mais il nous faut bien expliquer que ce soutien ne pourrait se réaliser que dans
un climat de compréhension fraternelle et selon les impératifs de notre souveraineté et de notre

4494KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 100-103
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sécurité.

Sous deux gouvernements successifs, et durant une longue crise ministérielle, le Liban n’a
pas cessé de faire valoir sa souveraineté et sa sécurité, les conditions de toute stratégie militaire,
l’intérêt  libanais  et  l’intérêt  arabe.  Tout  cela  malheureusement  en  vain.  Nous n’avons jusqu’ici
constaté qu’une aggravation de la situation.

Nous n’avons pas à entrer ici dans le détail des faits. Mais les faits montrent, de la façon la
plus claire, que l’aggravation de la situation ne résulte nullement du refus du Liban d’apporter sa
contribution  à  une  cause  dont  il  mesure  l’importance  et  le  caractère  sacré :  elle  est  due,  cette
aggravation, et manifestement, aux tentatives qui se sont poursuivies,  en face de nous, de nous
imposer, étape par étape, une politique du fait accompli. Comme si un fait accompli pouvait faire
naître le droit.

Dans le cadre de la solution à trouver à la crise ministérielle, nous ne pouvons, non plus,
rechercher  l’accord entre  Libanais  sur les  modalités  de l’appui  à la  lutte  palestinienne,  dans la
simple harmonisation d’élans émotionnels et contradictoires, variant au gré des circonstances et des
événements. Un tel accord doit reposer sur des principes clairs et sur des fondements solides, parmi
lesquels, une pleine et entière conscience de notre devoir vis-à-vis de l’action palestinienne, pour
l’appuyer dans la limite de nos possibilités. Mais il nous appartient de fixer cette limite, à la lumière
de la raison et des impératifs de notre souveraineté et de notre sécurité. Voilà le principe et la base
de toute solution.

La fidélité au serment constitutionnel que j’ai prêté, et qui exprime la volonté de tous les
Libanais, nous commande de préserver la souveraineté du Liban et la sécurité de chaque parcelle de
son territoire. Et il incombe à tout gouvernement d’agir, aux côtés du Président de la République,
dans la fidélité à ce serment. Nous ne pouvons accepter que le sort et la moral de l’armée, dont le
patriotisme et le dévouement méritent un juste hommage et, en définitive, le sort du Liban tout
entier, dépende d’une action dont seules les autorités constitutionnelles subiraient les conséquences,
alors que ceux qui décideraient cette action, n’assumeraient – ni ne pourraient, en vertu de notre
souveraineté, assumer – en nos lieu et place, aucune responsabilité, tant sur le plan extérieur que sur
le plan intérieur.

Libanais,

À ce tournant de notre histoire, qui nous impose de conjuguer tous nos efforts pour affronter
les dangers qui nous menacent, dans le temps où nous devons, aussi, faire face à une compagne
[campagne ?]  de doute et  de dénigrement  contre nos institutions et  les valeurs auxquelles nous
sommes attachés, alors que nous nous employons, dans tous les domaines, à faire évoluer nos lois et
nos conditions de vie pour rajeunir notre État et promouvoir notre jeunesse, nous croyons nécessaire
de proclamer notre attachement aux droits naturels sur lesquels reposent les fondements de tout État
et  l’existence  de  toute  société.  Voilà  pourquoi  nous  réaffirmons  le  droit  sacré  du  Liban  à  la
souveraineté et la sécurité, contre toute menace et tout fait accompli. Nous réaffirmons, également,
la volonté permanente du Liban de coopérer avec ses frères arabes et de soutenir la lutte du peuple
palestinien,  dans  un esprit  de fraternité,  de dignité,  et  de respect  de nos  attributions  et  de nos
responsabilités constitutionnelles. Et les Libanais et leurs frères arabes savent que le Liban a été
unanime à accepter toutes les obligations du pacte de sécurité et de défense interarabe, quand cette
acceptation a été le fait d’acte libre et fraternel et dans le respect de notre constitution.

Il y a trente ans que je dénonce les entreprises du sionisme au cœur du monde arabe. Avant
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la création d’Israël, j’ai annoncé et dénoncé l’existence d’Israël. J’ai montré ses plans, ses moyens
d’action et ses visées.

Placé par la confiance des Libanais à la tête du Liban, tenu par mon serment constitutionnel
de préserver l’indépendance de la patrie et l’intégrité de son territoire, je considère de mon devoir
de veiller à éviter au Liban, ce contre quoi j’ai mis en garde, près d’un tiers de siècle. Pour le
présent et pour l’histoire, j’adresse à vous Libanais, ainsi qu’à tous nos frères arabes, ce message,
cet appel.

Vive le Liban !
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ANNEX VIII

CAIRO AGREEMENT4495

NOVEMBER 3, 1969

En date du lundi, 3 novembre 1969, une réunion a groupé, au Caire, la délégation libanaise
présidée par le général Émile Boustany et  la délégation de l’O.L.P. Présidée par Yasser Arafat.
Président de l’Organisation,  en présence de M. Mahmoud Riad et  du général Mohamed Fawzi,
respectivement ministre des Affaires Étrangères et ministre de la Guerre de la République Arabe
Unie.

En considération de leurs liens fraternels et de la communauté de leur destin, les relations du
Liban et de l’insurrection palestinienne doivent être constamment caractérisées par la confiance, la
sincérité et la collaboration positive, dans l’intérêt du Liban et celui de la révolution palestinienne,
et ceci, dans le cadre de la souveraineté et de l’intégrité du Liban. Les deux parties ont convenu des
principes et des dispositions que voici :

La présence palestinienne

L’accord sur la réorganisation de la présence palestinienne au Liban a été conclu comme
suit :

1) Droit des Palestiniens, résidant actuellement au Liban, au travail,  au séjour et au
déplacement.

2) Création, dans les camps, de comités locaux formés de Palestiniens et chargés de
veiller sur les intérêts des Palestiniens qui y résident, et cela en coopération avec les
autorités locales, et dans le cadre de la souveraineté libanaise.

3) Existence des postes de la Résistance palestinienne armée à l’intérieur des camps.
Ceux-ci auront à collaborer avec les comités locaux, en vue d’assurer de bonnes
relations avec les Autorités libanaises. Ces postes se chargent d’organiser l’existence
des  armes,  leur  limitation  dans  les  camps,  et  cela  dans  le  cadre  de  la  sécurité
libanaise et l’intérêt de la révolution palestinienne.

4) Autorisation  aux  Palestiniens,  résidant  au  Liban,  de  participer  à  la  révolution
palestinienne par le moyen de la résistance armée, et dans le cadre des principes de la
souveraineté et de l’intégrité du Liban.

L’action « fedaï »

L’accord a été conclu pour faciliter l’action « fedaï » de la manière suivante :

1) Faciliter le passage des fedayins et fixer des points de passage et d’observation dans
les régions frontalières.

2) Assurer la route pour la région du Arkoub.
3) Le commandement de la Résistance armée se charge de contrôler la conduite des

membres  de  toutes  les  organisations  et  de  les  empêcher  de  s’immiscer  dans  les
affaires libanaises.

4) Instaurer une discipline commune entre la Résistance et l’Armée libanaise.

4495In. KHOURY-HÉLOU, 2014, 271-273.
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5) Arrêter les campagnes de presse de part et d’autre.
6) Établir un recensement du nombre des éléments de la Résistance armée se trouvant

au Liban, par les soins de leurs commandements.
7) Nommer des représentants de la Résistance au sein de l’État-major libanais, pour

participer aux solutions de toutes les questions éventuelles qui se poseraient.
8) Étudier la répartition des bases dans les régions frontalières, aux endroits qui seront

déterminés par un accord avec l’État-major libanais.
9) Organiser l’entrée, la sortie et le passage des éléments de la Résistance armée.
10) Supprimer la base de « Giroun ».
11) L’Armée  libanaise  facilitera  les  activités  des  centres  médicaux,  d’évacuation  et

d’approvisionnement.
12) Libérer les éléments arrêtés et rendre les armes réquisitionnées.
13) Il  est  bien entendu que les Autorités libanaises,  civiles et  militaires,  continuent à

exercer leurs pouvoirs et à assumer toutes leurs responsabilités, sur toute l’étendue
du territoire libanais, et en toutes circonstances.

14) Les deux délégations assirent que la Résistance armée est une action qui est dans
l’intérêt du Liban, comme dans celui de la Révolution palestinienne et de tous les
Arabes.

15) Cet accord reste ultrasecret, personne ne peut en prendre connaissance à l’exception
des commandements militaires.
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ANNEX IX

OFFICIAL DECLARATION OF THE FOUNDATIONAL CONGRESS OF THE
MOVEMENT “A CHURCH FOR OUR WORLD”

DECEMBER 8-9, 19734496

Un congrès s’est tenu à Beyrouth, les 8 et 9 décembre, dont le thème était  : Une Église pour
notre monde. Ont participé à ce congrès deux cent cinquante personnes, prêtres et laïcs, représentant
toutes les régions, tous les milieux, et les différents secteurs de responsabilité qui se trouvent dans le
pays. Ce congrès a été marqué par la joie de la rencontre dans un esprit de fraternité, par le sérieux
et la profondeur de la réflexion, par la loyauté du dialogue, et par une démarche vers l’engagement.

Après avoir débattu les différents sujets proposés qui se rapportent au renouvellement de
l’Église dans le monde moderne, les congressistes ont publié cette déclaration qui relate, d’une part,
les différentes tendances remarquées tout au long des débats, et, d’autre part, les résolutions de ce
congrès. Il faut signaler que le comité qui a préparé ce congrès avait déjà longuement débattu les
sujets proposés : il en avait établi des dossiers bien fournis, et les avait soumis, plusieurs mois à
l’avance,  à  tous  les  participants.  L’étude  de  ces  dossiers  avait  fait  l’objet  de  plusieurs  petites
rencontres, en préparation du congrès.

I. Les différentes tendances remarquées tout au long du congrès :

1) Au  niveau  du  social,  on  relève  ceci :  Le  fond  du  problème,  suscité  par  la
sensibilisation à la misère et à la privation, ne relève plus du domaine de la charité, mais se
situe au niveau d’une justice sociale  dont  la  réalisation nécessite  une étude objective et
planifiée, en vue d’un développement total et harmonieux, pour le bien commun. À partir de
ce principe, l’Église locale ne peut plus se contenter d’assurer quelques services sociaux,
mais elle doit collaborer à l’évolution de la société ; elle a un rôle de promoteur à jouer dans
la  participation effective au développement,  en utilisant tous  ses  biens,  et  en mobilisant
toutes ses possibilités.

Pour être un témoin du Christ par le service, pour prouver au monde la vraie valeur
de l’argent et lui apprendre comment l’utiliser au service de l’homme, il est nécessaire que
l’Église soit servante avec amour, humilité, mais dans la pauvreté réelle et visible à la fois.

2) Au niveau de  l’éducation,  les congressistes considèrent le problème comme étant
une responsabilité nationale qui incombe à chacun, de quelque milieu qu’il soit, et selon ses
moyens.  Le  principe de cette  éducation  doit  être  la  recherche d’une culture  humaine et
scientifique à la fois, qui habilite la personne à pratiquer la liberté, à s’attacher à la vérité, et
à produire.  Une entreprise pareille exige une réorganisation harmonieuse des institutions
pédagogiques. La pluralité, au niveau de l’université et de l’école, peut être une richesse au
service de l’éducation, à condition que cette pluralité soit intégrée au plan de développement
général selon les buts recherchés et les critères pédagogiques humains et nationaux.

Il  est  également  indispensable  de  procéder  à  une  expérimentation  pédagogique
moderne au niveau des écoles catholiques, d’établir une coordination entre elles, et de faire
participer administrateurs, professeurs et parents aux responsabilités éducationnelles et à la

4496Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1973.
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gestion matérielle de ces écoles. Les congressistes insistent sur la nécessité d’assurer à tous
les élèves l’enseignement, ainsi que l’éducation spirituelle et civique, et ceci au moyen de
méthodes  modernes,  conformes  à  l’évolution  intellectuelle  et  sociale.  De  même,  ils  en
appellent à la nécessité de créer un centre universitaire religieux pour former les prêtres et
assumer aux laïcs un enseignement supérieur ; ce centre serait chargé de faire des recherches
spirituelles  et  sociologiques,  et  de  les  publier.  Il  faudrait  également  créer  des  centres
d’animation spirituelle dans les différentes régions, pour aider les fidèles à se renouveler
spirituellement.

3) Sur le plan politique, les congressistes considèrent que, même si l’Église n’a pas un
point  de  vue  politique  déterminé  ni  des  réclamations  particulières,  elle  doit  cependant
prendre une position nette vis-à-vis de tout ce qui porte atteinte aux droits et à la dignité de
l’homme. L’Église, par son enseignement et son exemple, fait appel à un engagement moral
dans la pratique politique, dans la fonction publique, et dans la relation sociale ; il en est de
même pour le respect  des lois.  L’Église incite  ses fidèles à l’engagement politique,  afin
qu’ils soient présents à leur milieu, et qu’ils collaborent avec tous les citoyens pour faire
tendre la vie de la société vers le meilleur.

4) Notre engagement à tous pour  le droit et la justice,  notre sentiment de solidarité
fraternelle  qui  nous  lie  au  peuple  palestinien  dans  ses  souffrances  et  son  errance,  nous
amènent à prendre son parti et à reconnaître son droit à sa patrie.

De même, nous appuyons la lutte des pays arabes en vue de reprendre leurs terres
occupées et de s’assurer une paix selon la justice, afin qu’ils puissent contribuer, de par leur
héritage  séculaire  et  dans  la  mesure  de  leurs  possibilités  naturelles,  à  l’évolution  de
l’humanité et à sa prospérité.

II. Les résolutions :

Les  congressistes,  considérant  que  la  réalisation  de  ces  buts  nécessite  leur  engagement
personnel, de même qu’une action efficace, ont décidé de soumettre les résolutions de ce congrès
aux autorités spirituelles, espérant collaborer avec elles, au nom de la responsabilité commune dans
l’Église, en vue du renouvellement et d’un retour aux vraies sources.

Ceci  se  ferait,  au  niveau  des  paroisses,  de  même  qu’au  niveau  des  évêchés,  par
l’intermédiaire  de  comités  bien  organisés  et  efficaces,  ayant  des  buts  précis,  préparant  ainsi  le
terrain pour un Synode communautaire général, auquel tous participeraient, et dans lequel seraient
débattus tous les problèmes de l’Église. En vue de cela, et dans l’esprit de participation qui rend
chacun responsable, les congressistes ont décidé ce qui suit :

1) Instituer un comité pour poursuivre les buts de ce congrès.

2) Instituer un secrétariat permanent.

3) Procéder aussitôt  à des réunions régulières dans les différentes régions auprès de
toutes les couches sociales, pour créer un mouvement d’éveil et de participation aux
activités du mouvement.

4) Poursuivre l’étude des problèmes urgents de l’Église, au moyen d’enquêtes et de
recherches, et en établir des dossiers complets.
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5) Créer  un  centre  permanent  pour  l’information  et  le  réveil  spirituel,  centre  qui
dépendrait du mouvement.

Enfin les participants au mouvement « Une Église pour notre monde » lancent un appel à
tous  les  croyants  fidèles  et  engagés  dans  leur  foi,  pour  avoir  leurs  suggestions  et  demander  le
soutien de leurs prières et de leur efforts. Quant à la réussite, ils s’en remettent entre les mains de
Dieu.
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ANNEX X

COMMUNIQUÉ OF THE CHRISTIAN SPIRITUAL LEADERS
MAY 28, 19754497

En date  du 28 mai  1975,  se  sont  réunis  à Bkerké les  chefs spirituels  des communautés
chrétiennes au Liban pour examiner la situation dans le pays et étudier les moyens susceptibles
d’unifier les rangs afin de circonscrire les événements qui ont secoué le pays, éviter que le sang
continue d’être versé et poursuivre les efforts tendant à organiser une réunion plénière groupant les
chefs de toutes les communautés spirituelles libanaises dans le but d’unir les efforts et les cœurs de
tous les Libanais pour le bien et l’intérêt du Liban.

À  cette  occasion,  les  chefs  spirituels  réunis  à  Bkerké  ne  peuvent  que  déplorer  les
manifestations  de  violence  qui  ont  secoué  le  pays,  sans  compter  les  slogans  provocants,  les
violations des valeurs sacrées, les meurtres, les vols et les enlèvements. Ils insistent ensuite sur les
points suivants :

1 – Il est nécessaire de préserver la volonté de coexistence pacifique entre tous les Libanais
quelles que soient leurs appartenances spirituelles ou politiques, à l’ombre des lois en vigueur, loin
de tout esprit de confessionnalisme.

2 – Réaffirmer l’attachement  au système démocratique en vigueur au Liban et  au Pacte
National accepté par les Libanais pour réglementer leur vie politique. Tout problème doit être résolu
par le dialogue calme et constructif, loin de tout défi ou provocation.

3 – Considérer la présidence du Conseil et la députation comme des charges publiques. Ceux
qui  les  occupent  représentent  tous  les  Libanais  et  ne doivent  être  déchargés  ou maintenus que
conformément aux lois constitutionnelles, car autrement ce serait renier le système démocratique.

4 – Réclamer un gouvernement fort qui applique les lois sans distinction à tous les Libanais
et les résidents. Expulser les opportunistes qui sèment le désordre et la zizanie, restaurer le calme et
la tranquillité dans les esprits et combattre la corruption.

5 – Préserver le cachet libanais authentique avec tout ce qu’il comporte de civilisation et
caractéristiques qui ont fait du Liban la patrie de la fraternité, du dialogue et de l’ouverture sur le
monde occidental et oriental.

6 – Tous les Libanais doivent assumer leurs responsabilités nationales qui exigent d’eux des
sacrifices parfois énormes dans le but de préserver l’entité du pays.

7 – Nécessité d’assurer la justice sociale et l’égalité des chances à tous les citoyens afin qu’il
n’y ait plus de déshérités au Liban.

8 – Mise en garde contre les plans de subversion que d’aucuns tentent d’exécuter au Liban et
qui ne sont aucunement d’inspiration libanaise.

9 – Appel à tous les Palestiniens résidant au Liban pour qu’ils apprécient à leur juste valeur

4497Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 349-350
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la portée des services et des sacrifices considérables que le Liban consent en vue de faire triompher
leur cause, et la grande défense plaidée pour cette cause par le président de la République, M.
Sleiman Frangié, à la tribune des Nations Unies en vue de leur retour à leur patrie ; les Palestiniens
étant  convaincus  que  les  structures  mêmes  du  Liban  dans  sa  forme  actuelle  permettent  la
coexistence fraternelle entre les diverses communautés, ce qui constitue une arme efficace dans
leurs mains et une condamnation sévère des patries bâties sur le racisme et la religion. Si le Liban
est  atteint  dans  sa  conception  actuelle,  leur  cause  en  pâtirait,  et  serait  réfuté  l’argument  leur
permettant de revendiquer une patrie dans laquelle coexisteraient toutes les religions et toutes les
civilisations.

10 – Demande insistante en vue de l’indemnisation des victimes et des personnes ayant subi
des dégâts matériels.

11 – Appel à tout le monde en vue d’oublier les antagonismes, de s’élever au-dessus de toute
considération d’ordre personnel, de vaincre l’égoïsme et le sectarisme et d’œuvrer en vue d’une
réconciliation englobant toutes les fractions libanaises et  permettre ainsi au Liban de se relever
après l’épreuve dans un esprit d’amitié et de respect mutuel.

Les participants de la réunion [...] ont décidé d’entreprendre des contacts avec les membres
de leurs communautés respectives et avec les membres des autres familles spirituelles libanaises
dans le but de réaliser leurs objectifs.
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ANNEX XI

DECLARATION OF THE CATHOLIC PATRIARCHS AND BISHOPS IN LEBANON
JULY 22, 19754498

Tenant pour la première fois ses assises, après les événements qui ont ensanglanté le pays ;

ayant analysé la situation en toute objectivité et prenant en considération les divers aspects
sous lesquels se présente cette crise qui a tant marqué le pays de ses regrettables empreintes aux
plans spirituel, moral, économique et national ;

ayant imploré le Seigneur d’avoir en sa miséricorde les âmes des innocentes victimes, de
répandre les consolations célestes sur tant de cœurs brisés, de dispenser généreusement son pardon
pour des crimes qui répugnent au sens de l’honneur familier aux Libanais et aux Arabes, de ne point
détourner sa face de ce Liban qui a tant besoin de sa bonté, l’Assemblée des patriarches et évêques
catholiques au Liban a estimé de son devoir de diffuser la présente déclaration dans le but d’éveiller
les consciences et de tendre les volontés de bien, espérant qu’ainsi le Liban restera le pays où la
dignité de l’homme s’impose au respect, où la fraternité scelle entre ses fils les liens de la plus
fidèle coexistence.

I. Les causes de la crise

1. Les causes extérieures

Notre  région,  depuis  quelque  temps,  vit,  au  sous  de  tous,  une  situation  trouble  que  la
politique internationale, régionale et locale a rendu explosive et dont est venu exacerber la tension
le drame palestinien, avec son cortège d’injustices et de misères. C’est qu’un peuple, réduit à l’exil,
n’a point trouvé dans la conscience internationale la suffisante protection de ses droits, et s’est vu
acculé à se jeter dans une révolution permanente et inéluctable.

2. Les causes internes

Les courants de cette politique ont par ailleurs trouvé un milieu particulièrement favorable à
leur action perturbatrice dans la situation intérieure du pays, devenue véritablement dramatique sous
bien  des  aspects ;  délabrement  des  mœurs,  diminution  du sens  de  la  responsabilité  aux  divers
niveaux de la  société,  étalage de la  corruption dans la  plupart  des  secteurs de la  vie  publique,
sentiment de frustration par trop aiguisé en bien des régions et agitant les groupes les plus divers,
crise  sociale  que  nouent  à  l’envi  une  gauche  aventureusement  révolutionnaire  et  une  droite
tenacement réactionnaire. Et ne voilà-t-il pas que la carence de l’État est venue porter au comble de
la  tension une situation  déjà  si  inquiétante.  Une fois  les  forces  de sécurité  paralysées,  l’armée
condamnée à l’inaction, et les frontières du pays tenues largement ouvertes devant les intrus et les
étrangers, on pouvait s’attendre à toutes les exactions : le désordre devenait synonyme de liberté,
des organes de presse pouvaient jeter les accusations les plus infamantes, la dignité de l’homme
perdait de sa valeur et l’intérêt personnel de supplanter la recherche du bien commun ; l’égoïsme
prédomina, affiché par les individus, les communautés et les partis ; les armes devinrent des jouets
dans toutes les mains... Pouvait-on dès lors attendre autre chose que cette explosion des instincts,
faisant taire la voix de la tolérance et étouffant tout sentiment de fraternité ? Et ce fut la série atroce

4498Proche-Orient Chrétien, 1975, 300-306. The original ortography has been kept.
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des ignominies, des oppressions, des attaques surprises et même des véritables invasions, répandant
partout la mort et les destructions, n’épargnant même pas nos sanctuaires, pourtant respectés de
tous, tout au long de notre histoire.

On en serait certes venu à la plus déplorable des confrontations confessionnelles, n’était
l’intervention hardie et combien sage des gens de religion et des hommes de bien. Trop longue
quand  même  fut  la  liste  des  victimes  de  franc-tireurs,  des  personnes  enlevées,  suppliciées,
défigurées,  des  institutions  saccagées  et  laissées  en  ruines...  autant  d’horreurs  que  nous  avons
condamnés avec force et vilipendons, mais qui ont failli ébranler la foi dans la capacité pour le
Liban de survivre et de persévérer dans sa mission humaine de civilisation.

3. Attention et vigilance.

La situation, Dieu merci, prend en son ensemble la voie du retour vers la normale, en ce qui
concerne la sécurité et la stabilité, depuis la prise du pouvoir par le nouveau gouvernement, qui a eu
l’heur de s’engager à dédommager les victimes – ce que nous avions réclamé pour tous dès les
premiers moments –, de prendre énergiquement les initiatives et d’élaborer hardiment les projets
pour sortir le pays de l’épreuve, mais surtout pour l remettre sur les voies du développement et de la
prospérité. Cette situation invite toujours quand même à une attitude attentive de vigilance, de peur
que ne soit ravivé un incendie qui couve. Voilà pourquoi il est de notre devoir à tous de rechercher
courageusement les remèdes à ces terribles maux.

II. Quel peut être le remède ?...

Appliquons-nous  donc  ensemble  à  l’analyse  de  cet  état  de  choses  et  si  nous  sommes
impuissants à modifier le cours de la politique internationale, il nous revient du moins de prendre
garde au danger et de remédier aux causes de tension qui ont provoqué cette déplorable explosion.

1. Le problème palestinien

Dans  cette  perspective,  c’est  avec  grande  satisfaction  que  nous  avons  accueilli  les
déclarations des responsables palestiniens, affirmant leur volonté de ne point s’immiscer dans la
politique intérieure du pays, d’éviter toute occasion de friction comme toute atteinte à la dignité
nationale et de respecter la souveraineté du Liban. Ce Liban n’a-t-il pas fait sienne la cause de la
Palestine ? Et cette cause en son ensemble, comme le droit des Palestiniens à recouvrer leur patrie,
le Liban n’en a-t-il pas pris fermement la défense en toutes circonstances et dans tous les milieux,
par la voix de Son Excellence le Président de la République et par tous les moyens à sa portée  ?
Nous-mêmes d’ailleurs avons hautement proclamé combien juste était cette cause, lorsqu’il y a près
d’un an, notre Assemblée a adressé en ce sens à tous les évêques catholiques du monde un message,
devenu depuis lors document officiel de l’Organisation des Nations-Unies.

Mais il va de soi qu’un tel engagement ne saurait jamais nous amener à nous départir en rien
de notre devoir envers notre patrie. C’est pourquoi nous nous estimons en droit d’attendre de nos
frères  les  Palestiniens  le  respect  de  la  souveraineté  et  de  la  sécurité  du  pays,  un  respect  don
l’efficience mette un terme aux agissements de quiconque voudrait, pour se permettre de violer la
loi,  exploiter  leur cause à des fins qui lui  sont tout à fait  étrangères. Voilà qui exige certes un
surcroît de loyalisme, de maîtrise de soi, de vigilance et de sagacité, car il est impérieux que soit
rétabli l’ordre et consolidée la stabilité et que la loi soit respectée de tous, en toutes circonstances et
sur tout le territoire.
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2. La justice sociale

Quant aux problèmes internes, c’est celui de la justice sociale qui s’impose en priorité. C’est
tout le Liban en effet qui, du Sud au Nord et de la Békaa à la mer, doit jouir des bienfaits de
l’équité. C’est là un devoir dicté autant par la foi religieuse que par la conscience civique, car les
défavorisés et les pauvres, à quelque confession qu’ils appartiennent et dans quelque région qu’ils
soient, ont droit à leur parfait épanouissement humain.

Que nul n’oublie que l’Église s’est appliquée à l’accomplissement de ce devoir bien avant
ceux qui, de nos jours, y font appel et préconisent à cette fin voies de l’athéisme, de la rancune et de
la haine. Tant de révolutions qu’ils ont allumées en bien des pays n’ont pas en effet apporté aux
peuples  ces  paradis  permanents  qu’ils  avaient  pourtant  fait  miroiter  à  leurs  yeux.  Et  voici  les
enseignements de l’Église :

Les enseignements de l’Église

Les termes qui les expriment de la façon la plus adéquate et la plus éloquente, nous les
puisons à l’encyclique de S.S. Le pape Paul VI sur « le Développement des Peuples ».

« Ce qui  divise  les  hommes,  c’est,  à  coup sûr,  le  problème social.  La  question  qui  se  pose
aujourd’hui est celle de savoir à qui reviendra la victoire ? – à l’égoïsme ou bien à l’esprit de sacrifice ?
La société sera-t-elle considérée un bien particulier exploité par les plus forts ou une vie commune dans
laquelle on rivalisera à l’envi pour assurer le bien commun et particulièrement celui des plus déshérités ?
– Il est des gens qui possèdent tout et cherchent encore à augmenter leurs richesses ; il en est d’autres
aussi qui sont dénués de tout et qui cherchent à acquérir de force le nécessaire qu’on leur refuse pour
répondre  à  leurs  besoins.  Déjà  nous  entendons  le  crépitement  des  armes  de  la  lutte  sera  chaude,
implacable et dévastatrice entre les forces de l’or d’un côté et les sursauts du désespoir, de l’autre »

Et le pape d’ajouter :

« À chacun d’examiner sa conscience, qui a une voix nouvelle pour notre époque. Est-il prêt à
soutenir  de ses  deniers  les  œuvres  et  les  missions  organisées  en faveur  des  plus  pauvres ?  À payer
davantage d’impôts pour que les pouvoirs publics intensifient leur effort pour le développement ? »

Et nous ajoutons : Est-il disposé à diminuer de cet étalage des richesses qui est un affront à
la  pauvreté,  pour  mener  une  vie  de  correcte  simplicité ?  De redonner  aux pauvres  ce  qui  leur
revient ? Ce n’est pas en vain que le Christ a dit : « J’ai eu faim et vous m’avez donné à manger ».

... et voici notre devoir

Nous invitons à notre tour les nantis de la fortune à renoncer à tant de superflus pour venir
en aide à ceux qui éprouvent  tant  de besoins.  Nous les convions à coopérer  avec l’État  par le
règlement strict des redevances qui leur sont légalement imposées et qu’ils exigent alors de l’État
équité et efficacité dans les investissements des biens publics et des projets de développement et des
activités  de promotion,  réclamant  en même temps que soit  exercé sur  leur  gestion un contrôle
véritablement efficient. C’est là, croyons-nous, l’un des moyens les plus sûrs pour combler la faille
qui se creuse de plus en plus entre la classe aisée et les défavorisés.

Quant  à  nous,  et  alors  que  nous  revendiquons  de  l’État  une  planification  générale  de
développement, susceptible d’instaurer la justice sociale pour tous les citoyens et une prospérité
homogène  pour  toutes  les  régions  du  pays,  nous  souhaitons  qu’ainsi  soit  garantie  pour  notre
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jeunesse l’égalité de chances à égalité d’aptitudes. C’est ainsi aussi que les jeunes trouveront des
voies sûres pour réaliser leurs ambitions et porter un jour leurs responsabilités. Voilà enfin ce qui les
préservera  du  découragement  et  de  l’attrait  fallacieux  des  idéologies  subversives.  Et  nous
proclamons de notre part que l’Église du Liban, qui a tant contribué à la promotion de la société en
cet Orient, demeure aujourd’hui prête à encourager et soutenir toute disposition susceptible d’établir
la  justice  sociale,  y  apportant  tout  concours  possible  sans  calculer  avec  la  générosité  et  les
sacrifices.

3. Les relations nationales

Si la  frustration sociale  rejaillit  inévitablement  en répercussions sur  la  stabilité  du pays,
l’inquiétude politique de son côté en ébranle inéluctablement les assises et sème la discorde entre
les citoyens. Une telle inquiétude ne se dissipe guère par la constitution de blocs confessionnels ni
par les défis  de groupes, ni  par la méconnaissance des institutions démocratiques et  des pactes
convenus en commun. Le remède, croyons-nous, est au contraire dans le concours de tous pour
appuyer ces institutions et dans le respect par tous des pactes qui ont été consacrés.

Or, Dieu merci, nous connaissons encore au Liban des jours de liberté, nous permettant de
poser les problèmes et d’en rechercher les solutions en un dialogue serein et calme, loin de toute
velléité d’imposer une opinion, et aussi loin de la pensée de soulever des oppositions. Il n’y a qu’un
tel dialogue, établi pour s’entendre et non pour s’affronter, qui nous mette en mesure de vivre dans
l’amitié et la solidarité, nous préservant de toute tentation de division et de dissension.

Le pacte national

Quoi qu’il en soit, le pacte national, que certains ont méconnu et que d’autres ont considéré
comme dépassé, a été convenu entre toutes les fractions des Libanais parce qu’il leur apparaissait
nécessaire d’instaurer entre les divers groupes de la population une sincère confiance réciproque, se
substituant à celle que d’aucuns mettaient en l’appui de l’Occident et d’autres recherchaient auprès
des pays d’Orient.

Le principe de répartir les fonctions publiques au prorata des diverses confessions, quelles
qu’en soient  les déficiences,  ne doit-il  pas d’ailleurs  être  interprété  comme expression de cette
mutuelle confiance ? Le texte de la Constitution en souligne d’ailleurs le caractère provisoire et
stipule que les qualifications de compétence doivent être en priorité prises en considération pour
que soit assuré le bien général.

Vouloir dénoncer ce pacte, prétendre déroger à cette règle, sans avoir nette conscience d’une
formule de suppléance à même de garantir pour tous, dans les réalités, pleine et parfaite confiance,
c’est conduire à la dissension et mettre en question les fondements mêmes du pays. Notre formule
libanaise  ne  demeure-t-elle  pas  pourtant  un  exemplaire  modèle  pour  tous  pays  aux  multiples
confessions religieuses ?  N’est-ce pas  une formule dont les  Palestiniens  eux aussi  revendiquent
l’adoption pour leur patrie ?

Reconnaissons encore que pareille confiance ne tranquillisera les âmes ni régnera partout –
spécialement dans ces régions où des minorités confessionnelles vivent au sein d’une majorité de
gens d’une  autre  confession  – que  si  tous  les  citoyens  du  Liban acceptent  de grand coeur  les
sacrifices  nécessaires  pour  se  transposer  à  ce  niveau  de  moralité  humaine  et  nationale,
impérieusement exigée pour la survie des nations.
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La réforme intérieure

À  défaut  d’une  telle  moralité,  il  n’est  pas  d’État  qui  puisse  porter  pleinement  ses
responsabilités, particulièrement pour sceller l’unité nationale, entreprendre une réforme radicale de
l’administration et l’épurer de la corruption qui la ronge ; pour placer l’intérêt national au-dessus de
tous égoïsmes, raffermir l’ordre public et exercer un contrôle efficace sur tous intrus et étrangers ;
pour contenir dans leurs vrais droits des organes d’information qui, abusant des libertés dont ils
jouissent ici, ne se font pas un remords de porter préjudice à la sécurité du pays et à sa stabilité,
excitant les animosités, poussant à la dissension et appelant les citoyens à la lutte fratricide.

Appel à la jeunesse libanaise

De cette haute moralité encore, nous espérons que les jeunes du Liban aimeront se prévaloir.
Nous apprécions  hautement  en eux la  loyauté  envers  le  vrai  et  le  juste  autant  que la  sincérité
d’intention ; nous estimons grandement leur générosité sans calcul à servir leur patrie, leur noble
élan à lui vouloir une adéquate promotion. Ils resteront, nous en sommes convaincus, tenacement
attachés à l’union entre ses citoyens, indéfectiblement solidaires pour défendre le pays, fermement
opposés à tous courants de division, et ils continueront de leurs ranges compacts un inébranlable
rempart, face à quiconque convoite notre sol ou fait fi de notre dignité. Le sang versé pour la cause
nationale n’a-t-il pas toujours été une semence d’héroïsmes et de générosités pour protéger la patrie
commune ?

Retour sur soi avant toute revendication

Telle  est  notre  position  à  l’égard  des  événements  qui  ont  secoué  le  pays.  Nous  la
proclamons,  la  considérant  digne de rallier  les volontés de bien,  préalablement  à  toute  attitude
revendicative.

Chaque catégorie de citoyens s’estime, bien sûr, en droit de présenter des revendications
dont l’étude est certainement dans les perspectives et nous collaborerons, nous aussi, à cette étude
avec les experts qualifiés. Mais il est indispensable auparavant de revenir à la sérénité dans les
relations et à opérer un retour sur soi pour se mettre devant les réalités et chercher à instaurer le
droit.  Tout  cela,  à  la  lumière  des  enseignements  religieux,  sources  d’un suffisant  courage pour
répondre aussi aux impératifs de la charité ; tout cela dans le respect absolu des exigences de la
justice, des données de la science et eu regard aux ressources et possibilités nationales.

Mais que nul n’oublie que la grandeur d’un pays est en fonction des dévouements de ses
fils ; qu’il n’est point de droit sans devoir ; qu’il n’est pas de bienfaits si l’on n’y met le prix.

... Mains tendues !

Nous ne doutons pas un instant que tous les Libanais, résidents ou émigrés, ne ressentent
avec  nous  la  force  des  liens  de  fraternité  qui  les  unissent.  Nous  leur  lançons  cet  appel  à  se
réconcilier affectueusement au sortir de cette épreuve. Nous les invitons à venir en aide à tous les
affectés par la tourmente, frappés en ceux qu’ils avaient de plus chers et en ce qui fondait leur
confiance dans la vie. Le Liban doit demeurer, coûte que coûte, le pays de la coopération fraternelle
et de l’authentique charité.

Et voici que nous tendons la main largement ouverte à tous, sans discrimination ni réserve,
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priant le Seigneur de nous accorder le courage nécessaire pour agir en commun, mais dans la main
et cœurs unis, pour le vrai bien du Liban et la dignité de tous ses fils. Le Liban restera ainsi le pays
de l’honneur, de la liberté, de la foi en Dieu et dans les plus nobles valeurs spirituelles et humaines.

22 juillet 1975.
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ANNEX XII

SPANISH TRANSLATIONS

A. INTRODUCTION

Bella gerant alii, tu felix Austria nube

Que otros hagan la guerra mientras que tú, feliz Austria, te casas

Fue Ernest Gellner quien pronunció la famosa frase: “a pesar de todo, las décadas entre 1945

y  la  crisis  del  petróleo  se  considerarán,  en  retrospectiva,  como  una  nueva  belle  époque”α y,

ciertamente,  parece que  el  filósofo  apátrida  – uno de los  muchos pensadores  cosmopolitas  (un

auténtico europeo, en el sentido definido por Stefan Zweig) que desarrollaron sus carreras en la

London School of Economics – estaba en lo cierto. Comparada con las eras que tuvieron lugar

inmediatamente  antes  y  después  de  ésta,  la  posguerra  aparece  como  un  gozoso  periodo  de

prosperidad,  libertad  y  tranquilidad  social:  treinta  años  de  crecimiento  económico  (les  treinte

glorieuses)  y  seguridad política  abruptamente interrumpidos por  la  irrupción de  la  sociedad de

masas, en el sentido tan proféticamente anunciado por Ortega y Gassetβ cuarenta años antes, y de un

desorden económico generalizado.

En ningún sitio es tan cierta esta afirmación como en el caso del Líbano. Los horrores de su

guerra civil de quince años de duración y el convulso camino recorrido por su Segunda República

han convertido las tres décadas del  interbellum en una memoria añorada por la mayoría de los

α GELLNER, 1987, 111.
β ORTEGA Y GASSET, [1930], 63 ff.
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libaneses:  una  era  en  la  que  el  Líbano  se  erguía  orgullosamente  como  el  último  bastión  del

Levantinismo.  Un  país  que  “producía  muy pocas  cosas,  salvo  douceur  de  vivre”γ,  una  isla  de

libertad  en  el  más  amplio  sentido  de  la  palabra:  libertad  de  comercio  e  industria,  libertad  de

expresión y libertad religiosa, en una región del mundo que, del Nilo al Éufrates pasando por el

Jordán, se había hundido rápidamente en los lóbregos abismos del gobierno autoritario y la coerción

identitariaδ.

A pesar de las feroces críticas que Hourani dedicara al espíritu de la naciente República en

sus obras inicialesε, el decano del Orientalismo europeo se vio obligado a rectificar y, ya en 1963,

cuando participó en el simposio del que surgió la obra clásica Politics in Lebanon, había terminado

por incorporarse a la visión generalizada del Líbano de preguerra como “un feliz fenómeno, único

en el Tercer Mundo”, como ditirámbicamente expresara su colega Edward Shilsζ. De hecho, las

formulaciones teóricas presentadas por Hourani sobre la historia y la política libanesas (en las que

se enfatiza la continuidad histórica, el secularismo y una visión impura de la modernidad) siguen

siendo, como se verá más adelante, el más sistemático intento de explicar la realidad libanesa jamás

emprendido.

Ese Líbano que existía “como un mero pretexto para construir un paraíso fiscal a partir del

país” tal y como lo describiera con sorna Philippe Simonotη, la República que “vivía en un estado

γ CHAITANI, 2007, xiii.
δ HARRIS, 2012, 193; JOUMBLATT, 1982, 54.
ε Apuntando al Líbano, aunque sin mencionarlo explícitamente, en su famoso Syria and Lebanon. A Political Essay

(1946, 71-72), Hourani definió al “levantino” como sigue:

Ser  levantino  es  vivir  en  dos  mundos,  o  más,  a  la  vez  sin  pertenecer  a  ninguno;  ser  capaz  de
manifestar las formas externas que indican la posesión de una determinada nacionalidad, religión o
cultura, sin de hecho poseerlas. Es la carencia de un estándar de valores propio, la incapacidad de
crear y la habilidad de tan sólo imitar e, incluso entonces, de no imitar correctamente, pues hacerlo
también requiere una cierta originalidad. Es no pertenecer a una comunidad ni poseer nada propio y
se revela en el desenraizamiento, la ampulosidad, el cinismo y la desesperación.

ζ SHILS, 1966, 1.
η Cit. en NAAMAN, 2016, no paginado.
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de placentero caos”θ, se yergue, sin embargo, en una posición ventajosa si se la compara con su

sucesora  de  la  era  post-Ta’if:  mientras  que  ésta  se  identifica  con  super-inflacción,  sobre-

endeudamiento y estancamiento económico, aquélla – a pesar de verse caracterizada como un no-

Estado por algunos observadoresι – consiguió garantizar  a sus ciudadanos bastante  más que un

módico  dinamismo económico  y  una  normalidad  institucional  que,  con sus  altibajos,  contrasta

abruptamente con la vacancia, durante dos años, en la Presidencia de la República recientemente

superada por el país. El hecho de que amplios segmentos de la población libanesa no participaran

plenamente en la fenomenal prosperidad que disfrutó el Bilad al-Arz entre 1943 y 1975 no resta de

la  valoración  eminentemente  positiva  que  merecen  la  Primera  República  y  sus  dirigentes,

especialmente cuando se toman en cuenta los datos avanzados por Farid el-Khazen and Boutros

Labakiκ.

Precisamente,  uno de los  objetivos  de esta  tesis  es  el  análisis  del  funcionamiento de la

estructura política de la Primera República Libanesa para demostrar como la pervivencia de lazos

tradicionales (las sombrías realidades de la sangre, la raza y la fe) no impidió la modernización del

sistema  libanés.  Alejándonos  del  marco  de  referencia  habermasiano,  con  su  insistencia  en  el

secularismo, el individualismo y en un futuro altamente tecnificado – no demasiado diferente del

que presentan los chillones colores de la cultura popular, seguiremos la vía inaugurada por Shmuel

Eisenstadt para afirmar que modernidad y occidentalización no son conceptos equivalentes, tal y

como  parece  probar  la  experiencia  libanesa  de  la  modernidad,  basada  en  la  adaptación  y  la

asimilación más que en las rápidas transformaciones tan del gusto de los radicales políticos a lo

largo y ancho del globo. Por otra parte, también se intentará contradecir la ampliamente extendida

creencia (tanto a nivel popular como académico) de que la política libanesa de preguerra estaba

dominada por el sectarianismo y, más específicamente, por los conflictos inter-comunales. Por el

θ ATTIÉ, 2004, 40.
ι NAAMAN, 2016, no paginado; LABÉVIÈRE, 2009, 10.
κ KHAZEN, 2000, 57-72; LABAKI, 1988, 166-179.
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contrario,  como  se  probará,  el  Dawlat  al-Mithaq  al-Watani promovió,  mediante  distintos

instrumentos institucionales, la cooperación inter-confesional tanto en el interior de sus estructuras

políticas como fuera de ellasλ.

Para resolver las cuestiones que acaban de esbozarse,  nuestra atención se centrará en la

comunidad  maronita.  ¿Por  qué  los  maronitas? Hace  tan  sólo  unos  años,  esta  pregunta  podría

haberse respondido fácilmente haciendo referencia a las peculiaridades de la experiencia histórica

maronitaμ: son la única minoría compacta del Oriente Próximo que profesa la religión cristiana (las

otras  dos,  drusos  y  calawíes,  son  sectas  musulmanas  heterodoxas),  se  mantienen  como  una

comunidad religiosa extremadamente peculiar dentro del Cristianismo o experimentaron un proceso

de modernización revolucionaria único en el amplio marco del Oriente Próximo otomano del siglo

XIX. Sin embargo, la presente situación de los cristianos en Siria e Irak, cuya mera presencia en la

tierra que contempló el nacimiento y el desarrollo temprano del Cristianismoν, o incluso la precaria

situación de los cristianos libaneses en la era de Ta’ifξ, convierten en una necesidad fundamental el

estudio de las mencionadas comunidades, para determinar así las causas de los conflictos actuales al

tiempo que se las  vindica  como elementos  vivos  y valiosos  en el  mosaico  demográfico de un

Oriente Próximo que bordea una situación post-cristiana, a pesar del optimismo desplegado por

ciertos autoresο.

Al  ir  más  allá  del  penchant  escrituralístico  e  incluso  arqueológico  tan  dominante  en  el

campo de los estudios cristianos orientales, el foco de esta tesis en el presente intenta despejar los

mitos historiográficos que representan a la comunidad maronita como el hegemon en el Líbano de

λ Como subrayaron, inter alii Iliya HARIK (1972, 316-318; 1980, 30-34), Jacob C. HUREWITZ (1963, 490), Richard
H. DEKMEJIAN (1978, 254), Oren BARAK (2008, 626, 630-631, 632-633) o Laila M.T. MEO (1965, 74).

μ Ya lo intentamos hacer nosotros mismos en 2015 (GONZÁLEZ FERNÁNDEZ, 2015, 63-96).
ν Los cristianos fueron así  llamados por primera vez en Antioquía (Hch.,  11:26),  actualmente la ciudad turca de

Antakya, en el antiguo Sanjaq de Alejandreta.
ξ GOENAGA & SÁNCHEZ, 2009, 313-316, 317-318, 319-321; ZAMIR, 1999, 111, 124-126.
ο AWAD, 2016, 31-76.
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preguerraπ subrayando, por el contrario, como la comunidad participó, en igualdad de condiciones

con las restantes  tawa’if libanesas  principales,  en el  juego de “federalismo corporativo”ρ,  en el

arreglo consociacional tan característico de ese país definido por Chiha como Estado de “minorías

confesionales asociadas”σ. De hecho, se argüirá que las intensas rivalidades internas que asolaron al

liderazgo maronita, tanto en círculos clericales como laicos, durante todo el periodo aquí estudiadoτ

-  e incluso más allá, como atestigua el conflicto, sólo recientemente superado, entre el General

cAun y Samir Geagea – impidieron que la comunidad aprovechara plenamente las prerrogativas

constitucionales  formalmente  atribuidas  a  su  principal  representante  en  el  juego  político,  el

Presidente de la Repúblicaυ. Forzada a transigir, la comunidad maronita participó, como se explicará

más adelante, en el desarrollo de una tradición constitucional no escritaφ que, rompiendo con el

rígido positivismo legal que desarrollaran Kelsen y sus seguidoresχ, consagró un sistema decisorio

colegial  que,  bajo  el  pegadizo  nombre  de  Pacto  Nacional,  coartaba  estrictamente  la  autoridad

presidencialψ y establecía un mecanismo de doble vetoω al frente de la maquinaria estatal.

Para alcanzar los objetivos a los que acabamos de referirnos, esta tesis se divide en tres

partes  claramente  diferenciadas.  La  primera  parte  analiza  el  status  quæstionis,  presentando  un

análisis resumido de las fuentes primarias y secundarias empleadas en este trabajo y en el que se

examina también la cambiante posición de la literatura sobre el Líbano: del optimismo que, antes de

la guerra, predominaba entre la mayor parte de los autores – y, curiosamente, entre la mayoría de

los  autores  libaneses  –  al  pesimismo  de  los  años  de  la  guerra  y,  más  allá,  al  revisionismo

historiográfico surgido en la era de Ta’if.

π I.a. MAKDISI, 1996, 25; HELMICK, 1988, 309; GENDZIER 2006 [1997], 50, 59, 188-190; PETRAN, 1987, 31-
32; LABAKI, 2008, 106; AULAS, 1985, 14; TRABOULSI, 2007, 110.

ρ MESSARRA, 1994, 61-63 ss.
σ CHIHA, 1964, 54.
τ BAROUDI, 2006, 6; ZISSER, 42; JOUMBLATT, 1982, 87; KHALAF, 1976, 55-56; KIWAN, 1988, 124-148.
υ RABBATH, 1982, 153-170, 293-353, 413-427, 435-438, 481-487; RABBATH, 1968, 21-22, 24, RIZK, 1966, 129-

137, 138-144, 146-147.
φ RABBATH, 1968, 55; KHALAF, 1968, 260; RONDOT, 1958, 26
χ CONTRERAS, 2016, 307-327.
ψ SALEM, 1973,144; HOURANI, 1981, 139; RABBATH, 1982, 331, 340.
ω TSEBELIS, 2001, passim.
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La segunda parte, que constituye el núcleo de este esfuerzo, se concentra en la evolución

histórica de la comunidad maronita en el marco de la polis libanesa a lo largo de nuestro periodo de

estudio, en un análisis elaborado presidente a presidente (las distintas  cuhud a los que se refiriera

Edmond Rabbathαα). Una breve introducción histórica proporcionará la base necesaria para entender

la formación de la peculiar Weltanschauung maronita, que caracterizó a la comunidad hasta el final

de la Guerra Civil.

La tercera y última parte de este proyecto comprueba las hipótesis de nuestra tesis al analizar

por  separado el  predominio  de  los  lazos  no confesionales  en  la  República  libanesa  de  nuestro

periodo, así como el papel jugado por el Presidente de la República en tanto que árbitro entre los

distintos grupos de interés presentes en el país. Se argumentará, asimismo, que el Pacto Nacional,

más allá de una fórmula específica para la distribución del poder en el Estado, era, de hecho, una

herramienta  práctica  para  la  adaptación  constitucional,  una  suerte  de  constitución  no  escrita  o

histórica, en el sentido hegeliano del términoαβ, que permitió la supervivencia, mediante un esfuerzo

permanente de adaptación, moderación y flexibilidad, de un sistema democrático en pleno zenit de

la era autoritaria en Oriente Medio.

αα RABBATH, 1982, 294-297
αβ Para Hegel, la constitución “no es obra de nadie, sino que es el propio espíritu de un pueblo [...]. Las Constituciones 

inventadas por la inteligencia tienen escasas posibilidades de llevarse a la práctica. Una Constitución se extrae de la 
costumbre o se remite a la costumbre”. En ALAIN, 1952, 61.
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B. CONCLUSIÓN GENERAL

قد أتيت مجد لبنان

La gloria del Líbano

les será dada

Isaías, 35:2.

Nous sommes une multitude de communautés religieuses

associées, obligées de pratiquer, pour vivre, les plus hautes vertus :

la tolérance, la charité, la compréhension, l’amour

Charles Hélou, 1971

Esta tesis ha intentado proporcionar una, hasta ahora inexistente, historia de la comunidad

maronita en el Líbano del siglo XX. Para así hacerlo, se ha desarrollado el esfuerzo de presentarla

en  el  marco  de  una  perspectiva  histórica  y  comparativa  que  va  más  allá  de  los  enfoques

tradicionales respecto a la realidad del Oriente Medio, aún dominados por visiones excepcionalistas,

deterministas  y  orientalistas.  Sólo  basando  sólidamente  nuestra  investigación  en  un  marco

comparativo  somos  capaces  de  captar  plenamente  el  verdadero  sentido  de  la  historia  de  los

maronitas: así, los procesos de modernización experimentados por la Iglesia a partir del siglo XVI –

y posteriormente extendidos al pueblo – cuya eclosión en el siglo XIX daría lugar al nacimiento del

concepto  moderno  del  Líbano,  no  son  diferentes  de  los  acontecimientos  que  condujeron  a  las

revoluciones  europeas  de  finales  del  siglo  XVIII  y  principios  del  XIX.  En  ambos  casos,  el

nacimiento  de  una  próspera  burguesía,  enriquecida  por  el  comercio  y  la  industria,  y  la  rápida

difusión de la información, en el marco de una print economy desarrollada a través de la imprenta y
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de la amplia disponibilidad de la educación – incluso si se acepta que ésta solía limitarse a las

nociones más elementales, acabarían por provocar el nacimiento de una nueva conciencia política,

basada en el mérito, la participación y la igualdad, que ya no podía quedar constreñida por los

rígidos límites definidos por la decadente aristocracia feudal.

La nueva consciencia maronita que trajo consigo la caída del feudalismo a mediados del

siglo XIX, se beneficiaría de la relativa paz y estabilidad que imperó durante la  Mutasarrifiyyah

Jabal  Lubnan y  acabaría  transformándose  en  un  auténtico  movimiento  nacionalista  que,  bajo

distintas encarnaciones y proyectos – del arabismo al sirianismo, del  Petit-Liban al  Grand-Liban

promovido por la Union Libanaise de al-Sawda, construyó un programa político centrado en torno a

la  entidad  libanesa  y  superador  del  provincialismo de  la  –  pre-existente  –  identidad  comunal

maronita, en tanto que shacab Mar Marun, para convertirse en la piedra angular de un nacionalismo

libanés inter-confesional.

Escribir sobre la comunidad maronita libanesa en el siglo XX no es posible, por tanto, sin

escribir una historia del Líbano. Sin ser plenamente conscientes de ello, la Iglesia Maronita y sus

seguidores, al perseguir su secular sueño de erigirse en Estado soberano, terminarán por seguir los

pasos de otras prominentes comunidades pre-modernas, al sacrificar implícitamente su ser a fin de

construir el Estado: al igual que ocurriera con Castilla, Prusia o Île-de-France, que alcanzaron sus

objetivos estatales pero, al tiempo, sacrificaron su propia individualidad, la comunidad maronita

cumplió, ciertamente, su sueño de fundar un Estado en las montañas de sus antepasados, pero al

precio de crear una polis islamo-cristiana, muy distinta del Estado-nación maronita soñado por la

jerarquía reformada de la Iglesia a lo largo del siglo XIX.

Al tiempo que el  establecimiento del Estado libanés moderno, en 1920, trajo consigo la
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sumersión de la identidad maronita bajo la influencia de la libanidad (libanisme), la historia de la

comunidad en el periodo que aquí se ha estudiado, vino marcada por la relativa debilidad de la

Iglesia. Tras un siglo de liderazgos potentes, en el que hombres como Msrs. Hubaysh y Mascad

ostentaron el liderazgo indiscutido de la comunidad –  tanto en la esfera religiosa como en la laica –

siendo, por tanto, capaces de mantener posiciones políticas enérgicas, la muerte de Msr. Huwayyik

abrirá la puerta a toda una serie de patriarcas débiles o divisivos que, con la inoportuna interferencia

de Roma de por medio, se revelarán incapaces de seguir el ejemplo de sus ilustres predecesores del

siglo anterior. La Iglesia que comandaron Msrs.  cArida, Méouchy y Khuraysh se reveló como un

cuerpo acéfalo, incapaz de hacer sentir su peso en la esfera política y, cada vez que lo intentaba –

como así ocurrió durante la crisis del tabaco, en 1935, o durante los hawadith 1958 – provocando

resultados contraproducentes que sólo contribuían a separar a los fieles de una jerarquía eclesiástica

a la que se percibía como distante y ajena a las preocupaciones, esperanzas y deseos del “hombre

corriente” maronita, siguiendo la terminología empleada por Michael Hudsonα. En este contexto, el

ascenso de las órdenes religiosas a la primera fila de la política eclesiástica que se hizo evidente

durante la Guerra Civil, pero cuyas raíces se hundían en las protestas contra las leyes educativas e

inmobiliarias  de mediados de los  1960,  representó un regreso de la  feligresía  a  las  tradiciones

históricas de la maronidad (Maronité): la otrora comunidad monástica creada en torno al Dayr Mar

Marun, sació su sed de liderazgo regresando a las referencias cenobíticas de sus ancestros, como así

parece  deducirse  del  papel  protagonista  jugado  por  los  abades  Qassis  y  Nacaman   durante  la

conflagración.

Así pues, el débil liderazgo religioso que caracterizó la historia de la comunidad durante la

mayor parte  del  siglo XX abrirá  la  puerta  al  ascenso de líderes laicos.  La burguesía  maronita,

burocrática y empresarial, que había venido gestándose, al menos, desde mediados del siglo XVIII,

supo aprovecharse de la Mutasarrifiyyah como un periodo formativo en el que familiarizarse con el

α HUDSON, 1977, 18. Cf. TRABOULSI, 2007, 141-142.
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funcionamiento  de  la  Administración,  de  tal  forma  que,  para  cuando  el  Mandato  francés  se

estableció de facto, en 1918, estaba lista para asumir el liderazgo comunal de las venerables manos

del anciano Msr.  Huwayyik,  cuya muerte,  en 1931, abrirá  francas las  puertas de la  supremacía

comunitaria a los laicos, habida cuenta de las divisiones internas y de la desunión que asolarían a la

Iglesia institucional durante el pontificado de sus sucesores inmediatos. Para esta noblesse de robe,

de extracción fundamentalmente burguesa más que aristocrática, la política se entendía, en términos

característicamente  modernos,  como  una  contienda  ideológica  entre  candidatos  rivales  que,  al

dirigirse a sus electores potenciales, empleaban técnicas de campaña modernas, incluyendo el uso

de  la  prensa  como  eficaz  herramienta  propagandística,  sin  perjuicio  de  que  otras  perspectivas

políticas más tradicionales continuaran manteniendo su vitalidad, particularmente en las regiones

más septentrionales pobladas por los maronitas, en las que el patronazgo y los lazos tribales seguían

siendo  los  vehículos  esenciales  de  instrucción  política.  Puede  argüirse,  asimismo,  que  la  élite

política  maronita  se  volvió  rápidamente  experta  en  jugar  un  doble  juego que  combinaba tanto

medios  tradicionales  como modernos para  alcanzar  la  elección,  dirigiéndose  a  sus  electores  de

Beirut  y la Montaña central  en términos decididamente ideológicos,  mientras que empleaba las

tácticas del do-ut-des, típicas de la política tradicional, en las más remotas áreas de la Montaña.

El  objetivo  último  de  esta  clase  de  políticos  modernos  sería,  tras  la  aprobación  de  la

Constitución de 1926, alcanzar la Presidencia de la República, a la que percibían como la clave de

bóveda del sistema político, así como la personificación del ethos cristiano-maronita que atribuían

al naciente Estado. Los sucesivos hombres que ocuparon la Presidencia de la República Libanesa,

sus medidas y maniobras políticas, se convirtieron, por tanto, en los protagonistas esenciales de esta

tesis, que ha examinado su rol, en tanto que jefes del Estado y líderes de la comunidad maronita. Al

así hacerlo, se ha probado que, en contra de la opinión expresada por autores tan influyentes como
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Charles Rizkβ,  Edmond Rabbathγ,  Fawwaz Traboulsiδ o Tabitha Petranε – por mencionar a sólo

algunos de ellos, el jefe del Estado no era ni un  autócrata constitucional  que ostentara un poder

ilimitado e incontrolable sobre la totalidad del edificio político, ni tampoco la personificación “[...]

de la voluntad suprema, estable y efectiva que gobierna [al Estado], al tiempo que promueve sus

múltiples actividades”ζ, sino un primus inter pares, cuyos amplios poderes constitucionales se veían

estrictamente  limitados por  los  principios  y normas  legales  consagrados  en  el  Pacto  Nacional,

entendido como la manifestación concreta la Constitución no-escrita o histórica del Líbano.

La Constitución no-escrita, concebida como depósito inmanente de las tradiciones políticas

del Líbano, se convierte, por tanto, en el elemento fundamental en la historia política del Bilad al-

Arz, pues los principios que consagra, al afectar a la mayoría de las áreas del gobierno y las políticas

públicas – desde la  proporcionalidad  electoral a los  liderazgos arbitrarios, no sólo definen una

cierta comprensión de la política, sino que también limitan la capacidad de los empresarios políticos

para interpretar la Constitución formal, al establecer toda una serie de normas – cuya naturaleza

está, ciertamente, sometida a evolución histórica – en tanto que pilares fundacionales del edificio

político, más allá de las cuales no se entiende legítima ninguna actividad o propuesta política. Esta

interacción dinámica entre las Constituciones formal e informal que caracterizó al sistema político

libanés, tanto durante nuestro periodo de estudio como también más allá – como así prueban tanto

el  Tratado de Ta’ifη como el  Acuerdo de Dohaθ –  es  sólo  posible  si  se  sustituyen las  estrictas

limitaciones  que,  sobre  el  significado  del  Derecho  Constitucional,  pesan  en  la  compresión

continental del fenómeno para ser sustituidas por una perspectiva anglosajona, en la que se acepte

la validez de la legalidad consuetudinaria como un principio básico en el esquema organizativo del

β RIZK, 1966, 129-148
γ RABBATH, 1982, 154-155, 293-362, 380-437, 469-489.
δ TRABOULSI, 2007, 129-130.
ε PETRAN, 1987, 35.
ζ RABBATH, 1982, 293.
η RI’ASSAT AL-JUMHURIYYAT AL-LUBNANIYYAH, 1989.
θ UNITED NATIONS PEACEMAKER, 2008
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Estado. De este modo, la Constitución no figura ya como un mero acto de disposición adoptado por

una asamblea constituyente en un momento histórico dado, sino como la consecuencia natural de

las “fuerzas internas y silenciosas” de la experiencia popularι, en palabras de Savigny; como “el

sistema de existencia política atribuido a cada nación por un poder más allá de sí  misma”κ,  de

acuerdo a la visión teológica del fenómeno defendida por de Maistre. Así interpretada, y siguiendo

una de las definiciones expuestas anteriormente, la Constitución

puede [...]  entenderse  como una herramienta  viva para  la  regulación de la  convivencia  social  en un

determinado Estado, [como] un documento flexible – ya sea escrito o no-escrito – que, más allá de un

núcleo de rigidez  - fundamentalmente metodológico, puede modificarse a voluntad con las cambiantes

circunstancias sociales y políticas experimentadas por la sociedad a la que rige. λ

Es partiendo de esta definición de la Constitución que pueden, por lo tanto,  negarse las

afirmaciones de los autores mencionados más arriba en relación con la supremacía del Presidente en

el  sistema libanés.  Más  bien  al  contrario,  al  analizar  la  naturaleza  de  la  autoridad  y  la  praxis

presidencia a lo largo las tres décadas de la Primera República libanesa, las palabras de Albert

Hourani acerca del  papel eminentemente arbitral  jugado por el  jefe  del  Estado en la  estructura

política  del  Líbano parecen bastante  más  reveladoras  de la  realidad que la  visión del  Profesor

Rabbath, quien se acerca a la Presidencia únicamente desde el punto de vista de la Ley escrita. Así,

el jefe de Estado libanés, a pesar de la teórica latitud de su autoridad constitucional formal, puede

definirse como un gigante con pies de barro, cuyos amplios poderes de jure se veían severamente

limitados por su participación en un mecanismo político consociacional y colegial – no escrito e

informal, que requería del consentimiento de todos los líderes políticos, y muy en particular de la

élite sunní que ostentaba la jefatura del Gobierno, para funcionar normalmente. Cada vez que el

ι SAVIGNIY, 1814, 14. 
κ DE MAISTRE, 1794-1795-1796 [1884].
λ Vid. p. 694.
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Presidente intentaba,  en un uso  a priori  legal de sus prerrogativas constitucionales,  imponer su

autoridad más allá del marco consensual definido por el cártel de élites que dominaba el sistema

político – como así ocurrió, muy particularmente, en 1952 y 1958, pero también durante las crisis

libano-palestinas de 1969 y 1973, su omnipotencia constitucional se traducía en impotencia fáctica

merced a los vetos cruzados que lanzaban sus colegas en el Nizam al-Mithaq al-Watani.

La incapacidad del Presidente para convertir su autoridad formal en poder real, junto a su rol

como una figura representativa de la unión nacional, cuya función principal consistía en mantener el

equilibrio entre los varios grupos de interés que se disputaban el espacio en la arena política al

tiempo que, suave e implícitamente, guiaba – que no dirigía – la actividad política cotidiana, dejó a

la  comunidad maronita  virtualmente sin  liderazgo.  Así,  frente  a  las  acusaciones  referentes  a  la

existencia de una hegemonía maronita tan difundidas por ciertos autores – y, en primer lugar, por

Kamal Joumblattμ – la comunidad maronita de la Primera República Libanesa gozó de bastante

menos influencia de la que cabría esperar en función de su dimensión demográfica, peso económico

y  nivel  educativo.  De  hecho,  las  bases  de  la  comunidad  se  vieron  confinadas  a  un  papel  de

oposición quasi permanente frente a las distintas presidencias que se sucedieron a lo largo de las

cuatro décadas de este estudio puesto que el ya mencionado papel nacional desempeñado por el jefe

del Estado solía implicar el paso a segundo plano de sus intereses comunitarios, a diferencia de los

demás  actores  políticos,  que  podían  promover  sus  intereses  sectarios  a  expensas  de  la  unidad

nacional – como así ocurrió, en distintas ocasiones, con los miembros principales del club sunní de

los primeros ministros, quienes no dudaron en bloquear la actividad del ejecutivo cada vez que ésta

se oponía a las preferencias de sus electores urbanos. La exclusión del ex-Presidente Chamoun, que

se había convertido en un héroe para el petit peuple cristiano – no sólo maronita – tras los hawadith

1958, de toda responsabilidad ministerial durante las presidencias de Chéhab y Hélou – a pesar de

la creciente apertura hacia la oposición que tuvo lugar bajo el segundo, al mismo tiempo que los

μ JOUMBLATT, 1982, 
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más destacados líderes de la revuelta, como Rashid Karami o Kamal Joumblatt, se convertían en

pilares  fundamentales  del  nuevo  estilo inaugurado  por  el  General  en  1958,  da  testimonio  del

limitado papel jugado por los representantes más prominentes del sentimiento maronita a lo largo de

buena parte de la Primera República.

El hecho de que el golpe de Estado del año nuevo de 1962 pueda identificarse, como así se

ha hecho en esta tesisν, como una manifestación del descontento cristiano – y, muy en particular,

maronita – respecto a la  política musulmana de Chéhab más que como un movimiento pan-sirio,

como podría deducirse superficialmente de la ligazón al PPS de sus autores, proporciona un buen

ejemplo de la incomodidad de amplios sectores de la comunidad con un régimen al que percibían

como indiferente a las preocupaciones e intereses de la comunidad maronita. Más ejemplos de la

agitación  maronita  –  y,  en  general,  cristianaξ –  pueden  observarse  en  la  Contrarrevolución  de

septiembre de 1958, que puso fin al primer gabinete encabezado por Karami durante la Presidencia

de Chéhab, así como en la masiva reacción a favor de las Fuerzas Armadas durante la grave crisis

política provocada por la cuestión de Proteína en los meses que precedieron al estallido de la guerra

en 1975.

El Líbano no puede considerarse, por lo tanto, como una dawlah maruniyyah, una república

dominada por los maronitas, puesto que su sistema político impedía la existencia de modo alguno

de control exclusivo por parte de una sola comunidad o grupo político, imponiendo, más bien al

ν Vid. pp. 368-374.
ξ Tal y como ha venido explicándose a lo largo de estas páginas, la República Libanesa independiente fue testigo de

una creciente convergencia socio-política entre todas las comunidades cristianas. Aunque este proceso ya se había
hecho evidente en el caso de las comunidades maronita y greco-católica durante la Mutasarrifiyyah – e incluso con
anterioridad a ésta, cuando la Iglesia Maronita se convirtió en la protectora de facto de las distintas Iglesias Uniatas
que habían comenzado a surgir a lo largo y ancho del Levante en la época de la Contrarreforma –, la República
observó la creciente fusión en las opiniones y estatus social de las comunidades católicas con la, hasta entonces,
esquiva comunidad greco-ortodoxa,  cuya implantación pan-levantina y carácter  imperial – en tanto que Iglesia
nacional  de facto en el Imperio Otomano – la habían separado de sus comunidades hermanas en la región. Así, e
incluso si se admite la pervivencia de algunos de estos rasgos en el periodo republicano, es innegable que, al menos
en el nivel popular, comenzó a surgir una identidad cristiano-libanesa común, que transcendía el carácter parroquial
de las distintas identidades comunales. Vid. L’Orient, 03/26/1968.
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contrario, la necesidad de que existieran diálogo y compromiso perpetuos, en un permanente toma y

daca – que, habitualmente, iba en contra de los intereses comunales de los maronitas o, al menos,

en contra de los deseos de la mayoría de la comunidad, como la única manera legítima de hacer

política en el Bilad al-Arz.

Al negar que el sistema político libanés estuviera, en modo alguno, afectado por una suerte

de tara inherente a su propia estructura o que fuera incapaz de adaptarse y ajustarse a las cambiantes

circunstancias de la vida política interior y exterior, constituyendo, por el contrario, un vehículo

político  particularmente  proclive  al  cambio  dada  la  flexibilidad  del  mecanismo  institucional

presidido  por  el  Pacto  Nacional,  en  tanto  que  personificación  concreta  de  la  Constitución  no

escrita,  esta  tesis  también  ha  contribuido  a  probar  que  el  confesionalismo no era  el  elemento

dominante  en  la  estructura  política  del  Líbano.  Por  el  contrario,  puede  argüirse  que  la

compartimentalizada geografía del Líbano ayudó a contener las rivalidades inter-confesionales, al

confinar  a  las  comunidades  en  espacios  relativamente  homogéneos,  en  los  que  las  rivalidades

políticas y sociales no podían,  en consecuencia,  tener que ver con factores religiosos,  sino con

cuestiones relativas a discrepancias familiares y para-feudales, habitualmente resueltas en el marco

de la rica tradición iusprivatística común a toda la Montaña. El respeto generalizado a este corpus

de Derecho Consuetudinario,  así  como las jerarquías regionales – más o menos formalizadas –

encarnadas por el sistema de los zucama’, contribuían a relajar las tensiones confesionales incluso

en las pocas regiones en las que varias comunidades compartían un mismo territorio, como así

ocurría en al-Shuf, cAkkar o la Biqac meridional, todo ello sin perjuicio de la existencia real de un

esprit  de  communauté  confesional  que,  indudablemente,  ya  existía  antes  de  la  llegada  del

imperialismo occidental a la región.

La legitimación de estos lazos tradicionales – ca’ilah, zacim, ta’ifah – como parte integrante
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del  sistema político  del  Líbano  moderno,  a  pesar  de  ser  menospreciados  como reminiscencias

arcaicas del pasado por amplios sectores de la Academia, facilitó la integración de amplias capas de

la población en el marco del sistema político formal, el cual, en clara prueba de su dinamismo,

comenzó a desecharlas con la evolución natural de la sociedad hacia modelos socio-políticos más

moderno,  como viene demostrado,  inter alia, por los  sorprendentes resultados de las elecciones

parlamentarias  de  1972,  que  trajeron  consigo  la  llegada  al  Parlamento  de  varios  diputados

ideológicos, en obvio reflejo de las nuevas preferencias político-ideológicas de sus electores. En

este contexto, el también sorprendente crecimiento del sentimiento confesional que se hizo evidente

en los últimos años de la Primera República puede considerarse como prueba evidente de la rápida

modernización  experimentada  por  la  sociedad  libanesa  en  las  cuatro  décadas  que  aquí  se  han

estudiado, tal y como se ha repetido en varias ocasiones a lo largo de estas páginas, con apoyo en la

literatura más relevante. Así, para los inmigrantes rurales que arribaban a la inhóspita banlieue de

Beirut,  en  el  éxodo  rural  masivo  cuyo  punto  de  partida  puede  localizarse  durante  el  cahd del

Presidente Chéhab, la práctica religiosa ofrecía un sentimiento de pertenencia y una identidad en

las,  por  otra  parte,  escuálidas,  abarrotadas,  demográficamente  heterogéneas  y  generalmente

incómodas  condiciones  de la  vida periférica,  en donde se debilitaban los  lazos  familiares  y se

rompían los vínculos clientelares de naturaleza para-feudal.

La consolidación del confesionalismo que parecía evidenciarse durante las décadas de 1960

y 1970 no impidió, sin embargo, la creciente convergencia de la mayor parte de los sectores sociales

en torno a un nacionalismo (wataniyyah) libanés común – tal y como confirmaran Halim Barakat,

por un lado, y Audrey y David C. Smockο, por otra – el cual reconocía el peculiar papel del Líbano

en tanto que Estado soberano y árabe, sin que ello conllevara la supresión de las fuertes identidades

segmentarias que, en no pocos casos, precedían en siglos al ascenso cronológico de la moderna

República Libanesa. De hecho, puede afirmarse que el alza del sentimiento confesional frente a

ο Vid. n. p. 2858.
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otros  lazos  tradicionales  de naturaleza clientelar,  históricamente más prominentes,  podría  haber

favorecido la viabilidad a largo plazo de un Estado libanés cuya entera arquitectura institucional

estaba consagrada a la relajación del conflicto inter-comunal y a la promoción de la cooperación a

través de la frontera sectaria. En palabras del Presidente Hélou:

[...]  El  Líbano [...]  no  había  resuelto  todos  sus  problemas [p]ero,  a  fuerza  de  sensatez  y tolerancia,

impedía que se plantearan. Queremos decir que impedía que las oposiciones doctrinales adquirieran un

carácter peligroso, actual y absoluto, para dejar que las exigencias de la convivencia ocuparan el primer

lugar.π

Así, es posible argumentar que el debilitamiento de los zucama’ tradicionales perceptible en

los últimos años del periodo aquí estudiado, a pesar de dislocar a la élite política tradicional que

había estado al timón de la política libanesa desde la independencia, con las inevitables tensiones

que  ello  hubiera  podido  generar,  presagiaba  el  alza  de  las  instituciones  públicas  al  rango  de

máximas distribuidoras de los servicios sociales que, hasta entonces, los zacim habían controlado en

exclusiva,  dentro  de  un  auténtico  Estado  de  comunidades  confesionales  asociadas como  ya

definiera Michel Chiha en los años 1940.

La caída del  Estado en 1975 no puede,  por tanto,  atribuirse a la  supervivencia de estos

vínculos  tradicionales  que  eran,  más  bien  al  contrario,  los  elementos  básicos  que  permitían  la

incorporación  política  de  las  masas  rurales  libanesas  a  la  estructura  formal  creada  por  la

Constitución de 1926 e institucionalizada aún más a fondo tras la independencia. En este sentido, la

guerra  aparece  como  una  consecuencia  de  las  tensiones  –  tanto  regionales  como  globales  –

vinculadas a intereses geopolíticos en el área del Mediterráneo oriental, aprovechándose las grandes

potencias y los Estados lavantinos de la debilidad del Líbano para convertirlo en el campo de batalla

π Le Figaro, 01/04/1978.
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en el que  dar rienda suelta a la presión de las rivalidades internacionales, siendo un segundo factor

en el  estallido de aquélla  el  comportamiento imprudente,  irresponsable y oportunista  de ciertos

líderes  libaneses  que  no  dudaron  en  explotar  las  divisiones  internas  y  en  promover  los  odios

segmentales, con el apoyo entusiasta de los rivales regionales del Líbano, para hacer avanzar sus

objetivos políticos privados.

La reconstrucción de los mecanismos políticos colegiales del Líbano tras  la Guerra Civil y,

muy en particular, tras el final de la ocupación siria, sirve de merecido homenaje a la miríada de

autores  de  pre-guerra  que  subrayaron  la  legitimidad  de  los  intentos  del  Líbano para  definir  la

modernidad político-social  en  sus  propios  términos,  sin  recurrir  a  los  modelos  uniformizadores

propuestos desde ambos lados de la cesura ideológica y para quienes el Líbano aparecía, en el mejor

de los casos, como un ejemplo aberrante y, en el peor, como un Estado fallido condenado a fracasar

bajo el peso de sus contradicciones internas. Así pues, el consenso, los acuerdos y prácticas para-

políticas,  y  la  distribución segmental  de  los  puestos  políticos,  parecen erigirse  en  la  única  vía

posible para que el Bilad al-Arz sobreviva como una entidad viable en el Oriente Próximo.

La pervivencia del sistema político  sui generis del Líbano es, asimismo, la única vía que

existe para preservar a la comunidad maronita como una comunidad humana viable en la tierra de

sus antepasados. Al mismo tiempo en que comunidades cristianas milenarias se han visto borradas

de la región que contempló la Revelación cristiana, los maronitas permanecen, firmes sobre sus

montañas, casi como la única comunidad no-musulmana que posee un cierto peso demográfico y

político en Oriente Medio.  Aunque dislocados por la guerra,  numéricamente disminuidos por la

emigración y políticamente debilitados por las modificaciones constitucionales derivadas de Ta’if,

los maronitas se mantienen como la única ta’ifah cristiana con capacidad para influir en la política

de su propio país. Al tratar de disipar algunos de los mitos que rodean a un pueblo, una  nación,
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todavía  envuelto  en  la  neblina  orientalista  tan  popular  en  Occidente,  también  se  ha  intentado

promover la convivencia en paz y la igualdad bajo la sombra secular de los venerables cedros. Y

ello, incluso, si admitimos la precariedad de tal deseo pues, no olvidemos las palabras de Michel

Chiha:

Estamos condenados a vivir peligrosamente.
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ONOMASTIC INDEX

- A -

CABBUD, Basil 347

ABED, Antoine 283,  364,  367,  432,  471,
548, 565, 

ABILLAMAC, (family) 101

ABILLAMAC, Bashir A. 112

ABILLAMAC, Haydar 112

ABI NADER, Khalil 367

ABU CASSI, Joseph 580

ABU KHALIL, Joseph 611-612

ABU SHAHLA, Habib 211

ABU SHARAF, Louis 347, 581

ABU SULAYMAN, Shaqir 539

ABU SUWAN, Marcel 464

ADENAUER, Konrad 326-327, 330
CADMA, Yusif al- 144

ADIB, Auguste 158, 163-164
CADWAN, Kamal 552, 555, 
CAFLAQ, Michel 299, 308

AGGIOURI, René 361, 430

AHDAB, cAziz 344-345, 606-608

AHDAB, Khayr al-Din AL- 45, 160, 191-193, 205, 662

AHMET, Küçük 93
CAKKARI, Nazim 262
CALAM AL-DIN, Najib 416, 476

ALIBRANDI, Gaetano 474

ALON, Yigal 477
CAMIR, cAli cAli 403
CAMMUN, Da’ud 139-140, 300, 393
CAMMUN, Fu’ad 394
CAQL, Georges 226, 244
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cAQL, Joseph 283
CAQL, Paul 160,  171-172,  177-179,

239, 258
CARAFAT, Yassir 417,  470,  488,  498,  518,

527, 546, 570, 616-619
CARIDA (family) 652
CARIDA, Antoine 32, 172-174, 178-179, 239-

240,  257,  281,  322,  652,
661, 742

CARIF, cAbd al-Rahman 436
CARIF, cAbd al-Salam 404-405, 436

ARSLAN (family) 649

ARSLAN, cAdil 186

ARSLAN, Majid 193,  211,  360,  543-544,
582, 177

ARSLAN, Nuhad 248

ASACAD (family) 650

ASACAD, Ahmad AL- 205, 294, 346, 645

ASACAD, Kamal AL- 300,  393,  407,  447-451,
509,  533,  540-545,  554-
556, 563-564

ASAD, AL- (family) 509

ASAD, Hafiz AL- 437,  527,  566-567,  593,
602-603, 609-619

ASHKAR, Asad AL- 371-377
CASSAF, (family) 88-92, 95
CASSAF, Mansur 89
CASSAF, Muhammad 89
CASSI, Roger 541

ATASSI, Lu’ay AL- 436
CAUN, Michel 4
CAUN, Tubiyya 113
CAWAD, Fu’ad 368-377
CAWAD, Paul 171-172, 177
CAWAD, Simcan 97
CAWAD, Tawfiq 206
CAWAD, Yacqub 96
CAZIZ, Jean 393
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CAZM, cAbdallah AL- 103

- B -

BACALBAKI, Muhammad 371

BARAK, Ehud 552-553

BARAKAT, Antoine 607

BAYDAS, Yusif 423-425

BAYHUM, cAbdallah 177, 194-196

BAYHUM, cUmar 159, 182-185

BAZ, Jirjis 101

BAZZI, cAli 340, 347

BELTRAMI, Giuseppe 285

BENEDICT XIV (LAMBERTINI,
Prospero Lorenzo) 97

BERTOLI, Paolo 597-599

BITAR, Émile 531

BITAR, Salah al-Din AL- 436

BOULOS, Jawad 373, 376

BOUTROS, Fouad 336,  340,  347,  377,  394-
396,  426-427,  448-449,
475,  498-501,  504,  511,
616, 628

BRIAND, Aristide 149

BRUNO, Fabio 90

BRUNO, Jean 90

BULUS, Philippe 360

BURQIBA, Habib 410, 439-440

BUSTANI, Augustin 160, 177, 282

BUSTANI, Butrus AL- 138

BUSTANI, César 316

BUSTANI, Émile AL- 259, 263, 288, 645

BUSTANI, Émile (General) 413,  442,  488-489,  498-
499, 518, 532-533, 547

BUSTANI, Fu’ad Afram 239, 339

BUSTANI, Nabih 371

BUSTANI, Pierre 120
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- C -

CAIX, Robert DE 149

CARBILLET, Gabriel 153

CATROUX, Georges 196-202, 209, 212

CAYLA, Léon DE 152, 157

CHAMOUN, (family) 655

CHAMOUN, Camille 177,  181,  207,  222-223,
229,  231,  241-243,  259,
263,  266-322,  329-333,
339-343,  347-348,  354,
362-364, 370-379, 389-394,
399,  402-403,  413,  433-
434,  448-450,  454,  467-
469,  480-483,  486,  492-
493,  500,  505,  508-509,
517,  537,  542-544,  558,
562-564,  571,  574-576,
579,  583,  590,  596,  600-
602,  614,  617,  620-621,
624,  627,  649,  663-667,
717, 746

CHAMOUN, Munir 461, 464

CHEBLI, Michel 63, 697

CHEBLI, Pierre 102, 133

CHÉHAB (family) 74,  93-95,  100-103,  110,
115, 120

CHÉHAB, cAbd al-cAziz 393

CHÉHAB, cAbd al-Qadir 369

CHÉHAB, cAdil 339

CHÉHAB, Bashir I 94

CHÉHAB, Bashir II 12, 95, 99-109, 

CHÉHAB, Bashir Qasim 98, 103-104, 109,

CHÉHAB, Fu’ad 68, 222, 236, 240, 250-251,
262,  266,  293,  296,  305-
309,  312-317,  323-400,
402-407, 412-415, 418-420,
424,  433-434,  441-451,
467-470,  480-482,  486,
501-521,  565,  571,  609,
614,  625,  628-629,  650-
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651,  654,  663-665,  697-
698,  706,  710,  725,  734,
746-748-

CHÉHAB, Hassan b. cAli 104

CHÉHAB, Haydar 94-95, 112

CHÉHAB, Khalid 160, 191-193, 268-271, 346

CHÉHAB, Louis 369

CHÉHAB, Salman 104

CHÉHAB, Yusif 100

CHIHA-FARACUN (family) 165

CHIHA, Michel 4, 27, 46, 50, 57, 121, 131-
133,  156,  166-169,  174,
177,  205,  213,  217-221,
226-227, 231-233, 238-241,
244,  250,  262-270,  318,
395,  402,  660,  710,  723,
749, 751

CHIHA (MRS. KHURI), Laure 164

CLEMENCEAU, Georges 140-142

CORM, Charles 125,  129,  131,  139,  147,
164-167, 210, 214

CORTBAWI, Antoine 420-421

COUVE DE MURVILLE,
Maurice 597

- D -

DABBAS, Charles 158-159, 170, 174-175

DAHDAH, Antoine 535

DAHDAH, Lucien 584

DANA, cUthman AL- 414

DANDINI, Girolamo 90

DA’UD (DAVUDIAN, Garabet 
Artin) 116

DACUQ, Ahmad AL- 345

DACUQ, cUmar AL- 136, 160

DENTZ, Henri 195-196

DIB, Pierre 91-92, 248

DOUMITH, Michel 461, 572

DULLES, John F. 276, 286, 290, 311-312
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DUWAYHI (family) 295, 432, 652

DUWAYHI, Hector AL- 466

DUWAYHI, Istifan AL- 525

DUWAYHI, Simacan AL- 295-296, 421, 424, 486.

- E -

EDDÉ (family) 655

EDDÉ, Émile 51, 133, 140, 152, 157-158,
161-177, 180-185, 191-196,
205-207,  210-211,  221,
228,  235,  238,  242-247,
256-260

EDDÉ, Henri 530-531, 547,

EDDÉ, Pierre 247,  259,  301,  344,  348,
378, 717

EDDÉ, Raymond 247,  313,  317,  338-340,
344,  347-348,  353,  362-
364,  373,  376-379,  390,
394,  412-415,  433,  448-
449,  469,  481-483,  492-
493,  500,  508-509,  517,
539,  543-545,  554,  564,
574-575,  583-584,  590,
596,  607-609,  614,  624,
646, 717.

EISENHOWER, Dwight D. 276,  283,  291,  293,  294,
311, 313, 326, 334, 517

ELIANO, Jean-Baptiste 90, 91

- F -

FADL, Muhammad AL- 229

FAKHURI, Georges 539

FARACUN, Henri 166-168,  174,  228-233,
242-243, 246, 265, 443, 448

FIGHALI, Pierre 172

FRANGIÉ (family) 228,  295-296,  391,  432,
564, 652, 657

FRANGIÉ, Antoine “Tony” 521,  533,  540,  545,  554,
563, 574-575, 645

FRANGIÉ, Hamid 177,  206,  229,  241,  255,
259, 266, 294-295, 509
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FRANGIÉ, Kabalan 160

FRANGIÉ, Sulayman 299,  300,  330,  391-393,
447-449, 508-510, 520-629,
666, 711, 717

FU’AD, Mehmed 114-115

- G -

GAMELIN, Maurice 154, 157

GASPARD, Edmond 406

GAULLE, Charles DE 197-199, 202, 326-330, 474

GEAGEA, Hasib Taraya 228

GEAGEA, Samir 4-5

GEAGEA, Wahib 206

GEMAYEL (family) 610-611

GEMAYEL, Bashir 471,  502,  606,  614,  627,
668

GEMAYEL, Maurice 304, 347, 360, 408, 645

GEMAYEL, Pierre 187,  243,  255,  259,  284,
298,  304,  316-317,  322,
340,  344,  347-348,  353,
360,  394-395,  408,  418,
430,  433-434,  448-450,
469-471, 479-483, 492-493,
502,  506-510,  518,  537-
539,  542-554,  558,  565,
570-571,  577-586,  590,
595-597,  600,  603,  617,
624-627,  645-647,  657,
667-668

GÉNADRY, François 369

GHALIB, cAbd al-Hamid 332, 385, 392

GHANIM, Iskandar 532, 554, 577, 594

GHANIM, Shukri 131, 139

GIANNINI, Frediano 172

GISCARD D’ESTAIGN, Valéry 597

GOURAUD, Henri 129-132, 142-150, 218

GOYBET, Mariano 144

- H -

HADDAD, Fu’ad 314-315
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HADDAD, Grégoire 457-459, 463-467, 517, 561

HADDAD, Sacad 607

HAFIZ, Amin AL- 555-557, 562

HAJJ, Jean-Élie AL- 171

HAJJ, Youhanna AL- 120

HAJJAR, Grégoire 133

HAKIM, Adnan AL- 346, 510

HAKIM, George 265, 273

HAMADAH (family) 89, 100, 294, 564, 652

HAMADAH, Sabri 242, 346, 349-350, 544

HAMMUD (family) 110

HANDALI (MRS. FRANGIÉ), 
Iris

652

HARB, Shukrallah 561

HARFUSH (family) 101

HASHIMI, cAbd al-Ilah b. 
cAli AL-

310

HASHIMI, cAbdallah b. 
Hussayn AL-

230

HASHIMI, Faysal b. Hussayn
AL-

136, 140-145

HASHIMI, Hussayn b. cAli 
AL-

134

HASHIMI, Hussayn b. Talal 
AL-

292,  311,  440,  474,  525,
527, 620

HATIM, Joseph 464

HAWATMAH, Na’if 553

HAYIK, Michel 463

HELLEU, Jean 209-212

HÉLOU, (family) 101

HÉLOU, Charles 298,  315,  330,  378,  394-
395,  399,  401-519,  520,
526,  541,  559,  621-622,
629-630, 663, 740, 746, 749

HÉLOU, Yuhanna 101, 572

HINNAWI, Sami AL- 256

HUBAYQAH, Élie 668

HUBAYSH (family) 89, 650
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HUBAYSH, Yusif 102, 105-106, 110-112, 572,
742

HUSSAMI, Jamil 371

HUSSAYN, Kamal al-Din 299

HUSSAYN, Saddam 527

HUSSAYNI, Amin AL- 251

HUWAYYIK, Élias AL- 120,  141-143,  150-151,
157-158,  162,  171-172,
280, 742-743

HUWAYYIK, Sacadallah AL- 144

- I -

IBRAHIM B. MUHAMMAD CALI 106-108

INNOCENT III, (CONTI DI 
SEGNI, Lotario DEI)

86

ISTIFAN (family) 228

ISTIFAN, Joseph 206

ISTIFAN, Yusif 98, 103

- J -

JADID, Salah 527

JALBUT, Tawfiq 369

JALLUD, cAbd al-Salam 615

JAMAL, Ahmad 132-133

JAMAL, Khalil cIzz al-Din 452-453

JAMIL, Naji 603, 616-617

JAZZAR, Ahmad AL- 102-103

JIBRIL, Ahmad 555

JISR, Muhammad AL- 160, 173-174, 180

JOHNSON, Lyndon B. 381

JOUMBLATT (family) 94, 110, 339

JOUMBLATT, Bashir 103-105

JOUMBLATT, Nazira 263

JOUMBLATT, Kamal 33-36,  243,  246,  257-259,
263,  267-268,  294,  300,
304-305,  314,  346,  353,
360-362,  370,  375,  390,
394,  417-418,  429,  434,
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443,  449,  480-481,  502,
506-507,  510,  518,  523,
543,  549,  553,  556-557,
562-563, 569-571, 574-575,
578,  581-597,  603-616,
623-624, 649, 666, 717, 746

JOUMBLATT, Khalid 443

JOUMBLATT, Sacid 100

JOUVENEL, Henri DE 149, 153-158

- K -

KANACAN, Sulayman 148

KARAM (family) 295, 432, 652

KARAM, Georges 393

KARAM, Joseph 228

KARAMI, cAbd al-Hamid 162,  182,  205,  228-229,
232-237, 242, 247, 256, 260

KARAMI, Rashid 275,  279,  294,  299,  314-
317,  323,  335-340,  345,
353,  360-367,  382,  386,
389,  393,  407,  413-418,
429,  442,  447-452,  467-
469,  479-482,  486-491,
495-503,  506-509,  523,
528,  541,  543,  556,  564,
574-575, 583-599, 603-605,
608, 746-747.

KASSAR (MRS. FARACUN), 
Nawali

166

KAYLANI, Rashid cAli AL- 196

KAYYALI, Ghalib 308

KENNEDY, John F. 381

KETTANÉ, Georges 265

KFURI, Najib 371

KHADDAM, cAbd al-Halim 585, 594, 603

KHALID, Hassan 431, 490, 550, 574, 584

KHALID, Layla 526

KHALIL (family) 650

KHALIL, cAli AL- 542, 564

KHALIL, Kazim AL- 295, 542
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KHATIB, Ahmad AL- 606-608, 611

KHATIB, Sami 498

KHAYRALLAH, Shawki 368, 371-374, 377

KHAZIN (family) 92-94,  97,  101,  108,  112-
113, 138, 650

KHAZIN, Clovis AL- 347

KHAZIN, Iliyas AL- 577-578

KHAZIN, Kisrawan AL- 257-258

KHAZIN, Mirna AL- 645

KHAZIN, Philippe AL- 422

KHAZIN, Yusif AL-         
(Patriarch, 1733-1742)

96

KHAZIN, Yusif AL- 
(Patriarch, 1845-1854)

111

KHAZIN, Yusif AL- 160

KHODR, George 458, 461-463, 561

KHULI, Hassan Sabri 558, 617

KHURAYSH, Antoine 562, 572-573, 628, 742

KHURI (family) 172, 175, 348, 655

KHURI, cAbdallah AL- 143, 157, 160, 170-179, 661

KHURI, Bishara AL- 51,  71-74,  119,  133,  152,
158-177,  180,  185,  191-
192,  195,  201-207,  211,
222,  223,  224-266,  267-
275,  282,  319,  321,  329,
341,  402,  426,  533,  645,
707-709, 717, 739

KHURI, Élias AL- 347, 393

KHURI, Salim AL- 243-244, 260-263, 663

KHURI, Yusif AL- 572

KOZAH, Makram 461

KYRIAKOS (family) 432

- L -

LABAKI, Ghattas 368, 373

LABAKI, Kisrawan 400

LAHUD, Fu’ad 368, 533

LAHUD, Gaby 504-508, 532
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LAHUD, Jamil 346, 510

LAMMENS, Henri 56, 118, 139, 700, 701

LAY, Jean 358, 534

LEBRET, Louis-Joseph 357-358, 382-383, 393

LEPRÊTRE, Rémy-Louis 192

- M -

MACALUF, Nasri AL- 450, 481, 544

MACAN (family) 43, 93-94, 697

MACAN, Ahmad 93

MACAN, Fakhr al-Din 12, 90-91

MACAN, Mulhim 93

MAJDALANI, Nasim 481, 541

MALIK, Charles 265, 295, 307, 313, 390

MALIK, Fu’ad 607

MALLAT, Georges 371

MALLAT, Wajdi 416

MANSUR, Hussayn 481

MARDAM, Jamil 201, 207, 739

MARTEL, Damien DE 176-178, 192-194

MARUN, Ignace 367

MARUN, Jean 461

MASCAD, Bulus 112-113, 121, 742

MASHNUK, cAbdallah 346

MATNI, Nasib AL- 302-303

MEIR, Golda 552

MENASSA, Gabriel 221

MENDERES, Adnan 279

MÉOUCHY, Paul 280-285,  300,  306,  322,
373,  431,  443-446,  484,
525,  538,  565,  572-573,
628, 742

METTERNICH, Klemens 110

MRUWAH, Kamal 419-420, 424

MUCAWWAD (family) 295-296, 432, 652

MUBARAK, Ignace 160,  171-179,  193,  211,
231, 238-242, 245-248, 271
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MUBARAK, Musa 230

MUBARAK, Yuwakim 463

MUGHABGHAB, Joseph 390, 486

MUGHABGHAB, Na’im 305,  335,  339-340,  344,
372, 378

MUGHABGHAB, Na’im Jr. 486

MUHAMMAD CALI 105-106, 264

MUHARRAM, Shafiq 383

MUHSIN, Muhammad cAli 581

MUQADDAM, Rashid 206

MUNLA, Sacadi AL- 242

MURANI, A. Hamid 461

MURPHY,  Robert 311, 312

MUZAFFAR,(CZAJKOWSKI, 
Wladislaw)

116, 120

- N -

NACAMAN, Paul 85, 88, 587-589, 628, 742

NABACAH, Philippe 431

NACCACHE, (family) 238

NACCACHE, Alfred 196-198,  203-205,  226,
247, 257, 394

NACCACHE, Georges 165,  181,  218,  226-227,
256,  279,  296-298,  326-
328,  333-334,  351,  355,
374,  384,  396,  399,  414-
416,  430,  450,  486-488,
511, 540

NAFFAH, Fu’ad 390

NAHHAS, Mustafa AL- 201, 204, 207, 230, 739

NAHLAWI, CAbd al-Karim 366

NAJA, Rafiq 129

NAJJAR, Muhammad Y. 552-555

NAJM, Antoine 465-466

NAMMUR, Musa 155

NASSER, Jamal CABD AL- 32,  65,  275-280,  286-294,
298-300,  303-306,  313,
319-321,  329-335,  346,
361,  364-371,  380,  384-
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387,  392-394,  404,  409-
411,  419-420,  425,  435-
444,  448,  471,  497,  511,
516,  526-528,  543,  547,
559,  664-665,  710,  731,
736, 739

NASSER, Kamal 535-537, 552, 555

NEHRU, Jawaharlal 280

NIMSAWI, cUmar AL- 110

NSULI, Muhi al-Din 401
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